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Abstract
Doping is now a global problem that follows international sporting events
worldwide. National Anti Doping Agency, led by the World Anti Doping Agency and
International Olympic Committee, have attempted to stop the spread of this problem, with
little effect. It was expected that, with educational programs, testing, and supportive
medical treatment, this substance - abusing behavior would decrease. Unfortunately, this
has not been the case. In fact, new, more powerful and undetectable doping techniques
and substances are now abused by professional athletes, while sophisticated networks of
distribution have developed. Professional athletes are often the role models of adolescent
and young adult populations, who often mimic their behaviors, including the abuse of
drugs. This review of doping with in Indian sports is to inform the Indian psychiatric
community and addiction treatment professionals of the historical basis of doping in sport
and its spread to vulnerable athletic and non-athletic populations. In recent times, in India
the doping menace has grown as a black cloud which engulfing all categories of Indian
athletes in competitive sports, starting from schools to international games including
Olympic champions.
Keywords: Doping, sport, steroids, stimulants, WADA, NADA
INTRODUCTION
India is a country where sports are given high reverence and is treated as a
religion. It holds a deep place in the hearts of many knitted with strong bonds. Really India
is home to a diverse population playing many different sports across the country. The
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culture of India makes her people feel that they are the children of mother India. India is
an excellent example of ‘Unity in Diversity‘.
Really India is home to a diverse population playing many different sports across
the country. Cricket is the most popular sport in India. Football is a popular sport in some
of the Indian states. The country has won eight Olympic gold medals in field hockey, the
National game of India – 1928, 1932, 1936, 1948, 1952, 1956, 1964, 1980, one Silver in
1960 & 2 Bronze in 1968 , 1972, 2 medals in Track & Field in 1900, 5 medals in Wrestling
in 1952 : 01 Bronze, 2008: 02 Bronze, 2012: 01 Silver & 2016: 01 Bronze, 4 medals in
Shooting – 2004 : 01 Silver, 2008: 01 Gold, 2012: 01 silver & 2012: 01 Bronze, 2 medals in
Badminton – 2012: 01 Bronze & 2016: 01 Silver, 2 medals in Boxing- 02 Bronze- 2008 &
2012, 1 medal in Tennis – 1996: 01 Bronze and 1 medal in Weight Lifting : 01 Bronze 2008 ( Total 28 medals i.e. 09 – Gold, 07 Silver and 12 Bronze) . The success of
Commonwealth Games and the best ever performance of India has confirmed that a
sports culture is taking shape in India.
Noting that sports play a significant role in imbibing nationalism, Prime Minister
Mr. Narendra Damodar Dass Modi stressed that sports must be part of everyone's lives.
He said "We are a large and diverse nation. Sports can be a great means for national
integration," Prime Minister Modi said via video conference during his interaction with the
children at the launch of Reliance Youth Sports Foundation initiative pan India, kicking off
nations' largest multi-city, multi-sports school and college sports competition. "Sports
must be a part of everyone's lives," he added.
On the basis of above things and by the statement of Prime Minister we can say that really
Sports play an important role in imbibing nationalism which clearly reflects the results of
National Integration and National Empowerment.
But, besides this imbibing nationalism through sports one menace has also grown as a
black cloud which engulfs the sports culture of India that is doping.
DOPING: A CURSE FOR INDIAN SPORTS CULTURE
The nature of sports fosters a strong desire to win, and some athletes will do
anything to rise to the top. Many athletes have turned to supplements to gain this edge
and the use of performance enhancing drugs has increased dramatically. Elite athletes are
highly motivated and disciplined and the rewards and accolades that are available are
enormous and these athletes only have a limited time to get to the top in their chosen
sport adding to the huge pressure to succeed.
This pressure to become successful or to be the best has contributed to the rise in drug
taking within the sporting community. Performance enhancing drugs have been banned
from sports because today’s sporting community considers the use of these drugs is
cheating. So why do athletes do this? Lack of awareness could well be the major factor.
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But it's also because they don't want to lose. And they don't want to lose out on the
massive cash prize attached with winning medals for the country: an athlete gets Rs 75
lakh from the government for an Olympic gold, Rs 30 lakh for a silver and Rs 20 lakh for a
bronze. An Asian Games or Commonwealth gold will make them richer by Rs 30 lakh.
Take an example of Abhinav Bindra - India's first individual Olympic gold medallist. He got
monetary rewards totaling Rs 5 crore for his Beijing 2008 heroics. Sushil Kumar received
over Rs 4 crore from various sources for his silver at London 2012.
Anabolic steroids can cause diabetes, liver cancer, damage the heart and kidneys
and also damage the reproductive organs of male and female. The drug can also cause
aggressive behaviour.
Stimulants can cause irregular heartbeats and cardiac arrest and diuretics can cause
dehydration leading to sudden death.
31 STUDENT PLAYERS WERE BANNED BY NATIONAL ANTI DOPING AGENCY (NADA)
The following sportspersons were tested positive in “Doping Samples” conducted
and analyzed by National Anti Doping Agency (NADA) during All India Inter University
Tournaments for the year 2013-2014 to 2015-16.
After having followed due process and having heard their viewpoint, NADA
imposed the ban/sanctions accordingly.
The details of athletes are given below:1. Mr. Amritpal Singh S/o Sh. Buta Singh Judo (M) (90 Kg.) Provisionally Suspended
2. Ms. Sanju * Football (W) Provisionally Suspended
3. Mr. Nilesh Negi * Judo (Men) Provisionally Suspended 4. Mr. Bikramjeet Singh * Netball (men) Provisionally Suspended
5. Mr. Bharat Raja S/o Shri Raja K. Powerlifting (93 Kg.) (M) Provisionally Suspended 6. Mr. Sameer Ahmed * Powerlifting (66 Kg.) (M) -do7. Mr. S.K. Saresh * Powerlifting (120 Kg)(M) Provisionally Suspended
8. Mr. Thamizharasan Sekar * Powerlifting (83 Kg.) (M) -do9. Mr. Harbhajan Singh * Wt. Lifting (105 Kg.)(M) 8 Years (29.10.2012)
10. Mr. Harpreet Singh Bhumrah S/o Sh. Paramjeet Singh Bhumrah Wt. Lifting (77 Kg.) (M)
Provisionally Suspended
11. Mr. Bala Murugan Muthusamy * Powerlifting (59 Kg) (M) -do12. Mr. Krishna Kumar C S/o Sh. Chandrase Kharan Powerlifting (83 Kg.) (M) -do13. Mr. Ruthra Kumar B * Powerlifting (120 Kg) Provisionally Suspended
14. Mr. Karthik Pandiyan * Powerlifting (74 Kg.) (M) Provisionally Suspended
15. Mr. Basavaraja Anjanappa * Powerlifting (59 Kg.) (M) 2 Years (14.10.2014)
16. Ms. Ravinder Kaur * Wt. Lifting (58 Kg.) (W) Provisionally Suspended
17. Ms. Anjali D/o Sh. Barn Singh Powerlifting (52 Kg.)(W) -do18. Ms. S.K. Nageena D/o Sh. S.K. Subhani Wt. Lifting (63 Kg.) (W) 4 Years (30.1.2015)
19. Ms. Shodhana D/o Sh. Dhrnppa Poojary Wt. Lifting (53 Kg.) (W) Provisionally
Suspended
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20. Ms. Seemanthini Sathi D/o S.Srinu Prasad Wt. Lifting (75 Kg.) (W) 4 Years (15.02.2016)
21. Ms. Karthika J D/o V. Jayaraman Athletics (Hammer) (W) 4 Years (22.01.2016)
22. Ms. Arishu Patel C/o Sh. Vinod Kr. Singh Javelin Throw (W) (3rd) 4 Years (18.02.2016)
23. Mr. Nenavath Janu S/o Sh. Babuja Wt. Lifting (56 Kg.) (M) 4 Years (09.02.2015)
24. Mr. Jugraj Singh S/o Sh. Massa Singh Wt. Lifting (77 Kg.) (M) 8 Years (29.1.2015)
25. Mr. Amit Kumar S/o Sh. Ramesh Kumar Powerlifting (M) 4 Years (20.3.2015)
26. Mr. Mahamed Hussain Saleem * Wt. Lifting (M) 4 Years (15.2.2016)
27. Mr. Pradeep Kumar S/o Sh. N. Sivalingam Wt. Lifting (M) 4 Years (15.2.2016)
28. Mr. A. Harish Kumar S/o Sh. R. Arul Boxing ( 69 Kg.) (M) 4 Years (18.12.2015)
29. Mr. Samarath Sadashiv S/o Sh. Sadashiv Kotian Athletics 110 M Hurdles (M) 4 Years
(02.02.2016) 30. Mr. Deepan Chakravarthi A S/o Sh. S. Arumugasamy Athletics 400 Mtrs.
(M) Provisionally Suspended do- 31.
31. Mr. Manjeet Yadav S/o Sh.Chatarpal Yadav Weight Lifting (M) 8 Years (22.02.2016) NB:
* Father’s name of the athletes was not mentioned in the list of banned sportspersons
provided by NADA to the AIU. As a result, it was not possible to give Father’s name of
some of the athletes.
All the players were provisionally suspended and faced the risk of a further fouryear ban if their “B” samples tested positive. As an additional measure, the Indian
Weightlifting Federation even considered imposing a year-long ban on Delhi, Punjab and
Haryana for being the worst offenders.
NADA's director-general Rahul Bhatnagar told The Associated Press on Thursday that a
disciplinary panel announced the verdict as part of the agency's effort to "root out doping
altogether from the system."
The five banned athletes are sprinter Hemant Kirulkar, hammer thrower Gaurav
Bhardwaj, long distance runner B. Madhusudhan, shot put thrower Budhisatva Banerjee
and javelin thrower Megha Pardeshi.
Madhusudhan and Pardeshi both tested positive for the steroid Stanozolol,
Kirulkar for Oxandrolone, Bhardwaj for Nandrolone and Banerjee for the stimulant
methylhexanamine.
INDIAN ATHLETES TRAIL ONLY RUSSIA IN DOPE SHAME LIST
31 Indian athletes are serving IAAF bans for a litany of doping offences. Russia
ahead with 67 athletes. While the world is transfixed by the Russian doping scandal, the
Indians are busy fighting a battle of their own. For two consecutive years, India is second
only to Russia in the greatest number of athletes sanctioned for the use of prohibited
substances. According to data compiled by the Athletics Federation of India (AFI) for the
year 2014, that was made official earlier this week, 31 Indian athletes are serving
International Amateur Athletics Federation (IAAF) bans for a litany of doping offences.
Russia, however, is way ahead with 67 athletes suspended last year according to some
media reports.
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DOPING SCANDAL NOT NEW; 687 INDIAN ATHLETES HAVE FACED BAN IN THE PAST JULY
29, 2016 |
As wrestler Narsingh Yadav and shot putter Inderjeet Singh try to prove their
innocence in front of the national anti doping agency (NADA) over allegations of substance
abuse, the story of Indian athletes getting caught in dope net is nothing new. Since 2009,
as many as 687 athletes have been banned for doping-related offences, reports the Times
of India. This comes out be an average of 100 athletes being banned every year, as per
NADA records presented in the report.
“The Olympic year of 2012 marked a spike of 176 sportspersons being banned for doping,
but stricter checking has ensured a drop-in numbers in subsequent years. Again, this year,
72 athletes across all categories were censured for dope-related offences till July 18, 2016.
Of them, 16 made the list for violations committed on or after January 1 this year. The
remaining 56 were included for offences carried over from last year in the run-up to
Olympic preparations. Statistics was not available for the years before 2009,” the report
said.
CONCLUSION
The creed of the Olympics states: "The important thing in the games is not
winning but taking part. The essential thing is not conquering, but fighting well". As noble a
goal as this is, it has little to do with the reality of the modern sports world. Athletes are
rewarded for winning at virtually every level of competition. Second place is viewed as the
"first loser". A coach's job security is directly related to his team's success, not that they
are simply "fighting well". Given this reality, it is not surprising that athletes and coaches
will sacrifice and risk a great deal in order to obtain a competitive edge and enhance
performance at all costs. Performance enhancement in olympic and professional sport has
now become a medical, ethical, and legal problem for modern athletes and athletic
organizations. This is primarily due to the amount of money associated with winning in
today's sports industry. Really if we will not open our eyes regarding the menace of doping
one day definitely will come that this black cloud of doping convert towards the black only
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ABSTRACT
Eating disorder risk is significant to assess not only concerning possible influence on
the performance ability of an athlete, but also for the health risks athletes could
experience. The purpose of this study is to evaluate eating disorder risk and Influence of
Eating Disorder Risk on Sports Players Anxiety and Confidence student-athletes. The
outcomes were based off of the Eating Attitudes Risk-26 Questionnaire to examine eating
disorder risk, the Sport Anxiety Scale to examine trait anxiety in sport settings, and the
Sources of Sport Confidence Questionnaire to study sources of sport confidence. The
methodology included an informed sanction form, demographics questionnaire, Eating
Attitudes Risk-26 Questionnaire, Sport Anxiety Scale and the Sources of Sport Confidence
Questionnaire. Analyses were completed utilizing bivariate correlations and regression
analysis. The outcome of this study showed that eating disorder risk was significantly
correlated with only one variable of sports confidence, labeled as physical selfpresentation, and no variables of sports anxiety. Sports departments, athletic trainers and
sports coaching staffs can utilize these findings to effectively work with student-athletes in
a preventative manner.
Key words: eating disorder risk, sports anxiety and sports self-confidence
INTRODUCTION
College sports players experience stress not only in performance environments, but
also while transitioning into a college situation and attaining socio cultural acceptance .
The increased stress, anxiety, and academic demands have been correlated with body
image dissatisfaction and disordered eating behaviors, which can impact physical health
and psychosocial morbidity .Eating disorders, such as anorexia nervosa and bulimia
nervosa, have been correlated with mood and anxiety disorders, perfectionism, and
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impulsivity .The rate of eating disorders among college students has continued to increase
every decade . Although players may fall victim to eating disorders, women have been
found to account for 95% of these disorders. Female athletes experience a higher
likelihood of eating disorder risk as compared college students that do not participate in
athletics .This may be due to factors within the sport environment, the drive to be lean
and thin, and body dissatisfaction. Dissatisfaction has also been found to increase the
likelihood of developing behaviors associated with disordered eating. The harmful
influence of disordered eating, low weight, and low energy can be associated with the
female athlete triad classified as disorder in menstruation, osteoporosis, and eating
disorders.
Anxiety and self-confidence are both important aspects of sports performance.
Athletes with high levels of anxiety are likely to experience negative effects on
performance. Although anxiety may improve sports performance, if an athlete has
negative thoughts and self-doubts that decrease self-confidence, performance will be
debilitated. Results show that sports person with increased levels of self-confidence and
both somatic and cognitive anxiety has elevated levels of performance. The capability for a
sports person to believe in abilities is monumental. Athletes possessing self-discipline were
establishing to have increased self-confidence and perceived performance would be
enhanced. The relationship between self-confidence and performance is apparent. Selfconfidence oblige an sport player in using coping strategies to assist with controlling
anxiety through sport performance.
Sport player undergo eating disorders are likely to have inhibited sport performance
due to the psychological and psychopathology features. While some may hold the faith
that losing weight and restricting calories will get better sports performance, results found
to deteriorate performance due to reasons such as glycogen depletion and dehydration.
Some athletes may also turn towards bulimia in an effort to lose weight, but bulimia has
also been found to be detrimental to sports performance due to dehydration and negative
caloric balance. Research shows how sport performance is influenced when eating
disorders are present, but there is a need of research examining how sports performance
is influence with eating disorder risk among female athletes regarding anxiety and
confidence levels. ANOVA: Analysis of variance. by Ronald Fisher. EAT-26: The Eating
Attitudes Test. by David Garner
CONCLUSIONS
In an attempt to determine if anxiety levels differed among respondents, the Sports
Anxiety Scale questionnaire was utilized. At least overall mean scores resulted with the
anxious variable, followed by somatic variable and concentration disruption, respectively.
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Results indicated no significance regarding these three variables of anxiety as indicated by
the repeated measures ANOVA. In addition, no significant correlations were found among
EAT scores and anxiety variables based on a bivariate correlation. Basis on physical
presentation, followed by vicarious experiences, as a marker of sports confidence could be
at an elevated risk of eating disorders.
APPLICATIONS IN SPORT
This research study contributes to the area activity of sport psychology. The data
gathered in this study will help sports departments, sports player trainers and coaching
staffs by providing information that can be utilized to proactively work with female
student-athletes in an attempt to decrease eating disorder risks. The results of this study
provided insight regarding the sport anxiety variables such as somatic, worry, and
concentration disruption, and sport confidence variables that influence eating disorder
risk. Future research of the impact on female student- athletes participating in sports,
other than what was conducted in this study, and also other divisions of female studentathletes seems apparent. Physical self-presentation was the only variable of sport
confidence significantly correlated to EAT-26 scores. These results showed that female
student-athletes focusing on physical self-presentation are more likely to be at risk of
developing eating disorders as compared to female student-athletes that do not stress as
much emphasis on this sport confidence variable.
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ABSTRACT
Education is the key for development of any nation and it depends on the quality of
teachers. Knowledge, dedication, quality, professional commitment and motivation of
teachers are the factors responsible for quality education and learner achievement.
Producing such teachers is a major challenge for governments across the globe today.
With the ever-increasing amount of knowledge today, teacher’s job has been more
challenging in the light of new pedagogical and psychological theories, philosophy,
sociology and globalization. Well planned and imaginative Teacher education programmes
are required today. Teacher education programme has to be critiqued, studied, reformed,
rethought and reoriented today. Improvement in teacher education is a 3-dimensional
task.
It’s a challenge for every nation to provide well prepared and effective teachers; it
is an area of concern for degrading values and questions about purpose and goals of
education for society; and it is a research problem involving educational issues, concerns,
questions and conditions. In India, during the quest of this reforming and restructuring and
in the light of various policy papers and documents like- Kothari commission report (196466), Acharya Rammurti Samiti Report (1990), NCF (2005), National knowledge commission
report, NCTE regulations 2009, Right to education act 2009, NCTEF (2010) etc., the Teacher
education curriculum and regulations have witnessed a paradigm shift in recent years.
However, some of the problems have also been there like updated curriculum, duration
and quality of internship, in-service teacher education, lack of practical aspects and
teacher education through distance mode are debatable issues. This paper deals with
some policies, problems and proposed suggestions for teacher education.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
It is well known that teachers have a pivotal role in the development of an inclusive
education system. Highly motivated, qualified, and trained teachers are important factor
for ensuring meaningful access to education. Teacher education is the process for the
development of proficiency and competence of teachers which in turn enable and
empower them for meeting the requirements and challenges of the profession in present
times. Goods Dictionary of Education explains-„Teacher education means all the formal
and non-formal activities and experiences that help to qualify a person to assume
responsibilities of a member of the educational profession or to discharge his
responsibilities more effectively.‟ W.H. Kilpatrick specified teacher training by stating that
„Training is given to animals and circus performers, while education is to human beings.
Teacher education encompasses teaching skills, sound pedagogical theory and professional
skills. Teacher Education = Teaching Skills + Pedagogical theory + Professional skills.‟
Clinton stated in his Call for Action for American Education in the 21st Century (1996) that,
“Every community should have a talented and dedicated teacher in every classroom. We
have enormous opportunity for ensuring teacher quality well into the 21st century if we
recruit promising people into teaching and give them the highest quality preparation and
training”. This indicates the importance of preparing good teachers. A good teacher
education system is a major requirement of any nation for its progress. Teacher quality is
the most important factor of school education. UNESCO-ILO stated that “Teacher quality is
an important consideration in student achievement, and although defined differently by
different people, it continues to be a central concern of those responsible for teacher
education. Quality teachers are products of quality teacher education programs, policies
and practices.” Recently Universlization of Elementary Education, and implementation of
RTE coupled with sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have produced a huge
requirement of teachers and to meet this new challenge, our country should be able to
supply good teachers in large numbers. Today new innovations and experiments are being
tried out inside as well as outside the classroom that includes project-based learning,
development of thinking skills, and discovery learning approaches. Many teachers are not
perfectly familiar in implementing the concepts of new curriculum and many are not
equipped to properly implement the curriculum. So, it is necessary to define the
professional qualifications and skills needed for a good teacher and inculcate them within
prospective teachers.
These qualities which make good teachers were summarized by Arthur et al, in a
survey on UK teachers as fairness, creativity, and a love of learning, humour, perseverance
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and leadership as the six most important character strengths for good teachers, along with
kindness and honesty.
In this line and to improve quality of teachers, certain nations have developed
teaching standards. For example Australia, developed standards for teachers in 2010 and
finalized 3 domains of teaching and seven standards mentioned in Education Services
Australia (2011), which are given below:
Professional Knowledge: (Domain 1)
1. Know students and how they learn;
2. Know the content and how to teach it; Professional Practice: (Domain 2)
3 Plan for and implement effective teaching and learning
4. Create and maintain supportive and safe learning environments
5. Assess, provide feedback and report on student learning Professional Engagement:
(Domain3)
6. Engage in professional learning
7. Engage professionally with colleagues, parents / careers and the community Teacher
education is the means for inculcating these professional qualities within future teachers
2. SCENARIO OF TEACHER EDUCATION AND ITS DEVELOPMENT IN POST INDEPENDENCE
INDIA
After independence, several committees, commissions, documents and policy papers were
prepared time to time and brought into force to review and suggest progress and
achievements in every aspect of education, including teacher education. These were
University Education Commission (1948-49) was the first education commission set up in
Independent India. It critically examined the existing courses in teacher training
programme and suggested that these courses must be flexible and adaptable to local
circumstances. It recommended that teacher education courses should be remodelled,
suitable schools to be taken for practical training and more time to be given to school
practice, and replaced the term „teacher training‟ with „teacher education‟.
Secondary Education Commission (1952-53) suggested that during one year of training
graduate teacher should be trained in methods of teaching in at least two subjects. The
practical part of teacher training should consist practice in teaching, observation,
demonstration and criticism of lessons; it should also include the construction and
administration of scholastic tests, organization of supervised study and „student‟s
societies‟, conducting library periods and maintenance of cumulative records.
Ford Foundation Term (1954)–was an International team of experts appointed by
Government of India, to examine in detail the major recommendations of Secondary
Education Commission. It recommended that the teacher training institutions should
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include demonstration or laboratory schools where experiments are made in curriculum
construction and progressive methods of teaching are used.
Pires Committee (1956) recommended that practical aspect should be given more
weightage than the theory portion in teacher training. The examination papers should be
reduced to four viz.
1. Principles of Education and School Organization
2. Educational Psychology and Health Education
3. Methods of Teaching Two School Subjects
4. Current Problems in Indian Education.
Education Commission of 1964-66 (Kothari Commission) observed that a sound
programme of professional education for teachers was essential for the qualitative
improvement in education at all levels of teacher education to meet the requirements of
the national education system.
National Policy Statement on Education (1968) emphasised that among all the factors
which determine the quality of education and its contribution to national development,
teacher is undoubtedly the most important. Teacher, must therefore, be accorded an
honoured place in society. Teacher‟s emoluments and service conditions should be
adequate and satisfactory with respect to their qualifications and responsibilities.
First Asian Conference on Teacher Education (1971) held at Bangalore and jointly
sponsored by Association of Teacher Educators (IATE) and the International Council on
Education for Teaching (ICET) recommended that the programs of school education and
teacher education in each country should be modified to meet the new challenges.
Efforts of Indian Association of Teacher Educators (IATE)–The Indian Association of
Teacher Educators, formerly All India Association of Training Colleges, the only national
organization of teachers of training institutions, have been organizing annual conferences
beginning with their first meet at Baroda in 1950. IATE constituted a study group popularly
known as Baroda Study Group towards revitalizing the B. Ed. Programme
National Commission on Teachers- I (for school teachers) of 1983-85 suggested a 4 year
training course after senior secondary, or preferably a 5 year course leading to graduation
and training. For elementary teachers it suggested a two-year training course after Class
XII. It recommended that an integrated 4 year curriculum of a degree in education should
consist of general education and professional preparation. Training curriculum for
elementary teachers should emphasize on mastering of language and communication
skills. The teacher educators in colleges of education should be from disciplines of various
school subjects like psychology, sociology, philosophy etc. The minimum qualification for a
teacher educator should be PG degree in the subject and a B.Ed., preferably a M.Ed.
degree. The minimum qualification for a teacher educator for the elementary training
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institutes should be a PG degree with B.Ed. training. This commission also suggested that
the practice teaching should be replaced by the word „Internship‟.
3. SOLUTIONS TO OVERCOME THE CHALLENGES
* Timely updating of curriculum
* Proper monitoring of private institutions
* Faculty training in value education and stress management
* Development of critical thinking
*Development and enrichment of life skills
* Developing competency of teachers
* Maintaining Academic Uniformity
4. CONCLUSION:
Teacher and his education are very significant aspects of any nation. The education gives a
new shape to the individual and the nation as well. It is a well known saying that teacher is
the nation builder. The quality of teacher education programme needs to be up graded.
Teacher education has not come up to the requisite standards. Teachers are not able to
think critically and solve the issue related to teaching methods, content, organization etc.
teacher education programme needs a comprehensive reform and restructuring
curriculum of teacher-education programme needs to be revised according to changing
needs of society. No doubt a lot of stress is given on teacher-education course in India.
Unfortunately, still there are several loopholes in the system. After the deep study and
healthy discussion with educationist, I came to this conclusion that Centre and States
Governments should join the hands to bring the quality and improvement in the teacher
education, then bright future of teacher education is possible. This article would be helpful
to State and Centre Governments policy maker budget allotment and best educationists to
bring reforms in teacher education.
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Abstract
Physical education can be a powerful influence on promoting youth physical
activity (PA). This review describes correlates of youth PA, examines how these factors
have been targeted in physical education (PE) based interventions, and makes suggestions
for PE pedagogy to promote PA. Perceived physical
competence, enjoyment of PA,
intention, direct help and support from parents and significant others, and opportunities
to be active were consistently associated with youth PA. The large-scale PE-based PA
promotion programs that were successful in increasing out-of-school PA applied a
pedagogical framework targeting variables associated with motivation (i.e., perceived
competence, enjoyment of PA, self-determination). PE based interventions should
continue to address the nature of activities, but also utilize pedagogy that promotes
psychological determinants of student Physical education can be an important means by
which the level of physical activity can be affected motivation. Positive student motivation
in physical education could influence children to adopt physically active lifestyles as adults.
Introduction
Physical education and sports represent components of a global education, when
taking into consideration their content, these being able to influence health, the child’s
development and growth, developing movement, psychic processes and phenomena and
favouring socialization. “In this context, the functions of physical education and of
extracurricular activities are of a biologic, movement, psychological and social nature,
which are connected to the concept of a balanced and integrated development of
personalities”. Physical education plays a critical role in the promotion of youth physical
activity is inherently appealing to many edagogues, a closer inspection of the pedagogy
literature reveals a dearth of research that has investigated the effects of physical
education on physical activity outside the school environment. Youth physical activity is
influenced by a multitude of psychological, biological, social, cultural, and environmental
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factors that may affect an individual’s decision to adopt and maintain a physically active
lifestyle. Physical education may indeed be a powerful factor in determining youth physical
activity, but the causal linkage between students’ experience and attitudes toward
physical education and their adoption of a physically active lifestyle has yet to be
determined. Further investigation is required to validate Sallis and Sports represents a part
of culture, being understood, from its beginning as an ideal means to maintain health, to
form a body and even a character, its main feature being the competition, which
stimulates the desire to be known and implicitly, the obtaining of performances. This
represents the valuing element in the symbiosis with physical education, both activities
becoming permanent during the entire period of education of the young generation. Thus,
the objective of this study followed the discovery of high school pupils’ opinions regarding
their options for physical education and sports activities classes, in order to increase their
attractiveness and to form a strong concept regarding movement, on one side, and on the
other side, to increase successful participation to the National Olympics of School Sports
and other sports competitions.
Healthy Development of Children and Young People through Sport
Learn more about the educational impact of physical education and sport among
children and young people, not just in terms of physical development of motor skills and
performance but also its impact on educational potential.
Physical Education in Schools
Physical education in the school setting is an important and vital avenue for young
people to learn and develop life skills. Read more in this section about the need to provide
opportunities for physical education in school and in the community.
Social and Emotional Development
In addition to physical benefits, physical education and sport also have strong
influences on inclusion and community building, character-building and delinquency and
community safety. Find out more on the impact of sport on social and emotional
development.
Policy Developments
A number of international policies and declarations exist in relation to physical
education and sport. Read more for brief presentation of selected policies and
international instruments.
Practical Considerations on Sport in Education
Sport acts as a magnet or a repellent to school. Read more in this section about the
practical implications of getting children and youth involved in sport at school and the
relationship sport has with attitudes to school and leadership.
Healthy development of children and youth people through sport
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Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of children
and youth and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport contribute to the
holistic development of young people. Through participation in sport and physical
education, young people learn about the importance of key values such as:
Honesty
Teamwork
Fair play
Respect for themselves and others
Adherence to rules
It also provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition
and how to cope with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact
of physical education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in addition to
physical skills and abilities. In terms of physical and health aspects of child and youth
development, there is an overwhelming amount of evidence that focuses on the (mostly
positive) effects of sport and exercise on physical health, growth and development.
Long-term involvement in physical activity
Physical education and sport also build health activity habits that encourage lifelong participation in physical activity. This extends the impact of physical education
beyond the schoolyard and highlights the potential impact of physical education on public
health. To achieve broader goals in education and development, sports programmes must
focus on the development of the individual and not only on the development of technical
sports skills. While the physical benefits of participation in sport are well known and
supported by large volumes of empirical evidence, sport and physical activity can also have
positive benefits on education.
Learning performance
Sport-based programmes have been shown to improve the learning performance
of children and young people, encouraging school attendance and a desire to succeed
academically. Whilst a majority of research into the health and development impacts of
sport has been conducted in developed countries, there are studies that support this
relationship in developing countries. For example, a study on sports involvement among
children and young people in Namibia has shown that those who participated in sport and
physical activity were more likely to pass the Grade 10 examinations. There is further
research that suggests this relationship continues in tertiary education.
Conclusion
Activity involving in physical activity, it keeps you fit physical, mentally, builds your
confidence levels and develops all-round personality. It is wrong to believe that sports are
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a waste of time. Physical activity is an essential element in shaping human personality in
maintaining sound body and mind in facilitating peace and brotherhood is a much
accepted argument. Despite the broad acceptance of the utility of sports, little is
translated into actual promotion and participation in sports by general public. Sports have
a positive spin off on the vibrancy of a nation. It is a powerful media to educate the youth
on the right lines in channelling their potentialities. It provides a platform for nurturing a
spirit of national integration, crossing boundaries of language, tradition and region of the
country. The participation in sports and physical education activities for good health a high
degree of physical fitness increases an individual’s productivity. It promotes social
harmony and discipline. So, for all these aspects, the role of sports and physical education
is a nation building in this competitive era.
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Recently on 23rd May, 2016 India has signed an agreement with Iran the second
phase of developing Chabahar Port. In addition to this India entered into a three-nation
pact with Iran and Afghanistan to build a transport and trade corridor connecting Iran and
Afghanistan. This will save 50% of the time and cost to reach Central Asia as well as Europe
from India. The first phase of this development was signed in 2015 between India and Iran.
This agreement will be beneficial to India in many ways i.e. Strategic, Economic, etc.
Pakistan and China have taken Indo-Iran relations as move against them, but it is been
made clear from Indian side that this is not aimed against any country but for the
economic development of India and Iran only.
Iran has declared a Free Trade Zone at Chabahar Port, India can be benefitted by
establishing Urea and other Petrochemical plants for next twenty years. The most
important fact of this deal is China was also very eager in this port, it is close to Gwadar
port of Pakistan, (72 km/76 nm). By having Chabahar with China it would have been
additional String of Pearl against India. Just before few days of signing this agreement
between India and Iran, Chinese top officials had visited Chabahar Port and shown deep
interest in it. Immediately after this the Chinese President Xi Xinping also visited Iran for
the same, it shows how keen they were to have it with them. Before China could sign
Indian Central Minister Mr. Nitin Gadkari signed an agreement in May 2016 with Iranian
Government and Indian Govt. is ready to supply steel rails worth $150 million in a near
future. India will try to develop Chabahar before Gwadar.
Initially, India, during the regime of Mr. Atal Behari Bajpai, was trying to sign the
Chabahar pact with Iran in 2003, but the deal could not work out due to the sanctions
against Iran. As soon as sanctions were lifted in the month of January from Iran, taking an
aggressive follow up for the past one-year India signed Phase I of this very encouraging
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bilateral pact on 23rd May, 2016. It’s very essential for India to develop Chabahar port as it
allows India to bypass Pakistan and access global market. It also works as a counter to
Chinese String of Pearl Policy against India and its rising influence in Indian Ocean. The land
route passing from Afghanistan will be troublesome as it is controlled by the various
Afghani groups.
India is supporting Iran as well as Afghanistan from beginning, India has
constructed 218 km road from Delaram in Afghanistan to Zaranj at the Iran-Afghanistan
border from 2005 to 2009 in which its cost has gone to $134 million (Rs. 680/-crores). Iran
has constructed a road from Milak which is very close to Zaranj and Chabahar, this road
passes through Zahedan and Iranshahr. This road is further connected to Garland Road of
Afghnistan which connects the important Afghan cities like Kandahar, Mazar-e-Sharif,
Herat and Kabul. India in March 2012 supplied 100,000 tons of wheat to Afghanistan on a
humanitarian base by ships docking at Chabahar.
India has no access in Afghanistan from a land route except through Pakistan.
Seeing the relations with Pakistan there is least opportunity in accessing Afghanistan
through Pakistan. Hence, India was in search of an alternative road to Afghanistan which
will extend to Central Asia. Central Asian states are lying between two giants Russia and
China, these nations are still under developed and China is treating them as economic
slaves and it shows abundance of business chances for India in this region which can be
achieved through SCO. India has immense business opportunities in these Central Asian
countries both ways. India has maintained good political relations with these countries but
has not converted into business, may be due to lack of connectivity. Indian investment in
Chabahar Port can produce a best option for this problem. This will give them an
alternative to the Chinese products as well as their business which they are expecting. In
some nations there were agitations which were designed against Chinese business acts.
The Chabahar and SCO can together benefit India if executed business properly in Central
Asian region, there seems huge scope in the field of agriculture, IT, textiles, hydropower,
etc., it will be interesting to see how quickly Modi Govt. launches its thrust in this field.
Chabahar is located on Gulf of Oman outside the Strait of Hormuz, it is very close to
Iran –Pakistan border. It’s on the Makaran coast of Sistan and Baluchistan Province. It is
the only port which gives Iran access to Indian Ocean. Every day one fifth of oil is
transported through the Strait of Hormuz which is a shipping choke point that separates
the Persian Gulf from Gulf of Oman and Indian Ocean. It is close to Afghanistan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, etc. It is called as Golden Gate to these land locked countries.
Zahedan, the capital city of Sistan and Baluchistan Province is 700 km from Chabahar, from
Milak it is 950 km. Dubai is 253 Nautical Miles away, Karachi of Pakistan is 455 nm, and
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Mumbai is 843 nm. Gwadar, the port which Pakistan has offered China for its
development, is just 72 nm away from Chabahar.
Chabahar port and Kandla port are so close to each other that the distance
between these is even less than distance between Mumbai to Delhi. This will enable India
to move the goods first to Iran then onwards to Afghanistan, Central Asia as well Russia
through a new rail as well as road links.
Development of Gwadar port of Pakistan by China is very painful to India for many
reasons, China is trying to encircle India in Indian Ocean, a Pearl Policy, it’s very close from
Indian Coast, it is located in Baluchistan, where people of Indian origin are settled, after
the battle of Panipat Indian, more precisely Maharashtrian soldiers were taken to
Baluchistan as slaves.
According to bilateral agreement with Iran, India has accepted to spend $ 500
million i.e. Rs. 3400 crores to develop this port as a regional business hub. This will also
help in availing an alternative sea and land route for trade with Afghanistan. Mohd.
Rouhani said, “The bilateral agreement to develop the Chabahar port and related
infrastructure, and availability of about $ 500 million from India is an important milestone.
Chabahar can become a very prominent symbol and of co-operation between India and
Iran”. Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi replied after the agreement was signed in the
presence of Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani “We
want to link with the world, this agreement can alter the course of history of the region”.
Indian Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi was the first Prime Minister to visit Iran
after fifteen years. Indian Prime Minister and Iranian President Mohd. Rouhani signed
several deals which includes the sharing of intelligence against terrorism, cultural contacts
and sharing technology.
IRCON, the PSU of Indian Railways has signed several agreements to lay railway
routes from Chabahar Port to Zahedan. NALCO (National Aluminium Company) has signed
an agreement to set up a 0.5 million tone Aluminium smelter at Chabahar free trade zone,
if Iran gives cheap natural gas. Rouhani during the talks on Chabahar port called Chabahar
port as Strategic, further he said that Iran is very rich in energy while India has people with
rich minds, the big industries like Alluminium smelter, petro chemicals, steel, fertilizers,
etc. can be established with Iran-India cooperation. Every year India spends Rs. 45000/crore as a subsidy for the Urea, if same Urea is produced in a free trade zone of Chabahar
port then India will save a lot from this.
A recently formed India Ports Global, a port project investment arm of the Shipping
Ministry, with a joint venture of Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) and Kandla Port Trust
will invest $85 million in developing the container berth of a length 640 meters and three
multi-cargo berths. Iran showed its interest in having close ties with India in the fields of
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new and high technologies like ICT, biotechnology, nanotechnology, aerospace etc. in their
academics, Universities as a technological and scientific partner.
Pakistan is not allowing Afghanistan to have business with India through Wagha Border,
Afghanistan has warned Pakistan that if they don’t permit Afghanistan to establish
business with India through Wagha Border then Afghanistan will also restrict Pakistan to
establish business Central Asian countries.
Here India can utilize its resources to implement the bigger regional connectivity
plan which includes along with Afghanistan new road and railway links to Nepal and
Bangladesh and a new sea bridge to Sri Lanka.
7 Reasons why Chabahar Port is Crucial for India
1. Pakistan has refused to give access for the transportation of goods of India to Afghanistan or
Central Asian countries which had kept India aloof from all these countries for these many
years since inception. Chabahar Port can give access to India in Iran as well as Afghanistan
and Central Asian countries through it.it is the key gateway to the International NorthSouth Transport Corridor that has sea, rail and road routes between India, Russia, Iran,
Europe and Central Asia.
2. China is trying to get full control of Arabian Sea after having developed the Gwadar port of
Pakistan. Chabahar port will play a very important role in countering Chinese presence in
this area. The distance between Chabahar and Gwadar port is just 72 nm and around 400
km by road.
3. As Chabahar port is developed and operated by India on behalf of Iran, it can become a
military ally of India. Iran can assist India when China will try to show its Naval Power in
Indian Ocean with Pakistan as its all-time ally. China will definitely try to watch the Indian
Ocean, Persian Gulf and Middle East from Gwadar port.
4. The first phase of Chabahar port was inaugurated on 3rd December, 2017 by Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani. In September, 2017 only the Indian Minister for Road and
Marine Transport had declared that the first phase will be completed in the month of
December, 2017.
5. Till now India and Afghanistan were linked to each other only politically but now there will
be economic aspect also between them. This port will ensure the establishment of a
sustainable political connectivity between India and Afghanistan.
6. Chabahar port from a diplomatic perspective, could be used as a point from where
humanitarian operations could be coordinated. Support to the various nations in need
could be delivered from Chabahar port like in Afghanistan, Iran or Central Asia.
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7. Afghanistan’s Garland Highway can be accessed by the Zaranj-Delaram road constructed by
India in 2009. This road connects four major cities of Afghanistan i.e. Herat, Kandahar,
Kabul and Mazar-E-Sharif.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of physical education and
sports in promoting social values among youth. Physical activity is vital to the holistic
development of young people, fostering their physical, social and emotional health. The
benefits of sport reach beyond the impact on physical well-being and the value of the
educational benefits of sport should not be under-estimated.
Physical education and sport have an educational impact. Changes can be seen in
(i) motor skills development and performance and (ii) educational potential. This shows
the positive relationship between being involved in physical activities and psychosocial
development. Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of
children and youth and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport
contribute to the holistic development of young people. Through participation in sport and
physical education, young people learn about the importance of key values such as:
honesty, teamwork, fair play, respect for themselves and others, and adherence to rules.
Keywords: Physical Education, Sports, Social Values, Youth, Academic Learning.
Introduction
Sport and physical activity are essential for improving child health and wellbeing,
and achieving the Millennium Development Goal 4. Evidence has shown that regular
participation in physical activity provides all people, regardless of ability, with a wide range
of physical, social and mental health benefits, and can prevent or limit the effects of many
of the world's leading non-communicable diseases. In addition, sporting events and sport
celebrities provide special opportunities to mobilize communities to support
immunization, hand washing and other public health campaigns. Sport and physical
education is fundamental to the early development of children and youth and the skills
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learned during play, physical education and sport contribute to the holistic development of
young people. Through participation in sport and physical education, young people learn
about the importance of key values such as: honesty, teamwork, fair play, respect for
themselves and others, and adherence to rules. It also provides a forum for young people
to learn how to deal with competition and how to cope with both winning and losing.
These learning aspects highlight the impact of physical education and sport on a child’s
social and moral development in addition to physical skills and abilities.
In terms of physical and health aspects of child and youth development, there is an
overwhelming amount of evidence that focuses on the (mostly positive) effects of sport
and exercise on physical health, growth and development. Conventional methods of
physical education teaching and focusing more on the individuals' needs and abilities, as
an alternative of the enjoyment of physical activity. As time for physical education is
generally limited within the school time schedule and curriculum, its content must be
valuable and resourceful (Fox and Harris, 2003). Further Gonzalez et al. (2010) believed
that curricular physical education within any sport, not only talent development scheme
but a high development in social values among youth. Therefore, the purpose of this study
is to investigate the role of physical education in promoting social values among you
Physical Education Programme
In institutionalized education, the main goal has been developing children’s
cognitive capacity in the sense of learning knowledge in academic disciplines. This goal
dictates a learning environment in which seated learning behavior is considered
appropriate and effective and is rewarded. Physical education as part of education
provides the only opportunity for all children to learn about physical movement and
engage in physical activity. As noted, its goal and place in institutionalized education have
changed from the original focus on teaching hygiene and health to educating children
about the many forms and benefits of physical movement, including sports and exercise.
With a dramatic expansion of content beyond the original Swedish and German
gymnastics programs of the 19th century, physical education has evolved to become a
contentarea with diverse learning goals that facilitate the holistic development of children
(NASPE, 2004).
Development of Physical Abilities and Physical Conditioning
Physical fitness refers to overall individual physical condition. It is different for
each person and can range from extreme illness and near death, to peak performance, like
top Olympic and decorated athletes. Fitness is an integral part of any sport, whether it be
lacrosse, tennis, football, taekwondo, track and field, basketball or anything in between.
Fitness becomes even more important in competitive sports. Coaches should remember
that the more physically fit their players are, the better performance they will have. A
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good physical conditioning routine will include exercises that work on each of these areas.
Working on one more than another can cause an imbalance, therefore causing injuries and
decreased performance.
Motivating the Students to Continue Sports and Physical Activity
Physical educators are faced with trying to provide motivating and enjoyable
experiences in physical education. Sport Education is an instructional model that aims to
provide positive motivational sport experiences by simulating the features of authentic
sport. Research support for Sport Education is positive, however, the effects on student
motivation and the motivational climate are not well understood. Motivating students is
one of the essential tasks physical education (PE) teachers have to face in regular PE
classes. PE teachers have to apply motivational strategies to engage unmotivated students
and to sustain motivation in already engaged students. However, to achieve successful
teaching that implements evidence-based practices, PE teachers need to know scientific
foundations and research findings in the area of student motivation in PE. For instance, a
negative trend of decline has been indicated to be evident in students’ motivation towards
PE (Jacobs et al., 2002).
Providing recreation activities
Recreation is an essential part of human life and finds many different forms which
are shaped naturally by individual interests but also by the surrounding social
construction.[2]Recreational activities can be communal or solitary, active or passive,
outdoors or indoors, healthy or harmful, and useful for society or detrimental. Recreation
is difficult to separate from the general concept of play, which is usually the term for
children's recreational activity. Children may playfully imitate activities that reflect the
realities of adult life. It has been proposed that play or recreational activities are outlets of
or expression of excess energy, channelling it into socially acceptable activities that fulfil
individual as well as societal needs, without need for compulsion, and providing
satisfaction and pleasure for the participant.
Promoting the Social Values among Youth
Physical education and sports play a vital role in promoting the social values among
the youth. Moreover, physical education is considered as a school subject, which facilitate
to prepare the youth for a healthy lifestyle and focuses on their overall physical and
mental development, as well as imparting important social values among the youth such
as fairness, self-discipline, solidarity, team spirit, tolerance and fair play (Bailey, 2005).
Discussion and Conclusion
The present study focuses on physical education and sports helps to promote the
social values among youth. Physical education and sports are considered as an essential
part of education and culture. It build up the abilities, will-power, moral values and self-
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discipline of every human being as an entirely integrated member of society. The
contribution of physical activity and the practice of sports must be certify that the
throughout life by means of a global, lifelong and democratized education. It contributes
to the preservation and enhancement of mental and physical health, gives a nourishing
leisure-time activity and also helps to an individual to overcome the drawbacks of present
stressful living. Physical education as a generic term is linked with socio-cultural,
educational and social values, psycho-social qualities, socialization, inclusion, moral codes
of behaviour, cognitive and physical development, well-being, healthy diet and other
benefits to be derived from engagement in regular physical activity (Bailey, 2005). To
conclude, education in general, and physical education in particular, should respond to the
needs of optimally developing individuals' capabilities and provide opportunities for
personal fulfillment and social interactions, fundamental in human co-existence.
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Abstract: The rapid change caused by the impact of globalization, the role of the higher
education institutions in furthering research activity has become more important. The
term ‘research’ usually refers to uncovering or generating new knowledge, or solving
particular practical or theoretical problems. With its increasing importance, the various
definitions of research indicate its wide range of activities and disciplines. While ‘research’
means systematic and rigorous enquiry leading to research outputs, it is also seen as the
means by which academicians keep them up-to-date with changes in their own disciplines
so that they can communicate the latest knowledge on the discipline to their students and
peers. Research and development activities are aimed at making scientific discoveries and
inventions that are commercially attractive. In this context the focus of this paper is
primarily, though not exclusively, on revising the theoretical frame of Research as
discipline under erase due to plurality of its cause and effect.
Keywords: Research, Globalization, Invention, Development, IPR
Introduction
Nowadays after Independence and ICT revolution, towards the outset of 21st
century, knowledge has been a key factor in economic development, and societies that are
able to produce, select, adapt, and commercialize knowledge have better chances of
achieving sustained growth and better quality of life. The three inter-related mechanismdivision of labour, capital accumulation, and technological innovation involved in economic
growth, technological innovation is the most fundamental key structure that selfperpetuates and pushes economic growth on a continuous basis. Each new innovation
triggers further innovation, in a kind of chain reaction that fuels long-term economic
growth. Thus, in several science-based, technologically advanced economies, economic
growth has continued for several decades without running out of dynamism, or even
slowing down. This underscores the need for research, particularly scientific research in
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modern economy. Research in higher education plays an important role in supporting a
nation’s developmental efforts. It action research helps in providing skilled human
resources for the all round development system. It is often the lead player in public
research arena. Academic research through universities forms an important component of
the technological base of a country. In the USA that has the most vibrant and the largest
research mechanism in the world, higher education plays a vital role. Similarly, in India the
process of strengthening this mechanism through financial and human resource has been
urgently needed to be boosted. The present study briefly explains some concepts. It
outlines a few developments that define the role of innovation in economic growth and
explores its linkage with academic research
Research
Research is a primary and a vital function of a university and, therefore, of the higher
education systems. Often a conflict between pure and applied research is found,
particularly in science. Though pure science may require no justification outside itself and
its usefulness has no bearing on its validation, it is now widely accepted that the fruits of
technology follow careful nurture of basic sciences. It is commonly held that pure science,
applied science, engineering and technology follow one another in linear sequence.
Therefore, pure science is not only important by itself; it also has an important role in
laying the foundation for applied research that leads to innovation. Despite equal
importance of both basic and applied research and blurring of the boundaries between
them, various distinctions have been made between basic and applied research. The
defines pure basic research as experimental and theoretical work undertaken to acquire
knowledge without looking for long-term benefits; strategic basic research is defined as
experimental and theoretical work undertaken to acquire knowledge in the expectation of
useful discoveries; applied research refers to original work undertaken to acquire
knowledge with a specific application in view; and experimental development is the
systematic work, using existing knowledge gained from research or practical experience,
directed to producing new materials, products or devices.
IPR
Substantial investments are required to transform abstract ideas from scientific
Research into commercially viable products. It also requires the universities to be
proactively engaged with industry. Success in technology transfer efforts and
commercialization of scientific research depends upon close and continuous engagement
with the industry along with an effective intellectual property rights (IPR) regime. Very few
academic institutes are in purview of IPR constitution and enhancement.
Interdisciplinary approach in Research
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With regards to the development in technology, it is seen that some of the most
significant technologies of the future are likely to be at the intersection of disciplines that
are now just beginning to flourish. Technology, unlike science, is a group activity; it is not
based on an individual intelligence but interacting intelligence of many. Both these
determine the manner in which academic research in the country should be organized.
This requires the formation of inter-disciplinary teams within the higher education
institutions. Such teams could also include researchers from other institutions and public
research laboratories and also from the industry. Understanding of the linkages between
pure and applied research, appreciating the need for an effective mechanism for
technology transfer for its commercialization, existence of a proper IPR regime,
importance of interdisciplinary research all would help in providing a foundation for
shaping public policy for supporting academic researching the country
Deployment of Research in India
The level of national expenditure on output measures of research increment, such as
the number of scientific and technical articles published, patents filed, revenues from
royalties and licenses, high technology exports are indicators that reflect the technological
capability of a country. At times, various combinations of these indicators are used to
develop indices to depict the innovative capacity of a nation. In addition, several ranking
methods have been evolved to show relative research performance of various higher
education institutions. The present status of research in India in terms of various input and
output measures compared with other countries have been used to benchmark India’s
performance. These comparisons are essentially within top-ten economies as per their
GDP on purchasing point party (PPP). In some cases, a few other countries have been
included in the comparative analysis to make a specific point. In many countries including
India, a substantial share of research and development is carried out in institutions and
organizations outside the higher education system. Getting disaggregated data on the role
and the performance of academic research alone is often a herculean task, still as if now
the growing discourse on research and development is indicative of the whole.
In terms of the number of researchers and technicians engaged in research activities
in India is 119 researchers, whereas Japan has 5287 and the US has 4484 researchers per
million of population. Even in absolute terms, the number of researchers in India is much
smaller compared to the US, China, Japan, Russia, and Germany. The number of
technicians in India is however not as small. It suggests that research and development
activities in India have more technicians per researcher compared to most of the other
countries. The numbers of doctoral degrees awarded in science and engineering in India is
little over 6000 doctorates, compared to 9000 in China and 25000 in the US. It increased
rapidly from a little over 1000 in 1990 to over 9000 in recent years in China. In comparison,
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there has been a modest increase in India. The National Science Foundation (NSF) - Science
and Engineering Indicators – 2002 show that in the US, about 4 % of the science and
engineering graduates finish their doctorates. This figure is about 7 % for Europe. In India
this is not even 0.4 % Though there is an increase in the absolute numbers of students
enrolled in science at the graduate and postgraduate levels, its percentage in overall
enrolment has declined. At the undergraduate level, it has declined from 33.2 % in 1971 to
21.7 % in1997; and at the postgraduate level from 26.1 % in 1971 to 22.2% in 1997.
This percentage drop in students opting for science reflects added opportunities for
(the better prepared) students in professional courses in engineering, medicine etc. Some
students prefer commerce or law to science. not unusual. In today’s market driven social
order, good students are rarely interested in taking basic science as their career. This trend
is seen in almost all countries. However, unlike the developed countries, this would have a
cascading effect in India.
Research subsidies education and education subsidizes research. Most important it makes
learning joyful and creative. Learners become achievement oriented. Teaching and
research are found to be inseparable and mutually supportive to each other. Every
professor is to be viewed as a scientist he should be given fund for research at the time of
his appointment. Professor should one encouraged to build a research team consisting of
junior and senior students along with lab assistants. The culture of institution must have to
change in favor of research. Their performance should be measured in terms of what new
they have discovered and patented and not how much they have memorized. They should
make the college and source of new knowledge, new theories, and new technologies.
Regions, cities and nations develop faster where the institutions lead in knowledge and
technology. No society, region or nation prospers without good research. Research earns
more money. More endowments, name and fame for colleges. They attract endowments
and funds for research.
Future Scope:
The scope and opportunity in research in India being a large country, with an
estimated population of young people aged between 18 to 23 years to be around 150
million is widen with the passage of time. The sheer size of the market offers huge
opportunities for development of the higher education sector in India. India now boasts of
having more than 33,000 colleges and 659 universities, which has been quite a remarkable
growth during the last six decades. The year 2012 witnessed 21.4 million enrollments,
which makes India the 3rd largest educational system in the world. Unfortunately, the
educational infrastructure of India is inadequate to handle such huge volumes. In spite all
the government spending in the educational sector, it is just too insufficient to meet the
growing requirements. Therefore, higher Education sector has now been identified as one
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of the promising areas for private and foreign investments. It offers immense investment
opportunities in both non-regulated and regulated segments. Indian higher education
system is growing very fast irrespective of various challenges but there is no reason that
these Challenges cannot be overcome. With the help of new-age learning tools, it is easy
for country like India to overcome these problems and bring a paradigm shift in the
country’s higher education sector. With such a vibrant country with huge population
properly educated, the possibilities are endless. If knowledge is imparted using advanced
digital teaching and learning tools, and society is made aware of where we are currently
lagging behind, our country can easily emerge as one of the most developed nations in the
world.
There are opportunities for strategic engagement and capacity building in higher
education leadership and management at the state level. There are opportunities for India
to collaboration at national and international level on areas of systemic reform, including
quality assurance, international credit recognition, and unified national qualifications
framework. Equality of educational opportunity in higher education is considered essential
because higher education is a powerful tool for reducing or eliminating income and wealth
disparities. The idea of equalizing educational opportunities also lies in the fact that the
ability to profit by higher education is spread among all classes of people. There are great
reserves of untapped ability in the society; if offered the chance they can rise to the top.
The need to enhance the employability of graduates is presenting entry points for
collaboration in enterprise education and entrepreneurship, links with industry, research
skills and the wide range of transferable skills, including English. The emerging interest in
Indian higher education institutions in the vocational skills market provides areas for
potential engagement with international partners. There is a need to build stronger
relationships and increase mutual understanding in higher education by increasing support
and participation in platforms-conferences, workshops and seminars which enable debate
and dialogue with other countries of the world.
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Abstract- Higher education is one of the critical elements of the national development. It is
a powerful tool to build a knowledge based society of the 21st century. The Twelfth - plan
has highlighted access, equity and excellence as the three major concerns in higher
education. The tribal’s are socially, economically, politically and educationally isolated
from the mainstream of society. Their living strategy is fully different. They are completely
dependent on cultivation, forest product and haunting. So our constitution provides
number of facilities, privileges and protections to the scheduled tribes. Education becomes
an important indicator of tribal development.
Key-words- Scheduled tribes, Higher education, socio-economic conditions.
IntroductionIndia is a land of a multitude of culture, religion, language and races. It includes
different castes, communities and social groups. There are 574 tribal’s groups who have
been identified as Scheduled tribes. They are considered as adivasis means indigenous
people of the country. The tribals are socially, economically, politically and educationally
isolated from the mainstream of society. Their living strategy is fully different. They are
completely dependent on cultivation, forest product and haunting. So our constitution
provides number of facilities, privileges and protections to the scheduled tribes. Education
becomes an important indicator of tribal development. Education forms an important
component in the overall development of individuals, enabling them to greater awareness,
better comprehension of their social, political and cultural environment and also
facilitating in the improvement of their socio-economic conditions. Higher education is one
of the critical elements of the national development. It is a powerful tool to build a
knowledge based society of the 21st century.
Scheme and Programme for Tribal Development:
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The Twelfth - plan has highlighted access, equity and excellence as the three major
concerns in higher education. The United Nations economic, social and cultural
organizations (UNESCO) have defined higher education as it includes all types of studies,
training and training for research. In the beginning of the British rule, the East-India
company did not felt the urgency of higher education in India. But with the interest of
some English intellectuals higher education get its foundation in India. In 1882 Lord Ripon
appointed an education commission under M. W. Hunter to review the progress of
education. Through this commission higher education was uplifted. In 1904 the Indian
University Act was passed by Lord Curzon which brings improvement in higher education.
There are many Indian scholars like R. N. Tagore, Jawaharlal Nehru, Radhakrishnan have
emphasized the higher education in India. Nehru had given priority on science, technology
and industrialization. His aim of higher education was to generate scientific, humanistic
and ethical attitude. So he started higher education. The government of India has launched
time to time number of schemes and programmes to increase the participation of
deprived classes in higher education. The government has now provided 7.5% reservation
to STs in higher education institutions. The government also provides scholarship to
pursue higher education in abroad. Fourteen tribal research institutes have been set up in
various states of India. Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship scheme was introduced for
pursuing higher education among the SCs and STs. The National Accreditation Regulatory
Authority for higher educational institutional bill 2011 provides a national commission for
maintaining and determining higher education standard. The UGC has also relaxed norms
for giving development grants to colleges located in backward and rural areas.
The framers of the Constitution of India appropriately recognized the special
needs of the STs and made certain special safeguards not only to ensure social and
economic justice but also to protect these communities from any possible exploitation,
exclusion and marginalization. While the Fundamental Rights conferred upon the citizens
ensures their holistic development, Art 21 A (inserted by the 86th Amendment and passed
by the Parliament in July, 2009) has mandated the State to provide free and compulsory
education to all children of the age of six to fourteen years. This Act has finally come into
force from 1st April, 2010. Article 46 of the Indian Constitution urges the State to promote,
with special care, the educational and economic interests of all the weaker sections of the
people including the STs and to protect them from social injustice and all forms of
exploitation.
Tribal Panchsheel: It was Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the first prime minister of free India
who anticipated the necessity of the development of tribal people and for this sake he laid
down five principles of tribal development which is called Tribal Panchsheel. These five
principles are:
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1. People should develop long lines of their own genius and we should avoid imposing
anything on them. We should try to encourage in every way their own traditional arts and
culture. 2. Tribal rights on land and forests should be respected. 3. We should try to train
and build up a team of their own people to do work of administration and development.
Some technical personnel from outside will, no doubt be needed, especially in the
beginning. But we should avoid introducing too many outsiders into tribal territory. 4. We
should not over-administer these areas or over-whelm them with multiplicity of schemes.
We should rather work through, and not in rivalry to, their own social and cultural
institutions.5. We should judge results, not by statistics or the amount of money spent, but
by the quality of human character that is evolved.
Post-Matric Scholarship for Scheduled Tribe Students: This scheme was
introduced to encourage the ST students pursuing Post–Matriculation, in professional,
technical as well as non-professional courses in various recognized institution by providing
them financial support. Students having family income not more than Rs.10,800 per year,
are entitled for this scheme. This scheme is in operation since 1944-1945, and
implemented by state government and UTs administration with 100% central assistance.
Hostel for ST students’: A plan for providing hostel accommodation for ST girls was started
during third five years plan period and for the boys‟ this programme was launched in
1989-1990 and both these schemes merged in 10th five year plan. Aim of this scheme is to
facilitate hostel accommodation to the peripheral ST students who are unable to pursue
their education due to their financial condition and location of their residence.
Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship Scheme (RGNF): RGNF was introduced in the year 20052006 with the objective to encourage the students belonging to ST community to pursue
higher education such as M. Phil and Ph. D by providing them financial assistance.
University Grant Commission (UGC) took the responsibility to implement this scheme on
the behalf of Ministry of Tribal Affairs. Vocational Training Center in Tribal Areas: Aim of
this scheme is to develop the skill of ST students depending on their qualification and
present market trends. This vocational training would enable them to get suitable
employment or enable them to become self sufficient. National Overseas Scholarship
Scheme for ST: This scheme provides financial support to those meritorious tribal students
who wish to pursue their studies in abroad (Masters, Doctorate, Post-Doctorate) in
specified field of Engineering, Technology, and Science. Scheme of Top Class Education for
ST Students: A scheme of scholarship was introduced by Ministry of Tribal affairs in 20072008 to encourage brilliant students of tribal community for continuing their study at
degree or post-degree level. Ashram School in Tribal Sub-Plan Area: This scheme was
started in 1990-1991 with a view to provide education with residential facility to ST
students. Tribal Research Institute: Fourteen Tribal Research Institutes (TRIs) have been set
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up in Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Gujarat, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Manipur and Tripura. Book Bank: In
order to reduce dropout rate among ST students from professional institutes/ universities,
funds are allotted for purchase of books under this scheme.
Challenges:
Despite constitutional provisions and safe guard with various government
initiatives and programme, educating tribal children is still a major concern for the
government. There are so many socio-cultural, economical, geographical, and
administrative obstacles for which literacy rate of tribal people has never been at par with
entire population, and gap between them is always high. Most of the tribal community is
economically backward. It is very difficult for them to fulfill their basic needs. Sending their
children to school is much like a luxury to them. Most of the schools located in tribal
areas have minimal infrastructural facilities. These schools are not equipped with teaching
learning materials, study materials, even minimum sanitary provisions are not maintained.
Lack of communication plays pivotal role in discouraging tribal children to come to school
regularly. In most of the states, official/regional languages are used for class room teaching
and these are not understood by the tribal children at primary level. For them these
languages seem to be a foreign tongue as they speak only in their mother tongue.
Irregularity of the teachers in school fails to establish communication bridge among the
tribal students. Besides inadequacy of trained teachers is a big problem in imparting
education to tribal children. The Scheduled Tribe students are very few in specialized
courses offered by the premier institutions like Indian Institute of Technology (IITs) and
Indian Institute of Management (IIMs). Since 1973, premier institutions have been
following the constitutional provisions of reservation of seats - 15% for SC and 7% for ST.
Initially, the IITs had quota system, but the quota system was scrapped and a modified
scheme was introduced in 1983.
ConclusionHigher education is the key to tribal development. But the tribal students have
very low participation in higher education. The country lacks proper achievement of tribal
pupils in higher education. Tribal people in India are marginalized, underprivileged and
deprived in some way or the other. They are still not able to relish the fruits of
modernization and technological development. Only education could enable them to cast
off their mold of oppression of centuries and bask in the sunshine of socio-economic
development. With the help of education they can empower themselves and build
confidence and courage to overcome the barriers of their day to day life. Since the
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attainment of independence, government of India has taken several initiatives, schemes
and programmes and allotted funds to different plans to spread education among the
tribals. No doubt all these efforts are significant and highly appreciable, but despite all
these efforts, growth rate of education among the tribals is very sluggish. Representation
of tribal’s in higher education does not meet its expected level.
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Abstract: The present paper holds an immediate significance of creating awareness of
many issues of concern to be taken care of by the stakeholders in the national as well as
the global levels. The study is also unique in the sense that it brings about better
understanding of the present scenario in the higher education system in the country and its
pattern of growth given the opportunities and challenges to the system under
consideration. It also throws a gainful insight on different strata of society benefitted or
suffered by financing schemes and enrolment aspects of higher education in India.
Keywords: Higher education, Stratafication, challenges, Enrolment, Privatization
Introduction
The higher education in India has opened new avenues brining in wide expansion in
its reach and development in the country. Yet there is inequality in growth, access and
distribution. It is observed that in many parts of the country we have hardly any
institutions of higher learning. 14 states have much higher levels of access to higher
education compared to the national average i. e.12.17% in terms of number of institutions
available per lakh population in the age group 18-23. One of the major challenges is to
enhance the access to higher education. The state has a major role to play in this regard.
Besides increasing investment and opening new colleges and universities, it has to create a
proper regulatory environment where good quality private service providers are attracted.
There is confusion as regards entry, fees and the type of courses/programs that can be
offered. This has resulted in an unhealthy nexus between politicians, Government and
private service providers. Various Committees and statutory bodies have reviewed the
higher education scenario in the country and have recommended future courses of action.
Kothari Commission, National Knowledge Commission, and Yashpal Committee are some
of the major 78 contributors on the subject. Following are identified as specific challenges
saved as problems of higher education in India that need to be addressed.
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Internationalization of Higher Education
One sided picture is that today some students are ambitious to choose universities
out of the country. There are various reasons why students chose to abroad for higher
studies. A certain specialized course may not be available within the country and hence
some students may seek out a foreign land where this is offered-a 'push' factor. There are
others who prefer an over seas destination as it gives a broader horizon, a richer cultural
understanding or simply a different experience. 96 There could also be 'pull' factors
responsible for some nations and universities leading in export of higher education. Some
of the best known universities and institutes attract learners from far and wide. Recession
notwithstanding, there are nations which aim at retaining talented and highly skilled
professionals. Since most institutions charge higher tuition from the foreign students,
there is an incentive for the host institutions to attract students from abroad.
Demographic factors may also 'pull' students to countries where natural growth in
population has hit the rock bottom or even turned negative. Generally speaking, most of
the first world nations are in this league whereas a large number of third world countries
are facing problems of uninhibited growth in population.
Access to higher education
Access to higher education has remained poor despite the massive expansion of the
sector in the country. Expansion of higher education is particularly rapid in the last two
decades. Enrollment has increased annually by 5% which is two and half times the growth
in population. This is an impressive growth. After sustained efforts, the enrolment in
schools has gone up significantly; so there is a significant number of first generation
school-goers who are now in their mid-school phase.
The growth of higher educational institutions as well as the enrollments put in
confusion of quality. . It can be seen that the Government and private aided colleges have
not grown significantly in recent years. In the five years period as mentioned above,
Government institutions rose by a meager 150. Private aided institutions fared only a bit
better, clocking an addition of around 250 in the said period. Almost the entire growth that
has taken place in the country in respect of higher education has been due to growth of
private unaided colleges. Number of higher education institutions in this category has gone
up from 3,223 to 7,720. The total increase in the numbers is from around 13,000 to 18,000
.
Given the fact that bulk of the increase in institutions has taken place in the private
unaided category, it only follows logically that enrollments too follow the same pattern.
Enrollment here has moved up from around 18,00,000 to over 32,00,000. Rise in
enrollments in Government and aided institutions has been marginal. By 2003 Gujarat had
two recognized private universities and other states to join the bandwagon were Orissa,
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Uttaranchal, Himachal Pradesh, and Sikkim. Powar and Bhalla (2008) give a case-study of
private growth in Maharashtra, India's most developed and second largest state, with over
650 higher education institutions, over four-fifths private 15 . In Andhra Pradesh, where all
50 institutions were public fifty years ago, by 2001 641 of 989 were selffinancing, and 93 of
the state's engineering colleges were private. Private (self-financing) institutions outnumber public ones in most states of the country. And most of India's states have allowed
private higher education. A major part of India's surge has come with proliferation of
professional colleges; by 2002 reportedly into the thousands in Maharashtra alone, with
70 percent of them private..
In contrast to broader and mostly public liberal arts colleges and institutions with a
presence in science, these are pointedly commercial institutions. They blossomed first in
engineering, then medicine and health, as well as management, teacher education and
Pharmacy. As a matter of fact, the private share of these professional institutions, 83
percent of the total in Maharashtra, varies little across these fields. All are part of the
global growth of job-oriented and market driven higher education, particularly
championed by private higher education.
Interestingly, in countries where private higher education is dominant, economies
have not made rapid progress, example, Latin American countries. Successful economies
such as in western Europe or the US are associated with a largely public higher education
system. The only exceptions seem to be Japan and Korea. 18 There are few/no institutions,
both in public and private sector, which can be classified as 'elite' as is understood in
higher education parlance. Even outside India, there is expectation that India should have
mechanism for truly world class universities . Some of the institutions, such as IIT's and
IIM'S and few other public institutions in the areas of science and medicine, are quite well
known. Annually, some 3 lakh aspiring students compete for around 3,000 slots for IIT'S.
Viewed in this context, no one can deny an element of 'elite' in them. These institutions
have forged academic alliances with overseas universities of repute. But there are a
number of issues and problems. Public funding on higher education is a meager 0.37% of
GDP; whereas in the US, it is as high as 1.41%. Heavy funding is no guarantee of exalted
and broad academic standing, but the lack of such funding is a 92 guarantee that there will
be no such standing.Yet another factor contributing to lack of elite character is the
politicization of Indian higher education. Political interference kills creativity and zeal.
Government has recently ordained promotion of quota based admissions for all public
institutions including IIT'S and IIM'S.
Considering the size of Indian higher education system, it is generally devoid of both
differentiating and elite factors. Several attempts are made to rationalize privatisation. To
some 'privatisation' of higher education is alright so long as it is not 'commercialised'. To
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some others profit making from educational ventures is bad but it is alright to generate
`surplus'! Similarly, there are those who advocate 'reasonable' profits by private
institutions and not 'exorbitant' profits. A section also feels public-private partnership is
okay but not private participation. These are all forms with varying degrees of ownership,
control and management of educational institutions. Much of the successful private higher
education in the country is ties to business and employment missions without a well
thought-out and proper regulatory framework; it is difficult to ensure equity, transparency
and propriety on the part of private players.
Conclusion
The vision of higher education in India is to realize the country‟s human resources
potential to its fullest with equity and inclusion. The higher education sector, in recent
decades, has witnessed a tremendous growth in many aspects such as its institutional
capacity, enrolment, teacher-student ratio, etc. The rapid expansion of the higher
education system at the same time has brought several pertinent issues related to equity,
efficiency, excellence and access to higher education in the country.
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Abstract:
Teaching Shakespeare in a literature classroom has really become a pleasurable
activity with use of projector/screen. A teacher can use as many resources as she/he
available at hand. A good kind power point presentation can serve the purpose. Different
types of online resources can be supplied while teaching the splay like other no one may
use picture/image from flicker or Google search. YouTube video, delivered lectures by
scholars or can have an online workshop or webinar on the same topic. We also can show
the Hollywood/ Bollywood movies, base on the play; e.g. Bollywood movie Omkara is
based on Hello. This creates an interest among students and causes to change their habits
of learning student get complete and standing of the play with its various facets. It
increases the level of confidence of students get complete and standing of the play with its
various facets. It increase the level of confidence of students and their learning can be
tested at the end of class by asking some questions, distributing handouts for the
homework or they can be said to prepare a seminar or short presentation on the topic.
Globalization has brought about an immense.
Change in every walk of life right from the habits of eating to habits of working how
education sector can be exception to this alteration? it has gone thought a great change in
the country like India we have moved from our ancient heritage education system of
Gurukula to the modern day techno savvy university education system, Today, education
has become all inclusive process covering almost all aspects of life social, cultural political,
economic, national, etc. Present is the era of information communication technology (ICT)
which made transmission and spread of information enabling the teaching/earning
community to compete the global market with sustainable growth and development.
Teaching learning and evaluation is the base and center of our education system.
Introduction:
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The inclusion of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) issues in the
curriculum and provision of these technologies in our schools have raised many issues of
concern to education, parents and politicians. Some of the most important issues are the
role of the ICT in the curriculum, and how these issues should be addressed in the
curriculum, and most importantly how they impact teaching and learning. The other issue
of concern is the impact of these technologies in terms of increasing access to quality
education. Learners in our schools today will require considerable ICT knowledge, skills
and awareness if they are to be successful in the future. The economy will depend on a
high level of ICT capability from its people if it is to develop technologically and to compete
internationally.
To enable the student teachers to,
1. Understand the concept of Advanced Pedagogy and its implementation in classroom.
2. Use of Pedagogical methods to meet the needs of diverse learners.
3. Understand the concept, need and importance of ICT and its application in education.
4. Understand ICT based teaching-learning strategies & resources.
5. Create awareness about appropriate use of ICT.
6. Develop educational material using advance pedagogical strategies and ICT tools.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
 Familiarize learners with some commonly used English idioms.
Specific objectives
1) Provide learners with practice so that they become more competent when using idiomatic
expressions.
2) Enable learners to interpret accurately the meaning of idioms in real life contexts.
3) Enable learned to use idioms accurately and fluently in real life contexts.








OBJECTIVES OF ICT IN EDUCATION
OBJECTIVES OF ICT SCHOOLS:
To establish a teaching and learning ICT environment.
Empower Students with 21st Century Skills.
To empower teachers to use technology for effective and interactive teaching methodology.
Enabling environment include widespread availability of access devices, internet
connectivity and promotions of ICT literacy.
To enable students to acquire skills needed for the digital world for higher studies and
gainful employment.
To provide an effective learning environment for children with special needs through ICT
tools.
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 Promote critical thinking and analytical skills by developing self-learning skills of the learner
leading to student-centric learning.
 To promote the use of ICT tools in distance education, including the employment of
audiovisual medium etc.
Research Methodology:
Exploratory of formulate, descriptive Diagnostic, Experimental methods studies
firstly before research methodology and after that comparison between above 4 methods
and after that a decision which usable method for research. In the research paper use the
method of descriptive research collect the information use of primary and secondary
sources. In this method for research working use of data don’t collect at the personally
secondary sources divided into parts.
Other Information
WHAT IS ICT?
ICT is an acronym that stands for “information communication technologies”.
Information and communication technologies are an umbrella term that includes all
technologies for the manipulation and communication of information. ICT considers all the
uses of digital technology that already exists to help individuals, business and organization.
It is difficult to define ICT because it is difficult to keep up the changes they happen so fast.
ICT is concern with storage, retrieval, manipulation, transmission or receipt of digital data.
The definition taken from the guidance in the QUA schemes of work for ICT is “ICTs are the
computing and communication facilities and features that variously support teaching,
learning and a range of activities in education.
The Importance Of ICT IN Learning:
One of the most critical questions asked by educators is: What is the long term
impact of the introduction of ICT in the curriculum? Computers, in particular, have positive
effects on learning and are motivating for learners (Reeves, 1998). They are accepted by
more teaches than other technologies and are widely supported by administrators,
parents, politicians, and the public in general. Reeves argue that computers increase
equity of access, and reduce the time needed to accomplish a given set of objectives. One
of the goals of the Ministry of Educating is equity of access to quality education for all;
hence this technology is essential if we are to achieve this goal.
According to Reeves (1998) computer-based cognitive tools such as database,
spreadsheets, communication software, etc., have been intellectually developed to
function is intellectual partners to enable and facilitate critical thinking and higher order
learning.
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With the aim to facilitate sharing and uptake of high quality ICT-based learning
designs amongst academics in higher education, the Australian Universities Teaching
Committee funded project,: Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and Their
Role in Flexible Learning, examined a number or previously implemented high quality, ICTbased learning implementations to determine if the learning designs employed can be redisseminated in the form of reusable guidelines, templates, and/or software tools. An
evaluation instrument was developed to analysis the degree to which the learning designs
have potential to foster high quality learning. This paper focuses on this instrument by
describing how it was derived, how it was applied and the feedback received from
evaluators about its usefulness. The paper concludes by providing implications for practice
on how this tool could itself be reused as both a formative and summative instrument to
gauge the potential for other ICT-based learning designs to foster high quality learning.
REASONS FOR GROWTH OF USE OF ICT IN EDUCATION:
 Development of knowledge-society attributes in students, including higher order thinking
skills, lifelong learning habits, and the ability to think critically, communicate, and
collaborate, as well as to access, evaluate, and synthesize information.
 Development of ICT skills and competencies in students, as preparation for operating in an
ICT rich workplace and society.
 Resolution of structural problems and deficits in education systems (e.g. using ICT to
enhance administrative and teaching efficiency, alleviate under-resourcing, support
teachers who may be under-equipped to deal with new teaching challenges etc.
USE OF ICT IN ONLINE TUTORING:
The digital technology has broken the foundries between countries. Human beings
do not feel any type of restriction in communicating with people all over the glove. The
access has become easy. It is a well-known fact that all students do not understand all
subjects to the same extent. Some students find subjects, like, Mathematics, Physics,
English, Chemistry, Accountancy, etc. difficult. All education institutions do have well
equipped laboratories and qualified & competent Faculty. Consequently students do feel
the need of academic support out of the school. Therefore, students go for tuition. These
day’s students from USA & other countries are enrolled in private tuition classes in India.
That is they are being taught Online.
This has become possible only due to ICT. In online tutoring the student stays at his
home. He logs in to his tutor through the use of Internet and software. He can see the
teacher who is in India and the teacher can see the student who is in USA. The student
asks the questions and teacher replies it by writing on soft board or using power point
presentations. This interaction is normally one to one. It has made the academic life of
many students easy. This is how the manpower available in India can be made use of other
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counties. Not only Online Tutoring but some of the students do outsource their
assignments. These assignments are completed by the teachers of other country. Of
course, academically it is not correct because the purpose of giving assignment is not
achieved. The student does not develop academically and he may become weak in the
subject. All this is happening just because of ICT.
USE OF ICT IN REMEDIAL TEACHING:
Once the ICT is used for diagnosis purpose, the next step is to organize Remedial
Teaching Program. The Remedial Teaching can be done by the teacher if some common
mistakes are identified. It may not be feasible to organize Remedial program for individual
students. At this point, the ICT can be used for giving individual Remedial program. It may
be Online or off line. The instructional material if designed specifically for meeting the
individual needs of students and uploaded on the School website and then the ICT can be
used for providing Remedial teaching Program.
USE OF ICT IN EVALUATION:
At present the paper pencil tests are conducted for evaluation the academic
performance of students. These tests are conducted in the group setting. The content
coverage is poor and students cannot use them at their own. These tests are evaluated by
the teachers and they may not gives feedback immediately to each and every student. It
may be due to this that students are unable to know their weakness and do not make any
attempt to improve upon them. The ICT can be made use in the evaluation. One such
attempt has been made by Sansanwal and Dahiya (2006) who developed Computer Based
Test in Research Methodology and Statistics. It has been titled as Test your Understanding:
Research Methods and Statistics. This test can be used by individual student to evaluate
his learning. The student can instantaneously get the feedback about the status of his
understanding. If the answer is wrong his even can get the correct answer. It goes a long
way in improving the learning and teacher has no role to play in it. It is left up to students
to use its. Such tests can be uploaded on the website for wider use. The students form
other institutes can also make use of it. Not only the students even the teachers can also
use it to assess their own understanding of the subject. If used by teachers before teaching
can also use it to assess their own understanding of the software can be used for internal
assessment. Thus ICT can be used to improve the quality of pre as well as in-service
teacher’s training.
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USE OF ICT IN TEACHING:
Teaching at School as well as Higher Education, mostly, concentrates on giving
information which is not the sole objective of Teaching. Along with giving information, the
other objectives are:
Developing understanding and application of the concepts.
Developing reasoning and thinking power.
Development of judgment and decision making ability.
Improving comprehension, speed and vocabulary.
Developing self-concept and value clarification.
Developing proper study habits.
Developing tolerance and ambiguity, risk taking capacity, scientific temper etc.
With the present infrastructure, class size, availability of teachers, quality of
teachers, training of teachers, etc., it is difficult to achieve all the objectives. Further, most
of the teachers use Lecture Method which does not have potentiality of achieving majority
of above mentioned objectives. The objectives are multi-dimensional in nature, so for their
achievement multiple methods should be used in an integrated fashion. At present ICT
may be of some use. It is a well-known fact that not a single teacher is capable of giving up
to date and complete information in his own subject. The ICT can fill this gap because. It
can provide access in different formats with different examples. ICT provides information
as comprehensive as possible in different formats with different examples. ICT provides
online interaction facility. Students and teachers can exchange their ideas and views, and
get clarification on any topic from different experts, practitioners, etc. It helps learners to
broaden the information base. ICT provides variety in the presentation of content which
helps learners the concentration, better understanding, and long retention of information
which is not possible otherwise. The learners can get opportunity to work on Amy live
project with learners and experts from other counties. The super-highway and cyber space
also help in qualitative improvement of Teaching Learning Process. ICT provides flexibility
to learners which are denied by the traditional process and method. Flexibility is a must for
mastery learning quality learning. On INTENET May websites are available freely which
Amy be utilized by teachers and students for understanding different concepts, improving
vocabulary, developing Reasoning & Thinking, etc. ICT can help in preparing students for
SAT, GRE, TOEFL, etc.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF POLICIES FOR ICT IN EDUCATION
Robert B Kozma International handbook of information technology and secondary
education, 1083-1096, 2008 National policies and programs can be in important tool for
the realization of ICTs promise in education and some of their major components are the
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focus of this chapter. The chapter presents a framework of alternative rationales and
program components that can be used by researchers and policymakers to analyze,
formulate, revise, and compare national ICT efforts. The framework consists of four
alternative policy rationales-or “strategic” policy positions and five components of ICT
programs, or “operational” policies. Strategic and operational policies of various countries
are used to illustrate these rationales and components. The chapter concludes with
recommendations that countries can use when formulating or updating their educational
ICT plans.
REMEDY:
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO DELIVER AMAZING DIGITAL SERVICE MANAGEMENT
 Stunning reports and visualizations allow intuitive exploration of data.
 Native mobile apps let you use the full power of Remedy anywhere.
 Embedded ITIL@v3 processes, with best practice reports and KPIs, available out-of-the-box.
 Helix Multi-Cloud Service Management provides a seamless service experience across
multicloud environments.
 Congnitive capabilities transform the agent experience.
CONCLUSION:
Can teacher’s education institutions or universities meet the challenge? It would
require a significant commitment to provide training from faculty staff, and to provide
resources. Unless substantial effort is made on the part of universities, teacher educators
and trainees alike will be deprived of the joy of using ICT.
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Introduction
Physical education and sport clubs are the main sports institutions. Sport clubs may
be established for sport amateurs and for professional sportsmen. Amateur sport clubs are
public legal entities whose purpose is to satisfy public interests in the field of physical
education and sport, to unite sport amateurs and sportsmen for physical activity, healthy
lifestyle, development of physical education and sport, to aim at qualitative and
quantitative results of physical education and sport. A unit of an educational and scientific
establishment uniting sportsmen of one or several sport branches, sport amateurs, sports
promoters may also be regarded as a amateur sport club. Professional sport clubs are
private legal whose purpose are to develop professional sports as an economic activity, to
aim at quantitative and qualitative sport results. Indeed, sport & physical activity can be
used as a tool for transformational change across all five of the DCMS outcomes in their
strategy:
Mental wellbeing
Physical wellbeing
Individual development,
Social & community development
Economic development
In this article following points are mention:
National strategy(ies)
Promoting and supporting sport and physical activity among young people
Physical education in schools
Collaboration and partnerships
National strategy(ies)
The National Sports Development Strategy (2011-2020) dedicates main attention to
the social mission of sport and to the attempt of creating conditions to include all
social groups into physical education and sports activity. This strategy covers the majority
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of activities (sports clubs, sports medicine centers, sports bases, sports management,
sports science, media and other areas) and aims to promote healthy lifestyle to the
broader society including young persons. The 2011-2020 National Sports Development
Strategy has many facets, including: providing recommendations for physical activity levels
for the general population; making policy suggestions to improve the infrastructure and
urban planning considerations in order to improve opportunities for exercise; and
implementing a clearly formulated national campaign for PE and public awareness of
physical activity. Many stakeholders are involved in this campaign: the Department of
Physical Education and Sports, Lithuanian national radio and television companies, as well
as nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and local municipal organizations. This
multifaceted approach is useful in promoting behaviour change in the population,
providing information about physical activity and, crucially, ensuring that projects to
promote physical activity is implemented. Youth sports and health policy measures are
included in the Inter-institutional Action Plan for the implementation of the State Sports
Development Strategy for 2011-2020.
Promoting and supporting sport and physical activity among young people
In 2010 the Parliament of Lithuania has adopted the National Sport Development
Strategy for 2011-2020, which serves as a national policy strategy on physical activity,
specifically addressing Sports for All promotion. This is supplemented by the Interinstitutional Action Plan for the Implementation of the 2011-2020 National Sports
Development Strategy, and together, these plans aim to create conditions for greater
inclusion of youth in sports and physical activity in Lithuania. Three main themes make up
the strategy: increasing general public awareness of the benefits of physical activity;
promoting healthy lifestyles through physical activity, physical education (PE) and sports;
and creating the right conditions for citizens to engage in sports and exercise. More
specifically, this includes initiatives to encourage young people to participate in voluntary
sports activities; recommendations that establish and implement minimum standards for
local sports and health infrastructure; and environmental restructuring to encourage
children, adolescents and elderly people to participate in healthy lifestyles and sports.
Physical education in schools
Physical activity for children of pre-school and pre-primary education programmes
is be mandatory during the whole period of education by designating not less than one
hour per day. In other educational establishments which carry out programmes of nonformal education physical education exercise might be carried out in accordance with the
approved teaching plans and (or) curricula. Qualification requirements for teachers to
work in the educational establishments referred are laid down by the Law on Education,
and for teachers in institutions of higher education – by the Law on Higher Education.
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Collaboration and partnerships The Department of Physical Education and Sports 1) takes
part in shaping the policy of the Republic of Lithuania in the field of physical education and
sport, as well as pursue it; 2) draws up a long-term physical education and sports strategy
and a development programme, strategic action plans of the institution, control their
implementation; 3) approves a list of strategic sports; 4) disposes of state budgetary
appropriations, funds of the Republic of Lithuania Foundation for the Support of Physical
Education and Sport as well as other funds received in a legal manner, exercises control
over the use thereof; 5) coordinates activities of the entities from the system of physical
education and sport in the field of physical education and sport; 6) cooperates with the
Lithuanian communities abroad in the field of physical education and sport; 7) sets the
qualification requirements for heads of physical education and sports institutions, coaches
and specialists, their performance evaluation, granting of categories, the procedure for
issuing certificates for physical education and sports activities; 8) promotes the
development of the physical education and sport information system and sports science;
9) accumulates and analyses statistical information about physical education and sport.
Conclusion
Non-governmental physical education and sports organizations, registered in
accordance with the procedure laid down by legal acts, develop Olympic, Paralympic,
deaflympics and special Olympics, Sport for All movements in Lithuania, various sports,
groups of sports or sport for all. Physical education and sports organizations have the right
to unite into associations in accordance with the procedure and for the purposes laid
down by laws.
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Human rights education is defined as the learning process that builds up the
required knowledge, values, and proficiency of human rights of which the objective is to
develop an acceptable human rights culture. This type of learning teaches students to
examine their experiences from the human rights point of view enabling them to integrate
these concepts into their values and decision-making. According to Amnesty International,
human rights education is a way to empower people so that they can create skills and
behavior that would promote dignity and equality within the community, society, and all
over the world.
Non-Discrimination
The National Economic and Social Rights Initiative stated the importance of NonDiscrimination in Human Rights Education. Governments must see to it that it must be
exercised without bias to race, gender, color, religion, language, national or social origin,
political or personal opinion, birth, or any status. All students, parents, and communities
possess the right to take part in decisions affecting their respective schools and the right to
education.
Human Rights Education and Training
The OHCHR promotes Human Rights Education by supporting national and local
initiatives for HRE within the context of its Technical Cooperation Programs and through
the ACT Project which subsidizes the grassroots projects.The ACT or Assisting Communities
Together Project is the collaboration between the OHCHR and the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP)to make grants available for civil society organizations in
implementing human rights activities in local communities.
The OHCHR also develops preferred Human Rights Education training materials and
resource tools such as the Database on Human Rights Education and Training, Resource
Collection on Human Rights Education and Training, and web section on the Universal
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Declaration of Human Rights. Finally, it takes care of coordinating the World Program for
Human Rights Education.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is acknowledged as a landmark
document in human rights history. It was drafted by representatives from various
countries and regions with varying legal and cultural experiences. The United Nations
General Assembly proclaimed this declaration in Paris, France on December 10, 1948. This
Declaration states that basic human rights require protection. It was translated into more
than 500 languages worldwide.
Demand for Human Rights Education
The demand for human rights education continues to grow globally. Academic
institutions are in the position to train students as future business leaders capable of
managing human rights impact on their respective corporate organizations. The United
Nations Global Compactin cooperation with the Principles for Responsible Management
Education invites different corporations to incorporate business along with human rights
topics to their curricula.
The Asia-Pacific Center for Education for International Understanding and
the United Nations Academic Impact mutually organized the 2018 United Nations Global
Citizenship Education Seminar at the UN Headquarters in New York City. These seminars
are useful in the formulation of new ideas and concepts related to HRE.Human Rights
Education is crucial because it is one of the keys to making governments and political
leaders accountable. It also imparts and spreads out the human rights vocabulary and
provides a critical approach towards human rights.
Human rights education and the United Nations
The United Nations High Commissioner for the Promotion and Protection of all
Human Rights functions as coordinator of the UN Education and Public Information
Programs in the area of human rights.
The United Nations General Assembly has proclaimed it as central to the
achievement of the rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR):
“Now, Therefore THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL
DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS as a common standard of achievement for all peoples
and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping this
Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect
for these rights and freedoms.”
Article 26.2 of the UDHR states the role of educators in achieving the social order called for
by the declaration:
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“Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and
shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.”
Article 29 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child requires states to ensure that
children are enabled to develop a respect for their own cultural identity, language and
values and for the culture, language and values of others.
The importance of human rights was reaffirmed by the United Nations in the 1993 Vienna
Declaration and Programme of Action:
“The World Conference on Human Rights reaffirms that States are duty-bound, as
stipulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and in other international human rights instruments,
to ensure that education is aimed at strengthening the respect of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.”
“States should strive to eradicate illiteracy and should direct education toward the full
development of the human personality and to the strengthen of respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms. The World Conference on Human Rights calls on all States and
institutions to include human rights, humanitarian law, democracy and rule of law as
subjects in curricula of all learning institutions in formal and non- formal settings. Human
rights education should include peace, democracy, development and social justice, as set
forth in international and regional human rights instruments, in order to achieve common
understanding and awareness with a view to strengthening universal commitment to
human rights.”
As a result of the Vienna Declaration the decade from 1995 to 2004 was declared the UN
Decade of Human Rights Education.
UNESCO has a responsibility to promote human rights education, and was a key organiser
of the UN's Decade for Human Rights Education. UNESCO attempts to promote human
rights education through:
Development of national and local capacities for human rights education, through its
co-operation in development projects and programmes at national and sub-regional levels.
Elaboration of learning materials and publications and their translation and
adaptation in national and local languages.
Advocacy and Networking Activities.
Following the Decade of Human Rights Education, on 10 December 2004, the General
Assembly proclaimed the World Programme for Human Rights Education, and ongoing
project to advance the implementation of human rights education programmes in all
sectors:
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“Building on the achievements of the United Nations Decade for Human Rights Education
(1995-2004), the World Programme seeks to promote a common understanding of the
basic principles and methodologies of human rights education, to provide a concrete
framework for action and to strengthen partnerships and cooperation from the
international level down to the grass roots.”
Human rights education organizations
Arab Institute for Human Rights The Arab Institute for Human Rights is an
independent Arab non-governmental organization based in Tunisia. It was founded in 1989
at the initiative of the Arab Organization for Human Rights, the Arab Lawyers Union, and
the Tunisian League for Human Rights and with the support of the United Nations Centre
for Human Rights. The Institute received the UNESCO International Award for Human
Rights Education for the year 1992. Goals: The Arab Institute for Human Rights aims to
promote a culture of civil, political, economic, social and cultural human rights, as
enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and international conventions, and
to strengthen the values of democracy and citizenship.
Organizations such as Indian Institute Of Human Rights, Amnesty International and Human
Rights Education Associates (HREA)promote human rights education with their
programmes,believing "that learning about human rights is the first step toward
respecting, promoting and defending those rights".
Amnesty International defines Human Rights Education as a “deliberate, participatory
practice aimed at empowering individuals, groups and communities through fostering
knowledge, skills and attitudes consistent with internationally recognized human rights
principles”and explains the goal of Human Rights Education is to "empower yourself and
others to develop the skills and attitudes that promote equality, dignity and respect in
your community, society and worldwide."
Human Rights organizations aim to protect human rights on different levels some being
more specific to geographical areas, others are based on governmental influences, others
are nonprofit and education based, while others specifically aim to protect a certain group
of individuals. The following are organizations with brief descriptions of their aims,
targeted audiences, and affiliations.
According to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), each
submission whether private or public, governmental or NGO is evaluated with regards to
the following context: appropriateness, effectiveness, originality, ease of use, adaptability,
sustainability, approach, and inclusiveness. Each characteristic of which is detailed in the
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article Human Rights Education in the School Systems of Europe, Central Asia, and North
America: A Compendium of Good Practice.
Several schools offer human rights education as part of their curriculum, for
example linked subjects like History, Politics and Citizenship, but there are also specialised
courses, such as Human Rights offered as part of the International Bacclaureate Diploma
programme for high school students.
IB Human Rights is an academic subject containing units on:
The theory of human rights
The practise of human rights
Contemporary human rights issues
In order to pass the course students are required to study for two years, take a final
examination and produce a coursework.
As part of their diploma programme, students may also choose to write their
Extended Essay on Human Rights. This is a 4000 word research paper focusing on human
rights.
The IB Human Rights course was originally authored by Joni Mäkivirta, the
developer of Cognitive Emotional Pedagogy. Part of the 2002 version of the IB Human
Rights syllabus is at the Global Human Rights Education (HREA) website. Only part of the
syllabus is available at the HREA website for copyright reasons.
The complete IB Human Rights syllabus that contains more details, including the
assessment criteria, as well as the guide for the Human Rights Extended Essay can be
acquired from the International Baccalaureate Organisation.
Some cities in the world have adopted a municipal law to stimulate successfully the
HRE in the public schools, as the example of the Municipal Plan of HRE of the city of São
Paulo (Decreto Nº 57.503, DE 6 DE Dezembro de 2016), in Brazil.
Human rights education uses in the 21st century
As a strategy for development (Clarence Dias)
As empowerment (Garth Meintjes)
As a way of change for women’s rights (DorotaGierycz)
As a legal prospective and for law enforcement (Edy Kaufman)
As a legal education for social transformations and human sensibility (Eduardo Bittar)
Human rights education models
1. Values and awareness The Values and Awareness Model focuses on transmitting “basic
knowledge of human rights issues and to foster its integration into public values” based on
its philosophical-historical approach. This model is what people commonly think of when
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human rights are concerned with the target audience being the general public with topics
including global human rights and more cultural based matters.
2. Accountability the Accountability Model is associated with the legal and political
approach to human rights in which the learners which the model targets are already
involved via professional roles. The model is incorporated by means of training and
networking, covering topics such as court cases, codes of ethics, and how to deal with the
media.
3. Transformational This model of education focuses on the psychological and sociological
aspects of human rights. The topics towards which this model is effective are those
including vulnerable populations and people with personal experiences affected by the
topic, such as women and minorities. The model aims to empower the individual, such as
those victims of abuse and trauma. The model is geared towards recognizing the abuse of
human rights but is also committed to preventing these abuses.
Criticism
Sudbury model of democratic education schools maintain that values, human
rights included, must be learned through experienceas Aristotle said: "For the things we
have to learn before we can do them, we learn by doing them."They adduce that for this
purpose schools must encourage ethical behavior and personal responsibility. In order to
achieve these goals schools must respect human rights in school by allowing students the
three great freedoms—freedom of choice, freedom of action and freedom to bear the
results of action—that constitute personal responsibility.
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Abstract
To analyze learners’ leaning behavior, a case study was made from students' database
course of an autonomous college, Amravati, Maharashtra. Data mining techniques were
used to discover association, classification, clustering and outlier detection rules. Through
the four tasks, knowledge extraction is made that narrates students' behavior. It is shown
how valuable data mining can be in higher education, principally to progress students’
behaviour & performance. Students' data was used from database course. All available
data was composed including their usage of Module e-learning facility. Data mining
techniques were used applied to discover knowledge. Predominantly association rules
were discovered and sorted the rules using lift metric for visualize the rules followed by
discovering classification rules using decision tree apart from EM clustering of students
into groups. Lastly, used outlier analysis for detecting all outliers in data. Each one of this
knowledge is used to develop performance of students. Introduction: Growing research
interests in data mining in education concerns with budding from historical and
operational data reside in databases of educational institutes. Data pertaining to students
can be personal or academic. It may be composed from e-learning system having vast
information. EDM used various techniques: decision trees, neural networks, k-nearest
Neighbor, support vector machines and others. Many kinds of knowledge through
association rules, classifications, clustering & outlier detection. Discovered facts is used to
better comprehend students' behavior, supporting instructors, improving curriculums,
teaching, evaluating and e-learning systems, and countless other benefits. This paper
investigates educational domain of data mining using a case study from Database class.
Methodology: The data was collected from students’ based management system course
held at the DCPE-(A Multi-faculty Autonomous HVP Mandal, Amravati, first semester of
2009 & 2010. Total strength of students was 100. The sources of collection of data were:
personal records and academic records of students, course records and data obtained
from e-learning system. For e-learning system the course used Module which is known
open source course management system. For better data input, data mining techniques
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were made following some preprocessing for collection data. After one file data
integration, discretized the numerical attributes to categorical ones for increasing
interpretation and comprehensibility. Grouped all grades into five groups were: excellent,
very good, good, poor and failure. Likewise, discretized other attributes: attendance and
resource access. Visualizing data was used for case study using data mining system for a
few major useful knowledge. From this prophecy some useful knowledge were drawn
about the attributes before applying data mining methods. Using histogram of data, a
good deal of information was tried to discover about attendance, students' GPAs, to find
out relationship of lab grades with final grade. Conversely, e-learning facilities like erecourses were also used by students, exercising and task influence are of the final grade
of students. Data mining used superior techniques to discover patterns from data. i)
Association Rules- Mining association rules searches for interesting relationships among
items in a given dataset. It allows finding rules of the form If antecedent then (likely)
consequent where antecedent and consequent are item sets. Item sets are sets of one or
more items. In dataset an example of item is: attendance =good. On account of looking for
items that illustrate final grade of students, consequent has one item which is final grade=
z where z is a value of the final grade like excellent, very good, etc., is a sample of
association rules discovered from data for the excellent final grade students. ii)
Classification-It is a data mining task that predicts group membership for data instances. In
educational data mining, given works of a student, one may predicate one’s final grade. In
a case study, used J48 decision tree to represent logical rules of student final grade. The
represented tree is large, some of the strong rules in the tree are:
midterm =good & attendance=good then final grade= excellent, midterm = fail & lab = fail
the final grade =fail, midterm = average & GPA=pass then final grade = pass, midterm =
average and GPA = good & e homework= one then final grade=pass, midterm = average &
GPA = good and e homework= two attendance = average then final grade=good,
midterm=average and GPA = very good the final grade=very good.
iii) Clustering-It is finding groups of objects, the objects in one group is similar to one
another and dissimilar from objects in a different group. Clustering was used to group
students in accordance with their behavior. In this case, Expectation-Maximization
Algorithm was used to cluster the given data. iv) Outlier detection-It discovers data points
that are significantly different than rest of data. In educational data mining outlier analysis
was used to detect students with learning problems. The system detected 37 outliers in
data, is a sample of instances which detected as an outlier and the attribute where outlier
occurred. Results of study: From Module, information was collected about student
accessing e-learning, it appeared that some students did not access the system at all,
followed by how much student benefited from resources enquired, using eBooks’
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research papers and old exams available on the system. Also, found the results of
students' grades in solving exercises accessible in the system. By using histogram of data, a
good deal of information was discovered about attendance, students' GPAs, and lab grades
have a positive relationship with the final grade. Conversely, e-learning facilities such as erecourses were also used by students, exercising and assignment hardly affected the final
grade of students.
Discussion of Findings: Association rules- these rules are sorted by lift metric. The lift value
is the ratio of the confidence of the rule and the expected confidence of the rule. The lift is
measured as the ratio of the probability of antecedent and consequent, occurring together
to the probability of antecedent and consequent independently. The lift value of greater
than 1 indicates a positive correlation between antecedent and consequent. With the lift
value, the importance of a rule could be interpreted. The first rule, with the highest lift
which means highest correlation is the most important, and so on. Classification- the
benefit of this method is that it can predict low grades on time. It is important to know
that classification rules are different than rules generated from association. Association
rules are characteristic rules (it describes current situation), but classification rules are
prediction rules (it describes future situation). For clustering, an EM algorithm is a mixture
based algorithm that finds maximum likelihood estimation of parameters in probabilistic
models. Using these results students can be kept into five groups and guides them
according to their behavior. Outlier detection- For each case instructor can look at outlier
behavior of students and tried to find and understand why irregularity happened and then
resolve the problem, if there is any. Recommendations: A way to generalize the study to
more diverse courses to get more accurate results. Also, experiments could be done using
more data mining techniques such as neural nets, genetic algorithms, nearest Neighbor,
Naive Bays, support vector machines and others. Finally, the used preprocess and data
mining algorithms could be embedded into e-learning system so that anyone using the
system can benefited from the data mining techniques.
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Introduction
Sport is a universal language that has the power to motivate individuals to make
constructive changes in their own lives and in the lives of others. It plays a significant role
in the development of communities, bringing people together to interact, play and engage
in conversations that build social harmony. Sport positively impacts on social and
economic development, inculcating values and social skills and challenging inequalities in
various dimensions: gender, race and disability. “Sport represents the best school of life by
teaching young people the skills and values they need to be good citizens” . Sport can instil
values such as fairness, teamwork, equality, discipline, inclusion, perseverance and
respect.
Globally, a sport as an industry has a unifying appeal. The sports industry boasts of
a dynamic appeal that many other, even bigger industries look at with envy. It has the
power to define nations as a whole. Sports offer a perfect opportunity to explore scientific
concepts such as force, motion, potential energy, velocity, and torque. For many students
school-organised sports play an important role in their academic and social experiences.
Every school has sports embedded in their curriculum as they understand the importance
of physical health and activity. However, the importance given to sports ends there as
this inclusion is just for the sake of a formality.
Khelo India scheme:
Under the Khelo India scheme, the Government is supporting the development of
sports at the grassroots levels through the initiative such as Khelo India School Games.
 This programme has been introduced to revive the sports culture in India at the grass-root
levels by building a strong framework for all sports played in the country and with the aim
to establish India as a great sporting country
 The twelve areas have been identified under this scheme, which will impact the entire
sports ecosystem including sports infrastructure, talent identification, coaching for
excellence, community sports, and competition structure and sports economy
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 Schools and colleges are the environments where young people spend a significant amount
of time
 During these formative years, along with quality education an emphasis on sports and
physical education framework is equally important. Educational environments need to be
supportive of students being physically active.
Importance of adopting sports and education:
 The importance of adopting sports and education for the success of youth development has
been recognised by the Indian Government as early as 1984 when the National Sports
Policy recommended making sports and physical education an integral part of the school
curriculum
 National Sports Policy, 2011 stresses on the point that sports and physical education play an
important role in developing human capital, increase productivity and foster social
harmony
 Typically School athletic activities provide enjoyable, supervised activities for youth.
Student-athletes report healthier eating habits, higher levels of cardiovascular fitness,
increased parental support and decreased anxiety and depression.
Shift in the mindset of parents:
 One also notices an interesting shift in the mindset of parents; they are now aware and
understand the importance of a physically fit body.
 The realisation of the negative impact that today's lifestyle brings on their children, has
made parents become proactive in their search for options for their child's fitness, they
now encourage their children to take up some form of sports or physical activity along
with their studies.
 Way forward a change in the mindset of the community as a whole will play a major role to
ensure success in this direction.
 Moreover, campaigns focused on sports and education integration can cut across the
diversity of our country making people more cognizant of the benefits of sports in
education.
Some of the positive effects of education in sports are:
 Children are introduced to the benefits of a healthy lifestyle early in their lives by instilling
the habit and culture of taking up outdoor activities
 Introduction of sports curriculum at an early stage can act as building blocks for future
sportspersons
 It can develop a strong ecosystem, along with other stakeholders such as authorities,
federations, sports clubs, etc
 It will generate employment opportunities for people such as coaches, physical trainers, and
sports facility operators
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 It will provide educational opportunities through scholarships for underprivileged talent.
Conclusion
The growing awareness of how sports contribute to the growth of children in terms
of life skills, has led parents and school authorities to encourage children to take up sports,
whereas previously the focus was entirely on academics. The realisation that sports help in
the development of team work, trust, sharing responsibilities and working together
towards a common goal has led to a spurt in the sports activities in schools.
Slowly, educationalists and government departments have realised the importance of
sports' and are planning for inclusions in the curriculum which is an essential part of the
present- day school education. If the government and educationalist initiatives are
properly laid down, one can see a different face of the students in the future.
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Abstract:
The aim of this investigation was to find out the Comparative Study of Physical
Health and Mental Health between Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana. In the current
study, forty male players were selected at random by purposive sampling technique; from
affiliated colleges of Buldana District. 20 male players were selected from Chess and
another 20 male players were selected from Wrestling Players during the academic year
2017-2018. The age group was ranging from 18-25 years. The variables selected for the
research work like that Physical Health and Mental Health. The data of physical health and
mental health was collected by using self-made questionnaire. After that collected data
was put into Microsoft Excel to develop Master Chart and then‘t’ test was used for the
statistical treatment. To test the hypothesis the level of significance was set at 0.05 level of
confidence, after the statistical analysis of data related to the physical health and mental
health between Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana, it is found that there is significant
difference in physical health and mental health between Chess and Wrestling Players of
Buldana District. Hence the researcher’s pre-assumed hypothesis is accepted.
Keywords: Physical Health, Mental Health, Chess and Wrestling.
Introduction:
Health:
Health is a state of physical, mental, emotional and social well-being. Good
health empowers people to enjoy life and to have the opportunity to achieve the goals
they have set for themselves. The real purpose of health is to develop and maintain vigour
and vitality, to acquire interests and habits in ways of living that are wholesome and to
meet the demands put upon the individual efficiently, with energy and satisfaction.
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Objectives:
The main purpose of this study was to find out the Comparison of Physical
Health and Mental Health between Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana .
Hypothesis:
On the basis of literature searched and the researcher’s own perception it was
hypothesized that there would be significant difference in Physical Health and Mental
Health between Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana .
Methodology:
Source of Data:
In the present study subjects were selected from affiliated colleges of Buldana
District, for the collection of data.
Selection of Subjects:
Forty male subjects (20) from Chess and (20) from Wrestling in Buldana were
selected for the collection of data. The age group was ranging from 18-25 years.
Sampling Method:
The subjects were being selected by using purposive sampling method.
Collection of Data:
For the collection of data, the subjects were given full administration of the
tests. The data of Physical Health and Mental Health was collected by Self-made
Questionnaire. After that collected data was put into Microsoft Excel to develop Master
Chart and then‘t’ test was used for the statistical treatment.
Criterion measures:
Following are the criterion measures which were responsible for collection of
data, to testing the hypothesis.
Physical Health:
The self-designed questionnaire of physical health was being used to know the
level of physical health of Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana District.
Mental Health:
The self-designed questionnaire of mental health was being used to know the
level of mental health of Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana District.
Level of Significance:
To test the hypothesis the level of significance was set at 0.05 level of
confidence which was considered adequate and reliable for the purpose of this study.
Analysis of the Data:
After the collection of data from Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana
District, the raw data were converted into standard one by using a statistical technique ‘t
’test for testing of hypothesis.
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Table No. 1
Comparison of Physical Health between Chess and Wrestling Players
Game
Chess
Wrestling

Mean

13.60
15.45

S.D.
2.6
4
2.5
0

S.E
.
0.8
4

Mean
Difference

Degree
of
freedom

O.T.

Tabulated
‘t’

1.85

38

2.215
*

2.021

Table No1: indicates that the mean of chess players is 13.60 which is less than the mean
of wrestling players which is 15.45. So this mean difference is found as 1.85. The calculated
value of ‘t’ is found as 2.215 which is greater than tabulated ‘t’ which is 2.021 at 0.05 level
of significance. Hence the hypothesis which was given by the researcher is accepted.
Graph-1
Graphical Representation of Mean difference of Physical Health between Chess and
Wrestling Players

Table No. 2
Comparison of Mental Health between Chess and Wrestling Players
Degree
Mean
Tabulated
Group
Mean
S.D.
S.E
of
O.T.
Difference
‘t’
.
freedom
Chess
1.9
16.20
3
0.7
2.578
1.80
38
2.021
0
Wrestling
2.3
*
14.40
4
Table No. 2: indicates that the mean of chess players is 16.20 which is greater than the
mean of wrestling players which is 14.40. So this mean difference is found as 1.80. The
calculated value of ‘t’ is found as 2.578 which is greater than tabulated ‘t’ which is 2.021
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at 0.05 level of significance. Hence the hypothesis which was given by the researcher is
accepted.
Graph-2
Graphical Representation of Mean difference of Mental Health between Chess and
Wrestling Players

Conclusion:
In the beginning of this study it was hypothesized that there would be
significant differences in physical health and mental health between Chess and Wrestling
Players of Buldana. But after the statistical analysis of data related to the physical health
and mental health between Chess and Wrestling Players of Buldana, it is found that there
is significant difference in physical health and mental health between Chess and Wrestling
Players of Buldana District. Hence the researcher’s pre-assumed hypothesis is accepted.
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ABSTRACT
Education is a very socially oriented activity and quality education has traditionally
been associated with strong teachers having high degrees of personal contact with
learners. CT has become an integral part of today’s teaching learning process. Effective use
of technology can motivate students, make our classes more dynamic and interesting and
renew teacher enthusiasm as they learn new skills and techniques. The role of ICT in
higher education is becoming more and more important and this importance will continue
to grow and develop in 21st century. The use of ICT in education not only improves
classroom teaching learning process, but also provides the facility of e-learning. The
adoption and use of ICTs in education have a positive impact teaching, learning and
research. The use of ICT will not only enhance learning environment but also prepare next
generation for future lives and careers .This paper highlight the various impacts of ICT on
higher education and explores various potential future developments.
INTRODUCTION
ICT has become an integral part of today’s teaching learning process. The
integration of ICTs in teaching in general and teacher education in particular is the need of
the day. The use of ICTs can make substantial changes both for teaching and training
mainly in two ways; firstly, the rich representation of information changes learner’s
perception and understanding of the context. Secondly; the vast distribution and easy
process access to information can change relationships between teachers and taught. CT
can also provide powerful support for educational innovation. In the last few decades, we
have seen an increasing number of youngsters gaining access to higher education .This
phenomenon reflects a trend at a global level ,which is largely due to the democratization
and development of societies, the improvement of living conditions and structures ,the
demand for a more highly qualified performance both in professions and citizenships we
have, therefore witnessed a change both in terms of quality as well as quality in the
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student population ,reflected in the gradual loss of the elitist and formal character of
higher education through the admission of individuals from all social classes( Soares and
Almeida,2002). “The emancipatory and transformative potentials of the ICT in higher
education in India has helped increase the country’s requirement of higher education.
METHODOLOGY
Various devices/technology in ICT includes:






Access of course materials through remote devices,
Online digital repositories for lectures, course materials, and digital library,
Online/ cloud based academic management systems,
Employing the flipped classroom concept,
Making use of handheld computers, tablet computers, audio players, projector
devices etc.
Also, the rising number of Massive Open Online Courses(MOOCs) like the coursera, khan
academy, and edx tells us that there is a huge demand for off-the-classroom learning
facilities. The future of our institutions will depend on whether or not they can satisfy those
needs. Policy ‐makers accepts that ICT in education can help the students to compete in the
global economy by being part of a skilled workforce and facilitate social mobility by:

Enhancing learning experiences and providing new sets of skills,

Reaching more students with Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs),

Facilitating the training of faculties,
Minimising costs and saving time associated with information delivery and
automating regular day-to-day tasks,
Improving the administration of institutions to enhance the quality and efficiency of
service delivery.
Benefits of ICT in Higher Education





Use of ICT in education presents a unique opportunity to solve multitude of challenges
quickly as well as at low rate. Here is an overview of advantages of an ICT:1.1 Motivating Factor:- The internet can act as a motivating tool for many students. Young
people are very captivated with technology. Educators must capitalize on this interest
excitement and enthusiasm about the Internet for the purpose enhancing learning. For
already enthusiastic learners, the internet provides them with additional learning activities
not readily available in the classroom.
RESULTS OF ICT
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Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in education is the mode of education
that use information and communications technology to support, enhance, and optimize
the delivery of information.
Worldwide research has shown that ICT can lead to an improved student learning and
better teaching methods. A report made , proved that an increase in the use of ICT in
education with integrating technology to the curriculum has a significant and positive
impact on students’ achievements. The results specifically showed that the students who
are continuously exposed to technology through education has better ‘knowledge’,
presentation skills, innovative capabilities, and are ready to take more efforts into learning
as compared to their counterparts. All over ICT has been used for better development of
students education and new creativity new ideas are getting up through students . Great
results are being observed.
Conclusion
ICT play vital role as a strong agent for change among many educational practices
i,e conducting online exam, pay online fees, accessing online books and journals. Thus ICT
in Higher education improves teaching learning process, provides the facility of online
learning to thousands to thousands of learners who cannot avail the benefits of higher
education due to several checks, such a time, cost, geographical location etc. Once again
ICT serve to provide the means for much of this activity to realize the potential it holds.
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Abstract
The India and China relations were strained after the 1962 war. Normalization of
strained relations started with the opening in economic ties and signing of Most Favored
Nation Agreement in 1984. Bilateral trade started boosting up to $ 71.22 Billion in 2015. It
saw the downfall in trade at the mid. Mistrust, trade deficit arising out of lack of
production as per the need, distraction at Military level, adverse Political statements
against India by China were probably the few reasons for a down fall in trade between
these two. This paper would focus on how Prime Minister Narendra Modi very cleverly
separates the issues, economic cooperation and do not mingle it with political or any other
disputes. He is known in China since he was CM in Gujarat, where he tried to attract
Chinese investment in that state, now will he get success for India? His party’s
overwhelming victory in Loksabha elections was sufficient to develop confidence in the
world about him. Will he succeed to nullify the deficit and on the other side attract
Chinese to set their industries in India, FDI, etc.? India has made up its mind to step up the
export in the field where India is leading in areas like software. Instead of exporting metal
ores India will produce furnished good and export to China. Will India cross the barriers of
revengeful attitude against China and concentrate fully on economic issues? USA and
Japan are not only interested to have business with India but also to keep us away from
China. It will be very interesting to see how India gains more and more by keeping their
business competition on. In 2015 the India-China trade target was of $100 Billion, though it
could not achieve, will next target cross the expectations?
Key Words: Trade Deficit, Economic Cooperation, South China Sea, Gwadar & Chabahar
Port
Introduction
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India and China had trade relations in historic period. Considering Himalaya as a
barrier the volume of trade was at moderate level. Even after independence we signed a
trade treaty in 1954. This treaty is better known to be an acceptance of Tibet as a part of
China from Indian side. The dormant attitude adopted by India at this juncture must have
raised the morale of Chinese which reflected regularly after this till 1962 (& even further
till 2016). This scenario changed with the 1962 war. India and China relations were
strained after 1962 war. India lost faith on its counterpart, which kept them aloof from
almost every fields. India-China officially resumed trade in 1978 and signed a Most
Favoured Nations Agreement in 1984.
In the earlier period just after independence India was very dormant towards any kind of
relations with China. It is reflected in a speech during session by Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru in his
answer to a question which was raised to take some concrete action against China during
aggression against Tibet.
Though there was trade between India & China it was mainly in favour of China. From the
beginning we are facing trade deficit with China. If we see the cumulative deficit it rises to
more than 283 billion USD (more than 1839 billion = 183900 Crore INR).
Year wise trade deficit is as followsAmount in $ Bn
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Deficit
18.65
26.67
69.3
37.01
36.88
46.29
48.48
Cumulative
18.65
45.32
114.62
151.63
188.51
234.8
283.28
Deficit
Source: Directorate General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics
“Increasing trade deficit with China can primarily be attributed to the fact that
Chinese exports to India rely strongly on manufactured items meeting the demand of fastexpanding sectors like telecom and power while India's exports to China are characterised
by primary products, raw material and intermediate products” Commerce and Industry
Minister NirmalaSitharaman said in a written reply to the LokSabha.
(Source: - Economic Times Online Edition 13th June 2015)
The trade deficit between India and China has gone up to 44.7 USD from April to January
2015-16, it may cross last year’s 48.48 USD level. This is a matter of great concern for India
to curtail this deficit and bring it at least to equal level.
The economic condition of the world seems to be in shifting phase particularly since last
one decade. The developed nations are facing recession due to lack in home demand as
well as competition from emerging & developing nations, the monopoly of these big
economies is coming to an end whereas the upcoming nations like China and India
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capturing the world market. China has concentrated on economic development phase for
last two decades and as a result they have achieved this position in which they have
achieved second position in world economy after USA. India has also started similar phase
in 1991 which is called as New Economic Policy, but the pace was very slow till now, after
lifting of economic sanctions against India by US (due to Nuclear test in 1998) the Indian
economy had shown growth of around 8 percent which was just next to China,
unfortunately it didn’t continue longer, India should jump for double figure growth in
succession.
As per the discussions held at the meeting of Indian Prime Minister and Chinese President
in China and the MOUs they have signed Chinese Consulates will also be started in a near
future in various cities of India like in Chennai. Mr. Le Yucheng, Ambassador of the PRC to
India highlighted the possibilities of investment in the renewable energy sector,
particularly solar energy. He further said his embassy is keen to strengthen the relations
with state level leaders in India and provincial leaders of China. The concept of ‘Sister
Cities’ is also taking a good shape as Chinese authorities are visiting to their respective
‘Sister City’ in India and suggesting the changes. They are exchanging notes and are trying
to develop cooperation in various areas like waste water management, infrastructure and
exchange of trade and commerce. With the special efforts taken by Modiji the one more
route was reopened in May 2015 for pilgrimage as well as for trade that was through
Nathu La pass. Nathu la was the main entrance into India from Tibet territory in earlier
period of ‘Silk Route’. As China is also interested in starting the land transport from China’s
main land to the various parts of Asia, China reacted quickly to restart the route from this
pass. Border trade has started at this pass, if a vehicle has to enter in one other’s territory
nominal fees is charged on both sides, this has availed a market for people of North-East
especially from Sikkim, this has given employment to these youths.
Change in Centre
In the General Election of 2014 Bhartiya Janata Party came up with overwhelming majority
winning 286 seats out of 543. The peculiarity of this election was that Narendra Modi
came up as the sole leader who campaigned all over India single handedly. The main thrust
in his campaign was economic development and it had the back ground of economic
development he achieved in Gujarat in his tenure as Chief Minister of Gujarat State. He
also assured Indians that he will get back the black money which is out of India. He assured
Indians that everyone will get five lakhs in their account which he will bring back from
Swiss Bank. No one else can take the credit of such jubilant landslide victory of BJP but
Modi. Seeing the total number of MPs they are having in Loksabha, it seems easy for him
to get sanctions to the bills produced in Loksabha which had been a hurdle in last two to
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three consecutive elections. Seeing this overwhelming results he played a very different
move in which he invited heads of peripheral countries, this appealed for consolidation of
South Asian power which was awaited by them. He invited Xi Jinping in Sept 2014, twelve
agreements were signed, and to update the Indian Railway System, provision of bullet
trains, Industrial Parks in Maharashtra & Gujarat and more access to Indian
Pharmaceuticals & farm products in China was few important treaties in this visit. China
agreed to invest around $20 Bn in India. Before visiting China he preferred visiting USA,
this also carried expected message to PRC. As he had visited China before as a Chief
Minister of Gujarat he was well versed with Chinese leadership and their way of dealing. In
this visit around 50 agreements were signed between India & China, the approximate
value of these was $22 Bn USD. It shows a great leap if we compare it with last five years
investment in India from China. Before Modi Government all the visits to China were more
focused on Indo-China Border issue and less on Economic Cooperation which resulted in
lesser economic benefit to India as well as lesser positive move in border issue settlement
aspect. This is a latest phase in which economic issues are dealt separately without
intermingling it with other political or any other bilateral or multilateral issues. Same is the
case seen in Japan-China relations where though political relations are strained their
economic relations are not disturbed.They are the business partners of each other to a
great extent. China is Japan’s largest trade partner whereas Japan is second largest trade
partner of China. It is also observed in the past that whenever leaders used to visit each
other’s country China used to raise some or the other issue against India. This has always
kept Indian side dormant.
Change in Policy
Since current Government has shown the national power of India the Chinese policy of
raising issues has been diminished. China is having around fifteen countries at its periphery
including India. They have problems with almost everyone, India has shown its interest in
developing relations with almost all these countries. China has adopted a String of Pearls
policy against India, this can be a good move of ‘tit for tat.’
There are definitely different policies adopted by the UPA Government. China has recently
proposed for a reopening of the old trade route which is across China – Myanmar - India.
This is a result of India being asked to raise the trade with China as well as with Myanmar
by road. Shanghai Corporation Organisation (SCO) has accepted India as a full member
when India signed a memorandum on 24th June 2016. SCO which is established with
strategic, economic and political intentions in Eurasia has shown interest in emerging
India. China and Russia are the two leading countries of SCO, getting membership of this
organization at this stage shows the rising importance of India by these countries. At the
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inception of this organization as they discussed about reduction of military from this area,
same is expected towards India. This organization can avail better opportunities to settle
the border dispute with China as well as Pakistan. Before India becoming the member of
SCO these nations have established a Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS), though it
has yet not started working efficiently it can take shape with the Indian initiatives in
coming days. It can help in controlling the terrorism which has become a matter of
concern to almost everyone in this group. Besides China and Pakistan other members of
this group are from Central Asia. They are lying between two giants Russia and China,
these nations are still under developed and China is treating them as economic slaves and
it shows abundance of business chances for India in this region which can be achieved
through SCO. India has immense business opportunities in these Central Asian countries
both ways. India has maintained good political relations with these countries but has not
converted into business, may be due to lack of connectivity. Indian investment in Chabahar
Port can produce a best option for this problem. This will give them an alternative to the
Chinese products as well as their business which they are expecting. In some nations there
were agitations which were designed against Chinese business acts. The Chabahar and SCO
can together benefit India if executed business properly in Central Asian region, there
seems huge scope in the field of agriculture, IT, textiles, hydropower, etc., it will be
interesting to see how quickly Modi Govt. launches its thrust in this field.
Chinese Direct Investment in India
Chinese investment in India has increased from 2014 to 2015 by six times. Make in India
concept has clicked in China also. During the visit of Chinese President Xi Jinping, China has
committed $ 20 Bn investment in India. Indian complicated taxation was perhaps a big
hurdle in FDI but as GST has been sanctioned in both the upper houses hopes have
developed and it would convert in boosting FDI. China could sale their products at cheaper
prices and the main reason behind it was cheap labour availability but over a period of
time the same labours have improved their quality hence they are demanding higher
wages. That is the reason why now a days China is interested in shifting of their business
out of China. They are in search of cheaper labours, if they are well trained it will be a plus
point. In their search India is in a leading position where trained labours are available at
cheaper wages. Many industries are likely to shift in India in a near future. India’s
infrastructural development projects envisaged in the twelth five year plan offers very
good opportunity for Chinese investment. Many Chinese companies have won the
contracts and are executing projects even in sensitive areas like J & K and in the NorthEast States of India. China has planned to invest around $300 Bn in India for infrastructural
development.
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Indian Initiative
Recently India has signed an agreement with Iran-the second phase of developing
Chabahar Port. The first phase of this development was signed in 2015 between India and
Iran. This agreement will be beneficial to India in many ways i.e. Strategic, Economic, etc.
China has taken Indo-Iran relations as move against it, but it has been made clear from
Indian side that this is not aimed against any country but for the economic development of
India and Iran only. Iran has declared a Free Trade Zone at Chabahar Port, India can be
benefitted by establishing Urea and other Petrochemical plants for next twenty years. The
most important fact of this deal is China was also very eager in this port, it is close to
Gwadar port of Pakistan, (72 km/76 nm).

Source :- Google earth

Source: - http://ports.com/sea-route/
By having Chabahar with China it would have been additional pearl of string against
India. Just before few days of signing this agreement between India and Iran, Chinese top
officials had visited Chabahar Port and shown deep interest in it. Immediately after this the
Chinese President Xi Xinping also visited Iran for the same, it shows how keen they were to
have it with them. Before China could sign Indian Central Minister Mr. Nitin Gadkari
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signed an agreement in May 2016 with Iranian Government and Indian Govt. is ready to
supply steel rails worth $150 million in a near future. India will try to develop Chabahar
before Gwadar.
Conclusion
In 2010 China emerged as world’s second largest economy and India was tenth largest
economy. If India continues the pace which has started from NDA II Government then by
2030 it can attain third largest economy in the world.
The political boldness shown by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has with China as
well as with Pakistan has bared the fruits and India has compelled them to think twice
before taking India on the task. China opposed India from getting membership of NSG,
now they need support of India in South China Sea case, on the other side till now Pakistan
was raising issue of J & K every time at every forum, now India has raised the issue of
independence to Baluchistan from Pakistan. India cannot forget that China is its biggest
competitor in the field of Trade and Commerce. It will have to come forward boldly to
tackle the regional matters and develop confidence among the other regional countries
who have fear from Chinese.
China has already dumped the cheaper goods in the world in almost every nation, but
being that of low quality India is gaining favourable response. This has resulted into the
slight down fall of the economies of developed nations. The degradation of Chinese goods
to make it cheaper is responsible to lose faith on them. This has definitely raised the hopes
and posed better opportunity for the Indians. Now it is with India how the opportunity is
grabbed. The ‘Make in India’ concept can boost the moral and create better opportunities
in the near future, again it must be cracked very quickly otherwise India may lose this
golden and a rare opportunity. Already we have lost so many opportunities earlier if we
lose this also then it may turn into day dreaming for India. Chinese economy is showing
slight down fall, they have done devaluation of their currency Yuan by 1.9% with respect to
USD to maintain the pace of export business. World is looking forward towards India as
alternate source. Recently India has attracted world with its bold attitude, credit off course
goes to the dashing Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi.
If everyone focuses on ‘Live and Let Live’ policy the arms race, border issues, sea area
issues and all other issues can vanish which will bring the wise and wealthy Asia in front of
the world.
This is quite an ideal situation which at present don’t seem to be possible, though it is not
‘Impossible’. Considering the global politics and the economic as well as energy quest India
will have to find out its own way which can first assure its safety and then a sustainable
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development. India is a part of various organisations which aims for collective security as
well as development through mutual cooperation amongst each other.
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Abstract
This game was being played at national level only, now it is played at international level.
Players at every corner of India taking part in this game very enthusiastically. The rules of
this game first time made by Deccan Gymkhana at Pune.First time written rules of this
game prepared by Hind Vijay Gymkhana Badoda in the year 1924. In 1928 once again
Deccan Gymkhana changed the rules and prepared new rules. First national was held in
the year 1956-57 at Vijaywada, Andhra Pradesh. The question comes in the mind of
researcher that what is the future of the players, who are reaching at national and
international level. Will newcomers or society in large numbers attracts at this game ,
researcher tried to get clear idea about it in this research paper. To know the result
researcher used Interview and Questionnaire method. proper information were given
about the Questionnaire and about interview purpose so that right information should be
given to the subjects to get proper answer. After collecting the data, it has been calculated
and results were found. From the results of statistical analysis it is found that societies
attitude towards this kho-kho game is not satisfactory, they don’t want to involve their
lads in this game of kho-kho.
Introduction
Kho-Kho is an indigenous game, which is played in every parts of India Kho-Kho ,
an ancient game of undivided India, probably was derived from the different strategy and
tactics of Kurukshetra war in Mahabharata. The methods adopted by Abhimanyu resemble
the idea of Ring Play, a defense tactics in Kho-Kho game. In the book written by Sant
Tukaram , there in the book KHO word is seen , and this word Kho, might be taken from
the same book. The game is first started playing in Maharashtra. The rules of this game
first time made by Deccan Gymkhana at Pune. First time written rules of this game
prepared by Hind Vijay Gymkhana Baroda in the year 1924. In 1928 once again Deccan
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01)
02)
03)
04)
05)
06)

Gymkhana changed the rules and prepared new rules. Kho-Kho based on natural principals
of physical development, fosters a healthy combative spirit of term understanding. In the
year 1936, during the event of Berlin Olympic , one kho-kho team from Pune exhibited the
salient features of the game of kho-kho at Berlin, which was highly appreciated by Hitler.
First national was held in the year 1956-57 at Vijaywada, Andhra Pradesh.Asian
Kho-Kho federation, was established in the year 1987 during 3rd SAF Games, held at
Kolkata, India. The member country was India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Srilanka, Nepal and
Maldives.1st Asian Championship held at Kolkata in the year 1996. 2nd Asian championship
was held in Dhaka , Bangladesh. Kho-Kho is looking forward for glorious entry into
International sports arena very soon.
. Before this game was being played at national level only, now it is played at
international level. Players at every corner of India taking part in this game very
enthusiastically. But the question comes in the mind of researcher that what is the future
of the players, who are reaching at national and international level. Are they getting jobs,
earn money and get name and fame, is there any scope of earning money like cricketers.
Will these players can survive in their future on the basis of their big achievements in this
kho-kho game. Will newcomers or society in large numbers attracts at this game,
researcher tried to get clear idea about it in this research paper.
Methodology
To find the answer of whether the society is taking interest in this game of Kho-Kho for
getting more success and earned lot of money. To know the result researcher used
Interview and Questionnaire method. For collecting data researcher selected only
national, international, and university color coats players and their parents as a subjects.
Subjects were delimited to only 100 from Amravati Dist. Only. Male players were taken for
the study. Questionnaire were given to players and their parents to fill up the answer.
Along with that interview was also conducted of players and parents. Prior to do this , all
the subjects were well known , and made understand and proper information were given
about the Questionnaire and about interview purpose so that proper right information to
get from the subjects.
After collecting the data, it has been calculated and results were found.
Results of the study
The game is not having reputation like other games cricket, Tennis, Hockey etc.
After achieving high-test level players are not getting job security.
In comparison players are not getting proper recognition name and fame.
No celebrity status to players.
Money is not involved in this game.
No future guaranty of the players.
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07) Even though many years of efforts players are not getting earnings on the basis of this
game.
Discussion of the findings
From the results of statistical analysis it is found that societies attitude towards this
kho-kho game is not satisfactory, they don’t want to involve their lads in this game of khokho. They don’t think that this game can bring or fetch money for their daily bread and
butter to survive. They are clearly aware about the future of their kids, if they compel to
play this game; they are not willing to send them to play this kho-kho game.
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ABSTRACT
Previous researches have indicated that in recent years social media has penetrated
almost all types of organizations. Higher education institutions have not left behind too
and have been adopters of this global phenomenon, social media networking sites, blogs,
instant messaging and virtual communities forums etc, have their impact on educational
process for both teachers and students. The main goal here to write this re-search paper
with research is identify notable trends, opportunities and limitations regarding the
application of social media in higher education based on the way students use social media
during the course of their education and critical analysis of study keeping in mind different
perspective the target group of the research are all net aspirants in my online what’s up
group enrolled from different bachelor’s and masters programs. Data is collected with
online survey specially designed for the purpose of the research. During the research
process, we formulated three main area of interest,namely using the social media in the
process of learning creation and distribution of education related content. The study
examines the usage of and the altitude to various social media applications of social media
is largely initiated by students and no so much by teachers. Facebook group are preferly
social media for communication with colleagues and content sharing and distribution
while wikis and learning management systems (LMSs) are most used for content creation
and additional learning some possible future research topics are given in the conclusion
associated with this research.
Keywords- social media, higher education, social networks, facebook, groups, association
rules.
INTRODUCTION
Importance of social networks in higher education is undeniable and several
studies confirm it. The rapid use of social media provides numerous possibilities for higher
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education institutions to adopt it to further their learning and teaching endeavours. The
ubiquity and unusually high uptake of social media makes to suitable for administrative
managers, learners and teachers in higher education institutions too. For learning and
teaching social media is used in variety of different context-language , learning , writing
development after class discussions synchronous and asynchronous communication,
community building and curricular tool. The use of social media in higher education is
changing the nature of the relationship of learner and teachers. Social media provides a
unique stage for intrection amongets students and teachers and amongets students
themselves.
The study of the use of various social media can be performed in different
dimensions. In this research report we concentrate on the study of usage (Application) of
social media in higher education in the following areas content creation. Content sharing
and additional training in the disciplines from the student’s perspectives he seeking the
way students use social media. We process from the assumption that students have
different profiles in the social media and use their benefits during their education in
university.
METHDOLOGY
To study the usage of social media in higher education we developed online
questionnaire with questions of closed types. The survey anonyms , students indicate only
their speciality. The usage of social media is identified with questions such as.
In which social media do you have profiles?
How are you benefitted by social media in your studies?
How effective did you find usage of social media in research?
How often do you use for different social media?
Like this questionnaire were circulated in whatsapp group for online survey.
Undoubtedly the most used social network is whatsapp and facebook the
possibility of sharing and communication between groups with similar interest is well
realized through facebook and whatsapp groups. Therefore, a point of intrest is to
measure the participant in academic related whatsapp the participant and facebook group
from one faculty or speciality. The application of social media and a channel by
appropriate questions. For identification of various media used in the process of creating
and sharing content , and for additional training in the various disciplines are included
questions such as which of the following e-media resources do you use for content
creation.
150 total of survey randomely chosen amongst different bachelor’s and masters
programs and courses of different streams responses has been collected from 28 july to 3rd
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august through whatsapp educational group of people. Results have been processes using
excel and statically analysis services descriptive statistics association rules and distribution
etc.
RESULTS
Facbook and whatsapp have been established itself as the undisputed leader in
social networks. Almost all of respondents (97%) declare they profiles on these social
media networks and (88%) use it daily. The hypothesis that the most common tools used
in the educational process are whatsapp and facebook groups is confirmed by the answers
to the corresponding questions. Almost all students (95%) participate in the whatsapp
group and facebook group speciality/departments. The usage of the facebook group may
be illustrated by the high percentage of applications of this media in communication
between students and teachers, and sharing content the whatsapp group is called the
preferred channel of communication between the students in same percentage for
comparison facebook group is used only (40%) in communication with teachers. Most
students (82%) use the features of the facebook group for sharing content including
collaboration on team projects. Expectedly low is the percentage of usage of the facebook
group in the process of content creation (42%) and additional learning (45%).
DISCUSSION ON THE FINDING AND SOME SUGGESTIONS
Analysis of the answers regarding uses communication channels show different
patterns in communications with teachers and students. The most popular communication
channel with teachers is email used by (83%) respondents. At the same time nearly (96%)
use from students is facebook and whatsapp primary and preferred communication. These
results reveals that communications between students and teachers is carried through
traditional e-channels such as email while communication between students is a natural
extension to the communication with facebook and whatsapp friends, well established in
the social networking. As a second preferable channel to communicate with skill expert is
through online teaching platforms like moocs swayam, e-larning video conferencing
platforms like LMSs with any features of a social media such as chat instant messaging,
wikis forums, collaboration tools and acitivities etc. When answering questions about
application of different social media and e-resources of different social media and eresources in the process of content creation, content creation, distribution and additional
preparation for exams course projects thesis etc.
Social media challenges for education institutions and their possible solutions.
As with any digital marketing strategy there are obstacles that need to be overcome to
find out success on social media channels. For the most part higher educational facilities
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are made up of various faculties each of which offers a unique experience and culture for
students and professors alike. One of the major changes faced by higher education
institution when developing a social media presence Is providing each faculty with the
ability to manage their own social media efforts. Creating a social media policy to be
followed by all faculties. Using a cross platforms social media monitoring, scheduling and
reporting tool. Focus must to on community engagement and responding in a timely
manner. Let faculties handle their social media channels. Keep social media content light
and engaging. Combine e-tech and social media for a broader user experience. Broaden
your social media scope
CONCLUSION
Higher education thrives on a healthy community and a college’s social media
extension of that community throughout the world universities and colleges are
implementing social strategies to connect with students, parents’ prospects, staff and even
other educational facilities. If you are missing a robust social media strategy for your
higher education facilities you are missing out on variety of opportunites to generate high
quality leads and prospects.
REFERENCES
Wikipedia, personal experiences during my higher education use of social media intrection
with my mentors/collegues.
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Abstract
Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) and the rapid rate of information
explosion, libraries and library professionals have been charged with the responsibility and
need to use of these technologies in library services and processes. This has led to the
need for the transfer of its existing print resources to formats readable with the use of
these information and communication technologies. This paper deals with the concept of
digitization, need of various skills for digitization in academic libraries. It also discussed
that which skill may be helpful to library professionals for digitization of various recourses
to provide effective services to the users.
Introduction
Now day’s libraries are in the infant stage of the digital revolution. In this
revolution we have seen certain changes in information field especially in relation to
collection of reading material for the users, storage, processing, and transmitting of
information. The increasing availability of using electronic resources in the country has
focus on the application of new technologies in the libraries. Digitization has played an
important role in providing so many services in 21st century, which makes library services
more effective and have more quality. Academic libraries are trying to adopt digitization
processes of its various resources to deliver the knowledge and information to its users in
the era of information explosion. Developments in ICT have made tremendous changes in
the various functions of the libraries. Digitization is popularized among academic libraries
because of the opportunities and benefits which it accrues to them. Digitization accords
academic institutions the opportunity of making their institutional resources available
thereby increasing their visibility and better performance in ongoing web ranking of world
universities.
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Apart from increased visibility, digitization preserves endangered information
resources, improves the efficiency of information search mechanisms and improves access
to library resources. Digitization of academic library’s collection will make information
accessible to all the user of academic library. Digitization of library resources is helpful to
library professionals to allow users to search collections more rapidly and comprehensively
from anywhere at any time and make the resources invisible as well as visible. It is also
need to provide various services and make available various resources to several users to
access the same material at same time without hindrance. It makes remove the problem
of distance, as users do not have to travel to libraries to possess the hard copies.
Digitization concept and importance
Digitalization has been identified as one of the major trends changing society and
organizations. Digitalization causes changes for companies due to the adoption of digital
technologies in the organization or in the operation environment. Recent developments in
library science raised the importance of digital elements as well as fully automated
processes on a strategy, planning. Although the number of publications in this field
increases, many scholar and practitioners lack a differentiated use of the related terms of
“digitization”, “digitalization” and “automation. We can define the term digitization as the
conversion of text, pictures, or sound into a digital form that can be processed by a
computer. Thus, the impact of digitalization, and the goals of digitalization for an
organization, can be identified from three different viewpoints:
1. Internal efficiency; i.e., improved way of working via digital means and re-planning
internal processes;
2. External opportunities, i.e., new opportunities in existing library services (new services,
new customers etc.);
3. Disruptive change; digitalization causes changes business roles completely.
Need of Digitization of reading material
 Preservation
 Accessibility
 Resource sharing and services delivery
 Prestige and visibility
 Technological development
Process of digitization of library resources
 Policy Enactment
 Policy Approval
 Planning, Budgeting and Monitoring
 Acquisition of Appropriate Technology
 Administrative Decision on the Procedure to be adopted
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 Sensitization, Psychological Preparation and Retraining of Staff
 Legal/Copyright Issues
 Selection Criteria
 Verifications
Challenges and Problems of digitization
 Legal Aspects
 Constantly Changing Software and Hardware
 Funding
 Technical Expertise
 Inadequate Technology Infrastructures
 Technological Obsolescence
 Intellectual property rights
 Users depend solely on traditional library resources

Deterioration of Digital Media

Security of databases
Need of various skills for digitization
The enormous significance of the application of information technologies to library
services in recent times proposes paradigm shift for librarians to acquire new skills in the
digital information system management digital information system management refers to
the overall competencies, knowledge, knowhow, skills and attitudes necessary to create,
store, organize, retrieve and disseminate digital information in digital libraries. Due to the
changing nature of librarianship resulting from the increasing amount of information
available in digital format, educating librarians to fit in with the dynamics and complexity
of digital environment has become undisputable. The competency of digital librarian is
represented by different set of skills and attitudes.
1 . Technical skills
 Ability to use the computer system
 Ability to establish, run and maintain in digital library database
 Ability to convert traditional library resources into digital images
 Ability to develop system software for digitization of library resources
 Ability to establish, run and maintain a digital library database
2. Communication skills
 Ability to communicate and promote digital content to faculty, research communities and
administrative units.
 Abilities to communicate with the institutional leadership.
 Abilities to plan and develop institutional advocacy program in order to support digitization
activity.
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3. Management skills
 Ability to plan digitization activity workflow
 Ability to coordinate and manage human resources and teamwork
 Abilities to plan a budget
Apart from above skills library professionals need to take more efforts and need to
promote the opportunities and benefits of digitization of academic libraries. Management
of institutions should be involved in digitization awareness and promotion campaigns in
order to attract policy and budgetary supports. Librarians at all levels irrespective of
department of work should be involved in planning and implementation of digitization
projects. Academic library professionals should be sponsored to attend local and
international workshops, conferences, trainings and seminars specific to digitization in
order to acquire the required skills.
Conclusion
Digitization of library resources is challenged by several factors such as power
supply, security of databases, infrastructure to contain the digitization process, staff
capacity to manage the process, users’ dependency in traditional library resources, etc.
and that the strategies for enhancing digitization of library resources include the
installation of alternative to power supply such as standby power generating set, solar
power system, utility power systems, etc., installation of anti-virus, malware and hacks
proof software, inclusion of digitization sections while planning for library buildings, library
user education should include skills needed for use of digital libraries The study concluded
that in order to remain relevant in the present digital environment, libraries especially in
developing countries should make every effort to digitize their local content for
preservation and easy access.
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Abstract
Regular physical activity improves health and reduces the risk of developing many
chronic diseases including cardiovascular disease, hypertension, overweight and obesity,
osteoporosis, diabetes, and certain cancers. Although children and adolescents are
generally more active than adults, many still do not meet the recommended guidelines for
physical activity. In 2005, 9.6 percent of students in grades 9-12 did not engage in
moderate or vigorous physical activity. The recommendation for children and adolescents
is 60 minutes of physical activity on most, preferably all, days of the week. This includes
moderate activity, such as playing basketball, soccer, swimming, or running, and physical
activity as part of everyday life, such as doing household chores, walking to and from
school, or taking the stairs instead of the elevator.
Benefits of Physical Activity for Adolescents
Improve aerobic capacity, flexibility, and muscular strength and endurance; lower
lipid and cholesterol levels; decrease blood pressure in adolescents with borderline
hypertension (high blood pressure); control weight; increase self-esteem and lower levels
of anxiety and stress; and build bone mass.
You’re Role in Promoting Physical Activity
Modern conveniences such as cordless phones, remote control devices, video
games, the Internet, and accessible transportation as well as environmental challenges
(e.g., lack of sidewalks in neighborhoods, poor lighting) have contributed to a decline in
the overall physical activity levels in both adults and youth. Although we make many
excuses for remaining sedentary, it is easy to incorporate physical activity into our daily
schedules. Here are some ways to encourage youth in your program to be more physically
active.
Keep them Moving
Promote Lifelong Physical Activity
Plan a Special Event That Highlights Physical Activity
Get Parents Involved
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 Join Forces
 Set an Example
Tips for Successful Physical Activity
Sessions
Before you organize and implement a physical activity and/or game, keep in mind
the following tips:
 Get Their Attention
 Make Sure Everyone Is Involved
 Give Concise Instructions and Provide Supervision
 Emphasize Physical Activity and Enjoyment Over Competition
 Be Enthusiastic
 Be Creative
Games for Small Spaces
Name Game
Purpose
 To allow participants to learn each other’s name.
 To practice hand-eye and ball-tossing coordination skills.
Time
5 to 10 minutes (depending on group size)
Materials
Name tags
Soft, throw able objects such as balls, bean bags, any other implements that won’t
hurt
Activity
Have participants make a circle. Ideally, each should have a name tag on.
Part 1: Leader begins by stepping forward into the circle and says his first name. All others
repeat it out loud in unison to remember it. The leader steps back. Each person follows the
leader, stepping forward, saying his name, waiting until the others repeat it, and then
steps back.
Part 2: Add ball-tossing element (can also use a bean bag or other light tossable objects).
Prompt each person to call the other person’s name and make sure he has his attention
before tossing or rolling the object to him. Catcher says, “thank you” using the other
person’s name.
Encourage all to participate.
Part 3: After people seem to know the rules, add more balls/bean bags to speed up the
activity
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Part 4: Take away all implements. Everyone covers his name tag. Repeat Part 1, but now
see if others can say the person’s name without the person saying it first. Take a few
minutes at the conclusion of the game to discuss: what does this game teach besides
names (i.e., social skills, not tossing something at someone until she/he is ready, proper
form for tossing shoulders square, face the person).
Reference:
SPARK Physical Education, San Diego State University This material is from “Choose a
Healthy Lifestyle” curriculum prepared by Washington Apple Commission (1993).
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Introduction:
‘Library’ to a college is something like ‘Subconscious Mind’ to a human body. Sigmund
Freud says that real man exists in his subconscious mind and that it controls man’s
behavior in real life. ‘Reading Hall’ provides a platform for users where college students in
particular have access to knowledge for library keeps stack of books, internet services, and
social networking services. Stack of reference books, subject books, journals, and reading
hall makes up a library.
The present scenario in colleges and schools is beset with the problem of diversion of
interest of students from reading because of the addiction of mobile sets and internet
games. In such state of affairs students play truant with the teaching classes and keep
themselves from library facilities. Something must be done to inculcate reading habits
among the library users.
Aims and Objectives:
The objective of this essay is to define the present problem of students’ internet addiction
and negligence towards study & unawareness of professional skills for development of
career. It aims at providing action plan to overcome the above referred problem taken for
analysis and interpretation.
Methodology:
The methods adopted for collection of the data regarding the problem are: 1- Observation,
2- Interpretation, 3- Discussion, 4- Interview, 5- Experts’ opinions flashed in newspapers
and journals, 6- Practical of ‘Loud Reading’ and ‘Silent Reading’, 7- Consulting social
workers for their expertise, etc.
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Genesis of the Problem:
The aberrance of students’ mind from study and career poses to be a serious social
problem for it involves students in various types of crimes and offences. The main cause
lying at the base of this problem is fall in the standard of education. Today schools and
colleges have become centers for obtaining degrees and certificates of qualification where
quality is miserably missing. Blame cannot be labeled to anyone but to the social situation
Fall in the Standard of Education:
Today, there is overall fall in the standard of education and it is the offshoot of
modernity. Our academic circle is under the process of change where ‘Traditional Values’
are being replaced by ‘Greed of Money’. Apart from private sector especially in
government and co-operative sectors quality is at stake in terms of nepotism and
favoritism. Consequently, the unfortunate students reel under frustration and become
passive at study. Looking upon such cases, in general, average students begin to lose
interest of reading & writing.
Expert’s opinion:
Nelson Mandela, the Nobel Laureate, says “Destroying any nation does not require
the use of atomic bombs or the use of long range missiles. It only requires lowering the
quality of education and allowing cheating in the examinations by the students.”
Dr. Read says “A good work of art grows exactly with the growing age of man.” In fact
the sense of appreciation and quality education go hand in hand. There cannot be
development of appreciative value in absence of reading habits.
Justice is denied:
The academic interest of our students has been badly affected in the wake of the
social, political, academic predicaments prevalent in our country. Meritorious students fall
in marginalized category and are rejected from employment in government and cooperative sectors. They are left with the option of private sector where they are exploited
at lower wages.
Importance of Reading Habit:
The habits of ‘Reading’ and ‘Listening’ function as stimuli in formal education that
generate personal responses in the mind of a student. ‘Stimulus & Response Theory’
occupies a place of importance in pedagogy. A good listener can become a good speaker
and a good reader can become a good student. This habit keeps one updated with regard
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to the knowledge of world happenings in general and subject knowledge in particular. it is
a trite saying that knowledge is power and it imparts a prestigious position to student.

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

Remedies:
It is paradox that today youths are educated but they miserably lack in basic
knowledge of the subjects. Only certificates of qualification cannot guarantee employment
in private sector which is, today, ever expanding and generating potentials of employment.
Mahatma JyotiraoFule had attached great importance to education saying that lack of
education robs one of every opportunity of progress. Today our youths are educated, but
there is a wide gap between the standards of their certificates and oral personality.
Following measures could be of greater help in bringing our disillusioned students out of
the wretched & gloomy situations.
Reading & Writing Competitions:
Competitions develop in students the feeling of togetherness and sense of alertness. Such
competitions would fill competitive spirit among students and they would work hard for
appreciation and awards. They must be given sufficient time for preparation and the
previous winners must figure in the talk of the college.
College Brand Ambassador for Reading and Writing be Appointed:
Local Models carry greater appeal to the students; therefore those who have excelled in
the previous competitions must be declared brand ambassadors. The qualities in their
skills of reading and writing must be highlighted and these qualities must be impressed
upon the minds of the rest of the students.
Use of Audio-Visual Aids:
Formal programs must be organized in which ‘Video Clips’, ‘Audio Records of Good
Reading’, ‘Guest Lectures for guidance’, ‘Model Demonstrations of Good Reading
&Writing’ must be formally presented before students. Students are imitative and
definitely they would imbibe the style and practice with it.
Bio-Pic, Auto-Biographies & Biographies must be stacked in libraries:
Bio-Pic, Auto-Biographies & Biographies must be available in abundance in the college
libraries. Every student has certain role-model, and he is interested in knowing more &
more about him. Inculcating in students the habit of reading biographies may prove to be
an effective breakthrough in the present scenario of students’ lack of response to reading.
Impact of Motivational Speeches:
There are many professionally trained motivators available in our vicinity; their lectures
may be organized in the college. The impact of such speeches is marvelous. If such lectures
are arranged in the college library, soon after the lecture motivated students would crowd
at the library counters. Others would also feel like borrowing books.
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6-

Display of Books under Boards: ‘Must Read’, ‘New Arrivals’, ‘Best Selling Books’,
‘Prize Winning Books’:
This is the age of marketing where sale is increased by the way of advertisement. Art of
advertising generates in onlookers the need to buy the commodity being advertised. This
practice will definitely develop in students the attitude favorable for reading & writing.
Conclusion:
Students are like hungry birds; the more they eat the more they feel like hungry. The
duty of college head is to channelize their energy for the activities of reading and writing.
The carrying out of the above discussed remedies in academic institutions would definitely
change attitude and ultimately fate of the students.
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Abstract –
It is important to acknowledge that students are already interested and engaged in using
technology, this creates many amazing opportunities for schools, colleges, and teachers to
benefit from integrating some forms of technology in the classroom and to make teaching
and learning more effective. Here are some of the main benefits of using technology in the
classroom. educational technology can help teachers and students - it provides benefits
such as organization, efficiency, collaboration, communication, extra help, virtual
experiences and so much more. Technology helps students, they like it better than paper
and pen provides multimedia to address all learning styles provides interactive, studentcentered activities provides extra support and help resources provides extra support and
help resources Technology helps teachers organization and efficiency paperless finding less
on resources collaborate with other teachers connect with parents
Introduction
The generation gap between today’s traditional learners and professors presents a broad
and interesting set of challenges for colleges and universities. However, there is a
particular issue that the majority of decision‐makers in the higher education sector agree
upon. To be competitive, it is critical that institutions of today and tomorrow deliver
advanced teaching and learning tools to encourage sustained engagement, and to give
today's students and faculty the tools they need to be successful. Today, there is a
common focus on raising student achievement while integrating technology as a tool.
Policymakers and educators are renewing their commitment to programs and instructional
practices to enhance maximum effects on instruction and student outcomes. Due to the
large use of technology in the world in which we live, the use of technology in teaching and
learning is essential if we are to make a lasting impact on how students learn. Technology
can be a powerful tool for transforming learning. It can help affirm and advance
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relationships between educators and students, reinvent our approaches to learning and
collaboration, shrink long-standing equity and accessibility gaps, and adapt learning
experiences to meet the needs of all learners. Our schools, community colleges, adult
learning centers, and universities should be incubators of exploration and invention.
Educators should be collaborators in learning, seeking new knowledge and constantly
acquiring new skills alongside their students. Education leaders should set a vision for
creating learning experiences that provide the right tools and supports for all learners to
thrive. However, to realize fully the benefits of technology in our education system and
provide authentic learning experiences, educators need to use technology effectively in
their practice. Furthermore, education stakeholders should commit to working together to
use technology to improve American education.
A Shift in Learning Methodologies –
Today's generation has grown up with technology as a natural means of social interaction
and information exchange in the virtual universe of networking, learning, and
entertainment They like their communities and they like to work together toward common
goals; they also like to know how close they are to their goals and what is expected of
them to meet those goals. We expect objective measurements and assessments, defined
rewards for defined amounts of work, and constant support and evaluation. These traits
manifest themselves most obviously in academic settings. Faculty are expected to prepare
team assignments, peer review, and team grading. An ideal project would be something
that serves the public interest rather than individual interests. We prefer 24/7 online
access to grades and course progress, and a final interactive group project or choice on a
final activity. Furthermore, this generation does not respond well to a pedagogical
teaching approach. They are used to hands‐on multi-tasking and they are well‐conditioned
to digest vast amounts of information in entertaining and dynamic formats. Since early
childhood, they have been bombarded with multiple multimedia stimuli and the
expectation that they will naturally interact with technology. They are used to actively
participating in learning groups and they are not hesitant to learn new applications.
Improves engagement –
When technology is integrated into lessons, students are expected to be more interested
in the subjects they are studying. Technology provides different opportunities to make
learning more fun and enjoyable in terms of teaching the same things in new ways. For
instance, delivering teaching through gamification, taking students on virtual field trips and
using other online learning resources. What is more, technology can encourage more
active participation in the learning process which can be hard to achieve through a
traditional lecture environment.
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Improves knowledge retentionStudents who are engaged and interested in things they are studying are expected to have
better knowledge retention. As mentioned before, technology can help to encourage
active participation in the classroom which also is a very important factor for increased
knowledge retention. Different forms of technology can be used to experiment with and
decide what works best for students in terms of retaining their knowledge.
Encourages individual learning No one learns in the same way because of different learning styles and different abilities.
Technology provides great opportunities for making learning more effective for everyone
with different needs. For example, students can learn at their speed, review difficult
concepts or skip ahead if they need to. What is more, technology can provide more
opportunities for struggling or disabled students. Access to the Internet gives students
access to a broad range of resources to research different ways, which in turn can increase
the engagement.
Encourages collaboration Students can practice collaboration skills by getting involved in different online activities.
For instance, working on different projects by collaborating with others on forums or by
sharing documents on their virtual learning environments. Technology can encourage
collaboration with students in the same classroom, same school and even with other
classrooms around the world.
Students can learn useful life skills through technology By using technology in the classroom, both teachers and students can develop skills
essential for the 21st century. Students can gain the skills they will need to be successful in
the future. Modern learning is about collaborating with others, solving complex problems,
critical thinking, developing different forms of communication and leadership skills, and
improving motivation and productivity. What is more, technology can help develop many
practical skills, including creating presentations, learning to differentiate reliable from
unreliable sources on the Internet, maintaining proper online etiquette, and writing
emails. These are very important skills that can be developed in the classroom.
Benefits for teachers With countless online resources, technology can help improve teaching. Teachers can use
different apps or trusted online resources to enhance the traditional ways of teaching and
to keep students more engaged. Virtual lesson plans, grading software and online
assessments can help teachers save a lot of time. This valuable time can be used for
working with students who are struggling. What is more, having virtual learning
environments in schools enhances collaboration and knowledge sharing between teachers.
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Conclusion Many studies have shown the advantages of using technology in classroom instruction.
Technology can be used as a tool for establishing meaningful projects to engage students
in critical thinking and problem-solving. Technology can be used to restructure and
redesign the classroom to produce an environment that promotes the development of
higher-order thinking skills. Technology also increases student collaboration. Collaboration
is a highly effective tool for learning. Students cooperatively work together to either create
projects or they can learn from each other by reading the work of their peers One study
that was conducted to determine whether Wiki technology would improve students'
writing skills in a college English as a foreign language writing class showed benefits to
using Wiki technology. Students were invited to join a Wiki page where they would write
and 5 post passages and then read and respond to the passages of their classmates.
Students participating in the study reported that their receiving immediate feedback from
the instructor was a benefit of using this form of technology. To reiterate, technology
integration has the following benefits: 1) increased student motivation; 2) increased
student engagement; 3) increased student collaboration; 4, increased hands-on learning
opportunities; 5) allows for learning at all levels; 6) increased confidence in students, and
6) increased technology skills.
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Introduction
Physical activity is vital to the holistic development of young people, fostering their
physical, social and emotional health. The benefits of sport reach beyond the impact on
physical well-being and the value of the educational benefits of sport should not be underestimated. Physical education and sport have an educational impact. Changes can be seen
in (i) motor skills development and performance and (ii) educational potential. This shows
the positive relationship between being involved in physical activities and psychosocial
development.
Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of children
and youth and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport contribute to the
holistic development of young people. Through participation in sport and physical
education, young people learn about the importance of key values such as: honesty,
teamwork, fair play, respect for themselves and others, and adherence to rules. It also
provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition and how to cope
with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact of physical
education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in addition to physical skills
and abilities. In terms of physical and health aspects of child and youth development,
there is an overwhelming amount of evidence that focuses on the (mostly positive) effects
of sport and exercise on physical health, growth and development.
Physical Health
This section reviews what is known about the relationship between physical activity
and (1) somatic growth, development, and function and (2) health- and performancerelated fitness
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Somatic Growth, Development, and Function
Growth occurs through a complex, organized process characterized by predictable
developmental stages and events. Although all individuals follow the same general course,
growth and maturation rates vary widely among individuals. Just as it is unrealistic to
expect all children at the same age to achieve the same academic level, it is unrealistic to
expect children at the same age to have the same physical development, motor skills, and
physical capacity. Regular physical activity does not alter the process of growth and
development.
Developmental Stages
Postnatal growth is commonly divided into three or four age periods. Infancy spans
the first year of life. Childhood extends from the end of infancy to the start of adolescence
and is often divided into early childhood, which includes the preschool years, and middle
childhood, which includes the elementary school years, into the 5th or 6th grade.
Adolescence is more difficult to define because of variation in its onset and termination,
although it is commonly defined as between 10 and 18 years of age (WHO, 1986). The
rapid growth and development of infancy continue during early childhood, although at a
decelerating rate, whereas middle childhood is a period of slower, steady growth and
maturation. Differences between boys and girls are relatively small until adolescence,
which is marked by accelerated growth and attainment of sexual maturity
Psychosocial Health
Research supports the positive impact of physical activity on the overall
psychological health and social engagement of every student. A well-designed physical
education curriculum provides students with social and emotional benefits.
Simultaneously, exposure to failure experiences, emphasis on competitive sports, and
elitism for naturally inclined athletes, along with bullying and teasing of unfit,
uncoordinated, and overweight youth, may be important factors discouraging
participation in current and future physical activity School-based physical activity, including
physical education and sports, is designed to increase physical activity while also improving
motor skills and development, self-efficacy, and general feelings of competency and
engaging children social. The hoped-for psychosocial outcomes of physical education and
other physical activity programs in the school setting have been found to be critical for
continued physical activity across the life span and are themselves powerful long-term
determinants of physical activity. Unfortunately, significant gaps exist between the intent
and reality of school-based physical education and other activity programs.
Mental Health
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Mental illness is a serious public health issue. It has been estimated that by 2010
mental illness will account for 15 percent of the global burden of disease. Young people
are disproportionately affected by depression, anxiety, and other mental health disorders.
Approximately 20 percent of school-age children have a diagnosable mental health
disorder, and overweight children are at particular risk. Mental health naturally affects
academic performance on many levels. Students suffering from depression, anxiety, mood
disorders, and emotional disturbances perform more poorly in school, exhibit more
behavioral and disciplinary problems, and have poorer attendance relative to mentally
healthy children. Thus it is in schools' interest to take measures to support mental health
among the student population. In addition to other benefits, providing adequate amounts
of physical activity in a way that is inviting and safe for children of all ability levels is one
simple way in which schools can contribute to students' mental health.
Conclusion
Good health is the foundation of learning and academic performance. In children
and youth, health is akin to growth. An extensive literature demonstrates that regular
physical activity promotes growth and development and has multiple benefits for physical,
mental, cognitive, and psychosocial health that undoubtedly contribute to learning.
Although much of the evidence comes from cross-sectional studies showing associations
between physical activity and various aspects of health, available prospective data support
this cross-sectional evidence. Experimental evidence, although more limited for younger
children, is sufficient among older children and adolescents to support the notion that
children and young adults derive much the same health benefits from physical activity.
Quality physical activity programming that makes these activities attractive, accessible,
and safe for children and youth of all skill and fitness levels is critical to ensure that all
youth participate in these activities and can therefore derive the health benefits.
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Abstract
This paper analyzes the benefits and limitations of E-commerce. Ecommerce, in the
popular sense, can be defined as: the use of the Internet and the Web to conduct business
transactions. A more technical definition would be: e-commerce involves digitally enabled
commercial transactions between and among organizations and individuals. E-commerce
differs from e-business in that no commercial transaction, an exchange of value across
organizational or individual boundaries, takes place in e-business. In this research paper
we will discuss strength and weaknesses of E-commerce.
Keywords: E-commerce, retailers.
Introduction
Online shopping is a part of e-commerce which is done mostly by the users due to
e-commerce websites in Maharashtra which allows us to buy and sale the products
according to our choice at affordable price. E-commerce website has a lot of impacts on
different markets and retailers. In this paper we will discuss about the different markets
and retailers and impacts of e-commerce on them. E-commerce is buying and selling of
goods and services over the internet. Before e-commerce buying and selling were done
without internet physically in the markets but after the arrival of e-commerce in
Maharashtra our life has become more convenient because of it’s number of advantages.
The advantages offered by e-commerce are online shopping of anything at any time and at
any place, customers can find the products on e-commerce websites which is no available
in physical markets, it reduces cost and time, without stepping out from home we can get
our product at home (Gunasekaran, 2002). Along with e-commerce there is also a popular
term called e-business due to which the business of enterprises has increased
electronically with the help of internet by which they can reach to many customers which
increases their sales. There is no specific definition of the terms E- commerce and E-
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business, they are used interchangeably. In fact, E-commerce is a part of E-business which
focuses on external activities while E-business focuses on both internal and external
activities of a business. E-commerce has a lot of good and bad impacts on different areas
(Subramani & Eric, 2001.). The key of having a successful e-commerce is to reduce the
negative impacts and increase the benefits at the same time.


















Advantages of E-Commerce
Time saving: It saves time and transportation. Because there is no need to go anywhere
physically.
No time constraints: It can be used any where any time as there is no time constraints.
Price/Product comparison: Helps consumers to compare price and product effectively and
efficiently.
Cost effective: Reduces logistical problems and puts a small business on a par with giants.
Boundary less (global location):E-commerce can be dealt globally as no specific boundary is
required. It enables all the companies to expand them to global level.
Easy arrangement of products: Products can be arranged in the shelves within minutes.
With online store it is quite easy.
Lowers transaction cost: Things can be automated in a well implemented online store. If
online download facility is available then distribution cost can be cut off.
Flexible target market segmentation: Target market segment here in e commerce is
flexible can be modified any time.
Direct communication with consumer: Social networking sites, online advertising networks
can be mediums to buzz about online store.
Improved customer interaction: Quick feedback and comment forms are main features to
interact with customers.
Simple and easier exchange of information: Improves information sharing among
merchants and customers and enables prompt quick just in time deliveries.
Easy transactions: Financial transactions through electronic fund transfer are very fast and
can be done from any part of the world.
Faster buying procedure: E commerce means better and quick customer services. Online
customer services make customer happier. Due to absence of intermediaries for buying
products. So buying procedure will be fast and quick
No physical company set up: Doing e business is cost effective because no physical set up is
required for that.
Low operating cost: It can be started and continued with very low investment. Staff cost is
very low.
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Disadvantages of E-Commerce
Fake websites: Fake websites can not only disgrace e commerce but bring bad name to e
commerce also.
Fraud: Concerns about misuse of financial and personal data is a great weakness in e
commerce.
Limitation of products: Limited number of products can be available.
Limited advertising: Limited advertising opportunities are available because in e commerce
one cannot go for mass advertising.
Customer’s satisfaction: There is no interaction between customer and the seller.
Therefore the scope of convincing the customer does not exist. Many times customers
prefer to buy the product by reaching personally to the market rather than purchasing
through internet.
Fewer discounts and bargaining: Hardly online businesses offer discounts and bargaining
cannot be possible.
Security: Security matter confuses customers especially about the integrity of the payment
process.
Long delivery timing: Delivery time can be in days or weeks which one cannot wait for.
More shipping cost: Shipping cost increases if we order online.
No idea about quality and physical condition of the product: Online products cannot be
touched, wear or sit on the products.
Opportunities in E-Commerce
New technologies: Daily number of internet users is increasing. People feel more
comfortable to shop online.
Global expansion: E commerce can be operated any where any time without any
interruption.
Changing trends: E commerce is fast and effective even financial transactions can be made
from any part of the world. People of tomorrow will feel more comfortable to buy
products through internet only.
High availability (24 hour and seven days a week): Along with each and every click of the
mouse business is in operation.
Wide business growth: E business has wide scope and broader vision to grow.

DIFFERENT MARKETS AND RETAILERS IN MAHARASHTRA
Markets
 Physical Markets– Physical Market is a market where customers come physically in the
market and face-to-face interact with the seller and buys the product and service in the
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exchange of money. Examples of physical markets are shopping malls, department stores
etc.
 Non-Physical Markets/Virtual Markets- Non-Physical Market is the market in which
customers does not go physically to the seller and do not interact face-to-face. Customer
buys the product on internet and exchange the money electronically. Examples of these
markets are Flip kart, Amazon, eBay etc.
 Auction Market-Auction market is the market in which the goods are sold to the highest
bidder and lower bidders are ignored.
 Market for Intermediate Goods- In these market raw materials are sold by using them final
product is made.
 Black Market - In these market illegal goods like drugs, weapons, and alcohol is sold which is
supervised by illegal sellers.
 Knowledge Market-In this market Information and knowledge based products are sold.
 Financial Market- In this market liquid assets or money is exchanged. There are three types
of financial markets: Stock market, in which stocks are exchanged; Bond market, in which
Debt securities is exchanged in the form of the bond; Foreign exchange market, in which
currency exchanges and it is also called currency market (McCole, Ramsey, & William,
2010.).
Retailers
 Department Store–Departmental store is a store which is a combination of multiple small
stores under one company which offers a wide variety of products. It adds value for the
customers due to offer a wide variety of products at a place.
 Supermarkets–Supermarkets generally sell food and beverages but now due to customers
need it also sell fashion, electronic related items. It has a good buying power that why it
sells at low prices.
 Warehouse Retailers–Warehouse retailers are situated at the place where the premises
rent is very low so that they can store, display and sell large amount of products.
 Specialty Retailers–Specialty Retailers sell a special service or product and provide expert
knowledge and good service to customers. They add values by adding accessories and
related products in the same outlet.
 E-Retailer–E-Retailers are those sellers who provide the facility to customers to buy the
product through internet and offers home delivery using which they can reach to
customers within a big geographic area and can supply goods to them. They have low rent
and overhead that’s why they offer competitive prices.
 Convenience Retailer–These retailers are available in residential areas and sells limited
products at a premium price because they add value of convenience.
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 Discount Retailer–Discount retailers are those retailers which offer discounts on less
fashionable brands by taking it from the suppliers and resell the product till end of line and
return the left products at the discounted price to the supplier (Shahrzad &
Mohammadreza, 2015).
IMPACT OF E-COMMERCE ON MARKETS AND RETAILERS
Impact on Markets
 Promotion of Products-Through Ecommerce product can be promote in an interesting way
and with lots of information directly to the customers which reduces the cost of offline
promotion because internet can interact a lot of customers and save amount of cost of
advertisements can be used in different areas of business.
 Customer Service-Customer service can be enhanced because customers can search
detailed information about product or marketplace which offers the product and can
compare the prices of different market places.
 Brand Image- New business men can establish their brands on internet by using attractive
images at an affordable price.
 Advertisement- Traditionally the advertisements were one- way to attract customers and let
them know about the new product or market place but now through e-commerce
advertisements are two-way in which customer can browse the market place and product,
can compare the prices and also can ask questions to the online retailers.
 Customization-Customized products can be made available according to the needs of
customers. It will make a good place of business in market and new customers will be
attracted.
 Order Making Process-Traditionally to take orders from customers, intermediaries are used
which takes a lot of time and expenses but with e-commerce the order taking is so easy
which reduces a lot of time and expenses and they can make more sales.
 Customer Value-Traditionally attaining a big value from the customers was the main
interest. Only customers were attracted and it was the biggest target but now sellers make
long term relationships with customers to attain long term value by offering them special
discounts (Eastin, 2002).
Impact on Retailers
 Turnover-Due to e-commerce the turnover of offline retailers has reduced which is a
warning signal for the enterprise.
 Profit Margin-On the arrival of online shops in the market offline retailers are suffering from
pricing. To survive in market, they have to sell product in law prices which covers only their
operational costs and they do not get any profit margin.
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 Discount-Offline retailers sell their products at discounted rates because online stores offer
heavy discount to the customers and to stay in the market and to attract the customers
they have to sell the products at discounts.
 Variety of Stocks-Variety of goods is offered by online stores to which offline retailers
cannot compete because at the end of year the left over stock can give a huge loss to the
retailer.
 Customer Services-Offline retailers are providing different services at which online stores
fails. Repair and goods of services, home delivery and after sales services also like online
shops.
 Window Shopping-Low prices offered by online stores leads to window shopping by
customers at physical stores and they buy product online. Due to which they have
prospective customer’s more than actual customers.
 Advertisement-Offline retailers focus only on the advertisements so that they can attract
customers and increase their sales. They do not leave a single chance to advertise (Saha,
2015).
CONCLUSION
This paper concludes that e-commerce is very good for us who provides us wide
variety of products and services with lots of information and attractive pictures at an
affordable price at our doorstep. It provides convenience to customers and allows the
enterprise to expand their business over internet. E-commerce have good impact on
markets like reduce the cost of advertisements as many customers can attract through
internet, new brand can be developed, can maintain a good relationship with customers
and can make customized products according to customer’s needs. But e-commerce has
bad impact on offline retailers because customers buys on low price from online shops due
to which they also have to lower their price and does not get any profit, retailers cannot
maintain a large stock like online shops have stores because it will cost a huge loss to
them. They have to spend more money in offline advertisements to attract customers.
Along with the impacts e-commerce also offers some limitation in terms of markets and
retailers that is website cost, to create and maintain a website a lot of money is required;
infrastructure cost, to fulfill the orders online retailers have to maintain a large stock in a
big warehouse which costs a lot; security and fraud, due to popularity of online shops
criminal elements are also attracted to them who can hack the personal information and
can misuse them; customer trust, it’s difficult for customers to trust a new brand without
looking, touching and face-to face interaction.
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ABSTRACT
Activity involving in physical activity, it keeps you fit physical, mentally, builds your
confidence levels and develops all-round personality. It is wrong to believe that sports are
a waste of time. Physical activity is an essential element in shaping human personality in
maintaining sound body and mind in facilitating peace and brotherhood is a much
accepted argument. Despite the broad acceptance of the utility of sports, little is
translated into actual promotion and participation in sports by general public. Sports have
a positive spin off on the vibrancy of a nation. It is a powerful media to educate the youth
on the right lines in channeling their potentialities. It provides a platform for nurturing a
spirit of national integration, crossing boundaries of language, tradition and region of the
country. The participation in sports and physical education activities for good health a high
degree of physical fitness increases an individual’s productivity. It promotes social
harmony and discipline. So for all these aspects, the role of sports and physical education
is a nation building in these competitive era.
Keywords: Physical, mental, social growth, sports, physical education
INTRODUCTION
Sports should form an essential part of educational planning. Various countries
have adapted to the requirements and needs of different ages from preschool years to the
University. Sports should be accepted as a way of life by people of all ages. The role of
sports for the development of personality and for promoting of peace and mutual
understanding among nations should be realized. Sports form an important aspect of life
for they play a vital role in bringing about physical, mental and social growth of a nation.
The past few decades have witnessed many an innovation in this area. Sports are
becoming increasingly sophisticated technical and re gaining popularity as a separate
profession. With the expansion of educational facilities in the country more and more
young people are taking sports as a daily feature of their life.
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The participation in sports and physical education activities for good health a high
degree of physical fitness increases an individual’s productivity. It promotes social
harmony and discipline. It is the need of every citizen irrespective of age and sex to
participate in and enjoy games, sports and recreational activities. It is the duty of central
and state governments, therefore, to accord to sports and physical education a very high
priority in the process of all round development. They should promote and develop not
only traditional and modern games and sports, but also yoga by providing the necessary
facilities and infrastructure on a large scale and by inculcating sports consciousness among
the masses. By regularly participating in sports and physical education activities the nation
is made healthy, fit and strong. A fit nation is an asset and weak nation a liability.
Why is sport important and engaging for youth?
Sport is physical as are the young – as a child/youth’s body develops they are intensely
engaged in this process, and they need to be physically active in order to develop properly
and fully. Health is the absence of illness, fitness on the other hand, is the presence of
physical capability, and the fitter youth are the more capable they are. Both general
physical and sport specific fitness are essential to proper development: children and youth
need to develop their stamina (aerobic capacity), their suppleness and flexibility, their
agility, timing and coordination of gross and fine motor skills, and their speed and their
strength. Participation in multiple sports and cross training is essential to their full physical
development.
Fitness is not just about physical capabilities – there is a tremendous amount of research
which supports the importance of fitness regular physical activity in sport for cognitive and
social development. Children and youth who are physically active and engaged in sport
develop a fuller sense of self and increased self-confidence.
Challenge is also very important for children and youth – sport gives children and youth
the opportunity to challenge themselves in a contained (definable) environment. Sport
creates a pathway to and through challenge the challenge is magnetic.
Part of the process of self- awareness and self-identification is dreaming of whom to be
this is a natural/youthful use of one’s imagination it is part of the focusing of one’s life.
Sport figures very strongly in this process for youth sport lets, actually encourages, kids to
dream big and chase their dreams in a consuming way. For us as parents and coaches we
see the value of sport in preparing our children for life after sport for children and youth
they are their sport – the importance for them is now. And this is when their physicality is
there for them performance sport is youth in action. Engaging it simultaneously involves
action in the physical, cognitive, effective and social domains very few other activities open
to children and youth are so engaging
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This is the role of rules in sport – to contain the environment and define the activity
within the environment or field of play. Elite athletes know that preparing and playing to
win is what is important not the winning but rather the preparing and playing to win. The
effort put into winning is what is important. This is what is referred to as process victories
vs outcome victories these are individual athlete defined and centred.
Consider the following benefits of Sport:
 Fitness established in youth sets the stage for lifelong benefits
 Sport creates Body Awareness vs Body Image – function vs fashion
 Excitement of movement – kinesthetic reward
 Multi Dimension Learning – Experiential Learning & Abstract Learning
 Process Reward vs Outcome Reward – How we work is as important as what it achieves
 Challenge and the means to meet it
 Shared Experience – family, friends & strangers – common ground
 Success – self measured – transference of achievement
Building Athletic Success
The elements of a successful performance sports (ski) program are:
(1) Planning and commitment to the plan establishing a doable YTP (Yearly Training Plan) for
each athlete/team with specific requirements and goals based on:
(2) Fitness – the basis of athleticism is fitness and the basis of all sport is athleticism – to
paraphrase an old truism it is “success of the fittest”, to this end an off season and in
season fitness training program are crucial a program which in the off season builds fitness
and during the season maintains;
(3) Time on Task under the guidance of experienced coaches learning new skills and having
time to practice to mastery is essential the rule of 10,000 applies Free ski 10 days each for
Slalom and GS X 5 years = mastery.
(4) Technical skill mastery established in free skiing and transferred to race environments –
skiing is an open ended sport and conditions are never the same run to run or day to day;
(5) Opportunity to ski variable terrain – most importantly access to the steeps learning to
control and use the forces that increased pitch produce.
(6) Event specific training on variable terrain and conditions;
(7) Train to Race volume – the train to race ratio during the competition period should be a
minimum of 2:1, therefore, a 16 race season should be supported by 32 days of specific
race training = 48 day competition season;
(8) Individually appropriate competition calendar – races selected for challenge and
probability of success;
(9) Ongoing athlete/team assessments and goal evaluations.
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We have the capability of successfully designing and delivering a program which
meets each and all of these elemental requirements. To do so we will have to travel to
train on the steeps, that is critical to the technical mastery and event specific training. This
can be accomplished by running spring, summer, pre-season on-snow camps and by
extending our regular program to other venues in Ontario and Quebec. We can also
consider mid-season training camps (extended long weekends) when the schedule permits
to venues like Lake Placid or Mont St Marie there are numerous possibilities when there is
commitment.
Reference:
World Health Organization. (2001). Evaluation in health promotion: Principles and
Perspective. WHO Regional Office for Europe.
Jackson, G. (1985). A family guide to fitness and exercise. London: Salamnder Books
Limited. The National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE, 2001). An
association of the American alliance for health, physical education, recreation and dance.
Dale, D., Corbin, C.B., Cuddihy, T.F. (1998). Can conceptual physical education promote
physically active lifestyles? Pediatric Exercise Science, 10, 97-109.
Donnelly, J.E., Jacobsen, D.J., Whately, J.E., et al. (1996). Nutrition and physical activity
program to attenuate obesity and promote physical and metabolic fitness in elementary
school children. Obesity Research, 4, 229-243.
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Abstract
Physical Education and sports is one of the most important for the development of
personality. "Sound mind in sound body" both are co-related if you are hysical fit. Your
mental health fit. Physical education develops all aspect of personality like health, mental,
social etc. Forever, nowadays Government is careless for the Physical Education even in
Primary and school level, Physical Education is neglected subject. This paper therefore,
highlighted the concept of sport, characteristics and its types. It focused on the forms of
sport programmes and the benefits of sport participation among youth. Issues related to
the threats against active sport participation among youth and strategies for advancing the
level of sport technology development in African continent were discussed. Towards the
benefits of effective participation in sports among the youth, it was therefore,
recommended that sport personnel including physical education teachers must be
qualified, competent, and seasoned as prerequisites for a successful sport programme.
Introduction
Physical Education including games and sports plays a tremendous role in the
development of our youth. It enables an individual to live a healthy life in an ever-changing
world. Physical Education makes the children psychologically,
physically and physiologically active. It helps in the development of character building,
reduction of rowdiness, and serves on the basis of group unity and solidarity. Considering
the Olympic standard, sports is best described as a game of occurrence, an
institutionalized game, as a social institution and as a social system (Coakley, 1982). This
portrays sport as an activity that is competitive in nature, having both intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations, while any activities that do not fall within the domain of the
definition could be termed as recreation or play. It is a stabilizing factor that keeps the
participants against dangers of modern civilization which are now prevalent in different
societies. It serves as safety valve for both participants for both participants and spectators
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dissipating excess energy, tension and hostile feelings in socially acceptable way. Sport is
organized or unorganized recreation. Today, sport is by nature, is competitive, following
the rules and regulations and beneficial to both who are physically able and disabled. It is
selective for the disabled and for this reason, majority of students are excluded from
participation in the schools. Less able students tend to become the passive participants
who just stand to hail the good performances of their mates. Sport is used as a leisure
activity in hunting or fishing wildlife for entertainment rather than for subsistence or for
the market.
Characteristics of Sport
Sport has so many features that make it what it is today. It is educative because it
involves teaching/coaching and learning. It has specific rules and regulations guiding them.
It is recreational in nature because it enables people to take part when they like and for
entertainment for both the participants and spectators watching such performance; and it
is performed as an individual activity, dual and team activity (Loy, 1968; Payne, 1990).
Types of Sport
There are various types of sport that are called sport. The major types of sport are
outdoor sport, indoor sport, physical development sport and mental development sport
(Ojeme and Uti, 1996).
Forms of Sport Programmes
The purpose of intramural sport include the provision of fun, enjoyment and
followership for the students through mass participation in sports; for serving as an
extension of the regular physical education period for the participants; for improving the
physical fitness status and health of the participants; for encouraging mass participation of
all participants regardless of age, sex, races, religion and cultural backgrounds; for
common interest of the participants; for practicing good citizenship to make better citizens
in the society; for developing fuller cooperation between the home and the school; for
developing the good spirit of sportsmanship and provide a basis for more effective
counselling and promote better emotional climate (Benman, 2014). rt programmes may be
in form of intramural sports (intramurals) and extramural sports programmes. Extramural
sport competitions may be organized on inter-school, inter-collegiate and tertiary sports
programmes outside the institution. Participants in extramural sports are highly skillful and
well trained in their various sport and games. They serve as image makers well disciplined
and play according to the rules of the game. They always enjoy university recognition and
other external rewards based on their performances.
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Benefits of Sport Participation Among Youth
Sport and games are an integral parts of a student life. A student should study hard
to be successful in competitive examinations but he should enjoy the benefit of sport
participation. Along with academic activities, a student should spend time on games and
sport. There are many people who give importance only to classroom learning without
provision for extramural experience through recreational activity (J’Heureux, 1964, Ajisafe,
2009). In the western countries, education of the youths is no longer confined to the
lecture theatres alone. Monotony of lectures has been very much minimized by outdoor
and participation in sports and various athletes feat which generate healthy competitive
spirit and interest in life among youths. The issue of inactivity has become an epidemic in
Nigeria society, because of the sedentary lifestyle of a large proportion of Nigerian citizens
regardless of their disciplines. Inactivity of individual increases the causes of mortality,
doubles the risk of cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and obesity and increases cancer,
high blood pressure, anxiety and depression (Ojeme and Uti, 1996). Through active
participation in sporting activities, some degenerative circulatory disorder can be
alleviated or postponed. Playing sport helps the participants stay in shape, improve
endurance, boost self-esteem, provide guidance and aid weight control, organize their
time, boost friendships, teamwork and build relationships with their peers and adults
(Babalola, 2010). Participating in sport improves health and gears the body to achieve peak
performance levels and have a positive impact on school (Bucher and Thaxton, 1981).
Sport forces the participants to organize their time so that they can both go to practice and
finish home work. The key to friendship is to balance succeed in both; build leadership skill
through captainship with opportunity to surround the participants with competitive
people and role models.Physical exercise is good for mind, body and spirit (Adedeji (1985;
Ajisafe, 2009).
Threats to Participation in Sport among Youth
It is necessary to elucidate certain trends and developments in sport on the outline
of its major problems (Ajisafe, 2009 Ojeme, 1989; Shehu, 1993). The contemporary issues
and problems faced by the organization and administration of sport programmes in Nigeria
in particular and African region in general are legion but briefly include utilization of
instructional materials; inadequate resource allocation; escalating students population;
coaching time versus teaching time; Lag between discoveries by sp scientists and
professional acceptance and usage of knowledge; shortage specialists/manpower; poor
curriculum designs and implementation; personality clashes among physical education and
sport leaders; cultural and social pressure against majority of women in sport
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(Adedeji,1985; Akindutire, 2005; Ladani, 2007; Ajisafe,2009). Other significant factors are
superstition and misconceptions about human body and health; low turnout of research
and professional literature; harmful substance abuse among students and athletes, ethical
problems in competitions and relative immaturity and weakness of the profession as a
legitimate pressure group.
Conclusion
It is clear that human kinetics and sport are interdisciplinary issues with long
history and scientific tradition. The discipline and the profession have developed through
great devotion of sensitive, dedication and intelligent men and women scattered all over
the world. Human kinetics and sports have advanced today because of the contributions of
many athletes, scholars’ administrators, coaches, governments, politicians, military men,
teachers, researchers, industrialists. It is noted that the importance of sport organization
and administration need to be emphasized to reflect the benefits derived from sports
participation among youth. Sports function in several ways especially in character building,
discipline curbing crime rate, developing economy, ideology, patriotism, education,
mental, social, emotional and physical fitness and health. Thus, there is the need to stress
women participation in sports like their male counterparts and examine the problems
militating against women participation and involvement in sports.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION IS A HEALTHY WAY TO DEVELOP
PERSONALITY OF YOUTH
DR. PRASHANT S. KHALATKAR
Director of Physical Education
Shri Niketan Art & Commerce College, Nagpur
Abstract
It is often said that sport has an inherent ability to bring people together, in
particular the youth, and yet until recently, the tremendous potential of sport for
development to achieve youth development objectives has been little utilized. By its very
nature, sport encourages participation bridging national, ethnic, social and religious divides.
It is precisely for this reason that sport, when used as a tool for development, can serve as
an impetus for social transformation and change! Physical Education and sports is one of
the most important for the development of personality. "Sound mind in sound body" both
are co-related if you are physical fit. Your mental health fit. Physical education develops all
aspect of personality like health, mental, social etc. Forever, nowadays Government is
careless for the Physical Education even in Primary and school level, Physical
Education is neglected subject.
Keywords: Physical Education, Personality, Development
Introduction
It is a difficult task to identify the real concept of sport because of the diverse
meaning it portray to peoples at different levels and different occasion Sports, all over the
world has become an established entity that exert great influence on social, political and
even the economic environments of any nation and that of individuals. The Oxford
Dictionary (1990) defined sports as an activity engaged in especially outdoor for
amusement and exercise, while Mbaye (1999) defined sports to be a group of physical
exercises that may be organized into individual or team games with one specific rule. Sport
is a general name that is used when one is referring to activities requiring competition
between two or more people (Ajisafe, 2009; Mangan, 2011). It is one of the major
components of Human Kinetics (Physical Education) with athletics, gymnastics, dance,
swimming, wrestling, cycling and games. Sport are stabilizing factor that keeps participants
against dangers of modern civilization which are now prevalent in different societies.
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Experience has shown that sport can achieve what it takes peace talk, diplomatic treaties
and conferences a longer period to achieve. For instance, it is only sports that could, in a
short time bring warring nations together e.g. the Jews and the Arabs, England and
Argentina, Ghana and Togo to list a few.
Physical Education Improve Physical Fitness
The One of the major benefits of physical activity is that it helps people improve their
physical fitness. Fitness is a state of well-being that allows people to perform daily
activities with vigor, participate in a variety of physical activities, and reduce their risks for
health problems. Five basic components of fitness are important for good health. To
maintain fitness level, an individual has to take part in any sports regularly. If he/she is not
taking part in any games and sports regularly, his/her fitness level will influence negative.
One of the most emphatic recommendations in report from numerous federal and health
promotion agencies is to increase the levels of physical activity among children and youth.
Physical inactivity results in substantial, negative health consequences. Obesity, high blood
glucose, high blood pressure and high blood lipids all occur more often among sedentary
adults. These problems increase the risk for chronic disease such as cardiovascular disease,
various cancers, type II diabetes, and hypertension. Indeed, a direct relationship exists
between leading a physically active life and developing long-term good health.
Physical Education Improve Personality Traits
Commenting on the importance of physical Education Robinson and Shaver (1969) had
shown that sports participation in general is positively correlated with the development of
psychological, physical and physiological well-being and the people who are active in a
variety of ways in such activities tend to report a higher degree of emotional well being,
life satisfaction, perceived happiness and physical fitness. Obesity, high blood glucose, high
blood pressure and high blood lipids all occur more often among sedentary adults. These
problems increase the risk for chronic disease such as cardiovascular disease, various
cancers, type II diabetes, and hypertension. Indeed, a direct relationship exists between
leading a physically active life and developing long-term good health For instance,
Weismann, Sindik, Roberts and Caspi , and Giacobbi et al, found out in their studies that
sports and physical activity not only accelerates adolescents’ socialization process but also
influences their psychosocial health and social adaptability. Lack of recreational activity, on
the other hand, may contribute to making young people more vulnerable to gangs, drugs,
or violence. Findings of some studies show that turning to sports is one of the best ways of
good psychosocial development. Physical activity as a driving force activates the potential
force inherent in individuals throughout their psychosocial development stages and as a
natural necessity and social and educational phenomena has a great mission in physical
and mental development of individuals.
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Conclusion
Physical education plays a vital role in the personality development of our youth. It
makes them physically healthy, active and mentally alerts, and also reduces their risk for
health problems. It enables them to live in a healthy and
competitive environment. It develops in them team-work, self-discipline, sportsmanship,
leadership and socialize.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the current discourse over the journey e-learning in higher
education in Indian context. In this era of information technology, the emergence of
globalization of knowledge economy has resulted in digital online learning in higher
education system. E-learning could have potentially major effects on the way higher
education is designed, implemented and delivered. Higher education institutions must
determine the most suitable environments and courses for e-learning delivery. Though
Indians have been traditionally inclined towards conventional classroom based academic
programs, the Government of India has been actively supporting the e-learning drive to
overcome the various challenges and to strengthen accessibility. Technological
advancements have made it possible to deliver digitized education through contemporary
platforms in 4G environment. Digital devices like tablets, iPads and mobile phones are
foreseen to be the classrooms of the future. The prospect of making education available to
anyone, anytime, anywhere is becoming increasingly appealing to students, the corporate
world and the populace at large.
Keywords: e-learnig, corporate institute, pedagogy, digi.com. cross-culture.
Introduction
Teaching and learning is essentially a cultural transmission and culture acquisition
processes. Researches in this area hither to indicates that how students learn is affected by
their cultural traditions and beliefs. The states having cultural differences need to be
taken into account when designing and implementing learning environments. The need for
a deep understanding of student differences in relation to their cultural background is
increasing with the internationalization of higher education and international collaboration
between universities. Research into student learning in different cultural contexts may
lead to an improvement of instructional design and student performance in learning.
During the last two decades, many initiatives to innovate education and to optimize
student learning have been studied. Among these initiatives, the social constructivist
learning theory has greatly influenced educational innovations. It stresses learning as an
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active, constructive process during which learners create meaning through interactions
with each others. The use of information and communication technologies (ICT) has
become increasingly popular to support teaching and learning, resulting in the design and
implementation of e-learning environments in higher education.
E-learning embraces a variety of learning modes. In the present dissertation elearning is used to refer to computer and Internet delivered learning in blended learning
environments, with a special focus on online collaborative learning. This implies that next
to online provisions, also face-to-face contact is still a significant part of the learning
setting. E-learning offers many advantages, such as allowing learners to learn at their own
pace, and independent of time and place. However, e-learning also presents challenges,
such as the critical congruency between characteristics of the e-learning environment and
student characteristics and the influence of both student and teacher’s culturaleducational background on their learning/instructional preferences and performance in
the e-learning setting. E-learning provides a novel way of teaching in higher education.
Many schools and universities in the developed world have integrated e-learning, and
within the e-learning context have especially embraced computer-supported collaborative
learning as an important instructional and learning component. In other parts of the world,
the same trend is observed and the need for e-learning is increasing.. It has been noted
that many e-learning applications are developed by adopting a Western pedagogy for use
in the East However, there are hardly empirical studies evaluating the implementation of
an e-learning environment in different cultural contexts. Cross-cultural instructional
challenges are considered of significance for cross-cultural educational activities. The
understanding of how culture influences student behavior and consequently the learning
process is a key issue in this context.
The learner and the teacher are two important actors in e-learning environments.
Teaching and learning is influenced by the context where it takes place, and learners and
teachers bring their characteristics to the learning environment and as such interact with
the learning and cultural context. Understanding student characteristics and teacher
perspectives is especially crucial when e-learning is implemented in a cross-cultural way.
This brings us to the general research problem of the present dissertation and the studies
described in the consecutive chapters: What is the impact of implementing e-learning
environment in two different cultural contexts, and how is this related to student variables
and teacher perspectives plays vital role in curriculum design. This dissertation is set up by
adopting three research perspectives- the perspective of the learner, the e-learning
implementation and the teacher. And central to the three perspectives is their interaction
with the cultural educational context. depicts the relationship between these perspectives.
We refer to the “cultural context” in a broad way, including the comprehensive context
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where teaching and learning is situated-cultural, educational, institutional, etc.. As to the
student variables, we focus on examining student characteristics related to learning,
including student epistemological beliefs, conceptions of learning, learning approaches,
motivation, learning strategies, etc. As to the e-learning implementation, a parallel elearning intervention has been implemented in two cultural contexts. Linked to the elearning implementation, student perceptions of the e-learning environment, influential
factors on their performance in e-learning, and variance or invariance in student
satisfaction, the learning process (knowledge construction) and academic performance in
online collaborative learning are examined. As to the teacher variables, we focus on
teachers’ perspectives about teacher roles, their views related to the social-constructivist
learning principles and their adoption of online collaborative learning.
Cultural context:
The concept of culture has been used in many peripheral contexts and has been
defined and analysed in many different ways. The most frequently quoted are the cultural
anthropologist perspective and the cross-cultural psychologist perspective. Cultural
anthropologists use the term "culture" to refer to the universal human capacity and
activities to classify, codify and communicate their experiences materially and
symbolically. They describe culture as a shared, learned, symbolic system of values, beliefs
and attitudes that shapes and influences perception and behaviour. It is dynamic and can
be taught and learned. (Geertz .89) therefore interprets culture as “a historically
transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions
expressed in symbolic forms”. Other conceptions of culture stress what is considered to be
the collective property of a group. For example, (Bodley 1994) uses the term “culture” to
refer - collectively - to a society and its way of life. In this study, we adopt the definition of
Berry,
It is to be stressed that we adopt in the context of this dissertation the concept of
“cultural context”. Culture can be approached as context. A cultural context is composed
of generations of people in coordination with each other over time, with some common
and continuing organization, values, understanding, history, and practices that transcend
the particular individuals. At the same time, individuals and their generational cohorts
change community traditions, with changing times and conditions. Cultural context is both
continuous over time and responsive to the historical moment. Thus we need to bear in
mind cultural diffusion and the dynamics of culture. It is the site where young people and
others imagine their relationship to the world; it produces the narratives, metaphors, and
images for constructing and exercising General introduction a powerful pedagogical force
over how people think of themselves and their relationship to others. Cultural context can
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serve as a perceptual framework that guides the interpretation of interactions and the
construction of meanings.
From a methodological perspective, context variables can be used to validate a
particular interpretation of cross-cultural differences. They can be related to person
variables such as student characteristics or setting variables- such as educational systems
in e-learning. The role of culture on behaviour outcomes has also been emphasized. Crosscultural research is especially important to understand cross-cultural variations. It also
plays an important role in the examination of the generality of theories and findings. The
present dissertation fits into this approach. In the different studies we examine students
and teachers teaching and learning in two distinct cultural contexts. We introduce the
specifics of both cultural and educational contexts later in this dissertation.
Approaches to learning
Approaches to learning have been studied in reference to how students tackle
specific learning tasks within a course. Deep and surface approaches have been identified
as two different levels of processing. This resulted in the identification of a third approach,
known as achieving or strategic approach. It is seen as a very well-organised type of
surface learning approach, based on the motivation to get good marks (Entwistle &
Ramsden, 1983). Previous research has generally supported the underlying structure of
surface, deep, and strategic approaches to learning (Biggs, 1993). Empirical studies have
indicated that learning approaches are context-dependent and influence procedural
processes. Student motivation and learning strategies Many factors influence student
learning. Among them, students’ motivational orientations and learning strategies play
important roles Available research states that motivation and learning strategies are
significantly correlated with academic performance.
Recent studies stress that a high motivation level is necessary for students to be
successful in e-learning Ames suggests that the nature of the learning environment itself is
critical to fostering motivation and cognitive engagement of learners Computer
competence Studies indicate that students in an online environment need a certain
competence level as to the mastery of computer skills. Other studies report that deals with
the high computer competence level has a significant effect upon actual e-learning
participation Furthermore, Lim, the educationist, states that computer competence is a
statistically significant predictor of student achievement in online courses.
Sum up:
Perceptions of the learning environment in e-learning environment research,
students’ perceptions of the e-learning environment are considered to have a pervasive
influence on the overall performance of higher education. It is, on the one hand, an
important factor to evaluate the nature and quality of educational interventions and on
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the other hand, an important factor to predict student academic performance and learning
outcomes. Student perceptions are a function of both the designed context and of
students' prior experiences. All researches in this regard indicates that e learning
experience becomes more student centred when students are exposed to a particular.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to compare the Boldness Behavioral Attitude of
Players of Various Combat Games. For the present study researcher has selected 30
players from Amravati within group design was used for the present study. 10 Players from
each (Boxing, Wrestling and Karate Players) who were participated in Inter University
Tournament of Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati was selected for study by
Purposive non – probability random sampling method. The age range of respondents was
18-25 years. Multi Assessment Personality Series (MAPS) Questionnaire was used for
collection of data. This scale was developed by Sanjay Vohra. The scale contains 147
complete sentences and each item is provided three alternatives the players had to select
one of the three alternative statements. And only the score of boldness was taken for this
study. To see the difference between Boxing, Wrestling and Karate players in reference to
Boldness Behavioral Attitude One Way Analysis Of Variance was applied. Significant level
was kept at 0.05 level. Result shows that by seeing the Mean of boldness of players of
different combat games there is differences. To see these differences was significant or
not researcher has calculate One - Way Analysis of Variances, it was found that there was
significant different between players of different game in reference to Boldness because
the calculated ‘f’ value i.e. 7.58 which is much greater than tabulated ‘f’ value 3.35. Above
study revealed that difference was found between the means of Boxing, Wrestling and
Karate Players. In conclusion it can assumed that if players differ in the extent that they
change their behavior based on their previous and current experiences, this may
represents a potential mechanism through which social roles can be generated and
reinforced to create even longer lasting differences between players. In other words,
psychological factors may be maintained by participation in various games and sports
activities because of their role in social coordination.
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Introduction
Boldness implies daring, courage and confidence. Rather than going with the flow
boldness goes against the tide. It dares to disagree with popular opinion for the sake of
affirming what is true, right, and just. When others do wrong, boldness stands for what is
right. Every person searches for things, people, or ideas in which to find stability and
security. Some choose to put their trust in popular opinion, the security of friends, or the
prosperity of wealth. However, opinions change; friends can betray a trust and wealth can
vanish overnight. Truth, right, and justice on the other hand, provide a foundation which
has remained far more stable throughout history than has opinion, popularity or
abundance. Boldness is the gift of God to overcome this enemy. Boldness is confidence in
the gospel, a message that defies fear to the uttermost. Boldness is necessary if we are
going to be risk-takers and not self-preservers. And risk-taking is absolutely necessary for
the progress of salvation. Finally, as I started into this issue, it became apparent to me that
boldness is a highly neglected topic and one that it is vital to every believer. So many
people are controlled by fears of all kinds. The person who receives the gift of boldness is
delivered from a multitude of transgressions and lives in peace. Boldness is totally
opposite of fearfulness. To be bold implies a willingness to get things done despite or
taking risks. Boldness may be a behavioral attitude that only certain individuals are able to
display. For example, in the context of sociability, a bold person may be willing to take the
risk shame or rejection in social situations arising, or to bend the rules of etiquette or
politeness. An excessively bold player may be aggressively while performing his skill or
taking a shot.
Boldness may be contrasted with courageousness of an individual and
latter implies having fear but confronting it. But perhaps we could think about how
evolutionary significance of boldness might play a part of debate. Players are a fiercely
social and cooperative in nature and protecting members of our close social group has a
sound evolutionary basis. By reducing the risks to those with whom we interact or share
the same genes, moreover our own genetic material is preserved. We’re also having a
strong social interaction with different group increases the chances of humanity. At the
same time it’s too simple to say that those players having higher boldness is associated
with higher aggression. In this case, the researchers suggest that the players who are more
exposed to take risk cope with this by responding more aggressively and so more boldly to
threat his attitude. Players today usually constrain their aggression within carefully
outlined legal and social rules so that they can show their optimum level of performance.
But perhaps the aggressive nature of player in rugby still scratch an evolutionary itch
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inspired by an individual’s impulse to be bold. Hence researcher wants to know the
boldness level of players of different games.
Method
For the present study researcher has selected 30 players from Amravati within group
design was used for the present study. 10 Players from each (Boxing, Wrestling and Karate
Players) who were participated in Inter University Tournament of Sant Gadge Baba
Amravati University, Amravati was selected for study by Purposive non – probability
random sampling method. The age range of respondents was 18-25 years.
Measures
Multi Assessment Personality Series (MAPS) Questionnaire was used for collection of
data. This scale was developed by Sanjay Vohra. The scale contains 147 complete
sentences and each item is provided three alternatives the players had to select one of the
three alternative statements. And only the score of boldness was taken for this study.
Statistical Analysis
To see the difference between Boxing, Wrestling and Karate players in reference to
Boldness Behavioral Attitude One Way Analysis Of Variance was applied. Significant level
was kept at 0.05 level.
Table – 1
Mean & Standard Deviation of Boldness
Game
Mean
SD
Boxing Players
Wrestling
Players
Karate Players

8.2

1.29

9.8

0.89

7.4

0.92

Table – 2
Comparison of Boldness of Players of different Games
SV
SS
df
MS
Between
27.288
Error
48.6
*Significant at 0.05 level

2
27

F

13.644
7.58*
1.8
tab ‘f’ at (2,27) = 3.35

Result
Above tables shows that by seeing the Mean of boldness of players of different
combat games there is differences. To see these differences was significant or not
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researcher has calculate One - Way Analysis of Variances, it was found that there was
significant different between players of different game in reference to Boldness because
the calculated ‘f’ value i.e. 7.58 which is much greater than tabulated ‘f’ value 3.35.
Graph

Conclusion
Above study revealed that difference was found between the means of Boxing,
Wrestling and Karate Players. To see these differences was significant or not One Way
Analysis of Variance was applied. It was found to be significant. It can assumed that if
players differ in the extent that they change their behavior based on their previous and
current experiences, this may represents a potential mechanism through which social roles
can be generated and reinforced to create even longer lasting differences between
players. In other words, psychological factors may be maintained by participation in
various games and sports activities because of their role in social coordination.
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Abstract :E-leaning is a form of Education that is increasingly being used in higher Education in
the Developed world. However, the take up and use of e-leaning in developing countries is
at a preliminary stage. The aim of the study was to describe and understand teachers’
beliefs country of millions of young minds, seeking knowledge to move ahead overcoming
their limitations. To move ahead overcoming their limitations. This time is important for
India to get prepared for the future hence requiring education in full fledge. E-important
for India to get prepared for the future hence requiring education in full fledge. E-leaning is
a computer based educational tool or system that enables you to learn anywhere and at
any time. E-leaning can be examined at two levels. The firs one is education and another
one is training. For education, it can be used at both elementary and higher levels.
Introduction
Concept and History of E-:Leaning
India is a country of millions of young minds, seeking knowledge to move ahead
overcoming their limitations. Through we have many schools, enough teachers and
facilities for students and teachers the great variation in the quality of education is found
due to factors like social background of student parents, different standards of teacher
training programs. E-leaning is a computer-based education tool or system that enables
you to learn anywhere and at any time. Today e-leaning is mostly delivered through the
internet, although in the past it used to be delivered wing a blend of computer-based
methods like CD-ROM. There are different e-leaning systems otherwise known as leaning
Management system LMSS for short and methods, which allow for courses to be delivered.
Which the right tools various processes can be automated such as the making of tests or
the creation of engaging content.
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METHODOLOGY
History of E-Learning :The term ‘e-learning’ has only been in existence since 1999, when the word was first
utilized at a CBT systems seminar. Other words also began to spring up in search of an
accurate description such as online learning and virtual learning. However, the principles
behind e-learning have been well documental throughout history and there is even
evidence which suggests that early forms of e-learning exsisted as for back as the 19th
century.
Long before the internet was lunched, distance courses were being offered to
provide students with education on subjects or skills. In the 1840, s Isaac pitman taught his
pupils shorthand via correspondence.
With the introduction of the computer and internet in the late 20th century, elearning tools and delivery methods expanded. The first MAC in the 1980’s enabled
individuals to have computers in their homes, making it easier for them to learn about
subjects and develop certain skill sets. Then, in following decade, virtual learning
environments began to truly thrive, with people gaining access to a wealth of online
information and e-learning opportunities.
Scope of E-learning in India
E-learning can be examined at two levels. The first one is Education and another one
is training. For education, it can be used at both elementary and higher levels. It training it
can be used by companies to train and upgrade their employee. E-learning permits the
delivery of knowledge and information to learners at an accelerated pace, opening new
vistas of knowledge transfer. A lot of work must be done to make E-learning successful for
education, both formal and informal and to cultivate faith of people in online degrees in
India apart from the ones given by renowned institutions like IITs. If e-learning reaches the
remote and rural parts of India, it world be much faster to educate people. One major
problem faced by India in concentration of almost all highly skilled professionals are based
in bigger cities educated through them. Even in higher education, the supply and demand
are not balanced.
Challenges to E-Learning :Some of the challenges that E-learning initiatives from the institutions of Higher
Education Management Could face are :
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i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

For those institutions offering online E-learning course, awarding a recognized degree for
students might become imperative.
A fall out of the above could be escalating several online institutions offering courses with
spurious certificates, which may not have any value.
Since, the e-learning method is self- paced, and self-learnt, the attention length of the
students may not be enough for him/her to learn a concept.
Generally the duration of the course also matters in this mode of lecture delivery.
Lastly, the legal implications of E-learning come into play. Once again, we should not forget
that e-learning over internet is across geographical boundaries. This makes it more
tougher for the enforcing authorities to have a global legal framework for the net
offender.

Conclusion:
Education is taking roots for Indian students as well. But first, it is important to
understand exactly what we mean by education and quite simply it is education and
training delivered and accessed via the Internet one of the major advantages of eeducation is that one can access the best education in the world direct form the persons
who wrote the courses for online study. The courses may range from technical, medical,
academic to general interest subject and the levels can be from beginner to higher
advances with over 800 courses to choose from, the individual should find the right course
and level without difficult. In the 21st century, students may stay at homes and take
distance education in their homes across the world.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to compare the haemoglobin level of morning walker
and yoga practitioner men of Amravati. For this purposes the data were collected from 20
morning walker men and 20 yoga practitioner men who regular do exercise and yoga in
morning. Subjects were sleeted by simple random sampling method. There was no age
limit of the subjects. Haemoglobin level was tested with the help of Sahli’s Haemoglobin
meter. The collected data were statistically analyzed with t-test. The level of significance
was significant at 0.05 levels. Result shows that on the basis of mean different there was
different between mean of morning walker and yoga practitioner. To see this different is
significant or not at 0.05 level of significance. Researcher further calculated ‘t’ test & above
table shows that there is significant difference between morning walker and yoga
practitioner as the calculated ‘t’ value 3.847 is greater than the tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021.
Under the conditions of the study and within the limitations imposed by the type of
subjects and the variable selected for this study, it may be concluded that there is
significance differences is found in haemoglobin level. Yoga practitioner men found more
haemoglobin level as compared to simple morning walker. It may be attributed that
practicing yoga regularly increases the capacity of physiological factors of individual faster
than simply doing physical activities.
Keyword: Haemoglobin Level, Morning Walker and Yoga Practitioner
Introduction
Physical fitness is the positive state of well-being allowing you enough strength and
energy to participate in a full, active life-style of your choice. Physical fitness is the general
capacity to adapt favourably to physical effort. Individuals are physically fit when they are
able to meet both the usual and unusual demands of daily life, safely and effectively with
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undue stress or exhaustion. Physical fitness is the capacity to carry out the various forms of
physical activities without being unduly tired and includes qualities important to the
individual’s health and well-being. The fit person is one who is free of limiting and
debilitating ailments, who has the stamina and skill to do the day’s work and who has
sufficient reserve of energy not only to meet emergencies but also to participate in leisure
time activities. Physical fitness is one phase of total fitness, and it may be used interchangeably with motor fitness. Other phases of total fitness include social fitness,
emotional fitness, mental fitness etc.
Haemoglobin is a complex compound found in Red Blood Cells that contain iron
(haemo) and protein (globin) and is capable of combining with oxygen. Haemoglobin is
basically organic material with a very interested organic structure known as haeme. The
interesting thing about this structure is that it contains iron and this iron is capable of
combining with oxygen to form oxy-haemoglobin in red blood cell by means of this oxygen
is carried to the tissues from the lungs.
The determination of blood constituents are of great importance in relation to
health and disease in human beings. Physically fit consumes more oxygen; in fact the
Haemoglobin is responsible for the transport of oxygen wherever the concentration of
Haemoglobin increases which helps in the required supply of oxygen. The normal average
Red Blood Cells count in adult male is taken as 5.5 million per cubic millimeter and female
4.8 million per cubic millimeter. Status of an individual, it is necessary to evaluate the
Haemoglobin percentage. Haemoglobin is one of the aspect which counts in the physical
fitness of an individual. It is one of the vital composite factors of blood which is found in
Red Blood Cells, which gives R.B.C’s their red colour. The normal average R.B.C. Count in
adult male is taken as 5.5 million per cubic millimeter and female 4.8 million per cubic
millimeter. In describing the third cell status of an individual, it is necessary to evaluate the
Haemoglobin percentage.
The deficiency of Haemoglobin causes deficiency of iron & some extent protein in
human blood. In many forms of anemia the amount of Haemoglobin present in the blood
is diminished. In some severe forms it may fall below 30% that is 5 gm. 100ml. As will
readily be understood that these patient’s present symptoms of deficient oxygen such as
breathlessness, often one of the first indications of iron deficiency anemia. That means the
vital capacity, exhale capacity are also affected by the deficiency of Hemoglobin.
Through regular exercise or practicing yoga regularly we can keep ourselves fit.
Weather exercise or yoga which activity increases the level of hemoglobin of the
individual, to know this researcher has taken the study “Study of Hemoglobin Level of
Morning Walker and Yoga Practitioner Men of Amravati”
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Methodology
The purpose of the study was to compare the haemoglobin level of morning walker
and yoga practitioner men of Amravati. For this purpose the data were collected from 20
morning walker men and 20 yoga practitioner men who regular do exercise and yoga in
morning. Subjects were sleeted by simple random sampling method. There was no age
limit of the subjects. Haemoglobin level was tested with the help of Sahli’s Haemoglobin
meter.
Statistical Analysis
The collected data were statistically analyzed with t-test. The level of
significance was significant at 0.05 levels.
Table
Comparison of Morning Walker and Yoga Practitioner Men
Variables

Haemoglobin
Level

Subject

Mean

SD

Morning
Walker

13.23

1.82

Yoga
Practitioner

15.12

SE

M.D.

t
–
Test

0.491

1.89

3.847*

1.23

*Significant at 0.05 (38df) tabulated t = 2.021
Above table shows that on the basis of mean different there was different between
mean of morning walker and yoga practitioner. To see this different is significant or not at
0.05 level of significance. Researcher further calculated ‘t’ test & above table shows that
there is significant difference between morning walker and yoga practitioner as the
calculated ‘t’ value 3.847 is greater than the tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021.
Graph
Mean comparison of Morning Walker and Yoga Practitioner Men

Conclusion
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Under the conditions of the study and within the limitations imposed by the type of
subjects and the variable selected for this study, it may be concluded that there is
significance differences is found in hemoglobin level. Yoga practitioner men found more
hemoglobin level as compared to simple morning walker. It may be attributed that
practicing yoga regularly increases the capacity of physiological factors of individual faster
than simply doing physical activities.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF LEVEL OF ADJUSTMENT OF PLAYERS
AND NON-PLAYERS OF AMRAVATI
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to compare level of adjustment of players and non
players. The researcher has taken forty (40) subjects for the collection of data which
include twenty (20) players of any game and twenty (20) non players from Amravati. The
subjects were selected by using simple random sampling method. The age was ranged
between 18 to 25 years. The data was collected by standard questionnaire of constructed
by Dr. D. N. Srivastava and Govind Tiwari respectively. The standard questionnaire was
distributed among the players and non players and the data were collected and analyzed.
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of ‘t’ test to compare the adjustment level
between players and non players and the significant level was kept at 0.05 level. Result
shows that there is difference between means of adjustment level between players and
non players of Amravati, as the mean of players is 48.4, greater than non players 41.8, and
their mean difference is 6.6. To check the difference is significant or not the ‘t’ test was
applied. After applying ‘t’ test it was found that there is significant difference in
adjustment level between players and non players as the calculated ‘t’ value 3.486 is
greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021 at 0.05 level of significance, which indicates or shows
that there is a significant difference in adjustment level between players and non players
of Amravati. Concluding we can say that the difference between the players and non
players of Amravati in reference to adjustment level shows significant difference and
players shows high level of adjustment as compared to non players it may attributed that
players who practice regularly were always punctual in their work as compared to non
players, players practice under the guidance of coaches learn how to behave with others,
players develop many qualities under the guidance of his coaches and adjustment is one
them which develop through sports as compared to non players.
Keyword: Level of Adjustment, Players, Non Players, etc.
Introduction
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Physical and sports activities have been organized in such manner that every
players has an opportunity to develop their group cohesion, group consciousness and a
sense of belongingness. No activity in physical education is done in isolation. Sport is a
good source of rich social experience for the participants as well as the spectators. During
practice and during competition, individuals belonging to various teams come into contact
with each others: they interact with each other. They learn and act in the same strain
under the same situations. In the process of “give” and “take”, modification of behavior
takes place automatically. Play not only reflects the direction of personality development,
but also it acts as an agent in bringing about social adjustment.
The adaptability to environmental hazards goes on increasing as we proceed on the
photogenic scale from the lower extreme to the higher. If we examine the various
activities of the individual life, we will find that most of them involve adjustment of the
individual to his vocational, social and economical problems. The process of adjustment
takes a place right from the birth of the child and continues till his death.
Now a day the problem of adjustment has become so vital in our complex and
civilized society that psychologists have turned their deep interest in understanding it. Just
as individuals may have different views on the nature of psychological adjustment, so also
do psychologists. So psychologists view adjustment as a process by which individuals are
continually growing and meeting life’s challenges. Other psychologists stated adjustment
as a fixed state or goal that involves certain desirable characteristics (such as satisfaction in
social relationship, in marriage, in a career, or goal achievement) that must be achieved.
As well adjusted athlete uses his skills and tactics to perform wisely on his
environment excessive timidity, aggressiveness or other faults of personality prevent him
from making this contribution. Some psychologist reported that superior athletes showed
higher level of personal and adjustments than that of less skilled athletes, therefore,
adjustment is positively related with sports performance. Almost no study has reported a
negative correlation between adjustment and sports performance. Some stated that an
athlete can adjust well for higher performance by certain objectives like security and
confidence, improving one’s own adjustments, maintain good physical health, do satisfying
work, rest and recreation, participate in society, have a confidential relationship with
another person, plan can do something about every problem, be objective, seek insight.
Adjustment is the parameter which is very useful for the sports activities. In high
level competition it is very essential need of motivations, conflict and emotions which
differ from individual to individual and causes adjust mental problems. Adjustment
attempts to satisfy individual need by overcoming both inner as well as outer abstract and
by adapting to circumstances learning about Adjustment can be classified in two
circumstances; internal make-up and internal personal or social behavior. Adjustment is
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dynamic process by which players meet their needs in sports. Hence the researcher has
taken the study of Adjustment Level of Players and Non Players of Amravati.
Methodology
The researcher has taken forty (40) subjects for the collection of data which include
twenty (20) players of any game and twenty (20) non players from Amravati. The subjects
were selected by using simple random sampling method. The age was ranged between 18
to 25 years. The data was collected by standard questionnaire of constructed by Dr. D. N.
Srivastava and Govind Tiwari respectively. The standard questionnaire was distributed
among the players and non players and the data were collected and analyzed.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of ‘t’ test to compare the adjustment level
between players and non players and the significant level was kept at 0.05 level.
Table
Adjustment level between players and non players
Group
Mean S.D.
M.D. D.F. O.T.
T.T.
Players
48.4
6.35
6.6
38
3.486*
2.021
Non41.8
5.6
Players
*Significant at 0.05 (38) tabulated ‘t’ = 2.021
Above table reveals that there is difference between means of adjustment level
between players and non players of Amravati, as the mean of players is 48.4, greater than
non players 41.8, and their mean difference is 6.6. To check the difference is significant or
not the ‘t’ test was applied. After applying ‘t’ test it was found that there is significant
difference in adjustment level between players and non players as the calculated ‘t’ value
3.486 is greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021 at 0.05 level of significance, which indicates
or shows that there is a significant difference in adjustment level between players and non
players of Amravati.
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Graph
Mean comparison of adjustment level between players and non players

Conclusion
Concluding we can say that the difference between the players and non players of
Amravati in reference to adjustment level shows significant difference and players shows
high level of adjustment as compared to non players it may attributed that players who
practice regularly were always punctual in their work as compared to non players, players
practice under the guidance of coaches learn how to behave with others, players develop
many qualities under the guidance of his coaches and adjustment is one them which
develop through sports as compared to non players.
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HEALTH AWARENESS IN SCHOOL PROGRAMME - A NECESSITY
DR. SUGANDH BAND
Director of Physical Education
Shri Shivaji Science College, Amravati
Introducation
There is a growing awareness and demand that boys and girls; during their high
school years be given opportunities to acquire useful and positive information about
health. If the health education programme is successfully implementated in the school,
students develop good health habits. Lacking scientific information, any adolescent with an
inadequate background of experience is unable to safely adjust his living habits in various
situation unless and until he knows how the various parts and organs of the body operate.
But the usual high school course in biology or general science or in physiology do not fulfill
the needs of practical situation because the emphasis is more on academic learning and
not upon the practical aspect. A programme of health training instruction should be
intimately linked with others school activities, which have health contents, and health
relations because activities in sports and games are the means of achieving fitness.
Youth constitute the most creative segment of any society. About 34% of the total
population of India are youth. The need and importance of physical education for health
and fitness with a view to increasing individual productivity, and value of sports as a means
of recreation and with a potential for promoting social harmony and discipline are well
recognized. To fulfill this, view the ministry of youth affairs and sports was setup as
department of sports in 1982 at the time of organization of ninth Asian games in New
Delhi. It became a separate ministry on 27"? May 2000. Their vision is to provide
opportunities for developing the personality of youth so that they may achieve their full
potential and involving them in various nation building activity on the one side, and broad
basing of sports and achieving excellence at national and international levels.
Various Schemes Run by Youth Affairs and Sports Ministry.
1.
Grants for creation of sports infrastructure
2.
Grants to rural schools for sports equipments and play grounds.
3.
Grants for installation of synthetic playing surfaces.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Grants for promotion of sports in universities and colleges.
Assistance to national sports federations.
Sports scholarship scheme.
Awards and other incentives.
National welfare fund for sports persons.
Promotion of sports and games in schools.
Sports funds and pension to merit riots sports persons.

PROMOTION OF SPORTS AND GAMES IN SCHOOLS.
Promotion of sports and games in schools is one of the schemes of youth affairs
and sports ministry which also includes health and fitness awareness among students.
Primary education has been made compulsory throughout the country and it is hoped that
about 95% of children under the eligible age bracket goes to school. It is seen that students
coming out of school have very poor knowledge of human physiology, diet, nutrition,
exercise and regulated life style. PN-sea -tosse s one richest possession, it :-a- -tar re
purchased but it has to be s= -BC frrugn a daily routine of physical ex-e-^se, ^/sical fitness is
a necessity for — =r respective of the type of society of c~ ~>e she is a member. iVe rave
now to the age of computerization, mechanization, automation and push button
technology but contrary to the popular opinion, physical fitness is still more important
than before.
The present-day life has put so many different kinds of stresses on the individual,
and to overcome them he needs to be physically fit. It is establish fact that active, healthy
children tend to do well academically, have adequate energy and attention, show
emotional stability, -and have few behavioral problems statement by nationally respected
and influential individuals and groups have all encouraged and supported physical
education programme that includes physical fitness and regular physical activity as
priorities, Health physical education and sports classes for every child every day are not
mentioned in general timetable of the school.
IS SCHOOL A BEST PLACE TO IMPART HEALTH AND FITNESS AWARENESS ?
" Yes", Education is best imparted while one is young and the schools are best
suited for this purpose. Our syllabus may be altered to include greater study of human
physiology, nutrition, diet, health habits, exercise, rest etc. Previously school health
programme was on papers in the form of medical examination of children in the beginning
of the century after independence couple of comities recommended about the need and
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importance of this programme. After 1960 the work started in the selected schools and
now government had planned a big way the health and physical education activities at all
levels of school education programme. Health is more important than anything else. It is
not the sole or primary responsibility of the school or college but the general welfare of
society demands that it be given a place which will attract attention, assure interest and
command respect. Buccher also believe that health and physical educations programme
are related to academic achievements in following waysa) Through emphasis on the development of motor skill.
b) By promoting physical fitness.
c) By imparting knowledge and modifying behaviour regarding good health practices.
d) By aiding the process of social and emotional development which leads to more positive
Self-Concepts
Education for keeping, maintaining good health and avoiding harmful agents may
be understood as health awareness in school. For school children health education should
be a systematic programme of developing healthy habits, proper attitude and correct
knowledge which will contribute to physical, mental, and social health. However, strongly
one may feel about the responsibility of the home for physical fitness, the educational
institution must support and strengthen what is done on the out side. It is a well known
fact that if the general curriculum does not include a programme of physical development
and the essentials of good health, these "will be neglected by the students and will not be
adequately supplied by the home or the other agencies. For the awareness of health and
fitness among citizens mass media needs to be energized to make health a pivotal issue.
Newspapers and periodicals carry lot of material only to cater base urges. There is hardly
any coverage for health information. Such wastages must be plugged and health
awareness must be promoted to make the people strong and healthy. As a healthy population can certainly bring about a better economic and national strength.
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INFLUENCE OF SPECIFIC TRAINING PROGRAMME ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL COMPONENT OF HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL MALE KHOKHO PLAYERS
DR. UMESH VYAS
Director of Physical Edu. & Sport
Locmanya Tilak Mahavidyalaya, Wani
E-mail: umesh.vyas124@gmail.com
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to find out the effect of specific training programme
on selected Physiological variables of high school level male kho-kho players. Randomly 30
male students were selected from Hindi City High School and Jubilee High School,
Chandrapur from Maharashtra, India. Were selected as subjects and their ages were
ranged from 13 to 15 years. They were divided into two equal groups and each group
consisted of 15 subjects. Group-I was performed specific training programme, and group-II
was acted as a control group. The selected criterion variables are Resting pulse rate and
Breath hold time were selected and measured by manual pulse test and breathing capacity
for this study. The data was analyzed by the use of paired ‘t’ test. The obtained ‘t’ ratio
was tested for significance at 0.05 level of confidence. The analysis of the data revealed
that there was a significant improvement on Resting pulse rate and Breath hold time by
the application of specific training programme.
Key words: Resting pulse rates, Breath hold time and Specific training.
INTRODUCTION
Kho-Kho is purely and simply an Indian game, which has been played in this country
from ancient times. The game is very fascinating and exciting in nature both for players as
well as audience. It is a very fast game. It is simple in its form and at the same time it
improves physical fitness, agility, strength and stamina. Kho-Kho is based on natural
principles of psychophysical development. It is vigorous and fosters a healthy combative
spirit among youths. It is not merely running with speed but its ‘chase’, a natural instinct to
overtake; to pursue to catch ‘a kill.’ No doubt speed is the heat and to stand to a relentless
pursuit of nine minutes at a stretch heart stoutness, stamina. In turn a physically fit youth
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enjoys it, controlled sprinting, dodging, diving are a few skills exhibited during the game.
Coming to some common kinesiological need and biomechanics of Kho-Kho game it is
generally noticed that the defender (Runner / Dodger) in a stopping positing followed by
sudden action e.g., swift running, turning, dodging, stopping, twisting abrupt stopping etc.
Producing great psycho-Neuro-muscular strain especially there is loading over abdominal
locomotive and spinal region. In the modern fast tempo of games perceptual motor skills
need thorough assessment and application in the field. The game also needs more of the
skillful execution such as sitting and getting up, giving “Kho”, fast running, sudden
stopping, freighting, covering, pole turning, diving, positioning, faking, intermittent sudden
burst of speed all these activities are essential for attackers (Chasers).(Madhuri T.
Waghchoure 2007)
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Like any other physical activity, during the participation and physical exertion in KhoKho the endorphins are released. Endorphins tone up the entire health system. Even today
no laboratory with so much of scientific advancement can manufacture endorphins, where
as they can be developed only through game exertion. The best way for exertion is
participation in Kho-Kho game activities. They give recreation as well as relaxation and at
the same time also help Physiological systems enrichment and thus mental efficiency.
Ajmir Singh et al 2008).
SPECIFIC TRAINING
Specificity is the principle of training that states that sports training should be
relevant and appropriate to the sports for which the individual is training in order to
produce a training effect. The specificity principle simply states that training must go from
highly general training to highly specific training. The principle of specificity also implies
that to become better at a particular exercise or skill, you must perform that exercise or
skill. To be a good cyclist, you must cycle the point to take away is that a runner should
train by running and a swimmer should train by swimming. (Blair,1993).
METHODOLOGY
For this study, thirty(N=30) male kho-kho players from Hindi City High School and
Jubilee High School, Chandrapur from Maharashtra, India. Were selected as subjects and
their ages were ranged from 13 to 15 years. They were divided into two equal groups and
each group consisted of 15 subjects. Experimental Group was given 8 weeks (Duration – 8
weeks, Session – 3 day/week, Duration of one session – One hour) of specific training
programme and control group was not participated any specific training. Experimental
Group-I (specific Training) were given to the experimental group. The subjects were tested
in the selected criterion variables Resting pulse rate and Breath hold time were selected
and measured manual pulse test in minute and breathing capacity in seconds for this
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study. Before and after the training period the data were collected. The collected data was
treated by using paired t-test. The level of confidence was fixed at 0.05 level.
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
TABLE-I
Table showing the Mean Difference, Standard Deviation and ‘t’ Value of Experimental
and Control Group in Resting pulse rate

Group

Mean

Md

Experimental
74.60
pre-test
2.54
Experimental
72.06
post test
Control pre
77.53
test
1.33
Control post
76.20
test
*significance at 0.05 level of confidence

Std.
deviation

Std. error
of the
mean

7.17

1.85

5.76

1.48

6.75

1.74

6.50

‘t’

Table
value

5.20

2.14

1.97

2.14

1.67

From the table to find out difference between experimental and control group of
resting pulse rate. Difference in two groups ‘t’ ratio was employed and the level of
confidence was set at 0.05. Experimental group pre test and post test means were 74.60
and 72.06 respectively. In control group pre and post tests mean values were 77.53 and
76.20 respectively. In experimental group the obtained ‘t’ ratio 5.20 was greater than the
table value of 2.14 so it was found to be significant. In control group the obtained ‘t’ ratio
1.97 was lesser than the table value of 2.14 so it was found to be insignificant.
FIGURE-I
Bar Diagram showing the pre and post test mean value of Experimental group and
control group of Resting pulse rate
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TABLE-II
Table showing the Mean Difference, Standard Deviation and‘t’ Value of Experimental
and Control Group in Breath hold time.
Std.
Std. error of
Table
Group
Mean
Md
‘t’
deviation
the mean
value
Experimental
27.13
3.29
0.85
pre-test
3.93
8.50
2.14
Experimental
31.06
3.21
0.83
post test
Control pre
26.86
4.17
1.07
test
3.47
1.69
2.14
Control post
30.33
7.48
1.93
test
*significance at 0.05 level of confidence
From the table to find out difference between experimental and control group of
breath hold time. Difference in two groups‘t’ ratio was employed and the level of
confidence was set at 0.05. Experimental group pre test and post test means were
27.13and 31.06 respectively. In control group pre and post tests means values were 26.86
and 30.33 respectively. In experimental group the obtained‘t’ ratio 8.50 was greater than
the table value of 2.14 so it was found to be significant. In control group the obtained‘t’
ratio 1.69 was lesser than the table value of 2.14 so it was found to be insignificant.
FIGURE-II
Bar Diagram showing the pre and post test mean value of Experimental group and
Control group of Breath hold time.

DISCUSSION ON FINDINGS
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The result of the study reveals that the eight weeks of specific training programme
on selected dependent variables. There was a significant improvement on resting pulse
rate through specific training. In experimental group the obtained‘t’ ratio 5.20 was greater
than the table value of 2.14 so it was found to be significant. In control group the
obtained‘t’ ratio 1.97 was lesser than the table value of 2.14 so it was found to be
insignificant. Hence the result indicates that the significant improvement on resting pulse
rate was due to the specific training alone.
The result of the study reveals that the eight weeks of specific training programme
on selected dependent variables. There was a significant improvement on breath hold
time through specific training. In experimental group the obtained‘t’ ratio 8.50 was greater
than the table value of 2.14 so it was found to be significant. In control group the
obtained‘t’ ratio 1.69 was lesser than the table value of 2.14 so it was found to be
insignificant. Hence the result indicates that the significant improvement on breath hold
time was due to the specific training alone.
CONCLUSION
It was concluded that there was a significant improvement on resting pulse rate by the
application of specific training programme.
It was concluded that there was a significant improvement on breath hold time by the
application of specific training programme.
REFERENCES
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YOGA AS A THERAPY
DR. SANJAY DESHMUKH
Director of Physical Education
Takshashila Mahavidyalaya, Amravati
Abstract:
Modern man has a hectic, chaotic life style. He sleeps late, watching late movies on
the TV, he also carries work home. He eats a heavy dinner, that he can-not digest and it
sits like a lump of cement in his stomach. He gets up late. Rushes to work in crowded trains
or on jammed highways. In the office it is likely that he lives a stressed life. With the onset
of info-tech revolution one is glued to one's computer and eats and drinks (too much tea
or coffee, which creates toxicity in his blood and brain) this chaotic life style makes him
prone to disease both somatic and psychic such as acidity, asthma, headache,
hypertension, common cold, diabetes, postural defects, stress etc., which are not directly
amenable to conventional (allopathic medicine).
Now these days yoga therapy has been mostly used for the treatment of both
somatic and psychic diseases. Yoga is one of the ancient Indian principles which rules over
one's body and mind, by participating, it enable a person to attain peaceful and healthy
life. The great saint Pantanjaly enumerated RAJAYOGA, which lays down an eight-fold path
called EIGHT LIMBS OF YOGA, the third anga is called ASANA, Asana is defined as static
posture.
Thus yoga, a specific system of postures, will not only help to keep a person normal
but also practiced to prevent and treat certain diseases.
Prologue :
Yoga is becoming more popular in different parts of the word then even before.
Now peoples are coming to India to learn and practice yoga from abroad and joining the
Asharamas of different 'Yogacharayas'. For the restless mind Yoga gives solace, for the sick,
it is a boon. For a common man it is the fashion of the day to keep him fit by doing some
yogic exercise.
Now a days yoga appearance to make a vital contribution to the modern medical
system. Various ailment are being treated with the help of yogic practices. Most of the
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psychetrists are using yoga for the treatment of psyclogically-distributed persons. They
have their own yoga therapy centers established in their hospitals.
Understanding Yoga:
Before practicing yoga it is very essential to understand in intensively. Moreover, it
should be practiced as a therapeutic means only by the persons having perfect knowledge
of the same, otherwise it may spoil the life of some one under treatment. The term yoga
has its root as 'Yug' in Sanskrit. Yug means joining of two things. In the form of saloka in
Sanskrit it is described as 'Yujyate anena iti yogah' hence, yoga, is that which joins. What
are the entities that are joined? In the traditional terminology it is the joining of 'Atma'
with 'Parmatama' i.e. joining of the human soul with that of the divine soul.
According to Patanjali who wrote 'y°9 sutras nearly 4000 years ago described yoga
as a conscious process of gaining mastery over the mind i.e. yoga Vriti Nirbdhah. But the
definitions given in 'Bhagavadagita, mainly three are as under
(1) 'Yoga karmashu koushalam'.
(2) Dukh samyoga wiyga yoga.
(3) Samatawam yogamuchayate.
Thus in action, yoga is a special skill which makes the mind reach its subtle state. It
helps in maintaining relaxation and awareness in action. Efficiency in action is an outcome.
So it is a technique to reach the ultimate state of perfection.
'Gita' further portrays yoga as the power of creation: Krishna through his power of
yoga shows Arjuna the 'Viswarupa Darsana' the vision of the universal being, by giving him
divine sight.
In Indian culture and traditions Yoga' has different meanings just as in medical
science it is the combination of different types of medicines, in astrology, it is the position
of different planets and stars, and perfection in the act in moral preaching.
Yoga as Therapy:
What is therapy? Should we use this term in Yoga? Are yoga practioners therapists?
This is a very typical question. Actually it appears that among medical men there are two
schools of thoughts on the interpretation of the word therapy. One believes that the
doctor himself is the only therapist. The other believe that every thing that happens to the
patient while he is in the hospital is therapy. Personnel directing patient activities are
therapists. Mostly we hear this word in connection with hospital activities.
Now-a-days concept of health care is changing. Today we are witnessing a
revisioning of attitudes towards health care that is taking us back in times to a more
personalized form of health care and ahead towards new ways of viewing health and
hearjng.The term that describe this new health is 'holistic'from the 'Greek Holes' meaning
'Whole'.
a

1
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Aras and bhagandar:
These are very painful disease of the lower extremities. Bhagandar is so painful that
it cannot be tolerated while sitting. It is likes a cave which many times join the anus and
latterene start coming out of it. Generally medicine does not affect it.
Treatment:
Maharishi Patanjali has suggested Abhyasa- Vairagya yoga for stress elimination,
Kriyas Yoga for stress management and Ashtanga Yoga for Stress Prevention. When stress
is aroused, people must manage it, and further it must prevented and then complete
elimination is possible. Thus, yoga practice are to be practiced with patience and
perseverance to keep one's back healthy. Yoga therapy has been mostly used for the
treatment of diseases, which are now a days regarded to be psychosomatic or stress
related and some psychiatric disorders. Hence yoga is beneficial to individual in following
ways:
1) Yoga is the best relaxation technique.
2) Development of awareness.
3) Yoga philosophy positive attitude towards life.
4) Yoga provides emotional stability.
Conclusion:
A lot of work has been done in the field of research in yoga therapy and the deeper
investigations are on way. Doctors are also accepting it as a holistic solution as drugs and
proving more and more useless in several ailments.They are felling helpless in curing many
diseases and turning towards yoga practice, homeopathy, natur-opathy and so on. But it
may be remembered that the disorders cased by infection can be treated better
medicines, which kills the germs. Yoga therapy is better suited for functional and
psychosomatic disorders and also for some chronic ailments. It should also be
remembered that the preventive aspect of yoga is of greater value than the curative
aspect.
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Abstract
More and more of us are looking for fitness programmers that address not just the
body but the concentration, too. We are turning to holistic forms of exercise that aim to
develop the whole person. Power Yoga and Pilates are the two leading forms of
concentration on body fitness. Practiced regularly, they can benefit every aspect of our
lives, from our posture to our moods, and our physical well-being to our sense of
happiness and peace. Power Yoga and Pilates continue to be refined as people seek new
ways of maintaining their well-being despite busy life styles. Power Yoga Pilates is the
latest incarnation of concentration on body exercise, a practice that draws on both
systems to create a dynamic and fully integrated workout.
Keyboard: Power Yoga, Pilates
Introduction
Yoga is a science that has been practiced for thousands of years. It is involves ancient
principles, observation and philosophies about the concentration and body connection
which is now being proven by modern medicine. The most essential benefit of yoga is
physical and mental healing. Power Yoga therapy is effective because of the well-adjusted
created in the nervous and endocrine systems which directly influence all the other
systems and organs of the body. Power Yoga acts both as a curative and preventive
therapy. The very essence of yoga lies in attaining emotional peace, improved
concentration powers, a relaxed state of living and harmony in relationship. The ultimate
goal of yoga is to make it possible to fuse together the unrefined material (annamaya),
physical (pranayama) and mental (manomaya), intellectual (vijnanmaya) and spiritual
(anandamaya) levels within your belong. Universal health, which includes prevention of
disease by improving the thought pattern, regulating the energy flow in the body and
realizing the divine within, is an important for children as much as it is for adults.
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Power Yoga is the best possible exercise there is for improving supplements.
However, Power Yoga postures are more than physical poses, they work on the mind
(concentration) and spirit (life force), and promote increased awareness, vitality and inner
peace. There are many forms of Power Yoga, astanga for example is flowing and dynamic,
while Shivananda is very gental. I lyengar yoga, is the most precise method. It was
developed in the 1960s by an advanced practitioner B.K.S. Iyengar, who wanted to
integrate modern thinking about the body with the ancient system he had studied for
many years. Iyengar emphasizes the importance of correct alignment at all times. All the
poses can be modified, depending on the student’s abilities and flexibility. Equipment,
such as blocks and straps, is used to help practitioner get into postures without straining
joints or overstretching muscles. This attention to details makes Iyengar yoga very safe,
provided that it is practiced with care and with respect to the body’s limitations.
About Pilates?
Pilates is a much focused form of exercise that helps to strengthen the body
without adding muscle bulk. Over time, it helps to develop a sculpted, toned physique.
Pilates is based on the idea that bad habits or injuries lead to imbalance and weakness in
the body. Controlled, repetitive activities are used to realign and rehabilitate the body.
Mental focus and breathing techniques are used to encourage graceful movement and
improved awareness. The Pilates system was created by Joseph Pilates in the early 20th
century. Pilates developed an interest in fitness during a sickly childhood in Germany. He
studied many forms of exercise, including Power Yoga, gymnastics and body building, in
order to improve his health. Eventually Pilates used his knowledge and understanding of
how the body works to create his own method, which he said could rehabilitate an injured
body or strength a healthy one. Pilates exercise have been modified over the years, but
teachers hold true to the fundamental ideas of Joseph Pilates. They emphasize the
importance of ‘core strength’ a stable center as well as good alignment and posture.
Concentrating and controlled breathing help to make Pilates an effective method of
relaxation s well as physical fitness.
Objective of the study
To know the role of Power Yoga Pilates in holistic fitness of exercising
concentration and body.
Review of literature
Moustag and Vallimurugan (2012) revealed that the yogic exercise group showed a
decreased level of cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety than the control group owing to
the effects of yogic practices. Similarly, the yogic exercise group showed an increased level
of self-confidence than the control group owing to the effects of yogic practices. James
(2014) opined that in Power Yoga, great attention to detail is needed to perfect your
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alignment, practicing Pilates may help to bring added strength to your practice, and enable
you to target specific areas of weakness practicing Pilates at home means that you can
adapt your session depending on how you feel on the day. Sometimes you may need a
quiet, restful practice at others you may want to extend yourself further.
Yoga Pilates : an integrated system
Combine yoga and Pilates to create a fitness programme tailored to individual needs.
Yoga and Pilates naturally share many feathers for example some, Pilates exercise are
based on yoga poses, and both practices emphasize the importance of good breathing,
awareness, and of working within your own abilities. Yoga Pilates aims to take the best
from both methods, coming the core strength that is the fundamental idea of Pilates with
the flexibility and versatility of yoga. In a sense, use Pilates to form a firm foundation on
which to build with yoga. In practice, this means warming up with Pilates, then moving on
to a series of Power Yoga postures in one session. Practicing Pilates may bring extra
strength and stability to your Power Yoga pose, while incorporating Power Yoga into your
Pilates workout can help with relaxation and breathing.
Conclusion:
There are many paybacks of working on yoga and Pilates; as the body begins to
function as its peak, stamina rises and strength improves and body confidence hits an alltime high. Pilates aligns the muscles in the back and abdominals, to create a vital support
for the torso and internal organs, with a revolutionary impact on posture. Power Yoga
Pilates fuses the stretching and balance of Power Yoga with the muscle tone of Pilates the
objective is to promote enjoyment of life through the body, creating balance between the
muscles, lengthening the spine, and freeing the back and chest, learn to lift the body
during exercise and see all movements become fluid and light.
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Abstract: Nutrition education should be practical and should be easily adaptable to the
socio-economic status, food habits and the available local food resources generally needed
for the purpose of demonstration and feeding of the locally available audience. Nutrition
education programme should become a part of the community. The infusion of Home
Economics in higher institutions will contribute to global stability, economic, political,
social development. As individuals transition from home to college life, nutritional
knowledge becomes more important because food options change and dietary challenges
arise. Traditional on campus students use college dining facilities to eat meals. Students
have the liberty of choosing a variety of healthy and unhealthy food options.
IntroductionThe development in students of the attributes of productivity, creativity,
entrepreneurship and lifelong learning is recognized as a common goal of education
systems. The field of Home Economics is no exception to this as it is highly relevant to
individual, family and societal development. However, academic stress among Home
Economics students could threaten their achievement of the aforementioned goals. On
the 21st of March 2014, World Home Economics Day 2014 was celebrated all over the
world with the theme ―Empowering Individuals, Families and Communities – through
Home Economics. This theme reinforced the continuous status of Home Economics as a
subject that has become very essential not only for the well-being of the individual but
also for the society as a whole. This theme is in line with the definitions of Home
Economics given over the years. Home economics has been seen as: that body of subject
matter which has to do with the application of the natural and social sciences and arts to
the problems of the home and the problems growing out of homes and their
interrelationships. ‘It is the field of knowledge and service primarily concerned with
strengthening family life through educating the individual for family living; improving the
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services and goods used by families; conducting research to discover the changing needs
of individuals and families and the means of satisfying these needs; furthering community,
national, and world conditions favorable to family living’1 The definition is concordant with
the views that the concepts of home and family are closely intertwined with Home
Economics and they have an impact on the execution of the curricula at all levels of the
education system. However, in recent times, the definition of home economics has been
extended to reflect the demands of changing times. Hence, Home Economics is described
as ‘the study of laws, conditions, principles and ideals concerned with peoples immediate
physical environment and their nature as a social being, and specially the relation between
those two factors.’2 It is also seen as subject that provides practical insight into the
society, ‘encompassing (1) living skills; (2) exploratory home economics; (3) consumer
homemaking I; (4) child care; (5) clothing and textiles; (6) consumer education; (7) family
living and parenting; (8) family/individual health; (9) foods and nutrition.’3 The science of
Home Economics focuses on promoting human good and mastering family life. It also
tends to create tools and procedures for professionals and families who are working for a
better society.
The aims of Home Economics today, in terms of students’ learning experience, tend
to emphasize the development of the subject and improve technological capabilities.
Home Economics has thus become that field of study that prepares individual family
members to maximize their society’s productivity and help people adjust to change and
change their future. It equips man with knowledge of how to adapt to his own
environment by effectively making use of human and material resources. It is mostly
concerned with using and managing human and material resources for the benefit of
individuals, families and society. ‘Home economics offers multidisciplinary content and
environment for students to apply and practice skills and knowledge from a variety of
areas, in situations related to everyday life.’4 Although it is multi-disciplinary, ‘it does not
teach a skill for the sake of that skill, it teaches for application, it teaches for informed
decision-making in endless scenarios, it teaches evaluative and critical thinking skills; it
empowers individuals no matter what the context.’5
The infusion of Home Economics in higher institutions will contribute to global
stability, economic, political, social development, and in fact, the world order as all these
depends to a large extent on how the smallest units of individual families are morally
equipped with the wherewithal to deal with challenges in an effort to make the world a
better place to live in. Home Economics education programmes offered in Colleges of
Education, are therefore expected to equip the student-teacher with skills in originality in
thinking, seeing things differently, creatively solving difficult problems, introducing new
approaches and strategies, and catching attention and interest in firm career
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commitments such as setting up businesses, marketing services, or being productive
employees of organizations.
Relevance of Nutritional EducationNutrition education promotes healthy-eating and exercise behaviors. The work of
nutrition educators takes place in colleges, universities and schools, government
agencies, cooperative extension, communications and public relations firms, the food
industry, voluntary and service organizations and with other reliable places of nutrition
and health education information. ‘Nutrition education is an essential component of a
successful wellness program; numerous studies have shown improvements in nutrition
and weight loss outcomes in children and adolescents after receiving nutrition
education.’6 Nutrition education is ‘especially vital for children and adolescents; 80% of
children who are obese by the time they reach the eighth grade will remain obese into
adulthood.’7 It has been argued that health is an important factor for academic
achievement at school and in higher education. Consequently, in the context of
universities or colleges, promoting the health and well-being of all members means
promoting effective learning. The potential for health to improve cognitive function,
learning and academic achievement in children has received attention by researchers and
policy makers. As individuals’ transition from home to college life, nutritional knowledge
becomes more important because food options change and dietary challenges arise.
Traditional on campus students use college dining facilities to eat meals. Students have the
liberty of choosing a variety of healthy and unhealthy food options. O. Brown noted
‘…those attending college can expect to gain 4-9 pounds in the first 2 years of college. If
college students are unaware of the nutritional requirements to maintain a healthy body
weight, they can make poor nutritional decisions, which can cause poor weight
management and health problems. College students are at risk for making poor dietary
choices that can cause significant health problems.’8
It is crucial to meet daily nutritional requirements for one’s body to function
properly and to maintain one’s health to the optimal level. Most nutritional values such as
protein, energy, carbohydrates, fats and most minerals can be obtained by food sources.
However, some individuals take dietary supplements on a daily basis to ensure their
nutrition level. Understanding the nature of the causal relationship between health and
education is important to determine the exact relation between them. From a policy point
of view, understanding the relationship between health and education is essential to
formulate new possible policy interventions targeted to the improvement of children’s
status in developing countries. Gardner and Grantham stated that ‘the mechanisms which
link under nutrition and poor development in children are not well understood, although
children who were moderately to severely malnourished during their early childhood show
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delayed development.’9 Studies of nutrition and academic performance have typically
focused on hunger, malnutrition, and micronutrient deficiency. The predominant approach
to studying diet has focused on the role of individual nutrients or foods.
ConclusionGood nutrition prolongs independence by maintaining physical strength, mobility,
endurance, hearing, vision, and cognitive abilities. It is inevitable that college students face
a new environment for meal preparation, planning, and eating as they transition to their
college life. Even though many college-aged students are aware of the importance of
meeting nutritional values, their knowledge and attitude might hinder them from changing
their behavior. Many other factors come in to play in their decision-making, however, the
college students’ knowledge on nutrition does not always lead to healthy food choices.
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ABSTRACT
The major purpose of this paper is to develop a Web-based E-learning Platform for
physical education. The Platform provides sports related courseware which includes
physical motions, exercise rules and first-aid treatment. The courseware is represented
using digital multimedia materials which include video, 2D animation and 3D virtual reality.
Courseware within digital multimedia materials not only can increase the learning efficient
but also inspires students’ strong interest in learning, especially in the area of Physical
Education.
The design concept of our project is based on ADDIE model with the five basic
phases of analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. Via the usage of
this Web-based E-learning platform, user can learn the relative knowledge about sports at
any time and in everyplace. We hope to let players perform efficient self-learning for
sports skills, indirectly foster mutual help, cooperation, nice norms of law-abiding via the
learning of exercise rules, and become skilled at accurate recreation knowledge and firstaid
expertise. Moreover, coaches can use the system as a teaching facility to mitigate loading
on teaching.
INTRODUCTION
Duo to the invention and quickly development of internet, the accumulated
knowledge and information has violent development. And people have more varied
methods to learn everything in everywhere at any time. E-Learning is a trend of education,
it can assistant teacher and reduces the loading of teaching. Students can develop the
relative knowledge or skills through experience in virtual laboratories and simulated
environments0. However, the most existent E-Learning systems focus on general subjects
such as linguistics, mathematics, management, or science. The E-learning should try to lay
more stress on physical education since sports activities are placed importance on our
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daily lives progressively and can strengthen someone’s mind and body. In our work, we
aim to develop an E-learning platform for physical education which integrates the different
courseware within multimedia factors such as 2D/3D animation, and digital video. Since
Physical education has the distinguishing characteristics to other areas such as philology,
management, business, and etc.., the applications of computer multimedia are suitable for
E-learning on physical education fairly. One of our issues is to focus on the training of basic
kinematical movements, via the usage of the videos which represent the basic kinematical
movements user can learn the sports skill. Since the implementation of the sports morality
of is based on cognition, the player should know and understand the rules of exercise. In
order to increase the understanding of exercise rule and the cognition of sports morality,
we fabricate the courseware of exercise rule with the form of 2D animation. Therefore,
another import issue of our works is to learn the rules of different sports to form sports
morality of players and avoid the foul trouble in competition. No one can promise nothing
to happen when a player is in a competition game or in practicing, so our platform also
supply the courseware of first-aid which can be represented by 3D VRML.
RELATIVE WORKS
Using instructional media such as video, picture or animation is better than only
the text. In the area of physical education, video is a good media to supply the
instructional activities. The video has the capability to display or replay the sports action or
key motion loo and loop. Teacher or coach can explain the action to the students directly
through the media repeating the key motion or difficulty slowly. Student can learn the
course by himself via voice guidance and sample action demoing within the video scene.
When students learn the sports skill, to view the action skill repeatedly and supply the
diversiform learning method are very important [4] [5][6] [7]. Du to the specific features of
media, courseware which is created based on computer multimedia can satisfy the
demands of teaching and learning. Therefore, a learning application which integrates
multimedia elements to apply to sports can supply the sense effect and increase learners’
learning motivation and desire. Multimedia courseware also plays an assistant role to help
teacher and give the diversiform instructional policies to students when students get out
of class. As the description in instructional actives under the environment of multimedia
technology can stimulate students’ interest and mobilize their enthusiasm in learning.
Students are faced to computer that is a magic world with text, sound, pictures, animation,
and video, even or virtual reality. It is the new form within the vivid graphics and a lot of
resources of digital media factors which cause students’ interesting in it. It not only
activates the classroom atmosphere, inspires students’ strong interest in learning, but also
mobilizes the students to participate actively.
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DESIGN OF PLATFORM AND COURSEWARE
The procedure of platform development and courseware construction is based on
the concept of ADDIE model as figure 1 illustrates. Basically, ADDIE model includes five
phases which may reference mutually and depend on each other in some phases. It
includes several works as the following:
Analysis: In this phase, we should consider two major tasks as the following:
Demand Analysis:
The task carries out the analysis of demand to specific subject of sports teaching
and learning. Learner, learning environment, resource, the goal, and system framework
need to be analyzed. Our goal is to let the players can get the sports skill, understand the
exercise rule which may establish their morality with nice norms of law-abiding directly,
know the processing of first-aid via a web learning platform which supplies the serial
courseware of physical education. Coach also can use the platform as a teaching facility to
mitigate loading on teaching. For our demand in this project, we need the specialists of
digital contend, art designer, programmer, professors of physical education. The
achievements and literatures are also needed to investigate and study in order to improve
the demand and create the new ideals.
Content Analysis:
In this task, the work focuses on the kernel of courseware, correction and the
suitability of course content. Besides to carry out the content analysis of network data,
scientific or technical literature, and teaching media, it also needs to invite the specialists
of sports to analyze the contents, and institutes the teaching framework and learning
policy. The delivery options which will be included in the Sports E-learning platform also
should be considered. The platform must display teaching contents with professional,
interesting and funny way to attach players and coaches to use.
Design:
To represent the logicality of courseware clearly and systematically, it is necessary to draw
the script with matching up the Human-Computer Interface. The tasks would be
considered as following:
1.The design of platform architecture and the production of courseware will be carried out
in this phase.
2. The framework of the courseware and the represented way of course should be
designed.
3. The mechanism of interaction and feedback evaluation of the application should be
designed.
4. Considering the media factors such as video, image, voice, text, animation and effect
that will be used and integrated for courseware and platform.
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Evaluation:
During the period of testing and modifying for system, learners and coaches start to use
the system, and make the evaluation for system. They may propose their suggestions that
will be the reference to modify the system and the courseware. Then, the task carries out
the testing and evaluation by specialists whose research areas are in Human-Computer
Interface, educational technology, and physical education. It tries to find the problems,
and makes modification by carrying out the entire evaluation to system. In the next, the
correction of courses needs to certify. The formative and summative evolution would be
implemented and finished in this phase. Finally, the correct course will apply to the
activities of instructions.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed an E-learning platform for sports which is based on the
concept of ADDIE model and fabricated the courseware. They are represented matching
up with the different multimedia digital contents and factors such as video, voice,
animation and 3D VRML model. Users can view the one sports action clip that can be
watched with the different orientation views. Users can only control the one buttons of
any media player via the user interface, and any media player will display the synchronic
action as the other media players. For students, all the courseware that our system
supplies is not only used to learn or to improve the sports skill but also help them to
establish the cognition of sports morality. And they can get the skill and knowledge of firstaid treatment that may help themselves or other ones to salve their life when some
accidentals occur.
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Introduction:
Education in India is the biggest issue. From Vedic Period up to 19th century Education is
only for Brahmins. Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar freed education for all. He believed that
Education is the milk of lioness one who drinks must roar. Up to 19th century our education
system is traditional or religious. Arrival of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar brought new trends in
our Educational Technology. From Gurukul to Smart class room, from Guru to Teacher and
from blackboard to digital board. Now we are using modern educational technology in our
schools and colleges. In 21st century science and technology changed everything. In
education its impact is unbelievable. We are now using latest educational technology in
schools and colleges. As a result, we reach on moon and Marsh and looking at Sun. The
Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) defines educational
technology as “the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving
performance by creating, using and managing appropriate technological processes and
resources.”
Gaming technology
Gaming technology is more useful for deep learning. Youngster’s love of gaming
technology makes it the ideal tool for immersive learning, enabling students to learn by
doing in a safe, virtual environment. Its ability to provide multi-sensory experiences allows
learners to work independently or in collaboration, applying newly acquired knowledge
and making critical decisions without any real-world risk.
One example of where this is being used is as an online resource for forensic students.
Here, learners use gaming to simulate carrying out the forensic assessments needed after
a crime has been committed. The gaming environment provides realistic simulations that
give students appropriately challenging opportunities to use classroom-taught skills in
virtual-world practice.
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Digital learning resources and assessments
The days of learning by reading books and testing by writing papers are coming to an
end. Developments in digital technology are enabling educators to provide a range of
different learning opportunities. In particular, online environments are helping institutions
to offer personalized learning, new ways to collaborate, and more innovative teaching
methods.
Today’s students not only need to access digital content, they also need to be able to
create it. Increasingly, teachers are seeing the benefits of letting students use digital media
in their assignments as it enables the student to demonstrate their abilities and express
their understanding through data visualization and dynamic storytelling. As a result,
teachers are developing new ways to assess media-rich, academic assignments while
providing the technology needed to create them.
Mobile technology
Mobile technology is changing the face of the modern university as it enables students
to learn in different ways, in different places and even at different times. And with the use
of ICT, universities can track the use of mobile tech to analyze how learners use it and its
impact on attainment. This allows its use as a learning tool to be improved in the future.
One of the benefits of mobile technology is that it enables learning to take place outside
of the classroom. Students can work in areas that are better suited to their own needs,
such as in a library or even at home. This can make it much easier to recruit students and
staff who live further away, perhaps even abroad.
It also gives increased opportunity to collaborate. Collaborative projects can be stored
centrally on the university’s system and accessed over the internet by the contributors.
Any changes made are synchronized so that everyone has the latest updates and students
can communicate with each other via a mobile app.
Developing hi-tech learning spaces
The influx of new technologies mentioned above is having an impact on the ways in
which students learn and this change in behavior is leading to new learning space design.
Libraries, for example, are no longer just repositories for books, they are 21st Century
learning centers that also provide digitized books, videos, presentations, podcasts, and
have features such as writable surfaces, video editing software, and portable furniture.
With so much digital content available, there’s less need for students to access the
library in person. This means students and teachers increasingly want to connect the
library’s facilities to classrooms and student accommodation.
Automated attendance monitoring
If students can access learning from anywhere on campus and don’t need to be
physically in a specific classroom to undertake their work, traditional ways of registering
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them will be difficult to maintain. This also poses a problem from a safeguarding
perspective as it’s important to know who is on campus and where, in the event of an
emergency.
The solution many institutions are turning to is smart card access control technology.
Giving students RFID enabled smart cards, such as those supplied by Universal Smart
Cards, enables students to be automatically registered as soon as they enter a building. All
they need to do is tap or swipe their card on a reader placed near the entrance. This
technology is much useful for higher education.
With readers linked to the university’s IT system, a student’s attendance and
punctuality can be tracked and monitored and, should an emergency, such as a fire, take
place, it is possible to tell whereabouts on the campus they are.
Artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence is set to have an enormous impact on education. It has the
potential to replace teachers for the delivery of some lessons and, if used to automate the
marking of work, could dramatically cut down on workload. Unlike teachers, an AI system
can also give unlimited students simultaneous one to one attention, helping deliver the
ideal personalized education.
If this seems a little like sci-fi, you might be surprised that some of this technology is
already in operation. The Virtual Learning Assistant, for example, uses AI, machine learning
and natural language processing to provide one to one tutoring. When teaching a student
about a concept, it is capable of conversing with them, asking and answering open
questions, and giving instant feedback. It even evaluates the student’s work, providing
accurate assessment data.
Steam
One of the newest educational technologies, STEAM is an integrated approach to learning.
This educational model makes use of science, education, arts, and mathematics to instill
critical thinking among the students. The educational technology experts consider STEAM
to be a major improvement over the STEM programs.
Smart Learning Environment
SLEs are one of the best ways in which the hybrid learning approach can be put into
action. This IoT based learning solution encourages personalized education system, driving
better engagement and skill enhancement. Seen as one of the best by-products of IoT in
education, SLEs have encouraged industry stakeholders to revamp their investment
strategies and launch better detach products.
Conclusion:
Modern technology has seeped into the classrooms and redefined the entire teaching
and learning process. Industry experts view this marriage between education and
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technology to be a positive step towards better student engagement, resource
management, and financial planning of institutions.
The seamless peer to peer collaboration will eventually lead to a redefinition of culture as
an amalgamation of better social learning experiences. It will further investments in cloud
technology, biometrics, and open source learning methods.
All these modern educational Technology are very much useful for the students and
Teachers. This is a big change in teaching & learning process. But the situation in rural area
is quite different, where this modern technology must be provided.
Then we can say Modern Technology is useful or not
References:
1) Kessler Sarah, 2010, http://mashable.com/2010/11/22/technology-in-education/
2) Richey, R.C.,2008, Reflections on the 2008 AECT, Definitions of the Field. TechTrends
3) Durham University News, 2012, ur.ac.uk/news/newsitem/?itemno=15991
4) ICT in Education in India, 2012-13, http://www.icbse.com/ict-education
5) The National Policy on Education (NPE,)2009, www.ncert.nic.in/oth_anoun/npe86.pdf
6) Teaching with Technology, 2006, http://cte.uwaterloo.ca/teaching_with_technology/
7) Recent Trends in Education,2010, http://education.mapsofindia.com/recent-trendseducat
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Abstract:
Skills and knowledge are the driving forces of economical growth and social
development for any country. For becoming superpower Youth plays important role. India
is dominant young working human resource, which can make India super power. It is time
for improving the physical and mental development of the youths of the country so that
none of them remains unemployed and the country’s unemployment problem also gets
reduced. The paper argues the role of skill education in transforming youths and seeks to
explore how this will impact on India’s status on world map.
Introduction:
“India will become superpower of world along with china Brazil & Russia “ This is
dream of all Indians that becoming true as the past few years, there are great changes in
social, economic, scientific and military aspects of the country. A superpower means
country having the capacity to project dominating power and influence anywhere in the
world. Currently, the United States is the only country which considered as a superpower.
Superpower status technological, cultural, military and economic strength as well as
diplomatic and soft power influence[e]. The country must overcome many economic,
social, and political problems before it can be considered superpower. Every nation is
governing by the strength of youth, and every youth progress is done with the help of
employment and entrepreneurship opportunities created and monitored. After successful
launching of ‘Digital India’ and ‘Make in India‘, the Government launch another
programme i.e. SKILL INDIA. This one is extension of programme launch of the skill
development policy. It was launched in March 2015.Skill India Programme basically focus
on Youth of Country.
There is need for providing a holistic development atmosphere in schools and
educational institutions which would lead to multi-fold exposure of students to sports, skill
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development, culture and heritage of the country “This is the only way Indian society could
make progress and pursue its aspirations for a greater role in the world nations












Methodology
Implementation of Skill Education
The main goal is to create opportunities, space and scope for the development of
the talents of the Indian youth and to develop more of those sectors which have already
been put under skill development for the last so many years and also to identify new
sectors for skill development. The new programme aims at providing training and skill
development to 500 million youth of our country by 2020, covering each and every village.
Following areas are key area where skill education play role for youth empowement
Education
Nelson Mandela used to say that education is such a powerful weapon that it can change
the world. That skill education combined with values, culture and hard work would help
our country achieve its goal[c].
Academic development of Youth student should carried out by changing key aspects
Syllabus should be as per need and demand & syllabus up gradation should be done
frequently.
Practical implementation of conceptual knowledge should get more importance.
Apprenticeships can also be an effective means for providing skills alongside schools.[a]
Training programs for technical skill Development should be designed and incorporated
within the education Institutes regularly.
Self Employment
Youth Skill Development program should enhance Entrepreneurship and Employability
traits So the Curriculum should be based on market need so that Employability and
Entrepreneurship traits increase. For designing such market need syllabus a committee
should be formed which includes Academician, Educationist and Eminent Personnel from
Industry. to fulfill current and future needs and demands of the industry by means of
employment and entrepreneurship, which is a important key factor for economic growth
of any country and for which skilled human resource is a major requirement in every
sector. Therefore employment skill training is necessary task to be achieved,
The emphasis is to skill the youths in such a way so that they get employment and also
improve entrepreneurship Technical and vocational education is more effective when
focused on skills closely linked to market demand.Special programs providing skills and
other support services have been successful in improving employment outcomes for
disadvantaged youths
Spiritual Development
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In this digital and social media environment, youth are very much ambitious about
career. Some Spiritual Courses should be include with regular curriculum to get rid of
frustration, stress, strain, inferiority complex, anxiety. Government can run Spiritual
Guidance Centre on Public Private Participation basis. youth who are jobless, college and
school dropouts, along with the educated ones, from rural and urban areas, all will be
given ethic and moral education. Physical fitness centre, sports centre, Yoga Centre should
be made available with expert teacher in every academic Institute for Physical
Development of students and these centre can be made available to the youths
Rural Youth Empowerment
Program Government should give special emphasize on development of Rural Youth Of
India. It can be done by giving base and opportunities to the Rural Youth to stop the
migration of Youth from Villages. As we know major India resides in Villages, so if India
wants to be strong Villages should be strong and henceforth Rural Youth Should Be Strong.
The importance of encouraging more and more youth from rural areas to dream big
Governments can Empower Rural Youth by
• Identifying areas wherein youth are in masses along with one Entrepreneur who can
employ them.
• The potential areas are like Agricultural Produce processing units can be developed viz.
Wheat, Cotton(Ginning, Pressing, Small Spinning Units etc.), Milk(Animal Husbandry )and
can sold at small outlets at Highways , Railway network, if available
Trainings of Art &Craft and made market available to basic artisan work.
Native Food Processing Units o Medicinal Plant Cultivation and processing as per
local needs. By making Rural Youth Empowered we can make India Stronger
World Need:
The training programmes should be similar of international level so that the youths
of our country can not only meet the domestic demands but also of other countries like
the US, Japan, China, Germany, Russia.b]
Traditional Business
Provides training, support and guidance for all occupations that were of traditional
type like carpenters, cobblers, welders, blacksmiths, masons, nurses, tailors, weavers etc.
Certification
Another remarkable feature of the ‘Skill India’ programme would be to create a
hallmark called ‘Rural India Skill’, so as to standardize and certify the training process.
The new ministry will be the certifying agency. Certificates will be issued to those who
complete a particular skill or programme and this certificate has to be recognized by all
public and private agencies and entities, including overseas organizations. Skill India is a
programme for the entire nation.
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 Skill oriented courses

Communication skills, life and positive thinking skills, personality development skills,
management skills, behavioral skills, including job and employability skills.
Skill youth have following qualities

Raise confidence,

Improve productivity through proper skill development

Skill development will enable the youths to get blue-collar jobs

Development of skills, at an young age, right at the school level, is very essential to
channelize them for proper job opportunities

Skill development would reach the rural and remote areas also.

Corporate educational institutions, non-government organizations, government,
academic institutions, and society would help in the development of skills of the youths so
that better results are achieved in the shortest time possible.
Conclusion
Success of ‘Skill India’ will shows and its implementation only time can tell. But no
doubt it seems to be a good initiative which provides skills to people, especially
because India is one of the few countries all across the world whose working age
population will be very high, few years down the line, going by its ever-increasing growth
of population, as per the World Bank.
It is time to open up avenues by which the youth accepts responsibility and no one
remains idle because an idle youth is a burden to the economy. The economy should
concentrate on job creation and social security schemes. With this new approach towards
skill development, India can definitely move forward towards its targeted results.
References
a. The Role of Skills Development in Overcoming Social Disadvantage
Arvil V. Adams ,2011
b. Mission to Make India Super Power ,Swapnil V. Potdar IETE 46th Mid Term Symposium
“Impact of Technology on Skill Development” MTS- 2015
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Introduction
Flexibility is defined by Gummerson as "the absolute range of movement in a joint
or series of joints that is attainable in a momentary effort with the help of a partner or a
piece of equipment." This definition tells us that flexibility is not something general but is
specific to a particular joint or set of joints. In other words, it is a myth that some people
are innately flexible throughout their entire body. Being flexible in one particular area or
joint does not necessarily imply being flexible in another. Being "loose" in the upper body
does not mean we will have a "loose" lower body. Furthermore, according to SynerStretch,
flexibility in a joint is also "specific to the action performed at the joint (the ability to do
front splits doesn't imply the ability to do side splits even though both actions occur at the
hip)."
Flexibility it is possible for the muscles of a joint to become too flexible. According
to Syner Stretch, there is a tradeoff between flexibility and stability. As we get "looser" or
more limber in a particular joint, less support is given to the joint by its surrounding
muscles. Excessive flexibility can be just as bad as not enough because both increase our
risk of injury.
Once a muscle has reached its absolute maximum length, attempting to stretch the muscle
further only serves to stretch the ligaments and put undue stress upon the tendons (two
things that we do not want to stretch). Ligaments will tear when stretched more than 6%
of their normal length. Tendons are not even supposed to be able to lengthen. Even when
stretched ligaments and tendons do not tear, loose joints and/or a decrease in the joint's
stability can occur (thus vastly increasing our risk of injury).
Once we have achieved the desired level of flexibility for a muscle or set of muscles and
have maintained that level for a solid week, we should discontinue any isometric or PNF
stretching of that muscle until some of its flexibility is lost.
Flexibility
Flexibility is defined by Gummerson as "the absolute range of movement in a joint or
series of joints that is attainable in a momentary effort with the help of a partner or a
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piece of equipment." This definition tells us that flexibility is not something general but is
specific to a particular joint or set of joints. In other words, it is a myth that some people
are innately flexible throughout their entire body. Being flexible in one particular area or
joint does not necessarily imply being flexible in another. Being "loose" in the upper body
does not mean we will have a "loose" lower body. Furthermore, according to SynerStretch,
flexibility in a joint is also "specific to the action performed at the joint (the ability to do
front splits doesn't imply the ability to do side splits even though both actions occur at the
hip)."
Types of Flexibility
Factors Limiting Flexibility
Strength and Flexibility
Over flexibility
Types of Flexibility
Factors Limiting Flexibility
Flexibility
Many people are unaware of the fact that there are different types of flexibility. These
different types of flexibility are grouped according to the various types of activities
involved in athletic training. The ones which involve motion are calleddynamic and the
ones which do not are called static. The different types of flexibility (according to Kurz) are:
Dynamic flexibility
Dynamic flexibility (also called kinetic flexibility) is the ability to perform dynamic (or
kinetic) movements of the muscles to bring a limb through its full range of motion in the
joints.
Static-active flexibility
Static-active flexibility (also called active flexibility) is the ability to assume and maintain
extended positions using only the tension of the agonists and synergists while the
antagonists are being stretched. For example, lifting the leg and keeping it high without
any external support (other than from our own leg muscles).
Static-passive flexibility
Static-passive flexibility (also called passive flexibility) is the ability to assume extended
positions and then maintain them using only our weight, the support of our limbs, or some
other apparatus (such as a chair or a barre). Note that the ability to maintain the position
does not come solely from our muscles, as it does with static-active flexibility. Being able
to perform the splits is an example of static-passive flexibility.
Research has shown that active flexibility is more closely related to the level of sports
achievement than is passive flexibility. Active flexibility is harder to develop than passive
flexibility (which is what most people think of as "flexibility"); not only does active
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flexibility require passive flexibility in order to assume an initial extended position, it also
requires muscle strength to be able to hold and maintain that position.
Factors Limiting Flexibility
Strength and Flexibility:
Types of Flexibility
Flexibility
According to Gummerson, flexibility (he uses the term mobility) is affected by the
following factors:
Internal influences
The type of joint (some joints simply aren't meant to be flexible)
The internal resistance within a joint
Bony structures which limit moveme
The elasticity of muscle tissue (muscle tissue that is scarred due to a previous injury
is not very elastic). The elasticity of tendons and ligaments (ligaments do not stretch much
and tendons should not stretch at all). The elasticity of skin (skin actually has some degree
of elasticity, but not much). The ability of a muscle is to relax and contract to achieve the
greatest range of movement. The temperature of the joint and associated tissues (joints
and muscles offer better flexibility at body temperatures that are 1 to 2 degrees higher
than normal)
External influences
The temperature of the place where one is training (a warmer temperature is more
conducive to increased flexibility). The time flexibility range is of day (most people are
more flexible in the afternoon than in the morning, peaking from about 2:30pm-4pm). The
stage in the recovery process of a joint (or muscle) after injury (injured joints and muscles
will usually offer a lesser degree of flexibility than healthy ones) Age (pre-adolescents are
generally more flexible than adults). Gender (females are generally more flexible than
males). One’s ability to perform a particular exercise (practice makes perfect). One’s
commitment is to achieving flexibility. The flexibility has no restrictions of any clothing or
equipment. Some sources also suggest that water is an important dietary element with
regard to flexibility. Increased water intake is believed to contribute to increased mobility,
as well as increased total body relaxation. Rather than discuss each of these factors in
significant detail as Gummerson does, I will attempt to focus on some of the more
common factors which limit one's flexibility. According to SynerStretch, the most common
factors are: bone structure, muscle mass, excess fatty tissue, and connective tissue (and, of
course, physical injury or disability).
Depending on the type of joint involved and its present condition (is it healthy?), the bone
structure of a particular joint places very noticeable limits on flexibility. This is a common
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way in which age can be a factor limiting flexibility since older joints tend not to be as
healthy as younger ones.
Muscle mass can be a factor when the muscle is so heavily developed that it interferes
with the ability to take the adjacent joints through their complete range of motion (for
example, large hamstrings limit the ability to fully bend the knees). Excess fatty tissue
imposes a similar restriction.
The majority of "flexibility" work should involve performing exercises designed to reduce
the internal resistance offered by soft connective tissues (see section Connective Tissue).
Most stretching exercises attempt to accomplish this goal and can be performed by almost
anyone, regardless of age or gender.
Factors Limiting Flexibility: The resistance to lengthening that is offered by a muscle is
dependent upon its connective tissues: When the muscle elongates, the surrounding
connective tissues become more taut (see section Connective Tissue). Also, inactivity of
certain muscles or joints can cause chemical changes in connective tissue which restrict
flexibility. According to M. Alter, each type of tissue plays a certain role in joint stiffness:
"The joint capsule (i.e., the saclike structure that encloses the ends of bones) and
ligaments are the most important factors, accounting for 47 percent of the stiffness,
followed by the muscle's fascia (41 percent), the tendons (10 percent), and skin (2
percent)".
M. Alter goes on to say that efforts to increase flexibility should be directed at the muscle's
fascia however. This is because it has the most elastic tissue, and because ligaments and
tendons (since they have less elastic tissue) are not intended to stretched very much at all.
Overstretching them may weaken the joint's integrity and cause destabilization (which
increases the risk of injury).
When connective tissue is overused, the tissue becomes fatigued and may tear, which also
limits flexibility. When connective tissue is unused or under used, it provides significant
resistance and limits flexibility. The elastin begins to fray and loses some of its elasticity,
and the collagen increases in stiffness and in density. Aging has some of the same effects
on connective tissue that lack of use has.
How Aging Affects Flexibility
How Connective Tissue Affects Flexibility
Factors Limiting Flexibility
With appropriate training, flexibility can, and should, be developed at all ages. This does
not imply, however, that flexibility can be developed at the same rate by everyone. In
general, the older we are, the longer it will take to develop the desired level of flexibility.
Hopefully, we'll be more patient if we're older.
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According to M. Alter, the main reason we become less flexible as we get older is a result
of certain changes that take place in our connective tissues. As we age, our bodies
gradually dehydrate to some extent. It is believed that "stretching stimulates the
production or retention of lubricants between the connective tissue fibers, thus preventing
the formation of adhesions". Hence, exercise can delay some of the loss of flexibility that
occurs due to the aging process.
M. Alter further states that some of the physical changes attributed to aging are the
following:
An increased amount of calcium deposits, adhesions, and cross-links in the body
An increase in the level of fragmentation and dehydration
Changes in the chemical structure of the tissues
Loss of suppleness is due to the replacement of muscle fibers with fatty, collagenous
fibers. This does not mean that we should give up trying to achieve flexibility if we are old
or inflexible. It just means that we need to work harder, and more carefully, for a longer
period of time when attempting to increase flexibility. Increases in the ability of muscle
tissues and connective tissues to elongate (stretch) can be achieved at any age.
Strength and Flexibility
Over flexibility:
Factors Limiting Flexibility
Strength training and flexibility training should go hand in hand. It is a common
misconception that there must always be a trade-off between flexibility and strength.
Obviously, if we neglect flexibility training altogether in order to train for strength then we
are certainly sacrificing flexibility (and vice versa). However, performing exercises for both
strength and flexibility need not sacrifice either one. As a matter of fact, flexibility training
and strength training can actually enhance one another.
Why Bodybuilders Should Stretch
Why Contortionists Should Strengthen
Why Bodybuilders Should Stretch
Why Contortionists Should Strengthen
Strength and Flexibility
One of the best times to stretch is right after a strength workout such as weightlifting.
Static stretching of fatigued muscles performed immediately following the exercise(s) that
caused the fatigue, helps not only to increase flexibility, but also enhances the promotion
of muscular development (muscle growth), and will actually help decrease the level of
post-exercise soreness. Here's why:
Strength and Flexibility
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We should be "tempering" (or balancing) our flexibility training with strength training (and
vice versa). Do not perform stretching exercises for a given muscle group without also
performing strength exercises for that same group of muscles. Judy Alter, in her
book Stretch and Strengthen, recommends stretching muscles after performing strength
exercises, and performing strength exercises for every muscle we stretch. In other words:
"Strengthen what we stretch and stretch after we strengthen!"
The reason for this is that flexibility training on a regular basis causes connective tissues to
stretch which in turn causes them to loosen (become less taut) and elongate. When the
connective tissue of a muscle is weak, it is more likely to become damaged due to
overstretching, or sudden, powerful muscular contractions. The likelihood of such injury
can be prevented by strengthening the muscles bound by the connective
tissue. Kurz suggests dynamic strength training consisting of light dynamic exercises with
weights (lots of reps, not too much weight), and isometric tension exercises. If we also lift
weights, dynamic strength training for a muscle should occur before subjecting that
muscle to an intense weightlifting workout. This helps to pre-exhaust the muscle first,
making it easier (and faster) to achieve the desired overload in an intense strength
workout. Attempting to perform dynamic strength training after an intense weightlifting
workout would be largely ineffective.
If we are working on increasing (or maintaining) flexibility then it is very important that our
strength exercises force our muscles to take the joints through their full range of motion.
According to Kurz, Repeating movements that do not employ a full range of motion in the
joints (like cycling, certain weightlifting techniques, and pushups) can cause of shortening
of the muscles surrounding the joints. This is because the nervous control of length and
tension in the muscles are set at what is repeated most strongly and/or most frequently.
Over flexibility
Conclusion
Once we have achieved the desired level of flexibility for a muscle or set of muscles
and have maintained that level for a solid week, we should discontinue any isometric or
PNF stretching of that muscle until some of its flexibility is lost.
Reference
 Atonally F. & Miscellany A., “A Psychology Research on Adjustment” Journal Int. Sports
Psychology. 1973.
 Bhullar J., “Personality and Adjustment of Sportsmen and Non-Sportsmen” International
Journal of Sports Psychology, 1974.
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Abstract:Human Resources management is one of the most complex activities in any
library. The library management must balance many competing forces and there is no
magic formula to determine which of these forces should get priority in a give’s situation.
Each situation brings with it unique circumstances as well as common ones. The challenge
of human resource management is to be clear and objective. The management has to
clarify which issues are important and should be considered before making a decision.
Introduction: Human are and organization’s greatest assets without them, Human and the
potential they possess drive an organization. Today’s organization are continuously
changing, organizational change impacts not only the business but also its employees.
Human resource management is responsible for how people are treated in organization ,
helping them perform their work, compensating them for their labors , and solving
problems their arise. Generally, in small organization those with fewer those a hundred
employees there may not be an Human resource department, and so a line manager will
be responsible for the function of Human Resource Management.
Meaning:Human resources Management and coherent approach to the management of an
organization most valued assets the people working there who individually and collectively
contribute to the achievement of the objective of the business.
Personal management, man power management and industrial management but these
traditional expressions are becoming less common for the theatricals discipline.
Definition:Edward Flippo “Human resources Management is planning, Organizing, Directing,
Controlling of procurement, development, compensation, integration, maintenance and
separation of human resources to the end those individual, organizational and social
objectives are accomplished.”
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Job Analysis:
Job analysis is the process of discovering and identifies the necessary relating to
nature of job. Job analysis is a process of collecting information regarding skill, codification,
responsibility, duties and analyzing it is. Thus job analysis is a technique for investigating
general work assignments or jobs. In it, the term job is a general work assignment an
operative job assignment is. The ultimate unit of responsibility in organization structure.
Job Description:
01) Job Description is the statements of facts regarding the describe location in the
organization structure, authority of work to be per formal.
02) It is document which gives Information regarding the name, Title of a position of the job.
03) It also helps in briefing the newly required employees regarded in duties and
responsibility.
Recruitment:
After the determination of human resource management for on organization, the process
of recruitment the start.
Recruitment is the process of recruitment that enables the management of the enterprises
to select on employer recruit employees for the verify of jobs.
Process of Recruitment of the staff for the library:
The process of recruitment is completed in the following three steps.
01) Planning of recruitment programme.
02) Selection of candidates.
03) Induction of the appointment persons.
Selection:
Steps in selection procedure:
01) Determine vacancies in enterprises.
02) Publish advertisement in newspaper.
03) Application form.
04) To screening application form.
05) Test
06) Send mail of selection order.
07) Final selection and placement.
Training and Development:
Training is acquiring skill and increasing the knowledge do a specific job.
Edward Flippo _ “Training is the act of increasing the knowledge and skill of employees for
doing a particular job.”
Advantages of Training:
01) Improve the self-confidence.
02) Facilities interfacing of modern technology.
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03) Brings change the behavior
04) Training helps coordination with group.
05) Authority and responsibility can be dedicated.
Group level training:
Training on the basis of job categorization
In library there is different section for different activities, For this librarian should
train his staffs for different sectional jobs. For instance,
Cataloguing section
Staff should be trained the specific rules cataloguing in that library. Each library
follows some specific rules about catalogue cards, like title entry, subject entry, reference
entry, book number, and even the physical structure of cards alphabetical catalogue, shelf
catalogue etc. So here training is needed.
Classification section
Each library follows different classification schemes –DDC, UDC etc. So, staffs should know
the required schemes that uses library.
Reference section
The staffs in reference section should be expert in handling reference tools so that
they can refer the readers the right tools to get right information, or staffs refer for refer
the readers the right tools to get right information or staff may refer for referral service.
Conclusion: Human resources Management is the key to ride the success of an organization.
Library is very much responsible to manage the working people of his library. From
planning to making the planning effective all are dependent on librarian. But whereas in
some cases library authority is there, there is needed a good understanding and
cooperation between librarian and authority. In that case librarian should have some
freedom to take decisions about the resource management of library, as he is closer to his
staffs. Today in the digital era as many works are done through technology; sometimes
technology reduces the need of human resources, but increases the thirst of technological
experts. Librarian should also be careful to select the competent technical staffs.
Competent human resources can help to ride the library on the top of success.
Reference:
01) Adeniji, M. A. 2012 Workers training programmes in two University Libraries in Nigeria.
Library philosophy and practice.
02) Ghante, P. B. 2011 Skills for Librarian in the age of Knowledge, ISRJ, (1)1, 187- 190
Retrieved Nov.6, 2012.
03) http://www.mu.ac./myweb_test/M.Com%20study.
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ABSTRACT
The use of Social media in higher education is changing the nature of the
relationships of learners and teachers. Social media provides a unique stage for interaction
amongst students and teachers and amongst students themselves. Some colleges and
universities also use social media as a tool for recruiting students. Nowadays, social
networks incessantly influence the lives of young people. Apart from entertainment and
informational purposes, social networks have penetrated many fields of educational
practices and processes. This review tries to highlight the use of social networks in higher
education, as well as points out some factors involved. Moreover, through a literature
review of related articles, we aim at providing insights into social network influences with
regard to the learning processes (support, educational processes, communication and
collaboration enhancement, academic performance) from the side of students and
educators; the users’ personality profile and learning style; the social networks as online
learning platforms (LMS—learning management system); and their use in higher
education. The conclusions reveal positive impacts in all of the above dimensions, thus
indicating that the wider future use of online social networks higher education is quite
promising. However, teachers and higher education institutions have not yet been highly
activated towards faster online social networks’ exploitation in their activities.
INTRODUCTION
Within the last decade, online social networks and their applications have
penetrated our daily life. It has managed to transform young people’s way of living while
becoming one of the most important means of communication and entertainment.
Meanwhile, the educational community raises concerns that are continuously decreasing
students’ interest for the educational processes, which is a problem that not only affects
their performance, but sometimes also leads to dropouts. The conventional education
system seems to not respond effectively to the continuous decreasing of student interest,
despite the several solutions that have been proposed so far. In order to increase the
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awareness of students in the educational processes, blended entertainment and
informational behavioral patterns have been proposed. Social networks undoubtedly
support such behavioral patterns and this seems to be an enjoyable and universally
accepted medium in students’ way of living. Research efforts have been increased during
the last decade so that successful aspects of social network use for educational activities
could emerge. This review does not aim at answering specific research questions, nor it is a
systematic effort to critically appraise or synthesize research studies. The impact of using
technology within classrooms can have a negative effect as well. A study shows that
students who used laptops in class for nonacademic reasons had poorer class performance
overall. These students spent most of their time on social media websites, online
shopping, and other personal usage.
Popular Social Networks and Higher Education Social media like Facebook, Twitter,
Myspace, Google+, LinkedIn, Instagram, and so on are used daily by millions of people
worldwide, especially young people. According to, in a sample consisting of 3000 students
in USA, 90% of them use Facebook, while 37% use Twitter as a communication tool.
Another study in this country shows that about 71% of higher education students are
Facebook users . Facebook is possibly the most popular among the social networks for
personal and educational purposes . Moreover, students use online social network (
platforms daily from 10 to 60 min on average , even when studying . Furthermore,
academic institutions make use of social networks for internal management of educational
issues . In our study, we review studies that revealed the positive impact of social networks
on education processes, and mainly on higher education. We collected 77 articles that
have been published from 2010 onwards, and we noticed that Facebook and Twitter are
the basic platforms for educational purposes. More specifically, in 55 articles (71.43%),
Facebook was either the only OSN involved or the basic one along with others; in 9 articles
(11.699%), Twitter appeared as the main educational tool; and a further 9 articles (11.69%)
involved other social networks like Myspace, Google+, LinkedIn, and others. The remaining
4 articles (5.19%) involved all social networks with no exception. All articles have been
further classified into four distinct fields that aim to group the positive influence and
involvement of social networks in the learning processes (support, educational processes
enhancing, communication and collaboration, academic performance) from the students’
and instructors’ viewpoint; user’s personality and learning style (ways or methods to
acquire knowledge, academic culture, effectiveness); the social networks such as online
learning platforms (LMS—learning management system); and their institutional use These
four fields are presented in more detail in the following paragraphs.
Social Networks and Learning Processes
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During this decade, new ways to seek knowledge have emerged using social
networks in both formal and informal learning. Formal learning is defined as a
hierarchically structured educational system organized in sequential time periods, from
nursery, primary, and high school to university, including academic studies, specialized
training, as well as vocational and technical learning programs for all ages . According to
the same authors , informal learning is considered as the learning process by which each
person learns and acquires attitudes, values, knowledge, and skills directly from his/her
daily experience and social environment. This is also called learning based on interaction
or lifelong learning . Many studies show that students use OSNs mostly for socialization
purposes, for exchanging views or ideas, and for entertainment purposes ., from 160
researchers in philosophy and social studies at the University of Delhi, 71.25% stated that
they were using Facebook during their research into collaborative learning processes . As
far as Twitter is concerned, an experimental study conducted in the Pharmacology
Department of Boston University revealed that more than 60% of the participating
students use Twitter for increasing their professional awareness and academic profile.
Social Networks, Personality, and Learning Style
Online social networks seem to affect and be affected by individual temperament
and behavior. Several aspects have been noted about the ways in which they affect young
people , as mentioned earlier. It is interesting, however, to observe students’ behaviors
that are positively or negatively related. According to Skues et al. , “open” personalities
use Facebook more and have more friends, mostly to share their various interests with
others . Also, young people who feel lonely have several friends on Facebook, attempting
to fight this feeling . In the same study, however, it was found that self-esteem, narcissism,
and neuroticism did not seem to be sufficiently related to Facebook. In another study ,
however, it was mentioned that there is a robust association between increasing selfesteem and frequent use of Facebook. Also, 52.5% of the students who participated in the
study conducted by the University of Delhi in India said that one of the benefits of using
Facebook in their research is the increase of self-esteem and feelings of satisfaction.Social
media has gained credibility over the years as a trusted source of information and platform
where organisations can interact with audiences.
We are seeing education institutions adapting these developments into their
systems and relying on group resources and mechanisms to improve the student life. The
use of social media in education provides students with the ability to get more useful
information, to connect with learning groups and other educational systems that make
education convenient.
Social network tools afford students and institutions with multiple opportunities to
improve learning methods. Through these networks, you can incorporate social media
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plugins that enable sharing and interaction. Students can benefit from online tutorials and
resources that are shared through social networks and LMS’s.
There is valuable knowledge to be gained through social media such as analytics and
insights on various topics or issues for study purposes. Social media is also a medium
where students can establish beneficial connections for their careers. As an educational
institution, it is crucial to be active in many social platforms possible, this helps create
better student training strategies and shapes student culture.
Connecting with experts on topics via social media
The great thing about using social media is that you soon learn who the experts are
in particular fields and subjects. When you start following these experts you learn more
and gain useful content from them, this empowers you to produce great results.
Social media has the ability to broaden your perspective on various subjects and gives
illuminating, instant content that is new. You have the opportunity of engaging experts to
get answers on topics that you may need help in.
Institutions communicate with students via YouTube and Facebook
Learning colleges have the ability to connect with students through social media
networks such as Facebook, Google Plus groups, and YouTube. These channels can be used
to communicate campus news, make announcements and provide students with useful
information. This builds engagement between the College and students which help tackle
many student issues through the group interactions.
Distance learning models have an edge over campus-based counterparts. They are
the future of university education and keep pace with new technologies. These models
improve communication with students and also boost the learning experience. A study of
the MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) shows that the student participation
improved when the social media platforms were integrated with learning programs. Also,
it had helped reduce the student drop-out rates.
Distance education courses are growing as more students are opting for them. 150
percent more students enrolled in them in the USA from 1998 to 2008. MOOC like
Coursera serves around 1.3 million Indian students. 70% of students in India use smart
phones, who form a huge target group for the MOOCs.
Conclusions and Discussion
The first thing to notice is the great interest in the scientific and academic
community for social networks’ educational use. Also, even if a few years ago this
particular scientific field was considered poor , we realized that this seems to be changing.
This research revealed that Facebook dominates in social networks, as well as some
exploitation trends of social networking in educational events. Firstly, these trends are
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about learning with all kinds of contributions (e.g., support, upgrading of educational
processes, co-operation, performance). Secondly, they are mostly dealing with users’
learning style and personality, and less with organizational issues.. There was almost
complete agreement on their positive contribution to the communication and cooperation
of students for educational purposes. It seemed that most researchers accepted as a
helpful educational tool. While research efforts (or we could say anticipation) are
demonstrated, it has also been noticed that researchers are facing many difficulties in
achieving detached empirical data on possible enhanced academic performance. A few
studies unveiled, at least so far, social networks’ relationships with online learning systems
(CMS, LMS, MOOC, etc.). This is probably because these relationships are—in a sense—
new in the related literature. However, the first results of their joint combination appear
quite encouraging. It is reasonable, therefore, to expect more studies in the near future.
Also, the administrative and teaching staff appear to be quite hesitant about the
contribution of social networks to internal institutional and educational processes.
Furthermore, despite the positive opinions of students about exploitation of social
networks—both institutionally and educationally—some studies do not seem to share this
point of view. This may be because of teachers’ restraint until all positive results are
confirmed and recorded. Either way, it deprives research of enrichment with empirical
evidence. On one hand, our research seems to confirm the expectation for revealing
empirical data that would record the connection of social networks with successful
academic outcomes.
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Abstract
In the state of Maharashtra there are four Agricultural university libraries which are
rendering availability and accessibility of e-resources (electronics resources) to the library
users (UG, PG, Faculty Staff and Research Scholars) to fulfill the objectives of the
agricultural university libraries in Maharashtra State. It was conducted that the electronic
information resources (e-resources), e-databases are very useful (Cera, Krishiprabha, egranth and Krishikosh) the users of Agriculture university libraries belonging in
Maharashtra state.
Key words: Agriculture, E-Resources, Users, Consortia, University
1. Preamble
University of Agricultural Sciences, Maharashtra was established on the provision of
Maharashtra Council of Agricultural Education and Research (MCAER) Pune is a body,
which has been constituted under section 12 of Maharashtra Agricultural Universities
(Krishi Vidyapeeth) Act 1983. In exercise of the powers converted upon MCAER vide
provision in the provision of sub-section 3 of section 12 of the Act common regulations for
admission to various degree programmes have been formulated.
2 Initiatives
The present study is a probe into this specialized area of using, and impact of
electronics resources. In library collection, it concentrates on the major steps, processes
and issues to be confronted in dealing with the incorporation of electronic resources into
agricultural university libraries. It is important to understand and develop sound
theoretical and operational knowledge about acquisition and use of e-resources and its
role of licensed online e-journal online databases and its impact on library print collection
and its users. This study will certainly bridge the gap in existing studies and further make
understanding deeper on the subject of use of electronics resources in a much needed
manner.
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3. Research Methodology
Research methodology indicates the layout followed in a study. It explains the aims,
assumptions, and scope and limitation; data collection methodology use for the study is
planned and carried out as follows:
3.1 Statement of the Problem
A survey was conducted to find out whether these libraries are fully equipped to
select, manage and organize in their collection for both print and non-print (electronic
resources). Further opinions of faculty and research scholars are sought with regard to
nature and scope of the existing collections and services rendered in their Agricultural
university libraries in Maharashtra.
3.2 Agricultural University libraries in Maharashtra
The present status of four Agricultural university libraries in Maharashtra given in table
3.2.1
Name of Agricultural
Locatio
Region
Establishment
Sr
University Library
n
Year
.
N
o
1
Mahatma Phule Krishi
Rahuri
Western
20th Oct.1969
Vidyapeeth
Maharashtra
2
Dr.Panjabrao Deshmukh Krishi
Akola
Vidarbha
20th Oct.1969
Vidyapeeth
Region
3
Marathwada Krishi Vidyapeeth
Parbha
Marathwada
18th May 1972
ni
Region
4
Dr.Balasaheb Sawant Kokan
Dapoli
Kokan Region
18th May 1972
Krishi Vidyapeeth
(MCAER Prospects2018-2019)
3.3 Objectives of the study
The study primarily aims to know about preference given electronics resources
carried out in selected agricultural university libraries in Maharashtra. The ultimate
purpose of e-resources is their utility. Hence, it is intended to study the use of e-resources
by the library users. The specific objectives related to the present study are as follows:
1. To study the different types of electronic resources and services available in the Agriculture
university libraries of Maharashtra.
2. To determine the level of satisfaction of the library users on e- resources.
3. To know the awareness of e. resources among the users of agriculture university libraries of
Maharashtra.
4. To evaluate the frequency visit, time spent, purpose and utilization of e- resources by the
Agricultural university library users.
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5. Find out the preferences of respondents in using various categories of e-resources.
3.4 Hypotheses Formulated
For the present study the following hypotheses are proposed and tested:
H-1: “Users are not fully satisfied with the electronic information resources available in the
Agricultural university libraries in Maharashtra”.
H-2: “The Agriculture universities libraries in Maharashtra do not provide adequate
electronic information services.”
H-3: “Electronic Journals and databases are the most favored electronic resources
available in the Agriculture university library”
H-4: “The ICAR improves the present quality for regular financial grants provided in
Agricultural university libraries in Maharashtra”
3.5 Scope and limitation of the study
The present study covers the type of users that is students, faculty staff and research
scholars pursuing their study, teaching and involving research activities, respectively up to
2009 to 2011 that is limitation of users for collection of a primary data period covering up
to 2011 that is limitation by period and confined users. The investigator has conducted the
survey of four Agricultural university libraries in the state of Maharashtra that is limited to
geographical area.
3.6 Sample Study
The present study has taken a random sample out of the four Agricultural University
libraries were total 6173 library users and distributed 400 questionnaires with a
percentage of samples (6.47%) of the four agricultural university libraries in Maharashtra
state.
3.7 Data Collection Methodology
Survey method has been followed to collect data owing to its inherent advantages
with questionnaire as the main tool for data collection. Questionnaire was administered to
all the university librarians of the four Agriculture universities. In addition a separate Users
Questionnaire was devised for the U.G., P.G. students, Faculty staff and research scholars
of agriculture university libraries. ate of Maharashtra
3.8 Statistical tools used for analysis and interpretation of data
Analysis and interpretation of data was done for the purposes analysed using on the
basis of ANOVA (Analysis of Variance),to study whether there is any significant difference
due to type of library services and also due to category of user, a statistical technique
namely two ways ANOVA is applied. For the analysis purpose, data in percentage is
concerned, and chi-square test was used to compare an observed group of frequencies
with an expected group of frequencies.
4. Discussion and Findings
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The study shows how library users gave preferences for different use of internet .At
all four agriculture universities out of 400 library users 241(60.25%) download and save
the information on internet .94(23.5%) library users take print and 65(16.25%) library users
only read the information. It shows that maximum library users download and save the
information on internet.
In agricultural universities, following electronic resources are expected to be
available. In case of four agricultural universities, the availability of the resources along
with the list of electronic resources is given below: (y- Availability of resource, N- No
availability of resource)
Table 4.1 Availability of e-resources
Sr.
PKV
No.
E-resources
Akola
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

CeRa
Krishiprabha
e-Granth
open j-gate
Uni.online
thesis
NDLTD
e.TAD
inflibnet
Online ejournal
e-books
JMU
Indiastat.com
Online
Databases
Total

MPAV,
Rahuri

DBSKAV,
Dapoli

MAV
Parbhani

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
N
Y

Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
N

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

3
1
3
2

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
N
Y
Y

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
N

3
2
2
1

Y
10

Y
9

Y
2

Y
9

4

Total
of y
4
3
0
2

From the table we see that in the library of PKV Akola, 10 out of 13 (77%). Eresources are available. In the library of MPAV, Rahuri and MAV Parbhani, 9 out of 13
(69%) e-resources are available. But in the library of DBSKAV, Dapoli, only 2 out of 13
(15%) e-resources are available. From the above table it can also be seen that the eresources namely CeRa and Online Databases are available all the 4 universities. The eresources namely Krishiprabha, Unionline thesis, e.TAD, online e-journal are available in 3
universities. The e-resources namely open j-gate, inflibnet, e-books and JMU are available
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in 2 universities. The e-resources NDLTD and Indiastat.com are available in only one
university whereas the e-resources Union online thesis is not available in any of the
universities.
In the university library, CDROM data bases are also expected to be available.
However, the database Agricola is not available at any agricultural university in
Maharashtra. The database namely CB Abstract is available at PKV, Akola and MAV
Parbhani only. However, the data bases FSTA and AGRIS are available only at MAV
Parbhani.
* It is the information about where library users access e-resources out of 400 library
users 228 (57%) library users use e-resources at computer centere,136(34%) users at
university library ,216(54%) at home, 216(54%) at home,132(33%) at on Campus location,
128 (32%), at off Campus location ,72(57%) at hostel, and dept. total 72(57%) . From the
above study it is clear that maximum library users use e-resources at computer centre.
* The first priority given by the library users for seeking their information total 112 (28%)
for using online data bases, 97(24.25%) library users searching On –line public access
Catalogue (OPAC), 64(16%) library users searching information on various reference
Sources total 38 ( 9.5%) library users searching e-mail and 14(3.5%) library users
searching internet websites. Reveals that most of the respondents are seeking
information from on line data bases on the internet.
* It is information about the details of library software which is use at different university
libraries .MPKV library and BSKKV library are using SLIM 21 library software, MKV library is
using SLIM++ library software, and PDKV library is using LIBSYS library automation
software.
* Every year there are specific budget allocated to every university library. In 2009-10
PDKV library and BSKKV library did not received any grant in the comparison MPKV library
receive 13192700 rupees grant and MKV library receive 374100 rupees grant .In 2010-11
PDKV library received 254000 rupees grant,MPKV library received 9019200 rupees
grant,MKV library received 822000 rupees grant and BSKKV library did not received any
grant. In 2011-12 PDKV library received 12754000 rupees grants, MPKV library received
14148000 rupees grant, MKV library received 3258200 rupees grant and BSKKV library
received 3500000 rupees grant from ICAR.
6. Conclusion
It has been concluded after through study that library maximum users are using
library for different purposes such as for issue books, for referring journals, for Xerox
facilities and other services and they are satisfied with the library services .Various eresources namely Cera ,Krishiprabha ,e-Granth Open J gate ,Uni.online thesis ,NDLTD
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,eTAD are available in Agricultural universities. And library users often use these eresources for their academic study work PDKV library users are mostly aware about these
e-resources We can obverse that satisfaction level of library service is lowest for BSKKV
library Dapoli .Satisfaction level found lowest for BSKKV, Dapoli may be due to the reason
that there is no full time university librarian.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of physical education and
sports in promoting social values among youth. Physical education and sports plays a vital
role in educating the youth regarding the importance of social values in their life.
Reviewed literature investigated that the importance of association in educating both
minds and body. Further, it also encourages the social values among youth that allow them
to develop the social relations with their community. Moreover, the benefits of physical
education and sports can influence both academic learning and physical activity of the
youth.
Keywords: Physical Education, Sports, Social Values, Youth, Academic Learning.
In present era, physical education and sports is an essential part of education. It
contributes directly to development of physical competence and fitness. It also helps the
youth to be aware of the worth of leading a physically active lifestyle. The healthy and
physically active youth is more likely to be academically motivated, attentive, and
promising. In other words, we can say that physical education and sports is exclusive to the
school core curriculum. It is the only programme that provides the opportunities to youth
to learn motor skills, progress mental and physical fitness. The benefits of physical gained
from physical activity such as disease prevention, safety and injury avoidance, decreased
morbidity and premature mortality, and increased mental health. This involves discard
conventional methods of physical education teaching and focusing more on the
individuals' needs and abilities, as an alternative of the enjoyment of physical activity. As
time for physical education is generally limited within the school time schedule and
curriculum, its content must be valuable and resourceful (Fox and Harris, 2003). Further
Gonzalez et al. (2010) believed that curricular physical education within any sport, not only
talent development scheme but a high development in social values among youth.
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Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the role of physical education in
promoting social values among youth.
Physical Education Programme
Physical education curriculum can offer youth with the appropriate knowledge, skills,
behaviours, and confidence to be physically active for life. Moreover, physical education is
the basis of a school's physical activity programme. In the same vein, participation in
physical activity is correlated with academic advantages like improved concentration,
memory, and classroom behaviour. According to World Health Organization (2001), it
includes development of physical abilities and physical conditioning; motivating the
students to continue sports and physical activity; and providing recreation activities.
Development of Physical Abilities and Physical Conditioning
Physical education facilitates to build up and practise physical fitness entails basic motor
skills (Barton et al. 1999) and gets hold of the competency to perform various physical
activities and exercises. Physical fitness builds mentally sharper, physically comfortable
and also able to deal with the day-to-day demands (Jackson, 1985). Further, endurance,
flexibility, strength and coordination are the key components of physical fitness.
Moreover, to execute the physical exercises and sport, youth must be developed basic
motor skills.
Motivating the Students to Continue Sports and Physical Activity
Teachers always motivate the youth to contribute in sports and physical activities as well
as academic education programmes. Further, they always direct and instruct them, sports
and physical activity are vital part of academic education. They have also guided the youth;
we cannot think wholesome development of human personality without sports and
physical education. Moreover, they have also to manage a meeting in which discusses
their parents about the importance of sports and physical activity as well as academic
education. Further, teachers must engage parent or family members in physical activity,
for example, by giving youth physical activity ‘homework’ which could be performed
together with the parent’s viz., family walks after supper or playing in the park (WHO,
Promoting the Social Values among Youth
Physical education and sports play a vital role in promoting the social values among the
youth. Moreover, physical education is considered as a school subject, which facilitate to
prepare the youth for a healthy lifestyle and focuses on their overall physical and mental
development, as well as imparting important social values among the youth such as
fairness, self-discipline, solidarity, team spirit, tolerance and fair play (Bailey, 2005).
CONCLUSION
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The present study focuses on physical education and sports helps to promote the
social values among youth. Physical education and sports are considered as an essential
part of education and culture. It build up the abilities, will-power, moral values and selfdiscipline of every human being as an entirely integrated member of society. The
contribution of physical activity and the practice of sports must be certify that the
throughout life by means of a global, lifelong and democratized education. It contributes
to the preservation and enhancement of mental and physical health, gives a nourishing
leisure-time activity and also helps to an individual to overcome the drawbacks of present
stressful living. At the community level, they build up social qualities, social relations and
also fair play, which is vital not only to sport itself but also to life in society. Education
system must allocate the required position and applicable to physical education and sport
in order to create a balance and strengthen between physical activities and other
components of education. Physical education and sport course must be intended to suit
the requisites and personal attributes of those follow them, as well as the institutional,
cultural, socio-economic and climatic conditions of each country. In the process of
education in general, physical education and sport programmes must, by virtue of their
content and their timetables, help to create habits and behaviour patterns beneficial to full
development of the human personality. Further, voluntary people, given appropriate
training and supervision, can make an invaluable contribution to the inclusive expansion of
sport and promote the participation of the inhabitants in the training and association of
physical and sport activities. In addition, it also focuses on adequate and sufficient facilities
and equipment which meet the needs of exhaustive and safe participation in both inschool and out-of-school programmes regarding physical education and sport. Physical
education as a generic term is linked with socio-cultural, educational and social values,
psycho-social qualities, socialization, inclusion, moral codes of behaviour, cognitive and
physical development, well-being, healthy diet and other benefits to be derived from
engagement in regular physical activity (Bailey, 2005). To conclude, education in general,
and physical education in particular, should respond to the needs of optimally developing
individuals' capabilities and provide opportunities for personal fulfillment and social
interactions, fundamental in human co-existence.
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INTRODUCTION:
According to 'Central Advisory Board of Physical Education and Recreation'Physical education is an education through physical activities for the development of total
personality of the child. Physical education is an essential and integral part of the total
education program and makes significant contributions toward the achievement of
desirable education and health outcomes through the medium of physical activity. Quality
physical education programs promote physical growth and development of children and
youth while contributing to their general health and well being. They are based on a
planned sequence of experiences in a wide variety of activities beginning with basic
movement skills. Ultimately, they should help young people keep physically fit and enjoy
many forms of physical activity during the school years and throughout life. Physical fitness
is not only one of the most important keys to a healthy body, it is the basis of dynamic and
creative intellectual activity.
COMPONENTS OF PHYSICALEDUCATION:
A. Health Related
1. Cardiovascular fitness-allows body to exercise for long period of time
2. Muscular strength-how much force your muscles can produce
3. Muscular Endurance-using your muscles many times without getting tired
4. Flexibility-using your joints through a wide range of motion
B. Skill Related
1. Agility-the ability to change the position of your body quickly and to control body
movements
2. Balance-keeping an upright posture while standing still or moving
3. Coordination-using your senses together with your body parts
4. Power the ability to use strength quickly
5. Speed covering a distance in a short period of time
6. Reaction-the amount of time it takes you to move.
BENEFITS OFPHYSICALEDUCATION:
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Physical education which is commonly a part of the curriculum at school level
includes training in the development and care of the human body. Physical education is
also about sharpening overall cognitive abilities and motor skills via athletics, exercise and
various other physical activities like martial arts and dance. Here are some of the benefits
that highlight the importance of physical education:
1. Maintaining Sound Physical Fitness: Physical fitness is one of the most important
elements of leading a healthy lifestyle. Physical education promotes the importance of
inclusion of a regular fitness activity in the routine. This helps the students to maintain
their fitness, develop their muscular strength, increase their stamina and thus stretch their
physical abilities to an optimum level. Physical fitness helps to inculcate the importance of
maintaining a healthy body, which in turn keeps them happy and energized. Sound
physical fitness promotes, increased absorption of nutrients, better functioning of
digestion and all other physiological processes and hence results in all round fitness.
2. Overall Confidence Booster: Indulging in sports be it team sports or dual and individual
sports, leads to a major boost in self-confidence, The ability to go on the field and perform
instills a sense of self confidence, which is very important for the development of a
person's character. Every victory achieved on the field, helps to boost a person's selfconfidence. Thus participation in sports, martial arts or even dance and aerobics leaves
always a positive influence on a student's overall personality and character and works
wonders for his/her self-confidence.
3. Awareness about Important Health and Nutrition Issues: Physical education classes are
about participating in physical and recreation activities, but they are also about gaining
knowledge about the overall aspects of physical health. For example in today's world the
problems of obesity or anemia and bulimia are rampant amongst teenagers. Physical
education provides an excellent opportunity for teachers to promote the benefits of
healthy and nutritious food and cite the ill effects of junk food. Promoting sound eating
practices and guidelines for nutrition are some of the very valuable lessons that can he
taught through physical education classes at school level.
4. Inculcating Sportsmanship and Team Spirit: Participation in team sports or even dual
sports helps to imbibe a sense of team spirit amongst the students. While participating in
team sports, the children have to function as an entire team, and hence they learn how to
organize themselves and function together. This process of team building hones a person's
overall communications skills and the ability to get along with different kind of people.
Thus participation in team sports instills a sense of team spirit, which is a great value
addition to anyone's personality and helps a lot in all the future endeavors.
5. Development of Motor Skills: The ability to concentrate, the ability to swing the racket
just at the right time are some of the examples of development of motor skills in the
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physical education classes. Participation in sports and several physical education activities
helps to sharpen the reflexes of the students. It also brings order and discipline to the body
movements and helps in development of a sound body posture as well. The hand-eye
coordination improves as well.
6. Importance of Hygiene and Sex education: Physical education classes also include
lessons about the importance of personal hygiene and importance of cleanliness. Thus the
physical education classes help the students to know the important hygiene practices that
must be practiced in order to maintain the health and well-being throughout the life. In
addition to this, the physical education classes also cover an important aspect that the
children have to deal with at the age of puberty. Physical education classes also impart
sex-education and hence help the students deal with their queries and doubts about the
subject of sexuality.
7.Enhancing Overall Cognitive Abilities: Physical education classes help to enhance the
overall cognitive abilities of the students, since they get a lot of knowledge about the
different kinds of sports and physical activities that they indulge in. For example a person
who is participating in a specific type of martial arts class, will also gain knowledge about
the origins of the martial art, and the other practices and historical significance associated
with it. Thus physical education helps to enrich the knowledge bank of the students.
8. Encouraging Budding Sportsmen: Physical education classes are an excellent
opportunity for all the budding sportsmen and sportswomen who wish to make their mark
in the world of sports. Physical education classes allow the budding sportsmen and
sportswomen to explore and experiment with several areas until they find what interests
them. After this, physical education classes also allow the students to indulge in the sport
of their choice and then go ahead to participate in several tournaments and competitions,
which help to give the students an exposure to the competitive world of sports.
9. A Stress Buster and Source of Enjoyment: In addition to the health benefits and the
knowledge benefits that the students get from the physical education classes, one
important aspect of it remains to be recreation. Students, who are busy with their other
subjects in the curriculum, often get exhausted with the listening, reading and writing
pattern of studying and need a recreational activity as a source of recreation. Sports and
other physical fitness activities offered in the physical education class are a welcome break
for the students.
10. Promoting Healthy Lifestyle in Adulthood: Children, who learn the importance of
health and hygiene in their early ages, tend to grow up to be responsible and healthy
adults who are well aware of the benefits of a healthy lifestyle. Thus the overall physical
education program that includes different types of physical activities and sports also
provides important information about hygiene and overall health. A well-balanced and all-
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round physical education class helps to create responsible adults who know the
importance of a healthy lifestyle.
CONCLUSION:
At the end of the day a quality, well organized Physical Education curriculum can
improve the quality of its student's life. The outcomes of a quality physical education
program can serve as a vehicle for helping students to develop the knowledge, attitudes,
motor skills, behavioral skills, and confidence needed to adopt and maintain physically
active lifestyles. It can help develop the students physical competence, health related
fitness, self esteem and overall enjoyment of physical activity. It can give young students
pleasure from movement sensations and exploration. It can give early adolescences
challenges and opportunities for personal growth and finally, it can give high school
students the tools needed to fine an activity that they will participate in and be active for
the rest of their lives.
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Abstract:
In today’s world physical education is essential. Man can live healthy and better
life only by doing physical exercise. Today new and new diseases are emerging and have
made big harm to man’s body. Man’s life has become dependent on medicines. For
example digest medicine, medicine for excretion, medicine for sleep, etc. Because of these
medicines man has become like a walking robot. In such condition is it fair to waste this
body like this? How sad it is that man has time to do the service of technical gadgets like
car, freeze, television but he does not have time to take care of his valuable body. Through
physical education man can live his day to day life healthily. Physical education plays
important role in man’s development and proves helpful for better physical, mental, social,
emotional and spiritual life. Here the author wants to introduce the importance of physical
education in our modern life.
Introduction
We know that healthy mind lies in healthy body. Now a day’s video games and
computer games have taken the place of our traditional games. Man does not have time to
play indoor or outdoor games in the modern age of technology. Sport is important for
man’s all round development and for living healthy life. Today very fast changes are seen
in the field of physical education. First of all man gets physical education and then gets
social education Thus man’s social education has the basis of physical education. Today it
has become technological education. Thus very deep change is seen in education. The
education has become so much dependent on technology that man does not spare enough
time to take care of his or her body which is a very valuable gift of nature to man. Man has
stopped physical exercises because of technological tools and other facilities. Previously
man used to remain healthy by playing various outdoor games and thereby doing physical
exercise. Now the games are played on computer so the life has become idle. The body has
become the storehouse of various diseases. Physical education makes the immunity of our
body stronger and so makes body more beautiful.
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Importance of Physical Education
Helpful for Natural Development
Man’s body develops very naturally from the prenatal stage to the old age. When this
natural development is accompanied with some physical exercises it improves the energy
level of the body for youth. Considering this fact even special body exercises are suggested
for the pregnant women. In the same way there are different types of exercises for
different age stages like infant, adolescent, young, adult and old age. This exercise
becomes like a supplement to natural development in scientific way. The balanced
emotional development is possible only with good body health and development. It can be
considered as a fundamental use of physical education.
Body Charm
Beautiful body is considered as the first step towards success in life. Therefore
people do so many efforts for well figured body. The beauty of the body depends on
healthy muscles. Body can be well shaped through physical exercise just as an expert
sculpture brings out a beautiful idol by carving an ordinary stone structure. The secret of
charming body lies in the muscles of the body. From the very ancient time sculptures have
been giving the importance and value to the beauty of the body. Keeping that image of
beautiful and handsome body in our mind, we can also mould our body by giving enough
exercise to the muscles. Thus we can get proper advantage of physical education.
Strong and Healthy Body
We can make our body stronger and healthier through physical education. The
significance of strong body lies in the happiness that we get after doing some hard physical
or mental work. In other word for a strong person hard work does not remain a matter of
tiredness. The reason of physical weakness found in the society is that physically man is
not strong and healthy. Man feels weakness and tiredness even after small physical work.
Its psychological effect takes place that man does not stand for any physical work.
Therefore on the large scale the society has to suffer as a lack of work efficiency and
willingness for that. But the truth is that the peace and happiness of fresh life is possible
only through hard work. It is physical work and effort through which we can fulfill our all
the basic needs. Strong body is always healthy. Strong and healthy body can protect itself
from various diseases because its immunity also remains strong. Healthy man can suffer
hardness of all the seasons whether it is hot or cold or rainy season. In short, he can enjoy
the pleasure of all things in nature.
Boosts the Self Confidence
There is no doubt about the advantages of physical education for strong and
healthy body. Therefore the saying is also heard that healthy mind resides in healthy body.
A healthy body is the gateway for reaching the Supreme soul. Strong and healthy body can
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give boost strength and increases the self confidence. And for the man who is full of self
confidence even the problems become a game playing. He can pass his life with full
happiness and peace of mind. It will become a service to humanity, if this psychological
secret of advantage of physical education is spread and attract the people towards it
o
Development of Discipline
Physical education develops not only self discipline but also supports to maintain
external discipline on man. Discipline is as important as the food for life. People with
uncontrolled behaviour deny any kind of restriction and control. But they don’t know that
the real freedom lies in restriction. The pain of restriction itself becomes the pleasure of
freedom. Physical education is a never failing key to bring discipline. Self discipline comes
in man while concentrating on and following different rules of the games. This self
discipline comes into action through different activities and arts and thereby creates
interest in life. Well organized life style leads man towards living happy and peaceful life.
o
Character Building in Life
The presence of the three qualities- energy, character and beauty in life is very
important for being a complete man in Indian culture. Energy and beauty are the direct
advantage of physical education but indirectly it builds character too. Character can be
developed well by physical education. The process of character building through physical
education is so gradual that it can not be seen directly but can be felt. All the weaknesses
from man’s life fall down like the dry leaves from the tree. The ideal form the culture and
the civilization of any nation and society is developed through good character. All the
vices like violence, wars, jealousy, unhealthy competitions, hatred, etc. give way to the
character.
o
Constructive Use of Time
It is man’s natural desire that he or she wants relaxation from work. In the state of
relaxation man neither works too much nor takes complete rest but he combines both the
work and the rest. In combining the rest and the work, most of the people waste time in
gossiping, playing card games, and other useless activities. Physical education provides
new option in place of such useless activities. And this option is always healthy. Today
there are entertaining games and skills available for playing. The saying “One way for Two”
comes to true when man gets both the physical advantage and the entertainment through
physical education. In this way physical education becomes the best means of entertaining
activity or time pass during the spare time.
Conclusion:
Physical education is helpful for creating intimacy with society. In physical
education team spirit is very important. Team is like a family. It is a miniature form of
society. Team is the centre where the person gets opportunity to know the importance of
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co operation with other people. According to the saying “With One Hand No Clap”, the
person can not get complete advantage of physical education on his own. This limitation
motivates man to co operate with others. Thus man develops faith in the feelings of
communality and oneness with others. This faith becomes a part of man’s character and
connects man with his or her family, society, nation, and the world. Physical education
prepares an ideal citizen unknowingly and unintentionally. And such ideal citizen breathes
in the air of freedom in the society being free from limited narrow mindedness. He creates
happiness not only for himself but also for the society. Thus people devoted to the
society,youth, nation and the world can be prepared through physical education.
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Introduction:
Games and sports are a very necessary part of life. They keep us healthy and
refresh our weary minds. Sports and physical education are useful for both for our mind
and body. Physically all become healthy and mentally become disciplined. Games give us
wisdom and courage, and make us bold and confident. They develop in us a spirit of cooperation. They teach us to fight in a healthy spirit, like a player fighting or playing with his
rival in the playground. An ideal player has no ill-will against anyone. In short, games help
to make us good citizens. Our education is incomplete without sports. Games are very
useful in keeping the students and citizens busy and in developing their personalities. In
modern times, there has been increasing recognition of the role of sports in Development.
Physical education and sports represent an important element of education and training,
the purpose is to form a strong conception in youth regarding the practice of physical
exercise and to value the budget of leisure for a sanogenic, educational and recreational
purpose. Sports represents a part of culture, being understood, from its beginning as an
ideal means to maintain health, to form a body and even a character, its main feature
being the competition, which stimulates the desire to be known and implicitly, the
obtaining of performances.
Indian Scenario for Promotion of Physical Education and Sports from Past to Present
Almost a generation had rolled by before the concept of physical education
percolated into India. Even then, when the National Council of YMCAs came up with the
idea of imparting physical education with a well defined syllabus to students aspiring to
teach sport and physical fitness as a professional science, the move met with predictable
scepticism. The programme of Government of India for Promotion of Physical Education
and Sports continued to be implemented within the broad framework of the guidelines
laid down in the National Policy on Education as adopted by Parliament in 1968.
Development of Sports Infrastructure through Five Year Plans
In India, the integration of physical education and sports with formal education was
emphasized in the First Five Year Plan itself. The Lakshmibai National Institute of Physical
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Education (LNIPE) at Gwalior and National Institute of Sports (NIS), Patiala were establish
in the Second Five Year Plan. The National Coaching Scheme and the Rural Sports
Programme were started in the Third Five Year Plan and expanded during the Fourth and
Fifth Five Year Plan’s. Talent spotting and nurturing was emphasized in the Sixth Five Year
Plan. The Seventh Five Year Plan focused on the creation of sports infrastructure. The
development of Rural Sports through a special Area Game was the thrust of the Eighth Five
Year Plan. The Ninth Five Year Plan emphasizes the need of modern sports infrastructure.
The Tenth plan sought to promote both the broad-basing of sports and the promotion of
excellence in sports.
Society for the National Institutes of Physical Education and Sports:
Education (LNCPE), Gwalior and also to, initiate steps for raising the standards of
sports and games in the country through the National Coaching Scheme continued to
function under the Chairmanship of Dr. Amrik Singh, Secretary of the Association of Indian
Universities. SNIPES also carried out advisory functions at the national level in matters
relating to promotion of physical education and yoga. SNIPES was last re-constituted for
the 3-year term in June, 1979.During the year it held 4 Meetings and its Standing
Committees also met to attend to the assignments given to them by SNIPES.
National Physical Fitness Scheme:
The Scheme, which was introduced by the Central Government in 1959,Programme
to popularise the concept of physical fitness among the people and also to arouse their
enthusiasm for higher’ standards of physical fitness and achievement, continued to be
implemented during the year in collaboration with the State Governments/Union Territory
Administrations and other selected agencies. The Lakshmibai National College of Physical
Education, Gwalior, continued to function as the Central agency for implementation of the
Scheme.
Physical Education and Promotion of Yoga:
Yoga is based on the complete control of body and mind. The promotion Scheme
for Yoga, which is a part of the overall programme of Ministry for development of physical
education and sports continued to be implemented during the year as per the existing
pattern. The Kaivalayadhama Shreeman Madhava Yoga Mandir Samiti, Lonavala (Pune)
continued to be assisted for its maintenance and developmental expenditure for its
research and/or teacher training activities in the field of Yoga. The recommendations
made by a Review Committee which was, set up to assess the working of the Samiti and to
make recommendations with regard to its projected development during the coming years
have since been accepted by the Government.
The Netaji Subhas National Institute of Sports
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The Institute has also been rendering technical assistance to the Special Organising
Committee of the Asian Games in various matters pertaining to India’s preparations for the
Games. Consequent upon Government approval to the construction of the new complex of
the South Centre of the Institute at Bangalore at a total estimated cost of Rs. 2.5 crores,
construction programme of the new complex is being formally started. The Eastern Centre
of the Institute at Calcutta is also likely to start functioning shortly.
National Sports Organisation
The Scheme, which is being implemented through the University Grants
Commission, Association of Indian Universities and the Netaji Subhas National Institute of
Sports, aims at improving sports standards among college and university students and
helping the talented sportsmen and women to achieve excellence in their respective
sports disciplines.
Grants to National Sports
The National Sports Federations /Associations are autonomous bodies
Federations/Associations engaged in the promotion of sports and game’ in general and
their competitive aspect in particular. During the past years National Sports
Federations/Associations continued to be assisted for various purposes viz.
All India Rural Sports Tournaments
The country-wide programme of Rural Sports Tournaments was launched by the
Central Government in 1970-71 with the twin object of involving a major segment of our
youth in rural areas into the main stream of the country’s sports activities and also to spot
and nurture sports talent. The Programme at present involves an annual participation of
about 15 lakhs rural youth right from the block level up to, the National level. The
programme is being organised, by the Netaji Subhas National Institute of Sports, on agency
basis, on behalf of the Government.
Some Schemes and Incentives for promotion of sports activities in India
Cash Awards to Winners of Medals in International Sports Events
Sports Talent Search Scholarship Scheme
Scholarships for Training of Specialists and Outstanding Sportspersons
Sports Fund for Pension to Meritorious Sportspersons
National Welfare Fund for Sportspersons
Travel Grant to Sports Specialists
Promotion of Sports and Physical Education among Women
Rural Sports Programme
Rural Sports Clubs
North Eastern Sports Festival
Dr. B R. Ambedkar Rural Sports Tournaments
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National Sports Festival for Women

Evaluation of Sports Schemes

Exchange of Sports and Physical Education Teams/Experts

SAF Games,
National Sports Policy for India
It will thus be seen that at the time of the formulation of our constitution, “sports”
were seen as a form of recreation and little more, on par with “entertainment and
amusements”. The role of sport’s in national development requires to be redefined to
accord to sport’s that critical role in youth development which is prerequisite of
accelerated and inclusive national development. The policy aims at adopting a holistic
approach to sports developments taking into account the health benefits, recreation
benefits, education benefits, social benefits, economic benefits and source of national
pride that it offers. So the need to require a alignment of responsibilities between the
Union and State Government and the Indian Olympic Association, the Sports Authority of
India, the National Sports Federation and their affiliated bodies at the state and district
level, and corporate bodies. All of this in turn might require Constitutional changes and
elaboration of a suitable legal framework.
Conclusion:
The Working Group on Youth Affair’s and Sports for the Formulation of Eleventh
Five Year Plan also emphasized the need to strengthen the institutional frame work for the
development of sports in the country. The development of sports and physical education
as an essential ingredient of youth development and the promotion of a sports culture in
our country. It also look’s at other countries such as Cuba and China, where sport’s and
youth development, have been integrated in such a manner that they have made great
progress in achieving the twin objectives of broad-basing sport’s and achieving excellence
in individual disciplines.
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II.

III.

IV.

V.

The Minister of State (Independent Charge) for Youth Affairs and Sports Shri
Sarbananda Sonowal has said that the details of the existing schemes of the Department of
Sports, Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports for the development of sports in the country are
as follows:
“Rajiv Gandhi Khel Abhiyan” (RGKA), a centrally sponsored scheme introduced in 2014-15
in place of erstwhile Panchayat Yuva Krida aur Khel Abhiyan, aims at construction of
Integrated Sports Complexes in all block panchayats of the country in a phased
manner and providing access to organized sports competitions at block, district, state and
national levels.
Urban Sports Infrastructure Scheme, introduced in 2010-11, envisages development of
playfields by the State Governments through Playfield Associations, coach development
programme through Central and State Governments, creation of infrastructure including
laying of artificial turfs for hockey, football and athletics, and construction of multipurpose hall. Under the Scheme, State Governments, local civic bodies, schools, colleges,
universities and sports control boards are eligible for assistance.
Scheme of Assistance to National Sports Federations (NSFs) for conduct of National
Championships at Senior, Junior, Sub-Junior level for men and women, conduct of
international tournaments in India, participation of sportspersons in international sports
competitions, organizing coaching camps, engagement of foreign coaches, and
procurement of sports equipments.
National Sports Development Fund (NSDF) for various activities including giving assistance
to elite athletes, who are medal prospects for their customized and tailor-made training
and competition exposure.
Scheme of Human Resource Development in Sports focusses on developing human
resources in sports sciences and sports medicine for the overall development of sports and
games in the country. The scheme also provides assistance to coaches and referees /
judges to upgrade knowledge / accreditation level and assistance for participation in and
conduct of seminars in India, etc.
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VI. Scheme of Special Cash Awards for Winners of medals in international sports events and
their coaches.
VII. Scheme of Pension to Meritorious Sportspersons after they retire from active sports career
with the objective of providing them financial security and incentivizing sporting
achievements.
VIII. Scheme of National Sports Awards, viz, Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna, Arjuna Awards,
Dronacharya Awards, Dhyanchand Awards for honouring them for their achievements and
contributions as sportspersons and coaches.
IX. National Welfare Fund for Sportspersons for providing lump sum financial assistance to
sportspersons now living in indigent conditions for their medical treatment etc.
X. Scheme of Sports & Games for Persons with Disabilities for broad-basing of sports among
differently-abled sportspersons by way of conduct of training for community coaches,
conduct of sports competitions and providing assistance to schools/institutes having
differently-abled sportspersons on their rolls for procurement of sports equipments and
engagement of coaches on contract basis.
Details of the schemes of Sports Authority of India (SAI) for development of sports in
the country are as under:
I. National Sports Talent Contest (NSTC): The main objective of the scheme is to identify
gifted and talented sportspersons among school children in the age group of 8-14 years.
II. Army Boys Sports Companies (ABSC) is implemented in collaboration with the Army.
Children in the age group of 8-16 years are imparted scientific training to achieve
excellence at national and international levels. The scheme also provides job
opportunities in the Indian Army. Similar arrangements are proposed to be made in
Central Para-military forces.
III. Special Area Games (SAG): This Scheme follows an area-specific approach to scout and
nurture talent for modern competitive games and sports from tribal, rural, coastal and hilly
areas of the country. The main objective of the scheme is to train talented and
meritorious sportspersons in the age group of 12-18 years.
IV. SAI Training Centres (STC): Under this scheme, talented youth in the age group of 1218 years are given the option to join the scheme on residential or non-residential basis.
V. Centres of Excellence (COE): The main objective of this scheme is to identify and train
outstanding sportspersons who are medal prospects for the country in international
competitions.
In a written reply in the Rajya Sabha today Shri Sonowal said, allocation of funds to
various National Sports Federations towards participation of sportspersons and teams in
international sports events, conduct of international tournaments in India, conduct of
National Championship, organizing of National Coaching Camps is done in acordance with
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the Annual Calender of Training and Competition (ACTCs) finalized in consultation with
NSFs. Details of grants released to National Sports Federations, sports discipline-wise
during last one year are given in Annexure. For other schemes of the Department of
Sports, Sports discipline-wise expenditure is not maintained.
Reference:
www.sportindia.com
www.sportsauthorityindia.com
www.govtms.in
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ABSTRACT
Sport can be used as a tool to reach personal and community goals. Sport and physical
education have an educational impact. Physical activity is vital to the holistic development
of young people, fostering their physical, social and emotional health.
INTRODUCTION
Role of Performance Sport in Child & Youth Development
Sport is physical as are the young – as a child/youth’s body develops they are intensely
engaged in this process, and they need to be physically active in order to develop properly
and fully.
Health is the absence of illness, fitness on the other hand, is the presence of physical
capability, and the fitter youth are the more capable they are. Both general physical and
sport specific fitness are essential to proper development: children and youth need to
develop their stamina (aerobic capacity), their suppleness and flexibility, their agility,
timing and coordination of gross and fine motor skills, and their speed and their strength.
Participation in multiple sports and cross training is essential to their full physical
development.
WHAT ARE SPORTS AND DEVELOPMENT






Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of children and
youth and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport contribute to the
holistic development of young people. Through participation in sport and physical
education, young people learn about the importance of key values such as:
Honesty
Teamwork
Fair play
Respect for themselves and others
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Adherence to rules
It also provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition and how
to cope with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact of
physical education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in addition to
physical
skills
and
abilities.
In terms of physical and health aspects of child and youth development, there is an
overwhelming amount of evidence that focuses on the (mostly positive) effects of sport
and exercise on physical health, growth and development.
Long-term involvement in physical activity:
Physical education and sport also build health activity habits that encourage life-long
participation in physical activity. This extends the impact of physical education beyond the
schoolyard and highlights the potential impact of physical education on public health.
To achieve broader goals in education and development, sports programmes must focus
on the development of the individual and not only on the development of technical sports
skills.
While the physical benefits of participation in sport are well known and supported by large
volumes of empirical evidence, sport and physical activity can also have positive benefits
on education.
Sport as a 'hook':
Sport is an attractive activity for young people, and is often used as a draw card to recruit
children and young people to health and education programmes. Sport and development
projects that focus on educational outcomes use sport as a means to deliver educational
messages to participants, and spectators in some cases. Additionally, some programmes
aim to promote and develop other aspects of education such as school attendance and
leadership. Sport does not inherently provide positive educational outcomes. Much of the
literature emphasises the crucial role of physical education teachers and other providers of
physical activity and sport as determinants of educational experiences. The United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), for example, are using sport and play
programmes to encourage young people, particularly girls and young women, to attend
school within refugee camps across the world. In addition, UNICEF has a strong focus on
using sport to campaign for girls’ education, promoting education through events and
awareness campaigns.
Learning performance:
Sport-based programmes have been shown to improve the learning performance of
children and young people, encouraging school attendance and a desire to succeed
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academically. Whilst a majority of research into the health and development impacts of
sport has been conducted in developed countries, there are studies that support this
relationship
in
developing
countries.
For example, a study on sports involvement among children and young people in Namibia
has shown that those who participated in sport and physical activity were more likely to
pass the Grade 10 examinations. There is further research that suggests this relationship
continues in tertiary education.
BENEFITS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
It is no secret that physical activity is necessary to a person's well-being. Because children
are continuously developing physically and emotionally, they are especially affected by the
benefits of activity – and inversely, the negative effects of inactivity. Educators can control
the amount of exercise a child gets at home no more than they can control his eating
habits or his family situation, and according to numerous studies, many children are
neither active at home nor at school. Consequently, it is vital that schools provide physical
education programs to ensure that each child stays active.
Physical Health:
Physical education programs in schools directly benefit students' physical health. Getting
the recommended amount of exercise combats obesity, which subsequently reduces the
risk for diabetes, heart disease, asthma, sleep disorders and other illnesses. Regular
exercise also contributes to cardiovascular health and promotes muscle and bone
development. According to the National Association for Sport and Physical Education,
school PE programs should require both fitness and cognitive assessments. In addition to
participating in physical activity, students in PE learn the fundamentals of a healthful
lifestyle, the building blocks upon which they can develop into healthy, knowledgeable
adults.
Academic Performance:
Though a lack of attention on PE is often justified as an opportunity to spend more time in
the classroom, studies show that physical activity contributes to improved academic
performance. Regular activity during the school day is strongly associated with higher
concentration levels as well as more directed, composed behavior. A statewide policy in
North Carolina required that children from kindergarten to eighth grade participate in 30
minutes of physical activity each day. A survey of school representatives from 106 of the
state's school districts reported that the most recognizable benefit of the mandate was
"improved academic focus."
Social Assimilation:
Activities in PE help children develop healthful social interactions. From a young age,
children learn cooperation through group activities and form a positive sense of identity as
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part of a team. Such group activities are continually important as children grow older. The
International Platform on Sport and Development states that "sport has been used as a
practical tool to engage young people in their communities through volunteering, resulting
in higher levels of leadership, community engagement and altruism among young people."
Sportanddev.org also notes that positive character development through group physical
activities depends on the program curriculum.
Mental Health:
The benefits of PE to a child's mental health are both complex and comprehensive.
Improved physical health, academics and social interactions all contribute to good mental
health. Physical activity sets the stage for a good night's sleep, while obesity, caused in
part by inactivity, is linked to sleep apnea. Sleep deprivation negatively affects the body's
immune function, aids in memory consolidation and may cause irritability and impatience.
Regular physical activity, in addition to adequate sleep, provide more energy to participate
in hobbies and interact with others.
DISCUSSION
Motivations and barriers to participation
Fun, enjoyment and social support for aspects of identity were reported more often as
predictors of participation and non-participation than perceived health benefits. For young
children and teenage girls in particular, pressure to conform to social stereotypes is a key
motivator. Along with older groups, children see enjoyment and social interaction with
peers as reasons to be physically active. Although girls report a willingness to be active,
this must be on their own terms in a safe non-threatening environment.
A clear opposition can be seen between girls wanting to be physically active and at the
same time feminine and the strong macho culture of school and extracurricular sport. One
area where the evidence base is strong is the negative impact which school PE classes have
on participation of young girls. Changing PE uniforms, providing single sex classes and
offering alternate, non-competitive forms of PE are easy, realistic ways in which PE could
be changed and which the research suggests would improve long-term participation.
Additionally, teachers need to take a more active role in ensuring that students are
involved and enjoying PE classes. There appears to be some change in this area. The Youth
Sports Trust/Nike Girls Project ‘Girls in Sport’ program involved 64 schools across England
with the intention of creating ‘girl-friendly’ forms of PE and with changing school practices
and community attitudes. Preliminary results show changes in the style of teaching in PE,
‘girl-friendly’ changing rooms, positive role models for girls in sport, extended and new
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types of activities, relaxed emphasis on PE kit and an emphasis on rewarding effort as well
as achievement.
CONCLUSION
This review has identified qualitative studies of the reasons for and barriers to
participation in sport and physical activity. Participation is motivated by enjoyment and the
development and maintenance of social support networks. Barriers to participation
include transitions at key stages of the life course and having to reorient individual
identities during these times. The theoretical and evidence base informing policy and
health promotion is limited and more work needs to be done in this area.
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Abstract:In this research paper the Researcher focus on recent development of Human
Resource Management practices in higher education in India. This will enable to find out
scope for improvement of HRD policies of higher educational institutions. This will help in
improving the Human resource policies provided by these institutions to their employees.
Thus, this study is significant for improvement and betterment of Human resource policies
in educational institutions in India.
Introduction:Educational institutions are essentially service providers but they are also work
places for their employees. So, educational institutions cannot remain unaffected by the
changes taking place world over. Education is today looked on as a business world over,
including India and the competition is getting stiff. In this competitive scenario,
management of human resources in universities is just as challenging as it is in any other
organization. The human resource management strategies of an organization influence the
way in which its employees work as well as how the organization itself works. Higher
Education Institutions undergo fundamental changes due to globalization, growing
competition for funding and staff as well as increasing institutional autonomy. These
changes are linked to new responsibilities requiring greater managerial and leadership
competences. Despite the high expenditures of higher education institutions on their staff
a systematic application of strategic planning, managing and developing of human
resources is only poorly established.
HRM activities strive towards activities that advance staff member’s competencies
so they have the skills to assume tasks aligned with the strategic direction of the
university. If the strategic direction is not clear or HRM activities are not in alignment with
the strategy, HRM activities become inefficient and useless, even if they are excellent.
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Therefore, it is crucial to understand the role of higher education and the current flow of
their change to figure out what role career development should play in educational
institutions.
Educational institutions are by their very nature institutions for HRM since they
teach students and scientific employees, and lectures in each discipline can be related to
individual skills. This strongly implies that all the contents in HEIs can be related to
individual skills and HRM. Moreover, in the changing world of work, the distinction
between academic and vocational/practical work becomes blurred.
Table1: Information pertaining to availability of separate human resource management
department or committee at institution
Availability of Separate HRM department or
Frequency
Percent
committee
Yes
79
53.3
No
70
46.7
Total
150
100
Chi Square Value
0.007
Degrees of Freedom (df)
1
Significance
0.932 (NS)
Table 1 illustrates information pertaining to view of employees working at colleges
regarding availability of separate human resource management department or committee
at institution. It is evident from the information that according to 53.3% employees
separate human resource management department or committee is available at the
institution, followed by separate human resource management department or committee
not available at the institution (46.7%). The chi square statistics shows that at df 1 and
significant level 0.932 the chi square value is 0.007, which means that there is no
significant difference in awareness of employees working at colleges regarding availability
of separate human resource management department or committee at institution,
separate human resource management department or committee is available at most of
the institution.
Table 2: Opinion of employees regarding satisfaction with HRM Department or Committee
and its work procedure
Satisfaction with HRM Department or Committee

Frequency

Percent

Yes
No
Total

114
36
150

76.0
24.0
100.0
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Chi Square Value
78.125
Degrees of Freedom (df)
1
Significance
0.000
Table 2 illustrates opinion of employees regarding satisfaction with HRM
Department or Committee and its work procedure. It is evident from the information that
76.0% employees are satisfied with the HRM Department or Committee and its work
procedure. Furthermore, 24.0% employees are not satisfied with the HRM Department or
Committee and its work procedure. The chi square statistics shows that at df 1 and
significant level 0.000 the chi square value is 78.125, which means that there is significant
difference in satisfaction of the employees with the HRM Department or Committee and
its work procedure, high percentage of teaching staff are satisfied with the HRM
Department or Committee and its work procedure.
Table 3: Opinion of employees regarding adverse effect on role of the work due to human
relation and management
Human Relations and Management affect
Frequency
Percent
adversely by the role of the work
Yes
85
56.7
No
65
43.3
Total
150
100.0
Chi Square Value
3.226
Degrees of Freedom (df)
1
Significance
0.072 (NS)
Table 3 illustrates opinion of employees regarding adverse effect on role of the
work due to human relation and management. It is evident from the information that
according to 56.7% employee’s human relation and management adversely affects the role
of the work. Furthermore, 43.3% teaching said that human relation and management do
not affects the role of the work. The chi square statistics shows that at df 1 and significant
level 0.000 the chi square value is 3.226, which means that there is no significant
difference in effect on role of the work due to human relation and management, high
percentage of employees felt adverse effect on role of the work due to human relation and
management.
Conclusion:Separate human resource management department or committee is available at most
of the institution. Employees feels that training helps to increase the motivation level of
employees. Employees feels that training enables employees more productive. Employees
feels that management gives importance to strategic training. Employees feels that
training and development practices support educational goals of the organization.
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Employees feels that training practices help the organization reduce the costs of human
resource. They feel that management use new technologies for training. They feel that
management introduce developmental methods for training the employees. Human
resource practices help them in improving their carrier. Training course include the special
challenges faced by managers and or officers.
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Introduction
The popularity of youth sports continues to rise, with an estimated 45 million child
and adolescent participants in the US. Seventy-five percent of US families with school-aged
children have at least one child who participates in organized sports. Unfortunately, the
framework which provides guidelines, rules, and regulations for youth sports has been
established with very little scientific evidence. Even basic commonsense parameters for
sports safety are not implemented or followed. Vague descriptions of age of participants,
hours and structure of practice, and rules for competition vary between sports. Less than
20 percent of the 2–4 million “little league” coaches and less than 8% of high school
coaches have received formal training. Each year approximately 35% of young athletes quit
participation in sport, and whether an athlete returns to participation at a later date is
unknown. Sports attrition rates are the highest during the transitional years of
adolescence, when outside influences have the most impact. By the time children are 15
years of age, 70%–80% are no longer engaged in sport. According to physical,
psychological, and cognitive development, a child should be at least 6 years of age before
participating in organized team sport, such as soccer and baseball. Further, an accurate
assessment of each child’s individual sports readiness should be performed to assist in
determining if a child is prepared to enroll and at which level of competition the child can
successfully participate.
Fundamentals of youth sports
• Fun
○ Decreases injury
○ Increases enthusiasm/eagerness
○ Prolongs involvement
• Focus
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○ Exercise
○ Friendship
○ Sportsmanship
○ Skill development
• Fuel the basics
○ Keep it simple
○ Athlete-directed goals/motivation
○ Reward the eﬀort rather than the outcome
This paper examines the positive and negative aspects of youth sports in the US.
Controversial topics, such as early specialization, identification of elite players, influence of
trained and untrained coaches, increasing injury rates, and moral issues of character and
sportsmanship are discussed. It is clearly apparent upon investigation of the strengths and
weaknesses of youth sports that resolutions promoting a better, safer, and healthier
future for all US children lies in partnership of involved adults, from parents, who lay the
foundation of moral principles, to politicians, who support legislation and funding for
positive sports initiatives.
Positive impact
The perceived and objective benefits of participation in sports for children and
adolescents are numerous and span multiple domains, including physical, physiological,
and social development. First and foremost, participation in sports fosters vigorous
physical activity and energy expenditure. In 1999, the Centers for Disease Control reported
that only 50% of youth engaged in regular exercise, illustrating the need for school and
community organizations to promote and facilitate physical activity. In a more recent study
by Troiano et al, only 42% of elementary school children undertook the recomm and only
8% of adolescents met this goal ended daily amount of physical activity, In addition to
influencing physical health and warding off the negative consequences of obesity, youth
participation in sports can also impact other high-risk health-related behaviours for boys
and girls. Promoting exercise in young females is crucial because the majority of girls do
not undertake the recommended level of daily physical activity. Positive health benefits for
physically active young girls include a reduced risk for developing breast cancer,
osteoporosis, heart disease, and obesity in the future. Further, rates of teenage pregnancy,
unprotected sexual intercourse, smoking, drug use, and suicide decrease with increasing
physical activity and participation in sports. Girls who participate in sports are less likely to
be depressed, more likely to reach higher academic goals, and more likely to demonstrate
improved self-confidence and body image.
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Psychological outcomes for community-based programs are successful if physical
activity is combined with positive social constructs. When youth sports coaches were
instructed in coach effectiveness training, an enhanced sporting experience was reported
by most athletes. These coaches improved player satisfaction, motivation, self-esteem,
compliance, and attrition rates through positive reinforcement and teaching.
Negative impact
There is an inherent risk of injury for athletes of all ages when participating in sport. During
periods of increased growth velocity and closure of the growth plates in adolescence,
young athletes are vulnerable to a variety of traumatic and overuse injuries. With
increased youth participation in sports, an increase in sports-related injuries has been
observed, with 2.6 million emergency room visits each year for those aged 5–24 years. Due
to the rapid expansion of bones while growing and slowly elongating muscles, tension
develops across the growth plates, the apophyses, and the joints. This increase in tensile
forces can place the aforementioned structures at risk of injury. Depending on the stage of
physical growth, children and adolescents often injure anatomic structures that are
different from those injured in adults. Children’s bones are weaker than their ligaments
and tendons, therefore they are at an increased risk for fractures throughout the bone and
growth plate.
As participation in youth sports continues to rise, a direct impact on injury rates,
medical costs, family burden, and time away from sport is observed. Accurate and
comprehensive data on sporting injuries in the young athlete have been difficult to obtain
because of inconsistent definitions of sports injury, under-reporting of injuries by parents
and athletes, and lack of professional oversight in record-keeping. In addition to the
physical consequences of injury, the psychosocial disturbances of mood swings,
depression, and disconnection from the peer group are problematic and often require
professional management. The National Center for Sports Safety reports that 3.5 million
children aged 14 years and younger receive medical care for sports-related injuries each
year, and of all the sports-related injuries that are cared for in the emergency room, two
thirds involve injuries to children. It is estimated that two billion dollars are spent in the US
health care system each year on the management of sports injuries.
Impact of youth sports
Positive
• Physical

Negative
• Physical

○ Increased physical ac vity

○ Injuries

○ Enhanced ﬁtness

○ Untrained coaches

○ Lifelong physical, emo onal, and

○ Inconsistent safety precau ons
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Positive

Negative

health benefits
○ Decreased risk of obesity

○ Lack of sports science inﬂuencing policy
and practices

Conclusion
Sports and recreation should be a fundamental part of children’s lives, despite
troubling signs in the youth sports culture. Sport provides a medium for physical activity,
developing friendships, and learning developmental skills across all domains. In the current
environment of childhood obesity, fostering activity is vital to children’s health and wellbeing. The multiple health benefits for children of all ages who participate in vigorous
physical activity are well documented. Organized youth sports, when focused on
fundamentals, facilitate physical activity while providing enjoyment for the young athlete.
Fostering a positive youth sports experience is the accumulation of multiple factors, ie,
matching the child’s readiness with the demands of the sport, positive behavior from
coaches and parents, realistic goal setting, and appropriate methods in place for injury
reduction and management.
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ABSTRACT
Activity involving in physical activity, it keeps you fit physical, mentally, builds your
confidence levels and develops all-round personality. It is wrong to believe that sports are
a waste of time. Physical activity is an essential element in shaping human personality in
maintaining sound body and mind in facilitating peace and brotherhood is a muchaccepted argument. Despite the broad acceptance of the utility of sports, little is
translated into actual promotion and participation in sports by general public. Sports have
a positive spin off on the vibrancy of a nation. It is a powerful media to educate the youth
on the right lines in channelling their potentialities. It provides a platform for nurturing a
spirit of national integration, crossing boundaries of language, tradition and region of the
country. The participation in sports and physical education activities for good health a high
degree of physical fitness increases an individual’s productivity. It promotes social
harmony and discipline. So, for all these aspects, the role of sports and physical education
is a nation building in these competitive eras.
Keywords: Physical, mental, social growth, sports, physical education
Introduction:
It is critical that engagement or interest in any sport or physical activity be
inculcated from an early age to develop respect and understanding for lifelong
engagement in professional or recreational activities. Hence, schools and especially
teachers play an important role. These articles intend to raise the awareness levels of
school teachers to be able to engage every child in play and make play matter for them.
The Power of Play makes a compelling case for further participation in Sport for all
age groups and abilities in India. Entire community efforts are required for successful sport
for development programmes. Success will stand or fall on the combined effort of the
individual, community participation, government, private sector, non-profit organizations,
media and sometimes international agencies.
1. Sport for Educational Development
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Sport and physical education have an educational impact. Physical activity is vital to
the holistic development of young people, fostering their physical, social and emotional
health. The benefits of sport reach beyond the impact on physical well-being and the value
of the educational benefits of sport should not be under-estimated.
Changes can be seen in (i) motor skills development and performance and (ii)
educational potential. This shows the positive relationship between being involved in
physical activities and psychosocial development. Sport provides a forum for young people
to learn how to deal with competition and how to cope with both winning and losing.
These learning aspects highlight the impact of physical education and sport on a child’s
social and moral development in addition to physical skills and abilities. Sport and physical
education is fundamental to the early development of children and youth and the skills
learned during play. Through participation in sport and physical education, young people
learn about the importance of key values such as:
– Honesty
– Teamwork
– Fair play
– Respect for themselves and others
– Adherence to rules
2. Sport for Personal and Life Skills Development
Just as philosophy and the arts help develop the intellectual, spiritual and
emotional aspects of ourselves, sports help us develop the physical. We need balance of
mind, body and spirit to feel and function at our best. The benefit of sports extends much
beyond the physical aspects. It builds character, teaches strategic thinking, analytical
thinking, leadership skills, goal setting and risk taking to name a few. And those are just the
non-physical aspects. Participating in sports/physical activity develops the five components
of fitness, which are: strength, speed, skill, stamina and flexibility. When we are under
stress from personal problems, work pressures and anxiety, apart from the fitness
benefits, exercise through playing sports helps release pressure and tension in a healthy
and controlled way. Benefits of engaging in sports or physical activity:
1.
Sports are fun
2. Heighten sense of overall well being
3. Improve sleep patterns and levels of anxiety
4. Clear the mind
5. Develop motor skills and mind/body connection
6. Stave off depression
7. Reduce risk of many diseases
3. Sport for Professional Development
Sport management is an industrious field concerning the business aspects of sports
and recreation. It provides an opportunity to gain financial and marketing knowledge as
well as business management skills. Specifically, you will be able to perform research
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analysis and explore international business and marketing strategies. You might also gain
expertise in sports event planning and brand building.
4. Sport for Health Development
World Health Organization (WHO) World Health Report indicated that mortality,
morbidity and disability are attributed to major non-communicable diseases and
accounted for over 60% of all deaths; and unhealthy diet and physical inactivity were
among the leading causes of these diseases. Sport and physical activity are crucial for lifelong healthy living. Sport and play improve health and well-being, extend life expectancy
and reduce the likelihood of several non-communicable diseases including heart disease.
Regular physical activity and play are essential for physical, mental, psychological
and social development. Good habits start early. The important role of physical education
is demonstrated by the fact that children who exercise are more likely to stay physically
active as adults. Sport also plays a major and positive role in one’s emotional health, and
allows building valuable social connections.
Conclusion
Sports and physical education activities for good health a high degree of physical
fitness increases an individual’s productivity. It promotes social harmony and discipline. It
is the need of every citizen irrespective of age and sex to participate in and enjoy games,
sports and recreational activities. It is the duty of central and state governments,
therefore, to accord to sports and physical education a very high priority in the process of
all round development. They should promote and develop not only traditional and modern
games and sports, but also yoga by providing the necessary facilities and infrastructure on
a large scale and by inculcating sports consciousness among the masses. By regularly
participating in sports and physical education activities the nation is made healthy, fit and
strong. A fit nation is an asset and weak nation a liability.
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ABSTRACT
Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to unite in a way that
little else does. It speaks to youth in a language they can understand. Sport can create hope
where once there was only despair. It is more powerful than governments in breaking down
racial barriers. It laughs in the face of all types of discrimination. It is often said that sport
has an inherent ability to bring people together, in particular the youth, and yet until
recently, the tremendous potential of sport for development to achieve youth development
objectives has been little utilized. By its very nature, sport encourages participation bridging
national, ethnic, social and religious divides. It is precisely for this reason that sport, when
used as a tool for development, can serve as an impetus for social transformation and
change.
INTRODUCTION:
Sport for development aspires to achieve social impact by using sport, play and
physical activity. Alongside its importance in the field of education, sport can also serve as a
tool in areas of health promotion, HIV prevention, gender equality, violence prevention,
conflict resolution, good governance, inclusion, and environment all of which are prime
issues concerning young people today. Sport for development and peace initiatives are an
efficient and cost-effective tool. Young people are the innovators, creators, builders, and
leaders of the future. But they can transform the future only if they have the necessary
skills, health, decision-making opportunities, and real choices about their lives.
Sport and Health
In India, non-communicable diseases (NCDs) like obesity, diabetes, stroke, chronic
lung diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer, which are attributable to lifestyle
disorders, have become an increasingly serious problem among the urban middle-class
population, including young people. According to recent WHO estimates, NCDs are
responsible for almost 60% of total deaths in India. Holistic sports education program
partnering schools and neighbourhood communities has showed how being physically
active on a regular basis significantly lowers the risk of NCDs. By equipping school and
community leaders and educators with the tools to create an active learning environment,
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such programs improve the health of children, adolescents, and adults and promote lifelong
wellness. Using a traditional education program that is lecture-based and taught by
teachers or health educators, the use of games that teach lessons and athletes as
messengers allows young people to share their feelings and beliefs, increase knowledge,
and develop healthy attitudes and behaviours.
More importantly, The Grass root Project is one of the first organizations in D.C. to
be designed, initiated, and managed completely by student athletes, thereby engaging
them in the decision-making process, providing leadership opportunities through various
youth positions within the organization. In many ways, The Grassroots Project
demonstrates how a combination of innovative research and on-the-ground engagement of
young people really can changes the way communities understand an issue.





Sport in Education
The benefits of sport reach beyond the impact of physical well being; the value of
educational benefits of sport should not be underestimated. Sports-based youth programs
that concentrate on delivering high quality physical education right from an early age have
shown the positive relationship between being involved in physical activity and psychosocial development by:
Boosting academic performance
Increasing concentration and focus, and
Improving classroom attendance and behaviour
Furthermore a Illinois underscores the importance of physical activity for children’s
brain development especially in terms of the particular thinking skills that most affect
academic performance.
Sport in Peace Building and Conflict Resolution
Several organizations the world over, such as Generations for Peace, Peace and
Sport and Peace Players International, have successfully used sport as a vehicle for conflict
resolution efforts at both the grassroots and nation state levels. SDP programs focused on
peace building and conflict resolution create an environment in which people can come
together to work towards the same goal: show respect for others and share space and
equipment. Under a corporate social responsibility (CSR) project and in partnership with the
Sports Authority of Gujarat (SAG) in India, I have seen from close quarters the successful
use of sport and its values to tap the potential of young people from the marginalized
communities of riot-affected Godhra in the state of Gujarat, India. The center, which
started off as a community football club, today boasts several young talented players who
have represented Gujarat at various levels of competition.
CONCLUSION:
Sports for development programs not only create an awareness of the vulnerability
experienced by young people, but also have an empowerment effect. They develop skills
and knowledge necessary for young people to have more control of their lives and to
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function as responsible members of their communities. It is my firm belief that a thoroughly
planned, carefully implemented, and rigorously evaluated SDP program cantered on
national, regional, or local development and peace priorities is a powerful answer to the
various issues which concern youth development.
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Abstract
Digital Technology has provided faster access to information and it is also challenging the
libraries to rethink and remodel their services by adopting the technological changes.
Today mobile phones are becoming an integral part of everyday life and are changing the
way one connects and interacts with the world. In this changing scenario, Mobile
Technology will be of great help to libraries towards strengthening their relationship and
providing enhanced user oriented services to existing users. The paper discusses on the
need, advantages, drawbacks, barriers and solutions for propitious implementation of the
mobile technology in libraries.
KEYWORDS - Mobile Technology, SMS notification services, Mobile Communication,
Mobile services.
1 INTRODUCTION Mobile technology has made communication and information access
very convenient and timely to users from the comfort of their own homes and offices, and
from wherever they are while on the move with their cellular phone units or PDAs
(personal digital assistants) Invention of mobile phones is a vital achievement of
technological developments. The traditional library services are now moving to mobile
library information services. Mobile technologies have made communication and
information access very convenient and timely to users. The adoption of mobile
technology alters the traditional relationships between libraries and their users and
introduces novel challenges to reader privacy. There is the shift from‟d-learning' (distance
learning) to 'e-learning' and now from 'e-learning' to 'm-learning' will be the next big wave,
which will reform education in India. Indians are very dynamic because 946 Million peoples
are connected Mobile connections and 100 million activated mobile through social
accounts. Mobile phones are more frequent and are increasingly starting to look like
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computers and a number of different phones are include messaging platform (Davis,
2012).
2. PRESENT SCENARIO OF MOBILE COMMUNICATION - Today access information is has
become vital. Now a day mobile phone is a part of human body without it life may not be
survive. Mobile technology is playing very significant role in user‟s information seeking
behaviour in such a way teaching, learning and research works as per users need. It is
model of nanotechnology. Now 371mm of people use Mobile use for various purposes.
Child to old man and rural to urban everybody used mobile technology access .To library
resources is not a new concept; in fact, the first project designed to deliver handheld
mobile access to library patrons began eighteen years ago, in 1993, the time of mainframe
computers and Gopher. . Now the android mobile users are gathered their information,
stored, organized, accessed, retrieved and consumed. Smart Phones cell phones, iphones,
and tablets are now commonly among the first places people turn when seeking
information. Mobile must play a key role in enabling Digital India, In India, talk about
Digital India and Smart Cities is quite the rage. With access to applications which reside on
the cloud, almost every mobile device with internet access today has access to a huge
amount of computing power. Mobile phones have revolutionized the daily lives of ordinary
people. There are wide range of mobile computing platforms in the market from smart
phones to multimedia phones with different types, styles, models, and with many inbuilt
features and capabilities like cameras, touch screens, bar code scanning, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
instant messaging, GIS/GPS, RFID, operating systems, varying additional storage space, etc.
3. LIBRARY SERVICES THAT CAN BE PROVIDED TO PATRONS VIA MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
ARE :
3.1 SMS notification services: Libraries may provide the alerts on latest news, events and
notices via SMS and MMS to users wherever they might be go. The users can get notified
instantly with notice alerts such as- alerts on bringing new books to the notice of users for
suggestion, intimation of arrival of indented documents by users, informing availability of
reserved documents for collection, appraising about overdue books, outstanding fines,
reminders to return library items, renew books, library circulars, e-journals subscribed,
change in timings, information about important events, loan request etc. SMS messages
can be sent to group of users simultaneously through many free applications, and
intermediary websites/clients.
3.2 Formal Education: Distance Learning and E-learning Students are very versatile in using
their mobile phones and various mobile applications. Academic libraries can harness the
advantage to lead implementation of library services through mobile devices to support
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distance learning, formal education, and research activities in e-learning environment by
making the information resources ubiquitous.
3.3 Database Browsing : Libraries provide access to a variety of its resources and
databases. The users can just enter search terms and see results that are designed
specifically for mobile viewing. This service International Journal of Digital Library Services
includes OPAC (online public access catalogue), integrated search, and original document
search. OCLC’s WorldCat.
3.4 My library : My library is a personal library space where users can find information and
resources of their choosing. Users can read alerts, check records, renew resources, request
items, track interlibrary loans and document delivery requests, set up email notices of new
books and journal articles, set up preferences for catalogue searching, etc.
3.5 E-resources with Mobile Interfaces: Some publishers are already delivering e-books
(both text and audio) that are accessible via mobile phones. It offers access to a variety of
databases and digital resources such as e-Books, e-Journals, Web databases, dissertations,
audio books, streaming music, films, images and article databases which can be used on
mobile. These collections can either be downloaded from the library websites on user's
own mobile devices or libraries lend mobile devices with the collections already on them..
Most of the e-book publishers provide 24x7 access to the library subscriptions from any
internet terminal within the campus, as well on mobile devices, such as iPads, Android
devices, and Kindle.
3.6 Library guide : Libraries can give users the best of library guide information such as
library use guide, question answering service, and library statistics delivering rich content
in a way that works best for users. If users have questions and want to contact the
librarian for help, they can get a fast response from the library via the mobile device and
find the appropriate information needed.
3.7 Mobile document supply : The mobile environment and technology present new
opportunities for sending document requests and scanned images and monitoring the use
of collections as well as the automation of administrative operations. It can support
electronic funds transfer, supply chain management, e-marketing, online marketing, online
transaction processing, electronic data interchange, and automated inventory
management systems.
3.8 Text reference service : If the library receives a high volume of enquiries that require
brief responses, such as dictionary definitions, facts or service information then Librarians
can provide instant answers, and links to articles/references in real time.
3.9 Library Virtual/ Audio Tours Library :
Library users, who don’t have time or inclination to attend an on-site workshop, can get
access to library tours on their mobile devices. Audio/ virtual library tours can be produced
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fairly quickly, inexpensively, and could reduce the amount of staff time spent helping new
users to orient themselves in the library and explaining the facilities available. It can easily
be provided both as downloads from the library website and on mobile devices.
3.10 QR code stands for ‘quick response’, Data can be translated into a QR code by any QR
generator, many of which are available as free download. Users simply enter the data to
be translated, and the generator produces the code, which can then be displayed
electronically or in printed format. Decoding the information can be done with any mobile
camera phone that has a QR reader, which is freely available online for most devices.
4. PREREQUISITES FOR IMPLEMENTING MOBILEBASED LIBRARY SERVICES.
It is necessary to have a carefully planned requirement study to know the practical
situation like, the kind of services to be provided on mobile devices and type of devices to
be used. Library need to acquire the required hardware and software after market survey.
Library must provide physical and virtual environment for using mobile devices and
accessories. One needs to ensure that the customers having mobile phones of different
network operators are in a position to avail the services. It is a prerequisite to optimise
library OPAC, website, and databases for mobile devices and introduce new services
wherever possible. Security and authentication is a matter of concern in mobile services
particularly due to availability of web contents on a 24x7 basis to prevent damage or loss
to the data. Knowledge of hardware and software of mobile devices, Create/tailor mobileoptimised content including interactive and participative library home pages, OPAC, virtual
tours, and databases Familiarity with internet/intranet services like using e-mail, SMS and
spam preventing, etc.
5.A list of possible mobile service is listed below:
1. Mobile library site 2. Mobile On-line Public Access Catalogue (MOPAC)
3. Circulation services 4. Reference Enquiry services.
5. Current Awareness Service and Selective Dissemination of Information Service (CAS &
SDI) 6. E-mail and SMS –Service. 7. Distribution of E-Resources through Mobile site. 8.
Library Maps and floor plans. 9. Library News, Events and Blogs. 10. Library Hours and
library tours. 11. Mobile databases. 12. Inter library loan service. 13. List of new Arrivals
.14. Books and Articles search. 15. Mobile apps for library. 16. Library instructional
program through mobile site. 17. Subject guide, path-finders etc. 18. Photo/Video gallery
19. Library Surveys. 20. SMS Services. 21. Feedback / Comments / Suggestions
22. Contacting library staff for hel.p 23. Mobile database - PubMed for Handhelds is a
mobile web portal for the National Library of Medicine.
6. LIMITATIONS / BARRIERS
Although mobile Technology holds great promise for library services, there are some
limitations or barriers in providing library services such as Content ownership and
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licensingusually expensive and resource intensive limited memory of mobile devices
digital rights management, Another pressing concern about mobile technology in the
library is privacy - because of the risk that patron usage information can be used and
exploited by law enforcement official and those who commit identity theft. Some of digital
content can only be accessed on certain devices, and this can have a "chilling effect" on
learning and library service because it locks some people out
Conclusion Mobile technology is the essential tool for today’s life and we can use to
provide library services to users and through mobile user can easily access the e-book. In
future we can use Mobile phone-a-Librarian is part of „Ask A Librarian‟ service that
provide the information for users to get quick help in finding information on library
services and resources in India also. Libraries especially use several tools and techniques to
circulate the information to the user community. At the sometime, libraries should be
advertised. For this purpose, the use of technology is very essential. A library may reach
the remote users effectively by adopting of mobile technology in its services
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Abstract
The squat works out is an elementary activity in the athletic preparation. This is the
remedy for leg fitness and flexibility. In this study, a measurement of muscle activities in a
normal squat posture (NORMAL SQUAT POSTION) and a squat posture with the center of
foot pressure (CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE) intentionally shifted forward as far as possible
forward squat position (FORWARD SQUAT POSTION). Twenty-five healthy men athletes
were selected for double-limb squats, adopting the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION and
FORWARD SQUAT POSTION, with three knee flexion angles (30, 60, and 90 degrees). The
muscle activities of the vastus medialis (VM), semitendinosus (ST), tibialis anterior (TA),
and gastrocnemius muscle lateral head (GL) were measured using surface
electromyography, and activity patterns were analyzed. Compared to that for the NORMAL
SQUAT POSTION, the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE was significantly shifted forward in the
FORWARD SQUAT POSTION by at least 30% of the foot length for all knee flexion angles (p
< 0.05). At all knee flexion angles, VM muscle activity significantly decreased, while GL
muscle activity increased, in the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION compared to that for the
NORMAL SQUAT POSTION (p < 0.05). In addition, ST muscle activity increased significantly
in the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION compared to that for the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION at
knee flexion angles of 30 and 60 degrees (p < 0.05). TA muscle activity significantly
decreased in the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION compared to that for the NORMAL SQUAT
POSTION at only 90 degrees of knee flexion (p < 0.05). These results express that muscle
activity patterns vary significantly according to squat posture. Thus, the active control of
the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE position during the squat can be a new training approach
in targeting specific muscle groups.
Study Plan
This is purely a survey study. A study was carried out to check the effect of changing the
CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE in the squat posture on muscle activity patterns. A
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comparison of target muscle activities in the normal squat posture (NORMAL SQUAT
POSTION) to those in a squat posture designed to move the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE
forward as far as possible (forward-shifted posture: FORWARD SQUAT POSTION) at three
flexion angles of the knee joint (30, 60, and 90 degrees). Subjects carried out a squat
position and flexion angles of the knee joint were controlled by a goniometer. Researcher
set acceptable range of plus/minus 5 degrees. Twenty five men athletes without history of
knee injury, knee pain, or surgery participated in this study (All had squat experience. The
content of the experiment was sufficiently explained to the subjects, and only those who
voluntarily agreed to participate in the experiment were enrolled. All subjects provided
informed consent for the study procedures. Participation was voluntary and in agreement.
No subjects had difficulty to hold the squat position for 5 seconds.
Procedures
The location of the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE was measured using a stabilometer at a
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The participants could visually check the CENTER OF FOOT
PRESSURE during the squats. In the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION condition, the shoulder joint
was abducted as an external rotation and the middle finger was placed on the temple, and
the squat posture was adopted with the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE located just between
feet. In the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION condition, the squat posture was adopted with
palms faced downward and the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE shifted forward as far as
possible. The foot width in the squat posture was 45 cm, between the left and right fifth
metatarsal bone bottoms. The participants were told that the long axis of the femur was
on the long axis of the third metatarsal bone of the foot. In addition, the participants were
directed to look frontward.
Measurement of the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE
The measurement of the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE was performed barefoot, using a
stabilometer. The ratio of the distance from the heel to the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE
and the foot length were then calculated. The center of the subject’s foot length was
adjusted to the center of the stabilometer plate. Waveforms of the CENTER OF FOOT
PRESSURE in the longitudinal direction were extracted from the total CENTER OF FOOT
PRESSURE and a stable average value of the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE per second was
calculated. Electromyography (IEMG), the obtained EMG waveform was full-wave rectified
and integrated. The EMG signals were measured for 5 seconds in a stable posture. The first
and last two seconds of data were discarded, and the one second in the middle were used
in the analyses.
To normalize the muscle activity, EMG at the maximum voluntary isometric contraction
(MVIC) was measured for each muscle according to the manual exercise testing method of
Daniels and Worthingham’s Muscle Testing (Hislop and Montgomery,2007). The signal was
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integrated for one second as well. Only the GL was measured in prone position. The IEMG
at MVIC was measured after sufficient preparatory exercise and muscle activity was
normalized using the IEMG at MVIC of each muscle as 100%.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were at value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. The paired
t-test was used to confirm that the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE was shifted forward in the
FORWARD SQUAT POSTION compared to that in the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION, after
confirming the equal variance and normality of the data. The Wilcoxon signed-rank sum
test was used to evaluate differences in the EMG data between the NORMAL SQUAT
POSTION and FORWARD SQUAT POSTION at each of the evaluated knee joint angles,
because the EMG data were non parametric. Sample size determination was performed
using prior to the data collection (power=0.8). After the data collection, we confirmed the
power for all variables in with group parameters (mean, SD, and correlation). Researcher
performed a post-hoc analysis using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Researcher calculated
determined effect size from the group parameters. Changing the posture from NORMAL
SQUAT POSTION to FORWARD SQUAT POSTION successfully shifted the CENTER OF FOOT
PRESSURE location shows the differences in the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE location
(expressed as the percentage of the distance from the heel (%CENTER OF FOOT
PRESSURE)) between the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION and FORWARD SQUAT POSTION at the
three evaluated knee flexion angles. At a knee flexion angle of 30 degrees the %CENTER OF
FOOT PRESSURE was 41.8 ± 6.0% (mean ± SD) in the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION, but was
increased to 75.5 ± 8.2% when participants switched to the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION,
which confirms that the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE location was shifted forward
significantly. Likewise, when the participants switched from the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION
to the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION at knee flexion angles of 60 and 90 degrees, the
%CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE increased from 46.0 ± 8.3% to 79.9 ± 4.6% and from 44.8 ±
12.1% to 76.4 ± 7.5%, respectively. Thus, changing the posture from the NORMAL SQUAT
POSTION to the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION successfully shifted the CENTER OF FOOT
PRESSURE in every participant at all knee flexion angles.
Muscle activity patterns show the EMG muscle activity in the lower extremities for the
NORMAL SQUAT POSTION and FORWARD SQUAT POSTION. VM muscle activity was
significantly decreased in the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION compared to that in the
NORMAL SQUAT POSTION at knee flexion angles of 30, 60, and 90 degrees. The greatest
reduction in VM activity was found at a knee flexion angle of 60 degrees, decreasing from
52.07 ± 10.05% to 33.24 ± 10.55% when the participants switched from the NORMAL
SQUAT POSTION to the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION. In contrast, ST muscle activity was
significantly increased in the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION compared to that in the NORMAL
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SQUAT POSTION at knee flexion angles of 30 and 60 degrees. The greatest increment in ST
activity was found at a knee flexion angle of 30 degrees, increasing from 9.54 ± 5.45% to
42.45 ± 17.30% when the participants switched from the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION to the
FORWARD SQUAT POSTION. Uniquely, TA activity was significantly decreased in the
FORWARD SQUAT POSTION compared to that in the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION at only a
knee flexion angle of 90 degrees, decreasing from 55.23 ± 33.43% to 16.13 ± 14.14% when
the participants switched from the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION to the FORWARD SQUAT
POSTION. GL activity was increased significantly in the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION
compared to that in the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION at 30, 60, and 90 degrees of knee
flexion. The greatest increment in GL activity was observed at a knee flexion angle of 30
degrees, increasing from 4.34 ± 2.99% to 34.11 ± 10.57% when the participants switched
from the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION to the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION.
In general, shifting to the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION resulted in increased activity in the
ST and GL, which are “posterior muscles”, and decreased activity in the VM.
The influence of CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE position-shifting on muscle activity in a body
weight squat has not been previously reported. Nishiwaki et al. (2006) and Kvist et al.
(2001) reported the influence of shifting the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE in wall-leaning
tasks. However in these tasks, researcher could not examine the effect of active shifting of
the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE on the muscle activity pattern, because of the weights
distribution. The present study is the first to report the impact of shifting the CENTER OF
FOOT PRESSURE location on the muscle activity pattern of the lower limbs in a body
weight squat posture. Researcher found that the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE moved
forward approximately 30% of the foot length when participants shifted from NORMAL
SQUAT POSTION to the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION. Furthermore, researcher clearly
showed that the muscle activities of the ST and the GL were increased, while those of the
GM and the TA were decreased, by shifting the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE forward.
Palmitier et al. (1991) reported that the hamstrings stabilize the knee joint by counteracting the anterior shear forces imparted by the quadriceps during an unloaded squat.
However, it is also known that hamstrings activity is relatively low, compared to that for
other lower limb muscles, in the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION (Aspe and Swinton, 2014;
Contreras et al., 2016; Gullett et al., 2009). For athletes and patients who require
strengthening of the hamstrings and gastrocnemius (for example, for patients in the return
to activity phase after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, Wright et al., 2008),
researcher speculate that the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION with 30 degrees of knee flexion
is desirable. This task is also appropriate for patients with knee anterior pain because of
the protection afforded to the knee extensors (quadriceps). On the other hand, to
strengthen the tibialis anterior muscle (for example, after the tendon rupture surgery,
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Harkin et al., 2017), the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION with 90 degrees of knee flexion is
preferable in the return to activity phase. In the biomechanics of the squat, the CENTER OF
FOOT PRESSURE location may affect muscle activity (Lynn and Noffal, 2012). Because the
muscle activity increased significantly, the ST and the GL can be trained more effectively in
the FORWARD SQUAT POSTION, while the VM and TA can be trained more effectively in
the NORMAL SQUAT POSTION. The knee flexion angle is also critical. The FORWARD
SQUAT POSTION with 30 degrees of knee flexion is desirable for athletes or patients who
need to stabilize an anterior cruciate ligament-deficient knee. For athletic training and
rehabilitation using squat exercises, the active control of the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE
location should be considered, with the optimal location depending on the type of
deficiency.
Conclusion
The present study confirmed that the muscle activities of the lower limbs vary according to
the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE location and knee flexion angle. The forward shift CENTER
OF FOOT PRESSURE resulted in higher loads for “posterior muscles”. In this study,
researcher focused on the muscle activity pattern in the CKC exercise. In various clinical
situations where the CKC exercise should be used, the active control of the squat posture
in terms of the CENTER OF FOOT PRESSURE position can be a new and effective approach
for targeting specific muscle groups in athletic training and rehabilitation.
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Abstract: The main purpose of study was to determine the significant relationship among
selected psychological variables of Inter-collegiate soccer players. For the purpose of the
study 100 (Hundred) male Inter-collegiate level of Soccer players from Inter-collegiate
Competition of different universities of Eastern zone in India were randomly selected as
subject for purpose of this study. The age of the selected subjects was ranging from 18 to
25 years. The psychological variables were restricted to competitive anxiety, stress
vulnerability, sports aggression, depression and will to win. Competitive Anxiety was
assessed by using Sport Competitive Anxiety Questionnaire developed by Renier Martins
and the Score was recorded in number. Stress Vulnerability was assessed by using Stress
Vulnerability Scale Questionnaire developed by Lyle H. Miller and Alma Dell Smith and
Score was recorded in number. Sports Aggression was assessed in number by
administering Sports Aggression Inventory Questionnaire developed by Anand Kumar and
P. S. Shukla and Score was recorded in number. Depression was assessed in number by
using Zung Self- Rating Depression Scale (SDS) Questionnaire and Score was recorded in
number. Will to Win was assessed by employing Will to Win Questionnaire developed by
A. Kumar and P. S. Shukla and the Score was recorded in number. To determine the
significant relationship among selected psychological variables of Inter-collegiate soccer
players the Pearson’s product co-efficient of correlation statistical technique was
employed. Level of significance was set at 0.05. The finding of the study revealed that
Significant positive correlations in between competitive anxiety and stress vulnerability,
competitive anxiety and sports aggression, stress vulnerability and sports aggression,
stress vulnerability and depression, sports aggression and depression of Inter-collegiate
soccer players as well as significant negative correlation in between aggression and will to
win of Inter-collegiate level soccer players. No significant correlations were found in
between competitive anxiety and depression, competitive anxiety and will to win, stress
vulnerability and will to win and depression and will to win of Inter-collegiate level soccer
players.
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Introduction:
The sports Psychologists use Psychological assessment techniques and intervention
strategies in an effort to help individuals to achieve their optimal performance. Emotional
factors like tension, anxiety, stress and motivation play an important part in sports
psychology. The various personality factors affect the performance of athletes. Family and
economic conditions too plays an important part in sports psychology (Suresh Kutty K.,
2004).
Sport psychology professionals are interested in how participation in sport,
exercise and physical activity may enhance personal development and well-being
throughout the life span. Sport psychologists are also involved in assisting coaches in
working with athletes as well as helping improve athletes’ motivation (Robert Burton,
2009).
Just recently have sport psychologists begun to be recognized for the valuable
contributions they make in assisting athletes and their coaches in improving performance
during competitive situations, as well as understanding how physical exercise may
contribute to the psychological well-being of non-athletes (Robert Burton).
The importance of sport psychology in soccer is becoming increasingly well
recognized with many professional clubs epilogists. Sports psychology is sometimes called
mental preparation of training, mind games, or mind over matter, the aim is for the team
to play Soccer at peak performance in every match. Mental training or sport psychology is
no substitute for skills, and it is vital to emphasize the importance of skills, particularly
when coaching young Soccer players. Since the main aim of psychological training is to
attain peak performance (George Beim). Some psychological variables have positive effect
on performance as well as some have negative effect on performance so the research
scholar was interested to take the study stated as “Relationship among Selected
Psychological Variables of Inter-collegiate Soccer Players”.
Significance of the study:
i. The findings of this study would help to know the level of development in psychological
variables at the Inter-collegiate level of soccer players.
ii. The findings of the study would be helpful to the physical education teachers, coaches and
players to know the relationship among selected Psychological Variables.
iii. The result of the study would help to the teachers and coaches for the diagnostic purpose.
Hypothesis:
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There would be significant co-relation among the selected psychological variables
(competitive anxiety, stress vulnerability, aggression, depression and will to win) of intercollegiate soccer players.
Material and Method:
100 (Hundred) male Inter-collegiate level of Soccer players from Inter-collegiate
Competition of different universities of Eastern zone in India were randomly selected as
subject for purpose of this study. The age of the selected subjects was ranging from 18 to
25 years.
The psychological variables were restricted to competitive anxiety, stress
vulnerability, sports aggression, depression and will to win.
Competitive Anxiety was assessed by using Sport Competitive Anxiety
Questionnaire developed by Renier Martins and the Score was recorded in number. Stress
Vulnerability was assessed by using Stress Vulnerability Scale Questionnaire developed by
Lyle H. Miller and Alma Dell Smith and Score was recorded in number. Sports Aggression
was assessed in number by administering Sports Aggression Inventory Questionnaire
developed by Anand Kumar and P. S. Shukla and Score was recorded in number.
Depression was assessed in number by using Zung Self- Rating Depression Scale (SDS)
Questionnaire and Score was recorded in number. Will to Win was assessed by employing
Will to Win Questionnaire developed by A. Kumar and P. S. Shukla and the Score was
recorded in number. The data pertaining to the study were collected by applying the
above-mentioned selected tests and tools.
Results and Discussion:
To determine the significant relationship among selected psychological variables of
Inter-collegiate soccer players the Pearson’s product co-efficient of correlation statistical
technique was employed. Level of significance was set at 0.05 for testing the hypothesis.
The results pertaining to these have been presented in the following table.
Table-1
CORRELATION AMONG SELECTED PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES OF INTER-COLLEGIATE
SOCCER PLAYERS
Coefficient of
Tabulated r
Variables Correlated
Value
Correlation
Competitive Anxiety and Stress Vulnerability
Competitive Anxiety and Sports Aggression
Competitive Anxiety and Depression
Competitive Anxiety and Will to Win
Stress Vulnerability and Sports Aggression

0.3643*
0.4338*
0.1932
-0.0657
0.3447*

0.199
0.199
0.199
0.199
0.199
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Stress Vulnerability and Depression
Stress Vulnerability and Will to Win
Sports Aggression and Depression
Sports Aggression and Will to Win
Depression and Will to Win
*Significant at 0.05 level

0.2174*
0.199
-0.1616
0.199
0.2376*
0.199
-0.2934*
0.199
-0.1029
0.199
Tabulated r0.05 (98) = 0.199

Figure-1 Relationship of Competitive

Figure-3 Relationship of Aggression

Anxiety with Other Psychological Variables

with Depression and Will to Win

Figure-2 Relationship of Stress Vulnerability
with Other Psychological Variables

Figure-4 Relationship of Depression with
Will to Win

Discussion:
Table-1 revealed that there were significant positive correlation in between
competitive anxiety and stress vulnerability, competitive anxiety and aggression, stress
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vulnerability and aggression, stress vulnerability and depression and aggression and
depression of inter-collegiate level soccer players. It may be attributed to the fact that
anxiety, stress vulnerability, aggression and depression are negative feelings which hinder
the performance of players, it is also known fact that anxiety comes from fear of failure,
feelings of inadequacy, loss of control and guilt etc. Hence muscles do not work properly
due to abnormal secretion of epinephrine and Non epinephrine hormones which leads to
increase stress. Due to anxiety and stress players face difficulties to achieve success,
therefore become frustrated leads of aggressive. Because of high level of anxiety, stress,
aggression players become depressed. Therefore anxiety, stress, aggression and
depression are interdependent to each other hence they are interrelated.
Findings of tables-1 also indicated significant negative correlation in between
aggression and will to win of inter-collegiate soccer players, it may be because there are
fewer scopes to render psychological training at the intercollegiate level, and hence
negative relationship is observed in the study.
Conclusions:
i.
Significant positive correlations in between competitive anxiety and stress
vulnerability, competitive anxiety and sports aggression, stress vulnerability and sports
aggression, stress vulnerability and depression, sports aggression and depression of Intercollegiate soccer players.
ii.
There was significant negative correlation in between aggression and will to win of
Inter-collegiate level soccer players.
iii.
No significant correlations were found in between competitive anxiety and
depression, competitive anxiety and will to win, stress vulnerability and will to win and
depression and will to win of Inter-collegiate level soccer players.
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Smt. Sindhutai Jadhao Arts and science Mahavidyalaya
Mehkar Dist. Buldhana
ABSTRACT :The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of physical education and
sports in promoting social values among youth. Physical education and sport play a vital
role in educating the youth regarding the importance of social value in their life. Reviewed
literature investigated that the importance of association in educating both minds and
body. Further, it also encourages the social values among youth that allow them to
develop the social relations with their community. Moreover, the benefits of physical
education and sports can influenceboth academic learning and physical activity of the
youth.
Boosting participation in sport can generate variety of profound and positive
impact on socio-economic and health benefits on individual, community and wider society.
It focused on the forms of sport Programmes and the benefits of sport participation among
youth.
Introduction:In present era, physical education and sports is an essential part of education. It
countributs directly too development of physical competence and fitness. It also helps the
youth to be aware of the worth of leading a physically active lifestyle. The healthy and
physically active youth is more likely to be academically motivated, attentive, and
promising. In other words, we can say that physical education and sports is exclusive to
the school core curriculum. It is the only programme that provides the opportunities to
youth to learn motor skills, progress mental and physical fitness. Physical education is an
integral part of the total education of the child and virtually every state, district, and
school in the United States requires Physical education for its students. Quality physical
education programs are needed to increase are physical competence, health- related
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fitness, self- esteem, and enjoyment of physical activity for all students so that they can be
physically active for a lifetime. Physical education Teaches students how to add the habit
of physical activity into their daily lives by aligning instruction with the National standards
for physical Education and by providing content and learning experiences that develop
the skills and desire to be active for life.
Physical Education Programme:Physical education curriculum can offer youth with the appropriate knowledge.
Skills, behaviours. and confidence to be physically active for life. Moreover, physical
education is the basis of a school’s physical activity programme.
Development of physical abilities and physical conditioning :Physical education facilitates to build up and practice physical fitness entails
basic motor skills (Bartion et al. 1999) and gets hold of the competency to perform various
physical activities and exercises. Further , endurance, flexibility, strength physical
exercises and sport youth must be development basic motor skills.
Motivating the students to continue sports and physical activity :Teacher always motivate the youth to contribute in sports and physical
activities as well as academic education programmes . Further, they always direct and
instruct them, sport and physical activity are vital part of academic education.They have
also guided the youth ; we cannot think wholesome development of human personality
without sports and physical education.
Providing recreation activities :Institutions must focuses on implementation of physical activity course
whichFacilitate to make enjoyable participation to all youth in physical activity programme
which provides the youth with a collection of ideas for active games and activities and the
skills and fitness to play them in order to reduce the stress, anxiety,drug abuses and
obesity.
Promoting the social values among youth :Physical education and sport play a vital role in promoting the social values
among the youth. Moreover, physical education is considered as a school, which facilitate
to prepare the youth for a healthy lifestyle and focuses on their overall physical and
mental development ,as well as imparting social values among the youth such as fairness
self—discipline,solidarity, team spirit, tolerance and fair play.
Benefits of Sport Participation Among Youth :Sport and games are an integral parts of a student life. A student should
study hard to be successful in competitive examinations but he should study hard to be
successful in competitive examination but he should enjoy the benefit of sport
participation. Along with academic activities, a student should spend time on games and
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sport. There are many people who give importance only to classroom learning without
provision for extramural experience through recreational activity In the western countries,
education of the youth is no longer confined to the lecture theatres alone. Monotony of
lectures has been very much minimized by outdoor and participation in sports and various
athletes’ feat which generate healthy competitive spirit and interest in life among youth
Recommendations:Towards the benefits of effective participation of sports among the youth. The following
recommendations were made:
1. Sport personnel including physical education teachers must be Qualified, competent and
seasoned as prerequisite for a successful programme.
2. The various post-primary school and tertiary institutions should survey and exploit other
feasible sources of raising funds from sport ministries, philanthropists, voluntary agencies,
and multinational companies to supplement the students; sport fees.
3. Adequate facilities and equipment should be provided considering the programme needs of
each school; good quality and durable equipment and supplies should be purchased.
4. Curriculum for human kinetics and sport programmes should be well developed and must
be progressive in nature from year to year and season, providing the best opportunity for
students as often as possible.
5. An institute of sport technology and human kinetics studies should be established in each
University to produce technical competent individual in different areas of specialization.
Conclusion: The present study focuses on physical education and sport helps to promote the
social values among youth. Physical education and sports are considered as an essential
part of education and culture. It builds up the abilities, will-power, moral values and selfdiscipline of every human being as an entirely integrated member of society. Therefore,
the purpose of this study is to investigate the role of physical education in promoting social
value among youth.
Reference :1)
Physical Education and sports- RANDHIR PAL.
2)
Training of Physical Education Students-Dr. J. Krishna Murthy.
3)
Bailey, R. (2005). Evaluating the relationship between physical education, sport and
social inclusion. Education Review,57 (1), 71-90.
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EFFECT OF FUNCTIONAL STRENGTH TRAINING AND FLOW YOGA
ONMUSCULAR FITNESS VARIABLESAMONG MEN KABADDI
PLAYERS
DR. KALYAN MALDHURE
Arts, Commerce College, Yeoda. Amravati
Abstract
Background: Functional Strength training and Yoga are the backbones of professional
athletes and teams these days. Further and more people are discovering the countless
ways that functional strength training and yoga can be used to improve athletic
performance. This study aims to find out the effect of functional strength training and Flow
yoga on selected muscular fitness variables among men Kabaddi players. Methods: Data
were analyzed from 45 men Kabaddi players, and were stratified into a functional strength
training group (FSTG, n = 15; 21.00 ± 1.73 years), Flow yoga group (FYG, n=15; 20.67 ± 1.39
years) and a control group (CG, n = 15; 20.53 ± 1.40 years). The FSTG and FYG received
periodized functional training and Flow yoga for 12 weeks. The leg muscle strength and leg
muscle explosive power of all the groups were evaluated before and after the training, and
the variables were measured by standardized test items as Leg dynamometer test and
vertical jump test. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to find out the
significant mean differences. In all the cases, the level of significance was set at p < 0.05.
Results: The results of the study have shown that there was a significant increase in the leg
muscle strength and leg muscle explosive power on the FSTG and FYG as compared to the
CG. The statistical analysis showed that the FSTG experienced more significant
improvement in leg muscle strength and leg muscle explosive power than FYG and CG on
the Kabaddiplayers. Conclusion: Functional strength training and Flow yoga had a
beneficial impact on leg muscle strength and leg muscle explosive power. Collectively,
these results suggest that both programs are useful for increasing leg muscle strength and
leg muscle explosive power on the Kabaddi players.
Keywords: Functional training, Flow yoga, Leg Muscle Strength, Leg Muscle Explosive
Power
1. INTRODUCTION
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Kabaddi is the most favorite sport in the world. More or less 20 thousand players of all
ages and gender, both on amateur and professional level play Kabaddi in clubs across the
globe. An exceptional level of Kabaddi performance needs the successful skillfulness in
abilities like the repeated explosive burst, strength, power, kicking, tackling, and their
derivatives such as jumping, turning, sprinting, and changing direction speed (Ramirez et
al., 2015). As yoga’s popularity has increased, we see more and more athletic programs
using yoga-inspired movements. Kabaddi players can benefit from yoga because it is a
powerful training tool for preparing the muscles for the strenuous exercise of a Kabaddi
game, which helps stretching, strength building, breathing and balance, prevent muscle
strains and joint stress.
1.1 Functional Strength Training
According to Brill (2008), Functional training is emphasizing multi-planar, and multi-joint
activities, combining upper body and lower body movements and utilizing more of the
human body muscles in each action. The American Council on Exercise (ACE) defines
functional strength training as “performing work against resistance in such a manner that
the improvements in strength directly enhance the performance of movements so that an
individual's activities of everyday living are easier to perform.” Functional fitness exercises
train your muscles to work together and prepare them for daily tasks by simulating
everyday movements you might do at home, at work or in sports.
1.2 Flow Yoga
Flow is a collective term for all type of yoga in which experts follow a sequence of asana
connected to one another by flow and proper breathing (Fraser, 2005). Flow also termed
flow because of the harmonious way that the poses run together, is one of the most
famous contemporary styles of yoga. It's a broad classification that incorporates many
different types of yoga, including Ashtanga and power yoga. In Flow yoga, each movement
is harmonized to a breath. The breath is given supremacy, acting as an anchor as you move
from one pose to the next. A cat-cow stretch is an instance of a simple Flow. The spine is
bowed on an inhale and rounded on an exhale.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Participants
Twenty-five young adults, aged 18-25 years, were recruited from the affiliated colleges
under the University of Amravati through the verbal message to participate in the study
during the summer vacation of 2018. All study participants were familiar with strength
training and yoga.
2.2 Experimental groups, Variables & Tests
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Table I: Training Groups
Group I - Experimental
Group II - Experimental
Group III - Control
Table II: Variables
Type
Independent
Dependent

Table III: Selection of Tests
Variables
Leg Muscle Strength

Name Group
Functional Strength Training Group
(FSTG)
Flow Yoga Group (FYG)
Controlled (No Training) (CG)

Variables
Functional Strength Training
Flow Yoga
Leg Muscle Strength
Leg Muscle Explosive power

Test
Leg
dynamometer
test
Vertical jump test.

Measurement
Kilograms

Leg Muscle Explosive power
Centimeters
* Significant 0.05 level of significance
(The table values required for significance at 0.05 level with df 2 and 42, 2 and 41 were
3.22 and 3.23 respectively).
Table-IV showed that the pre-test means values of leg muscle strength for FSTG, FYG
and CG were 84.93 ± 7.95, 85.46 ± 7.69 and 83.60 ± 6.37 respectively. The obtained ‘F’
ratio value of 0.25 for pre-test scores of FSTG, FYG, and CG on leg muscle strength was less
than the required table value of 3.22 for significance with df 2 and 42 at 0.05 level of
significance.
The post-test means values for leg muscle strength for FSTG, FYG and CG were 91.33
± 7.94, 89.86 ± 8.01 and 82.93 ± 6.86 respectively. The obtained „F‟ ratio value of 5.19 for
post-test scores of FSTG, FYG, and CG was higher than the required table value of 3.22 for
significance with df 2 and 42 at 0.05 level significance.
The adjusted post-test means values of leg muscle strength for FSTG, FYG and CG
were 91.06, 89.05 and 84.01 and respectively. The obtained „F‟ ratio value of 98.01 for
adjusted post-test scores of FSTG, FYG and CG were more significant than the required
table value of 3.23 for significance with df 2 and 41 at 0.05 level of significance. The results
of this study have shown that there was a significant difference between FSTG, FYG, and
CG on leg muscle strength.
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The mean values of FSTG, FYG, and CG on leg muscle strength were graphically
represented in Figure-I.

Figure – I
Bar Diagram Showing the Mean Values of FSTG, FYG and CG on Leg Muscle Strength

TABLE-V
Analysis of Covariance on Leg Muscle Explosive Power of FSTG, FYG and CG

FSTG

FYG

CG

Pre-test
41.6
41.0
40.07
Mean
0
0
5.40
S.D.
3.85
3.94
Post47.0
44.6
test
39.60
0
7
Mean
5.39
3.85
4.33
S.D.
Adjuste
d Post46.3
44.5
40.40
test
0
5
Mean
* Significant 0.05 level of significance

Source
of
Varianc
e
Betwee
n
Within

Sum
of
Squar
e

df

17.911
834.53

2
42

Betwee
n
Within

429.37
878.93

2
42

Betwee
n
Within

269.34
74.392

2
41

Mean
Squar
e
8.956
19.87
0
214.6
8
20.92
7
134.6
7
1.814

„F‟
ratio

0.45

10.25*

74.22
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Table-V showed that the pre-test means values of leg muscle explosive power for
FSTG, FYG and CG were 41.60 ± 3.85, 41.00 ± 3.94 and 40.07 ± 5.40 respectively. The
obtained „F‟ ratio value of 0.45 for pre-test scores of FSTG, FYG, and CG on leg muscle
explosive power was less than the required table value of 3.22 for significance with df 2
and 42 at 0.05 level of significance.
The post-test means values for leg muscle explosive power for FSTG, FYG and CG
were 47.00 ± 3.85, 44.67 ± 4.33 and 39.60 ± 5.39 respectively. The obtained „F‟ ratio value
of 10.25 for post-test scores of FSTG, FYG, and CG was higher than the required table value
of 3.22 for significance with df 2 and 42 at 0.05 level significance.
The adjusted post-test means values of leg muscle explosive power for FSTG, FYG
and CG were 46.30, 44.55 and 40.40 and respectively. The obtained „F‟ ratio value of
74.22 for adjusted post-test scores of FSTG, FYG and CG were more significant than the
required table value of 3.23 for significance with df 2 and 41 at 0.05 level of significance.
The results of this study have shown that there was a significant difference between FSTG,
FYG, and CG on leg muscle explosive power. The mean values of FSTG, FYG, and CG on leg
muscle explosive power were graphically represented in Figure-I.
4. DISCUSSION
The present study examined the effect of functional strength training and Kabaddiyoga on
muscular fitness variables among men Kabaddi players. The results showed a statistically
significant increase (p < 0.05) in the value of the leg muscle strength and leg muscle
explosive power in the FSTG and FYG as compared to the CG. Rosch et al., (2000) also
found that FST improved flexibility, power, speed, endurance and football skills among
players. Weiss et al. (2010) also identified similar results in 7-weeks of functional training
on muscular fitness outcomes in young adults. Alauddin and Samiran (2012) observed that
FST enhanced physical fitness components on college male students. Mario et al., (2011)
determined that FST significantly improved the explosive strength and agility variables.
Myung et al., (2017) found that Lower body muscle strength was increased considerably in
FYG after 8-week Vinyasa yoga training. Henry et al., (2014) discovered that 9-week
Kabaddi yoga improved functional fitness among in young adults. These findings suggest
that FSTG and FYG over 12 weeks was able to promote improvements in muscular fitness
in young adult Kabaddi players.
5.CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study indicated that twelve weeks of functional strength training and
Kabaddiyoga led to significant improvements in leg muscle strength and leg muscle
explosive power among Kabaddiplayers. FSTG evidenced more effective in leg muscle
strength and leg muscle explosive power when compared to FYG and CG. And the training
method appears to endorse fitness. Based on the results of the study the investigator
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recommends that functional strength training and Kabaddiyoga can be practiced to
enhance the muscular fitness among the athletes and players.
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Introduction
In the literature related to physical education and sport there is much debate across
the world over definitions of physical education, sport and physical activity. There is also
great variance in the standard age boundaries for youth world-wide. These issues will not be
explored in detail here. Rather a number of links to further reading and resources are
provided after each sub-theme to direct readers to additional information.
Within schools, physical education is an essential component of quality education.
Not only do physical education programmes promote physical activity, such programmes
also correlate to improved academic performance under certain conditions. Sport can also,
under the right conditions, provide healthy alternatives to deviant behaviour such as drug
abuse, violence and crime.
Healthy development of children and young people through sport
Physical education and sport have an educational impact. Changes can be seen in (i)
motor skills development and performance and (ii) educational potential. This shows the
positive relationship between being involved in physical activities and psychosocial
development.
Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of children
and youth and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport contribute to the
holistic development of young people. Through participation in sport and physical
education, young people learn about the importance of key values such as:
 Honesty
 Teamwork
 Fair play
 Respect for themselves and others
 Adherence to rules
It also provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition and
how to cope with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact of
physical education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in addition to
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physical skills and abilities. In terms of physical and health aspects of child and youth
development, there is an overwhelming amount of evidence that focuses on the (mostly
positive) effects of sport and exercise on physical health, growth and development.
Physical education in schools
Providing physical education both inside and outside of schools is crucial in helping
young people to learn and develop life skills.Physical education in the school system. A
number of crucial components to the delivery of quality education have been identified by
UNICEF. These include sport and opportunities for play, consistent with the rights of the
child to optimum development. Despite recognition of the positive impact sport has on
education and child development, physical education is being increasingly challenged within
education systems across the world.
Challenges include a decrease in:
 The amount of time allocated to physical education
 The number of trained staff
 The amount of training provided for physical education teachers, and spending on
resources required to deliver physical education in schools
Girls and young people with disabilities face additional barriers, which limit (and in
many cases prevent) participation in physical education and sport in many countries.
Social and emotional development
In terms of the social aspects of child and youth development, there are three main
areas that have been under consideration: inclusion and community building; characterbuilding; and delinquency and community safety.
Inclusion and community building
The role of sport in inclusion has shown to be strongly linked to building social
cohesion and social capital among young people and adults in communities. Sport has been
used as a practical tool to engage young people in their communities through volunteering,
resulting in higher levels of leadership, community engagement and altruism among young
people. Positive peer relationships between young people are encouraged through physical
activity and coaching is considered a key aspect of how physical activity can contribute to
social inclusion among young people. Social inclusion also relates to offering equal
opportunities to sport and education programmes regardless of gender, ethnicity or ability.
There is increasing attention on programme development both in and out of schools for
example, to include girls, people with disabilities and refugees.
Policy developments
International policies have influenced the delivery of physical education and sport
across the world. While these policies may not always turn into action, they have helped
national-level policy to develop in many parts of the world. In 1959, the Declaration on the
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Rights of the Child was one of the first international instruments linking physical activity and
education for children stating that “the child shall have full opportunity for play and
recreation, which should be directed to the same purposes as education.”
Many international and domestic policies highlight the role of sport as a key
component of child development along with the associated aspects related to sport, play
and recreation, such as the right to participate, to freedom of expression and a right to be
involved ‘freely in cultural life and the arts’ (as stated in the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child). This allows for sport, recreation and play to be considered not only as a
necessary component of child and youth development (a ‘needs’ based perspective) but
also one in which sport, recreation and play are considered as entitlements (a ‘rightsbased’ perspective). Action that incorporates sport in education and child & youth
development should be aware of how sport, recreation and play can be considered as both
a necessity and as an entitlement.
Practical considerations on sport in education
"Sport acts as a magnet or a repellent to school..." Read more in this section about
the practical implications of getting children and youth involved in sport at school and the
relationship sport has with attitudes to school and leadership.
Leadership in sport
The real benefits of sport involvement appear among children and youth who have
experienced appropriate forms of leadership. For example, research shows that martial arts
taught with a philosophy of respect, patience, responsibility and honour were related to
decreased delinquency, when compared to martial arts taught with a focus on free sparring
and self-defence. Efforts should be concentrated towards leadership training, the processes
of training both professionals and volunteers who are likely to lead such programmes.
Coaches and physical educators have the potential to provide strong leadership if they fully
activate this aspect of their work with children and young people. Positive social interaction
between peers also links strongly with sporting and educational outcomes and as such, peer
educators and leaders also require quality training and support.
Reference:
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Introduction
Physical Education, Sport and Youth Development ensures that you are equipped for
many different roles within the sports industry. This is done by undertaking work-based
opportunities and additional sporting qualifications that will further enable them to stand
out in the job market.
The degree explores the practical application of physical education and sports coaching as
well as wider contemporary considerations associated with the industry such as philosophy,
sociology, performance analysis and sports development. It also focuses on providing you
with a critical understanding of the physical, social, pedagogical and educational aspects of
Physical Education and Sport.
Physical Education, Sport and Youth Development
We aim for you to gain both knowledge and an understanding of applying innovative
ideas to their coaching and teaching practice. The Physical Education, Sport and Youth
Development degree at St Mary’s provides you with a critical understanding of the physical,
social, pedagogical and educational aspects of Physical Education and Sport. This will take
place through a theoretical and applied approach that requires you to engage as active
learners in a variety of practical and theoretical contexts. This programme is specifically
suited to those students who wish to pursue a career in primary, secondary teaching, special
educational needs and disability settings, youth coaching in able-bodied and adapted sports,
sports development and the leisure industry.
Why study Physical Education, Sport and Youth Development?
Physical Education, Sport and Youth Development ensures that you are equipped for
many different roles within the sports industry. This is done by undertaking work-based
opportunities and additional sporting qualifications that will further enable them to stand
out in the job market.
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The degree explores the practical application of physical education and sports
coaching as well as wider contemporary considerations associated with the industry such as
philosophy, sociology, performance analysis and sports development. It also focuses on
providing you with a critical understanding of the physical, social, pedagogical and
educational aspects of Physical Education and Sport. We aim for you to gain both knowledge
and an understanding of applying innovative ideas to their coaching and teaching practice.
Why St Mary's?
We have an incredibly strong reputation for Physical Education teaching and sports
performance at St Mary’s University. Our programme offers you the opportunity to work
towards a career in teaching PE in both the primary, secondary and special needs settings,
youth coaching in both able-bodied and adapted sports, sports development and the leisure
industry.
Teaching and Learning careers
Located in the Faculty of Sport Health and Applied Science, Physical Education, Sport
and Youth Development degree provides excellent preparation for students who wish to
become teachers. This includes delivering the National Curriculum, understanding our
teaching and learning and exploring how classroom and school are influenced by policy and
philosophy.
Physical Activity, Health and Fitness
Focusing on physical literacy from cradle to grave, this degree supports the personal
and academic development of graduates whose career and job interests lie within the
health and fitness industries.
Academic study and research
This degree is appropriate for those who wish to pursue a postgraduate degree or
research and has a specific link to the Master's degrees in Education, Pedagogy and
Professional Practice in PE.
Sport Science
The Sport Science degree offers you the opportunity to study one of the most
popular degree subjects in the country. You'll benefit from studying at a university with a
long and unique association with sport that also has good access to professional sports
clubs. Your Sport Science degree takes our long experience in this area and uses it to
provide an applied focus, exploring the factors that contribute to enhanced sports
performance.
Why study Sport Science?
The Sport Science degree offers you the opportunity to study one of the most
popular degree subjects in the country. You'll benefit from studying at a university with a
long and unique association with sport that also has good access to professional sports
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clubs. Your Sport Science degree takes our long experience in this area and uses it to
provide an applied focus, exploring the factors that contribute to enhanced sports
performance.
Why St Mary's?
We have good reputation for sport and strive to continually improve this and our
excellent teaching standards. In this vibrant and exciting programme you will study a range
of academic disciplines related to understanding and improving sports performance.
Career opportunities
As a Sport Science graduate, you will be highly sought after by employers in a rapidly
growing market place both nationally and globally. Sport Science students are in increasing
demand and our students have gone into many different careers in this new period of
professionalism within sport.
Areas of employment include:
 Exercise physiologists
 Sports psychologists
 Lecturing
 PE teaching
 Sports development officers
 Health physiologists
 Personal trainers
 Graduate training schemes (including companies unrelated to sport)
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ABSTRACT:
It is a well acknowledged fact that Research plays an important role in the economic
growth of a country. Research refers to a creative work which is undertaken to in a
systematic manner so as to increase one’s stock of knowledge. In the context of education,
it would refer to solving educational problems in a scientific and systematic way. The Indian
Government has taken a number of steps to promote research. The significance of research
arises from its promotion of creative thinking; finding solutions to impending problems in a
methodical, scientific and well-determined way; promoting further studies in the area of
interest and keeping abreast with the latest developments in the selected field of study.
India has a well-acclaimed Brain Power and promotion Research will only help India move
up the global intellectual ladder. In this Paper an attempt has been made to discuss the
concept of research, examine the importance of research, briefly touch on the research
scene in India, look into the challenges and attempt to predict the future.
Keywords: Education Research; Research Quality, Research Ethics.
INTRODUCTION Research plays an important role in the economic development of any
country. In fact, research and development form the basis of future competitiveness of an
economy. Unfortunately, research in India is showing a downward trend. Research in any
discipline of thought is an ongoing process of enhancing the existing fund of knowledge by e
exploring new frontiers that challenge the human quest for understanding reality. The
question of the quality of research underscores whether the research in any branch of know
ledge enriches knowledge ecosystem in as significant manner. The question of the quality of
research has become the centre of academic, professional, and higher education policy
debates all over the world. In India the question of quality of research has come to the fore
due to enormous growth of research which is produced mainly as a part of doctoral
research Ph.D. in the University system during the last few decades.
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RESEARCH IN INDIA
Education is a prime mover of the society. India has the third largest system of
higher education. The overall scenario is that, quality does not match the global standards
and there is increased scope and urgency for improving the quality of our countries
educational institutions. The research scenario in India portrays a chequered picture. The
first Prime Minister of independent India, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, believed in the importance
of science and education which would facilitate a path of innovations, which in turn would
help in the process of development. Generally India has evolved a large number of high
quality research institutions which would provide valuable advice to the policy makers.
Research Quality in India: Background Research in the field of Science, Engineering,
Technology, Social Science, Commerce, Law, Management and Humanities is an important
component in the domain of Higher Education. The main trends in enrolments to research
degree (Ph.D. and M.Phil.) revealed by the data available from MHRD’s All India Survey on
Higher Education (AISHE) are as follows.
Enrolment to Research Degree • The number of students opting to pursue research degree
shows an increasing trend. The total Ph.D. admissions doubled from 77798 in 2010- 11 to
161412 in 2017-18. The implicit growth rates in these numbers show that the overall Ph.D.
admissions increased at the rate of 10 per cent per annum during this period. In comparison
to Ph.D. admissions, the enrolments t o M .Phil. Course increased at much slower pace, that
is, at 5.2 percent per annum. The number of women opting for Ph.D. course increased at a
higher pace than men during this period though their absolute number remains less than
men for all these years. • The discipline-wise composition of Ph.D. enrolments presented in
that maximum numbers of Ph.D. students are enrolled in Science, Engineering and
Technology stream followed by Social Science/Humanities. • The percentage of Ph.D.
enrolments shows declining trend in State Public Universities, Institutes of National
Importance and Central Universities whereas it is on rise in Deemed Private Universities.
This may have a reflection on quality of research produced at the doctoral degree level.
Ph.D. Degrees Awarded: The Ph.D. degrees awarded increased at 7.26 per cent per annum
during 2012-13 to 2016-17 from the base level of 23630. The female Ph.D. awardees
increased at a faster rate (9.35 per cent per annum) than male Ph.D. awardees This has
reduced the gender gap in research at Ph.D. level.
The Present State of Research in Indian Universities: There is a consensus that barring a
few exceptions, the overall quality of University and College level research in India is far
from satisfactory. Indeed, in many institutions the quality of research is a alarmingly poor .
In large number of cases theses do not conform to international standards and do not make
significant contributions to theoretical or applied aspects of a given discipline. The following
factors may be cited for this state of affairs: (a) Increasing Numbers: As mentioned above
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during the last few decades the number of admissions to Ph.D. / M.Phil. courses have
almost doubled du ring the years 2010 to 2017; from 77,798 to 161,412. The primary reason
for this urge is mainly due to making Ph.D., as one of the pr e-requisites for entry for faculty
positions in universities and also for career advancement. (b) Infrastructure and funding:
There is lack of qualified human resource for research guidance and poor physical
infrastructure and inadequate funding.
Publication Ethics and Peer Review Culture: The mandatory requirement of publications in
journals/conference proceedings for award of doctoral degrees and as a metric in evaluating
faculty under the API score has resulted in a proliferation of predatory journals and
conferences, which have abandoned classical peer review as a method of quality control.
Indian academics have contributed 35% of all articles published in various kinds of fake
journals between 2010 and 2014 6 . International Consortium of Investigative Journalists
has identified over 11,000 fake journals during the five-year period ( 2010-2015). Studies
have found that from a total article volume published in predatory journals the large share
of articles in engineering journals, followed by biomedicine and social sciences .Plagiarism
and data manipulation are issues of great concern, which damage the credibility of research
emanating from our institutions. Institutions must take the responsibility for ensuring
academic standards and for emphasising, to both students and faculty, the importance of
maintaining the highest standards of integrity in academic research. Centralised rules and
regulations, imposed a cross a large and diverse higher education system, cannot serve as a
substitute for strict and vigilant internal academic processes at our institutions. . (e) The
Quality of Students seeking admission to Ph.D. Programs: (i) Majority of students are
motivated to pursue Ph.D. to get entry into the teaching profession and subsequent career
advancement. They often drift into academia for various extraneous reasons and drift out of
it or stay put for want of a better option. (ii) A large number of students taking admission to
Ph.D. programs carry with them accumulated deficit of disciplinary knowledge and research
methodology and often even lack communication skills and linguistic competence.
CONCLUSION:
Research as we have seen plays an important role in the economic development of
a country, more so in case of a developing country like India. We face a number of
constraints, in the form of ill-stocked libraries, absence of well-equipped laboratories, lack
of adequate finance, government intervention etc. In view of the fact that we possess a
universally acknowledged Brain Power, the need of the hour is for innovations and
inventions. India prides itself in producing Nobel Laureates of Indian origin. The innate
talents of our researchers have to be nurtured and fostered to make a mark in the
international arena. All this calls for greater financial support, right policy mix together with
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working on finding solutions to the impairing problems plaguing the Indian society, if we
have to be seen as a major player in the global world.
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Abstract: This paper seeks to theorize the current status of the tribal with regards to the
present journey of the higher education in India. In the light of recent development in science
and technology, the education technology and policy has been changed diagonally. In this
regard, the major backward section of the country needed to be assisted with the new
framework of policy to bring them in the mainstream flow of the modern society.
Introduction
A large number of deprived groups of population in India remains unable to
participate in the process of country's development and has affected the country's pace of
socio-economic development. It is severe in the case of Tribes, who are socially and
economically marginalized. The social deprivation of group is reflected in their educational
backwardness. Inspire of various initiatives taken by the government to overcome
educational backwardness, especially the of tribal groups, a vast majority of tribal
population in India remains outside the education system. Though children are getting
enrolled in school, less percentage of students complete their schooling mainly due to
English language. The increase in number of dropouts is a major problem prevailing in
schools of tribal areas.
Education is the instrument of social development, economic growth and equality.
The development of a country is determined by the quality education it prevails. It is the
process that fits an individual for social living and it helps to transmit customs, beliefs,
language and the heritage of the society. Any effort of education should aim at equipping
the people to meaningfully participate in various modern activities and institutions of power
in the society. If development is seen as sociocultural, economic and technological
transformation of society, then education of the tribal becomes an important variable in the
development discourse. It is identified as a medium which enables one for fullest
participation in the national and international life.
The Indian Constitution
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The Indian Constitution assigns special status to the Scheduled Tribes (STs).
Traditionally referred to as adivasis, vanbasis, tribes or tribals, ST's constitutes about 8% of
the Indian population. There are 573 Schedule Tribes living in different parts of the country,
having their own languages, which are different from the one mostly spoken in the State
where they live. There are more than 270 such languages in India. Education of ST children
is considered important, not only because of the Constitutional obligation but also as a
crucial input for total development of tribal communities. An important development in the
policy towards education of tribals is the National Policy on Education (NPE), 1986, which
specified, among other things, the following :
 Priority will be accorded to opening primary schools in tribal areas
 There is need to develop curricula and devise instructional material in tribal
 ST youths will be encouraged to take up teaching in tribal areas
 Ashram schools/residential schools will be established on a large scale in tribal areas;
 Incentive schemes will be formulated for the STs, keeping in view their special needs
and life style.
With respect to multilingual Indian context, the language which provides fullest
participation for individual is a major topic of discussion and debate within the country. The
position paper of National Focus Group on Teaching of English for NCF-2005 makes it clear
while addressing the 'language question' - "English in India today is a symbol of people's
aspiration for quality in education and a fuller participation in national and international life.
The colonial origins are now irrelevant. The initial role in independent India is tailored to
higher education.
The current state of English stems from its overwhelming presence on world stage
and its reflection in national arena". In the State of Maharashtra, 8.87% of the total
population is tribal population, their livelihoods are also varied : hunting - gathering, shifting
cultivation, settled agriculture, contract labour, etc., are some of the them. According to the
6 2001 census, the literacy rate of the scheduled Tribes of India is only 47.10%. Against the
National literacy rate of 65.8%, this is appalling. Realizing that Scheduled Tribes are one of
the most deprived and marginalized groups with respect to education, a host of
programmes and measures have been initiated ever since independence of the country.
Education of ST is important not just due to a Constitutional obligation to equality of its
citizen or special entitlements to ST, but because it is a crucial input in the national strategy
of total development of tribal communities.
However, despite nations efforts to ensure constitutional equality, dignity and
development that they themselves wish for, the tribal people have lagged behind in
education owing to external as well as internal constraints, socio-economic and cultural
background of the tribals and psychological problems of first generation learners etc. The
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Scheduled Tribe population represents one of the most economically impoverished and
marginalized groups in India. Although Scheduled Tribes are a minority, they constitute
about 8.2% of the total population in India (census of India, 2001), or 85 million people in
absolute number. The Scheduled Tribes are not discriminated against in the same way by
the mainstream Hindu population as the Scheduled Caste population in India. While the
latter groups belongs to the lowest hierarchy of social order and is often considered impure
or unclean, the Scheduled Tribes have, for the most part, been socially distanced and living
outside 7 the mainstream Hindu society. The areas inhabited by the tribal population
constitute a significant part of the underdeveloped areas of the country.
Schedule Tribe population represents one of the most economically impoverished
and marginalized groups in India. The Scheduled Tribes who have been historically out of
the mainstream development initiatives partly due to the socio-economic barriers and
partly due to the inadequacy of the Government programmes in reaching these
disadvantaged groups. still find themselves difficult to compete with other sections of the
society. Tribes are very important in constituting the population of the country as they are
8.2% of the total population of India. They constitute 8.87 percent of the total population of
Maharashtra. Tribal education has many problems to face as hindrance for development.
These are external constraints and internal constants.
Status of The Tribal From Melghat
Melghat is a scheduled area and main resident of area are Korku - a scheduled Tribe.
Korku is the predominant tribe in the region comprising of 89.27% of the tribal population.
Others mentioned above constitute the remaining population. 14 In language and general
type they are said to be identical with the Kols and Santals. Their dialect is Korku but Hindi is
also commonly spoken among them. Korku language belongs to Munda stock of aboriginal
language. Originally they are worshippers of the Sun and Moon. The Korkus occupy mainly
the central section of the Satpura Mountains the Mahadeo hills and eastern section while
the westernmost section is occupied mainly by the Bhils. The tribal hamlets are found
scattered throughout the highlands of Satpura. Most of these are not accessible by
motorized vehicle and must be reached by feet. Tribe folk live in an egalitarian community.
They are inside thick forests in small huts inside the hamlets. They spoke different dialects.
They live the most backward among the vulnerable groups of Maharashtra.
Studies of Tribal in Melghat Region
Gadgil and Dandekar (1991) has studied about the problem of wastages in tribal education
by taking a batch of students in first standard in a given year following up in the subsequent
years till the last grade are reached. i.e. fifth Drop-outs from school before completing the
final grading of primary education constitutes wastes; and the incidence of wastage is
computed from the proportion of Drop-out to the initial enrollment in the first grade. He
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reached the conclusion that attention by the teacher to a great extent can remove drop out.
When the students are continuing their education in a better perspective then only they can
easily get accessability to higher education.
17th The National Council of education Research and Training
The 17th The National Council of education Research and training made substantial
contribution to the area of tribal education. A seminar on tribal education in India (1993)
organized by the National council of educational research and Training discussed the various
aspects of tribal education like the facilities available, socioeconomic problems, curriculum,
methods and text books and the relative roles of Government and voluntary agencies in the
education of tribal people. The seminar altogether has suggested a new revised curriculum
for tribal education. Familiarity in tribal language by the teachers also is essential for the
improvement in tribal educational attainment. The evaluation committee on the welfare of
scheduled castes scheduled tribes and other backward communities in their Report (1993),
reviewed the different stages of tribal education in Kerala. Many suggestions were put
forward regarding pre-primary education, primary education, higher education welfare of
tribal students, improvement of tribal schools, compulsory primary education, education
concession, methods to identify the drop-outs, encouragements to the dropouts to continue
in their study etc.
Bapat (1994) studied about tribal education and a well planned system of education for
tribals was suggested by to remove the ignorance prevalent among tribals. After analyzing
the reasons for the slow progress in tribal education and to remove increased drop-out
among tribal children, the author suggested the type of 18 education for the tribal children
and adults. The educational system for them should be based on the current cultural history
of the tribals. At the end a few suggestions are put forward for the improvement of tribal
education by the author by focusing mainly on tribal culture. Authorities should focus
mainly on their culture.
Tapse (1995) Enumerating the difficulties likely to be experienced in the field of higher
education among the tribal students recommended the remedial measures by which these
difficulties should be overcome. He pleaded that tribal government should plan some new
initiatives to increase the access of the tribal to higher education.
Srivastava (1996) The author's argument was that when the percentage of literacy among
the tribal communities increased when they attained sufficiently high levels of educational
development and when they properly understood their rights and privileges, the integration
would automatically be achieved if proper arrangements for tribal development would be
taken.
Burman (1996) has given the figures relating to tribal literacy and has revealed the then
existing state of affairs in the field of education with regard to literacy. The author found out
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that inadequate use of tribal language always leads them to make wrong view about tribal
education. Difficulty in the use of languages will force the students to drop their course
early stage of their education.
Findings:
The implications of these findings for schooling of tribal children are clear. A
programme of schooling, which does not pay attention to the ecological, cultural and
psychological characteristics of tribal children is highly unlikely to 65 make any significant
impact. The educational system of the dominant non-tribal population is of very limited
value in the tribal cultural milieu because it does not match with lifestyle of individuals and
the needs of tribal community. Linking school education with life in general and the needs of
the tribal communities in particular is a most important step that requires serious attention.
The evidences suggests that tribal children do possess the basic cognitive abilities and
psychological dispositions necessary for successful participation in school. Yet tribal children
have very low levels of participation and success in school education programmes. This
point to our failure to develop a sensitive model of education that is rooted in the
psychological strengths of tribal children. Studies indicate that, in comparison to other
groups, hunters and gatherers possess a high level of visual and tactual differentiation; they
demonstrate capacity for find judgement of shape and size of stimuli as well as spatial
relations and they produce fine categorization of an array of objects
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to compare finger dexterity of various professional
Archers. Thirty (30) archer were selected Ten (10) from each Compound round, Recurve
round and Indian round. Archer were selected from Mahatma Jotiba Fule Archery Club,
Ashti who regularly practice Archery. Subjects were sleeted by purposive sampling method.
There age limit of the subjects were 20 to 25 Years. To measure the finger dexterity The
O’Connor Tweezer Dexterity Test was administered. Statistical analysis was done on the
basis of ANOVA and LSD Post-hoc test was applied. Result shows that there is significant
difference between their finger dexterity because calculated value F is 5.27 which is greater
than tab F0.05(2,27) = 3.354. Since the F ratio is found to be significant.Tthe mean
performance of finger dexterity of compound round archers (339.3) is better than recurve
round archers (361.4) and indian round archers (392.4). As the f test shows significant
difference as applying the post hoc test we revealed that the significant difference was
found between compound round archers and Indian round archers. Rest shows insignificant
difference. The reason for the difference may be attributed that the compound archers are
always gone through their various core exercise which gradually based on fine and deep
movements as compared to recurve and Indian round archers.
Keyword: Finger dexterity, compound, recurve and Indian round archer.
Introduction
The physical fitness is considered as the ability of an individual to perform a specific
physical task at a high level of effort. It does not only cover the physical aspect but also has
many other aspects on which the physical fitness varies. Physical fitness is combination of
qualities that enables a person to perform well in vigorous physical activities. So in other
words we can say that physical fitness refers to maximal functional capacity of all systems of
the body. Every time when we move, we are exercising and keeping our body tuned and in
good running order. The human body is framed in such a way that it can bend, stretch, run,
climb and do more and tedious work. The body becomes stronger when it exerts more and
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the muscles involvement matters a lot in shaping a body. When we do any work or exercise,
it helps in improving our health and builds up our energy and stamina level.
But every individual vary in skills and talents. The early man might have recognized
the individual differences in arm strength, physical strength, speed of running, accuracy of
aiming the arrow in hunting and so on, while the modern man recognizes the individual
differences, apart from physical strength, in the intelligent way of dealing with men and
matters, solving problems and making achievements in his everyday activities. One of the
main studies of Psychologists is the individual differences in various abilities and
achievements. In order to make their studies more accurate and standard they have devised
several test materials to assess human aptitudes, abilities skills and talents, personality
characteristics, interests and attitudes.
Fine Movements or activities involve precise control of small muscles. Tasks such as
holding the bow, holding and release of arrow, follow through, etc. While most sports skills
fall on the gross motor end of the continuum, finger dexterity for controlling a ball arguably
requires some level of fine, sport-specific coordination. Almost every action from tying a
shoelace to driving a car depends on the strength and agility of your hands, writs and
forearms. Yet they are constantly exposed to physical stress that can damage the nerves,
tendons, muscles, and soft tissues, and even lead to repetitive strain injury or carpal tunnel
syndrome. Meanwhile, a growing reliance on pushbutton appliances can lead to a loss in
grip strength and dexterity.
Dexterity covers the ability to grasp and hold objects, and to perform fine
movements to manipulate small objects. Most products require physical manipulation of
controls and manual handling. The hands are used to grasp, move and exert forces to use
and operate various products. Objects can be grasped, pushed and pulled. The human hand
is composed of four fingers and an opposable thumb, which is key to many dexterity tasks.
We can exert clamping forces between fingers and also clamp and hold larger objects in the
palm of the hand. Individual fingers can be used to exert pulling and pushing forces. We
often use both hands at the same time to manipulate objects. This coordinated movement
requires strength and dexterity in the fingers together with sensory capability and motor
control
Finger Dexterity :- Finger Dexterity covers the ability to grasp and hold objects, and
to perform fine finger movements to manipulate small objects.
Archery competition involves shooting arrows at a target for accuracy from a set
distance or distances. The most popular form of competitive archery worldwide is called
target archery. In Europe and America field archery is popular, shot at targets generally set
at various distances in a wooded setting. There are also several other lesser-known and
historical forms, as well as archery novelty games. Target archery is the most popular form
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of archery, in which archer shoot at stationary circular targets at varying distances. All types
of bow – longbow, barebow, recurve and compound – can be used. Target archery
competitions may be held indoors or outdoors. Hence the researcher has taken the study of
Finger Dexterity of various professional Archers.
Materials and Methods
Subjects
Researcher has taken the study with the purpose to know the finger dexterity of
different round of archer. Thirty (30) archer were selected Ten (10) from each Compound
round, Recurve round and Indian round. Archer were selected from Mahatma Jotiba Fule
Archery Club, Ashti who regularly practice Archery. Subjects were sleeted by purposive
sampling method. There age limit of the subjects were 20 to 25 Years.

Administration of the test
The O’Connor Tweezer Dexterity Test: The O’Connor Tweezer Dexterity Test
requires the use of tweezer in placing a single pin in each 1/16 ˝ diameter hole. The archers
were asked to sit comfortably at a table about 30 inches in height. The O’Connor Tweezer
Dexterity board is placed in front of him about one foot from the edge of the table. The
subject has to pick up one pin at a time with the tweezer and fill the holes, placing one in
each as fast as he can. The holes must be filled from left to right for a right handed
individual and each row is to be completed before the next is started. The time taken to fill
the 100 holes were recorded as the score.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of ANOVA comparison of finger dexterity
between different rounds of archer. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized in
order to determine the difference if any, if difference was found significance the LSD Posthoc test was applied to assess the paired mean difference among the group.
Comparison of finger dexterity among various professional Archers
Mean of finger dexterity of Medical students is 5.35, mean of finger dexterity of
Engineering students is 5.025 and mean of finger dexterity of Physical Education students is
5.025. On the basis of mean there is a difference between their fingers dexterity to see
these differences is significant or not researcher has calculated ANOVA.
Table-1
SV

SS

Df

MS

between 14230.1 2

7115.03

error

1348.63

36412.9 27

F
5.27*
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total

50643

59

tab F0.05(2,27) = 3.354
Above table shows that there is significant difference between their finger dexterity
because calculated value F is 5.27 which is greater than tab F0.05(2,27) = 3.354. Since the F
ratio is found to be significant, the Least Significant Difference (LSD) Post hoc test is applied
to assess the paired mean difference among the group means which is shown on table
below.
Table-2
Compound Recurve Indian
MD
CD
round
round
round
339.3
361.4
22.1
339.3
392.4
53.1@
51.89
361.4
392.4
31
@
Significant at 0.05 levels
Graph

It is learnt from the above table that the mean performance of finger dexterity of
compound round archers (339.3) is better than recurve round archers (361.4) and indian
round archers (392.4). As the f test shows significant difference as applying the post hoc test
we revealed that the significant difference was found between compound round archers
and Indian round archers. Rest shows insignificant difference.
Conclusion
The results of the table-1 shows that the finger dexterity of various professional
archers is significantly differ because the calculated value F is 3.336 which is greater than
tab F0.05(2,27) = 3.354. While seeing the mean performance of finger dexterity of compound
round archers (339.3) is better than recurve round archers (361.4) and Indian round archers
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(392.4). As applying the post hoc test, we revealed that the significant difference was found
between compound round archers and Indian round archers. Rest shows insignificant
difference. The reason for the difference may be attributed that the compound archers are
always gone through their various core exercise which gradually based on fine and deep
movements as compared to recurve and Indian round archers.
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EFFECT OF MEDITATION ON MENTAL TOUGHNESS AND SPORTS
COMPETITIVE ANXIETY AMONG ARCHERY PLAYERS
PROF. DR. SANTOSH TAYADE
Ganesh Mahavidhyalay Kumbhari, Akola (MS)
ABSTRACT
The Primary aim of the study was to investigate the effect of meditation on mental
toughness andsports competitive anxiety among archery players of D.C.P.E. Amravati. For
the purpose of this study 20 male regular archery players of 18 to 25 years of age from
Degree College of Physical Education Amravati were randomly selected as subject. Mental
Toughness (MTQ48) questionnaire developed by Dr. Alan Goldberg was used to measure
mental toughness and the score was noted down in number. Sports Competitive Anxiety
Questionnaire developed by Heinssen, Glass & Knight, 1987 was usedto assess anxiety and
the scorewasrecorded in number. To determine the effect of meditation on mental
toughness and sports competitive anxiety among archery players independent and
dependent ‘t’ test was employed for each selected variablesseparately, the level
ofsignificance was set at 0.05 for testing the hypothesis.The findings of the statistical
analysis revealed thatsix weeks of meditation program showed significant improvement on
Mental Toughness and Sports Competitive Anxiety among archery players.
Key Words- Meditation, Mental-Toughness, Sports Competitive Anxiety, Archery.
INTRODUCTION
Every athlete would agree that energy is a key ingredient to success in sports. Food, restful
sleep, breath and meditation are the four sources of energy. The amount of energy gained
from meditation is greater than that of sleep. Meditation is probably the most powerful
technique known to relieve stress and anxiety and restore health. The fact is meditation
improves concentration. The direct result of meditation improved concentration equals a
higher level of performance. Once the mind becomes strengthened, it has better control
over the body, enhancing overall performance. Therefore, the present studywas undertaken
stated as “Effect of meditation on mental toughness and sports competitive anxiety among
archery players.”
Purpose of the Study
To determine the effect of six weeks meditation programme on mental toughness and
sports competitive anxiety among archery players.
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Hypothesis
It was hypothesized that there might be significant effect of meditation on mental
toughness and sports competitive anxiety among archery players.
Delimitations
1.Male regular archery practitioners of Degree College of Physical Education,Amravati were
selected as subjects.
2. The age of the subjects was ranging from 17 to 25 years.
3. Mental toughness and sports competitive anxiety were chosen as the dependent
variables.
Limitations
Besides the Conditioning Programme the selected subjects were busy with their daily
routine programmes which might have affected the result of the study but it was beyond
the control of the scholar.
METHODOLOGY
Selection of the Subjects
Twenty (20) Archery practitioners of various courses of Degree College of Physical Education
were selected randomly for the present study.
Selection of Variables
Mental – Toughness and Sports Competitive Anxiety.
Tools& Criterion Measures
Mental Toughness - (MTQ48) questionnaire developed by Dr. Alan Goldberg was used to
measure mental toughness and the score was noted down in number.
Sports Competitive Anxiety Questionnaire developed by Heinssen, Glass & Knight, 1987
was used to assess anxiety and the score was recorded in number.
Collection of data
Purpose of the study and procedure of tests were explicitly stated to the selected subjects
for their hearty cooperation & active participation. The data pertaining to the study were
collected by administering the above-mentioned questionnaires before and immediately
after training programme on the selected groups.
Processing of Data
All the collected data were arranged systematically in the table for further statistical
calculations.
Results and Interpretation
The analysis of data collected on mental toughness and sports competitive anxiety has been
done by employing independent and dependent t-test statistical techniques for each
variable separately to find out the mean difference between the Pre and Post-tests
performance. To test the Hypothesis, the level of significance was set at 0.05
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Findings
The results pertaining to the statistical analysis of the collected data have been presented in
the following table.
Table – 1
Description of Mean, Standard Deviation and t-ratio for the Pre-Test Data on the Mental
Toughness & Sports Competitive Anxiety of Experimental and Control Group
Variable
Mean of
S. Dev. of
Mean
S.E. of
t – ratio
Diff.
M.D.
Expt.
control
Expt.
control
group
group
group
group
Mental
20.2
19.4
1.23
2.01
0.8
2.04
1.075@
Toughness
Sports
69
69.1
4.29
3.381
0.1
1.727
0.057@
Competitive
Anxiety
@
Not significant at .05 level
Tabulated t .05(18) = 2.101
It is evident from the above findings that the calculated t value of 1.075, 0.057,
respectively are quite lesser than the tabulated t-value of 2.101 required to be significant at
.05 level for the 18 degree of freedom, hence it can be stated that the difference between
the pre-test mean values of both groups in both the variables are statistically insignificant.
Table - 2
Description of Mean, Standard Deviation and t-ratio for the Pre v/s Post Test Data analysis
on the mental toughness & sports competitive anxiety of Control Group
Variable
Mean of
S. Dev. of
Mean
S.E. of
t – ratio
Diff.
M.D.
Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test
Mental
19.4
19.8
2.01
2.29
0.4
0.963
0.373@
toughness
Sports
69.1
69.6
3.381
3.657
0.276
1.508
1.048@
Competitive
Anxiety
@
Not significant at .05 level Tabulated t .05(9) = 1.833
It is evident from the above findings that there is no significant difference between pre- and
post-test means of mental toughness (t=0.373), sports competitive anxiety (t=1.048)
because all the obtained t-values are less than that of required tabulated t-values of 1.833
at .05 level for the 9 degree of freedom.
Table - 3
Description of Mean, Standard Deviation and t-ratio for the Pre v/s Post Test Data on
mental toughness & sports competitive anxiety of Experimental Group
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Variable

Mean of
Pre-test Post-test

S. Dev. Of
PrePosttest
test
1.23
2.51

Mean
Diff.

S.E. of
M.D.

t – ratio

Mental
20.2
22.1
1.9
0.883
3.298*
toughness
Sports
69
71
4.29
5.05
2
1.046
4.243*
Competitive
Anxiety
*Significant at .05 level Tabulated t .05(9) = 1.833
Findings of the above table indicate that there is significant improvement between the Pre
and Post-test means of mental toughness (t=3.298), sports competitive anxiety (t=4.243) of
experimental group, because all the above mentioned t-values are greater than the
tabulated t-value of 1.88 at .05 level for the 9 (nine) degree of freedom. Comparison of
means has been picturesquely presented in Fig.3.

Fig.3 – Difference between the Pre and Post-test Means of selected Variables of
Experimental group
Table – 4
Description of Mean, Standard Deviation and t-ratio for the Post Test Data Analysis on
Mental Toughness & Sports Competitive Anxiety of Experimental & Control Group
Variable
Mean of
S. Dev. of
Mean
S.E. of
t – ratio
Diff.
M.D.
Expt.
Control
Expt.
Control
group
group
group
group
Mental
22.1
19.8
2.51
2.29
2.30
1.074
2.141*
Toughness
Sports
71.0
69.6
5.05
3.65
1.4
1.974
0.709@
Competitive
Anxiety
*
Significant at .05 level Tabulated t .05(9) = 1.833
It is evident from the above findings that the calculated t values of 2.141 for mental
toughness are statistically significant. Analysis of the table-2 also reveals that the calculated
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t-values of 0.709 sports Competitive anxiety are smaller than the tabulated t-value of
2.101required to be significant at .05 level for the 18 degrees of freedom, hence difference
between the post-test means of the above-mentioned variables are statistically
insignificant. The comparison or means has been graphically depicted in fig.4

Fig. 4 – Difference between the Post-test Means of Selected Variables of Experimental and
Control group
Discussion on findings
On the basis of findings from Table 3 it is understood that there was significant effect of
Meditation program on Mental Toughness and Sports Competitive Anxiety of the
experimental group. The significant improvement in the selected variable may be attributed
to the fact that six weeks of Archery training cum meditation program might have brought
necessary physiological and psychological changes hence experimental group has shown
significant improvement compared to control group. Hence such result might have occurred
in the study.
Conclusion
Recognizing the limitations and on the basis of statistical findings it may be fairly concluded
that six weeks of meditation programme along with archery training significant
improvement would be occurred in mental toughness and sports competitive anxiety of the
archery players.
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ABSTRACT
It is a well acknowledged fact that Research plays an important role in the economic growth
of a country. Research refers to a creative work which is undertaken to in a systematic
manner so as to increase one’s stock of knowledge. In the context of education, it would
refer to solving educational problems in a scientific and systematic way. The research scene
in India is a chequered one, while the prestigious institutions and institutions of national
importance are excelling in research, the mediocre and poor ones are lacking in the same.
The Indian Government has taken a number of steps to promote research. The significance
of research arises from its promotion of creative thinking; finding solutions to impending
problems in a methodical, scientific and well-determined way; promoting further studies in
the area of interest and keeping abreast with the latest developments in the selected field
of study. Indian system of education is characterized by a number of constraints and
research is one of the main ones. Carrying out Research in India has a number of challenges
such as absence of intellectual stimulation, emphasis on rote learning, lack of scientific
theory and base, inadequate data, lack of scientific knowledge, and training in Research
Methodology. In the globalized world it is imperative to have knowledge driven growth
powered by innovation. A number of steps could be implemented to foster research such as
industry-academia collaboration, development of vocational skills, and provision of more
funds and inclusion of research as a criterion for faculty promotion. India has a wellacclaimed Brain Power and promotion Research will only help India move up the global
intellectual ladder.
Keywords: Education Research; Industry-Academia Collaboration; Research Bodies
INTRODUCTION
Research plays an important role in the economic development of any country. In fact,
research and development form the basis of future competitiveness of an economy.
Unfortunately, research in India is showing a downward trend. In this Paper an attempt has
been made to discuss the concept of research, examine the importance of research, and
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briefly touch on the research scene in India, look into the challenges and attempt to predict
the future.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The study is based on the following objectives:
1. To understand the meaning of research particularly research in education.
2. To get preliminary information on the research scene in India and
3. To discuss the challenges facing research and throw light on what augurs for the future.
CONCEPT OF RESEARCH
Research refers to creative work which is undertaken systematically, in order to increase the
stock of knowledge of individuals, culture and society and further utilize this stock to devise
new applications. In the broad sense, it covers gathering of any data, information and facts
for the advancement of knowledge. Innovation can be considered as the key player of
economic growth and subsequent improvement in the quality of living. In this century, there
is no doubt about the fact that India has the capability of spearheading global innovation,
but the big question that emerges is will Indian higher education support this potential? The
entire issue warrants a careful discussion. Research in education refers to solving
educational problems in a systematic and scientific manner and also to understand, explain
and predict human behavior in a more organized way.
RESEARCH IN INDIA
Education is a prime mover of the society. In order to favorably utilize our demographic
potential, the quality of education together with access and equity gathers significance.
India has the third largest system of higher education. The overall scenario is that, quality
does not match the global standards and there is increased scope and urgency for improving
the quality of our country’s educational institutions.
The research scenario in India portrays a chequered picture. While some leading world class
institutions like the IITs and the IIMs are achieving what was well planned in their objectives
others portray a dismal picture in terms of quality and quantity of research.
The first Prime Minister of independent India, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, believed in the
importance of science and education which would facilitate a path of innovations, which in
turn would help in the process of development.
Generally, India has evolved a large number of high-quality research institutions which
would provide valuable advice to the policy makers. The institutional framework for
research and development can be divided into 2 broad categories: defense and civilian.
The five apex bodies which are responsible for research and development are:
a) Indian Council of Medical Research; It is the apex body for the formulation, coordination
and promotion of bio medical research.
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b) Indian Council of Agricultural Research; an autonomous body which coordinates guides
and manages research and education in agriculture including horticulture, fisheries and
animal sciences. c) Indian Council for Social Science Research; It was established in 1969 by
the Government of India to promote research in social sciences.
c) Council of Scientific and Industrial Research; It was established in 1942 as an autonomous
body and India’s largest Research and Development organization. Its activities include
various fields like aero - space engineering, structural engineering, life sciences,
environment etc.
d) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. It is a Research institution in Mumbai dedicated
to basic research in Mathematics and sciences.
It is necessary to design a framework that will take into account the entire life-cycle of ideas,
beginning from discovery and creation to commercial application and value addition. This
calls for a holistic approach to public funding in Research and Development.
The government wants to increase the spending on Research and Development under the
twelfth five year plan (2012-2017) from 0.9% to 2%. However, when a comparison is made
with other countries India presents a poor picture. In our country there are 119 researchers
per million population as against 5287 in Japan and 4484 in United States. She has a little
over 6000 Doctorates in Science as compared to 9000 in China and 25,000 in United States.
Most of the Indian colleges and universities lack high end research facilities. The number of
PhDs produced every year is very low. The Government of India has taken several steps to
promote the Research and Development sector in India, as mentioned in the Union Budget
of 2014-15. Two additional Research Institutes of excellence were set up in Assam and
Jharkhand with an initial sum of Rupees 100 cores. In addition the government plans to
establish a national level research and referral institute for higher dental studies.
The following are a few examples of recent investments:
1. French tyre manufacturer Michelin is planning to set up an R&D sector in India. This
facility was set up in Gurgaon, which will be first of its kind in developing country;
2. Sandwik announced the proposal for the setting up of a world class facility at Chakan
which is part of the Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation Park near Pune;
3. Valvoline Cummins Ltd (VCL), a joint venture between Ashland Inc. and Cummins India Ltd
has announced the opening of new labs for Research & Development and Product
Development along with a training facility at Lexington, Kentucky, USA.
CHALLENGES FOR REESEARCH IN INDIA
India has a low base of researchers and the academic sector contributes less than 14% of
the total number of researchers. The immediate need in this context would be, to
encourage industry-academia collaborations, promote collaborations between the
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universities and the public authorities as also between the government and Research and
Development laboratories and also increase the number and quality of doctoral students.
As the students are deprived of intellectual stimulation fostered by research, they fall short
of invaluable knowledge and skills which are not only important in their careers but also in
other areas of life. Even the number of students pursuing research is limited by want of
time, and support. The result being them ending up intimidated, confused and frustrated.
One of the main impediments is lack of scientific theory. Many of the researchers are
incapable of carrying out sound empirical work; data is often inadequate and even when
available not availed of; in addition the problem of bureaucratic inertia is always plaguing
the system.
The following factors can be said to be encouraging good research:
1. A conducive academic environment of the institutions/universities;
2. A well-stocked library and Reference section covering books, e-books, journals, online
library etc; 3. Provision of adequate infrastructural facility;
4. Existence of Research laboratories having the latest equipments;
5. Availability of adequate finance for purchase of equipments.
6. Combining teaching and research related activity in the work profile of the Professors;
7. Instilling a feeling of pride and purposefulness among teachers that their major task is to
transformation of the economy.
FUTURE OF RESEARCH IN INDIA
One of the great economists and Nobel Prize laureate, Milton Friedman (Consultant to
Ministry of Finance –Government of India -1955), said, “The great untapped resource of
technical and scientific knowledge available to India for the taking is the economic
equivalent of the untapped commitment available to the US 150 years back”.
While creating an enabling environment, note should be made of reducing the teaching
hours, greater financial support and providing access to better infrastructure. Awarding of
fellowships and encouraging industry collaborations will promote research.
Research can be promoted by following certain guidelines such as inclusion of research as a
criterion for faculty for the purpose of promotion, (a system laid down by UGC and is
currently been followed by affiliated colleges and universities); institution of awards for
distinguished researchers with substantial financial incentives; generation of greater
funding; improvement of infrastructure; and possible reduction of teaching hours so that
more time can be devoted to research. India has all the potential of being a research hub
given her long tradition of teaching and renowned Brain Power. The impediments have to
tackled so as to easy the path to economic prosperity.
CONCLUSION
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Research as we have seen plays an important role in the economic development of a
country, more so in case of a developing country like India. We face a number of
constraints, in the form of ill-stocked libraries, absence of well-equipped laboratories, lack
of adequate finance, government intervention etc. In view of the fact that we possess a
universally acknowledged Brain Power, the need of the hour is for innovations and
inventions. India prides itself in producing Nobel Laureates of Indian origin. The innate
talents of our researchers have to be nurtured and fostered to make a mark in the
international arena. All this calls for greater financial support, right policy mix together with
working on finding solutions to the impairing problems plaguing the Indian society, if we
have to be seen as a major player in the global world
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Abstract
This research paper entitled “Exploitation and cheating of consumers by well trained
traders and its impact on the growth and development of Indian corporate sector.”
Consumer exploitation in India is not something that is new, but has been happening for
ages. Consumers get exploited in many ways through the more dominating and
knowledgeable sources. To bring this down, consumers must be aware of certain facts and
figures and the current day to day happenings.
Consumer exploitation takes place in different forms apart from the abovementioned methods. Sometimes, goods sold in markets may not be weighed or measured
correctly , substandard goods get sold especially ones that may have been out of expiry
dates, duplicating parts of products stating they are from branded companies and charging
for the same thereby reaping great profits, adulteration in food items, leading to poor
quality products for customers and high profits for producers, lack of inbuilt safety
measures for certain products like electrical appliances, unsatisfactory after sale services,
improper and indecent behavior from executives, and the list just goes on.
Key words - Consumer exploitation, Remedies, consumption behavior, Indian economy,
Cheating, Trained traders, Growth and development. Corporate sector.
Introduction
Consumer exploitation and cheating
Consumer exploitation takes place for various reasons. Some of the common reasons
that are responsible for consumer exploitation include:
Limited information
Since the markets are very competitive, the choice for producers to produce a
complete information about the product may be absent and information like guarantee,
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terms of purchase, price, etc. would be compromised, thereby leading the consumer to
wrong choices and wastage of money.
Limited Competition
In certain products the producers are limited and hence the existing producers rule
and decide on the cost and availability of the product, thereby exploiting consumers need
and their money.
Literacy
Being illiterate is one major area where consumers are being exploited deeply.
Without proper knowledge or awareness, producers demand more from consumers making
great profits.
Limited Supplies
When there is limited supply, automatically black markets catch their place and
goods are sold at very high prices, thereby exploiting consumers. we purchase an
assortment of products and ventures in our everyday life and get fulfillment from its
utilization and use. Subsequently we as a whole are customers, and as a shopper, we
anticipate a specific incentive for cash, that is, correct quality, right amount, right costs, data
about the item, etc.However, in the present day, we wind up being annoyed and conned by
market mammoths all the time. In early days, out of line exchange was practically
incomprehensible with restricted needs and a preservationist style of living.
Notwithstanding, today, with expanded modern transformation, progression and
globalization, our needs have expanded complex and this has given a lot of degree for acts
of neglect.
There are numerous ways by which purchasers are abused. A couple of them are:
A. Selling at higher prices - The cost charged for the item won't be proportionate to the
quality;
B. Product risk -- Drugs that are hazardous, banned or beyond expiry date, electrical
appliances with inadequate safety precautions, etc;
C. Adulteration -- This is very common in food items and could prove to be highly injurious
to one's health;
D. Sub-standard Products -- Items whose quality is far below the required standard;
E. False Claims -- Manufacturers make false representations about their products in the
media with a view to mislead the consumers. Claiming that use of a particular oil will cure
baldness, using a company's fairness cream for a specific period will make one fair, etc., are
all typical examples of exaggerated, misleading advertisements; and
F. Warranty/Annual Maintenance Contract -- In many cases, though the product will have a
warranty or will be under annual maintenance contract (AMC), when a problem arises, the
consumer is told that certain parts will not be covered and they will have to pay.
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Remedies available against exploitation and cheating
The Consumer Protection Act, 1986, is unquestionably a gift for consumers wronged
by manufacturers or dealers. Various grumblings about flawed products have been heard by
consumer fore throughout the years. For example, there was a grievance recorded in an
area discussion in Maharashtra asserting that the seeds bought were inadequate in as much
as they didn't sprout. On hearing the protest, the discussion granted a pay of Rs 20,000,
which was maintained by the State Commission and the National Commission on advance.
During the time spent development of an economy like India, the degree of salary of
the individuals, however unevenly, has likewise been constantly expanding. The expanded
degree of pay of the individuals significantly affects their utilization levels. All the while, not
exclusively does the interest for existing items increment and yet individuals like to move to
better quality items. One can, along these lines, see that enterprises per-tainting to the
‘consumer goods’ division are gaining fast ground and furthermore bringing out new items
to draw in the purchasers. This is valid for tough consumer products too. With steady and
reliable improvement in innovation, the procedure gets additionally fortified. Nonetheless, a
significant inquiry that should be replied and investigated dispassionately in this setting is
whether the purchaser is a definitive recipient.
Thinking and consumption behavior of the consumer
For quite some time, the convention that existed and the commonly believed notion
was that the consumer is ‘sovereign’. The consumer is supposed to decide not only as to
what to buy but at the same time also exercise his choice regarding the particular variety or
brand of a product that he should opt for. This, however, is not true. The fact of the matter
is that the thinking and behavior of the consumer, by and large, is influenced and shaped by
various modes of demonstration, specially the advertisements on television screen. In other
words, it is the supplier or the producer that decides as to what the consumer should
purchase and consume. It is thus the producer’s sovereignty rather than that of the
consumer which directs the consumption behavior of the consumers. In the process, the big
companies and multinationals, through their incentive-oriented schemes, easily succeed in
attracting customers for their products.
Methodology
The researcher while studying the above topic uses Doctrinal method which is also
called as non-empirical study of research it is thus, a fact research. In order to handle this
proposed work in an appropriate manner and giving useful output from the work, the
doctrinal (i.e. analytical) method would be most suitable and perfect. It Hence, in the
proposed work, this method have been and will be utilized very well. Doctrinal method
involved arranging, ordering and systematizing legal propositions, analysis of case laws and
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study of legal institutions through legal reasoning. Will seek to identify and appraise the
degree of variable which influence the outcome and legal decision making.
Methodology is an important part of any research work. Method is the way of doing
something methodology. It is the science to study of a particular subject. Research
Methodology is much wider. Research methodology is a systematic investigation to gain
new knowledge about the phenomena or problem. The method a researcher follows in
pursuing a research methodology.
Hypothesis
1. The legal framework under Consumer protection Act 1986 is insufficient to control and
Regulate unfair trade practices in India.
2. Consumers are cheated and exploited by the well organized and trained Seller/trader or
manufacturer of goods and services is a white collar crime.
3. Unfair trade practices can damage consumer confidence to the extent that overall
Growth and development in the corporate sector is affected.
4. Guidelines provided by Supreme Court regarding unfair trade practices are not strictly
followed.
5. There is need to drastic changes in various corporate laws in India.
Conclusion/Discussion
This study aimed at “Exploitation and cheating of consumers by well trained traders
and its impact on the growth and development of Indian corporate sector.” It can be
concluded that Consumer exploitation takes place in different forms apart from the above
mentioned methods. Sometimes, goods sold in markets may not be weighed or measured
correctly , substandard goods get sold especially ones that may have been out of expiry
dates, duplicating parts of products stating they are from branded companies and charging
for the same thereby reaping great profits, adulteration in food items, leading to poor
quality products for customers and high profits for producers, lack of inbuilt safety
measures for certain products like electrical appliances, unsatisfactory after sale services,
improper and indecent behavior from executives, and the list just goes on.
It can be suggested that, Consumer exploitation in India could be bought down only
with proper awareness to the consumers on their rights and how they could go about with
things, if they feel they have been cheated. There are many platforms where they could
approach and put in their complaints and escalate it to achieve justice. Consumers should
be aware of their rights that have been given to them through the Consumers Act and take
appropriate action against those who make great profits by exploiting the common man.
This study showed that, exploitation and cheating of consumers by well trained
traders adversely affect the growth and development of Indian corporate sector causing
economic degradation of nation.
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IntroductionHigher education systems have grown exponentially in the last five decades to meet
the demands of quality education for all. This aspect has further gained momentum due to
swift advancements in Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The focus of this
paper is to examine the role of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in higher
education in India in the 21st century. The increasing use of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) has brought changes to teaching and learning at all levels of higher
education systems (HES) leading to quality enhancements in the 21st century. Traditional
forms of teaching and learning are increasingly being converted to online and virtual
environments. There are endless possibilities with the integration of ICT in the education
system. The use of ICT in education not only improves classroom teaching learning process,
but also provides the facility of e-learning. ICT has enhanced distance learning in the 21st
century. Successful implementation of ICT to lead change is more about influencing and
empowering teachers and supporting them in their engagement with students in learning
rather than acquiring computer skills and obtaining software and equipment. ICT enabled
education will ultimately lead to the democratization of education in the 21st century
Education is a very socially oriented activity and quality education has traditionally been
associated with strong teachers having high degrees of personal contact with learners.ICT
has become an integral part of today’s teaching learning process. Effective use of
technology can motivate students, make our classes more dynamic and interesting and
renew teacher enthusiasm as they learn new skills and techniques. The role of ICT in higher
education is becoming more and more important and this importance will continue to grow
and develop in 21st century. The use of ICT in education not only improves classroom
teaching learning process, but also provides the facility of e-learning. The adoption and use
of ICTs in education have a positive impact teaching, learning and research.
use of ICT in higher education.
1 improving writing skills:-
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If students are required to publish their work on the internet, they have to develop
hypertext skills. These skills help students gain experience in non sequential writings.
2. find out reading material
Apart from communication, research is what takes many people to the internet. There are
many resources on the internet than the school library can provide
3. ICT can influence student intrest
The internet can act as a motivating tool for many students. Young people are very
captivated with technology. Educators must capitalize on this interest excitement and
enthusiasm about the Internet for the purpose enhancing learning. For already enthusiastic
learners, the internet provides them with additional learning activities not readily available
in the classroom.
4 tecnology is changing students traditional method of learningtechnology has brought in major changes in the way education is imparted. Teaching and
learning process has evolved from being a one-sided activity to an active process involving
exchange of ideas. Indulgence of various creative tools and techniques has made the
process a collaborative initiative.
5. Make aware of using different kind of ICT toolsMany ICT tools are available in the modern world that can be used to create and
disseminate knowledge. Tools include radio, TV, internet, mobile phones, computers,
laptops, tablets and many other hardware and software applications. Certain ICT tools, such
as laptops, PCs, mobile phones and PDAs, have implications for education. These devices
can be used to provide education and training for teachers and students. Most ICT tools are
exaggerated, but until now they did not go well. The use of radio for educational practices
has been very popular in the past.
RecommandationThe quality of education through awareness among ICT and stakeholders will
positively influence society. ICT can help with the quality and standards of education by
implementing it at different stages of education. ICT can be hired for both formal and
informal forms of education and will ultimately make the pupil a viable and socially useful
part of society. The use of ICT for teacher training can save a lot of government money. In
addition, many qualitative improvements can be made, since the resources for training can
be at the highest level in the world. The acceptance of ICT by the administration can help
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solve problems in the absence of students and teachers. Good quality content is one of the
most important issues and has a direct impact on training and quality standards.
Overcoming specific problems related to the curriculum can help you a lot. In short, many
quality improvements are possible after careful and conscious implementation of ICT by the
various stakeholders in education.
Conclusions
Information and Communication Technology has no doubt brought about
tremendous change in education, but we are yet to achieve the desired level of IT adoption
in higher education in the country. The optimal utilization of opportunities arising due to
diffusion of ICTs in higher education system presents enormous challenge. Nonetheless, it
has become an indispensable support system for higher education as it could address some
of the challenges facing higher education system in the country. Moreover, material in
education which can be shared by means of ICT, can foster better teaching. ICT play vital
role as a strong agent for change among many educational practices i,e conducting online
exam, pay online fees, accessing online books and journals. Thus, ICT in Higher education
improves teaching learning process, provides the facility of online learning to thousands to
thousands of learners who cannot avail the benefits of higher education due to several
checks, such a time, cost, geographical location etc. Once again ICT serve to provide the
means for much of this activity to realize.
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Abstract
Education is a very socially oriented activity and quality education has traditionally been
associated with strong teachers having high degrees of personal contact with learners.ICT
has become an integral part of today’s teaching learning process. Effective use of
technology can motivate students, make our classes more dynamic and interesting and
renew teacher enthusiasm as they learn new skills and techniques. The role of ICT in higher
education is becoming more and more important and this importance will continue to grow
and develop in 21st century. The use of ICT in education not only improves classroom
teaching learning process, but also provides the facility of e-learning. The adoption and use
of ICTs in education have a positive impact teaching, learning and research. The use of ICT
will not only enhance learning environment but also prepare next generation for future lives
and careers. This paper highlights the various impacts of ICT on higher
Keywords: -Information and Communication Technology, ICT initiatives, Higher Education
and explores various potential future developments.
Introduction
According to Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar (Bombay ,Legislative council Debate,27 july,1927), “
The university is a machinery whereby education facilities are provided to all those who are
intellectually capable of using those facilities to be the best advantages but who cannot avail
themselves of those facilities for want of funds or for other handicaps in life”. The people in
university education shape the behavior; minds and the social and human values of the
student community. Effective use of technology can motivate students, make our classes
more dynamic and interesting and renew teacher enthusiasm as they learn new skills and
techniques. Technology is also helping the students to understand any abstract concepts
clearly.ICT has become an integral part of today’s teaching learning process. The integration
of ICTs in teaching in general and teacher education in particular is the need of the day. The
use of ICTs can make substantial changes both for teaching and training mainly in two ways;
firstly, the rich representation of information changes learner’s perception and
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understanding of the context. Secondly; the vast distribution and easy process access to
information can change relationships between teachers and taught.ICT can also provide
powerful support for educational innovation. In the last few decades, we have seen an
increasing number of youngsters gaining access to higher education .This phenomenon
reflects a trend at a global level ,which is largely due to the democratization and
development of societies, the improvement of living conditions and structures ,the demand
for a more highly qualified performance both in professions and citizenships we have,
therefore witnessed a change both in terms of quality as well as quality in the student
population ,reflected in the gradual loss of the elitist and formal character of higher
education through the admission of individuals from all social classes( Soars and
Almeida,2002). “The emancipator and transformative potentials of the ICT in higher
education in India has helped increase the country’s requirement of higher education
through part- time and distance learning schemes. It can be used as a tool to overcome the
issues of cost, less number of teachers and poor quality of education as well as overcome
time and distance barriers.”(MC Gorry, 2002)
Major ICT initiatives in Higher Education
Various initiatives in the recent past portrayed the significant role that ICT plays in the realm
of higher education development. Several projects have reduced the costs, and it also has
increased transparency. India has taken up major initiatives in terms of content delivery and
furthering education through Information and Communication technology. For example
Gyan Darshan was launched in 2000 in broadcast educational programs for school kids,
university students and adults. Similarly Gyan Vani was another such important step with
broadscast programs contributed by institution such as IGNOU and IITs .Under the UGC
country wise classroom intiative, education programs are broadcast on Gyan Darshan and
Doordarshan national channel every day. E-Gyankosh which aims at preserving digital
learning resources is a knowledge repository launched by IGNOU in 2005.Almost 95% of
IGNOU’s printed material has been digitized by uploaded on the repository.
The national programme for technology enhanced learning (NPTEL) launched in 2001 is
another joint initiative of IITS and IISC which education through technology. Sristi, the
society for research and initiatives for sustainable technologies and institutions is facilitating
the use of ICT for strengthening the capacity of grass roots inventors, innovations and
entrepreneurs engaged in conserving bio diversity and developing ecofriendly solutions to
local problems.
Benefits of ICT in Higher Education
Use of ICT in education presents a unique opportunity to solve multitude of challenges
quickly as well as at low rate. Here is an overview of advantages of an ICT:-
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1. Motivating Factor:- The internet can act as a motivating tool for many students.
Young people are very captivated with technology. Educators must capitalize on this
interest excitement and enthusiasm about the Internet for the purpose enhancing
learning. For already enthusiastic learners, the internet provides them with
additional learning activities not readily available in the classroom.
2. Fast communication:- The internet promotes fast communication across
geographical barriers. Students can join collaborative projects that involve students
from different states, countries or continents.
3. Co-operative learning:- The internet facilitates co-operative learning, encourages
dialogue and creates a more engaging classroom. For example, a LISTER V for our
class will allow students to get involved in class discussions through e-mails in a way
not possible within four walls of classroom.
4. Locating Research materials:- Apart from communication, research is what takes
many people to the internet. There are many resources on the internet than the
school library can provide.
5. Acquiring varied writing skills:- If students are required to publish their work on the
internet, they have to develop hypertext skills. These skills help students gain
experience in non sequential writings.
Conclusion
ICT play vital role as a strong agent for change among many educational practices i,e
conducting online exam, pay online fees, accessing online books and journals. Thus ICT
in Higher education improves teaching learning process, provides the facility of online
learning to thousands to thousands of learners who cannot avail the benefits of higher
education due to several checks, such a time, cost, geographical location etc. Once again
ICT serve to provide the means for much of this activity to realize the potential it holds
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Abstract
In a modern and technical era in the field of physical education and sports, it is most to
utilize incipient techniques, novel equipment and new tools to improve the standards and
performance. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) is the most consequential
factor and methodology in the field of physical education and sports around the world. It
has changed the development, planning and management of coaching in physical education
and sports. The utilization of ICT is the most facile method and gets an efficacy result. The
aforesaid system available for all, anytime and anywhere. Implementation of ICT in physical
inculcation and sports have enhanced the performance of theplayer and achievingthe best
level, for this purpose paper focused on theuse of ICT in physical education and sports with
few novelconcepts and its applications. The role of physical education teacher and coaches,
suggestions for physical educationteacher andcoaches etc.
Introduction
Relentless innovation in computer and information science and the products that emerge
from this innovation present educationalists with incipient and virtually revolutionary
conceptions for engendering edifying and learning environments. Such concepts as 'Virtual
learning', even 'Virtual Universities', and e-learning radically challenge thenotion of how
edifying can be carried out and where learning is achieved (McElhone, 2000). Teachers
should be conscious of the quality of their teaching. Information and communication
technology (ICT)is becoming increasingly pervasive in our modern society and a requirement
for ideal means of teachingespecially in the field of physical education (Zhang and
Martinovic, 2008). Information and communication technology (ICT) have a significant role
in teaching and learning process as a tool. The use of ICT by learners offers a potential to
enhance learning as all subjects as well as physical education. Teaching will get new
dimensions, as lessons will be greatly enhanced by the technology tools. The uses of
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multimedia instructionaltools will significantly enrich the teaching content that will become
more dynamic and captivating (Gerad and Mathiot, 2000).Sansauwaldefined information
technology as the use of hardware and software for efficient managementof’ information i.e
storage, retrieval, processing, communication, diffusion and sharing of information for
social, economic and cultural upliftment (Sansauwal, 2000).This includes the ability to use
technology as a tool for research, organize, evaluate arid communicate information and the
possession of a fundamental understanding of the ethical issues surroundingthe access and
use of information (Zhang and Martinovic 2008).Physical education benefits from the
integration of ICT in making lessons more natural and real. The utilization of ICT in physical
education is becoming very importantas it can make a significant contribution to primary,
secondary and tertiary institutions. This starts with knowledge and understanding of
principles applicable when considering using and implementing ICT software and programs
in teaching physical education. The aim of this paper is to present a sketch of ICT usage in
physical education and to explore its usefulness for the evaluation of computer-based
learning.
New Concept of ICT
Some company making a software and taking a course of ICT one of the example is as Digital
classes. Pearson world largest education company brings to you Digital class an ICT based
solution that combines state of the art, hardware with syllabus, Compliant multimedia
based interaction content this solution drawn upon Persons global expertise in digital
content and its vast experience in education over hundred million people worldwide. They
suggest that ICT tools make learning real-lifeexperiences so that players understand and
never forget therefore it is needful to use ICT tools in the field of sports and physical
education for the purpose of development of skills, match practice, match the behaviour
and advanced technique. Examples of ICT application that can be used in physical education
and sports.
Definition of ICT
Information technology is an application and commodity support through which or by
means of which information is transferred, recorded, Edited, stored, manipulated or
disseminated. According to UNESCO information technology as “scientific, technological and
engineering disciplines and the management techniques used in information handling and
processing information and their application, computers and their interaction with man and
machine and associated social, economic and cultural matters.”According to ILA Glossary,
“Information technology is an application of the computers and other technologies to the
acquisition, organization, storage, retrieval and dissemination of information.”
 Motive analysis software
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There are many software packages available in market useful for highlighting techniques are
some of the athletic field events.
 Camera
The video camera can provide footage of the experienced performance in action can be
used to inspire, to demonstrate correct techniques and to develop players. The camera can
also use in assessment for learning tools. The camera is immediately simple touse and it has
a reasonable battery life.
 Film editing in PE
To identify a common fault of players and after that give the suggestion to players.
 Mobile camera phone
We can take a photo, shooting of any technique and it can be observed through PC it is
helpful to the sportsman.
 Interactive whiteboard
It is a surface onto which computer screen can display through a data projector. As it is a
touch sensitive it allows the teacher to use a pen or finger-likemouse to control computer
from the board and save any changes for future internet and website to support teaching
and learning. Below listed tools are also applicable to get more information:
 Video projectors system
 Developing functional skills
 Video conferencing
 Youtube
 Powerpoint presentation
 N- list
 SMS mobile
 Two way SMS
 E-journals
 Research review
Suggestions
Tim Kelly survey on ICT education and give four main suggestions they are as
 The importance of ICTs for training teachers. Much of this takes the form of basic
computer literacy instead of how to integrate computers into teaching methods, but the
emphasis on building capacity is important.
 Secondly, providing and sustaining ICT infrastructure in schools, especially through
public-private partnerships, is essential.
 Thirdly, while ICT is an important part of formal educational institutions, it can be just as
powerful in non-formal education settings, creating the opportunity for life-long
learning.
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Finally, several countries have very strong Open and Distance Learning initiatives that
seek to provide mass education and overcome geographic or financial barriers.

Role of physical education teacher and Coaches in the field of ICT
Physical education teachers and coaches are the interfacesbetween players and ICT tools.
Physical education teachers and coaches have a need to focus and seize new opportunities
and demonstrate how the ICT tools help and improve the performance of the player. And
they can apply a greater role to change the development, planning and management of
sports. This was they can take a right full place as human agent side the search engine in
searching the internet.
Conclusion
In modern and technical era, it is must to know the cognizance of ICT for every physical
teacher, coaches and players. The aim of this manuscript is to the improvement of player
performance by using advanced technology. The development of ICT in the field of physical
education and sports has a significant impact on society and has benefited in developing
countries.
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Abstract: Role of Library in the education system is unbeatable. Every library in India runs
and works on the '5 principles ' of Dr. S. R. Ranganathan. Introduction of ICT in the libraries,
the libraries had transformed from conventional to contemporary. Now a days the libraries
are using computers, internet, library software to give better services to its users. The
importance of library in the education is also accepted by the UGC, MHRD, NAAC &
INFLIBNET. Now the more emphasis is on e-contents, paperless and 24x7 availability of
library materials and services.
Keywords: Library, Academic Library, Higher education,
Introduction: The role of a library in the education process at any level, especially at the college
level for the overall development of students such as personality, skill communication,
career, and creativity is very significant etc. so, a well-organized library is essential for the
teaching-learning process done in a college, especially when the emphasis is shifted from
classroom teaching centered process. The quality of education is greatly linked with
libraries. The information collected and disseminated by libraries decides the quality of
teaching and learning process in a college. In the words of S.R. Dongerkery, “A well-stocked
and up-to-date library is a sine qua non for every modern educational institution”. The
libraries of modern educational institutions have to plan, to develop and organize their
library resources and services in such a way that it should facilitate retrieval of the desired
information as quick as possible and save the time of the users. The purpose of a library is to
provide the right information to the right user at the right time in the right form.
In India higher education as a sector usually stands with undergraduate
programs and moves laterally forward. The higher education in India quantitatively grown to
become one of the largest syst4em of its kind in the world. The present society is
transforming itself into knowledge society. Knowledge is power and therefore has remained
one of the most important driving forces of the sustaining human existence. As higher
education's institutions are contributing directly to the economics, social and political
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upliftment of the nations. On e of the major aims of higher education's is to make people
self reliant and self sustaining.
Libraries serves as the agency for collecting, processing, managing and
disseminating the information needs for education, socio-economic and cultural
development, etc. Libraries' are the repositories of the wisdom of ages stored in the form of
recorded information for the use of present and future generations.
Importance of Library:Libraries are knowledge hub, Libraries are the most important part of educational
system, at School, College and University level. Availability of books, reference books
magazines, journals, e-journals and e-books in the library improves the knowledge level of
teachers and students and researchers of the academic institutions. Availability of various
infrastructural facilities of the library motivates the users to use the library to gain the
required knowledge and upgrade themselves. Libraries are also known as local centre of
information and learning. Academic libraries and public libraries are the source of
information and ideas for all sectors of the society. Thoughts, information and knowledge is
disseminated through the libraries creating the opportunities for research, development
and employment generation. Library of any academic institutions is a mirror of that
institution one can judge that institute on the basis of their Library. More developed and
rich Library, shows that the institute is also developed and rich in all aspects.
Aims and objectives of an Academic Library :1. To provide the facilities for advanced study and research work.
2. To encourage the qualitative academic environment of teaching and research.
3. To provide proper guidance and training in order to prepare the students for master
and doctorate degree.
4. To improve the quality of education at various level.
5. To enhance the research output by faculty through useful information resources.
6. To cooperate with other institutions with respect of information resources.
Dr. S. R. Ranganathan (1892-1972), called the father of library and information science
in India, gave the five laws of library which need to be acknowledged and pursued every
time:
 Books are for use
 Every reader his/her book
 Every book its reader
 Save the time of reader and staff
 Library is a growing organism
Higher Education:The higher education is the basic need of the society for individual development.
Education is to equalized opportunities enabling the backward and under privileged classes
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and individuals to use education as a lever for the improvement of their condition. Every
society that values, social justice and is anxious to improve a layman and cultivate all
available talent must ensure progressive equality of opportunity to all sections of the
society. “After independence the first action of a real significance to be taken by the
Government of India in the field of education was the appointment of the University
Commission in 1948 under the chairmanship of Dr. Sarvapali Radhakrishnan, a distinguished
scholar and former Vice-Chancellor of Banaras University, who rose to become the Second
President of India.” It is on his name that the commission is known as Radhakrishnan
Commission.
The revised National Policy on Education, 1992 in the field of higher education provided
the following facilities:
1) Autonomous colleges.
2) Redesigning the college education.
3) Planning and co-ordination.
4) Regulated admission.
5) Transformation of teaching methods.
6) Qualitative research.
7) Setting up national body.
8) Open University and Distance Learning.
9) De-linking degrees from jobs.
10) Rural University.
Role of University Grants Commission (1953):
The role of UGC is noteworthy in enriching the academic libraries in higher education
through financing as well as the systematic planning and vital leadership. UGC allocates
grants to number of universities for building construction. In addition to this, a liberal
financial assistance has been ensured based on a tentative formula of Rs. 15 per student
and Rs. 200 per teacher and research fellow for the annual purchase of books. The new
university libraries are granted a special initial grant. UGC has helped the professionally
qualified academic libraries to get better pay scales equal to the teaching members of the
university (Bhatt 130) UGC has been allotting more funds for the development of academic
libraries. The provision was made to initiate the work for this function in the 5-year plans of
the country.
The Centre has implemented several projects for the development of library services
in Indian Universities. These include the following:
1. Financial support for the automation of University Libraries
2. Development of a comprehensive database of the resources in various libraries in
India
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3. Development of an integrated library management software called SOUL (Software
for University Libraries)
4. UGC-Infonet Internet Connectivity Programme
5. The centre has taken several open access initiatives like:
 OJAS, a platform to faculty and researchers in Universities to host their openaccess journals
 Shodhganga, a digital repository for theses and dissertations by research
scholars in universities in India
 Shodhgangotri, a digital repository of synopsis of research topic submitted to
the universities in India by research scholars
 An institutional repository called IR@INFLBNET for papers published in the
proceedings of the CALIBER and PLANNER
6. Creation of R&D facilities and working groups to study and contribute to the open
source movement
7. Maintenance of a database of scientists, researchers and other faculty members
working at leading academic institutions and other R&D organisations involved in
teaching and research in India
8. Bibliometric and scientometric studies
9. e-PG Pathshala: A Gateway to All Post Graduate Courses
10. Trainings in many various aspects related to Library and Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) are frequently organized.
Conclusion:All the academic institutions must know well their responsibility about them
powdermen of the Library. More developed and rich library means more developed
academic institute and more availability of information to their teachers, students and
researchers. Fast, accurate and reliable services are the need of today. More and more use
of ICT, e-data, availability of fast internet, subscription of e-books and e-journals must be
available in the library.
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Introduction:
Physical education, sports is vital to the overall development of youth people,
enhancing their physical, social and emotional health. The benefits of sport reach beyond
the impact on physical well-being and the value of physical educational benefits of sport
should not be under-estimated. At childhood stage developing interest in any sport or
physical activity be inculcated from an early age to develop respect and understanding for
lifelong engagement in professional or recreational activities. The Power of Play makes a
compelling case for further participation in Sport for all age groups and abilities in India.
Healthy development of children and young people through sport, Physical education and
sport have an educational impact. Changes can be seen in Motor skills development and
performance and Educational potential. This shows the positive relationship between being
involved in physical activities and psychosocial development. Physical education in schools,
providing physical education both inside and outside of schools is crucial in helping young
people to learn and develop life skills.
Now-a-days the system of education makes the students stress more on their mental
development and completely rejects the physical activities. The overall outcome of this is
that the developing groups of graduates and professionals have weak bodies and poor
physique. The curriculum should include sports, games and physical health education for the
all-round development of the students.
Sports education should be introduced in schools and colleges with complete sincerity. It
also justifies the statement, “a sound mind resides only in a sound body”. A healthy and
strong body is not possible without sports and physical activities.
I have put together our top 5 reasons why I think youth should play sports, I believe learning
physical education and playing sports offers children’s of all age group get countless benefits
and assists in improving their physical, social and mental well being.
1. It gives youth a group to belong to. They have a group of friends that has the same
goals and interests.
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2. Youth develop lifelong healthy lifestyle habits. Regular physical activities improve
youth fitness and help them stay in shape.
3. It’s natural stress reliever. Exercise is a great way for youth to loosen up and let go.
Sports also help youth develop relationship, which becomes a support system for
them.
4. Playing sports help develop teamwork and leadership skills. Working towards a
common goal helps youth develop communication and problem solving skills will be
benefiting them on the field and off.
5. Sports boot self esteem. Youth learn to be confident on the field. Seeing their heard
work pay off brings about loads of self confidence. When youth achieve their goals
on the field it teaches them they can achieve any other goal they set later on down
the track.
Power of Physical Education &Sport for Development of youth
The opportunity to participate in and enjoy sport and play is a human right as per the
Charter for Physical Education and Sport adopted by UNESCO in 1978. Sport and Play is a
key tool for development cutting across all human and social barriers. Engagement, learning
and development through sport are 100 percent guaranteed irrespective of age, gender,
culture and ability.
The benefits of sport are many from physical and mental health to development of team
work and leadership abilities to building of confidence. On a larger scale sport can help with
social inclusion and harmony and can promote equal opportunities for women and for
people with disabilities. Million people watch CRICKET & FIFA World Cup Final. This amazing
figure is one of the many statistics that demonstrate how sports captivate our lives. Across
the world, athletic competition activates a collective spirit that enhances community
participation among youth and adults. Attracting youth participation and development
through a powerful tool such as ‘sports’ should be a paramount investment to be made in
the years to come by public/private sector and communities. Sport for Social Development
is a method of bringing about social change through the use of sports. Sport and play are
used as tools for peace and development. Sport and play help children learn lifelong skills,
empower women and communities, and remove discrimination. Sport can be used as a tool
to reach personal and community goals.
Physical Education & Sport for Educational Development
Physical Education & Sport provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with
competition and how to cope with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight
the impact of physical education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in
addition to physical skills and abilities. It has been forgotten that academic learning and
sports education complement each other. They resemble the two sides of the same coin. If
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sports education is carried out accompanied with the academic curriculum, the overall
personality of the student is increased to quite an extent. The qualities of the leadership,
sharing, team spirit and tolerance are learnt from sports.
Sports education not only teaches the students to maintain the physical stamina, but also
the habit of discipline, the determination to win, willpower, etc. The power of reasoning,
mental development, vocational specialisation comes from the academic education of the
students. Therefore, sports education along with the academics result in the all-round
development of the students.
Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of children and youth
and the skills learned during play. Through participation in sport and physical education,
young people learn about the importance of key values such as:
 Leadership
 Teamwork
 Decision making
 Self Respect and Respect for others
 Discipline & self rules
Learning through sport: While the physical benefits of participation in sport are well known
and supported by large volumes of empirical evidence, sport and physical activity can also
have positive benefits on education. Sport-based programmes have shown improvement in
the learning performance of children and young people, encouraging school attendance and
a desire to succeed academically.
Lifelong involvement in physical activity: Physical education and sport also build health
activity habits that encourage life-long participation in physical activity. This extends the
impact of physical education beyond the school and highlights the potential impact of
physical education on youth health.
Leadership in sport: The real benefits of sport involvement appear among children and
youth who have experienced appropriate forms of leadership. It shows that martial arts
taught with a philosophy of respect, patience, responsibility and honour.
Physical education & Sport for Personal and Life Skills Development
Just as philosophy of physical education help develop the intellectual, spiritual and
emotional aspects of youth, sports help us develop the physical. We need balance of mind,
body and spirit to feel and function at our best. The benefit of sports extends much beyond
the physical aspects. It builds character, teaches strategic thinking, leadership skills, goal
setting and risk taking.
Participating in sports and physical activity develops the five components of fitness, which
are:
 Strength
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 Speed
 Skill
 Stamina
 Flexibility
A good sportsman always learns to obey the rules of the games and the comments of their
superiors. It also teaches them leadership qualities, maintaining teamwork and displaying
team spirit. Sports education trains the students to face defeat with a smile and maintain
the humility even in victory. It is the healthiest means of refreshments and recreation.
Any person good in one walk of life automatically gains confidence in others. So if one is
good at sports, it follows that their confidence will spill over to academics as well. With
confidence on their side, they are motivated to give their best.
Physical education & Sport for Professional Development
Sport management is an industrious field concerning the business aspects of sports and
recreation. It provides an opportunity to gain financial and marketing knowledge as well as
business management skills. You might also gain expertise in sports event planning and
brand building.eg. Recreational sport managers, sports marketing, event management,
facility management, sports economics, sports finance, sports journalism and sports
information.
Sport also offers a range of professional development or continuous professional
development courses to enable coaches, team managers, sports administrators, teachers,
sports leaders, physiotherapists, occupational therapists and sporting professionals to
enhance their skills and knowledge. Sports Entrepreneurship Management has become very
important in today’s age. With sports being introduced in educational curriculum managing
it has become a very important aspect.
With the advent of leagues for various sports like cricket, football, hockey and kabaddi
in India the money earning capacity for sports people has considerably increased along with
making life easier for them. It has also opened newer avenues for livelihood for people not
only in India but across the globe.
Physical education & Sport for Health Development
Unhealthy diet and physical inactivity were among the leading causes of these diseases.
Sport and physical activity are crucial for life-long healthy living. Sport and play improve
health and well-being, extend life expectancy and reduce the likelihood of several noncommunicable diseases including heart disease. Sports releases feel-good endorphin which
elevates the mood. A good mood is conducive to performing well in other fields because
there is peace of mind that allows greater concentration. Sports acts as a great outlet for
frustrations of any kind. Sports education thus should be taken up on the war footing at
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schools, colleges and educational institutions for the all-round development of the person
which will help them immensely in their lives ahead.
Regular physical activity and play are essential for physical, mental, psychological and social
development. Good habits start early. The important role of physical education is
demonstrated by the fact that youth who exercise are more likely to stay physically active.
Sport also plays a major and positive role in one’s emotional health, and allows building
valuable social connections.
Reference:
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Abstract:
Physical education and sports have an integral role to play in the overall personality
development of youth in the society. In modern education, physical education and sports
play an important role in the development of physical, mental, social, emotional, moral &
spiritual, Professional career, leadership quality and good life style of the youth, which is a
ray of hope for brighter future of India sports and vanguard of society. This paper focuses on
the various role of physical education and sports in youth development programme of
nation.
Introduction :
Today physical education and sports is being considered as ‘scientific art’ as well as
‘artistic Science’ and interdisciplinary approach to whole some development of total
personality of the youth. The various steps are to be taken by the ministry of Human
Resource Development, UGC, AIU, CBSE, ICSE, College and Universities for promotion of
physical Education and sports for the development of youth in the perspectives of life long
education. The term sports has originated from the Latin word disport meaning carry away.
It also means amusement and entertainment. Physical education also has been derived via
the Medieval Latin physicalis. Physical education and sports being a state subject to develop
a comprehensive framework for the development of sports in a holistic manner. Physical
education and sports are essential components of human resource development, helping to
promote good health, comradeship and spirit of friendly competition, which in turn, has
positive impact on the overall development of personality of the youth. Physical education
and sports are inter related activities, which overlap and merge with each other and both
are helps in the all-round development of youths. Physical education and sports programme
are designed to improve the quality of life and physical wellbeing.
Youth is the future of any country , physical education and sports play a very
significant role to build up a very strong backbone of any nation. Sports for development
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and peace and figured in the millennium development goals. In 2001 UN agencies have
identified sports as being integral to quality education. Mandatory physical education has
been recognized in a number of countries as a universal pillar to foster education, health
and personal development, which also acts as a potential tool for improving the health
standers of the population, as a strong agency for achieving sustainable development for
building lasting peace on the globe.
Today the unique strength of physical education and sports exists in its capacity to
enthuse a dream in successive young generations. The life style of today’s generation has
changed tremendously. The fitness level of individual has gone down badly. Student prefer
video games rather then to toil sweat in the play fields. Now youth are suffering more and
more from serious diseases i.e. Postural deformities, cardiovascular disease, bone mineral
density, Stoke, diabetes, cancers, obesity, osteoporosis etc. Physical education and sports
play a vital role to remove these factory from society, and developed the young generations
become massive way. Physical education and sports not only improves the health of an
individual but also make him stronger mentally to face the huge competition present in
today’s fast changing world. According the UNESCO charter of physical education and
sports, 1978 , “ Every human being has a fundamental right to access to physical education
and sports , which are essential for the full development of his / her personality. The
freedom to develop physical, intellectual and moral powers through physical education and
sports must be guaranteed both within the educational system and in other aspects of social
and health life.” The government of India is realizing the importance of physical education
and sports as a youth development nation building activity, hence created separate Ministry
of Sports and Youth Affairs in 1982 and the resolution on the National Sports policy of the
government Department of Youth Affairs and Sports as laid down in both houses of
parliament in August 1984, highlights on the mechanics of developing sports, games and
physical culture in a country. The present position of physical education in India is given
separately under three areas i.e. 1) physical education in elementary schools 2) physical
education in high / higher secondary schools and 3) physical education in university
collages.
Aim :
The main aim of physical education and sports is all round development of the youth
personality, through the way of the development of physically, mentally, socially,
emotionally and morally.
Objectives :
Physical education and sports play a vital role in development of youth. Physical
education and sports objectives are increasingly focused on whole youth or person. The
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following three are the most important objectives which can be achieved the youths for his
/her development through physical education and sports programmes.
1. Physical
i)
Reduces different diseases and risk i.e. heart. Disease, diabetes, high blood
pressure cancer etc.
ii)
Muscular and cardiovascular endurance should be improves and
development of neuro muscular co– ordination.
iii)
Controls weight, tones body and improves body composition.
iv)
Development and promotes over an health and fitness.
v)
Develops movement skills.
2. Mental :
i)
Development of academic performance.
ii)
Increased concentration.
iii)
Improve of Judgment.
iv)
Development of confidence level
v)
Development of the qualities like discipline, devotion and dedication.
vi)
Encourages setting goal and achieving the goal.
3)

Psychological and social
i)
Development of self-control fearlessness.
ii)
Development of ability to control stress and strain in day to day life.
iii)
Reduces the risk of depression.
iv)
Promotes healthy life style.
vi)
Development of leadership qualities.
vii)
Development of National / International Integration.

Purpose :
The main purpose of physical education and sports assists the student or
youth to improve his/ her education life significantly and develop the career opportunity
with healthy life style skill , systematically and spontaneously.
Career Opportunity :
Career opportunities in physical education and sports are expanding day by day .
Today physical education and sports play key role to development of young professional,
they should be willingly accept the challenges and various jobs. There are many career
choices available in this field. The following are career opportunities in physical education
and sports-teaching , Careers in coaching, sports officiating, sports administration,
professional athletes, sports medicine , sports Journalism, sports psychologist, Health and
fitness specialist , Sports Scientists, sports marketing and ground man etc.
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Conclusion:
On the basis of the aforesaid study it has been concluded that, physical education
and sports is playing a vital role to the holistic development of young people, fostering their
physical, social and mental health. Today physical education and sports have an educational
impact and its helps in the all-round development of a youth and huge scope of developing
the career in various way with professional opportunities.
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Introduction:
Youth are a major human resource for the development of a society. No society can hope of
translating its dreams and vision into reality with the proper utilization of the potential of
youth. But today is the age of globalization and India has moved on the path towards
modernization and great technological and confident. The youth is seen as the prime agent
for contributing to the country’s economic and social development. Change in lifestyle of
young people or youth in this ever change world has its impact on our society. They had
openly started pushing for a life style of modern man and woman as open challenge to our
moral values, tradition, customs, and culture. The life style of today’s youth is confined only
to internet, discos and pubs [1].
Risks with obesity piling on the calories without a check could have serious consequences
for one's health, especially if the person is classified overweight or obese. There are more
than 30 medical conditions associated with obesity and individuals who are obese can
develop multiple ones. The most prevalent obesity related diseases are diabetes, high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, heart disease or cardiovascular problems. It also heightens risk of
a stroke, affects gall bladder and can aid the onset of osteoarthritis and leads to respiratory
problems or sleeping disorders and even some kinds of cancers [2].
Important Terms and definition:
Physical Education:
Physical Education is education. It is education through physical activity for the
development of the total personality of the child to it’s to fullness and perfection in body,
mind and spirit.
- Central Advisory Board of Physical Education & Recreation
Obesity:
A condition characterized by the excessive accumulation and storage of fat in the body
- Maloray Allison
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Fat :
Fat is a Natural oily substance occurring in animal bodies especially when deposited
as a layer under the skin or around certain organs.
Leading Causes of Obesity:
1. Genetics
2. Engineered junk food
3. Intake of excess sugar
4. Medication
5. Lack of physical activity
6. Overeating
1. Genetics:
Obesity has a strong genetic component. Children of obese parents are much more likely to
become obese than children of lean parents.
That doesn’t mean that obesity is completely predetermined. What you eat can have a
major effect on which genes are expressed and which are not.
2. Engineered junk food:
Heavily processed foods are often little more than refined ingredients mixed with additives.
These products are designed to be cheap, last long on the shelf and taste so incredibly good
that they are hard to resist.
By making foods as tasty as possible, food manufacturers are trying to increase sales. But
they also promote overeating. Most processed foods today don't resemble whole foods at
all. These are highly engineered products, designed to get people hooked [3].
3. Intake of excess sugar
Added sugar is strong source of glucose and it changes the hormones and biochemistry of
your body when consumed in excess. This in turn contributes to weight gain.
4. Medication
Medications associated with weight gain. There are some medicines which is responsible of
gaining over weight there is some list of desires and medicines for example
1. Medicines for diabetes, such as insulin.
2. Antipsychotic medicines such as risperidone.
3. Antidepressant medicines like imipramine.
4. Steroid hormone medicines like birth control pills
5. Blood pressure-reducing medicines like beta-blockers such as metoprolol.
5. Lack of physical activity
Sedentary people burn fewer calories than people who are active. The National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) showed a strong correlation between physical
inactivity and weight gain in both sexes.
6. Overeating
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Overeating leads to weight gain, especially if the diet is high in fat. Foods high in fat or sugar
(for example, fast food, fried food, and sweets) have high energy density (foods that have a
lot of calories in a small amount of food). Epidemiologic studies have shown that diets high
in fat contribute to weight gain.
How to overcome on Obesity through Physical Education?
Many outcomes data have been reported from research studies that have examined
exercise alone, exercise plus dietary restriction, or dietary restriction alone to determine
strategies for weight loss. The challenge over time is to accurately monitor both sides of the
equation as individuals interact in their daily lives.
1. Exercise
i) Cardio Exercise
ii) Weight Training
2. Diet
Cardio Exercise:
Cardio exercise is any exercise that raises your heart rate. Face it our bodies were made to
move. And we all know that to keep our muscles in shape we need move them. This
movement makes them stronger and stronger muscles make for a more efficient and
healthy body. Your heart is a muscle. Therefore, working it makes it stronger. A stronger
cardio-vascular system means more capillaries delivering more oxygen to cells in your
muscles. This enables your cells to burn more fat during both exercise and inactivity. Cardio
exercise uses large muscle movement over a sustained period of time keeping your heart
rate to at least 50% of its maximum level.
Some of the Best Cardio Workouts Are:
Elliptical – Minimal impact on the knees and hips but calorie burning is still high. When
you increase the incline, you will activate more muscles.
Running – This one is easy to understand. Just remember if you train like a distance
runner you will look like a distance runner. If you train like a sprinter you will develop a
sprinters body. Steadying running burns calories but sprints take it to the next level.
High Intensity Interval Training – Short intervals at maximum intensity followed by
short periods of rest. Best all around workout that burns fat and calories. Find a
program [6].
Cycling – Cycling uses large muscle groups in the legs and helps elevate your heart
rate. This one is great you can do it inside or outside, with your kids, or even over the
internet in your own home.
Stair Climber – Uses more muscles than walking.
Jumping Rope – Cheap, easy and burns tons of calories. If you remember doing this for
hours as a kid you will be surprised at how exhausted you will get now.
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Swimming – This is a total body workout as long as you are not just floating – even
treading water burns calories. Swimming laps would be best and change up the strokes
you use so that you work all different kinds of muscles and the continuous pace works
your heart and lungs.
Rowing – Works both the upper and lower body and is low stress on joints and
ligaments.
Circuit Training – When you work out at a high intensity the blood starts to pump a lot
harder and that challenges the elasticity of the arterial wall [7].
Weight Training:
Weight training is a common type of strength training for developing the strength and size
of skeletal muscles [8]. It utilizes the force of gravity in the form of weighted
bars, dumbbells or weight stacks in order to oppose the force generated by muscle
through concentric or eccentric contraction. Weight training is useful to improve
metabolism rate also. Weight training is useful to get your body in athlete shape. Its help to
increase muscle size and strengthen the muscles.
Diet:
In nutrition, diet is the sum of food consumed by a person or other organism.[9] The word
diet often implies the use of specific intake of nutrition for health or weightmanagement reasons (with the two often being related). Although humans are omnivores,
each culture and each person holds some food preferences or some food taboos. This may
be due to personal tastes or ethical reasons. Individual dietary choices may be more or less
healthy [9].
Add in daily diet for fat loss program:
1. Eat more negative calorie food.
2. Add metabolism booster in your daily diet.
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Introduction
It is believed that a healthy body has a healthy mind. Anyone who has seen kids on a
playground knows they are the happiest moving about, active and playing. Whether it is
playing informally, competitive play or even playing just for fun. However, present day
education is largely academic. Persuasively, this positioning needs to be changed for a
balanced development through inculcating a health consciousness among students. This
includes development at physical, social and mental levels. With increasing emphasis on
academics everywhere and rapid advances in science and technology, parental pressure has
been driving academic training; albeit at the cost of health and physical fitness of the youth.
As per a study published in the British Journal of Sports Medicine, levels of physical
activity may start tailing off as early as the age of seven. As children get older, it can be a
challenge for them to get adequate daily physical activity. Hence, parents along with schools
must take initiatives to inculcate a culture of ‘playing’ from early childhood of a student so
that it follows them throughout their lives. Parents and schools should team up to
encourage sports among children. As higher percentage of children go to schools, in this
context there is now an urgency to lay a strong foundation and strengthen physical
education and sports in education institutions or schools. With constant support from
parents, this calls for the integration of physical education, sports and other recreation
activities in schools for creating a healthier generation. But why should we take steps to
encourage physical education and sports? As stated earlier, it is a well-known fact that
children are the happiest when they play. Playing has physical, social, psychological and
academic benefits for children. Regular physical activity also provides numerous health
benefits for children. Let’s chalk out all the reasons:
Five Reasons for Parents & Schools to Encourage Physical Education & Sports
1. Better academic performance
The relationship between mind and body has been acknowledged scientifically.
Research has proven repeatedly that physical activity can have an impact on cognitive skills
and attitudes and academic behaviour, all of which are important components of improved
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academic performance. These include enhanced concentration and attention as well as
improved classroom behaviour.
2. Helps to forge character
When children play with others or play team sports, it creates a sense of belonging in
them and encourages them to work with others. It teaches them how to accept a win or
lose graciously - building a strong team spirit within. A win – win situation indeed!
3. Promotes a healthy lifestyle
Today’s children may fantasise about growing up to be svelte celebrities, athletes,
etc. The irony however, is that children are largely inactive and unhealthy due to the
sedentary lifestyles they are leading. Sports and physical education is the best cure for
children to lead a healthy lifestyle. Regular physical activity helps control or reduce the risk
of chronic diseases, such as heart disease, hypertension, diabetes and osteoporosis and
improves their metabolism. Children who are physically active are more likely to grow into
physically active and emotionally balanced adults.
4. Teaches life skills
By making physical education and sports more engaging and inclusive, one can make
children learn respect for themselves and for others. It also teaches them team building
skills, critical and creative thinking thereby making them more participative and responsible
beings.
5. Holistic Education
Physical education and sports is an important part of holistic schooling. Physical
education as an education tool can contribute significantly to the development and learning
progress of children. It acts as a balance between a student’s body and mind and hence
schools and parents must give their children sufficient time to play for their all-round
development. Across the globe, implementing sports education programmes is a huge
challenge, considering the various constraints we are faced with. Parents and schools
together can contribute to the monitoring and support required to keep up momentum of
play and sports culture. It is known that children spend a significant amount of their time in
schools. The school therefore is proven to be the best place to introduce changes in the way
sports or physical education is handled. Schools come with a package of a play area,
infrastructure, friends, teachers, etc. and hence provide the best environment to get
children to play. Parents can contribute by encouraging their children to increase their
physical activity to improve their health and displace unhealthy behaviours. Parents can
assess the physical activity patterns of their children to help refer them to the appropriate
physical activity programmes the school is offering. But their role shouldn’t just be limited to
supporting and encouraging their children to be physically active but by being physically
active role models them. It’s a fact, children who lead active lifestyles are likely to remain
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active as adults and pass on their healthy lifestyle habits to their own children. Thus, parents
who endorse and persuade to be physically fit in their own lives are more likely to pass on
these good habits to their children.
Conclusion
Adopting a sports culture in early levels of childhood clearly is a significant step.
However, to attain this paradigm shift towards physical education and sports, it is of vital
important to encourage the acceptance of this sports-oriented culture by parents, schools
and community at large, which requires a collaborative effort. Like it’s said in sports, talent
wins games, but teamwork wins championships. Together everyone achieves more.
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Abstract :
Physical activities is not only keeps our bodies healthy and functioning optimally, but
it can play prevent cognitive decline later in life. Allowing your children to participate in
youth sports is a fantastic way for children to explore and develop lifelong skills. Youth
sports not only play an important role in exercise but promotes mental and psychological
advances as well. It is well-known that children who participate in sports are less likely to
drop out of school and become not involved in drugs and alcohol activity, while they also
exile in academic performances and sociability. Sports provides children with the perfect
outlet to keep then active while having fun and learning valuable life skills.
Physical Education and sports play important role in Developing of Youth
Sports and physical education have an educational impact. Physical activity is vital to the
holistic development of young people, fostering their physical, social and emotional health.
Sports provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition and how to
cope with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact of physical
education and sports on a child’s social and moral development in addition to physical skills
and abilities.
Physical Development :
Children who participate in sports develop stronger muscles and bones, to develop
stronger muscles and bones that will be the foundation for future growth. Physical activity
and sports improve health and well-being extend life expectancy and reduce the likelihood
of several non-communicable diseases including heart-disease. Participating in sports
improves cardiovascular endurance. Regular physical activity can have the following impact
on children
1. Stronger muscles, bones and joints
2. Stronger heart
3. Controlled body fat
4. Decreased risk of type 2 diabetes
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5. Improved fitness
Mental development :
When we are physically active our body releases serotonin which directly contributes
to our feeling of well-being. Exercise has also been found to relieve steers, depression and
anxiety. Sports increases the likehood of children staying active allowing them to sleep
better and keep them mentally sharp.
Social Skills :
Sports can not only help encourage children to be more physically active but also
helps teach them valuable skills and life lessons that they can carry with them through
adulthood. Growing up can be difficult leaving many youth with the feeling of inadequacy
but sports has been found to help increase self-esteem and self confidence in children.
Participation in sports enhanced the following social character in youth.
1. Teamwork
2. Communication
3. Respect for others
4. Ability to follow rules
5. Independence
6. Leadership
Boosts Self-esteem :
Being part of a team with similar goals will increase the child’s value of their self.
What they contribute to the team. Whether it be in leadership position or in fulfilling
important roles-will ultimately contribute to the boost in their self-esteem and their
confidence.
Strengthens Perseverance :
Athletes are often placed in adverse situations on the field, both during games days
and practices. During these high picture moments, the children learn to persevere through
those challenges, and because of there are so many of these moments in sports, the child
will learn to quickly adapt to these situations a take them in strike. Practicing perseverance
at a young age with skills and article thinking and application skills in life when they are met
with bigger challenges.
Develop Teamwork Skills:
Teamwork is a skill you are going use for year to came, so it important to learn the
basics early. Youth sports provide children important lessons in team dynamics. Everyone
must work together to active their goals and sports allow children to sort through each
others strengths and weaknesses to decide what strategy works best for the team.
Teaches Discipline:
Playing sports require athletics to be disciplined in tactical, mental and physical
aspects. In order to succeed in sports, you must have self restraint and behave in a
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controlled and precise manner. Good discipline translates to life situations in order to a
achieve goals and reach their fullest potential.
Sports for Personal and life Skills Development :
We need balance of mind, body and spirit to feel and function at our best. The
benefit of sports extends much beyond the physical aspects. It builds character, teaches,
strategic thinking, analytical thinking, leadership skills, goal salting and risk taking to name a
few. Participating in sports/physical activity develops the five components of fitness, which
are :- strength, special skill, stamina and flexibility. When we are under stress from
performed problems, work pressures and anxiety, apart from the fitness benefits, exercise
through playing sports help release pressure and tension in a healthy and controlled way.
Sport for Professional Development :Sports management is an industries field concering the business aspects of sports
and recreation. It provides an opportunity to gain financial and marketing knowledge as well
as business managements skills. Sports also offers, rang of professional development or
continuous professional development courses to enable coaches, team managers, sports
administrators, teachers’ sports leaders, physiotherologist, occupational therapists and
sporting professional to enhance their skills and knowledge
Sports for Developing Mental Health :
When we are physically active our body release serotonin which directly contributes
do our feelings of well being. Exercise has also been funding to relieve stress, depression
and anxiety. Sports increase the likelihood of children staying active, allowing them to deep
better and keep them mentally sharp. Recent studies have found that increased practical
activity levels, directly relate to school performance, perticulary in the areas of math,
reading and retraction of information.
Couclusion:
As adults we understand the necessily of staying physically active as we age , sports
provides children with the perfect outlet to keep them active, while having fun and learning
valuable life skills. Physical activity has an immence impact on not only children’s physical
health and development but on their psychological health as well. Physical activity be
included from an early age to develop respect and understanding for life long engangment
in professional or recreational activities . Hence school and especially teachers play an
important role. Physical activity is vital to the holistic development of young people,
fostering their physical, social and emotional health. Hence physical education and sport
play an important role in developing of youth.
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Abstract: The main purpose of the study was to compare the selected coordinative abilities
of selected team and individual sports players. For the purpose of the study 30 intercollegiate male players, 10 from each selected team and individual sports of Degree College
of Physical Education, Amravati. Age of the subjects was ranging from 18 to 25 years. The
players of team sports were selected from football games, volleyball and hockey. The
players of individual sports were selected from wrestling, athletic and badminton games.
The study was further restricted to the Orientation ability, Differential ability and Rhythm
ability of coordinative abilities. The Orientation ability was measured by using numbered
medicine ball run test and score was recorded in seconds. Differentiation ability was
measured by using backward medicine ball throw test and score was recorded in number of
points. Rhythm ability was measures by using sprint at a given rhythm test and score was
recorded in seconds. The data pertaining to this study were collected on the selected
subjects by administering the above-mentioned appropriate tests as suggested by Peter
Hirtz. The findings of the study showed that there was significant difference between the
players of Team and Individual Sports in Orientation Ability and Rhythm Ability among the
players of Team and Individual Sports. There was no significant difference between the
players of Team and Individual Sports in Differentiation Ability.
Key words: Orientation ability, Differentiation ability, Rhythm ability and Players of Football,
Volleyball, Hockey, Wrestling, Athletic and Badminton.
Introduction:
In sports today best performance can only be achieved through a meticulously
planned, executed and controlled training system loosed on the scientific knowledge,
theoretical and methodical fundamentals of sports training.
The developing tendencies in international sports, especially in team games are
identified as the increase in game tempo, tougher body game and greater variability in
technique and tactics. An increased performance level can only be achieved by working and
training of all major components i.e. technique coordination, tactics, physical fitness and
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psychological qualities, apart from these components, one more factor which is now a day’s
know as coordinative abilities also play a greater role. A sportsman can compete effectively
only by a certain coordinative mastery of the technique.
Coordinative abilities enable the sports man to do a group of movement with better
quality and effect.
The speed of learning of skill and its stability is directly dependent on the level of
various coordinative abilities. Coordinative abilities are needed for maximal utilization of
conditional abilities, technical skills and tactical skills (Hardyal Singh, 1991).
Insufficient training of coordinative abilities limits the performance ability especially
at higher levels. On the contrary, better developed coordinative ability provides an essential
base for faster and effective learning, stabilization execution in game situation (Kalbed
Lother 1889).
In different sports requirement of coordinative abilities are different and these
abilities ensures higher movement efficiency and movement economy, whereas in some
sports events they helps in higher movement frequency with high explosiveness and force
application. In strength sports they help in putting maximum effort in a short time and at
the right time. But, where the technique dominates the events these abilities help in better
learning, stabilization, variability. Apart from performance improvement, in team games
coordinative abilities ensures an effective use of tactical abilities in the continuous changing
situations (Kalbed Lother 1889).
So the research scholar was interested to undertake the study stated as “Comparative
Study of Coordinative Abilities of Selected Team and Individual Sports Players”.
Significance of the study:
Research is generally conducted for evolving new ideas which was essential for the
society. The present investigation might have the following contributions.
i. The result is of the study would help to know the coordinative abilities of Team and
Individual sports.
ii. The findings of the study might be helpful to analyze and classify the players based
on coordinative abilities.
iii. For diagnostic purpose.
iv. To develop training methods based on the results of this study.
Hypotheses:
On the basis of available literatures and scholars own understanding of the problem
it was hypothesized that there would be significant difference in between the Team and
Individual Sports ini. Orientation ability
ii. Differentiation ability
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iii. Rhythm ability
Material and Method:
For the present study 30 inter-collegiate male players, 10 from each selected team
and individual sports of Degree College of Physical Education, Amravati. Age of the subjects
was ranging from 18 to 25 years. The players of team sports were selected from football
games, volleyball and hockey. The players of individual sports were selected from wrestling,
athletic and badminton games.
The study was further restricted to the Orientation ability, Differential ability and
Rhythm ability of coordinative abilities.
The data pertaining to this study were collected on the selected subjects by
administering the above-mentioned appropriate tests as suggested by Peter Hirtz.
Results and Discussion:
To determine the significant difference if any in the selected Coordinative ability
between the players of Team and Individual Sports One-way analysis of variance (F-ratio)
and if the ANOVA was found to be significant then Least Significant Difference (LSD) Post
Hoc test statistical techniques were employed to determine the paired mean differences
among the selected sports. The significant level was set at 0.05. The results pertaining to
this study have been presented in the following tables.
Table – 1
Summary of One Way Analysis of Variance for the Data on Orientation Ability,
Differentiation Ability and Rhythm Ability of Team and Individual Sports Players
Variables
Source of
Degree of
Sum of
Mean Sum of F- Ratio
Variance
Freedom
Square
Square
Between the
Orientation
Groups
5
7.87
1.58
Ability
4.91*
Within the
Groups
54
17.17
0.33
Between the
5
Differentiation
Groups
10.89
2.080
Ability
0.687@
Within the
54
Groups
163.3
3.024
Between the
5
Rhythm Ability
Groups
0.401
0.080
4.00*
Within the
54
1.096
0.020
Groups
*Significant at 0.05 level
Tabulated0.05 (5,54)= 2.384
An analysis of table - 1 reveals that there are significant difference in Orientation
ability and Rhythm ability among the team and individual sports players, because the
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calculated F - value of 4.91and 4.00 are greater than the tabulated F- value of 2.384 at 0.05
level for 5, 54 as well as table-1 also indicate that there is no significant difference in
Differentiation ability because the calculated F- value of 0.687 is less than the tabulated Fvalue of 2.387at 0.05 level for 5, 54 degrees of freedom. Since the calculated F - ratio is
found to be significant, therefore to determine the paired mean difference among the
selected team sports and individual sports LSD Post Hoc test was computed and it has been
shown in Table – 2.
The findings of table- 2 reveals that the mean of Orientation Ability differs
significantly in between Football and Wrestling (MD=0.651), Volleyball and Wrestling
(MD=0.691), Hockey and Wrestling (MD=1.123), Hockey and Badminton (MD=0.655)
Wrestling and Athletic (MD= 0.977), Athletic and Badminton (MD= 0.509) as their mean
difference values are greater than critical difference value of 0.507 at 0.05 level of
confidence. The table-2 also indicates that there is no significant mean difference in
between the players of Football and Volleyball (MD= 0.04), Football and Hockey (MD=
0.472), Football and Athletic (MD= 0.326), Football and Badminton (MD= 0.183), Volleyball
and Hockey (MD= 0.432), Volleyball and Athletic (MD= 0.286), Volleyball and Badminton
(MD= 0.223), Hockey and Athletic (MD= 0.146), Wrestling and Badminton (MD= 0.468) as
their mean difference values are less than critical difference value of 0.507 at 0.05 level of
confidence.
As well as The findings of tables-2 also reveals that the mean of Rhythm Ability
differs significantly in between Football and Volleyball (MD=0.157), Football and Wrestling
(MD=0.207), Football and Athletic (MD=0.212), Volleyball and Badminton (MD=0.156),
Hockey and Wrestling (MD=0.15), Athletic and Badminton (MD= 0.161) as their mean
difference values are greater than critical difference value of 0.126 at 0.05 level of
confidence. Insignificant difference also observed in between Football and Hockey (MD=
0.057), Football and Badminton (MD= 0.001), Volleyball and Hockey (MD= 0.01), Volleyball
and Wrestling (MD= 0.05), Volleyball and Athletic (MD= 0.005), Hockey and Athletic (MD=
0.105), Hockey and Badminton (MD= 0.056), Wrestling and Athletic (MD= 0.045), Wrestling
and Badminton (MD= 0.045) as their mean difference values are less than critical difference
value of 0.126 at 0.05 level of confidence.
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Fig-1: Ordered Mean Difference of Orientation Ability among the players of Team and
Individual Sports

Fig-3: Ordered Mean Difference in the Variable of Rhythm Ability among the players of
Team and Individual Sports.
Discussion:
The Findings of Table-1and 2 revealed that there were significant differences among
the players of Team and Individual sports in the variables of Orientation Ability and Rhythm
Ability; it may be attributed to the nature of sports movements in team sports. Most of the
coordinative abilities are badly needed for better performance in team sports. As it is well
known fact that a team game/sports consists of groups cohesiveness, co-operation and
integrated efforts hence such result might have observed in this study. The variable of
Differentiation ability did not show significant difference among the players of team and
individual sports it might be because the test item to assess differentiation ability was such
both the team sport and individual sports require this ability for better performance, hence
such result might have occurred in this study.
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Conclusions: Recognizing the limitations of the study and on the basis of results obtained
from the study, following conclusions are drawn:i. There was significant difference between the players of Team and Individual
Sports in Orientation Ability.
ii. Significant difference was observed in the variable of Rhythm Ability among the
players of Team and Individual Sports.
iii. There was no significant difference between the players of Team and Individual
Sports in Differentiation Ability.
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Introduction
Today, India stands tall with its initiative to rebuild and reinvent the golden ‘Growth’
era. Currently with one of the highest youth population in the world, India is at the juncture
of huge opportunities and challenges together. With 0.8 billion population in the working
age, India is slated to become the world’s youngest nation by 2022.
This swelling figure looks like a huge reservoir of manpower but it also draws
unprecedented focus towards making this talent pool employable so that they can
contribute towards a developing India. With India metamorphosing into one of the fastest
growing economies, job creation and skill development seem to be natural tools to lead the
nation to greener pastures (Business Standard, 2015).
Skill development starts right from birth, really!
A newborn baby starts learning how to communicate emotions, control his body
movement and how to interact with the world within days of coming into this world.
Research shows that 75 percent of brain development occurs after birth (Bodrova and
Leong, 2005). Play helps with skill development by stimulating the brain which then helps
with the development of fine motor skills, like holding a crayon and gross motor skills such
as jumping or running.
Physical Education hones the skills
Physical education has a big role to play in developing motor skills like locomotor
(e.g. running, hopping), object control (e.g. throwing, catching, kicking) and stability (e.g.
balancing on pole walk, standing on one foot etc.).
A good quality physical education is all inclusive; beyond enhancing motor skills, it builds a
child’s confidence and provides foundation skills and knowledge for a lifetime of activity.
This skill can even help in shaping up a future working life in sport if children excel in sports
and physical activity.
Why is skill development essential?
Skills and knowledge are the driving forces of economic growth and social
development for any country. India is expected to grow at a rate of 8%, on an average, in
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the next 10 years (FICCI, 2010). More than 700 Mn Indians are estimated to be of working
age by 2022. Out of these, more than 500 Mn require some kind of vocational or skill
development
training
(Economic
Times,
2012).
The current education and skill development capacity in India is spread across four
categories:
Category
Sub Category
School education
Pre-school to secondary school
Vocational training
ITI/ITC
College education
State, Deemed, Universities
Technical and professional training
Engg, Polytechnics, Others
Source: Select Educational Statistics 2005-06, Annual Report 2009-10 of Ministry of Labour
and Employment
A report in FICCI, 2010 states, “We can observe that the current pool of skilled talent
is around 7Mn (inclusive of vocational and technical enrolments).” Clearly there is a huge
gap between the skilled talent available (7Mn) and the skilled talent needed (500Mn) to
fulfil the economic growth expectancy of India.
Physical Education contributing its wee bit to the economy
The field of sports and Physical Education could be a promising step towards creating
skilled youth. With 50% of the population below the age of 25, if the young people in India
are properly trained in sports, the country can come out as a role model to the entire world,
not just economically but also in the tallies of bagful of medallions across Olympics, Asian
games etc.
To focus on developing skills and leading them to pursue sports or Physical Education
as career options, a structured sports program should be crafted to:
 Link PE curriculum with the wider health education agenda.
 Support and encourage the provision of a wider range of skilled activities.
 Developing skills for all children, taking account of individual starting points.
 Provide routes for excellence and career development.
Educational Sports has been contributing towards developing skills, not just amongst
school children but by also training teachers and coaches in the schools to deliver a PE
program which is fun and engaging for all the children. With seven years of experience and
foothold, 4000+ teachers across Educational Sports partner schools have been trained and
certified on different modules and an additional 400+ trainers have been given in-house
employment.
The future of ‘skilled’ India
The Government of India has adopted skill development as a national priority over
the next 10 years to bridge the demand-supply gap. The Eleventh Five-Year Plan has a
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detailed roadmap for skill development in India and favours the formation of Skill
Development Missions, both at the State and National levels (FICCI, 2012).
Many new initiatives have been launched – Make in India, Smart Cities, Digital India,
Start Up India – all focused towards reviving and scaling various aspects of economy
(NASSCOM, 2014). Hence, skill development becomes the backbone of all these initiatives
that can march the nation to the glory it seeks. Let us work towards it!
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Abstract
Knowledge management is not one single discipline. Rather its is a integration of
numerous endeavor’s and fields of study. This paper provides a framework for character is
in the various tools and techniques available to knowledge management practitioners. It
provides an overview of a number of key terms and concepts describes the framework
provides examples of how to use it, and explores a varsity of potential application areas. The
stress of knowledge management tools and techniques has been knowledge through
communication and collaboration tools which specify from process to practice.
Introduction:Knowledge management is the collection of process that govern the creation
dissemination, and utilization of knowledge. In one form or knowledge management has
been around a very long time practitioners have included philosophers, priests, teacher,
politicians, scribes briberies etc.
So if knowledge management is such an ageless and broad topic what role does it serve
in today’s information age? These processes exist whether we acknowledge them or not
and they have a profound effect on the decisions we make and the action were taken, both
of which are enabled by knowledge of some type. If this is in the case, and we are agree that
of our decisions and, action have profound and long lasting effects, it makes sense to
recognize and decisions and, where possible take steps to improve the quality these process
and in turn improve the quality of those actions and decisions for which we are responsible.
Knowledge management is not a, “a technology thing or a computer thing” if we accept
the premise that knowledge management is concerned with the entire process of discovery
and creation of knowledge dissemination of knowledge and utilization of knowledge then
were are strongly driven to accept that knowledge management is much more than a
technology thing” and head elements of it exist in each of our jobs.
What is knowledge management?
Knowledge management is an audit of “intellectual assets” that highlight unique sources,
critical and potentials bottlenecks which binder knowledge flows to the point of use. It
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protects intellection assets from decay seeks opportunities to enhance decisions, services
and products through increasing value and providing flexibility.
Knowledge management complements and enhances other organizational initiatives such as
total quality management (TQM) business process re-engines and organizational learning
providing a new and urgent focus to sustain competitive position.
Definition:Karl Seabee defined KM as “The art of ceasing value from an organizations intangible
assists Devonport and prussic Defined Kim as Km is concerned with the exploitation and
development of the knowledge assets of an organization with a view to furbearing the
knowledge objective.”
Needs and importance of knowledge Management:KM is the new revolution in information related areas today every organization beds
to know what their knowledge assists are and how to make use of these assists to get
maximum returns. It serves the users with ample information through tools, techniques and
method of knowledge management the practice of knowledge management can create
wonderful results in any organizational context customer can be delighted with every
transaction. Becoming richer and more productive knowledge being the key driver for those
firms who are keen to innovate and change the rules of the game.
In this era downsizing and financial crunch efficiency effectiveness and economy have
become the slogans. Posdcorb of Henry Fayola and scientific management of F.W.Taylor
were applied for selection collection organization dissemination and preservation of
documents for posterity.
Knowledge management tools and technique:Knowledge management practitioner use a wide range of it tools to share create,
codify and share knowledge. The trend in the development of IT for organizations is toward
more communication and collaboration tools.
Requirement of KM tools:The tools for km are focused on assimilation, comprehension, and learning of the
information by individuals who will then transform data and information into knowledge.
Knowledge is strictly linked and connected to the individual who creates it, which may cast
doubts on the availability of information systems tools to effectively support km. therefore,
is requirement of km tools which can collect, catalogue, information embedded in various
forms and types of document and media.
i. Facilitate information contextualize.
ii. Intelligently transfer information
iii. Facilitate social infraction and networking
Tools for KM:-
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A number of tools are available to support the functionalities and process of km which are
listed below.
1. Tools to access knowledge
2. Tools for semantic mapping
3. Tools for knowledge extraction
4. Tools for expertise localization
5. Tools collaboration work.
Evolution of it Tools in KM
01 Traditional database tools.
02 process modeling and management tools.
03 Workflow management tools
04 Enterprise resource management tools.
05 Agent tools
06 Search engines navigation tools and portals.
07 VisualizingTools
08 Collaborative tools
NEW TOOLS FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
New Group of Web based information management tools had emerged based on free
from social software that enhances individual knowledge work. Group communication and
collaboration. Information management tools for knowledge work and communication are
not new. The new tools open up one-to-one and group communication to be viewed by
many users if not the public.
Web2.0
Web 2.0 is also often described as a group of people –driven tools that allow collaboration.
These include blogs, tags, mash-ups and Wilkes
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TECHONOLOGIES.
1. Case based Reasoning system:
2. Group Decision Support System:
3. Artificial Neural Networks:
4. Semantic Search Engines and Link Machines:
CONCLUSION:
The main idea driving KM is that knowledge must be managed like an asset. This involves
creating, codifying on sharing knowledge. There isn’t much agreement on what a KM tool is
either. This is partly because the term has been over used and party because a lot of
different tools that were not built to be KM tools per as are used towards the overall goal of
KM. There is a large group of tools like content management systems, decision support
system, and collaboration tools.
The new tools like web 2.0 are unique because they are based application that are free and
thrive on user participation. They are tools that support individual knowledge work,
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communication and collaboration; wikis are prime example of such tools. As a tools for KM
they most closely resembled a cross between a content management system and group
were corporate uses reflect this as they have been used in a wide variety of ways that span
the gamut from pure content management to mix of content management and groupware.
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Abstract:There is no doubt that technology plays a very vital role in every sector of life on the
earth. Technology is the boon to everyone and especially education system which have
made it even easier to study and recollect when in need. The applications of the technology
in every sector have changed everything from difficult to easy and feasible and interesting
mode. Hence the importance in education system cannot be ignored and hence the
following paper discusses the importance of the Modern Technology in Higher Education.
Introduction:Technology is playing a very vital role in every sector may it be education, industries,
sports, business, communication, agriculture, etc. It is wisely said that a country which is
poor in technology is the slowest growing in the world in today’s scenario. As technology
helps us working swiftly and make everything so efficient and easier than it was before. And
the era 21st century is usually called as the era of technology. As technology possibly helps in
ever sector and one such field is education; on which the technology has a huge impact on
the quality and precision.
Technological use in Higher Education:According to the latest perception how exactly students of the present century use
technology and how it affects their learning and skills get affected if the technology is used,
it was seen that the use of modern technological tools, the learning and interactivity of
students increases. Well finding it more interesting and interactive by the use of
technologically advanced equipment it becomes even easier to understand and to recollect
when in need and while attending any examination. Which usually results in the faster
learning and a very easy way of gaining knowledge and helps our mind to work faster than
usual when helped by the modern technology. While one relies on the technology, such
innovations helps life to be simpler than it is without technology. One can make use of
technology in following ways:
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Projectors and Smart TV’s
It has been observed from a long time that images have been a stronger appeal as
compared to words and by using projectors and smart TV’s in the educational purpose can
be proved to be the best in recollecting and helping the students understand and learn the
material fast, easy and efficiently. And while the projectors and smart TV’s are used,
approaches towards grabbing interest and improves motivation to learn a subject.
Internationally the PowerPoint presentations are used to make it even easy to understand
for the students while using the projectors and smart TV’s. While smart TV’s are something
which helps us mark the important parts and helps draw on your own while teaching
someone and which results into a better understanding and a great method of teaching.
Internet and full time connectivity
The usage of internet have increased over the decade and its impact over the
process of educational world have increased too. As we see that all the devices we use
almost needs internet connectivity to work despite the risks of frauds and other risks it has
proved to be the best for the students now and for every other person who needs his work
to be done in easy and efficient way. The usage of internet for the student helps them find
various kinds of help, tutorials and all the other visual and written material which helps
them be academically strong.
Online Education
Educational facilities such as open universities and pursuing a degree online have
become really common; people prefer online courses for their learning and certifications
rather than going to the institutes and colleges and hence can get enough time for doing
other productive work too. Almost all the Institutes worldwide offers online courses with
the help of internet and some applications and hence one gets upgraded and all the
information from anywhere in the world. This also helps for those who work and want to
pursue education simultaneously so that all the things should be flexible and feasible.
Following are the things on which the technology has impact on:
1. Writing Abilities:
 As the students are using shortcuts for online chatting, the writing skills have
been affected and hence while writing something professionally they lack
abilities.
 Students these days are relying on online notes and lectures and on
communicating digitally and hence they lack in writing skills.
 The spelling mistakes and grammar usage are the sectors the students need
to worry on and hence technology comes in the picture and helps with the
software.
2. Increasing Cheating:
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Devices such as smart watches, cameras and graphical calculators and other
such devices have become great sources to cheat in examinations and by
using the security devices one can overcome this situations.
 Using the devices to catch and check whether one has such devices for
cheating can surely be done with the latest technology.
3. Lack of Concentration:
 A full time connection with the world outside online have resulted into lack
of focus and concentration of the students and hence they lack interest in the
sports and extra-curricular activities and hence using technology one can be
get done with the work and then interact with the world outside.
 Now-a-days texting and social online communication have increased and
hence students are lacking interest in other things. Hence there are
provisions made while using technology which helps one give access to the
things which are needed and leaving other non-useful stuff aside.
Advantages: Useful for training the students well in the use of technology and hence they can use
it on the work places.
 Learning became more easy and interesting.
 Helps students out with some me time despite having a busy schedule and making it
way easy to manage time.
 The usage of paper and other physical things reduces and hence which directly have
a good impact on the environment.
Disadvantages: It is not healthy for the students, if they spend more time on the gadgets and
technology; which indirectly has an impact on obesity of the student and mental
fatigue.
 The thinking abilities of the students get affected, it reduces by a very remarkable
value.
 Obviously cost comes in the picture and the modern technology is costly.
 And as it is expensive; there are some students who cannot afford it and hence they
won’t be able to make use of the technology.
Conclusion:As discussed earlier that technology has a great impact on enhancing the abilities of
the students but can also possess some negative impacts on students; Hence using the
technology wisely is the only option and making the most of it in a good manner will help
everyone. Everyone in the education sector may it be teacher or student or any other
personal who tends to use the technology should use it in a proper manner while having an
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eye on the drawbacks and be aware it they pull them back. And hence to conclude World is
growing and technology too is so every institution should introduce modern technology to
teach in the coming world.
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ABSTRACT
The commercial success, or lack thereof, of big-time athletics is influenced by the
competition from professional sports for the entertainment and by the coverage given to
sports by the media. The rapid growth of professional sports since World War II has had a
marked effect on sports. As noted elsewhere, they have siphoned off newspaper interest
and concentrated what is left in the big-time, big-sports. They have created standards of
entertainment performance that are different. Professional Sports have opened up, or at
least greatly enlarged, career opportunities and have been instrumental in establishing
unrealistic success models for many of the nation’s youth.
KEYWORDS: Media, promotion, propagation and professional sports.
INTRODUCTION:
Professional sports, is that there be strong programs where potential players can be
trained and observed and where consumers can be developed. Given this stake in the
success of sports, Professional owners, general managers and coaches appear willing to sit
down with athletic and administrative representatives from colleges and universities to
work out patterns of cooperation which would lend support to institute level activities. In
working with the press, professional representatives could help by calling explicit attention
to sports competition. In any event a national study could well serve as the medium for joint
exploration by the professional and sports world, of these and other ways and means by
which the former could help support the latter in a much-needed stabilization of the sports
entertainment business.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
Vilanisan (2016) explained that every sports activity becomes a source and the
sports organizers should provide up to date news items to the media in systematic manner.
Further the reach of the news must be increased to cover the appropriate destination of its
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audience. D’ Souza (2012) while realizing the importance of media explained that the
modern mass media is operating on international level. Every sports activity of asaid,
commonwealth or Olympic is generating global interest. The global media coverage is
increasing because of manifold factors. The objectives of international media coverage can
be 1. To encourage and support participation of youth in the process of national
development and international peace. 2. To give recognition to the contribution made by
youth in economic, social and cultural spheres both on national and international levels. 3.
To promote productive activity in order to eliminate unemployment and 4. To provide
opportunities for international understanding among the youth. Joseph (2016) in his
microscopic study of sports news high lights that the words both in print and verbal reveal
cultural interaction in media and it pin points a total change in the world of sports.
Role of Media in Promotion and Propagation of Professional Sports.
TELEVISION:
The televised game may be a more attractive alternative than be hometown game
televised game support the services provided through the national athletic associations and
conference, some of it to the other members of the conferences of the participating teams,
but the largest share of it usually to the teams on the tube, which got there because they
are successful. Television thus adds to the pressure on coaches to produce winning teams.
Television has served to stimulate the growth of professional sports has affected
sports in several ways. Because of the national and sometimes international character of the
big-time professional sports, their events are capable of regularly generating a national
interest, a phenomenon on which can capitalize only briefly in their post-season games and
championship tournaments. The television of certain sports add a sophistication which
makes the public at large less satisfied with performance therefore more likely, given a
professional alternative, not to spend its entertainment games.
Television also serves to influence the popularity of sports. Gymnastics, for instance,
received a great boost as a result of the television of the 1972 Olympics. In the same way,
cricket in India, however, it serves to generate interest among boys and girls, young men
and women, in the more regularly broadcast sports and thus to perpetuate the importance
of the big-time sports opportunities for both viewing and playing .television has served to
focus the attention of the press on professional sports, the winners, the games and
championship tournament and to divert it from athletics broadly perceived.
THE PRESS:
The effect or influence of the nation’s press is variously perceived as negative
toward, disinterested in, uninformed about, captive of, and irresponsible toward sports.The
charges of disinterest and lack of information are made in the light of the emphasis of the
major city newspaper on professional sports. Coaches and athletic directors complain that
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public interest in sports is dulled and attendance at events diminished because most space
on most sports pages is devoted to professional teams. Women complain that what minimal
coverage is given to their sports is replete with evidence of male chauvinism. The press
responds of course are a far cry from those which characterized the 1929 Carnegie report
which decried the overemphasis given to the importance of athletics by the nation’s press.
The fact is that today’s press concentrates its attention to college sports on the “top ten”.
The charge that the press eats out of the hand that feeds it is leveled against
sportswriters in smaller cities which are the homes of the successful big-time institute
programs. The arguments here are that close association with an athletic department leads
inevitably to familiarity and then to prejudice and that unless the local sportswriter caters to
the winning coaches, the latter will freeze him out of inside dope. This charge is similar to
that mounted against members of the big city press assigned to cover professional teams.
The charge of irresponsibility is made by newspaper people who are not
sportswriters and by other. It is based on the certainty that sportswriters are aware of the
dirty tricks that are being played in the requirement and subsidy of athletes and on the
judgment that those writers are abdicating their responsibility to expose. That they fail to do
so is attributed to the belief that they would expose a scandal of such major proportions
that it would put big-time athletics and them out of business.
Ironically the charge of negativism is lodged against a growing cadre of mostly
younger writers who have taken it upon themselves in the press and in the literature to
comment upon athletics, not simply to report them. Spawned in the era of campus protest,
they have called generated little in the way of public response.The fact remains, however,
that press coverage, its lack thereof or its nature, does have an influence on athletics.
RADIO:
Radio today plays an important though less prominent part than television and the
press on the scene. In its news coverage, it is taking the same tack and having the same
effect as the press in concentrating national interest on the top teams in the big-time sports.
However, in its events coverage it is much more catholic and much less concentrated in its
coverage. Because of its relatively low cost as compared with television, it provides an
opportunity for local stations to broadcast away games back to the home campus and
community. At the state level in instances where there are more than one state university,
statewide radio coverage of sports is a prize sought by institutions vieing for public interest
and support.
CONCLUSION:
The sports professionalism is based on qualitative discrimination among the teams
and games, among the players and record makers. The facilitation of sports coverage is
increasing because the sports infrastructure has increased a better media facilitation has
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been possible. The reach access and availability of sports news has increased due to
enhanced sports activities, sports coverage and specialized manpower. Sports as a leisure
activity improves social relationship within various organizations and within the spirit of self
.The receivers of sports news are youth audience and the media works as a guide to
improve their taste as well action. The sports activities are related to human health and
media support helps to bridge gap and helps to encounter different problems in
entertainment. The sports is thus social communication of cultural information for building
sports organizations from local to international level. Healthy sports, healthy media can
support to carve out sports culture in the country.
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Abstract:
Higher education systems have grown exponentially in the last five decades to meet the
demands of quality education for all. This aspect has further gained momentum due to swift
advancements in Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The focus of this paper
is to examine the role of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in higher
education in India in the 21st century. The increasing use of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) has brought changes to teaching and learning at all levels of higher
education systems (HES) leading to quality enhancements in the 21st century. Traditional
forms of teaching and learning are increasingly being converted to online and virtual
environments. The use of ICT in education not only improves classroom teaching learning
process, but also provides the facility of e-learning. ICT has enhanced distance learning in
the 21st century. The adoption and use of ICTs in education have a positive impact on
teaching, learning, and research.
Key Words: Higher Education, Innovative Usage, Digital Resources & Contemporary ICTs.
1. Introduction: Information and communication technologies (ICT) have become
commonplace entities in all aspects of life. The use of ICT in education lends itself to more
student-centred learning settings. Higher education systems have grown exponentially in
the last five decades to meet the demands of quality education for all. Demand for skilled
and competent labour is ever increasing in the contemporary globalised society. In this
backdrop, access to quality in higher education for all has emerged as determining factor of
economic growth and development. In order to increase the access to higher education and
improving its reach to the remotest parts of the country contribution of open and distance
learning facilities is on the increase. In addition, it is catering to life-long learning aspirations
and that too at affordable cost. The last two decades have witnessed the inclusion of
developments in ICTs in higher education systems around the world
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2.Trends in Growth of Higher Education in India
Though higher education is very old in India, modern higher education in India began
with the establishment of Hindu College in Calcutta in 1817. By 1855, there were 281 High
Schools and 28 Colleges. To regulate them, three universities; Bombay, Calcutta and Madras
were established in 1857 by then British Indian Government. The growth continued unimpeded and by 1947, there were 19 universities, 496 colleges with 2,40,000 students.
University Education Commission, 1948-49 (popularly known as Radhakrishnan Commission)
emphasized the need for setting up an apex body to coordinate the growth and
development of education at the tertiary level and maintenance of standards in education.
Thus, the University Grants Commission (UGC) came into existence by an Act of Parliament
in 1956.In the last five half decades, the growth of higher education presents a very
impressive picture. There has been commendable quantitative expansion in terms of
students’ enrolment, number of teachers, colleges, universities and research degrees.
3. Role of ICT in Higher Education
Swift growth of ICTs is taking place all over the world. They have emerged as
powerful tools for diffusion of knowledge and information. Their introduction and
unprecedented use in the higher education has generated varied response. The
opportunities can be categorized as the aspects relating to role of ICT for access and equity
in education, their role in pedagogy for quality learning and teaching at higher education
level and in inducing innovations in approaches and programmes.
Access and Equity in Higher Education
Presence of ICT in education sector is increasing steadily. In spite of the fact that
education is a social enterprise and teachers are the traditionally mainstay of teaching
learning process, ICTs are very powerful tool for diffusing knowledge and information, a
fundamental aspect of the education process. ICTs can play enormous role for improving
access and equity in education sector in general and higher education sector in
particular.11th Plan proposed to achieve the target of 15 percent GER by 2012 through the
increase in institutional capacity and increase in ‘intake capacity’ of existing educational
institutions. These efforts are also experiencing the push created in this direction through
the consistent rise in enrolment at elementary level and secondary level. The demand for
higher education is expected to rise steeply in the forthcoming years under these influences.
ICTs lend themselves as an ideal mechanism to bridge this gap by complementing both
formal education system as well as distance learning systems (Neeru, 2009). E-learning is
emerging as an important strategy to provide widespread and easy access to quality higher
education. E-learning is a generic term referring to different uses and intensities of uses of
ICTs, from wholly online education to campus-based education and through other forms of
distance education supplemented with ICTs in some way. Although, presently the initiatives
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for development of e-learning in India are continuing in a sporadic manner, UGC is
advocating and making efforts to enhance the quality of higher education by framing policy
guidelines for their integration in classroom and other activities.
4. Innovative Approaches for Teaching
ICTs have the potential to drive innovative and effective ways of teaching-learning
and research. The inclusion of learning tools, easier use of multimedia or simulation tools,
easy and almost instant access to data and information in a digital form which allows for
computations and data processing generates possibilities which were otherwise not
feasible. The possibility to diffuse these innovations and complement the learning content
to improve quality in higher education through innovative pedagogic methods is high. The
focus on ICTs to back quality research through utilization of rigorous research methodology
and in-depth analysis is the call of the hour.
5. Potential Drawbacks-cum-Challenges to Using ICT in Education
While using ICTs in education has some obvious benefits, ICTs also bring challenges. First is
the high cost of acquiring, installing, operating, maintaining and replacing ICTs. While
potentially of great importance, the integration of ICTs into teaching is still in its infancy.
Introducing ICT systems for teaching in developing countries has a particularly high
opportunity cost because installing them is usually more expensive in absolute terms than in
industrialized countries whereas, in contrast, alternative investments (e.g. buildings) are
relatively less costly (UNESCO, 2009).
The four most common mistakes in introducing ICTs into teaching are i) installing learning
technology without reviewing student needs and content availability; ii) imposing
technological systems from the top down without involving faculty and students; iii) using
inappropriate content from other regions of the world without customizing it appropriately;
and iv) producing low quality content that has poor instructional design and is not adapted
to the technology in use (UNESCO, 2009). Although ICT offers a whole lot of benefits there
are some risks of using ICT in education which have to be mitigated proper mechanisms.
They are:

It may create a digital divide within class as students who are more familiar with ICT
will reap more benefits and learn faster than those who are not as technology savvy.

It may shift the attention from the primary goal of the learning process to developing
ICT skills, which is the secondary goal.

It can affect the bonding process between the teacher and the student as ICT
becomes a communication tool rather than face to face conversation and thus the
transactional distance is increased.

Also, since not all teachers are experts with ICT they may be lax in updating the
course content online which can slow down the learning among students.
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The potential of plagiarism is high as student can copy information rather than
learning and developing their own skills.
There is a need for training all stakeholders in ICT.
The cost of hardware and software can be very high.

Conclusion
The increasing use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) has
brought changes to teaching and learning at all levels of higher education systems (HES)
leading to quality enhancements. Traditional forms of teaching and learning are increasingly
being converted to online and virtual environments. The use of ICT in education not only
improves classroom teaching learning process, but also provides the facility of e-learning.
ICT has enhanced distance learning. The teaching community is able to reach remote areas
and learners are able to access qualitative learning environment from anywhere and at
anytime. It is important that teachers or trainers should be made to adopt technology in
their teaching styles to provide pedagogical and educational gains to the learners. ICT
enabled education will ultimately lead to the democratization of education.
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Abstract
Physical Education and sports is one of the most important for the development of
personality. "Sound mind in sound body" both are co-related. If you are physical fit. Your
mental health fit. Physical education develops all aspect of personality like health, mental,
social etc. Forever, Government is careless for the Physical Education even in Primary and
school level, Physical Education is neglected subject.
Keywords: Physical Education, Personality, Development
Introduction
Physical Education including games and sports plays a tremendous role in the
development of our youth. It enables an individual to live a healthy life in an ever-changing
world. Physical Education makes the children psychologically, physically and physiologically
active. It helps in the development of character building, reduction of rowdiness, and serves
on the basis of group unity and solidarity. It introduces team work, self discipline,
sportsmanship, leadership and socialization among the youth. Regular physical activity
provides numerous health and cognitive functioning.
The surgeon general recommends daily participation in physical activity for taking
maximum health benefits because inactivity has been found to be significantly related to
coronary artery disease, obesity, hypertension and diabetes mellitus. It also helps the
people to improve their physical fitness. Five basic components of fitness are important for
good health: cardio-respiratory endurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance,
flexibility in joints and body composition. It is clear from the literature that the development
of an acceptable level of physical fitness helps to attain healthy personality and physiopsychological characteristics.
Hence, a better healthful living is universally accepted as a goal of a physical
education programme. Generally young boys and girls of colleges are expected to be
academically brilliant, emotionally stable, physically strong and spiritually sound. We can
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achieve this requirement through the physical education. Physical Education has a vital role
to play as an integral part of General Education.
It aims at enabling an individual to line an enriched and abundant life in an ever
changing. World Education Commission (1964-66) emphasized that physical education
activities and sports contribute not only to physical fitness and health but also to physical
efficiency, mental alertness and development of certain qualities like perseverance, team
spirit and many other values of life processes and high achievements. In the past twenty
years great attention has been paid to the psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic issues
associated with physical activity. With respect to the increasing prevalence of mental
disorders throughout society and the influence of physical activity on these disorders.
Physical education has a special obligation of preparing the youth for work and socially
useful activities. It contributes to the development of the individual through planned
movement on physical activities. Children are naturally active and physical education
provides an enjoyable way to them to enhance their over development.
Physical Education Improve Physical Fitness
The One of the major benefits of physical activity is that it helps people improve
their physical fitness. Fitness is a state of well-being that allows people to perform daily
activities with vigor, participate in a variety of physical activities, and reduce their risks for
health problems. Five basic components of fitness are important for good health: cardiorespiratory endurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and body
composition (percentage of fat).
A second set of attributes, referred to as sport-or skill-related physical fitness,
includes power, speed, agility, balance, and reaction time. Kapri, Gaur, Tyagi and Vashistha
(2006) pointed out that when we are taking part in various games and sports, it increases
the level of fitness of the individuals. In every game we have to run a little or more distance
while playing and total body parts are exercised which also improves the strength,
endurance, speed, flexibility and neuromuscular co-ordination of our body which ultimately
help us to increase the fitness, only due to the participation in games and sports.
To maintain fitness level, an individual has to take part in any sports regularly. If
he/she is not taking part in any games and sports regularly, his/her fitness level will
influence negative. One of the most emphatic recommendations in report from numerous
federal and health promotion agencies is to increase the levels of physical activity among
children and youth.
Physical inactivity results in substantial, negative health consequences. Obesity, high
blood glucose, high blood pressure and high blood lipids all occur more often among
sedentary adults. These problems increase the risk for chronic disease such as
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cardiovascular disease, various cancers, type II diabetes, and hypertension. Indeed, a direct
relationship exists between leading a physically active life and developing long-term good
health. Each year, physical activity contributes to nearly 260,000 deaths in the United
States. Unhealthy behaviors take many years to present themselves clinically, but there is a
compelling reason to believe that helping students learn to be active early in their lives will
provide an important foundation for lifetime physical activity.
Physical Education Improve Personality Traits
Commenting on the importance of physical Education Robinson and Shaver (1969)
had shown that sports participation in general is positively correlated with the development
of psychological, physical and physiological well-being and the people who are active in a
variety of ways in such activities tend to report a higher degree of emotional well being, life
satisfaction, perceived happiness and physical fitness.
Kenyon (1968) also observed that physical activities including games denote various
functions and are articulated as social experience, an exercise of improving physical health
and fitness, as a means of providing thrills through relatively tension release and in the
context of self-expression, as tension release and in the context of self denial and building
self discipline. Betts (1974) cited the importance of sports and benefits of competitions in
development of character building, reduction of rowdiness and the healthy development of
physical, physiological and mental health’s. Avente (1976) suggested that participation in
sports provides an additional criterion for social prestige and adjustment. Coakley
(1978)summing up the importance of sports, said that it is popularly believed that sports
build character and provide cutlet for aggressive energy, sports teams serve on the basis of
group unity and solidarity. The analysis of the functions of sports depict that participation in
sports brings various physical, physiological, psychological and sociological changes among
the participants. Describing the benefits of physical activity the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (2000) suggested and stated as: Participation in physical activity and
sports can promote social well-being, as well as physical and mental health, among young
people, Sports and physical activity programs can introduce young people to skills such as
teamwork, self-discipline, sportsmanship, leadership, and socialization.
Lack of recreational activity, on the other hand, may contribute to making young
people more vulnerable to gangs, drugs, or violence. Findings of some studies show that
turning to sports is one of the best ways of good psychosocial development. For instance,
Weismann, Sindik, Roberts and Caspi, and Giacobbi et al, found out in their studies that
sports and physical activity not only accelerates adolescents’ socialization process but also
influences their psychosocial health and social adaptability.
In a research, Wiss, emphasizing the social value of sport, held that adolescence is a
period of feeling lonely, abstaining from social communication and introversion and added
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that if these feelings and beliefs form in adolescents it may lead to low psychosocial
development and role confusion. He considers participation in sport and group activities as
one of the factors of socialization and growing of mental health in adolescents. McCarthy et
all believe that independence, responsibility, farsightedness, esprit de corps, finding
identity, social acceptance, and self-esteem are concepts and parameters of psychosocial
development in adolescents which are strengthened through sport activity and
participation.
These researchers maintain that reinforcing psychosocial development increases the
level of adaptability, participation and cooperation among adolescents and leads to
development of friendship and constructive cooperation. Cox and Smith and Solis et al.,
found out in a research that increasing the time spent on group and sport activities has a
positive relation with psychosocial development, self-sufficiency, and self esteem of the
adolescents. Therefore, physical activity as a driving force activates the potential force
inherent in individuals throughout their psychosocial development stages and as a natural
necessity and social and educational phenomena has a great mission in physical and mental
development of individuals.
Conclusion
Physical education plays a vital role in the personality development of our youth. It
makes them physically healthy, active and mentally alert and also reduces their risk for
health problems. It enables them to live in a healthy and competitive environment. It
develops in them team-work, self-discipline, sportsmanship, leadership and socialize.
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The following article provides concise information regarding High School sport
management. The article carries three parts. Initially, a brief definition to the notion of Sport
management is given followed by an excuse to history followed by background and origin of
sport management is discussed. Secondly, the article is dedicated to the current situation
and prospects of High School sport management. A special attention is given to the
educational sphere and career opportunities that potential employees may have in the field
of sport management. Finally, the article is concluding with the prospects of High School
sport management.
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Introduction
The practice of sport is continuing since a long time. It is said that the remnants of
sports and its components found in the parts of Greece. The implication of sports and its
management are the two sides of the same coin. The sports management has got lot of
importance and the success of sports and sports-oriented activities are possible due to
effective management. Sport management was for quite a elongated period of time and it
always accompanied sport as its essential part. It is the necessity of time to have a good
sport management considering its importance in this world. Naturally, it had different forms
and differed from the notion of sport management as it is defined nowadays but such
activity is known from ancient times. At least ancient Greeks practiced such a commotion
and possibly they may be called as one of the founders of sport management. They gave
very much importance and due to this reason, they have achieved a great success. They also
provided a great chance in the form of Olympics and it provided the opportunity to the
people of this world. This information proves the importance of sport and sport
management for people of all times. It was and it remains to be as important for people as
their health since sport provides health for people and High school sport management
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provides effectiveness of sport for all its participants. At the present time High school sport
management becomes more and more essential because as many other things in the
modern world sport is business and consequently it needs effective management that, in its
chance, demands the research of well-qualified specialists in this domain. As High school
sport management is social phenomenon for it involves not only professionals, for whom
sport is their main source of earnings and actually it is their life, but also there is a enormous
category of amateurs, for whom sport is just a hobby but they still need sport management
to practice sport as effectively as possible. So, taking into consideration the role of sport and
High school sport management in the modern world, I would like to discuss this
phenomenon in my article and focus my attention on the notion of High school sport
management itself, its history, and prospects for all those who either on their way or
already work in this field.
Role of High school sport management
The sport management plays an important role in sports. The complete success is
depended upon the perfect management of sports considering its value. So, it is necessary
to start with the definition of sport management. In imperative to comprehend any
phenomenon, we have to know what is implied by its definition and interpret it
correspondingly. Speaking about High school sport management, it is possible to say that
there may be different interpretations of this notion but the main point of all definitions
remains practically the same. In other words, it may change its form but its contents, its
basic principles remain the same. On analyzing different points of view on High school sport
management, it is possible to make a general conclusion and give certain conclusions what
it actually is. On doing this, I would have a preference to define sport management as
follows: "Sport management is a goal-oriented social process within a sport activity using
pragmatic self-determined goals concerning the selection of appropriate strategies and
necessities for directing the work of the sport enterprise, and the control of performance in
an effort to meet the objectives of the organization." The latter may be done only with the
help of High school sport management that can organize all the staff of the sport enterprise
and mobilize all its forces for achievement of its goals. At the same time, simply to establish
the work of a sport organization is not enough. It is compulsory to control the fulfillment of
the chief tasks of each department or even each person within the organization has to do.
But such a definition helps to realize what High school sport management is at large. At the
same time, it is essential to take into consideration the situation of those people who work
in this field and for all those people who are presently working or are going to effort in this
sphere. High school sport management is not just a business; it is rather a set of different
professions, fundamentally of administrative character which provide a person's ability to
fulfill his or her duties as a sport manager. Also, it provides a chance to guide the
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sportspersons in the form of coach. Earlier the sports were arranged only for enjoyment
sake but the significance changed as the time passes on. It became a chief weapon of
spreading peace ail over the world. Then it started as a career option and also a way to earn
a livelihood. Whatever may be but the true management gives a great success. Obviously,
sport management remains management even in such a specific sphere as sport, mainly if
we speak about professional sport which at the present times it is more than sport. Well
planned and the execution of the main tasks is thoroughly controlled. At the same time, we
should think of that sport or any sport union is more than a commercial enterprise. It is also
a public phenomenon since very every so often sport plays very significant role in the life of
certain groups of individuals or even whole countries. For instance, in the ancient world,
namely in Greece, wars were forbidden during the period of the Olympic Games. Thus, the
organization of the Olympic Games played a significant pacifying and consolidating role in
the ancient Greek society. Unfortunately, at the present time we can hardly find an example
like this but still sport remains very important for any human society and proper
organization of sport events as well as actual functioning of many sport enterprises remains
extremely significant for people in any country in the world.
Career Opportunities in High school sport management
Today people are looking towards sports not only as a passion but also a career
option. The sports and its management have got a great importance. The people are looking
towards it as a career, a passion, health manager and a challenge to fulfill. Taking into
consideration the role of sport, consequently High school sport management plays
prominent role in the modern world, we can presuppose that sport organizations need a
great number of well-qualified specialists that could be as long as only by professional
education of such specialists on the highest level. The present situation in point of fact
proves that the growing demand engenders the growing offer of High school sport
management education which matches the basic demands to specialists in this field. It
offers a rejoicing source to the mind, body and heart. People are looking it as an educational
mode where the great success is achieved. But it is essential to point out that such a
tendency has appeared recently, within the last twenty-thirty years. Today its scope is
growing by offering so many opportunities in the sports, sports management and related
issues.
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Introduction
Physical activity is essential to the health and development of a child. Society is
increasingly aware of the importance of being physically active, especially in light of
childhood obesity statistics. Multitudes of research show that being active is essential to the
well-being of a person; it is now our responsibility as a society to utilize that information.
Sports and physical education are vital factors when it comes to keeping kids healthy.
Physical education class is no longer forcing a student to climb a rope to the top of the
ceiling; it's about keeping kids active and teaching them the importance of staying active.
The activities that one engages in during gym class instill values that the student can carry
with them beyond the classroom. Sports, whether part of a school program or not, have
continuing benefits that help kids build strength, maintain a healthy body weight, develop
social skills and build self-esteem. By being a part of a team and its accomplishments,
students can develop a positive sense of self-worth and pride.
Thinking of signing up your boy or girl for sports? Given the tremendous benefits of
sports for youth, that’s a smart move. It turns out that children of all ages, whether they’re
five years old or teens approaching adulthood, have a lot to gain from playing sports. Yes,
the physical benefits of being active are more obvious. However, the benefits extend much
further with countless studies supporting the fact that playing sports contributes positively
to the social, emotional and overall mental development of your child. Thinking of
encouraging your child to take part in youth athletics? Here’s why you should:
1. Cardiovascular fitness gains
It’s no secret that being enrolled in sports can lead to massive improvements in
cardiovascular health. Anything that gets your child’s heart pumping faster will make it
stronger and provide them with increased endurance over time, plus, your child will feel like
they have more energy overall. Regular cardio activity will also help burn fat and extra
calories so they can maintain (or work towards) a healthy weight.
It’s also important to note that any gains in cardiovascular fitness will lead to
improved performance in the actual sport they’re playing — this is because tired players
with no energy tend to be less accurate (for example, when going for their next bank shot or
pass during basketball, or shooting a puck for a goal in hockey). Additionally, their improved
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energy levels will mean they’re less likely to use sloppy techniques during games that can
lead to injuries.
2. Increased strength
When you play any sport, you’re using your muscles and that will lead to gains in
strength. Many people’s initial thought is that one has to lift weights to build muscle. But
that isn’t the only way to do it. Running across the basketball court during a league
match engages the legs, and therefore strengthens them. Players improve the strength in
their arms by dribbling the ball, throwing it for passes, and trying to score a basket.
Depending on the sport, the muscular gains may be subtle, or more obvious but there’s no
question that these improvements are real.
3. Improved coordination
The best way to improve coordination is to use it, and participating in sports is a fun
and effective way of doing so. For example, dribbling the ball while simultaneously moving
into position during a basketball match takes a great deal of hand-eye coordination any
gains in coordination will also be of use for everyday tasks such as printing or handwriting
during school.
4. Improved eyesight from outdoor sports
Outdoor sports can be very valuable for helping to protect your child from
developing near-sightedness. During the summer months, look for outdoor soccer, baseball,
softball, swimming, or track and field teams for your child to participate in. Set up a
basketball net on your driveway so your kids can practice at home in between seasons.
Street hockey is another great way to get kids outside more, provided the street is lowtraffic and someone is available to supervise.
Finally, don’t overlook solo sporting activities such as rollerblading, skateboarding,
and cycling to get your kids outside. And on mild winter days, don’t forget to head out for
ice skating or ice hockey at the local community outdoor rink.
5 .New friendships
There’s no question that participating in team sports can be the source of many new
friendships. Regular meet-ups for practices and games leads to tight bonds between
teammates that go well beyond sports and extend into everyday life outside the game.
6. Social skills
To be successful in life we need to develop good social skills, and playing team sports
is a fun way to work towards this goal. Children and teens who play on a team learn about
how to cooperate with others, work together towards a common goal, and be supportive of
one another through good and bad. It’s easy to put our best foot forward socially when
things are going well the real test is in how we handle ourselves when things are going
poorly. During the ups and downs of a game (sometimes you’re kicking butt and winning,
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other times you’re losing badly), kids get the chance to practice being gracious, cooperative,
and kind no matter what.
7. Enjoy camaraderie with teammates
Being part of a team gives kids a beneficial sense of belonging that’s very different
from what they can get in other areas of their life. When playing team sports they have to
learn how to fit in, and get along with kids of varying backgrounds and interests. There’s a
very special kind of bonding that takes place on a team that celebrates big wins together,
suffers losses together, and sweats together during the hard work of training/practice
sessions. All this builds a strong camaraderie between team members that kids really enjoy.
8. Learn to get comfortable with risks
In life, we need to learn to get comfortable with taking risks, even though there’s no
guarantee every risk we take will pay off. Playing sports helps kids gets practice in analyzing
the odds of a risk working out in their favour, learning how to make decisions quickly, and
owning the result. For example, they may find themselves having to assess the risks/benefits
of trying to score that basket themselves right now while they have the opportunity to
shoot, compared to passing to another player who’s closer to the net and may be more
likely to score points.
9. Gains in emotional and interpersonal skills
Playing sports teaches kids to control their emotions in all sorts of situations. They
learn to show respect for their coaches and teammates not only when it’s easy because
things are going well, but also when it’s hard because the game or practice is not going their
way.
10. Increased self-discipline and focus
Playing sports requires your child to set goals, put in the time and focus to reach
them, and have the discipline to do this consistently over time. What makes sports
particularly special in this regard is that if you choose right, your child will enjoy their
practices and games, making the maintenance of discipline and focus feel less like work.
11. Increased self-esteem
Team sports are great for improving your child’s confidence. Kids can’t help but
notice the gains in their skill level year after year, and these increases in ability make them
feel good about themselves. Additionally, there are going to be times when they really shine
during a game for example, when they score a basket, or complete an important pass
successfully and those moments will boost their sense of self-worth to new heights.
12. Learn to be a good competitor, win or lose
While it’s easy to handle winning, it’s not so easy to handle losses. By going through
the experience of losing a game (which happens to everyone eventually!), your child will
learn how to handle defeat with grace and good sportsmanship. Even winning can be
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instructive because they can learn how to handle the excitement of wins without “rubbing it
in”, and how to be respectful of their opponents.
13. Gain resilience
A sport has its ups and downs. Sometimes you’re kicking butt and winning, other
times you’re not successful at all and everything seems to go wrong. It’s during the hard
times that kids learn to handle their frustration and disappointment in constructive, healthy
ways. Particularly with young kids, there’s the temptation to “win at all costs” or even cheat
to win — playing sports helps them learn to follow the rules out of respect for the game, the
other team, and themselves, even when the going gets tough. They learn that while they
may lose today, they will win on other days — it’s not all or nothing.
14. Mental health benefits
The exercise one gets from playing sports helps to reduce stress, and even improve
sleep (which leads to improvements in mood!). Interestingly, the direct improvements to
mood from exercise can last for hours after the activity has ceased.
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Abstract:
Living a healthy life means to have blessed with mental and physical health. But
unfortunately, modern man living in this materialistic world is running after name, fame and
money. Increased stress and anxiety, depression are the features of modern life. In this
race, he is losing his only his physical health but also is suffering from mental disturbances.
There are very few people who are enjoying their physical and mental health. Many people
are engulfed in worries, anxieties and frustration. Sometimes as a result they can commit
suicide. Youth is becoming victim of all this modern lifestyle. And this has become a grave
concern for the developing country like India. Increasing number of asylums is a result of
people losing their mental health.
Key words: yoga, mental and physical illness, asanas, pranayam, elixir,
Introduction:
Yoga is a traditional method of meditation developed by the saints and sages of
ancient India. They practiced Yoga as an effective method of controlling their mind and
bodily desires and activities as well. The word ‘Yoga’ originates from Sanskrit. Yoga
exercises have a holistic effect and bring body, mind, consciousness and soul into balance.
The ancient saints of India discovered the laws of the material and spiritual realms and
gained an insight into the connection within the Universe.
The present paper focuses on the importance of Yoga in human life which works as an
elixir of life. Yoga is not a religion; it is a way of living that aims towards a healthy mind that
only resides in healthy body. Man is a physical, mental and spiritual being. To maintain
balance between oneself and environment is necessary for every human being. Nowadays
greater emotional as well as physical needs are given priority. This a real reason why people
suffer more stress, anxiety and also insomnia which is mainly due to improper lifestyle and
lack of physical and mental exercise. Due to harmful side effects of drugs in the treatment
of psychological disorder, the researchers seek non-pharmacological and non-invasive
treatment for these disorders. Therefore, we need proper methods and techniques for the
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attainment of health and harmony in life. Researchers suggest that Yoga as an intellectual
and mental exercise improves mental health. In this respect Yoga acts as an elixir to one’s
health. The health of body is of fundamental importance in life. As the Swiss-born physician
Paracelsus, very correctly said, “Health is not everything, but without health everything is
nothing.” So, to preserve and restore health is a challenge before mankind in this modern
world. There are physical exercises named as Asanas, breath exercises named Pranayam,
and relaxation techniques to attain physical and mental health.
Many years ago, sages analyzed nature and cosmos through meditation. They
explored the principles of the material and spiritual branch, the laws of nature, energy that
works in the external as well as spiritual level. Yoga is suitable for people of all ages and
requires no ‘stunt’ skill. On the other hand, Yoga provides the power of practicing Yoga to
the physically weak, unfit and ill people. Today Yoga gets worldwide recognition and
approval to be included in our daily life.
Food plays vital role in the maintenance of good health. What we eat influences body and
psyche, our habits and qualities. Positive thinking, discipline and orientation, prayer as well
as humble and kindness leads the path to self-knowledge and self-realization.
The researches proved that Yoga helps to promote a balanced development of all
physical, mental and spiritual life. Yoga to live with greater awareness helps in attention,
focus and concentration especially for children. As Yoga means to join or to unite, it brings
balance between body, soul and mind. Yoga helps to deal with our problems, worries and
everyday demands. It enables us to understand ourselves, the purpose of life and develops
our relationship with God. Yoga leads a spiritual path to knowledge and eternal bliss in the
union of eternal self. It is that supreme and infinite principles. It is a ray of life that is
universal cognizant that is awake.
Physical exercise along with Yoga can improve human health. The proper knowledge of
Yoga with awareness can make people to avail health benefits of Yoga in our daily life.
Physical exercise helps to restore the flexibility of body. And Yoga creates co-ordination
between mind and body. A man who is suffering from depression, fatigue, anxiety, stress
can attain relief from all these mental condition in life. Yoga proved to be mood boosting
medicine for the people who succumbed before the problems of life. Yoga has power to
stimuli and helps us to retain our brain activity. It reduces stress and boosts immune
system.
Scientific research on Yoga claimed that Yoga helps in proper functioning of inner body
organs as well. Regular Yoga in daily life can help for the proper blood circulation, blood
sugar, blood pressure, pulse rate, and proper pumping of heart and lungs etc. Man can get
relief from back-pain, arthritis, headache etc. If man is free from all these physical and
mental ailments can have positive attitude towards life and the society in which he lives.
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Life without good health is a miserable condition, and it reflects its negative impact on
family. Wealth and material possession without health cannot help us to enjoy happy life.
So, good health is a valuable asset for one and all.
Social health is a capacity to be happy within oneself and to be able to make other
happy. It means a caring and loving attitude towards other, communication skill, to be
aware of the social responsibilities as a human being, and work and sacrifice for the cause of
community and nation. Physically and mentally healthy people can help to maintain peace,
law and order in social life. Such people enjoy personal and social life at best. They do not
get victims of mob mentality. Many social ills are the outcome of lacking balance between
mental and physical health. Personal and social problems can be faced with equanimity.
Yoga is an antidote of physical and mental illness.
Aims of Yoga in life: 1) develops our physical health 2) mental health3) social health 4)
spiritual health 5) helps in self-realization and divine realization within us.
These goals are attained by love, compassion, sympathy, empathy and helping nature for all
living beings, respect for life, protection of nature and environment, a peaceful state of
mind, vegetarian diet, pure thoughts, and positive lifestyle, physical, mental and spiritual
practices, tolerance for all nations, cultures and religions. To improve this kind of social
performance and behaviour, yogic techniques are beneficial for all human beings. Positive
thinking people around us have a great constructive and positive influence on our psyche as
it develops our personality and character. These people find faith in themselves and
become confident in their capabilities.
As Yoga is a form of mind-body fitness, it involves a combination of muscular activity
and an internally directed mindful focus on awareness of self, breath and energy. The
healing system through Yoga teaching and practice, underlies the basic principles. Human
body comprises of many organs. Illness of any one of them affects the others and their
functioning. So Yoga practice must be tailored accordingly. It helps in self-empowering the
individuals. Yoga also plays an active role in the journey towards health. The quality and
positive state of mind is crucial in the healing process.
Several special yogic programs have been developed from the basic exercises: Yoga for
back-pain, Yoga for joints, Yoga for seniors, Yoga for children. Yoga is taught in Yoga Centre
worldwide such as rehabilitation centre, fitness and sport centre, health institutions, adult
educations centre etc.
Yoga is the root of spirituality, wisdom and the root of all religions. It outstrips
religious boundaries and makes the way towards unity. To do precious and constructive
work for community, to preserve nature and environment and work for maintain peace in
the world, Yoga means to be active in the most positive vibe and to work for the welfare of
all mankind.
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Health is the state of mind and body in which one can sleep well, digest food at ease and
free from any kind disease and uneasiness. If we add Yoga in our daily life, it helps in
relieving mental and physical stress, helps in reducing muscle tension and enhance muscular
strength, strain as well as inflammation, helps in building confidence, attention and
concentration. It improves respiratory and cardiovascular function. It calms our nervous
system. It makes individuals to be optimistic towards life.
Conclusion:
Yoga can play an effective role in reducing mental and body stress, anxiety, and
depression. It gives tranquility of mind and creates a sense of well-being. It is considered a
complementary to medicine in the treatment of mental illness. So, there should be
awareness among the people about the benefits of Yoga practice in daily life. Medical
professional should suggest yoga along with medical treatment. It is beneficial not only for
affected people but for normal people also to live better relaxed and quality life.
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Introduction
Utilization of electronic devices in the present era has became an integral part of Indian
youth. Over utilization of social media, has captured the attention of youth entirely. Though
it has many boon and curse. It provided better, faster and improved working ability of young
people, but also an emergence and new form of disorder in Indian youths. Since last decade,
the over utilization of social media is an ongoing activity which is increasing at an alarming
rate and leading to addiction form among Indian young people which is a serious concern.
Problems arriving from over utilization of social media have been documented worldwide
including in India, where the use of the social media has increased noticeably. It is observed
through the studies, that the social media is more addictive among the youths, over
utilization of it has been referred to as behavioral addiction and one’s inability to avoid
being online to the point where it effects the users life, relationships, emotions users
social life etc. There are various forms of social media addiction, such as forming online
friendship, accessing pornography, gaming, online shopping etc. It is observed that, over
utilization of social media, refrain from participating in real life activities, young people live
mostly in the virtual than in real life. Effects of using social media have been found to be far
reaching and potentially dangerous in affecting the health and mental related behavior of
youth, who are not yet mature enough to differentiate between fantasy and reality. Sport
involvement may also contribute to the social and personal development of youth. It has
also been proposed that youth sport provides benefits for socio-emotional development,
identity work, character building, and moral development, including the expression of
values and sportsmanship behaviors. Many people involved in sport also believe that sport
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participation offers opportunities for learning and development that can directly transfer
into other areas of life such as school and work. Some of the important benefits are
highlighted here:
Physical Benefits
Team sports helps youth physical wellbeing. Youths who are actively involved in a sport
are more likely to describe themselves as being in good physical health than students who
do not participate in sports. Also, athletically active youth are more likely to be nutritionconscious in their food choices than children who are not actively involved in a sport.
Social Benefits
While the physical health benefits that sports provide youth are undoubtedly important,
the social benefits may be what draw youth to sports. Being able to spend time with their
friends outside of school is more important to youth than knowing they are physically
active. Life skill gains through social interaction can be tremendous. Social interaction in
team sports teaches youth to: 1) Associate with their peers; 2) Solve conflict; and 3)
Communicate effectively with their peers.
Emotional Benefits
Emotional growth is also important for youth. Sometimes, the emotional development
of youth is hindered because of the physical and/or emotional absence of parents. Sports
provide youth with opportunities to interact with a caring and supportive adult. Adult
support outside the family is a major protective factor for high-risk youth. The interaction a
child has with his or her coach helps to improve self-esteem as well as lower the chance of
depression. Sports team membership can also help increase a child's self-worth, especially
when the emphasis is on group or team success, rather than individual achievement. Youth
of all ages, including those in high school, are likely to receive an end-of-the-season trophy
for participating in the team sport. Receiving a trophy with their teammates is intended to
help youth feel a sense of accomplishment, teamwork, and recognition.
Conclusion
Sports provide numerous opportunities for children and teenagers to grow socially,
emotionally, and physically. Furthermore, they also allow youth to learn and practice in a
competitive environment. While sports may increase youth positive social interaction with
each other, they can also create stressful environments for youth. For example, adults may
place unrealistic pressure on their children to perform. Parents and children must find a
balance in regard to how many extracurricular activities children participate in. Team sports
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participation can be an amazing tool that helps children grow and succeed in their everyday
lives and in the future.
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Abstract
The review we tend to tour the treatment of the data and Communication
Technologies (ICT) within the field of education by the professed and therefore the
students. For this purpose, we tend to review the prevailing lines of analysis on the subject
and the way the foremost exceptional works of various authors, with special attention to
the case within the autonomous community. Finally, the most issues associated with the
employment of those technologies in lecture rooms are analysed. All this so as t to shed
lightweight on a really topical issue relating to the education of our youth. Studies show that
ICTs are progressively gift within the field of education, however a lot of remains to be done
to form a good use of them in education.
Keywords: Data Communication Technologies, Physical Education, Sports Activities
Introduction
In the historically the link between the data and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
and education was terribly low, most of its application within the sports world was reduced
to the extent of athletic performance (Educ.ar, 2010). luckily, nowadays the case is everchanging, and therefore the ICTs provide a spread of advances that were used and tailored
in alternative areas to enhance the activities and data that are schooled to students. it's
necessary for education academics believe the potential and therefore the advantages that
ICT offers them, and not confined them exclusively to remedy for a period, which will
complement, for instance, study Associate in Nursing work anatomy body human with an
interactive exercise during which students, below the oversight of an instructor,
demonstrate your data by characteristic the various muscles. confine mind that everything
isn't simple within the implementation of ICT in education as a result of they have the event
of Associate in Sports open by academics SAI agency should suppose that there are
resources everyplace that perhaps don't seem to be designed for teaching mentality
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however none the less fascinating, however the employment of basketball games scenes
recorded victimization Associate in Sports electronic recording device, timer or a camera
mobile for recording choreography, etc. which may become terribly helpful resources to use
at school. like any subject schooled within the national education system, education
academics will use all the resources out there to impart, therefore achieving the objectives
antecedent set for your students. Background and approaches on the use of ICT in Physical
Education. Most of today's lecturers were educated during a form of grade school wherever
the nearest issue to the incorporation of recent technologies into the schoolroom education
was the employment of a tape-recorder, a videocassette recorder or a projector slide,
Associate in Sports continually exceptional for an exhibition category by the teacher
(Sharma 2012).
Today, with the emergence of recent technological devices, that vary from the
videodisk player to the whiteboard, while not forgetting the massive star of all, the pc, the
good instructional challenge isn't your occasional use, however come through true method
implication for course of study development, breaking with the persuasion that ICT is barely
Associate in Sports external component in education. Dols (2011, p, 3) emphasizes that "no
one is rare and also the use of computers for managing college workplace, nor that category
lecturers use them even sounds like a hit and it looks logical to expect a pc area and a
language workplace. however, ought to go a step additional, and have all this potential to
grow to be the course of study of education space. "
Methodology
The choice of things was performed employing a subject search in 2 necessary
databases: SPORT Discus with Full Text and Dial net. The articles were chosen supported 2
criteria: that its subject had Associate in Sports eminently utilisation which they were
current (focusing solely on people who had been written within the 21st century). He
additionally tried to seek out articles that created regard to completely different countries
or regions of the earth, at now that the foremost advanced and latest analysis within the
field return from Maharashtra State. The keywords employed in the search were in
Marathwada, Technologies Information Communication, Education Fascia, twitch y
Deportee; whereas within the English language they were used: info Communication
Technologies, education, ICT and Sport.
Investigation lines
At present their area unit variety of lines of analysis, collected by Sharma (2004)
within the field of ICT within the academic context, and thus in education. every of those
lines is concentrated on a particular space that we have a tendency to might quote then:
 The technical characteristics of apparatus and sure useful attributes same (color,
movement, etc.).
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Analysis of the structural attributes and the way to prepare them to transmit sure
messages. they're accentuated by the look in line with media components
structuring.
 The connection of the symbolic attributes of the media and their interaction with
psychological characteristics of scholars and the way these symbolic systems verify
the psychological feature and performance merchandise obtained within the media.
 Examine the attitudes that have receptors suggests that facing constant as
determinants of the merchandise created and therefore the mental effort invested
with within the process and data process.
 The analysis of the contexts and conditions that introduce in apply.
 The pragmatic regarding the media: that thanks to style, use and analysis.
 Criteria that academics ought to adopt for the implementation of ICT.
 A sociocracies perspective, involved with the analysis of the values transmitted
ICT each directly and as a disguised variety of manipulation that originate from its use.
Following these lines of analysis, they need dispensed a spread of targeted studies within
the field of education. initial of all it ought to be noted the study developed by Pratt &
Coiduras (2012) World Health Organization conducted a study on however education
academics in Lleida (Spain) use ICT in their lessons inside the training project Educate a pair
of organization. The analysis dispensed by Adamakis & Zounhia (2013) goes a step more by
making an attempt to ascertain what area unit the fundamental skills in education of Greek
students, and from them {to style|to style} applications capable of evaluating them with an
easy interface design in order that students themselves will use. terribly similar is that the
study of Penz (2008) wherever 3 educators from the us replicate on the chances of
implementing the ICT field of education. The mix of ancient teaching strategies with the
employment of ICT within the schoolroom might yield wonderful results. The case study
developed by Pratt & Camerino (2012) demonstrates the advantages in teaching stunts
within the ancient means with the creation of web resources in WebQuest format. The
complementarity of the 2 strategies shows the advantages of victimisation ICT within the
method of autonomous learning by students, and recovering your relationships throughout
the session letter of the alphabet (Camerino, 2012). Another case study analyzed teacher
education education within the handling and use of ICT from the attitude of scholars
(McNeill & Fry, 2012). In it the authors targeted on the impact of vodcasts (video streams)
within the student learning, to try to analysis evaluated the result it had in learning the
employment of transmission material throughout the sessions. ICT will play a crucial role in
evaluating the wing students throughout a physical Education.
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Conclusions
It's simple that, gradually, ICTs area unit coming into the topic of education, despite
the initial reluctance which will exist by academics or alternative persons or entities
associated with the education sector (students, AMPAS, public administrations and
personal, etc.). Numerous studies show that the employment of ICT in colleges will
considerably improve the performance of scholars and academics within the field of
education. However, if your introduction doesn't adapt or academic functions isn't subject
to an honest academic designing, its result on students is also negative. as a result of it
ought to influence the importance of teacher coaching within the use and management of
ICT and data regarding them, each as a teaching technical level. This literature review was
meant to gather other ways and techniques through that ICT is employed in the sector of
education. Through it's meant to produce data to the various professionals within the
education sector in order that they will use ICT in their lessons during a more practical and
safer for them and their students. Noting more the most issues and difficulties which will
ensue its use within the college setting. within the future, ICT are incorporated into all
syllabus subject’s education in any respect levels of teaching, academics depends for the
most part a accountable and effective use is created of them.
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Introduction:
Modern society is facing ahazardous life- style which results in unending mental,
physical, and emotional stresses. This happens due to desire for material wealth and other
problems such as lack of concentration, forgetfulness, and absent-mindedness. Itbrings
about a transition in the personality and fails to impart true inner peace. As a result, we
continue to bear the wrath of a stressful mind in every sphere of our life. We compromise
our happiness, progress, success, and even physical and ecological well-being. Under such a
scenario, it is important for us to realize the need for transformation in our attitudes and
bring about a change in our traditional mind set. It is also vital to possess and sustain an
optimistic approach towards the problems of life and exhibit a pleasant countenance that
can be accepted and admired by all. Although, most of us concerned for a calm and
compassionate character, we hardly know the process to achieve it. Preksha Meditation
which is a path of self-realization and eternal joy can restore our lives in a healthier way
bringing harmony and an un-stressful life-style. Preksha meditation helps one in knowing
one’s own real self thus, offering connection to the soul at a profound level and achieving a
state of super consciousness. This blissful meditation purifies emotions and consciousness.
It’s also nullifies negative vibes and seen as a technique for a change in attitude, behavioral
modification and integrated development of personality.
Origin of Preksha Meditation:
In 1970s Acharya Mahapragya of the Svetambar Terapanth sect formulated a type of
meditation called Preksha meditation. The Preksha meditation technique is a rediscovery of
the tireless efforts of Ganadhipati Tulsi and Acharya Shri Mahapragya, in 1975. This
technique is a synthesis of traditional scriptures, modern science and experience. The
meditation practices done by Lord Mahavira, carried on by Acharya Shri Mahapragya with a
research study for 20 years, were presented in the form of Preksha Meditation.
Meaning of Preksha Meditation:
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The word “preksha” means “to perceive carefully and profoundly”. In preksha,
perception always means experience bereft of the duality of like and dislike, pleasure and
pain. Impartiality and equanimity are synonymous with preksha. Preksha is impartial
perception, where there is neither the emotion of attachment nor aversion, neither
pleasure nor displeasure. Both these states of emotion are closely and carefully perceived
but not experienced. And because both are perceived from close quarters, it is not difficult
to reject both of them and assume a neutral position. Thus equanimity is essentially
associated with preksha.Important disciplines in the system are - Synchrony of mental and
physical actions or simply present mindedness or complete awareness of one’s actions,
disciplining the reacting attitude, friendliness, diet, silence, spiritual vigilance. Preksha
meditation is the practice of purifying the emotions and conscious (chitta) and realizing the
own self. It helps in leading a peaceful life and is a system of meditation for attitudinal
change, behavioral modification and integrated development of personality.
Technique of Preksha meditation:Preksha meditation deals with every aspect of human
being. It is divided in seven steps:
1. Kayotsarga (Deep relaxation with self-awareness)
2. Antaryatra (The journey within)
3. Shwas Preksha (Awareness of breath)
4. SharirPreksha (Awareness of body)
5. Chaitanaya Kendra Preksha (Awareness of psychic centers)
6. LeshyaDhyan (Awareness of psychic colors)
7. Anupreksha (Contemplation)
For practicing Preksha meditation must select a quiet place without disturbance. Spare
approximately fifteen minutes in the beginning. This time can be increased gradually to
thirty minutes depending on experience and interest in meditation.
Kayotsarga (Deep relaxation with self-awareness): This starts with keep body motionless.
Next step is relaxing various organs of the body. Then movethe awareness on different parts
of the body starting from feet to head and by the process of auto-suggestion feel relaxation
process on particular parts. Experience every part is relaxed including all muscles, nerves,
blood vessels, various organs and systems of the body and feel the entire body relaxed. One
has to keep mind alert and awake during relaxation process. Duration of this Kayotsarga is
around ten minutes.
Antaryatra (The journey within): After Kayotsarga this starts with maintaining the body in a
constant and motionless state, draw attention on lower end of spine, known as a center of
energy. Slowly move attention to upward direction along spinal cord and reach to the top of
the head, where brain is located. This end is the center of wisdom. Stay there for few
seconds and now move the attention downwards from head to the bottom of spine.
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Complete cycle from center of energy to center of wisdom and back activates the various
hidden powers and facilitates free flow of vital life energy in upward direction. This process
of meditation takes about five minutes.
Shwas Preksha (Awareness of breath): Breathing is a natural process. Adults normally have
a breathing frequency of 12 to 20 breaths per minute. This stage starts with closed eyes take
slow but deep breaths. Pay attention and feel its presence at the naval region. On breathing
in, stomach expands and on breathing out, stomach contracts. Be aware of this expansion
and contraction at the naval. Make it sure that not a single breath must go unnoticed.
Regulate your inhaling and exhaling process such that it takes equal time. It should be
synchronized. Now move attention to the tip of your nostrils. Create awareness of breathing
process. Feel that the breathing in and breathing out. While breathing in, feel a sensation of
cool air and while exhaling, feel warmth air at the tip of the nostrils. Keep a vigilant eye on
movement of breaths. Also add mantra So ‘ham with breathing process. While breathing in,
chant ‘So’ and on breathing out chant, ‘Ham’. Continue this awareness for some time.
Slowly withdraw your attention from breathing and be aware of your surroundings. Slowly
open the eyes. This session of Preksha meditation is over. This will take ten to fifteen
minutes.
Benefits of Preksha meditation:
Psychological Benefits:
Preksha meditation helps purification of emotions and consciousness. Its continuous
practice brings several positive changes in personality. With Prekshaone can overcome
negative emotions and feelings including anger, hatred, jealously, envy, greed, fear, violent
behavior, nervousness and emotional disturbance. And at the same time there is
enhancement of positivism in the attitude and behavior. It helps increasing will power,
memory, self-confidence, decision making and understanding. By practicing Preksha there is
improvement in psychosomatic diseases. It cleanses and relaxes mind.
Physical benefits:
At physical level Preksha meditation helps strengthening immunity, controlling blood
pressure, improving functioning of nervous system, endocrine system and blood circulation
system. With Prekshaonecan overcome various addictions and bad habits. It decreases
heart, breath and metabolic rates. It lowers blood pressure, sugar levels, cholesterol levels
and increases circulation, immunity, endocrine functioning. It reduces muscles tension;
increases exercise tolerance, helps in pain management and recovery after illness. It brings
relief for PMS symptoms, reduces headaches and migraines and Improves brain functioning
Emotional benefits:
At emotional level Preksha meditation helps in reducing anxiety, phobias, fear and
uncertainty. The emotions feel more stable and anchored. It improves focus, concentration
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levels, learning and productivity, increases will power and self-discipline. It brings changes
and improves coping skills, improves interpersonal interactions and relationships. Further it
brings a sense of happiness, rejuvenation and vitality, builds emotional maturity
Spiritual benefits:
There are several spiritual benefits. Some of them areSelf-actualization, Increases
self-acceptance, self-love and insight into the self, brings harmony between spirit, mind and
body and greater sense of one-ness
Conclusion:
The technique of Preksha Meditation is derived from the wisdom of ancient Indian
philosophy. It is authentically based on current scientific principles. The main purpose of the
Preksha Meditation is to purify the mental state. A human mind is constantly exposed to
contaminating urges, emotions, and passions. Therefore, it is essential to remove these
obstacles. Peace of mind appears with the disappearance of the impure thoughts. In
addition, balanced mind, equanimity, and well-being are also experienced simultaneously.
Uncontrolled emotions like anger, greed etc. are not only the hurdles in spiritual progress
but also becomes the cause of disaster in social life. Preksha Meditation is not just for
achieving physical, mental, and emotional well-being but a key to spiritual treasure trove.
Today, eminent doctors, specialists, and general practitioners have agreed that mediation is
a powerful complementary therapy. Meditation can help us in healing and sustenance of
good health. It can cure and even protect us from several psychosomatic disorders that
result from mental stress and tension.
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Abstract
The 75 Cricket players were selected for the present study. The purpose is to measure
the grip strength (Muscular Strength). It could be concluded that it is inferred that the hand
grip strength of the selected subjects of Experimental A & Control C group does not vary
significantly. Whereas, Experimental B & Control C (After 90 days) and Experimental A &
Experimental B groups subjects shows significant improvement in the hand grip strength. It
clearly indicates that ninety days systematic training programme significantly improve the
hand grip strength of the subjects. It is also clear that ninety days systematic training
programme is more effective that the sixty days training programme.
Purpose: To measure grip strength (Muscular Strength)
Equipments: Handgrip dynamometer.
Description: In order to ensure dryness, the subject was asked to put some magnesium
chalk powder on the concerned hand. The tester sets the pointer of the dynamometer to
zero and placed the dynamometer in the subject’s hand and asked the subject to squeeze
the dynamometer sharply and steadily as much as possible making certain that neither the
arm was folded at elbow nor any part of the arm. Subjects were allowed with each hand
giving one-minute rest between squeezes. Total 75 Cricket players were selected for the present
study
Scoring: The highest reading out of the three squeezes was recorded in kilograms.
Table 1 Summary of One-Way Analysis of Variance for the Data on Hand Grip Strength of
Pre-Tests of Experimental A, Experimental B and Control C Groups
Source of
Variance
Between the
Groups

Degree of
Freedom
K-1
3–1=2

Sum of Square

Mean Sum of
Square

F-ratio

1.30

0.65

0.09@

0399
N–K
75 – 3 = 72

Within Group

515.98

Significant at 0.05

7.17

Tabulated F0.05 (2, 72 )= 3.11

The finding of Table No. 1 reveals that the obtained F-ratio of 0.09 is less than the
tabulated F- value of 3.11 needed to be significant at .05 level of confidence. Hence, the
data collected on hand grip strength at pre tests for the Experimental A, Experimental B and
Control C groups does not differ significantly.
Since the F-ratio is not found to be significant hence the Least Significant Difference
(LSD) Post Hoc Test is not applied.
Table – 2 Mean, Standard Deviation and t-Ratio for the Pre and Post Test of Experimental
A, Experimental B and Control C Groups in Hand Grip Strength
Group

Test

Pre
Expt. A
Post
After 60 days
Pre
Expt. B
Post
After
90 days
Pre
Control C
Post
After 60 days
Pre
Control C Post
After
90 days
* Significant at 0.05 level

Mean
31.79

Standard
Deviation
2.6567

33.15
32.04

2.6684
2.6886

35.10
31.74

2.6905
2.6856

31.99
31.74

Mean
Difference

Standard
Error

t-ratio

1.36

0.75308

1.806@

3.06

0.76071

4.023*

0.24

0.76198

0.320@

0.27

0.76177

0.357@

2.7024
2.6856

32.02
2.7009
Tabulated t0.05(24) = 2.064 @ Not significant at 0.05 level

It is evident from the above table that there is no significant difference in between
Pre and Post test means of Experimental A and Control C groups in hand grip strength, as
the calculated t-values of 1.806, 0.320 and 0.357 respectively are less than the tabulated tvalue of 2.064 at 0.05 level of confidence for the 24 degrees of freedom. But Experimental B
group shows significant difference with calculated 't' value of 4.023.
Hence it is inferred that the hand grip strength of the selected subjects of
Experimental A and Control C groups does not vary significantly. Significant improvement in
hand grip strength is observed in Experimental B group only. It clearly indicates that ninety
days systematic training programmer significantly improve the hand grip strength of the
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subjects. The mean difference of hand grip strength between the pre and post test means of
Experimental A, Experimental B and Control C groups is graphically depicted in Figure-1.
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Figure – 1Mean Difference of Hand Grip Strength between the Pre and Post Test of
Experimental A, Experimental B and Control C Groups
Table - 3
Mean, Standard Deviation and t-Ratio for the Post Tests of Experimental A, Experimental
B and Control C Groups in Hand Grip Strength
Group

Mean

Experimental A
Control C (After 60 days)
Experimental B
Control C (After 90 days)
Experimental A
Experimental B
* Significant at 0.05 level
@ Not significant at 0.05 level

33.15
31.99
35.10
32.02
33.15
35.10

Standard
Deviation
2.6684
2.7024
2.6905
2.7009
2.6684
2.6905

Mean
Difference

Standard
Error

t-ratio

1.16

0.75955

1.532@

3.09

0.76246

4.050*

1.95

0.75786

2.576*

Tabulated t0.05(48) = 2.00

The findings of above table show that there is no significant difference in between
the Post test means of Experimental A & Control C (After 60 days) group in hand grip
strength as the calculated t-value of 1.532 is less than the tabulated t-value of 2.000 at 0.05
level of confidence for the 48 degrees of freedom. It is also observed from the above table
that, there is significant difference in between the Post test means of Experimental B &
Control and Experimental A & Experimental B groups in hand grip strength, as the calculated
t-values of 4.050 and 2.576 respectively are greater than the tabulated t-value at .05 level.
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From the above findings it is inferred that the hand grip strength of the selected
subjects of Experimental A & Control C group does not vary significantly. Whereas,
Experimental B & Control C (After 90 days) and Experimental A & Experimental B groups
subjects shows significant improvement in the hand grip strength. It clearly indicates that
ninety days systematic training programme significantly improve the hand grip strength of
the subjects. It is also clear that ninety days systematic training programme is more effective
that the sixty days training programme.
The post test mean difference of hand grip strength between the groups is
graphically represented in Figure2
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Figure – 2 Post Test Mean Difference of Hand Grip Strength between the Groups
Conclusion
From the above findings it is inferred that the hand grip strength of the selected
subjects of Experimental A & Control C group does not vary significantly. Whereas,
Experimental B & Control C (After 90 days) and Experimental A & Experimental B groups
subjects shows significant improvement in the hand grip strength. It clearly indicates that
ninety days systematic training programme significantly improve the hand grip strength of
the subjects. It is also clear that ninety days systematic training programme is more effective
that the sixty days training programme.
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Introduction:
There is a great need of yoga and yogic practices to be taught and also to practice yoga, to
overcome physical, mental and physiological problems. My paper largely deals with the
mental aspects, as it is the current need. I urge upon the August body to see that yoga to be
made simple rather than complex through research for the following reasons Development
of science and technology in the recent years has made man’s life fast, busy and full of
tensions. The pressure on the muscles has been largely taken away by the machines, but the
pressure on the nerves has greatly increased. This has resulted in what are called stress
disorders or the psychosomatic disorders. Our mind and body are capable of bearing the
load of tension to a certain limit. If tension continues beyond that limit, then the balance of
the psycho-physiological processes is disturbed, and that results into various symptoms of
mal-adjustment the mind expresses the tension in the form of impulses that flow from the
brain to various muscles of the body. If these muscles continue to make an impact on the
glands and organs, this will give rise to the malfunctioning of the organ or glands concerned.
Unless and until the mind be relieved of the tension prevailing in it, the disorder of the
organs concerned can’t be rectified. The most important benefit of yoga is physical and
mental therapy. The aging process; which is largely an artificial condition, caused mainly by
autointoxication or self-poisoning, can be slowed down by practicing yoga.
Regular practice of asanas, pranayama and meditation can help such diverse
ailments such as diabetes, blood pressure, digestive disorders, arthritis, atherosclerosis,
chronic fatigue, asthma, varicose veins and heart conditions. Laboratory tests have proved
that yogi’s increased abilities of consciously controlling the autonomic or involuntary
functions, such as temperature, heart beat and blood pressure. Research into the effects of
yogic practices on HIV is currently underway with promising results. The Asanas or the
postures will help in keeping the muscles, nerves and joints to perform in a benefitting
manner and tone up all the internal organs to function effectively without creating fatigue.
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The Pranayama which is systematic and rhythmic respiration helps to relax the
physical and mental organs of the body and keeps every cell oxygenated which helps in
metabolism A lot of research is conducted in Yoga for the prevention of the following;
Asthma, Respiratory Problem, High B.P., Back Pain, Arthritis, Weight Reduction, Cancer etc.
Asthma:
Studies conducted at yoga institutions in India have reported impressive success in
improving asthma. It has also been proved that asthma attacks can usually be prevented by
yoga methods without resorting to drugs.
Respiration Problems:
Patients who practice yoga have a better chance of gaining the ability to control their
breathing problems. With the help of yogic breathing exercises, it is possible to control an
attack of severe shortness of breath without having to seek medical help. Various studies
have confirmed the beneficial effects of yoga for patients with respiratory problems.
High Blood Pressure:
The relaxation and exercise components of yoga have a major role to play in the
treatment and prevention of high blood pressure (hypertension). A combination of
biofeedback and yogic breathing and relaxation techniques has been found to lower blood
pressure and reduce the need for high blood pressure medication in people suffering from
it. Pain
Management: Yoga is believed to reduce pain by helping the brain`s pain centre regulates
the gate controlling mechanism located in the spinal cord and the secretion of natural
painkillers in the body. Breathing exercises used in yoga can also reduce pain. Because
muscles tend to relax when you exhale, lengthening the time of exhalation can help produce
relaxation and reduce tension. Awareness of breathing helps to achieve calmer, slower
respiration and aid in relaxation and pain management.
Back Pain
Back pain is the most common reason to seek medical attention. Yoga has
consistently been used to cure and prevent back pain by enhancing strength and flexibility.
Both acute and long-term stress can lead to muscle tension and exacerbate back problems.
Arthritis Yoga`s gentle exercises designed to provide relief to needed joints had been Yoga`s
slow-motion movements and gentle pressures reach deep into troubled joints. In addition,
the easy stretches in conjunction with deep breathing exercises relieve the tension that
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binds up the muscles and further tightens the joints. Yoga is exercise and relaxation rolled
into one - the perfect anti-arthritis formula. Weight Reduction Regular yoga practice can
help in weight management. Firstly, some of the asanas stimulate sluggish glands to
increase their hormonal secretions. The thyroid gland, especially, has a big effect on our
weight because it affects body metabolism. There are several asanas, such as the shoulder
stand and the fish posture, which are specific for the thyroid gland. Fat metabolism is also
increased, so fat is converted to muscle and energy. This means that, as well as losing fat,
you will have better muscle tone and a higher vitality level.
Psychological Benefits Regular
Yoga practice creates mental clarity and calmness, increases body awareness,
relieves chronic stress patterns, relaxes the mind, centres attention and sharpens
concentration. Self-Awareness Yoga strives to increase self-awareness on both a physical
and psychological level. Patients who study yoga learn to induce relaxation and then to use
the technique whenever pain appears. Practicing yoga can provide chronic pain sufferers
with useful tools to actively cope with their pain and help counter feelings of helplessness
and depression. Mental Performance A common technique used in yoga is breathing
through one nostril at a time. Electroencephalogram (EEG) studies of the electrical impulses
of the brain have shown that breathing through one nostril results in increased activity on
the opposite side of the brain. Some experts suggest that the regular practice of breathing
through one nostril may help improve communication between the right and left side of the
brain. Studies have also shown that this increased brain activity is associated with better
performance and doctors even suggest that yoga can enhance cognitive performance. Mood
Change and Vitality Mental health and physical energy are difficult to quantify, but virtually
everyone who participates in yoga over a period of time reports a positive effect on outlook
and energy level. Yogic stretching and breathing exercises have been seen to result in an
invigorating effect on both mental and physical energy and improved mood. Spiritual
Benefits When you achieve the yogic spirit, you can begin knowing yourself at peace. The
value of discovering one`s self and of enjoying one`s self as is, begins a journey into being
rather than doing. Life can then be lived practicing "yoga off the mat". More research
should be done in the following areas; Education The very essence of yoga lies in attaining
mental peace, improved concentration powers, a relaxed state of living and harmony in
relationships. All the above benefits will help the students in their academic achievements.
Reasons for introduction of Yoga for students Lack of physical activity, Carrying School Bags,
Disability, Mental Pressure, Obesity etc.
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Sports: Though Yoga is considered as one of the effective stress busters through pranayama
and relaxation techniques it is not taken seriously by majority of the sportspersons as a
training component. Reviews and literatures show that Yoga helps in enhancing the vital
capacity but again coaches and the trainers give little importance to it.
Conclusion
Researchers should focus on the needs and urgency of the society. This will
automatically create demand which will popularize the yogic culture.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate motor nerve conduction velocity
(MNCV) of ulnar & common peroneal (CPN) nerves of bilateral side (i.e. dominant & nondominant) of athletes who are engaged in an anaerobic type sport activity (sprinters &
power lifters). A total of 40 male sprinters & power lifters with an average age, height and
weight of 20.70±1.76 years, 171.38±3.31 cm and 71.06±6.04 Kg respectively, volunteered to
participate in this study. Each subject’s MNCV was measured with the help of computerized
equipment called “NEUROPERFECT” (Medicaid Systems, India) and the data was analysed
using Mean ±SD, t-test and Pearson correlation. Results show that MNCV of ulnar nerve of
right and left side was significantly different (p < .05). MNCV of common peroneal nerve of
bilateral side also significantly different (p < .05). For both ulnar and common peroneal
nerves, results showed that the right ulnar nerve had significantly faster MNCV than the
right CPN nerve (p < .05). According to the results, faster MNCV in right ulnar nerve (i.e.
dominant) and left CPN as compared to left ulnar nerve and right CPN in sprinters and
power lifters may be from their long term training adaptations and further it may be relate
to their upper & lower extremity movement requirement of changing their movement
direction quickly and skilfully.
Key Words: Motor Nerve Conduction Velocity, Sprinters, Power Lifters.
Introduction
MNCV is a measure of speed of pulse (nerve impulse) can be transmitted along a
motoneuron. A fast MNCV is also an indicator of a short refractory period. In other words,
the decreased refractory period may allow for greater impulse frequency, thereby
increasing muscle activation levels. It is known that exercise can cause structural changes in
skeletal muscles as well as an increase in excitability of motor units. But the effects of the
type and intensity of exercise on these changes have not been studied in detail. Some
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studies suggest strength and power athletes have faster MNCV than endurance athletes.
However, it has also been reported that no differences were evident between power and
endurance groups (Sleivert et al., 1995). Other researchers have shown that trained
individuals have faster MNCV than untrained ones (Hoyle & Holt, 1983). In theory, changes
in MNCV may be an indicator of nerve system adaptation due to long-term physical suggest
strength and power athletes have faster MNCV than endurance athletes (Kamen et al.,
1984). However, it has also been reported that no differences were evident between power
and endurance groups (Sleivert et al., 1995). Other researchers have shown that trained
individuals have faster MNCV than untrained ones (Hoyle & Holt, 1983). In theory, changes
in MNCV may be an indicator of nerve system adaptation due to long-term physical exercise
training. Previous studies had investigated the clinical type of individuals. But it is more
meaningful and interesting to test the athlete especially in which the predominant energy
system is an anaerobic type like sprinters & weight lifters and that need to control their
lower extremities accurately and speedy that is requiring more neural adaptation for motor
nerve conduction velocity after specific physical exercise training. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to investigate motor nerve conduction velocity in upper and lower
extremities (radial & sural nerve of bilateral side) of athletes who are engaged in an
anaerobic type sport activity and to realize whether their neural specification would change
from long term training.
Methods
Subjects total 50 sprinters & weight lifters in the age range of 18-25 years were
voluntarily participated as subjects in the present study on the basis of their predominant
energy system i.e. anaerobic. The dominant hand of all the subjects was right hand. The
data was collected in Exercise Neurophysiology Laboratory, wherein the room temperatures
were kept 24.9 ± 00.2 ºC during the MNCV testing. The right and left arm and leg was testing
for ulnar and common peroneal nerve (CPN) respectively. Motor Nerve Conduction Velocity
(MNCV) was assessed with the help of computerized equipment called “Neuroperfect”
(Medicaid Systems, India) by using the traditional double stimulation technique. Square
pulses of 0.1 ms duration and of sufficient intensity to evoke a supramaximal compound
muscle action potential were applied at each stimulus point with surface stimulating
electrodes. The subject lay on a wooden table with the straight arm and leg as radial and
sural nerve was tested.
Statistical analysis
Data were statistically evaluated with the t test and Pearson correlation test using
SPSS version 11.0 (SPSS). Significance was set at the p < 0.05 level
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Results
The mean age, body height and body weight of the subjects were 20.70±1.76 years,
171.38±3.31cm and 71.06±6.04 kg respectively (Table 1).
Table 1 Mean ±SD of physical characteristics of an anaerobic group of players
Group

N

Age (Yrs.)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

Anaerobic

50

20.70±1.76

171.38±3.31

71.06±6.04

The mean values of MNCV of right and left ulnar and common peroneal nerves were
44.0 ± 6.8 m/s, 43.9± 6.5 m/s, 43.9 ± 6.2 m/s and 41.5± 7.0 m/s respectively (Table 2). It was
found that the difference in the mean values of MNCV of right and left ulnar nerve were
statistically significant (p < .05) and further It was found that the MNCV of right ulnar nerve
was higher than left. The difference in the mean values of MNCV of right and left common
peroneal nerve were also statistically significant (p < .05) and further It was found that the
MNCV of left common peroneal nerve was higher than right. Results also showed that the
mean MNCV of left common peroneal nerve was significantly (p < .05) more than the mean
MNCV of right ulnar nerve.
Table 2 Mean ±SD of motor nerve conduction velocity (MNCV) of ulnar & common
peroneal nerve
Ulnar Nerve (m/s)
Right
Left

44.0 ± 6.8*
43.9± 6.5*

Common Peroneal Nerve
(m/s)
45.9 ± 6.2*
44.5± 7.0*

The results of correlation showed that body height was positively and significantly
related with body weight (r = 0.378). The MNCV of right ulnar nerve was also found to be
positively and significantly related with MNCV of left ulnar nerve (r=.672) and negatively
related with MNCV of right common peroneal nerve (r= -.292). The MNCV of right common
peroneal nerve was also found to be positively and significantly related with MNCV of left
common peroneal nerve (r=.582).
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Table 3 Correlation (Pearson) among physical characteristics & MNCV of ulnar & common
peroneal nerve

Age
Weight
MNCV of Ulnar Nerve
(Right)
MNCV of Ulnar Nerve
(Left)
MNCV of Common
Peroneal Nerve
(Right)
MNCV of Common
Peroneal Nerve (Left)

Height

Weight

MNCV of
Ulnar Nerve
(Right)

MNCV of
Ulnar Nerve
(Left)

MNCV of
Common
Peroneal
Nerve (Right

MNCV of
Common
Peroneal
Nerve (Left)

.110

-.045
. 278**

.073
.020
.141

-.084
091
.069

.081
.146
.110

-.063
.232
.142

. 672**

-. 291*

-.173

-.033

.020
.0579**

**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05. MNCV – motor nerve conduction velocity
Discussion
In the presented study, the results showed that right and left sural nerve of sprinters
and weight lifters players had faster MNCV than right and left radial nerve. The result was
reasonable, since the goals of these athletes’ training are known as rapid and coordinate
movement.
Conclusion
The faster MNCV in right ulnar and left common peroneal nerves as compared to left
ulnar and right common peroneal nerve in sprinters and weight lifters may be from long
term training adaptations and further it may be related to their lower extremity movement
requirement of changing their movement direction quickly and skilfully. The results of the
present study also indicate that long term training is important for increasing MNCV. But the
types of training may have different levels of adaptation.
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mRd`"B xzaFkky; vkf.k mRd`"B baVjusV okpd vokMZ js.kqdk dkWyst xzaFkky;krhy
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Lkkj %
izLrqr mRd`"B xzaFkky; vkf.k mRd`"B baVjusV okpd vokMZ js.kqdk dkWyst xzaFkky;krhy ,d csLV izkDVhl
'kks/kfuca/kke/;s js.kqdk dkWyst xzaFkky;k e/khy o"kZHkj pkyfo.;kr ;s.kk&;k vusd miØekiSdh ,d miØe tks mRd`"B
izkDVhl Eg.kqu vki.kkl lacks/krk ;sbZy o tks brj xzaFkky;kyk ns[khy ekxZn’kZd B:u brj xzaFkky;s ns[khy ;k
buksOgsfVOg izkWDVhl Eg.ktsp mRd`"B lsok ;k ;kstusyk xzaFkky;ke/;s jkcorhy gsp ;k 'kks/kfuca/kke/kwu la’kks/kdkus
lkafxrys vkgs- fo’ks"k Eg.kts ;k csLV izkDVhlph uWd ;k dehVhus iz’kalk dsyh o csLV izkDVhl lqn~/kk ekuys o
Eg.kqup brj xzaFkky;kus ns[khy gh csLV izkDVhl vkiY;k xzFkky;kr lq: djkoh vls la’kks/kdkyk eukseu okVrs
;klkBhp gk la’kks/kdkpk vV~VgklizLrko.kk %
ßcqGrh gs t.k igkosuk MksGk Eg.kquh dGoGk ;srks R;kapkß ;k mDrhyk vuql:up js.kqdk dkWyst] gs xzkeh.k
Hkkxkr cslk ;sFks fo|knkukps dk;Z xjhc o gksrd: eqykalkBh fujarj o vfojri.ks djhr vkgs- dkWystP;k
fodklklkscrp dkWystps xzaFkky; ns[khy fnolsafnol ukok:ikyk ;sr vkgs- js.kqdk egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;
vk/kqfudjhR;k ijhiq.kZ] lqlT; vkf.k lqO;ofLFkr vkgs- xzaFkky;ke/;s vusd izdkjps Kkukps L=ksr vkgs- ekfgrh
lkBoh.ks] rka=hdjhR;k rhph tksikluk dj.ks o ;ksX; osGh okpdkyk R;kpk osG okpoqu {k.kkr ekfgrh miyC/k d:u
ns.ks gs xzaFkky;kps egRoiq.kZ dk;Z vkgs- lkBohysyh ekfgrh lq=cn~/kjhrhus okpdkyk ns.ks gs xzaFkky;kps izFke drZO;
vkgs- **xazFk ije nSore**] **okpky rj okpky** ;k Eg.kh izek.ks xzaFkky; lsoslkBh lnSo rRij vlrs- ß;kos
KkuklkBh o fu?kkos lsoslkBhß ;k opukizek.ks xzaFkky;kph okVpky lq: vkgsfo|kF;kZapk fodkl Ogkok ;k n`"Vhus xzaFkky;ke/;s VsDLV cqd O;rhjhDr lanHkZ xzaFk] brj tujy iqLrds] vusd
mPp ntkZps lanHkZ xzaFk ejkBh fo’odks’k] bUlkDYkksihMhvk vkWQ fczVkfudk] Li/kkZ ijh{kslkBh mi;qDr iqLrds miyC/k
vkgsr- miHkksDR;kauk vfrjhDr Kku rlsp vn~;kor ekfgrh feGfo.;kpk n`"Vhus vusd izdkjps nSuanhu U;qtisij]
tjuy] fijkWMhdYl] miyC/k vkgsr- rka=hdn`";k xzaFkky;hu lalk/kukps xzaFkky;hu lkIVosvj Onkjs ¼yk;czjh vWVkses’ku
flLVhe lkWIVosvj osc fyad½ ladyu d:u rs okpdkauk yodjkr yodj ns.;kps rlsp baVjusV o R;kek/;ekus
bfUQcusV ¼bu&fyLV½ Onkjs ns[khy vkWuykbZu fjlkslZlph ekfgrh okpdki;Zar iksgpfo.ks gs dk;Z xzaFkky; djhr vkgsegRokps Eg.kts xzaFkky;kus rka=hdn`"V;k >si ?ksr 2018 iklqu xzaFkky;kyk vkWuykWbZu Lo:Ik izkIr d:u nsr o D;qvkj- Lduj dksM ph jpuk ;keqGs xzaFkky; mPp f’k{k.kkP;k fMthVy /kksj.kkr eksykph dkefxjh djr vkgsmiHkksDR;kaP;k 'kS{kf.kd rlsp jkstxkjklaca/kh fodklkP;k n`"Vhus xzaFkky; lnSo rRij vlrs- R;klkBh fo’ks"k
;kstuk ns[khy jkcfoY;k tkrkr- miHkksDrs xzaFkky;kpk tkLrhr tkLr miHkksx ?ksÅ 'kdrkr- xzaFkky;ke/;s fo|kF;kZapk
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'kS{k.khd rlsp lqIr xq.kkapk fodkl Ogkok ;klkBh vusd miØe jkcohys tkrkr- tls cqd caWd ;kstuk] xzaFkky;ke/;s
ufou vkysys xzaFk iznf'kZr dsys tkrkr- fo|kF;kZapk Lo%jfpr dfork] dFkk] pkjksGh] fouksn o ntsZnkj ys[k fMLIys
ckWDloj ykoY;k tkrkr- fuca/k Li/kkZ] mRd`"B okpd Li/kkZ] okpu izsj.kk fnol] fo|kFkhZ fnol] cqd fjOghOg Li/kkZ]
cqd bDlhch’ku] cqd dWVykWx izn’kZu b- xzaFkky;kus jkcfoysY;k miØekOnkjs vk;ksthr dsY;k tkrkr- miHkksD;kapk osG
okpkok ;klkBh c&;kp rkaf=d o baVjusVoj vk/kkjhr lsok fnY;k tkrkr- ;ke/;s OgkWV~lvWi] bZ&esy] Qslcqd]
vkWjD;qV] bUVkxzke] fVQoVj b- lsok fnY;k tkrkr- egkfo|ky;hu miHkksDR;kauk o la’kks/kdkauk fooh/k tjuy o
bZ&cqdpk ns[khy Qk;nk Ogkok ;klkBh xzaFkky;ke/;s vkWuykbZu Qzh bZ&fjlkslZl] bZ&cqd ns[khy miyC/k vkgsr- v’;k
fooh/k miØekOnkjs] xzaFkky;kP;k ek/;ekrqu fo|kF;kZauk vusd izdkjph mi;ksxh ekfgrh ns.;kr ;srsizR;sd l=kr xzaFkky;kP;k orhus fo|kF;kZaP;k rlsp lkekthd fgrkP;k n`"Vhus vusd fgrksi;ksxh miØe
jkcohys xsys- mnk- FkkWV vkWQ n Ms lfoZl] cqd vkWQ n fod lfoZl] bOgsUV vkWQ n Ms lfoZl] U;q vjkbOgy lfoZl]
cqd cWad ;kstuk] okWy eX>hu dWEihVh'ku] dWjhvj xk;Mal Ldhe] cqDl ,D>hch'ku] fuca/k Li/kkZ] mRd`"B okpd
Li/kkZ] fo|kFkhZ fnu] vkWMhvks cqd fjMj vkf.k jsdkMZj ¼ vcjkj lfoZl½] cqd fjOgqOg] okpu izsj.kk] uW’kuy cqd fod]
js.kqdk ifCyd yk;czjh lfoZl] djhvj dkWUlhyhax] Li/kkZ ijh{kk VsLV isij lfoZl] cqd dWVykWx izn’kZu o
O;DrheRofodkl ekxZn'kZu] b- vk/kqfud ;qxkrgh xzaFkky;kus xzaFkky;krqu fo|kF;kZauk o okpdkauk izsj.kk feGkoh o
xzaFkky;kps uko ykSdhd Ogkos o xzaFkky;kizrh ldkjkRed n`"Vhdksu fuekZ.k Ogkok ;klkBh csLV izkDVhl ps dk;Z ns[khy
vfojr lq: vkgs- R;kiSdhp ,d csLV izkDVhl ps o.kZu dssys vkgsmRd`"B lsok % ¼uWdP;k n`"Vhus½
laLFksP;k fu;fer dk;Ziz.kkyhoj ldkjkRed ijh.kke ?kMoqu vk.k.;klkBh laLFksus varxZr fodlhr vkf.k
okijY;k xsysY;k dks.kR;kgh ljko fdaok in~/krhauk lokZsRre ljko Eg.kqu vksG[kys tkoq 'kdrs- gs dkgh izkf/kdj.kkOnkjs
fu/kkZfjr dks.krhgh fØ;k ukgh- dkgh dkGkuarj laLFkk dkgh uodYiuk fdaok dk;Ziz.kkyhP;k dkgh iSywe/khy cny
fodflr djrs- gk ljko izkeq[;kus ,dk fof’k"V osGh laLFksP;k varxZr lacaf/kr vkgs- gs f’k{k.k f’kdfo.;k] vkWfQl
izFkk] ns[kHkky vkf.k xks"Vhaps ikyu dj.ks fdaok euq";ka’kh izdj.ks ;kaP;k lanHkkZr vlw 'kdrs- i.k R;k in~/krhpk
voyac dsY;kus vMp.k nwj >kyh vkgs fdaok iS’kakph izdj.ks ;kaP;k lanHkkZr vlw 'kdrs- fdaok R;k ckcrhr dk;Z
dj.;kr vf/kd lgtrk vkyh vkgs- FkksMD;kr] ;k lokZsRre in~/krh laLFkkxr lanHkkZrhy lacaf/kr vkgsr vkf.k
'kS{k.khd iz’kkldh; fdaok laLFkkRed dk;Ziz.kkyh’kh lacaf/kr vlw 'kdrkrfo"k;kps egRo %
vkt mPp f’k{k.kkpk fopkj djrkauk vusd iSyq vki.kkl fnlrkr- mPp f’k{k.kke/;s fo|kihBs o R;kek/;ekus
egkfo|ky;s o egkfo|ky;hu xzaFkky;s ;kaph Hkqehdk fo|kF;kZaP;k n`"Vhus Qkjp egRokph >kysyh vki.kkl vk<Gqu
;srs Eg.ktsp R;kaph tckcnkjh ns[khy ok<ysyh vkgs- 'kS{k.khd laLFkk o R;krhy xzaFkky;s gh dso< Kkukphp laLFkkus
uOgsr rj R;kaph lkekthd cka/khydh ns[khy egRokph vkgs- ghp ckc ;k fo"k;kps egRokyk vf/kd egRokpk ntkZ
nsrsfo"k;kpk mn~ns’k %
 xazFkky;k lsosP;k ek/;ekus xzaFkky;kr mRd`"B okpd o mRd`"B baVjusV okpd gh csLV izkDVhl pkyfo.ksmRd`"B xzaFkky; okpdkps fu;e %
egkfo|ky;hu fo|kF;kZaps egkfo|ky;kizrh o xzaFkky;kizrh vkn’kZ LFkku vlkos] R;kaps Kku ok<kos rlsp
R;kauk xaFkky;hu vH;klkph lo; ykxkoh ;klkBh ßxzFkky;hu mRd`"V okpd ÞBjfo.;kr ;srks- ;ke/;s ,[kkn~;k
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fo|kF;kZapk xzaFkky;kizrh okf"kZd lgHkkx Eg.ktsp v/;;u] okpu] iqLrdkapk mi;ksx] fØ;kf'kyrk b- pk vk<kok
?ks.;kr ;srksLk= 2018&19 e/;s lsty iqats ¼12 ok dyk½ g~;k fo|kF;hZus xazFkky;hu mRd`"V okpd Eg.kqu fuoM
dj.;kr vkyh o 26@tkusokjh@19 yk frpk lRdkj dj.;kr vkykmRd`"B xzaFkky; okpdkps fu;e %
1- fu;ehr fo|kFkhZ vlkok2- vH;klq fo|kFkhZ vlkok3- fo|kF;kZph xzaFkky;hu mifLFkrh vfuok;Z vkgs4- R;kpk okpukph lo; ldkjkRed vlyh ikfgts5- dkWystP;k izR;sd Øk;ZØekr@Li/ksZr lgHkkxh vlkok6- dkWystP;k ok"khZdkadkr R;kps fy[kku vlys ikfgts7- o"kZHkjkr xzaFkky;kpk mi;ksx tkLrhr tkLr dsyk ikfgts8- ekfgrh feGoh.;klkBh lrr rRij vlyk ikfgts9- laiq.kZ f’k{kdkaP;k rlsp egkfo|ky;hu deZpk&;k n`"Vhus R;kps pkaxY;k orZ.kqdhlaca/kh eqY;eki.k vlys
ikfgts10- dkWystP;k fodklklaca/kh R;kps ;ksxnku vlys ikfgtsmRd`"B xzaFkky; baVjusV okpdkps fu;e
2018&19 ;k 'kS{kf.kd o"kkZr egkfo|ky;hu fo|kF;kZaps egkfo|ky;kizrh o xzaFkky;kizrh vkn’kZ LFkku
vlkos] R;kaps vH;klklkscrp rka=hd Kku ok<kos rlsp R;kauk xaFkky;hu vH;klkph lo; ykxkoh ;klkBh o
ßxzFkky;hu mRd`"V baVjusV okpd ÞBjfo.;kr ;srks- ;ke/;s ,[kkn~;k fo|kF;kZapk xzaFkky;kizrh okf"kZd lgHkkx Eg.ktsp
v/;;u] okpu] iqLrdkapk mi;ksx] fØ;kf'kyrk] ra=Kkukcn~ny] baVjusVpk mi;ksx ] b- pk vk<kok ?ks.;kr ;srksLk= 2018&19 e/;s lkfu/; lksuh ¼fc-,- Hkkx 2½ g~;k fo|kF;kZph xazFkky;hu mRd`"V baVjusV okpd
Eg.kqu 26@01@19 fuoM dj.;kr vkyhEligibility of Best Library Internet User
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fu;ehr fo|kFkhZ vlkokvH;klq fo|kFkhZ vlkokfo|kF;kZph xzaFkky;hu mifLFkrh vfuok;Z vkgsfo|kF;kZyk baVjusV cn~ny mRd`"V Kku vlys ikfgtso"kZHkjkr xzaFkky;kpk rlsp baVjusVpk vH;klkBh mi;ksx tkLrhr tkLr dsyk ikfgtsekfgrh feGoh.;klkBh ¼xazFkky;krqu @baVjusVP;k ek/;ekrqu½ lrr rRij vlyk ikfgtslaiq.kZ f’k{kdkaP;k rlsp egkfo|ky;hu deZpk&;k n`"Vhus R;kps rka=hd n`"V;k pkaxY;k pkaxY;k Kkuklaca/kh
eqY;eki.k vlys ikfgts8- dkWystP;k rka=hd fodklklaca/kh R;kps ;ksxnku vlys ikfgtsxzaFkky;hu ßmRd`"B f’k{kd okpdß iqjLdkj ik=rk
xzaFkky;kOnkjs egRokpk o vR;ar izfr"Bhr letyk tk.kkjk ßxzaFkky;hu mRd`"B f’k{kd okpd gk iqjLdkj 26
tkusokjh 2019 ekU;ojkaP;k gLrs ns.;kr ;srks
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xzaFkky;hu mRd`"B f’k{kd okpd iqjLdkjklkBh ik=rk
1- f’k{kdkaph xzaFkky;hu mifLFkrh vfuok;Z vkgs- Eg.ktsp R;kauh xzaFkky;kpk okij dsY;kl jkst vkiys uko
xzaFkky;hu f’k{kd fOglhV uksanoghr uksnokos- o baVjusVpk okij dsY;kl baVjusV fOglhV ukasnoghr uksanokos2- R;kauh Kkukr izxYHkrk ok<koh ;klkBh xzaFkky;kpk] xzaFkky;hu iqLrdkapk] tjuy] eWX>hu] o`Rri=kpk tkLrhr
tkLr mi;ksx dj.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk ikfgts3- egkfo|ky;khu Lrjkoj R;kaps fo|kF;kZalkBh okpu] bZ&okpu pGoGhr R;kaps osxosxG;k miØekOnkjs Hkjho
;ksxnku vlys ikfgts4- dkWystP;k okWy eWX>hu Li/kZr rlsp dkWyst ok"khZdkadkr R;kauh fo|kF;kZauk ys[kuklkBh izksRlkgu ns.;kpk
iz;Ru djkok ts.ksd:.k fo|kF;kZaph okpu o oSpkjhd izrhHkk ok<qu R;kapk lqIr xq.kkapk fodkl gksbZy- rlsp
fo|kF;kZaph okpukph :ph ok<koh ;klkBh R;kauh vkivkiY;k foHkkxkOnkjs okpuklkBh izksRlkgu ij dk;ZØe
?ks.;kpk iz;Ru djkok5- rs fooh/k ekfgrh feGoh.;klkBh lrr rRij vlys ikfgtsr6- fo|kF;kZaP;k ßokpukrqu O;DrheRo fodklß ;k tG.k?kM.khr vkn’kZ Bjys ikfgtsr7- R;kauh osGksosGh gks.kk&;k xzaFkky;kP;k Øk;ZØekr lgHkkx ?;kok fdaok mifLFkr jkgkos8- ojhy loZ uksanhph iMrkG.kh d:u izkpk;kZP;k] xzaFkky; lYykxkj lferhP;k rlsp fo|kFkhZ izfruh/khP;k
lYY;kus gk iqjLdkj iznku dj.;kr ;srks*
xzaFkky;hu ßmRd`"B f’k{kd okpdß iqjLdkj
26 tkusokjhP;k dk;ZØekr xzaFkky;hu ßmRd`"B f’k{kd okpdß iqjLdkj ekU;ojkaP;k gLrs fLodkjrkauk izkjkts’k ukanqjdj ¼fc-dkWe- foHkkx½
xzaFkky;hu ßmRd`"B f’k{kd baVjusV okpdß iqjLdkj ik=rk
xzaFkky;kOnkjs egRokpk o vR;ar izfr"Bhr letyk tk.kkjk ßxzaFkky;hu mRd`"B f’k{kd baVjusV okpd gk
iqjLdkj 26 tkusokjh 2019 ekU;ojkaP;k gLrs ns.;kr ;srksxzaFkky;hu mRd`"B f’k{kd okpd iqjLdkjklkBh ik=rk
1- f’k{kdkaph xzaFkky;hu mifLFkrh vfuok;Z vkgs- Eg.ktsp R;kauh xzaFkky;kpk okij dsY;kl jkst vkiys uko
xzaFkky;hu f’k{kd fOglhV uksanoghr uksnokos- o baVjusVpk okij dsY;kl baVjusV fOglhV ukasnoghr uksanokos2- R;kauh Kkukr izxYHkrk ok<koh ;klkBh xzaFkky;kpk] xzaFkky;hu iqLrdkapk] tjuy] eWX>hu] o`Rri=kpk tkLrhr
tkLr mi;ksx dj.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk ikfgts3- egkfo|ky;khu Lrjkoj R;kaps fo|kF;kZalkBh okpu] bZ&okpu pGoGhr R;kaps osxosxG;k miØekOnkjs Hkjho
;ksxnku vlys ikfgts4- dkWystP;k okWy eWX>hu Li/kZr rlsp dkWyst ok"khZdkadkr R;kauh fo|kF;kZauk ys[kuklkBh izksRlkgu ns.;kpk
iz;Ru djkok ts.ksd:.k fo|kF;kZaph okpu o oSpkjhd izrhHkk ok<qu R;kapk lqIr xq.kkapk fodkl gksbZy- rlsp
fo|kF;kZaph okpukph :ph ok<koh ;klkBh R;kauh vkivkiY;k foHkkxkOnkjs okpuklkBh izksRlkgu ij dk;ZØe
?ks.;kpk iz;Ru djkok5- rs fooh/k ekfgrh feGoh.;klkBh lrr rRij vlys ikfgtsr6- fo|kF;kZaP;k ßokpukrqu O;DrheRo fodklß ;k tG.k?kM.khr vkn’kZ Bjys ikfgtsr7- R;kauh osGksosGh gks.kk&;k xzaFkky;kP;k Øk;ZØekr lgHkkx ?;kok fdaok mifLFkr jkgkos-
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8- ojhy loZ uksanhph iMrkG.kh d:u izkpk;kZP;k] xzaFkky; lYykxkj lferhP;k rlsp fo|kFkhZ izfruh/khP;k
lYY;kus gk iqjLdkj iznku vkykfu"d"kZ %
mRd`"B xzaFkky; vkf.k mRd`"B baVjusV okpd vokMZ gh egRokph ,d csLV izkDVhl
vkgs o gk la’kks/kukRed isij brj xzaFkky;klkBh csLV izkDVhl Eg.kqu ekxZn’kZd Bjsy- uWsdP;k] brj dWehVhP;k o
ekU;ojkaP;k n`"Vhus gh iz’kaluh; lsok vkgs- o xzaFkky;izrh brjgh xzaFkky;kps er vf/kd ldkjkRed cusylanHkZ %
1. Institutional Accreditation – Manual for self-study Report Affiliated/Constituent Colleges
July 2018 point 7.2 Page No. 21
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ckyx`gkrhy ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; fd'k¨johu eqykaP;k
laosxkRed vfLFkjrsps rqyukRed v/;;u
M‚- vuqjkxh.kh jes'kjko c¨d¢]
ekrksJh foeykckbZ ns’keq[k egkfo|ky;] vejkorh
lkjka'k%

Email: anuraginibokey@gmail.com

;k la’kks/kukpk mís’; ckyx`gkrhy ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; fd'k¨johu eqykaP;k laosxkRed
vfLFkjrsps rqyukRed v/;;u dj.ks- ;k la'k¨/kuke/;s 128 eqykaph fuoM dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh- R;ke/;s 12 rs 16
o;¨xVkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqykaph fuoM dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh- ueqU;kph fuoM dj.;klkBh miyC/k uequk i/nrhpk
mi;¨x dj.;kr vkyk g¨rk- fuoM dj.;kr vkysY;k fo"k;kae/;s ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; v’kk
eqykaph fuoM dj.;kr vkysyh gksrh] izR;sd lewgk e/;s 32 eqykapk lekos’k gksrk- ;k la'k¨/kukr vadkaps
,df=dj.kklkBh la'k¨/kdkus MkW- jksek iky }kjk fufeZr laosxkRed ifjiDork ;k Ldsypk okij dj.;kr vkyk g¨rk
vkf.k R;ke/khy laosxkRed vfLFkjrk ;k ?kVdkps fo'ys"k.k dj.;kdjhrk ^,d ekxhZ pfjrk fo’ys"k.k* (One Way
ANOVA) pk okij dj.;kr vkyk- lkaf[;dh; fo'ys"k.kko#u vlk fu"d"kZ ÁkIr >kyk dh] ckyx`gkrhy ,d
ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; eqykaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrse/;s egRoiw.kZ vUrj vkgsla'kks/kukRkhy egRokps 'kCn% laosxkRed vfLFkjrk] fd’kksjkoLFkk
ÁLrkouk%
fd'kksj voLFkk gk vk;q";kpk vR;ar Òkofud osG vlrks- ckyi.kkrhy ?kMysys vi?kkr [kwip fparktud
vlrss] fodklkP;k ;k o;ke/;s ,dhdMs 'kkjhfjd] ekufld vkf.k lkekftd fodkl gksr vlrks R;kosGsl dks.krh
xks"V eukyk Bsp iksgpoukjh vlsy rj] rh vlqjf{krrslkj[kh [kwi Hk;kud vlrs- fd’kksj voLFks e/;s Òkofud
vLoLFk g¨.;kl Òkouk [kwi egŸoiw.kZ vkgsr- rs letwu Äs.;kps ,d 'kfä'kkyh ó¨r vkgsr- lkekftd] ekul'kkóh;
vkf.k tSfod fodklkpk ,d xaÒhj VIik Eg.kts fd’kksjkoLFkk vkgs- laosxkRed vfLFkjrk Eg.kts ewMe/khy osxkus gksukjs
cny gks;] cÚ;kpnk rhoz Òkouk Çdok Òkoukojps vfu;a=.k gl.ks Çdok jM.ks Çdok rhozrsus fpMfpMsi.kk gksus gks;;k vfr'k; rhoz Òkouk d/khd/kh v'kk Ádkjs O;ä d¢Y;k tkrkr T;kpk R;k O;ähP;k Òkofud voLFks'kh laca/k
vlrks- ;k v/;uke/;s ckyx`gkrhy ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; fd'k¨johu eqykaP;k laosxkRed
vfLFkjrsph rqyuk dj.;kr vkysyh vkgsdk;Zi/nrh%
;k la'k¨/kuke/;s 128 eqykaph fuoM fo"k;kP;k :ikus dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh R;ke/;s 12 rs 16 o;¨xVkrhy
fd'k¨jo;hu eqykaph fuoM dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh- ueqU;kph fuoM dj.;klkBh miyC/k uequk i/nrh pk mi;¨x
dj.;kr vkyk g¨rk- fuoM dj.;kr vkysY;k fo"k;kae/;s ,d ikyd vlysY;k 32 eqy]s f}ikyd vlysYks 32
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eqy]s vukFk vlysYks 32 eqys vkf.k vU; vlysYks 32 eqykapk lekos’k dj.;kr vkyk gksrk- ;k la'k¨/kukr vadkaP;k
,df=dj.kklkBh la'k¨/kdkus MkW- jksek iky }kjk fufeZr laosxkRed ifjiDork ;k Ldsy e/khy laosxkRed vfLFkrk ;k
?kVdkps v/;;u dj.;kr vkys gksrsvadkaps fo'ys"k.k%
vadkaP;k fo'ys"k.kkdjhrk ^,d ekxhZ pfjrk fo’ys"k.k* (One Way ANOVA) pk mi;ksx d:u
ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqykaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrsph rqyuk dj.;kr vkyh vkf.k Post-Hoc Test }kjs
e/;ekukaps varj ikg.;kr vkys- 0-05 ;k lkFkZdrk Lrjkoj iMrkG.kh dj.;kr vkyhlkj.kh dzz-1% ckyx`gkrhy eqykaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrsph rqyuk n'kZfo.kkjh lkj.kh
Variable

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Between Groups

242-063

3

80-69

laosxkRed vfLFkjrk

F

4-302*
Within Groups

2325-938

124

18-76

¼Lokf/kurk ek=k 3] 124 o 0-05 lkFkZdrk Lrjkojhy lkj.kh ,Q- ewY; 2-678½
ckyx`gkrhy Áosf'kr eqys osxosxG;k Ádkjkr oxÊ—r dsysYks gksRks] tls ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k
vU; ;kaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrs lacaf/kr fo’ys"k.k lkj.kh dz- 1 es/;s n’kZfo.;kr vkys vkgs- lkj.kh o:u vls fnlwu
;srs dh] laosxkRed vfLFkjrs e/;s pkjgh ÁdkjkP;k eqykP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrsph rqyuk dsyh vlrk vls fun'kZukl
;srs dh] ÁkIr ‘F’ ewY; ¼4-302½ gs ¼3] 124½ Lokf/kurk ek=k 0-05 egRoiw.kZ Lrjkoj lkj.kh ‘F’ ewY; ¼2678½ is{kk tkLr vlY;keqGs R;ke/;s egRoiw.kZ Qjd vkgs] ;kpkp vFkZ vlk dh] ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk
vkf.k vU; eqykaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrs e/;s egRoiw.kZ fÒérk vkgs- izkIr fo’ys"k.kkus vlk fu"d"kZ fu?krks dh] ,d
ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; eqykaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrse/;s egRoiw.kZ vUrj vkgs- Eg.ktsp ;k laosxkRed
vfLFkjrse/;s ikydkapk fo’ks"k Qjd iMr vlY;kps fnlwu ;sr-s
lkj.kh dz- 2
ckyx`gkrhy ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; fd'k¨johu eqYkkaaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrsP;k
e/;ekukrhy Qjd n’kZfo.kkjh lkj.kh
,d ikyd
27-938
27-938
27-938

f}ikyd
27-188

vukFk

vU;

25-531
29-344
27-188
27-188

25-531
25-531

29-344
29-344

M.D.

C.D.

0-750
2-406*
1-406
1-656
2-156*
3-813*

2-165
2-165
2-165
2-165
2-165
2-165
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ckyx`gkr Áosf'kr g¨.kkÚ;k eqykae/;s laosxkRed vfLFkjrsP;k lanHkkZr vls fnlwu ;srs dh] ,dikyd vkf.k
vukFk vl.kkÚ;k eqykaP;k e/;ekukrhy Qjd ¼2-406½ ;so<k vkgs] f}ikyd vkf.k vU; vl.kkÚ;k eqykaP;k
e/;ekukrhy Qjd ¼2-156½ ;so<k vkgs] rlsp vukFk vkf.k vU; vl.kkÚ;k eqykaP;k e/;ekukrhy Qjd ¼3-813½
;so<k vkgs] gk Qjd dzkafrfd; Qjdk is{kk TkkLr vkgs- ijarq vU; lxG+;k lewgkae/;s egRoiw.kZ Qjd ukghe/;ekukph rqyuk vkys[k dz- 1 e/;s n’kZfo.;kr vkysys vkgs-

vkys[k dz-1%
ckyx`gkrhy ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k vU; fd'k¨johu eqYkkaaP;k
laosxkRed vfLFkjrsP;k e/;ekukph rqyuk n'kZfo.kkjk vkys[k
fu"d"kZ o lwpuk%
lkaf[;dh; fo'ys"k.kko#u vlk fu"d"kZ ÁkIr >kyk dh] ckyx`gkrhy ,d ikyd] f}ikyd] vukFk vkf.k
vU; eqykaP;k laosxkRed vfLFkjrse/;s egRoiw.kZ vUrj vkgsvuqla/kkudrkZ gh lwpuk djrks dh] njjkstP;k okx.;ke/;s vpkud cny gksr vlrhy rj laosxkRed
vfLFkjrk vlw 'kdrs R;k osGsl ;ksX; MkWDVjpk lYyk ?ks.;kr ;kok,[kknk O;fDr vpkud fpMfpM djr vlsy fdaok nq%[kh gksr vlsy vkf.k gh fdz;k vpkudi.ks gksr
vlrhy dqByhgh ckc ulrkauk rj laosxkRed vfLFkj vlY;kps fnlwu ;srslanÒZ xzaFk lwph%
1. Mangal, S. K. (2004). Advanced Educational Psychology. Second edition. New
Dhelhi: Prentice hall of India, p. 321.
2. vkgqtk jkEk o vkgqtk] eqd¢'k- ¼1998½- foospukRed vijk/k'kkL=] ÁFke laLdj.k] uÃ fnYyh% jkor

ifCyd¢'ku3. ikBd] ih- Mh- ¼1990½- f'k{kk eu¨foKku] vkxjk% fou¨n iqLrd eanhj4. 'kekZ] ,u- ih- ¼2005½- f'k{kk esa 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk] uÃ fnYyh% [ksy lkfgR; d¢Uæ5. 'kekZ] lqfurk- ¼2008½- [ksy¨ d¢ eu¨&lkekftd vk/kkj] uÃ fnYyh% jtr Ádk'ku6. Bostani, Mehdi and Saiiari, Abdulamir (2011). Comparison emotional intelligence
and mental health between athletic and non-athletic students. Procedia - Social and
Behavioral Sciences. 30.
7. Daramola, O. M. et. al. (2010). The Comparison of Intelligence Quotients of Atopic
and Nonatopic Children in Ibadan, Nigeria. Indian Journal of Dermatology. 55 (3).
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[ksy d¢ ek/;e ls cPp¨a vkSj ;qokv¨a dk LokLF; fodkl
PROF. PRASHANT SUDHAKARRAO CHARJAN
Dr. Shyamaprasad Mukherjee Arts College,
Shendurjana Ghat. Tq- Warud, Dist. Amravati (M.S.)
Email: charjanps@rediffmail.com

lkjka'k%
[ksy ;g ân; j¨x] e/kqesg] mPp jäpki] e¨Vkik vkSj p;kip; lacaf/kr t¨f[ke d¨ de djrh gS(
ekalisf'k;¨a dh rkdr] yphykiu] balqfyu] laosnu'khyrk vkSj fyfiM Á¨Qkby lfgr LokLF; vkSj fQVusl d¢ fofÒé
vU; igyqv¨a esa lq/kkj 'kkjhfjd xfrfo/k }kjk fd;k tkrk gS A ruko] Çprk vkSj volkn d¨ de djrk gSA [ksy ;g
Çprk vkSj volkn tSlh fLFkfr;¨a d¨ de djus vkSj j¨dus d¢ lkFk&lkFk eu¨n'kk vkSj dY;k.k d¢ vU; igyqv¨a esa
lq/kkj djd¢ ekufld LokLF; esa lq/kkj dj ldrh gSA [ksyus ls lkekftd O;ogkj es lq/kkj vkrk gS fo'ks"k :i cPpksa
vkSj ;qokvksa ds vkRe&ÁÒkodkfjrk tSls eu¨lkekftd ifj.kke¨a esa lq/kkj fd;k tk dlrk gS A blh dkj.k vkt laiw.kZ
lekt esa [ksy ds izfr tkx`rk ykuk t:jh gS] thlds dkj.k cPpksa] ;qokvksa rFkk o`/n O;fDr;ksa dk LokLF; lq/kkjk tk
dlrk gS thlls ns’k Hkh LoLFk gks ldrk gS A
izLrkouk%
euq"; dh 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k ;g izkd`frd gS rFkk lexz y¨x¨a d¢ fodkl d¢ fy, cgqr gh egRoiw.kZ gS]
euq"; ds 'kkjhfjd] ekufld] lkekftd vkSj ÒkoukRed LokLF; d¨ c<+kok ;g 'kkjhfjd xfrfo/kh;ksa }kjk fey ldrk
gS A [ksy ;g cgqr egRoiw.kZ gS ftlls 'kkjhfjd LokLF; ij dkQh xgjk ÁÒko iM+rk gSA blh dkj.k [ksy dk egRo
de ugh gksuk pkfg, A vkt cSBus vkSj Vsyhfot+u ns[kus] Hkzeu/ouh dk iz;ksx djus tSls xfrghu O;ogkj ds dkj.k
'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k ij ÁÒko d¢ dkj.k LokLF; lacaf/kr t¨f[ke¨a dks c<+k;k tk jgk gS A dbZ vuqla/kku crkrs gS fd
LokLF; laca/kh t¨f[ke dk dkj.k 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k dk vHkko gS A [ksy ;g cPpksa vkSj ;qokvksa esa bZekunkjh] Vhe
odZ] Qs;j Iys] [kqn d¢ fy, vkSj nwlj¨a d¢ fy, lEeku rFkk fu;e¨a dk ikyu djuk bu eqY;ksa dk fodkl djrk gS
mUgs vkSj Li"V vkd`fr }kjk fd;k x;k gS A
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blls ;qokvksa vkSj cPPkksa esa thrus vkSj gkjus n¨u¨a dk lkeuk djus dh 'kfDr dk fodkl gksrk gS thlls
fdlh Hkh vkidkyhu ifjfLFkrh ls y<+us dh rkdr muesa vkfr gS A 'kkjhfjd d©'ky vkSj {kerkv¨a d¢ vykok cPpksa
d¢ lkekftd vkSj uSfrd fodkl ij [ksy izHkko Mkyrs gSA cPpksa vkSj ;qokvksa ds 'kkjhfjd rFkk vU; LokLF; igyqv¨a
d¢ lanÒZ esa] dÃ Áek.k gSa ftuls ;g Kkr gksrk gS dh [ksy vkSj O;k;ke d¢ T;knkrj ldkjkRed izHkko gksrs gS A [ksy
fdlh ,d O;fDr ds fy, ugh cuk gS] [ksy ;g ,fddj.k dk tjh;ka gS tks lHkh /kjksgj dks ,d djus esa lgk;d gSA
cgqr yksx [ksy&dwn dks O;FkZ le>rs gS] og le; u"V djus dk lk/ku ekurs gS A ysfdu blh xyr /kkj.kkvksa dks
nqj djuk vkt t:jh gS A
[ksy euq"; dks 'kkjhfjd] ekufld rFkk lkekftd ;ksX;rk cuk, j[krk gS] rkfd thou ds gj iM+koij og
lqpk: :i ls dk;Z dj lds] o;Ldksa esa [ksy euksjatu dk ek/;e ekuk tkrk gS A [ksy ;g cgqrlh fcekfj;ksa ij
vkS"kf/k dh HkkWarh dk;Z djrk gS A euq"; ds euksoSKkfud larqyu dks Bhd j[kuk] HkkoukRed LokLF; dks lq/kkjuk rFkk
jksxh dk vkRecy c<+kuk Hkh [ksy ds ek/;e ls laHko gS A [ksy ds }kjk vUr%eu dh Hkkoukvksa ckgj uhdkyk tk
ldrk gS A blls ckyd] ;qok vkSj o`/n izlUurknk;d vuqHko izkIr dj ekufld ruko dks nwj dj ldrk gS A
fu;fer :i ls 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k LokLF; fodkl d¨ c<+kok nsrh gS vkSj 'kkjhfjd] ekufld vkSj eu¨lkekftd
LokLF; d¢ fy, dÃ ykÒ gSa A fo'ks"k :i ls] 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k ân; j¨x] e/kqesg] mPp jäpki] e¨Vkik vkSj
p;kip; lacaf/kr t¨f[ke d¨ de djrs gS( ekalisf'k;¨a dh rkdr] yphykiu] balqfyu laosnu'khyrk vkSj fyfiM
Á¨Qkby lfgr LokLF; vkSj fQVusl d¢ fofÒé vU; igyqv¨a esa lq/kkj 'kkjhfjd xfrfo/k }kjk fd;k tkrk gS A ruko]
Çprk vkSj volkn d¨ de djrk gSA [ksy ;g cPpksa ds vkSj ;qokvksa ds LokLF; dk fuekZ.k djrs gSa t¨ fd thou
thus ds fy, rFkk 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k djus ds fy, ;ksxnku nsrk gS A Ldwyh f'k{kk ls ijs [ksy lkoZtfud LokLF; ij
laÒkfor ÁÒko Mkyrk gSA dbZ vuqla/kku ;g Hkh crkrs gS fd [ksy vkSj 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k esa Òkx ysusokys Nk=ksa es
ijh{kkv¨a d¨ ikl djus dh laÒkouk vf/kd ikbZ xbZ gSA
[ksy&vk/kkfjr dk;ZØeksa ds dkj.k cPp¨a vkSj ;qokv¨a d¢ lh[kus rFkk Án'kZu d¨ csgrj cukus d¢ fy, mUgs
Á¨Rlkfgr djrs gSa vkSj vdknfed :i ls lQy g¨us dh bPNk j[krs gSa A tc rd fd [ksy d¢ LokLF; vkSj fodkl
ÁÒko¨a d¢ vf/kdka'k 'k¨/k fodflr ns'k¨a esa vk;¨ftr fd, x, gSa] ,sls v/;;u gSa t¨ fodkl'khy ns'k¨a esa bl laca/k
dk leFkZu djrs gSa A
fu"d"kZ%
;g Li"V gS fd ekuo dk [ksy ds lkFk yack bfrgkl gS A [ksy dÃ ek;u¨a esa fo'ks"k :i ls ekuo ds pfj=
fuekZ.k] vuq'kklu] vijk/k nj ij vadq'k yxkus] fopkj/kkjk] ns'kÒfä] ekufld] lkekftd] ÒkoukRed vkSj 'kkjhfjd
fQVusl rFkk LokLF; d¢ fy, ykHkdkjh gSA
flQkfj’ksa%
[ksy ds dkj.k cPp¨a vkSj ;qokv¨a ds LokLF; dks mtkxj djus ds ckjs esa] fuEufyf[kr flQkfj'ksa dh xb±%
1. ÁR;sd Ldwy¨a ds dk;ZØe esa [ksyksa dks lEefyr dj cPpksa dks LokLF; ds izrh mtkxj djuk pkfg, A
2. ;qokv¨a d¢ chp [ksy Òkxhnkjh ls ÁkIr ykÒ¨a d¨ n'kkZus d¢ fy, [ksy laxBu vkSj Á'kklu d¢ egRo ij t¨j
fn;k tkuk pkfg, A
3. [ksyksa ds Nk=¨a d¨ ;FkklaÒo volj Ánku djus pkfg, A
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4. Nk=ksa ds ifjokj okyksa ls feydj mUgs [ksyksa ds egRo ds ckjs esa mtkxj djuk pkfg, A
5. Hkkjr o"kZ esa f'kfoj¨a dk vk;kstu fd;k tkuk pkfg,] thlls ckyd] ;qok rFkk y¨x¨adksa] fo'ks"k :i ls

yM+fd;¨a d¨ Á¨Rlkfgr fd;k tk lds A
lanHkZ%
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

'kekZ] egs’k nRr- (2012). fofHkUu [ksyksa ds fu;e- ubZ fnYyh% xksYM cqDl bafM;k izdk’kdflag] vtesaj ,oa vU;- (2004). 'kkjhfjd f’k{kk rFkk vksyafEid vfHk;ku- ubZ fnYyh% dY;k.kh ifCy’ktZhttps://www.sportanddev.org.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/
Adetunji, Olanipekun Johnson and Akindutire, Isaac Olusola, (2017). Benefits of
Participation in Sport to the Youth. Journal of Sports and Physical Education. Vol. 4,
Issue 1, pp. 30-34.
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;qodkaP;k fodklkr ;ksx lk/kusps ;ksxnku
izk- mRre jkepanz nsmGdj
lapkyd] 'kkfjjhd f’k{k.k o [ksG foHkkx
yksdekU; egkfo|ky;] ojksjk- ft- panziqj
Hkze.k/ouh 9423610363 email-udeulkar@gmail.com
Xkks"kokjk
;ksx ngk gtkj is{kk tkLr o”kkZiklqu izpfpr vlysfy ,d Hkkjfr; i/nfr vkgs-izkfpu fla/kq ljLofr
lH;rsps n’kZu ?kMorks-fganq n’kZukrhy izkphu eqyHkqr lq=kaP;k :ike/;s ;ksxkph ppkZ vkgs- egf”kZ iratyh ;kssxkph
O;k[;k djrkauk Eg.krkr& ^^;ksx% fpRro`fRr fujk/k** ;ksx izfdz;sps oSf’k”V;s Eg.kts dh rqEgh ;qod vlk fd
o;kso`/n] fujksxh vlk fd vktkjh] ;k lokZalkBh ;ksx vkgs- ^^’kjhj ek/; [kyq /keZ lk/kue** gh laLd`r mDrh vfr’k;
egRokph vkgs- dks.krsgh lRdk;Z lk/kk;p >ky rj B.kB.khr 'kjhj vlY;kf’kok; R;k dk;kZph QyJqfr lek/kkudkjd
gksr ukgh-l`n`M ’kjhjkojp ekufld]lkekftd]ckSf/nd]Hkkofud vkjksX; voyacqu vlrs- Hkkjr gk ;qok ns’k vkgs- dkj.k
,dq.k yksdla[;siSdh 65 VDds r:.k vkgsr- vkf.k ;k r:.kkuk ;ksX; fn’kk nk[kfo.;k ;ksx lgk;Hkqr Bjrks- vktP;k
vk/kqfud ;qxkr vusd leL;kapk lkeuk vktpk ;qod djrkauk vkEgkyk fnlrks vL;kosGsl rks r.kkok[kkyh ;srks
vkf.k ;k rk.k&r.kkok iklqu ;ksx lk/kuk ,d vkS"k/k Eg.kqu dk;ZdjrsizLrkouk
;ksx gk ’kCn ;qt /kkrqiklqu cuysyk vkgs] T;kpk vFkZ vkgs vkRE;kps ijekRE;kr foyhu gks.ks- ;ksx ngk
gtkj is{kk tkLr o”kkZiklqu izpfyr vkgs- ;k ijaijspk mYys[k ukjnh; lqDr vkf.k lokZr izkphu v’;k _Xosnke/;s
vk<Grks- gk vki.kkl iqUgk fla/kq ljLorh lH;rsps n’kZu ?kMorks- ;k lH;rse/khy i’kqirhukFkkP;k ,dk ukU;koj
;ksxeqnzk fojkt eku vkgs- th R;k dkGkrhy ;ksxkP;k O;kidrsps ?kksrd vkgs- vfrizkphu mifu”kn c`gn vj.;d
e/;s ;ksxke/khy dkgh ‘kkjhfjd vklukapk mYys[k vk<Grks izpfyr ;ksxkP;k Lo:ikpk izFke mYys[k
dBksifu”kne/;s vkgs tks vk;qosZnkP;k dFkk ‘kk[kke/khy vafre vkB oxkZe/;s ifgY;kank ;srs ts eq[; vkf.k vR;ar
egRokps mifu”kn vkgsfofo/k lafgrke/;s vlk mYys[k vk<Grks fd izkphu dkGh equh] egkRek vkf.k fofo/k lark}kjs dBksj
‘kkjhfjd vkpj.k] /;ku vkf.k ridsys tkr vls- dkGkuqlkj ;ksx gk ftou tx.;kph i/nrh Eg.kqu izfl} gksr xsykegkHkkjr vkf.k Hkxor xhrsP;k Qkj iqohZ ohl is{kk T;knk mifu”knke/;s loksZPp psruslkscr eukps feyu gks.ks Eg.kts
;ksx vls lkaxhrys xsys vkgs- fganq n’kZukrhy izkphu eqyHkqr lq=kaP;k :ike/;s ;ksxkph ppkZvkgs- eg”khZ iratyh
;ksxlq=ke/;s ;ksxkph O;k[;k djrkauk Eg.krkr] ^^;ksx%fpRro`Rrh fujks/k^^ v’kh O;k[;k egf”kZ iratyh ;kauh dsyhiratyhps ys[ku ns[khy v”Vkax ;ksx lkBh vk/kkj cuys vkgsr- tSu /kekZfry ikp izfrKk vkf.k ckS/n /kekZfry
;ksxkpkjkph chts iratyh ;ksx lq=ke/;s vkgsr-
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;ksx ifdz;sps oSf’k”V;s Eg.kts dh rqEgh ;qod vlk fd o;kso`/n] fujksxh vlk fd vktkjh] ;k lokZlkBh
;ksx vkgs- ^^’kjhj ek/; [kyq /keZ lk/kue^^ gh laLd`r mDrh vfr’k; egRokph vkgs- dks.krsgh lRdk;Z lk/kk;p >ky
rj B.kB.khr ‘kjhj vlY;kf’kok; R;k dk;kZph QyJqrh lek/kkudkjd gksr ukgh- vkf.k ekufld LokLF; gs l`n`M
‘kjhjkoj voyacqu vlrs- ;ksx vkiY;klkBh d/khgh ufou uOgrk] gh loZ uSlfxZd fdz;k vkgs tls ckyi.kh vki.k
ioueqDrklu] Hkqtaxklu gs udGr djhr vlrks f’k’kq voLFkrsr ckydkauk c?kk rs lrr dkghuk dkgh ;ksx fdz;k
djhr vlrkr^^eyk rqEgh 100 lkeF;souk ;qod |k] eh Hkkjrkr ifjorZZu ?kMoqu nk[kohu^^ vls Lokeh foosdkuan ;kauh
Lokfe foosdkuankuh R;kaP;k LoIukrhy vkn’kZ r:.k dlk vlkok ;kp vizfre o.kZu dsys vkgsvkn’kZ ;qod dlk vlkok& psgj;koj rst vkgs] nsgke/;s ‘kfDr vkgs euke/;s mRlkg vkgs] T;kps eu
fLFkj vkgs] ekr`Hkqfeoj izse vkgs] bafnz;koj la;e vkgs] vkRefo’okl n`< vkgs] bPNk’kfDr izcG vkgs] /kkMlkps cG
vkgs] flagklkj[kk fuHkZ; vkgs] /;s; T;kaps mPp vkgs] lR; T;kpk bZ’oj vkgs] O;lukiklqu eqDr vkgs] thouke/;s
f’kLr vkgs] izseG T;kpk lqj vkgs] ekuork] xq:tukapk vknj] ikydkoj J/nk] fnu nqcG;kapk fe=] lsoslkBh rRij]
nsokoj J/nk] ftouke/;s furh] pkjh= T;kps ‘kq/n vkgs- rksp vkn’kZ ;qod vkgsLokfe foosdkuan ;kaP;k LoIukfry vkn’kZ ;qod fuekZ.k dj.;kdfjrk ;ksx lk/kuk gh Qkj mi;qDr vkgs- ;k
;ksx] izk.kk;ke lk/kusoj ojhy loZ xq.kkapk fodkl dj.;kph ‘kfDr vkgs- ;qodkauk ;klkBh vkEgh lnSo izsfjr dsys
ikfgts;ksx izfdz;sps egRo
vkiY;k ns’kke/;s drZ̀Rooku ukxfjdkaph fufeZrh djk;ph vlsy rj ;qodkaoj y{k dsafnzr dj.ks t:jh vkgs
;qodkapk lokZfxu fodkl ;kdMs vkEgkyk y{k ns.ks t:jh vkgs- vL;k osGsl ;ksx o ;ksx izfdz;k ;kps egRo ;qodkauk
iVoqu fnY;kl R;kpk fufPNrp ldkjkRed ifj.kke fnlqu ;sbZy- vkiY;k ns’kkP;k iariz/kkukauh rlk iz;Ru djrkauk 21
tqu gk vkarjk”Vzh; ;ksx fnol Eg.kqu lktjk Ogkok ;kdjhrk ;quks e/;s fo’ks”k iz;Ru dsysr] o R;kaP;k ;k iz;Rukauk
;’k lq/nk feGkys] Eg.kqu gk fnol laiq.kZ txke/;s ;ksxfnol Eg.kqu lktjk dsyk tkrks;ksx izfdz;se/;s ;qodkaP;k fodklkdfjrk vko’;d xq.kkapk fodkl dj.;kph ‘kfDr vkgs ‘kkjhfjd]
ekufld] ckSf/nd] lkekftd] HkkoukRed fodkl ;k loZ ckch ;qodkaP;k fodklkdjhrk egRokP;k vkgs- vkf.k ;ksx
izfdz;s}kjs ‘kjhjkph ok< o fodkl O;ofLFkr fjR;k gksm ‘kdrks- vkt csjkstxkjh vlks ok fofo/k leL;kus vktpk
;qod izHkkfor >kysyk vkgs- vL;k osGsl R;kph ekufldrk fodflr dj.ks gss ;ksx lk/kus e/;s ‘kD; vkgs- ;ksx
lk/kuk gh ‘kjhj eu ;kaP;k oj fu;a=.k Bsoq ‘kdrs- ;ksxlk/kus e/;s v”Vkax ;ksx ;kyk Qkj egRo fnY;k xsys vkgsxhrsr EgVY;kizek.ks ^^;ksxkojh p<q tkrk 'ke lk/ku cksfyys^^ ;kpk vFkZ la;e u Qkj [kkoqfu fdaok [kk.ksfp lksMqfu]
fut.ks] tx.ks] [kk.ks] fQj.ks] vkf.k dk;Zfg ekstqfu dfjrks R;kl ;ksx gks nq%[k uk’ku^^ vtZ̀ukyk fnysyk mins’k
lokZlkBh ;ksx izsjd vkgs- ;ksx lk/kus eqGs loZ Lrjkoj ranq:Lrh] otukr ?kV] rk.k&r.kkok iklqu eqfDr] varZ;keh
'kkarrk] jksxizfrdkjd 'kfDrr ok<] ltxrsr ok<] ukrslac/kkr lq/kkj.kk] mtkZ 'kfDr ok<us] 'kjhjkpk yofpdi.kk vkf.k
‘kjhjkph Bso.k lq/kkj.ks] vrZKkukr ok<] ;k loZ ckch ;qodkaP;k fodklkr egRoiq.kZ ekuY;k tkrkrm}s’k
1- ;ksxkeqGs mtkZoku] ‘kfDr’kkyh] mRlkgo/kZd ;qodkps fuekZ.k gksr vkgs dk rs vH;klus2- ;ksxkeqGs ;qodkauk mfpr /;s; lk/kus ‘kD; gksr vkgs dk rs vH;klus3- ;ksxlk/kus eqGs ;qoadkae/;s furhoku f’kLrfiz; o lkekftdrsph tk.kho fuekZ.k gksr vkgs dk! ;kps v/;;u dj.ks-
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v/;;u i/nfr
dks.kR;kgh la’kks/kdkyk la’kks/ku tj djk;ps vlsy rj la’kks/ku gs oSKkfud i/nrhoj vk/kkjhr vlrs- R;kr
la’kks/kukyk iz.kke ekuys tkrs ukgh rj la’kks/ku gs dsoG ekghrhpk laxzgp vlrks Eg.kqu izLr`r ‘kks/k fuca/kklkBh
o.kZukRed la’kks/ku vkjk[kM;kpk mi;ksx dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- ,[kkn;k O;fDr]leqg]lekt]?kVuk fdaok dks.kR;kgh
fo”k; fdaok leL;kpk ;k okLrfod rF;kaps] oSf’kV;kaps] o.kZukRed foospu izLr`r djus gk o.kZukRed foospu izLr`r
djus gk o.kZukRed la’kks/ku vkjk[kM;kpk eq[; m}s’k vkgs- oSKkfud i/nrhus ladfyr dsysY;k rF;kapk vk/kkjs
o.kZukRed fo’ys”k.k dj.ks Eg.kts o.kZukRed la’kks/ku vkjk[kMk gks;- rlsp izLr`r v/;;ukr rF; ladyuklkBh
nq;;e rF; lkeqxzhpk mi;ksx dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- ;kr ;ksx lkghR; iqLrds] orZekui=] ekfldi=s] Hkk”k.ks]
ladsrLFkG] /kkfeZd xzaFks] ,sfrgkfld dkxni=srF; fo’ys"k.k
;ksx ’kkL= gh Hkkjr ns’kkus txkyk fnysyh v/kHkqr ns.kxh vkgs- laiq.kZ txkP;k ekuo lH;rspk bfrgkl
‘kks/kyk vlrk vls y{kkr ;srs dh n;k] d:.kk] /keZ] ca/kqRo] laLd`fr] lH;rk vknh- ekuoh; eqY;kapk mn; vkf.k
fodkl loZizFke HkkjrHkqehr >kyk gtkjks o”kkZiqohZ _`”khequhuh tudY;k.kkP;k Hkkousus ;ksxkH;klkph jpuk dsyh
gksrh- ;ksxkps Lo:i vR;ar O;kid vkgs- R;keqGsp rs dks.kR;kgh ,dk O;k[ksr ueqn dsys tkm ‘kdr ukgh- ;ksx
vkRek o ijE;kRE;kps ,d=hdj.k gks;- ;ksx gs dk;Zdq’kyrk] eukP;k Hkkoukoj vadq’k Bso.ks lR;kph izkIrh ;kps
lk/ku eku.;kr vkys vkgs- ;qodkauh ;ksxk ph dkl tj /kjyh rj R;kauk Lor%P;k fodklkdjhrk uDdhp ykHk gksbZy;ksx’kkL=kps Kku izkfpu osnke/;s fo[kqjysY;k Lo:ikr gksrs R;kauk ,d= d:u ;ksxlq=kr eg”khZ iratyh ;kauh ‘kjhj
eu izk.kkP;k ‘kq/nrslkBh ;ksxkph vkB vaxs lkafxryh vkgsr - ;e]fu;e]vklu]izk.kk;ke]izR;kgkj]/;ku]/kkj.kk]lekf/k
;kykp v”Vkax;ksx vls Eg.krkr- Kkus’oj egkjkt Eg.krkr tsFks eu vkf.k cqf/n ,d= ;srkr rsFks ;ksx gksrksv”Vkax ;ksxkps nksu izeq[k foHkkx vkgsr cfgjax ;ksx vkf.k varjax ;ksx] cfgjax ;ksxke/;s ;e]fu;e]vklu]izk.kk;ke
o izR;kgkj ;kpk lekos’k gksrks rj varjax ;ksxkr /kkj.kk /;ku o lekf/k ;kpk lekos’k gksrks- cfgjax ;ksxkph ikpgh
vaxs ‘kkjhfjd fdz;k iz/kku vkgsr rj varjaxkph rhugh vaxs gh ekufld vH;klklh fuxMhr vkgsr- ;ksxkH;klkph
lq:okrp ‘kjhjiz/kku vkgs rj R;kph vafre ifj.khrh gh eu]cqf/ndMqu bZ’ojh; vuqHkqfr felGrs- fujksxh
vkjksx;klkBh vkiys eu izlUu vl.;kph vko’;drk vkgs- eukoj rkck Bso.ks tjh dfBu vlys rjh ‘oklkoj
fu;a=.k Bso.ks vko’;d vkgs- ;ksx gk QDr ‘kjhjklh fuxfMr ulqu rks cjkp iq<s vkgs- vafre Kku lk{kkRdkj
bR;knh ;ksxkH;klkps loksZPp /;s; vkgsr ‘kjhjkps vkarjckg; Hkkx fujkxh Bso.;kph fdz;k Eg.kts ;ksx ;ksxklukeqGs
'kjhjkP;k varxZr Hkkxkuk O;k;ke feGrks] R;keqGsp euq”; fn?kZdkG fujkxh thou txq ‘kdrks- eu vkf.k bafnz;koj
;ksxklukeqGs rkck feGfork ;srks o ;keqGs ;qodkauk pkjh=f’ky cufork ;srs- ;qodkauk rk.k&r.kkokiklqu eqDr djrk
;srs] ;qodkaph jksxizfrdkj ‘kfDr ok<qu 'kfDr iznku gksrs- R;kaP;k ‘kjhjkph yofpdrk ok<Y;keqGs ‘kjhjkph Bso.k
larqfyr jkgrs] ;ksxk vkf.k /;ku ;keqGs eu vkuanh mRlkgh] fujksxh o ‘kakr jkgrs] ;qodkus tj ;ksxfdz;sdMs y{k fnys
rj mtkZ] ‘kfDr e/ks ok< gksmu varZKkukr ok< gksrs] g`n; cyoku curs R;keqGs jDrkfHklj.k osxkus gks.;kl enr
gksrsvkt ;qodkaiq<s ,d eksBh vMp.k Eg.kts vkGl gk R;kauk ;’k izkIrh ekxkZr vMpu fuekZ.k djrks- Eg.kqu
th xks”V djk;ph vkgs rh xks”V R;kposGsl dj.;kph f’kLr lo; ;qodkauk ykoqu ?ks.;kl ;k izfdz;seqGs enr
gksbZy vls eyk okVrs- ;qodkauh R;kaP;k {ks=kr ;’k feGfoY;k uarj ehp loZK vkgs v’kh Hkkouk R;ke/;s fuekZ.k gksm
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‘kdrs R;keqGs ;qod izxfr iklqu nqj jkgrks- Eg.kqu ‘kkjhfjd]ekufld]ckSf/nd vMFkGs nqj dj.;klkBh ,dkxzrsr ;ksx
vH;kl gk ufDdp ok< djrs rsOgk ;qodkauh jkst ;ksxkH;kl dsyk ikfgtsfcgkj ;ksx fo|ky; gs ;ksx lacf/kr f’k{k.k izf’k{k.kkps vkarjjk”Vzh; fo|kihB vkgs- eqaxsj uxjkP;k xaxk frjkoj
vlysys gs fo|kihB Lokfe ljLorh ;kauh vkiys xq: Lokfe f’kokuan ;kaP;k bPNsuqlkj txkyk ;ksx lacf/kr izkphu
fo|k ns.;klkBh gs fufeZr dsys;k fo|kihBkps 200 is{kk tkLr jk”Vzh; o vkarjjk”Vzh; ;ksx o vk/kkfRed dsanz vkgsr- ;k fo|kihBkyk
vfHker fo|kihBkpk ntkZ izkIr vkgs- ns’k fons’kkrqu vusd fo|kfFkZ ;k fBdkuh ;ksx lacaf/kr f’k{kk xzg.k dj.;kdjhrk
;srkrvktdkyP;k ;aqodke/;s [kqi rk.k&r.kko fuekZ.k gksr vlrkuk vki.k ikgrks vkgs- vktP;k ;k vk/kqfud
txke/;s vktpk ;qod bZysDVzkfud fefM;k tls OgkVzl vi] Qsl cqd rlsp fofo/k {ks=kfry fto?ks.;k Li/ksZyk leksj
tkrkuk vki.k c?krks vkgs- ;k lokZafl l{ke i.ks rksaM ns.;kdfjrk ;ksx lk/kuk t:jh vkgs- R;keqGs ;qodkae/;s
ldkjkRed fopkj dj.;kph rlsp ldkjkRed ekufldrk fuekZ.k gksbZy- ;ksx f’k{k.kkeqGs vkjksX;]vknj]l{kerk bZxq.kkapk fodkl gksmu ;qodkapk fufPNrp ykHk gksbZy vls eyk okVrs- ;ksx f’k{k.kkps Qk;ns y{kkr ?ksrk ‘kkys;
Lrjkiklqu rs egkfo|ky;hu fo|kihB Lrjkoj ;ksx f’k{k.kkpk lgHkkx vlkok;ksx lk/kusP;k f’k{k.kkus ;qodkauk ijh{ksnjE;ku gks.kk&;k rk.k&r.kkok iklqu nqj djrk ;sbZy- ;k eqGs
;qodkapk vkRefo’okl ok<rks rlsp vktpk ;qod gk fofo/k izdkjP;k O;lukP;k vkgkjh xsysyk vkgs tls fofo/k
izdkjps MzXl]dksdhu]e|iku b- izdkjP;k O;luke/;s ;qod xaryk tkrks- vL;kosGsl ;ksx vH;kl gk ;qodkauk
O;lukiklqu eqDr d:u pkaxY;k ukxfjdkaph fufeZrh vki.k d: 'kdrksfu"d"kZ
1- ;qodkauk pkaxys deZ dj.;kdfjrk mRlkg fuekZ.k dj.;kl ;ksx mi;ksfx Bjrks2- vH;kl o ifj{ksP;k rk.k&r.kkokyk leksj tk.;klkBh ;qodkauk lkeF;Z’kkyh cufo.;kl ;ksx mi;ksfx Bjrks3- vktP;k /kdk/kdhP;k ftouke/;s ;qodkae/;s mRlkg fVdoqu Bso.;kl ;ksxlk/kuk mi;ksfx Bjrs4- mfpr /;s; izkfIr lkBh ;ksxlk/kuk ,d ek/;e vkgs5- nSufnu ftoukr ;qodkauk f’kLr yko.;kdfjrk ;ksx ,d izHkkfo ek/;e vkgs6- egkfo|ky;hu ;qodkae/;s ;ksxlk/kus eqGs uSfrd xq.k :tfo.;kdfjrk enr gksrs7- egkfo|ky;hu ;qodkaps lkekftdj.k ?kMoqu vk.kU;kr ;ksx lk/kuk egRoiq.kZ BjrslanHkZ
1- vadq’k tk/ko] vkjksX;izfr o jksxfuokjuklkBh lq;ZueLdkj] eukssfodkl izdk’ku]2015
2- vkpk;Z nsoozr] fujksxh ‘kjhj]dq’kkxzcqf}],dkxz eukP;k izkfIrlkBh ;ksxklu] fo|kHkkjfr izdk’ku ykrqj3- v:.k [kksMLdj] ;ksx vkjksX;e lq[k laink] T;kfr eqnz.k]20034- ch-ds-,l-v;;axkj] jksgu izdk’ku]20115- j.kftr fpdksMs] vkjksX; lIreh] fj;k ifCyds’ku] 20166- xq?ky MkWV dkWe
7- MkW eerk Qqds] ukxiqj8- MkW-vkj-ch-vksfM;kj]us=rK-
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mPp f’k{k.kkrhy bZ yfuaZxps egRRo
MkW- fM-ds- jkBksM
vFkZ’kkL= foHkkx izeq[k
Jh lar xtkuu egkjkt dyk egkfo|ky;] cksjxko eatw] ft- vdksyk
izLrkouk
vk/kqfud dkGkr mPpf’k{k.kkr ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx ok<r pkyyk vkgs- T;kyk izkeq[;kus ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kku
(Information communication and technology-Base Education) vls Eg.krkr- ekfgrh vkf.k
ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr ftFks izR;sd {ks=kr bZ lk/kukapk mi;ksx dsyk tkrks- rsOgk f’k{k.k{ks= ;kiklwu oafpr dls jkg.kkj- mPp
f’k{k.k{ks=kr pk okij ok<rkauk fnlr vkgs- ijaijkxr f’k{k.ki/nrhrhy QGk [kMwph tkxk ICT Tools us ?ksryh
vkgs- oxZ [kksY;kps Lo#i Google Dykl Ek/;s ifjorhZr gksr vkgs- Swyam P;k enrhus ns’kkrhy ;qodkauk
?kjclY;k ?ks.ks ’kD; >kys vkgs- FkksMD;kr] ICT oj vk/kkjhr f’k{k.kkeqGs f’k{k.ki/nrhyk vusd Qk;ns >kys vkgsrlgkftdp vktP;k cnYkR;k f’k{k.ki/nrhrhy
bZ yfuZax gk ,d egRRokpk ?kVd cur pkyyk vkgs- vk/kqfud
dkGkr tx ftrD;k osxkus iq<s pkyys vkgs- frRkD;k osxkus mPp f’k{k.kkP;k i/nrhr cny gks.ks vko’;d vkgs- ;k
vuq"kaxkus bZ yfuZax ,d egRRokps ikÅy vkgs- ;kckcr ppkZ izLrqr ’kks/kfuca/kkr dsyh vkgs’kks/kfuca/kkph mfÌ"V;s
 bZ yfuZaxpk vFkZ vH;kl.ks bZ yfuZaxps Qk;ns vH;kl.ksbZ yfuZaxpk vFkZ
bZ yfuZax ;k ’kCnkpk lksI;k Hkk"ksrhy vFkZ bysDVªkfud ek/;ekP;k enrhus fo|kF;kZai;Zar f’k{kdkus Kku
iksgpfo.;kph izfØ;k vkgs- izR;sd oxkZr LekVZ Qyd yko.ks] vkWMhvks&foMksvks O;oLFkk vl.kk&;k oxZ[kksY;kaph
fufeZrh dj.ks Eg.kts bZ ’kS{kf.kd lqfo/kkaph fufeZrh dj.ks ;kr visf{kr vkgsbZ yfuZax Eg.kts bysDVªkfud vFkok baVjusV P;k ek/;ekrwu vkWuykbZu yfuZax gks;- bZ yfuZaxe/;s loZ izdkjP;k
bysDVªkfud ek/;ekrwu iznku dj.;kr ;sÅ ’kdrsbZ yfuZax i/nrh gh fo|kFkhZ dsanzhr vkgs- ;k i/nrhr fo|kF;kZl f’kd.;kdjhrk osxosxG;k i/nrh okij.;kph
eqHkk vlrs- bZ yfuZax i/nrhr Evaluation and Feedback ;k lkj[;k egRokP;k ’kS{kf.kd d`rh lax.kdkP;k
lgk¸;kus dsY;k tkrkr- R;keqGs f’k{kdkoj dqBykgh Hkkj ok<r ukgh- gh i/nrh vlY;keqGs f’k{k.kizfdz;k vkuannk;h
gksr vlY;kus f’k{k.k izfØ;k fo|kF;kZalkBh vkuannk;h o lgt gksrs – vkuannk;h lgt f’k{k.kkeqGs fo|kF;kZaph
vH;klkr #ph ok<rs- fo|kF;kZaph vH;klkrhy #ph ok<fo.ks gk f’k{k.k i/nrhpk lokZr eksBk Qk;nk vlyk rjh
brjgh vusd Qk;ns vlysys fnlwu ;srkr- rs iq<hyizek.ks
bZ yfuZaxps Qk;ns
1. rkRdkG miyC/krk
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr ’kS{kf.kd lkfgR; izdkf’kr dsY;kuarj yxsp txkrhy loZ fo|kFkhZ ;kpk okij lq# d# ’kdrkr-
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2. iqu%okij

ikjaikfjd f’k{k.k O;oLFksr izR;sd O;k[;kukps vfLrRRo QDr R;kposGh vkf.k R;kp oxkZr vlrs- O;k[;kukP;k
osGs vxksnj fdaok uarj vFkok brj ?kjh jkghysY;k fdaok dks.kR;k dkj.kkLro vuqifLFkr jkg.kk=&;k fo|kF;kZauk R;kpk
Qk;nk gksr ukgh- ijarq vk/kqfdu dkGkr foMh;ks Lo#ikr O;k[;kukpk fo|kFkhZ dsOgkgh vkf.k d/khgh ?ksÅ ‘’kdrkrEg.ktsp gksÅu xsysY;k O;k[;kukpk iquZokij djrk ;srks3. bZ yfuZax gh LFkG dkG yofpd vlrs
ikajikfjd f’k{k.k O;oLFksr f’k{kd f’kdohr vlysY;k LFkGh vkf.k osGhp fo+|kF;kZaus mifLFkr jkg.ks vko’;d
gksrs- dqBY;kgh dkj.kkeqGs tj fo+|kFkhZ mifLFkr jkgw ’kdr ulsy rj rks f’k{k.k ?ksÅ ’kdr uls- bZ yfuaZxeqGs dkGkph
gh ca/kus xGwu iMyh vkgsr- bZ yfuZaxeqGs izR;sd fo|kFkhZ R;kyk lks;hP;k vlysY;k LFkGh vkf.k osGh f’kdw
‘’kdrks- vkrki;;Zar f’kdw ’kdr ulysY;k [kwi eksB;k fo|kFkhZ la[;sl f’k{k.kO;OkLFksr vk.k.;kl LFkG dkGkph
yofpdrk vko’;d o l{ke vkgs4. f’kd.;kl iks"kd Ik;kZoj.k fufeZrh
bZ yfuZaxpk mPp f’k{k.kkr gsk.kkjk f’kjdko fdaok mi;ksx ;keqGs f’k{k.kkph rhp xq.koRrk] dehr deh fdaerhr
tkLrhr tkLr fo|kF;kZai;Zar iksgprs= bZ yfZuZaxeqGs
 LFkG dkGkph ca/k.ks ikG.ks ‘’kD; ul.kkjk fo|kFkhZ ns[khy f’k{k.kO;oLFksr ;sÅ ’kdrks dehr deh mPp {kersP;k fo|kF;kZl ekuo.kkjh f’k{k.kO;oLFkk fuekZ.k djrk ;srs5. mPp xq.koRRkk
,dkp l=kr] osxosxG;k oxkZr] ,dp fo"k;] ,dp f’k{kd tjh f’kdohr vlyk rjh izR;sd oxkZrhy izR;sd
O;k[;kukph xq.koRrk fuf’pri.ks osxosxGh vlrs- gh xq.koRrk izR;{k O;k[;kukP;k osGh vlysY;k f’k{kdkP;k
vkliklP;k osxosxG;k HkkSxksfyd o ekuoh ifjfLFkrhoj voyacwu vlrs tls mRlokP;k dkGkr] vklikLkP;k
vfr/ouh iznw"k.kkeqGs O;k[;kukph xq.koRrk deh gksrs- la/;kdkGh fu;ksthr O;k[;kukph xq.koRRkk f’k{kd FkdY;keqGs
deh gksrs- ,[kk|k O;k[;kukph xq.koRRkk dsoG] f’k{kd fdaok fo|kFkhZ g;kapk eqM ulY;keqGs deh gksrsbZ yfuZax eqGs ek= iz;RuiwoZd vkf.k O;ofLFkr fu;kstukuarj f’k{kdkus fnysY;k O;k[;kukpk ntkZ dk;e
jkgrks- R;kyk okrkoj.k] osGs ;kps ca/ku jkgr ukgh6. frIiV dk;Z{kerk
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr] fo++|kFkhZ fRkIiV osxkus f’kdrkr fdaok rsOk<;kp osGsr frIiV tkLr f’kdrkrdqBsgh vkf.k dsOgkgh
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr] txkrhy loZ fo|kFkhZ dqBwugh vkf.k dsOgkgh f’kdw ’kdrkr7. vuq#i cny dj.;kph {kerk
fo|kF;kZaP;k vkoMh fuoMh fdaok iw.kZ {kersuqlkj f’k{k.k lkfgR;kP;k lknjhdj.kkr vuq#i cny dj.;kph {kerk bZ
yfuaZax i/nrhr vlrs8. la/kk/kus
txkrhy loZ fo"k;kojhy osxosXkG;k f’k{kdkaP;k fOgMhvks O;k[;kukapk lokZr eksBk [kftuk ;k f’k{k.ki/nrheqGs
mi;ksxkr vk.krk ;srks9. ek/;ekph yofpdrk
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bZ yfuZax ledkfyd (Synchronous) vkf.k vledkfyd (Asynchronous) ek/;ekpk ifj.kkedkjd okij
djrs- ;keqGs fo|kFkhZ] izR;sd ek/;ekP;k ifj.kkedkjd okij djrs- ;keqGs fo|kFkhZ izR;sd ek/;ekP;k fgrdkjd
oSf’k"V;kapk ykHk ?ksÅ ’kdrks vkf.k R;kplkscr vfgrdkjd oSf’k"V;kapk izHkko i.k Hkjiwj deh gksrks- bZ yfuZaxeqGs
mPp ckS/nhd {kerk vkf.k deh ckS/nhd {kerk vl.kk&;k fo|kF;kZauk lkj[kkp osG ns.ks ’kD; gksrs10. bZ yfuZaxph dkgh ;’kLoh mnkgj.ks
123456789-

Mooc
Swaym
Google Class
Moodle
Audio-Vedio Base Lecturer
Khan Academy
Ocw.Mit.Edu
Wikipedia.Org
Youtube.Com

b- Okjhy lk/kus bZ yfuZaxP;k ek/eekrwu fo|kF;kZauk miyC/k >kyh vkgsr- ;keqGs fo|kF;kZaP;k ekufldrsuqlkj
f’k{k.ki/nrhr cny dj.ks ’kD; >kys vkgslkjka’k&
FkksMD;kr] bZ yfuZax gk vk/kqfud f’k{k.k i/nrhrhy egRRokpk ?kVd cur pkyyk vkgs- vls vlys rjh ;k
f’k{k.ki/nrhP;k lq/nk dkgh e;kZnk vlwu ;ke/;s fo|kF;kZaph {kerk] ladsrLFkG ikgrk ;s.ks] oht] lax.kd] baVjusV
dUksDVhOghVh] vko’;d lk/kus bR;knhlkBh fdeku HkkaMoykph vko’;drk vktgh vkgs- vls vlys rjh vktP;k
;qxkrhy ra=KkukP;k txkr ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukpk izlkj vkf.k izpkj ok<r vkgs- ,dk fdYd oj lpZ dj.;kph
fo|kF;kZaph ekufldrk vkgs- ;krwu b yfuZax dkgh FkksM;k nks"kklg ekU; dj.ks vkf.k loZlkekU; fo|kF;kZai;Zar rh
iksgpfo.ks dkGkph xjt vkgslanHkZxzaFk
1- http://mr.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
2- www.researchgate.net
3- Adeoye, F.A., Salawu, I.O., Ajadi, T.O., & Ikpe, A, (2009). Relevance of

Communication and Information Technologies to Open and Distance Learning in
Nigeria. Indian Journal of Open Learning, 18 (1), 3-16.
4- Lee, Jennifer., Lin, Lin., & Roberstson, Tip (2012). The impact of media multitasking
on learning. Learning, Media and Technology, 37(1), 94-104.
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;qodkaP;k fodklke/;s 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k vkf.k [ksGkaph Hkwfedk
MkW- fdj.k o- eksxjdj
Jh O;adVs’k egkfo|ky;] nsmGxko jktkkiranmogarkar@rediffmail.com

lk/kkj.kr% 15 rs 29 o"kZ o;kpk fopkj ;qok ;k laKsl ik= Bjr vlrks- ;qok Eg.kts lGlGrs rk#.;‘ykFk ekjhu rsFks ik.kh dk<hu’ vlk R;kpk ck.kk vlrks- ;qod gk ns’kkpk vk/kkjLraHk vlrks- ;qod Eg.kts
ldkjkRedrk- ;qod Eg.kts lkeF;kZps HkkaMkj- iwohZP;kdkGh f’kokth egkjktkaps ts ekoGs gksrs rs [k&;k vFkkZus
;qok gksrs- N=irh f’kokth egkjktkauh ;k ;qodkaP;k lkeF;kZojp LojkT;kph LFkkiuk dsyh gksrh cynaM 'kjhj]
fiGnkj Luk;w psg&;koj rst vkslaMwu okgr- izR;sd [ksGkr rjcst ?kksMsLokjh] nkaMiV~Vk pkyo.ks] ryokjckth]
Hkkyk ;q/n] /kkMlho`Rrh ;qodkaP;k vaxh gksR;ki.k vktpk ;qod vlk fnlr ukgh- psgjk fuLrst] [kkans okdysys] QkjQkjrj eksVkj lk;dy pkyfo.ks]
eksVkjdkj pkyo.kkjk lax.kd o eksckbZye/;s rklu~ rkl vMdqu iM.kkjk ;qod loZ= igko;kl feGrks- iwohZpk
;qod jkuesok gqMdwu [kk.kkjk rj vktpk ;qod fi>~>k cxZj gqMdqu [kk.kkjk vkgs- o;kph iapfolh vksykaMyh
dh vusd xksG;kapk vk/kkj ?;kok ykxrks- fg vktph nqnZsoh voLFkk vkgs- foKkukus [kqi izxrh dsyh- i.k ek.kwl
fu"dzh; >kyk- R;keqGs ek.klkps vk;q";eku deh >kys vkgs v/;;ukps mn~nh"V;s %
1-Fkksj usR;kaps ;qodk fo"k;hps fopkj tk.kwu ?ks.ks2-;qod ;k 'kCnkpk vFkZ tk.kqu ?ks.ks3-dzhMk o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkpk mn~ns’k letkowu ?ks.ks4-;qodkaP;k fodklke/;s [ksG o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkph Hkqfedk letkowu ?ks.ks-

 Fkksj usR;kaps ;qodkafo"k;h fopkj%
Lokeh foosdkuan ;kaP;k ers] vkiY;kyk xkSjo’kkyh Hkkjr ?kMok;pk vkgs- R;klkBh fuLokFkhZ
usR;kP;k vkns’kkps ikyu dj.ks vkiys drZO; vkgs- loZ lkekos’kd f’k{k.k gs ,d ek/;e vkgs- foKku] xf.kr
Hkk"kk ;k fo"k;ka[ksjht vkiY;kyk pkjh=~; fuekZ.k ;k fo"k;koj vkiys y{k dsafnzr djkos ykxsyvktpk ;qod fuf’pr mRlkgh vkgs- ijarq iq"dGnk vlagh okVra vktph r#.kkbZ fo/kk;d
dk;kZlkBh dk cjs fnlwu ;sr ukgh? ;kpk 'kks/k ?ks.kkj dks.k? fuf’prp r#.kkyk Lor%yk letkowu ?;kos ykxsyfe=kauks] ts tkrs i.k ijr ;sr ukgh rs vkgs rk#.; ! Eg.kwup loZ la/khpk Qk;nk loZ r#.kkauh ?ksryk ikfgtsvkiY;k iq<hy vkOgkus fLodkjyh ikfgts- r#.k gk 'kkjhfjd] ekufld] ckSf/nd o uSfrdn`"V;k leFkZ o laiUu
vlys ikfgts- pkaxyh ek.kls vk;kr djrk ;sr ukfgr- rs ?kMokoh ykxrkr- Eg.kwup ?kMysY;k r#.kka f’kok; ;k
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ns’kkyk rj.kksik; ukgh- r#.kkaps gkr mxkj.;klkBh ulwu rs mHkkj.;klkBh vkgsr vls MkW- ckcklkgsc vkacsMdj
Eg.krkrHkwriwoZ jk"Vzirh ,-ih-ts vCnwy dyke ;kauh ;qodkaP;k vk/kkjkojp 20&20 ps LoIu ikfgys gksrsR;kaP;kers Hkkjr egk’kDrhP;k#ikr iq<s vk.k.;klkBh ;qodkaoj y{k dsafnzr dj.ks vko’;d vkgs- jk"VfuekZ.kklkBh
;qodkaph Hkqfedk egRRokph vkgs- T;k ns’kkr dzkarh ?kMwu fodkl >kyk rsFks ;qodkauh cny ?kMfoY;kpk bfrgkl
vkgs- ;qodkapk ns’k vlysY;k Hkkjrkr nsf[ky ;qodp cny ?kMow 'kd.kkj vlY;kpk fo’okl vCnqy dykekauk
okVr gksrk-

 ;qod Eg.kts dk; ?
;qod EgVyk dh tks dlysgh vkOgku Lohdk#u rMhl us.;kP;k n`f"Vus iz;Ru djrks- T;kP;kr /kS;Z]
/kkMl cjpa dkgh tk.kwu ?ks.;kl] dj.;kl mRlqd vlrks- izse djrks] izse Lohdkrks ek= lgtklgth
ifjfLFkrh’kh tqGowu ?ksr ukgh v’kk ;qodka cn~nyph vusdkaph letqr vkgs- o;kso"kZ 15 rs 29 ;k o;ksxVkr ts
eksMrkr o 'kkGk egkfo|ky;kr jkgqu inohps f’k{k.k ?ksrkr rs ;qod;qodkph O;k[;k % “lokZaoj lnk voyacqu jgk.kkjk cky o Lora=i.ks vkiY;k ik;koj mHkk jkg.kkjk izkS< ;kaP;k
e/khy vlLFksr vl.kkjk rks ;qod-”
“tks ladVk’kh] vMh vMp.kh’kh] leL;ka’kh] lrr >qat ns.;kl r;kj vkgs] T;kP;k MksG;kr lgklkps rst
pedrs rksp [kjk ;qod-”
“o;kr vkysyh- rFkkih vkfFkZd n`f"Vus fuokZgkps lk/ku vlwugh miyC/k u >kY;kus Lo;afu.kZ;kps] Lo;afuHkZj
thou T;kyk txrk ;sr ukgh vlk O;fDrh Eg.kts ;qod gks;-”
“vtqugh ekr`Ro&fir`Ro voLFkk u vkysyh O;Drh Eg.kts ;qod gks;-”
ojhy ;qodkaP;k O;k[;k ikgrk vls y{kkr ;srs dh] fg O;fDrh LoPNanh vlrs- dks.kkps fg fu;a=.k
R;kyk ekU; ulrs- okLrfod ikgrk ns’kkrhy loZlk/kkj.k 15 rs 29 o;ksxVkrhy loZp ;qod&;qorh gs n’kkP;k
mUurhpk [kjk vk/kkj vkgsr- R;kaP;kojrh ns’kkps cjsokbZV voyacqu vkgs- vkt ns’kke/;s 35 VDds yksdla[;k
fg 15 rs 29 o"kZ o;ksxVkrhy vlwu ;kp o;krhy O;fDr dkfgrjh Bksl cny ?kMowu vk.k.;kps /kkMl djr
vlrs- ;k ;qod 'kDrhpk ;ksX; osGsr ;ksX; dkj.kklkBh mi;ksx d#u ?ks.ks fgrkog Bjrs- dks.kR;kgh jk"Vzkps
HkforO; gs R;k jk"Vzkrhy ;qodkaoj voyacqu vlrs-

 ;qodkaP;k tckcnk&;k %
Lkektkrhy lokZr tckcnkj ?kVd Eg.kwu ;qodkadMs ikfgys tkrs- ;qodkaoj lektkpa] ns’kkpa Hkya
dj.;kP;k n`f"Vdksukrwu vusd ygku eksB;k tckcnk&;k vkgsr1- Ekkuo izk.kh o fulxkZrhy loZp uofuekZ.kkpk vknj dj.ks2- ns’kk fo"k;h ,dtqV o vkiwydhph Hkkouk eukr #towu ;k dk;kZr lgHkkxh gks.ks3- tkrh]/keZ] iaFk] leqnk; g;k loZ xks"Vh fol#u loZizFke vki.k Hkkjrh; vkgksr fg Hkkouk eukr Bso.ks o
d`rhr vk.kuss4- ns’kkrhy fofo/k leqnk;] Hkk"kk] izkar ;kapk vknj dj.ks-

 [ksG o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k%
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eqykeqyhaP;k 'kkjhfjd] ckSf/nd] Hkkofud o lkekftd fodklklkBh vkuannk;h] xfreku o {kerko/kZd v’kk
'kkjhfjd gkypkyh}kjs fu;kstuiqoZd fnys tk.kkjs f’k{k.k- gkypky gk 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkpk ik;k vlwu ’kjhj gs
'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k izkIr dj.;kps ek/;e vkgs- vls vlys rjhgh 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkps mn~nh"V gs dsoG 'kjhjk
iqjrsp e;kZfnr ukgh rj ’kjhjkcjkscjp eu] Hkkouk] fopkj b- oj gks.kkjs laLdkjlq/nk R;kr varHkwZr vkgsr“fofo/k 'kkjhfjd gkypkyha}kjs O;Drhauk feG.kk&;k vuqHkokps la?kVhr Kku Eg.kts 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k-”
v’kh O;k[;k vkscV;ZqQj ;kauh dsyh“egRRokP;k Luk;q gkypkyhae/kwu feG.kk&;k ifjiw.kZ vuqHkok}kjs ckydkph lokZf/kd vafre
VII;ki;Zarph ok< o fodkl lk/k.kk&;k izfd;k& leqPPk;kl 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k Eg.krkr-” v’kh dYiuk czkmusy
;kauh ekaMyhHkkjrkP;k dsafnz; 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k lYykxkj eaMGkP;k ers “’kkjhfjd gkypkyha}kjs 'kjhj] eu o
vkRek ;kapk ifjiq.kZ o ;ksX; fodkl lk/k.ks Eg.kts 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k gks; -”



'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkps mfn~n"Vs%
1- dk;Z{kerspk fodkl % bafnz;kpk fodkl vkf.k 'kjhjkph lqn`<rk ;koj 'kjhjkph dk;Z{kerk voyacqu vlrsbafnz;kpk fodkl d`rhiw.kZ ifjJekrwu gksrks- bafnz;kauk iks"kd Bj.kk&;k o R;kaph dk;Z{kerk ok<fo.kk&;k
gkypkyh f’kdfo.ks gs 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkps egRRokps mfn~n"V vkgs2- O;fDrpk vkjksX; fodkl% 'kkjhfjd vkjksX;ke/;s O;fDrxr LoPNrk] O;k;ke] vkgkj] vkjksX; fo"k;d lo;h
foJkarh bR;knhapk lekos’k vkjksX;ke/;s gksrks- O;fDraps vkjksX; lq/kkj.ks gk 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkpk egRRokpk
mn~ns’k vkgs3- O;fDreRo fodkl % O;fDrpk 'kkjhfjd] ckSf/nd] Hkkofud] lkekftd fodkl lk/kqu frP;k O;fDreRRokpk
lokZaxhu fodkl dj.ks gs 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkps egRRokps mfn~n"V vkgs ;qodkaP;k fodklke/;s 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k vkf.k [ksGkaph Hkwfedk%
orZekudkGkr ljdkjus ikB;dzeke/;s vkjksX; o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k gk fo"k; vfuok;Z dsyk vkgs'kkys;Lrjkoj [ksG o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkps /kMs fo|kF;kZauk fnys tkrkr- ;k ekxpk mn~ns’k dsoG Hkkjrkpk ;qod
lqn`< Ogkok gkp vkgs- [ksG o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkP;kek?;ekrwu [kkyhy xks"Vh lk/kU;kpk iz;Ru dsyk tkrks1- 'kkjhfjd fodkl% [ksG o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkP;k ek/;ekrwu izR;sd fo|kF;kZauk O;k;ke] 'kjhjk fo"k;h ekfgrh
ns.ks] R;kauk pkaxY;k lo;h yko.ks ;kps f’k{k.k fnys tkrs- R;keqGs fo|kFkhZ 'kkGk egkfo|ky; Lrjkoj fofo/k
[ksG [ksGY;kus R;kP;k laiw.kZ vo;okapk fodkl gksrks2- ckSf/nd o Hkkofud fodkl% fo|kF;kZauk O;k;kek lkscrp ;ksx] izk.kk;ke] /;ku o /kkj.kk ;kaps /kMs fnY;k
tkrkr- /;ku /kkj.kkP;k fu;fer ljkokus O;fDrP;k esanwoj ;kpk pkaxyk ifj.kke gksrks- R;keqGs R;kph cqf/n
rYy[k gksrs- [ksGke/;s r.kkokps] vkuankps nq%[kkps vls vusd izlax ;srkr- [ksG [ksGY;keqGs f[kykMwo`Rrhpk
fodkl gksrks- R;keqGs eqykauk fofo/k Hkkoukaoj fu;a=.k feGfo.;kph {kerk fuekZ.k gksrs3- 'kkjhfjd vkjksX; % vkjksX; o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkP;k ek/;ekrwu fo|kF;kZauk 'kkjhfjd vkjksX;kps Kku fnys
tkrs- vkjksX; fo"k;d lo;h yko.;kpk iz;Ru ;k ek/;ekrwu gksr vlrks- ;ke/;s oS;fDrd LoPNrk
lkoZtfud LoPNrk jk[k.;kps f’k{k.k ;krwu fnys tkrs-
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4- O;fDreRRo fodkl % O;k;ke o [ksG [ksGY;kus O;fDrps vkjksX; vckf/kr jkgrs- 'kjhjkP;k izR;sd vo;okauk
O;k;ke feGr vlY;kus R;kaph ok< ;ksX; izek.kkr gksrs- R;keqGs O;fDreRRo vkd"kZd gksrs- R;kp cjkscj
eqykapk ckSf/nd] Hkkofud fodkl gksrks- f[kykMwo`Rrh ok<rs- lektkr okojrkauk rks r.kkokiklwu nwj vlrks]
vkuanh vlrks- R;keqGs R;kps O;fDreRRo gs vkd"kZd gksrs5- izxr vkRe izfrHksph tkf.ko gksrs% [ksG [ksGr vlrkauk Li/ksZP;k fufeRrkus rks fofo/k fBdk.kh tkr vlrksfofo/k O;fDra’kh R;kpk laca/k ;srks- ;’k vi;’k ;kapk lkeuk rks fuR; djr vlrks- ;krwu rks vkReijh{k.k
djhr vlrks- fgp vkReizfresph tk.kho gksmu ;kpk mi;ksx jk"VzfuekZ.kkP;k dk;kZr d#u ?ksrk ;srks6- [ksGkeqGs fufou fe= feGrkr % [ksGkP;k ek/;ekrwu eqys [k&;k vFkkZus lkekftd curkr- Li/ksZr fofo/k
eqyka’kh vksG[k gksrs- R;kauk ufou ufou fe= feGrkr o viksvkikp fe= ifjokj ok<rks7- Lkektkr mRlkgkus Hkkx ?ks.;kph la/kh % [ksGkP;k ek/;ekrwu r#.kkauk Li/ksZP;k fufeRrkus lkekftd
tutkx`rhP;k dk;kZr lektkr Hkkx ?ks.;kph la/kh feGr vlrs- lkekftd _.kkph tk.kho gkmu r#.k
lkekftd dk;kZr mRlkgkus Hkkx ?ksrks8- vkRe fo’okl ok<rks % [ksG [ksGr vlrkauk vki.k ifjJekP;k tksjkoj ;’k laiknu d# 'kdrks vlk
vkRefo’okl R;kP;ke/;s viksvki fuekZ.k gksrks- R;keqGs thoukr dks.krsgh dke vki.k ;’kLohi.ks d# 'kdrks
;koj R;kpk fo’okl vlrks- Eg.kwu [ksGkus R;kP;k vkRefo’oklkr ok< gksrs9- /ks;Z ok<rs% [ksG [ksGr vlrkauk vusd xaHkhj izlax mn~Hkorkr- v’kk izlaxkauk rksaM |kos ykxrs- R;keqGs
eqykae/;s viksvkip /ks;Z ok<hl yxrs10- Tkhou tx.;kpk mn~ns’k dGrks % Li/kkZ [ksGr vlrkauk tls vki.k ftad.;kpk mn~ns’k ?ksmu eSnkukr mrjrks
rlsp thou#ih eSnkukr vk;q";kph [ksGh [ksGr vlrkauk vki.k dkgh rjh mn~ns’k eukr Bsor vlrks- rs
mn~ns’k iqrhZps iz;Ru vki.k djr vlrks- R;kaeqGs vki.kkl thou tx.;kpk mn~ns’k dGrks11- Uksr`Ro xq.k ok<hl ykxrks% [ksGkP;k ek/;ekrwu fo|kF;kZauk la?kkps usr`Ro dj.;kph la/kh izkIr gksr vlrs- ;k
ek/;ekrwu R;kyk lektkps usr`Ro dj.;kph la/kh lq/nk miyC/k gksrs12- O;lukaiklwu nqj gksrkr% [ksG [ksG.ks] dkgh Nan tksiklus ;keqGs eqys O;lukaP;k vkgkjh tkr ukgh- [ksG o
vkoMhP;k xks"Vh dj.;kr R;kaps eu jers Eg.kwu rs O;lukapk fopkjp djr ukghr13- lek;kstukph {kerk ok<rs% [ksGkMw Li/kkZ [ksG.;klkBh dks.kR;kgh ufou tkxh [ksG.;kl tkr vlrks- izR;sd
fBdk.kh lks;h lqfo/kk miyC/k vlrhyp vls ukgh- v’kkosGh R;kyk vkgs R;k ifjLFkhrhr jgkos ykxrsR;keqGs R;kP;ke/;s lek;kstukpk xq.k viksvki ;srks14- jk"Vh;RRokph Hkkouk ok<hl ykxrs% rkywD;klkBh [ksG.ks] ftYg;klkBh [ksG.ks] jkT;klkBh [ksG.ks ns’kklkBh
[ksG.ks gs izR;sd [ksGkMwaps LoIu vlrs- rks R;klkBh dBksj ifjJe djrks- ;k [ksGkaP;k ek/;ekrwu rks
ns’kHkDrh izdV djr vlrks- R;keqGs R;kph jk"Vzh;Rokph Hkkouk ok<hl ykxrs fu"d"kZ %
ojhy v/;;uko#u vls y{kkr ;srs dh]
1- ;qok 'kDrhojp ns’kkpk fodkl voyacqu vlrks- T;k ns’kke/;s r#.kkaph la[;k tkLr R;kns’kkph
vkfFkZd izxrh >ikV;kus gksrs-
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2- dzhMk o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkeqGs ;qodkaph 'kkjhfjd ok<] vkd"kZd O;fDreRRo] vkjksX; o ekufld
vkjksX; vckf/kr jkgrs3- [ksG o 'kjhfjd f’k{k.kkeqGs ;qodkauk rk.k r.kkps O;oLFkkiu lgt djrk ;srs- vax esgurheqGs
vkjksX; mRre jkgrs] cqf/neRRkk ok<rs4- [ksGkeqGs uoufou fe= feGr vlY;kus ;qodkapk fe= ifjokj ok<rks o rks vf/kd lkekftd
gksrks5- [ksGkeqGs ;qodkapk vkRefo’okl ok<rks] dk;Z{kerk ok<rs] mRlkg ok<rks- /kS;Z ok<rs] ,dkxzrk ok<rs
Hkkofud larqyuok<Rks R;keqGs ;qodkaps vkjksX; pkaxys jkgwu rks lektkr mRlkgkus dke djrksFkksMD;kr [ksG o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k gk ;qodkapk vfoHkkT; ?kVd vkgs- [ksG o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.kkeqGsp
;qodkapk lokZaxhu fodkl 'kD; gksrks- Eg.kwu ;qodkaapk fodkl ?kMfo.;klkBh [ksG o 'kkjhfjd fo"k; 'kkys;
ikB;dzekr vl.ks vR;ar vko’;d vkgslanHkZ %
 Baeshle P& Tylor J., 1996, “Advance studies in Physical Education and Sports,” U.K.
Thoms Nelson & Sons.
 Homes A.C., 1966, “Health Education in developing countries,” London.
 Hopper C. Bruce F., and Kathy D., 1997, “ Health –Related Fitness for Grades 1 and 2 ,”
Windsor, ON: Canda Human Kinetics.
Websites:
 Health Canada. Canada’s Physical Activity Guide to Healthy Active Living:
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hppb/paguide/main.html
 Health Canada. Population and public Health Branch. Injury Section: http://www.hcsc.gc.ca/pphb-dgsp/injury-bles/

ejkBh lanHkZ%
 vk;axj ch-ds-,l-]2002] ‘;ksx nhfidk’] eqacbZ] vksfj,aV ykWaxeu izk-yhikfVy lq-ek-] 1969] ‘vkjksX; niZ.k’] lkaxyh] es?kk izdk’ku 'kkL=h foods] 1997] ‘xkFkk vkjksX;kph’] eqacbZ] euksjek izdk’ku- Lksyeu ,-lh-] 1963]‘vkjksX; vkf.k
nh?kkZ;q";’] iq.ks]vksfj,aVy okWpeu ifCyds’ku gkml-
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lkus xq:tha % Hkkjrh; laLd`rhps mikld
izk-j’eh ngkiqrs
ejkBh foHkkxizeq[k
Jh x.ks’k dyk egkfo|ky; f’ko.kh&dqaHkkjh] ft-vdksyk
iwT; lkusxq:th Eg.kts Hkkjrh; laLd`rhps mikld] ,d izseG lksToG ewrhZ- ^[kjk rks ,dph /keZA txkyk izse
vikZosA* ;k ,dk vksGhus R;kaP;k var%dj.krhy izseLo:ikph vksG[k gksrs- laiw.kZ txkyk izsekP;k Hkk”ksph vksG[k
d:u fnyh- lk&;k /kekZps lkj ^txkyk izse vikZos* gsp vkgs- ;koj lkus xq:thaph vfopy J/nk gksrhlkus xqw:th Lor%p lkaxr dh] ^^eh thoukpk ,d uez mikld vkgs- lHkksorkypk lkjk lalkj lq[kh fu
le`/n Ogkok] KkufoKku laiUu fu dyke; Ogkok] lkeF;ZlaiUu fu izsee; Ogkok fgp ,d eyk rGeG vkgs- ek>s
fyfg.ks ok cksy.ks] ek>k fopkj ok ek>h izkFkZuk ;k ,dkp /;s;klkBh vlrkr-** lkusxq:thaps lkfgR; Eg.kts
izcks/kukpk xtj] ek.kwldhpk tkxj vkf.k dk:.;kpk vkxj gks;Lokra«; pGoGhr mMh ?ksryh
xq:th gs tls gkMkps f’k{kd gksrs] rls gkMkps dk;ZdrsZgh gksrs^^eaxy eaxy f=okj eaxy
ikou fnu /kU; vlsA
Hkkjr ek>k Lora= >kyk
t; cksyk t; cksykgksA
xq:thaP;k Lokra+«;kP;k g;k xhrkus lxGhdMs pSrU;kps okjs lapkjys- 13ekpZ1930 ;kfno’kh nakMh;k=k lq: >kyh,dk mnkRr gsrwus ek.kls nkaMh;k=sr lkehy >kyh gksrh R;kauhlq/nk lR;kxzgkr mMh ?ksryh- xq:thauh ‘ksrd&;kapk y<k
la?kfVr dsyk- ^rkih unhe/;s tylek/kh ?ksbZu* gh izfrKk d:u veGusjP;k fxj.kh dkexkjkapk iz’u lksMoyk- vkiY;k
O;k[;kukrwu f’kfcjkarwu] ys[kukrqu Lokr«;kps izcks/ku djhr gksrslkusxq:th&lar ijaijsrhy egkiq:”k
lkusxq:th gs rRoKkukps xk<s vH;kld- xhrk izopukae/kwu Hkxoku Jhd`”.kkpk thouosnkar fouksckathauh
lkafxryk vkf.k xq:thauk izklkfnd ‘kCnkr rks fygwu dk<yk- lkfgR;krhy izlkj] vkst vkf.k ek/kq;Z ;k rhugh xq.kkaps
,d=hdj.k >kys- lkus xq:th Jksrs Eg.kwu rh izopus ,sdr vkf.k jk=h fygwu dk<r- izlaxh foukackthauk fVi.ks
nk[kohr- ;kpsp iq<s ^xhrkizopus&* gk ejkBhrhy vfOnfr; xzaFk r;kj >kykHkkjrh; laLd`rh & laLd`rh fparukpk Kkunhi- lkus xq:th ;kauh ^Hkkjrh; laLd`rh* gk egku xzaFk fyfgyk- Hkkjrh;
laLsd`rhph ijaijk] ewY;s] rkfRod fparu vl.kkjs iqLrd Eg.kts ^laLd`rh fparukpk Kkunhi* Eg.kkok ykxsy
xq:thsuh laLd`rh gh ladYiuk vR;ar Li”Vi.ks vkf.k lksI;k i/nrhr ekaMyh vkgs- xq:th Eg.krkr]
^^laLd`rh Eg.kts lgkuqHkwrh vki.k Lor% ok<r jkgwu nql&;kdMwu lgkuqHkwrh Bso.ks] R;kapk gsoknkok] Ons”k] eRlj u
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dj.ks] R;kaps v’kqHk o vdY;k.k u fpar.ks] R;kaP;kdcÌy ‘kqHksPNk ckGx.ks o R;kauk vkiys letwu enr dj.ks]
;kykp laLd`rh vls Eg.krkr- pjkpjkoj izse d: ikg.kkjh] d`rKrk izdV dj.kkjh gh Hkkjrh; laLd`rh vkgslaLd`rh Eg.kts la;e] lân;rk
^losZfi lqf[ku% lUrqAlosZ laUrq fujke;k%A*
v’kh vkgs Hkkjrh; laLd`rh] jfoUnzukFk Eg.krkr ^^euq”;kcÌy izse vlY;kf’kok; dksByh laLd`rh\ tsOgk ekuo
funZ; gksrkr] rsOgk laLd`rh /kqGhl feGrs- Lokra«;izkIrh] U;k;] lerk ;kaps [kwu dj.ks- Eg.kts laLd`rh u”V dj.ksekuokyk lqlaLd`r Ogk;ps vlsy rj ekuokus la;e jk[kyk ikfgtsHkkjrh; laLd`rh cq/nhthoh laLd`rh
Hkkjrh; laLd`rhyk Kkukgwu nqljs dkghgh ifo= okVr ukgh- KkuksikldkcÌy Hkkjrh; laLd`rhyk furkar vknj
vkgs- Hkkjrh; laLd`rh gh cqf/niz/kku laLd`rh vkgs- fueZyân;kr cq/nhapk izdk’k vlrks- fueZG ân; o fueZy cq/nh
;kaP;k cGkoj Hkkjrh; laLd`rh mHkkj.;kr vkyh vkgslkus xq:th Eg.krkr % ^^Hkkjrh; laLd`rh Eg.krkp lkxj o vacj ;k nksu egku oLrw ekÖ;k MksG;kleksj mH;k
jkgrkr- R;kx] la;e] oSjkX;] lsok] izse] Kku] foods ;k xks”Vh vkBorkr- Hkkjrh; laLd`rh Eg.kts vuarkdMs tk.ks]
fodkjkrwu foosdkdMs tk.ks] xksa/kGkrwu O;oLFksdMs tk.ks- Hkkjrh; laLd`rh Eg.kts- loZ tkrhapk esG] loZ
Kku&foKkukapk esG- loZ ekuotkrhpk esG ekaxY;kdMs ?ksowu tkÅ ikg.kkjh-**
rRoK lkus xq:th
lkus xq:thauh Hkkjrh; laLd`rhpk vR;ar lq{ei.ks vkf.k MksGli.ks vH;kl dsyk vkf.k MksGli.kkus rh yksdkaleksj
ekaMyh- Hkkjrh; laLd`rhe/;s va/kJ/nsyk oko ukgh- fopkjkapkp efgek loZ= fnlwu ;sbZy- Hkkjrh; laLd`rhpk ^osn* gk
ik;k ekuyk tkrks- osn ‘kCnkpk vFkZp Kku vlk vkgs- Kku gk Hkkjrh; laLd`rhpk ik;k vkgs- Kkukoj mHkh jkfgysyh
gh HkO; laLd`rh vkgs] xq:th osnkapkgh uok vFkZ lkaxrkr- thoukyk lqanj dj.kkjk izR;sd fopkj Eg.kts osn vkgsizkphu _”khequh Kkukph lk/kuk dj.;klkBh ri’p;kZ djhr- Kku ekx.;klkBh okVsy R;kP;kdMs tkr- ^ln~xq:*ps
ekuoh thoukr vlysys egRRo%KkunkukP;k {ks=kr ^ln~xq:*gh ladYiuk dso<h ifo= vkgs- lnxq: gs O;kid]
unhlkj[ks ifo= lq;kZlkj[ks rstLoh- xq:th Eg.krkr] Hkkjrh; laLd`rhr xq:HkDrh Eg.kts vR;ar e/kqj vls dkO; vkgs
Kkunsokauh lnxq:uk ^izKkizHkkr lw;kZ Eg.kwu xkSjfoys vkgs- lkusxq:th ln~xq:apk efgek Li”V djrkauk Eg.krkr] ^^xq:
R;k R;k Kku izkarkr fdaok R;k R;k dysr vki.kkl iq<s iq<s usrks- ijarq ln~xq: thoukphgh dyk nk[kforks-**
^v/;kRefo|k fo|kuke* vls xhrk lkaxrs- thou lqanj dj.ks] Lor%ps thou fu”dke] funksZ”k dj.ks gh lokZr Fkksj
fo|klkus xq:thaps rRofparu
lkus xq:th gs rRofpard gksrs- Hkkjrh; _”khequhauh fnysY;k rRoewY;kaps o osn mifu”knkaps vH;kld gksrs- Hkkjrh;
laLd`rhps mikld gksrs- lekt] /keZ] ek.kwl vkf.k laLd`rh ;kapk leUo; lk/k.kkjs fopkjoar gksrs1½ Lokra«; o lerk
^LoIu vkf.k lR;* ;k iqLrdkr ^Lokra«; vkf.k LojkT;* gk ys[k R;kauh fyfgyk vkgs —R;kr rs Eg.krkr&^^Lokra«;
Eg.kts lokZaP;k fodklkyk la/kh- Lokra«; Eg.kts lq[klaiUu gks.;kps lk/ku- vr%ij ;k ns’kkr dks.kh nq%[khd”Vh udkslokZauk LokfHkekukus txrk ;sow ns- fodklkP;k vkM nkfjnz; ;srk dkek u;s- LoPNrk] vkjksX; ;sÅ ns- vU;k; tkow nsmiklekj tkÅ ns- udks ykpyqpir] udks of’kys] udks dks.kh mUeUr- lokZaph ljG eku gksow ns- lokZauk oko vlw ns-
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lokZauk vUu] oL=] feGks] jkgk;yk lk/ks&lq/ks ?kjnkj vlks- tehu ulsy R;kyk tfeu- rs Lor%p dlk;yk r;kj
vlys Eg.kts >kys-**
xq:th Eg.kr tksi;Zr ekuo ekuokyk ekuorsus okxok;yk r;kj ukgh] rksi;Zr Lokra«;kpk vFkZ vkEgkyk dGyk ukghijdh;kaph lRrk >kqxkjk;yk vki.k v/khj vlrks] ijarq vkiY;kp cka/kokoj xqykefxjh yknhr vlrkslkus xq:thaps&L=h&Lokra«;fopkj
lkus xq:th ;kaps L=hfo”k;d fopkj vfr’k; vk/kqfud gksrs- rs L=h Lokra«; iqjLdrsZ gksrs rs Eg.krkr] ^^Hkkjrkr
fL=;kuk Lokra«; gos- fganq Hkfxuhaps o eqfLye Hkfxuhps ?kqaxV tk;yk gosr- eqlyekukauhgh ,dkis{kk vf/kd ck;dk d:
u;sr- L=h ex rh dks.kR;kgh /kekZph vlks] fryk vki.k eqDr >kyks vls okVys ikfgts fganw dksMchy]
eqLyhedksMchy] vls u djrk lokZauk ca/kudkjd vlk ekuorspk dk;nk djklkekftd fod`rhoj vpwd cksV Bsowu rh fod`rh ?kkyfo.;klkBh lkusxq:thaph ys[k.kh vfojri.ks fyfgrjkfgyh- /kekZP;k ladYiusoj cksyrkauk tkrh;rk] fo”kerk] lkekftd pkfj«;] Je’kDrh] HkkaMoy’kkgh ;kacjkscjp
L=heqDrhph fopkj R;kauh leFkZi.ks ekaMyk- ^LoIu vkf.k lR;* ;k iqLrdkr lkekftd lerspk fopkj ekaMrkuk rs
fyfgrkr %
^^eqyxk fiR;kP;k bLVsVhr okjl vlrks- eqyxh dk ulkoh\ fganq fL=;kapk fopkj dsyk rj y{kkr ;srs dh R;k
xk;hizek.ks cka/kY;k xsY;k vkgsrlkus ;kaps larfopkj vkf.k fparu
egkjk”Vzgh larkph Hkweh vkgs- ;k Hkwehr vusd larkauh vorkj ?ksowu ekuoh dY;k.k dsys- lar gs egkjk”VªkP;k
lkaLd`frd ftoukps f’kYidkj vkgsr- fopkjkauk vkpkjkph tksM nsÅu lekteu ?kMfo.kkjs [kjs yksdf’k{kd vkgsr- lkus
xq:thoj ygkui.kkiklwu larkP;k fopkjkapk Qkj eksBk izHkko gksrk- ygkui.kh vkbZus larkph opus ikB d:u ?ksryh
gksrh- Kkunsokph Kkus’ojh] rqdksckaph xkFkk o leFkkZaP;k nklcks/koj R;kaps thou ikslr gksrs- larlkafgR;kP;k laLdkjkrwu
O;fDreRo ?kMys gksr-s
lkus xq:thaps&^panzHkkxsP;k okGoaVh
lkus xq:thaP;k O;k[;kukr] fy[kk.kkr Bk;hBk;h larkph opus isjyh tkr gksrh Kkuksck rs fouksck g;k lar&ijaijsyk
vfHkekukus fejohr xq:th larfopkjkapsp izcks/ku ?kMfor gksrs- ^panzHkkxsP;k okGoaVh** ;k iqLrdkr larkP;k
lkfgR;kfo”k;h vkf.k dk;kZfo”k;h mRdV fparu ?kMfoys vkgs- Jh{ks= ia<jiwjps foBBy eafnj gfjtaukauk [kqys Ogkos
Eg.kwu xq:thauh 1947lkyh vkej.k miks”k.k dsys- R;kosGh laiw.kZ egkjk”VªHkj fgaMwu larkpk ekuo/keZZ lokZauk
letkowu lkafxrykpkj iq:”kkFkZ
Hkkjrh; laLd`rh gh iq:”kkFkZiz/kku vkgs- Hkkjrh; rRoKkukps pkj iq:”kkFkZ lkfxrys vkgsr- iq:”kkFkkZus thou mRre
djrk ;srs- iq:”kkFkkZus thoukps /;s; xkBk;ps vlrslkus xq:thauh iq:”kkZps fparu ?kMforkuk lkekU; ek.kwl MksG;kleksj Bsoyk vkgs- R;kyk letsy brD;k
lksI;k ‘kCnkr iq:”kkaFkkZph ladYiuk ekaMyh vkgs- xq:th Eg.krkr /keZ] vFkZ] dke o eks{k gs pkj iq:”kkFkZ vkgsr;k lalkjkr iz;Ru d:u feGfo.;klkj[;k pkj oLrw vkgsr iq:”kkFkZ Eg.kts iq:”kkus izkIr d:u ?ks.;klkj[;k
xks”Vh-
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laiRrh feGok;ph vkgs- feGo ijarw mRre O;ogkjkus feGo- dks.kkyk Qlow udksl] yqckMw udksl- pksjhekjh
d: udksl Qkj Qk;nk ?ksow u;s- Qkj O;kt ?ksow udksl nql&;kps ?kjs ikMwu Lor%pk ekM;k udks cka/kwvls /keZ lkaxrks- /keZ] vFkZ] dke eks{k ;krhy vFkZ vkf.k dke ;kaP;k vkjaHkh /keZ vkgs o varh eks{k vkgslekjksi
e`R;wps dkO; & ^e`R;qps dkO;* gk lqanj ys[k R;kauh fyfgyk- R;kr rs Eg.krkr&^^Hkkjrh; laLd`rhr e`R;qfo”k;h]
fBdfBd.kh ts fopkj vkgsr rs fdrh xksM vkgsr] fdrh HkO; vkgsr- e`R;qrh Hkh”k.krk Hkkjrh; laLd`rhr ukgh- e`R;q
Eg.kts thoukP;k o`{kkyk ykxysys xksM QG- e`R;q gs bZ’ojkpsp ,d Lo:ixq:th vkiys loZLo nsÅu xsys- R;kaP;k fopkjkaph] dk;kZph fdrhZ Bsowu xsy-s dls txkos] dls ejkos vkf.k
dls mjkos- ;kpk egku vkn’kZ Eg.kts lkus xq:thlanHkZxzaFk &
1½ Hkkjrh; laLd`fr&lkus xq:th
2½ ‘;keph vkbZ&lkus x:th
3½ panzHkkxsP;k okGoaVh&lkus xq:th
4½ laLd`fr iwtu&ikaMqjax’kkL=h vkBoys
5½ xhrk izopus&fouksck
6½ thou;ksxh lkus xq:th&MkW-jkepanz ns[k.ks
7½ lkus xq:th&;nqukFk FkRrs
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ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉºÉ¨ÉÉä®úÒ±É ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ ={ÉÉªÉ
|ÉÉ. iÉÉxÉÉVÉÒ ÊºÉiÉÉ®úÉ¨É xÉ®ú´ÉÉbä÷
¸ÉÒ. Ê´Éaö±É °üJÉ¨ÉÒxÉÒ ¨É½þÉÊ´ÉtÉ±ÉªÉ ºÉ´ÉxÉÉ, ÊVÉ. ªÉ´ÉiÉ¨ÉÉ³ý
ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ SÉ³ý´É³ýÒSÉÉ ¨ÉÖJªÉ =qäù¶É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ ¨ÉÉ¡ÇòiÉ +ÉlÉÔEò |ÉªÉixÉ ºÉÆPÉ]õÒiÉ Eò°üxÉ +ºÉ¨ÉlÉÉÇxÉÉ
ºÉ¶ÉCiÉ Eò®úhÉä ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÉSÉä ±ÉÉäxÉ ºÉ´ÉÇ´ªÉÉ{ÉEò ´½þÉ´Éä +ÉÊhÉ ªÉÉ |ÉªÉixÉÉiÉÖxÉ ºÉ½þEòÉªÉÇ ´ÉÉføÒºÉ ±ÉÉMÉÉ´Éä ½þÉ +É½äþ.
¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ SÉ³ý´É³ýÒxÉä OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉSªÉÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò +ÉÌlÉEò Ê´ÉEòÉºÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä ¨É½þi´ÉÉSÉÒ ´É |É¦ÉÉ´ÉÒ ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉ
¤ÉVÉÉ´É±ÉÒ +É½äþ. +b÷ÒSÉ ±ÉÉJÉÉSªÉÉ ´É®ú +ÉVÉ ( 31 ¨ÉÉSÉÇ 2019) ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ EòÉªÉÇ®úiÉ +É½äþiÉ. iªÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ 40 Ê¶ÉJÉ®ú
´É ¨ÉvªÉ´ÉiÉÔ {ÉÖ®ú´É`öÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ 25,238 |ÉÉlÉÊ¨ÉEò EÞò¹ÉÒ{ÉlÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ 31,629 Ê¤ÉMÉ®ú EÞò¹ÉÒ{ÉlÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ 9451 {ÉxÉxÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ
54401 =i{ÉÉnùEò ´É <iÉ®ú ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ 1,30,986 OÉÉ½þEò MÉÞ½þÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉºÉä´ÉÒ ´É <iÉ®ú ºÉÆºlÉÉ +É½äþiÉ.
VÉÉMÉÊiÉEòÒEò®úhÉÉSªÉÉ |ÉÊGòªÉäiÉÒ±É ¤Énù±ÉÉÆSÉÉ ºÉ´ÉÇSÉ PÉ]õEòÉÆ´É®ú ¤É®äú ´ÉÉ<Ç]õ {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É ZÉÉ±Éä±Éä +É½äþiÉ. iªÉÉiÉ
ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ SÉ³ý´É³ý +{É´ÉÉnù ®úÉ½Úþ ¶ÉEòiÉ xÉÉ½þÒ. ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ +ÊvÉEòÉä¹É ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉä´É®ú ºÉÖvnùÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É {Éb÷±ÉÉ +É½äþ. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý
ºÉ½þEò®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä |É¶xÉ ´É ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉ +É½äþiÉ iªÉÉÆSÉÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú Eò®úhÉä ½þÉ ªÉÉ ËxÉ¤ÉvÉÉSÉÉ =qäù¶É +É½äþ.

¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ
¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉ 2019 ®úÉäVÉÒ ºÉÆ{ÉxÉÉªÉÉ +ÉÌlÉEò ´É¹ÉÉÇiÉ 1371 ÊVÉ±½þÉ ¨ÉvªÉ´ÉiÉÔ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ +ÎºiÉi´ÉÉiÉ ½þÉäiªÉÉ.
®úÉVªÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ 90 ½þÉäiÉÒ |ÉÉlÉÊ¨ÉEò ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ 2,15000 <iÉCªÉÉ +É½äþiÉ.

iÉCiÉÉ xÉÆ. BEò
+.Gò.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Ê´É´É®úhÉ
¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ
¶ÉÉJÉÉSÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ
ºÉ¦ÉÉºÉnù ºÉÆJªÉÉ
º´É: ÊxÉvÉÒ
`äö´ÉÒ
näùªÉ EòVÉÇ
EòÉªÉÇ®úiÉ ¦ÉÉÆb÷´É±É
EòVÉÇ ´ÉÉ]õ{É
EòVÉÇ ªÉähÉä
EòVÉÇ ´ÉºÉÖ±ÉÒ
EòVÉÇ lÉEòÒiÉ

+ÉEòbä÷ ±ÉÉJÉÉiÉ
1371
22928
45,64,849
2,55,0512
12,98,136
27,94,060
24,60,363
96,70,381
74,94,337
53,55,755
21,38,582
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-:: ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ ::¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉ BEÆònù®ú 41 ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ÊVÉ±½þÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉ +ºÉÖxÉ ºÉÆ{ÉÖhÉÇ ®úÉVªÉÉiÉ 5685 ¤ÉÄEòÉSªÉÉ ¶ÉÉJÉÉ +É½äþiÉ. ªÉÉ
¶ÉÉJÉÉ{ÉèEòÒ 3850 ¶ÉÉJÉÉ xÉ}ªÉÉiÉ +ºÉÖxÉ 1835 ¶ÉÉJÉÉ iÉÉä]õ¬ÉiÉ +É½äþiÉ. xÉ}ªÉÉiÉÒ±É ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ BEÖòhÉ xÉ¡òÉ 248.59
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EòÉä]õÒ ¯û{ÉªÉÉSÉÉ +ºÉÖxÉ iÉÉä]õÉ ¨ÉÉjÉ 623.84 EòÉä]õÒ ¯û{ÉªÉÉSÉÉ +É½äþ. xÉ¡òÉ - iÉÉä]õ¬ÉSÉä ºÉ¨ÉÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ÁÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉ
375.25 EòÉä]õÒ ¯û{ÉªÉÉxÉä iÉÉä]õ¬ÉiÉ +É½äþiÉ.
iÉCiÉÉ Gò. nùÉäxÉ
¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÒ +ÉÌlÉEò ÎºlÉiÉÒ
+.Gò.
iÉ{É¶ÉÒ±É
+ÉEòbä÷ ±ÉÉJÉÉiÉ
1)
¶ÉÉJÉÉ ¨ÉÖJªÉ EòÉªÉÉÇ±ÉªÉÉºÉ½þ
4685
2)
ºÉ¦ÉÉºÉnù
1,98684
3)
¦ÉÉMÉ ¦ÉÉÆb÷´É±É
2,13,862
4)
®úÉJÉÒ´É ´É <iÉ®ú ÊxÉvÉÒ
5,77,944
5)
`äö´ÉÒ
3,70,7126
6)
Ênù±Éä±Éä EòVÉÇ
4,73,473
7)
JÉä³ýiÉä ¦ÉÉÆb÷´É±É
57,52,326
8)
lÉEòÒiÉ EòVÉÇ
4,64,709
ºjÉÉäiÉ :- NAFSCOB - Navi Mumbai - June 2019

-:: ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉä®úÒ±É ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ ::ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ ´É <iÉ®ú ¤ÉÄEòÉ ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ EòÉªÉÇ{ÉvnùiÉÒiÉ ¡ò®úEò Eò®úiÉÉ ªÉäiÉ xÉºÉ±ÉÉ iÉ®úÒ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEäòSªÉÉ
EòÉ½þÒ `ö³ýEò ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÒ <iÉ®ú ¤ÉÄEòÉ{ÉäIÉÉ +±ÉMÉ +É½äþiÉ. ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ OÉÉ½þEò ´ÉMÉÇ ½þÉ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É ¶ÉäiÉEò®úÒ +É½äþ iÉÉä
+Ê¶ÉIÉÒiÉ +É½äþ. iªÉÉSÉÒ +ÉlÉÔEò {ÉÊ®úÎºlÉiÉÒ ¶ÉäiÉÒ =i{ÉzÉÉ´É®úSÉ +´É±ÉÆ¤ÉÖxÉ +É½äþ. ¶ÉäiÉÒ ÊxÉºÉMÉÉÇ´É®ú +ÉvÉÉ®úÒiÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý
=i{ÉzÉ Ê¨É³ý±ÉäSÉ ªÉÉSÉÒ ½þ¨ÉÒ xÉÉ½þÒ. ¤ÉÄEäòiÉ EòÉ¨É Eò®úhÉÉ®úÉ Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉ®úÒ ´ÉMÉÇ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±ÉSÉ +É½äþ. ¡òÉ®úºÉÉ |ÉÊ¶ÉIÉÒiÉ
xÉºÉiÉÉxÉÉ xÉÉäEò®úÒ´É®ú ±ÉÉMÉ±Éä±ÉÉ ½þÉ Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉ®úÒ ´ÉMÉÇ +É{É±ªÉÉ ºÉä´ÉÉ +É{É±ªÉÉSÉ {ÉvnùiÉÒxÉä näùiÉ +É½äþ. +¶ÉÉ +xÉäEò
+b÷SÉhÉÒ±ÉÉ (ºÉ¨ÉºªÉä±ÉÉ) ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉä®ú ¨ÉÖCiÉ +lÉÇ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉäiÉ +xÉäEò ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ +É½äþiÉ.
-:: lÉEò¤ÉÉEòÒSÉÒ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ ::ÊVÉ±½þÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ ´É |ÉÉlÉÊ¨ÉEò ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ ¨ÉÉä`ö¬É |É¨ÉÉhÉÉiÉ iÉÉä]õ¬ÉiÉ ªÉähªÉÉSÉÒ EòÉ®úhÉä ´ÉÉføiÉÒ
lÉEò¤ÉÉEòÒ +É½äþ. ¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉSªÉÉ EòVÉÇ¨ÉÉ¡òÒSªÉÉ SÉÖEòÒSªÉÉ vÉÉä®úhÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ½þÒ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ MÉÆ¦ÉÒ®ú ½þÉäiÉ +É½äþ. EòVÉÇ¨ÉÉ¡òÒ ½þÉ
EòVÉÇ¤ÉÉVÉÉ®úÒ{ÉhÉÉ´É®ú ={ÉÉªÉ ½þÉä>ð ¶ÉEòiÉ xÉÉ½þÒ. VªÉÉ ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉxÉä |ÉÉ¨ÉÉÊhÉEò{ÉhÉä EòVÉÇ¡äòb÷ Eäò±ÉÒ iªÉÉÆxÉÉ EòÉ½þÒSÉ ¡òÉªÉnùÉ
Ê¨É³ýÉ±ÉÉ xÉÉ½þÒ. ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉÉiÉ EòVÉÇ¦É®úhÉÉ Eò°ü xÉªÉä +ºÉä ªÉÉ |ÉÉ¨ÉÉÊhÉEò ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆxÉÉ ´ÉÉ]õiÉä.
iÉCiÉÉ Gò. iÉÒxÉ
¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä lÉEòÒiÉ EòVÉÇ
´É¹ÉÇ
EòVÉÇ ªÉähÉä
EòVÉÇ ´ÉºÉÖ±ÉÒ
EòVÉÇ lÉEòÒiÉ
|É¨ÉÉhÉ
2014-15
46,14,306 ¯û. 28,87,134 ¯û.
17,27,172 ¯û.
37 ]õCEäò
2015-16
50,15,657 ¯û. 31,60,328 ¯û.
18,54,729 ¯û.
37 ]õCEäò
2016-17
54,85,979 ¯û. 36,82,622 ¯û.
18,03,175 ¯û.
33 ]õCEäò
2017-18
57,22,694 ¯û. 39,09087 ¯û.
18,13,607 ¯û.
32 ]õCEäò
2018-19
64,94,337 ¯û. 43,55,755 ¯û.
21,38,582 ¯û.
33 ]õCEäò
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-:: ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉSÉÒ ÎºlÉiÉÒ ::¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É 31 ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú Eò®úiÉÉ 50 ]õCEäò EòVÉÇ lÉEòÒiÉ +ºÉhÉÉªÉÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ 67
]õCEäò +É½äþiÉ 70 ]õCEäò lÉEò¤ÉÉEòÒ +ºÉhÉÉªÉÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ 33 ]õCEäò +É½äþiÉ. iÉ®ú 93 ]õCEäò lÉEò¤ÉÉEòÒ +ºÉ±Éä±ÉÒ ¤ÉÄEò
ºÉÖvnùÉ ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉ +É½äþ. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉSÉÒ ºÉ®úEòÉ®úÒ lÉEò¤ÉÉEòÒ 51.88 ]õCEäò +É½äþ.
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iÉCiÉÉ Gò. SÉÉ®ú
¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä lÉEòÒiÉ EòVÉÇ (Ênù. 31/03/2019)
+.Gò.
Ê´É´É®úhÉ
lÉEòÒiÉ ®úCEò¨É
1)
¨ÉÖnùiÉÒ ¶ÉäiÉÒ EòVÉÇ
3,57,179 ¯û.
2)
Ê¤ÉMÉ®ú ¶ÉäiÉÒ EòVÉÇ
53,871 ¯û.
3)
¨ÉvªÉ¨É ¨ÉÖnùiÉÒ ¶ÉäiÉÒ EòVÉÇ
60,967 ¯û.
4)
Ê¤ÉMÉ®ú ¶ÉäiÉÒ EòVÉÇ
4,2014 ¯û.
5)
<iÉ®ú EòVÉÇ
50,678 ¯û.
BEÖòhÉ
5,64,709 ¯û.
ºjÉÉäiÉ :-- NAFSCOB - Navi Mumbai - June 2019

|É¨ÉÉhÉ
58.80 ]õCEäò
26.84 ]õCEäò
51.17 ]õCEäò
50.13 ]õCEäò
65.49 ]õCEäò
81.88 ]õCEäò

-:: ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉføiÉÉ iÉÉä]õÉ ::´ÉÉføiÉä lÉEòÒiÉ EòVÉÇ +ÉÊhÉ iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³ä ´ÉÉføhÉÉ®úÉ iÉÉä]õÉ ½äþ xÉ ºÉÖ]õhÉÉ®äú EòÉäbä÷ +É½äþ. {É®ÆúiÉÖ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ
¤ÉÄEòÉxÉÉ +É{É±Éä +ÎºiÉi´É EòÉªÉ¨É Ê]õEò´ÉÉ´ÉªÉÉSÉä +ºÉä±É iÉ®ú ªÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ±ÉÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÉä®äú MÉä±ÉäSÉ {ÉÉÊ½þVÉä.
¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉ 31 ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ÊVÉ±½þÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ BEÖòhÉ 4685 ¶ÉÉJÉÉ +É½äþiÉ. ªÉÉ ¶ÉÉJÉÉÆSªÉÉ xÉ¡òÉ iÉÉä]õ¬ÉSÉÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú Eò®úiÉÉ 375.25 EòÉä]õÒ ¯û{ÉªÉÉÆxÉÒ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ iÉäÉ]õ¬ÉiÉ +É½äþiÉ ½þÉ iÉÉä]õÉ EòºÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ Eò®úÉ´ÉÉ ½þÒ
Ê¤ÉEò]õ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ ¤ÉÄEäò{ÉÖfäø +É½äþ. 31 ¨ÉÉSÉÇ 2019 ±ÉÉ 5.03 EòÉä]õÒ ¯û{ÉªÉÉÆxÉÒ xÉ}ªÉÉiÉ xÉÉÆnäù b÷ ÊVÉ±½þÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEò 30
VÉÖxÉ 2019 ®úÉäVÉÒ iÉÉä]õ¬ÉiÉ +É±ÉÒ +É½äþ.
-:: +ÊxÉ¹`ö iÉ¡òÉ´ÉiÉÒSÉä +É´½þÉxÉ ::EòVÉÇ ´ÉºÉÖ±ÉÒ ºÉÉä¤ÉiÉ +ÊxÉ¹`ö iÉ¡òÉ´ÉiÉÒSÉä ¨ÉÉä`äö +É´½þÉxÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉºÉ¨ÉÉä®ú +É½äþiÉ. ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆxÉÉ
{ÉÒEò EòVÉÇ ´É <iÉ®ú EòVÉÉÇSÉä Ê´ÉiÉ®úhÉ VÉä Eäò±Éä VÉÉiÉä iÉä |ÉÉlÉÊ¨ÉEò ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÉäºÉÉªÉ]õÒSªÉÉ ¨ÉÉvªÉ¨ÉÉiÉÖxÉ ½þÉähÉä ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSªÉÉ
EòVÉÉÇSÉÒ ´ÉºÉÖ±ÉÒ ªÉÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ Eò®úiÉÉiÉ +ÉÊhÉ iªÉÉÆSÉÉ ¦É®úhÉÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉ Eò®úiÉÉiÉ ½þÉ Eäò±Éä±ÉÉ ¦É®úhÉÉ ÊVÉ±½þÉ ¤ÉÄEò ºÉÉäºÉÉªÉ]õÒEòbÚ÷xÉ
ªÉähÉä +ºÉ±Éä±ªÉÉ ´ªÉÉVÉÉSªÉÉ º´É¯û{ÉÉiÉ ªÉäiÉä. ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ºÉ¦ÉÉºÉnùÉSÉÒ ¨ÉÖqù±É ®úÉ¶ÉÒ Eò¨ÉÒ ZÉÉ±Éä±ÉÒ ÊnùºÉiÉ +ºÉ±ÉÒ iÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEäò±ÉÉ
ºÉÉäºÉÉªÉ]õÒ EòbÚ÷xÉ PÉähÉä +ºÉ±Éä±ÉÒ ¨ÉÖnùiÉ ®úÉ¶ÉÒ EòÉªÉ¨É ®úÉ½þiÉä. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ¤ÉÄEò +ÉÊhÉ ºÉÉäºÉÉªÉ]õÒ ªÉÉÆSªÉÉiÉ iÉ¡òÉ´ÉiÉ +É½äþ.
-:: BxÉ.{ÉÒ.B. SÉä +É´½þÉxÉ ::ºÉxÉ 2006 {ÉÉºÉÖxÉ ÊVÉ±½þÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉìEòÉÆxÉÉ BxÉ.{ÉÒ.B. SÉä ÊxÉEò¹É ±ÉÉMÉÖ ZÉÉ±Éä. 90 Ênù´ÉºÉÉSÉÉ BxÉ.{ÉÒ.B.
EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒ `ö®ú´ÉÖxÉ ´É ¤ÉÖb÷ÒiÉ EòVÉÇ iÉÒxÉ ´ÉMÉÇ´ÉÉ®úÒiÉÒ±É iÉÉ®úhÉ +ºÉ±Éä±ªÉÉ EòVÉÉÇ±ÉÉ ºÉÖvnùÉ 100 ]õCEäò ]õÉEò±ªÉÉxÉä ¤ÉÄEòÉ
+ÊvÉEòSÉ +b÷SÉhÉÒiÉ +É±ªÉÉ +É½äþiÉ. ¤ÉÄEäòSÉÉ ªÉÉäMªÉ +ÉÊhÉ ´ÉÉºiÉÊ´ÉEò xÉ¡òÉ nù¶ÉÇÊ´ÉhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ ªÉÉäMªÉ +ºÉ±Éä iÉ®úÒ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ
¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä BEÆònù®úÒiÉ +ÊvÉEòÉä¹ÉxÉ {ÉªÉÉÇ´É®úhÉ ½äþ +±ÉMÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉxÉä BxÉ.{ÉÒ.B. SªÉÉ Eò`öÒhÉ +ÉÊhÉ JÉb÷iÉ®ú ¨ÉÉMÉÉÇiÉÖxÉ ´ÉÉ]õ
EòÉføÉ´ÉÒ ±ÉÉMÉä±É.
-:: ¨ÉÖCiÉ º{ÉvÉæSÉä +É´½þÉxÉ ::ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ EòÉªÉtÉ +ÆiÉMÉÇiÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉxÉÉ ¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉSªÉÉ +xÉäEò ºÉ´É±ÉiÉÒ ½þÉäiªÉÉ. {É®ÆúiÉÖ ¨ÉÖCiÉ +lÉÇ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉä¨ÉÖ³äý
ªÉÉ ºÉ´É±ÉiÉÒ ¤ÉÆnù ZÉÉ±ªÉÉ iªÉÉSÉ|É¨ÉÉhÉä JÉÉVÉMÉÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ|É¨ÉÉhÉä +ÉÆiÉ®ú ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ ¨ÉÖCiÉ |É´Éä¶É ÊnùºÉÖxÉ ªÉäiÉÉä +ÉiÉÉ ªÉÉ
¤ÉÄEòÉxÉÉ +É{É±Éä +ÎºiÉi´É EòÉªÉ¨É Ê]õEò´ÉÉ´ÉªÉÉSÉä +ºÉä±É iÉ®ú º{ÉvÉæSÉÒ iÉªÉÉ®úÒ `äö´É±ÉÒ {ÉÉ½þÒVÉä. º{ÉvÉÉÇ +ºÉ±ÉÒ iÉ®úÒ ªÉÉ º{ÉvÉæiÉ
+É{É±ÉÒ iÉÉEònù +Éä³ýJÉÖxÉ iªÉÉÆSÉÉ ±ÉÉ¦É PÉähÉä ´É xªÉÖxÉiÉÉ iÉ{ÉÉºÉÖxÉ iªÉÉ Eò¶ÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ Eò®úiÉÉ ªÉäiÉÒ±É ªÉÉSÉÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú Eò®úÉ´ÉÉ
±ÉÉMÉä±É. ½þÒ BEò ¡òÉ®ú ¨ÉÉä`öÒ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉºÉ¨ÉÉä®ú +É½äþ.
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-:: ºÉÆMÉhÉEòÒEò®úhÉÉSÉä +É´½þÉxÉ ::ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ¨ÉvªÉä ºÉÆMÉhÉEòÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú ºÉÖ°ü ZÉÉ±ÉÉ iÉ®úÒ +ÉVÉ½þÒ ¨ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ ¤É³ýÉSÉÉSÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eäò±ÉÉ VÉÉiÉä. {ÉÖhÉÇ
º´É¯û{ÉÉiÉ ºÉÆMÉhÉEòÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ú Eäò±ªÉÉºÉ ´ÉÉSÉ±Éä±Éä ¨ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ¤É³ý ´ÉºÉÖ±ÉÒSªÉÉ EòÉ¨ÉÉºÉÉ<Ò ´ÉÉ{É®úiÉÉ ªÉä>ð ¶ÉEòiÉä.
-:: ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ JÉSÉÇ Eò¨ÉÒ Eò®úhªÉÉSÉä +É´½þÉxÉ ::Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ EòÉ®úhÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ JÉSÉÇ VÉÉºiÉÒiÉ VÉÉºiÉ ´ÉÉføiÉ +É½äþ. +xÉäEò EòÉ®úhÉÉxÉä ¤ÉÄEòÉ´É®ú
¤ÉÆvÉxÉ +É±ÉÒ +É½äþiÉ. iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý xÉ¡òÉ Eò¨ÉÒ ªÉäiÉÉä. ¤ÉÄEòÉ iÉÉä]õ¬ÉiÉ SÉÉ±ÉiÉÉiÉ ¨½þhÉÖxÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ JÉSÉÇ Eò¨ÉÒ Eò®úhÉä EòÉ³ýÉSÉÒ
MÉ®úVÉ +É½äþ. ºÉÆSÉ±ÉEòÉ{ÉÉºÉÖxÉ ºÉä´ÉEòÉ{ÉªÉÈiÉ +ÉlÉÔEò Ê¶ÉºiÉ +ºÉÉ´ÉÒ ½þÒ ¦ÉªÉÆEò®ú ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉä®ú +É½äþ.
-:: iÉCiÉÉ Gò. {ÉÉSÉ ::¦ÉÉ®úiÉÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉÉ ´ÉÉføiÉÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ JÉSÉÇ
+.Gò.
´É¹ÉÇ
JÉä³ýiÉä ¦ÉÉÆb÷´É±É
´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ JÉSÉÇ
JÉSÉÉÇSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ
1)
2014-15
1,18,90,531 ¯û.
3,34,931 ¯û.
2.82 ]õCEäò
2)
2015-16
1,22,63,287 ¯û.
3,68,012 ¯û.
3 ]õCEäò
3)
2016-17
1,31,24,181 ¯û.
6,02,608 ¯û.
4.59 ]õCEäò
4)
2017-18
1,46,08,363 ¯û.
7,55,968 ¯û.
5.17 ]õCEäò
-:: ºÉ¨Éx´ÉªÉÉSÉä ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ ::ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ `äö´ÉÒnùÉ®ú EòVÉÇnùÉ®ú Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉ®úÒ +ÉÊhÉ ºÉÆSÉÉ±ÉEò ªÉÉ SÉÉ®ú JÉÉÆ¤ÉÉ´É®ú =¦Éä +É½äþiÉ. ½äþ SÉÉ®ú JÉÉÆ¤É
VÉä´Éfäø ¨ÉVÉ¤ÉÖiÉ ®úÉ½þiÉÒ±É ÊiÉiÉEòÒSÉ ¤ÉìEò ¨ÉVÉ¤ÉÖiÉ ®úÉ½þÒ±É ¨½þhÉÖxÉ SÉÉ®ú PÉ]õEòÉ¨ÉvªÉä ªÉÉäMªÉ ºÉ¨Éx´ÉªÉ +ºÉhÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò +É½äþ.
¤ÉÄEò +ÉÌlÉEò où¹]õ¬É SÉÉÆMÉ±ÉÒ +ºÉä±É iÉ®ú `äö´ÉÒnùÉ®ú `äö´ÉÒ `äö´ÉiÉÒ±É. `äö´ÉÒ +ºÉ±ªÉÉiÉ®úSÉ OÉÉ½þEòÉÆxÉÉ SÉÉÆMÉ±ÉÉ EòVÉÇ {ÉÖ®ú´É`öÉ
½þÉä<Ç±É ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉEò Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉ®úÒ ºÉÆSÉÉ±ÉEò ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä ªÉÉäMªÉ ºÉ¨Éx´ÉªÉ +ºÉä±É iÉ®úSÉ vÉÉä®úhÉÉSÉÒ +¨É±É¤ÉVÉÉ´ÉhÉÒ ªÉÉäMªÉ
½þÉä<Ç±É.
-:: Ê¤ÉMÉ®ú ¶ÉäiÉÒ EòVÉÇ ´ªÉ´É½þÉ®úÉSÉä +É´½þÉxÉ ::¶ÉäiÉÒ EòVÉÉÇ¨ÉvÉÖxÉ +É±Éä±ÉÉ iÉÉä]õÉ ¦É°üxÉ EòÉføhªÉÉSÉÒ ºÉÉäªÉ Ê¤ÉMÉ®ú ¶ÉäiÉÒ EòVÉÉÇiÉÖxÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ªÉähªÉÉºÉÉ®úJÉÒ +É½äþ.
VÉä´½þÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ iÉi´ÉÉ´É®úÒ±É =tÉäMÉ SÉÉÆMÉ±ªÉÉ ÎºlÉiÉÒiÉ ºÉÖ°ü +É½äþiÉ iªÉÉÆxÉÉ EòVÉÇ {ÉÖ®ú´É`öÉ Eò°üxÉ ÊxÉªÉ¨ÉÒiÉ ´ªÉÉVÉ ´É
½þ{iªÉÉSÉÒ ´ÉºÉÖ±ÉÒ ½þÉä>ð ¶ÉEòiÉä ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉxÉÉ ½þÉ SÉÉÆMÉ±ÉÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºÉÉªÉ ´ÉÉ]õiÉÉä. {É®ÆúiÉÖ EòÉ½þÒ ´É¹ÉÉÇiÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ iÉi´ÉÉ´É®ú
SÉÉ±ÉhÉÉ®äú |ÉGòÒªÉÉ =tÉäMÉ ´É <iÉ®ú =tÉäMÉ ºÉÆEò]õÉiÉ +É±Éä +É½äþiÉ iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉ iÉÉä]õ¬ÉiÉ ªÉähªÉÉºÉ ºÉÖ®ú´ÉÉiÉ
ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.
-:: ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ +ÉÊhÉ |É¶ÉÉºÉxÉ ::ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEäòxÉä ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ +ÉÊhÉ |É¶ÉÉºÉxÉ ºÉÉÆ¦ÉÉ³ýhÉÉ®úÉ ´ÉMÉÇ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É +É½äþ. ¨½þhÉÖxÉ EòÉ¨ÉÉSÉÉ nùVÉÉÇ
´É OÉÉ½þEòÉÆSÉÉ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ Eò®úhÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò +É½äþ ªÉÉEò®úÒiÉÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ EòÉªÉnùÉ, ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEäòSÉä ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ, |É¶ÉÉºÉxÉ
ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ EòÉªÉÇ{ÉvnùiÉÒiÉ ¤Énù±É Eò®úÉ´Éä ±ÉÉMÉiÉÒ±É.
-:: SÉÉÆMÉ±ªÉÉ OÉÉ½þEòÉSÉÒ Eò¨ÉiÉ®úiÉÉ ::VÉä EòVÉÇnùÉ®ú ÊxÉªÉ¨ÉÒiÉ EòVÉÉÇSÉÉ ¦É®úhÉÉ Eò®úiÉÉiÉ +É{É±ÉÒ MÉ®úVÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÊ´ÉiÉÉiÉ EòVÉÉÇSÉÉ ¦É®úhÉÉ Ênù±Éä±ªÉÉ ¨ÉÖnùiÉÒiÉ
Eò®úiÉÉiÉ iªÉÉÆxÉÉ SÉÉÆMÉ±Éä OÉÉ½þEò ¨½þhÉiÉÉiÉ. {É®ÆúiÉÖ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉìEäòSÉÉ OÉÉ½þEò ´ÉMÉÇ ½þÉ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É +ºÉ±ªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý
¶ÉäiÉEò®úÒ +É½äþ. iÉºÉäSÉ ¶ÉäiÉÒ ½þÒ ÊxÉºÉMÉÉÇ´É®ú +´É±ÉÆ¤ÉÖxÉ +É½äþ iªÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý PÉäiÉ±Éä±Éä EòVÉÇ {É®úiÉ¡äòb÷ Eò®úhªÉÉSÉÒ {ÉÊ®úÎºlÉiÉÒ
®úÉ½þÒ±ÉÒ xÉÉ½þÒ.
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-:: ={ÉÉªÉªÉÉäVÉxÉÉ ::1)
+É{É±ªÉÉ EòÉªÉÇ{ÉvnùiÉÒiÉ ¤Énù±É Eò®úhÉä.
2)
ÊxÉhÉÇªÉ |ÉGòÒªÉäiÉÒ±É Ê´É±ÉÆ¤É ]õÉ³ýhÉä.
3)
´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉ +ÉÊhÉ |É¶ÉÉºÉxÉÉ±ÉÉ MÉÊiÉ¨ÉÉxÉ Eò®úhÉä.
4)
xÉ´ÉÒxÉ iÉÉÆÊjÉEò ¤ÉÄEòÒMÉ {ÉvnùiÉÒ Îº´ÉEòÉ®úhÉä.
5)
º{ÉvÉæiÉÒ±É ¤Énù±ÉÉSÉÒ iÉªÉÉ®úÒ `äö´ÉhÉä.
6)
Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉªÉÉÆxÉÉ ºÉiÉiÉ |ÉÊ¶ÉIÉhÉ näùhÉä.
7)
|É¶ÉÉºÉEòÒªÉ JÉSÉÇ Eò¨ÉÒ Eò®úhÉä.
8)
ºÉÆSÉÉ±ÉEòÉxÉä EòÉ½þÒ +Énù¶ÉÇ PÉÉ±ÉÚxÉ näùhÉä.
9)
º{ÉvÉÉæi¨ÉEò ½þÉähªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ xÉ´ÉxÉ´ÉÒxÉ ´ªÉÖ½þ®úSÉxÉÉ +ÉJÉhÉä.
10)
´ªÉÉVÉnù®ú º{ÉvÉæxÉÖºÉÉ®ú `äö´ÉhÉä.
11)
¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÊ¶É´ÉÉªÉ <iÉ®ú OÉÉ½þEòÉÆSÉÉ ¶ÉÉävÉ PÉähÉä.
12)
+iªÉÉvÉÖÊxÉEò iÉÆjÉYÉÉxÉ ´ÉÉ{É®úhÉä iÉºÉäSÉ Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉªÉÉxÉÉ EÖò¶É±É Eò®úhÉä.
13)
ºÉä´ÉÉÆSÉÒ MÉÖhÉ´ÉkÉÉ ´ÉÉføÊ´ÉhÉä, ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉxÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê¶ÉºiÉ ´ÉÉføÊ´ÉhÉä.
14)
EòVÉÇ|ÉEò®úhÉÉSÉÉ ´Éä³äýiÉ ÊxÉ{É]õÉ®úÉ Eò®úhÉä ´É EòÉMÉnù{ÉjÉÉSÉÒ ºÉ®ú±ÉiÉÉ
15)
ºÉ´ÉÇ |ÉÊGòªÉÉÆSÉä ´ÉÉÌ¹ÉEò ´Éä³ýÉ{ÉjÉEò +ºÉÉ´Éä iÉºÉäSÉ {ÉÉ®únù¶ÉÇEò ´ªÉ´É½þÉ®ú +ºÉÉ´ÉäiÉ.
16)
¤ÉÄEò OÉÉ½þEò |É¦ÉÉ´ÉÒ ºÉÆ´ÉÉnù ´ÉÉføÊ´ÉhÉä iÉºÉäSÉ ºÉä´ÉäºÉÉä¤ÉiÉ OÉÉ½þEò ºÉx¨ÉÉxÉ
17)
VÉ¤ÉÉ¤ÉnùÉ®úÒ ´É EòiÉÇ´ªÉÉSÉä ÊxÉ]õ ºÉÆªÉÉäVÉxÉ, +ÉføÉ´ÉÉ ¤Éè`öEòÉÆSÉä +ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ
18) ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSÉä =i{ÉzÉ ´ÉÉføÒºÉÉ`öÒ |ÉÉªÉÉäMÉÒEò {ÉÖføÉEòÉ®ú
19)
{ÉÊ®úºÉ®úÉiÉÒ±É |ÉÊGòªÉÉ =tÉäMÉ SÉÉ±ÉhªÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä {ÉÖføÉEòÉ®ú PÉähÉä
20)
¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆxÉÉ ¶ÉäiÉÒ VÉÉäb÷ vÉÆtÉºÉÉ`öÒ +ÉÌlÉEò |É¨ÉÉhÉÉiÉ EòVÉÇ ={É±É¤vÉ Eò®úhÉä.
21)
ªÉÉäMªÉ ´Éä³ýÒ EòÉ¨ÉEòÉVÉÉiÉ ¤Énù±É Eò°üxÉSÉ Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉ®úÒ, +ÊvÉEòÉ®úÒ, ºÉÆSÉÉ±ÉEò ªÉÉÆSªÉÉiÉ |É¦ÉÉ´ÉÒ ºÉÆ´ÉÉnù.
22)
ºÉ¦ÉÉºÉnùÉºÉÉ`öÒ ½äþ±{É±ÉÉ<ÇxÉ ºÉÖ°ü Eò®úhÉä, ºÉÖSÉxÉÉSÉä º´ÉÉMÉiÉ Eò®úhÉä.
23)
ºÉ´ÉÇ ºiÉ®úÉiÉÒ±É EòÉ¨ÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê´É±ÉÆ¤É ]õÉ³ýhÉä.
ºÉÉ®úÉÆ¶É :ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEòÉSÉä º´ÉiÉÆjÉ ´É ´ÉäMÉ³äý +ÎºiÉi´É xÉ¹]õ ½þÉä>ðxÉ ºÉ´ÉÇ +ÊvÉEòÉä¹ÉxÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ BEòÉ ÊxÉEò¹ÉÉiÉ +É±Éä +É½äþ
iÉ®úÒ ºÉÖvnùÉ ªÉÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉ ¶ÉäiÉEòªÉÉÆSªÉÉ ËEò´ÉÉ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ±ÉÉäEòÉÆSªÉÉ +É½äþiÉ. ªÉÉ OÉÉ½þEÆòSÉÉ +ÉVÉ½þÒ ªÉÉ ¤ÉÄEòÉ´É®ú Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ +É½äþ.
¤Énù±ÉiªÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ MÉÊiÉ¨ÉÉxÉ +lÉÇ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉäiÉÒ±É º{ÉvÉæiÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉìEòÉ Ê]õEòÊ´É±ªÉÉ {ÉÉÊ½þVÉäiÉ.
ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ :1) National Federation of State Co.op. Bank Ltd. Navi Mumbai Publication June 2019

2) ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Åõ ®úÉVªÉ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ {ÉÖhÉä
3) xÉÉÆnùä b÷ ÊVÉ±½þÉ ¨ÉvªÉ´ÉiÉÔ ºÉ½þEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÄEò ´ÉÉÌ¹ÉEò +½þ´ÉÉ±É.
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mPp f’k{kk esa Hkkjrh; laxhr f’k{k.k dk egRo
Importance of Indian Music Education in Higher Education

izk-lquhy fHk- dksYgs
lgk- izk/;kid] laxhr foHkkx
th-,u-,-egkfo|ky;]ckf’kZVkdyh] ft-vdksyk
Email- sbknishu@gmail.com Mob -9822379966

lkjka’k %&
Hkkjrh; laLÑrh vius vki esa vuU;lk/kkj.k gS vkSj lkFkgh blesa lHkh dyk,¡] fo|k,¡ ,oa 'kkL= lekfgr gS]
ftuds cxSj bldh dYiuk ek= ugh dh tk ldrhA laLÑrh ds fHkrj iui jgh bu lHkh yfyr dykvkas esa laxhr dks
mPp dksVh dk LFkku izkIr gSaA laxhr dsoy ek= eujatu dh oLrq ugha vfirq eu fuekZ.k] mldk fodkl ,oa thou ds
laLdkjksa dk izsj.kk L=ksr Hkh gSA lkaxhfrd ukn ekuo eu dh og iqdkj gS] tks Lo;a vfodkjh gksus ds lkFk&lkFk euq";
ds fodkjksa dk uk’kd Hkh gSA Hkkjrh; laxhr ekuo dks 'kkLor thoun`f"V iznku djus dk dk;Z djrk gSA laxhr ds
Onkjk ekuork dh vfHkO;fDr gksrh gSaA laxhr ds lkr lqjksa esa euq"; ds thou dk eeZ fNik gqvk gSA mPp f’k{kk esa
laxhr dk vuU;lk/kkj.k egRo gSA mldh xjhek dks le>dj mPp f’k{kk esa laxhr dks LFkku nsuk vR;ar vko’;d gh
ugh vfirq vfuok;Z Hkh gSA mPp f’k{kk esa laxhr dk lekos’k djus ls vkt ds ;qok tks vius vkils HkVdrs tk jgs
gS] mUgs thou dh lgh fn’kk izkIr gks ldsxh vkSj lkFkgh mUgs bl fo"k; esa O;kolkf;drk ds volj Hkh izkIr gks
ldrs gSA mDr fo"k; ds lanHkZ esa izdV fd;s x;s ;g esjs vius fopkj gS vkSj esjs 'kks/ki= ds ek/;e ls Hkkjr ljdkj
dk f’k{kk ea=ky; ,oa mPp f’k{kk {ks= laca/kh fu.kkZ;d Hkwfedk fuHkk jgs ekuo lalk/ku fodkl ea=ky; dks mPp f’k{kk
esa laxhr f’k{k.k ds egRo dks voxr djkuk bl 'kks/ki= dk ,dek= mÌs’; gSA
izLrkouk %&
fdlh Hkh jk"Vª dh izxfr o leqf/n bl ckr ij fuHkZj gksrh gS fd ogk¡ ds ukxfjdksa dk Lrj dSlk gSA euq";
ds thou eqY; mlds thou thus dh i/nrh dks n’kkZrs gSA ;gh eqY; mldh xjhek dks c<krs gS vkSj lkFkgh ,d Js"B
lekt dk fuekZ.k Hkh djrs gSA ekuo ds ;gh eqY; mldk uSfrd vk/kkj gSA thlls mldk vkUrfjd HkkokRed Lrj
m¡pk gksdj mldk ckgÓk orZu la;fer] e;kZfnr ,oa yksddY;k.k dh Hkkouk dks tkx`r djrk gSA gekjs Hkkjrh; laLÑfr
us ^lR;a f’koa lqUnje~* ds opu dks gekjh jk"Vªh; rFkk lkekftd f=lq=h ds :i esa fLodkj fd;k gSA lR; dk lEcU/k
ekuo dh fopkj’kDrh] f’ko dk mlds dr`R o vkSj lqUnje~ dk mlds vkUrjhd Hkko ls vVwV lEcU/k gSA laxhr dh
ygj euq"; ds ân; dh dyqf"krk] lafd.kZ ] rkelh vkSj ik’koh o`Rrh;ksa dks [kRe dj nsrh gS] vkSj mlds eu dks
fueZy ,oa ifo= cuk nsrh gSA lPpk laxhr lk/kd n;kyq] lfg".kq vkSj mnkj gksrk gSA og lHkh /keksZ ,oa mldh
mikluk i/nrh;ksa dk vknj djrk gSaA og dHkh Hkh vlfg".kq vkSj fgald ugh gks ldrkA laxhr euq"; dh i'kqrk vkSj
nkuork dks [kRe dj nsrk gSA
f’k{kk ekuo O;fDrRo ds lokZaxh.k fodkl es vge Hkwfedk fuHkkrh gSA ckyd ds vkUrjhd xq.kksa dk fodkl
djus ds lkFk&lkFk mlds nks"kksa dk Hkh fujkdj.k djrh gS] ftlls mlds O;fDrRo dk fodkl gksdj og Lo;a ds
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lkFk&lkFk lekt] laLÑfr] jk"Vª vkSj lkFkgh laiw.kZ fo’o ds fy, ykHkdkjh gksrk gSA lkekU; f’k{kk euq"; ds ekufld
fodkl dh n`f"V ls rFkk yfyr dykvksa dh f’k{kk ekufld ,oa vkfRed 'kfDr;ksa ds fodkl es egRoiw.kZ gSA laxhr
f’k{kk dk vFkZ Loj] y;] rky ;qDr /kquksa o jkxksa dks fl[kkuk rks gS gh lkFkgh laxhr ds lk/kuk i{k ds izfr fo|kFkhZ
ds eu esa J/nk ,oa vkLFkk fuekZ.k djuk vkSj mlds lkaLÑfrd o lkekftd egRo dks vU; rd igq¡pkuk Hkh gSA
izkphu dky ls e/;dky rd laxhr iw.kZr% ?kjkuk ijEijk Onkjk fl[kk;k tkrk FkkA ftl dkj.k og lafd.kZ
lhekvksa esa c¡/k pqdk FkkA 19 oh 'krkCnh esa ia-fo".kq fnxacj iyqLdj rFkk ia- fo".kq ukjk;.k Hkkr[kaMs bu egkuqHkkoksa ds
vFkd ifjJe ls Hkkjrh; laxhr ?kjkuks dh tdMks ls eqDr gksdj loZlkekU; ds fy, blds Onkj [kqyus yxsA bu
egkuqHkkoksa us fo|ky; i/nrh Onkjk laxhr dk f’k{k.k nsuk vkjaHk fd;k ftldk ykHk lekt dks feyus yxkA orZeku
esa vusdksa f’k{k.k laLFkk;s vius&vius <ax ls laxhr dk f’k{k.k ns jgh gSA laxhr ds laLFkkxr f’k{k.k ds izpkj us
laxhr dh laoknkRedrk iz;kstuh;rk dks c<kok fn;kA laLFkkxr f’k{k.k ds izpkj us vla[; fo|kFkhZ;ksa dks
viuh&viuh :ph vkSj {kerkuqlkj laxhr f’k{kk iznku dj bl fo"k; ds izfr lekt es ,d tkx:drk ,oa vknj dh
Hkkouk dks mRiUu fd;kA bl laLFkkxr f’k{kk iz.kkyh ds vkus ls igys xkus&ctkus] u`R; djus okys dykdkj izla’kk
rks ikrs Fks fdarq lekt es mudk LFkku vlEekutud gh FkkA laxhr laLFkkvksa dh LFkkiuk rFkk fo".kqOn;ksa ds egRiz;klksa
ds dkj.k m¡ps ifjokjksa esa Hkh laxhr f’k{kk izkjaHk gks x;h vkSj ;gh laLFkkxr f’k{k.k iz.kkyh dh egRoiw.kZ miyC/kh gSA
mPp f’k{kk esa laxhr ds egRo dks le>us ls iwoZ ges bl fo/kk dks fo|ky;hu Lrj ls fdl rjg cPpksa esa
vadqjhr djuk pkfg, bl ij xaHkhjrkiwoZd lkspuk gksxkA laxhr ,d laLdkj gS tks euq"; dks thou ds eqY; fl[kkr gS
A vxj ckY;dky ls gh laxhr dk laLdkj mlds eu ij gksrk gS rks fu’p; gh og bl lekt dks viuk laiw.kZ
thou fu"Bk ds lkFk viZ.k dj nsxkA ikB’kkyk esa laxhr f’k{kd Onkjk fl[kk, x, Lojksa ds ek/;e ls ckyd ds cq/nh
dk og va’k [kqy tkrk gS ftl dkj.k mldh fu.kZ; {kerk fodflr gks tkrh gSA bl mez esa fl[kk, gq, ns’kHkfDr
xhr muds fnyks fnekx dks >d>ksj dj j[k nsrs tks mls viuh ekr`Hkweh ds izfr Lusg vkSj yxko rFkk vius lekt ds
izfr vius drZO;ksa dk Lej.k fnykrs jgrs gSA lkFkgh Ldwyh f’k{kk esa laxhr dk lekos’k djus ls NksVs cPpksa dks laxhr
ds ek/;e ls fofHkUu fo"k;ksa dk Kku lgt :i ls izkIr gks tkrk gSA tSls vxj fdlh dfork dks laxhrc/n dj vxj
og cPpks dks i<k;h tk; rks mldk izHkko fn?kZ dky rd jgrk gSA vkSj bflfy, izkjafHkd f’k{kk esa laxhr dks
egRoiw.kZ LFkku gSA gekjh ljdkj dks pkfg, dh og bls c<kok ns vkSj gj Ldwy esa laxhr f’k{kk vfuok;Z :i ls nh
tk lds bldk izca/k djsA
ftl rjg fo|ky;hu Lrj ls laxhr f’k{kk egRoiw.kZ gS mlh rjg mPp f’k{kk Hkh esa bldk egRo
vuU;lk/kkj.k gSA mPp f’k{kk O;fDr ds ftohdksiktZu dk lk/ku tqVkus esa lgk;d Hkwfedk fuHkkrh gSA laxhr ;g ,slh
dyk gS ftlds ne ij vkt vusdks ;qok jkstxkj izkIr dj laxhr dks viuk ftohdksiktZu dk lk/ku cuk jgs gSA ,d
le; ,slk Hkh Fkk tc dsoy pqfuank yksxksa dks gh laxhr fl[kus dk ;k viuh dyk dks iznf’kZr djus dk volj izkIr
gksrk FkkA laxhr dh f’k{kk nsusokys xq:vksadh Hkh deh FkhA orZeku esa laxhr f’k{kk ds lanHkZ esa yksxksa esa tkx`rh fuekZ.k
gks jgh gSA dsoy vkSipkjhd laxhr f’k{kk u ysdj fMxzh izkIr djusokys ;qokvksa dh la[;k c< jgh gSA vkSj lkFkgh
blls laca/khr vusd O;kolkf;d laHkkouk,¡ Hkh fuekZ.k gks jgh gSaA bflfy, gekjh mPp f’k{kk fufr esa laxhr fo"k; ds
izfr u;h f’k{kk furh dk fuekZ.k vko’;d gks x;k gSaA
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fu"d’kZ %&
mPp f’k{kk esa laxhr f’k{k.k dk lekos’k D;ks vko’;d gS\
1- euq"; dks ftohr jgus gsrq jksVh] diMk vkSj edku bu rhu cqfu;knh vko’;drkvksa dh iwfrZ djuh iM+rh gSA
f’k{kk dk mÌs’; euq"; dks bu fptksa dh iwfrZ djus ds ;ksX; cukuk gSA ftfodksiktZu dh izkfIr dh vkdka{kk
us f’k{kk ds O;kolkf;d mÌs’; dks tUe fn;k gSA euq"; dks Hkfo"; esa ftfodksiktZu ds fy, rS;kj djuk
mldh f’k{kk dk eq[; mÌs’; ekuk x;k gSA ml f’k{kk dks csdkj ekuk tkrk gS ftlls ;g mÌs’; lQy uk
gksA fu%lUnsg ftfodksiktZu ds lkFk&lkFk f’k{kk dk uSfrd] lkaLÑfrd ,oa ckSf/nd mÌs’; Hkh egRoiw.kZ gSA
vkSj ;g dsoy laxhr f’k{k.k ds Onkjk gh laHko gks ldrk gSA
2- mPp f’k{kk esa laxhr ds lekos’k ls fofHkUu {ks=ks esa jkstxkj ds volj Hkh ;qokvksa dks izkIr gks ldrs gSA
fofHkUu pWuYl ij gks jgs fj;yVh 'kkst us ;qokvksa ds fny eas mRdaBk fuekZ.k dj nh gSA lkFkgh laxhr ds
'kkL=h; ,oa fØ;kRed i{k ds Kkrk ,d E;wftd tuZfyLV ds :i esa vius djhvj dks lok¡j ldrs gSA
3- fpfdRlk ds {ks= esa Hkh dbZ laHkkouk,¡ gSA vkt ds oSKkuhd ;qx esa ;g fl/n~ gks pqdk gS dh ekuo ds vusd
jksxksa ij laxhr dh /ouhygjh;k¡ fo’ks"k ifj.kke igwwaWpkrh gSA bl dkj.k vxj bl {ks= esa laxhr ds iz;ksx ij
cy fn;k tk; rks fu’p; gh euq"; dk ’kkfjjhd vkSj ekufld LokLF; vkSj Hkh csgrj gks ldsxkA
4- vkfVZLV eWustesUV Hkh ,d O;olk; gh gSA dbZ dykdkjksa ds ikl dyk rks gksrh gS fdarq mldk ekdsZfaVax ugha
irk gksrk] ,sls esa vkfVZLV eWustj mldh lgk;rk dj viu vtZu dj ldrk gSA vkt foKkiu txr laxhr
ds chuk gks gh ugha ldrkA ftaxYl ds fy, fØ,fVOg laxhrkdkjksa dh vko’;drk jgrh gSA blds vykok
fMLd tkWdh] E;q>hd FksjfiLV] E;q>hf’k;u] jsdkWfMZLV] vkSj E;q>hd tuZfyLV ,sls vusdkas volj laxhr ds
{ks= esa miyC/k gSA
5- ,slk dgk x;k gS dh ^laxhr dyk fofgu% lk{kkr i'kq iqPN fo"kk.k ghu%A* bldk vFkZ ;g gqvk dh dsoy
euq"; gh ,slk izk.kh gS ftlds thou esa laxhr dk vuU; lk/kkj.k egRo gSA vkSj ftldks bl dyk dk
egRo irk ugh og iqPN foghu izk.kh gh gSA
6- laxhr esa og vykSdhd 'kDrh gS tks nquh;k dks cny ldrh gSA ,d nqljs ds ân; esa LFkku cukus dk ;g
,d ekxZ gSA dkykijRos laxhr esa cnyko vkrs x;s gSA vkt cs’kqekj fV-oh- vkSj ,Q-,e pSuYl vk pqds gSA
bu pSuYl ij dke djus dk volj ;qokvksa dks izkIr gks jgk gSA fdarq mPp f’k{kk esa budk ikB;Øe ds :i
esa lekos’k fd;k tkuk vko’;d gSA ftlls ubZ fi<h dks f’k{khr gks dj ;g volj izkIr gksrs jgsaxsA
7- laxhr ds {ks= esa lkmaM baftfuvjhax ;g ,d egRoiw.kZ fodYi lkeus vk jgk gSA xk;d dykdkj dh vkokt
dks vkSj csgrj cukdj Jksrkvksa rd igq¡pkuk budk dke gksrk gSaA bl dkj.k vkt ;qok bl fo"k; esa viuk
djhvj lokWj ldrs gSA bl fo"k; dk lekos’k dqN fo’ofo|ky;ksaesa dkQh de rkSj ij gks pqdk gSA mls
vkSj vf/kd c<kus dh vko’;drk gSA
8- laxhr ;g izk;ksfxd dyk gS A laxhr dh blh izk;ksfxdrk dks ns[krs gq, vkt vko’;d gS fd] laxhr f’k{kk
dks vfHk;kaf=dh ,oa vk;qfoZKku fd rjg O;kolkf;d f’k{kk ekudj mlesa ifjorZu fd;k tk; vkSj bldh
f’k{kk gsrq fo’ks"k lalk/ku tqVkdj laxhr dh vksj O;kolkf;d n`f"Vdks.k viukdj fo’ofo|ky;hu f’k{kk esa
bls O;kolkf;d ikB;Øe ds leLrj ykus ds fy, iz;klksa dh vko’;drk gSA
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lanHkZ xzaFk lwph &
1- MkW- dqekj _f"krks’k&laxhr f’k{k.k ds fofo/k vk;ke] dfu"d ifCy’klZ vWUM fMfLVªC;qVlZ ubZ fnYyh- izFke
laLdj.k 2010
2- iafMr fot;’kadj feJ ¼ladyu ,ao laiknu½&Hkkjrh; laxhr ds u, vk;ke] dfu"d ifCy’klZ vWUM
fMfLVªC;qVlZ ubZ fnYyh- izFke laLdj.k 2009
3- uhye ckyk egsUnzq&vk/kqfud vUrjkZ"Vªh;dj.k esa Hkkjrh; 'kkL=h; laxhr dh Hkwfedk] dfu"d ifCy’klZ vWUM
fMfLVªC;qVlZ ubZ fnYyh- izFke laLdj.k 2011
4- MkW- ujs’k dqekj&fgUnqLFkkuh 'kkL=h; laxhr esa iz;ksx ,oa ifjorZu] dfu"d ifCy’klZ vWUM fMfLVªC;qVlZ ubZ
fnYyh- izFke laLdj.k 2013
5- MkW- :ph xqIrk&Hkkjrh; laLd`fr 'kkLor thon`f"V ,ao laxhr] dfu"d ifCy’klZ vWUM fMfLVªC;qVlZ ubZ fnYyhizFke laLdj.k 2006
6- www.hindi.webdunia.com
7- www.careersinmusic.com
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´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ†×¬Ö úÖ¸ü †Ö× Ö ×¿Ö Ö Ö
¯ÖÏÖ. ‹ÃÖ. ‹ÃÖ. ŸÖÖµÖ›êü

(¸üÖ•µÖ¿ÖÖÃ¡Ö ×¾Ö³ÖÖ Ö ¯ÖÏ´Öã Ö )
´Ö¬Öã ú¸ü¸üÖ¾Ö ¯Ö¾ÖÖ¸ü ú»ÖÖ ´ÖÆüÖ×¾ÖªÖ»ÖµÖ, ´ÖãÙŸÖ•ÖÖ¯Öæ¸ü, ×•Ö. † úÖê»ÖÖ
Email.ID. sstayade.mpcollege@gmail.com ´ÖÖê. Ö. 9730827831
ÃÖÖ¸üÖÓ¿Ö :´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ“µÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ Öß Ö ×¾Ö úÖÃÖÖÃÖÖšüß ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü †Ö¾Ö¿µÖ ú †ÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ. †Ö¬Öã×Ö ú úÖôûÖŸÖ ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖ †Ö ÖÏÆü
¬Ö¸ü»ÖÖ •ÖÖŸÖÖê. ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü Æêü ¾µÖŒŸÖß“µÖÖ ¾µÖÛŒŸÖ´ÖŸŸ¾ÖÖ“ÖÖ †×¾Ö³ÖÖ•µÖ †ÃÖÖ ³ÖÖ Ö ÆüÖêµÖ. ÆüŒ úÖÓ×¿Ö¾ÖÖµÖ ´ÖÖÖ¾Ö¯ÖÏÖ Öß µÖÖ ÖÖŸµÖÖÖê “ÖÖÓ Ö»Öê
•Öß¾ÖÖ •Ö Ö Öê †Ö¯Ö ÖÖÃÖ ¿Ö úµÖ ÆüÖêŸÖ ÖÖÆüß. ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ“Öê ¾µÖŒŸÖ´ÖŸ¾Ö, Öã Ö¾ÖŸŸÖÖ, ÃÖ¤ËüÃÖ¤Ëü×¾Ö¾Öê ú²ÖãÛ¬¤ü µÖÖÓ“µÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖÖÃÖÖšüß ÆüŒ ú †Ö¾Ö¿µÖ ú
†ÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ. ÆüŒ ËúÖÓ×¿Ö¾ÖÖµÖ úÖê ÖŸµÖÖÆüß ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ Ã¾ÖŸÖ:“ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ú¹ýÖ ‘ÖêŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖ ÖÖÆüß. ¾µÖŒŸÖß“ÖÖ †ÖÓŸÖ×¸ü ú ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ŸÖÃÖê“Ö ³ÖÖî×ŸÖ ú
×¾Ö úÖÃÖ µÖÖ ¤üÖêÆüÖë“ÖÖÆüß †Ö¬ÖÖ¸ü ÆüŒ ú Æêü“Ö †ÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ. ´Æü ÖæÖ ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü Æêü ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ“µÖÖ ÃÖÓ¯Öã ÖÔ ¾µÖÛŒŸÖ´ÖŸŸ¾ÖÖ¿Öß ×Ö Ö›üßŸÖ —ÖÖ»Öê»Öê
†ÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ. ´ÖÖÖ¾Öß •Öß¾ÖÖÖ¯ÖÖÃÖãÖ ŸÖê †»Ö Ö êú»Öê •ÖÖ¾Öæ ¿Ö úŸÖ ÖÖÆüß.
²Öß•ÖÃÖÓ–ÖÖ / ´Öã µÖ ÃÖÓ ú»¯ÖÖÖ ×¿Ö Ö Ö, ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü, ¾µÖÛŒŸÖ´ÖŸŸ¾Ö, ²ÖÓ¬ÖãŸ¾Ö, ¿ÖÖÓŸÖŸÖÖ, ¸üÖÂ™Òü
¯ÖÏÃŸÖÖ¾ÖÖÖ :´ÖÖãÂµÖ ÆüÖ ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö ú ¯ÖÏÖ Öß †ÖÆêü. ŸÖÖê ÃÖ´ÖÖ•ÖÖ“ÖÖ ‘Ö™ü ú µÖÖ ÖÖŸµÖÖÖê“Ö †Ö¯Ö»Öê •Öß¾ÖÖ •Ö ÖŸÖ †ÃÖŸÖÖê. ´ÖÖÖ¾Öß •Öß¾ÖÖÖ“µÖÖ †Öê ú
Ö¸ü•ÖÖ †ÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ. ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖ•ÖÖŸÖ ¸üÖÆæüÖ“Ö µÖÖ Ö¸ü•ÖÖÓ“Öß ¯ÖãŸÖá ú¸ü Öê ¿ÖŒµÖ ÆüÖêŸÖê. ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ“µÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖ•ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ¾ÖÖÃŸÖ¾µÖÖ´Öãôêû“Ö ŸµÖÖ“µÖÖ
¾µÖÛŒŸÖ´ÖŸŸ¾ÖÖ“Öß •Ö›ü Ö‘Ö›ü Ö ÆüÖêŸÖê. ¯ÖÏŸµÖê ú ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ ´ÖÖãÂµÖ¯ÖÏÖ Öß µÖÖ ÖÖŸµÖÖÖê ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü Æêü ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú×¸üŸµÖÖ ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ —ÖÖ»Öê †ÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ.
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ×¿Ö¾ÖÖµÖ úÖê ÖŸµÖÖÆüß ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ †Ö¯Ö»µÖÖ ¾µÖÛŒŸÖ´ÖŸŸ¾ÖÖ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ú¹ýÖ ‘Öê Öê ¿ÖŒµÖ ÆüÖêŸÖ ÖÖÆüß. ‹¾Öœêü“Ö Ö¾Æêü ŸÖ¸ü,
ÆüŒ úÖÓ×¿Ö¾ÖÖµÖ ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ “ÖÖÓ Ö»µÖÖ ¯ÖÏ úÖ¸ü“Öê •Öß¾ÖÖ •Ö Ö ÖêÆüß ¿ÖŒµÖ ÆüÖêŸÖ ÖÖÆüß.
´ÖÖÖ¾Ö •ÖÖŸÖßŸÖß»Ö ÃÖ¾ÖÔ ÃÖ¤üÃµÖÖÓ“Öß ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖÂšüÖ †Ö× Ö ÃÖ´ÖŸÖÖ Æüß ´Öã»µÖê, ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“µÖÖ ´ÖãôûÖ¿Öß †ÃÖ»Öê»µÖÖ ‡ŸÖ¸ü
´Öã»ÖŸÖŸŸ¾ÖÖÓ¯ÖÏ´ÖÖ Öê“Ö ¯ÖÏŸµÖê ú ÃÖÓÃÖ éúŸÖß, ¬Ö´ÖÔ †Ö× Ö ŸÖÖÛŸŸ¾Ö ú ¯Ö¸Óü¯Ö¸êü´Ö¬µÖê †ÖœüôûŸÖÖŸÖ. †¿ÖÖ ´Öã»µÖÖÓÖÖ“Ö ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ´Æü™ü»µÖÖ •ÖÖŸÖê.
ˆ×§üÂ™ü¶ê
1) ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ“ÖÖ †£ÖÔ ÃÖ´Ö•ÖãÖ ‘Öê Öê.
2) ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ †³µÖÖÃÖ Öê.
3) ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“Öê ×¿Ö Ö ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ´ÖÆüŸŸ¾Ö †³µÖÖÃÖ Öê.
4) ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖŸÖãÖ ¸üÖÂ™Òü ˆ³ÖÖ¸ü ÖßÃÖÖšüß ×´Öôû ÖÖ·µÖÖ ´Öã»µÖÖÓ¾Ö¸ü ¯ÖÏ úÖ¿Ö ™üÖ ú Öê.
ÃÖÓ¿ÖÖê¬ÖÖ ¯Ö‘¤üŸÖß
×¿Ö Ö Ö †Ö× Ö ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü µÖÖ ¯ÖÏÃŸÖãŸÖ ×¾ÖÂÖµÖÖ“µÖÖ †¬µÖµÖÖÖ ú¸üßŸÖÖ ¾Ö ÖÔÖÖŸ´Ö ú ÃÖÓ¿ÖÖê¬ÖÖ ¯Ö¬¤üŸÖß“ÖÖ ˆ¯ÖµÖÖê Ö êú»Öê»ÖÖ †ÖÆêü.
ŸÖ£µÖ ÃÖÓ ú»ÖÖ
¯ÖÏÃŸÖãŸÖ ×¾ÖÂÖµÖÖÃÖÖšüß ŸÖ£µÖ ÃÖÓ ú»ÖÖ Æêü ×»Ö× ÖŸÖ ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖÖ“µÖÖ †Ö¬ÖÖ¸êü êú»Öê»Öê †ÖÆêü.
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ´Æü Ö•Öê úÖµÖ ?
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¯ÖÏŸµÖê ú ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ úÖÆüß ÖÖêÂ™üß ×´Öôû×¾Ö µÖÖ“ÖÖ †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü †ÖÆêü. µÖÖ †×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ»ÖÖ ‡ŸÖ¸üÖÓÖß ´ÖÖµÖŸÖÖ ×¤ü»Öê»Öß †ÖÆêü, †¿ÖÖ †×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ»ÖÖ
œüÖê²Öôû ´ÖÖÖÖÖê ÆüŒ ú ´Æü ÖãÖ ÃÖÓ²ÖÖê¬ÖŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖê. µÖÖ ÆüŒ úÖ´Ö¬µÖê †ÃÖê úÖÆüß ÆüŒ ú †ÖÆêüŸÖ ŸÖê ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ •Ö´ÖÖÖê ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ ÆüÖêŸÖÖŸÖ ¾Ö Æêü ÆüŒ ú
¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ •Ö´ÖÖÖê“Ö ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ —ÖÖ»µÖÖ´Öãôêû ŸÖê ×Æü¸üÖ¾ÖãÖ ‘Öê µÖÖ“ÖÖ úÖê ÖÖ»ÖÖÆüß †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ÖÃÖŸÖÖê, †ÃÖê ÆüŒ ú ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ ´Æü ÖãÖ †Öêôû Ö»µÖÖ
•ÖÖŸÖÖŸÖ. ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ“ÖÖ †£ÖÔ ÃÖÖÓ Ö ÖÖ·µÖÖ úÖÆüß ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü¾ÖÓŸÖÖÓÖß êú»Öê»µÖÖ ¾µÖÖ µÖÖ †¿ÖÖ ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ´Æü Ö•Öê ´ÖÖãÂµÖÖ“µÖÖ Öî×ŸÖ ú •Öß¾ÖÖÖ“µÖÖ ¯ÖãŸÖÔŸÖêÃÖÖšüß †Ö¾Ö¿µÖ ú †ÃÖ ÖÖ·µÖÖ ²ÖÖÊ ¿ÖŒŸÖß ÆüÖêµÖ. - ¯ÖÏÖê. ÖÏßÖ
 ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ´Æü Ö•Öê ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ •Ö´ÖÖÖê ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ —ÖÖ»Öê»Öê †ÃÖê †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü, •Öê ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖÖÖÖê •Ö Ö µÖÖÃÖÖšüß †ŸµÖÖ¾Ö¿µÖ ú †ÖÆêü.
- ¸òü›ü´ÖÆüÖ‰úÃÖ ×¾ÖÀ¾Ö úÖêÂÖ
 •Öß¾ÖÖ, Ã¾ÖÖŸÖÓ¡µÖ, ÃÖ´ÖŸÖÖ ¾Ö ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖÂšüÖ µÖÖÓ“µÖÖ ÃÖÓ²ÖÓ¬ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ‘Ö™üÖêÖê ÃÖÓ¸ü× ÖŸÖ êú»Öê»Öê †ÖÓŸÖ¸ü¸üÖÂ™ÒüßµÖ ú¸üÖ¸ü ¾Ö ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖßµÖ µÖÖµÖÖ»ÖµÖÖÓ ú›æüÖ
´ÖãŸÖÔ êú»Öê»Öê ÆüŒ ú ´Æü Ö•Öê ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ÆüÖêµÖ. - ›üÖò. ‹ÃÖ. êú. †¾ÖÃ£Öß ¾Ö †Ö¸ü. ¯Öß. ú™üÖ×¸üµÖÖ
 †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ´Æü Ö•Öê ÃÖ´ÖÖ•Ö•Öß¾ÖÖÖ“µÖÖ †¿ÖÖ †™üß †ÖÆêüŸÖ úß •µÖÖ×¿Ö¾ÖÖµÖ úÖê ÖŸÖßÆüß ¾µÖŒŸÖß Ã¾ÖŸÖ:“ÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ Öß Ö ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ú¹ý ¿Ö úŸÖ
ÖÖÆüß. - ¯ÖÏÖ. »ÖÖòÃ úß
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ :´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“Öß ÃÖÓ ú»¯ÖÖÖ ¯ÖÏÖ“ÖßÖ úÖôûÖŸÖß»Ö ÖÏß ú Ö Ö¸ü¸üÖ•µÖÖÓ‡ŸÖ úß“Ö •ÖãÖß †ÖÆêü. ÖÏß ú Ö Ö¸ü¸üÖ•µÖÖŸÖß»Ö úÖÆüß ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü¾ÖÓŸÖÖÓÖß
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“ÖÖ ¯Öã¸üÃ úÖ¸ü êú»ÖÖ ÆüÖêŸÖÖ. ŸµÖÖÓÖß ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú ÆüŒ úÖÓÃÖÓ²ÖÓ¬Öß ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ´ÖÖÓ›ü»Öê ÆüÖêŸÖê. ŸµÖÖÓ“µÖÖ´ÖŸÖê, ÆüŒ ú ´Æü Ö•Öê ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ»ÖÖ
×ÖÃÖ ÖÖÔ ú›æüÖ ×´ÖôûÖ»Öê»Öß ¤êü Ö Öß ÆüÖêµÖ. ´Æü ÖæÖ ÆüŒ ú Æêü ×ÖÃÖ ÖÔ¤üŸŸÖ †ÖÆêü. ¯ÖÏÖ“ÖßÖ ÖÏß ú Ö Ö¸ü¸üÖ•µÖÖÓ“µÖÖ úÖôûÖŸÖß»Ö Ã™üÖò‡Ô ú ŸÖŸŸ¾Ö¾ÖêŸŸµÖÖÓÖß
ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú ÆüŒ úÖÓ“µÖÖ ÃÖÓ ú»¯ÖÖê¾Ö¸ü ×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖ ³Ö¸ü ×¤ü»ÖÖ †ÃÖŸµÖÖ“Öê †ÖœüôãûÖ µÖêŸÖê. ŸµÖÖÓÖß †ÃÖê ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ¯ÖÖ¤üÖ êú»Öê ÆüÖêŸÖê úß, ¯ÖÏŸµÖê ú ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ
´ÖÖãÂµÖ¯ÖÏÖ Öß µÖÖ ÖÖŸµÖÖÖê úÖÆüß ÖÖêÂ™üß ×ÖÃÖ ÖÔŸÖ:“Ö ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ —ÖÖ»Öê»µÖÖ †ÃÖŸÖÖŸÖ. ŸµÖÖ ÖÖêÂ™üß ´Æü Ö•Öê“Ö ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú ÆüŒ ú ÆüÖêŸÖ. ŸµÖÖÓ“Öê ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú
ÆüŒ úÖÓÃÖÓ²ÖÓ¬Öß“Öê ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú úÖµÖªÖÓ¾Ö¸ü †Ö¬ÖÖ×¸üŸÖ †ÖÆêüŸÖ. Ã™üÖ‡ò Ô ú ŸÖ¢¾Ö¾Öê¢µÖÖÓ“µÖÖ ´ÖŸÖê, ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú úÖµÖªÖÓŸÖãÖ ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú ÆüŒ úÖÓ“ÖÖ
ÃÖÖ³ÖÖ×¾Ö ú×¸üŸµÖÖ ˆ Ö´Ö —ÖÖ»ÖÖ †ÖÆêü. ¯Öãœüß»Ö úÖôûÖŸÖÖ ¸üÖê´ÖÖ ŸÖŸŸ¾Ö¾ÖêŸÖÖ ×ÃÖÃÖê¸üÖê µÖÖÖêÆüß ÖîÃÖÙ Ö ú ÆüŒ úÖÓ“Öê ÃÖ´Ö£ÖÔÖ êú»Öê ÆüÖêŸÖê. ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ»ÖÖ
×ÖÃÖ ÖÔŸÖ:“Ö †ÃÖê ÆüŒ ú »ÖÖ³Ö»Öê †ÖÆêüŸÖ †ÃÖê ŸµÖÖ“Öê ´Æü Ö Öê ÆüÖêŸÖê.
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“Öê ×¿Ö Ö ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ´ÖÆüŸŸ¾Ö :¾µÖŒŸÖß •Öê¾ÆüÖ †Ö¯Ö»Öß ˆ®ÖŸÖß ú¸ü µÖÖ“ÖÖ ¯ÖÏµÖŸÖ ú¸üŸÖÖê ŸÖê¾ÆüÖ ŸµÖÖ´Ö¬µÖê †Öê ú ¯ÖÏ úÖ¸ü“Öê †›ü£Öôêû ×Ö´ÖÖÔ Ö ÆüÖêŸÖÖŸÖ. Æêü †›ü£Öôêû
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ´Öãôêû ¤ãü¸ü ÆüÖê‰ú ¿Ö úŸÖÖŸÖ. úÖ¸ü Ö ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“µÖÖ ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖß´Öãôêû ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ“ÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖÖ ÃÖÓ¬Öß ×´ÖôûŸÖê †Ö× Ö ¾µÖŒŸÖß £ÖÖê›ü¶Ö±úÖ¸ü
¯ÖÏÖ´ÖÖ ÖÖŸÖ †Ö¯Ö»ÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÖÕ Öß Ö ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ú¹ý ¿Ö úŸÖÖê. ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ“Öê ×¿Ö Ö ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ´ÖÆüŸŸ¾Ö †Ö¯Ö»µÖÖ»ÖÖ ÖÖ»Öß ´ÖãªÖÓ“µÖÖ †Ö¬ÖÖ¸êü Ã¯ÖÂ™ü
ú¸üŸÖÖ µÖê‡Ô»Ö.
1) ¿Öî Ö× Ö ú ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ - ×¿Ö Ö Ö ÆüÖ ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ“ÖÖ ´Öã»Ö³ÖãŸÖ †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü †ÖÆêü. ¾µÖŒŸÖß“ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ÆüÖ ŸµÖÖ“µÖÖ ¿Öî Ö× Ö ú ¯ÖÏ ÖŸÖß¾Ö¸ü †¾Ö»ÖÓ²ÖãÖ
†ÃÖŸÖÖê. ¯ÖÏŸµÖê úÖ»ÖÖ ¯ÖÏÖ£Ö×´Ö ú ×¿Ö Ö Ö †×Ö¾ÖÖµÖÔ ¯Ö¬¤üŸÖßÖê ªÖ¾Öê, ŸÖÃÖê“Ö ŸµÖÖ»ÖÖ ˆ““Ö ×¿Ö Ö ÖÖ“Öß ÃÖÓ¬Öß ¤êü Öß»Ö ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ ¾ÆüÖ¾Öß †¿Öß
ŸÖ¸üŸÖã¤ü ú¸ü µÖÖŸÖ †Ö»Öß †ÖÆêü. ŸµÖÖ´Öãôêû ¯ÖÏŸµÖê ú ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ ×¿Ö Ö ÖÖ“ÖÖ †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ ÆüÖê‰úÖ ŸµÖÖ»ÖÖ Ã¾ÖŸÖ:“ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ú¸ü µÖÖŸÖ
´Ö¤üŸÖ ÆüÖêŸÖê.
2) ‹ úÖŸ´ÖŸÖê“Öß ³ÖÖ¾ÖÖÖ - ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖ ÆüÖ ×¾Ö×¾Ö¬Ö •ÖÖŸÖß , ¯ÖÓ£Ö, ¬Ö´ÖÔ †ÃÖ»Öê»µÖÖ »ÖÖê úÖÓ“ÖÖ ¤êü¿Ö †ÖÆêü. ¯Ö¸ÓüŸÖã ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖÖŸÖ ¯ÖÏŸµÖê ú ¾µÖŒŸÖß»ÖÖ
ÃÖ´ÖÖÖ †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ —ÖÖ»µÖÖ´Öãôêû Ó¾µÖŒŸÖß ãúšü»µÖÖÆüß •ÖÖŸÖß“ÖÖ, ¬Ö´ÖÖÔ“ÖÖ, ¯ÖÓ£ÖÖ“ÖÖ †ÃÖ»ÖÖ ŸÖ¸üß ŸµÖÖ»ÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖÖ ¾ÖÖ Ö Öã ú ×´ÖôûŸÖê.
¯ÖÏŸµÖê úÖ»ÖÖ †Ö¯Ö»ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ú¹ýÖ ‘Öê µÖÖÃÖÖšüß ×¿Ö Ö ÖÖ“Öß ÃÖ´ÖÖÖ ÃÖÓ¬Öß ×´ÖôûŸÖê. Æüß ÃÖÓ¬Öß ¤êüŸÖÖÓÖÖ ŸÖÖê ãúšü»µÖÖ •ÖÖŸÖß“ÖÖ Ø ú¾ÖÖ ¬Ö´ÖÖÔ“ÖÖ
†ÖÆêü µÖÖ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü ú¸üŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖ ÖÖÆüß. ×¾Ö×¾Ö¬Ö ¬Ö´ÖÖÔ“Öê •ÖÖŸÖß“Öê ÃÖ Ö-ˆŸÃÖ¾Ö ŸÖÃÖê“Ö £ÖÖê¸ü ¯Öã¹ýÂÖÖÓ“Öß •ÖµÖÓŸÖß-¯Öã µÖ×ŸÖ£Öß ¾Ö ÖÖÔŸÖ ÃÖÖ•Ö¸üß
ú¹ýÖ ×¾ÖªÖ£µÖÖÕ´Ö¬µÖê ‹ úÖŸ´ÖŸÖê“Öß ³ÖÖ¾ÖÖÖ ×Ö´ÖÖÔ Ö ú¸üŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖê. µÖÖ ‹ úÖŸ´ÖŸÖê“µÖÖ ³ÖÖ¾ÖÖêŸÖãÖ •ÖÖŸÖßµÖ ×¾ÖÂÖ´ÖŸÖÖ ÖÂ™ü ÆüÖêŸÖê.
3) ²ÖÓ¬Öã³ÖÖ¾ÖÖ“Öê ÃÖÓ²ÖÓ¬Ö - ¿ÖÖôûÖ Ø ú¾ÖÖ ´ÖÆüÖ×¾ÖªÖ»ÖµÖÖŸÖ †³µÖÖÃÖ¯Öã¸ü ú úÖµÖÔ Îú´ÖÖÓ“Öê †ÖµÖÖê•ÖÖ êú»µÖÖÃÖ ×¾ÖªÖ£µÖÖÕ´Ö¬µÖê †ÖÓŸÖ¸ü× ÎúµÖÖ ‘Ö›æüÖ
µÖêŸÖÖŸÖ. µÖÖ´Öãôêû ŸµÖÖÓ“µÖÖ´Ö¬µÖê ÃÖ»ÖÖê µÖÖ“Öê ¾ÖÖŸÖÖ¾Ö¸ü Ö ×Ö´ÖÖÔ Ö ÆüÖê‰úÖ ²ÖÓ¬Öã³ÖÖ¾ÖÖ“Öê ÃÖÓ²ÖÓ¬Ö ¯ÖÏÃ£ÖÖ×¯ÖŸÖ ÆüÖêŸÖÖŸÖ. Æüß ²ÖÓ¬Öã³ÖÖ¾ÖÖ“Öß ³ÖÖ¾ÖÖÖ
×¿Ö Ö Ö µÖÖ ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ´Öãôêû ×Ö´ÖÖÔ Ö ÆüÖê µÖÖÃÖ ´Ö¤üŸÖ ÆüÖêŸÖê.
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4) ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖÓ×¾ÖÂÖµÖß ´ÖÖ×ÆüŸÖß - †Ö¯Ö»µÖÖ ¤êü¿ÖÖŸÖß»Ö ¾µÖÛŒŸÖ´Ö¬µÖê ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸ü Æêü †Ö¯Ö»µÖÖÃÖÖšüß, †Ö¯Ö»ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ú¸ü µÖÖÃÖÖšüß
†ÖÆêü µÖÖ²ÖÖ²ÖŸÖ £ÖÖê›üÖÃÖÖ †×¾ÖÀ¾ÖÖÃÖ †ÖÆêü. ¯Ö¸ÓüŸÖã •Ö¸ü ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ“Öê ×¿Ö Ö Ö ×¾ÖªÖ£ÖÖÕÖÖ ×¤ü»Öê Öê»Öê ŸÖ¸ü ŸµÖÖÓ“µÖÖ´Ö¬µÖê
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ×¾ÖÂÖµÖß ×¾ÖÀ¾ÖÖÃÖ ×Ö´ÖÖÔ Ö ÆüÖêŸÖÖê. Æüß •ÖÖ Öß¾Ö ×¾Ö×¾Ö¬Ö ¯ÖÏ úÖ¸ü“Öß ¾µÖÖ µÖÖÖê, “Ö“ÖÖÔÃÖ¡Öê, ¯Ö×¸üÂÖ¤üÖ, ¾ÖÖ¤ü×¾Ö¾ÖÖ¤ü Ã¯Ö¬ÖÖÔ,
úÖµÖÔ Îú´ÖÖ µÖÖ¾¤üÖ¸êü ×¾ÖªÖ£µÖÖÕÖÖ ú¹ýÖ ¤êüŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖê.
5) Ã¡Öß-¯Öã¹ýÂÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖÖŸÖÖ - Ã¡Öß †Ö× Ö ¯Öã¹ýÂÖ Æêü ÃÖ´ÖÖ•ÖÖ“Öê ¤üÖêÖ “ÖÖ êú †ÖÆêüŸÖ. ŸµÖÖ¯Öî úß ‹ ú “ÖÖ ú ÖÃÖê»Ö ŸÖ¸ü ÖÖ›üß ¯Öãœêü •ÖÖŸÖ ÖÖÆüß.
†Ö¯Ö»ÖÖ ¤êü¿Ö ÆüÖ ¯Öã¹ýÂÖ¯ÖÏ¬ÖÖÖ ÃÖÓÃ éúŸÖß“ÖÖ †ÃÖ»µÖÖ´Öãôêû ÛÃ¡ÖµÖÖÓÖÖ ¤ãüµµÖ´Ö ¤ü•ÖÖÔ ¤êü µÖÖŸÖ µÖêŸÖÖê. ÛÃ¡ÖµÖÖÓ¯Öê ÖÖ ¯Öã¹ýÂÖ ÁÖêÂšü †ÃÖê“Ö ´ÖÖÖ»µÖÖ
•ÖÖŸÖê. ¯Ö Ö ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ“µÖÖ ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖß´Öãôêû ÛÃ¡ÖµÖÖÓÖÖ ¯Öã¹ýÂÖÖÓ²Ö¸üÖê²Ö¸ü †Ö¯Ö»Öß Ã¾ÖŸÖ:“Öß ¯ÖÏ ÖŸÖß ú¸ü µÖÖ“ÖÖ †×¬Ö úÖ¸ü ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ —ÖÖ»ÖÖ †ÖÆêü.
Ã¡Öß-¯Öã¹ýÂÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖÖŸÖê“Öß Æüß •ÖÖ Öß¾Ö ×¾ÖªÖ£µÖÖÕÖÖ ÃÖÖ×¾Ö¡Öß²ÖÖ‡Ô ±ãú»Öê •ÖµÖÓŸÖß, Ã¡Öß-¯Öã¹ýÂÖ ÃÖ´ÖŸÖÖ ´Öã»µÖê, ÖÖ´Ö¾ÖÓŸÖ ÛÃ¡ÖµÖÖÓ“µÖÖ úÖµÖÖÔ“ÖÖ ÖÖî¸ü¾Ö
´Æü ÖæÖ ŸµÖÖÓ“µÖÖ •ÖµÖÓŸµÖÖ †¿ÖÖ †Öê ú †³µÖÖÃÖÖ¯Öã¸ü ú úÖµÖ Îú´ÖÖÓ´Ö¬ÖãÖ ú¹ýÖ ¤êüŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖê.
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖŸÖãÖ ¸üÖÂ™Òü ˆ³ÖÖ¸ü ÖßÃÖÖšüß ×´Öôû ÖÖ¸üß ´Öã»µÖê :¸üÖÂ™Òü ´Æü Ö•Öê ×Ö•ÖÔÖ ³Öã³ÖÖ Ö Ö¾Æêü, ŸÖ¸ü •Öß¾ÖÓŸÖ ´ÖÖ ÖÃÖÖÓ“Öß ¾ÖÃŸÖß, ŸµÖÖÓ“Öß × ÎúµÖÖ¿Öß»ÖŸÖÖ †Ö× Ö ŸµÖÖÓ“µÖÖ´Ö¬Öß»Ö ‹ úŸ¾Ö ´Æü Ö•Öê ¸üÖÂ™Òü ÆüÖêµÖ.
´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ´Öãôêû »ÖÖê ú¿ÖÖÆüß ¸üÖÂ™Òü ×Ö´ÖÖÔ Ö ÆüÖê µÖÖÃÖ ´Ö¤üŸÖ ÆüÖêŸÖê. ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖŸÖãÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖÖŸÖÖ, ÃÖÖ´ÖÓ•ÖÃµÖ, ÃÖ´Ö¾ÖµÖ, †ÛÃŸÖŸ¾Ö, ¸üÖÂ™ÒüßµÖ
´Öã»µÖê, ÃÖÆü úÖµÖÔ, ¾µÖŒŸÖß×¾Ö úÖÃÖ, ÃÖ¾ÖÔ¬Ö´ÖÔÃÖ´Ö³ÖÖ¾Ö, ÃÖ×ÆüÂ ÖæŸÖÖ, ¬Ö´ÖÔ×Ö¸ü¯Öê ÖŸÖÖ, ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖŸÖÖ †Ö× Ö µÖÖµÖ Æüß ´Öã»µÖê ×´ÖôûŸÖÖŸÖ, •Öß ¸üÖÂ™Òü
ˆ³ÖÖ¸ü ÖßÃÖÖšüß †³µÖÖÃÖ¯Öã ú úÖµÖÔ Îú´ÖÖÓ“µÖÖ ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´ÖŸÖãÖ ×¾ÖªÖ£µÖÖÕ´Ö¬µÖê ¹ý•Ö×¾ÖŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖê. ´Æü ÖæÖ ´ÖÖÖ¾ÖÖ×¬Ö úÖ¸üÖ“Öê ¸üÖÂ™ÒüßµÖ ˆ³ÖÖ¸ü ÖßŸÖ
†ÖµÖÃÖÖ¬ÖÖ¸ü Ö Ã£ÖÖÖ †ÖÆêü.
ÃÖ´ÖÖ¸üÖê¯Ö :†Ö¯Ö Ö •µÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖ•ÖÖ“Öê ‘Ö™ü ú †ÃÖŸÖÖê, ŸµÖÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖ•ÖÖ“µÖÖ ÃÖ¾ÖÖì““Ö ú»µÖÖ ÖÖ“µÖÖ ×¤ü¿ÖêÖê †Ö¯Ö»µÖÖ •Öß¾ÖÖÖ“ÖÖ ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ ‘Ö›üŸÖãÖ
†Ö Ö µÖÃÖÖšüß †Ö¾Ö¿µÖ ú †ÃÖ ÖÖ¸üß ÃÖÖ¬ÖÖê ´Æü Ö•Öê ÆüŒ ú ÆüÖêŸÖ. ÆüŒ úÖÓ“Öß ×ÖÙ´ÖŸÖß ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö ú ¯Ö×¸üÛÃ£ÖŸÖßŸÖãÖ“Ö ÆüÖêŸÖ †ÃÖŸÖê. ¤ãüÃÖ·µÖÖ
¿Ö²¤üÖŸÖ ÃÖÖÓ ÖÖµÖ“Öê —ÖÖ»µÖÖÃÖ ÆüŒ ú ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•Ö ú Ö¸ü•ÖêŸÖãÖ ˆ¤üµÖÖÃÖ µÖêŸÖÖŸÖ. ŸÖê¾ÆüÖ ¯ÖÏŸµÖê ú ¾µÖŒŸÖßÖê †Ö¯Ö»µÖÖ²Ö¸üÖê²Ö¸ü ‡ŸÖ¸üÖÓÖÖÆüß ÆüŒ ú ×´ÖôûÖ»Öê
†ÖÆêüŸÖµÖÖ“Öß •ÖÖ Öß¾Ö šêü¾Ö Öê †Ö¾Ö¿µÖ ú †ÃÖŸÖê. ¯ÖÏŸµÖê úÖÖê Ã¾ÖŸÖ:“µÖÖ ÆüŒ úÖÓ“ÖÖ ˆ¯Ö³ÖÖê Ö ‘ÖêŸÖÖÓÖÖ ‡ŸÖ¸üÖÓ“µÖÖ ÆüŒ úÖÓ¾Ö¸ü †Ö¯Ö»µÖÖ ú›æüÖ
†×ŸÖ Îú´Ö Ö ÆüÖê ÖÖ¸ü ÖÖÆüß µÖÖ“Öß ¤ü ÖŸÖÖ ‘ÖêŸÖ»Öß ¯ÖÖ×Æü•Öê. ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖßµÖ ¸üÖ•µÖ‘Ö™üÖê“µÖÖ ×ŸÖÃÖ·µÖÖ ³ÖÖ ÖÖŸÖ ú»Ö´Ö 12 ŸÖê 35 ¯ÖµÖÕŸÖ ´Öã»Ö³ÖãŸÖ “Ö“ÖÖÔ
ú¸ü µÖÖŸÖ †Ö»Öß †ÖÆêü. ¸üÖ•µÖ‘Ö™üÖêŸÖß»Ö 32 ¾µÖÖ ú´Ö»ÖÖŸÖ ´Öã»Ö³ÖãŸÖ ÆüŒ úÖÓÖÖ ‘Ö™üÖÖŸ´Ö ú ÃÖÓ¸ü Ö Ö ¤êü µÖÖ“Öß ŸÖ¸üŸÖã¤ü †ÖÆêü.
ÃÖÓ¤ü³ÖÔ
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

¯ÖÖ™üß»Ö, ¯ÖÏÖ. ¾Æüß. ²Öß. - ´ÖÖÖ¾Öß ÆüŒ ú, êú ÃÖÖ Ö¸ü ¯ÖÛ²»Ö êú¿ÖÃÖ , ¯Öã Öê ¯ÖÏ£Ö´Ö †Ö¾Öé¢Öß : 2009
¤êü¿Ö¯ÖÖÓ›êü, ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ - ´ÖÖÖ¾Öß ÆüŒ ú : ¯ÖÏ¿Ö †Ö× Ö ˆŸŸÖ¸êü, Öò¿ÖÖ»Ö ²Öã ú ™ÒüÃ™ü, ‡Ó×›üµÖÖ, Ö¾Öß ×¤ü»»Öß, ŸÖßÃÖ¸üß †Ö¾ÖéŸŸÖß : 2009
¿Öê»Ö ú¸ü, †³ÖµÖÖ - ´ÖÖÖ¾Öß ÆüŒ ú ÃÖÓ¸ü Ö Ö †×¬Ö×ÖµÖ´Ö 1993, ÖÖ×¿Ö ú »ÖÖò ÆüÖ‰úÃÖ, †Öî¸Óü ÖÖ²ÖÖ¤ü, †Ö¾ÖéŸŸÖß : 2003
ÃÖ²Ö ÖßÃÖ, ×Ö. - ´ÖÖÖ¾Öß ÆüŒ ú ÃÖÓ¸ü Ö Ö †×¬Ö×ÖµÖ´Ö 1993, ´Öã Óúã¤ü ¯ÖÏ úÖ¿ÖÖ , šüÖ Öê, †Ö¾ÖéŸŸÖß : 2005
ÖÖ ÖŸÖÖê›êü, × ú¸ü Ö - Öî×ŸÖ ú ´Öã»µÖ ×¿Ö Ö Ö, ×¾ÖªÖ ¯ÖÏ úÖ¿ÖÖ, ÖÖ Ö¯Öæ¸ü †Ö¾ÖéŸŸÖß : 2006
ú¸Óü¤üß ú¸ü, ÃÖã¸êü¿Ö - ´Öã»µÖ×¿Ö Ö Ö, ±ú›ü êú ¯ÖÏ úÖ¿ÖÖ, úÖê»ÆüÖ¯Öæ¸ü, †Ö¾ÖéŸŸÖß : 2006
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आधु नक यु गात डिजटल-तं

ान आ ण इंटरनेटमु ळे

चंड बदल झालेला आहे.वतमान यु गात

इंटरनेट हे वकासाचे न हे तर कं बहु ना मानवाचे एक अंग होऊ पहात आहे. उ च श णा या
वाढती गरज व

या या वृ तीमुळे त ण पढ उ च श

होते. व समृ

व सु ढ समाजाला

सु ढ समाजाची न मती

गत देशाची संक पना पूण हो यास वेळ लागत नाह . या

संक पनांना साकार याक रता भारत सरकारने
उप मांना ऑनलाइन कोसस

त झा ल तर समृ

े ात

वयम ्, वयं- भा, मु स, डिजटल लाय र

इ याद

वारे व या याना उपल ध क न दलेल आहे. वष 2020 पयत व व

व यालयांम ये व या याची सं या 14.4% ते 30% पयत जा याची संभावना आहे. या सवाक रता
डिजटल श ण मह वपूण जबाबदार पार पाडत आहे.
तावना
मा हती-तं

ान (आयट ) आज या वतमान काळात वा ण य, यापार, श ण व जीवनशैल चा

एक भाग झालेला आहे.वतमान मनु या क रता मानवाने मानवाला दलेले वरदान

हणजे "आयट "

होय.
मनु याने मागील काह वषातच मा हती-तं

ानामुळे संपू ण व वाला मु ठ त समा व ट केलेले

आहे. सट क अंकांची आकडेमोड, सू चना सु र ा,प रवतन ,आदान- दान इ याद कायाचे
संगणक सॉ टवेअर आ ण हाडवेअर
आधा रत सू चना

यां या उपयोगाने पार पाडतो मा हती तं

ान ह संगणकावर

णाल आहे. व व व यालयांम ये समाजात योगदान दे णा या उ च श णावर भर

दे यात येतो. याम ये गु णव तापू ण श णावर
असणा या दे शात अशा सं थांची
श णा वारे बहु तांश
संशोधनाचे मह व

यव थापन

ो साहन दले जाते,भारतासार या वशाल जनसं या

थापना करणे हे आ हाना मक काय आहे. या आ हानाला तं

माणात कमी करता येऊ शकते.

ान
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*उ च श णामु ळे व या याना वेगवेग या वषयांम ये
संशोधनाला चालना मळते

ो साहन

े ठ उ तम दजा या

ानासोबतच नवनवीन

ा त होते.

* उ च श णात संशोधनामु ळे समाजातील व वध वषय जसे धम,दशन,

ान व ान इ याद

े ात

कुशल व वान तयार होतात.
*

उ च

आंतररा

श ण

व या याम ये कुशल नेत ृ वाची

य वषयांचे

ान

न मती करते

यामुळे

व या याना रा

य-

ा त होते.

* उ च श णात आयसीट या उपयोगाने

य तींचे संकु चत वचार व तीण होतात, तसेच

ानात

वृ ी होऊन सां कृ तक स ह णुता नमाण होते.
* उ च श णात सू चना व सं ष
े णा या संशोधनाने संशोधन
सं ष
े ण याला वै ा नक
उ

ि टकोन

े ात नवीन वषय मळतो याच

माणे

ा त होतो

टे

* उ च श णाचा मु य उ ेश व
व आव यकतेनस
ु ार संशोधनाला
* आयसीट

ानाचे संकलन करणे, नवीन

ानाचे संशोधन करणे तसेच

सार

ो साहन दे णे.

या मा यमाने उ च

श णात अशा

राजनी त, शासन, यवसाय, कला- वा ण य इ याद

य तींची समाजात

न मती करणे जे दे शात

े ात मह वपू ण काय क

शकतील.

* इंटरनेट कं वा आयसीट चे उपयोगाने अनेक सेवांचे लाभ घेता येतात व संशोधनात नवीनता तसेच
स टकता व
*

ामा णकपणा बाळगता येते.

व या याना

यां या इतर अ यास मात

े डट पॉ

स ् वाढवू न दे याचेकाय आय.सी.ट .

वारे

केले जाते.
प रक पना
* आय सी ट

या मा यमाने एका ि लकवर गुणव तापू वक

ानाजन जगात या कुठ याह कोप यात

मळवता येते.
* संगणका वारे आयसीट

या मा यमाने परंपरागत पु तका या अ यासां या तु लनेत सहज

भावी

मा हतीचे आदान- दान केले जाते.
संशोधन प ती
उ च श णात आयसीट चा उपयोग या शोध पेपर क रता व लेषणा मक प तीचा उपयोग
केलेला आहे.
सू चना तसेच मा हती तं

ानाचा अथ
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सू चना तसेच

सारण तं

ानाला मा हती तं

ानाचा उप वभाग मानले जाते. "सूचनांना

एक त करणे

यांचे व लेषण करणे आ ण ते पाठ वणे या प तीला संचार तं

संयु त रा

वकास काय मानु सार सू चना आ ण संचार तं

संबं धत आहे हे

व वध उपकरण सेवा आ ण

ा य

मा यम, वतरण तसेच आदान- दान इ याद म ये मु य

ान

हटले जाते".

ान,"सू चनांना संचा लत कर याची

कांचा समू ह होय."

याचा उपयोग सू चनांचे

पात केले जाते.

संगणक आधा रत श ण वधी ची साधने
संगणकाधा रत श ण

णाल चे उ ट संगणका या मा यमाने श ण प ती अ धक सु यवि थत

कारे संचा लत करता येते श ण

णाल वै ा नक प तीवर क त कर यास मदत होते.

१. पर पर संवादा मक ि ह डओ
इंटरॅि ट ह ि ह डओ श ण वधी चा एक सरळ पारदश मा यम आहे. या वधीमु ळे व या याम ये
नणय घे याची

मता वृ ग
ं त होते.

२. राईज (RISE)
वष 2017 18 म ये राईज (इ

ा

चर अंड स टम इं ए यु केशन) या योजनांची सु वात

झाल या योजनेचा मू ळ उ ेश दे शातील उ च श ण सं थांम ये संशोधनावर आधा रत सु धारणा करणे
या योजनेअंतगत चार वषात एक लाख करोड

पये सरकार

शासना

वारा गु ंत वले जातात.

३. ई - यं (ई तं )
या योजनेअंतगत यवहा रक समाधानाक रता यवहार

ट ने अ भयां क य पढ तयार केल

जाते. वयम ् ऑनलाईन ए यु केशन पोटल ची घोषणा 1 फरवर 2017 ला साधारण बजेटम ये भारत
सरकार
४.

वारा केल केल 9 जुलै 2017 ला रा

पती

णव मु खज यां या

वारा लागू केल गेल .

वयम ्

(Study Webs of Active Learning For Young Aspiring Minds)
जे व याथ मा य मक व र ठ मा य मक व उ च श ण घेऊ शकत नाह ,अशा सव व या याना
श ण घे यासाठ भारत सरकारने डिजटल इं डया अंतगत

वयं ची न मती केलेल आहे.

भारत सरकारने तीन आधारभू त तवर श णाची आखणी केलेल आहे.
१)

येक व या याना यात

२) कोण याह

वेश मळावा.

व या यासोबत भेदभाव होउ नये,

३) गु णव तापूण श ण

येकाला मळावे.

या योजनेअंतगत वग नववी 9वी ते पद यु तर श णापयत आवडी- नवडीनु सार वषय घेऊन
श ण घेता येते. दे शातील १ हजार त

श कां या मा यमाने शक व याची यात सोय केलेल आहे.
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या योजनेअंतगत त ांना व याथ
घेऊ शकतात.

यां या सोयीनु सार मोबाईल (सेल) व न ि ह डओ बघू न मागदशन

वयं म ये श णा या चार प ती आहे.

१) या यान
२)

य-

ा य

३)संकलन
४)

नो तर आ ण मू यांकन.

५.

वयं भा भा

*

वयं भा ह

"डायरे ट- टू -होम"

ि ह डओ, टयू टो रयल ट ह वर

ट ह

सा रत केल

व या याक रता आहे. या अ यास मात सु ा

चैनल सेवा आहे. जी
जाते. ह
वयम ्

वयं या सव अ यास मांचे

सेवा इंटरनेट सु वधा उपल ध नसणा या

माणे (मोबाईल) दूरभाष वारे अ यास म पू ण

करता येतो.
*

वयं चे ३२ डी.ट .एच चैनल दारा घर बसू न अ यास क

शकतो.

मानव संसाधन वकास मं ालय आ ण अ खल भारतीय तकनीक

श ा प रषद माय ोसो ट

मदतीने " वयं" एकूण 2000 पा य म चाल व यास स म आहे. या ऑनलाइन कोसस

या
वारा

इंटरॅि टवे ल नग अनु भव दला जातो.
* मानव संसाधन

वकास मं ालयाने

व या याक रता नवनवीन योजना सु

केलेल

आहे. या

योजनेअंतगत सरकार व या याना मु त ऑनलाइन श ा दे ते.
६. रा

य शै

णक डपॉ झटर

(नॅशनल अकॅडमी डपॉ झटर ) ह एक ऑनलाइन बँक आहे. यात व व व यालय अनु दान
आयोगाचे मह वपू ण योगदान असते. या बँक चा उपयोग शै

णक सं था

माणप ,आ ण देशातील उ च श ण सं था वारा द या जाणा या ड लोमा
जाते. या बँक मु ळे
७.

माणप ांची

णक ड ी,

-प ांना सु र

त ठे वले

ामा णकता अबा धत ठे वल जाते.

य कं वा ि ह डओ कॉ फरि संग (V.C)
ि ह डओ कॉ फरि संग िजवंत

याम ये संचारा या उ श
े ांनी वेगवेग या
य ती

कं वा अनेक

य आहे.

शकतात.

वण कं वा ऑ डओ क फरि संग

यामु ळे दोन

कं वा

यापे ा अ धक लोकांना

थानावर आयोिजत केले जाते, या मा यमाने कुणी एक

य तींचा समू ह कुठ याह

अमोरासमोर राहू न वातालाप क
८.

वारा शै

अ य

य ती

कं वा समू हापासू न दूर असूनह
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ह एक टे लफो नक
केल जाते. या
जा त

वारे केल जाणार

येला टे ल कॉ फरि संग सु ा

व त आ ण छो या

या आहे. जी वेगवेग या कॉल करणा यांम ये
हटले जाते. ह

या ऑ डओ कॉ फरि संग पे ा

माणात असते.

९. ई- ल नग
याअंतगत संगणक आधा रत

श ण इंटरनेट आधा रत

श ण ऑनलाइन श ा इ याद ंचा समावेश

आहे.
१०. नॅशनल डिजटल लाय र (NDL)
नॅशनल डिजटल लाय र एक ऑनलाईन लाय र आहे. या

ंथालया या मा यमाने व या याना

70 लाखापे ा जा त पु तक ऑनलाईन उपल ध होतात. हे भारतातील सवात मोठे
सं था, श ण

सं था

http:IIndl.litkgp.ac.in या

ंथालयातील पु तकांना

मा यमाने

ंथालय

अशी

ंथालय आहे. सव
जु ळत

आहेत.

या

डिजटलायझेशन कर याचे काय आय.आय.ट खरगपू र या सहयोगाने होत

आहे. दे शातील कुठ याह

रा यात कोणीह

य ती लॉ गन क न नॅशनल

डिजटल लाय र

ने

लाभाि वत होऊ शकतात.
नवीन नोकर ची संधी
आय सी ट

मु ळे आयट या

े ात नवीन नोक यांची

न मती होते संगणक अ भयंता

कायवाहक संगणक काय इ याद नवीन रोजगाराची संधी उपल ध होते.
न कष
आधु नक यु ग हे तं

ानाचे यु ग आहे. यामु ळे श ण

याच धत वर भारत सरकारने सु ा
इ याद ं या मा यमाने

यात संगणक इंटरनेट ऑ डओ-ि हडीओ तसेच

योग क न उ च

उपयोगामुळे संपू ण व वभरात

संदभ

वयं, वयम भा

श ण गु णव तापूण सु लभ केले आहे. आयसीट चे

ानाजनासाठ कुठल ह मयादा श लक रा हलेल नाह , वेळेचे बंधन

रा हलेले नाह , जगातल कुठल ह मा हती आपण या वारे
सोयीनु सार यांचे अ यास म क

े या पासू न कसे वं चत राहू शकेल,

णाधात मळू शकतो. व याथ

शकतात.

ंथ सू ची

१. International Journal of Multidiciplinary Research and modern Education(I)MRE
२. श ण आ ण शोध अ भवृि त डॉ टर वेता अ रहंत

काशन सं करण 2019

यां या
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bZ&dkWelZ ps lektkyk Qk;ns
E-Commerce Advantage to Society

Ikzk- foykl ’kkejko pOgk.k
¼okf.kT; foHkkx½
Jh foBBy :fDeuh egkfo|ky;] louk rk- egkxko ft- ;orekG
E-Mail : chavhanvilasrao16@gmail.com

bZ&dkWelZ gh ladYiuk vkt txHkjke/;s foLrkjyh vkgs- ;k uO;k fodzhi/nrhewGs xzkgdkaP;k vusd izdkjs
Qk;nk gksow 'kdrks- rlsp mRiknu dj.kk&;k vusd daiU;kauk lq/nk ;keqGs Qk;ns gksrks- ;k izfdz;se/;s Qk;n;k lkscr
dkgh mf.kok nks”k uDdhp gksrks- ;ke/kwu vusd Qlo.kqdhps izdkj leksj vkys vkgsr- eqG fdaerhis{kk [kqi tkLr
fdaer olqy dj.ks vki.k ikgysyh oLrw vkf.k ?kjh vkysyh oLrw ;ke/;s rQkor vk<Grs ntkZckcr fHkUurk rlsp
vls dkgh Qlo.kqdhps izdkj ?kMr vkgsr;k O;kikjkr [kjsnh fodzhP;k loZ izdkjkP;k tls [kjsnh] fodzh ] 'kks/ku gs vkgsr- gk O;olk; bysDVzkWfud
O;olk;koj vk/kkfjr vkgs- bZ&dkWelZ daiu;k baVjusVoj LFkkfir gksrkr- miHkksDrk baVjQsl iznku djrks ts xjtsP;k
oLrwaph [kjsnh fodzhph ijokuxh nsrks- dszrk o fodzsrk ;kaP;ke/;s HkkSfrd laidZ ulrks- dkj.k [kjsnh vkWuykbZu >kysyh
vkgsHkkjrkrhy xzkgdkaph vkWuykbZu O;ogkj dj.;kph ekufldrk eksB;k izek.kkr ok<r vkgsvFkZrTKkaP;k vanktkuqlkj Hkkjrkrhy bZ&dkWelZ O;kikjkph ok< o”kZ 2013 lkyh 88 rs 89% ,o<h gksrhvkfFkZd eanh vlrkaukgh gh ok< y{k.kh; gksrh- vFkZfo”k;d ukeoar rTKkaP;k ers iq<hy rhu o”kkZZr ns’kkrhy
bZ&dkWelZ O;ogkj {ks=krhy myk<ky 55 gtkj dksVh :i;kai;Zr tkow ‘kdrs- bZ&dkWelZ gs tynxrhus ok<.kkjs ufou
O;kikj {ks= vlwu ;ke/;s ;qok oxkZlkBh eksB;k izek.kkr dfjvjP;k la/kh vkgsr- ;qok oxkZyk ;k {ks=kr foiwy la/kh
miyC/k gksow 'kdrkr- ns’kkrhy ukeoar Ldwy o vfHk;kaf=dhP;k fo|kF;kZapk ;k {ks=kdMs eksBk dy fnlwu ;srks;k {ks=klkBh ukohU;iw.kZ vWi fodflr dj.kkjs rTK] xzkfQd fM>k;ulZ] dUVsaV jk;VlZ] fMftVy ekdsZVlZ
lIyk; psu] izkWfQV eWustesUV dLVej vWfDof’k’ku xzkgd lsok] njfu’phrh vkf.k fofo/k izdkjP;k fodzh O;oLFkk
c?kk.kk&;k rTKkaph xjt HkklrsvkWuykbZu [kjsnhph ekufldrk vlysY;k xzkgdkaP;k lrr cnyR;k dykaP;k 'kks/k ?ksowu R;k izek.ks dk;Zjr
gksow 'kd.kk&;k o mRre laokn dkS’kY; vl.kk&;k o.kkZyk ;k {ks=krr eksBh la/kh vkgsbZ&dkWelZ pk O;ogkj gk OgjZP;qvyh Eg.kts lax.kdkOnkjsp gksr vlY;kus tkLrhr&tkLr ltZu f’kyrsyk
egRo vkgs- ukfoU;iw.kZ ckchapk 'kks/k ykowu R;kpk mi;ksx d:u eksB;k izek.kkr xzkgdkauk vkiY;kdMs oGo.;kpk
iz;Ru gksr vkgs- R;keqGs Hkfo”; dkGkr ltZuf’ky O;fDrhaph xjt eksB;k izek.kkr Hkkl.kkj vkgs- ;ke/;s dke
djrkauk ,dk Vhelkscr dke djkos ykxrs- R;keqGs izR;sd t.k l{ke vl.ks xjtsps vkgs ;kdjhrk l{ke mesnokjkaph
rikl.kh fofo/k pkp.;kaOnkjs dsyh tkrs- bZ&dkWelZe/;s dfjvj dj.;klkBh Lis’kykbTM vH;kldze v|ki eksB;k
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izek.kkr fodflr >kys ulys rjh ekfgrh raTKkukaP;k dkS’kY;klg okf.kT; 'kk[ksrhy inoh vFkok inO;qRrj inoh]
,e-ch-,¼Qk;ukUl½ ekdsZVhax ;k fo”k;karhy mesnokjkauk fofo/k la/kh miyC/k vkgsrbZ&dkWelZ {ks=kr dfjvj d: bfPN.kk&;k mensokjkauk Mk;jsDVj vWMOgjVk;ftax eWustj ekdsZVhax eWustj
fMthVy fc>husl eWustj] fMftVy lsYl ,fD>D;qfVOg ekdsZVhax eWustj dUlyVaV vkfn dfjvjP;k la/kh miiyC/k
vkgsrbZ&dkWelZ ps egRo@lektyk Qk;ns&
1½ vf/kd xzkgd & nqfu;kaP;k dks.kR;kgh Hkkxke/kwu oLrwaph [kjsnh fodzh dsyh tkow 'kdrs2½ fuf’pr osG ukgh & bZ&dkWelZ 'ksM;wy oj pkyr ukgh gs O;ogkj 24 rkl [kqys jkgrkr- osclkbZV iw.kZ fnol
[kqyh vlrs- T;kosGh okVsy R;kosGh xzkgd oLrwaph [kjsnh fodzh d: 'kdrks3½ deh HkkaMoy & ;kdjhrk dks.kR;kgh fuf’pr nqdkukph xjt ukgh R;keqGs eksB;k izek.kkr HkkaMoykph cpr gksrs;kf’kok; dzsrk o fodzsrk ;kauk ,dk fBdk.kh ?ksouw ;srks rlsp mRiknu O;; lq/nk ukgh4½ eksBk ykHk & HkkaMoy deh] foLrkfjr cktkj ;kpk vFkZ vlk vkgs fd deh fdaerhe/;s tkLr uQk feGfo.ks
;ke/;s tkLr oLrw fodY;k tkrkr o eksBk uQk feGfoyk tkrks5½ fLdsysfcfyVh & ;kpk vFkZ vkgs vki.k ,dk osGsr ,d fdaok ,d gtkj yksdkauk vkiY;k oLrw fodw ‘kdrk
ijaijkxr nqdkauke/;s xzkgdkaph la[;k e;kZfnr vlY;kus fodzh e;kZfnr gksowu uQk deh feGrks6½ lqfo/kk ok<fors & xzkgd vkiY;k osGsuqlkj lksbZizek.ks ;k oLrwaph fMysOgjh lq/nk ?kj clY;k ?kjh feGrs- T;k
O;Drh vkiY;k dk;kZr lnSo O;Lr vlrkr R;kaps djhrk gs lokZr pakxyh lqoh/kk o lks; vkgs7½ mRiknu o fdaer ;kph rqyuk djus lksbZps & oLrwaph [kjsnh djrkauk xzkgd oLrwph fdaer osclkbsV oj
Compare d: 'kdrks T;kewGs pkaxY;kr pkaxyh oLrw fodr ?ks.;kl lgdk;Z feGrs- ;klkscrp fMLdkmaV dqiu
v’kk izdkjps Qk;ns ykHk feGrkr8½ LVkVZvi lkBh lksbZps & T;k yksdkauk O;kikj djk;k vkgs i.k R;kapsdMs nqdku ?ks.;klkBh fdaok O;kikj
dj.;klkBh iqjsls HkkaMoy miyC/k ukgh HkkMs [kqi tkLrr vkokD;k ckgsj vkgs R;kapsdfjrk bZ&dkWelZ O;kikj dj.ks o
ok<fo.ks lgt o lksbZps vkgs9½ ljG xzkgdkai;Zar oLrw & ijaijkxr O;kikjke/;s vkiY;k nqdkuki;Zar xzkgdkaph la[;k e;kZfnr vlrs ijarw ;k
bZ&dkelZ O;kikjkr baVjusVP;k ek/;eke/kwu vkiY;k xzkgdkaph la[;k txHkj o ve;kZfnr vlrs10½ QkLV isesUV & vkWuykbZu LVksj bysDVzkWfud fdaok eksckbZy VzkatsD’kupk mi;ksx d:u Rofjr oLrwaps isesaUV djus
lksbZps gksrs- rjhlq/nk ;ke/;s dkgh =qVh] Qlo.kqdhps izdkj yksdkaps vKku fo’oklkph derjrk ;kewGs Qkj deh yksd
Online [kjsnh djus ilan djrkrijarw tltls Cashless Shopping yk ljdkjus c<kok fnysyk vkgs- izksRlkgu fnyssys vkgs- R;keqGs
yksdkauk bZ&dkWelZ P;k [kjsnhdMs tkLr oGysys vkgsr;s.kk&;k dkGkr bZ&dkWelZ O;kikjkpk eksBk Hkkx gksowu tkLrhr tkLr yksd oLrwaph [kjsnh fodzh Online p
dj.ks ilan dj.kkj vkgsr-
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'ksrdÚ;akP;k izeq[k lkekftd leL;k
izk- MkW- fM- bZ- macjdj
¼lekt’kkL= foHkkx izeq[k½
flrkckbZ dyk egkfonÓkky;] vdksyk
izLrkouk%
izR;sd lektkr lkekftd] vkfFkZd] lkaLd`frd] /kkfeZd] 'kS{kf.kd] jktfd; bR;knh fofo/k izdkjP;k leL;k
vk<Gr vlY;k rjh izR;sd lektkrhy leL;sps Lo:Ik vkf.k R;kaph rhozrk ;ke/;s rQkor vlrs- Hkkjrh; lekt
gk izkeq[;kus ukxjh lekt] xzkeh.k lekt] vkfnoklh lekt ;k rhu leqnk;ke/;s foHkkxysyk vlwu ;k leqnk;krhy
d`"kh {ks=k’kh fuxMhr O;olk; dj.kkÚ;k 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k leL;k gÓkk vR;ar fcdV Lo:ikP;k vkgsr- d`"kh vkf.k d`"kh’kh
layXuhr O;olk; dj.kkÚ;k 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k leL;k :<h] izFkk] ijaijk] O;lukf/kurk] ijaijkxr thou n`f"Vdksu] fulxZ]
d`f"kph mRikndrk bR;knh fofo/k ?kVdka’kh lacf/kr vkgsr'ksrh o 'ksrdjh Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk d.kk letyk tkrks- 'ksrdÚ;kaeqGs Hkkjr vUu/kkU;kP;k mRiknukr
Lokoyach o iqjsls mRiknu dj.kkjk ns’k cuyk vkgs- iajrq xsY;k dkgh fnolkaiklwu fofo/k dkj.kkeqGs jk"Vªh; mRiknukr
d`f"k{ks=kpk okVk@;ksxnku ?kVys vkgs- tfeuhps vleku foHkktu] vfuf’pr ikÅl] ntsZnkj ch&ch;k.ks vkf.k
fdVduk’kds] [krs ;kapk vHkko nqckj fidkaps vi;’k R;keqGs deh mRiknu gksrs- R;keqGs cgqla[; 'ksrdjh xjhc vkgs'ksrdÚ;kaph xjhch gs vVG vl.kkÚ;k dtZcktkjhi.kkps ewG dkj.k vkgs- 'ksrdÚ;kaph ifjfLFkrh vf/kd fcdV o xaHkhj
dj.;kl 'ksreky fofØP;k i/nrhpk vHkko] d`f"km|ksxkyk ;ksX; rÚgsus foRriqjoBk dj.kkÚ;k lk/kukapk vHkko ;klkj[ks
?kVd tckcnkj vkgsrvktP;k ;qxkr foKkukus dsysyh izxrh] fofo/k lks;h&lqfo/kk bR;knh y{kkr ?ksrk xzkeh.k Hkkxkr thou
tx.kkjk 'ksrdjh vktgh n;uh; thou txr vkgs- 'ksrdÚ;kaleksj vl.kkÚ;k iz’ukaps Lo:i vR;ar fcdV o
xqarkxqarhps >kys vkgs- 'ksrdÚ;kaleksj vkt vusd leL;k vkgsr- R;k leL;k letkoqu ?ks.ks o R;krqu vko’;d
vkgs- izLrqr 'kks/kfuca/kkr lkekftd leL;k vH;klY;k vkgsr'kks/kfuca/kkph mfí"VÓks%
1- 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k lkekftd leL;kaps lfoLrj v/;;u dj.ks2- 'ksrdÚ;kauk mn~Hk.kkÚ;k lkekftd leL;kaph izklafxdrk vH;kl.ks'ksrdÚ;kaP;k lkekftd leL;k%
'ksrdÚ;kauk fofo/k leL;k vlwu dkgh izeq[k leL;k [kkyhyizek.ks vkgsr1- Tkfeuhps rqdMhdj.k%
Tkfeuhps rqdMs gks.;kph fØ;k 'ksrhP;k fodklkyk ekjd vkgs- 'ksrh rqdMhdj.kkeqGs eksB;k izek.kkr
tfeuhpk viO;; gksrks- tfeuhps rqdMs ikMrkauk lhek vk[kyh tkrs- ;kosGh dqai.kklkBh o /kqÚ;kalkBh th tehu
ykxrs rh ok;k tkrs- nqljh o tkLr egRokph xks"V Eg.kts foHkktu gksr&gksr brds ygku rqdMs gksrkr dh] R;koj
ykxoM dj.ks v’kD; gksrs- 'ksrhps {ks= ygku vlY;kewGs 'ksrh lq/kkj.ksyk vMFkGk fuekZ.k gksrks- dkj.k NksV;k {ks=koj
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[kpZ dj.ks ijoMr ukgh- R;keqGsp 'ksrdÚ;kph vkfFkZd fLFkrh rj [kykoysyh jkgrs- 'ksrhP;k NksV;k vkdkjko:u
'ksrdÚ;kae/;s fookn fuekZ.k >kysys vkgsr- R;klkscrp ,dkp ekydhps vusd NksVs rqdMs vlY;kl O;oLFkkiu dj.ks
'kD; gksr ukgh- R;keqGs vR;Yi mRiknu feGwu nkfjnzkr Hkj iMrsR;keqGs tfeuhps rqdMhdj.k gh lq/nk 'ksrdjh thoukrhy ,d xaHkhj o Toyar leL;k vkgs- 'ksrtfeuhP;k
rqdMhdj.kkeqGs tkLr [kpZ o deh mRiknu v’kk rqVhP;k vFkZjpusph ok< >kyh vkgs2- tkxfrdhdj.kkpk 'ksrhojhy izHkko%
orZeku ifjfLFkrhr jklk;fud [krs] fc;k.ks] d`"kh mi;qDr brj lk/kus] T;ke/;s fofo/k ?kVdkapk lekos’k gksrks
;koj tkxfrfddj.kkpk ifj.kke >kyk vkgs- mRiknu [kpZ vkf.k feG.kkjs mRiknu ;krhy rQkor ok<r vlwu ;ke/kwu
vusd Hkh"k.k iz’u fuekZ.k gksr vkgsr3- 'ksrdÚ;kapk dtZcktkjhi.kk%
dqVaqckrhy lnL;kaph Okk<rh yksdla[;k vkf.k R;kaP;k xjtkaph iqrZrk djrkuk 'ksrhps mRiUu viqjs iMrs- v’kk
osGsl 'ksrdÚ;kauk xkokrhy lkodkj] O;kikjh] Jhear 'ksrdjh] ukrsokbZd] cWadk fdaok irlaLFkk ;kaP;kdMwu dtZ ?;kos
ykxrs- 'ksrdÚ;kadMs dtkZph ijrQsM dj.;kps ;ksX; lk/ku miyC/k >kys ukgh rj 'ksrdÚ;kojhy ,dw.k dtkZe/;s
O;ktkP;k jdeslg dze’k% ok< gksrs vkf.k R;kaP;krhy _.kxzLrrk ok<rs- 'ksrdÚ;kaph fLFkrh lek/kkudkjd ulY;keqGs
?ksrysY;k dtkZpk cjkplk Hkkx rks vuqRiknd dk;kZoj [kpZ djrks R;keqGs dtkZph ijrQsM dj.;kph {kerk R;kaP;kr
fuekZ.k gksr ukgh o R;kaP;kojhy dtkZpk ckstk ok<r tkrks4- 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k vkRegR;k%
vk/kqfud dkGkr xzkeh.k Hkkxkr vusd leL;k vkgsr- mnk%& dtZcktkjhi.kk] csdkjh] nkfjnz;] ukihdh]
bR;knheqGs ;k O;olk;kizfr nqjkok fuekZ.k gksr vkgs- T;keqGs xSjfdlkuhdj.k gksÅu xzkeh.k Hkkxkr mnjfuokZgkpk iz’u
fuekZ.k gksrkuk vk<Gwu ;srks- ifj.kker% Hkkjrkr izkeq[;kus vkt vka/kzizns’k ¼16 ftYgs½] dukZVd ¼6 ftYgs½ vkf.k
dsjG ¼3 ftYgs½ v’kk 4 jkT;krhy 31 ftYãkr 'ksrdjh vkRegR;k djrkauk fnlwu ;srkr- ;k leL;sdMs yodjp
y{k fnys ukghrj gh leL;k foØkG :Ik /kkj.k d:u ns’kkpk ^iksf’kank* oxZ u"V djsy o R;kps ifj.kke loZ ns’kkykp
Hkksxkos ykxrhyvkt Hkkjrh; yksd’kkgh izxYHkrsP;k fn’ksus okVpky djr vlrkuk ns’kkrhy 4 jkT;krhy 31 ftYgÓkke/;s
izkeq[;kus ^’ksrdjh vkRegR;k* gh leL;k iz[kjrsus tk.kor vkgs- ^^ns’kkrhy brj jkT;kaP;k rqyusr egkjk"Vªkr
'ksrdÚ;kaP;k vkRegR;k lokZf/kd ?kMY;k vkgsr- R;krY;k R;kr ,dVÓkk fonHkkZrp 'ksrdÚ;kauh eksBÓkk izek.kkr
vkRegR;k dsY;k vkgsr5- fotsph VapkbZ% ¼vfu;fer ohtiqjoBk½
'ksrhP;k vusd leL;kae/;s ohtiqjoBÓkkph leL;k gh izeq[k leL;k cuyh vkgs- vkf.k ;k leL;sph O;kIrh
laiw.kZ ns’kHkj vkgs- vkrk ;k leL;sus mxz:i /kkj.k dsys vkgs- 'ksrhyk ik.kh ns.;klkBh ohtiai gs vkrk izeq[k lk/ku
cuys vkgs- fM>sy njok<heqGs brj lk/kus vkrk dkyckgÓk vkf.k u ijoM.kkjh >kyh vkgsrmilk flapu i/nrhus fnys tk.kkjs ik.kh vkrk lglk QDr ohtiaikus fnys tkrs- vkf.k uftdP;k Hkfo";kr
;kyk i;kZ; ukgh- gh oht ijoM.kkÚ;k njkus fu;fer vkf.k iqjs’kk nkckus feGkoh gh 'ksrdÚ;kaph jkLr vis{kk vkgsvkf.k oLrqfLFkrh ;kP;k usedh myV vkgs- vo"kZ.k dkGkr ik.khp ulrs- v’kk osGh oht fu;fer vlwugh mi;ksxkph
ukgh- vkf.k tsOgk 'ksrhlkBh ik.kh miyC/k vlrs rsOgk ohtiqjoBk ,drj [kaMhr vlrks] deh nkckus vlrks] fdaok
Hkkj fu;eukP;k ukok[kkyh can vlrks- pksohl rklkr ,d&nksu rklklkBh vkf.k rksgh jk=hP;k osGh lq: vlrks-
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ohtiqjoBk fu;fer ulY;keqGs 'ksrdÚ;kyk ohtiaiktoG 24 rkl n{k jkgwu tkxj.k djkos ykxrs- 'ksrkr
<ksj esgur d:u ykxoM dsysys ihd fu;fer o osGpsosGh ik.kh ikGÓkk u fnY;kus ihds ok;k tkrkr- [kpZ ok;k
tkrks vkf.k mRiUugh cqMrs6- fulxkZpk ygjhi.kk%
'ksrh O;olk; gk fulxkZoj voyacwu vkgs- ikml] ik.kh] gokeku] lw;Zizdk’k] m".krk] no] /kqds] jksx] dhM
v’kk vusd cktwapk fopkj 'ksrhr vko’;d vlrks- vfro`"Vh] vo"kZ.k] vfu;fer o`"Vh] [kjkc gokeku] jksx vkf.k
fdMhapk izknqHkkZo] fidcqM] HkkoiM v’kk vla[; leL;kaP;k rukok[kkyh 'ksrh ihdoyh tkrs- vkf.k dks.kR;kuk
dks.kR;k izdkjs 'ksrdÚ;kauk QVdk clrks- R;keqGs [kpZ otk tkrk 'ksrdÚ;kauk f’kYyd dkgh jkgr ukghr- rks
dtZcktkjh gksrks- vkf.k vkRegR;k dj.;k[ksjht R;kP;kdMs nqljk i;kZ; Åjr ukgh7- xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy lkodkjkaps vfLrRo %
xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy tehunkj vkf.k lkodkj gs Lor% 'ksrh djr ukgh- ijarq vkiyh 'ksrh gh brj 'ksrdÚ;kauk
fg’’;kus dj.;klkBh nsrkr- tehunkj vkf.k lkodkj] 'ksrdjh o 'ksrdjh o 'ksretqjkauk xjt okVsy rsOgk dtZiqjoBk
djrkr- lkodkj vkf.k tehunkjkauh 'ksrdjh o 'ksretqjkauk dsysY;k dtZiqjoBÓkkeqGs vkiys xqyke osBfcxkj letrkrtfeunkj vkf.k lkodkjkdMwu xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy tursph vkfFkZd Qlo.kwd dsyh tkrs- R;keqGs 'ksrdÚ;kaps
vkfFkZd uqdlku gksrs- 'ksrdjh o 'ksretqjkauk ljdkjh enr miyC/k gksm 'kdr ukgh- R;keqGs xkokrhy lkodkj vkf.k
O;kikjh tehunkj ;kaP;kdMwu R;kauk dtZ ?;kos ykxrs- vkf.k R;kapk O;ogkj tkLr vlY;kus lkodkj] tehunkj]
O;kikjh 'ksrdÚ;kaps o 'ksretqjkaps 'kks"k.k djrkr- R;keqGs xzkeh.k _.kxzLrrk ok<rs8- tyflapu lqfo/kkapk vHkko%
'ksrhP;k fodklkr ^ik.kh* gk ?kVd vR;ar egRoiw.kZ letyk tkrks- ik.;kyk 'ksrhps ^thoujDr* letY;k
tkrs- d`f"kiz/kku Hkkjr ns’kkph izxrh 'ksrhP;k fodklkr nMyh vkgs- vkf.k ;kp dkj.kkeqGs Hkkjrkr ik.khiqjoBk fdaok
tyflapu ;k fo"k;kyk vuU;lk/kkj.k egRo izkIr >kys vkgs- ;k egRokyk ;k 'kCnkr O;Dr dsys vkgs- ik.kh
iqjoBÓkkeqGs tehuhph mRikndrk lOOkkiVhus ok<rs- ;ko:u vls Eg.kkos ykxsy dh] 'ksrhpk fodkl gk ik.;kf’kok;
'kD;p gks.kkj ukgh- ijarq Hkkjrh; 'ksrh gh ekUlwupk tqxkj EgVY;k tkrs- izxr ns’kkP;k rqyusr Hkkjrke/;s ik.;kps
L=ksr vis{ksis{kk deh tk.korkr9- xkoikrGhoj vlysys jktdkj.k%
^xko tso<s ygku rso<s xkokps jktdkj.k egku* vls Eg.k.;kph osG vkysyh vkgs- ;k jktdkj.kkrwu Li/kkZ
r;kj >kyh- vgadkj ok<ys- yXudk;kZr [kpkZph p<kvks< r;kj >kyh- ,desdkauk lgdk;Z dj.;k,soth nqlÚ;kps ik;
vks<.;kph Li/kkZ r;kj >kyh- izxrh dj.;k,soth nqlÚ;kps uqdlku dls gksbZy ;kph la/kh 'kks/kw ykxys- xkokxkokr
okn ok<ys cka/ko:u] jLR;ko:u okn lq: >kys HkkaM.ks iksfylkr tkÅ ykxyh- rsFkwu iq<s dksVkZi;Zar HkkaM.ks xsyh- gh
HkkaM.ks o"kkZuqo"kZs pkyrkr- R;krwu fu"iUu dkghgh gksr ukgh- i.k R;keqGs osG vkf.k iSlk [kpZ gksrks- eu% LokLF;]
dqVqackps LokLF; fc?kMrs- izxrh ,soth v/kksxrh Ogk;yk ykxrsXkokr ikVÓkkZ r;kj gksrkr- ,dkp dqVqackrhy O;Drh ijLij fojks/kh xVkr vlrkr- vkf.k gs o"kkZuqo"kZ pkyw
jkgrs- vktksckdMwu ukrokdMs okjlk tkrks- xkokr dkgh ?kMys rjh ijLij fojks/kh ppsZyk [kknÓk feGrs- xkokrhy
ygkueksBh eaMGh R;kr fgjhjhus Hkkx ?ksrkr- cSBdk vkf.k xzqi ppkZauk År ;srks- xko ygku vlrs- ijarq gks.kkÚ;k ppkZ
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gÓkk ns’kkP;k vkarjjk"Vªh; fo"k;koj gksr vlrkr- dks.krh ikVhZ d’kh okbZV d’kh pkaxyh vkgs ;kps fopkjeaFku gksrs;k jktdkj.kkr 'ksrdjh dqVqac gksjiGwu fu?krs ;kaph R;kauk tk.kho gksr ukghFkksMD;kr] 'ksrdjh txkps ikyuiks"kukps dk;Z djrks ijarq izR;{kkr vusd leL;kae/kwu gksjiGwu fu?krksLor%P;k osGspk] [kpkZpk] fu;kstukpk] ijLij lgdk;kZpk fopkj djhr ukghr- fulxkZpk vkf.k jktdkj.kkpk vR;kpkj
lgu djhr tx.ks brdsp 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k gkrkr mjys vkgslanHkZ xzaFk lwph%
1- [kMls MkW- Hkk- fd-] Hkkjrkrhy lkekftd leL;k] Jh- eaxs’k izdk’ku] ukxiwj] 20092- [kkansokys izk- MkW- Jhfuokl] ikVhy izk- MkW- ts- ,Q~- ¼laiknd½ egkjk"Vªkrhy dksjMokgw 'ksrh leL;k o mik;]
dkW- xksfoan ikuljs ve`r egksRlo lferh] dksYgkiwj] 13 tkus] 20103- eqyk.kh MkW- ,e~- ;q- egkjk"Vªkrhy 'ksrh] Mk;eaM ifCyds’kUl] iq.ks] 20064- ikuljs xksfoan] tkxfrdhdj.k vkf.k 'ksrdÚ;kaps iz’u] egkjk"Vª jkT; fdlku lHkk] eqacbZ] 20105- nqrksaMs 'kke] ^cqyMk.kk ftYgÓkkrhy 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k lkekftd leL;k o lkekftd fLFkrhps fo’ys"k.kkRed
v/;;u lar xkMxs ckck vejkorh fonÓkkihB] vejkorh ;sFks lknj 'kks/k izca/k] 2013-
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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to investigate the anthropometrical measures and
its correlation with the performance of Water Polo players. To collect the Data, subjects
were selected from different Universities who played at National level Water Polo
tournaments. Hundred Water Polo players were selected as the subjects of the study. The
subjects were selected on simple random sampling method. Obtained data was statistically
analysed by using descriptive and differential analyses. Mean and Standard Deviation were
calculated for descriptive analysis and Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation
was used for deferential analysis. Proposed Hypothesis was tested at the level of
significance in 0.05. It was observed that the anthropometrical parameters viz. Shouldergirth, sitting height, & Chest circumference shown very high relationship in positive
significance. Wherein Calf circumference & standing height shown substantial relationship
and biceps circumference shown slight relationship. On the contrary, though body weight
shown slight relationship but was in negative significance. Thereby, it was concluded that
Water Polo sports need special type of anthropometrical measures at its variability. Further,
the parameter with optimal strengthen capacity viz. Shoulder Girth, Sitting Height, Chest
Circumference, Calf Circumference and Standing Height contributed to enhance the
performance of Water Polo players accordingly.
Keywords: Anthropometric parameters, Water polo performance.
Introduction:
Anthropometry is an external measurement of human body parts. These
measurements may be held either objectively or subjective. In the field of sports & games
and in Physical education, the anthropometrical measures are commonly used to associate
with physical performance. On conducting a research study, Cureton was observed that all
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round athletic ability is characterised by wide shoulder width compared to hip width.
Davenport’s Crural has also established an Index, which is found as a valuable guide for the
selection of individual’s build in an agility pattern for bony leverage. Higher values of leg
length, trunk length indicated agility types. Ability to putting and throwing is indicated by
relatively greater height and arm span etc. Garary, Levine and Carter after an intensive
study of Anthropometric Measurements of Olympic Athletes concluded that, top level
performance in particular event demands particular type of body size and shape. They
established strong relationship between the structure of an athlete and the specific task
(event) in which he excelled.
Considering all above cited and in special interest of the scholar, he has
conducted a research study under the heading “Correlation between selected
anthropometric parameters and
performance of water polo players”. Thus, the
observations and conclusions are presented in this publication.
Methodology:
Present research study was basically designed as Status-survey descriptive type.
It was conducted during the All India Inter zone Water polo championship held at Panjab
University, Chandigarh in Oct. 2016. Hundred Water Polo players participated at the level of
National tournament were selected to conduct the study.
The subjects were selected on simple random sampling method from different
Universities. Subjects were male players and of 18 to 28 years old.
To evaluate the performance of Water Polo players, AAPHER Youth Physical
Fitness Test with six variables (viz. Pull-ups, Sit-ups, Standing Broad Jump, Shuttle-Run, 50
Yds. dash & 600 Yds. Run/&walk) was administered.
Measuring Equipments:
In the present study, to obtain required data the anthropometrical parameters
were measured. For this, the equipments that had been used are given as follows1. Body weight was measured by Weighing Machine.
2. Standing Height was measured by Stadiometer and Scale.
3. Sitting Height & Biceps Circumference were measured Steel tape.
4. Shoulder Girth, Chest Circumference and Calf Circumference were measured by
Flexible- tape.
Performance Evaluation:
To evaluate the performance of the Water Polo players, six skills viz. Hand to hand
pass, Wet pass, Shooting, Dribbling, Defensive and Offensive skill test were tried out. Thus
the performances score exhibited by the Water Polo players were observed by the three
judges, appointed by the investigator.
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Total scoring was calculated from sums of the score allotted for the cited six skills.
Finally, correlation between anthropometric parameters and the selected variables were
drawn out and the inferences were fixed.
Statistical treatment:
Collected data was tabulated and analysed by administering the statistical
treatment. The inferences and conclusions were made by using descriptive and deferential
analysis. Mean and Standard Deviation were finds out for descriptive analysis and The
Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation was used for differential analysis.
Proposed Hypothesis was tested at the level of significance in 0.05.
Thus, these are presented in the following table and depicted graphically in the
respective figures.
Table - 1 Table showing, Mean and Standard Deviation in regards the anthropometric
parameters and the performances scores exhibited by the Water Polo players
Variables

Mean

SD

Performance
Body Weight
Standing Height
Sitting Height
Biceps Circumference
Shoulder Girth
Chest Circumference
Calf Circumference

31.10
76.20
175.03
34.63
14.30
18.13
39.13
16.80

3.78
11.87
5.56
2.63
3.90
3.23
4.13
1.88

Correlation Coefficient
-0.309*
0.459*
0.755*
0.213@
0.785*
0.743*
0.550*

*Significant at .05 level of confidence
r .05 (28) 0.361
Above table No. 1 showing the correlation between the performances exhibited
by the Water Polo players and the relative anthropometric measures. It further reveals the
Mean-scores and standard deviation of selected anthropometric variables and thereby
obtained the values of correlations. Viz. Performance (31.10 + 3.78); Body weight (76.20 +
11.87), -0.309*; Standing Height (175.03 + 5.56), 0.459*; Sitting Height (34.63 + 2.63),
0.755*; Biceps Circumference (14.30 + 3.90), 0.213*; Shoulder Girth Circumference (18.13 +
3.23), 0.785*; Chest Circumference (39.13 + 4.13), 0.743* and Calf Circumference (16.80 +
1.88), 0.550*.
Thus, it is observed that, with respect to Body weight, obtained value of
coefficient Correlation was (r = -0.309) which was less than the tabulated value (0.361) at
0.05 level with 28 degree of freedom. Though, statistically the Correlation was found
insignificant, there exits slight negative correlation. Thus, it was concluded that, in regards
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with performance of Water Polo players, Body weight may be the negative affecting factor
i.e. greater the body weight, negative effect will also be the greater. In other words average
body weight will be more beneficial to enhance the performance.
The same is depicted graphically in figure No. 1.

Figure-1: Showing, values of performance exhibited by Water Polo players and body weight
score.
Controversially to body weight, it was observed that, with respect to Standing
Height, obtained value of r (0.459) was greater than the tabulated value (0.361) at 0.05
levels with 28 degree of freedom. It indicates that, there exists substantial positive
significant correlation. Thus it was concluded that, in regards with performance of Water
Polo players, Standing Height, plays the substantial role to enhance the performance. In
other words greater the standing height will give greater contribution towards the
enhancement in performance of Water Polo.
The same is presented graphically in figure No. 2.

Figure-2: Showing, values of performance exhibited by Water Polo players and Standing
Height score.
Similarly, it was observed that, with respect to Sitting Height, obtained value of
r is (= 0.755), which was greater than the tabulated value (0.361) at 0.05 level with 28
degree of freedom. It indicates that, significance exist in very high positive correlation. Thus
it was concluded that, in regards with performance of Water Polo players, Sitting Height
plays very high role in positive ways. In other words greater the sitting height will last for
greater performance of the Water Polo players.
The same is depicted graphically in figure No. 3.
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Figure-3: Showing, values of performance exhibited by Water Polo players and Sitting Height
score.
It was further, observed that, with respect to Biceps circumference, obtained r
value was (= 0.213), which was lesser than the tabulated value (0.361) at 0.05 level with 28
degree of freedom. It indicates that, though statistically the Correlation was found
insignificant, there exits slight negative correlation. Thus it was to be concluded that, in
regards with performance of Water Polo players, Biceps circumference do not helps much
to be performed in better ways.
The same is presented graphically in figure No. 4.

Figure-4: Values of performance exhibited by Water Polo players and Biceps circumference
score.
It was further observed that, with respect to Shoulder Girth, obtained value of
r was (= 0.785), which was much greater than the tabulated value (0.361) at 0.05 level with
28 degree of freedom. It indicates that, significance exists in very high positive correlation.
Thus it was concluded that, in regards with performance of Water Polo players, Shoulder
Girth plays very high role in positive ways. In other words greater the shoulder girth, will
assures for best performance of the Water Polo players.
The same is presented graphically in figure No. 5.
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Figure-5: Showing, values of performance exhibited by Water Polo players and Shoulder
Girth score.
It was further observed that, with respect to Chest Circumference, obtained
value
(r = 0.743) of coefficient Correlation was greater than the tabulated value
(0.361) at 0.05 level with 28 degree of freedom. It indicates that, significance exists in very
high positive correlation. Thus it was to be concluded that, in regards with performance of
Water Polo players, Chest Circumference, have greater role in enhancing the performance
i.e. greater the chest circumference will help to exhibits higher level of performance.
The same is presented graphically in figure No. 6.

Graph-6: Shows values of water performance and chest circumference score.
It was further observed that, with respect to Calf Circumference, obtained value
(r=0.550) of coefficient Correlation was greater than the tabulated value (0.361) at 0.05
level with 28 degree of freedom. It indicates that, there exists positive significant
correlation. Thus it was to be concluded that, in regards with performance of Water Polo
players, Calf Circumference, is beneficial i.e. bigger Calf may give greater propelling speed of
swimming.
The same is depicted graphically in figure No. 7.

Graph-7: Shows values of water performance and Calf circumference score.
Conclusion:
In overall, it was concluded that, amongst the evaluated variables, Shouldergirth, Sitting-height, Chest-circumference, Calf-circumference and standing-Height) shown
positive significant relationship and thus contributing to higher level of performance to be
exhibited by the Water Polo players in the given sequential order. Whereas, other 2
variables (viz. body weight, biceps circumference) shown low significant relationship i.e. in
regards with performance of Water Polo players, Body weight may be the negative affecting
factor (greater the body weight, negative effect will also be the greater). In other words
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average body weight will be more beneficial to enhance the performance. Further Biceps
circumference may not assist to perform better or lose anything.
Thus, it can be said the sport like Water Polo requires specially sized of
constituting body parts to enhance the performance at the National level tournament of
water polo.
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Abstract:
This paper highlights the positive impact and effectiveness of
E-learning. The
teaching is based on formal education but is known as
e-learning with the help of
electronic resources. Teaching can be done in or outside the classroom, using computers
and the Internet becomes an important component of e-learning. E-learning can also be
called a skill-driven network transfer and the provision of education to a large number of
recipients simultaneously or at different times. In the past, it was not accepted wholeheartedly because it believed the system lacked the human components needed to learn it.
Keywords: E-Learning
Introduction:
E-learning means electronic method of teaching. With the increasing means of elearning, it has become much easier to teach. Reading and learning through electronic
media such as on the Internet as well as E-learning depends on the self-motivation of
individuals to study effectively. This is called e-learning. E-learning means the electronic way
of giving education, due to the increasing means of e-learning (importance of e- learning in
education), learning and teaching (e-learning lab) has become much easier. Be it school,
college, office or home, these new means are helping people learn or improve their skills.
From distance education to computerized electronic learning, online learning, internet
education and more, many terms are used to describe the education provided by the
Internet online. E-learning describes e-learning as a course that is typically offered through
the Internet, in addition to the classroom in which the professor is teaching. No courses on
DVD or CD-ROM, video tape, or television. It is interactive that you can interact with your
teacher, professor or other student in your classroom. Always have teachers or professors
talk to you and rate your participation, your appointment and your exam. E-learning has
proven to be a successful method of training.
Effectiveness of E-Learning:
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Research suggests that both e-learning and blended learning have better learning
outcomes than the average classroom. The learning outcomes of blended learning are much
better than classroom learning. The literature also shows that more research on the
effective use of e-learning is more useful. In many science studies, the research question on
the highest impact of e-learning has already been answered positively.
Open Education Resources:
Open Education Resources (OER) is developed for the purpose of teaching and
learning and is also available for free. This digitized content facilitates open development.
The OER includes special education courses and subjects, digitized textbooks, videos and
other materials that are being used for studies.[1] In the Indian context, pre-service and inservice, formal and informal programs have been created for teacher-trainers working with
teachers of primary and secondary schools. However, it is also important for teachertrainers globally. Digitized textbooks: A digital book is a book printed in digital or modern
form, the text of which is images or both, computers or Read on other electronic devices.
Although sometimes described as “an electronic version of a printed book”, many e-books
exist without any printed equivalent. Commercially produced and sold e-books are often
intended to be read at intervals e-readers. However, almost any modern electronic device
that includes a controllable looking screen, intermediate computers, tablets and smart
phones can also be used to read e-books. Social Learning: It allows students to learn among
themselves, which has been made popular by MOOC (Massively Open Online Courses). This
kind of learning is paving the way for social learning, where communities are formed on
subjects. Students discuss related topics with other students across the world and exchange
their information.
Micro Learning:
Due to the new technology, many types of learning are becoming mobile. With elearning apps like Tin Can, students can now send the study material in the form of microslides to provide instant text content to the students.
Conclusion:
All countries of the world, including India, have a desire that students should play
an active role in the learning process. It requires the education of highly skilled teachers and
quality teachers. Helping teachers develop collaborative approaches so that they can imitate
the relationship between theory and practice in classroom activities.
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Abstract:
The main purpose of the study is to find the comparison of speed and agility
among the different games. To achieve the objective of this study, the investigator
randomly selected thirty male of district-level handball, basketball, and softball players from
age 14 to 15 years. In that, each game consists of ten (10) players who were chosen as
subjects for study. Two tests are mainly used for this study. 50 yard dash and shuttle run for
three groups respectively. Speed and agility data obtained from subjects were statistically
used by analysis of variance. For the hypothesis, the level of significance was set at the level
of .05. There was no significant difference in handball, basketball and softball players in
speed and agility. As mean value is less than speed and agility is more and vice versa.
Basketball players mean score have comparatively more speed and agility than other two
groups.
Keywords: speed, agility
Introduction:
Generally, speed is considered agile. Speed is a skill of performing the
movements of the limbs. Speed is the skill of performing the movements of the limbs at a
rapid rate. Speed is said to be a fundamental component of physical fitness. Moving the
organs or muscles as soon as possible is a very complex process, which is controlled by the
brain and nervous system. Quick explosive power movements in different directions agility
of a person. It is said that performing any cutting movement or game drill with the
application of a power component exposes the agility of the component. Agility is the ability
to perform a series of explosive power movements in rapid succession in various directions.
The movements made in the opposite direction sequentially are actually to increase the
agility of that artist. Zigzag activity is specific to the development of agility. It is the ability of
a person to quickly change directions while walking. Agility is the ability of a person to
quickly change the position of his body with well-balanced movements. Ability to quickly
start and stop movement and change body position.[1]
Methodology:
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To achieve the objective of this study, the investigator randomly selected thirty
male of district-level handball, basketball, and softball players from age 14 to 15 years. In
that, each game consists of ten (10) players who were chosen as subjects for study. Two
tests are mainly used for this study. 50 yard dash and shuttle run for three groups
respectively.
Table-1: Selected games, age range and player numbers
Games
Age Range
Players Number
Handball
14-15
10
Basketball
14-15
10
Softball
14-15
10
Results and Discussion:
Speed and agility data obtained from subjects were statistically used by analysis
of variance. The post-hoc test was applied and the F-ratio was found to be significant. For
the hypothesis, the level of significance was set at the level of .05.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of different game players
Variables Groups Handball Basketball Softball
Count
10
10
10
Sum
70.79
68.78
75.38
Speed
Average
7.08
6.88
7.54
Variance
0.48
0.22
0.49
Count
10
10
10
Sum
91.25
90.11
95.76
Agility
Average
9.13
9.01
9.58
Variance
0.57
0.22
0.65
Table 2: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the means of different game players with compare
to speed
Source of Variation
SS
df
MS
F
Between Groups
2.289
2
1.144
2.887
Within Groups
10.704
27
0.396
Total
12.9926
29
*significant at 0.05 level
F0.05 (2, 27) = 3.354
Table-2 reveals that there was insignificant difference between the means of
handball, basketball, and softball players of speed. The calculated ‘F’ was 2.887 where as
tabulated ‘F’ was 3.354. Calculated ‘F’ lower than the tabulated ‘F’, which shows
insignificance in handball, basketball, and softball players of speed. Therefore, there is no
need of post hoc test.
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Graph-1: showing mean difference of all groups in speed
Table 3: Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the means of different game players with compare
to agility
Source of Variation
SS
df
MS
F
Between Groups
1.788
2
0.894
1.862
Within Groups
12.962
27
0.480
Total
14.750
29
*significant at 0.05 level
F0.05 (2, 27) = 3.354
Table-3 reveals that there was insignificant difference between the means of
handball, basketball, and softball players of agility. The calculated ‘F’ was 1.862 where as
tabulated ‘F’ was 3.354. Calculated ‘F’ lower than the tabulated ‘F’, which shows
insignificance in handball, basketball, and softball players of agility. Therefore, there is no
need of post hoc test.

Graph-2: showing mean difference of all groups in agility
Conclusion:
Based on the result drawn with the mentioned methodology, the following
conclusion was soughed out. There was no significant difference in handball, basketball and
softball players in speed and agility. As mean value is less than speed and agility is more and
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vice versa. Basketball players mean score have comparatively more speed and agility than
other two groups.
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Introduction:
Sports, games and physical fitness have been a vital component of our civilization, as is
evident from the existence of highly evolved system of yoga and a vast range of highly
developed indigenous games, including martial arts. The intrinsic linkage between sports
and games and human quest for excellence was recognized ever since the inception of
human civilization, reaching its epitome in the ancient Greek civilization, which was the
progenitor of the Olympic movement.
Games and sports are a very necessary part of life. They keep us healthy and refresh our
weary minds. Sports and physical education are useful for both for our mind and body.
Physically all become healthy and mentally become disciplined. Games give us wisdom and
courage, and make us bold and confident. They develop in us a spirit of co-operation. They
teach us to fight in a healthy spirit, like a player fighting or playing with his rival in the
playground. An ideal player has no ill-will against anyone. In short, games help to make us
good citizens. Our education is incomplete without sports. Games are very useful in keeping
the students and citizens busy and in developing their personalities. In modern times, there
has been increasing recognition of the role of sports in Development.
Indian Scenario for Promotion of Physical Education and Sports from Past to Present:
Almost a generation had rolled by before the concept of physical education percolated into
India. Even then, when the National Council of YMCAs came up with the idea of imparting
physical education with a well defined syllabus to students aspiring to teach sport and
physical fitness as a professional science, the move met with predictable scepticism. The
programme of Government of India for Promotion of Physical Education and Sports
continued to be implemented within the broad framework of the guidelines laid down in the
National Policy on Education as adopted by Parliament in 1968. Physical education and
sports the complementary nature of competitive sports aimed at excellence and high
achievement on the one hand and broad-based mass physical education and sports
programmes on the other have been kept in view the salient features of the programme as
implemented during the year at the Central level were as under All India Council of Sports.
Development of Sports Infrastructure through Five Year Plans:
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In India, the integration of physical education and sports with formal education was
emphasized in the First Five Year Plan itself. The Lakshmibai National Institute of Physical
Education (LNIPE) at Gwalior and National Institute of Sports (NIS), Patiala were establish in
the Second Five Year Plan. The National Coaching Scheme and the Rural Sports Programme
were started in the Third Five Year Plan and expanded during the Fourth and Fifth Five Year
Plan’s.
Talent spotting and nurturing was emphasized in the Sixth Five Year Plan. The Seventh Five
Year Plan focused on the creation of sports infrastructure. The development of Rural Sports
through a special Area Game was the thrust of the Eighth Five Year Plan. The Ninth Five Year
Plan emphasizes the need of modern sports infrastructure. The Tenth plan sought to
promote both the broad-basing of sports and the promotion of excellence in sports.
Society for the National Institutes of Physical Education and Sports:
The Society for the National Institutes of Physical Education and Sports (SNIPES), set up in
1965, as an autonomous body to look after the maintenance and administration of the two
national Institutes of Physical Education and Sports, namely, the Netaji Subhas National
Institute of Sports(NSNIS), Patiala and the Lakshmibai National College of Physical Education
(LNCPE), Gwalior and also to, initiate steps for raising the standards of sports and games in
the country through the National Coaching Scheme continued to function under the
Chairmanship of Dr. Amrik Singh, Secretary of the Association of Indian Universities. SNIPES
also carried out advisory functions at the national level in matters relating to promotion of
physical education and yoga.
National Physical Fitness Scheme:
The Scheme, which was introduced by the Central Government in 1959,Programme to
popularise the concept of physical fitness among the people and also to arouse their
enthusiasm for higher’ standards of physical fitness and achievement, continued to be
implemented during the year in collaboration with the State Governments/Union Territory
Administrations and other selected agencies. The Lakshmibai National College of Physical
Education, Gwalior, continued to function as the Central agency for implementation of the
Scheme.
Physical Education and Promotion of Yoga:
Yoga is based on the complete control of body and mind. The promotion Scheme for Yoga,
which is a part of the overall programme of Ministry for development of physical education
and sports continued to be implemented during the year as per the existing pattern. The
Kaivalayadhama Shreeman Madhava Yoga Mandir Samiti, Lonavala (Pune) continued to be
assisted for its maintenance and developmental expenditure for its research and/or teacher
training activities in the field of Yoga. The recommendations made by a Review Committee
which was, set up to assess the working of the Samiti and to make recommendations with
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regard to its projected development during the coming years have since been accepted by
the Government.
Academics in the Field of Sports:
The Sports Authority of India has two functional wings relating to academics which are in
the fields of sports and physical education. These are:-Netaji Subhas National Institute of
Sports, Patiala (NSNIS) and LNCPE, Trivandrum. (a) Netaji Subhas National Institute of
Sports, Patiala The Institute conducts academic courses for training of coaches and looks
after research and development in sports related subjects. It conducts 24 months’ diploma
courses in fifteen sports disciplines and also offers 22 months’ specialised post diploma
master’s course and 1 year post graduate diploma course in sports medicine. NSNIS is the
only institute of its kind in the country and has so far trained 11,751 coaches at Patiala and
at its centres at Bangalore (established in 1975), Calcutta (1983) and Gandhinagar (1987).
Some Schemes and Incentives for promotion of sports activities in India
Cash Awards to Winners of Medals in International Sports Events
Sports Talent Search Scholarship Scheme
Scholarships for Training of Specialists and Outstanding Sportspersons
Sports Fund for Pension to Meritorious Sportspersons
National Welfare Fund for Sportspersons
Travel Grant to Sports Specialists
Promotion of Sports and Physical Education among Women
Rural Sports Programme
Rural Sports Clubs
North Eastern Sports Festival
Dr. B R. Ambedkar Rural Sports Tournaments
National Sports Festival for Women
Evaluation of Sports Schemes
Exchange of Sports and Physical Education Teams/Experts
SAF Games,
Conclusion:
There is an immediate need to create a network of basic sport’s infrastructure throughout
the country and ensure proper access to it to enable more people to participate in sports
thereby broadening our base for scouting of talent. The Working Group on Youth Affair’s
and Sports for the Formulation of Eleventh Five Year Plan also emphasized the need to
strengthen the institutional frame work for the development of sports in the country. The
development of sports and physical education as an essential ingredient of youth
development and the promotion of a sports culture in our country. It also look’s at other
countries such as Cuba and China, where sport’s and youth development, have been
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integrated in such a manner that they have made great progress in achieving the twin
objectives of broad-basing sport’s and achieving excellence in individual disciplines.
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Introduction
Education is a light that shows the mankind the right direction to surge. The purpose
of education is not just making student literate but adds rationale thinking. Knowledge
ability and self-sufficiency. When there is a willingness to change there is hope for progress in
any field. Creativity can be developed and Innovative benefits both students and teachers.
Importance of Education prove through following lines by swami vivekanand.
"Education is the Manifestation of perfection already in man"
Objectives of paper :
 To know the concept of Innovative Teaching Approaches.
 To understand the difference between traditional Teaching and Modern (Innovative)
Teaching.
 To know the importance of Innovative Teaching.
 To analyze the effects or Impact of Innovative Teaching on Students learning.
What is Innovative is Education?
Many mistakenly believe Innovative has to do with the use of technology or new
inventions. In four Dimensions of Innovative in Education.
Lars Esdal, executive director of Education.
Describes Innovative in education as doing things in a new way. To do something
differently requires coming up with an approach process product or strategy.
Innovative encourages teachers and students to explore, research and use all the
tools to uncover something new. It involes a different way of looking at problems and
solving them. The thinking process that goes into it will help students develop their
creativity and their problems solving skills.
Difference between the traditional and Innovative Teaching methods is a vast
subject to discuss. Traditional teaching is concerned with the teacher being the controller of
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the learning environment. Power and responsibility are held by the teacher and they play
the role of instructor and decision makers. They regard students as having knowledge holes
that need to be filled with information.
In short, the traditional teacher views that it is the teacher that causes learning to
occur. Traditional teaching methods not able to gives ample opportunity for learners but it's
centred and go around teacher. Some examples of traditional teaching methods.

Modern Methods :-

So in shot we can say that in comparison with traditional methods modern methods
of teaching gives a big scope to learner to do things by their own and teacher plays the role
of facilitator.
The changes in modern teaching methods made necessary by technological,
economic and cultural force in the early 21st century have fund a mentally altered the very
foundation of traditional education models, as educations the same level. A teacher could
more the top class along at a faster pace than the teacher who lad the less able students.
Class management as easier. All students focused on the same lesion, all making
comparable progress.
To discuss about the Impact of Innovative teaching on students learning we can find
out the facts that in comparisons with traditional teaching learning process 21st century
Innovative teaching learning process is mostly useful for learner.
Impact of Innovative teaching :
 Student learning became more attractive and interesting. Innovative teaching methods
or innovative classroom engage and educate students to the greatest extent.
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Innovative methods developed the quality of reflection in learner. They think about
problem independently. learner always thing about ‘what if?’ students won’t be satisfied
with the status que and will push themselves to be always learning more invite and
encourage students to ask question.
 Innovative classroom gives lots of opportunities to learners for constant learning.
Students will benefit from a fast-paced ever – changing environment.
 Innovative teaching methods increase creativity in learners. It also develops the
responses necessary to deal with future challenges. Innovative methods also encourage
students to think out of box.
 Innovative classrooms gives chance to learners to find out problems. Innovative starts
with a question not with an answers. It gives learner the opportunity to ask the question
‘why’ or ‘how’.
 The Innovative methods encourage students to work with others who may be different
from them. Collaborative surrounding of classroom encourages discussion among
learners. Collaborative attitude develop among them.
 Variation is the most important characteristic of Innovative methods. An Innovative
classroom includes teaching strategies that are always evolving and are different from
day to day.
 Innovative methods develop the goals setting ability in learner. They can set goals and
crush them.
 Innovative Teaching gives an opportunity for revision to students. It develop risk taking
ability, adaption and desire to improve in learners. Innovative learner look to themselves
and other to better every aspect of their performance.
 It we go through above findings of Comparatives studies of Traditional and Innovative
Teaching Methods. We can understand the facts that Innovative Teaching approaches
defiantly superior than Traditional methods.
Sometimes Innovative Teaching methods created some problems also like.
 Group discussion makes class noisy.
 Some technical problems like less knowledge of ICT.
 Sharp learners make fast adaptation.
To face these types of challenges we can make some active plans on it.
Suggestion :
It’s a 21st Century so everyone should accept the challenges in Education and
Teaching Methods also. Due to fast world of Technology every sector is changing and
adapting new techniques. Through education we can change the world so we should
welcome Innovative ideas in this field also.
 Teacher should take initiatives in the process of Innovative teaching.
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 Authority should create opportunities and incentives for folks to design different and
better learning experience.
 Learner should get liberty concerning topics.
 Adaptation should welcome by teachers.
 Everyone must welcome Innovative ideas of Teaching Learning.
To Conclude I just mention the great man A. P. J. Kalam's some lines related to
education.
"Learning needs freedom to think and freedom to imagine and both have to be
facilitated by the teacher."
Reference :
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It is critical that engagement or interest in any sport or physical activity be inculcated
from an early age to develop respect and understanding for lifelong engagement in
professional or recreational activities. Hence, schools and especially teachers play an
important role. These articles intend to raise the awareness levels of school teachers to be
able to engage every child in play and make play matter for them. The Power of Play makes
a compelling case for further participation in Sport for all age groups and abilities in India.
Entire community efforts are required for successful sport for development programmes.
Success will stand or fall on the combined effort of the individual, community participation,
government, private sector, non-profit organizations, media and sometimes international
agencies. Since the advent of modern Olympics in 1896, athletes have shown that sports
enable people to come together in an effort to bring about global peace and to share a
desire for self-improvement. Non-profit sports programs aiming to educate through similar
means are part of an up-and-coming movement,
Sport for Development
The opportunity to participate in and enjoy sport and play is a human right as per the
Charter for Physical Education and Sport adopted by UNESCO in 1978. Sport and Play is a
key tool for development cutting across all human and social barriers. Engagement, learning
and development through sport are 100 percent guaranteed irrespective of age, gender,
culture and ability. The benefits of sport are many – from physical and mental health to
development of team work and leadership abilities to building of confidence. On a larger
scale sport can help with social inclusion and harmony and can promote equal opportunities
for women and for people with disabilities. Paralympics are a case in point. More than six
hundred million people tuned in to watch FIFA’s World Cup Final. This amazing figure is one
of the many statistics that demonstrate how sports captivate our lives. Across the world,
athletic competition activates a collective spirit that enhances community participation
among children, adolescents and adults. Attracting youth participation and development
through a powerful tool such as ‘sports’ should be a paramount investment to be made in
the years to come by public/private sector and communities. Benefits of sport and play are
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huge and hence sport has been linked to the The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
These are the world’s time-bound and quantified targets for addressing extreme poverty in
its many dimensions – income poverty, hunger, disease, lack of adequate shelter, and
exclusion – while promoting gender equality, education, and environmental sustainability.
Sport for Social Development is a method of bringing about social change through the use of
sports. Sport and play are used as tools for peace and development. Sport and play help
children learn lifelong skills, empower women and communities, and remove discrimination.
Sport can be used as a tool to reach personal and community goals.
1. Sport for Educational Development
Sport and physical education have an educational impact. Physical activity is vital to the
holistic development of young people, fostering their physical, social and emotional health.
The benefits of sport reach beyond the impact on physical well-being and the value of the
educational benefits of sport should not be under-estimated.
Changes can be seen in (i) motor skills development and performance and (ii) educational
potential. This shows the positive relationship between being involved in physical activities
and psychosocial development. Sport provides a forum for young people to learn how to
deal with competition and how to cope with both winning and losing. These learning
aspects highlight the impact of physical education and sport on a child’s social and moral
development in addition to physical skills and abilities. Sport and physical education is
fundamental to the early development of children and youth and the skills learned during
play. Through participation in sport and physical education, young people learn about the
importance of key values such as:
–Honesty
–Teamwork
–Fair play
–Respect for themselves and others
–Adherence to rules
Learning through sport: While the physical benefits of participation in sport are well known
and supported by large volumes of empirical evidence, sport and physical activity can also
have positive benefits on education. Sport-based programmes have shown improvement in
the learning performance of children and young people, encouraging school attendance and
a desire to succeed academically. Whilst a majority of research into the health and
development impact of sport has been conducted in developed countries, there are studies
that support this relationship in developing countries. For example, a study on sports
involvement among children and young people in Namibia has shown that those who
participated in sport and physical activity were more likely to pass the Grade 10
examinations. There is further research that suggests this relationship continues in tertiary
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education. Life long involvement in physical activity: Physical education and sport also build
health activity habits that encourage life-long participation in physical activity. This extends
the impact of physical education beyond the schoolyard and highlights the potential impact
of physical education on public health. Leadership in sport: The real benefits of sport
involvement appear among children and youth who have experienced appropriate forms of
leadership. For example, research shows that martial arts taught with a philosophy of
respect, patience, responsibility and honour were related to decreased delinquency, when
compared to martial arts taught with a focus on free sparring and self-defense. Attitudes
towards school: A number of studies show that once sports are introduced, pupil
attendance increases. But the distinction between recreational and competitive youth sport
and physical activity must be drawn to understand the extent to which sport acts as a
magnet or a repellent to school.
2. Sport for Personal and Life Skills Development
Just as philosophy and the arts help develop the intellectual, spiritual and emotional aspects
of ourselves, sports help us develop the physical. We need balance of mind, body and spirit
to feel and function at our best. The benefit of sports extends much beyond the physical
aspects. It builds character, teaches strategic thinking, analytical thinking, leadership skills,
goal setting and risk taking to name a few. And those are just the non-physical aspects!
Participating in sports/physical activity develops the five components of fitness, which are:
strength, speed, skill, stamina and flexibility. When we are under stress from personal
problems, work pressures and anxiety, apart from the fitness benefits, exercise through
playing sports helps release pressure and tension in a healthy and controlled way. Benefits
of engaging in sports or physical activity:
1. Sports are fun
2. Heighten sense of overall well being
3. Improve sleep patterns and levels of anxiety
4. Clear the mind
5. Develop motor skills and mind/body connection
6. Stave off depression
7. Reduce risk of many diseases
3. Sport for Professional Development
Sport management is an industrious field concerning the business aspects of sports and
recreation. It provides an opportunity to gain financial and marketing knowledge as well as
business management skills. Specifically, you will be able to perform research analysis and
explore international business and marketing strategies. You might also gain expertise in
sports event planning and brand building. Some examples: recreational sport managers,
sports marketing, event management, facility management, sports economics, sports
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finance, sports journalism and sports information. Sport also offers a range of professional
development or continuous professional development courses to enable coaches, team
managers, sports administrators, teachers, sports leaders, physiotherapists, occupational
therapists and sporting professionals to enhance their skills and knowledge.
4. Sport for Health Development
World Health Organization (WHO) World Health Report indicated that mortality, morbidity
and disability are attributed to major non-communicable diseases and accounted for over
60% of all deaths; and unhealthy diet and physical inactivity were among the leading causes
of these diseases. Sport and physical activity are crucial for life-long healthy living. Sport and
play improve health and well-being, extend life expectancy and reduce the likelihood of
several non-communicable diseases including heart disease. Regular physical activity and
play are essential for physical, mental, psychological and social development. Good habits
start early. The important role of physical education is demonstrated by the fact that
children who exercise are more likely to stay physically active as adults. Sport also plays a
major and positive role in one’s emotional health, and allows building valuable social
connections.
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Abstract:
The objective of this paper is to compare the selected health-related physical
fitness variables between rural and urban area of gym practitioners. For the current
investigation total 30 gym practitioners was selected as the subjects from gym centers of
Amravati District. Thirty (30) subjects were selected for the collection of data which include
fifteen (15) as rural area gym centers and fifteen (15) as urban area gym centers. The
subjects were selected by using simple random sampling method. The variables selected for
the present research work health related physical fitness variables like that muscular
endurance, agility and flexibility etc. As descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation
values) were used. Students ‘t’ tests were also performed to examine if there were mean
differences in each health related physical fitness variables between rural and urban area
gym practitioners. It was fixed a 0.05 significance level. All analyzes were performed using
Microsoft excel 2007 programme. The result of the study revealed that, there was a
significant difference on flexibility between the rural and urban area gym practitioners of
Amravati district in Maharashtra state. Moreover, we can say that the basic health related
physical fitness level of urban area gym practitioners were better than the rural area gym
practitioners.
Keywords: Health-related physical fitness, rural and urban area, Higher Secondary,
Introduction:
Health is a very important part of human life. Regular physical activity is essential
not only for healthy and for development. Being physically, mentally and emotionally
healthy to keep health on the foundation of food, nutrition, social, emotional, physical
fitness and lifestyle. Health-related Physical fitness can be defined as a group of attributes
that are either motor or skill-related. It consists of five sections namely muscle strength,
cardiovascular endurance, flexibility, muscular endurance and body composition. The
primary stage and it becomes necessary for effective contribution in everyday activities. It is
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in everyday activities such as jogging, jumping and walking, so that children develop basic
skills, which reflect their health related physical fitness.
Methodology:
For the current investigation total 30 gym practitioners was selected as the
subjects from gym centers of Amravati District. Thirty (30) subjects were selected for the
collection of data which include fifteen (15) as rural area gym centers and fifteen (15) as
urban area gym centers. The subjects were selected by using simple random sampling
method. The variables selected for the present research work health related physical fitness
variables like that muscular endurance, agility and flexibility etc. The selection of tests and
criterion variables are presented in the following table No.1.
Table No. 1: Selection of tests and criterion variables
Variables
Test
Muscular Endurance
Bent Knee Sit Ups
Agility
Squat Thrusts (Burpee) Test
Flexibility
Sit and Reach Test
Statistical Analysis:
As descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation values) were used.
Students ‘t’ tests were also performed to examine if there were mean differences in each
health related physical fitness variables between rural and urban area gym practitioners. It
was fixed a 0.05 significance level. All analyzes were performed using Microsoft excel 2007
programme.
Table 1: Mean and SD of muscular endurance between rural and urban area gym
practitioners
Group N Mean SD
SE
MD Ot
df Tt
Urban 15 41.40 2.32
0.78 0.87 1.10 28 2.04
Rural
15 40.53 1.96
Table 1 shows the distribution of mean values and standard deviation and t-value
of muscular endurance between rural and urban area gym practitioners. On muscular
endurance score the urban had mean value of 41.40 and rural area gym practitioners had
mean value of 40.53. There was no significant difference at 0.05 levels as t-value was 2.04. It
showed that urban area gym practitioners had more muscular endurance than their rural
area gym practitioners.
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Fig 1: Graphical representation of muscular endurance between rural and urban area gym
practitioners
Table 2: Mean and SD of agility between rural and urban area gym practitioners
Group N Mean SD
SE
MD Ot
df Tt
Urban 15 7.67
2.44
0.77 0.13 0.17 28 2.04
Rural
15 7.80
1.74
Table 2 shows the distribution of mean values and standard deviation and t-value
of agility between rural and urban area gym practitioners. On agility score the urban had
mean value of 7.67 and rural area gym practitioners had mean value of 7.80. There was no
significant difference at 0.05 levels as t-value was 2.04.

Fig 2: Graphical representation of agility between rural and urban area gym practitioners
Table 3: Mean and SD of flexibility between rural and urban area gym practitioners
Group N Mean SD
SE
MD Ot
df Tt
Urban 15 10.40 2.92
0.89 2.27 2.54 28 2.04
Rural
15 8.13
1.85
Table 3 shows the distribution of mean values and standard deviation and t-value
of flexibility between rural and urban area gym practitioners. On flexibility score the urban
had mean value of 10.40 and rural area gym practitioners had mean value of 8.13. There
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was significant difference at 0.05 levels as t-value was 2.04. It showed that urban area gym
practitioners had more flexibility than their rural area gym practitioners.

Fig 3: Graphical representation of flexibility between rural and urban area gym practitioners
Conclusions:
The result of the study revealed that, there was a significant difference on
flexibility between the rural and urban area gym practitioners of Amravati district in
Maharashtra state. Moreover, we can say that the basic health related physical fitness level
of urban area gym practitioners were better than the rural area gym practitioners.
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Abstract:
The aim of this investigation was to find out the Comparison on Selected Physical
Fitness Variables of Handball and Volleyball Players of Amravati University. In the current
investigation, forty female players were selected at random by purposive sampling
technique, from affiliated colleges of Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati (M.S.).
20 female players were selected from Handball and another 20 female players were
selected from Volleyball Players during the academic year 2017-2018. The age group was
ranging from 18-25 years. The Physical Fitness variables selected for the research work like
that Arm Strength and Explosive Leg Strength. The data of Arm Strength was collected by
Pull-Ups and Leg Strength was collected by standing broad jump. After that collected data
was put into Microsoft Excel to develop Master Chart and then‘t’ test was used for the
statistical treatment. To test the hypothesis the level of significance was set at 0.05 level of
confidence, after the statistical analysis of data related to the Selected Physical Fitness
Variables of Handball and Volleyball Players, it is found that there is significant difference in
Arm Strength and Explosive Leg Strength of Handball and Volleyball Players of Sant Gadge
Baba Amravati University, Amravati. Hence the researcher’s pre-assumed hypothesis is
accepted.
Keywords: Arm Strength, Leg Strength, Handball and Volleyball Players.
Introduction:
Muscular Strength: Maximal contraction power of the muscles is known as muscular
strength. The muscular strength is usually measured with respect to different group of
muscles acting together. Muscular strength is tested with the help of dynamometers and or
densitometers which measure the amount of force exerted in a single effort by a particular
group of muscles.
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Muscle strength mentions to the amount of force a muscle can produce with a
single highest effort. Size of muscle cells and the capability of nerves to activate them are
connected to muscle strength. Examples Building muscle strength helps with body position,
makes performing daily actions easier, increases metabolism and relieves stress. You don't
need to go to the gym to increase your muscle strength. Simple exercises can be done at
home without equipment. Check out these workouts and resources to improve your muscle
strength and boost your calorie burning potential.
Strength: Strength is the ability to overcome resistance or act against resistance. Strength
should not be considered a creation of only muscular contraction. It is in fact a product of
voluntary muscle contractions caused by the neuro-muscular system.
Arm Strength: Arm strength will be defined as the capacity of a person to exert muscular
force of the arm.
Leg Strength: Leg strength will be defined as the capacity of a person to exert muscular
force of the Leg.
Objectives:
The main purpose of this study was to find out the Comparison on Selected
Physical Fitness Variables of Handball and Volleyball Players of Amravati University.
Hypothesis:
On the basis of literature searched and the researcher’s own perception it was
hypothesized that there would be significant difference in Selected Physical Fitness
Variables of Handball and Volleyball Players of Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University.
Methodology:
Source of Data:
In the present study subjects were selected from affiliated colleges of Sant Gadge
Baba Amravati University, Amravati, for the collection of data.
Selection of Subjects:
Forty female subjects (20) from Handball and (20) from Volleyball were selected
for the collection of data. The age group was ranging from 18-25 years.
Sampling Method:
The subjects were being selected by using purposive sampling method.
Collection of Data:
For the collection of data, the subjects were given full administration of the tests
which was used for the collection of data in the study. The data of arm strength was
collected by Pull-Ups and the data of explosive leg strength was collected by standing broad
jump. After that collected data was put into Microsoft Excel to develop Master Chart and
then ‘t’ test was used for the statistical treatment.
Criterion measures:
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Following are the criterion measures which were responsible for collection of
data, to testing the hypothesis.
S. No

Variables

Equipment's

01

Arm Strength

Pull-Ups

02

Leg Strength

Standing Broad Jump

Level of Significance:
To test the hypothesis the level of significance was set at 0.05 level of confidence
which was considered adequate and reliable for the purpose of this study.
Analysis of the Data:
After the collection of data from Handball and Volleyball Players of Sant
Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati, the raw data were converted into standard one
by using a statistical technique ‘t ’test for testing of hypothesis.
Table No. 1
Comparison of Arm Strength between Handball and Volleyball Players
Mean
Degree of
Tabulated
Game
Mean S.D.
S.E.
O. ‘t’
Difference
freedom
‘t’
Handball
Volleyball

6.20
4.45

2.44
1.93

0.714

1.75

38

2..450*

2.021

Table No. 1: indicates that the mean of Handball players is 6.20 which is greater than the
mean of Volleyball Players which is 4.45. So this mean difference is found as1.75. The
calculated value of ‘t’ is found as 2.45 which is greater than tabulated ‘t’ which is 2.02 at
0.05 level of significance. Hence the hypothesis which was given by the researcher is
accepted.
Graph-1
Graphical Representation of Mean difference of Arm Strength
between Handball and Volleyball Players
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Game

Table No. 2
Comparison of Leg Strength between Handball and Volleyball Players
Mean
Degree of
Tabulated
Mean S.D. S.E.
O. ‘t’
Difference
freedom
‘t’

Handball
Volleyball

2.13

0.16
0.052

2.27

0.14

38

2.718*

2.021

0.15

Table No. 2: indicates that the mean of Handball players is 2.13 which is less than the mean
of Volleyball Players which is 2.27. So this mean difference is found as 0.14. The calculated
value of ‘t’ is found as 2.718 which is greater than tabulated ‘t’ which is 2.02 at 0.05 level of
significance. Hence the hypothesis which was given by the researcher is accepted.
Graph-2
Graphical Representation of Mean difference of Leg Strength
between Handball and Volleyball Players

Conclusion:
In the beginning of this study it was hypothesized that there would be a
significant difference in Selected Physical Fitness Variables of Handball and Volleyball
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Players of Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, but after the statistical analysis of data
related to the Arm Strength and Explosive Leg Strength of Handball and Volleyball Players, it
is found that there is significant difference in Arm Strength and Explosive Leg Strength of
Handball and Volleyball Players of Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati. Hence
the researcher’s pre-assumed hypothesis is accepted.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this investigation was to compare the strength and flexibility
between protein supplement and non-protein supplement consumers of gym practitioners.
Forty boys students (N = 40) were randomly selected as subjects and were between 18 and
22 years of age. Subjects were selected using the simple random sampling method of these
forty subjects, twenty (N = 20) were from protein supplement consumers and the remaining
twenty (N = 20) were from non-protein supplement consumers of gym practitioners. The
strength and flexibility was measured by applying pull ups and sit and reach test. Data were
collected from subjects using standard tests and analyzes and interpreted based on
specialized statistical techniques. Mean, standard deviation and 't' test. The level of
significance was kept 0.05 for testing the hypothesis. Results: There was significant
difference between protein supplement and non-protein supplement consumers in strength
and flexibility. Protein supplements consumers have comparatively more strength than nonprotein supplement consumers. But non-protein supplements consumers have
comparatively more flexibility than protein supplement consumers.
Keywords: strength, flexibility, protein supplement and non-protein supplement consumers
Introduction:
It is very important to be health conscious for which people exercise. These
people need more protein than they can get with protein powder. The muscle mass of the
body naturally decreases with age. However, by consuming some nutritious foods, this
process can be slowed or stopped. Regular intake of high protein foods keeps your body
strong and maintains your muscle mass. For this you can consume high quality protein
powder. Consuming adequate amounts of protein greatly improves muscle size and strength
in adults. Along with muscle development, protein powders can also repair damaged
muscles and tissues. Athletes use protein powder to get relief from muscle aches after
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exercise. Several studies suggest that consuming protein powder after exercise helps reduce
muscle damage, improve muscle performance and muscle protein synthesis. In this way,
protein powder can be very beneficial for you too.
Methodology:
Forty boys students (N = 40) were randomly selected as subjects and were
between 18 and 22 years of age. Subjects were selected using the simple random sampling
method of these forty subjects, twenty (N = 20) were from protein supplement consumers
and the remaining twenty (N = 20) were from non-protein supplement consumers of gym
practitioners. The strength and flexibility was measured by applying pull ups and sit and
reach test.
Analysis of data:
Data were collected from subjects using standard tests and analyzes and
interpreted based on specialized statistical techniques. Mean, standard deviation and 't'
test. The level of significance was kept 0.05 for testing the hypothesis.
Table-1: Mean and t-ratio of strength for protein supplement and non-protein supplement
consumers of gym practitioners
Group

N

Mean

SD

PSC

20

21.90

5.17

NPSC

20

18.85

SE

MD

Ot

df

Tt

1.34

3.05

2.28*

38

2.02

3.00

**PSC=protein supplement and NPSC=non-protein supplement consumers
Table-1 indicates that that the obtained ‘t’ value of 2.28 between protein
supplement and non-protein supplement consumers in strength was found to be significant
at 0.05 level of confidence as we obtained value of 2.02 with 38 degree of freedom.

Graph-1: The graph showing the mean value of strength
Table-2: Mean and t-ratio of flexibility for protein supplement and non-protein supplement
consumers of gym practitioners
Group

N

Mean

SD

SE

MD

Ot

df

Tt
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PSC

20

10.95

2.48
0.76

NPSC

20

13.50

2.55

3.35*

38

2.02

2.33

**PSC=protein supplement and NPSC=non-protein supplement consumers
Table-2 indicates that that the obtained ‘t’ value of 3.35 between protein
supplement and non-protein supplement consumers in strength was found to be significant
at 0.05 level of confidence as we obtained value of 2.02 with 38 degree of freedom.

Graph-2: The graph showing the mean value of flexibility
Conclusion:
On the basis of the result drawn with the mentioned methodology the following
conclusion were soughed out. There was significant difference between protein supplement
and non-protein supplement consumers in strength and flexibility. Protein supplements
consumers have comparatively more strength than non-protein supplement consumers. But
non-protein supplements consumers have comparatively more flexibility than protein
supplement consumers.
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Introduction
This will explore the relationships between sport, physical activity, education and
Development of youth and child. Physical activity is vital to the holistic development of
young people, improving their physical, social and emotional health. The benefits of sport
reach beyond the impact on physical well-being and the value of the educational benefits of
sport should not be under-estimated. Within schools, physical education is an essential
component of quality education. Not only do physical education programmes promote
physical activity, participants in such programmes are also shown to have improved
academic performance under certain conditions. Sport can also provide healthy alternatives
to deviant behavior such as drug abuse, violence and crime. A number of key themes related
to these topics will be explored including:
• The healthy development of children and youth through sport
• Physical education in schools
• Social and emotional development
• Policy developments relating to physical education and sport
• Practical considerations for sport in education
Healthy Development of Children and Young People through Sport.
The educational impact of physical education and sport includes both the
development of motor skills and performance as well as educational potential. This refers to
the positive relationship between involvement in physical activities and psychosocial
development. Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of
children and youth and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport
contribute to the holistic development of young people. Through participation in sport and
physical education, young people learn about the importance of values such as honesty,
teamwork, fair play, respect for themselves and others and adherence to rules. It also
provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition and how to cope
with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact of physical
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education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in addition to physical skills
and abilities. In terms of physical and health aspects of child and youth development, there
is an overwhelming amount of evidence that focuses on the (mostly positive) effects of
sport and exercise on physical health, growth and development. Physical education and
sport also build health activity habits that encourage life-long participation in physical
activity. This extends the impact of physical education beyond the schoolyard and highlights
the potential impact of physical education on public health. Much of the literature
emphasises the crucial role of physical education teachers and other providers of physical
activity and sport as determinants of educational experiences.
Physical Education in Schools.
Physical education both inside and outside of schools is an important and vital
avenue for young people to learn and develop life skills. A number of crucial components to
the delivery of quality education have been identified by UNICEF and these include sport
and opportunities for play, consistent with the rights of the child to optimum development.
Young people in developing countries face an uncertain future given the latest reports on
school enrolment. Despite recognition of the positive impact sport has on education and
child development, physical education is being increasingly challenged within education
systems across the world. This includes a decrease in the amount of time allocated to
physical education, the number of trained staff, the amount of training provided for physical
education teachers and spending on resources required to deliver physical education in
schools. A large number of researchers are focusing on comparative studies in physical
education and there have been examples of good practice, however, the situation in
developing countries and regions has changed little in the past decade. This has serious
implications for access to holistic and quality education for young people, particularly those
living in developing countries.
Social and Emotional Development.
In terms of the social aspects of child and youth development, there are three main
areas that have been under consideration: inclusion and community building; characterbuilding; and delinquency and community safety. Inclusion and community building The role
of sport in inclusion has shown to be strongly linked to building social cohesion and social
capital among young people and adults in communities. Sport has been used as a practical
tool to engage young people in their communities through volunteering, resulting in higher
levels of leadership, community engagement and altruism among young people. Positive
peer relationships between young people are encouraged through physical activity and
coaching is considered a aspect of how physical activity can contribute to social inclusion
among young people. Social inclusion also relates to offering equal opportunities to sport
and education programmes regardless of gender, ethnicity or ability. There is increasing
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attention on programme development both in and out of schools for girls, people with
disabilities and refugees. Character-building Of all the literature on the social benefits of
sport, the most intriguing is that which outlines sport’s positive impact on the moral
development of children and young people. The reasoning is that moral behaviour is
acquired through social interaction that occurs through sport and physical activity
conducted in a collective. However, whether or not sport has a positive impact on
character-building in an individual is highly dependent on the context of the programme and
the values promoted and developed. In this respect, physical education teachers and other
providers (such as coaches, trainers or community leaders) have a determining influence on
a young person’s sporting experience and on the degree of character-building. Some
research also indicates that ‘physical activity outside of competitive sport’ may be more
effective in promoting mutual understanding and empathy among young people.
Policy Developments.
A number of international policies and declarations exist in relation to physical
education and sport. Selected policies and international instruments are presented briefly to
highlight the key developments in this area. In 1959, the Declaration on the Rights of the
Child was one of the first international instruments linking physical activity and education
for children stating that “the child shall have full opportunity for play and recreation, which
should be directed to the same purposes as education.” UNESCO, the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, the UN’s lead agency for physical
education and sport, introduced the first landmark policy related to physical education in
1978. Titled, the International Charter of Physical Education and Sport introduced by
UNESCO in 1978, it declares that “every human being has a fundamental right of access to
physical education and sport, which are essential for the full development of his
personality.” A serious decline in the presence of physical education during the 1990’s led to
the development of two World Summits on Physical Education. Action that incorporates
sport in education and child & youth development should be aware of how sport, recreation
and play can be considered as both a necessity and as an entitlement.
Practical Considerations for Sport and Education Programmes.
Leadership in sport Evidence shows that the real benefits of sport involvement
derive from the positive aspects that are released in children and youth who have
experienced appropriate forms of leadership. Efforts should be concentrated towards
leadership training, the processes of training both professionals and volunteers who are
likely to lead such programmes. Coaches and physical educators have the potential to
provide strong leadership if they fully activate this aspect of their work with children and
young people. This is illustrated by research concluding that martial arts taught with a
philosophy of respect, patience, responsibility and honour were related to decreased
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delinquency, when compared to martial arts taught with a focus on free sparring and selfdefence. Positive social interaction between peers also links strongly with the sporting and
educational outcomes and as such, peer educators and leaders also require quality training
and support. Attitudes towards school There is growing interest among the relevant Sport &
Development actors in the relationship between sport and attitudes towards school among
children and young people. On the other hand, research has shown that excessive and
intensive training for competitive youth sport can act as an obstacle to fulfilling educational
and academic pursuits among young athletes who compete in higher-level sports
competitions. Cases in which adults (including sports coaches and even parents) push young
athletes to abandon their studies to focus almost full-time on their sport pursuits are
prevalent in competitive youth sports. The distinction between recreational and competitive
youth sport and physical activity must be drawn to understand the extent to which sport
acts as a magnet or a repellent to school.
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Introduction
Physical activity is vital to the holistic development of young people, fostering their physical,
social and emotional health. The benefits of sport reach beyond the impact on physical wellbeing and the value of the educational benefits of sport should not be under-estimated.
In the literature related to physical education and sport there is much debate across the
world over definitions of physical education, sport and physical activity. There is also great
variance in the standard age boundaries for youth world-wide. Within schools, physical
education is an essential component of quality education. Not only do physical education
programmes promote physical activity, such programmes also correlate to improved
academic performance under certain conditions. Sport can also, under the right conditions,
provide healthy alternatives to deviant behaviour such as drug abuse, violence and crime.
Physical education in the school system
A number of crucial components to the delivery of quality education have been identified by
UNICEF. These include sport and opportunities for play, consistent with the rights of the
child to optimum development. Despite recognition of the positive impact sport has on
education and child development, physical education is being increasingly challenged within
education systems across the world. Challenges include a decrease in:

the amount of time allocated to physical education,

the number of trained staff,

The amount of training provided for physical education teachers, and spending on
resources required to deliver physical education in schools.
Girls and young people with disabilities face additional barriers, which limit (and in many
cases prevent) participation in physical education and sport in many countries. Whilst
physical education systems are vastly different across the world, a recent study conducted
in 126 countries indicated that the marginalisation of physical education is near universal. A
large number of researchers are focusing on comparative studies in physical education and
there have been examples of good practice, however, the situation in developing countries
and regions has changed little in the past decade. This has serious implications for access to
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holistic and quality education for young people, particularly those living in developing
countries.
Opportunities in community sport programmes
It is important to note that in some countries where physical education is minimal or nonexistent within the school system, children and young people may access sport and physical
activity through community programmes. These may be introduced by community clubs, a
range of other organisations, or through unstructured or casual games and play. Given the
very poor rates of school attendance, opportunities for physical education and sport outside
of schools can also provide educational advantages to children and young people.
Social and Emotional Development
In terms of the social aspects of child and youth development, there are three main areas
that have been under consideration: inclusion and community building; character-building;
and delinquency and community safety.
Inclusion and community building
The role of sport in inclusion has shown to be strongly linked to building social cohesion and
social capital among young people and adults in communities. Sport has been used as a
practical tool to engage young people in their communities through volunteering, resulting
in higher levels of leadership, community engagement and altruism among young people.
Positive peer relationships between young people are encouraged through physical activity
and coaching is considered a key aspect of how physical activity can contribute to social
inclusion among young people.
Social inclusion also relates to offering equal opportunities to sport and education
programmes regardless of gender, ethnicity or ability. There is increasing attention on
programme development both in and out of schools for example, to include girls, people
with disabilities and refugees.
Character-building
The reasoning is that moral behaviour is acquired through social interaction that occurs
through sport and physical activity conducted in a collective. Whether or not sport has a
positive impact on character-building in an individual is highly dependent on the context of
the programme and the values promoted and developed. In this respect, physical education
teachers, coaches, trainers or community leaders have a determining influence on a young
person’s sporting experience and on the degree of 'character-building' that can arise. Some
research also indicates that ‘physical activity outside of competitive sport’ may be more
effective in promoting mutual understanding and empathy among young people.
Delinquency and community safety
Research suggests that sport can be used as a means to reduce deviant behaviour among
children and youth. But participating in physical activity does not directly impact on deviant
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behaviour. Accordingly, programmes should combine sports and physical activities with
leadership and job-skills development and training to address risk factors in children and
youth.
References:
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Abstract:
The role of Higher Education is significant in the development of Youth through
Sports and Physical Education. It has been providing several avenues for participation in
Sports and Physical Education in Higher Education institutes. It not only provides wellstructure tournament format for sports participation, proper Physical Education system but
also provides financial support for development of sports infrastructure at Higher Education
level.
Introduction:
We are all aware of the fact that the word “Sports and Physical Education” is
indicator of youthfulness. Sports and physical primarily focuses on Youth. Even though all
sections of society, from children to old age, participate in some or the other forms of sports
and physical activities, the main target group of these activities is youth.
Healthy youth of the country is one of the major assets of any nation. The sports
and physical education plays vital role is keeping youth healthy in all respects including
physical, psychological and emotional health.
There are so many advantages of participation in sports and physical activities. Thus,
various government and non-governments agencies are focusing on sports and physical
activities as means of development of youth.
The foremost agency in the field of Higher Education is University Grants
Commission. The UGC has provided schemes for development of sports infrastructure in
colleges and universities. Many institutions have taken advantage of these schemes.
Along with this, there are sports related schemes in Rashtriya Ucchatar Shiksha
Abhiyan RUSA. The college with NAAC CGPA greater than 2.5 can take advantage of these
schemes.
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The Ministry of Higher Education understands the value of sports and physical
education in development of youth and ultimately making India super power. There are
several schemes and facilities provides by the Government of India at school level also.
These facilities include provision of grants for construction of sports facilities,
provision of incentives marks to the outstanding sportspersons, awards and rewards for
outstanding performances at various levels such as State, National and International levels.
There are several sports Federations and Associations which are playing vital role in
promotion of their concerned sport. They regularly organize various tournaments and
provide necessary facilities for organization of such events and for awarding sportspersons.
The Government of India also provides jobs to the medalist sportspersons in
different departments. Along with this, private companies also sponsor teams and provide
job opportunities to the medal winners.
There is well-organized structure of tournaments organization of various higher
education institutions in the form of Intercollegiate and Interuniversity tournaments for
grooming the sports talent available in various higher education institutes. The Association
of Indian Universities is the agency responsible for organization of these tournaments. It
organizes Zonal and All India interuniversity tournaments in various games. Along with this,
it provides platform to outstanding players at international level by selecting them for
World University Games.
Thus, it may be said that, Higher Education Department of India is playing excellent
role in promotion of Sports and Physical Education in India. The level of Indian sports is
progressing at excellent rate. Thus, we can hope that India will be superpower in the field of
sports in near future.
Reference:
1. www.ugc.ac.in
2. www.yas.nic.in
3. www.india.gov.in
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Women Empowerment in sports
Women Empowerment in the indian backgruound means the development of those
competency in women which enable them to make informed choices and expansion of their
capacity to manage their domestic and economic environment effictively and efficiently. So,
the divergrent scholars have felt the need of education and empowering women who are
dependent on male members of the family. Accordingly the main importance of woman
sports empowerment, for various empowering women stars at home, in the
neighborhood,at school, college and university. The theme of this year`s i.e. 2018
Enternational women`s day is` Press for Progress`
Role of the physical Education Teachers and Coaches
For updationg the knowledge in the field PET and coaches should participate in
seminars, workshops, conferences,and Clinics and attend the refresher & orientation
courses.
Specialized knowledge and skills required for the promotion of physical education
programs must be made accessible to all the teachers and also for generationg new ideas
within the faculty to form a learning community.
Women Population in India
Women in india constitute almost half of its population but, unfortunately up till
now it remains to be ignored and oppressed segment of the society.
At present, the issue of women empowerment has gained importance worsdwide in
general and in the developing countries,like india particular, the constitution pledges of
status and opportunity, social, economic,political justice an dignity of women. Indian
women have proven their mettle several times from ancient time to modern time, After
india`s independence, the prime mover of modern india greatly felt the need of expansion
of women sports in the country.
Modern day universities have accepted the challenges of the contemporary society to
develop the total capacities of students. The fundamental aim of education process is ``
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Alround development of the child`` Along with the academic focus, colleges need to focus
on `` Physical Development of Children also`` A Sound mind in a sound body`` is an accepted
principle and therefore physical education in universities and colleges form an important
componet for the growth and development of students india has witnessed a raped and
tremendous expansion of education at all levels now the time is ripe to resolve the issues
and problems regarding quality in physical education at university level.
The Preamble to the National sports policy (2001) states - `` Activites relating to sports and
physical Education are essential components of human resource development, helping to
sports and physical Education are essential components of human resource devlopment,
helping to promote good health, comradeship and spirit of friendly competition, which, in
turn has positive impacat on overall development of personality of the youth. Excellence in
sports enhances the sense of achievement, national pride and patriotism. Sports also
provide beneficial recreation, improve productivity and bolster social harmony and
discipline. The UNESO international Charter of physical Education and Sports (1980)
proclainims theat the services of physical education and sports are very essential for human
progress and sports as a fundamental right of all. In India several efforts have been made to
strenghen the quality of physical ducation in the universities the univerisity Grants
Commission in XI Five yerar plan of physical education and physical fitness has focused on
promotion of physical fitness
As a national agenda through an integrated approach as outlined below:
* Implementation of the recommendations related to the incorporation of physical
education and sports in the educational curriculum with the support of the Ministry of HRD
and the State Governments.
* Motivating, Supporting and facillitating educational institutions to give focused attention
to physical education
* Modernization of LNIPE and expansion of its activities.
Creating sports environment in the campus
The quality of atomosphere refers to the quality of inter and intra personal
relationship among the staff members. There is a need to promote healthy working
conditions, academic culture and team building for the institutional atmosphere
A physical education teacher nust work on collaborative management principles in
which each member of the organization takes an active part in initiating and organizing
various sports progarmmes through collaboration and co- operation. Each university must
plan out a year rount physical educatio programme. Here are some of the ways which indian
universities can create a sports environment in the campus:
Fous Should be on Creating a Positive Environment
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Positive environment should be created by involving all the members of the
university such as students, teachers and administrators, sports programmes planned out
should be entertaining and joyful for both audience and players.
Personal touch and Humanistic Approach of the Coaches
Physical Education is a specialized field with its own tools and techniques. Humen
relations and personal touch and techniques. Human relations and personal touch are
important to attract youth to the play-grounds.
Identifying and Encouraging the Talent of the Students and Nurturing them
Catch them young and coach them right Is a worldwide slogan.students should be
identified at the right time, that is, when they join the university and proper guidance and
coaching must be given to them.
Strategically Designing Need-based Training and Development Programmes
Sport training is a scientific and systematic long term process of preparing the
sportsman for the highest level of sports performance.
Extending Community- University Partnership
Udebtuftubg the community resources and extending partnership with them in
mobilizing resources and expertise.
Play Ground
Well- maintained play grounds are sure to attract children, whose interest in play
awaits express itself: and it is here that citizenship will develop.
Various indoor and outdoor playground facilities must be created according to the need and
requirement of the institute.Rome was not built in a day is a well known saying: in the same
manner developing facillities is a long term and ongoing process.
Equipments
For creating a sports environment in a university, it also requites to have adequate
equipments for students e.g. indoor games equpment, outdoor games equipment,
recreational games equipment,etc. For better performance in sports it requires high quality
equiments. Sufficient quantity of equipmetn is necessary so that maximum students can
practive at a time.
Basic Amenities for the players
Proper sport kists, equipments should be provided to the players while they go for
higher – level participation to motivate them.
Develop Quality Physical Education Programmes
A Sound programme is the key to success for an organization, because the existence
of the organazation solely depends upon the kind of programme theat has been offered.
There sholud be regular accreditation and assessment of colleges to determine the status of
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the physical education. Evaluation identifies the strengths and weaknesses of students,
which helps the physical education teacher in making quality.
Financial Challenges
There is an enormous gap between the available and the required resources. There
is a need to develop internal efficiency by mobilizing resources through various sources.
The majority of the universities spend very little amount for sports and games. Some-times,
the government grant received in not good enough. Universities and olleges should collect
sports fees.
Proper utilization of the available financial Resources must be done by the
universites. Exploring the possibilities of fincance from the funding agencies like
government and NGO various shemes of UGC like playground and infrastructrual
Development schem, SAP (Specail Asssistance Programme) for research and development
must be utilized. Utilization like summer camps charging ground utilization fees form the
outside agency etc.
Suggestions to Strengthen Sports Participation at University Level
Sports Scholarship
Scholarship should be provided to students achieving higher standards in sports and
games, the scholarship given to sports players should be increased to a reasonable amount.
Special Weight-age for sports in Academics
Sports quota admission must be provided in the colleges or institutions. Extra
marking shheme should be introuduced. Parents hould be oriented about the benefits of
participating in sports.
Sports Webpage in University Website
Every university should have a separate page on sport in their website which attracts
the students towards sports.it should contain information regarding the importance of
physical education, benefits of participating in sports, various special shemes by university
sports etc.
Mass Sports Participation
Top height can be achieved only when the base is large. If there is a wide range of
participants in sports, the quality of selected teams will be better. Universities should
introduce different programs to encourage youth towards sports participation.
Medical Facilities
There must a prrovision for frequent medical check-ups of players. Proper first-aid
facilities should be provided within reach of the ground to avail it at proper time. Medical
teams should conduct workshop and seminars to guide students regarding the health.
Encouraging women sports
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In india women are still on sidelines.various strategies must be developed for
encouraging women participation in sports. The climate must be created in which sports
and fitness programs are made for women to test their abiities and increase their
participation.
Conclusion
It is well documented that sports infrastructure plays a crucial role in achieving
excellence in the global areana of sports. It not only helps in producacing sportspersons of
international repute, but also encourages the youth population of a country to participate in
sporting activities lack of sports infrastructures is a serious impediment to sports
participationin india. A great majority of third world countries are dependent for their
sporting activities on the import of sports goods and equipments, they are in fact compelled
to import sporting goods and equipments, this has led to higher prices not only for the
improvement of facilities but also for use of facilities which make them inaccessible to a
majority of the population. India can be one of the leading countries in exporting sports
goods made in india.
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1. Introduction:
Computerization of library is the general term for information and
communication technologies that are used to replace manual systems in the library. Library
computerization is started with library computerization management application. It should
have the same essential modules to mechanize the library. Like as administrator, members,
acquisition cataloguing, circulation, serials control. Now days plenty library communization
application are available in the market as well as free sources web based many commercial
library application are in use in the different libraries, but free source library management
application has generated lot of interested among the library professional over the past
years. In India there are a number of university and institute libraries, which are in the
process of library computerization and digitalization. The situation in the India regarding
Digital library is very peculiar. Commonly, the use of information technology (IT) and
information and communication technology (ICT) in libraries in India is concentrated in
universities, Indian Institutes of technology (IITs), Indian Institutes of management (IIMs),
Indian Institute of Science (IISc),ICMR,CSIR,ICAR and their research institutes and some
special libraries. Some government agencies, as well as public sector institutions, are also
engaged in library computerization and digitization.
Digital libraries are systems providing user with coherent access to a very
large, organized repository of information and knowledge Digital library is a global virtual
library of thousands of networked electronics libraries from the down of civilization, the
intellectual brains have poured their omniscience in different direction in shape of print and
non-print form to enlightened mass to explore multifarious research and development.
several terms have been coined at different times to represent the concept of library
without books. Libraries having information in computer readable format or having access
to information in digital format have risen to an unexpected high and thereby the traditional
libraries were confirmed to problems to problems to meet the instant growing demands of
the user communities for their multidimensional approaches. Recent advanced in the
information world have transformed the role of library in disseminating information to
user. Increase in the number of user and their different need have made modern libraries to
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apply new communication technology. As a result of this there is a worldwide need and
trend to collect organize manage, protect and distribute information in digital form.
Popular open source softwares for library digitalization and automation:
Libra rise automation softwares
Library digitalization softwares
a.koha open source library system
a. Greenstone
b. newgenlib
b. Dspace
c. ABCD
c. E-Space
d. Evergreen
d. Fedora
e. my library
e. Editing Software
f. PMB
g. open Biblio
Selection of library Management Application:
Library management application is not a simple task. The Librarians plan to go
with renewed application or online. At the time of selection, the Librarian should have must
the followings information about the application which might help to select the right
application for housekeeping operation as well as information retrieval.
Features of Digital Library Following are some features of digital Library
1)
Library that served defined community or set of communities.
2)
A conglomerate of multiple entities.
3)
Library that incorporate learning and access
4)
Library that provide fast and efficient access with multiple access modes.
5)
A Library with a collection which are large and persist over time, well organized and
managed, contain many formats and contain objects which may be otherwise
unobtainable.
Functions of Digital Library –
1)
To provide friendly interface to users.
2)
To avail network facilities.
3)
To protect owners of information.
4)
To improve the library operations.
5)
To support library operations.
6)
To enhance advanced search, access, and retrieval of information.
7)
To enable one to perform searches that not practical manually
Benefits of Digital Library
A)
A heightened amount of choice Digital libraries give access to multiple contents with a potentially infinite number of
resources and selections at hand. The main limit for traditional libraries is represented by
physical space: books consume a lot of it and people often have to walk round in search of a
particular material. Thanks to Internet and cloud storage, digital libraries overcome this
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limitation, expanding students horizons in learning. They can access an enormous amount of
knowledge and share contents with others facilitating the expansion of education.
B)
Building a heritage for the next generationOnline libraries help the scientific society since they act as a reservoir for the storage
of important research data, information and findings. For a very long time, the physical
records of scientific studies and researches had to live with a critical issue: they were
destroyed or lost. But today, thanks to digital libraries, the online copies of studies and
researches can be protected and collected to create a virtual heritage of information for the
coming generations.
C)
Instant access to educational content As long as an Internet connection is available, digital libraries are accessible
anywhere and at any moment using a simple technological device, such as a PC, a tablet or
even a smart phone. This having to wait and go to the nearest physical library. They can do
it in a formal environment, for example at school, or they can relax at their homes getting
an instant access to the information they need.
D)
Fighting against deterioration –
The digital storage of books and, above all, audios, solve the problem of
deterioration. In traditional libraries, audio ccassette tapes and vinyl records are shared
among a lot of students posing the problem to stand a large number of playing. Fragile
photographs or ancient documents have to resist several handovers and consultations, with
the risk of being subjected to breakages or other damages Thanks to the digitizing of
materials, it is possible to access contents how many times a student needs, using formats
(mp3, digital images, online textbooks, etc.) which are definitely much safer to use.
E)
An easier information retrieval
Over the years, digital libraries have developed a range of search features – such as
Boolean and proximity operators, truncation etc. – that facilitate the access to information
and data collections, allowing students to perform sophisticated searches for a variety of
queries. Thanks to intuitive search engine technologies – for example, ranking or automatic
term expansion – even novice users can start using digital libraries accomplishing their
searches independently. And the most encouraging thing is that, as the digital collections
grow larger, the level of sophistication of these searching features increases exponentially.
Building the resource
a) Develop improved technology for digitizing analog materials
b) Design search and retrieval tool that compensate for abbreviated or
incomplete cataloging or descriptive information
c) Design tool that facilities the enhancement of cataloging or descriptive
information by incorporating the contributions of users.
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Interoperability :
a. Establish protocol and standards to facilitate the assembly of distributed digital
libraries. Intellectual property a Address legal concerns associated with access copying and
dissemination of physical and digital material.
Conclusion:
Library Computerization and Digitalization required lot of money to create and its
maintenance. The Free source application is a solution to reduce the cost. FREE source
application provides free source code, simple customization, and growing user community.
This also includes the successful implementation of free source solution to the parent
library. In India Computerization and networking of library are still in their formative stages.
Recently, ICAR and its institutes/SAUs taken a decision to implement kohafree source
application initially in 12 libraries from National Agricultural Research system (NARS)8.
Librarians and programmer may worked together to implement free source integrated
library system and at the same time, library professional are required to acquire new skills
for developing and managing the digital library by using free source LMS. For taking benefit
from FSA additional technology, education, and training are essentially required.
Libraries around the world have been working on this daunting set of challenges for
several years now. The library/ information center has to overcome the inhibition and look
ahead for the betterment of information service to the user community by successfully
adopting the digital technology – the need of the hour and keep pace with world . it seem
that the days may not far when the whole world would have digital libraries interconnecting
all libraries to meet the academic and research need within the sort time. However, before
digital libraries took over the library and information network, the country’s archives laws
need to be changed to meet the current challenges in the areas of copyright protection of
data and prevention of corruption of data.
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Abstract: During the past recent years, there has been tremendous development reaming
the concept of digital libraries-a knowledge base that can be stored and retrieved through
on-line networks. Digital libraries are the most complex form of information systems that
support digital document preservation, distributed database management, hypertext,
filtering, information retrieval and selective dissemination of information. This has really
overcome geographical barrier offering wide range of academic, research and cultural
resources with multimedia effects which can be accessed around the world over the
distributed networks. The paper examines the concept of Digital library, the technology that
has enabled its emergence & architecture of digital library system. It also highlights the
digital library projects undertaken in USA, UK and India. Here the authors explored the
unique feature of digital library and possible challenges ahead for library and information
professionals in the digital environment.
Introduction: This paper explores the impact of emergent digital technologies and resources
on the organizational structures of academic libraries. As the number of digital resources
created, collected and made accessible increases, the need for effective management of
these operations becomes more important as usage expands. This dynamic situation has
significant implications for how libraries staff to better serve faculty and students. The paper
will provide a brief historical focus on library technology development and then consider the
theoretical foundation of digital library organization. The current state of resource
allocation, digital services and staffing patterns will be examined and new models of
organization will be discussed. library computer systems were developed at research
libraries. By the mid-1970’s OCLC developed the union catalog and cataloging backlogs
disappeared. More recently, the availability of digital content has transformed how we do
business; now every academic library has a web site to guide patrons to the wealth of
resources and services. How have library professionals envisaged the need for organizing
the library as a primarily digital facility—content, services and staff? In 1994, Karen
Drabenstott, through the auspices of the Council on Library Resources, authored a report,
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really a comprehensive analytical literature review, on the library of the future reflected in
the writings of many library leaders at that time. Back then many librarians grappled with
definitions and names for the library of the future:
Brief Look at Academic Library Technology History: Academic libraries started to cope with
the digital world when Henriette Avram and the Library of Congress developed the MARC
record in the 1960s. Later, the onset of computer usage brought efficiencies to repetitive
clerical tasks in circulation, acquisitions, cataloging and serials, enabling us to free up staff to
engage in service-like endeavors. The initial academic “[T]he library of the future will be an
on-line network of librarians-generalists and specialists. Each will be expert in catalog
indexes and searching connected and linked to massive computer databases…the virtual
library will be without walls, but with instantaneous electronic connections to libraries,
individuals, institutions, and commercial firms worldwide providing access to a reservoir of
intellectual resources encompassing not only formal libraries, but also databases, electronic
texts, multimedia objects, and potentially millions of interacting human minds.”
Digital Library Theory: From the organizational point of view, academic libraries have long
been divided into three main areas of work: administration, public services and technical
services. The CLR report briefly discussed organizational structures and the literature
proposed different models emerging: staff will be deployed in service teams that cut across
materials handling, access systems and delivery service lines…library organizations will be
more flexible and innovative, networked, flatter and more centralized.3 Dr. Christine
Borgman, a leading information studies theorist, states that the concept of digital library
organization needs to encompass the full life cycle of creating, seeking, using, preserving
and disposing of information resources.4 Daniel Atkins, the founding dean of the School of
Information at the University of Michigan, delineated four basic potentials that the digital
library offers:
1.
reduces constraints of time and place
2.
supports the creation and use of more dynamic, integrated formats for
representing data, information and knowledge
3.
can support new forms of group collaboration in the creation and use of
information and develop new communities of practice
4.
enables customization and personalization of information, including assistance with
management of information overload.
Library Organizational Models: Henry Mintzberg in his classic The Structuring of
Organizations defines the type of organization academic libraries have become, which he
calls a professional bureaucracy.7 This type of organization relies on the skills and
knowledge of operating professionals to function and produce a set of standardized
services. The professionals, in our case librarians, work relatively independently of their
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colleagues, but usually maintain a close relationship with the customers they serve. This
type of organization, according to Lars Groth in his book on future organizational design,
provides a limited platform for successful adaptation to advanced information technology
due to the core work being professional judgment.8 In the OCLC report referenced above,
the self-service aspect of student access to electronic information through search engines
presents a further barrier to extending professional service to customers and may be seen
as the principal threat to the continued centrality of the library in the academic
environment
Trends: What would a digital workforce look like in libraries? What departments would be
superfluous? Merged organizations jettison which departments first? Three work areas that
employ significant numbers of staff include access services, acquisitions and refer ence.
Let’s look at how these staff can be switched from traditional print-related activities to
digital/electronic work. The long-term advantage of automating repetitive tasks has been to
release workers to provide more direct services to customers and work on intellectually
challenging tasks. The ratio of professionals to support staff in academic libraries has
changed in the last twenty-five years from 1:2 to 1:1 due to the efficiencies integrated
online systems gained in acquisitions, circulation and cataloging. This process enabled more
librarians to be hired at the expense of clerical staff. Another trend in hiring, developing
over the last ten years, has been the staffing of libraries with computer professionals who
do not have an MLS degree. OCLC’s 2006 report on college students’ perceptions of libraries
and information resources indicates that the predominant activity, after using the library for
studying, involves using digital resources. The report findings conclude, however, that
academic libraries are not seen as the top choice for electronic resources, even when
students are aware of those resources. 63% of college students use library electronic
resources at least once annually, 86% use the website and 85% the OPAC also at least once
a year, but only 51% respond that they use online librarian question service at least once
during the academic year. Compare those “electronic usages” with traditional use of print
resources, in-person reference assistance and studying in the library, these non-digital uses
of the library cluster between 83% and 69% for annual use.
Discussion: In many ways, academic library organization is a question of knowledge
management. The transfer of knowledge, not just information, functions as the engine of
this so-called Information Age. The economic value-added that spurred the digital
revolution was the grasp of businesses to the potential the web brought to learning of
customers’ needs. Two of the most talked about technologies in the library world in the past
few years have been Google and Wikipedia. These tools are at the core of transferring
information (Google) and knowledge (Wikipedia) most efficiently in a totally digital and
interactive process. Academic librarians must grasp the sociological reasons why these
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resources are so popular: ease of access. Unfortunately, no equivalent to Google exists
among the commercial digital library federated searching systems sold to libraries. The key
function that makes Google so successful is its ability to know what users click on after
search results are posted and when similar subject terms are searched again by others to
retrieve these links. The library retrieval systems fail to accomplish this core task. Think
about how useful it would be to know what articles students click on and download—not to
mention how useful it would be to integrate that information into your service model by, for
example, making these items available in print or for quick searches online.
Conclusion: The proliferation of digital content available to faculty and students through
full-text online publication and the creation of digital artifacts from original print or media
resources in academic libraries have created a new set of demands for staff organization.
Several models of organizational structures have emerged and have been developed based
on institutional needs and resources. More changes will occur as the amount of digital
content managed supersedes the print and media collections in size and complexity. There
are many opportunities to be innovative and to address the new ways students’ desire
information access and intervention. Librarians have to become more creative envisaging a
complete digital library within their own organization and acquire the requisite set of skills
and develop the services that students will need and seek. Directors have to face up to the
task of deciding how to allocate budget and staff resources to meet those new adaptation.
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PHYSICAL INACTIVITY GREAT RISK FACTOR FOR POOR HEALTH
DR. AJIT BHISE
Director of Physical Education,
G. S. Tompe Arts, Commerce & Science College, Chandur Bazar, Amravati.
Abstract:A sedentary way of life is a totally extreme global trouble. Unfortunately, bodily
inactivity, which has regularly expanded during the last numerous a long time, notably will
increase the hazard of several sicknesses/issues, inclusive of several forms of most cancers,
diabetes, high blood pressure, coronary and cardiovascular sicknesses, overweight/obesity,
and all-cause mortality, among others. This paper will offer detail records of bodily
inactiveness, its common reasons, negative effects and how to triumph over on it.
Key words: - Physical Inactivity, Health Risks.
Introduction:Physical inactiveness is a time period used to discover those who do now not get the
encouraged level of normal physical activity. Physical state of being inactive, defined as
accomplishing less than half-hour of mild depth physical pastime consistent with week, is
the fourth best risk issue for terrible fitness within the global. Physical inactivity is anytime
you are not standing or moving. Sitting at your table, watching TV or being on your vehicle
for an extended adventure all fall into this category. Physical state of no activity impacts you
inner and out from head to toe. This lesson discusses how a loss of Physical interest can
result in a ramification of bodily issues in our frame systems.
Common Reasons of Physical Inactivity:Many technological advances and conveniences which have made our lives simpler
and less lively, many private variables, together with physiological, behavioural, and mental
factors, may also have an effect on our plans to end up greater bodily energetic.
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The most not unusual reasons people for no longer adopting extra physically active
existence are:* Do not have sufficient time to workout
* Find it inconvenient to workout
* Lack self-motivation
* Do not locate workout enjoyable
* Find exercising boring
* Lack self belief in their capacity to be physically lively (low self-efficacy)
* Fear being injured or have been injured recently
* Lack self-management abilities, such as the potential to set private dreams, reveal
progress, or praise progress towards such desires
* Lack encouragement, guide, or companionship from family and friends, and
* Do not have parks, sidewalks, bicycle trails, or secure and best taking walks paths
convenient to their houses or workplaces.
Negative Effects of Physical Inactivity:Most human beings recognize bodily hobby, which include ordinary workout, is
critical for weight loss and most desirable fitness. What some humans do not comprehend is
being physically inactive is taken into consideration a danger issue for numerous illnesses
and scientific situations. According to the World Health Organization, approximately 2
million people worldwide die from situations associated with bodily inactivity. People of all
ages, from youngsters to the elderly, can suffer poor effects if they stay a sedentary way of
life and are bodily inactive. Here are a few common poor effects of physical inactivity:
* Increased Chance of Developing Hypertension
* Risk of Developing Heart Disease Increases
* Osteoporosis is More Likely to Occur
* Colon and Breast Cancer Risk Increases
* Doubles the Risk of Obesity
* Increased Chance of Gallstone Formation
* Adult Onset Diabetes is More Likely to Develop
* Higher Chance of Developing Depression and Anxiety
Health hazard elements connected to Physical Inactivity:Lack of bodily interest has genuinely been proven to be a chance component for health
and different conditions:
* Less active and much less healthy humans have a greater chance of growing high blood
pressure.
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* Physical activity can lessen your chance for kind 2 diabetes.
* Studies show that physically lively people are much less probably to expand coronary
coronary heart ailment than folks who are inactive.
* Physical state of no activity may additionally growth the chance of sure cancers.
* Older adults who are bodily inactive are not able to improve their capacity to do day by
day activities.
* Physical state of no activity may also boom the dangers of sure cancers.
* Physical state of no activity might also contribute to anxiety and melancholy.
* Physical state of being inactive has been proven to be a risk factor for certain
cardiovascular illnesses.
* Sitting an excessive amount of may also reason a decrease in skeletal muscular tissues.
* Physical inactivity is connected to multiplied levels of cholesterol.
How can we reduce Physical Inactivity at home and at work?
Countries and groups should take action to offer individuals with more possibilities
to be energetic, in order to boom bodily pastime. Here are a few suggestions to reduce
physical state of being inactive at domestic and at paintings during the day:
* Schools have secure areas and facilities for college students to spend their loose time
actively;
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Quality bodily training for all.
Sports and endeavor facilities offer possibilities for everybody to do sports.
Use a pedometer to music day by day steps .
Park some distance away from your building.
Use public transportation.
Use a status or on foot table.
Have taking walks meetings.
Take a brisk stroll after lunch.
Walk for your co-worker.
Stand during telephone calls.
Drink sufficient water that you use the restroom often.
Play games instead of watching TV.
Physical activity is promoted thru sports of day by day residing.
Walking, cycling and different kinds of active transportation are on hand and safe for all.
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Conclusion:People of all ages, from kids to the aged, can go through negative results if they live
a sedentary way of life and are physically inactive. Physical inactiveness will increase the
danger of health sicknesses. Moreover, considering the fact that there's a linear courting
between the level of bodily pastime and fitness reputation, youngsters and youngsters
should take part day by day in 60 minutes or more of slight to full of life bodily interest this
is exciting, entails an expansion of sports, and is developmentally useful.
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PROMOTING POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT THROUGH PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY
DR. AKASH V. MORE
Director, Department of Physical Education & sports,
Yuvashakti Arts & Science College, Amravati
Introduction:
“Be active, healthy, and happy!” So communicates the message on the cover of the
recently published Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans. Specific guidelines for children
and adolescents are driven by continuing evidence that less than 50% of youth are engaged
in moderate to vigorous physical activity levels sufficient enough to result in healthy
outcomes. Thus, recommendations for youth 6 to 17 years old suggest 60 or more minutes
of physical activity daily including aerobic, muscle-strengthening, and bone-strengthening
activities—a dosage that has shown positive health outcomes such as lower risk of
cardiovascular disease, metabolic syndrome, bone disease, and overweight/obesity.
Physiological health is the most commonly mentioned benefit of regular physical activity.
Less frequently mentioned but highly desirable benefits of a physically active lifestyle are
mastery of motor and sport-specific skills that contribute to competence in lifelong physical
activities, attaining social and psychological life skills and improving developmental
outcomes such as confidence, self-regulation, character,
Motivation and perseverance we refer to all these outcomes as positive youth
development—physical, social and psychological assets, qualities, and characteristics that
are potentially acquired through physical activity participation. Positive youth development
goals are salient for many reasons, such as enhancing youths’ desire to continue physical
activity for self-determined reasons like enjoying experiences,
Physical Activity Contexts
Physical activity is an umbrella construct that consists of multiple dimensions or
forms.64 A range of structured and unstructured activities within school and out-of-school
contexts define where children and youth play, are active, and expend energy. These
contexts include organized sport, school physical education, recreational activities, motor
skill development programs, dance, recess, and active transport such as walking and biking.
All types are developmentally appropriate and enjoyable for motivating youth to sustain a
physically active lifestyle and nurturing social, psychological, and physical outcomes. “It is
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important to encourage young people to participate in physical activities that are
appropriate for their age, that are enjoyable, and that offer variety.”
A Positive Youth Development Perspective
Positive youth development is a relatively recent framework that highlights children
and adolescents as resources for fostering competencies rather than as problems to be
managed. Positive youth development refers to development of personal skills or assets,
including cognitive, social, emotional, and intellectual qualities necessary for youth to
become successfully functioning members of society. Positive youth development occurs
when young people experience opportunities to develop competencies through interactions
with important others in family, peer, school, and community settings. Effective youth
development programs emphasize three main components: (a) personal or life skills
development; (b) positive adult, peer, and community relationships, and (c) a psychological
climate focused on learning, mastery, and autonomy support. Life skills development is
connected to positive physical, social, and psychological outcomes, such as physical health
motor skills, physical fitness, character, social and emotional qualities, responsibility,
empathy and behavioral characteristics. Coaches, teachers, and parents are responsible for
ensuring that youth glean positive developmental outcomes from physical activity
participation. This means that best practices involve teaching broad based competencies
deliberately, systematically, and seamlessly.
CONTEXTUAL FEATURES OF EFFECTIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
 provides secure and health-promoting psychological safety facilities and practices
 allows for safe and appropriate peer interactions Appropriate structure
 provides clear, appropriate, and consistent rules and expectations
 provides adult supervision, guidance, and age-appropriate monitoring Supportive
 offer opportunities to form adult and relationships peer relationships that are warm,
close, caring, and respectful
 guidance and support from adults is available, appropriate, and predictable
Opportunities to • emphasize inclusion of all members, belong regardless of gender,
race, ethnicity, culture, and ability
 maintain a social environment that appreciates individual differences Positive social
norms • maintain expectations for socially appropriate behavior
 encourage desirable values and morals Support for efficacy
 allows for and supports autonomy and mattering • values individual expression and
opinions
 focuses on individual improvement, not absolute performance Opportunities for
 offer opportunities to learn and improve skill building physical, intellectual,
psychological, emotional, and social skills
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prepare individuals for competent and healthy functioning in the future Integration
of family
 provides opportunities for experiences that school, and integrate transactions
among family, community efforts school, and community
Physical Activity as a Context for Positive Youth Development
Physical activity programs seek to cultivate specific competencies among youth while
simultaneously applying strategies that aid in reducing negative thoughts and actions that
detract from healthy development. The knowledge base documents psychosocial and
behavioral benefits of participation, including self-esteem, social relationships, intrinsic
motivation, self-regulation, leadership, and character development. The developmental
benefits of physical activity participation and the social-contextual conditions fostering such
benefits have been topics of study long before the phrase positive youth development was
ever coined. A positive youth development approach physical activity is appealing with its
explicit focus on identifying personal development goals, determining contextual sources of
influence, and promoting healthy outcomes.
A Framework for Positive Youth Development through Physical Activity
Healthy youth development is maximized in terms of academic, social, psychological,
and physical outcomes positive youth development approach. Several educators discuss
why and how physical activity. These papers align with a focus on personal development
goals and social environmental factors affecting healthy outcomes. For example, Bruening et
al. conducted a comprehensive physical activity program for pre-adolescent girls of color.
The intervention included physical activity and life skills sessions over 12 weeks, using
female college athlete mentors as role models of healthy living and resisting risky behaviors,
and focusing on social, psychological, and physical health outcomes. Program involvement
improved girls’ self-esteem, accountability and responsibility, connections to community
and a sense of belonging, knowledge and acquisition of health and life skills, and application
of skills to their everyday lives. Some studies assessed youth development outcomes
following a sportbased life skills program Adolescents improved from pre- to posttest on
social responsibility and goal setting,6 while 10-12 year-old participants experiencing a life
skills program compared favorably to controls on goal setting, problem solving, and positive
thinking. Other studies used interviews and field observations to discern developmental
experiences among youth in school-based and community sports. These studies reinforce
that positive development is not an automatic consequence of participation—adolescents
reported many positive
Coaches and Teachers as Sources of Positive Youth Development
In physical activity contexts, coaches and teachers comprise special adults who make
a difference in the quality of youths’ experiences and personal skill development. Studies
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consistently show that coaches and teachers who provide greater frequency of behavior
contingen praise and informational feedback, coupled with low punitive responses, are
associated with participants who report higher self-esteem, perceived competence,
enjoyment, and self-determined motivation, and continued physical activity participation.
Coaches and teachers who engage in autonomy-supportive behaviors (e.g., allow
participants choices, share decision-making, receptive to input) facilitate positive
psychosocial and behavioral outcomes.
Modeling and reinforcing altruistic behaviors and facilitating discussion to enhance
student learning of moral concepts in weekly lessons over the school year. Students in the
experimental group showed improvement in moral judgment, reasoning, and intention and
prosocial behavior from pre- to post-intervention and were significantly higher than the
control group at post-intervention on all indices. Studies that view coaches’ behaviors and
interpersonal styles within a positive youth development framework show support for
improved personal development among participants.
Physical Activity-Based Youth Development Programs
Many youth programs publish mission statements and identify goals reflective of a
positive youth development approach. The program relies upon coaches, peer mentors, and
community volunteers as external assets, with structured training to educate coaches on
how to maximize youth development. Coaches are trained to apply four building blocks: (a)
activity-based (integrating golf and life skills into one seamless and enjoyable activity), (b)
mastery driven (defining success as individualized learning and improving, as in the concept
of Personal Par), (c) empower youth (opportunities for autonomous decision-making and
relationship building), and (d) continuous learning.
parents and coaches. In Year 2, analysis of interview responses revealed that 90%
provided evidence of retaining knowledge and transfer of life skills learned in The First Tee.
Domains in which life skills were used Survey responses showed that participants in The
First Tee compared favorably to youth in other out of-school-time activities. The First Tee is
effective in teaching life skills and promoting social and psychological qualities. Synergy
among the caring climate, deliberate life skills curriculum, and effective program delivery by
trained coaches are key processes whereby positive youth development is realized.
Hellison’s32 Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility model is a physical activity-based
youth development approach designed to promote prosocial values, social skills, and
resiliency among underserved youth. The model has been applied in a broad variety of
physical activity settings (school physical education, after-school programs) with children
and adolescents from diverse backgrounds. Consistent with a positive youth development
approach, the program
Promoting Positive Youth Development through Physical Activity
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Promoting the many healthy aspects of youth development through physical activity
requires putting knowledge into practice and assessing the outcomes. “Best practices”
refers to the “gold standard” for evidence-based activities, strategies, and methods that
successfully achieve the targeted, replicable, and sustainable outcomes of positive youth
development through physical activity. In our review we provided sources of evidence
supporting these best practices. We included scholarly literature and evaluation reports of
exemplar programs as sources of evidence for components, approaches, and practices that
have been proven to develop the many positive physical, psychological, and social assets
and outcomes attainable through physical activity experiences for youth. Derived from
evidence in the sources reviewed, we present a figure that illustrates a fundamental
building blocks approach for promoting
positive youth development through physical activity (see Figure 1). At the forefront
is the moral imperative to provide physical activity access and opportunity for all youth.
Without focused consideration of equitable access and opportunity, many youth are
excluded from physical activity, or fail to be explicitly encouraged and included. We define
underserved youth in physical activity contexts as those not presently meeting minimum
activity standards for achieving optimum health benefits. Poor urban and rural girls, boys
with disabilities, obese and overweight children, immigrant youth, and older adolescents are
among the most underserved, and are ones for which we must prioritize fixing “opportunity
gaps”47 in physical activity. Examples of individual
Examples of each provided in the figure bullets. For example, community capacity for
physical activity should be enhanced by building “mechanisms to stimulate local planning,
development, implementation, sustainability, and accountability,” components of optimal
contexts. Examples of specific elements to illustrate the nature of these building blocks are
provided in the figure. Our target behavior for effective contexts is for youth to participate
in a variety of health-enhancing physical activity through engagement, learning, and
performance involving a substantial physical effort component. Youth will differ in
participation interests and intensities across a continuum or range of possible physical
activity options. Development through physical activity. Recommendations from researchbased evidence, recognized institutes, national entities,
Conclusion:
“Be active, healthy, and happy!” As we come full circle from our opening message
taken from the Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans,64 it is clear that regular physical
activity leads to important physical, social, psychological, and academic competencies and
healthy outcomes among children and adolescents. A positive youth development approach
specifies the essential goals, contexts, and activities that optimize achievement of these
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competencies and healthy outcomes. A caring and mastery-oriented climate, supportive
relationships with adults and peers, and opportunities to learn social, emotional, and
behavioral life skills—these are the nutrients for promoting positive youth development
through physical activity.
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E-COMMERCE: AN OVERVIEW
DR. AMIT RAMESH KANWAR
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E-Commerce or Electronic Commerce means buying and selling of goods, products, or
services over the internet. E-commerce is also known as electronic commerce or internet
commerce. These services provided online over the internet network. Transaction of money,
funds, and data are also considered as E-commerce. These business transactions can be done in
four ways: Business to Business (B2B), Business to Customer (B2C), Customer to Customer
(C2C), Customer to Business (C2B). The standard definition of E-commerce is a commercial
transaction which is happened over the internet. Online stores like Amazon, Flipkart, Shopify,
Myntra, Ebay, Quikr, Olx are examples of E-commerce websites. By 2020, global retail ecommerce can reach up to $27 Trillion. E-commerce is a popular term for electronic commerce
or even internet commerce. The name is self-explanatory, it is the meeting of buyers and
sellers on the internet. This involves the transaction of goods and services, the transfer of funds
and the exchange of data.
So when you log into your Amazon and purchase a book, this is a classic example of an ecommerce transaction. Here you interact with the seller (Amazon), exchange data in form of
pictures, text, address for delivery etc. and then you make the payment.
As of now, e-commerce is one of the fastest growing industries in the global economy. As per
one estimate, it grows nearly 23% every year. And it is projected to be a $27 trillion industry by
the end of this decade.
Types of E-Commerce Models
Electronic commerce can be classified into four main categories. The basis for this
simple classification is the parties that are involved in the transactions. So the four basic
electronic commerce models are as follows,
1. Business to Business
This is Business to Business transactions. Here the companies are doing business with
each other. The final consumer is not involved. So the online transactions only involve
the manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers etc.
2. Business to Consumer
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Business to Consumer. Here the company will sell their goods and/or services directly
to the consumer. The consumer can browse their websites and look at products, pictures, read
reviews. Then they place their order and the company ships the goods directly to them.
Popular examples are Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong etc.
3. Consumer to Consumer
Consumer to consumer, where the consumers are in direct contact with each other. No
company is involved. It helps people sell their personal goods and assets directly to an
interested party. Usually, goods traded are cars, bikes, electronics etc. OLX, Quikr etc follow
this model.
4. Consumer to Business
This is the reverse of B2C, it is a consumer to business. So the consumer provides a
good or some service to the company. Say for example an IT freelancer who demos and sells
his software to a company. This would be a C2B transaction.
Examples of E-Commerce
Amazon
Flipkart
eBay
Fiverr
Upwork
Olx
Quikr
E-Commerce advantages can be broadly classified in three major categories −
 Advantages to Organizations
 Advantages to Consumers
 Advantages to Society
Advantages to Organizations
 Using e-commerce, organizations can expand their market to national and
international markets with minimum capital investment. An organization can easily
locate more customers, best suppliers, and suitable business partners across the
globe.
 E-commerce provides the sellers with a global reach. They remove the barrier of place
(geography). Now sellers and buyers can meet in the virtual world, without the
hindrance of location.
 E-commerce helps organizations to reduce the cost to create process, distribute,
retrieve and manage the paper based information by digitizing the information.
 E-commerce improves the brand image of the company.
 E-commerce helps to simplify the business processes and makes them faster and
efficient.
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E-commerce reduces the paper work.
 E-commerce increases the productivity of organizations. It supports "pull" type
supply management. In "pull" type supply management, a business process starts It
provides 24x7 support. Customers can enquire about a product or service and place
orders anytime, anywhere from any location.
 E-commerce application provides users with more options and quicker delivery of
products.
 E-commerce application provides users with more options to compare and select
the cheaper and better options.
 A customer can put review comments about a product and can see what others are
buying, or see the review comments of other customers before making a final
purchase.
 E-commerce provides options of virtual auctions.
 It provides readily available information. A customer can see the relevant detailed
information within seconds, rather than waiting for days or weeks.
 E-Commerce increases the competition among organizations and as a result,
organizations provides substantial discounts to customers.
Advantages to Society
 Customers need not travel to shop a product, thus less traffic on road and low air
pollution.
 E-commerce helps in reducing the cost of products, so less affluent people can also
afford the products.
 E-commerce has enabled rural areas to access services and products, which are
otherwise not available to them.
 E-commerce helps the government to deliver public services such as healthcare,
education, social services at a reduced cost and in an improved manner.
 Electronic commerce will substantially lower the transaction cost. It eliminates many
fixed costs of maintaining brick and mortar shops. This allows the companies to enjoy a
much higher margin of profit.
 It provides quick delivery of goods with very little effort on part of the customer.
Customer complaints are also addressed quickly. It also saves time, energy and effort for
both the consumers and the company.
 One other great advantage is the convenience it offers. A customer can shop 24×7. The
website is functional at all times, it does not have working hours like a shop.
 Electronic commerce also allows the customer and the business to be in touch directly,
without any intermediaries. This allows for quick communication and transactions. It
also gives a valuable personal touch.
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Reduces unemployment - Business organizations require talented human resources to
develop and maintain the website of their business. Though business processes are
automated, business organization require people to attend to customer queries. The
establishment of call centers in developing countries reduces the unemployment
problem of those countries.
 Availability of goods - Through internet people can buy goods from anywhere in the
world. The goods which are not available locally can be purchased from any part of the
world. The needs of the customers are met by accessing the internet. So, business
organizations cannot ride on customers by citing shortage of goods in the local market
as the reason.
Disadvantages of E-Commerce


The start-up costs of the e-commerce portal are very high. The setup of the hardware
and the software, the training cost of employees, the constant maintenance and upkeep
are all quite expensive.
 Although it may seem like a sure thing, the e-commerce industry has a high risk of
failure. Many companies riding the dot-com wave of the 2000s have failed miserably.
The high risk of failure remains even today.
 At times, e-commerce can feel impersonal. So it lacks the warmth of an interpersonal
relationship which is important for many brands and products. This lack of a personal
touch can be a disadvantage for many types of services and products like interior
designing or the jewellery business.
 Security is another area of concern. Only recently, we have witnessed many security
breaches where the information of the customers was stolen. Credit card theft, identity
theft etc. remain big concerns with the customers.
 Then there are also fulfillment problems. Even after the order is placed there can be
problems with shipping, delivery, mix-ups etc. This leaves the customers unhappy and
dissatisfied.
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Introduction :
A warm-up is usually performed before participating in technical sports or exercising. A
warm-up generally consists of a gradual increase in intensity in physical activity (pulse
raiser), a joint mobility exercise, stretching and a sport related activity. For example, before
running or playing an intense sport one might slowly jog to warm muscles and increase
heart rate. It is important that warm ups should be specific to the exercise that will follow,
which means that exercise that are required for that particular activity. The risks and
benefits of combining stretching with warming up are mixed and in some cases disputed.
Warming up prepares the body mentally and physically.
BENEFITS :
A warm –up will improve the effectiveness of training and should be done before every
training session. This is fundamental to a safe practice.
Direct physical effects are :
 Release of adrenaline
 Increased heart rate
 Enables oxygen in the blood to traval with greater speed
 Increased production of synovial fluid located between the joints to reduce friction
 Allows joints to moves more efficiently
 Dilation of capillaries
 Enables oxygen in the blood to travel at a higher volume
 Increase of temperature in the muscles
 Decreased viscosity in the blood
 Enables oxygen in the blood to travel with greater speed
 Facilitates enzyme activity
 Encourages the dissociation of oxygen from hemoglobin
 Decreased viscosity [clarification needed] within the muscle
 Greater extensibility and elasticity of muscle fibers
 Increased force and speed of contraction
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 Increase of muscle metabolism
 Supply of energy through breakdown of glycogen
 Increase in speed of nerve impulse conduction
 Removes lactic acid
HOW TO WARM- UP BEFORE EXERCISE
A proper warm- up has important exercise benefits
Most athletes perform some type of regular warm-up and cool down during training and
racing. A proper warm up can increase the blood flow to the working muscle which results
in decreased muscle stiffness, less risk of injury and improved performance. Additional
benefits of warming up include physiological and psychological preparation.
Benefits of a Proper Warm Up
 Increased Muscle Temperature – The temperature increases within muscles that are used
during a warm-up routine. A warmed muscle both contracts more forcefully and relaxes
more quickly. In this way both speed and strength can be enhanced. Also, the probability
of overstretching a muscle and causing injury is far less
 Increased Body Temperature – This improves muscle elasticity, also reducing the risk of
strains and pulls
 Blood Vessels Dilate – This reduces the resistance to blood flow and lower stress on the
heart.
 Improve Efficient Cooling – By the activating the heat-dissipation mechanism in the body
(efficient sweating) an athlete can cool efficiently and help prevent overheating early in
the event of race.
 Increased Blood Temperature – The temperature of blood increases as it travels through
the muscle. As blood temperature rises, the binding of oxygen to hemoglobin weakens so
oxygen is more readily available to working muscle, which may improve endurance.
 Improved Range of Motion – The range of motion around a joint is increased.
 Hormonal Changes – Your body increases its production of various hormones
responsible for regulating energy production. During warm-up this balance of hormones
makes more carbohydrates and fatty acids available for energy production.
 Mental Preparation – The warm-up is also a good time to mentally prepare for an event
by clearing the mind, increasing focus, reviewing skills and strategy. Positive imagery can
also relax the athlete and build concentration.
Typical Warm-up exercises include :
 Gradually increasing the intensity of your specific sport. This uses the specific skills of a
sport and is sometimes called a related warm-up. For runners, the idea is to jog a while
and add a few sprints into the routine to engage all the muscle fibers.
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Adding movements not related to your sports in slow steady manner: calisthenics or
flexibility exercises for example. Ball players often use unrelated exercise for their warm
up.
 Which to choose? The best time to stretch a muscle is after it has an increased blood
flow and has increased temperature to avoid injury. Stretching a cold muscle can
increase the risk of injury from pulls and tears. So, you are better off doing gradual
aerobic exercise before stretching. Keep in mind that the best time to stretch is after
exercise because your muscles are warm and pliable with the increase of blood in them.
Make sure your warm up begging gradually, and uses the muscles that will be stressed
during exercise.
 Keep in mind that the perfect warm up is a very individual process that can only come
with practice, experimentation and experience. Try warming up in various way, at
various intensities until you find what works best for you.
Warming Up to Avoid Injury :
You can increase the speed component of many of the drills as you become more
proficient at performing them. This will ‘fire up’ your nervous system and increase the
strength of your muscle for handling more dynamic contractions. Performing these drills can
also reduce the risk of common running injuries, such as shin splints, and can ‘protect’ the
knee and ankle joints. Always think about being ‘light’ on your feet.
Aim to perform each of the exercises below over 10-15m, with a walk back or jogging
recovery. It should be should be enough to perform 3-4 reps of each.
Lunge walk – for loosening up the hips, improving leg drive and strengthening the butt and
hamstrings. Assume a lunge position and step forwards into another lunge. Keep your
chest up, look straight ahead and co-ordinate your arms with your legs;
 High knee lift- for hip flexor and ankle strength. Extend up onto the toes and lift each
thing to a position parallel with the ground as you move forwards;
 Elbow-to-inside- of –ankle lunge – for hip flexibility, hamstring strength and stretching
out the lower back. Similar to the lunge walk, but extend your trunk forward over your
front leg. If your right leg was in front of you, you would take the right elbow down
toward the inside of the right ankle. Watch your balance !
 Calf Walk – for lower limb strength and Achilles flexibility. Extending the ankle on each
step will warm up the calf muscles and Achilles tendons:
 Sideways – and backwards skipping/running – for lower limb strength,
agility and flexibility .Other useful warm-up exercises include:
 Simulated- running arm action, standing or seated. The seated version is also great for
specific core stability, as you have to work hard to maintain stability on the ground.
Perform for 15-60 seconds, altering your speed of movement;
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Leg drives- Lean forwards against a wall, with your hands out at shoulder level and your
feet shoulder – width apart and keep your body straight. Lift your right leg, with the
knee bent, until the upper thigh is parallel to ground. From your hip, drive the leg back,
so that your forefoot contacts the ground, then pull the leg back up to the starting
position to complete one rep. Perform in sets of 10 on each leg, gradually increasing the
speed of the drive;
 Leg cycling – Assume the same starting position as for the exercise above, but this time,
on driving the leg back, sweep it back up and behind you before pulling it back from the
hip to the starting position. Try to keep the foot dorsi-flexed –ie stretched towards the
leg. Perform this exercise slowly at first, gradually building up speed as you become
more confident.
A final though is don’t shoes! No, I’m not recommending that you complete your next
lactate stacker session in your socks; but, if weather permits (or you’re training
indoors), performing the drills described above over very short distances without shoes
can be very beneficial. Running shoes prevent the calf and Achilles tendons, in
particular, from optimally flexing. They also reduce the potential to specifically
strengthen these areas. Increasing foot and lower leg strength can make you a more
efficient runner. Harness the power of sports science to skyrocket your sports training
and avoid sports injuries. Find out more about how to become a Gold Member of Peak
Performance.
Reference :
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IMPORTANCE OF LIBRARY SCIENCE COURSE IN MODERN HIGHER
EDUCATION
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Librarian, Government College, Bankhedi, Dist. Hoshangabad (M. P.)
Abstract:Educational efforts over many years have seen the positive involvement of
libraries in education by providing their referral services, info and teaching resources.
Individual tutoring programs and academic categories, besides their stretch to specific
people’s teams with academic handicaps concerned currently by libraries, alludes to their
active and increased involvement in education. Distribution of resource materials to
establishments, as well as hospitals, prisons, homes for the disabled and aged, rehabilitation
centers and teams with education connected issues and adolescents concerned in crime,
state and the like, makes an evident impact on their education.
Introduction:The role of a library in the education process at any level, especially at the
college level for the overall development of students such as personality, skill
communication, career, and creativity is very significant etc. So a well-organized library is
essential for the teaching-learning process done in a college, especially when the emphasis
is shifted from classroom teaching centered process. The quality of education is greatly
coupled with libraries. The information collected and disseminated by libraries decides the
quality of teaching and learning process in a college.
Role of Libraries in Higher Education:
It has been described that the education, particularly at higher levels, is a
process of learning rather than teaching, signifying the efforts to be put in by the students.
They have to be provided with the facilities necessary for mastering the subject matter,
techniques, skills, and habits of thinking and methods of work in their chosen field. It is
additional therefore within the gift day of knowledge explosion, age and therefore the days
of dramatic shift in socio-economic and political spheres. The enormous growth of
information and its proliferation on the one hand, access to information through various
communication media with the advancement of technology on the other; and awareness
among public of egalitarian opportunities and social justice on yet another hand have
exerted a greater stress on the total educational system. The shift on this stress call for a
change in teaching skills and techniques, learning habits, curricula design and
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implementation, etc. This change in the educational system has further increased the need
for supplementary reading resources. The classroom lectures cannot suffice the student to
prepare for facing the societal challenges. The teacher cannot be an effective teacher unless
he draws extensively from a variety of information sources and keeps himself up-to-date in
his field of specialization. So additionally the data desires of the analysis students vary in
amount and quality.
It is here that the libraries being reservoirs of knowledge hidden in a variety of
forms have a vital role to play. Library contend a significant role within the development of
upper education. It is not merely a store house of books and other reading material
collected for preservation, but it also functions as a dynamic instrument of education, to
feed the intellect of the student, to encourage the researchers of the faculty and to invite all
who enter its house to partake fully of its intellectual and cultural contents. It would not be
an exaggeration if it were said that a library is an essential pre-requisite for successful
implementation of higher education programme.
Library Resources and Their Role in Higher Education:Now a days, some libraries invite uneducated parents to learn interactive
language skills that help them to teach their young ones, while others invite whole families
for book talks and reading classes.
From the dawn of civilization to the modern age, the accumulation of
information is a direct result of man’s insatiable pursuit of knowledge, and ever since the
invention of writing paper and therefore the advent of the computers, Libraries have taken
on associate aggressive role within the preservation of knowledge written by wise men, with
a vigor and enthusiasm in furthering the reason behind tutorial analysis and education, and
catering to the needs of millions of aspirants for information.
Library and better Education and Role in External Study Mode Perspective:A library’s role is often formed on the establishments like faculties, colleges and
other professional and non-professional organizations, the needs of which it services.
Mostly these services square measure inadequate for the role projected for it at a specific
level of education. The construct is gaining ground that libraries should match their
objectives, and therefore, both libraries and their librarians must involve conscientiously in
the exercise to improve their contribution to the education cause with more serious insight
into development resulting from scrupulous planning.
Library’s Role in Distance Learning:The involvement of libraries in correspondence-education, merits discussion as
more and more students and working men and women are opting for distance learning
using tutorials with screen capture or Screen cast that mount educational information using
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a bevy of tools like multi-modal media in lieu of physical classrooms, to gain student course
contentment.
The past years have seen a radical shift to the OER or Open Educational Courses
that have brought about a deep-seated transformation in the educational system the world
over and the university libraries square measure try onerous to get rid of the vestiges of the
challenges within the system in their legal, technical and political aspects. Harnessed
properly, the OER is certain to deliver its benefits of aspiring students and employed people
who find it difficult and inconvenient to attend regular classes.
The Role of E-Learning in Education:Electronic learning, or e-learning, refers to computer-enhanced learning. It
additionally refers to analysis, learning, and teaching in the digital environment. Higher
education is growing more dependent on e-learning for its advantages of convenience,
flexibility and the option to work from any point with internet availability at your own pace.
E-learning or electronic learning could be a pc primarily based learning that uses a digital
setting to show and learn.The concept of libraries has undergone a revolution with the
advent of the Information and Communication Technology. Now, a digital library is
equipped with storage of digital collections, infrastructure and services to sustain lifelong
learning, protection of recorded information and intellectual communiqué.
Importance of library science:The role of humanistic discipline is to supply a combined service of analysis and
teaching. It contributes to the mental object of pros and helps in making ready them to
attain excellence. Library science is one field that has modified enormously within the past
twenty years that makes it tougher than the other profession. The humanistic discipline
course can facilitate in planning and up libraries.
Library science in modern age:In the digital age, the importance of librarians and library science is increasing.
Library professionals square measure the one WHO square measure fully concerned in
providing info services to professionals and organizations. In the fashionable digital age, the
need for quality and filtered information has grown up and so librarians have a major role to
play. This has enlarged the scope for humanistic discipline during this digital age. Computer
accomplishment among library skilled and additional friendly system interface has resulted
in unprecedented opportunities for them. These opportunities highlight the importance of
humanistic discipline in education.
CONCLUSION:The importance of library in higher education, a modern college in India must
have a well-planned and functional library so that it becomes an intellectual hub of the
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institution for both students and teachers. The librarian invites information seekers of
knowledge to enjoy an intellectual feast in calm and periodicals arranged systematically in
shelves. It will then rightly call as an open sesame of the wardrobe of literature”.
Reference:
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to compare the level of tension among various base
fielders in softball. To achieve the purpose of the present study researcher has selected 30
players of different playing position in softball: 10 first base fielders, 10 second base fielders
and 10 third base fielders from various clubs of Nagpur. Subjects were selected by purposive
sampling method. The age of the player were ranged between 20 to 25 Years.
Multidimensional Assessment of Personality Series (MAPS) questionnaire were distributed
to player’s researcher explained each and every question in marathi so that player can give
correct and relevant answers. From that questionnaire only scores of tension were taken
and were analyzed by one way ANOVA. The level of significance was fixed at 0.05. When the
obtained ‘F’ value was significant Post-hoc test was applied to find out the paired mean
difference. Statistical analysis was done on the bases of one way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). A one-way analysis of variance was utilized in order to determine the difference if
any, if difference was found significance the LSD Post-hoc test was applied to assess the
paired mean difference among the different base fielders. Significant was kept at 0.05
levels. shows that there is significant difference between different base fielders in softball in
reference to level of tension as the calculated value F is 11.789 which is greater than tab
F0.05(2,27) = 3.354. Since the F ratio is found to be significant, the Least Significant
Difference (LSD) Post hoc test is applied to assess the paired mean difference among the
different base fielders in softball in reference to level of tension, that the mean difference
value of First Base and Second Base Fielder is 2.5 whereas Second Base and Third Base
Fielder is 2.3 which is greater than the critical difference value 1.919. Hence, the mean of
level of tension of Second Base Fielder is higher as comparative to Third Base and First Base
Fielder.
Keyword: Tension, Softball, First base, Second base, and Third base fielder.
Introduction
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Sports are a psycho-physical activity. It has both psychological dimensions besides
physical, physiological and technical aspects. People interest in sports is found among all the
society of the world. But the quality of participation of the athletes in games and sports is
determined by their psychological factors also. In this Modern era of competition,
psychological preparation of a team is as important as acquiring the different skill of a game.
On the scientific lines, the teams are motivated not only to play the game but also to win
the games. It is not only the proficiency in the skill which brings victory in them but more
important is the mental preparation of the players with which they play and perform their
best in the competition. The application of psychological principles is also important for the
performance in sports and therefore, it is given greater attention in present days. There are
certain aspects were psychological principles have to be applied during training, so that
players are able to show their best performance.
The involvement of psychological principles for improvement of performance in
sports has received greater attention in these days. There are certain accepted
psychological principles which must have to be applied, so that the athletes and players are
able to show their best in performances in competition. Coaches, physical educationists and
sports scientists have always egger to know more about those psychological principles,
which are helpful in improving the performance of the players. It is important to know
about the role of anxiety, aggression, tension, fear, emotional phenomena like competitive
anxiety and some personality traits like extroversion and neuroticism of the players during
training as well as in competitions.
The athletes who are alert and relaxed, they take better, quicker decision during a
match. An over-anxious athlete may take incorrect decision. Athletes can be more
motivated when they realize that they can control their inner ability like anxiety, aggression,
tension, fear, etc and are then free to play at their top level.
Tension is that state of nervousness, which results from the internal forces acting in
opposition to each other such in emotional reactions like anger or fear. In one word, tension
may refer as the residual effect of mental or emotional strain reflected in an athlete
appearance or behaviour.
A high level of basic tension will easily cause an athlete to choke under the perceived
impact of impending competition or during a critical part of the competition. As we know
Inverted-U model is often used to describe the influence of activation, arousal and tension
on performance. The model says that an athletic performance will lose in quality if the
tension level is low as well as if the tension level is very high the performance of athlete will
also decrease, however the optimal level of activation arousal, tension and motivation is the
one at which an athlete performs at his best or close to his maximum. This optimal level
varies from athlete to athlete and in the same athlete from time to time depending upon
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the sport, how well learned it is (automatization) and on the interpretation of bodily arousal
(fight/fight). However, this ideal level is difficult to measure in an objective way expect the
athlete or the coach identifying and analyzing feelings, moods and mind states.
A softball player also requires tremendous physical stamina, agility, individual
proficiency, neuromuscular coordination, lung capacity, quick reflexes, intelligence and
presence of mind on the field. Hence researcher keen to know which base position fielder in
softball are very tensed or under pressure which directly affect player to take correct and
incorrect decision while throwing. Hence researcher has taken the study “A Comparative
Study of Tension among various positions of softball base fielder”
Methodology
To achieve the purpose of the present study researcher has selected 30 players of
different playing position in softball: 10 first base fielders, 10 second base fielders and 10
third base fielders from various clubs of Nagpur. Subjects were selected by purposive
sampling method. The age of the player were ranged between 20 to 25 Years.
Multidimensional Assessment of Personality Series (MAPS) questionnaire were distributed
to player’s researcher explained each and every question in marathi so that player can give
correct and relevant answers. From that questionnaire only scores of tension were taken
and were analyzed by one way ANOVA. The level of significance was fixed at 0.05. When the
obtained ‘F’ value was significant Post-hoc test was applied to find out the paired mean
difference.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was done on the bases of one way analysis of variance (ANOVA). A
one-way analysis of variance was utilized in order to determine the difference if any, if
difference was found significance the LSD Post-hoc test was applied to assess the paired
mean difference among the different base fielders. Significant was kept at 0.05 levels.
Table – 1
Comparison of Level of Tension amongst
different base fielders in Softball
SV

SS

Df

MS

between

38.6

2

19.3

error

44.2

27

1.637

F
11.789*

*Significance at 0.05 (27df) tabulated f = 3.354
Table – 2
Comparison of Mean of Level of Tension amongst
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different base fielders in Softball
st

1
Base
Fielder

2nd Base
Fielder

5.9

8.4

5.9
8.4

3rd Base
Fielder

MD

CD

2.5*
6.1

0.2

6.1

2.3*

1.919

*Significant at 0.05 level
Result
Above table-1 shows that there is significant difference between different base
fielders in softball in reference to level of tension as the calculated value F is 11.789 which is
greater than tab F0.05(2,27) = 3.354. Since the F ratio is found to be significant, the Least
Significant Difference (LSD) Post hoc test is applied to assess the paired mean difference
among the different base fielders in softball in reference to level of tension, that the mean
difference value of First Base and Second Base Fielder is 2.5 whereas Second Base and Third
Base Fielder is 2.3 which is greater than the critical difference value 1.919. Hence, the mean
of level of tension of Second Base Fielder is higher as comparative to Third Base and First
Base Fielder.
Graph

Mean comparison of different base fielder in softball
Conclusion
It may be concluded that Second Base Fielder is highly tensed than First Base and
Third Base Fielder. As it is found to be significant the reason may be attributed that the
“Second Base Fielder” has to be always alert if the ball is hit to the left side of the field, the
second base fielder covers second base. If the ball is hit to right-field or center field, they
become the cut-off for the center fielder or the right fielder depending where the ball was
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hit to. If the ball is hit to the first base fielder, the second base fielder then is responsible for
covering first base. If the ball is hit to the second base fielder, they either throw the ball to
the second base if there was already a player on first, or they throw to first if there was
nobody on. If the runner is between home and first, the second base fielder makes the
decision to throw the ball to first or to hold the ball. And also, in the bunt case, the second
base fielder must cover first as the first base fielder runs to get the ball from the bunt.
Overall we can say that the second base fielder is always tensed because second base fielder
has to play many roles during game.
Reference
 Margaret S. J., “Introduction to Measurement in Physical Education and Exercise Science”,
Toronto: Times Mirror Mosbt College Publishing, 1990.
 Kamlesh M. L., “Psychology of Physical Education and Sports”, London : Boston Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1972.
 R.M Suinn, “Visual Motor Behavior Sepearsal For Adoptive Behavior In Counseling Method
Education”, J. Kgmboths And C. Thoresch, New York: Halt, 1976.
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Softball
 https://www.peaksports.com/sports-psychology-blog/tag/tension/
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ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN SPORTS: A CONFLICT
DR. DEVENDRA GAWANDE
Principal,
Smt. S. R. Arts & Commerce College, Wanoja, Dist.-Washim
From early sport has invariably been important to humans. You can fancy it either by
taking part in or looking at it however either means it's concerning winning or seeing
somebody (or some team) win. To be that winning one an jock, his/her team, his/her
sponsors And whoever might need an influence on the athlete’s career, can keep rising
his/her condition, coaching strategies and, very important, the equipment that is being
used. And here comes a serious conflict purpose in today’s sports: till that purpose ought to
technology be employed in sports? And what is its role?
Technology as a locality of society and sport – or not?
Sport and technology have continuously coexisted which technology has
continuously been a neighborhood of sports. It started with beginning heels for the sprints
at the athletic competition, the equipment sort of a ball, a lawn tool that promoted field
sports and a timer, and ended (for now) with portable 3D cameras, high speed videos and
mew materials like Titanium, to make sport equipment lighter.
Sport and technology reflect society and those advancement should be allowed – at
least up to a certain point. Technology changes the sporting events into higher ones except
for him it's an issue of that bits of technology we wish. The folks wish to examine the most
effective contestant and not the most effective instrumentation, which can turn the
competition into an “unfair” game.
Technology as an unnecessary intervention into natural justice
And then their area unit a lot of concrete anti-technology opinions. Decision reviews,
video replays and goal-line technology ruin the spectacle of games, and reduce them to
clinical, quasi-legal inquiries. The directors continuously wish to urge everything right 100%
of the time. This although takes the fun out of the sport and up to the present purpose sport
had survived because the spectacle, which enthralls us without a sub-committee forming to
discuss every contentious decision.
Technology as a modern tool in sports
Radio Frequency Identification will enhance the games themselves, secure ticketing
and boost the quality of the in-stadium spectator experience. It will add worth and visibility
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to totally different styles of sporting events and might avoid unhealthy offside selections.
But not only in soccer but also in other sports, like tennis, or marathon racing, RFID is used.
It provides a awfully correct temporal order of every contestant (as within the marathon
racing) and conjointly useful video proof once it involves off selections in court game and
similar sports (which are also enhanced by different methods like the Hawk-Eye line-calling
system).
Technology in Sports – A Conflict in Society
Sport is extremely vital to most of the folks in our society, that makes the conflict
concerning technology even a lot of wild. Some assume that technology ends up in higher
selections and accuracy however on the opposite aspect folks notice themselves angry with
all that technology that destroys the $64000 competition that should be concerning what
humans will do, and replaces it with a competition of “who has the better technology”. I
think that up to a certain point technology helps to keep the game fair (in the case of offside
decisions for example), but when it comes to the equipment the importance of technology
should be limited.
The Role of Technology in Sports:Nowadays, it's hard to tell the jocks from the geeks. Athletes maximize advances
from engineering, material science, biomechanics, communication and information
technologies to maximize training and performance. Develop technologies that area unit
remodeling each facet of sport, together with coaching job, judging, even the look of sports
arenas and spectator expertise.
What is the role of technology in sports? What are these sporting technologies?
Sport technologies are considered as means developed to help an individual reach
certain goals and interests related to a specific type of sport. They are technical means
wherein athletes and sportspersons tend to enhance their training alongside with their
competitive surroundings to come up with a thoroughly improved athletic performance. It
basically speaks of knowledge and the application of utilizing a specialized kind of
equipment along with the latest advance technologies needed to execute certain types of
sports efficiently.
Advanced and Latest Sporting Technologies: The Benefits
The recent developments and innovations in sports technologies have made it
possible to produce various types of products designed to improve and increase athletic
performance. With these technologies, athletic health can also be observed and maintained
while injuries are also being treated. These are possible with the help of advanced sporting
technologies like monitors for heart rates, monitors for body fat, pedometers, etc.
Because of such advancement in the field of sporting technologies, a profound sense
of knowledge is recognized when it comes to the potential of the human body. This allows
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the athletes to undergo training and join sports competitions even when they are already
old. These sporting technologies and equipment have also been developed to enhance the
safety of every athlete participating in any sports events. Some of the common sporting
tools and equipment which have been developed to enhance safety include helmets and
other types of body protection used in the sports such as ice hockey and boxing. All of these
are designed to help in the prevention of injuries.
With the aid of modern and advanced sporting technologies, judging and scoring
have also become more precise and accurate. The interests and excitements of the
spectators are also enhanced with the aid of stadium displays like scoreboards and modern
broadcasting equipment.
How Sporting Technologies Improve Athletic Performance?
There are different types of sports gears like footwear and clothing and each of them
has to be user-friendly. They have to be tough, strong, flexible, durable, moisture-resistant,
and cost-effective. Footwear should be comfortable and helps the user avoid injury. In the
field of swimming, full body suits are known to rationalize the performance of the
swimmers. The use of composite racket for tennis was created to enhance ball speed and
reduce to vibration which is known to cause tennis elbow, a kind of condition which entails
the damage of capillaries of the ligaments and muscles surrounding the joint of the elbow.
As for the modern golf clubs, their overall mass was reduced for more achievable distance
coverage and a more accurate shot. Bicycles have also come up with the latest sporting
innovations like pneumatic tires, specialist wheels, pedals, and brake levers which improve
rigidity and stability of the bicycle.
Conclusion:The world of sport is frequently dynamical over the years, and also the use of
technology is simply one in all those areas that has created a bearing on several sports in
the modern day. One criticism of the utilization of technology is that it will curtail the speed
of the sport, however on the opposite hand for several folks it makes looking at it more
enjoyable to see the correct decisions being made.
References:1. http://www.electrasports.com/technology-and-its-role-in-sports/
2. http://www.ulster.ac.uk/scienceinsociety/technologyinsport.html
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Introduction
Physical activity is vital to the holistic development of young people, fostering their
physical, social and emotional health. The benefits of sport reach beyond the impact on
physical well-being and the value of the educational benefits of sport should not be underestimated.
This thematic profile attempts to broadly introduce some of the current themes
related to physical education and sport for children and youth. In the literature related to
physical education and sport there is much debate across the world over definitions of
physical education, sport and physical activity.
There is also great variance in the standard age boundaries for youth world-wide.
These issues will not be explored in detail here. Rather a number of links to further reading
and resources are provided after each sub-theme to direct readers to additional
information. Within schools, physical education is an essential component of quality
education. Not only do physical education programmes promote physical activity, such
programmes also correlate to improved academic performance under certain conditions.
Sport can also, under the right conditions, provide healthy alternatives to deviant behaviour
such as drug abuse, violence and crime.
What is sport and development?
‘Sport and development’ refers to the use of sport as a tool for development and
peace. Actors in sport, academia, private sector, non-profit and non-governmental
organisations, government agencies, UN agencies and international organisations, the
media, the general public as well as young people are increasingly interested in the
potential of sport as a tool to reach personal, community, national and international
development objectives. They are also interested in how sport can be used as a tool for
addressing some of the challenges that arise from humanitarian crises and in conflict and
post-conflict
settings.
As sport becomes increasingly part of humanitarian and development work, as well
as a part of the corporate social responsibility practices of some private sector actors,
interested parties are anxious to explore the potential, as well as the limitations, of sport in
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their work. For these very different actors to understand each other better, it becomes
necessary to develop common definitions and frameworks for action in order to improve
practice.
What is 'sport'?
In the area of Sport & Development, ‘sport’ is generally understood to include
physical activities that go beyond competitive sports. “Incorporated into the definition of
‘sport’ are all forms of physical activity that contribute to physical fitness, mental well-being
and social interaction. These include: play; recreation; organized, casual or competitive
sport; and indigenous sports or games.” United Nations Inter-agency Taskforce on Sport for
Development and Peace.
What do we mean by ‘development’?
Sport can have a positive impact on a number of different topics.
According to the Sport for Development and Peace International Working Group, sport is
seen to have the most benefits in:
 Individual development
 Health promotion and disease prevention
 Promotion of gender equality
 Social integration and the development of social capital
 Peace building and conflict prevention/resolution
 Post-disaster/trauma relief and normalisation of life
 Economic development
 Communication and social mobilisation.
Sport has been linked to the Millennium Development Goals but it has been widely
recognised that sport alone will not be able to achieve all eight goals. In the past, sport has
been most commonly linked to: eradication of poverty and extreme hunger; achieving
universal primary education; responding to the psychosocial needs of victims of disasters
and emergencies; promoting gender equality and empowering women; and combating
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases.
Healthy development of children and young people through sport
Physical education and sport have an educational impact. Changes can be seen in (i)
motor skills development and performance and (ii) educational potential. This shows the
positive relationship between being involved in physical activities and psychosocial
development. Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of
children and youth and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport
contribute to the holistic development of young people. Through participation in sport and
physical education, young people learn about the importance of key values such as:
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Honesty
 Teamwork
 Fair play
 Respect for themselves and others
 Adherence to rules
It also provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition and
how to cope with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact of
physical education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in addition to
physical skills and abilities. In terms of physical and health aspects of child and youth
development, there is an overwhelming amount of evidence that focuses on the (mostly
positive) effects of sport and exercise on physical health, growth and development.
Long-term involvement in physical activity
Physical education and sport also build health activity habits that encourage life-long
participation in physical activity. This extends the impact of physical education beyond the
schoolyard and highlights the potential impact of physical education on public health.
To achieve broader goals in education and development, sports programmes must
focus on the development of the individual and not only on the development of technical
sports skills. While the physical benefits of participation in sport are well known and
supported by large volumes of empirical evidence, sport and physical activity can also have
positive benefits on education.
Sport as a 'hook'
Sport is an attractive activity for young people, and is often used as a draw card to
recruit children and young people to health and education programmes. Sport and
development projects that focus on educational outcomes use sport as a means to deliver
educational messages to participants, and spectators in some cases. Additionally, some
programmes aim to promote and develop other aspects of education such as school
attendance and leadership. Sport does not inherently provide positive educational
outcomes. Much of the literature emphasises the crucial role of physical education teachers
and other providers of physical activity and sport as determinants of educational
experiences.
Learning performance
Sport-based programmes have been shown to improve the learning performance of
children and young people, encouraging school attendance and a desire to succeed
academically. Whilst a majority of research into the health and development impacts of
sport has been conducted in developed countries, there are studies that support this
relationship in developing countries. For example, a study on sports involvement among
children and young people in Namibia has shown that those who participated in sport and
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physical activity were more likely to pass the Grade 10 examinations. There is further
research that suggests this relationship continues in tertiary education.
Social and emotional development
In terms of the social aspects of child and youth development, there are three main
areas that have been under consideration: inclusion and community building; characterbuilding; and delinquency and community safety.
Inclusion and community building
The role of sport in inclusion has shown to be strongly linked to building social
cohesion and social capital among young people and adults in communities. Sport has been
used as a practical tool to engage young people in their communities through volunteering,
resulting in higher levels of leadership, community engagement and altruism among young
people. Positive peer relationships between young people are encouraged through physical
activity and coaching is considered a key aspect of how physical activity can contribute to
social inclusion among young people. Social inclusion also relates to offering equal
opportunities to sport and education programmes regardless of gender, ethnicity or ability.
There is increasing attention on programme development both in and out of schools for
example, to include girls, people with disabilities and refugees.
Character-building
The reasoning is that moral behaviour is acquired through social interaction that
occurs through sport and physical activity conducted in a collective. Whether or not sport
has a positive impact on character-building in an individual is highly dependent on
the context of the programme and the values promoted and developed.
Delinquency and community safety
Research suggests that sport can be used as a means to reduce deviant behaviour
among children and youth. But participating in physical activity does not directly impact on
deviant behaviour. Accordingly, programmes should combine sports and physical activities
with leadership and job-skills development and training to address risk factors in children
and youth.
The majority of programmes that target delinquent youth aim to act as either:
 Diversions for delinquent youth away from other delinquent youth
 Rehabilitation activities for those previously involved in delinquent behaviour
 Gateways to engage the target group in sport in order to establish relationships with
authority figures, social services, educational programmes and marginalised groups
‘Gateway’ programmes seek to address the underlying risk factorsfor crime
involvement, early school leaving, and other social problems that contribute towards
delinquency by providing ‘at risk’ youth with access to social and job-skills training,
education programmes and/or leadership programmes.
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To increase the success of a sports programme in this area, activities should be:
 Provided through supportive, ‘bottom-up’ approaches;
 The activity must be purposeful to the individual, tailored to their individual needs; and
 De-emphasise regulations and winning.
Conclusion:
the various activities and programmes, funds, programmes and specialised agencies,
sports federations and organisations as well as non-Governmental organisations and
bilateral development agencies in commemoration of the International Year of Sport and
Physical Education. “Sport as a means to promote education, health, development and
peace”. strived to achieve a better understanding of the value of sport and physical
education for human development and a more systematic use of sport in development
programmes. It aimed to facilitate better knowledge-sharing among various key
stakeholders, to raise general awareness as well as to create the right conditions for the
implementation of new, and the strengthening of existing, sport-based development
programmes and projects.
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EMPOWER RURAL YOUTH CAN MAKE INDIA STRONGER
DR. GAJENDRA B. RAGHUWANSHI
Director, Department of Physical Education & sports
Smt. Kesharbai Lahoti Mahavidyalaya, Amravati
Introduction:
Every nation is empowered by the strength of youth, and every youth is empowered
with the help of employment and entrepreneurship opportunities created and monitored.
India is upcoming Youngest Country in the world and world is also looking towards India as
dominant young working human resource, which can make India stronger. As we know
today's era is a knowledge-based era and to fulfill current and future needs and demands of
the industry by means of employment and entrepreneurship, which is a important key
factor for economic growth of any country and for which skilled human resource is a major
requirement in every sector. Therefore, employment skill training is necessary task to be
achieved, now if we see the statistics we found in the countries like Korea, the skilled
workforce is 96%, in Japan 80%, in Germany 76% and in Britten 70% but in India its only
10%, this means there is large Skill Gap in demand & supply. For sustainable economic
growth we have to increase percentage of skilled human resource. We have 621 Universities
and 40,000 Colleges pan India generating millions of human recourse every year, we need to
revamp the education structure by entangling the courses of Skill Enhancement with current
Education system and which is already figure out by National Skill Quality Framework
(N.S.Q.F.) Its now right time to spread awareness of N.S.Q.F. in Educational Institutes,
Industry, Students and Society and this can be done by arranging different kinds of Seminars
and Workshops in collaboration with apex bodies in education like All India Council For
Technical Education (A.I.C.T.E.) ,University Grants Commission (U.G.C.) at educational
Institutions and at different levels in various phases. Following are some important points to
be considered for Importance of Skilling India, Skilling Youth &Youth development Skills and
knowledge are the driving forces of economic growth and social development for any
country. As per as the employment sector is concern it is divided into three major parts as
Primary, Secondary and Tertiary sector. For the economy to grow at 8% to 9%, it is required
that the secondary and tertiary sectors grow at 10% to 11%, assuming agriculture grows at
4%. In such a scenario, it is obvious that a large portion of the workforce would migrate
from the primary sector (agriculture) to the secondary and tertiary sectors. However, the
skill sets that are required in the manufacturing and service sectors are quite different from
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those in the agriculture sector. This implies that there is/will be a large skill gap when such a
migration occurs, as evidenced by a shrinking employment in the primary sector. This
scenario necessitates skill development in the workforce. India is expected to be home to a
skilled workforce of 500 million by 2022. About 12 million persons are expected to join the
workforce every year but India has capacity to train only 3 million people every year,
therefore there is a huge skill gap. This talent pool needs to be adequately skilled. This cabe
done by skilling and developing the youth. Following points are important as far as the
roadmap of Skilling and Development of Youth.
True Meaning of Rural Empowerment:
Indian villages are more cultural entities than physical ones. From this viewpoint too,
villages of India have become more emancipated than before. They are much in need of
empowerment. According to the basic principles of 'Empowerment', highlighting the chief
attributes of any noun or pronoun and strengthening it further is the real empowerment.
Transforming the villages into cities or filling them up with urban facilities is not the real
empowerment of villages. If we really want to empower villages and like to mark the real
role of youth in it, then we have to first mark the innate attributes of the entities that we
call as 'villages of India'.
Measures That Can Be Taken By The Policy Makers :
Infrastructure: The village infrastructure should be improvised. Community living should be
encouraged. More schools and colleges with better education facilities should be set up so
that the migration rates are reduced in fact better education setup in the villages with
modern facilities should be able to attract the urban students to the rural residential set ups
too.
Curriculum in perspective of Youth:
By analyzing and anticipating the the traits required for comprehensive development
of youth of Nation the Curriculum should be designed in such a way that it should fulfill the
need. So the Curriculum should be need and market based, which should increase
Employability and Entrepreneurship traits of the youth. To design such type of syllabus a
comprehensive committee should be formed at various levels, which should comprise of
Academician, Educationist and Eminent Personnel from Industry. Industry involvement in
designing the syllabus should made mandatory by the Government. The Curriculum should
comprise such courses which will develop Academic, Spiritual, Moral and Physical base of
the youth.
Academic Development of Youth: Following points are important for Academic
Development. • Syllabus should be rigorous need based and demand based. • Up gradation
should be done frequently. • Practical knowledge should get more importance. • Training
programs for Skill Development should be designed and incorporated within the education
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Institutes regularly. Skill Development Program (S.D.P.) should contain Soft Skill
Development and Hard Skill (Technical Skill) Development. Following points can be
considered as far as the Soft Skill and Hard Skill(Technical Skill) Development is concern. •
Youth Skill Development To enhance Entrepreneurship and Employability traits, a Skill
Development programs should be entangled with regular curriculum. Followingare some of
the required skill sets, which include both Soft Skill and Technical Skill.
Soft Skills
• Communication Skill • Presentation Skill • Aptitude • Attitude • Behavioral Skill
• Democratic Citizenship Skill • Confidence
Technical Skills
As per up gradation of Technology and Demand Of the Industry the Curriculum should be
set. These Skill Development Programs can be run in hand with National Skill Development
Corporation (N.S.D.C.) Following are some facts for scope in Skill Development In India….
1. Spiritual Development
Some Spiritual Courses OR tactics should be entangled with regular curriculum to get
rid of frustration, stress, strain, inferiority complex, fear and when youth found it
helpful, with this we can coagulate the spiritual base of the youth. Government can
run Spiritual Guidance Centre on Public Private Participation basis.
Moral Development
inculcating the subjects related to the Glorious and Victorious History of our Nation,
Ethics, Moral Values, Indian Common Man Success Stories, we can enhance the moral of the
youth. Viz. if we keep Autobiography of successful common man in any area, as a elective
subject to the student as per choice, then it will it can act as a guiding line and turning point
in the students’ life to become successful.
Physical Development
A well equipped physical fitness centre, sports centre, Yoga Centre should be made
available with expert teacher in every academic Institute for Physical Development of
students and these centre can be made available to the youths through Public Private
Participation basis and through Party’s Youth Wings. A special fund can be made available
through Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports to erect multipurpose Sports’ Blocks at Urban
as well as at Rural areas which will hunt the young sport talent to meet out the need of 2020
Olympics.
Guidance Research & Development and Motivation to the Youth for
R&D Activities should be enhanced and promoted by the Government for creative
youth. Innovative ideas of youth should get platform so as to convert the idea in to reality
and so we can get complete Indigenous Product through which we gain and enhance
Economic Growth of our Country. Government can organize big reality shows of
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“Innovations “for creative youth with P.P.P. and can work on slogan of “Come Make In
India” given by our Hon’ble Prime-Minister and here the roll of Corporate is very important
as mention below separately.
Roll of Corporate In Development of Youth.
Corporate World should be directly entangled with Academic World and with Government.
Government should ask Corporate to increase C.S.R. activities.
More scholarship scheme should be designed for poor talented youth. Innovative
and viable indigenous projects of youth should be 100% sponsored. And should be adopted
by the Corporate. Corporate should emphasize their more focus on rural Area and should
search Young Talent. Roll of Academic Infrastructure In Development Of Youth. Along with
regular academic infrastructure, all University Centers, Colleges should have
• Well Equipped R&D Laboratory. • Career Counseling Center
• Psychological Counseling Centre • Sports Guidance Centre
• Entrepreneurship Cell • Training & Placement Cell • Competitive Exams Guidance Cell
As there is a wide gap in Education In India and Abroad, there is also difference
between Inter State Education Syllabus, Examination and Result Analysis system. In National
Education Scenario there should be unique curriculum in all the states, which could be 80%
Global
Fund Allocation Today 6% of G.D.P. is allocated for Education but it is not sufficient enough,
therefore this can be revised and while allocating fund for Education it shall be allocated in
terms of % of G.N.P.
Rural Youth Empowerment Program Government should give special emphasize on
development of Rural Youth Of India. It can be done by giving base and opportunities to the
Rural Youth to stop the migration of Youth from Villages. As we know major India resides in
Villages, so if India want to be strong Villages should be strong and henceforth Rural Youth
Should Be Strong. Government can Empower Rural Youth by • Identifying areas wherein
youth are in masses along with one Entrepreneur who can employ them. • The potential
areas are o Agricultural Produce Small processing units with the help of S.M.E. can be
developed viz. Wheat, Cotton(Ginning, Pressing, Small Spinning Units etc.), Milk(Animal
Husbandry with Processing further and can sold at small outlets at Highways , Railway
network, if available.),groundnut seeds, Agro forestry coupled with Goat, Pig, Sheep
farming. o Trainings of Art &Craft and made market available to basic artisan work. o Native
Food Processing Units o Medicinal Plant Cultivation and processing as
Government can Empower Rural Youth by • Identifying areas wherein youth are in masses
along with one Entrepreneur who can employ them. • The potential areas are o Agricultural
Produce Small processing units with the help of S.M.E. can be developed viz. Wheat,
Cotton(Ginning, Pressing, Small Spinning Units etc.), Milk(Animal Husbandry with Processing
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further and can sold at small outlets at Highways , Railway network, if available.),groundnut
seeds, Agro forestry coupled with Goat, Pig, Sheep farming. o Trainings of Art &Craft and
made market available to basic artisan work. o Native Food Processing Units o Medicinal
Plant Cultivation and processing as per local needs. By making Rural Youth Empowered we
can make India Stronger. We can analyze the Youth Development Index of our Nation by
implementing above parameters as Skilled Knowledge Productivity Index Long Healthy Life
Physical Index Skilled Manpower Employability Index National Integrity Spirituality and
Morality Index
Conclusion:
1. Self employed youth has the power to empower the rural india by turning to
villages for their niche markets and creating Job opportunities. Vocational and
Professional trainings can be imparted to the rural youth for their skill
development and employment opportunities can be created within the villages
itself.
2. Setting up of Natural resource based power projects (Solar, Wind and Hydro) shall
help generate electricity and meet the indigenous requirements.
3. The rural youth can promote community living and focus more on group
cultivation techniques and send thereby reducing the middlemen and overhead
expenditure. This will not only help them find a market but also the end users will
be benefited.
4. Though it is easier said than done but somewhere it needs to start. The present
government is youth and innovation supportive and also it is focused on the
development of villages so, certainly the fresh ideas backed by a systematic and
defined methodology with the help of a dedicated group would definitely be a
change agent.
5. The villages and the rural youth when mingle with the urban technology and ideas
will certainly reap gold if they work hand in hand. All that is required is a will to
grow with the support of all and taking pride in being called a farmer
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THE WELL PLAYED GAME NOTES TOWARDS ON AESTHETICS OF
SPORTS
DR. JYOTI JUNGARE
Sports Officer, Home Science Post Graduate College,
Hoshangabad (M.P.)
Introduction :
Human Movement not only deal with physical efficiency, strength, fitness etc.
But also, it gives rise to experience, of a more aesthetic and expressive Nature. Appreciating
expression like ‘Beautiful, goals, excellent performance,” “nice skills” in sports parlance
provide some other sense i.e. Aesthetics the Science of beauty, the artistic aspects of
sporting movements.
Our present-day emphasis on general efficiency and reduction of energy
expenditure has increased the interest in investigation of human movement. More
importantly in the field of physical education and sports it is found that the study of
movement fundamental, body mechanism, movement principles, fundamental of skill,
graceful execution, of movement skill, artistic sporting gestures and similar ones are
designed for the performer, to leave an impression in the spectators well as in the
experiences. And that is not the end of it. Who is to fault such a decision shall we repeat it.
It matters not ---- “it how you play the game and no one play for a tie.” The desire to win is
a necessary part of all Competitive sports, as unfortunately, are the economics and
consequently the politics of American universities always on the make. Engaged in big time
foot ball. The question is doing such a mass of interlocking institutions possess a component
which is distinctively sporting and distinctively aesthetic?
The sports media, the knowledgeable sports audience and the spectators
significantly express about a sport performing exceptionally well with the word beautiful
goals, beautiful stroke, beautiful running, excellent bowling, fantastic shots, nice skill and so
on with all the objectives possible. The use of such an expression may not just refer to the
physical abilities of performers but may often indicate an enthusiastic approval for a style of
performance which is found to be intrinsically appealing. That is aesthetics. The science of
beauty. Various factors like biomechanical principle, psychological factors, physiological
laws, sociological principles affect the human being to engage in creative meaningful and
artistic movement leaving an impression all the time. Some basic concepts relating to
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sporting movement should be taken into consideration to originate aesthetic experience out
of if, they are namely.
1. Body awareness
2. Special awareness
3. Mechanical Qualities of Movement
4. Relationships with external dejects.
Body awareness:
In executing on artistic skill, the performer knows what is body and body part
can do. He is well aware of the relationship between body parts and the whole body. A skill
includes one or more movement patters of the body. Further body shape is an important
aspect where position of the body to space can be referred changing shape is the
movement. Also, the weight of the body is absorbed by its parts weight of the outside
object is associated. The body parts also can be used from their movement to express
certain feeling like sadness, happiness worriness and joy totally the performer is quite aware
of his body psychology.
Special awareness:
Special awareness includes the spaces where the body is to move the direction
another pathway which the movement of the body trace movement of a high jumper, a long
jumper or a diving goalkeeper receive applauds because of the use of available space by
their body and body parts, Besides that the direction of the body movement refers to
moving forward, backward, sideways, upways, downward, diagonally or any combinations
of these, while skills are demonstrated in an aesthetic manner.
Mechanical qualities of movement:
Mechanical qualities of movement also put their impact when the skillful
movement is made by the body. It includes time speed force and flow. Time is related to
speed. In many sports activities change of speed is necessary. In basketball some explosive
movement as well as to slow down immediately are required. Force is generated by the
body is produced by the contraction of muscles. In addition to producing force the body is
also capable of applying and absorbing force. Flow is the continuity or co-ordination of
movements a smooth flowing body movement makes a sports skill more attractive and
artistic floor gymnastics, asymmetrical bar exercises may be cited as examples.
Relationship with external objects :
In most games and sports not only, the body moves but it moves with someone
or use implements of some type. Relation ship with other objects is of two forms
manipulative and non manipulative. In the first case the performer is concerned with
controlling the movement of object. Like dribbling in field hockey or hitting a tennis ball or
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kicking a football. In the second case the performer adapts his movement to a stationary
object. Also, relationship with other people like team mates or the opponent is responsible
for varied body movement in a skillful manner.
Sports tend to provide with Baltic values. Considering the varied movement
patterns in sports the behavioral analysis of movement psychology can be classified into
three. Conceptual.
1. Instrumental Movement
2. Quantitative movement
3. Qualitative movement
Conclusion :
Movement used as a creative aesthetic experience can make grater contribution
than any other form of physical activity used in educational contest. The awareness of
artistic movement in terms of shape, quality relationship and meaning gained through
kinesthetic feeling and observation of movement carries through into an awareness,
understanding, appraisal, appreciation of beautiful movement behaviour of all kind in the
total environment. Hence education of the body to move as a skillful instrument through
aesthetic sports assists in harmonious growth of physical health and confidence.
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EFFECT OF PLYOMETRIC TRAINING PROGRAMME ON EXPLOSIVE
POWER OF VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS
DR. KAVITA N. WATANE
Shri Shivaji Science College Amravati
Email: kavgaw@gmail.com
Abstract
The purpose of the study was to see the effect of plyometric training programme on
explosive power of volleyball players. The purpose of this study was to see the effect of 6
week plyometric training on explosive power of volleyball players of Amravati. To achieve
this purpose twenty (n = 40) volleyball players were randomly selected from various clubs of
Amravati. Subject was divided into two groups (Experimental group – 20 players & Control
group – 20 players). The age was ranged between 18 to 25 years. The criterion variable of
explosive power i.e. lower explosive power was measured by Standing Long Jump Test
(Broad Jump). Pre Test was taken after that the training was planned with the consultation
of the experts and the training was conducted on experimental group for six weeks
duration. One week training program were shown whereas the time and sets were
increased week by week as instructed by the instructor. After six week training post test
were administered and data were collected, the collected data were analyzed by using ‘t’
test. The level of confidence was fixed at 0.05 levels in all cases. Result shows that on the
basis of mean difference there was difference between the means of pre and post test of
control and experimental group of volleyball players in reference to standing broad jump. To
see this difference is significant or not at 0.05 level of significance. Researcher further
calculated ‘t’ test & above table shows that there is significant difference between pre and
post test of experimental group of standing broad jump, as the calculated ‘t’ value 4.565
was greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 1.686. But there is insignificant found between pre and
post test of control group of standing broad jump, as the calculated ‘t’ value 1.493 is lesser
than the tabulated ‘t’ value 1.686. Concluding we can say that control group of standing
broad jump shows insignificant differences the differences may be attributed that by seeing
the mean we can say that there is improvement in standing broad jump due to their regular
practice but it is insignificant. Whereas, experimental group shows significant difference in
reference to standing broad jump the differences may be attributed that plyometric training
is very much essential for the improvement in explosive power for volleyball players.
Keyword: Plyometric Training, Explosive Power, Softball Players.
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Introduction
Sport is generally recognized as system of activities which are mainly based
physical athleticism or physical dexterity which included physical strength, physiological
fitness and psychological well being. For many years it was believed that performance in
games and sports develop on skill performance, motor fitness components, physiological
and psychological components, now it is believed that besides all these anthropometric a
measurement is needed for higher level of achievement. A sport is a worldwide
phenomenon today it has become an integral part of man’s life. The games and sports have
been indispensable to mankind, and have become a part of culture. The games and sports
are great unifying force and have tremendous effect on the national and international
integration. As sports has developed into a distinct scientific discipline in itself and each
nation is varying with each other to produce to class players to win laurels in international
competition. Considerable research is developing to identify factors that will be predictive of
achieving high level of skill in a given sport with proper coaching. The physical fitness
qualities or components are cardiovascular endurance, muscular endurance, strength,
power, speed, agility, balance co-ordination, flexibility, reaction time and accuracy.
Power can be defined as an ability of an individual to do work per unit of time. In
physical education, it refers to the maximal force that a muscle or a group of muscles
generates in the shortest possible time in order to confront the resistance, as well as equal
to muscular force or explosive power. Explosive power is the key factor in determining the
physical fitness and performance of sports. Explosive power is the ability to transfer energy
into force at a fastest rate of speed. Explosive Power may be identified as the ability to
releases maximum force in the faster possible time. Increased in power enables muscles or
group of to do the same work in less time period, or high work volume within the same time
period. Peak muscle power is determined by the ability of the muscles to generate
maximum strength and speed, and represented as the highest power generate during a
specific movement. The power can be improved through several exercises. Among them, a
plyometric exercise is one of them which have been applied by many athletes, especially by
runners and jumpers. Emerging plyometric exercises have lead to improvements in power
functions, particularly in jumps. Plyometric Training is one of the best methods used to
develop explosive power in many sports. The term Poyometric is derived from the Greek
root words “plio” and “Metric”, meaning more and measure, respectively. Basically,
plyometrics provide a method to train for the optimal relationship between strength and
speed, which is ultimately manifest itself as an explosive power. Today Plyometric
movements are performed in almost all sports disciplines. For example jumping high in
volleyball game for smash or block, start accelerations in football game, start in sprints,
weightlifters, gymnasts, etc.
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Until recently it was thought that plyometrics was primarily a reflex phenomenon.
Recent research indicates that it is elastic rather than a reflex phenomenon after pre-stretch
of an active muscle. Although the training effects of plyometrics are not yet completely
understood, the increase in muscle strength and power may be attributed to an increase in
muscle elasticity and adaptation in neuromuscular functions. Now that you understand the
inner workings of the muscular system and how they can be manipulated to create faster
movements. Let’s turn out attention to exercises and drills that will create this change.
Polymeric training can take many forms, including jump training for the lower extremities
and medicine ball exercises for the upper, extremities the user of plyometrics should
understand not only how to do the exercises, but also it should be implement and modify a
program and used to get its best advantage. Hence the researcher has taken the study
“Effect of plyometric training programme on explosive power of volleyball players”
Materials and Methods
The purpose of this study was to see the effect of 6 week plyometric training on
explosive power of volleyball players of Amravati. To achieve this purpose twenty (n = 40)
volleyball players were randomly selected from various clubs of Amravati. Subject was
divided into two groups (Experimental group – 20 players & Control group – 20 players). The
age was ranged between 18 to 25 years. The criterion variable of explosive power i.e. lower
explosive power was measured by Standing Long Jump Test (Broad Jump). Pre Test was
taken after that the training was planned with the consultation of the experts and the
training was conducted on experimental group for six weeks duration. One week training
program were shown whereas the time and sets were increased week by week as instructed
by the instructor.
Training Program
Days
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thu.
Fri.

Warm-Up &
Time
Sets
Cool Down
Plyo pushups
5min & 5min 5 min/set 3 set
Step close jump and reach 5min & 5min 5 min/set 3 set
Squat Jump Exercise
5min & 5min 5 min/set 4 set
Standing Jump over
5min & 5min
5 min/set 4 set
Exercise
Vertical depth jump
5min & 5min 5 min/set 5 set
Exercise

5 min
5 min
5 min

Total
Time
35 min.
35 min.
45 min.

5 min

45 min.

5 min

55 min.

Rest

After six-week training post test were administered and data were collected, the
collected data were analyzed by using ‘t’ test. The level of confidence was fixed at 0.05
levels in all cases.
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TABLE
Comparison of pre & post-test of standing broad jump of Volleyball players

Variables

Group

Controlled
STANDING
BROAD
JUMP

Experiment
al

Tes
t

Mea
n

Pre

1.74

Pos
t

1.80

Pre

1.76

Pos
t

1.96

S.D
0.12
4
0.13
0
0.13
5
0.14
2

S.E

M.D

0.04
0

0.06

D.
F

Obt
‘t’

1.493
38

0.04
4

0.20

Tab ‘t’

1.686
4.565
*

*Significant at 0.05 Level
The above table shows that on the basis of mean difference there was difference
between the means of pre and post test of control and experimental group of volleyball
players in reference to standing broad jump. To see this difference is significant or not at
0.05 level of significance. Researcher further calculated ‘t’ test & above table shows that
there is significant difference between pre and post test of experimental group of standing
broad jump, as the calculated ‘t’ value 4.565 was greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 1.686. But
there is insignificant found between pre and post test of control group of standing broad
jump, as the calculated ‘t’ value 1.493 is lesser than the tabulated ‘t’ value 1.686.
GRAPHS

Conclusion
Concluding we can say that control group of standing broad jump shows insignificant
differences the differences may be attributed that by seeing the mean we can say that there
is improvement in standing broad jump due to their regular practice but it is insignificant.
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Whereas, experimental group shows significant difference in reference to standing broad
jump the differences may be attributed that plyometric training is very much essential for
the improvement in explosive power for volleyball players.
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TECHNOLOGY IN SPORTS – A CONFLICT IN SOCIETY
DR. RAHUL PRABHAKARRAO PALODKAR
Yashwantrao Chavan College of Art, Commerce & Science, Sillod, Dist. Aurangabad.
Abstract:Sporting technologies ar unreal suggests that developed to achieve human interests
or goals in or about a specific sport. Technology in sports could be a technical suggests that
by that athletes commit to improve their coaching and competitive surroundings so as to
boost their overall athletic performance. It is the data and application of exploitation
specialised instrumentation and therefore the latest trendy technologies to perform tasks a
lot of expeditiously. The main focus of this paper is to discuss the role of technology in
sports and What are these sporting technologies.
Key words:- Sports, Technology.
Introduction:From timely sport has invariably been important to humans. You can enjoy it either
by playing or watching it but either way it is about winning or seeing someone win. To be
that winning one AN contestant, his/her team, his/her sponsors and whoever might have an
influence on the athlete’s career, will keep improving his/her condition, training methods
and, very important, the equipment that is being used. And here comes a serious conflict
purpose in today’s sports: till that purpose ought to technology be utilized in sports? And
what is its role ?
Technology as a section of society and sport – or not?
Sport and technology have invariably coexisted which technology has invariably been
a section of sports. It started with beginning heels for the sprints at the Olympiad, the
equipment sort of a ball, a lawn mower which promoted lawn sports and a timer, and ended
(for now) with portable 3D cameras, high speed videos and mew materials like Titanium, to
make sport equipment lighter. Sport and technology reflect society and those advancement
should be allowed – at least up to a certain point. Technology changes the sporting events
into higher ones except for him it's an issue of that bits of technology we wish. The
individuals wish to envision the most effective contestant and not the most effective
instrumentation, which may flip the competition into AN “unfair” game.
Technology as an unnecessary intervention into natural justice
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And then there ar the a lot of concrete anti-technology opinions. Decision reviews,
video replays and goal-line technology ruin the spectacle of games, and reduce them to
clinical, quasi-legal inquiries. The directors invariably wish to urge everything right 100% of
the time. This tho' takes the fun out of the sport and up to the present purpose sport had
survived because the spectacle, which enthralls us without a sub-committee forming to
discuss every contentious decision.
Technology as a modern tool in sports
Radio Frequency Identification will enhance the games themselves, secure ticketing
and boost the standard of the in-stadium spectator expertise. It will add worth and visibility
to totally different forms of sporting events and may avoid dangerous offsides choices. But
not only in soccer but also in other sports, like tennis, or marathon racing, RFID is used. It
provides a very accurate timing of each athlete and also helpful video evidence when it
comes to off decisions in tennis and similar sports .
Technology in Sports – A Conflict in Society
Sport is extremely necessary to most of the individuals in our society, which makes
the conflict about technology even more passionate. Some suppose that technology ends up
in higher choices and accuracy however on the opposite facet individuals notice themselves
angry with all that technology that destroys the important competition that should be
concerning what humans will do, and replaces it with a contest of “who has the higher
technology”. I think that up to a certain point technology helps to keep the game fair , but
when it comes to the equipment the importance of technology should be limited.
The Role of Technology in Sports:Nowadays, it's hard to tell the jocks from the geeks. Athletes make the most
advances from engineering, material science, biomechanics, communication and
information technologies to maximize training and performance. Develop technologies that
square measure reworking each facet of sport, as well as work, judging, even the design of
sports arenas and spectator experience.
What is the role of technology in sports? What are these sporting technologies?
Sport technologies are considered as means developed to help an individual reach
certain goals and interests related to a specific type of sport. They are technical means
wherein athletes and sportspersons tend to enhance their training alongside with their
competitive surroundings to come up with a thoroughly improved athletic performance. It
basically speaks of knowledge and the application of utilizing a specialized kind of
equipment along with the latest advance technologies needed to execute certain types of
sports efficiently.
Advanced and Latest Sporting Technologies: The Benefits
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The recent developments and innovations in sports technologies have made it
possible to produce various types of products designed to improve and increase athletic
performance. With these technologies, athletic health can also be observed and maintained
while injuries are also being treated. These are possible with the help of advanced sporting
technologies like monitors for heart rates, monitors for body fat, pedometers, etc. Because
of such advancement in the field of sporting technologies, a profound sense of knowledge is
recognized when it comes to the potential of the human body. This allows the athletes to
undergo training and join sports competitions even when they are already old. These
sporting technologies and equipment have also been developed to enhance the safety of
every athlete participating in any sports events.
How Sporting Technologies Improve Athletic Performance?
There are different types of sports gears like footwear and clothing and each of them
has to be user-friendly. They have to be tough, strong, flexible, durable, moisture-resistant,
and cost-effective. Footwear should be comfortable and helps the user avoid injury. In the
field of swimming, full body suits are known to rationalize the performance of the
swimmers. The use of composite racket for tennis was created to enhance ball speed and
reduce to vibration which is known to cause tennis elbow, a kind of condition which entails
the damage of capillaries of the ligaments and muscles surrounding the joint of the elbow.
As for the modern golf clubs, their overall mass was reduced for more achievable distance
coverage and a more accurate shot. Bicycles have also come up with the latest sporting
innovations like pneumatic tires, specialist wheels, pedals, and brake levers which improve
rigidity and stability of the bicycle.
Conclusion:The world of sport is regularly dynamical over the years, and the use of
technology is just one of those areas that has made an impact on many sports in the
modern day. One criticism of the utilization of technology is that it will abate the speed of
the sport, however on the opposite hand for several folks it makes looking at it more
enjoyable to see the correct decisions being made.
References:8. http://www.electrasports.com/technology-and-its-role-in-sports/
9. http://www.ulster.ac.uk/scienceinsociety/technologyinsport.html
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN TODAY’S SCHOOLS
DR. RAJESH VASANT GAWANDE
Director of Physical Education
S. P. M. College, Nardura
Abstract:It is necessary to analyze ways that to still improve education programs and
supply students and also the faculty community with ways that to measure healthy
lifestyles. It is imperative to analyze what motivates education lecturers to enhance their
instruction. This is imperative because once these motivational factors are determined, then
schools can look at what further needs to be done to meet the needs of physical education
teachers to help them improve their instruction. As a result, students will benefit from
improved instruction. Last, work peoples’ perceptions of the sphere of education could
assist education lecturers in a way to promote the standard of their education programs and
prove that there may be misconceptions about the field. This study was intended to further
increase peoples’ knowledge of the importance of the field of physical education in today’s
schools. Through interviews, observations, and focus group meetings with five middle
school and high school physical education teachers, the researcher intended to further
enhance people’s understanding of the importance and role physical education plays in
today’s schools.
Introduction:Obesity in young children and adults has become an issue within the India. It
has been found that obesity is one of the top three reasons why middle school studentathletes drop out of organized sports and sports participation. One of the areas during
which we are able to address this issue is in education category. This phenomenological case
study investigated the indirect impact of the State Government Physical Education Program
(PEP) Grant on a semi-rural school district’s physical education program. Five education
lecturers with numerous experiences and backgrounds were interviewed. Two middle
school and three high school physical education teachers were interviewed twice for
approximately sixty minutes per interview. In addition, there was a two-hour focus group
meeting held with these same five physical education teachers at their board of education
office. Furthermore, the five physical education teachers in this study were observed
teaching at their site on two occasions for approximately one hour. The sites were in the
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gymnasium and physical fitness exercise rooms. As a result of this ginger Grant, this study
investigated 3 analysis areas.
One is that the doable characteristics of an efficient education program. Second,
this study investigated what motivates physical education teachers to improve their
instruction. Last, it investigated however these 5 education lecturers feel about how people
perceive their physical education program. According to the results, characteristics
identified by the five physical education teachers within this study support several
characteristics identified in the literature. An important finding of this study was that the 5
education lecturers during this study believed that seeing students increase their
participation in physical activity and improve in their overall fitness level was a psychological
feature issue for them to enhance their instruction. Last, since there's very little literature
on however individuals understand the sphere of education, this study provides several
perceptions provided by the physical education teachers about how they thought their
physical education program is perceived.
Methodology:A qualitative approach was used in this phenomenological case study. A
phenomenological case study was applicable for this analysis as a result of it's vital to grasp
the participants’ perceptions and motivations associated with their occupation. Face-to-face
interviews and transcribing the participants’ responses provided a thick description of what
they experience related to the field of physical education. The data were collected in three
ways. These embrace (a) 2 face-to-face interviews, (b) two observations of each teacher
within their settings, and (c) one focus group meeting. This method of triangulation is being
used to validate the findings of this research study. Sampling of the study for this research
study, a semi-rural middle and high school were selected. Analyzing the Data Open-ended
research questions produced qualitative data that revealed physical education teachers’
thoughts and feelings regarding what motivates them to improve their instruction, the
effects of the PEP Grant on their education program, peoples’ perceptions of physical
education, and characteristics of an effective physical education program. Emergent themes
were identified from the interview transcriptions and coding procedure, field notes, and an
interview transcription of the focus group meeting. The process of triangulation was utilized
to validate the thematic findings. The emergent and developing themes were derived from
the data and results were generalized to the population. The qualitative methodology used
in the study, the participant and location selection process, instrument development, and
techniques of analyzing the data were discussed. The main reason qualitative methodology
was used in this study is because this semi-rural school district was provided a Physical
Education Program Grant (PEP Grant), and it is imperative to analysis the impact this grant
had on the areas regarding the literature and analysis queries.
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In other words, regarding characteristics of an effective physical education
program, perceptions of physical education programs, and physical education teachermotivation to improve instruction, this PEP Grant may have had an influence or impact on
these areas being investigated. Data were collected through the triangulation of face-toface interviews, observations, and a focus group meeting. Qualitative things were analyzed
employing a manually-coded method that sorted interview responses into developing
consistent themes.
Results:It is evident that the implementation of the PEP Grant made an impact on this
semi-rural school district’s physical education program. The middle school and high school
physical education teachers made it clear that the additional facilities and Equipment
improved their physical education program. They agreed that the new facilities and
equipment influenced a change in the physical education curriculum and provided the
opportunity for students to increase their participation in a variety of physical activities.
Furthermore, from the observations conducted, the physical education teachers are
providing more feedback to their students in a variety of ways such as whole-or small-group
interaction and one-on-one interaction. It is also obvious that the PEP Grant has not directly
prompted these five physical education instructors to enhance their coaching. The bodily
training teachers referred to the significance of gazing development in their college
student’s average bodily overall performance. The upgrades that they all noted relate to the
bodily health sports these students are appearing in the new centers with new equipment.
As a result, due to the facilities and device, the physical training teachers designed a physical
schooling program emphasizing the importance of physical fitness in their bodily trainning.
Through the observations carried out, the physical schooling instructors are providing goals
and targets for their students, which permit them possibilities to peer their upgrades in
bodily education elegance. Last, regarding how those five physical training instructors
believed their bodily schooling application is perceived, there has been differing factors of
view shared by using every bodily training instructor. However, they all mentioned, in one
manner or some other, that the implementation of the PEP Grant has influenced peoples’
perceptions about what goes on in these physical training classes. The physical education
teachers within this take a look at notion, typical, that their program is being supported in a
extra advantageous manner because of the furnish which has furnished the centers and
gadget to decorate the bodily education program.
Conclusions: Childhood obesity is a challenge within the India. It is vital to examine the field
of physical education to fight this issue. In order to get a higher understanding of the field of
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physical training, researchers want to focus on what characteristics make up a powerful
bodily training program, what motivates bodily training teachers to improve their
instruction, and peoples’ perceptions of physical education. Regarding research question
one, it became determined that the characteristics of an effective physical education
software supplied by using the participants became supported with the aid of the literature.
These characteristics include (a) numerous curriculums, (b) trainer-student interplay thru
academic comments, (c) growing pupil participation in bodily pastime, (d) matching ability
ranges and interests of the students in bodily training lessons, and (e) instructors’ skills to
provide dreams and expectancies for their college students in physical education lessons.
Concerning studies query two, there was little studies achieved on what motivates bodily
schooling instructors to enhance education. This is a place that needs to be similarly
explored. Within this examine, it turned into determined that every one five contributors
were influenced to enhance their training because of student advancement.

Reference:1. National Association for Sport and Physical Education, (2011). http://www.naspe.org
2. School Health Policies and Programs Study (2017)http:// www.cdc.gov/shpps
3. Zeng, H., Leung, R., Wenhao, L., and Hipscher, M. (2009). Physical education in urban
high school class settings: Features and correlations between teaching behaviors and
learning activities. Physical Educator, 66(4).
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STUDY OF AGILITY AND SPEED OF FOOTBALL PLAYERS AT
DIFFERENT PLAYING POSITION
DR. RAMPRAKASH BORBAN
Director of Physical Education & Sports
Purushottam Thote College of Social Work Nagpur, Maharashtra, India
Abstract
The Purpose of the study was to compare Agility and Speed of Football players at
different playing position. For this purpose researcher had collected data from thirty (30)
male football players from various football clubs of Nagpur City, Nagpur, Maharashtra.
Subjects were selected with purposive sampling methods 10 each from different playing
position i.e. 10 Defender, 10 Mid Fielder, and 10 Striker. The age of the subjects were
ranged between 20 to 25 years. The following tools were used to collect the data on:Shuttle Run (4 x 10 Yard) for Agility and 50 Yard Dash for Speed. Statistical analysis was done
on the basis of ANOVA comparison of Agility and Speed of Football players at different
playing position at 0.05 level of significance. Result shows that there is difference between
the mean of Agility and speed of football players at different playing position. To see this
differences were significant or not One Way Analysis of Variances were implied. Researcher
found that there is significant difference in Agility as well as Speed between different
playing positions of football players because calculated ‘f’ value is 10.23 & 6.08 which is
greater than tab F0.05(2,27) = 3.354. Since the ‘f’ ratio is found to be significant. From the
Table of Post-hoc test we reviled that Midfielder and Striker in reference to Agility and
Defender and Striker in reference to speed shows significant differences as the Mean
Difference 2.13 & 1.27 is greater than the Critical Difference 1.58 & 1.25 whereas rest
comparison of Mean Difference shows insignificant. Concluding we can say attributed that
Striker practice more or they give more time on ground which may develop their physical
factors as compared to defender and midfielder playing position. The reason may be
attributed that agility is the ability to move and change direction and position of the body
quickly and effectively while under control. It requires quick reflexes, coordination, balance,
speed, and correct response to the changing situation. To be agile, you are responding to
what is going on around you, taking in that information and translating it into body
positioning that will maintain balance and control. Striker goes under various training
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program and so many different physical activity which make them over all fit as compared
to Defender and Midfielder playing position players.
Keyword: Agility, Speed, Football Players, etc.
Introduction
Motor development encompasses the development of ability which is essential to
the movements and subsequent acquisition of the performance of any skill. In general
motor skills are developed from the childhood onwards when the children run, jump or play.
These are then gradually converted to specific motor skills, when advanced training takes
place in a particular event and it goes a long way in making a person proficient in that
particular field or sports. Motor fitness is concerned with the capacity to move the body
efficiently without undue fatigue, with special regard to big muscle groups. It is actually a
limited aspect of general motor ability, emphasis being placed on the underlying elements
of vigorous physical activity, but does not include the neuromuscular co-ordination involved
in motor skills, Muscular power, agility, speed and flexibility are added to basic physical
fitness components of muscular strength, muscular endurance and circulatory, respiratory
endurance to compose motor fitness.
Agility is the capacity to change trajectory, controlling the direction and position of
your body while one’s body is in momentum. Changing direction while sprinting to hit a
tennis ball is an example of agility. Sports coach Brian Mackenzie offers a simple zigzag run
to test agility.
Agility is the ability to change the direction rapidly with control. Some viewed that,
agility is dependent on strength, reaction time, speed of movement and muscular coordination. Agility is the ability to quickly changing body position with speed and
consistency. Quick start and stop and quick change in direction are fundamental to good
performance in games like football. Running is not only an athletic event itself, but it is an
important factor in almost all court and field games. It can gives the outburst ability to a
performer which will help to gain an advantage over his/her opponent. It is determined by
the length and frequency (speed) of strides and mostly dependent upon speed of muscular
and neuromuscular co-ordination. Speed is the ability to move your body speedily. Speed is
generally associated with running, yet different activities, like throwing, jumping or kicking a
ball, depend upon moving your arms or legs rapidly. Some athletic coaches or trainer
measure speed with a 40-yard dash. Speed is the capacity to move the body rapidly. This is
to what extent it takes for an individual or a question travel a specific separation, and the
quicker something moves, the more noteworthy its speed. Speed is estimated in meters
every second (m/s). Speed = Distance/Time. Speed is an imperative factor in many group
activities as it helps the players in beating their enemies. For instance, netballers require
speed so they can get into spaces more quickly than their adversaries. Notwithstanding for
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rugby players speed is a need to have the capacity to vanquish their adversaries to the
attempt line. Speed is frequently said to be something that one is brought into the world
with, albeit a few progressions can be made by partaking in quality preparing and run
preparing. Hence the researcher has taken the study “Study of Agility and Speed of Football
players at different playing position”
Materials and Methods
Subject
For the present study researcher had collected data from thirty (30) male football
players from various football clubs of Nagpur City, Nagpur, Maharashtra. Subjects were
selected with purposive sampling methods 10 each from different playing position i.e. 10
Defender, 10 Mid Fielder, and 10 Striker. The age of the subjects were ranged between 20
to 25 years.
Administration of the test
The following tools were used to collect the data on:Shuttle Run 4 x 10 Yard (Agility): The purpose of the test is measure the speed of body
movements. Two parallel lines were marked on the floor 10 yards apart or the width of the
regular volleyball courts might be used for the test. The two wooden blocks were placed one
of the behind lines. On the order ‘Go’ subject had to run and took one wooden block to put
behind the starting line and he had to run back and took another block and time taken to
complete was the score of the subject. The total time in seconds is recorded. The score of
each performer was recorded to the nearest tenth of the second.
50 Yard Dash (Speed): The purpose of the test is to measure speed. The players
were asked to take position behind the starting line. The command ‘Ready’ and ‘Go’ were
given by the starter. The command ‘go’ was accompanied by the down ward sweep of the
starter’s arms to give the timer, a visual signal, on hearing the starter’s command ‘go’ the
subjects run form the starting position and crossed the finishing line. The score is measured
to the nearest tenth of the second.
Analysis
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of ANOVA comparison of Agility and Speed
of Football players at different playing position at 0.05 level of significance.
Comparison of Agility and Speed of Football Players at Different Playing Positions
Table – 1
Variables

SV

SS

df

MS

between

22.86

2

11.43

error

30.157

27

1.11

Agility

F
10.23*
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between

8.644

2

4.322

error

19.165

27

0.709

Speed

6.08*

*Significant at 0.05 level

F0.05(2,27) = 3.354
Post Hoc Test

Variables Defender Midfielder
Agility

Speed

15.36
15.36
10.67
10.67

Striker

16.59
16.59
9.74
9.74

14.46
14.46
9.4
9.4

MD
1.23
0.9
2.13*
0.93
1.27*
0.34

CD
1.58

1.25

*Significant at 0.05 level
Above table shows that there is difference between the mean of Agility and speed of
football players at different playing position. To see this difference were significant or not
One Way Analysis of Variances were implied. Researcher found that there is significant
difference in Agility as well as Speed between different playing positions of football players
because calculated ‘f’ value is 10.23 & 6.08 which is greater than tab F0.05(2,27) = 3.354. Since
the ‘f’ ratio is found to be significant. From the Table of Post-hoc test we reviled that
Midfielder and Striker in reference to Agility and Defender and Striker in reference to speed
shows significant differences as the Mean Difference 2.13 & 1.27 is greater than the Critical
Difference 1.58 & 1.25 whereas rest comparison of Mean Difference shows insignificant.
Graph

Conclusion
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Concluding we can say that there is difference between the mean of Agility and
speed of football players at different playing position. To see this difference were significant
or not One-Way Analysis of Variances were implied. Researcher found that there is
significant difference in Agility as well as Speed between different playing positions of
football players. By seeing the Mean, we reviled that Striker shows high agility and speed as
compared to Defender and Midfielder playing position. It may be attributed that Striker
practice more or they give more time on ground which may develop their physical factors as
compared to defender and midfielder playing position. The reason may be attributed that
agility is the ability to move and change direction and position of the body quickly and
effectively while under control. It requires quick reflexes, coordination, balance, speed, and
correct response to the changing situation. To be agile, you are responding to what is going
on around you, taking in that information and translating it into body positioning that will
maintain balance and control. Striker goes under various training program and so many
different physical activities which make them over all fit as compared to Defender and
Midfielder playing position players.
Reference
 Rosenberg, M. (1965). Society and the adolescent self-image. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press.
 https://www.acs.edu.au/info/psychology/applied-psychology/psychology-in-sports.aspx
 Joel Fish and Susan Magee, 101 Ways to Be a Terrific Sports Parent, Fireside, 2003.
 Shekar K.C., Aspects of Psychology in Physical Education and Sports, New Delhi: Khel Sahitya
Kendra, 2005.
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CHRONIC DISEASES THAT YOGA CAN HELP TREAT CURE
DR. RAVINDRA DEVIDAS SAWARKAR
Swa. Chhaganlal Mulajibhai Kadhi Kala Mahavidyalaya, Paratwada,
Teh. Achalpur, Dist. Amravati.
Abstract:Yoga will cure virtually any disease underneath the sky. In fact, it might be truthful to
mention that you just will keep free from all diseases if you observe yoga asanas frequently.
And if you have got developed a selected disease, the natural cure for that ailment might be
there in yoga. After all, yoga is that the collective knowledge of ages and encompasses a
system of cure while not trendy medicines.
Yoga therapy is most commonly used to manage a broad range of chronic disease
conditions. Chronic conditions are those that are long lasting and that do not heal quickly or
of their own accord.
Introduction:Yoga will cure several chronic diseases like asthma attack and inflammatory disease
if it's practiced frequently. Yoga cannot cure polygenic disorder however it's effective in
dominant the blood glucose to a standard level. There ar numerous yoga asanas that ar
natural cures for lower back pain and dyspepsia. The cacophonic headaches that ar
symptoms of megrim may be simply cured through yoga.
Let’s take a look at some chronic illnesses/ diseases that can be cured by yoga.
1.
Heart disease.
Yoga reduces stress, lowers blood pressure, keeps off weight, and improves
cardiovascular health, all of which lead to reducing your risk of heart disease.
2.
Cholesterol.
Yoga observe lowers sterol through accrued blood circulation and burning fat. Yoga
observe may be a great tool to fight against harmful sterol levels.
3.
Osteoporosis.
It is well documented that weight-bearing exercise strengthens bones and helps stop
pathology. Additionally, yoga’s ability to lower levels of cortisol may help keep calcium in
the bones.
4.
Type II diabetes.
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In addition to the aldohexose reducing capabilities of yoga, it is also an excellent
source of physical exercise and stress reduction that, along with the potential for yoga to
encourage insulin production in the pancreas, can serve as an excellent preventative for
type II diabetes.
5.
Asthma.
There is some proof to point out that reducing symptoms of {asthma|asthma
attack|bronchial asthma attack|respiratory disease|respiratory illness|respiratory disorder}
and even reduction in asthma medication ar the results of regular yoga.
6.
Arthritis.
The slow, deliberate movement of yoga poses including the light pressure exerted on
the joints provides a wonderful exercise to alleviate inflammatory disease symptoms. Also,
the strain relief related to yoga loosens muscles that tighten joints.
7.
Cancer.
Those fighting or sick from cancer ofttimes make the most of the advantages that
yoga provides. Cancer patients UN agency observe yoga gain strength, raise red blood cells,
experience less nausea during chemotherapy, and have a better overall well-being.
8.
Blood pressure.
A consistent yoga observe decreases pressure through higher circulation and natural
action of the body.
9.
Stress Reduction.
The concentration needed throughout yoga observe tends to focus your attention on
the matter at hand, thereby reducing the emphasis you may have been putting on the stress
in your life.
10.
Migraines.
Regular yoga observe has been shown to cut back the amount of megrims in chronic
migraine sufferers.
11.
Liver Problems.
Liver problems can range from minor ingestion to the severe fatty liver syndrome. To
keep your liver healthy, try some very basic yoga poses that increase the blood circulation in
the abdomen. The bridge pose and cat pose are good.
12.
Hypertension.
High blood pressure can be caused due to a number of reasons. It is a disease that
can be cured only by regular practice of meditative yoga asanas like the pranayam.
13.
Lower Back Pain.
Lower back pain has become a chronic disease among working professionals and
people even undergo surgery for it. Try yoga poses like tadasana or the tree pose.
14.
Depression.
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Yoga is one of the most potent cures for depression. If you do not wish to be keen
about anti-depressants and sleeping pills, strive yoga asanas like uttanasana.
15.
Poly Cystic Ovaries.
PCOS is one of the epidemics that is attacking young women these days. The
symptoms are irregular periods and it can even lead to infertility. So try yoga poses like the
corpse pose to cure ovarian cysts without medication or surgery.
Conclusion:The practice of various styles of yoga has become popular in worldwide. Recently,
chronic diseases, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cancer, cardiovascular
diseases, obesity and diabetes mellitus, have emerged as serious problems worldwide, and
it has become important for older adults to maintain or improve their immune functions.
Yoga is a wonderful option for individuals looking for a way to boost their energy,
manage anxiety, and cope with a chronic illness. The practice of yoga perpetuates calmness
and provides health benefits that are beneficial to everyone, but can be specifically helpful
to those suffering from chronic illness.
Reference:1. http://www.boldsky.com/health/disorders-cure/2013/ten-diseases-that-can-becured-by-yoga-032485.html
2. http://www.activebeat.com/fitness/6-chronic-illnesses-that-yoga-can-help-treat/6/
3. http://www.boldsky.com/health/disorders-cure/2013/ten-diseases-that-can-becured-by-yoga-032485.html#slide5079
4. https://www.gooddaysfromcdf.org/yoga-and-chronic-disease/
5. http://www.omicsonline.org/open-access/yoga-has-beneficial-effects-on-patientswith-chronic-diseases-and-improves-immune-functions-21559627.1000197.php?aid=32688
6. http://www.bigshakti.com/
7. http://www.yogapoint.com/therapy/Yoga_therapy_2.html
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Abstract:
Youth is that the time of existence as soon as one is young, but the term is
commonly utilized in the additional restricted feel of the time among childhood and
maturity. Definitions of the appropriate age vary that constitutes youth vary. Youth is
regularly being related to freshness, anger, vigour, sport and electricity. Youth is the stage of
building the self-concept. The self-idea of adolescents is often encouraged by way of
numerous variables which include friends, way of life, gender, political set-up and way of
life. It is the time of someone's lifestyles wherein they make picks so one can have an effect
on their destiny in addition to immediately or in a roundabout way influences the future of
his country Additionally. If the youngsters of a country is nicely aware and is in rate of their
acts, they could result in some great changes inside the country. The greatest wealth and
strength of any country is its kids. Empowered kids will inspire be the great force that drives
a state towards achievement and prosperity. The future of a kingdom lies in the fingers of its
posterity. The nice of its teenagers determines the form of destiny, the kingdom may have.
Therefore, if we wish to make certain a vivid destiny for our country, we first want to
strengthen and empower our teenagers.
Introduction:
Youth can play an important function in each field, and if they are determined to
install their excellent then no person can forestall them from accomplishing success. The
young people of any kingdom and society location unit its mechanical power. It would now
not be incorrect to say that they are the powerhouse and storehouse of countless electricity
and are the delight of a country. Youth are regularly related to the sports activities, art and
other relative fields and frequently brings laurels to their country. The power of youngsters
can be sighted most effective by using bringing up a few names of which every single Indian
is happy with, together with Shaheed Bhagat Singh, Rajguru, Sukhdev, Sachin Tendulkar,
Vishwanathan Anand, Milkha Singh, Leander Paes, Mahesh Bhupathi, Sushmita Sen,
Aishwarya Rai, P.T. Usha, Shiny Abraham, Anju B George, Kapil Dev, Sunil Gavaskar, Jaspal
Rana, Major Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore, Anil Kumble, Dilip Tirkey, Apama Popat,
Malleshwari and many others. The extraordinarily mention of these names fills the center of
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an average Indian proudly. It is not any new to mention that those are the personalities who
brought satisfaction and admire to the nation at a completely younger age and are regularly
considered as young people icons.
Young age is that a part of life once an man or woman is complete of energy, fresh
thoughts, anger and motivation. It is undoubtedly normal that the teens is the destiny of the
state. The largest reason that makes them extra effective than the rest of the society is their
potential to take the chance for a change and their inability to simply accept some thing
wrong. It has been determined that children are those who regularly take a stand in
opposition to corruption, crimes, political set-up as well as anything that they sense is
incorrect and is hampering state and prosperity. They have the passion and innovativeness
to result in exchange. The strength of teenagers need to be controlled nicely to line the
society at the trail of change. However, if these adolescents take pleasure in a few antisocial
sports, these can abate the prosperity of a nation to a amazing extent and drug abuse has
generally been observed to hampering adolescents boom around the sector.
Qualities of Youth:
It is nicely tried that youngsters have a incredibly unique position in any countries
improvement. Their hardworking, honesty, electricity and motivation can prove to be the
first-class substances for a a hit country. The teenagers has won importance these days as a
result of the speed at that the populace of youngsters will increase. India is in partner
effective position as a bigger percentage of the populace is or are coming into their
productive age. According to figures, kids kind eighteen of the planet population. But inside
the case of India, sixty five% of the populace is youth. Youth is the is the time of the
existence while someone possesses a able array of competencies, battle decision, choice
making, teamwork, management, and important thinking, just to name some and has
expertise of diverse spheres which include era, education, agronomy, and much greater.
Youth are always equipped to take a calculative quantity of dangers and paintings tough to
obtain their goals.
Youth Power in Building a Nation:
The youngsters of a country actively take part and acquire zenith of success within
the field of sports activities, arts, culture, lecturers, business as well as political domain.
Needless to mention that the budding teens are considered because the future strength as
leaders of the nation, however, with appropriate opportunities made available to them,
their potential can be applied to the maximum to steer a rustic closer to a glorifying
direction to improvement. One of the main features of the young era is the anger. They are
unable to compromise on their thoughts and concepts and do not hesitate to take a stand
against anything incorrect going around them, whether or not some thing is going wrong in
society, their administrative centre, network or in the political set-up of the country. Youth
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will no longer hesitate to combat back towards the wrong. The youngsters of a nation is
brimming with untapped capability that can be polished and applied to usher in
improvements in each sphere. The only manner that leads to enlightenment amid kids is the
allotment of obligations in conjunction with their capacity. Young humans are full of power
and motivation, as soon as they may be assigned roles inside the conjunction to their
capability, they will undeniably turn out to be energetic members of state-constructing.
Young humans contribute their component in each subject and are operating actually hard
within the area of technology, management, business as well as sports activities and are
every day coming up with innovations and technology to alternate the sector. Hence for the
improvement of a kingdom, the contribution of teenagers is a must.
Power of Youth:
Youth is the factor if existence in which an person is decided to work hard and on the
same time also possesses electricity and capacity to exercise session an additional part
compared to others. If we are able to harness this powerhouse of the state efficaciously in
the proper direction then the country can attain untold heights. It is critical to realize the
young people electricity and utilize it correctly. All we'd like is to direct the electricity of our
adolescents in optimistic channels that result in improvement and progress. Indian records
is full of youngsters icons that are the samples of the young people power in an incredibly
country and additionally an wonderful deliver of concept for several. We can take the
example of Swami Vivekananda a teenager’s icon. He taught us values of life. Similarly,
Bhagat Singh and masses of alternative younger freedom fighters. The adolescents will
contribute to India’s fulfilment and progress for the reason that they're equipped with
abilities and data. It is the duty of the government supply deliver to produce them with
sufficient possibilities to broaden their private but as skilled abilities and moreover offer
same centres within the area of games and sports. Youth at the same time as no longer
relevant capabilities and data will simply derail the economic system and make extra bother
for the use of a. Therefore, it’s time that the involved government of a construct plans to
nurture the kids and their aspirations.
Conclusion:
Youth is that the basic pressure of a country and in an exceptionally us of a like
Republic of India with around sixty fifth youngster’s population, the involvement of
adolescents toward the developmental technique is of fantastic significance. The point is
that younger people have a lot of potential that in the event that they use it in optimistic
work they could lead our India in a route of continuous progress and in the event that they
use it in dangerous paintings they'll spoil their personal et al lifestyles too. The teenagers are
expected to develop mentally and academically to be ready enough to play a crucial role
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inside the prosperity of the country. The willpower, hard work, innovativeness and quest of
know-how of the adolescents will not best assist them to lead a satisfied life however can
also be their contribution in the direction of making India a superpower. Hence it's vital to
appreciate the function of the youngsters in achievement tale yet on teach and encourage
them in the direction of the path of constructing a higher India.
Reference:1. https://targetstudy.com/articles/power-of-youth-in-india.html
2. http://www.vng.org.pk/home2/blogs/entry/Role-of-Youth-in-National Development
3. http://www.indianyouth.net/role-of-youth-nation-building/
4. https://www.cram.com/essay/role-of-youth-in-national-development/F3PTA92AC
5. https://brainly.in/question/1473020
6. http://www.teenink.com/hot_topics/all/article/533316/The-Role-of-the-Youth-inNation
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SPORTS NUTRITION DIET BEFORE, DURING & AFTER MATCH
DR. SANGEETA AHIRWAR
Prof. Govt. Home Science P.G. College, Hoshangabad. (M. P.)
Introduction:There's nothing just like the concern of vitamins to stir debate. It seems like the
experts change their minds almost day by day about what we should and should not devour.
In fact, medical nutrition hasn't modified lots at all in the ultimate fifteen years. Fortunately,
scientific sports activities vitamins is a bit less contested. There are some very wellresearched, well-practiced nutritional techniques that have been used by athletes for
decades. They are applicable to maximum sports. In truth, they are greater than relevant they are a pre-considered necessary to top performance. Long gone are the days while
athletes’ concept that ingesting a huge steak before a sport might provide them plenty of
energy. Today's elite sports women and men comply with a strict food plan, specifically on
the day of a competitive match or occasion. While weight loss plan may not flip terrible
athletes into incredible ones, it may make the distinction among appearing poorly and
tapping your complete potential.
The Glycemic Index:Not all carbohydrate is digested and absorbed on the same price. The Glycemic Index
(GI) is a scale of how lots a specific sort of meals raises blood sugar over hour duration
compared to pure glucose. Choosing ingredients with a high GI will help to speedy top off
carbohydrate shops after a game or event. Before a recreation or occasion, low GI foods are
greater appropriate as they release energy greater slowly and for a longer period.
Sports Nutrition Three-four hours earlier than the Match:Have your athlete eat a wholesome part of carbohydrate-rich meals consisting of
rice, beans, pasta, or potatoes. If your athlete is at school for the duration of these hours
and wishes an on-the-cross option, try packing a few granola made with old style oats or
entire wheat bread with peanut butter or cheese. The aim here is to ensure that the meal
has time to digest but that your toddler isn't hungry at some point of the sport. Make
positive that your toddler is drinking water during the day and leading up to the game or
exercise. Try giving him water with every meal after which sixteen ounces two hours earlier
than exercise and eight-16 oz 15 mins before the hobby.
Before Match Sports Nutrition:-
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Encourage your athlete to consume every other carb snack which include whole
fruit. Bananas, berries, or apples are an awesome choice. Fruit digests easily, so it shouldn’t
motive any belly disenchanted and have to preserve your toddler from getting hungry at
some stage in the game. It’s quality to avoid processed sugary snacks, as they can lead to an
disenchanted stomach. Also, consuming processed sugar can motive modifications in blood
sugar and insulin, which could bring about fatigue and terrible overall performance.
During the Match Sports Nutrition:It’s crucial to your infant to live hydrated to avoid dehydration and cramping and to
help with overall performance. Your infant need to drink water each 15-20 minutes in the
course of the interest whilst it will last less than one hour. When collaborating in a energetic
sporting event lasting longer than an hour, it's far ok for your infant to update the water
with a sports activities drink each 15-20 minutes. This will keep the blood sugar at an
awesome level and could replace the misplaced electrolytes. Please remember that sports
activities beverages are meant to be fed on for the duration of or after full of life exercising
and are not meant for regular consumption.
After Match Sports Nutrition:Within an hour after the game, kids have to enjoy some other snack inclusive of fruit,
or if it’s available, chocolate milk. Because chocolate milk has a four-to-1 ratio of
carbohydrates to protein, it’s the right combination to help with put up-recreation muscle
healing. Good post-recreation nutrients no longer most effectively helps younger athletes
sense higher after opposition, however allows their our bodies recover and prepare for the
subsequent time they’re out on the field.
Carbohydrate Loading:Carbohydrate loading is regularly used by long distance athletes to percentage their
muscle mass with power. The actual process involves depleting the muscle groups of
carbohydrate per week or so before the occasion with exhaustive exercise and a lowcarbohydrate eating regimen. Two to three days earlier than the occasion the athlete
switches to a completely high-carbohydrate food regimen. In their depleted nation, muscles
absorb greater carbohydrate than they commonly could give the athlete a big store of
strength. For maximum sports and events, carbohydrate loading makes no sense. In fact, a
disruption in an athlete's normal consuming sample can actually purpose stomach
disappointed and result in impaired overall performance. A more practical approach is to
increase carbohydrate intake inside the days leading up to a recreation or occasion.
Conclusion:Nutrition is a crucial factor in determining top-quality sports performance. An
inadequate food plan can save you from reaching your authentic capacity. Healthy nutrition
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is not only important for sports performance, but for healthy bones too. A well balanced
diet usually contains enough calcium and vitamin D to maintain strong bones. When kids
and teens have repeated injuries, calcium or vitamin D deficiency can play a role. In fact,
stress fractures (a fracture that occurs without a traumatic injury) can be caused by
inadequate calcium intake.
Reference:1. www.sport-fitness-advisor.com/sports-nutrition-course2. www.eatright.org/Public/content.aspx?id=7056
3. https://blog.cincinnatiathleterens.org/healthy-living/fitness-and-nutrition/young-athleteswhat-to-eat-before-during-and-after-sports/
4. www.eatright.org/Public/landing.aspx?TaxID=6442451995
5. www.ausport.gov.au/sportscoachmag/nutrition2/the_female_athlete_triad_nutrition_and_eati
ng_issues_of_athlete
6. educatedsportsparent.com/females-and-importance-nutrition-female-athlete-triad/
7. www.everyday-sports-nutrition-for-women.com/everyday-sports-nutrition.html
8. prematch.html.http://www.bordbia.ie/consumer/aboutfood/nutrition/pages/sportsnutrition.as
px.
9. www.otesports.co.uk/blog/post/performance-nutrition-for-women/
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ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN HIGHER EDUCATION
PROF . DR. SANJAY M. MADAVI
Assistant Professor, Degree college of Physical Education (HVPM) Amravati.(MS)
Introduction:
Role of social media in media provides a unique stage for interaction amongst
students and teachers and amongst students themselves. Some colleges and universities
also use social media as a tool for recruiting students. social media in education provides
students with the ability to get more useful information, to connect with learning groups
and other educational systems that make education convenient. Social media is also a
medium where students can establish beneficial connections for their careers Social
media plays an important role in every student's life. It is easier and convenient to access
information, provide information and communicate via social media. Teachers and students
are connected to each other and can make good use of these platforms for the working of
their education. Social media now plays an important role in helping colleges stay connected
with alumni and also increasing the value of their education by expanding their school's
recognition. Schools are now able to share alumni's life and career achievements on social
media. Higher education is changing the nature of the relationships of learners and
teachers.
Social media plays an important role in every student's life. It is easier and
convenient to access information, provide information and communicate via social media.
Teachers and students are connected to each other and can make good use of these
platforms for the working of their education. However, social media has been criticized a lot
due to the effect it has on the way students produce and retain information. Some parents
are of the opinion that social media can be very distracting and harmful for students. On the
contrary, social media offers plenty of opportunities for learning and interaction When it
comes to social media and education, some parents and teachers view these platforms as
distractions that negatively influence students. But in today’s increasingly digital world,
social media plays a meaningful role in higher education every day. When used the right
way, social media can enhance a student’s learning journey, also making it much easier for
pupils and educators to connect.
Social media has gained credibility over the years as a trusted source of information and
platform where organizations can interact with audiences.
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We are seeing education institutions adapting these developments into their
systems and relying on group resources and mechanisms to improve the student life. The
use of social media in education provides students with the ability to get more useful
information, to connect with learning groups and other educational systems that make
education convenient. Social network tools afford students and institutions with multiple
opportunities to improve learning methods. Through these networks, you can incorporate
social media plugins that enable sharing and interaction. Students can benefit from online
tutorials and resources that are shared through social networks and LMS’s. There is valuable
knowledge to be gained through social media such as analytics and insights on various
topics or issues for study purposes. Social media is also a medium where students can
establish beneficial connections for their careers. As an educational institution, it is crucial
to be active in many social platforms possible; this helps create better student training
strategies and shapes student culture.
Connecting with experts on topics via social media
The great thing about using social media is that you soon learn who the experts are
in particular fields and subjects. When you start following these experts you learn more and
gain useful content from them, this empowers you to produce great results. Social media
has the ability to broaden your perspective on various subjects and gives illuminating,
instant content that is new. You have the opportunity of engaging experts to get answers on
topics that you may need help in.
Institutions communicate with students via YouTube and Facebook
Learning colleges have the ability to connect with students through social media
networks such as Face book, Google Plus groups, and YouTube. These channels can be used
to communicate campus news, make announcements and provide students with useful
information. This builds engagement between the College and students which help tackle
many student issues through the group interactions.
Institutions can share supportive and positive posts that reach all students that are
connected to the networks and pages. You can initiate hash tags on social media to engage
students and online discussions that are helpful. Video is a prominent tool in social media
trends that are effective and you can use it to share useful videos that inspire students and
help them in their course subjects. Through social mediums such as YouTube, Facebook or
Instagram live video the engagements between students and the institution can be
sustained. It is advisable to be selective about which social platforms to use for the best
practice.
It helps in Research process
Social media offers audience and subject monitoring tools that are useful and it is
one of the best platforms to extract data. You can find out how the majority people feel
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about a particular topic or how experts perceive and advice on specific issues. This can help
students compile and produce useful content for research. Whether students are working
on an assignment, working on a project or trying to gain more insight on a subject, some of
the best information and results can be extracted from social media.
Enhanced Learning management systems
Learning management systems is a networking software that delivers educational
programs and gives institutions other administrative activities. Social media learning in LMS
can include instant chat functions, video, forums to share info and other lesson resources to
help students.
Most LMS’s come with built in social media integration and this drives instant
interaction between the users and the system. The system strengthens student participation
and makes team projects easy to collaborate.
The system exists to tackle student and learning related issues to improve education
schemes. It is beneficial for institutions to use popular Learning management systems with
social media integration to have the best reach and effect through the system. Other social
learning benefits are live conferencing systems, webinar capability, share group reviews,
blogs and much more.
Recruit high-potential students
With the number of students enrolled in higher education expected to reach more by 2025,
higher education facilities are starting to realize that they need to stand out amongst the
crowd, both online and off. Recruiting students requires creative social media strategies
implemented all year long to keep prospects engaged with the school.
Whether it’s providing each department with leverage over their own social media channels
or highlighting interesting courses on a regular basis online, universities and colleges can
create meaningful connections with prospects with a well-curated social media presence.
Stay connected with your alumni
For the most part, post-secondary facilities require an amount of donated or fundraised
money to continue offering best-in-class education. Traditionally, marketing efforts have
been directed towards alumni from the school who are now successful members of society.
Although this fact remains the same, how they’re being targeted for fundraising has
changed. Social media platforms allow alumni to be reminded to donate to specific funding
areas when it’s needed most. From sharing a fundraising event on Facebook or celebrating
successes on Instagram, post-secondary facilities are able to connect with alumni in a more
meaningful and personal way on social media.
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Promoting Research Endeavors
Higher education and research go hand-in-hand. Social media has provided a base for
universities and colleges to share their future-forward innovations and research
opportunities with a much wider base than ever before.
Creating a social media strategy for higher education
When it comes to creating a social media presence that communicates
professionalism but also actively engages with multiple audiences is no small feat. As a
higher education facility, your social media feed, and content must speak to current
students, prospects, parents, researchers, fellow institutions, and alumni.
With so much to say, share, and manage, how can you develop a social media
strategy that checks all the necessary boxes for success? The experts at Top Hathave
compiled a comprehensive list of ways that higher education facilities can combine
technology and education to create a well-rounded and process-driven social media
strategy.
Focus on community engagement and responding in a timely manner
Similarly, to digital marketers in other industries, engagement is key to a successful
social media strategy. When students or prospects comment on a post or send a direct
message (DM) to ask a question, it’s vital that a social media manager answer them in a
timely fashion.
This is of special importance when a comment is offensive or dangerous. There
should be someone in charge of an institution’s social media feeds for the larger part of the
day to vet any critical occurrences or respond to a negative comment.
Let faculties handle their social media channels
In higher education institutions, faculties are often held accountable to maintain the
same values and mission as the university or college they belong to but operate separately
by teaching specific content. These faculties provide unique educational experiences, so
letting them provide unique social media experiences just seems right.
When a faculty has authority over their social media feeds, they can better
communicate with their target audience of students, staff, and prospects while increasing
the personal essence of their online engagements.
Keep social media content light and engaging
An educational institution’s social media strategy should reflect their outlook,
mission, and values. Although it’s important to maintain a formal presence online, keep
followers engaged with interesting and timely content. For example, share the latest
campus events organized by students, celebrate educational successes of staff, students,
and alumni, and regularly engage by posting polls.
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Combine Edtech and social media for a broader user experience
Engagement thrives on visibility and accessibility. By linking to helpful Edtech
resources, programs, and administrative functions, you can increase engagement while
making it easier for them to find helpful tools to drive their success.
Your social media channels can act as a link between your higher education
institution’s resources and users. By ensuring that any needed information (like faculty
websites) can be accessed easily via your social media channel profile descriptions, you can
help students and staff have a more positive and streamlined online experience.
Broaden your social media scope
Has your higher education institution already implemented a social media strategy
on platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter? If so, congratulations! However, you
still have the potential to increase your reach and engagement by using other social media
platforms or content types.
For example, consider holding a live webinar on Facebook Live to discuss your
institution with interested prospects, or create a YouTube channel and unique videos for
each faculty in your higher education institution.
Conclusion
Higher education thrives on a healthy community, and a college’s social media
presence is an important extension of that community. Throughout the world, universities
and colleges are implementing social media strategies to connect with students, parents,
prospects, staff, and even other educational facilities.
Not only can a best-in-class social media presence better your relations with all
parties involved with your institution, it can also make their lives easier like any wellmarketed product or solution should. If you’re missing a robust social media strategy for
your higher education facility, you’re missing out on a variety of opportunities to generate
high-quality leads and prospects. If you wish to further integrate technology and education
in your role or institution, a digital marketing certification will provide you with the skills
necessary for successfully implementing and overseeing a successful social media strategy.
References:
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PSYCHOLOGICAL TIPS FOR MENTAL STRENGTH TRAINING FOR
SPORTS PERSON
DR. SATISH S. BHAGAWAT
B. S. Patil Mahavidyalaya, Paratwada, Dist. Amravati
Introduction:Mental strength training concentrates specially on helping athletes to break via the
intellectual obstacles that keep them from performing as much as their peak capacity and
by way of teaching mental abilities for success. By focusing on the intellectual strategies
needed to achieve success in any opposition, mental strength training seeks to obtain the
overall purpose of overall performance development and enhancing consistency in
performance. Mental training is a warm subject matter within the field of sports psychology
and many athletes – inclusive of runners, climbers, and crew sports players – use mental
training to reinforce their composure, recognition, and capability to react fast. It isn’t simply
athletes who can advantage from intellectual training even though. Improving intellectual
sturdiness helps human beings cope with stresses and overcome barriers.
The aim of mental strength training is to help athletes and teams carry out their
pleasant through enhancing the vital mental abilities to excel in their specific sport. Mental
energy training is not about running with trouble athletes or ordinary behaviour. Mental
Strength Training for Athletes is ready enhancing your mind-set and intellectual recreation
skills to help you perform your fine by way of figuring out restricting beliefs and embracing a
healthier philosophy approximately your recreation.
Benefits from Mental Strength Training for Sports Person: To become aware of and input the sector greater regularly.
 Help teams expand communication capabilities and brotherly love.
 Develop coping skills to cope with setbacks and mistakes.
 Improve or stability motivation for finest overall performance.
 Improve recognition and address distractions
 Develop self belief submit-harm.
 Grow self belief in athletes who have doubts.
 Find the proper zone of depth to your sport.
 To instill a healthful belief gadget and perceive irrational mind.
 To expand recreation-specific techniques and sport plans.
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Mental training is a warm subject matter in the area of sports activities psychology
and many athletes – inclusive of runners, climbers, and group sports players – use mental
schooling to boost their composure, consciousness, and capacity to react speedy. It isn’t just
athletes who can advantage from intellectual training though. Improving “mental
sturdiness” allows human beings address stresses and conquer obstacles. Here are some
tips to help you build new motivation, confidence and major breakthroughs in your fitness,
your schooling and in your life.
 Power Words: Make positive self-statements continually. Negative thinking is not
unusual; each person has an inner critic. Become privy to those thoughts early on.
Don’t fight with them; genuinely renowned their presence, after which substitute
high quality power words.
 Body Scan: Pay close interest in your tension stage and training form. Do a frame
scan whilst operating out and relax your tight muscle mass regularly. Ask yourself:
“Are my shoulders and neck relaxed; how does this pace feel; how a whole lot
energy is left in my legs?”
 Present Focus: Practice being within the present moment. Remind yourself to live in
the right here and now. Instead of replaying past mistakes, or stressful about the
future, let beyond and destiny activities fade into the history. Be proper on, proper
here, proper now.
 Advantage: Use everything in your exercising for your advantage. For instance, if
some other man or woman passes you, tuck in at the back of and go along with his
or her power for as long as possible. You can also catch a “second wind” and be
carried directly to a non-public report.
 Chunking Goals: Focus for your instantaneous target. Break your training dreams
down into small, workable portions and begin to awareness only on the first
element, no longer the whole exercising.
 Focused Attention: Be privy to distractions. Breathe out unwanted mind along with
your next exhale and re-consciousness your interest immediately on what's vital
right now, at this moment.
 Celebration: Enjoy and recognize your health and electricity. When you exercise,
loosen up and permit your body do what you’ve educated it to do. Remember that
your desires are realistic. All you need to do is carry out up for your capabilities.
 Positive Images: When you are exercising, use your nice intellectual photos at some
stage in your exercise to create emotions of velocity and strength. Use visualization
earlier than, at some stage in and after your schooling to build confidence and new
motivation.
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 Pain as Effort: If you have “excellent ache,” the ache of attempt, that isn't seriously
unfavorable, your frame, just shift attention to your breathing or cadence of motion,
and allow the pain fade into the background. You can also use the pain as feedback.
Register it now not as pain but as attempt stage. Say: “Now I realize precisely how
difficult I’m operating. I realize how this pace feels. My body is doing what it ought to
be doing.”
 Detach from Outcome: Look simplest at what you want to do proper now.
Conclusion:Mental strength education lends itself nicely to a philosophy geared toward
athletes’ growth and development – physical, mental, social, moral and emotional. In
reality, mental energy training is education in existence abilities like; how to set desires,
how to take care of pressure, a way to manage criticism and the way to stay centered on the
undertaking at hand. Many athletes and coaches are careworn about the function of
intellectual strength training in enhancing athletic overall performance. Mental electricity
education is a part of the larger area of game technology and studies human behaviour in
the game surroundings and the benefits of intellectual education on improving sports
overall performance.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to see the effect of 6-week suryanamaskar on trunk
joint mobility of faculties of Shri R. R. Lahoti College, Morshi, Amravati. To achieve this
purpose twenty (20) subjects were divided into two groups (Experimental group – 10
Teachers & Control group – 10 Teachers). The criterion variable of trunk joint mobility was
measured by Goniometer. Pretest was taken prior to the Suryanamskar training and
posttest was taken after six weeks of Suryanamskar. Suryanamskar were practices every
morning i.e. five days (Monday to Friday) per week. After six week training post-test were
administered and data were collected. Statistical analyses were done on the basis of ‘t’ test.
The level of significance was set at 0.05. Result shows that on the basis of mean difference
there was difference between the means of pre and post-test of control and experimental
group of college teachers in reference to trunk joint mobility. To see this difference is
significant or not at 0.05 level of significance. Researcher further calculated ‘t’ test & above
table shows that there is significant difference between pre and post-test of experimental
group of trunk joint mobility, as the calculated ‘t’ value 2.115 is greater than tabulated ‘t’
value 1.734. But there is insignificant found between pre and post-test of control group of
trunk joint mobility, as the calculated ‘t’ value 0.681 is lesser than the tabulated ‘t’ value
1.734. Concluding we can say that experimental group shows significant difference in
reference to trunk joint mobility the differences may be attributed that Surya namaskar is
basically a sun salutation that leads to healthy body, mind and soul. However, morning time
is the best time for surya namaskar. Sun rises is the time when sun rays help revitalize the
body and refresh the mind. It also increases the ability of muscle to perform movement with
large amplitude (range of motion). It also refers to functional capacity of a joint to move
through a normal range of motion.
Keywords: Suryanamaskar, Trunk Joint Mobility, Goniometer, etc.
Introduction
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Life styles have been changing over the past few decades in most parts of the world.
The excesses of the consumer society are now showing their effects on health. In case we
are to prevent the diseases that are the results of unfavorable life styles, we have to ensure
that sound decisions on healthy lifestyles are to be urgently cultivated. This will be a major
role of health education. In our ancient culture, instance can be found where the
continuation of healthy life styles has contributed to better health and longevity. For
instance, the kurichia tribe of wayanad follows several healthy food habits, better
sanitation, personal hygiene, moral life, and old age security, hard physical labour and
peaceful religious life. Their women have better status and lead a disciplined moral life.
They have no diabetes as they eat the right type of food and do hard physical labour.
Several of their positive life styles made them free from many common diseases and
thereby prolonged their life even beyond the life span of the so called educated and affluent
people who have access to modern medical facilities from super specialty hospitals. On the
other hand, following improper life styles, modern people invite many complicated and
complex diseases necessitating the creation of costly medical facilities to serve minority of
population. Such distortion in development can be avoided in poor countries, if proper
health education is spread to everybody in the society. Joint Mobility often also referred to
as flexibility or suppleness can be defined as the ability to perform movement with greater
range of motion or large amplitude. It is controlled partly by the energy liberation processes
of the body and partly by the coordinative processes of central nervous system. Though
there are different way to keep you healthy, yoga promotes overall health in a balanced
way. Yoga helps in recharging the body by promoting self-healing, removing negative
energies and enhancing personal powers. It simplifies your mind and thought process. One
of the yoga postures which is simple form of daily workout for the mind and body is the
Surya Namaskar. Thus, if you haven’t stretched your body since ages and considering
something effective then the surya namaskar is just right for you. In ancient times,
worshiping to the sun has been practiced in India for prosperity and this has even been
mentioned in the Vedas. Salutation to the Sun in the early morning was added as a daily
routine for Hindus. For that time people from all civilizations have offered prayers to the
sun, the ultimate source of life and energy. Such practice is named as surya namaskar.
Suryanamaskar is a complete meditative technique in itself as it includes various
asanas like- Pranamasan, hasta utthanasan, padahastasan, ashwasanchalanasan, ashtanaga
namasakar, bhujangasan, and parvatasan. Increasing flexibility through stretching the body
parts is one of the basic tenets of physical fitness. Flexibility is the ability of muscle to
perform movement with large amplitude (range of motion). It also refers to functional
capacity of a joint to move through a normal range of motion.
Methods
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The purpose of this study was to see the effect of 6 week suryanamaskar on trunk
joint mobility of faculties of Shri R. R. Lahoti College, Morshi, Amravati. To achieve this
purpose twenty (n = 20) teachers of various departments and faculties were randomly
selected from the said college. Subjects were divided into two groups (Experimental group –
10 Teachers & Control group – 10 Teachers). The criterion variable of trunk joint mobility
was measured by Goniometer. The scoring unit of goniometer is in degree (max-360
degree). The reading showed by the apparatus at four sides i.e. left, right, forward and
backward will be added together to get the final score. Pre-test was taken prior to the
Suryanamskar training and post-test was taken after six weeks of Suryanamskar.
Suryanamskar were practices every morning i.e. five days (Monday to Friday) per week. First
week the session consisted of 5 minutes warm-up 2 times suryanamaskar and 5 minutes
cool-down, increased 2 times suryanamaskar every week. After six week training post-test
were administered and data were collected.
Statistical Procedure
Statistical analyses were done on the basis of ‘t’ test. The level of significance was set
at 0.05
TABLE
Comparison of pre & post-test
Variables

Group

Controlled
Trunk
Joint
Mobility

Test

Mean

S.D

Pretest

78.4

18.24

Posttest

S.E

M.D D.F

Obt ‘t’

0.681
8.513
84.2

5.8

19.8
1.73
4

18

Experimental

Tab
‘t’

Pretest

80.5

Posttest

96.6

17.86

2.115*
7.612

16.1

16.14

*Significant at 0.05 Level
The above table shows that on the basis of mean difference there was difference
between the means of pre and post-test of control and experimental group of college
teachers in reference to trunk joint mobility. To see this difference is significant or not at
0.05 level of significance. Researcher further calculated ‘t’ test & above table shows that
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there is significant difference between pre and post-test of experimental group of trunk
joint mobility, as the calculated ‘t’ value 2.115 is greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 1.734. But
there is insignificant found between pre and post-test of control group of trunk joint
mobility, as the calculated ‘t’ value 0.681 is lesser than the tabulated ‘t’ value 1.734.
Graph

Conclusion
Concluding we can say that experimental group shows significant difference in
reference to trunk joint mobility the differences may be attributed that Surya namaskar is
basically a sun salutation that leads to healthy body, mind and soul. However, morning time
is the best time for surya namaskar. Sun rises is the time when sun rays help revitalize the
body and refresh the mind. It also increases the ability of muscle to perform movement
with large amplitude (range of motion). It also refers to functional capacity of a joint to
move through a normal range of motion.
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Introduction:
Curriculum matters mainly because of its potential impacts on students. The
fundamental purpose of curriculum development is to ensure that students receive
integrated, coherent learning experiences that contribute towards their personal, academic
and professional learning and development. These qualities provide a key reference point
for the Curriculum Development process. For them to be realised in graduates, they must be
related to the conceptual frameworks, language and practices of the student's field of study
through quality learning experiences. Flinders University Policy on Course and Topic
Development, Approval and Management states: Courses and topics should be designed,
developed and delivered within a framework which comprises a specified curriculum,
specified assessment arrangements, and clearly identified educational aims and learning
outcomes. These elements should provide an educational framework which is clear and
coherent, and which:
 forms the basis for teaching and assessment activities;
 relates to the overall academic goals and objectives of the University;
 is orientated towards the development of students as independent, lifelong learners;
 maps the territory for students in useful ways, yet allows them room for their own
exploration;
 demonstrably constitutes a clear progression towards expertise in the discipline or
field; and

makes explicit the generic and discipline-specific capabilities that are to be gained.
Curriculum development is a key process in determining the quality of learning and
teaching that occurs within the University and hence the qualities of graduates.
Curriculum can be characterized in a number of ways:
 curriculum as content - the subject matter to be taught
 curriculum as experience - the planned and other experiences encountered by learners
in educational contexts
 curriculum as intention - statements of predetermined aims, objectives and outcomes,
and planned learning experiences for students
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curriculum as cultural reproduction - the passing on of the accepted knowledge, values
and behaviours of a discipline, profession or society to the succeeding generation
Each of these partial images contributes to a more holistic characterization of curriculum as:
All the planned learning opportunities offered to students and the experiences encountered
by the students when the plans are implemented. The curriculum is the plans, practices and
outcomes of the interaction between the student, the curriculum design (plans linking
elements together) and the teaching staff.
Curriculum
Curriculum matters mainly because of its potential impacts on students. The fundamental
purpose of curriculum development is to ensure that students receive integrated, coherent
learning experiences that contribute towards their personal, academic and professional
learning and development.
Definition of Curriculum Development
Curriculum development is defined as planned, a purposeful, progressive, and systematic
process to create positive improvements in the educational system. Every time there are
changes or developments happening around the world,
Importance of Curriculum Development
Curriculum development has a broad scope because it is not only about the school,
the learners, and the teachers. It is also about the development of society in general. In
today’s knowledge economy, curriculum development plays a vital role in improving the
economy of a country. It also provides answers or solutions to the world’s pressing
conditions and problems, such as environment, politics, socio-economics, and other issues
of poverty, climate change, and sustainable development. There must be a chain of
developmental process to develop a society. First, the school curriculum, particularly in
higher education, must be developed to preserve the country’s national identity and to
ensure its economy’s growth and stability. If universities have curricular programs that are
innovative and in demand in the local or global markets, many students even from foreign
countries will enroll. A higher number of enrollees would mean income on the part of the
universities. As a result, if the income is big, it can be used for teachers’ promotion,
scholarship, and remuneration.
Curriculum development.
Curriculum matters mainly because of its potential impacts on students. The
fundamental purpose of curriculum development is to ensure that students receive
integrated, coherent learning experiences that contribute towards their personal, academic
and professional learning and development. The design and development of curriculum
for courses, topics, and major and minor sequences of topics, should focus on how the
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educational experience contributes to students' development of the Flinders Graduate
Qualities.
Key elements and relationships in curriculum
Staff and students are at the heart of curriculum. The relationships between them are
shaped by the answers to key questions about

Educational aims (of courses, sequences and topics)

Intended learning outcomes (for students)

assessment,

content,

learning interactions and

the connections between these elements.
Intended learning outcomes frame and shape the detail and alignment of assessment,
learning interactions and content.
Intended learning outcomes describe the characteristics that a student should be
able show on successful completion of a course or topic. Assessment gauges the extent of
students' achievement of the intended outcomes, learning interactions and content should
help to build towards students' achievement of those outcomes. Key University policy
considerations that must be accommodated in curriculum development are:

the development of Flinders University Graduate Qualities;

the University's commitment to Work Integrated Learning (WIL);

the University's commitment to revitalizing the first year curriculum;

the University's commitment to internationalization of curriculum;

the University's commitment to the incorporation of indigenous knowledge and
perspectives;

reconsideration of assessment and teaching to respond to current demands;

the technical requirements on course structure and consistent topic unit values.
These influences provide important context for the course or topic aim statement
and the long description that appears in the course information book and on the University
website. The topic/course aim and description should express the essential characteristics of
the intended learning experience and its purpose. The question - what knowledge, skills and
attributes as a learner should a student be able to show on successful completion of the
learning experience? - frames the key design questions: How should students' progress
towards the intended learning outcomes be assessed? What learning and teaching
interactions should be provided to guide students' learning? What content (knowledge,
skills, values and applications in context) should be incorporated to contribute to the
students' learning experience?
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A Curriculum Development Process
The Curriculum Development process encompasses the design and development of
integrated plans for learning, the design of implementation of the plans, and of the
evaluation of the plans, their implementation and the outcomes of the learning experience.
Curriculum design is a process of critical questioning to frame learning and teaching.
The main purpose of the process is to translate broad statements of intent into specific
plans and actions. The intention is to ensure, as far as possible, alignment between the
three states of curriculum: the planned curriculum, the delivered curriculum and the
experienced curriculum.
The three states of the curriculum
The curriculum design process at course level sets the context for topic design and
topic design sets the context for each learning experience. Topics need to be designed to
come together in structured combinations to form coherent major and minor sequences
and courses.

Interactions of levels of curriculum development
The fundamental purpose of curriculum development is to ensure that students
receive integrated, coherent learning experiences that contribute towards their personal,
academic and professional learning and development.
Curriculum development: Major phases and outcomes
A systemic approach to curriculum development ideally should begin by scoping the
broad design boundaries and parameters then working through to the specific detail within
the particular agreed boundaries and parameters. It builds a series of interconnected plans:

the statement of aims and intended learning outcomes;

a statement of content, assessment, learning interactions to achieve the ends;

resource plan detailing people, materials, time, facilities, texts, references,
readings, etc. needed;
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an implementation plan - assigns responsibility for who should do what, when and
where

a plan for monitoring and evaluating the success of delivery and making
adjustments to improve achievements.
Such interactive ‘ends-means' planning can help to ensure holistic, coherent design.
Scoping and positioning
Learning and teaching are purposeful activities. Considering questions of context and
intent helps us set priorities and make the purpose of the learning and teaching experience
clear to all those interested and likely to be involved in the course being developed.
The outcome is an informed decision about the need for the course and a general
statement of justification for it. The initial questions in scoping and positioning which relate
to framing the CD process are: who should be involved in developing the course?
what interest groups can legitimately contribute to the process? What are their particular
expectations of the course curriculum? Can these expectations be reconciled
/accommodated in the course? Once these questions have been answered adequately
either through direct consultation with interested parties, or through investigation of their
public statements (eg, requirements for membership of professional associations, policy
statements, requirements for course accreditation, etc), then the course can be positioned
in
what do potential students need?
what should the course do? What is its educational aim?
The University's policy for approval of a new or substantially revised course requires
evidence:
Curriculum (course) Evaluation
Planning for curriculum evaluation puts in place the mechanisms to support
reflection and improvement on the delivered curriculum. While assessment focuses on
student learning, curriculum evaluation considers the effectiveness of the whole course.
Once a course is in place and being offered it needs to be refined and improved to ensure
that it retains its relevance, currency and appropriateness for the students.


Evaluation - providing the basis for improvement
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An evaluation strategy should be developed during the detailed design of the course.
While University policy requires that a major course review occurs at least every five years,
evaluation, like assessment, serves both summative and formative purposes, that is, to
communicate the current characteristics and standards of the course and as a basis for
improvement.

Purposes of evaluation
The course evaluation plan should include both formative and summative elements
and be consistent with university policy on course and topic evaluation, monitoring and
review and evaluation of teaching. Formative evaluation (or evaluation of a course in
progress) can be extremely valuable for ensuring that the course is fulfilling its intent.
Students are an invaluable source of feedback especially on topic delivery. The
University's SETs (Student Evaluation Teaching & Student Evaluation of Topics) provide one
source of information towards formative course evaluation but is insufficient when used
alone. You should plan to include elements of external evaluation, self evaluation by
teaching staff and peer evaluation as well as student evaluation in the overall evaluation
strategy as each perspective can complement the others to give a fuller picture of current
standards and opportunities for improvement.
Conclusion:
A curriculum is important in an educational system. It helps one plan the education
process or procedure for a given period of time (a term, session, lesson period etc). ... Hence
for a society to achieve its educational goals, it needs a curriculum that is functional and
relevant to its needs. There are three basic types of curriculum design—subject-centered,
learner-centered, and problem-centered design. Learner-centered curriculum design, by
contrast, revolves around student needs, interests and goals. Depending on how broadly
educators define or employ the term, curriculum typically refers to the knowledge and skills
students are expected to learn, which includes the learning standards or learning objectives
they are expected to meet; the units and lessons that teachers teach; the assignments and
projects given to. Learning to Build Your Curriculum
1. Describe your vision, focus, objectives, and student needs.
2. Identify resources.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Develop experiences that meet your objectives.
Collect and devise materials.
Lock down the specifics of your task.
Develop plans, methods, and processes.
Create your students' experience.
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Abstract:
In independent India, i.e. after 1947, though slow but struggles by women for domestic
violence, employment and livelihoods, communalism, representations in the media, etc.,
provided the impulse to women’s existence in society. This is referred the ‘academic arm’ of
the women’s movement. Progress of a nation is possible only when its citizens are dynamic,
enterprising and responsible. Role of women is very important because half of the
population is occupied by them. Again women are only responsible to impact moral values
in family. Without improving women, a nation cannot achieve progress in any field.
Education is the most important tool to create powerful nation. Higher education plays a
vital role in the overall development and growth of a nation. It imparts in-depth knowledge
in different ways of life. Present paper focuses its attention on the issue of quality concerns
in India and factors influencing the quality of education.
Keywords: Education, Employment, Teaching, Knowledge
Introduction:
Higher education is no longer a luxury; it is prime need for survival. The core mission of
higher education is to educate, to train, to undertake research and to provide service to the
entire society. With respect to globalization, the scope and demand for higher education is
increasing day by day. This demand can only be fulfilled by the quality higher education.
Quality education is the “Mantra” of present-day education system. The quality in higher
education is the biggest need of the hour as our country is progressing towards becoming
the educational hub of the world. But Indian higher education system does not stand
anywhere among the world higher education systems in terms of quality. Poor quality of
higher education depends on various factors such as favorable environment for teaching
and learning, infrastructure, teacher’s appointments, curriculum, effective feedback and
monitoring system etc. Higher education is effective tool to build modern, value-based,
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knowledge based, culture based, and peaceful society which can lead the country towards
becoming super power in the world.
Status of Education:
India’s higher education system is the second largest in the world, after the United States.
Accreditation for higher learning is observed by 12 autonomous institutions established by
the University Grants Commission (UGC). Indian higher education system has expanded at a
fast pace by adding nearly 20,000 colleges. There are more than 8 million students in a
decade from 2000-01 to 2010-11. As of 2011, India has 42 central universities, 275 state
universities, 130 deemed universities, 90 private universities, 5 institutions established and
functioning under the State Act, and 33 Institutes of National Importance. Other institutions
include 33,000 colleges as Government Degree Colleges and Private Degree Colleges,
including 1800 exclusive women’s colleges, functioning under these universities and
institutions as reported by the UGC in 2012. Distance learning and open education is also a
feature of the Indian higher education system, and is looked after by the Distance Education
Council. Indira Gandhi National Open University is the largest university in the world by
number of students, having approximately 3.5 million students across the globe.
Women and Education:
Larger feminist critiques who look after development policies and paradigms have
unfortunately overlooked the ways in which formal education, oﬀers a narrow range of
subject positions for girls and women. This apathy for women education reforms
objectifying them as mere instruments in the narrative of national progress. The absence of
critical thinking on formal education indicates the low status educational studies hold in the
hierarchy of knowledge, even feminist knowledge. There is evidence to show that physical
inaccessibility, irrelevance of curricula, repeated ‘failure’ and even harsh treatment in
schools contribute to children dropping out. This situation is responsible to never enroll
school. This fact is more sever in the case of girls. The inﬂuence of these factors are more
acute and drastic. According to an NSSO survey, about 26% of those who had dropped out
cited reasons other than poverty – unfriendly school environment, doubts about use
fullness of schooling and inability to cope with studies. Among girls in rural areas these
factors accounted for over 75 %of dropouts. Dropout percentages among girls are extremely
high in schools: figures for 1997-98 indicate that 41 %dropout at the primary level, 58 %at
the middle school level and 72 %at the secondary level. Discontinuation rates of rural girls
have been found to be twice as high as those of boys. Literacy and numeracy skills are
abysmal among children who attend government schools, and are further devalued for poor
girls who leave school. This is more sever into environments that do not promote or sustain
literacy.
Factors Influencing Quality in Higher Education:
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Quality in education depends on several factors. A few of them include:
a. Politicization: Politicization of higher education has posed a serious threat to the quality
of higher education. Appointment of Vice-chancellors in many instances is being viewed
politically.
b. Poor Quality of Intake: In order to attract students for admission, the colleges go on
awarding high grades / marks to undeserving candidates. The colleges /university
departments admitting students on the basis of career marks get cheated in many situations
and thus get poor quality of students.
c. Managerial Inefficiency: Most often, principals are appointed on the basis of seniority.
But managerial efficiency is not taken into account. There is no regular orientation
programme for newly appointed principals. It affects the quality of education as they don’t
have the influential managerial skills.
d. Overcrowded Classrooms: Lack of adequate number of teachers and classrooms intend
many colleges to reduce their number of groups. They merge students into larger groups.
This affects the skill of teacher to carry out effective classroom interaction.
e. Inadequate Student Services: Most of the higher education institutions today are not
capable enough to provide services like conducting orientation programmes, health
services, hostel facilities, guidance and counseling services to the students.
f. Inadequate Material Resources: Most of the higher education institutions at present does
not have proper material resources like building, play ground, good number of classrooms,
infrastructure, laboratory with sufficient equipments, toilet facility and staffrooms.
g. Non- accountability of Institutions: Non-accountability of the institutions leads to the
poor quality in higher education.
h. Inefficiency in Teaching: An effective teacher needs to be lifelong learner and need to
strengthen his knowledge voluntarily. A good institution is known by learned teachers. The
institution should be supplied with various journals and good library facility which will
energize the teachers’ proficiency and competency.
i. Teaching Methods: the curriculum framework should be such a way that it should provide
latest knowledge which is useful to the society. It should focus on the employability
opportunities. The teachers should use qualitative teaching learning material and also aware
of use of multimedia and internet.
Summery:
Thus, it can be concluded that education is the key to the progress. Higher education
provides the cutting edge and skilled manpower. But, quality of higher education is
declining. This is a matter of concern for the whole nation. Indian higher education has
expanded in quantity but lacking behind in terms of quality. India cannot progress until its
higher education system is qualitatively strong enough. Poor quality is resulting in low
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employability, low performance of the specialized individuals, lack of innovative and
creative ideas etc., which are the key elements of success and progress in present time.
There is a need to enlarge the latest techniques and qualitative reforms in higher education
system. It is more responsive to the changing world of work, so that it will meet the
diversified needs of economy, both domestic and global.
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AbstractCurriculum play important role in educational system. To make contents, syllabus and
units is a pivot that rotates the all learning and teaching process bar. For going systematic way
center point must be strengthen to carry out the whole procedure that advantageous to our
learning community as well as teachers also. Without curriculum educational system will
handicapped. The present paper design on curriculum development process and system. To train
the societies for challenges are increasing thinking, use of ICT and internet to improve the
efficiencies and effectiveness of education at all levels. The present research paper prepared
with the objectives i.e. to state the management process of curriculum development, to know
the phases of curriculum development and to find out the student’s views about curriculum
designing process. Here the author explained the Management process of curriculum
development which is divided in to three stages. It helps us to save and manage our resource and
proper use of resources. Due to science and technological progress major changes are occurred
in education. I n the present paper author noticed the responses related to curriculum. Analyzed
data shows that all items are important in developing curriculum for higher education.
Keywords- Curriculum, Development process and Higher education.
Introduction
In modern age, knowledge, human resources, and educational institution have
become the important aspects of world progress. So, higher educational organizations have
been faced globalization competitions. Therefore, need to transform the learning concepts
according to stakeholder’s approaches. University also demands new curriculum for
improving the quality of young ones. In order to note this more concentration will be given
on curriculum development. In Higher education curriculum is the basic starts of colleges
and universities class work. In modern days, modernization, globalization and technological
development and innovations our learning community demands more qualitative and
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applied curriculum to set the coming times. At first here author defined the concept
curriculum and development.
Curriculum
Curriculum is a preplanned systematic designed content in order into educational
system which will be carried out it in class work and planned time periods by teachers and
professors. It means each one faculty can implement it proper way and evaluate correctly.
The same manner the learner can understand it and apply it in easy way and be seen
positive improvement inside. Into formal education system curriculum refers’ The total
learning experiences of individuals not only in school-college but society as well”(Bilbao et
al.2008)
Development.
Development is a continuous process that improves the contents in educational
process accordingly with changing the world. It will be fulfilled the need of knowledge and
information creating new concepts and challenges. Development process is essential for
transform and updates the current curricula to play role in changing world and life.
Curriculum development process
The curriculum development process refers to a system that explains the way of to
commence the teaching in which manner that how it will be taught, which methods will be
used for syllabi. What effects and interact with each other. Therefore, it is called a three way
process depend on three components issues, needs and problems.
Fig No1-Three-way process of education system

ObjectivesThe present research paper objectives are as follow1. To state the management process of curriculum development
2. To know the phases of curriculum development.
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3. To find out the student’s views about curriculum designing process.
Management process of curriculum development
Whenever we design any plan or program to achieve the aims and to obtain good
outcomes, there will be used management process. Here the author explained the
Management process of curriculum development which is divided in to three stages.It help us
to save and manage our resource and proper use of resources. Due to science and
technological progress major changes are occurred in education. Management is making the
best use of what we have to get what we want. So management process is planning,
controlling and evaluating the use of our resources of the institutions for the purpose of
attaining educational goals.
Fig No-2 Management process of curriculum development

1. Planning– The 1st step, planning refers to mapping out the courses of action in order to
reach the goals. Planning involves thinking through and analyzing all possible ways of
achieving goals planning is the work plan for past which will be implemented in education
institution. It is a base of all educational system. That ll contents shall be arrange in orderly
reviewing the characteristics of learners and global needs. While curriculum shall be
formulated some points is to be consider in mind that is1. Aims and objectives of the course
2. Fulfilled the needs of the societies
3. Applied strategies
4. Social and economic value.
Planning and designing components
 Process
 Methods
 Worksheets
 Activities
 Environmental facilities and communication modes
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2. Controlling. The second steps, controlling the plan courses, represent joint efforts in
making the plan a success. It includes- a) Energizing b) Checking c) Adjusting. There are other
aspects is also important in controlling Joint action
 Output and goal-oriented practices
 Co-ordination
 Direction and guidance.
3. Evaluation-Evaluation is a final stage in curriculum management process, refers to looking
back over what has been done to see if the results are in consonance. Effective evaluations
depend upon the ability for goal analysis and analysis of the conditions. Mostly the curriculum
is to be design onFig No:3 Types of Curriculum

Fig no:5 Curriculum development Model Phases of Curriculum Development
Learning community is the pivot in educational system in higher education. To set their future
carrier and choices, they demands quality and global curriculum for achievements. Therefore,
if we think about to provide best curriculum we shall go through some phases as illustrated
below.
Methodology
For the present research paper the author use a methodical procedure from selection
of sample to data analysis
 Selection of sample- College students were selected for study.
 Sample number- 100 students from different streams were selected for the study.
 Sampling methods-Randomly representative samples selected for study.
 Sampling techniques-’ Statements scale and views are recorded for data collection.
Result-
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We must consider the students needs, hopes and sight when formulating curriculum in
higher education. In the present research study, the author studied and analyzed the obtained
data in which students records their responses about their noticing curricula.
Table No:1 Distribution of Responses of the students
Sr.No.
Items
No
%
1
Value based
100
100
2
Agro based
84
84
3
Global
54
54
4
Philosophical
47
47
5
Need based
99
99
6
Earning
83
83
7
Innovative
78
78
8
Computer based
69
69
9
Job and carrier opportunities
65
65
10
Choice based credit system
59
59
11
Project based
74
74
12
Start up viewed
98
98
13
Extensive
83
83
14
Skill based
93
93
15
Development of soft skills
88
88
16
Towards Empowering
100
100

DiscussionAbove table and fig no 6 depicted that percentage marked for items.
1. It was showed that value and empowered education is the demand of the day.
2. In the range of 90to99 percentage, responses has got for Need based, Skill based
and Start up viewed items. It means our learning community knows the job
situations and they look after their carrier in as a self employment and with small
scale industries.
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3. Agro based item has got 84 percentages.
4. A global and philosophical item has got less response in comparison to computer,
and CBCS items.
5. Earning, Extensive, soft skills, project bas items has got orderly 83 and 88 percent
responses.
6. Above 75 percent responses recorded for innovativeness.
In short all items are important for making and developing curriculum for higher
education.
Conclusion
Whenever we design any plan or program to achieve the aims and to obtain good
outcomes, there will be used management process. Learning community is the pivot in
educational system in higher education. To set their future carrier and choices, they demand
quality and global curriculum for achievements. T herefore, if we think about to provide best
curriculum to them. In the present research study, the author studied and analyzed the
obtained data in which students records their responses about their noticing curricula. All
items are important for making and developing curriculum for higher education. to more
ever extent.
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ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA FOR LIBRARIES
DR. SUNIL. J. BHAVSAR
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INTRODUCTION
Digital Marketing is the future of marketing. Social media makes it easy and fun to
reach your audience and collect information on who is seeing the content for better
targeting. Social media websites have become communities of their own. In order to
successfully market and get the word out about the library and its events social media is a
cheap, easy to use tool to accomplish this. A vital part of marketing for a library is
communicating the value of the library to current users and future users. Social media can
be used in a variety of different ways; sharing events, showing photos, communicating
important information and creating a dialogue between the users of a service and the
providers. Users use social media to search for information. Therefore, it is very important
for a library, a community institution, to be available in all the locations where people are.
Social media can help determine what people feel are lacking from the library but can also
assist in finding out what people love; this helps to shape future programming and how
funding should be allocated. There are various websites that can be used to promote the
library. As the years pass and technology evolves the major social media sites will change. It
is important for libraries to change with their users and adopt new sites as they become
popular.
 SOCIAL MEDIA SITE SHOULD OUR LIBRARY USE
There are a lot of different social media websites out there, each having its own
purpose and functionality. This prevents an issue when trying to determine what site is best
for your library. This guide focuses mainly on three: Facebook, Twitter and Instagram but
there are many others such as YouTube, Pinterest or LinkedIn that may also be beneficial to
your library. Why focus on just three then? These sites are best suited towards the uses a
library will have for social media and have very large user bases allowing for maximized
community interaction with minimal time input.
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Source:http://www.djpages.com/wpcontent/themes/djpages04/images/main/djpag
es-main.jpg
Facebook If your library has a lack of time or are very small in a rural location I recommend
using Facebook only. Facebook has the largest number of active users and is easy to get
started with. When looking for a business or information Facebook is one of the first places
many people look. It is a place for community members to connect online. Therefore every
library in the Peace Library System should have a Facebook page. For the smaller, rural
locations this is all that is necessary, however, if there is time and desire to use others that is
completely acceptable.
Twitter Twitter, like Facebook, has a large number of members, however a significant
number are not active. It is a wonderful platform for creating a dialogue between a
business/community centre and the members of the community. Twitter has a higher
demand on time than Facebook as posts can disappear faster
Instagram Instagram is relatively easy to use and is a great platform for sharing photos and
interacting in a photo/video format with the community. Facebook owns this company so
integration between the two platforms is great. This is a primarily mobile app so will require
having a cellphone with photo taking capabilities. It is a photo based communication service
rather than the traditional text based. Like Twitter this involves a time commitment as well.
It is not as easy as just simply posting photos – to be successful on Instagram it is important.
The most important part of choosing social media sites is only using the ones which you will
have time to update. Cross posting is very popular and makes it easy to update several sites
at once. All libraries at the very least should have a Facebook page, but the option to expand
further and get more from digital marketing is there. This guide will have a significant focus
because of that on Facebook but will also include a large section on Twitter for those
libraries who wish to use both. Social media has the potential to facilitate much closer
relationships between libraries and their patrons. Current usage of social media by the
library community generally remains ad hoc and somewhat experimental, but the uptake of
these tools is accelerating, and they will likely play an increasingly important role in library
service provision and outreach in the future.
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Taylor & Francis has produced a white paper that analyzes current practices relating
social media’s use in the library and how this differs by librarian job role. The sample was
taken from academic librarians around the world, which also allows us to examine
differences by geographic location. The goal: to establish how librarians are currently using
social media in their roles, the most useful social media tools and best applications for these
tools in a library setting. In this webinar, we will present our findings from the white paper,
as well as tips and lessons learned from our detailed case studies. The webinar will also
outline common practices for using social media in the library, as well as strategies for
effectively incorporating social media tools into your own library.
 Libraries using social media to the advantage of their institutions,
Collection usage & discovery
Social media platforms are useful for promoting books and collections, as well as obtaining
information on what are popular or unpopular with users.
2. Customer service
Students tend to be very active on social media, and librarians have embraced popular
platforms as a way of communicating with users to provide customer service, as well as
networking with other libraries for this purpose.
3. Teaching & learning
Websites such as YouTube are great for gathering new information, to educate yourself as
well as educating users. Libraries can use social media platforms to post insights into specific
materials and collections, to educate as well as promote what is available.
4. Outreach
Sharing pictures and other content is a good way of letting users know what the library is up
to. This can be for specific events, new developments or simply for the purpose of showing
users what it can.
Conclusion:
learn to incorporate social media strategies into marketing plans effectively, understanding
the capabilities of different channels and how they can be tailored to suit your library’s
individual needs; understand how trends in librarianship affect social media usage, how use
of social media can vary by job role, and how you can transfer this knowledge to enhance
the effectiveness of your role.
References:
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Abstract
E-commerce is a boom in the modern business. E-commerce means electronic commerce.
e-commerce (electronic commerce) involves buying and selling of goods and services, or the
transmitting of funds or data, over an electronic network, predominantly the internt the
history of e-commerce is a history of how information technology has transformed business
processes. some authors will track back the history of e-commerce to the invention of the
telephone at the end of last century. The internet was conceived in 1969, when the
advanced research projects agency (a department of defence organization) funded research
of computer networking. The internet could end up like edi (electronic data interchange)
without the emergence of the world wide web in 1990s two thousand years ago, roman
roads brought trade and commerce to europe in an unprecedented manner. a thousand
years ago, the spice routes linked the cultures af east and west. at the dawn of the second
millennium, the internet, the world’s largest computer network, the network of networks, is
making fundamental changes to the lives of everyone on the planet-changing forever the
way business is conducted. e-commerce or electronics commerce is a methodology of
modern business, which addresses the requirements of business organizations. it can be
broadly defined as the process of buying or selling of goods or services using an electronic
medium such as the internet. this tutorial takes adopts a simple and practical approach to
explain the governing principles of e-commerce.
OBJECTIVE
The worldwide expansion of the internet has considerably contributed to the
transformation of trade and store transactions. E-commerce, or electronic commerce,
largely means buying and/or selling products through the internet and is commonly
associated with online shopping. E-commerce also makes use of regular technological
maintenance to ensure the smooth functioning of online store sites, monetary transactions,
as well as everything to do with providing and delivering products.
 Easy decision thanks to low initial investment
 Our performance-linked pricing model ensures low and predictable project costs.
 Enhance your competitiveness by reducing risk
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 We handle all activities associated with distribution to end customers, thereby

dramatically reducing your risk exposure.
 Learn from our experience
 To reveal the key variables influencing the increased usage of E-Commerce.
 To understand the present status and trends of E-Commerce
 Reachability
 High conversion rate
 Customer satisfaction and trust
 Brand awareness
 Good Social Media presence
Types of e-commerce
B2B - Business to Business
E-commerce has been in use for quite a few years and is more commonly known as EDI
(electronic data interchange). In the past EDI was conducted on a direct link of some form
between the two businesses where as today the most popular connection is the internet.
C2B - Consumer to Business
Consumer to Business is a growing arena where the consumer requests a specific service
from the business.
B2E - Business to Employee
Business to Employee e-commerce is growing in use. This form of E-commerce is more
commonly known as an ‘Intranet’. An intranet is a web site developed to provide employees
of an organisation with information
C2C - Consumer to Consumer
These sites are usually some form of an auction site. The consumer lists items for sale with a
commercial auction site. Other consumers access the site and place bids on the items. The
site then provides a connection between the seller and buyer to complete the transaction.
Scope of E-Commerce
 Selling can be focussed to the global customer
 Pre-sales, subcontracts, supply
 Financing and insurance
 Commercial transactions: ordering, delivery, payment
 Product service and maintenance
Advantages to Organizations
 E-commerce increases the productivity of organizations. It supports "pull" type
supply management. In "pull" type supply management, a business process starts
when a request comes from a customer and it uses just-in-time manufacturing way.
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 E-commerce increases the productivity of organizations. It supports "pull" type

supply management. In "pull" type supply management, a business process starts
when a request comes from a customer and it uses just-in-time manufacturing way.
 E-commerce helps organizations to reduce the cost to create process, distribute,
retrieve and manage the paper-based information by digitizing the information.
Advantages to Customers
 It provides readily available information. A customer can see the relevant detailed
information within seconds, rather than waiting for days or weeks.
 A customer can put review comments about a product and can see what others are
buying, or see the review comments of other customers before making a final
purchase.
 provides 24x7 support. Customers can enquire about a product or service and place
orders anytime, anywhere from any location.
Advantages to Society
E-commerce helps the government to deliver public services such as healthcare, education,
social services at a reduced cost and in an improved manner. Customers need not travel to
shop a product, thus less traffic on road and low air pollution. E-commerce helps in reducing
the cost of products, so less affluent people can also afford the products.
DISADVANTAGES OF ECOMMERCE
 There can be lack of system security, reliability or standards owing to poor
implementation of e-commerce.
 Special types of web servers or other software might be required by the vendor,
setting the e-commerce environment apart from network servers.
 There could be software/hardware compatibility issues, as some e-commerce
software may be incompatible with some operating system or any other
component.
 Initial cost − The cost of crea ng/building an e-commerce application in-house may
be very high. There could be delays in launching an e-Commerce application due to
mistakes, and lack of experience.
 User resistance − Users may not trust the site being an unknown faceless seller.
Such mistrust makes it difficult to convince traditional users to switch from physical
stores to online/virtual stores.
 nternet access is still not cheaper and is inconvenient to use for many potential
customers, for example, those living in remote villages.
 Any one, good or bad, can easily start a business. And there are many bad sites
which eat up customers’ money.
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There are many hackers who look for opportunities, and thus an ecommerce site,
service, payment gateways, all are always prone to attack.
 There is no guarantee of product quality.
 The cyber laws that govern the e-commerce transactions are not very clear and vary
from country to country.
CONCLUSSION
In general, today’s businesses must always strive to create the next best thing that
consumers will want because consumers continue to desire their products, services etc. to
continuously be better, faster, and cheaper. In this world of new technology, businesses
need to accommodate to the new types of consumer needs and trends because it will prove
to be vital to their business’ success and survival. E-commerce is continuously progressing
and is becoming more and more important to businesses as technology continues to
advance and is something that should be taken advantage of and implement.
There are several factors and variables that need to be considered and decided upon when
starting an e-commerce business. Some of these include: types of e-commerce, marketing
strategies, and countless more. If the correct methods and practices are followed, a
business will prosper in an e-commerce setting with much success and profitability.
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Our higher education has hit a low: PM Manmohan Singh
“We must recognize that too many of our higher educational institutions are simply not
up to the mark,” said Singh admitting that the unprecedented growth in higher
education could be happening without any commensurate improvement in quality.
Source: Mail Today Bureau, New Delhi, Feb 6, 2013
Abstract
Although there have been challenges to higher education and employment
opportunities in the past, these most recent calls for reform may provoke a fundamental
change in higher education. This change may not occur as a direct response to calls for
greater transparency and accountability, but rather because of the opportunity to
reflect on the purpose of higher education, the role of colleges and universities in the
new millennium, and emerging scientific research on how people learn. These disparate
literatures have never been tied together in a way that would examine the impact of
fundamental changes and challenge from the policy level to everyday lives of college
and university administrators, faculty and students. Now it is create a second wave of
institution building and of excellence in the fields of education, research and capability
building for more employment. Time to change education system for new opportunities
of employment and for betterment with respect to lives of people and country.
Introduction
India's higher education system is the world's third largest in terms of students, next to
China and the United States. Unlike China, however, India has the advantage of English
being the primary language of higher education and research. India educates
approximately 11 per cent of its youth in higher education as compared to 20 per cent in
China. The main governing the tertiary level is the University Grants Commission (India),
which enforces its standards, advises the government, and helps coordinate between
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the centre and the state. Universities and its constituent colleges are the main institutes
of higher education in India. At present in 2011, there are 227 government- recognized
Universities in India. Out of them 20 are central universities, 109 are deemed
universities and 11 are Open Universities and rest are state universities. Most of these
universities in India have affiliating colleges where undergraduate courses are being
taught. However, Jawaharlal University is a remarkable exception to this rule. According
to the Department of higher Education government of India, 16,885 colleges, including
1800 exclusive women's colleges functioning under these universities and institutions
and there are 4.57 lakh teachers and 99.54 lakh students in various higher education
institutes in India. Apart from these higher education institutes there are several private
institutes in India that offer various professional courses in India. Distance learning is
also a feature of the Indian higher education system demand for higher education varies
according to economic factors and relevance of educational offerings to job markets and
industry trends. With overall employment projected to increase 7% by 2019, students
hoping to invest further in their education will consider the expected payoff of their
degrees and their ability to find a job upon completion. Some students may forsake
higher education in favor of entering the job market. Institutions should to remain
attuned to current and projected market conditions to ensure their business model and
associated offerings are aligned with demand. Government policy to enhance
employability of graduates is part of a wider strategy to extend the skill base in the
India. In early 2015, the Secretary of State for Education and Employment appointed a
Skills Task Force (STF 2015) to advice on the development of a National Skills Agenda.
This presumes current skills shortages and gaps in the labor force. In anticipation of an
expanding employability agenda, and in the wake of the assessment of skill shortages in
students. Education has a substantial impact on employment prospects, on average
across Asian countries, 83.4% of the population with tertiary of education is employed
although the gap narrows among people with higher education, the employment rate of
women is far below that of men at all levels of education. Some aspects that are proved
to be in favour of importance of education, it provides Quality of Life: individual who
attend college make more informed decisions, which can also lead to having more
money. It also helps in Work Productivity & opportunity: if job satisfaction is important
to you, then consider pursuing a college degree to promote and earn more with
security.
Objectives

1. To understand current educational system of country.
2. To study employment opportunities and its threat to education.
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Research Methodology
Research is a logical and systematic search for new and useful information on a particular
topic.
Research method here I used is exploratory research type and research type used was
descriptive. Data collection was done with secondary method involves websites, online
journals and some research papers.
Result of the study
Current educational system in India
The table 1 reveals that there has been appreciable growth of higher education since
1951. Number of university level institutions and colleges has grown up from 28 to 677
and 578 to 3800 respectively from 1951 to 2014. As a result, the number of teachers as
well as students has also increased significantly. The growth of students, enrolment is
more than the growth of number of teachers over the period of time, may be due to the
massive investment by government at school level in form of primary as well as
secondary education. Rise in enrolments and institutions at school level, there is
mushrooming growth in higher education institutions at the end of 2014 there were 677
Universities and 38000 colleges in India. But still we need more than 1500 universities to
cater the demand. The table 1 shows that our education system is improving not only in
number of colleges and universities but also in enrolment. Most of these universities
have affiliated colleges where undergraduate courses are approved and taught. But still,
if we compare this improving stat with increasing population, then we have to rethink, is
it still improving Growth of Higher Education Institutions and Their Intake Capacity in
India.
Discussion of the findings
Our higher education system is lacking many attributes of skills, technology and strength
that are needed for performing work with easy; this is huge gap of market demand and
supply in terms of skilled labor. Main threat is technologies are growing faster and daily
market is upgraded which is challenging for education system to cope up and meet
with.To attain and sustain national, regional or international quality of higher education,
in certain components are particularly relevant, notably careful selection of staff and
continuous staff development, in particular through the promotion of appropriate
programs for academic development: including teaching/learning methodology and
mobility within country, for higher education institutions and the world of work, as well
as student mobility within country. Internal self-evaluation and external review must be
conducted openly by independent specialists, if possible, with international experts.
References
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Abstract:
The main purpose of the study was undertaken to evaluate Attitude towards sports of
CBSE and PSEB senior secondary school of Punjab. For this study total1000 students were
selected from both group (CBSE= 500 and PSEB= 500). The data was collected through
Opinionnaire, which is prepared by the research scholar. Total 30 statements were in the
Opinionnaire. The collected data were put to statistical treatment applying t’ test to find out
the differences, the level of significance was set at 0.05. The result shows that there was
there is significant difference in theAttitude towards sports in CBSE and PSEB schools of
Punjab State. Hence, it is concluded that students of CBSE have better attitude than the
students of PSEB. There might be the reason of basic and advance sports facilities that are
provided to the CBSE students in compare to the students of PSEB.
Keywords: Attitude, CBSE, PSEB, Senior Secondary School, Punjab
Introduction
The notion attitude was initially introduced in to experimental Psychology by
German Psychologists to designate some factor conditioned by past experience like
readiness to act in a given way. The effective byproduct of the individual’ experience, have
their bases in their inner urges, required habits and the environment influences by which he
is surrounded. In other words, we can say that attitude arise from personal desire and group
stimulation. Attitude is an individual’s predisposed state of mind regarding a value and it is
precipitated through a responsive expression towards sports of scholastic system in Punjab
state. It refers to a set of emotions, beliefs, and behaviors of student toward CBSE and PSEB
(Govt.) Senior Secondary Schools in Punjab State. Attitudes are often the result of
experience or upbringing, and they can have a powerful influence over behavior of the
students studying in senior secondary school in Punjab state.
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In this regards New comb (1948), defined attitude as, “Attitude is not a response
but more are less a persistent set to response in a given way to an abject or situation. It is an
organized and consistent manner of thinking, feeling and reacting with regard to any event
in one’s environment.” The pressure, forces and dynamic of one’s environment are
therefore, contributory to the development of attitudes, which in turn direct one’s behavior.
The soundness of healthy attitudes would largely depend upon the healthy climate for
physical activity in educational institution.
Attitudes by nature may be inherent or acquired. Some studies have shown that
attitude can be altered or changed through instructions. Attitude has environmental effects
also. Individual’s attitude is guided and guarded by his parent’s views. Well wisher’s views
and by some social factors. Home and school are two unique institutions to form right
attitude towards any object.Our attitude is derived primarily from social influences. From
birth the human beings is enmeshed in social institutions, which constitute his environment
in the same way as the physical world. The home, being the primary social unit, has a great
influence on the formation of one’s attitudes.Attitude is closely related to opinions. A
distinction can be made however is that a person can state his opinions in words but may
not be able to express his attitudes in the same way. He will reveal his attitudes by his action
and only indirectly by the contents of his statements.
Statement:
The research problem was studied entitling the statement of problem is
“Comparative study of Attitude towards sports of students of CBSE and PSEB senior
secondary school of Punjab”.
Selection of subjects:
For this study total1000 students were selected from both group (CBSE= 500 and
PSEB= 500).
Methodology of Data Collection:
The researcher first tried to collect the data through Opinionnaire from students by
distributing the tools personally to the subject easily available to him. For this purpose, the
researcher personally visited the schools and distributed the Checklist to the students. The
tools were filled by the researcher through his personal visit. Thus, the researcher collected
data from 1000 students in all. While filling up the Opinionnaire from the students he
explained the meaning of statements in his own manner/language to make it convenient for
them in filling of the Opinionnaire. The researcher assured them that all the information
passed on by them would be kept secret and used for present research purpose only. The
researcher then verified each and every Opinionnaire filled in by students. As such the
researcher collected the data for tabulation and statistical analysis.
Statistical procedure
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The data was analysed and compared with the help of statistical procedure in which
arithmetic mean, standard deviation and “t” test was used to compare the data.
Results
Table No – 1
Showing Comparison between Attitude of CBSE and PSEB Senior Secondary Schools of
Punjab State towards the Sports
Group

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

d.f.

CBSE

500

134.50

42.0249

998

PSEB

500

107.18

43.8974

t0.05(998)=1.96

Mean
Standard
Difference
Error
27.32

2.7177

t-ratio
10.052*

*Significant at 0.05level

Table No. 1 revealed that, the mean scores of attitude of CBSE Senior Secondary
School students towards sports is 134.50, whereas it is 107.18 of PSEB school students.
Further the table reveals that, the calculated ‘t’ value is 10.52.
Further on examining table 4.17, it is observed that the calculated‘t’ value
(10.052) at degree of freedom 998 and 0.05 level of significance is greater than the
tabulated value (1.96).It indicates that, even within same state and almost same
jurisdiction students of CBSE & PSEB differ significantly in respect to their attitude
towards the sports of senior secondary school of Punjab State.
Thus, it is concluded that respect to their attitude towards the sports of senior
secondary school of Punjab State students of CBSE have different attitude than the
students of PSEB. Further, concluded that students of CBSE have better attitude than the
students of PSEB.
Thus, it is quite clear that the sports facilities and the opportunities provided to
the students of CBSE to participate in the sports competitions are better than the
students of PSEB.
Thus, table No. 1 proved the hypothesis stated as “there will be significant
differences in attitude of student towards the sports available in CBSE and PSEB (Govt.)
Senior Secondary School Punjab State” to accept positively.
The Difference in the attitude of the student towards sports available in CBSE and
PSEB schools is also graphically presented in Fig. No. 1, given on successive page–
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Figure No.1: Showing comparison between attitude of the students towards sports of
PSEB and CBSE senior secondary schools of Punjab State.
Conclusion:
Thus, it was concluded that students of CBSE have better attitude than the
students of PSEB. There might be the reason that the CBSE School must have been
provided better sports basic and advance facilities than the PBSE schools.
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Abstract:
Skills and knowledge are the driving forces of economical growth and social development
for any country. For becoming superpower Youth plays important role. India is dominant
young working human resource, which can make India super power. It is time for improving
the physical and mental development of the youths of the country so that none of them
remains unemployed and the country’s unemployment problem also gets reduced. The
paper argues the role of skill education in transforming youths and seeks to explore how this
will impact on India’s status on world map.
Introduction:
“India will become superpower of world along with china Brazil & Russia “ This is dream of
all Indians that becoming true as the past few years, there are great changes in social,
economic, scientific and military aspects of the country.A superpower means country having
the capacity to project dominating power and influence anywhere in the world. Currently,
the United States is the only country which considered as a superpower. Superpower status
technological, cultural, military and economic strength as well as diplomatic and soft power
influence[e]. The country must overcome many economic, social, and political problems
before it can be considered superpower. Every nation is govern by the strength of youth,
and every youth progress is done with the help of employment and entrepreneurship
opportunities created and monitored. After successful launching of ‘Digital India’ and ‘Make
in India‘, the Government launch another programme i.e. SKILL INDIA. This one is extension
of programme launch of the skill development policy. It was launched in March 2015.Skill
India Programme basically focus on Youth of Country. There is need for providing a holistic
development atmosphere in schools and educational institutions which would lead to multifold exposure of students to sports, skill development, culture and heritage of the country
“This is the only way Indian society could make progress and pursue its aspirations for a
greater role in the world nations
Methodology
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Implementation of Skill Education
The main goal is to create opportunities, space and scope for the development of the
talents of the Indian youth and to develop more of those sectors which have already been
put under skill development for the last so many years and also to identify new sectors for
skill development. The new programme aims at providing training and skill development to
500 million youth of our country by 2020, covering each and every village.
Following areas are key area where skill education play role for youth empowement
 Education
Nelson Mandela used to say that education is such a powerful weapon that it can
change the world. That skill education combined with values, culture and hard work
would help our country achieve its goal
 Academic development of Youth student should carried out by changing key aspects
 Syllabus should be as per need and demand & syllabus up gradation should be done
frequently.
 Practical implementation of conceptual knowledge should get more importance.
 Apprenticeships can also be an effective means for providing skills alongside schools.
 Training programs for technical skill Development should be designed and incorporated
within the education Institutes regularly.




Self Employment
Youth Skill Development program should enhance Entrepreneurship and Employability
traits So the Curriculum should be based on market need so that Employability and
Entrepreneurship traits increase. For designing such market need syllabus a committee
should be formed which includes Academician, Educationist and Eminent Personnel
from Industry. to fulfill current and future needs and demands of the industry by means
of employment and entrepreneurship, which is a important key factor for economic
growth of any country and for which skilled human resource is a major requirement in
every sector. Therefore employment skill training is necessary task to be achieved,
The emphasis is to skill the youths in such a way so that they get employment and also
improve entrepreneurship Technical and vocational education is more effective when
focused on skills closely linked to market demand.Special programs providing skills and
other support services have been successful in improving employment outcomes for
disadvantaged youths
Spiritual Development
In this digital and social media environment, youth are very much ambitious about
career. Some Spiritual Courses should be include with regular curriculum to get rid of
frustration, stress, strain, inferiority complex, anxiety. Government can run Spiritual
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Guidance Centre on Public Private Participation basis. youth who are jobless, college
and school dropouts, along with the educated ones, from rural and urban areas, all will
be given ethic and moral education. Physical fitness centre, sports centre, Yoga Centre
should be made available with expert teacher in every academic Institute for Physical
Development of students and these centre can be made available to the youths
Rural Youth Empowerment
Program Government should give special emphasize on development of Rural Youth Of
India. It can be done by giving base and opportunities to the Rural Youth to stop the
migration of Youth from Villages. As we know major India resides in Villages, so if India
wants to be strong Villages should be strong and henceforth Rural Youth Should Be
Strong. The importance of encouraging more and more youth from rural areas to dream
big
Governments can Empower Rural Youth by
• Identifying areas wherein youth are in masses along with one Entrepreneur who can
employ them.
• The potential areas are like Agricultural Produce processing units can be developed
viz. Wheat, Cotton (Ginning, Pressing, Small Spinning Units etc.), Milk(Animal Husbandry
)and can sold at small outlets at Highways , Railway network, if available
Trainings of Art &Craft and made market available to basic artisan work.
Native Food Processing Units o Medicinal Plant Cultivation and processing as per local
needs. By making Rural Youth Empowered we can make India Stronger
World Need:
The training programmes should be similar of international level so that the youths of
our country can not only meet the domestic demands but also of other countries like
the US, Japan, China, Germany, Russia.
Traditional Business
Provides training, support and guidance for all occupations that were of traditional type
like carpenters, cobblers, welders, blacksmiths, masons, nurses, tailors, weavers etc.
Certification
Another remarkable feature of the ‘Skill India’ programme would be to create a
hallmark called ‘Rural India Skill’, so as to standardize and certify the training process.
The new ministry will be the certifying agency. Certificates will be issued to those who
complete a particular skill or programme and this certificate has to be recognized by all
public and private agencies and entities, including overseas organizations. Skill India is a
programme for the entire nation
Skill oriented courses
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Communication skills, life and positive thinking skills, personality development skills,
management skills, behavioral skills, including job and employability skills.
Skill youth have following qualities

Raise confidence,

Improve productivity through proper skill development

Skill development will enable the youths to get blue-collar jobs

Development of skills, at an young age, right at the school level, is very essential

channelize them for proper job opportunities

Skill development would reach the rural and remote areas also.

Corporate educational institutions, non-government organizations, government,
academic institutions, and society would help in the development of skills of the
youths so that better results are achieved in the shortest time possible.

Conclusion
Success of ‘Skill India’ will shows and its implementation only time can tell. But no doubt it
seems to be a good initiative which provides skills to people, especially because India is one
of the few countries all across the world whose working age population will be very high,
few years down the line, going by its ever-increasing growth of population, as per the World
Bank.
It is time to open up avenues by which the youth accepts responsibility and no one remains
idle because an idle youth is a burden to the economy. The economy should concentrate on
job creation and social security schemes. With this new approach towards skill
development, India can definitely move forward towards its targeted results.
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ABSTRACT
Financial (fiscal) management is a very crucial aspect of management in all human
endeavors particularly in physical education and sports. Organization, administration,
planning, development, progress etc. seen meaningless without financial management.
Finance is the core of planning. Irrespective of its nature, all entrepreneurship involves three
major activities inputs, functions and procedures and output. The inputs mean investment
in terms of money, material and manpower, in other words, resources and resource
generation. The activities and procedures are functions through which the inputs are put to
use. The output is the product or measurable performance which is the end-result of the
interaction between inputs and functions combined efficiently. Under ideal conditions, the
best inputs, when given a near ideal treatment, give out best outputs. The entire process
pivots on the concept of management in which the criticality of financial inputs as the axial
power ,cannot be underestimated. Thus financial management is the most significant
determinant of the efficiency, credibility and success of an entrepreneurship – whether
commercial or non commercial.
KEYWORDS: Financial Management, Physical education, sports and resources
INTRODUCTION:
Fiscal management refers to processes as resource generation, resource
mobilization, resource allocation vis objectives, resource channelization, resource utilization
accounting and accounting and accountability. It is a system adopted by the authority in an
organization – relatively top sports management is to set the organizational objectives in
terms of physical development and performance, spell out means of resource mobilization
and prepare a fiscal strategic plan, the planners have to move forward and backward in time
i.e. to set developmental targets for the future but not without reference to the previous
experiences, performances and achievements. The next step comprises fulfilling fiscal
responsibility which enjoins upon the competent authority ( in fact, the spending authority )
to certify that the funds allocated have been spent efficiently and legally for the purpose for
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which they were drawn. This aspect of financial management is concerned with proper
utilization of resources i.e. to follow the laid-out procedure of procuring supplies and
services, and effecting utmost economy in utilizing them. Financial management involves
intricate system of accounting and preserving fiscal structure. Creating assets, registering
them in appropriate books and ledgers, auditing of accounts and preparing notes and
guidelines for future financial planning are also included in fiscal management.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:
To understand the role of finance in management of physical education and sports.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
Horine(1991) noticed that Physical education and sports are non-priority subject
under state policy. They are a financial liability. Except elite cricket, lawn tennis, golf etc.
most sports hardly generate any funds. Resultantly the sports organizations live from hand
to mouth, and survive only on government grants, public doles and charities. Gautam(1992)
realized that,the tight-rope-walk situation makes it imperative for physical education
personnel to learn to apply the most ethical and professional methods of managing the
financial resources. Frequent budget reductions, unforeseen contingencies and sudden
exigencies add to a manager’s woe because the back-lo goes on increasing. As a result, the
administration begins to choke under increasing deficit leaving even the routine activities
impossible to run, not to talk of expansion and innovation.
PURPOSE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMNT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Fiscal management serves several purposes in physical education. It helps the
organization to survive and sustain itself even under most difficult situations, by preventing
misuse and waste of funds. It keeps the organization vibrant and functioning comfortably. It
provides opportunity to each and every individual/section to play their part well in the
formulation of policies and programmes and generation and utilization of resources. In
other words, people by and large, learn to develop a sense of responsibility and
commitment towards organization its objectives, ideals and achievements. Financial
management serves as a golden key to open the doors of success of physical education
programme. .in the event of disconsonace ,the priorities are re-laid. It ensures that the
money is appropriated for various schemes,programmes and projects on the basis of
situational analysis,research and indept study and not individual intrest or subjective
analysis of situatin .finally,it causes in frastructure,facilities,equipment,supplies and
personnel to be optimally use. Financially well-managed institution and organizations needs
no certification for efficiency and respectability.financial mismanagement makes the
organization fall into disrepute.
CONCLUSION:
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In education sector ( schools, colleges, universities) physical education and sport
receive just negligible financial inputs vis-à-vis enormous student-population they cater to.
The main financial problems in physical education and sports are high cost of sports gear,
equipment, supplies, services and care and maintenance of infrastructure whenever cuts
are imposed on the state budget physical education and sport are the first casualty. For
decades the situation has been going from bad to worse with no hope for improvement in
future. The best programmes are developed and implemented when fiscal management is
at its very best. It brings about coordination and synchronization between programme
objectives of and the money appropriated for realization of these objectives
REFERENCES:
Gautam G.P. (1992) Association of Indian Universities and University Sports. A Paper
presented at the National Workshop on Managemnet of Physical education and Sports in
Universities and Colleges. 15-18 September, 1992. Mhatma Gandhi University, Kottayam.
Horine, Larry (1991) Administration of Physical Education and Sports Programmes
(Second Edition), Dubuque : William C.Brown.
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YOUTH VOICES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT
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Introduction:
Physical activity is vital to the holistic development of young people, fostering their physical,
social and emotional health. The benefits of sport reach beyond the impact on physical wellbeing and the value of the educational benefits of sport should not be under-estimated.
young people’s voice in physical education, young people’s voice in youth sport, and the
relationship between effective learning environments in physical education and youth sport.
education and sport is complex, varying from those who embrace being physically active
whenever the opportunity arises to those who are negative about both. Moreover, youth
voice in physical education and sport is compounded by young people’s construction of
what these activities entail, and also the current positioning of each young person in the
context of their family and friends, community and popular culture.
What young people tell us about their experiences of
physical education
The physical education curriculum
The physical education curriculum is one of the most important influences on young
people’s participation in physical education and there is evidence to suggest that positive
attitudes, once established, remain consistent across the transition from primary to
secondary school (Dismore & Bailey, 2010). Young people report likingphysical education
when the curriculum has relevance to their lives, has variety and choice, encourages social
interaction through team sports, and provides opportunities for fun and enjoyment
(Dismore & Bailey, 2010; Smith & Parr, 2007). Some young people report choosing to
participate in physical education to improve and maintain health;
Attributes of a physical education teacher
Physical education teachers play a key role in determining young people’sattitudes and
feelings towards physical education. Young people identify a number of teacher attributes
that encourage a positive relationship with the teacher and positive learning experiences;
for example being thoughtful and considerate to students’ needs, having patience, and
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possessing an ‘appropriate’ sense of humour (Mulvihill, Rivers & Aggleton, 2000).
Conversely, young people perceive that some physical education
teachers lack a pedagogical interest in less able pupils, preferring to focus on
those who are more proficient and may play in schools teams;
‘Sometimes they [PE teachers] are really horrible to people that can’t do things.They don’t
realise that they just can’t do things. They don’t believe and then they embarrass them on
purpose (female, 15 years, white)’ (Mulvihill, Rivers & Aggleton, 2000, p. 193).
Body image
Young people going through puberty are particularly conscious of body image
and can be sensitive both about wearing required physical education kit and sharing
changing facilities with their peers (Laws & Fisher, 1999). Research has found that most
teenage girls, when asked, describe their physical education kit as uncomfortable and
embarrassing (Sport England, 2005). Evidence from adolescent boys suggests that their body
esteem grows as they progress through each school year, whereas for girls the reverse is the
case, resulting in young people with body image concerns avoiding participation in physical
education due to embarrassment or weight-related teasing (Duncan, Al-Nakeed, Nevill &
Jones, 2004). However, while girls consistently report greater body dissatisfaction and lower
body self-esteem compared to boys, boys also
face challenges in taking part in physical education when they are overweight;
What young people tell us about their experiences of sport
Attraction and barriers to sport The most prominent reasons young people report for
participating in sport are intrinsic in nature: making friends and meeting people, developing
physical competence, feeling included, gaining encouragement from positive feedback and
reinforcement, and
enjoyment. Extrinsic values, such as success in competition and a desire toperform better
than others, are less often reported than intrinsic values, such as enjoyment and mastery of
a new skill, as reasons for participating in sport
performance, competition for time with other activities, appearing incompetent and,
especially among girls, a general feeling of inertia linked to feeling embarrassed and selfconscious about the body (Rees et al., 2006). A range of structural and financial barriers to
young people’s participation in sport include poor access to quality coaching and facilities,
transport difficulties and limited resources and support services (MacPhail, Kirk & Eley,
2003). In addition, socio-economic status has been demonstrated to be a factor in
participation, and middle-class children are often found to be overrepresented in sport
clubs (Kirk, 2004). There is also concern that culturally-appropriate sporting
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opportunities for black and minority ethnic communities are limited (Sporting Equals and
Sports Councils, 2009).
Diverse social and cultural backgrounds result in young people accessing and
experiencing sport in a variety of ways.
The relationship between effective physical education and
sport environments
The acknowledgement that young people are complex learners with a
multiplicity of needs heightens the expectation that programmes and interventions to
encourage higher levels of participation in physical education and sport should ideally be
multi-leveled and differentiated (Mulvihill, Rivers & Aggleton, 2000). Matching young
people’s views and attitudes towards positive experiences in physical education and sport
with provision will hopefully provide meaningful, relevant and worthwhile opportunities for
young people to be involved. Combining physical activity with opportunities for socializing,
being sensitive to the needs of less confident young people, modification of
the organization and provision of physical education, improving access to a diverse range of
opportunities for physical activity and involving young people in the development of
appropriate provision are all well-founded opportunities to increase a
Conclusion:
Young people suggest that for physical education to be most effective it needs to be able to
reflect the changing times and unique interests of young people. Central to this is the need
to offer a variety of physical activities to optimize student participation, taking into
consideration alternative activities to those traditionally associated with physical education.
As a physical education teacher, how would you propose to implement this suggestion in a
bid to optimise student participation? In what way is the extent to which females and males
in your group approach this task affected by dominant discourses within physical education
and sport?
References:
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Introduction:
Activity is vitally important for health, but PE at school can run the risk of putting children
off exercise for life.
Physical Education (PE) is often viewed as a marginal subject within the curriculum. And
many secondary schools actively reduce PE time to make way for what are deemed more
“serious” or “important” subjects.
Physical education and sports plays a vital role in educating the youth regarding the
importance of social values in their life. Reviewed literature investigated that the
importance of association in educating both minds and body. Further, it also encourages the
social values among youth that allow them to develop the social relations with their
community. Moreover, the benefits of physical education and sports can influence both
academic learning and physical activity of the youth.
physical education and sports is an essential part of education. It contributes directly to
development of physical competence and fitness. It also helps the youth to be aware of the
worth of leading a physically active lifestyle. The healthy and physically active youth is more
likely to be academically motivated, attentive, and promising. In other words, we can say
that physical education and sports is exclusive to the school core curriculum. It is the only
programme that provides the opportunities to youth to learn motor skills, progress mental
and physical fitness. The benefits of physical gained from physical activity such as disease
prevention, safety and injury avoidance, decreased morbidity and premature mortality, and
increased mental health.
Research from the Youth Sport Trust
shows that 38% of English secondary schools have cut timetabled PE for 14- to 16-year-olds.
One of the main reasons for this is the increased pressure to produce exam results. Much of
the time pupils would usually spend in PE lessons is now spent receiving extra tutoring on
topics other than PE.
promote health
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Despite these cuts, however, PE is still championed for its potential to promote health and
encourage lifelong physical activity. This is an important issue given that over 30% of year six
pupils are classed as “overweight” or “obese” according to the latest government figures.
PE is also praised for its contribution to improved
PE is also praised for its contribution to improved psychological health, for helping to
nurture social and moral development – as well as supporting cognitive and academic
performance.
The Association for Physical Education
maintains that high quality PE fosters the physical, moral, social, emotional, cultural and
intellectual development of pupils. But the many aims for PE – such as health promotion,
skills development as well as a focus on social and moral issues – has resulted in confusion
about the subject and has done little to further the educational experiences in practice. In
fact, it has been argued that PE offers more entertainment than education.
Not intellectual enough
A waste of time and a bit of entertainment, or vitally important to the education and
development of a child – which is it?
Part of the problem seems to be that PE is often viewed as an opportunity for pupils to be
active and to enjoy themselves. Or in some cases, as a form of stress relief and to serve as a
break from traditional learning.
Clearly, these areas are valuable for pupils’ general well-being and there is a growing
evidence base to suggest that physical activity has the potential to support learning more
broadly. But the role of PE is not merely to prop up and support pupils’learning in other
subjects. Instead, it should provide meaningful learning experiences within the subject itself.
What PE seemingly lacks in comparison to all other subjects is a platform on which pupils’
learning can be communicated and evidenced with clarity and rigour. And while PE is often
marginalised to make way for more valuable or academic subjects, it seems the intellectual
and academic value of PE itself is largely overlooked.
References:
Bailey, R. (2005). Evaluating the relationship between physical education, sport and social
inclusion. Education Review, 57 (1), 71-90.
Fox, K.R., & Harris, J. (2003). Promoting physical activity through schools. In: McKenna J,
Riddoch C, eds. Perspectives on health and exercise. Basingstoke, New York: PalgraveMacmillan.
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izLrkouk %
tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k izfdz;sus lexz ekuoh lektkr vkeqykxz vls ifjorZu ?kMys- ekuoh leqgklkscrp
vorhHkksrhP;k uSlfxZd Ik;kZoj.kkrgh eksBs cny ?kMY;kps vki.k tk.krksp- tkxrdhj.k gh ,d izfdz;k tjh ekuyh
rjh] ekuoh lewg ukanr vlysY;k xzkeh.k o ukxjh lewgthoukr R;kpk y{k.kh; gLr{ksi >kyk- ek.kwl cnyyk rlk
fulxZgh cnyyk- Ik;kZ;kus uSlfxZd lk/ku lkeqxzhpk rqVoMk fuekZ.k >kyk- ek.kwl vk/kh ik.;klkj[kk iSlk [kpZ d: u;s
vls Eg.kk;pk ek= uOonksRrj dkGkr iSL;klkj[ksp ^ik.kh* [kpZw udks fdaok m/kGw udks vls Eg.kk;yk ykxyk- R;krgh
xzkeh.k Hkkxkyk ;k cnykps izpaM pVds clY;kps fun’kZukl ;srs- ‘ksrhekrhoj tx.kkjk xzkeh.k ek.kwl] R;kP;kiq<sgh
vfydMs vuar iz’u ekuoh O;ogkjkrwu fuekZ.k >kysr] rks cnyyk] Hkkofudrk nwj >kyh fu”Bwjrk ok<yh- v’kkrp
ledkGkr ^ik.kh* gk ,d egRRokpk iz’u fuekZ.k >kyk- vk/kh vksyk nq”dkG vlk;pk vls Eg.krkr- ijarq vkrk
dksjMÓkk nq”dkGkus R;kph tkxk ?ksryh- ek.klkyk fi.;kP;k ik.;klkBh ns[khy la?k”kZ djkok ykxr vkgs- xzkeh.k
Hkkx d/khdkGh lqtyke&lqQyke gksrk] ek= R;kphgh uOonksRrj dkGkr okrkgkr >kyh vkgs- ;k lkÚ;kps vkdyu]
fujh{k.k] dykoar] fopkjoar djrkr- ;kpkp Hkkx Eg.kwu uOonksRrj dkGkrhy xzkeh.k okLrokyk Hksn.;kpk iz;Ru
ledkyhu doh] dFkk] dknacjhdkj MkW- lnkuan ns’keq[k ;kauh dsyk vkgs- ^rgku* gh vR;ar leiZd ‘kh”kZd
vl.kkjh] cnyR;k xzkeokLrokyk js[kkafdr dj.kkjh dknacjh fygwu] R;kauh xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy Hkh”k.krsyk] ekuoh
LoHkkokP;k rq”Vhdj.kkyk okpdk/khu dsys vkgs- ^rgku* gh uOonksRrj dkGkrhy vR;ar egRRoiw.kZ v’kh fparuxHkZ
dknacjh vlwu] R;krwu ts uOonksRrj xzkeokLro iq<s vkys vkgs] rks ledkGkpk psgjk vkgstkxfrdhdj.k vkf.k xzkeh.k lekt %
ekuoh thoukr lrr vLekuh vkf.k lqyrkuh ladVs ;sr vlrkr- R;kpk fuiVkjk djr ek.kwl thou txr
vlrks- xzkeh.k thouklaca/kkus fopkj djrk- uOonksRrj dkGkr gk lektgh izpaM cnyyk- 1990 uarj vkysY;k
tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k izfdz;sus lexz ekutkrhykp ckgÓk n’kZuh vR;k/kqfud cufo.;kps ra= fnys- dYiukrhr v’kk vusd
ckch R;kaP;k iq<Ókkr mH;k dsY;kr- uO;kpk /;kl gk izR;sdkyk vlrksp] ex rks xzkeh.k vlks dh ‘kgjh] xzkeh.k
ek.kwlgh ;kr viksvkip vks<Y;k xsyk- Ik;kZ;kus xzkeh.k lektkps fp= uOonksRrj dkGkr cnywu xsys- ;kaf=d]
fMthVy vls dkghls Lo:i ;k lektkr vkys- ,dhdMs fulxZgh ek.klklkj[kkp iw.kZrk fc?kMyk- T;k fulxkZP;k
Hkjo’;koj xzkeh.k ek.kwl thou txr gksrk] R;kusgh vusd dkj.kkus vkiY;kr cny dsyk] vkf.k Ik;kZ;kus uOonksRrj
dkGkr xzkeh.k lektkps jax :Ik&os”k&ds’k bR;kanhr cny ?kMysr- tkxfrdhdj.kkpk izHkko vkf.k fulxkZpk
vlerksy] R;krwup ek.kwl gk O;ogkjh] fujk’kkoknh cuY;kps vki.kkl fnlwu ;sbZy- ,danjhrp tkxfrdhj.kkus xzkeh.k
ek.klkyk uO;kpk gO;kl ykowu fnyk- ijarq gs lxGs nSuafnu ^viMsV* vlkos ykxrs] ek= xzkeh.k ek.kwl vuar
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ijaijk&:<h ;kr xqjQVysyk vlY;kus] rks uO;k izfdz;s’kh iw.kZRokus lejl gksÅ ‘kdyk ukgh] xzkeh.k thoukrhy
ewY;fopkj] Hkko&Hkkoukgh R;kP;k gkrwu fulVr xsY;kr] Ik;kZ;kus ,d vLoLFk vlk dkG R;kP;kiq<s fuekZ.k >kykgsp xzke okLro ^rgku* e/kwugh ekaM.;kpk iz;Ru MkW- lnkuan ns’keq[k ;kauh dsyk vkgsuOonksRrj xzkeokLro vkf.k xzkeh.k lkfgR; %
xzkeh.k lkfgR;kyk ,d nh?kZ v’kh ijaijk vkgs- dkGkuq:Ik cnyR;k iz’u&leL;k] thou&fparu ;kyk dosr
?ks.ks] gsp dks.kR;kgh ys[kdkps] ok³~e; izokgkps dke vlrs] rjp rs ledkyhu Bjr vlrs- Ik;kZ;kus ekuoh thoukr
lapkj dj.kkÚ;k fofo/k fdz;k&izfdz;k ;kapk os/k uOonksRrj xzkeh.k lkfgR;kus ?ks.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk vkgs- uOonksRrj
dkGke/;s uO;kus vkysY;k izfdz;seqGs vusd lk/ku&lqfo/kkaph miyC/kh >kyh] gh ,d okLrorkp vkgs- lkscrp xzkeh.k
lektki;Zar ;k lqfo/kk iksgpY;kr- f’k{k.kkps izek.k dkghls ok<ys vlys] rjh csdkjhps iz’ugh R;klkscrp iq<s fuekZ.k
>kys- ikjaifjd ‘ksrh O;olk;] xkoxkMÓkkrhy izFkk&ijaijk bR;knh e/;s izHkkoh vls cny ?kMysr- xkoikrGhoj
>kysyk jktdkj.kkpk mn;] ‘kgjk’kh tksMY;k xsysyk xzkeh.k Hkkx] d`”kh laLd`rhph fiNsgkV] ikolkpk rqVoMk]
dksjMs >kysys unh] ukys bR;knh leL;k ;k uOonksRrj dkGkr izkeq[;kus utjsr Hkjrkr- tkr&/keZ&iaFk ;k ikrGhojhy
jktdkj.k] uO;kus mn;kyk vkysY;k tkrh; la?kVuk] ‘ksrdÚ;kaph gksr vlysyh vogsyuk] vkRegR;k] vls fdrh
rjh iz’u uOonksRrj xzkeh.k lkfgR; ys[kdkaiq<s vlY;kus] vkiY;k ifjljkrhy tGtGhr okLrokyk thoar vuqHkwrhlg
js[kkV.;kps iz;Ru xzkeh.k lkfgR; djhr vkgs- ;kr dFkk] dfork] dknacjh ;kapk okVk cÚ;kiSdh vlwu] ys[kdkps
vuqHko fo’o] R;kph ik’oZHkweh] R;kph fopkj/kkjk ;k lxGÓkk ckch xzkeh.k lkfgR;kr izd”kkZus tk.kok;yk ykxrkruOonksRrj xzkeh.k okLrokyk dkgh va’kh dosr ?ks.;kpk iz;Ru ;k izokgkrhy ys[kdkauh dsyk vkgs- Hkysgh R;kaps
n`f”Vdksu e;kZfnr Lo:ikps dk vlsuk] ek= xzkeh.k leL;k ekaMwu R;kdMs y{k os/k.;kps dke uOonksRrj xzkeh.k
lkfgR; djr vkgslnkuan ns’keq[k % ,d l{ke xzkeh.k ys[kd %
lnkuan ns’keq[k ;k ys[kdkph ukGp eqGh xzkeh.kHkkxk’kh tqGyh vkgs- O;olk;kps LFkGgh xzkeh.kHkkxp
vlwu] rksgh Hkkx vusd n`f”Vauh vHkkoxzLr vkgs- xzkeh.k thoukps R;kaps lw{e vkdyu vlY;kusp] R;kaps lexz
lkfgR; tk.khosP;k ikrGho:u okpdk/khu >kY;kps vki.kkl y{kkr ;sbZy- Eg.kwu R;kaP;k dFkk&dknacÚ;kauk lUekukps
iqjLdkj vktikosrks izkIr >kys vkgsr- ^rgku*] ^ckjksekl* ;k dknacÚ;klg ,d dFkkdkj Eg.kwugh R;kapk ykSdhd vkgsuOonksRrj dkGkrhy ,d izHkkohp uOgs rj dkGkyk vksG[k ns.kkjk ys[kd Eg.kwu R;kaP;kdMs ikfgys tkrs- v’kk ;k
ys[kdkph uOonksRrj dkGkr izfl/n >kysyh ^rgku* dknacjh Eg.kts xzkeh.k thoukph okLro dgk.kh vkgsrgku % vk’k;lw= %
fo[;kr xzkeh.k dknacjhdkj lnkuan ns’keq[k ;kaph ^rgku* gh dknacjh 1998 e/;s vkysyh vkgs- ;krhy
dFkkudkP;k cka/kuhpk dky[kaM izkeq[;kus uOonksRrj dkGkrhy vkgs- dky[kaM dks.krkgh vlyk rjh] R;ke/;s ekuoh
thouk’kh laca/khr fofo/k iz’u vlrkrp- uOonksRrj dky[kaM vusd n`”Vhus ekuoh thou O;ogkjkoj ifj.kke
dj.kkjk vkgs- dkghauk lq[kdkjd rj dkghalkBh Dys”kdkjd Bj.kkjk vkgs- v’kkrp uSlfxZd ?kVdkOnkjk fuekZ.k
>kysY;k leL;k Qkjp izHkkoh Bjr vlrkr- v’khp egRRoiw.kZ xaHkhj leL;k ^ik.;kph* vkgs- ;kp ik.;kP;k
Hkh”k.krsyk dsanzLFkkuh Bsowu lnkuan ns’keq[k ;kauh dFkklw=kph xqaQ.k dsyh vkgs- uSlfxZd Hkh”k.krk] ekuoh
O;kogkfjdrk vkf.k uOonksRrj dkGkus fuekZ.k dsysyh vLoLFkrk ;kaph lqjs[k xqaQu djhr ^rgku* dknacjh lnkuan
ns’keq[kkauh fuekZ.k dsyh vkgs-
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vR;ar leiZd ‘kh”kZd dknacjhyk vlys rjh] rh QDr ik.;kphp ^rgku* ulwu izfrdkRedrsus vusd
^rgkuhps* n’kZu ;k dknacjhrwu ys[kdkus ?kMfoys vkgs- jk?kksth ‘ksokGs ;k lkjaxiwj xkokr jkg.kkÚ;k ‘ksrdÚ;kP;k
dqVwackyk dsanzLFkkuh Bsowu] ys[kdkus vHkkoxzLr v’kk if’pe fonHkkZps fp= ;krwu lkdkjys vkgs- jk?kksthpk eqyxk
ccu] iRuh jkedkSj] eqyxh o”kkZ] vkf.k ;k jk?kksthP;k dqVqackps egRRokps lnL; Eg.kts eqjY;k&NchY;k] gh izeq[k
ik=s ;k dknacjhr vlwu] ik.kh fod.;kP;k ccuP;k O;olk;kus ekuoh orZu O;ogkjkoj izdk’k Vkdyk vkgs- ;klkscr
ik.kh iz’ukaph Hkh”k.krk O;Dr djrkauk ys[kdkus ts midFkkud ;kr ekaMys] R;krwu ;k leL;sph izHkkoh ekaM.kh ;krwu
dsyh vkgs- ik.;kf’kok; ek.kwl txw ‘kdr ukgh] ek.kwl vkf.k eqds tukojs ;kaP;krhy OnOnkaRed la?k”kZgh ;ke/;s
vR;ar iz[kji.ks lnkuan ns’keq[kkauh js[kkVyk vkgs- ccu ‘ksokGs vkf.k brj xkokrhy eaMGh fe=] nqdkunkj] i=dkj]
okrkZgkj ;kaP;k xkoxkMÓkkrhy orZu O;ogkjkrwu dknacjhps dFkkud Qqyys vlwu] R;krwu cnyR;k dkyekukrhy fofo/k
iz’u&leL;k&xzkeh.k Hkh”k.krk] nq”dkG ;kaph fparuh; ekaM.kh ys[kdkus dsyh vkgs- ekuoh thoukyk ,d
fparuizo.k lans’k ^rgku* P;k ek/;ekrwu ns.;kpk iz;Ru ys[kdkus dsyk vkgsleL;k iz/kku dknacjh % ^rgku* %
^rgku* gh ,d leL;kiz/kku dknacjh vlwu cnyR;k dkyekukr uSlfxZd ?kVdkaph ekuokdMwu >kysyh
gsGlkaM] nqyZ{k ;kps dk; ifj.kke gksow ‘kdrkr] ;kpk vR;ar LrqR;ikB Eg.kts ^rgku* dknacjh vkgs- uOonksRrj
dkGkr fulxkZps :Ik cnyys- ckjksekl okg.kkjs unh&ukys dksjMs Bd iMysr- ek.klkalg xqjk<ksjkauk txfo.kkjh ‘ksrh
vHkkoxzLr >kyh- d`f”kiz/kku vl.kkÚ;k ns’kkrhy ‘ksrdjh gokynhy >kyk- ukfidh vkyh] O;olukf/kurk ok<yh]
ekuoh orZukr cny ?kMys v’kk fofo/k leL;kauk dsanzLFkkuh Bsor lnkuan ns’keq[k ;kauh ^rgku* e/kwu ekuoh thoukr
vkysY;k leL;kauk mtkxj dsys vkgsuOonksRrj xzke okLro vkf.k rgku %
uOonksRrj dky[kaM iwohZp lwfpr dsY;kizek.ks vR;ar xrhekurspk&xrh’khyrspk lkscrp ifj.kke dkjd Bjyk
vkgs- dkj.k ,dhdMs >xexkVhps ;qx lq: >kys vkgs] rj nqljhdMs gkrps fulVwu xsY;keqGs ekuoh lewg gokyfny &
fparkrwjgh >kyk vkgs- ^rgku* dknacjhe/kwu ys[kdkus uOonksRrj dkGkph vpwd ukG idMyh vkgs- rh O;Dr
dj.;klkBh T;k dFkklw=kph dkS’kY;kus fuoM dsyh] rh ekuoh thouk’khp laca/khr vkgs- ^ik.kh Eg.kts thou*] vkf.k
T;k ik.;kph ek.kwl ukl/kwl djhr gksrk] R;kP;k ul.;kik;h dk; ifj.kke Hkksxkos ykxrkr] ;kpk izR;; ;k;yk
ykxyk- rjhgh ek.kwl ‘kgk.kk gksr ukgh- rks paxGoknh izo`Rrhus okgor tkrks- fi<ÓkkaP;k fopkjke;s dkyhd cny
?kMrkr- ;kpkgh lqjs[k vk<kok jk?kksth ‘ksokGs o ccu ‘ksokGs ;kaP;k ek/;ekrwu ys[kdkus ?ksryk vlwu] ^rgku*
e/kwu vR;ar Toyar xzke okLro ys[kdkus izdV dsys vkgsrgku e/khy xzkeh.k Hkh”k.krk %
ik.kh VapkbZ vkf.k R;kiklwu fuekZ.k >kysys iz’u] O;ogkj ;kpk vkys[k ;k dknacjhr vkgs- xzkeh.k ek.klkps
thou] R;kP;k tx.;klkBhph lk/kus R;kr gks.kkjh dqpacukgh dknacjhr vkyh vkgs- ;s.kkÚ;k dkGkr vR;ar Toyar
cuysyk iz’u- Eg.kts fi.;kP;k ik.;kpk iz’u izLrqr dknacjh gh izkfrfu/khd Lo:ikph vlwu] rgku e/kwu vkysyh
xzkeh.k Hkh”k.krk ,dVÓkk lkjaxiwj fdaok ikV[ksM xkoph ulwu] Hkkjrkrhy fofo/k [ksMÓkkph rh Hkh”k.krk vkgs- gh
Hkh”k.krk O;Dr dj.;klkBh ys[kdkus ts e/;orhZ lw= okijr dFkkud xqaQys] R;krwu okpdgh fparueXu gksrks- ;krp
xzkeh.k lektkpk vktpk psgjk Li”V gksrks- ekuoh eukykgh R;krwu fparu ns.;kl ys[kd ;’kLoh gksrkr] brD;k
rkdnhus xzkeh.k lektkrhy uOonksRrj Hkh”k.krk R;kauh O;Dr dsyh vkgsrgku e/khy fopkjn’kZu %
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ys[kd ,[kknh dykd`rh fuekZ.k djrks] rh dsoG vkuanizkIrh lkBhp uOgs] rj R;kP;k laosnu’khy fopkjkus
gsjysys vorhHkksorhP;k txkps iz’u ,dVÓkki;Zar flehr u Bsorks- rs okpdk/khu dj.;kpk R;kpk gsrw vlrks- gk gsrw
^LokUr lq[kk;* ulwu] R;kiklwu lektkr dkgh fopkjn’kZu ns.ks vlkgh R;kekxs gsrw vlrks- ^rgku* dknacjhus O;Dr
dsysys dFkkud gs cnyR;k dkGkrhy fofo/k iz’u v/kksjsf[kr dj.kkjs vlwu] xzkeh.k lektkus R;kiklwu dkgh cks/k
?;kok] vkf.k vkiY;k iq<hy thouekukyk lq[kh&le`/n dj.;klkBh dkgh fopkjeaFku djkos] vlk lans’k izLrqr
dknacjh vki.kkl uDdhp iznku djrs- xzkeh.k thoukpk izk.k vl.kkjh ‘ksrh&ekrh&xk;&cSy ;kaP;k cÌyps fofo/k
n`f”Vdksu gs izR;sdkyk fopkj dj.;kl Hkkx ikMrkr- ,danjhrp ^rgku* gh dkgh euksjatd dknacjh ulwu
lekteukyk dkylkis{k fparu djk;yk yko.kkjh dknacjh vkgslkjka’k %
,d leL;k iz/kku xzkethoukpk okLron’khZ euksos/kd ijke’kZ ?ks.kkjh fopkjizo.k v’kh dknacjh Eg.kwu ^rgku*
dMs c?kkos ykxsy- ;krwu vkysys dFkkud fonHkkZrhy ,dk Hkkxkps tjh vlys rjh] ik.;kph xaHkhj leL;k gh
fonHkkZiqjrhp e;kZfnr jkgr ukgh- xzkeh.k ek.klkaP;k cnyR;k :ikps n’kZu ?kMfor] ys[kdkus vR;ar izHkkohi.ks
uOonksRrj dkGkph ifj.krh OI;Dr dsyh vkgs] Hkko&Hkkouk&O;ogkj] jktdkj.k] xzkeh.k lektkrhy ekuoh LoHkko]
bR;knhaP;k ek/;ekrwu dFkklw= vR;ar izHkkohi.ks lnkuan ns’keq[k ;kauh ekaMys vkgsfu”d”kZ %
1½ rgku e/khy Hkh”k.krk izkfrfu/khd Lo:ikph vkgs2½ uOonksRrj dkGkpk os/k vR;ar izHkkokus ;kr ?ksryk xsyk vkgs3½ tkxfrdhdj.kkuarjP;k ekuoh O;ogkjkps] laosnufgrusps n’kZu ;kr ?kMrs4½ rgku gh fopkjizo.k dknacjh vkgslanHkZ %&
1½ rgku & lnkuan ns’keq[k] dkWfUVusaVy izdk’ku] iq.ks2½ ejkBh xzkeh.k dknacjh & MkW- jfoanz Bkdwj] Lusgo/kZu izdk’ku] iq.ks3½ xzkeh.k lfgR; % izokg vkf.k ifjfLFkrh & MkW- okeu tk/ko] Lusgo/kZu izdk’ku] iq.ks4½ 1980 uarjps ejkBh lkfgR; % Lo:Ik vkf.k leh{kk] laik- MkW- t;nzFk tk/ko @ MkW- Hkjr ns’keq[k]
v:.kk izdk’ku] ykrwj5½ ledkyhu xzkeh.k lkfgR; % MkW- foðy ok?k xkSjo xzaFk] laiknd MkW- Jhd`”.k dkdMs @
jkolkgsc dkGs] laiknu lferh vdksyk-
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Abstract: Higher education is the education after high school, which done in the specific
field study. Higher education plays an important role for develop any country and make it as
superpower. Higher education increase the humans skills and ability, it increases knowledge
and capability of human, so higher education is the best way of human development and
makes human employable. In 21st century mobile is the god gift for students which have
various uses in education. It make easy the work not only for the student but also faculties
and universities. These paper includes the study of higher education in India and study of
uses of mobile technology in higher education which can make the India as superpower
country. The paper depend on secondary data it includes various uses of mobile technology
like it gives real information, practical knowledge, student-teacher interaction, plays a role
of library, easier the communication, m-learning, campus safety, etc.
Keywords: Higher education, mobile technology, uses of mobile, superpower etc.
Introduction to Higher Education:
Higher education is the education after the high school, which specially provided by
universities, professional schools, colleges. Which is also known as tertiary education,
university level education and Post-secondary education. Higher education is optional but it
gives huge knowledge, improve skills of students, make people capable for good
employment and increase the status of society. Higher education included diploma,
bachelor degree, master degree and doctorate. Now in technology world mobile and
internet gives the huge support for student to give extra and advance education.
Scope: The paper includes the study of higher education in India and study of use of mobile
technology in higher education. The study is only limited to the Indian higher education.
Objectives of the Study:
 To study on the Higher education in India.
 To study the advanced mobile technology.
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 To study the uses of mobile technology in higher education.
Methodology used: The paper used qualitative research methods and used secondary data
for research which collected from books, magazines, newspaper, others research papers
and online websites etc.
The importance of Higher education to make India as a superpower:Higher education is important for any countries development. Higher education is
the best way to increase the skills and encouragement innovation. Higher education does
not only make people employable but also make it capable to give employment to others.
Indian Institute of Management (IIM) is the best institute which improve the managerial
skills, develops entrepreneur and make student capable. Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
has also been capable to give the practical knowledge of students and they can make new
technology. In 4th revaluation of industry used artificial intelligence, robotics, 3-D printing.
So in front of higher education of technology and engineering colleges have big challenges
to give knowledge to the students regarding Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and 3-D printing.
Now after looking the development of India country, we can say India have a quite good
higher education system which capable to make super country. Because they shows from
following achievement in India like ISRO (Indian Space Research Organization):- In last many years ISRO achieved lots of
success like they was launched various satellites like Mangalyaan, GSAT-7A satellite,
GSLV MK III and recent they launched Chandrayaan-2.
 Ministry of Defense in India: - They are capable to enhancing safety and security to
the country and protect from man-made and natural disasters. Now modernization
comes in defense the country manufacture various equipment and missiles. By
using these equipment the solders make capable to protect India country.
Conclusion: - Higher education is the education after the high school, which specially
provided by universities, professional schools and colleges. Higher education have the ability
to develop the country through making students employable or capable to do business. By
using only higher education India can reach at higher level. But still they are on 7th rank of
GDP so they need to again improvement in higher education. Now there are various uses of
mobile technology in higher education as we discuss above, students need to use these
technology to improve their skills and they can innovate new ideas. By these way mobile
technology uses in higher education and it make India country as superpower.
References: Ali Guma, Phelix Mbabazi, Nkamwesiga Lawrence and Geoffrey Andogah:-Use of
Mobile Device by students to support learning in universities.
 Daniel James Peart:- Mobile Technology in Higher Education- Give it a Go.
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ÅPp f’k{k.kkr ra=Kkukps ;ksxnku vkf.k f’k{k.kkoj >kysY;k ifj.kkekps v/;;u
fnxkacj Hkkmjko Vqys
frjiqMs lektdk;Z egkfo|ky;] ukxiwj
esy vkMh-

digambarnagpur@gmail.com, 7385763482

;k la’kks/ku isije/;s ÅPp f’k{k.kkr ra=Kkukpk ok<rk okij vkf.k R;krwu f’k{k.k {ks=kr gks.kkjs ifjorZu ;koj ppkZ
djrks- vkt Hkkjrkr loZ= f=th vkf.k Qksjthps tkGs iljys vkgs- baVjusVpk okij loZp {ks=kr eksB;k izek.kkr gksr
vkgs- ;k la’kks/ku isij e/;s f’k{kd] fo|kFkhZ] ikyd vkf.k lektkrhy brjgh ?kVdkapk erkapk fopkj dj.;kr vkyk
vkgs- vk; fl Vh pk okij loZp {ks=kr gksrks- vWMfe’ku dj.;kiklwu rs fMxzh feGfo.;k Ik;ZaUr P;k loZp fBdk.kh
vkWuykbZu izfdz;k djkoh ykxr vkgs- bZ&yfuZaxe/;s lax.kdklkscr LekVZ Qksupkgh okij ok<ysyk vkgs- R;kph
dusDVhfOgVh loZ= vkgs- ÅPp f’k{k.kkr ra=Kkukps ;ksxnku vkf.k f’k{k.kkoj >kysY;k ifj.kkekps v/;;u ;k la’kks/ku
isij e/;s dj.;kr ;s.kkj vkgsizLrkoukfo"k; %& ^^ ÅPp f’k{k.kkr ra=Kkukps ;ksxnku vkf.k f’k{k.kkoj >kysY;k ifj.kkekps v/;;u **
Hkkjrkr ekxP;k ia/kjk o"kkZr VsyhQksuph dusfDVOghVh vkf.k okij ;kr vkeqykxz cny gksr vkgs- R;keqGs f’k{k.k]
mRiknus] [kjsnh fodzh] izn’kZu] izpkj izlkjkps ek/;e lksis >kysys vkgsr- jkstxkjP;k la/khgh ra=KkukP;k {ks=kr
eksB;kizek.kkr fuekZ.k >kY;k- uoufou Rka=Kkukpk mi;ksx lkekU;kai;ZaUr iksgpfo.;kps dke fofo/k ek/;ekrqu Ogk;yk
ykxys vkgs- ra=KkukP;k enrhus ÅPp f’k{k.kkr vkeqykxz cny gksr vkgs- iqLrdkaph miyC/krk vkf.k okp.kkP;k
fofo/k la/kh vkWuykbZau xzaFky;kus ok<ysyh vkgs- ÅPp f’k{k.kkr xzaFkky;rhy ikjaikfjdRo tkmu R;k tkxh vkrk
ukfo.;iq.kZrk vkyh vkgs- f’k{kd vkf.k f’kdfo.;kP;k i/nrhe/;sgh ra=KkukP;k okijkrus ifjorZu gksr vkgs- n`d
vkf.k JkO; ek/;ekapk okij ok<Y;kus f’k{k.kkr vkuan fuekZ.k gks.;kyk xrh feGkyh vkgs- egkfo|ky;kr vkf.k
fo|kfiBkr lq/nk cÚ;kp izek.kkr ra=Kkukpk okij vkf.k miyC/krk ;kr lq/kj.kk dj.;kph xjt vkgs- f’k{k.k {ks=krhy
ra=Kkukpk okij gh rRdkG loZ cny dj.kkjh ckc ulyh] rjh nqjn`"Vhus ;ksX; ra=Kku okijkph fn’kk fu’phr dj.ks
vko’;d vkgs- P A T R I C I A J . G U M P O R T, M A R C C H U N, (1999)
ekfgrh vkf.k nG.koG.k ra=Kku vkt fnolkxf.kd fodflr gksr vkgs- fnolkP;k ekxs uoufou ra=Kkukr Hkj iMrsf’k{k.kP;kgh ra=ke/;s ;k ra=fodklkph Hkj iMr vkgs- R;keqGs ikjaikfjd f’k{k.k vkf.k ra=Kkukpk okij d:u feG.kkjs
f’k{k.k ;kr f’k{kdkaph egRokph Hkqfedk vkgs- v’kk ifjfLFkrhr f’k{kd vkf.k fo|kFkhZ ;kaP;k Hkqfedsrgh cny gksr
vlrkauk fnlqu ;sr vkgs- fo|kF;kZaP;k f’k{k.k vtZudj.;kP;k ckcrhrgh fopkj d:u ufou f’k{k.k i/nrh fodkl
dj.;kph xjr vkt fuekZ.k >krh vkgs- ra=Kku okijkP;k e;kZnkpk fopkj dj.;kph xjt fuekZ.k >kyh vkgsra=KkukOnkjs f’k{k.k gk lkekftd cny n’kZd vkgs- ekfgrh vkf.k nG.koG.k ra=Kkukpk okij vkf.k ’kS{kf.kd izxrhpk
lglaca/k vusd ys[kkrqugh fun’kZukl vkysyk vkgs- ekfgrh vkf.k nG.koG.k ra=Kkukps f’k{k.k lkekftd cnykr
cnydrkZ Eg.kqu dke djrs- jkstxkjP;k la/kh fuekZ.k dj.kkjs f’k{k.k ns.;kph xjt vkt fuekZ.k >kyh vkgs R;koj
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ekfgrh vkf.k nG.koG.k ra=KkukP;k ek/;ekrqu f’k{k.k gk ;ksX; Ik;kZ; ek.kU;kl gjdr ukgh-
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ekfgrh vkf.k nG.koG.k ra=Kkukpk f’k{k.k {ks=koj eksBk ifj.kke >kysyk vkgs- vH;kldze] f’k{k.k in/rh] vkWuykbZu
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Abstract
Human rights are inherent, inalienable and inseparable to every human being. Through
modern concept of human rights evolved from western thought and United Nations its very
existence was there in Indian history culture and traditions. Ancient Indian polity and
institutions like religions, family, economy practice human rights education towards masses.
King Ashoka, said all people all my children on rock pillar. Lord Buddha taught nonviolence
to the entire humanity. In medieval India king Akbar extended tolerant policies towards all
his subjects. Modern India’s freedom struggle led by Mahatma Gandhiji was inspiration to
whole world. Further Indian constitution mentions fundamental right, directiveprinciple and
constitutional rights.
Key Words- Indus civilization, Vedic period, Dhamma policy, fundamental rights, din e ilahi,
human rights, bhakti and suffi.
Introduction
Homo sapiens the species of human being have evolved millions of years. Homo sapiens
have inherent right that is human right. The human rights are inalienable inseparable and
equal. Human rights are social, cultural and economic political in nature. They are protected
against state, private entities. The state is responsible to protect the rights of individuals.
Indian history and culture has shown human rights to world through it social
institutions. The composite and diverse culture of India taught world peaceful coexistence in
spite of differences.
Human rights education means all learning that develop value respect skill and knowledge
of human rights. According to UN human right education decade (1995-2004)"training,
dissemination, and information efforts aimed at the building of a universal culture of human
rights through the imparting of knowledge and skills and the molding of attitudes which are
directed to strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, the full
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development of the human personality and the sense of its dignity, the promotion of
understanding, respect, gender equality, and friendship among all nations, indigenous
peoples and racial, national,ethnic, religious and linguistic groups, enabling of all persons to
participate effectively in a free society, furtherance of the activities of the United Nations
for the Maintenance of Peace."
Human Rights in Ancient India
Indus Civilization was the most forward civilization at that time. It was the culmination of
human progress in all field of life. The art crafted on pottery, public bath, the pattern of
township, huge granaries for people etc. shows us the right to food and equality in the
society. Further it is also seen that they worshipped god and goddesses it shows equality
among men and women.
Conclusion
Indian history and cultural traditions have shown deep tolerance to the protection of human
rights of humanity. All Indian religion mentions to protect rights of other human being in
every context of life and society. The nonviolence principle given by the Buddha is guided
world to peaceful coexistence of humanity. Athithi devo bhav and vasundhaiv kutumbkam
are ethos of Indian culture which teach to respect to every person and every person is
belong to our family. So the human right may be written by united nation but it is visible and
practiced by Indian culture since ancient age.
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Abstract:
One thing is certain there can be no sustainable development without promoting Human
Rights. The concept of Human Rights is deep-rooted in freedom of thought and the dignity
of human being. All human rights documents give a prominent place to education and also
stress the importance of Education in promoting Human Rights. In this research paper the
combination of Human Rights and Education have been discussed in five areas of practice
and research namely Teaching about and for Human Rights.
Concepts and meaning of Human rights
It can be defined as the basic standards without which humankind cannot live in
dignity as human beings human rights are the foundation of freedom, justice and peace.
Human rights are rights to all human beings, whatever our nationality origin, colour,
religion, language, race, sex and any other status. We are equally entitled to our human
rights without discrimination. These rights are all interrelated, interdependent, and
indivisible.
Human rights education is defined as the learning process that builds up the required
knowledge, values, and proficiency of human rights of which the objective is to develop an
acceptable human rights culture. This type of learning teaches students to examine their
experiences from the human rights point of view enabling them to integrate these concepts
into their values and decision-making. According to Amnesty International, human rights
education is a way to empower people so that they can create skills and behaviour that
would promote dignity and equality within the community, society, and all over the world.
Conclusion
Human rights education is an important aspect to bring the peace and harmony in
society. Human rights education should be included at all levels and reframed time to
time because inculcation of deep respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms are
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the supreme goals of education. Without equity, liberty, and justice, dignity it is
impossible to promote and cultivate the peace, tolerance, and harmony in the society.
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Abstract:
This paper describes alterations in the library's key functions that produced a new level of
readiness to serve the university's students and faculty into the future. The transformed
library is outward facing, technology diffused, collaborative, and operated by an engaged
staff who demonstrate leadership in small and large ways in all sections of the organization.
the library and information science services and training that need to develop the
knowledge and skills of the prospective professionals keeping in view the demand from
national and global job market. The paper further raised some issues and concerns in Indian
context for the qualitative development of library and information science services.
Keywords: Library and Information Science Services, Transformation, Knowledge and Skills,
Information Technology
Introduction:
Library and information services in the changing information scenario have taken a
sea change providing innovative and value added services. There is a complete
transformation of libraries and reorientation of library professionals associated with this.
Library users and their expectations for services and collections have changed. Among the
factors driving change are: networked technologies, powerful search engines available to all,
social technologies and the digitization of everything, to name a few. A research university
library staff reorganized to meet changed expectations and succeeded in transforming the
organization and its culture.
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A great transformation of library and information activities have taken place due to
the growth and emergence of knowledge society in the form of library resource sharing
networks, digital library, content development and content management. Institutional
repository, RFID, Web learning, MOOC, information/digital literacy and web based library
services like social networking so as to supplement global reforms in education system as
innovative and value added library services. Impact of information and communication
technology have further compelled to develop the information management skills of the
library and information professionals in the areas of Library Automation, Networking,
Design and Development of Information System, Networking and Internet technology,
Digitization, Content Development, Managing and Organizing Information Resources and
Services, Applying Information Tools and Technologies and more importantly web based
library and information services (Library Web 2.0) open source and open access initiatives.
Conclusion:
Library and information science field will continue to face the challenges of digital era to
provide library services. The emerging areas of ICT are compelling the library and
information services in every sector education, academics library, and library professionals
in the country, draw a road map to achieve its mission and prepare a vision for 21st century.
UGC in this regard have a very limited role, but many things depend on the individual
departments to keep themselves up to date with changing information scenario,
understanding the fact that the present national and global job and satisfied to user
community. Library professionals required skills for providing library services they must
developed by training and courses in ICT Era.
References:
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Introduction.
According to Mahatma Gandhi, education is not only to gain literary knowledge. Education
should include the moral, physical and mental development of a person. In course of time,
education has to develop a person in all respects in order to enable him to become selfreliant. To become self-dependant or for his all-round development, is necessary that he
should have moral upliftment in addition to his physical or intellectual development. It is
absolutely necessary that he should not only be able to earn his bread, but should be able to
fulfill the obligations of his family and in carving the path of his progress, should ultimately
be able to achieve his goal in life. Today after independence we have made great progress in
education. The picture in education was quite different in 1947 from now. In 2001, the
literacy rate was 64.8%, and this ratio rises to 73% in 2011.In 1951,it was 18.33%.Majorty of
Indian people lives in rural areas & farmers are the backbone of country.70% Indian
economy is depending on agriculture. If we want to develop India, there is a need to
develop the rural society. Today Indian farmers are having so many social, familiar &
economical problems. Farmers’ suicide is crucial and serious problem in current scenario.
The effects of poor condition definitely fall on the farmer’s education system. Because of
poorness farmers cannot provide proper education to their children’s. Till today, every
village is not provided with school or college. Which means that students have to go another
village or city to get education? Owing to this parents usually do not send their daughters to
school or college. Lack of facilities & poverty are a hurdle in their education.
The foundation to turn India into a strong nation has to be laid down at primary levels.
So, the quality of education right from the beginning should be excellent.
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s views on education.
According to Kalam, “Education is an endless journey through knowledge &
enlightenment. Education which is imparted in childhood at the every stage of development
of minds is more important than the education received in college & university.”3Mission of
education is the foundation to ensure the creation of enlightened citizens who will make a
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prosperous, happy & strong nation. Education system is made creative throughout and full
employment is provided to all. Dr.Kalam lists the main aim of education.
1. To build character and to cultivate human values in students.
2. To inject creativity & to develop scientific attitude with spiritual foundation.
3. To enhance learning capacity through technology.
4. To build confidence among children to face to future.
5. To ensure the creation of enlightened citizens to make the nation prosperous, happy &
strong.
6. To develop capacity for research & enquiry among students.
7. To unfold innovating powers and entrepreneurship.
8. To develop moral leadership.
9. To make the country energy independent.
10. To develop the sense of dignity, self-respect & self-radiance among students.
Dr. Kalam believed that our education system requires certain reforms, both in terms of
spirit & practicality of the knowledge imparted.
Higher Education - Increasing strength of Students.
Today, in India due to an increasing population, there is a lot of competition in every
filled. Everyone wants to go in for Graduation, Post graduation, M. Phil., Ph.D. degree. What
prospects are there after getting degrees? Many of them have no hope for bright future. A
person who has spent a major precious part of his life in obtaining a degree & who has not
received any guidance for the future or is unable to make himself self dependant, should he
be considered educated? The number of students for higher education increases every year
& is still growing further.
7. Moral issues – Younger generation is not interested in serving their country, they are
more interested in just taking up a job & a heavy pay package.
8. No Project Based learning – Higher education lack project based learning. Young
graduates need to learn new skills especially vocational skills that can give them job, just
theory is not enough, practical knowledge is also necessary.
If we do not awaken at the right time & bring changes in our educational system the
situation would become so serious that we would not be able manage it.
Some ways to improve higher education.
1. Quality Education – We can improve our higher education through quality education.
2. Innovative learning approaches are very necessary in Universities & colleges.
3. Communication with student & teacher – Communication is the most important factor in
improving the higher education efficiency & productivity.
4. Progressive Curriculum – For infusing dynamism, the curriculum needs to be progressive.
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5. The spirit of syllabus should resolve around projects. There needs to be innovation avoid
stagnation.
6. Interactive learning & teaching are necessary.
7. Digital Classrooms – Teachers can upload assignments, tests, quizzes & questionnaire on
line.
8.Use of Mobile – Prepare students for a successful life in the contemporary society with
mobile app, give digital access to news, eBooks, textbooks, magazine, journals etc. from
anywhere on the campus & beyond.
For educating rural students’ government develop & implement rapid sustained
economic growth. Policies & programmes such as health, education, nutrition & sanitation.
Improve management of water & other natural resources. Invest in & implement
agricultural progress. Education is indispensable to economic development & poverty
eradication. No economic development is possible without education. A balance education
system, economic development, income generation & productivity are necessary.
Conclusion
Education is key in promoting economic, social & political development. The specific role of
farmer education is indispensable, for it fosters productivity, creativity & advanced
understanding of a situation. Education contributes to the eradication of poverty through
several means. While fostering economic efficiency and social consistency, education
increases the value of the labor force. Education increases the productivity of workers
through knowledge of health & technology. Balanced education systems in poverty –
stricken communities are able to benefit the farmers & other communities. Policy-makers,
nations & individuals need to be aware of the necessity of education in order to foster
economic, social & political equality.
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Abstract:Information Literacy has emerged as enabling skill for providing printed and digital
information very fast at any place and time. Presently some countries including India have
taking initiative in information literacy programme. Information literacy is very important
for students and faculties in higher education libraries because it is helpful to users for
developing critical thinking skill of searching information, research skill and quality of
research.
Considering important of Information Literacy, this paper is focus on the role of academic
librarian in motivating such skill in their college library users.
Introduction:21st century is the information explosion era and in this era library user are facing number of
problem’s in searching information and using the information resources due to information
explosion. However in such situation information literacy skills are very useful for searching,
retrieve and analysied the information and help them to use of information resources.
Information Literacy is the set of strategies, skill and ways of thinking that are required for
achieve the goal in a knowledge based society. It is increasing the power of users to identify
the need of information, searching information and use of information with critical
discrimination in order to build knowledge.
In this process user is a lifelong learner, he is expert in using information resources and
varies technology tools for solving the problems in personal, social and economic contexts.
Information Literacy as ALA defines it, information literacy is a set of abilities requiring
individuals to “recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate,
evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.”
The United States National Forum on Information Literacy defines information literacy as "...
the hyper ability to know when there is a need for information, to be able to identify, locate,
evaluate, and effectively use that information for the issue or problem at hand."
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Need of Information Literacy:At present era information is essential need of each and every sector of human activity such
as academic, business etc. It is provides an opportunity to users to access knowledge and
motivation to users to pursue learning throughout their life.
Due to the information explosion and the increase use of the internet as a
information source need for information literacy is more important, other than these it may
be essential due to following reasons.






Increases the steam of education
Scope of steam in education
Advanced electronic resources
New information resources
Users demands

According to the American Colleges and Research Libraries (ACRL) Information Literacy
Competency Standards for Higher Education were approved. These standards were
endorsed by the American Association for Higher Education and the Council of Independent
Colleges an information literate person should be able to:
 Determine the nature and extent of information needed.
 Access the needed information effectively and efficiently.
 Evaluate information and its sources critically and incorporate selected information
into his or her knowledge base and value system.
 Use information effectively to accomplish a specific purpose.
 Understand many of the economic, legal, and social issues surrounding the use of
information, and accesses and uses information ethically and legally (Carolina Barton,
2015)
Information Literacy Programme for Academic college library Libraries:In the world of information, users are confused about which type of information they
required, from where it can be easily accessible and how it can be used. The reason behind
that confusion is information explosion and information is obtainable in various sources
with various forms. In such situations information literacy is only one solution for problems
faced by users, and Libraries are the best starting point for learning the skill of information
literacy. Various type of skill in Information literacy helps students to overcome such
problems. Hence this skill is very dominant for the students, not only in the course of study
or research but also for the lifelong independent learning. Therefore information literacy
skill is the important component in today higher education.
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To conducting Information Literacy Programme in academic college libraries some following
activities are organize to librarian for use of information resources.
A) For Print resources: Introduction to Library
 Display library rules and instructions
 Book exhibition
 Organized expert lectures
 Published library manual
 Organize how to used library
 Organize seminars or workshop
Benefits of Information Literacy:
 Benefits to your students for lifelong education.
 It will help to information literate individuals.
 It will help to users when they need information.
 It will help to how which information need.
 Access information in all available formats.
 It will help to users for Evaluate information quality.
 With the help of this users are use the information in a legally, ethically
Conclusion:Information literacy plays an important role in traditional as well as electronic era. In the
electronic era Information technology has become very fast and therefore users can search
required information through various searching, e-resources. But in the electronic era to
make the user capable to access the required information on availability of the e-resources.
And it is possible only through Information literacy skills, these skills are acquired to
appropriate information from the collection of e-resources.
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Introduction
Participating in youth sports is a regular part of growing up, for most of us in North America.
Physical activity is essential for healthy and optimal development, through childhood and
early adulthood, and youth sports provide many opportunities for a physically active
routine. Boosting the well-being of kids through this time can help your community’s future,
as children who participate in such activities are better adjusted as they enter adulthood,
with plenty of life skills and lessons under their belts. Providing a positive outlet where kids
can spend their free time can also help relieve boredom; one of the biggest factors in youth
crime. Finally, sporting events can be a great facilitator for community engagement and
interaction, helping build stronger bonds within your neighborhoods. Here are some of our
picks for why youth sports should be embraced in your community.
“Sports are the greatest tool we have in today’s society to help children develop positive
character traits and life values,” says Greg Bach, Vice President of Communications for the
National Alliance for Youth Sports. “No other place affords them the opportunity to soak up
as many quality values as sports participation provides.”
Boosting Health
Youth sports can have many different positive effects. Regular physical activity in this age
group is vital for long-term well-being. According to the World Health Organization, children
and youth between the ages of 5 and 17 should have a minimum of an hour of “moderate to
vigorous intensity physical activity daily,” with more benefits being found with longer
durations. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention lists strong bones and muscles,
healthy weight, cardiorespiratory fitness, and a reduction in anxiety and depression, heart
disease, cancer, type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, osteoporosis, and obesity as some of
the benefits of physical activity.
Youth Crime Reduction
Many factors play a role in youth crime rates and youth sports can help with some of the
key elements. Boredom and a lack of supervision – combined with other risk factors – can
provide opportunities for delinquent behavior. Many extracurricular sports are scheduled
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after school, which can help preoccupy children’s time, while providing a positive, healthy
outlet for kids and their energy levels. Being part of sports teams can mean more friends
that help in reducing antisocial behavior and further boosting community and school
participation. Mentorship and guidance from role models within the community can also
help guide students to a positive lifestyle.
Creating Future Role Models
Sports can be a great platform for learning many life skills and lessons. To succeed in team
sports, kids have to learn the importance of teamwork, benefiting their social skills. Learning
how to take a win or loss can teach valuable lessons on sportsmanship and integrity. Highpressure situations on the field can also teach youth how to succeed in real-life situations.
Finally, being involved in youth sports either as a child or as a parent can help build
community awareness and appreciation. A vibrant, active community can help influence
other citizens of all ages to be more active in their lives, creating a positive cascading effect.
Building Community
Participating in sports can help increase civic engagement, especially with community
centers that are attached to libraries and other municipal resources. Mentorship can be
beneficial towards both the mentor and the mentee and may help build positive role models
and relationships. Local sports events bring the community together, which can increase
social bonds and meaningful connections. Games can act as a regular meeting place for
some parents, adding to the connectedness of the community.
Conclusion:
As mentioned before, around 20% of children are largely sedentary. This means that today’s
tech-savvy kids are spending a great deal of time in front of screens rather than playing
outside. In fact, their screen time was measured at just over 27 hours per week! An inactive
lifestyle has undesirable effects on children that can get worse as they grow older. Joining
sports activities can prevent these from happening. For example, 88% of kids reported
experiencing an improvement in physical health and 73% say it enhanced their mental
health as well. Additionally, participation in youth and interscholastic sports is associated
with a decreased likelihood of cigarette smoking, heart disease, and diabetes.
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Introduction:
The HE sector is instrumental in adding to the greater escalation in informative activities. It
is thereby contributing to the growth of Indian economic status as well. Growing Indian
industries sector and corporate sector are always blaming on skill gaps. The growth of
industries in India is not always complemented by the growth of skilled man power
resources. The industry sector always requires additional resourced and skilled man power.
Higher education has always been a sick child in India with struggling to fill these skill gaps.
This needs to be rectified to sustain the present flourishing economic scenario.
As a knowledge hub, India has been a leader in exploiting the technological innovation to its
optimal usage. Access, equity and fairness has been its tagline for attaining better
performances. Teaching in HEIs has been made an attractive career with rise in facilities,
salaries, and research amenities. The governance of HEIs has been made more flexible with
more autonomy and academic freedom. There have been structural changes in HEIs to fill all
skill gaps.
Reasons for the growth of HEIs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Increased urbanization
Enhancement in income levels of people even in rural areas
Rapid industrialization
Optimal utilization of technology
Structural changes in governance in HEIs
Voluminous increase in R and D activities at all level of HEIs
Augmented chances for India to become a premier global supplier of skilled
manpower resources
Improved academic interest in all stake holder of HEIs
Growth of student power seeking HE
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Conclusion- Thus a well planned expansion of HEIs emphasizing on student centric learning
component will assist in the enhancement HEIs. This will provide more chances of exploiting
the technological innovation. Across the world there have been many changes in HEIs. India
should also diversify into more vocational based education which fills the skill gaps. This is
the appropriate answer to the unemployment crisis as well. If HEIs can restructure
themselves to become smarter in recruiting and retention the students in and off campus,
then the whole idea of HE sector is going to revolutionize. Policy makers should think twice
in this direction and redirect educational priorities.
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Ekkuokf/kdkj vkf.k eqY;f’k{k.k
Izkk- fnxacjdqekj ykaMxs
Jh ljLorh lektdk;Z egkfo|ky;] okf’ke
Ekks-ua- & 888688506] Email:-.dkumarlandge@gmail.com
izkLrkfod
ewY; f’k{k.k gh izpfyr f’k{k.kkrhy ,d vR;ar egRokph tk.kho vkgs- f’k{k.kkrwu Kku izkIr gksrs]
dkS’kY;s fodflr gksrkr- vFkkZr gsgh e;kZfnr izek.kkrA ;k nksu mn~fn”Vkaoj f’k{k.kkr loZ= Hkj fnyk
tkrks- dkj.k fo|kF;kZaP;k xq.koRrspk fud”k Eg.kts R;kaph KkuizkIrh] o gh KkuizkIrh Bjfo.;kpk vk/kkj
Eg.kts R;kaph KkuizkIrh] o gh KkuizkIrh Bjfo.;kpk vk/kkj Eg.kts R;kyk ijh{ksr izkIr >kysys xq.k]
lkgftd f’k{k.kkr laLdkjkauk] lnzq.k] ln~izo`Rrh] lnkpkj ;kaP;k fodklkyk dkgh egRRo jkfgysys ukgh-k
f’k{kd] ikyd&dks.kkyp R;kph vko”;drk okVr ukgh- gh oLrqfLFkrh vlyh rjh R;kps
nq”ifj.kke vki.k Hkksxr vkgksr- rs Eg.kts lqaLdkjkapk iw.kZ vHkko vl.kkÚ;k] fuekZ.k gks.kkÚ;k
fi<;k&ukxfjd! Lkektkps uSfrdv/k%iru] loZ {ks=karhy]loZ {ks=karhy Hkz”Vpkj o nq”izo`Rrhpk LoSj
lapkj! rkRi;Z] f’k{k.kkps ewG mn~nh”V & lqlaLdkj] pkfj«;lao/kZu] vkn’kZ ukxfjd&ek.kwl ;kph
fufeZrh rw iw.kZ foQy >kys vkgslqnSokus ;k ifjfLFkrhph tk.kho vusd fopkjoarkuk] f’k{k.krTKkauk >kyh vlwu f’k{k.kkr ;k
ewG o egRokP;k mn~fn”Vkoj vf/kd y{k dsafnzr dj.;kph vko’;drk rs izfriknu d: ykxys
vkgsr- oLrqr% Lokra«;iqoZ o Lokra«;ksRrj dkGkrhy loZp f’k{k.k &lq/kkj vk;ksxkauh eqnfy;kj]
jk/kkd`”.ku]dksBkjh rlsp 1986ps uohu ‘kS{k.khd /kksj.k] uSfrd fodkl] pkfj«;lao/kZu bmn~fn”Vkapk iqjLdkj dsyk gksrkp- i.k izR;{kkr dkgh dk;Zokgh >kyh ukgh- vkrk ek= dsanzh; f’k{k.k
[kkrs] jk”Vªh; f’k{k.k] la’kks/ku o izf’k{k.k ifj”kn rlsp jkT;’kklukP;k f’k{k.k foHkkxkykgh ;koj
Rofjr y{k ns.;kph xjt Hkklyh vkgsvkuankph xks”V Eg.kts] egkjk”Vªkrhy ;qfr’kklukus ;k ckcrhr iq<kdkj ?ksoqu ewY;f’k{k.k gk
vH;kldzekrhy ,d vko’;d ?kVd Eg.kwu varHkqZr dsyk o gs ewY;f’k{k.k dls |kos ;kph rTKkaP;k
lgdk;kZus fuf’pr ;kstukghns.ks vokD;kckgsjps vkgs- Eg.kwu ‘kklukus izeq[k o ewyHkqr v’kk ngk
ewY;kaph fuoM d:u rh fo|kF;kZaoj laLdkfjr dj.;kpk ladYi dsyk vkgs-
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vH;kldzekr ,[kknk ?kVd varHkqZr dsyk dh R;kP;k dk;ZokghlkBh izR;{k m/nks/ku] izf’k{k.k gs
tls vko’;d vlrs- rlsp fyf[kr lkfgR;] iqLrds] gLriqfLrdk] ekxZnf’kZdk gsgh vko’;d vlrsp‘kklukus ekxZn’kZuij iqfLrdk r;kj dsY;k vkgsr- if’pe egkjk”Vªkrhy izk- djanhdj] izk-lkS-Bksacjs
;kaph iqLrdsgh izfl/n vkgsr- fofo/k fu;rdkfydkarwu ys[kgh izfl/n >kys vkgsr- rjghgh gs fo”k;
uohu vlY;keqGs vf/kdkvf/kd iqLrdkaph xjt izfrik| fo”k; rksp vlyk rjh izR;sd ys[kd
vkikiY;k n`”Vhdksukrqu o i/nrhus fo”k; izfriknu djrks- gs y{kkr ?ksrk izk- MkW- Jherh {kek
fye;s ;kauh izLrqr fo”k;koj fyghysys iqLrd LokxrkgZp vkgsiqLrdkr 5 izdj.ks vkgsr- rh v’kh&
{kerkf/kf"Br f’k{k.k
vk/kqfud dkGkr f’k{k.k iz.kkyhr ts uosuos fopkj izokg ;sr vkgsr rs cnyR;k
ifjfLFkrhr f’k{k.k dkGk’kh lqlaxr Ogkosr vkf.k f’k{k.kkpk izHkko [kÚ;k vFkkZus orZ&ifjoZrue/;s fnlwu
;s.;klkBh vlrkr- iozR;sd ek.klke/;s dkgh lqIr ‘kDrh vlrkr] dkgh mitr xq.k vlrkr] rs
ewyr% vn`’; Lo:ikr vlrkr- i.k R;kaps mi;ksxhrsr n`’; :ikarj Eg.kts ^{kekrk! Mnk- fotsP;k
rkjkrwu [kGfoyh tk.kkjh oht tjh vn`’; vlyh rjh fotsP;kfnO;ke/;s vkyh Eg.kts frP;k
izdk’k{kersPkk izR;; ;srks- v/;;u v/;kiu izfdz;sr fo|kF;kZe/;s vlysY;k lqIr ‘kDRkhph tk.kho
gks.ks vko’;d vlrs{kerkf/kf”Br v/;kiuklkBh ,johP;k ikB;iqLrdkais{kk osxG;k Lo:ikph ikB;iqLrds
r;kj dsyh tkr vkgsr- {kerkf/kf”Br v/;kiuklkBh f’k{kdkP;k {kerkfo”k;d {kersojp fo|kF;kZaP;k
{kerkfodklkph izfdz;k voyacwu vlrs- ;klkBh f’k{kdkauh Lor%P;k {kerk fodflr dj.ks t:j vkgsmRre o izHkkoh v/;kiuklkBh f’k{k.k’kkL=kus ngk {kerk vko’;d vlY;kps EgVys vkgs- R;k
iq<hyizek.ks vkgsr%
1lanHkZ {kerk& vkiY;k dk;kZ’kh laca/khr loZ lanHkZ tk.kwu izsfjr gks.;kph o izsfjr dj.;kph
{kerk2lacks/k {kerk& f’k{k.kkps fl/nkar] fofo/k fopkj izokg] ra=s] i/nr] laKk ;kaP;kcn~ny oSpkfjd
{kerklanHkZxzaFk lqph
1vxzoky] ch-ch- 1966 % vk/kqfud Hkkjrh; f’k{kk vkSj leL;kWa,] fouksn iqLrd eafnj]
vkxjk&2
2mik/;k;] izfrHkk 2003
% Hkkjrh; f’k{kk es mnh;eku izo`fr;kWa] ‘kkjnk iqLrd Hkou]
bykgkckn
3vks>k deykirh 1662
% ns’k&fons’k ds egku f’k{kd] uaUnfd’kksj ,.M cznlZ
izdk’ku] okjk.klh
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ROLE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS IN YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT
PROF. MANJUSHA DESHMUKH
Asstt. Prof. Phy. Edu Post Graduate Institute
Dr. P. D .K. V. Akola
Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate the role played by physical education and sports
in all round development of a youth. Physical education and sports plays a vital role in
educating the youth regarding the importance of social values in their life. Through
participation in sport and physical education, young people learn about the importance of
key values such as: Honesty, Teamwork, Fair play, Respect for themselves and others,
Adherence to rules etc. It has been observed that physical education and sports play a vital
role in educating both minds and body. Further, it also encourages the social values among
youth that allow them to develop the social relations with their community. Moreover, the
benefits of physical education and sports can influence both academic learning and physical
activity of the youth.
Keywords: Physical Education, Sports, Social Values, Youth, Academic Learning
Introduction
Healthy mind can be found only in a healthy body. In a weak body there cannot be a
healthy and active mind. And for a healthy body physical activity is a must. Without physical
activity, our body will grow weak, lethargic and dull. The aim of education is the all round
development of a personality. It cannot afford to neglect the physical aspect of a Youth..
Development of mind and body are equally important in any good education.
Sport and physical education is fundamental to the early development of children and youth
and the skills learned during play, physical education and sport contribute to the holistic
development of young people. Through participation in sport and physical education, young
people learn about the importance of key values such as:
 Honesty
 Teamwork
 Fair play
 Respect for themselves and others
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Adherence to rules
It also provides a forum for young people to learn how to deal with competition and how to
cope with both winning and losing. These learning aspects highlight the impact of physical
education and sport on a child’s social and moral development in addition to physical skills
and abilities.
Physical education and sports plays a vital role in educating the youth regarding the
importance of social values in their life. In present era, physical education and sports is an
essential part of education. It contributes directly to development of physical competence
and fitness. It also helps the youth to be aware of the worth of leading a physically active
lifestyle. The healthy and physically active youth is more likely to be academically motivated,
attentive, and promising. In other words, we can say that physical education and sports is
exclusive to the school core curriculum. It is the only programme that provides the
opportunities to youth to learn motor skills, progress mental and physical fitness. The
benefits of physical gained from physical activity such as disease
prevention, safety and injury avoidance, decreased morbidity and premature mortality, and
increased mental health. The physical education is only the course where youth learn about
all of the benefits gained from being physically active as well as the skills and knowledge to
incorporate safe, satisfying physical activity into their lives, in addition, how to interact with
others (National Association for Sport and Physical Education, 2001). Moreover, it is
observed that physical education sessions should be easy to get from preschool until
secondary. It target to deal with a variety of physical activities and encourage those who are
lack of leaning to take up planned competitive sports. This involves discard conventional
methods of physical education teaching and focusing more on the individuals' needs and
abilities, as an alternative of the of the youth.
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efgyk fodklkrhy vMFkGs o mik;
x.ks’k vkRekjketh iksVs
lgk¸;d izk/;kid] Lkekt’kkL= foHkkx]
ljLorh dyk egkfo|ky;] nfggkaMk] rk-ft-vdksykE-mail : ganeshpote49@gmail.com, Mob: 9975759316

izLrko.kk %
Hkkjrh; efgykaP;k fodklkPkk ,d&,d VIik vfr’k; la?k"kkZpk vkf.k lgkuqHkwrhpk jkghyk
vkgs- oSfnd dkyhu laLd`rhe/;s efgykauk nq¸;e ys[kus lq# >kys vkf.k frp iajijk dkgh izek.kkr vktgh
dk;e vlY;kps fnlwu ;sr-s Hkkjrh; lektkr mPp letY;k tk.kkÚ;k oxkZrhy yksdkauh efgykauk vusd
lkekftd ca/kukr t[kMwu Bsoys gksrs- ijnki/nrh] lrhizFkk] ckyfookg] fo/kok fookgkl fojks/k] gqaMki/nrh]
fotksM fookg] ds’koi.k b- vusd leL;k g;k dsoG efgykalkBh gksR;k vkf.k R;k dsoG ekfgyk vlY;kus
gksR;k- ;k fofo/k leL;kapk izHkko efgykaoj ,so<k iMyk gksrk dh] R;kauk leL;k ns[khy R;kaP;k thou
i/nrhpk ,d Hkkx okVr gksR;k- v’kk efgykaps lcyhdj.k dj.ks Eg.ksp lekt lq/kkjdkaP;k iq<s ,d eksBs
vkOgk.k gksrs- rjh vBjkO;k 'krdkP;k ’ksoVh vkf.k 19O;k 'krdkP;k lqjokrhyk Hkkjrh; lektlq/kkjdkauh
lektkrhy vlysY;k izFkkauk vfu"V vlY;kps lkaxqu lektkrhy efgykaP;k ekufld xqykefxjhyk eqDr
dj.;kps dke lq# dsy-s

efgyk fodklkph izfØ;k %
tkxrhd Lrjkoj ;kp dkGkr L=h iq#"k lekursph fopkj/kkjk eksB;k izek.kkr iljyh gksrhL=h ,d larqyhr ’kDrh vkgs- rh iq#"kkis{kk dks.kR;kgh {ks=kr deh ukgh R;keqGs L=h;kauk iq#"kkaizek.ks ,d ekuo
Eg.kwu vlysys loZ v/khdkj izkIr Ogkosr gs vf/kdkj dks.kP;kgh midkjkeqGs fdaok n;s.ks L=h;kauk feGr ulwu
tUerkp fulxZr% ,d ekuo Eg.kwu feGk;ykp ikfgtsr vls gs vf/kdkj Eg.kts ekuokf/kdkj gksr- ekuorsP;k
n`"Vhdks.kkrqu tkxrhd Lrjkoj L=h;kaP;k LFkhrhr lq/kkj.kk gks.;klkBh iz;Ru gksÅ ykxys- L=h vkf.k iw#"k
,dnqlÚ;kaps thoulkFkh vkgsr- ,desdkaf’kok; l`"Vhpk fodkl 'kD; ukgh- R;kewGs L=h;kauk lkekftd
ca/kukrwu eksdGs dj.;kph vko’;drk loZp fopkjoarkuk okVw ykxyh- jk"Vªh; la;qDr la?kkus 10 fMlsacj
1948 jksth ekuokf/kdkjkpk tkghjukek izfln~/k dsyk- ;kn~okjk efgykauk lcy dj.;kph eksB;k izek.kkr
rjrqn dsyh gksrh-

lq/kkjdkaps iz;Ru %
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tkxrhd Lrjkoj L=h;kapk ntkZ mapko.;klkBh iz;Ru gksr vlrkauk Hkkjrkr lqn~/kk MkWjktkjkeeksgu jkW;] MkW- bZ’ojpanz fo|klkxj] rkjkckbZ f’kans] egkRek T;ksrhck Qqys] eg"khZ /kksaMks ds’ko dosZ] MkWckcklkgsc vkacsMdj bR;knh vusd fopkoarkuh Hkkjrh; lektkr vlysyh L=h;kaph nSU; voLFkk ikgwu L=h
lq/kkj.ksps dk;Z eksB;k izek.kkoj gkrh ?ksrys- Hkkjrh; jkT;?kVusr loZ lekos’kd rjrqnhapk lekos’k dj.;kr
vkY;kus efgykauk leku vf/kdkj izkIr >kys vls fnlqu ;sr-s fo’ks"kr% lafo/kkukrhy dye 14 uqlkj L=h iq#"k
lekurk fnlqu ;srs- ;klkscrp dye 15 o 16 uqlkj dks.krhgh L=h vlks ok iq#"k vlks ;kaP;klkscr /keZ
tkr] oa’k] fyax] dqG tUeLFkku b- vk/kkjkoj dks.krkgh HksnHkko djrk ;s.kkj ukgh- ;klkscrp MkW- ckcklkgsc
vkacsMdjkauh fganq dksMfcykP;k ek/;ekrwu L=h;kauk iq#"kkauk cjkscjhus vkf.k Lor%P;k lUekuklkBh vko’;d
v’kk dyekaph rjrqn dsysyh fnlwu ;srs vls vlys rjhgh Hkkjrh; lektkrhy #<h] izFkk] ijaijkpk ixMk
Hkkjrh; efgykaP;k MksD;krwu fu?kk;yk cjkp dkyko/kh ykxr vkgs-

fu"d"kZ %&
1½ efgykauk R;kaP;k v/khdkjkph iw.kZr% tk.kho ukgh2½ vusd {ks=kr efgykp efgykaP;k 'k=q fnlwu ;srkr3½ efgykauh iq#"kkaoj voyacqu jkg.ks gh ekufldrk lksMyh ikfgts4½ efgykauh vkiY;k vf/kdkjkafo"k;h tkx#d vlk;yk gos-

lanHkZ xzaFk lqph %&
1½ MkW-/kuat; fdj] MkW- vkacsMdj] rRo vkf.k fopkj
2½ MkW- lq/kk dkGnkrs] ^Hkkjrh; lektjpuk*3½ f’kans rkjkckbZ] ^fL=&iq#"k rqyuk* j?kqoa’kh izdk’ku] iq.ks-
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mPpf’k{k.kke/;s ekfgrh ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx
izk- fo|k /kesZ’k /k`o
Jherh jk/kknsoh xks;udk efgyk egkfo|ky; vdksyk
bZ esy vddhruve@gmail.com, M.No. 9881485714
izLrkouk %
ns’kkpk fodkl gks.;klkBh ns’kkrhy yksdkapk fodkl gks.ks vR;ar egRokps vkgs- yksdkapk
fodkl gks.;kklBh ns’kkrhy yksd lqf’kf{kr vl.ks egRokps vkgs- ns’kkP;k lkekftd o vkfFkZd izxrhr
f’k{k.kkpk okVk [kwi egRoiw.kZ vkgs- f’k{k.k {ks= gk loZp {ks=kapk ik;k vkgs- ns’kkP;k ,dw.k
yksdla[;sP;k v/khZ yksdla[;k ’kS{kf.kd {ks=ke/;s vkgs- ns’kkph xq.koRrk gh f’k{k.kkrhy xq.koRrsoj
voyacwu vlrs- R;keqGs xq.koRrk gh f’k{k.k{ks=kph vfoHkkT; o vaxHkwr ?kVd vkgs- xWV djkjkeqGs
f’k{k.kkpk lsok{ks=kr lekos’k >kyk vlwu ntsZnkj f’k{k.k gk izR;sdkpk gDd vkgs- f’k{k.kkyk m|ksx o
lsosps Lo:i izkIr >kY;keqGs f’k{k.k gh m|ksxkizek.ks mRikfnr oLrw o lsok >kyh vkgs- R;keqGs
f’k{k.kkpk ntkZ o xq.koRrk fVdfoY;kf’kok; ’kS{kf.kd laLFksr fo|kFkhZ izos’k ?ks.kkj ukghr- uWd ntkZ]
ekukadus f’k{k.k {ks=krhy vkxzg Li"V djrkr- loZd"k xq.koRrk fodklkps eksBs vkOgku f’k{k.k{ks=kiq<s
vkgs- mPp f’k{k.kkP;k xq.koRrsr izk/;kid] fo|kFkhZ] bekjr] HkkSfrd lq[k&lqfo/kk] izf’k{k.k] ’kS{kf.kd
lk/kus] fdzMkax.k [ksG lkfgR; bR;knh ckchapk lekos’k gksrks- dks.kR;kgh ns’kkpk ntkZ gk R;k ns’kkrhy
f’k{k.kkP;k xq.koRrsoj voyacwu vlrks vkf.k f’k{k.kkpk ntkZ gk f’k{kdkaP;k xq.koRrsoj voyacwu
vlrks- pkaxyk fo|kFkhZ ?kMo;kpk vlsy rj pkaxyk f’k{kd ?kM.ks vko’;d vkgs- f’k{kd gk
f’k{k.kizfdz;sP;k ikBhpk d.kk vkgs- f’k{k.k mRre dj.;kph tckcnkjh f’k{kdkadMs vkgs- Kkuh] leFkZ
f’k{kd lektyk ifj.kkeh ns’kkyk mTToy Hkfo";kdMs ?ksowu tkrkr vls vlys rjh iwjd HkkSfrd
lqfo/kk] ;ksX; okrkoj.k lq/nk vko’;d vkgs- f’k{k.k izfdz;sr fo|kFkhZ dsanzLFkkuh vlyk rjh f’k{kd gk
izk.kHkwr ?kVd vkgs- f’k{kd f’k{k.k izfdz;spk vkRek vkgs] eq[; lw=/kkj vkgs- mPpf’k{k.kke/;s f’k{kdkauh
izHkkoh v/;kiu dj.ks vko’;d vkgs- fo"k;Kku izHkwRo vl.ks v/;kiu dkS’kY;kpk lrr fodkl
dj.ks] ’kS{kf.kd o iwjd lkfgR;kph fufeZrh dj.ks rlsp izxr ra=Kkukpk v/;kiuke/ks mi;ksx dj.ks gh
dkGkph xjt vkgsmfnn"Vs %
1- vk;lhVh ps v/;;u dj.ks-
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2- mPpf’k{k.kke/;s vk;lhVh (ICT) pk mi;ksx vH;kl.ksekfgrh o laokn ra=Kku ladYiuk % (Information & Communication Technology)
vktps ;qx gs ekfgrh ra=Kkukps ;qx vkgs- tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k ;qxkr loZp {ks=kr vifjgk;Zi.ks cny
?kMwu ;sr vkgsr vkf.k vusd ’kk[kk ;kr tksMY;k tkr vkgsr- vkarjjk"Vzh; vkfFkZd lq/kkj.kk]
tkxfrdhdj.k vkf.k [kktxh {ks=krhy ok<rk izHkko o izlkj y{kkr ?ksrk loZp {ks=kr eksB;k izek.kkoj
cny gksrkauk vk<Gwu ;sr vkgs- baVjusP;k okijkeqGs loZ tx toG vkys vkgs- R;krwup ekfgrhph
nsok.k&?ksok.k dj.;kl lq:okr >kyh- ekfgrh o ra=Kku fodflr >kys- ekfgrh ra=Kku fMthVy
ra=KkukP;k fofo/k lk/kukapk okij dj.;kr ;sow ykxyk- baVjusV] bZ&esy] bZ&dkWelZ ;kapk okij eksB;k
izek.kkoj dj.;kr ;sow ykxyk- ekfgrh ra=Kkukr ekfgrhph fufeZrh] ,df=dj.k] izfdz;k] lkBo.k]
izLrqrh lknjhdj.k] forj.k vkf.k izca/ku v’kk fofo/k ckch egRoiw.kZ Bjrkr- g;k ckchaph fMthVy
VsDukWykWthP;k fofo/k lk/kukaP;k ek/;ekrwu nsok.k&?ksok.k dj.;klkBh ts ra= okij.;kr ;srs rs ra=
Eg.kts ekfgrh ra=Kku gks;fu"d"kZ %
vk;lhVh eqGs mPpf’k{k.kke/;s vusd ifjorZu >kysys fnlwu ;sr-s tls Online ifj{kk ?ks.ks] Qh
Hkj.ks] vusd ifj{kkaps QkWeZ Hkj.ks, Online fudky ns.ks] E-Library vla[; izdkjph ekfgrh tyn xrhus
miyC/k d:u nsr vkgs- R;keqGs iS’kkph] Jekph o osGsph cpr gksr-s vusd yksdkauk f’k{k.kkph la/kh
feGr vkgs- ekfgrh ra=KkukeqGs f’k{k.k iz.kkyhe/;s [kwi ifjorZu gksow ’kdrs- c&;kp izek.kke/;s fnlwu
lq/nk ;sr vkgs- ijarq T;kizek.kke/;s vk;lhVhpk mi;ksx mPpf’k{k.kke/;s Ogk;yk ifkgts rlk gskrkauk
fnlr ukgh- mPpf’k{k.kkrhy Humanities, Commerce ;k foHkkxke/;s Qkj deh izek.kkr vk;lhVhpk
mi;ksx dsY;k tkr vkgs- R;kyk vusd dkj.ks vkgsr- tls Funding, bekjr] ra=KkukaP;k lk/kukapk vHkko
vkf.k egRokps dkj.k Eg.kts f’k{kdkaph uohu ra=Kku f’kd.;kph ekufldrk bZ- ekfgrh o ra=KkukP;k
;qxke/ks vk;lhVhPkk mi;ksx dj.ks vR;ar xjtsps vkgslanHkZxzaFk %
1- izk- dksyrs ,l-,e- : ekfgrh ra=Kku vkf.k O;kolkf;d ekfgrh dk;Z i/nrh : frljh
vko`Rrh%2011 fiaiGkiwjs vW.M da- ifCy’klZ] ukxiwj2- lkS- xkoaMs lq"kek fujt % ekfgrh ra=Kku vkf.k O;kolkf;d ekfgrh izfdz;k % izFke vko`Rrh :
fiaiGkiwjs vW.M da- iCyh’klZ] ukxiwj-
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vuqlwfpr tkrhrhy efgykaoj f’k{k.kkpk vkf.k vk/kqfudrspk izHkko
es?kjkt ikjlukFk esJke
Lka’kks/kd jk-la-rq-e- fo|kihB ukxiwj
Email Id:-meghraj9282@gmail.com

izLrkouk%
jk"VkP;k fufeZrhe/;s vktgh efgyk vkiY;k ftoukP;k izR;sd {ks=kr izxrh djhr vkgsrfL=;kaP;k lkekftd ntkZpk fopkj djrkauk izR;{k O;ogkjkr L=h dks.krk ntkZ miHkksxkr gksrh o rkRohd
ikrGhoj fryk dks.krk ntkZ iznku dsyk gksrk ;kpk fopkj vkiY;kyk djkok ykxsy okLrfod ikgrk
vkiY;k ns'kkrhy 78 VDds yksd ts xkokr okLrO; djrkr frFks vktgh fL=;kaph fLFkrh vR;ar
n;fu; vkf.k 'kks"khr Lo:ikph vkgs- vk/kqfudhdj.kkph izdzh;k xkoksxkoh iksgpyh rjhlq/nk
efgykalnHkkZrhy lkekftd n`"Vhdksu iw.kZr% cnyysYkk ukgh- vk/kqfudrspk gks.kkjk izHkko gk R;kaP;koj
d'kkizdkjs gksr vlrks gs Li"Vi.ks lkaxrk ;sr ukghlkekftd n`"Vhdksukrwu fL=;kauh fLFkrh rjh ijaijkxr cuysyh vkgs- 24 rkl dke dj.ksviekutud =klnk;d thou ?kjx`gLFkhrhe/;s brjkaph lsok dj.;kr pkyysyk osG ykt vkf.k
iMN;ke/;s ?kqVeGr thou tx.kkjh L=h vktgh lektkr igko;kl feGrs egkjk"Vª egkRek Qwysauh
loZp fL=;kaP;k mRd"kkZpk ik;k jpyk gksrk- o R;kuqlkjp lkekftd ifjorZukph y<kbZ lq: >kyh gksrhckcklkgsc vkacsMdjkauh gh y<kbZ ftad.;klkBh fL=;kai;Zar dk;n;kph 'kL= iwjfoyh th nyhr L=h
lektkrhy tkrh; O;oLFksP;k fun;Z O;ogkjkph cGh Bjr gksrh- fryk f'kdk;yk ykoys vkf.k la?k"kZ
djk;yk f'kdohys ;k ns'kkrhy lqf'k{khr yksdkaP;k laLd`rhiklwu [kwi nqj jkghysY;k nfyr@ vuqlwphr
tkrhrhy efgykauk fodklkpk ekxZ eksdGk dsykegkRek Qqys vkf.k efgyk%&
ns'kkrhy 19 O;k 'krdkrhy o iqujTthouoknh pGoGh ;k mPpHkzq fL=;kaP;k eqDrhlkBh
gksR;k- R;ke/;s nfyr fL=;kaPkk fopkj dsyk xsyk uOgrk- ;kyk viokn dsoG egkRek Qwys gksr-s 1853
lkyhp e- Qwys ;kauh ^r`rh;jRu* ukVdkP;k ek/;ekrwu dfu"B oxkZrhy yksdkaP;k NGkph ekaM.kh dsyh
gksrh- gtkjks o"kkZiklwu tqyeh lektO;oLFksdMwu gks.kk&;k vLi`';kaP;k 'kkjhfjd] ekufld vkf.k
vkfFkZd 'kks"k.kkph vkf.k vesfjdsrhy fuxzks yksdkaizek.ks nfyrkauk feG.kkÚ;k okx.kqdhph tk.kho
baXyaMP;k jk.khyk d:u fnyh xsyh gksrh- nfyr fL=;k lkodkj o HkkaMoynkj ;kaP;k vU;k;kyk cGh
iMr gksR;k- ;k fojks/kkr e- Qwys ;kauh vkokt mBoyk gksrk- e- Qqys ;kaP;k cjkscjhus lkfo=hckbZ Qqys
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;kauh vLi`'; efgykaps nq%[k tk.kwu ?ksrys- e- Qqys nkaiR;kauh fL=;kalkBh o vLi`';kalkBh ,desdkaP;k
lYY;kus dk;Z dsy-s R;kaP;k dk;kZph ikspikorh Eg.kts eqDrk lkGoh ukokP;k vLi`'; eqyhus rRdkyhu
lektO;oLFksP;k fOk:/n fy[kk.k dsys gksrs- frus EgVys dh] ^^vkEgkayk osn okpw nsr ukghr] rj
vkEgkayk /keZiqLrd ukgh- bekjrhP;k ik;kr vkEgkayk rsy'ksanwj iktwu iqj.;kpk o vkepk fuoZ'k
dj.;kpk dze pkyfoyk gksrk- R;kle;h egkj vFkok ekax ;krwu dks.kh rkyhe[kkU;kiq<wu xsys vlrkl]
xqyVsdMhP;k eSnkukr R;kaP;k f'kjkpk psaMw o nq¸;e o ryokjhpk nkaMw d:u nksup eqyHkwr tkrh
vk<Grkr- R;kaP;k ,d:irsrwup laLd`rh Eg.kts lalkj fuekZ.k gksrks vkf.k R;k Onkjsp ekuoh laLd`rh
mn;kyk ;sr-s
Hkkjrh; jkT;?kVusizek.ks fL=;kauk lektkr iq:"kkaP;k cjkscjhpk ntkZ vkgs- izR;{kkr ek= L=hyk
nq¸;e gkp ntkZ vkgs- ?kVusus L=h o iq:"kkauk leku gDd fnys vkgsr- i.k rjhgh lektkr fryk leku
ntkZ izkIr >kysyk ukghlkjka’k
Lokra«;kuarj nfyr L=h;kaP;klanHkkZr ys[kukph lq:okr >kyh- vuqlwfpr tkrhP;k L=h;k R;kaP;k
L=h;kauk dls NGrkr- ;kps o.kZu osxosxG;k lektlq/kkjdkauh Li”V dsys vkgs- ‘kkarkckbZ dkacGs
;kauk mPp o.khZ;kauh okGhr VkdY;kpk =kl lgu djkok ykxyk gksrk- lao.kZukP;k ykdMkph eksGh
usoqu VkdY;kl R;kr tG.kkr ,[kk|k dkiMkpk /kkxk jkgw u;s ;kph dkGth ?;koh ykxr vls- ijarq
vk/kqfudhdj.k izfdz;sP;k ek/;ekrwu L=h;kauk f’k{k.kkP;k vf/kdkj izkIr >kyk vkg-s vkf.k rsOgkiklwup
lektkrhy L=h;klanHkkZrhy vfu”V izFkk iajijk R;k gGwgGq deh gksr xsY;k vkf.k vktP;k fLFkrhr
L=h;k iq:”kkalkcs r iRz ;ds {k=s kr dk;Z djrkauk fnlr vkgslanHkZlwph
1- xoGh Vh-,- ¼laik½ MkW- ckcklkgsc vkacsMdj xkSjo xzaFk] izpkj izdk’ku] dksYgkiwj- 1991] i`499
2- Hkkxor fon;qr] jsxs ‘kfeZyk] iylkus oanuk] L=h thoukph xqarkxqar] fodkl v/;;u dsanz
izdk’ku] eqacbZ] vkWxLV 1994] i`- 653- Ikxkjs e-lq]nfyr lkfgR;kpk bfgkl] iz’kkar izdk’ku] ukxiwj] 2005] i`-38
4- Ukjds gjh ¼laik½ egkRek Qqys lkfgR; vkf.k pGoG] MkW- ckcklkgsc vkacsMdj] egkkRek Qqys
vkf.k jkt”khZ ‘kkgq pfj= lk/kus izdk’ku lferh] egkjk”Vªkr ‘kklu] eqcbZ] 2006]i`419
5- Ekuksgj ;’koar] MkW- vkacsMdj vkf.k L=h eqDhps ;q/n] ;qx lk{kh izdk’ku] ukxiwj] tkusokjh
2006] i`-12
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MOBILE LEARNING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DR. YOGESH S. NIRMAL
Asstt. Professor,
Degree College of Physical Education, Amravati
Abstract: Information and Communication technology (ICT) is a force that has changed
many aspects of the way we live. In PhysicalEducation field, teachers use various innovative
techniques to teach the students. One among them is M-Learning (Mobile Learning). It
provides “anytime, anywhere,” access to resources, can have a tremendous impact on
teaching learning, coaching and student collaboration. This device is useful for teaching
physical education. The aim of this paper is to present some possible ways to apply mobile
phone technology within physical education lessons and also within other sport activities.
Mobile applications available on Android and iPhone platforms help users to better
understand personal results concerning fitness level and give information about the benefits
of physical exercises on the human body. Giving more value to the children's pleasure and
easiness to use mobile phones, within physical education lesson, through it, the teacher
may encourage the pupils to monitor the run rhythm, to measure the distances and the run
velocity, to record the calories, to monitor the heartbeat, and to calculate the body mass
index. From another perspective, during the other sport activities, the mobile phone
technology could be used to configure the track by using GPS, in order to prevent injuries, to
indicate altitude, to count the number of steps, and the quantity of water needed by the
body.
Key Words:-Mobile Learning, Information and Communication technology(ICT)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In this twenty-first century, we are all living in the age of Digital Technology. Information
and Communication technology (ICT) is a force that has changed many aspects of the way
we live. ICT has been used world-wide to help people in business, trade, marketing, science,
education and etc. Information Communication Technology in education has made it
possible for students, teachers, specialists and researchers to collaborate with each other in
diverse ways. The explosion of wireless technologies has created a new dimension in
education. Wireless, which provides “anytime, anywhere,” access to resources, can have a
tremendous impact on teaching learning, and student collaboration. M-learning or ‘mobile
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learning’ is atype of learning that takes advantages of learning opportunities offered by
mobile technologies.
An efficient teacher would find ways of using various tools, as mobile devices for teaching
skills to the students.It allows teachers to insert domain data into the application(lesson,
assignment, tests etc.).The data documents are html documents. Both students and the
teacher have an access to the databases of the application, and they communicate with
each other via SMS, email or the databases. This Technological development in recent years
has brought to the attention of specialists in physical education and sports. Many mobile
electronic devices are able to record and interpret various parameters of the physical effort.
Physical Education classes are incorporating mobile technology as a means of improving
class involvement and enthusiasm. Technological innovation has long been fused with
sports both on and off the field and, due to the explosive growth of mobile technology,
sports analysis applications have now become more affordable and accessible to the
everyday user. As a result, Physical Education teachers are capitalizing on this availability
and looking to mobile technology solutions to enhance class time with pupils. They use
various tools to improve their teaching and learning asFlip Video Camera, MP3
Player/Recorder, mobile phones, iphones etc. They can use various functions or apps of
phones for teaching and learning process.
 Calendar –– Students use the phone’s calendar as a diary for recording important
dates and information.
 Clock/Stopwatch –– Use the inbuilt stopwatch and alarm to help organize and time
training sessions.
 SMS –– Use this feature and a service such as www.smsexpress.com.au to send bulk
messages to more than one phone from your laptop. Easily allows for instant
communication with a large group or class. Use it as an alternative to paper and pen
during a sports session or camp and have students answer questions based on their
participation.
Works Cited
 Kopeccky, K., 2014. New trends in the development of mlearning with focus on
tablets and other mobile devices, The 10th International Scientific Conference on
eLlearning and software for Education. Bucharest, April 24 – 25
 Vâlcu, D., Sabău, E., Niculescu, E., 2014. E-training mobile devices and applications
for sport professionals. The 10th International Scientific Conference on eLlearning
and software for Education. Bucharest, April 24 – 25
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fu"dke deZ;ksxh lar xkMxsckckaps 'kS{kf.kd fopkj
izk- usehpan ,Q- pOgk.k ¼ejkBh foHkkx½
lq-uk- dyk o m-[ks- okf.kT; egkfo|ky;]
vdksyk 9423134268] nfchavan@gmail.com
xsY;k vkB’ks o"kkZiklwu egkjk"VªkP;k ekrhr lar Kkus’oj] lar ukenso] lar tukckbZ] lar
,dukFk] lar rqdkjke] lar jkenkl] lar xkMxsckck] jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt v’kh ,d eksBh
larijaijk ukanr vkysyh vkgs- lektlq/kkj.kk vkf.k /keZlq/kkj.kk v’kk nqgsjh Hkwfedsrwu lkekftd
lerslkBh ;k larkauh osxosxG;k dky[kaMkr izcks/ku dsysys vkgs- vkt egkjk”Vªkr tks iqjksxkeh fopkj
:tysyk vkgs R;kps Js; ;k larijaijsykp |kos ykxrs- e- tksrhck Qqys] N- ‘kkgq egkjkt] MkWckcklkgsc vkacsMdj ;k lektlq/kkjdkuhgh larkaP;k fopkjapk vknj d:u lektlq/kkj.ksph pGoG iq<s
usyh gksrh- lar xkMxsckck lq/nk iqjksxkeh fopkjlj.khps lariq:”k gksr-s *vfo|seqGs xrh] erh] foRr
tkrs o ekxklysi.k ;srs* gs e- QqysaP;k vfo|sP;k vuFkkZps eeZ ckckaP;k y{kkr vkY;keqGs ifjorZukph
[kw.kxkB cka/kwu rs ?kjkckgsj iMys gksr-s 1905 e/;s x`gR;kx dsY;kuarj xkMxsckckauh yksdf’k{k.kk}kjs
xzkeh.k ek.klkaP;k gkMheklh f[kGysys vusd yksdHkze nwj dj.;kpk ;’kLoh iz;Ru dsyk- xkMxsckckaph
yksdf’k{k.kkph gh fnaMh Hkkxor lIrkg fdaok lRlaxke/;s gksr vlysY;k izopu] ikjk;.kklkj[kh uOgrh]
rj ek.klkph vkf.k ek.kqldhph uO;k vf/k”Bkukoj fuekZ.k >kysyh ,d yksdpGoG gksrhlar xkMxsckck Lor% fuj{kj gksr-s i.k R;kauh f’k{k.kkps egRRo vksG[kysys gksr-s ;k vKkukeqGs
lkekU; ek.klkaph fdrh v/kksxrh gksrs] d’kh fiGo.kwd gksrs] inksinh R;kyk dls yqckMys tkrs ;kpk
tGrk vuqHko R;kauh Lor%p ?ksryk gksrk- vki.k f’kdyks ukgh ;kph ifgyh tkf.ko xkMxsckckauk >kyh
rh ekekuh okjaokj dtkZph ijrQsM d:ugh ‘ksrh fxGad`r djk;yk vkysY;k frdMs lkodkjkatoGhy
dtkZP;k fg’ksckph ogh okprk vkyh ukgh rsaOgk ckckaP;k O;fFkr eukus rsOgkap fo|sph ‘kDrh] fo|sps
rst] vkf.k fo|sph fde;k tk.kyh gksrh- f’k{k.kkph tk.kho d:u ns.kkÚ;k g;k izlaxkus R;kaP;k laiw.kZ
thoukyk dykV.kh feGkyh- vlk izlax dq.kkojgh ;sÅ ‘kdrks ;kph rhoz tk.kho R;kauk >kyh] Eg.kwu
f’kdys ikghts- vkiY;k eqykckGkauk f’kdfoys ikghts vlk fopkj ckckaP;k eukr vkyk- ckckaP;k ;k
fopkjkauk d`rhps HkDde vf/k”Bku gksr-s vKkukeqGs vki.k dls ukMY;k tkrks] lkodkjh ik’kkr vki.k
dls vMdrks rs lkaxrkauk ckck Eg.kk;ps & ^^yksd f’kdqu ‘kgk.ks gksrkr] rqEgkyk dkyk v{kj HkSal
cjkcj! ex lkodkj rqEgkyk Qlorks] rks fg’ksc djrks- ek?k] Qkx] gksGh] f’kexk pkj efg.ks gk
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ikpok- ikapk ikapk iaP;kgRrj- R;krys rhu lksMwu fnys] [kkyh mjys mB;kRrj---- vkf.k rqEgh
cSyklkj[ks ekuk Mksykork- rqeP;k cq/nhyk djkos rjh dk;\** f’k{k.k ulY;koj ek.klkaps dls
‘kks”k.k gksr vlrs- ;kpk nkgd vuqHko xkMxsckckauk Hkzearh djrkauk vkyk- eqcabZyk dkekoj
vlysY;k eqykps i= vkY;kuarj okpwu ?ks.;klkBh ,d egkj cki i= ?ksowu xkokrhy dqyd.;kZdMs
tkrks- ^vk/kh ek>h ykdMs QksMwu ns] ex nk[korks okpwu* v’kh Li”V vV ?kkywu dqyd.khZ egkjktkus
R;k ckikadMwu xkMhHkj ykdMs QksMqu ?ksryh- j.kj.kR;k mUgkr] mik’khiksVh] jDrkps ik.kh d:u ^eqykaph
[kqyk’kh letqu ?ks.;klkBh R;kus ykdMs QksMyh [kjh] i.k R;k egkjktkyk xkBhph rhu ykdMs dkgh
QqVr uOgrh- fcpkjk cki dGdGwu Eg.kkyk] ^^nknk] rqEgkyk okpk;pa ulay rj rs ijr |k- ?ksrks
dqBwurjh okpwu] i.k ;k xkBh QksMk;ph rkdn Ugk; eyk-** rsaOgk dqyd.khZ Eg.krkr & ^^rj ex i=gh
ijr feG.kkj ukgh rqyk-** gk lkjk rek’kk xkMxsckck c?kr gksr-s egkj ckikP;k gkrkrhy dqÚgkM ?ksowu
ckck lxGh ykdMs QksMwu Vkdrkr- ‘ksoVh i= u okprkp dqyd.khZ egkjkt ijr d:u nsrkrckckykgh dqBs i= okprk ;sr gksr\s rs [kfty >kys] vkf.k Eg.kkys & ^^ckck] rq vkf.k eh nks?ksgh
xk<o vkgksr] pkj v{kjs f’kdyks vlrks rj ek>h vkf.k rq>h voLFkk v’kh d’kkyk >kyh vlrh\
f’k{k.kkf’kok; ek.kql /kksaMk] uqlrk cSy curks- ohrHkj iksVklkBh fnolHkj d”V d:u vk;q”;Hkj
xqyke Eg.kwu tx.kkÚ;k ek.klkrY;k tukojklkj[kk fdaok ejsi;Zar fueqVi.ks tx.;klkBh f’k{kk
Hkksx.kkÚ;k tukojklkj[kk!** ;k izlaxkuarj xkMxsckckauh ‘ksoVi;Zar vkiY;k dhrZukr f’k{k.kkP;k
ekgkRekoj tksjnkj izopus dj.;kpk ifjikB pkyw BsoyklanHkZ xzFk
1- ^yksdksRrj xkMxsckck % thou vkf.k dk;Z* & izk- n- rk- Hkkslys
xzaFkkyh] nknj] eqacbZ] ikpoh vko`Rrh 10 ekpZ 2009
2- ^lar xkMxsckck* & izcks/kudkj ds- lh- Bkdjs
lerk izdk’ku] ukxiwj] iz- vk- 26 vkWDVkscj] 2001
3- ^Jh xkMxs egkjkt* & xks- uh- nkaMsdj
eWtsfLVd izdk’ku] eqacbZ] uooh vko`Rrh] tkus 2006
4- ^ejkBh xzkelsod* ¼Jh lar xkMxsegkjkt fo’ks”kkad½
fu;rdkfyd] ukxiwj] 2003] vad 4 Fks
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HUMAN RIGHTS RELETING TO WOMEN AND THEIR BARRIES IN
INDIA
NIRAJKUMAR D. AMBHORE
Asstt. Professor
Shri. Nathmal Goenka Law College, Ratanlal Plots, Akola. 444001.
Mobile : 9890947564, Email :nirajkumarambhore@gmail.com
Human rights means human being are born equally. Every human being life with
human dignity, dignity of the individual. These rights possessed by every human being
inrrespective of nationality, race, religion, sex, opinion etc. Constitution of india confers
constitutional rights to women state also empowering to make special provision relating to
women.
Constitution being a living Organ is not pedantic legal text, constitution supreme law
of land, determine power and function of state organ ; Its embodies human values ,
cherished principle, spiritual norms. It upholds the dignity of human being.
Constitutional Provisions and privilege Article 14 :The equal protection of law is positive concept is affirmative action of state. The
legislation have power to enact laws for the protection and upliftment of women. Article 14
permits reasonable classification relating to women. The provision shows that women in
India enjoy rights of equality and any discrimination against them is violation of article 14 of
the constitution.
Article 15 :Pronounces that state shall not discriminate against any citizen on the ground of
religion, race, caste, sex.
Article 15 (3) :State making any special provision for women & children.
Article 16 :Provides for equality of opportunities in matters of public appointment for all
citizens. Further provides no citizen shall on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex the
discriminated on any employment or office under the state.
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Article 21 A :Right to Education – The state shall provide free and compulsory education to all
children of the age of 6 to 14 years in such a manner as the state may, by law determine.
Article 23 :Prohibition of traffic in human being and force labour.
Article 39 :The state shall direct its policy towards securing all citizen, men & women equality
the rights to an equal means of livelihood.
Article 39 (d) :That there is equal pay for equal work for both man & women.
Article 39 (e) :That the health and strength of workers man & women& the tender age of children
are not abused and that citizen are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations
unsuited to their age or strength.
Article 42:The state shall make provision for securing just and humane conditions for work and
for maternity relief.
Article 45:Provides for free and compulsory education for the children.
Article 51-A (e) :Fundamental duty on every citizen to renounce the practices derogatory to dignity
of women.
Conclusion:
In order really bring women empowerment in the Indian society, it needs to
understand and eliminate the main cause of the ill practices against women which are
patriarchal and male dominated system of the society. It needs to be open-minded and
change the old mind set against women together with the constitutional and other legal
provisions. Women education is important specially rural areas for improving social
economic status of women. An educated women bring prosperity. Women are mother
wood of nation.
References :
1. Constitutional law of India by Dr. J. N. Pandey,
2. Bare act professional 2001 vol. 29.
3. Human Rights by A. N. Sen, Siddhartha Bawa
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ईमेल- tayade.jitendra7oct@gmail.com, मोबाईल :- 9890755670
सारांश :ई-कॉमस हणजे ाचीन भौितक िविनमय णाली बदलून निवन तं

ानावर आधारीत िविनमय

णालीचा वापर करणे होय. वतमान बाजारपेठ ही एक िनि त े ात मायादीत राहीलेली नसुन जागितक
बाजारपेठ झालेली आहे. इंटरनेट व मोबाईल या सहा ने घरबस या कोणतेही व तु व सेवा खरेदीकरणे व
मु याचे शोधन करणे सहज श य होते. तं

ानाने

ावसाियक

े ात के ले या

ांतीमुळे

ाहकांना,

ापा यांना समाजाला, शासन व थेला व रा ाला यांना अनेक फायदे होतात. जसे ाहकां या संतृ ीत
वाढ, आ थक बचत व सुलभ पदधतीने व तु व सेवांची खरेदी व मु याचे शोधन,

ापारी उलाढालीत वाढ,

शासक य राज वात वाढ व आ थक िवकासाला गती इ यादी.
तुत शोधिनबंधाचा उददेश ई- कॉमस या मा यमा ारे समाजातील िविवध घटकांना िमळणारे
फायदे तसेच भारतातील ई-कॉमस ची स ाि थती यावर काश टाकणे होय.
संशोधन पदधती:- हा शोधा नंबध उपल ध असलेली पु तके , पुव चे कािशत शोधिनबंध, वतमानप े व
गुगल वेबसाईटस वर उपल

असले या दु यम मािहतीवर आधा रत आहे.

तावना :- आजचे युग हे मािहती तं
आहे आिण यां या सहा याने

ानाचे युग असुन इंटरनेट व मोबाईल यांचा वापर सव वाढला

ावसाियक

े ात

ांती घडू न आली आहे. आज शहरी तसेच

े ातील ब ताश: लोक व तु व सेवा खरेदी कर यासाठी इले

ामीण

िनक साधनांचा वापर करीत आहेत.

इंटरनेट व मोबाईल या सहा याने घरबस या एका ि लकवर व तु खरेदी करणे सेवा ा करणे, रकमेचे
शोधन कं वा ह तांतरण करणे इ यादी सव
वतवणुक त अमुला बदल होवून

ापार व

या सहज

के या जाऊ शकतात. यामुळे

वसाय े ात आधुिनकता िनमाण होत आहे.

ाहकां या
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ई-कॉमस हणजे व तु कं वा सेवा खरेदी व िव
ठकाणी व तुंचे

कर यासाठी आिण एका ठकाणा न दुस या

व रकमेचे भौितक कं वा िडजीटल पदधतीने थानांतरण कर यासाठी इले

ॅािनक

पद तीचा उपयोग करणे होय.
ई-कॉमस या िवकासामुळे जुनी भौितक िविनमयाची पद ती कालबाहय होत आहे. आज या
युगात ई-कॉमस चा उपयोग
ाहकांना िविवध

ाहकांना फ

व तु व सेवा खरेदी कर यापूरता मयादीत नसुन यामुळे

कारची मािहती िमळते. इंटरनेट ारे कमीत कमी वेळा जा तीत जा त लोकापयत

पोहचणे आिण ाहक िनमाण करने श य होते. ई-कॉमसमुळे उ पादकतेत वाढ होवून बाजारपेठेचा िव तार
हो यास, उ पादन खचात कमी, व तु या कमतीत कमी आिण सेवां या दजात सुधारणा होत आहे.
ई-कॉमस ारे सामाजाला िमळणारे फायदे :ाहक,

ापारी उ पादक, अिधकोष, शासन व सवसामा य जनता हे समाजाचे िविभ घटक

आहेत. ई-कॉमस या िवकासामुळे समाजातील सव घटकांना अनेक फायदे होत आहेत व यांचे काय सोपे व
सुलभ होवून यां या समाधान पातळीत वाढ होत आहे.
ई-कॉमस या मा यमाने समाजातील िविभ घटकांना िमळणारे फायदे.
िन कष :इंटरनेट चे जाळे जगभर पसर यामुळे

ावसाियक

े ात

ांतीकारी बदल झालेले आहेत.ई-

कॉमसचा उपयोग के यामुळे समाजाला अनेक फायदे होतात यामुळे ाहक ,उ पादक जनसामा य शासन
अ या सव घटकावर सकारा मक परीणाम दसुन येतो आिण यामुळे देशा या आ थक व सामािजक
िवकासाला चालना िमळत आहे.भारतात उपल ध असले या नैस गक व मानवी संसाधनाचा यो य माणत
उपयोग के यास आ थक िवकासाला खुप वाव आहे
संदभ :


Abhijeet Choudhary, Business and E-commerce, Mc- Graw hill, New Delhi
Agrawal Kamlesh N and Agrawal Deeksha, Business on the Net Introduction to ECommerce: Macmillon, New Delhi
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DIGITAL LIBRARY NEED OF 21ST CENTURY
PRAVIN ANANTRAO JOSHI
M.E.S. Arts & Commerce College Mehkar
E-mail ID :- mesacclibrary@gmail.com, Mobile No :- 9850927424
Abstract
The main reason for Information explosion is arrival of internet and to access all this
information properly Digital Library is the need of 21st century. The Digital Libraries have
emerged as a crucial component of global information infrastructure, adopting the latest
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to promote an organizational structure
that encourages communication and resource sharing between the academician and
scholars across the nations. This paper aims to study the What actual digital Library means
with its advantages Need, Objectives, architecture, advantages, services of Digital Libraries.
Key Words : Digital Library, Repository, ICT, Digital Library Initiative
Introduction:In an era of 21st century due to information explosion is huge amount of information is
produced and new knowledge is created within a days. There is tremendous change in the
technology related to the entire field including Library. In more recent years digitization of
information & use of Internet is widely done. In this era Google’s growing popularity,
increase in CD-ROM products, Multimedia Information, Audio, Video, Images and sound,
text, for this Digital Library concept is arrived. The term digital library was first popularized
by the DARPA/NASA Digital Libraries Initiative in 1994. It is a later stage of electronic library.
In digital library Information resources is encompassed, organized, published & retrieved.
For students, academia, researcher and all of those who need the information, Digital library
is one stop shop. A Digital Library set of documents in well organized electronics form which
is available on the Internet or on CD-ROM. Internet-based digital libraries can be updated on
a daily basis. On the Internet for the proper use of Digital Library optical fiber, broadband
connection is used. On CD-ROM, the amount of data is limited to specific size per disk, but
access is generally much faster than on an Internet connection. The main limitation of CDROM is the fact that updating cannot be done as frequently as on the Internet. Digital
libraries will start gaining ground in India in the present century.
Methodology:A descriptive study of Digital Library is conducted using various books and useful websites.
In this study all the aspects regarding Digital Library are maintained.
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Definition (by DLF)
‘Organizations that provide the resources, including the specialized staff, to select,
structure, offer intellectual access to, interpret, distribute, preserve the integrity of, and
ensure the persistence over time of collections of digital works so that they are readily
available for use by a defined community or set of communities.’
Why we need digital library in 21 century
 Expedite the systematic development of procedures to collect, store, and organize,
information in digital form.
 Promote efficient delivery of information economically to all users.
 Encourage co-operative efforts in research resource, computing, and communication
networks.
 Strengthen communication and collaboration between and among educational
institutions.
 Take leadership role in the generation and dissemination of knowledge
ConclusionThe Indian digital libraries should create an Indian information infrastructure in which the
resources of universities, governments, businesses and industry are linked to form a
cohesive national digitized information service. The service will provide seamless access to
sources across different systems using a variety of formats. To solve the problem regarding
the Digital Library or the Digitization there should be training programmes like Workshops,
Conferences etc through which the proper guidance should be given to the professionals, so
that they able to know about the things in a better way. Digital libraries are going to meet
the present demand of users. The initial cost of digitization is high but once digitization is
introduced then the cost to manage this collection will be cheaper than that of any
traditional library. The digital librarian will become the guardian of digital information.
Digital librarians add values and can make digital libraries truly useful and user friendly. The
Library/Information Centre has to overcome the inhibitions and look ahead for the
betterment of information services to the user community by successfully adopting the
digital technology.There will be continuing expansion of digital library activities. Digital
libraries provide an effective means to distribute learning resources to students and other
users. Digital Libraries present opportunities and challenges for the library and information
communities.
References : Phadake D.N.: Library sangnakikaran & aadhunikaran (2012) Universal Publication
 Wadhera, Samita. 2007. ―Development of skills and competencyin knowledge
managers to manage the resources of the 21stcentury
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A STUDY ON NATURE OF AGGRESSION BETWEEN MALE AND
FEMALE BASKETBALL SHOOTERS
DR. R.S. PATHANIA
Associate Professor, Sant Baba Bhag Singh University –Khiala, Jalandhar
randhirpathania@yahoo.com, Mobile No: 9417053777
Abstract
The research was conducted on nature of aggression between male and female basketball
shooters. The sample consisted of 20 Basketball players (10 male and 10 female) selected
randomly from S.D. College Barnala. The main objective of the study was to find out the
nature of aggression between basketball players. Aggression Questionnaire prepared by
G.C. Patti was used to measure the stress level of the subjects. It was found that there is no
significant difference between scores of male and female shooters basketball players. There
is no significant gender difference in Aggression shooters players. Level of significance was
set at .05 level.
Keywords: Aggression, Basketball, players, shooters
Introduction
In 21st country, Physical education is no more a physical training only, or simply body
building or mass drills, or merely indulging in play activities or pertaining to physical fitness
alone. It has emerged as a multi dimensional discipline. The new physical education
emphasizes education through the physical as a philosophical basis for sports, fitness, and
physical education, a philosophy in which activity is believed to contribute to physical,
mental, social and intellectual strength paving way for all round, wholesome and
harmonious development of on individual.
Physical Education as a major discipline is gaining influence through its popularity
and recognition, throughout the world in view of the contribution it makes to achieve the
goals of education. It is consider a vital and integral part of the total education of on
individual.
Sports brain science is a vital component of amusements planning framework and
deals with the way by which distinctive mental states and qualities affect sports execution.
It is the employments of mind science to the issues and issues in the field of diversions as
the issues of recreations individuals are halted extraordinary unique, unpretentious and
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complex. In this manner, the rule inspiration driving recreations mind science is to grasp the
lead of a contender, to change it as shown by the solicitations of conditions, and to redesign
the points of interest for top of the line execution and brightness.
The source of brain science is regularly followed en route for the Greek Philosophers.
The word 'brain science' is gotten from two Greek words 'mind; and 'logos', wherein mind
implies the spirit or mind, and the importance of logos is to discuss, or science or study. In
this way, the strict significance of brain science is the science or investigation of soul. Greek
rationalists trusted that spirit was in charge of different mental exercises, for example,
getting the hang of, considering, feeling and so on. It was trusted that spirit was the
substance or genuine being of a life form, the reason and the standards of life. As the
association of soul to the body and the components of soul couldn't be clarified, a few
scholars endeavored to characterize brain science as an investigation of psyche.
Basketball is considered the game for fun, and this maxim indicates the pleasure one
derives through participating in games and sports. Basketball is one of the most popular
game of today and one of the most popular games in the world.8
As known that game of Basketball was originated in the United States, but with time
it has spread to other parts of the world with the efforts of Y.M.C.A. it is the pleasure and
the thrill the game produces have attracted the people of all ages and classes to play
Basketball or witness the game throughout the world. From beginnings, Basketball has
progresses to be a worldwide game, which have become popular at international levels and
has been accepted at universal level.
BASKETBALL IN INDIA:
Basketball was introduced into India some forty five years ago by the Y.M.C.A. at
Calcutta. Later on when it was established in 1920 at Madras numbering over 4,000 have
taken the game to all parts of India and even to some of the neighboring countries. The
game is rapidly growing in popularity in schools, colleges, Universities, the Army, Navy and
Air Force and Also various social agencies including the Y.M.C.As., Community Recreation
Centers, and Public Playgrounds etc.
References:
1. Bains Jagdish, Gill Jatar Singh, Brar Rachhpal Singh, Essentials of Physical Education
Kalayni Publishers, 2003, P-15.
2. Bains Jagdish, Gill Jatar Singh, Brar Rachhpal Singh, Essentials of Physical Education
Kalayni Publishers, 2003, P-22.
3. Bains Jagdish, Gill Jatar Singh, Brar Rachhpal Singh, Essentials of Physical Education
Kalayni Publishers, 2003, P-14.
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SPORTS SCIENCE FOR 21STCENTURYSPORTS
DR. PUSHPALATA M. DESHMUKH
DR. CHETAK R. SHENDE
(Shri Shivaji College of physical education Amravati)
Introduction:
Sports science is a branch of science that studies the scientific principles during a
sport performance anduses these principles to improve the performance of an athlete in
sport. Sports sciences play a vital rolein the successful sporting performance. Building a
foundation of sound sports training is possible onlythrough utilization of relevant sports
sciences. Sports science helps us understand the physical andpsychological effects of a sport
thereby preventing injury to an athlete involved in the performance of thesport. Disciplines
in sport science explain the best techniques. For a sport and the safest way
ofperformance.Sports science is discipline that studies the application of treatment and
prevention ofinjuries related to sport medicine. The study of sport science traditionally
incorporates areas ofphysiology, psychology and biomechanics but also includes other
topics such as nutrition and diet.Leonardo da Vinci said, “Those who are enamored of
practice without science are like a pilot who goesinto a ship without rudder or compass and
has never any certainty of where he is going.” Sports scientistsand performance consultants
are growing in demand and employment numbers with the every-increasingfocus within the
sporting world on achieving the best results possible. Through the study of science
andsport, researchers have developed a greater understanding on how the human body
reacts to exercise,training different environments and many other stimuli.
Sports Physiology:
Physiology is the study of tissue and functions of living things. So sports physiology
would be the study ofhow the body works and functions during athletic activities. Study of
metabolic activities in plants andanimals is called physiology. Human body is made of
various organs and each organ has its own peculiarfunction, e.g. heart is the chief organ of
circulation, the lungs are the organs of respiration, stomach is fordigestion. The efficiency of
our body depends upon the efficient working of these organs. All organs areinterlinked and
interdependent on each other. Muscles are acting as a machine for converting
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chemicalenergy into mechanical energy. Knowledge of the role of muscular contraction,
oxygen debt and fatigueare necessary to improve sports performance.
Sports Technology:
Sports technology is the application of engineering to sports activities. Sports
technology is growingcontinuously as an exciting subject. The computer is being used in
data collection, scouting and statisticalanalysis of sporting talents. Electronic
instrumentations are helpful to enable the athletes to perform totheir maximum potential.
Sports technologists are introducing new technologies, improving the existingproducts and
methods into the design new and innovative equipment. The best use of innovative
andcreative technological products and using electronic device in the sports field is the need
of day.
Conclusion :
Sports science is one of the most exciting dynamic subjects and it can be adopted to
safely enhance theperformance of the athlete. Sports sciences have grown beyond the
exclusive application of sciencetowards improving competition or performance to improve
health and quality of life.
References :
1 Lee Lerner K. and BrendoWilmoth Lerner (2007), World of Sports Science, Vol. 2, USA
: Thomson Gale.
2 Duane Knudson (2007), Fundamentals of Bio-Mechanics, 2nd Ed., USA : Springer.
3 Sharma, N.P. (2004), Sports Science, New Delhi :KhelSahitya Kendra.
4 Tanva Cassidy (2007), Understanding Sports Coaching, London :Routledge.
5 Uppal A. K. (2001), Principles of Sports Training, New Friend Publications, New Delhi.
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COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF SELECTED POSTURAL DEFORMITIES IN
SCHOOL CHILDREN OF SHIRPUR CITY
MRS. HARSHADA PATIL*
Director of Physical Education & Sports, R C Patel ASC College, Shirpur

VINAY PAWAR PHD**
Director of Physical Education & Sports, H R Patel Arts Mahila College, Shirpur
Abstract
The Purpose of the study was to do the comparative survey of selected postural deformities
in school children of Shirpur city. For this total N=300 students were selected with the mean
age of (16+/-1.23) year from different schools of Shirpur city. Further, the selected subjects
were divided into two intervention group n=150 boys and n=150 girls. The selected postural
deformities were upper limb .i.e. kyphosis (KYH), lordosis (LDS), scoliosis (SLS) and lower
limb i.e. knock knee (KNK), bow leg (BLG) and flat foot (FTF). Gird chart technique, subjective
observation and paper ink were used to assess the postural deformities. Percentage was
applied as statistical tool for the study. The results of the study revealed that percentage of
boys suffering from selected postural deformities were (KYH=28.7%), (LDS=34.7%),
(SLS=15.3%), (KNK=10%), (BLG=6.7%) and (FTF=4.7%). The results of the study revealed that
percentage of girls suffering from selected postural deformities were (KYH=18%),
(LDS=25.3%), (SLS=18%), (KNK=13.3%), (BLG=8.7%) and (FTF=16.7%). Whereas, the
percentage of total N=300 students suffering from postural deformities were (KYH=23.33%),
(LDS=30%), (SLS=16.66%), (KNK=11.6%), (BLG=7.66%) and (FTF=10.66%).
Keywords: - Kyphosis, Lordosis, Scoliosis, Knock Knee, Bow Leg, Flat Foot, Gird Chart
Introduction
The postural refers to the position of the body, this mean the relationship between different
parts of the body, analyzed in a given time frame and space (Fortin C, et al 2011).
Quantitative postural evaluation is based on the feet and legs, the pelvis, the spine, the
shoulders and the head (Kovač S, et al 2014). The body postural is defined by alignment and
orientation of the segments of the body in a vertical position. If the muscles are strong
enough to overcome the gravity of the earth, the body will remain vertical, (Ćirić A, et al
2015) but if the muscles are not strong enough, you can feel tired and the body dissolves
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(Kovač S, et al 2015). In this context, this work should be done. Focus on diagnosing these
body segments. Complete posture and other parts of the body depend on the position of a
part of the body. The minimum position of each part of the body is a prerequisite for proper
posture. Every time activity changes, the position category also changes. A good posture is
defined as a mixing mechanism to achieve customizable body behaviour. There are several
theories to maintain the postural is existed, for example: Ankle and hip strategies (Negrini S,
et al 2005).
Discussion of finding
In present scenario postural deformities are considered as the one of the common problem
easily observes in school going children. Several studies were conducted in different area
regarding the postural deformities among the school children. Most of the studies revealed
that children are suffering from postural deformities from very early age. This study was
carried out with similar purpose to indentify the school going children of Shirpur city
suffering from selected postural deformities like kyphosis (KYH), lordosis (LDS), scoliosis
(SLS), knock knee (KNK) 11.66%, bow leg (BLG) and flat foot (FTF).
The results obtained from 300 school going subjects revealed that, most of the percentage
of student were suffering from postural deformities like (KYH), (LDS), & (SLS) which are
upper body postural deformities. This is due to decreased motor activity, prolonged sitting
on the computer from early childhood, poor posture at school, too many backpacks,
inadequate nutrition, increased traumatic lesions, congenital spinal abnormalities and
spending few hours of exercise. Previously the Muscular fatigue occurs in the spine, due to
this children take incorrect postural and repeated action of the movement lead toward the
postural deformities in further stages (Stamenka Mitova, 2015). The similar results were
found in the study of Róbert Rusnák, et al 2019; M. Srpoňová and Z. Hudáková 2013; J.
Vajičková, 2005).
References:
1. Fortin C, Ehrmann Feldman D, Cheriet F, Labelle H. Clinical methods for quantifying
body
segment
posture. Disabil
Rehabil. 2011;
33:367–83.
doi:
10.3109/09638288.2010.492066
2. Kovač S, Kajmović H, Rađo I, Manić G. Trend projections of body deformities
occurrence between the ages of 5 and 12, metrically objectified and estimated by 3D
postural status screening. Homo Sporticus. 2014; 16:5–13.
3. Ćirić A, Čaušević D, Bejdić A.. Differences in posture status between boys and girls 6
to 9 years of age. Homo Sporticus. 2015; 17:15–20.
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YOGA THE PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT FOR LETHAL
SICKNESSES
PRASHANT B. GAIKWAD
Director of Physical Education
G. B. Murarke Art & Commerce College, Shegaon.(MS)
Email- prashantgaikwad@gmail.com
Abstract
Counteractive action of addictive infections ought to be mind boggling and
methodical and it ought to incorporate preparing of social aptitudes, basic leadership
abilities, family mediation, and so on. Correspondingly, compelling treatment is typically
long haul, deliberate and complex. Physical exercise and yoga can be helpful segments of
exhaustive aversion and treatment programs. Then again, aggressive pro athletics rather
increment the quantity of hazard elements of substance-related issues (wounds, push,
doping, uneven strain, weariness, unequal way of life, and so forth.) Practical involvement
with the utilization of yoga in substance subordinate patients and obsessive players are
referenced. The upsides of yoga incorporate the reconciliation of physical exercise and
unwinding. Adjacent to this, yoga isn't focused, does not require costly hardware and it
tends to be utilized even in patients with serious medical issues. The act of yoga will assist
individuals with controlling the feelings and interests and obstruction control increments
and expels the aggravating components from psyche. Yoga helps in keeping up great
wellbeing and giving opposition, stamina, essentialness and energy to the body. Yoga is the
best remedial and preventive drug. The strength of our body and brain relies upon the
soundness of the wellbeing of our inner organs the heart, lungs, stomach related
framework, organs, nerves framework, solid framework and so forth. Yoga practices
tenderly tone and shape the body, enhance stance, adaptability and add to feeling of
prosperity advancement to positive wellbeing, to the expert in expanding their abilities and
enhance the personal satisfaction.
Introduction
Yoga is an art of right living and it works when incorporated in our day by day life. It
chips away at all parts of the individual: the physical, mental, enthusiastic, mystic and
otherworldly. The word yoga signifies 'solidarity' or 'unity' and is gotten from the Sanskrit
word 'yuj' which signifies 'to join'. Yoga improves the wellbeing of the body and brains. The
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word yoga intends to burden or to unite all parts of the body and psyche. Grasping solidarity
and decent variety, yoga's definitive point is a more profound association with ourselves
and the world around use for some awesome once we influence this association we to can
lead an actual existence of grater bliss, acknowledgment and harmony.
"Yoga" originates from the Sanskrit root yuj, which signifies "to join" or "to burden".
Yoga is a functional guide, not a religion. Yoga is an antiquated workmanship dependent on
a fitting arrangement of improvement for the body, brain, and soul. The proceeded with
routine with regards to yoga will lead you to a feeling of harmony and prosperity, and
furthermore a sentiment of being at one with their condition. This is a straightforward
definition. The act of yoga creates the body solid and adjustable; it likewise enhances the
working of the respiratory, circulatory, stomach related, and hormonal frameworks. Yoga
realizes enthusiastic solidness and lucidity of brain. In the act of Yoga a definitive point is
one of self-improvement and self-acknowledgment.
Yoga the prevention and the treatment for substance-related problems
1. Asthma
The only supportable treatment for asthma lies in yoga. Inhalers can save your life when you
get an asthma attack but for a long-term cure you have to practice pranayama.
2. Diabetes
Diabetes is one of the major incurable diseases in the world. You cannot actually treat
insulin resistance but some yoga asana like the triangle pose can help to regulate your blood
sugar levels.
3. Hypertension
High blood pressure can be caused due to a number of reasons. It is a disease that can be
cured only by regular practice of meditative yoga asana like the pranayama.
Conclusion
Yoga helps in maintaining good health and giving resistance, stamina, vitality and
vigor to the body. Yoga is the best curative and preventive medicine. The health of our body
and mind depends on the soundness of the health of our internal organs the heart, lungs,
digestive system, glands, nerves system, muscular system etc. Yoga exercises gently tone
and shape the body, improve posture, flexibility and contribute to feeling of well-being
promotion to positive health, to the professional in increasing their skills and improve the
quality of life.
References:
1. Williams K, Steinberg L, Petronis J. Therapeutic application of iyengar yoga for healing
chronic low back pain. Int J Yoga Ther. 2003;13:55–67.
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बा मी क रामायण क शार रक श ा म च क सा व ान
ा. प दप खेडकर
संचालक शार रक श ण वभाग

कला, वा ण य व व ान महा व यालय अमरावती

शार रक श ा के मू ल त व खान-पान, रहन-सहन, यायाम, योग एवं खेलकूद आ द
के

वारा जहां शर र को सु ग ठत, सु डौलं एवं सु दर दे हयि ट से स प न

कया जाता है वह उसे

बनाने का वधान

थ एवं नरोगी बनाये रखना भी अ यंत आव यक है। इसके लए

वैघ, औष ध एवं च क सा व ान के सभी उं गो-उपंगो का यथावसर आ य लेना पडता है।
बा मी क रामायण मे शार रक
व थ एवं

नरोगी बनाने के

श ा के
लए

ंथ है

का अ वेशण करते हु ए शर र को

व ान से संबं धत

च क सा औष ध एवं च क साप शा
रामायण एक आकर

व वध प

वभ

आ द के स दभ मे

व धयाँ,

कया गया है। जहां तक वा मी क रामायण म च क सा व ान का
संबं धत
वभ

कसी

ंथ

त य के आलोक मे यह

प ट

मे च क सा व ान अपने पू ण समु

मलता है तथा प

पर वचार- वमश
न है, इस सं दभ म

क बा मी क रामायण मे

वशेष का उ लेख नह

या,

या वणन मलता है। व तु त:

िजसम मानवजीवन से संबं धत स ी प

अघतन खोज के उपरा त पता चलता है

या-

च क सा

च क सा

व ान से

व ान संबंधी

प से कहा जा सकता है क रामायणकाल न समाज
त ि थती म था तथा रोग नवारक वैघ एवं व वध

या धय का भी प रचय रामायण मे भल

कार से मलता है।

वैध एवं च क सक
अयो या नगर ‘वैघजनकुला’ थी आयु वद के च क सक के
वैघ का उ लेख रामायण मे मलता है। रामायण काल मे वैघ राजा

प म ‘ध व त र नाम के
त थे। च कूट मे राम,

भरत से पॅछते
ूं
ह – तु म मु य-मु य वैघ का स मान करते हो क नह ं वैघगण भी राजा
तथा उनके कुटु ि बय के दुख नवारण के लए

येक समय उपल ध होते थे। राजा दशरथ ्
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कु पत कैकेयी को मनाते हु ए कहते है कं – भा म न। तु म अपना रोग बताओ। मेरे यहां बहु त
से च क सा कुशल वैघ ह, िज ह मने सब

कार संतु ट कर रखा है, वे तु ह सु खी कर दगे।

सि त मे कुशलावैघा

व भतु टा च सवश:।

सु खतां वां क र याि त या धामाच व भा म न।
वा मी क रामायण म ‘सु शेण’ नामक वघ का अनेकश: उ लेख
कि क धा मे रहते थे तथ अपनी- अपनी कु शल च क सा

मलता है। यह

वारा राम-ल मण तथा उनक

वानर सेना को कई बार जीवनदान दए।
ािधयाँ
वा मी क रामायण म ‘ या ध’ श द शार रक रोग का घोतक है। रामाय
लोगो म अनेक

कार के रोग ( या धय )

समाज मे

काल न

या त थी। न नहाल से लोटकर भरत,

कैकेयी से पॅ ू छते
ं
ह- महाराज का एैसा कौन सा रोग हो गया था िजससे वे मेरे आने से पहले
ह चल बसेअ ब केना यगा

राजा या धना म यनागते।

उस समय कोई रोग कन आयु व दक कारण से होते थे िजनके वकृ त होने से रोग
क उ पि त होती थी आ द बात का संकते भी रामायण मे मलता है। उदाहरणाथ – रामायण
मे अनामय: ओर

य: अमय: अथात तीन दोश का वणल मलता है। ये तीन दो है – वात-

पत ओर कफ। आयु वद के अनु सार इ ह तीन मे से कसी एक मे वकार उ प न हो जाने
पर कोई न कोई रोग उ प न हो जाता हे । आतु र: रामायण मे आतु र श द रोगी के लए
यु त हु आ है। या धत: द घकाल तक कसी रोग से पी डत यि त को या धत कहा जाता
था। कु ज: पीठ पर कूब होने को कूबड रोग कहते ह। राज श कुशमान क सौ क याएँ कूबड
रोग से

सत हो गयी थी।

शव संर ण

या

रामायण काल मे

च क सक लोग आज क ह भां त शव संर ण क कला मे पू ण स

ह त थे। राजा द क अचानक मृ यु हो जाने पर उनके शव को कुछ वशेष
ओर लेप के

योग

वारा दो तीन दन तक सु र

त रखा जाता था।

कार के तेलो
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YOGA & DIET ON MODERN LIFE STYLE
PROF. GAJANAN VITTHALRAO PATIL
M. S. P. College, Manora
Introduction:In Modern age every one want a elaborate existence style without any stress
and hard work. They use all fastest and earlier effectible things. We all realize Yoga and
balance Diet is maximum essential for Healthy Modern Life Style.
WHAT IS MEAN BY YOGA:Yoga mean Human mind and body join , practice with Historical origins in
Ancient Indian Philosophy, like outer Meditative movement practice used for health reason,
with diverse fashion of Yoga. It isn't only assurer us fitness, Physically, Mentally and incline
us to Spirituality. Yoga is exceptional manner for relaxing frame and thoughts.
MODERN AGE AND YOGA:Our Modern lifestyles style Yoga is a contemporary Gen. Where greater physical
and emotional demands are constantly bombarded upon many vicinity of our life. And the
end result is nearly folks suffer from bodily and mental tension . Such as Stress Anxiety
insomnia. Yoga has hold to all the damaging illnesses like Hypertension and Diabetes which
Bio=manufactured from current day strain. Yoga is great technique and technique for the
attainment and crucial of health. Modern research is slowly uncovered the mechanics of
yoga and explaining time period of it which could without problems to underneath-stand.
Yoga is surprisingly applicable inside the contemporary day touch with anxiety and strain
turning into a part our happy daily life.
YOGA FOR HAPPY LIFE:Many of us suffers incoming inutility temper swing and physical trouble like
returned Ache, Body Ache. Hence Yoga comes into assistance here. Yoga is satisfactory
antidote for the problems of cutting-edge Gen. It‘s not handiest carry strength and fixibility
additionally relax our frame and tenses it. Practice of Meditationmake the thoughts tranquil
and calms it on pranayam enables in that is the purpose with Yoga should to practiced in
this contemporary era.
CONCLUSION -
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Yoga and exercise with balance weight loss plan is considered to be most
important to preserve their health, both mentally and bodily. Regular exercise of yoga and
exercising is the cheapest and maximum sustaining medicinal drug that con be prescribed
for a incredible wide variety of age aliments regular exercise is one enormous, contribution
we need to make towards our personal fitness.
Yoga and balance diet is most important element in human lifestyles , It will make us
healthful and healthy in every way this type of early morning recurring make us extra
stability with life.
Reference :1. Datey KK, Deshmukh SN, DalviCP, Vinekar SL. ―Shavasana‖: A yogic exercise in the
management of hypertension‘. Angiology 1969 ; 20: 325-333.
2. Gopal, K.S., Bhatnagar, O.P. Subramanian , N. and Nishith, S.D. (1973). Effect of
Yogasanas and Pranayamas on blood pressure, pulse rate and some respiratory
functions.
3. Yogasan – Dr. P.D. Sharma - Navneet Prakashan, Mumbai.
4. Yog – Dr. Anil Karvande – Amit Brother Prakashan, Nagpur
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LEISURE AND WOMEN INVOLVEMENT IN SPORTS
PROF. ATMARAM RATHOD
Director of Physical Education, Jijamata College Buldhana
INTRODUCTION Leisure is defined in terms of freedom from constraints of free times after obligatory soda!
duties have been met It is also taken as free time after the practical necessities of life. With
the advancement of Science and Technology sports become overhauled completely. That is
why now a days women have started taking part in almost all games. In the past women
used to spend more time in household chores. But now they finish off their domestic jobs
with the help of modern gadgets. This has increased their leisure. Leisure has positive and
linear relation with sports participation. Now a days, women want to look beautiful. That is
why they taking part in jogging, walking, aerobics, swimming and other sports activities.
Leisure makes their dreams come true. Besides this interest of women in fitness has also led
to an increase in number of women participating in competitive sports activities like Volleyball, Hockey and Basketball etc.
One's leisure is influenced by the one's time spent on doing household chores or other kinds
of works. Henderson,K.A. (1983) did find in study that growth of Science and Technology will
increase women's leisure and positively influence their sports participants. Ontario ministry
of tourism and rec-reation(1980) concluded in its study that more women are participating
sports and recreational activities due to increase of their free times. Jackson (1983) found
that free time influences the women participant in sports and games. Ikulayo (1983) also
supported Jackson's views that free time and desires to get involved in sports influence
sports participation. According to Hendry eta! (1984) school and college going children utilize their free times in sports activities whereas those staying at home and unemployed find
it very difficult to participate in games because they had no means to pass free time.
Melerich Susan (1983) noted that most of women participated in Physical activities so as to
keep themselves fit and have nice figure. As one of women said, "Apart from feeling more
agile, I don't get fat I am now 29 and at my age I have to take care of myself or I will get
flabby. Keller(19B3) found that modernization and leisure has increased the participation of
women in sports activities.
METHODOLOGY
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D.A. V.College Amritsar (Pb)A sample consisting of 200 women 100 each from Himachal and
Punjab the two state of India representing under develop and developed area respectively.
The subjects had participated at State, National, International level competitions.
Standardised questionnaire was employed to collect data regarding relevant variable used
in the study . The date so collected was analysed to see women leisure and its relation with
their involvement in sports. The subjects was divided in two categories on the basis of their
participations. I) The first sample from each state consists of 50 subjects who had
participated in sports from June 1972-82. ii) The second sample also from each state consist
of 50 subjects who had participated in game from July 1982-92.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table I showing numbers of women saying "yes" or "No" to statement "Games and physical
activities make girls look slim and beautiful.
Period

H.P.

Total

Yes

No

1972-82

42(84%)

8(16%)

1982-92

45(90%)

5 (10%)

Punjab

Total

Yes

No

50(100%)

48(96%)

2(4%)

50 100%)

50(100%)

50(100%)

0(0%)

50(100%)

In brief Table-1 and Table-2 bring to light the fact that sports and games keep
women fit and beautiful. So all family members must extend their sports to young women
to take part in sports. Modernization and urbanization are paying a significant role
increasing women involvement in sports with the advancement of Science and Technology
now women have sufficient time at the disposal to participate and out showing in different
sports events. So we can say that leisure has positive relation with women involvement in
sports. It provides opportunity to women to participate in sports activities which make them
social and physically fit mentally alert and emotionally balanced.
References:Henderson, K.A(1983) -perseved freedom" A definition of leisure for women National
recreation and parkar association Congress Kensus city Missouri (Oct.2-5) unpublished PP18
Hamond,M.(1984)Unemployment, school and leisure" Leisure study 3)2)PP175-187.
Ikulayo, P.B. 1983) "Attitudes of girls towards physical Education" Physical Education review
6(1 )PP 24-25.
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TIME MANAGEMENT LESSONS FROM GAMES & SPORTS
PROF. DILIP MORE
Shrimati Kokilabai Gawande Mahila Mahavidyalaya, Daryapur, Dist. Amravati
Introduction:Time is available to all of us every day by the same amount, meaning once it is
gone, it is gone forever. If you manage to think through all aspects of sports & Physical
Education, you will realize that there are many lessons in sports on time. Every minute
counts in sports. The last five minutes of a world cup football game keeps fans at the edge
of their seats. This is especially true if the game is hotly contested. In boxing, every micro
second counts. It can be the difference between life and death.

Preparation
There is a time for everything; a time to practice and a time to play; a time to be
coached and a time to implement. Behind every crowning moment of glory is hours upon
hours of sweat and tears of practice. Top form in sports does not come easy. Reflexes have
to be trained. Bad habits have to be eliminated before competing. It takes tough mental,
emotional and physical preparation to succeed in life.
Do you happen to just do things in life or do you prepare for success? Have you prepared
what you are going to do tomorrow? How often do you set aside practice and preparation
time for your major goals? Did you know that failing to prepare is akin to preparing to fail?
You will never get anything new in life if you keep doing the same things over and over. Your
current situation is the sum result of the preparation you have had so far. If you want to
become something, or be elsewhere, you need to set aside time to prepare for that.

Schedule
Before a tournament begins; a detailed schedule of matches is prepared. The
schedule lists all the teams playing, when they are playing, where they will play and who
they will be playing against.
In the case of cricket world cup, the teams are grouped into… you guessed it
“Groups”. Each group is assigned specific match dates and the winners progress to the next
round.
You should set up a schedule for your commitments to ensure you are not over
stretching yourself and are moving towards your goals. Setting a schedule for your goals and
plans will set you aside from 90% of people who do not do it. Write down your goals and
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allow yourself ample time to achieve your goals. Set a schedule of what needs to be done,
by whom and when. Then stick with it.

Prioritize
Sports men and women are forced to set their priorities. What comes first?
Playing for your country or playing for your team? Shall you attend the wedding or shall you
go and play for your team? Coaches and players alike are forced to make hard choices in the
allocation of their time and resources.
80% of your results will come from 20% of your efforts. It is up to you to decide
where to allocate your time. Decide in advance what tasks you will attend to and what you
will delegate or outsource.
Set up a daily to do list and arrange your priorities according to the order of
importance to your mission. Spend your valuable time on tasks that make a difference.

Deadlines
Remember that yesterday is gone and tomorrow never comes. By the time we get to
tomorrow, it will have changed its name to today. Take action everyday towards your goals.
Understand yourself and your speed when setting deadlines. Unrealistic deadlines can
frustrate you and make you less effective.


Summary
Time is a finite resource that needs to be harnessed for success. Sports and time
are natively interlinked. Effective time management is very useful in every walk of life.
These lessons will definitely help you to improve your performance in everyday life.
References :1.
Tips for Time Management. Retrieved, December 03, 2013, from
http://www.ibuzzle.com/articles/tips-for-time-management.html
2.
Importance of Time Management.Retrieved, December 04, 2013,
fromhttp://goarticles.com/article/Importance-of-Time-Management/8048411/
3.
7 Time Management Lessons From Sports.Retrieved, December 02, 2013,
fromhttp://www.danielngari.com/blog/2009/05/7-time-management-lessons-fromsports/
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CURRENT TRENDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
PROF. KISHOR U. TAYADE
Director, Department of Physical Education & Sports,
Amolakchand Mahavidyalaya, Yavatmal (MS)
Introduction:
The rate of change in higher education is accelerating, forcing institutions to rethink
the way they operate. From the strategies enrollment teams use to retain international
students to the introduction of virtual campus experiences and the addition of chief
diversity officers, higher education institutions are evolving to meet their students’ needs
and the world’s expectations. Institutions globally face these challenges; those that cannot
adapt face mergers, acquisition, or even closure if they cannot remain viable. The trends in
higher education .The issues challenging higher education institutions and provides
strategies for how they can adapt and evolve. While the challenges at hand are new, fastchanging, and complex, they are not insurmountable. With careful analysis and thoughtful
strategies, higher education institutions can make the changes they need to ensure they not
only survive, but thrive.
National and International Enrollments Decline Amid Political Uncertainty
The United States has historically been the leading des na on for interna onal
students to study national and international enrollment tops one students colleges and
educational training programs and supplies in revenue. Aeratidecade of explosive growth in
national and international student enrollment, the trend began to expected to decline
further due to national and global influences. The travel ban, increased global compeon, and
policies affecting government funding and visas for work and study have led to students
seeking educa on elsewhere. As national and international enrollment in the India.
1. Stricter U.S. Immigrate on Policies: The expected to affect a notable amount of
students, including firsthand second-generation immigrant students who may
experience restrictions on returning to their home countries.
2. Uncertain Political Climate: The current political climate has cast a cloud over
national and international enrollment: of current national and international students
express concern over recent political developments, with onethird of over 2,000
students surveyed citing a decreased interest in study in light of the political climate.
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3. Fewer Work Opportunities: Following an executive order from the Trump
administration to the process for acquiring an allowing graduates to work for up to
six years has lengthened. addition, less than one-fourth of employers plan to hire
national and international students; many companies do not want to take a chance
on sponsoring a visa for a graduate whose employment may end prematurely if they
are deported.
4. Emerging Higher Education Hubs: While the historically been the top recruiter of
national and international students, developing countries are seeing an increase in
their national and international enrollment rates.
5. Effects from Brexit: The current government’s decision to leave the students to
worry they will have to pay full international fees and may experience immigration
difficulties. Many students remain skeptical that they will be eligible for student
loans and tuition fees at the same rate as domestic students and worry they will
have to undergo stringent checks on academic ability and English language skills. In
addition, students wishing to study in Europe fear limited access and potentially
higher fees due to Brexit.
JOBCRITICAL PROGRAMS BRIDGE THE COLLEGE CAREER
While unemployment has dropped below 4% for the first time employment
opportunities for recent college graduates have decreased. As grads struggle to find jobs
that maximize their abilities, employers face a “skills gap,” reporting that only half of new
recruits meet the skills needed for their roles. To help close the skills gap and improve the
employment outcomes for graduates, many higher education institutions are providing
more offerings to improve their graduates’ marketability, like job-critical certifications, core
academic offerings embedded with hard skills like computer programming and
mathematics, and opportunities to develop soft skills, like problem solving and organization.
References:
1. Bucher Charles A. Foundation in Physical Education. (St. Louis : The C.V. Mosby
Company. 1983)
2. Frost Bubruben B., Physical Education Practices Principles, Philadelphia, London.
Addison Wesley Pub. Company 1975,
3. hps://www.cnn.com/2018/06/27/poli cs/trump-travel-ban-countries-intl/index.html
hps://www.ny mes.com/2018/01/02/us/interna onal-enrollment-drop.html
4. hps://www.study.eu/ar cle/what-does-brexit-mean-for-interna onal-students-in-theuk
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STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES IN SPORTS
PROF. RAJENDRA ALSET
Director of Physical Education,
Smt. S. R. Arts & Commerce College, Wanoja, Dist.-Washim
Introduction:Stress management refers to the environmental, physiological, cognitive, and
behavioral techniques employed by an individual to manage the factors and components
that underlie the stress process or experience of stress. A primary goal of stress
management in sport is to allow the athlete to effectively regulate competition
related demands to facilitate optimal performance as well as to enhance psychological
well-being. There are numerous stress management techniques that can be classified into
various heuristic categories. Many of these are covered in this entry. However, to
understand why these techniques are effective under specific conditions, it is
important first to understand the stress and emotion process.
Stress management techniques in recreation normally target somatic,
behavioral, and/or cognitive affective signs of pressure. Somatic responses contain the
athlete’s physiological reactions, inclusive of changes in coronary heart charge (HR),
respiratory (R), sweating, gastrointestinal functioning, muscular tension and manage,
student dilation, urinary machine, and salivation. Behavioral responses are the direct
movements taken due to the fact of the stress, which includes engagement or
disengagement insure strategies or activities, as nicely as distraction. Finally, cognitive
affective responses consist of the mind associated with the pressure, including worries,
ideals, apprehensions, and bad expectations about performance in addition to motion
plans to control pressure. Distinguishing among and being aware of each of these factors is
essential for the athlete, train, and SP consultant, as this understanding facilitates to make
certain the right strain control skills are applied.
Effective Stress management also wishes to understand the temporal thing of
the pressure procedure. Stressful transactions in recreation frequently contain
anticipation, disagreement (engagement), and post-engagement stages and can result
in an athlete feeling crushed. Stress management strategies can goal precise tiers or
aggregate of degrees.
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Stress-management facts: Stress is any physical, chemical, or emotional factor that causes bodily or mental
unrest.
 While elimination of stress is unrealistic, management of stress is an attainable
and realistic goal that can be achieved by a number of strategies.
 People with strong social support networks report less stress and fewer negative
symptoms of stress than those who lack social support.
 Stress-management
techniques include relaxation techniques, timemanagement skills, counseling or group therapy, exercise, and maintaining an
overall healthy lifestyle.
 There are hundreds of different relaxation techniques to help manage stress,
including yoga, guided imagery, biofeedback and progressive muscle relaxation.
Stress Management Techniques:Learning to cope with stress and anxiety are vital to an athlete who has to perform in
high pressure situations. The ability to control these feelings of nervousness and
apprehension are vital to perform at the top level. The following are methods of managing
stress:
Conclusion:Stress management techniques can include any intervention that can modify
one or more components of the stress process. Stress management techniques need to
be directed at individual needs and the issue at hand, as well as take into account the coping
resources the athlete has available. As with the acquisition of any skill, application of
stress management techniques requires training, time, and practice. Knowledge is not
sufficient, as it does not guarantee an athlete can apply the necessary skills or program to
his or her specific issue. Application and practice are necessary, and effort is needed on the
part of the athlete to make gains in stress management ability.
Reference :1. https://psychology.iresearchnet.com/sports-psychology/psychological-skills/stressmanagement-in-sport/
2. http://www.manageyourlifenow.com/what-causes-stress-in-modern-life.
3. http://www.livestrong.com/article/371195-stress-management-techniques-forsports/.
4. http://www.teachpe.com/sports_psychology/stress_management.php.
5. https://www.teachpe.com/sports_psychology/stress_management.php
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ekuokvf/kdkj o R;kph ladYiuk
izk- lkxj g- nkanMs
'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k lapkyd] fonHkZ egkfo|ky; cqyMk.kk ¼dyk o okf.kT;½
lkjka’k %
ekuokf/kdkjkph ladYiuk vk/kqfud dkGkr tUekyk vkysyh vkgs- R;kvk/kh v'kk ladYiusph
xjtp lektkr fuekZ.k >kyh ulkoh- baxztkaP;k vkxeukuarjpk dkG vkf.k R;k vk/khpk dkG v'kh
,d <kscG dkyfoHkkx.kh dsyh rj baxztkaP;k iwohZP;k Hkkjrkph lkekftd jpuk vkiY;kyk y{kkr ?;koh
ykxsy- prqZo.kZO;oLFksP;k pkSdVhr vMdysY;k lektkps thou/;s; iw.kZr% v/;kfRed gksr-s /keZ] vFkZ]
dke vkf.k eks{k ;k iq#"kkFkkZP;k ;k ladYiusph lq#okr /keZrÙokiklwu vkf.k 'ksoV eks{kkik'kh gksrksR;keqGs ;k iq:”kkFkkZP;k ikyukr thoukph bfrdrZO;rk ekuyh xsyh gksrh- vFkkZrp iq#"kç/kku
thouO;oLFksyk ;k iq:”kkFkZdYiusph tksM feGkY;kus prqo.kZO;oLFksph pkSdV vlysY;k lekt jpusyk
ekuokf/kdkjkP;k dYiusph xjt Hkkl.;kph 'kD;rkp uOgrh- ijarq baxztkaP;k vkxeukuarj gh ifjfLFkrh
gGwgGw cnyr xsyh- vk/kqfud thouewY;kapk LohdkjklkBh /keZ] laL—rh vkf.k lektjpusph rRos ;kaP;k
fpfdRlsps ioZ lq: >kys- lektjpusP;k mrjaMhph tk.kho >kyh- ;krhy lokZr rGk'kh tx.kkÚ;k
oafprkaP;k fLFkrhps Hkku ;sÅ ykxys vkf.k ^ek.kwl* Eg.kwu tx.;kP;k pGoGhpk çkjaHk >kyk-

ekuoh gDdkpk vFkZ &
ekuoh gDd Eg.kts O;Drhyk Lor%pk lokZafx.k fodkl dj.;klkBh T;k gDdkph xjt vlrs
rh gks;- gDdkaph [kjh fufeZrh gh lkekftd xjtsrwu fuekZ.k gksr-s
izk-,p-ts- ykLdh ;kaP;k ers] ^^gDd Eg.kts lkekftd thoukph v’kh ifjfLFkrh gks; dh
T;kf’kok; O;Drhyk lkekU;r% Lor%pk lokZafx.k fodkl d:u ?ks.ks gksr ukgh-**
MofdZu] ^^ekuoh gDd Eg.kts ekuokyk izkIr >kkysys gDd vkgs dh] R;kps lkoZtfud
fgrklkBh ns[khy jkT;kdMwu mYya?ku gksow ‘kdr ukgh vkf.k jk”Vªh; dk;|kf’kok; ns[khy rs
mi;ksxkr ;sÅ ‘kdrs-**

mís’k &
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1- eqyHkwr xjtk o uSlfxZd gDd feG.;klkBh O;Drhyk lokZafx.k fodklklkBh ekuoh gDd izkIr
d:u ns.ks2- ekuoh gDd gk ns’kkpk fgrkpk ,d vk/kkj vkgs3- ekuoh gDdkpk vFkZ Li”V dj.ks] egRo lkax.ks o R;kP;k e;kZnk lkax.ks-

x`ghrd`R;s &
1- ekuoh gDdkiklwu O;DrheRokph tM.k&?kM.k gksr-s
2- Lor%P;k gDdkcjkscj nqlÚ;kP;k gDdkpk fopkj dj.ks3- vR;kpkj] ng’krokn] xqUgsxkj] ekuoh gDdkl oafpr Bso.;kl dkj.khHkqr vkgsr-

ekuoh gDdkps egRo &
ekuo tUekyk vkY;kiklqu R;kP;k thoukr ekuoh gDdkyk egRo vkgs- O;Drh gk tUekyk
vkyk dh R;kyk tx.;kpk] jkg.;kpk gDd vkgs- lektkr jkgr vlrkauk R;kP;k R;DrheRokph
tM.k&?kM.k gksr-s Lokra«;] lerk] ca/kqHkko] f’k{k.k] laiRrhpk] v’kh cjhp gDd vkgsr rs R;kyk
feGk;yk ikfgtsr gh tj gDd feGkyh ukgh rj rks la?k”kZ djrks- tsaOgk ekuoh gDd fgldkoqu
?ks.;kr ;srkr rsaOgkp la?k”kZ gksrks- vesfjdsr Lokra«;kpk tkfgjukek Qszap jkT;dzkra h gh R;kphp mnkgj.k
gks;- jktkjke eksgujkW; iklwu rs es?kk ikVdj] v..kk gtkjs Ik;Zar loZt.k ekuoh gDdkalkBh >Vrkauk
fnlrkgsr- T;k fBdk.kh tursps fgr vlrs R;k fBdk.khp jkT;kps fgr vlrs- O;Drhpk fodkl gkp
[kjk txkpk fodkl gks; vkf.k rks ekuoh gDdkus iw.kZ gksrks-

1- O;DrheRokph tM.k&?kM.k &
ekuoh gDdkeqGs O;DrheRokph tM.k&?kM.k gksrs- Lokra«;] lerk] ca/kqrk gh gDd O;Drhyk
iznku dsyh rj R;kpk O;fDreRokpk fodkl gksr-s /keZ&oa’k&tkr&nqcZy ?kVd&L=h&iq:”k
rqyuk vlk dks.krkp Hksn u djrk lekursph okx.kqd fnyh rj O;fDreRo ?kMrs-

2- Lkekurspk gDd &
Tkkr] oa’k] /keZ] nfyr] L=h&iq:”k rqyuk u djrk izR;sd t.k ,d O;Drh vkgs vkf.k
izR;sdkyk ,d leku okx.kqd o leku gDd feGk;yk ikfgts- ekuoh gDdkeqGs lokZauk leku
gDd feGw ‘kdrks- leku okx.kqd HksVrs R;keqGs izR;sdkpk fodkl gksrks-

3- f’k{k.kkpk gDd &
dks.krkgh Hksn u djrk loZ Lrjkrhy O;Drhyk f’k{k.k tj fnys rj lekt lqf’k{khr gksbZydks.khgh f’k{k.kkiklqu oafpr vlrk dkek u;s- f’k{k.kkeqGs vkt lektkus panzkoj mMh ekjyh
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vkgs- oSKkfud izxrh gh >ikV~;kus >kkyh vkgs- Eg.kwu L=h&iq:”kkauk lqf’k{khr dj.ks xjtsps
vkgs-

4- viax] o`/n O;DrhP;k fgrklkBh &
vkt fujk/kkj o`/n O;Drh] viax O;Drh] ;kaP;k jkg.;kpk] vkjksx;kpk gDd gk R;kauk feGkyk
ikfgts-

5- ng’krokn &
vkt ekuoh lqjf{krrsph furkar xjt vkgs- R;klkBh ng’krokn laifo.ks xjtsps vkgsckWEcLQksV] ekjkekjh] [kqu] ySaxhd xqUgs] vR;kpkj v’kk izdkjps xqUgs lektkr ?kMr vkgsr;ke/;s loZlkekU; O;Drhpk cGh tkr vkgs- ekuokps thou vlqjf{kr cuys vkgs- R;klkBh
L=h o iq:”kkyk laj{k.k feGkos- lektku eueksdGsi.kkus okojrk ;kos ;klkBh ekuoh
gDdkyk egRo vkgs-

fu"d"kZ &
,danjhr ekuoh gDdkaps ikyu dj.ks jk"Vªh; fgrklkBh vkf.k oS;fDrd fgrklkBh xjtsps vkgsrks gDd feGk;yk ikfgts- rks gDd tj feGkyk ukgh rj O;Drhpk O;fDreRokpk fodkl gksr
ukgh- ekuoh gDdkeqGs ek.kql vkt pkaxY;k izdkjps thou txr vkgs- loZ Lrjkrhy O;Drhyk
ekuo Eg.kqu thou txrkauk vk<Gqu ;sr vkgs- izR;sdt.k gDdkalkBh y<r vkgs- ekuoh
gDdkeqGs ,d O;Drh] lekt] jkT;] jk"Vª] tx le`/nhdMs okVpky djrkauk fnlr vkgs-

LaknHkZxzaFk &
12345-

izk- uandqekj Hkkjacs] fujkyh izdk’ku] ekuoh gDd o lektMkW- 'kSysanz nsoGk.kdj] jkT;’kkL=krhy eqyHkwr ladYiuk] fo|k izdk’ku] vkSjaxkcknizk-Ogh-ch- ikVhy] ^ds* lkxj ifCyds’ku] ekuoh gDdv:.k jkW;] Hkkjr dk jk”Vªh; ekuo vf/kdkj vk;ksx] jk/kk ifCysds’kUlfofo/k orZekui=kkrhy ys[k-
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PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING SPORTS PERFORMANCES
PROF. VINAY S. DEOLE
Vidnyan Mahavidyalaya, Malkapur.
Introduction:Performing at your peak needs fitness, talent connected fitness and mental
preparation. Here we will be looking at how the psychological factors can affect the sports
performance.
Athletes got to remember of psychological factors in sport, the important role
they play and how they contribute towards maintaining health and well being. Being aware
of this will help ensure athletes training and performance is not affected.
1. Motivation:
Motivation could be a force, a drive which prompts, compels, and energizes an
individual to act or behave a particular manner, at a particular time, for attaining the
specific goal or purpose. In the absence of motivation, either there will be no learning, or
very little learning, and the learned activity or skill will be forgotten very soon.
2. Personality:
The human temperament could be a terrifically convoluted structure, delicately
woven of motives, emotions, habits and thoughts, into a patter that balances the pulls and
pushes of the outside world. It is the totality of his being, and includes his physical, mental,
emotional, and temperamental makeup.
3. Anxiety:
Anxiety is a vital ingredient of any competitive scenario and while not sure level
of hysteria, there cannot be competitive performance.
4. Aggression:
Aggression is a desirable behaviors in sports and games for maximum
performance. Players have to be aggressive due to the nature of the games. Frustration is
the cause of aggression. The amount of aggression is usually determined by the level of
frustration produced by the particular situation.
5. Stress:
Stress is the non-specific response of the body to any demands made on it. The
events that produces stress (or) the source of stress are called stressors. In sports stress
decreases one's performances like worrying about the performances.
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We tend to experience stress when we face demands that are difficult to meet,
but which carry serious on sequence, if we fail to meet them. If stress is a long term (or)
chronic it can cause serious harm to both physical and mental health. The psychological
problems such as fear, lack of confidence, inability to cope with situation etc. causes stress.
If the stress goes beyond its normal level it leads to performance deterioration.
6. Tension:
Tension is a nervous reaction to situations. Low level of anxiety is tension.
Tension arises once a goal isn't at once earned. Minimum level of muscular tension is
needed for best motor performance.
Conclusion:
This has crystal rectifier coaches to require associate increasing interest within
the field of sport psychological science and particularly within the space of competitive
anxiety. That interest has focused on techniques that athletes can use in the competitive
situation to maintain control and optimize their performance. Once learned, these
techniques enable the contestant to relax and to focus his/her attention during a positive
manner on the task of getting ready for and taking part in competition. Psychology is
another weapon in the athlete's armory in gaining the winning edge.
References:
1. Bucher, Carles A., "Foundations of Physical Education", 8th Ed., C.V. Mosby Co., St. Louis,
1978.
2. Kamlesh, M.L., "Psychology in Physical Education and Sport", Metropolitan Book Co., New
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4. Skinner, Charles E., "Essentials of Educational Psychology", Asia, Publishing, House, New
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5. Nayan Mudi & other (2011) Psychological Factors Effecting Physical Performance.
International Conference on Current Trends in Education, Physical Education & Sports
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EFFECT OF SIX WEEK LADDER SKILL TRAINING ON VITAL CAPACITY
OF KABADDI PLAYERS
PROF. YOGESH B BHOSLE
Director of Physical Education and sports
Mahatma Phule Arts & Science College, Patur, Akola.
Abstract
The purpose of the study was to know the effect of Effect of Six Week Ladder Skill
Training on Vital Capacity of Kabaddi Players. To achieve this purpose forty (n = 40) male
kabaddi players were randomly selected from Patur who regularly practice in various
mondals. The criterion variable of vital capacity was measured by using the equipment of
Peak Flow Meter. Pre Test was taken after that players were divided into two groups:
experimental group 20 players and control group 20 players. Only experimental group were
underwent 6 weeks ladder skill training and the training was planned with the consultation
of the experts and the training was conducted for six weeks duration. The experimental
group underwent ladder drills training sessions of 20-minute duration on 10-minute recess
period, administered in 6 weeks with three days per week, whereas the control group
adhered to their normal daily activities during recess time. After six week training Post Test
were administered and data were collected, the collected data were analyzed by using ‘t’
test. The level of confidence was fixed at 0.05 levels in all cases. The above table shows that
on the basis of mean difference there was difference between the means of pre and post test
of control and experimental group of Kabaddi Players in reference to vital capacity. To see
this difference is significant or not at 0.05 level of significance. Researcher further calculated
‘t’ test & above table shows that there is significant difference between pre and post test of
experimental group of Kabaddi Players as the calculated ‘t’ value 4.19 is greater than
tabulated ‘t’ value 1.686. But there is insignificant difference found between pre and post
test of control group of Kabaddi Players, as the calculated ‘t’ value 1.256 is lesser than the
tabulated ‘t’ value 2.101. From the above result we found that there is significant difference
between pre and post test of experimental group of kabaddi players compared to control
group. Which means that ladder skill training effect on vital capacity of kabaddi players as
well as it may affect ones health and fitness also? So it can be conclude that ladder skill
training is much better as it can be programmed within a small area. It burn calories much
faster than normal training. Ladder skill training will also boost individual from the deadly
“inactive” category. Ladder skill training also develop the core ability and also promotes
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their participation in a variety of physical activities that involve body movement, and also
helps to increase injury prevention
Keyword: Ladder skill training, Vital capacity, Kabaddi players, etc.
Introduction
An individual who experiences physical health, perform their work at peak
performance, they are free from disease and infirmity. Physical health and wellbeing
involves pursuing a healthful lifestyle to decrease the risk of disease. Maintaining one’s
physical fitness, regular exercise, balanced nutrition, and adequate rest, can protect and
develop the endurance of a person’s breathing and heart function, muscular strength,
flexibility, and body composition and also help to reduce the risk of an injury or health issue.
The training is a process of preparing an individual for any event or an activity or job.
Usually in sports we use the term sports training which denote the sense of preparing
sportspersons for the highest level of performance. But now- a-days sports training is not
just a term but it is very important subject that affects each and every individual who takes
up physical activity or sports either for health and fitness or for competition at different
level. Hence we can say that sports training are the physical, technical, intellectual,
psychological and moral preparation of an athlete or a player by means of physical
exercises.
Conclusion
From the above result we found that there is significant difference between pre and
post test of experimental group of kabaddi players compared to control group. Which
means that ladder skill training effect on vital capacity of kabaddi players as well as it may
affect ones health and fitness also? So it can be conclude that ladder skill training is much
better as it can be programmed within a small area. It burn calories much faster than
normal training. Ladder skill training will also boost individual from the deadly “inactive”
category. Ladder skill training also develop the core ability and also promotes their
participation in a variety of physical activities that involve body movement, and also helps to
increase injury prevention
Reference
 Ariana, Proochista and Arif Naveed (2009). An Introduction to the Human
Development Capability Approach: Freedom and Agency, London: Earthscan.
 Meng, H. C., & Lee, J. L. F. (2014). Effects of agility ladder drills on dynamic balance of
children. Journal of Sports Science and Physical Education, Vol. 2, Issue (1).
 Robert S.K. NG; C.W. Cheung; Raymond, K. W. Sum (2017). Effects of 6-week agility
ladder drills during recess intervention on dynamic balance performance, Journal of
Physical Education and Sport, Vol. 17, Issue (1), Art 46.
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COMPARATIVE EFFECT OF VARIOUS PLAYING SURFACES ON THE
ENDURANCE OF PLAYERS
ASST. PROF. DR. RAVIJEET O. GAWANDE
Babaji Datey Kala Ani Vanijya Mahavidyalaya, Yavatmal District (M.S.)
Email: ravijeet.gawande123@gmail.com, Mob. No. 9423129181
Abstract:
The aim of this investigation was to find out the Comparative effect of various
playing surfaces on the Endurance of players. In the current investigation, thirty male
students were selected at random by purposive sampling technique, from affiliated colleges
of Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University. The age group was ranging from 18-25 years. The
Motor Fitness components selected for the research work was endurance. The data of
endurance was collected by 600 yard Run and Walk. After that collected data was put into
Microsoft Excel to develop Master Chart and then ‘F’ test (ANOVA) was used for the
statistical treatment. To test the hypothesis the level of significance was set at 0.05 level of
confidence, after the statistical analysis of data related to the effect of various playing
surfaces on the Endurance of players it was found that there is significant difference in
players of 600 Yard Run and Walk on various surfaces. (Mud, Grass and Cement), Hence the
Researchers Pre-assumed hypothesis is accepted.
Keywords: Playing Surfaces, Endurance and Players.
Introduction:
Motor Fitness:
Motor fitness has been defined as a readings or preparedness for performances
with special regard for big muscle activity without undue fatigue.
Meaning of Endurance:
Endurance like strength is a conditional ability; it is primarily determined by
energy liberation processes. The ability of the human body to maintain a certain level of
energy production forms the physiological basis of endurance Due to its physiological
determinants, which can be relatively easily studied; it is an ability which has been studied
in great detail and depth by the physiologists. Endurance is directly or indirectly of high
status in all sports. It is however not easy to define endurance.
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Surfaces in Sports:
The evidence in this guide is overall in nature and cannot be relied upon as
professional advice regarding the design of, or marking out for, sporting facilities and
playing areas. No declaration is given as to the accuracy of any information contained in this
leader and readers should not rely on its accuracy. Readers should obtain their own selfgoverning and professional advice in relation to their proposed sporting activity. For some
‘specialist’ single sport abilities it may simply be a question of selecting the ideal surface for
that sport. Generally facilities are multi-use and can make the selection of the playing
surface far more complex. There will be a need to consider carefully the range of sports,
levels of play, extent of use and the objectives and proposed programming of the facility.
Other factors consist of resources available to maintain the playing surface and funds
available for replacement at the end of its life. Standards Australia produces two documents
to assist in defining what surface is applicable to a particular sport.
Objectives:
The main purpose of this study was to find out the Comparative effect of various
playing surfaces on the Endurance of players.
Hypothesis:
On the basis of literature searched and the researcher’s own perception it was
hypothesized that there would be significant difference of various playing surfaces on the
Endurance of players of Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University.
Methodology:
Source of Data:
In the present study subjects were selected from affiliated colleges of Sant Gadge
Baba Amravati University, Amravati, for the collection of data.
Selection of Subjects:
Thirty male subjects were selected for the collection of data. The age group was
ranging from 18-25 years.
Sampling Method:
The subjects were being selected by using purposive sampling method.
Collection of Data:
For the collection of data, the subjects were given full administration of the tests
which was used for the collection of data in the study. The data of endurance was collected
by 600 yard Run and Walk test. After that collected data was put into Microsoft Excel to
develop Master Chart and then ‘F’ test (ANOVA) was used for the statistical treatment.
Criterion measures:
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Following are the criterion measures which were responsible for collection of
data, to testing the hypothesis.
Conclusion:
In the beginning of this study it was hypothesized that there would be a
significant difference of various playing surfaces on the Endurance of players of Sant Gadge
Baba Amravati University. but after the statistical analysis of data related to the players of
600 Yard Run and Walk on various surfaces it was found that there is significant difference
in players of 600 Yard Run and Walk on various surfaces (Mud, Grass and Cement), of Sant
Gadge Baba Amravati University, Hence the Researchers Pre-assumed hypothesis is
accepted.
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SPORTS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
DR. AJAY BONDE
Arts & Commerce College, Bori Arab, Dist. – Yawatmal
Mob- 9422892980
Introduction:
We can say that the sports contain several different rights. Sport is a central part of
our Global society and therefore, should uphold human right standard. Globally many major
sporting events like Olympic, world competitions, world cups etc. have a huge impact on
human rights. In sports involvement of youth is major part and ultimately it is the right of
every child because sports play important role in children’s physical, mental, psycho – motor
and social development skills. As far as human right is concerned sports integrate the
children of all class, cast, cultural, gender and disable across the world.
It is seen that sports practice can help to develop social attitude. In term we can say
that it is useful not only for national building but world also. In education system sport play
vital role in the development of quality education. As it promotes physical activity and can
help to enhance the academic performance which is scientifically proved.
United Nations was established in 1945 after world warII. World needed the peace
and wanted to protect the sovereignty, dignity of each individual and country. Hence,
international community gathered together for building the framework of International law
and regulations. Domestic jurisdictions were subordinated to the primacy of International
jurisdictions in the key areas of human rights protection to individual, groups, community. In
1948 universal declaration of Human Rights made 30 articles which covered freedom for all
people, civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights. This framework (rule) legalize in
1966 took long time of 18 years. In high panel discussion the International covenant on
human right have three common points which are important they are as follows:
a) Right to self-determination
b) Right to equality
c) right to freedom of social, cultural, economical.
International Conventions and Organisations
Convention on the Rights of the Child: The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child 1990 does not include any direct reference to sports. The articles in the Conventions
are applicable in the wider context of youth sport. Article 31 does provide some reference in
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relation to the rights of the child when it comes to cultural, artistic, recreational and leisure
activity.
Conclusion
In a nutshell, the practice of sports is a human right. Every individual must have the
opportunity to participate and to play any sports in accordance with their needs. So with
over all theoretical discussions above about sports and human rights it is proved that sports
is a human right.
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CHALLENGES OF 21ST CENTURY IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN INDIA
POOJA JAGDISH UPADHYAY
Department of Advanced Management Studies
G. S. College of Commerce, Wardha 442001
Email ID: pjupadhyay10@gmail.com , Mobile No. 9158036588
Abstract:
“Destroying any nation does not require the use of atomic bombs or the use of long range
missiles. It only requires lowering of quality of education and allowing cheating in
examinations by the student”, this is the famous quote given by Nelson Mandela which
states the importance of value education for the growth of nation. The great scientist of
India, Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam has dreamed that India will be the superpower in 2020. To
make this dream come true, India has to develop its educational quality and for this India
has already taken many important steps but still there are many challenges which are
weakening the education system. Some key challenges associated to mistaken prototype
followed by Indian education system and associated to Indian students are discussed in this
paper with the help of genuine facts and figures.
Introduction:
India is the fastest growing Economy in the world implies India is going to be a superpower.
According to the Ministry of Statistic and Program Implementation, India is expected to
have 34.33% shares of youth in total population by 2020. Thus the major role in making
India superpower is of Indian youths as more is the number of youths, more is the sovereign
public which consequences in trimming down stress on Indian economy and promotes
development of country. But just having huge population of youths cannot make any
country superpower; with this the youths should be highly educated and able to earn their
essentials on that basis.
The standards of education in India are good. Here we have world class institutions like IITs,
IIMs, AIIMS, TIFR, etc. but still there are certain challenges in the system of education which
are blocking the alleyway of growing nation. Some of these challenges are discussed in
detail as follow,
A) Challenges associated to the malpractices of education institutions & incorrect
government policies related to higher education
1) Multiple entrance exams for taking admission in same course
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In India, if anyone wants to take higher education then one needs to pass entrance exam
for respective course. This is admissible as a result of entrance exam helps students as well
as colleges to decide whether they are eligible for that course or not. The structure of
entrance exams becomes complicated when students need to give multiple entrance exams
for same course but for different institutions. Now the question arise what is wrong in this
as each institution has its own standards and it take admission according to its own needs.
But the fact is not that simple because there are so many institutes who allow the mark
sheets of more than one entrance exam to fulfill eligibility criteria for taking admission in a
particular course and the level of difficulty of each exam differs. The main objective of
taking entrance exam is to take students having same standards of knowledge and grasping
ability but here due to such legal unfair practices the objective cannot be achieved.
Conclusion: Above all challenges are hurdles for India to develop into a Superpower.
Conducting effective activities having ability of motivating students and giving them
exposure to the world class educational standards can help India to conquer all challenges
and become a Superpower.
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Abstract
The main purpose of the study was undertaken to evaluate Sports Facility of CBSE
and PSEB senior secondary school of Punjab state. For this study total1000 students were
selected from both group (CBSE= 500 and PSEB= 500). The data was collected through
check-list, which is prepared by the research scholar. Total 40 statements were in the checklist. The collected data were put to statistical treatment applying t’ test to find out the
differences, the level of significance was set at 0.05. The result shows that there
wassignificant difference in the availability of sports facilities in CBSE and PSEB schools of
Punjab State. Hence, it was concluded that CBSE senior secondary schools have better
sports facilities than the PSEB secondary schools.Thus it is quite clear that, the authorities of
PBSE do not paying proper attention towards the sport facilities that are to be provided to
the students so that they can go for better participation and bringing the laurels for the
school and thereby uplift their standard of health.
Keywords:Sports Facility, CBSE, PSEB, Senior Secondary School, Punjab
Introduction:
The improvement of sport facilities has been one of the major contributions to
the athletic achievements, One only has to remember the conditions of the track under
water on which Emit Zatopek raced Gaston Reift in the 5000 m final in the London Olympic
games of 1948 to appreciate what a modern track made out of synthetic material means to
the athlete. Synthetic materials for tracks and fields were first put into use only about 15
years ago in the United States, yet, in spite of their high cost, they are found in most of the
major facilities of the world. In the United States alone, about 200 artificial turf installations
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have been made since 1965. The same goes for the improvement of athletic equipment,
About 40 years age, Cornelius Warmer dam was considered a wonder athlete when, using a
bamboo pole, he established a world record of 15’, 8.5” in the pole vault. With today’s
Fiberglass poles, many high school students outdo Warmer dam’s feed, and with further
improvements in the poles, the record goes higher and higher.
Planning maintaining, and utilizing spaces, structures, and fixtures for optimal
administrative, instructional, recreational or service functions should be based on principles.
Among principles commonly used in this area are accessibility, departmentalization,
isolation, utilization, economy and provision for safety and sanitation. Equipment and
supplies should be purchased with principles of quality and quantity in mind.
Conclusion:
This study shows that, there is significant difference in the availability of
sports facilities in CBSE and PSEB schools of Punjab State.Hence, it is concluded that CBSE
senior secondary schools have better sports facilities than the PSEB secondary schools.
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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION
ANIKET A. AMBEKAR
Assistant Professor
Degree College of Physical Education, Amravati
Abstract:
In the current scenario of educational institutions, technologies has dig up its own
kind of space in some or the other way as a tool of educational technology. Multimedia has
overcome the barriers of time and space and provides evidence to be accepted as an
anytime and anywhere tool for educating multi-disciplinary masses. The process of
knowledge acquisition becomes more efficient and effective when the learners experience
an event through simulation. Educational technology empowers the educational process by
means of increased interaction between teachers and the students. Apart from the fact that
multimedia can provide educators and students with endless possibilities of quality teaching
and learning, taking vital considerations of the pedagogical strengths and limitations of
technology, it can be used to its fullest potency, and reach the eminence of ‘New
Educational Technology tool’ to improve the quality in higher education.
Keywords —Multimedia, educational technology, multi-disciplinary, pedagogy,
constructivist learning
Introduction
The ongoing reflection on education and technology points to the diverse
effect of technology on education. Therefore, this study will identify both possible
challenges and opportunities that the integration of technology into education offers. A
reflection on both the challenges and opportunities offered by technology in an educational
environment prevents that we over- or underestimate the value of technology in education.
The primary aim of the study is to illustrate the complex nature of technology
as medium. It is pivotal to understand the complex nature of technology in order to
integrate it effectively and in a responsible manner into quality education. Building on the
argument that technology is not a tool, but rather a medium that is shaping culture today, a
discussion on the social embeddedness of technology as one of its outstanding
characteristics, is outlined in the first section. In the light of that discussion, the following
challenges will be attended to: the commodification of knowledge and education and how
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technology is the main driving force in this process. The complex nature of technology is
introduced to dissect the possible implications for education.
Objectives
Sharing the important issue about concept, standardization and definition of and use of
technologies in higher education.
Identifying the key issues, Sharing and learning from international experiences of
quality, coverage and application of technologies in higher education.
Results & Conclusion:
The optimal utilization of opportunities arising due to diffusion of Educational Technologies
in higher education system presents enormous challenge. With the implementation of
integrating educational technologies into the curriculum and classrooms, it seems to suggest
that the commitment and perseverance of those involved, strong leadership together with a
high level of technical and pedagogical knowledge and skills, are conditions that facilitated
the implementation of these education technology innovations. This is an opportunity to
build a Digital Higher Education System and new society obtained only once in a millennium.
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UTILITY OF PLYOMETRIC EXERCISES FOR THE PROMOTION OF SELECTED
MOTOR FITNESS COMPONENTS AND SKILL ABILITIES OF HANDBALL PLAYERS
AGED 13 TO 15 YEARS
SANDEEP KUMAR PUNIA
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Handball Coach
puniahandball@gmail.com Mobile: 9813055947
Abstract
Plyometric training (PT) is a very popular form of physical conditioning of healthy
individuals that has been extensively studied over the last decades. In this article, we
critically review the available literature related to PT and its effects on physical fitness in
team sport athletes. We also considered studies that combined PT with other popular
training modalities (e.g. strength/sprint training). Generally, short-term PT (i.e. 2-3 sessions
a week for 4-16 weeks) improves jump height, sprint and agility performances in team sport
players. Literature shows that short PT (<8 weeks) has the potential to enhance a wide
range of athletic performance Although many issues related to PT remain to be resolved,
the results presented in this review allow recommending the use of well-designed and
sport-specific PT as a safe and effective training modality for improving jumping and sprint
performance as well as agility in team sport athletes.
Keywords:- Plyometric training, Dependent &Independent Variable, Agility, Power
Introduction
Plyometric is the term now applied to exercises that have their roots in Europe, where they
were simply as jumping training. Interest in this jump training increased during the early
1970 as east European athletes emerged as powers on the world sport scene, but the actual
term Plyometric was first coined in 1975 by Fred Wilt, one of Americas more forward
thinking track and field coaches, based on Latin origin, plyo-metric is interpreted to mean
“measurable increases”. Plyometric is defined as exercises that enable a muscle to reach
maximum strength in a short time as possible. This speed strength ability is known as
power. Plyometric is the term now applied to exercises that have their roots in Europe,
where they were simply as jumping training. Interest in this jump training increased during
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the early 1970 as east European athletes emerged as powers on the world sport scene, but
the actual term Plyometric was first coined in 1975 by Fred Wilt, one of Americas more
forward thinking track and field coaches, based on Latin origin, plyo-metric is interpreted to
mean “measurable increases”. Plyometric is defined as exercises that enable a muscle to
reach maximum strength in a short time as possible. This speed strength ability is known as
power. Handball is a team sport in which two teams of seven players. Handball is one of the
most interesting and appealing games to the human eyes. In this game motor fitness
components is very necessary for higher achievement. Handball is one of the fine sports
which help in the development of motor fitness. It increases flexibility, agility, speed,
endurance, balance, power among the various muscles of the body.
DISSCUSION ON FINDING
When all the result has been combined together, following motor fitness components
shows significant improvement.
• The Power measured by standing broad jump and it’s’ value is -3.383 which is statically
significant at .002 level.
•The speed measured by 50 yard dash and its ‘t’ value is4.884 which is statically significant
at .000 level.
•The Agility measured by 10x 4 Shuttle Run test and its ‘t’ value is -5.021, which is statically
significant at .000 level.
•The Target test measured by SAI ZINN Team Handball Battery Test and its ‘t’ value is 5.400, which is statically significant at .000 level.
•The Passing Accuracy Test measured by SAI ZINN Team Handball Battery test and its ‘t’
value is -4.650, which is statically significant at .000 level. That means Plyometric exercises
selected for motor fitness components shows significant improvement in above variables.
The analysis of data reveals that the experimental group has improved performance
ofPower, Speed, Agility, Throwing target and Passing Accuracy .Various research report in
the area of motor fitness component also reveals in the support of present study that the
plyometric exercises has good effect on selected motor fitness components.Therefore it can
be interpreted that the result of obtained by present study has been significant and it could
be summarized were as under “Plyometric Exercises Training of 06 weeks period could
improve the selected Motor Fitness Components and skill Performance in Handball”.
REFERENCES
Carter, A. B., Kaminski, T. W., (1996). “Effects of high volume upper extremity plyometric
training on throwing velocity and functional strength ratios of the shoulder rotators in
collegiate baseball players.” http/www.ncbi-pubmed-plyometric exercise January, 10, 2010.
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21O;k 'krdkP;k vk/kqfud ;qxkrhy vadh; xzaFkky; % ,d n`f"V{ksi
dq- ’kkjnk ds- ykatsdj
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la’kks/kd fo|kFkhZuh] xksaMokuk fo|kihB] xMfpjksyh
ua% 9422906515, 7972605284

hardesneha26@gmail.com, eksckbZy

lkjka'k (Abstract)
21O;k 'krdkP;k vk/kqfud ;qxke/;s ekfgrh ra=Kkuke/;s >ikV;kus cny gksr vkgs- ;kps eq[; dkj.k Eg.kts
ekfgrh ra=Kkukrhy vadh; xzaFkky;kpk lektkoj >ikV;kus ifj.kke gksÅu R;k ekfgrhpk laiw.kZ txHkj izpkj o izlkj
gksrkauk fnlr vkgsv'kk ák ekfgrh ra=Kkukr vadh; xzaFkky; egRokph Hkfedk ctkohr vkgs- rsOgk Hkkjrkrhy izR;sd
ukxfjdkyk] fo|kF;kZauk] la’kks/kdkauk oxSjs vk/kqfud ra=kP;k lkgk¸;kus xzaFkky;hu lsok o lqfo/kk iqj fo.;klkBh vadh;
xzaFkky;kph furkar xjt vkgs- R;keqGsp baVjusVP;k enrhus vadh; xzaFkky; lsosyk mPp ntkZ izkIr >kyk vkgs- R;keqGs
vktpk vktpk ukxfjd gk vadh; xzaFkky;kdMs vkdf”kZr >kY;kpk fnlrksEg.kwup] vkiY;k Hkkjr ns’kkyk laiw.kZ txkP;k rqyusr izFke LFkkukps jk”Vª cu.;klkBh vadh; xzaFkky;krhy
ekfgrhpk lkBk gk izekf.kr o egŸoiw.kZ vl.;klkBh izxrh’khy dkGkph xjt vkgs'kCnlaKk %
lkjka'k] izLrkouk] vadh; xzaFkky;kpk mn;] vadh; izfrehdj.k iz.kkyh] oYMZ okbZM oscpk izHkko] vadh;
xzaFkky;kph O;k[;k] vadh; xzaFkky;kps mís’k] vadh; xzaFkky;kaeqGs 21 O;k ‘krdke/;s gks.kkjs Qk;ns] vk/kqfud
;qxke/;s vadh; xzaFkky;kauk izkIr >kysys egRo] vk/kqfud dkGkph xjt % fMthVy ek/;e vkf.k fMthVkbZTM xzaFkkps
Lo#i] 21 O;k ‘krdkP;k vk/kqfud xzaFkky;kpk uohu fe= % fMthVk;>s’ku ra=] uO;k ;qxkrhy Hkkjr ljdkjph
eksghe] lekjksi] lanHkZxzaFk lwph
izLrkouk %
vktP;k ;qxkr ekfgrh ra=KkukP;k fodklkeqGs vadh; xzaFkky;kauk egŸoiw.kZ LFkku feGwu jkfgys vkgsvkiY;k nSuafnu thoukrhy izR;sd {ks=kr fMthVk;>s’kupk izHkko iMr vlrks rs Eg.kts f’k{k.k] la’kks/ku] m|ksxdaiU;k]
gkWVsYl] flusekx`gs] [kktxh fdaok ‘kkldh; foHkkx oxSjs- fMthVk;>s’ku ra=Kku o baVjusVP;k izxrheqGs xzaFkky;krhy
ikjaikfjd dk;kZae/;s ;k ra=kpk okij dsY;kus rh dkes [kwi lksis gksÅu R;k dkekauk xrh feGr vkgs- v’kkizdkjs] ys[kh
Lo#ikrhy xzaFkke/;s uohu ra=Kkukpk okij dsY;k tkÅu R;ke/;s bysDVªkWfud Lo#ikrhy ekfgrh L=ksrkapk mi;ksx gksÅ
ykxyk vkf.k leksj R;kps #ikarj.k vadh; xzaFkky;kr >kysvadh; xzaFkky;kpk mn; %
vadh; xzaFkky;kpk mn; lu 1970 lkyh >kyk- rsOgkP;k dkGkrhy lax.kd o laokn ra=Kkukpk okij d#u
esuÝselkj[;k eksB;k lax.kdke/kwu vkWuykbZu ‘kks/k o izfrizkIrh lsok ns.;kps dk;Z lq# >kys- R;kaurj lhMh jkWe
lkj[ks vf/kd lap; {kerk o nh?kZdkG fVd.kkjs ek/;e izpkjkr vkys o bFkwup vadh; xzaFkfufeZrhpk izkjaHk >kyk- ák
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vadh; Lo#ikrhy laxzgke/;s ADONIS, Electronic Library, ABI / INFO, UMIS, US Patents,
International Business Database oxSjsapk lekos’k gksrksvadh; izfrehdj.k iz.kkyh %
fMthVk;>s’kupk izlkj gksÅu izys[kkaps bysDVªkWfud #ikarj dj.;klkBh vusd lkW¶VosvlZ cktkjkr vkyh ijarq
Newgen o Datascan gsp Hkkjrke/khy vkgsoYMZ okbZM oscpk izHkko %
;kph mRØkarh >kY;koj vadh; xzaFkky;kyk [kwi osx vkyk- Ready to user, loZ= miyC/khdj.k vkf.k
xzkQhdy czkÅtj vls dke dj.kkjs ra= mi;ksxkr ;sÅ ykxys- rsOgk osxosxG;k ek/;ekapk mi;ksx d#u izfrek]
n`d&JkO; ;kaps ,df=dj.k dj.ks lksis >kysvadh; xzaFkky;kph O;k[;k %
lax.kd o vfHk;kaf=dh {ks=kr dk;Z dj.kkÚ;kaP;k ers]
¼1½ ^^uohu ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx d#u ?ks.;kph rkaf=d {kerk o bysDVªkWfud L=ksr vlysyk ,d lap vls
vadh; xzaFkky; gks;-**
¼2½ ^^MsVkcsle/kwu goh vlysyh ekfgrh lekfo”V vlysY;k izys[kkapk ‘kks/k o izfrizkIrh Lo;apfyr
midj.kk}kjs lqxersus djrk ;s.kkjs xzaFkky; Eg.kts vadh; xzaFkky; gks;-**
¼3½ ^^vadh; xzaFkky; Eg.kts lax.kdkoj miyC/k vlysyk okpuh; etdwj fdaok vusd Lo#ikP;k ek/;e
feJhr ekfgrhpk laxzg gks;-**
vadh; xzaFkky;kps mís’k %
¼1½ ekfgrhps izkIrhdj.k] laxzghdj.k vkf.k forj.khdj.k¼2½ lhMh jkWe Lo#ikr tkLrhr tkLr MsVkcslpk laxzghdj.k dj.ks¼3½ usVodhZaxph lks; miyC/k d#u ns.ksvadh; xzaFkky;keqGs 21 O;k ‘krdke/;s gks.kkjs Qk;ns %
¼1½ vadh; xzaFkky;keqGs tkxsph] euq”;cGkph o iS’kkph cpr gksrs¼2½ vadh; xzaFkky;hu lsok 24 rkl miyC/k vlrs¼3½ baVjusVeqGs euq”;kyk vadh; xzaFkky;kpk ykHk ?ksrk ;srks¼4½ vadh; xzaFkky;krhy izys[k vk;q”;Hkj lkBowu Bsork ;srsp i.k R;kpcjkscj R;kaP;k vusd izrh lq)k
dk<Y;k tkrkr¼5½ laiw.kZ txkcíyph ekfgrh rlsp fu;rdkfydkaph vuqØef.kdk] i`”Bs] lwphRed MsVkcslsl]
fu;rdkfydkrhy laiw.kZ ys[k] rkaf=d vgoky] isVsaV~l oxSjs laiw.kZ ekfgrh feGrslanHkZxzaFk lwph %
1½ xksHkV ‘kjn] bysDVªkWfud ekfgrhph lk/kus] izFkeko`Rrh 2008] izdk’kd&fiaiGkiwjs cqd fMLVªhC;qVlZ] ukxiwj2½ dksUuqj lqtkrk] dksUuqj vuqi] dksUuqj es[kyk ¼2009½] ekfgrh ra=Kku] iq.ks] Mk;eaM ifCyds’ku3½ gsMkÅ] eqjyh/kj ¼2013½] fMthVy xzaFkky; % vk/kqfud dkGkph xjt4½ xksHkV ‘kjn] ekfgrh ,d=hdj.k izfØ;k o rkaf=d ys[ku] izFkeko`Rrh 2013] ukxiwj-
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KHELO INDIA – NATIONAL PROGRAMME FORDEVELOPMENT OF
SPORTS
PROF. SUNIL ARUNRAO DADMBHARE
Director of Physical Education, Mungsaji Maharaj Mahavidyalaya, Darwha
Abstract:
Sport and physical education is an integral part of education and a means to achieve
physical and mental health. It should not be assumed that physical education and is a fancy
worthless issue and merely a means for fun and engagement of children and adolescents. In
contrast, it should be considered an important component of life activities. Concepts such as
fitness, health, personal and social development and mental health are closely related to
sport and
physical education. A historical review demonstrates that civilized nations of the world
always have paid attention to the importance and role of sport and used it for development
of youth and preparing them to deal with personal and social problems. The Youth
represent the most dynamic and vibrant segment of the population. India is one of the
youngest nations in the World, with about 65% of its population being under 35 years of
age. The youth in the age group of 15-29 years comprise 27.5% of the population
Keywords: Development, Sport, Health, Rural Areas, Physical Education, Khelo India
Introduction
Ministry of Finance vide their D.O. No.32/PSO/FS/2015 dated 28th October, 2015, had
advised this Department to suitably restructure the Centrally Sponsored Scheme into a
Central Sector Scheme. On receipt of this advice from the Ministry of Finance, wide ranging
consultations were held with State Governments throughout India by dividing the states
into six zones, i.e., Northern, Central, Eastern, North Eastern, Southern and Western zones.
After these consultations, consensus emerged that the above three schemes should be
merged into one scheme –“Khelo India” - National Programme for Development of Sports,
which also draws inspiration in respect of organization of competitions from Khel
Mahakumbh which is organized annually by Government of Gujarat. The programme takes
care to develop sports infrastructure in both rural and urban areas and provides for not only
identification of talent but guiding and nurturing of the talent through assistance to SAI
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Training Centers and Academies and State Government training centers/academies and
setting up of new academies both in public and PPP Mode.
With a view to achieving the twin objectives of mass participation and promotion of
excellence in sports, the Cabinet at its meeting held on 20109/2017 approved the revamp of
"Khelo India- National Programme for Development of Sports." • The revamped Khelo India
programme aims at strengthening the entire sports ecosystem to promote the above
mentioned twin national objectives of sports development, which includes playfield
development; community coaching development; promotion of community sports;
establishment of a strong sports competition structure at both school and university level as
also for rural 1 indigenous sports, sports for persons with disability and women sports; filling
up of critical gaps in sports infrastructure, including creation of hubs of sports excellence in
select universities; talent identification and development; support to sports academies;
implementation of a national physical fitness drive for school children; and sports for peace
and development. The scheme provides for a Project Appraisal Committee (PAC), which
shall appraise all proposals received under the scheme and place them before a
Departmental Project Approval Committee(DAPC) for approval. The approved projects will
be subject to strict monitoring, including third party monitoring, for which State level
monitors shall be engaged. The entire programme shall be steered by a General Council (GC)
chaired by the Minister in charge. Which will function as the highest policy making body for
the purpose of implementation of the scheme. The General Council will be Supported by a
National Level Executive Committee (NLEC) headed by Union Secretary of Sports. The
scheme shall have a Corpus Fund for the purpose of technical support and capacity building,
which will be utilized for engagement of professionals and national 1 international
consultant, carrying out national campaigns, publicity and awareness activities etc. The
·scheme has adequate flexibility, including need-based re-appropriation of allocations across
components. The budget allocation for the scheme is Rs. 1,756crore for the period 2017-18
to 2019-20.The scheme provides for complete transparency and also provides for
convergence with Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities and Public Private
Partnership (PPP) activities. The selection of projects under the scheme would be done
based on robust selection criteria, including challenge method. The entire scheme as
approved by the Cabinet is hereby notified on this date as enclosed, for implementation
with immediate effect.
Vision: To infuse sports culture and achieve sporting excellence in the country.
Conclusion:
The National competitions involving schools, colleges, Universities and NSFs under Khelo
India Scheme, National Championships, and National Sports Talent Search Portal of SAl, will
provide a platform for identification of talented sports persons in priority Sports disciplines
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in which the country has potential/advantage. To encourage sports all over the country
thus allowing the population to harness the power of sports through its cross-cutting
influence, namely, holistic development of children & youth, community development,
social integration, gender equality, healthy lifestyle, national pride and economic
opportunities related to sports development. The Khelo India Scheme aims to encourage
sports all over the country, thus allowing the population to harness the power of sports
through its cross-cutting influence, namely, holistic development of children & youth,
community development, social integration, gender equality, healthy lifestyle, national
pride and economic opportunities related to sports development. Khelo India programme
identify and nurture sporting talent, encourage mass participation of youth in annual sports
competitions, and create of sports infrastructure.
References:
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E-COMMERCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION: A BOOST TO APPLICATION
PROF. DR GAJENDRA WASNIK
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Commerce, S. N. Arts & U. K. Commerce College, Akola
email: wasnikgajendra@gmail.com
Introduction
Initially with the advent of ICT tools in the 1960s, the term e-commerce was coined.
The buying and selling of goods through the electronic transmission of data – which was
made possible by the introduction of the electronic data interchange. This new medium of
business has changed the way in which society sells goods and services. Today, ecommerce has become one of the most popular methods of making money online and an
attractive opportunity for investors. covering the reasons for its popularity, the main
distribution models and a comparison of the major e-commerce platforms available in digimarket is needed to be reviewed in details for perceptional point of view of the beginners.
Following some of the best e commerce platforms in vogue:
Quite simply, Squarespace allows you to:
 build an e-commerce store from start to finish without any technical knowledge,
 choose the design that suits your brand the best,
 hook up online payments (so your customers can buy everything easily),
 have your products managed inside an easy-to-grasp interface.
Squarespace is an online, hosted tool. This means that it handles all the technical heavy
lifting related to hosting, domain handling, servers, and all that stuff.
It does all this so you can just focus on adding new products and taking care of the daily
operations of your store
OpenCart:
OpenCart is a complete e-commerce solution that lets you launch your online
store, add/manage your products, let your customers use a shopping cart to buy them,
and then process their orders. Basically, OpenCart delivers all the standard online store
functionality you might need. OpenCart is open source. This means that everything about
the main OpenCart script is free, and that you’re also allowed to modify the platform
however you see fit. The interesting part is that you also get lifetime free support and free
software updates.
To use OpenCart, you need to first download it from the official website, and then install it
on a web server that you manage. That web server must meet certain requirements:
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PHP (at least 5.2).
 Curl enabled.
 Has a database (MySQLi suggested).
 Volusion is a complete hosted e-commerce platform. What this means is that you
don’t need to download anything, or install anything on your own to get your
online store going. You just have to sign up through the Volusion website, and you
can start working with your store in a matter of minutes.Feature-wise, Volusion
gives you everything you might need to effectively launch your online store and
start selling your products. There’s also a free trial available, so you don’t need to
invest anything before you’re sure that Volusion is going to be the right choice for
you
 To sum up:

Some parallels, however, are still valid. Dickson and DeSanctis’ model of ecommerce identified categories such as focused distributors. Dickson and DeSanctis
placed colleges and universities in the producer model, although a college or
university might have characteristics of some other models as well.

Classification of data included targeted academicia related needs and
requirements towards boosting school enrollment, whether public or private, and all
level of degrees offered. The descriptive results illustrate which e-commerce
applications are most common and which are least common on higher education
campuses across the country, as well as which were developed on campuses first
versus which have come later. Hypothesis tests, based on cross explication details to
show how or whether the extent of e-commerce applications varies with the
classification variables.
Works cited:
 Kleen, B., & Shell, L.W. (2001). Business-to-Consumer E-commerce Applications in
University Settings. Issues in Information Systems.
 6. Norris, M., & Olson, M. (1999). Future E-business Applications in Education.
Retrieved August 5.
 Olson, F. (2000). E-Commerce may help colleges cut costs and paperwork. The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
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ABSTRACT
Information is everywhere. Today, with technology advances and more and more
awareness for the need of progress and development, the government is taking a lot of
interest in promoting research work and projects. Due to development in technological
advancements, sources like electronic journals, e-books, e-databases, pre-prints, numerical
and graphical data, library catalogue, educational materials, patents, standards, and so on
are available on the Web. So we can say that information is the basic need for the progess
and development of nation and humanity.
Keywords: Academic Libraries, Information Sources, Technology
1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of information as we use it in everyday English, in the sense of
knowledge communicated, plays a central role in contemporary society. The development
and widespread use of computer networks since the end of World War 11, and the
emergence of information science as a discipline in the 1950s, are evidence of this focus.
Although knowledge and its communication are basic phenomena of every human society, it
is the rise of information technology and its global impacts that characterize ours as an
information society. It is common place to consider information as a basic condition for
economic development together with capital, labor, and raw material; but what makes
information especially significant at present is its digital nature. Information is everywhere.
Only, when the research scholars know about the contents and whereabouts of information
can they use it ease, without having someone to assist them. Now-a-days, subjects are
multi-disciplinary in nature because of which, they have become complex. Simultaneously,
with the growth in literature there are a number of sources that let us know of the earlier as
well as latest developments in a subject. As a result of this growth, the problems of
literature explosion have been felt. This tremendous expansion of literature is difficult to be
handled or consulted. To make this process easier, attempts have been made to categories
to documents, containing information.
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2. LIBRARY SOURCES AND SERVICES
The information plays vital role in this digital environment. This has become because
of the technological advancements and changing information needs of the users.
Technology has dominated all spheres of human activity and the libraries are not and
exception one. These developments includes spreading of high performance and cost
effective computers, local area networks, high bandwidth of internet of internet, digitization
of printed information, and high-density storage and distribution media such as CDROM’s/DVDs. Due to development in technological advancements, sources like electronic
journals, e-books, e-databases, pre-prints, numerical and graphical data, library catalogue,
educational materials, patents, standards, and so on are available on the Web. Apart from
providing lot of information, the web also provides lots of information services like table of
content page, electronic document delivery reference service over the web, database
access, indexing and abstracting, referral service, bibliographic search and so on.
ELECTRONIC JOURNALS
Electronic journals, or “e-journals”, are used for those journals and newsletters that
are prepared and distributed electronically.
Different folks might have a different
impression on the term “Electronic Journals”. They are, sometimes, referred to “EPublishing”, “E-Serials”, “Online Journals”, “Web Journals” or “Electronic Periodicals”. The
medium distinguishes an electronic scholarly journal from its print counterparts but the
process of developing content for both print and electronic peer-review scholarly journals is
generally the same. New journals have evolved based on the graphic capabilities of the
Internet that are available only in electronic form.
ELECTRONIC BOOKS
An e- Book is an electronic version of a traditional print book that can be read by
using a personal computer or by using an eBook reader. (An eBook reader can be a software
application for use on a computer, such as Microsoft's free Reader application, or a booksized computer that is used solely as a reading device, such as Nuvomedia's Rocket eBook.)
Users can purchase an eBook on diskette or CD, but the most popular method of getting an
eBook is to purchase a downloadable file of the eBook (or other reading material) from a
Web site (such as Barnes and Noble) to be read from the user's computer or reading device.
Generally, an eBook can be downloaded in five minutes or less.
REFRESENCES:a. Anand Y. Kenchakkanavar; Types of E-Resources and its utility in Library,
International Journal of Information Sources and Services , Voll . 1:
September--October, 2014:Issue-2,page no.97-103
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Abstract
ICT in agriculture is an emerging field focusing on the enhancement of agricultural
and rural development. It involves application of innovative ways to use Information &
Communication Technologies (ICT) in the rural domain. ICT in agricultural extension and
rural development is significant as it provide a medium to adequate access to agricultural
information, despite the persisting. The advancements in ICT can be utilized for providing
accurate, timely, relevant information and services to the farmers, thereby facilitating an
environment for more remunerative agriculture.
ICT can improve farm management and farming technlogies by efficient farm
management.ICT helps in better marketing exposure and pricing and reduction of
agricultural risks and enahanced incomes. The efforts should be made to incorporate ICT in
all endeavors related to agricultural development. The organizations and departments
concerned with agricultural development need to realize the potential of ICT for the speedy
dissemination of information to farmers timely and quality information inputs for decision
making, in improving the efficiency and productivity of agriculture and allied activities.
Key words: agriculture, development, risks, efficiency, productivity
Introduction
The present era is characterized by revolution in information technology. Access to
information and improved communication is a crucial requirement for the success of any
development efforts; Agriculture is no exception to this ICT allow users to participate in a
rapidly changing world in which work and other activities are increasingly transformed by
access to varied and developing technologies.ICT refers to the tools that facilitate
production, transmission and processing of information.ICT includes the gadgets and
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processes to access, retrieve, store, organize, manipulate, produce, present and exchange
information by electronic and other automated means.
ICT is potential too for improving decision making in agriculture. ICT is the branch of
engineering that deals with the use of computers and telecommunication to retrieve, store
and transmit information. ICT can improve farm management and farming technologies by
efficient farm management. The widespread use of ICT to make a direct contribution to
agriculture productivity. Satellite technology, geographic information systems using the
techniques of agronomy and soil science is to increase agricultural production.
It is technology version of economic growth to satisfy the needs and wants of the
community over time. The agriculture sector is gearing itself to make optimal use of the new
information and communication technologies.
Objectives:1. To understand the meaning, characteristics, importance and problems of ICT in
Agriculture.
2. To illustrate some successful cases of ICT in Agriculture.
Conclusions: ICT can improve farm management and farming technlogies by efficient farm
management.
 ICT helps in better marketing exposure and pricing and reduction of agricultural
risks and enahanced incomes.
 Information Technology is the major means of meeting the needs of the
requirements of the present society. The efforts should be made to incorporate
ICT in all endeavors related to agricultural development.
 The organizations and departments concerned with agricultural development
need to realize the potential of ICT for the speedy dissemination of information
to farmers timely and quality information inputs for decision making, in
improving the efficiency and productivity of agriculture and allied activities.
References: S.K. Saini and T.K Gill. 2008. Opinions of extension specialists and farmers regarding
the network of agricultural information in Punjab, India.
 A hand book of Extension Education – Core Contents and Emerging Agriculture.
Information and Communication Technology in Extension.
 http://www.agmarketnet.nic.in xv, http://www.agriwatch.comxviii
 http://www.indiagriline.com/,http://www.ikisan.com
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gmam§e…
Bg AÜ¶¶Z H$m CÔoe g§JUH$ na H$m¶© H$aZodmbo H$‘©Mm[a¶m| Ho$ ñdmñÏ¶ g§~§{YV
gm{hË¶ g‘rjm H$aZm Wm & ha ì¶p³V H$m ~hþVm§e g‘¶ ¶h X’$ËVa ‘| JwµOaVm h¡ & X’$ËVa ‘| hmo
¶m ì¶dmgm¶ ‘| amoµOmZm H$ar~-H$ar~ 8 go 10 K§Q>o H$m¶© H$aVo h¢ & EH$ hr OJh bJmVma H$B© K§Q>o
VH$ ~¡R>Zo Ho$ H$maU eara WH$ OmVm h¡ gmW hr H$B© Vah Ho$ amoJm| H$m {eH$ma hmo OmVo h¢ & Cgr Ho$
gmW Am§Im| ‘| VZmd Ho$ Abmdm, JX©ZXX©, gaXX©, H$‘aXX©, H§$Yo Am¡a ar‹T> H$s hÈ>r ‘| AH$‹S>Z Am¡a
XX© ^r hmoZo bJVm h¡ gmW hr ‘m±gno{e¶m| ‘| ^marnU VWm XX© CR>Zo bJVm h¡ & g§JUH$ na bJmVma
Am±Io J‹S>mE aIZo Ho$ H$maU H$B© ZwH$gmZ Vmo h¢ hr BgHo$ Abmdm ^r H$m’$s Eogr H$B© g‘ñ`mE± ^r
n¡Xm hmoVr h¡, {Oggo h‘ OmZo-AZOmZo b‹S>Vo ahVo h¡ & Bgr H$maU ñ‘¥{V Xmof, qMVm Am¡a VZmd
~hþV ~‹T> OmVm h¡, Xya Ñ{ï> H$‘Omoa n‹S>Zm, {M‹S>{M‹S>mnZ Am{X & H$B© AÜ¶¶Zm| Am¡a boIm| ‘| {X¶m
J¶m h¡ {H$ Wmo‹S>r-Wmo‹S>r Xoa Ho$ A§Vamb ‘| AnZr OJh go CR>H$a Q>hbZm Mm{hE Am¡a n¡am| d hmWm| H$mo
ñQ´>oM H$aZm Mm{hE, JX©Z Kw‘mZm, Can ZrMo H$aZm, Am±Imo H$mo Kw‘mZm, Am±Io ‘w§XZm Bg àH$ma H$s
{H$«¶m H$aZr Mm{hE & Bggo Z {g’©$ {MÝVm Am¡a VZmd Xya hmoJm ~pëH$ eara ^r Zht WHo$Jm &
àñVmdZm…
Kim (2016), BÝhm|Zo {H$E AÜ¶¶Z ‘| nm¶m H$s H§$ß`yQ>a H$m Cn`moJ ¶h AdgmXJ«ñVVm
Am¡a qMVm {dH$ma go Ow‹S>m h¡ VWm Esmaeilzadeh et.al. (2014), ‘| {H$E g§emoYZ ‘| ‘ñHw$bmoñHo$boQ>b
go g§~§{YV g‘ñ¶mE§ g§JUH$na H$m¶© H$aZodmbm| ‘| nmB© JB© h¡ & Sethi BÝhm|Zo (2013), ‘| {H$E

AÜ¶¶Z ‘| H§$ß`yQ>a l{‘H$m| Ho$ ì`mdgm{`H$ VZmd Am¡a ~m°S>r ‘mg BÝS>o³g H$m ‘Zmo-emar[aH$
ñdmñÏ` na à^md XoIm {OgHo$ n[aUm‘ Bg Vah go {ZH$bo H$s XmofnyU© pñW{V, H$m‘ H$aZo H$m
AmgZ, H$m‘ go g¨~§{YV ‘ñHw$bmoñHo$boQ>b g‘ñ¶mE§, ì`mdgm{`H$ VZmd Am¡a bMrbonZ H$s H$‘r ‘|
d¥{Õ nmB© JB© & Mokhtarinia et. al.(2013), ‘| AÜ¶¶Z {H$¶m & Bg AÜ``Z go ¶h kmV hþAm H$s
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gm‘mÝ¶ ‘wÐm Ho$ Abmdm Xþgar ‘wÐm aIZo dmbo {df`m| ‘| ‘mZ{gH$ Am¡a emar[aH$ WH$mZ H$s ‘mÌm
OmXm nmB© JB© & Sethi et.al. (2013), ‘| {H$E AÜ¶¶Z go nm¶m {H$ ‘ñHw$bmoñHo$boQ>b Am¡a
ì`mdgm{`H$-‘Zmogm‘m{OH$ VZmd H$mo ~‹T>mZo ‘| ~rE‘AmB© H$m EH$ ‘hËdnyU© à^md h¡ & Garza et.
al. BÝhm|Zo (2013), ‘| AÜ¶¶Z {H$¶m {Og‘| nm¶m J¶m H$s H$‘©Mm[a¶m| ‘| D$nar ‘m§gnoer Am¡a
H§$ß`yQ>a Ho$ Cn`moJ Ho$ Xm¡amZ ‘wÐmAm| H$m à^md ¶h ñdmñÏ¶ na n‹S>Vm h¡ & Subbarayalu BÝhm|Zo
(2013), ‘| {H$E AÜ¶¶Z ‘| nm¶m H$s H$m°b g|Q>a l{‘H$m| Ho$ ~rM emar[aH$, ‘mZ{gH$ Am¡a
‘Zmogm‘m{OH$ ñdmñÏ` g‘ñ`mAm| Ho$ ê$n ‘| {XImB© Xr & Olutunde et.al. BÝhm|Zo (2013), ‘| {H$E
AÜ¶Z go ¶h kmV hÿAm H$s H§$ß`yQ>a {gñQ>‘ na {OVZm A{YH$ g‘` {~Vm`m OmEJm, eara Ho$ EH$
`m EH$ go A{YH$ {hñgo ‘| VZmd `m XX© hmoZo H$s g§^mdZm OmXm nmB© JB© & Agarwal et.al. (2013),
‘| {H$E AÜ¶¶Z go ¶h kmV hþAm H$s (53%) 6 K§Q>o go A{YH$ g‘` VH$ H§$ß`yQ>a H$m Cn`moJ H$aZo
dmbo {df`m| ‘| Am§Im| H$m VZmd (53.8%) BVZo à{VeV ‘| nm¶m J¶m, Am§Im| ‘| IwObr (47.6%)
Am¡a ObZ (66.7%) BVZo à{VeV nm¶m J¶m & àmá n[aUm‘m| Ho$ AmYma na ¶h {ZîH$f© g‘j Am¶m
H$s {XZ ‘| 6 K§Q>o go A{YH$ g‘` VH$ H$m‘ H$aZo dmbo H§$ß`yQ>a Cn`moJH$Vm©Am| ‘| ZoÌ VZmd g~go
Am‘ Wm& Park and Yoo (2013), ‘| AÜ¶¶Z {H$¶m & Bg AÜ``Z ‘| ¶h n[aUm‘ {ZH$bm H$s ‘Zwî¶
eara H$s ‘ñHw$bmoñHo$boQ>b {gñQ>‘ na {Za§Va H§$ß`yQ>a H$s~moS©> Q>mBqnJ H$m D$nar Q>óno{µO`g
ñH¡$nwba pñW{V ‘| ~Xbmd hmoVm h¡ & Radulovic et.al. (2012), ‘| {H$E AÜ¶¶Z go ¶h kmV hþAm H$s
(30.6%) l{‘H$ D$nar nrR> XX© H$s g‘ñ¶m go {n‹S>rV Wo & àË`oH$ Mm¡Wo H$m`©H$Vm©, AWm©V CZ‘| go
24.5% Zo JX©Z ‘| XX© H$m AZw^d {H$`m; nwéfm| H$s VwbZm ‘| ‘{hbmAm| H$mo A{YH$ ñdmñÏ` g‘ñ`m
{Z‘m©U hþB© Am¡a ~hþVm§e l{‘H$ ¶h ~r‘mar Ho$ H$maU Nw>Å>r boZo Ho$ {bE ào[aV hÿE, nrR> Ho$ {ZMbo
{hñgo ‘| XX© H$s g‘ñ¶m nmB© JB© & Am§I Ho$ bjUm| Am¡a D$nar nrR> XX© Ho$ ~rM g¨~§Y nm¶m J¶m &
{ZîH$f©…
AÜ¶¶Zm| go àmá n[aUm‘m| H$s g‘rjm H$aZo na ¶h {ZîH$f© {ZH$bm H$s g§JUH$ na H$m¶©
H$aZo go qMVm, VZmd Ed§ AdgmX H$m ñVa ¶h H$m¶© H$aZo Ho$ df© Ho$ AZw^d Ho$ gmW ~‹T>Vm OmVm h¡
& ‘mZ{gH$ ñdmñÏ¶ ¶h H$m¶© H$aZo Ho$ df© AZw^d Ho$ gmW IgVm hmoVm OmVm h¡ & emar[aH$
ñdmñÏ¶ ‘| ‘ñHw$bmoñHo$boQ>b g‘ñ¶mE§ {Z‘m©U hmoVr h¡ & g§JUH$ na Á¶mXm g‘¶ H$m¶© H$aZo go
‘Zmo-emar[aH$ ñdmñÏ¶ na ZH$mamË‘ à^md hmoVm h¡ &
g§X^©…
1. Agarwal, Smita et.al. (2013). Evaluation of The Factors Which Contribute to the
Ocular Complaints in Computer Users. Journal of Clinical and Diagnostic Research,
7 (2), Feb,.
2. Biswas, Aditi and Lamba, Dheeraj. (2012). To Study and Compare the Effect of
Laptop Computers with Desktop Computers on Working Posture and Self-Reported
Musculoskeletal Symptoms”, Indian Journal of Physiotherapy and Occupational
Therapy, 6 (3).
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ABSTRACT
To conduct research with a high potential for international impact and profile;
undertake teaching at undergraduate and postgraduate level; supervise
postgraduate students, and undertake management and leadership duties
commensurate with the role. The duties and responsibilities and the balance
between the elements in the role may change or vary over time depending on the
specific needs at a specific point in time, or due to changing needs in the
department/group. Jobholders should note that there may not be an immediate
requirement to carry out all the activities listed below.
INTRODUCTION
The Profession of Pharmacy is an integral part of the healthcare system worldwide.
Pharmacies with well-organized practice can go a long way to ensure quality health
care for the patient. In the past, pharmacists were responsible for dispensing
medications only. Slowly, the traditional role of pharmacists is expanding and now
pharmacists are playing a role as a vital team member in the direct care of patients,
especially the new generation pharmacists who have Pharm. Ds. Pharmacists play a
major role in providing healthcare services by means of community pharmacy
services in rural areas where physicians are not available or where physician
services are too costly for meeting the healthcare necessities. Many reforms are yet
needed to improve job satisfaction among Indian pharmacists such as higher
salaries, more job opportunities in government offices, recognition of pharmacists
as health care professionals and changes in the Pharm. D and pharmacy curriculum.
This report looks at the current issues with the pharmacy profession in India and
provides possible recommendations to improve job satisfaction among India
pharmacists.
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
1. RESEARCH & SCHOLARSHIP
2
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a.

Lead a research team as appropriate to the discipline, including supervision of
research students and staff, ensuring a commitment to the highest standards of
ethics and integrity in research.
b. Lead collaborative research projects at a national or international level
as appropriate to the discipline.
c.
Develop/negotiate and manage action research activity, and or applied
research contracts and or consultancies including some with international
partners
d. Attract external funding to support research activity.
e.
Maintain a regular output of high quality research which is published in
leading research journals or other outputs as appropriate to the discipline.
f.
Present research at national and/or international conferences and/ or at
other appropriate events.
g.
Engage effectively in non-academic impact of research, including
substantial knowledge or technology exchange and/or public engagement
activities, involving a range of partnerships with external organizations
h. Contribute to the development and implementation of research strategies in
the Department/School.
CONCLUSION
Pharmacy education in India, both at the BPharm and MPharm levels, is taught as an
industry- and product-oriented profession with a focus on the basic sciences.During the past
decade, pharmacy education has expanded significantly in terms of number of institutions
offering pharmacy program at various levels. However, pharmacy education in India
continues to be one of the last options for students aspiring to a university degree. The
pharmacists with a BPharm or MPharm generally seek avenues other than pharmacy
practice. These pharmacists prefer placements in production, regulatory affairs,
management and/or quality assurance, and marketing with the pharmaceutical industry.
Only small numbers of these graduates and postgraduates opt to work in community and
institutional pharmacies. In India, diploma holders (DPharm holders) are practicing
pharmacists in the global sense as they engage in community or institution pharmacy
practice.
A specialized MPharm in pharmacy practice program launched in the 1990s failed to create
employment opportunities in practice areas for these postgraduates. The main change that
is currently affecting pharmacy practice is the introduction of the PharmD program in India.
One thousand four hundred ten students have enrolled in 47 colleges (mostly private
sector) localized in a small geographical part (South India) of India. Going by the experience
of socioeconomic status of our country, this steep increase in the required study period
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from the 2-year DPharm to the 6-year PharmD for producing practicing pharmacists raises
issues of PharmD-trained pharmacists who seems to be “unavailable” to serve for India.
In order to demonstrate the requirements for pharmacists in India, it is necessary to
undertake a pharmacy workforce study, to review pharmacy education programs, and to
compare them with the roles that have been accepted internationally. Then, to design and
develop pharmacy degree programs—perhaps one program exclusively for industry and
another for practice.
REFERENCES
1. The National Portal of India, New Delhi 2009. Know India-States and Union
Territories Accessed April 14, 2010.
2. Central Intelligence Agency. The World Fact Book - India. Accessed April 14, 2010.
3. Singh H. History of Pharmacy in India and Related Aspects. Volume 2: Pharmaceutical
Education. 1st ed. Delhi: Vallabh Prakashan; 1994
4. Kaul R. History of modern pharmacy in India: a review of the work of Professor
Harkishan Sing. Pharm Hist. 2009;54(1):34–42
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Abstract
Physical Education is an integral part of the Indian education system. It used to be
considered an extracurricular activity but now it has become more important in the
educational infrastructure of this country. Some time ago there was still a stigma present
about the sports but that changed as time went by and sports now has a far wider
acceptance among the populace. Awareness about physical health is more prominent than
before and the youth are encouraged more and more to take part in physical activities.
Introduction
Physical Education was introduced in the education curriculum with the aim of
educating the youth about how they can better themselves through physical activity. The
aim of Physical Education was always about improving the physical, psychological and
emotional health of an individual. The youth of today are more aware about this field than
ever before. Various media highlight sporting events very prominently which brings more
and more youth towards these sports. The curriculum for Physical Education is designed
nowadays to accommodate sports even more as it makes the education even more
appealing to the youth. Even though it is still ignored by a large majority of the population,
the strides taken to raise the awareness about physical health and physical activity have
provided significant results. Many new opportunities now present themselves in this field
for anyone who desires to participate in it.
Role of Media and Social Media
Media has always been a huge factor in connecting the masses to their favourite
sports from a very long time. In India, it has always been very important in spreading the
news and broadcasts of such sporting events for the masses to consume and enjoy. A few
years back it used to be through the radio broadcasts of Cricket matches which then evolved
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in to Television broadcasts of the said matches. Nowadays online streams of these events
are broadcasted directly to handheld devices which allows the populace to enjoy it
anywhere they want. Cricket used to be the largest and most popular sport during these
times but now through the push towards many other sporting events has led to a boom in
the popularity of many other games. Kabaddi, Badminton, Wrestling and many other sports
now enjoy a higher rate of engagement among the masses. Social Media has a huge
influence on this increase in popularity. Through social media the youth are now more
connected to their favourite sports entities and the internet makes the access to their
desired information even easier than ever before. Various social media have pushed
different events into the limelight and has ignited a want for more.
Development of the Youth
The field of Physical Education aims to create individuals who are sound of body and
mind so that they can improve themselves even further while being a significant
contribution to the society. Physical Education is included in the education curriculum for
this exact purpose. The development should begin from a young age as it helps the children
to develop better and their progress starts that much sooner. Better sportsperson is created
through this and the desire to improve is imparted from a very young age. This also imparts
the knowledge about better health and improves the physical capabilities of the individual.
Various programs are run by institutes as well the various Sports Authorities. The many
branches of the National Institute of Sports across the country help the qualified youth in
their pursuit of excellence. These institutes provide many different academic courses in
various fields that help the interested individuals. Competent and knowledgeable coaches
are made by these institutes who develop the skills of sporting talents even further.
National coaching camps are organised for the training of elite sportspersons who are then
prepared for international competitions. Scientific methods and advanced techniques are
used for the attainment of high-level performance for these sportspersons. National level
competitions are held to identify and hone the skills of such competing sportspersons. Then
comes in the Sports Authority of India which scouts these talents to provide them with
exposure on the international stage. They also monitor the infrastructure for these events
and help provide the funding for various sports throughout the country. These changes help
the youth attain their desired results and help them in achieving a better state of physical
health for their future.
Opportunities for Youth
A large portion of the youngsters in India who are interested in the physical culture
are drawn to wards the various sports present in the country. Even though it is not as
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popular yet, Physical Education provides a large number of opportunities to the people
interested in physical culture. In sports, as it is obvious, people tend to gravitate towards the
large paydays that the international talent cash in. Everyone wishes to be in that position. In
the past Cricket used to be the most popular avenue for the sportsmen to aim towards but
in the past couple of years the rise of many other sports has opened up even more avenues
for the sportsperson to look forward to. The popularity of these sports has raised the capital
collected for these events and more enticing pathways are opened for the athletes.
Many people looking for ways to enter sports are introduced to the field of Physical
Education during their search. It is this field that expands the knowledge and understanding
of the sports as well as the human body. This field creates able individuals who can teach
others as well as perform these tasks on their own. Coaches, trainers, athletes as well as
many different physical activity instructors are readied through this field. A degree, diploma
or even training in this field opens up job opportunities for the individuals in various sectors
of the society.
Conclusion
Even though there is much more to achieve in the field of Sports and Physical
Education in India, we have managed to improve a lot of qualities within these fields. More
and more athletes than before are gaining exposure on the international stage. More and
more young people are attracted towards the various sports in the country. More
opportunities are present than before in these fields for individuals to take part in. The push
towards better physical and mental health is getting traction among the general populace.
Children from a young age are getting better education through physical activities. As said
before, even though there is still a lot to do in these fields, the push towards better health is
gaining traction and hopefully it will continue in this way.
References
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Abstract
Education is one of the main keys to economic development & improvements in
human welfare. As global economic competition grows sharper, education becomes an
important source of competitive advantage, closely linked to economic growth & a way for
countries to attract jobs & investment. As it is the right time to developed new knowledge
based global society, as it is an era of Information exploration & explosion. During last
decade science & Technology have changed the face of world. In developing countries, is
also linked to a whole batch to indicators of human development.
The future of India will be Fashioned in the classroom. While India has made great
strides in improving the education system but much still remain to be done. If we see the
current scenario then we will find that there is a time that there is a flood a advance
Technology all over the globe but our education system is not benefiting due to the lack of
Information & knowledge of teachers, student & the administration is also admitting the
fact that the education system is really in a poor shape today.
Introduction
Globalization & technological change processes that have accelerated in tandem
over the past fifteen year have created a new global economy powered by Technology, filled
by Information & driven by knowledge. The emergence of this new global economy has
serious implication for the nature & purpose of education institution. As the half life of
Information continues to shrink & access to Information continue to grow exponentially,
schools can not remain mere venues for the transmission of a prescribed set of Information
from teacher to student over a size period of time. Rather, school must promote ‘learning to
learn i.e. the acquisition of knowledge & skills that make possible continuous learning over
the life time.
The illiterate of 21st century according to futurist Alvin Tofler will not be those who
can not read & write, but those who can not learn unlearn. Information & Communication
technologies which include radio & television, as well as never digital technologies such as
computers & the internet have been touched as potentially powerful enabling tools for
educational change & reform. However the experience of introducing different ICTs in the
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classroom & other educational settings all over the word over the past several decades
suggests that the full realization of the potential educational benefits of ICTs is not
automatic. The effective integration of ICTs into the educational system is a complex
multifaceted process that involves not just Technology indeed, given enough initial capital
getting the Technology is the easiest part but also curriculum & pedagogy institutional
readiness, teacher competencies & long term financing among others.
Constraints in Higher education
The pace of technological change: In richer countries education is seen as important not
just in the early years, but also in later life. As the pace of technological change quickens &
as the workforce in may rich countries grows older, education offers a way to improve &
update the skills & capabilities of the workforce use of Technology in Higher education.
Uses of Technology in Higher Education :
 The Technology supports students performance of an authentic task.
 The Technology use is integrated into activities tfhat are a core part of the classroom
curriculum.
 Technology is treated as a tool to help accomplish a complex task rather than a
subject of study for its own sake.
 Technology develops awareness & understanding of the way the beliefs, value &
ethics of individuals & groups.
 Technology simply provides a way to communicate with others.
 Use of Technology is to simple make life easier & less manual
 Keeping administrative records.
 Student can take more active role in the learning process
 Teacher can present course content in a variety of formats.
 Time & space boundaries of the classroom can be expanded.
 Time & space boundaries of the classroom can be expanded.
 Technology stimjulates reflex reflection & critical thinking.
Opportunities for interaction between teacher & student :
 Society’s increasing dependence on Technology to communicates Information
means that student must learn the skill to use Information technologies effectively.
 The final use of Technology is simple for entertainment such as using your Ipad.
Qualified Staff :
There are many constraints on delivering education to the right people at the right
time. In developing countries there is frequently a shortage of qualified staff. People may
live in scattered communities in rural areas. Money for books & teaching materials may be
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scare in weather countries, money is also a problem particularly the cost of university
education has risen & students are increasingly expected to meet all or part of the cost
directly finally employers, keen to train staff are often acutely conscious of the costs of
taking people away from their main job in order to attend training courses. They are
therefore eager for more efficient & flexible way to deliver Information to employees.
Strategy for Strengthening the Higher Education
i) Higher education should uphold education role of service to society.
ii) Quality of education is a multi-dimensional concept, which should embrace all
functions & activities i.e. teaching academic programmes, research & scholarship
staffing, students, infrastructure & academic environment.
iii) Higher education institutions should committed to transparent internal & external
evaluation conducted openly by independent specialists.
iv) The potential of Information Communication Technology should be fully utilized.
v) Higher education should be considered a public service.
Role of Information & Technology
As the reader can see, Information & Technology plays a large direct & non direct
role in education. Through the advent of new Technology the world has been brought closer
together in attempts to share knowledge & educate the masses. Information & Technology
can help & hinder in an educational environment as this paper has highlighted Information
& Technology is everywhere in today’s world one can not help but be exposed to it at all
times logically it would make sense that Information & Technology would play a role in
education around the globe. From violence to sharing global ideas in a virtual community it
is because of Information & Technology & the recent Information & Technology explosion
i.e. the internet lately that education can thank for helping push young minds forward at an
accelerated learning pace. Although Information & Technology literacy is a problem
students seem to be finding their own ways in the world of technology & are making the
best of it to really better their minds.
Conclusion
1) The stage is set in other words to take Information & Technology initiatives in
parenting education to a higher level. Therefore we can say that it educational policy
must ensure up to date qualifications in the information society.
o Up-to-date qualification gained against the back ground of a high general
level of education in the population if we want to maintain competitiveness
& its share of the global marked in the information society.
o It skill & it understanding are thus central prerequisites for the individual
both now & especially in the future.
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2) The advantages of using information technology is that time consuming work
routines can increasingly by performed by means of this technology & time can thus
be devoted instead to communicating & informing to the processing of information
& the production of knowledge.
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Abstract:
The present study is aimed to investigate the aggression level of Urban and Rural
Handball Players representing All India Inter University and to find its relationship with sport
performance. The method of the study is descriptive correlational. The data was collected
using questionnaires and through field study procedure. The population of the study
consisted of 324 Urban and 176Rural Handball Players representing All India Inter
University. Aggression level of players was assessed using the aggression questionnaire
constructed by Dr. G. C. Patti (English version) (1976). T-test was used to compare the
groups at 0.05 levels of significance. On the basis of result of the present study, it was
concluded that urban handball players are more aggressive than rural handball players.
Key words:Aggression, Handball, Interuniversity
Introduction:
Sport psychology is a diverse field with wide implications and has its impact in
the field of every sport for past many years. Around the world Teams are effectively
utilizing mental techniques in the improvement ofplayers’ performance. It involves the
study of psychological factors and to analyse its effect in performance and how
participation in sport and exercise affect psychological and physical factors.In addition
to instruction and training of psychological skills for performance improvement, applied
sport-psychology may include work with athletes, coaches, and parents
regarding injury, rehabilitation, communication, team building, and career transitions.
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In social psychology, aggression is most commonly defined as a behaviour
that is intended to harm another person, who is motivated to avoid that harm.This
harm can take many forms such as physical injury, hurt feelings, or damaged social
relationships. Although definitions vary slightly, highly similar definitions have been
utilized by many prominent aggression researchers.
The definition provides above include several key characteristics that help
distinguish aggression from other phenomena.
Firstly, aggression is an observable behaviour and not a thought or feeling.
Although aggressive cognitions (e.g. hostile attitudes, beliefs, thoughts, or wishes) and
aggressive affect (e.g. feelings of anger, rage, desire for revenge) can and frequently do
serve as important precursors to aggressive behaviour, neither aggressive cognition nor
aggressive affect is considered aggression.
Secondly, the act must be intentional and be carried out with the goal of
harming another. This means that accidental harm (e.g. unintentionally elbowing
someone in a crowded room) does not count as aggression. The focus on intent also
outweighs the outcomes of the behaviour in question i.e. whether or not harm has
actually occurred. This means that scenarios in which one person harms another for
their benefit (e.g. a doctor amputating a patient’s leg to save his or her life, but also
causing pain) are not considered aggression. Conversely, scenarios in which individuals
attempt to harm another but fail to do so (e.g. a person shoots to kill someone but
misses) are considered aggression.
Thirdly, aggression involves people, meaning that damaging inanimate
objects (e.g. kicking a wall, smashing plates, or pounding one’s fists on a table) is not
considered aggression unless it is carried out with the intention of harming another
person (e.g. slashing the tires on your enemy’s car). Finally, the recipient of the harm
must be motivated to avoid that harm. This condition excludes phenomena such as
masochism (i.e. deriving pleasure, often sexual, from pain), suicide, and assisted-suicide
from the realm of aggression. This does not mean that some of these latter forms of
behaviour are totally unrelated to aggression. Indeed, some of the same psychological
processes are likely at work. Nonetheless, research over many decades has shown that
the more specific definition of “aggression” used by social psychologists has proven to
be extremely useful in developing and testing high-quality theories of aggression, and
shown that the various types of behaviours that do meet this specific definition are very
similar in aetiology and underlying processes. Accidental harm is not aggression, but
acts that are intended to injure others are aggression, whether or not they are
successful.
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The present study deals witha Comparative Study of Aggression level of Men
and Women Handball Players representing All India Inter University
Research methodology
The present study in hand is a survey type research where the survey was conducted
on Handball players, who were selected to represent their respective University in All India
Inter University Handball Championship to collect data for the measurement of aggression
level of players.
Samples:
The population for the study were 324Urban and 176 Rural Handball Players
representing All India Inter University Handball tournament.
Tools used:
For the collection of the data required for the study the investigator used the
following tools to investigate the selected variables.
Conclusion:
Overall comparison of aggression level of urban and rural women all India interuniversity Handball Players showed that the urban Handball players experience more
aggression than rural Handball players.
In normal competitions aggressiveness is necessary to overpower an opponent or
to demoralize his physical capacities. Hence a percentage of aggression is needed. This
significant difference in aggression is probably because of the coaching and training they get
in the university.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to compare Aspiration Level various level of female
boxers. For this sixty (60) female boxers, 20 from each participated in the Maharashtra State
Tournaments (20 State Players), Inter Collegiate Tournaments of Rashtrasant Tukadoji
Maharaj Nagpur University (20 Inter Collegiate Players) and Inter University Tournaments
(20 Inter University Players) with the help of purposive sampling method were selected
from Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University, Nagpur. The weight categories of the
boxers were ranged between 50 kg to 57 years (flyweight to feather weight). Subjects did
not use any ergogenic aids or supplementations and also they were all free from any injuries
during the collection of data. To see the level of aspiration researcher has selected ‘The level
of aspiration measure test’ which was constructed by Mahesh Bhargava and M. A. Shah
were distributed to the players and the same were collected back after having filled by the
players. Statistical Analysis was done on the basis of One Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
The collected data were statistically analyzed with f-test. The level of significance was
significant at 0.05 levels. Result shows that there was significant difference were found in
Level of Aspiration among Inter University, State and Inter Collegiate Boxers as obtained Fratio was 6.231 which was greater than that of required tabulated ‘F’ value of 3.158 at .05
level of significance with (2,57) degree of freedom. Hence, Post Hoc test was applied to see
the Mean Difference among Inter University, State and Inter Collegiate Boxers in reference
to Level of Aspiration. The significant difference was found only among Inter University
Boxer and Inter Collegiate Boxer in reference to Level of Aspiration whereas insignificant
difference was found among remaining comparison. Concluding the above study we
conclude that there was significant difference were found in Level of Aspiration among
State, Inter Collegiate and Inter University Boxers, it may be attributed that Level of
Aspiration varies from each other but remains a bit in everybody whether it may be player,
student, teacher, businessman etc, we can conclude that in the view of different level of
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players Inter University Female Boxers shows high level of aggression followed by State
Level Boxers and least in Inter Collegiate Boxers.
Keywords: Level of Aspiration, Female Boxers, etc.
INTRODUCTION
Today sports are considered as an integral to all-round development of one’s
personality. Now a day sports has become an essential part of life. Millions of fans and
spectators follow different games and sports events bordering on devotion. Many people
participate in sports and games for fun, enjoyment, happiness, pleasure, health, fitness,
status and also for recreation. Increased participation in games and sports has resulted in
competition which has become an important element of modern life.
Generally people think that boxing is not usually seen as a sport requiring high levels
of fitness, however boxer need to attain a certain level in many aspects of fitness to allow
them to perform with accuracy and be able to repeat the actions without fatigue. With calm
and quite the boxer can take a punch with greater intensity and frequency during training,
and to punch without fatigue during competition. A successful boxer requires good vision,
hand/eye coordination, controlled psychological variables, high level of Aspiration, etc and
many such factors which directly or indirectly effect on boxing performance.
Like other psychological phenomena, motivational factors are important in directing
individual behavior consciously and make him strive to perform certain type of activity in
order to achieve a definite goal. Every one aims at reaching a definite goal or excellence in
performance and doing so, he sets a desire for distinction which has an inner structure
known as ‘Level of Aspiration’ (LOA). Hence, researcher wants to know the level of
aspiration of different boxer, he has taken the study entitled “Comparative study of
aspiration level of various levels of female boxers.”
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subject
Sixty (60) female boxers, 20 from each participated in the Maharashtra State
Tournaments (20 State Players), Inter Collegiate Tournaments of Rashtrasant Tukadoji
Maharaj Nagpur University (20 Inter Collegiate Players) and Inter University Tournaments
(20 Inter University Players) with the help of purposive sampling method were selected
from Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University, Nagpur. The weight categories of the
boxers were ranged between 50 kg to 57 years (flyweight to feather weight). Subjects did
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not use any ergogenic aids or supplementations and also they were all free from any injuries
during the collection of data.
To see the level of aspiration researcher has selected ‘The level of aspiration
measure test’ which was constructed by Mahesh Bhargava and M. A. Shah were distributed
to the players and the same were collected back after having filled by the players.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To compare the level of aspiration of various levels of female boxers researcher
applied One Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The collected data were statistically
analyzed with f-test. The level of significance was significant at 0.05 levels.
CONCLUSION
Concluding the above study we conclude that there was significant difference were
found in Level of Aspiration among State, Inter Collegiate and Inter University Boxers, it may
be attributed that Level of Aspiration varies from each other but remains a bit in everybody
whether it may be player, student, teacher, businessman etc, we can conclude that in the
view of different level of players Inter University Female Boxers shows high level of
aggression followed by State Level Boxers and least in Inter Collegiate Boxers.
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Abstract :
Education is the driving force for the national development and economic growth. It
is also an individual’s asset for personal livehood and well being. It gives people the skills
they need to help themselves out of poverty. The present day globalization has provided vas
job opportunities in India and at the same time poses a challenges and threats. In India
commerce education facing many challenges lack of learning resources, out dated teaching
method, mismatch education and job market, the quality of commerce education has
become a major marketing issue in the changing environment. As per specialization, a
practical training, internship should be provided to the students by making relevant and
practical oriented commerce education. We may impact global competitiveness to our
students. The commerce education institutions produce world class graduates to help
making India as a superpower but before that we need some changes in commerce stream
like providing good infrastructural facilities, like good classroom, computer network,
business lab, library, digital library etc. proper seating arrangement, redesign the commerce
pedagogy, Revise and update the syllabus and make it more realistic with new industrial
facts. This paper is based on observation and some experience as faculty of commerce. In
this article is highlights the challenges in commerce education in new millennium.
Introduction :Commerce is related with activities in valuing sale, exchange and transfer or goods
and services, commerce activities include trade, transportation, banking ware housing and
insurance business low, corporate governance and corporate accountability. Commerce
education as a living discipline of education develops knowledge, skills and attitude that are
required for the successful handling of trade, commerce and industry. Commerce education
was started in 1886 in India. The first commercial school was setup in Chennai by the
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Trustees of Pachiappa’s Charities (Mehrotra, 1987) The British government started a school
of commerce in Calicut (Kerela) in 1895. After that in 1903 commerce classes were started
in the Presidency College, Kolkata since then commerce faculties established in many
universities. Now commerce is 3rd largest faculty in India. Education is the main keys to
economic development and improvements in human welfare. Today information and
knowledge are ruling the world in this scenario. Commerce Education as a Living Discipline
of Education which develops knowledge skills and attitude that are required for the
successful handling of trade, commerce and industry has bright prospects.
 Objectives of study
1) To study the present status of commerce education in India.
2) To give suggestions to make commerce education more practical and job
oriented.
 Research Methodology
The study is based on mainly secondary data. It is involves websites, online
journals, and some research paper which is related to the topics.
Finding and Suggestions
The present-day business is controlled by big corporate houses and the corporate
entities want students with rich skills in creativity and innovative, information technology,
ability to make decisions in a dynamic environment, entrepreneurial skills, Human Resource
Development Services Management Strategic Skills. Therefore, commerce education should
be need to engineered to prepare to the students for global market and boost India for
super power. I would like to suggest the following measures to make commerce education
more practical and job oriented.
 Commerce Education can play significant role in economic activities like employment
generation, entrepreneurship development poverty alleviation to ensure inclusive
growth and sustainability. The key parameters behind this are :- better management
of factor of production, optimum use resource, change in the attitude of youth
towards economic activities, saving, investment and capital formation, courage and
motivation to commerce own business due to commerce education.
 Developments of small & medium enterprises. These parameters are providing base
of employment generation industrialization and entrepreneurship development to
ensure inclusive growth in India.
 The commerce education is to be made highly professional course.
 Re-engineering the commerce pedagogy to make commerce education more
effective and practical the outdated and inefficient teaching method should be
replaced by learner centered, case method, project method.
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There should be more involvement of industry experts in framing syllabus and other
industry based course.
 UGC and University Department should take the lead role in training the trainers in
equip as per the requirements.
 Teachers are backbone of the system which is why faculty development or training
programmers need to be arranged regularly as per the industry requirements and
necessary.
 Commerce students should also be provided with computer lab, commerce lab, field
visits, industrial tours, practical record, practical training, internship, commerce
education covers.
 Special industrial based guest lecture and workshops to be organized by colleges.
 Colleges and institutions create or search their own income sources for providing
better facilities to institutions and improved services to students.
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;qodks ds lokZfx.k fodkl es dzhMk o 'kkjhfjd f’k{kk dk egRoiq.kZ ;ksxnku
izk- lat; ds- dkGs
lapkyd] dzhMk o 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k
Jh f’kokth dyk] okf.kT; o foKku egkfo|ky;] vdksyk
eks- ua- 9370013031 sanjay.kale@yahoo.co.in
ß’kjhj ek|a [kyq /keZZ lk/kueÞ! vFkkZr LoLFk 'kjhj gh /keZ dk izFke lk/ku gS! 'kjhj dh LoLFkrk vkSj
fujksxrk [ksy ;k O;k;ke ds Onkjk gh izkIr gksrh gS! dzhMk dk egRo bl ckr esa Hkh gSß dh og
euq”; dh lHkh eqy izo`Rrh;ksa dh r`Irh djrh gS! dzhMk leqg & izo`Rrh dh fof‘k”V mit gS]
vr% ;g euq”; dh lkekftdrk dk iks”k.k djrh gS vkSj okLrfod euq”;rk dh LFkkiuk djrh gS!
D;ksafd euq”; eqyr% ,d lkekftd izkf.k gS! izkfpau dkylsgh euq”; vius LokLFkds izfr ltx Fks
O;k;ke’kkyk] vk[kkMs] xq#dqy] vkJe] leqg es fofHkUu izdkj ds O;k;ke rFkk NksVs & NksVs
euksjatukRed [ksyks Onkjk vius vkidks LoLFk rFkk fujksxh jgrs gqos ftou O;frr djrs vk jgs gS! bl
r&gk laiw.kZ lekt LoLFk ,oe] ljy ftou izlaUurkls ftuss es en~nxkj lkfcr gksrs gS!
izkfpu dkyls gh 'kkjhfjd f’k{kk ekuo lektes pyh vk jgh gS! tSls tSls fo’oes lH;rk;ksdk fodkl
gq;k muds lkFk lkFk ‘kkjhfjd f’k{kk dk Hkh fodkl gkssrk x;k ‘kkjhfjd f’k{kkds lanHkZes vyx vyx
/kkj.kk;s Fkh! tSls ‘kkjhfjd izf’k{k.k] ‘kkjhfjd laLd`rh] dok;r] [ksy] fteukfLVd iajrq ‘kkjhfjd
f’k{kk dk vFkZ dkQh O;kid gS! gSjh dzks cd ds vuqlkj & ß’kkjhfjd f’k{kk] f’k{kkds dk;Zdze dk og
Hkkx gS! ftles ‘kkjhfjd dk;ZdzeksOnkjk laiq.kZ cPpsdh f’k{kk gS! ‘kkjhfjd dk;Zdze lk/ku gS vkSj mUgs
bl izdkj pqudj djk;k tkrk g!S fd bldk izHkko cPpsds laiw.kZ ftouij iMs ftles ‘kkjhfjd]
ekufld] laosxkRed rFkk uSfrd lHkh vax laEehyhr gS!
'kkjhfjd f’k{kkds y{k ds MCY;q- cqd ckYVj ds vuqlkj ß’kkjhfjd f’k{kkdk y{k euq”; dk ‘kkjhfjd]
lkekftd] ekufld rFkk laosxkRed n`”Vhdksuls lqUnj ,oa vf/kdre fodkl djuk gS ;g fodkl
lkekftd ,oae LokLFk f’k{kk ds Lrjksadks /;kues j[krs gq;s laiw.kZ ‘kjhj Onkjk [ksydqn] rky;qDr
fdz;kvks ,oae fteUkkLVhd dh dzh;kvkses mfpr ekxZn’kZu ,oae f’k{k.kds lkFk Hkkx ysusls laHko gksrh
gS!Þ
dzhMk % ;qodks dh ‘kkjhfjd] ekufld] laosxkRed] ckSf/nd vkSj lkekftd mUufr ds fy, vfuok;Z gS!
;gh dkj.k gS fd f’k{kk esa dzhMk&i/nfr dks ,d egRoiw.kZ LFkku fn;k x;k gS! ß[ksy ,d vkuUn&izn]
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LQwfrZnk;d] l`tukRed izfdz;k gS ftles O;fDr iw.kZ&#i ls viuh vfHkO;fDr ikrk gS!Þ ß[ksy O;fDr
dh l`tukRed izfdz;kvksa dk xgu&izn’kZu gS!Þ
dzks o dzks %& ß[ksy dh ml fdz;k ds #i esa ifjHkk”kk dh tk ldrh gS] ftlesa ,d O;fDr ml le;
O;Lr gksrk gS] tc og ml dk;Z dks djus ds fy, Lora= gksrk gS] ftls og djuk pkgrk gS!Þ
dzhMk o 'kkjhfjd f’k{kk Onkjk ;qodksesa fuEefyf[kr mn~ns’k izkfIrdk egRo fo”kn fd;k gS!
1- 'kkjhfjd fodkl %& O;k;ke rFkk dzhMk Li/kkZvks Onkjk leLr ‘kkjhfjd vax vkSj
eklis’khvksdh lqMkSy] LQqrhZ vkSj lgu’kDrh] fofHkUu ‘kkjhfjd laLFkkvksdk fodkl gksrk gS!
2- Ekkufld fodkl %& ekufld rukovksls eqDrh] fpUrk] Hk;] izsj.kk vknh xq.kkvksdk fodkl
gksrk gS!
3- ckSf/nd fodkl %& dYiuk & ‘kfDr] rdZ ‘kfDr vknh ekufld xq.kkvksdk fodkl gksrk gS!
4- lkekftd fodkl %& lgu’khyrk] lg;ksxdh Hkkouk] fu;eksdk ikyu] U;k; lgkuqHkwfr vknh
xq.kkvksdk fodkl gksrk gS!
5- uSfrd fodkl %& vPNs pfj=dk fuekZ.k] bZekunkjh] vknh xq.kkvksdk fodkl gksrk gS!
6- O;fDrRo dk fodkl %& [ksy dh Hkkouk] usr`Ro] vkRekuq’kklu] dk;Z{kerk] lkgl bZR;knh
7- laosxkRed fodkl %& lq[k&nq%[k] izse] Mj] ?k`.kk] dzks/k] vk’kk] fujk’kk] yTtk] bZ”;kZ] xoZ]
vkp;Z bZR;knh laosxksij fu;a=.k dj ldrs gS!
8- le; dk lnmi;ksx %& cqjh vknrksls NqVdkjk] bZR;knh
9- euksjatu %& vkRe’kkarh feyrh gS!
10- [ksy Onkjk lekt] jk”Vª] vkrajjkf”Vª; lnHkkoukvks dk fodkl gksrk gS!
11- O;olkf;d n`f"Vdksuls fodklkRed tutkx`rh gksrh gS!
vkS|ksxhdj.k] ukxjh;dj.k rFkk ;a=hdj.k ds ijh.kkeksls Hk;Hkhr euq”; ds euksoSKkfud
larqyuds fuekZ.k es [ksydqn gh leFkZ gS! ;g vkarjjkf”Vª; [ksydqn ,oae ‘kkjhfjd f’k{kk ijh”kn ds
?kks”k.kki= es dgk x;k gS! ‘kkjhfjd ;ksX;rk vkSj dkS’kY;] ekufld lapsruk vkSj pfj= lac/kh dqN
xq.kksds fodkl ds fy, dzhMk o ‘kkjhfjd f’k{kk vR;ar egRoiq.kZ gS! vkSj ;qodks dks cy’kkyh cukus
es egRoiq.kZ ;ksxnku gS!
lanHkZ xzaFk %&
 y{ehdkar ika.Ms; & Hkkjrh; [ksyksadh ehekalk
 MkW- vkj- lh- daoj & ‘kkjhfjd f’k{kkds fl/nkar ,oae bfrgkl
 MkW- vkj- lh- daoj & f’k{kk ,oa dzhMk euksfoKku
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ROLE OF SPORTS IN DEVELOPMENT OF YOUTH
DR. SACHIN SURESH MAHALLE
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Email: mahallesachin09@gmail.com
Abstract:
The purpose of the present study is role of sports in development of Youth.
National and International sports competitions held in the last few years, we find that
India's performance in them has been very poor. Our country is a densely populated
country. We can encourage more women and men in the field of sports. The achievements
of the field of sports in our country are very poor, but it is also true that there is no shortage
of talent in our country. If a healthy environment is created and selection is done through
due process, then we can do a lot in this area.
Keywords: Sports, Youth
Introduction:
Student life is the foundation of human life. Students who give equal importance
to sports along with their studies are usually of intelligent age. Every young man must play
some game. Games should be specially arranged in such a way that our youth should not be
disturbed in their studies. Sports and exercise should be made mandatory in our schools and
colleges. Sports keep him in good mental health. They are more agile than other students
and they develop more human qualities like patience, tolerance, forgiveness. One should
exercise regularly and systematically.
It is very important for man to have good health. Since the Vedic period, our
forefathers have considered 'Nirogi Kaya' i.e. healthy body as the main pleasure. Sports or
exercise are very important for a healthy body. A healthy body has a healthy brain. A part
from making us strong, healthy and agile, they also teach us how to use our power properly.
To keep the body healthy, sports or exercise are as much required as food and
water to live life. Having a healthy body is essential for a healthy brain. Sports and sports
have become a permanent essential part of the human activities of our civilization. Youths
and young women take an active part in games and exercises. Where sports provide
strength to the body, they also create a sense of discipline and working together. Sports
inspire us selfless labor and we do not hesitate to move forward. Like military training,
sports should also be made mandatory.
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Sports provide good health to human beings, as well as sports played with the
spirit of sports; create mutual harmony and team spirit among the people. Our educational
institutions encourage sports by organizing sports and giving awards and trophies. In fact,
the game itself is the basis for instilling military spirit and discipline among the youth. The
Indian child should get an opportunity to do physical exercise through some appropriate
sport. Only by this can national health be maintained, which is the biggest means of national
wealth.
For the all-round development of human beings, it is imperative that we give
equal importance to both sports and education. For the healthy and strong future of the
country, youth should understand the importance of sports from the beginning and more
economic budget and facilities should be provided by the government for its promotion so
that new talent can get opportunities and appropriate facilities. Apart from this, it is also
necessary that every citizen of the country understands and adopts the importance of
exercise and sports so that its all-round development is possible.
Conclusion:
The importance given to education in the life of a human being, similarly the
importance of sports for a human being cannot be underestimated. Present or ancient,
sports have had their own importance. Sports are the key to healthy life.
Recommendation:
1. The Government of India and the State Governments should make a definite
action plan and concentrate on the development of sports.
2. Select games from both rural and urban areas according to the interest and
ability of the children and train them
References:
1. Mahajan, Piyush. Essay on Standard of Sports in India in Hindi. Article.
Available from http://www.essaysinhindi.com
2. Mariam, S. Essay on Standard of Sports in India in Hindi. Article. Available
from http://www.essaysinhindi.com
3. Nisha, A. Essay on Sports in India. Article. Available from
http://www.essaysinhindi.com
4. https://www.gksection.com/sports-essay-in-hindi
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if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa d¢
ikB~;Øe esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk dks vfuok;Z fo"k; cukus gsrq
fo|ky;hu Nk=ksa d¢ erksa dk losZ{k.k
lfpu eaMy
ih,p-Mh- Ldksyj
lar xkMxsckck vejkorh fo|kihB] vejkorh

lkjka’k
bl v/;;u dk eq[; mÌs’; if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa d¢ ikB~;Øe esa ’kkjhfjd
f’k{kk dks vfuok;Z fo"k; cukus gsrq fo|ky;hu Nk=ksa d¢ erksa dk losZ{k.k djuk FkkA orZeku v/;;u esa if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k
ftyk d¢ 10 ljdkjh mPp fo|ky;ksa esa v/;;ujr 8oha ls 12oha d{kk d¢ 10&10 Nk=ksa dqy 100 Nk=ksa dks vk¡dM+ksa d¢ L=ksr d¢ :i esa
mÌs’;iq.kZ U;k;n’kZ i)fr }kjk pquko fd;k x;kA vk¡dM+sa ,df=r djus d¢ fy, vuqla/kkudrkZ us Lo;a fufeZr erkoyh dk mi;¨x fd;kA
bl erkoyh esa loZ çFke 50&50 ç’u fy, x;s Fks] bl erkoyh dks rKksa yksaxks }kjk tk¡pk x;k tks ç’u vFkZfgu] ckj&ckj ,d tSls
vFkZ d¢ Fks mUgs erkoyh ls fudkyk x;k var easa 30 ç’u j[ks x;sA ç’ukoyh Hkjokrs le; mud¢ ’kkjhfjd vkSj ekufld Lrj ij
vuqla/kkudrkZ dk dksbZ fua;=.k ugha Fkk ,oa vuqla/kkudrkZ us fdlh dks Hkh fdlh Hkh çdkj dk çsj.kkRed i)fr dk mi;¨x ugh fd;kA
lkaf[;dh; fo’ys"k.k djus d¢ fy, vuql/kkaudrkZ us Chi-Square rdfud dk mi;ksx fd;kA egRo dk Lrj 0-05 j[kk x;kA lq{e
voyksdu ls ;g Kkr gqvk dh Nk=ksa dk erksa d¢ vk/kkj ij if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ mPp ek/;fed fo?kky;ksa d¢
ikB~;Øe esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk dks vfuok;Z fo"k; cukus d¢ Áfr n`f"Vdks.k 54-866 Áfr’kr rFkk dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 60-784 Ikk;k x;k tks
fd rhoz lgerks dks n’kkZrs gSA 32-8 Áfr’kr Ok dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 8-192 brus er ;g lgerks dks n’kkZrs gSA 6-93 Áfr’kr Ok
dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 8-536 brus Nk=ksa d¢ er ;g vfuf’prk dks n’kkZrs gSA 3-266 Áfr’kr o dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 14 brus Nk=ksa d¢ er
;g vlger Ikk;k x;kA rFkk 2-133 Áfr’kr ,Oka dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 15-96 brus Nk=ksa d¢ er ;g iq.kZr% vlger dks n’kkZrs gSA vr%
Degree of Freedom 4 vkSj mlh d¢ lkFk level of Significance 0.05 Lrj ij tabulated 2 9-49 gSA Calculated 2 10747 gS tks fd lkj.kh dkbZ&oxZ eqY; ls vf/kd gSA ftls ;g fu"d"kZ lkeus vkrk gS fd] Nk=ksa d¢ erksa d¢ vk/kkj ij‘’kkjhfjd f’k{kk d¢
Áfr n`f"Vdks.k ;g ldkjkRed gSA erokyh d¢ Áfr’kr dks vkys[k esa n’kkZ;k x;k gSA tks fuEu Ádkj ls gSA Nk=ksa dk erksa d¢ vk/kkj ij
if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;®a d¢ ikB~îØe esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk dks vfuok;Z fo"k; cukus d¢ çfr
n`f"Vdks.k esa Hkh ‘rhoz lgerks’ dk çfr’kr ;g lcls vf/kd ik;k x;kA bl lkaf[;fd; fo’ys"k.k ls ;g Kkr gksrk gS dh] Nk=ksa d¢ erksa
d¢ vk/kkj ij ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk d¢ çfr n`f"Vdks.k ;g Hkh ldkjkRed gh ik;k x;kA ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk d¢ vkus ls fo|ky; esa Nk=ksa dks vf/kd
volj feysxsA ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk ls fuHkZjrk] dk;Z rRijrk bR;kfn xq.kksa dk fuekZ.k djsxkA ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk ls n`<+ ladYi djus dh {kerk mn~j
gksrk gSA

lad¢r 'kCn% iq#fy;k ftyk] ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk] vfuok;Z fo"k; ,Oka fo|ky;hu Nk=ksaA

ÁLrkouk
vk/kqfud ;qx esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk ;g ,d jk"Vªh; LokLF; d¢ fy, vR;ar egRoiq.kZ fo"k; le>k tkrk gS
ftldks fdlh Hkh çdkj ls visf{kr ugh fd;k tk ldrkA ckyd gekjs ns’k d¢ Hkkoh ukxjhd gS ;fn bu ckydksa dks
’kkjhfjd fØ;k;sa ,oa [ksydqn dh f’k{kk ugh nh xbZ rks LokLF; ,oa vuq’kkluc) ukxjhd dh vis{kk ugh dh tk
ldrh gSA blh Ádkj vkt ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk gekjh lkekU; f’k{kk dk ,d egRoiq.kZ vax cu xÃ gS rFkk vksyfEid
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[ksy¨a eas gekjs ns’k d¢ f[kykfM+;ksa dh nqnZ’kk dks ns[krs gq;s gesa gekjh ØhM+k uhrh eas ifjorZu djuk vko’;d gks x;k
gSA vr% gesa ÁkFkfed Lrj ij ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk ,oa ØhM+k dh uhao dk chtjksiu djuk vfuok;Z gks x;k gSA
’kkjhfjd f’k{kk O;fDr d¢ lexz :i ls fodflr djusokyh ÁfØ;k ;k ;kstuk dk vax gSA ’kkjhfjd d`rh rFkk
gypy fdlh Hkh O;fDr rFkk ltho çk.kh eas tUe ls gh ’kq: g¨rh gS v©j ;g lc fØ;k;sa e`R;q rd pyrh jgrh
gSA blh çdkj ls ’kkjhfjd miØe ges’kk pyrk jgrk gSA ’kkjhfjd miØe rFkk gypy ;g fo"k; ekuo d¢ oa’k eas
Ákphu dky ls pyk vk jgk A
'kkjhfjd f'k{kk yEcas Lke; Lks vko';d fo"k; jgk gS çkFkfed] ek/;fed ,oa mPp ek/;fed Lrj ij Ldwy¨
esa mLkd¢ Lrj d¨ cuk, j[kus fd vR;ar vko';drk gSA fQj Òh mPp ek/;fed Ldwy¨a esa rFkk d‚yst vFkok
fo’ofo|ky; Lrj¨ ij 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk dk ;¨xnku de çÒkoh g¨rk tk jgk gSA tgk¡ fo|kFkÊ;¨ d¨ ,SfPNd Lks
LkEcfU/kr pquko vFkok fu.kZ; djus d¢ fy, rS;kj fd;k tkrk gSA fdLkh Òh Lrj esa 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk d¢ dk;ZØe¨a d¨
çÒkoh cuk;k tk Lkdrk gSA ,d okafNr Lks ,SfPNd dk;ZØe esa ifjorZu d¢ fy, ;g vko';d ugh gS fd bLks foÒkx
esa deh vFkok fo|kFkÊ d¢ ukekadu esa deh g¨rh gSA bu Lks dk;ZØe¨a fd çÑfr esa ifjorZu g¨rk gS] ,d ,SfPNd
dk;ZØe çLrkfor fØ;kv¨ d¨ ifjÒkf"kr djrk gSA rFkk fo|kFkÊ mu xfrfof/k;¨a dk p;u djrs gS ftud¢ fy, og
f'k{k.k pkgrs gSA nqLkjh rjQ ,d vko';d dk;ZØe dk vFkZ çR;sd d¢ fy, mLkdh iwoZ ifjfpr vko';d g¨rk gS
tSLks ek/;fed Ldqy Lrj] çkFkfed Ldqy Lrj fo|kFkÊ vkfnA
’kkjhfjd f’k{kk fo"k; jkT; d¢ ek/;fed vkSj mPp ek/;fed fo|ky; d¢ ikB~;Øe esa visf{kr gSA if’pe
caxky jkT; esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk dks vfuok;Z fo"k; ugh j[kk x;k gS lkFk gh 11oh o 12oh d{kk esa ;g fo"k; gS gh
ugh] tc fd dkWyst esa ,d fo"k; d¢ :i esa bl dh i<+kbZ gksrh gSA bl lanHkZ esa ’kks/kdrkZ us Nk=ksa ls bl fo"k; dh
jk; ysuh pkgh,A
bl rjg d¢ dqN ç’u vuqla/kkudrkZ d¢ eu esa gS vkSj bu ç’uksa d¢ fuokj.k djus d¢ fy, vuqla/kkudrkZ us
fuEufyf[kr leL;k dk dFku fd;k gS&
if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa d¢ ikB~;Øe esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk dks
vfuok;Z fo"k; cukus gsrq fo|ky;hu Nk=ksa d¢ erksa dk losZ{k.k fd;kA

dk;Z i)fr
orZeku v/;;u esa if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ 10 ljdkjh mPp fo|ky;ksa esa v/;;ujr 8oha
ls 12oha d{kk d¢ 10&10 Nk=ksa dqy 100 Nk=ksa dks vk¡dM+ksa d¢ L=ksr d¢ :i esa mÌs’;iq.kZ U;k;n’kZ i)fr }kjk
pquko fd;k x;kA vk¡dM+sa ,df=r djus d¢ fy, vuqla/kkudrkZ us Lo;a fufeZr erkoyh dk mi;¨x fd;kA bl erkoyh
esa loZ çFke 50&50 ç’u fy, x;s Fks] bl erkoyh dks rKksa yksaxks }kjk tk¡pk x;k tks ç’u vFkZfgu] ckj&ckj ,d
tSls vFkZ d¢ Fks mUgs erkoyh ls fudkyk x;k var easa 30 ç’u j[ks x;sA ç’ukoyh Hkjokrs le; mud¢ ’kkjhfjd vkSj
ekufld Lrj ij vuqla/kkudrkZ dk dksbZ fua;=.k ugha Fkk ,oa vuqla/kkudrkZ us fdlh dks Hkh fdlh Hkh çdkj dk
çsj.kkRed i)fr dk mi;¨x ugh fd;kA

lkaf[;dh; fo’ys"k.k
lkaf[;dh; fo’ys"k.k djus d¢ fy, vuql/kkaudrkZ us Chi-Square rdfud dk mi;ksx fd;kA egRo dk
Lrj 0-05 j[kk x;kA
mijksDr fn, gq;s lkj.kh d¢ lq{e voyksdu ls ;g Kkr gqvk dh Nk=ksa dk erksa d¢ vk/kkj ij if’pe caxky
jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ mPp ek/;fed fo?kky;ksa d¢ ikB~;Øe esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk dks vfuok;Z fo"k; cukus d¢ Áfr
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n`f"Vdks.k 54-866 Áfr’kr rFkk dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 60-784 Ikk;k x;k tks fd rhoz lgerks dks n’kkZrs gSA 32-8
Áfr’kr Ok dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 8-192 brus er ;g lgerks dks n’kkZrs gSA 6-93 Áfr’kr Ok dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 8536 brus Nk=ksa d¢ er ;g vfuf’prk dks n’kkZrs gSA 3-266 Áfr’kr o dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 14 brus Nk=ksa d¢ er
;g vlger Ikk;k x;kA rFkk 2-133 Áfr’kr ,Oka dkbZ&oxZ dk eqY; 15-96 brus Nk=ksa d¢ er ;g iq.kZr% vlger
dks n’kkZrs gSA
vr% Degree of Freedom 4 vkSj mlh d¢ lkFk level of Significance 0.05 Lrj ij tabulated
2 9-49 gSA Calculated 2 107-47 gS tks fd lkj.kh dkbZ&oxZ eqY; ls vf/kd gSA ftls ;g fu"d"kZ lkeus vkrk
gS fd] Nk=ksa d¢ erksa d¢ vk/kkj ij‘’kkjhfjd f’k{kk d¢ Áfr n`f"Vdks.k ;g ldkjkRed gSA erokyh d¢ Áfr’kr dks
vkys[k esa n’kkZ;k x;k gSA tks fuEu Ádkj ls gSA

fu"d"kZ
Nk=ksa dk erksa d¢ vk/kkj ij if’pe caxky jkT; d¢ iq#fy;k ftyk d¢ mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;®a d¢ ikB~îØe
esa ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk dks vfuok;Z fo"k; cukus d¢ çfr n`f"Vdks.k esa Hkh ‘rhoz lgerks’ dk çfr’kr ;g lcls vf/kd ik;k
x;kA bl lkaf[;fd; fo’ys"k.k ls ;g Kkr gksrk gS dh] Nk=ksa d¢ erksa d¢ vk/kkj ij ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk d¢ çfr n`f"Vdks.k
;g Hkh ldkjkRed gh ik;k x;kA ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk d¢ vkus ls fo|ky; esa Nk=ksa dks vf/kd volj feysxsA ’kkjhfjd
f’k{kk ls fuHkZjrk] dk;Z rRijrk bR;kfn xq.kksa dk fuekZ.k djsxkA ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk ls n`<+ ladYi djus dh {kerk mn~j
gksrk gSA

lanHkZ






,l- ih- lqf[k;k] fo|ky; Á’kklu ,oa laxBu] vkxjk fouksn iqLrd eafnj] 1992vkj- ,- 'kekZ] ikB~;Øe] vuqns’ku ,oa ewY;kadu] esjB% jkt fÁUVLkZ] 2002vkfjQ e¨gEen ,oa vU;] ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk vkSj [ksy d¢ Áfr dkWyst d¢ Nk=ksa dk n`f"Vdks.k] baVjus'kuy
tuZy vkWQ fQftdy ,tqd¢'ku] Vol. 4, No. 1, 2011.
dqekj vjfoan] fnYyh d¢ ek/;fed ’kkykvksa d¢ Nk=ksa dk ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk ,oa
[ksy d¢ Áfr n`f"Vdks.k] n tuZy vkWQ Áksxzsflo ,T;qd¢’ku] Vol. 4, No. 02, 2011.
pVthZ lcklkph] if’pe caxky esa fo|ky; tkus okys fd’kksjksa dk ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk d¢ Áfr n`f"Vdks.k]
foKku] bthfu;fjax vkSj Án~;ksfxdh esa vfHkuo vuqla/kku d¢ varjk"Vªh; tuZy] Vol. 2, No. 11, 2013.
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EFFECT OF FUN GAMES ON SPEED AND AGILITY OF SCHOOL BOY’S
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to know the effect of fun game on speed and agility of
school boys. For the purpose of the study 40 boys were selected by random sampling
method from government school of Paschim Midnipur, West Bengal. The age of subjects will
be ranged between 10 and 14 years. The experimental design to be used in this study is
pretest-posttest design. The subjects were divided by random sampling method into two
group i.e. one experimental group (20) and a control group (20). The experimental Group
(Ex.G) underwent the coaching programme while the other served as control (Co.G). The
coaching intervention was of six weeks, three days in a week with duration of 30 minutes
per day. Fun Games were as follows: Passing Through the Gates, Tag the Flag, Knockout,
Keep Ups, Give and Get, etc. Speed was measured with the help of 50 Yard Dash. Agility was
measured with the help of 4 X 10 meter Shuttle Run. Statistical Analysis was done on the
basis of One Way Analysis Of Variance. Significant level was kept at 0.05 level. Result shows
that on the basis of mean there was difference between the means of pre and post test of
control and experimental group of school boys in reference to Agility and Speed. To see this
difference is significant or not at 0.05 level of significance. Researcher further calculated ‘t’
test & above table shows that there is significant difference between pre and post test of
experimental group of boys in both the parameters as the calculated ‘t’ value 4.82 and 4.62
was greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 2.101. But there is insignificant found between pre and
post test of control group of boys in both the parameters, as the calculated ‘t’ value 1.46 &
1.44 is lesser than the tabulated ‘t’ value 2.101. Concluding the study researcher observed
that there was difference found between the means of pre and post test of control and
experimental group of school boys in reference to Agility and Speed. Researcher further
calculated ‘t’ test and it was found that there was significant difference between pre and
post test of experimental group of school boys in both the parameters Agility as well Speed.
Whereas control group shows insignificant differences in both the parameters. We can say
that knowingly or unknowingly Fun Game can develop the ability of Agility and Speed.
Keyword: Fun Game, Agility, Speed, School Boys, etc.
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Introduction
Involving oneself in various physical activities and sports is important for children as
it reduces stress and enhances their mood. It also builds healthy bones and muscles,
increases fitness, helps them to be socialized, improves their cooperation behaviors, boosts
self-confidence and most important it lowers the risk of getting obese.
Participating in various physical activities or fun games in childhood keeps the child
healthy and fit, it also strengthen the immune system, physical as well as mental. It helps to
keep the mind peaceful, sharp and active with improved concentration. Physical activities or
fun games help in boosting a child’s self-esteem and confidence. They adapt the better time
management skills and make them to be punctual in every situation.
Method and Materials
For the purpose of the study 40 boys were selected by random sampling method
from government school of Paschim Midnipur, West Bengal. The age of subjects will be
ranged between 10 and 14 years.
The experimental design to be used in this study is pretest-posttest design.
The subjects were divided by random sampling method into two group i.e. one
experimental group (20) and a control group (20). The experimental Group (Ex.G)
underwent the coaching programme while the other served as control (Co.G). The coaching
intervention was of six weeks, three days in a week with duration of 30 minutes per day.
Fun Games were as follows: Passing Through the Gates, Tag the Flag, Knockout, Keep Ups,
Give and Get, etc.
Conclusion
Concluding the above study researcher observed that there was difference found
between the means of pre and post test of control and experimental group of school boys in
reference to Agility and Speed. Researcher further calculated ‘t’ test and it was found that
there was significant difference between pre and post test of experimental group of school
boys in both the parameters Agility as well Speed. Whereas control group shows
insignificant differences in both the parameters. We can say that knowingly or unknowingly
Fun Game can develop the ability of Agility and Speed.
References
 Vaeyens R. et. al. “A multidisciplinary selection model for youth soccer: the
Ghent Youth Soccer Project” British Journal of Sports Medicine, Vol: 40, pp. 928–
934.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS ADVANCEMENT OF SKILL
DEVELOPMENT
SANJAY KOKATE
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Abstract
Physical education provides a unique and varied medium for learning. It extends the student
physically, intellectually, emotionally, socially, aesthetically, and creatively. It promotes the
overall development of each student as a whole person. Physical education fosters diversity
of skill and learning; it fosters practical use of these skills in different situations, and it
fosters individual as well as group creativity in the use of these skills. Physical education
encourages individual as well as tem development. It encompasses a broad range of human
feelings, emotion and experiences.
In all educational fields, skill development is a continuous process of acquiring new
knowledge and skills that relate to an educator’s profession or academic subject area, job
responsibilities, or work environment. Quality physical education programs are needed to
increase the physical competence, health-related fitness, self-responsibility, and enjoyment
of physical activity for all students so that they can be physically active for a lifetime.
Physical education skill development programs can only provide these benefits if they are
well-planned and well-implemented.
Kew Words : Physical Education, Skill Development, Quality Physical Education.
Introduction
Quality health and physical education skill development programs can be life-changing for
today’s young people and, in many cases, already are. Such programs offer students a wellrounded opportunity to develop their bodies and minds to gain skills that will propel them
to success in both the physical and academic aspects of education- and life. Good HPE
programs provide the structure and discipline that young people need to perform in school
effectively, make positive choices in their lives, persevere to see a project through to the
end, and earn the respect of their peers. Our society seems to be struggling with these
things.
Aquatics –
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This skill is concerned with safety, competency, and confidence near in under or on the
water. Personal hygiene and safety are emphasized throughout, and the strand explores
many issues pertaining to water safety. Specific techniques, including stoke learning, are
taught systematically. These specific skills develop independence and a sense of success.
They improve the student’s physical condition, improve self discipline and confidence, and
provide an opportunity to experience risk and challenge. Rotation, floatation, turbulence,
and movement in the water are explored. Games, activities and music can be used as a
means of learning, disengaging, reinforcement, stimulation, creativity, and enjoyment.
Schools are encouraged to access their local facilities to implement a comprehensive aquatic
programme. Students are encouraged to enjoy the therapeutic, physical, psychological, and
social benefits that aquatics has to offer within school and throughout their lives.
Conclusion –
Hence it can be concluded that at this juncture, there is a great need of physical education
skill development programs in facts it adds years to one’s life, it prepares the younger
generation for and active and creative life physical education is one of the most important
factors in promoting health and longevity of the people. It helps the people to become fit,
and to develop their spiritual and moral force. It increase the scope of human abilities in
reach the life of the individual and that of society as a whole.
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Introduction:
The increasing growth of digital environment as digital library and e-business, digital
information is becoming ever more important in marketing processes. Digital information
means delivery of the information products as e- journals, e-books, e-magazines, digital
image, online article databases, digital audio, video, etc. the focus is shifting from the size of
the library. Libraries have started to see their users as ‘customers’. In today‘s knowledge
economy, library and information service are increasingly being recognized as saleable
products.
The concept of marketing for non-profit organization was first introduced by Kotler
and Levy in 1969. Later in the books marketing for Non-profit Organization, Kotler (1982)
elaborated the marketing strategies for organization like libraries. According to him, a
nonprofit organization like library is basically engaged in the production of services rather
than goods. Services are distinct in nature primarily sue to the characteristics of being
intangible, inseparable, variable and perishable. The there is also a need of different
approach towards marketing of service vis-à-vis marketing of goods.
Definition :According to Kotlar “Marketing is the analysis, planning, implementation and control
of carefully formulated programs designed to bring about voluntary exchanges of values
with target markets for the purpose of achieving organizational objectives. It relies heavily
on designing the organization’s offering in terms of target markets need and desires, and on
using effective pricing, communication, and distribution to inform, motivate, and service the
markets.”
According to Stanton “marketing is a total system of interacting business activities to
plan, price, promote and distribute want satisfying products and services, and present to
library and information professional, there is still a considerable misunderstanding within
most of the library and information sector as to what constitutes effective marketing. DLS
are considered more towards services marketing domain to make marketable as any other
service commodity. Though LIS are also under the umbrella of not-for-profit organization
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and hence related with social issues. The marketing of DLS theoretical frameworks of service
marketing are being applied in this paper for required analysis and discussions. The
objective of the paper are:
 The need for marketing of digital library and information services.(DLS)
 The strategic planning process required for DLS marketing .
 To analyze the ‘marketing mix’ in the context of LIS marketing.
The Internet :
The internet has the power to improve the library image and to allow the library to
offer enhanced service. Although it takes time to set up and maintain
service on the internet, it can reap rewards in terms of user satisfaction and recognition. A
library web home page service as a promotional tool advertising in- house library service
and electronic information resources on the web. The pages should include an e-mail link to
the library making the librarian easy to contact.
Promotion activities:
Advertising and displays serve as effective media for promotional activities. Displays
of posters, chart, signboards and indicators at prominent places in the library help in
awareness building of the libraries services.
Forum :
Forum is web online discussion group, in which participants with common interests
can exchange open messages. Forums are sometime called as news groups.
7Ps of Marketing strategies of libraries (Marketing Mix) :
We applied the 7ps (Koontz and rockwood’s 4ps plus rafiq and ahmed’s 3ps ) of
marketing mix koontz and rockwood suggested that marketing strategy is a comprehensive,
integrated and coordinated plant combines four marketing elements, commonly called the
‘4ps’ they are: product, Price, Place and promotion and 3ps of the marketing mix are:
participants, physical evidence, and process.
Through blogs: A blogs is a journal (online diary) made available on the internet/ web by any
individual. Library can promote their products and service by providing benefits, tips and
insights of new services through blogs. They can also receive feedback and interact with
users.
Library Portals:
Information about the library staff directors, department description, maps of the
building, hours etc.
E-mail, marketing :
A large proportion of users have access to e-mail. Thus e-mail can service as an
effective
medium to reach a targeted group. Mailing of books reviews and abstracts of
required articles are two examples of e-mail marketing.
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Use of mobile technology:
Alerts, addition lists and information of value added services, can be sent to
potential users through the use of mobile technology.
Digital Library and Information Service (DLIS) Promotion:
Essentially promotion is the means of informing to users what you do and what you
can do. The benefits for those who promote their library service include: increased usage,
increased value in the organization, education of user and changed perception.
The promotion plan emerges from the marketing plan. It is to do with how to
achieve the objective that has been forecast. It involves:
 A description of the service requiring publicity;
 Description of the audience at which publicity is targeted;
 Details of the campaign method to be employed including type of publicity to
used and method of distribution;
 Execution of campaign;
 Analysis of campaign performance.
The setting of clear promotion objective will also ensure that the success of the
advertising campaign can be evaluated. From time to time it should be accepted that
promotion activities have not met their objective.
References
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Abstract:
The term – nation building or national development, is usually used to refer to a constructive
process of engaging all citizens in building social cohesion, economic prosperity and political
stability in a nation in an inclusive and democratic way. Going by the definition, it is seen that
all citizens are to be involved in building or developing a nation. Thus, the involvement of
youth in national development is a must. In fact, youths play one of the most important roles
in nation building. This paper focus on the role and responsibilities of youth of INDIA in nation
building.
Keywords: Role and responsibilities of youth of INDIA, Social cohesion, Economic
prosperity, Political stability.
1. Introduction
The role of the youths towards the nation building .First of all we have that the youths are
the period between childhood and adulthood. Secondly, the nation is a country considered
as a group of people living in a certain territory under one Government. Thirdly, we also
have to know “Building” here means not masonry constructed, instead the development of
the nation, the future of our country. The vision of our country lies in the hands of our
youths. They are filled with tremendous and towering ambitions. It will be a great wastage
of human resources if these youths are not given an opportunity to exercise their talent.
This beautiful land needs these youths in order for our soil to become a brighter one.
2. Role of Youth In Nation Building
2.1 Primary Role :
The primary role of young people is to get a good education in order to become better
citizens of tomorrow. They need to learn skills to do the job that their country’s economy
needs. They also need to know how to read, write, think, understand, analyze, and discuss
the issues their country faces. The entire success of the nation depends on the youths.
However, in order for continuous success to take place; it is the Government’s responsibility
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to provide the youth with proper facilities for, getting equipped with the knowledge of the
modern era.
Youth is the spring of life. It is the age of discovery and dreams. They have the power to
transform the nation into a better place. They also have the ability to lead their fellow
citizens into the right direction. Youths are fighters. They fight for an identity in society,
equality, the homeless, bullying, unemployment, exploitation, poverty and other problems
which the world faces today. All of them hopes for a world full of opportunities, so great
minds can conquer them and become better individuals. They need good morals and values
to handle conflicts in a positive way.
The youth of a nation shapes and moulds its present and paves the way for its future.
The young generation shoulders a huge chunk of the responsibility of nation building; not
the politicians or the policy makers alone. It would be more accurate to say that the youth
working in tandem with the government decide the fate of a nation and its coming
generations. It is, therefore, important that the voices of the youth get the right platform. It
is necessary that the youth gets to exercise their freedom of speech, their opinion and their
ideas.
Conclusion :
Youth are the building blocks of a nation. It is a fact that the more stronger the youth, the
more developed the nation is. The role of the youth in the nation-building occupies the
central place. The countries which utilize their youth in as right direction are more
developed. The energy and brightness of minds of youth act as torch-bearer for a nation. On
the contrary, the countries which fail to realize the importance of the youth lag behind in
every department of life. This is one of the reasons of the backwardness of Pakistan. Hence
the youth lacks proper patronage. Developed countries are totally aware of the worth of
their. They consider their youth as an asset. Most important, these countries cater to the
needs of their youth and provide them education, employment, recreational activities etc.
such healthy and competitive environment prepare the youth to lead the country through
thick and thin. If youth is not in the right direction and is unconcerned about the future of
the nation, it will become a burden for the nation. Consequently, it will not play any
productive role.
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Abstract:
The aim of this investigation was to find out the Comparative Study of Body
Composition of Different Class Employees of Yavatmal District. In the current investigation,
sixty male employees of different class group were selected at random by purposive
sampling technique, from Yavatmal district of Maharashtra. The age group was ranging from
25-45 years. Body Composition was measured by using Skin Fold Calipers. The data of fat
percentage was collected by Skin Fold Calipers. After that collected data was put into
Microsoft Excel to develop Master Chart and then ‘F’ test (ANOVA) was used for the
statistical treatment. To test the hypothesis the level of significance was set at 0.05 level of
confidence, after the statistical analysis of data related to the body composition of different
class employees of Yavatmal district it was found that there is insignificant difference in
Body Composition of different class employees of Yavatmal district, Hence the Researchers
Pre-assumed hypothesis is rejected.
Keywords: Body Composition, Different Class Employees.
Introduction:
Body Composition:
In physical fitness, body composition is used to describe the percentages of fat,
bone and strength in human bodies. Two people of equal height and body weight may look
completely different from each other because they have a different body composition. The
human body is composed from many major components at the cellular and tissue levels.
These include water, minerals, protein and fat. Increases in the stages of fat components
are detrimental to health and also sports performance. The mineral components are mainly
associated with bone. The assessment of body composition is not only common in sport
and exercise sciences but also in medicine. Most of the interest is in quantifying body fat in
relation to health and to sports performance. The human body is made up of about 50
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elements at the atomic level, of which 98% is due to combination of carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen, hydrogen, calcium and phosphorus. At the molecular level, the body is essentially
made up of the chemical compounds water, carbohydrates, protein, fat and minerals and
these are organized into cells which are the basis of tissues and organs. The relative
amounts of adipose tissue, muscle and bone are of importance for heath and sports
performance, and as a result of methods of body composition analysis have been
categorized into fat mass and fat-free mass.
Skin fold method:
The skin fold assessment methods are based on a skin fold test, also known as a
pinch test, whereby a pinch of skin is exactly measured by calipers at a number of consistent
points on the body to determine the subcutaneous fat layer thickness. These measurements
are converted to an expected body fat percentage by an equation. Some formulas require as
few as three dimensions, others as many as seven. The correctness of these estimates is
more dependent on a person's exclusive body fat delivery than on the number of sites
measured. As well, it is of greatest importance to test in a exact location with a fixed
pressure. Although it may not give an precise reading of real body fat percentage, it is a
consistent measure of body composition alteration over a period of time, provided the test
is approved out by the same person with the same technique.
The accuracy of the skin fold method is dependent on the technician’s skill as
well as the type of caliper and the skin fold prediction equation used. When selecting a skin
fold caliper for a health/fitness setting, the cost, durability, and degree of precision of the
caliper are important considerations.
Objectives:
The main purpose of this study was to find out the Comparative study of body
composition of different class employees of Yavatmal district.
Hypothesis:
On the basis of literature searched and the researcher’s own perception it was
hypothesized that there would be significant difference of Body Composition of different
class employees of Yavatmal district.
Methodology:
Source of Data:
In the present study researcher has taken the male subjects for the study. The
source of data was collected from Yavatmal district employees of different class group.
Selection of Subjects:
Sixty male subjects were selected for the collection of data (15-class I, 15-class II,
15-class III and 15-class IV employees). The age group was ranging from 25-45 years.
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Sampling Method:
The subjects were being selected by using purposive sampling method.
Collection of Data:
For the collection of data, the subjects were given full administration of the tests
which was used for the collection of data in the study. The data of body composition was
collected by Skin Fold Caliper. After that collected data was put into Microsoft Excel to
develop Master Chart and then ‘F’ test (ANOVA) was used for the statistical treatment.
Criterion measures:
Following are the criterion measures which were responsible for collection of
data, to testing the hypothesis.
Conclusion:
In the beginning of this study it was hypothesized that there would be a
significant difference of body composition of different class employees of Yavatmal district,
but after the statistical analysis of data related to the body composition of different class
employees (class I, class II, class III and class IV Employees), it was found that there is
insignificant difference in body composition of different class employees of Yavatmal
district, Hence the Researchers Pre-assumed hypothesis is rejected.
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Introduction:Exams are just around the corner, accompanied by their usual share of stress and
anxiety. Exam anxiety results when a student is adequately prepared for an exam but
experiences symptoms of physical, cognitive, behavioral, and emotional distress that inhibit
to some degree the ability to learn and perform. Distress signals can be insomnia,
headaches, anxiety, upset stomach, lack of concentration, colds/flu, and excessive tiredness.
Between exams, papers and maintaining an active social life, many college students
feel they can't really find the time to keep up on their personal health and wellness until an
illness catches hold and stops them in their tracks. With most colleges providing health care
and endless physical activities for students, staying healthy in college is about as easy as it
will ever get. Here are a few tips to help students make the most of the resources at their
fingertips and to ensure they stay healthy and illness free throughout their education&
exam. Here are somehealthy tips for eating right during exams:
1. Eat A Healthy Balanced Diet:-It’s really important to eat a healthy balanced diet all the
time and not just during the exam period. This should include plenty of fruit and vegetables
(at least five portions of a variety every day); plenty of starchy foods, such as bread, rice,
potatoes, and pasta, choosing wholegrain varieties whenever possible; some milk and dairy
foods; some meat, fish, eggs, beans and other non-dairy sources of protein and just a small
amount of foods and drinks high in fat and/or sugar.
2. Eat Smarter:-Meeting daily vitamin and mineral requirements will make doing your
best much easier. Iron and B vitamins square measure particularly necessary to maintaining
the physical and need necessary to review well.
3. Take Whole-Food:-Dietary supplements are good, but real food is better. An orange
contains not solely water-soluble vitamin, but also fiber, beta carotene and other minerals
— so it can’t be replaced by a pill. When you’re heading for the library, pack whole-food
items like apples, bananas, carrot sticks or dried apricots. Eat At Regular Intervals:-Eating
regular meals helps keep nutrient and energy levels more stable, curbing the temptation of
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empty-calorie snacks in the vending machine. Consider five or vi well-balanced, smaller
meals, like toast spread with peanut butter, hummus or tuna, or a piece of cheese with fruit.
Conclusion:Non strenuous exercise is another essential aspect during exam time. Gentle walking,
swimming, jogging or cycling support memory function and help to de-stress students. Be
sure to take out time for some fun every day. Having a good laugh is a great way to de-stress
and have fun. Have a set hour of leisure time everyday to have fun. Do not use this time to
watch TV or read other books/magazines. Avoid any activity which strains the eyes as your
eyes too need rest. Go out and play, take a walk, go meet a friend in the neighborhood, do
some yoga, meditation or anything you like is best.
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Introduction:Physical Education, Exercise Science, Recreation, and the many related programs
provide a number of varied and unique opportunities for students today. In the past, a
degree in Physical Education meant that an individual would most likely become a gym
teacher. However, with the increased attention to health, fitness, and leisure, as well as
rehabilitation and therapy, physical education now encompasses many different areas.
Below are a number of different career directions that students may pursue while in our
College.
Individuals planning careers in these fields generally must like people and
motivating them through sensitivity to their needs. Other important qualities include good
health, creativity and resourcefulness for planning activities, good judgment, and
responsibility. To help develop these qualities, individuals are encouraged and advised to
obtain related work/volunteer experience while in school; this experience will increase
chances of obtaining employment in the field in the future. Also, in most cases, completion
of an advanced degree provides additional salary increases. Remember that many of the
careers listed below may require specialized training, internships, advanced degrees,
certifications, and/or licensing.
Career Opportunity in Physical Education and Sports
Physical Education is presently one of the best job generating professional area.
There are many areas where we can get the service of Physical education experts. Some of
them are as follows:
Health and Physical Ed. Teacher
Sporting good salesperson
Sports coach
Professional Athlete
Weight-control counselor
Sports nutritionist
Sports psychologist
Athletic Trainer
Sports Official
Sports agent
Gyms instructor
Sports journalist
Sports goods manufacturer
Sports marketing executive
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Commentator
Coach Recreation Therapy
Dance instructor
Occupational Therapy
Dance Therapy
Early childhood motor skills instructor
Outdoor education instructor
Correction facilities instructor
Sports medicine physician
Intramural director
Camp Director
Protective service worker
Sports clothing designer
SalesEquipment Manager
Sports promoter
Government careers
Agency Recreation Leader
Corporate Trainer
Exercise Physiologist
Entrepreneur
Exercise Physiologists
Aerobic Instructors
Sports Instructors
Kinesiotherapists
Corporate Fitness
Hospital Wellness
Community Based Fitness
Personal Trainer
Industrial Fitness
Cardiac Rehabilitation
Conclusion :Many career options have been mentioned in this chapter but still, there are
many careers in the field of physical education which can be created. As a matter of fact,
career opportunities in the field of physical education are limited only by one’s imagination.
If we define physical education only as “the teaching of sports, dance and exercise in public
schools” it can limit job opportunities. On the other hand, if we define physical education as
the “art and science of human movement” it can open a number of careers before us.
Various careers can be created in the field of physical education.
References :1. http://www.publishyourarticles.net/career/career-opportunity/career-in-physicaleducation-a-sports-science.html
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Abstract:
Physical education and sports play a major role in educating the youth regarding the
importance of social values in life. The importance of physical education in association with
educating empowers minds and body both. It also encourages the social values among
youth which allow them to develop the social relations with their community. The benefits
of physical education influence both academic learning and physical activity of the youth.
Physical education can be a powerful influence on promoting youth physical activity.
Physical activity is vital to the holistic development of young people, increasing their
physical, social and emotional health. The benefits of sport gain the impact on physical wellbeing. The value of the educational benefits of sport should not be under-estimated.
Keywords: Physical Education, Sports, Social Values, Youth, Academic Learning
Introduction:
This paper deals with the some current themes related to physical education and sport for
youth. In the literature related to physical education and sport there is much debate across
the world over definitions of physical education, sport and physical activity. There is also
great variance in the standard age boundaries regarding youth world-wide. Within
educational curriculum, physical education is an essential component of quality education.
Not only do physical education programmes promote physical activity, such programmes
also correlate to improved academic performance. Sport under the right conditions, provide
healthy alternatives to deviant behaviour such as drug abuse, violence and crime.
The UN's perspective on sport and development:
The United Nations has used sport in development programmes for decades.
“Sport is increasingly recognized as an important tool in helping the United Nations achieve
its objectives, in particular the Millennium Development Goals. By including sport in
development and peace programmes in a more systematic way, the United nations can
make full use of this cost-efficient tool to help us create a better world.” Ban Ki-moon,
United Nations Secretary-General
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“Sport has a crucial role to play in the efforts of the United Nations to improve the lives of
people around the world. Sport builds bridges between individuals and across communities,
providing a fertile ground for sowing the seeds of development and peace.” Wilfried Lemke,
Special Adviser to the Secretary-General on Sport for Development and Peace
Sport & Development:
In the area of Sport & Development, ‘sport’ is generally understood to include physical
activities that go beyond competitive sports.The definition of ‘sport’ are all forms of physical
activity that contribute to physical fitness, mental well-being and social interaction. These
include: play; recreation; organized, casual or competitive sport; and indigenous sports or
games. Sport can have a positive impact on a number of different topics. According to
“Sport for Development and Peace International Working Group”, sport is seen to have the
most benefits in:
Summary:
Implementation of physical education both inside and outside of educational institute is
crucial in helping young people to learn and develop life skills. A number of crucial
components to the delivery of quality education have been identified by UNICEF. These
include sport and opportunities for play, consistent with the rights of the child to optimum
development. Despite recognition of the positive impact sport has on education and child
development, physical education is being increasingly challenged within education systems
across the world. Challenges include a decrease in the amount of time allocated to physical
education and the number of trained staff. Again the amount of training provided for
physical education teachers, and spending on resources required to deliver physical
education in educational institute is not sufficient. Girls and young people with disabilities
face additional barriers, which limit (and in many cases prevent) participation in physical
education and sport in many ways. Political will and resources are to be discovered to
overcome barriers in physical education and sport activities.
References:
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Abstract: Every two years the International Labour Organization produces a report on
labour-market trends for young people. It’s called the Global Employment Trends for Youth
(GET Youth) and the most recent edition makes for sobering reading. It shows that the
reality for far too many young women and men is that there simply aren’t enough decent
jobs to go around. Further, as global economic growth remains sluggish, we risk losing even
the modest gains of recent years. There needs to be a focus on linking schools, universities
and employers together. Another question that looms is how many affected young people
are actually attempting to find work? This paper focus on the role of Higher Education and
Government policies to reduce youth unemployment
Keywords: Youth Unemployment, Higher Education and Government policies for job
creation, Entrepreneurship, International Labour Organization.
Introduction:
Every two years the International Labour Organization produces a report on labour-market
trends for young people. It’s called the Global Employment Trends for Youth (GET Youth)
and the most recent edition makes for sobering reading.
It shows that the reality for far too many young women and men is that there simply aren’t
enough decent jobs to go around. Further, as global economic growth remains sluggish, we
risk losing even the modest gains of recent years.
This chart shows the youth unemployment rates by region, 1995 and 2005−14:
1. International Labour Organization Estimates on Youth Unemployment
The figures speak for themselves: 73.3 million of the 200 million globally unemployed are
young people (aged between 15 and 24). In two-thirds of European economies, youth
unemployment remains above 20%, and more than one in three unemployed young people
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have been looking for work for more than a year. Work, if it comes, is often below their
expectations for a quality job. The Middle East and North Africa have had rates of youth
unemployment close to 30% for decades, and these remain the only regions where things
have continued to worsen over recent years.
ILO Policies on Youth Employment:
The ILO and the international community have long been acutely aware of the problem of
youth employment. In 2012 our International Labour Conference adopted a Call for Action
on Youth Employment as an immediate response. Many will know that the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development of the United Nations emphasizes youth employment directly in
Goal 8. And in November 2015, the UN Chief Executives Board approved the Global Initiative
on Decent Jobs for Youth, with the ILO as the lead.
Conclusion:
The bottom line is that by having a full assessment of internships, education and welfare,
the federal government may well be able to reduce Australia’s high levels of youth
unemployment and identify the key areas for reform. Otherwise, an entire generation may
be lost to a lack of direct action.
Clearly, responding to the challenges of global youth employment will require a tailored and
multifaceted approach. However, in all cases, policy-makers must heed the voice of the
younger generation. Often it is the young people concerned who understand the measures
that will help them adapt in their particular situation. Young people are often the most
robust advocates for those very ideas of all support: an end to child labour and forced
labour, equality in the workplace, ecological sustainability and decent work.
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STRONG YOUTHS STRONG NATION
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Abstract:
Youth of Nation is the power of Nation. The population of our country is near about one
billion. Youths have many opportunities to acquire knowledge of different subjects like
Computer, IT, Pharmacy, Engineering, Medical, Agriculture, Sports, Education, Law, Drama,
Journalism, Architecture and Building, Environment and related Studies, Management and
commerce, Different branches of sciences, Astrology, Astronomy and Film etc. in our
country unemploybility is the major problem in our nation. Education is the powerful tool
for everyone to fulfill at least the basic needs of life, but in this century it is seen that instead
of having so many degrees the youth don’t get the job according to their caliber. So it is very
important to acquire different skills necessary for employee, job as well as for living life
easily. Skill India is a campaign launched by Prime Minister of our country in 2015 for
development of skills in youth. So, it is very important to know the different skills along with
education to make strong youths i.e. strong powerful human resources for building the
strong nation.
Keywords: Youth, Human Resources, Skills, Artificial Intelligence, Vertual Reality, Robotics
etc.
Introduction:
Youth is very integral part of our country. Youth has ability to change our country.
Development of every nation depends on the powerful human resources. Education plays
important role in the development of every nation because education provides powerful
human resources. In this technological era youths mostly use the internet and mobile. it is
seen instead of acquiring knowledge from internet , mobile & social media most of the
youths prone to the social media like what app, face book, twitter, instagram, google+ , You
tube, Q-Zone etc. spending their valuable time in chatting and making friends worldwide. So
this social media instead of making boon it becomes curse for today’s youths because they
are not using that media properly. Many youths in our country continuously using mobile
and internet as if mobile is their life line. The parents and Teachers must guide and counsel
their students accordingly. In our country there are so many faculties. Education is the
powerful tool for youths to become strong. To meet the demands of twenty one century the
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youth need to use their knowledge and skills by thinking critically, applying knowledge to
new situations, analyzing information, comprehending new ideas, communicating , solving
problems and making decisions for survival in this global world. This is the era of science
and technology, so ICT literacy and other different essential s skills are very important for
today’s youth. Education has the critical role for providing the necessary knowledge of
different subjects to youth. PMKVY(Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana ) is the flagship
scheme of Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship.
Youth: Youth is the time of life when one is young and the time between childhood and
adulthood. It is also defined as the appearance, freshness, Vigor, enthusiastic, sensitivity,
self perception etc, characteristics of one who is young.
Characteristics and qualities of Strong Youths:
1. Like to learn new knowledge
6. Understanding
2. Good Listening Skills
7. Self Inspiration
3. Good communication skills
8. Self confidence
4. Leadership qualities
9. Power to set goals
5. Enthusiasm
10. Ability to face difficult situations
11. Emotional stability
12. Ability to cope with stress etc.
Nation is formed by community of people in society. In India there are nuclear families,
parents and one or two children. In some families parents can’t pay attention to their
children due to their busy schedule or job. So today’s youths are prone to different
addiction of Gutakha, Tobacco etc. So there is need of guidance and counseling for today’s
youths. Youth should understand the real meaning of Life. Progress of nation depends upon
the strong youth. The progress of nation depends upon the powerful human resources. In
our country India there are maximum numbers of Youths. There are so many challenges
before today’s youths such as over population, unemploybility, lack of confidence,
corruption, political powers , also there are some natural calamities like flood, droughts,
earthquakes, volcano, Tsunami, landscapes etc. Youths are strong when they get job or they
could able to work of their interest to survive in this global world. Though this is the age of
science and technology and ICT but unemployment is the major problem in our country. So,
youths of our country must learn different skills essential for job as well as any business. For
making our country strong the youths must devote for nation. They should acquire the
different skills from PMKVY (Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana) scheme of Ministry of
Skill Development and Entrepreneurship and other skills necessary for survival. The policy of
our government is don’t search for job, be so powerful that you could provide jobs to others
and really it is true, so to know different skills is very essential in this era. It is the best
solution over unemployment problem. The youth must remember that as this is the era of
e-world. Everyone should have the skills of ICT, computer to access the necessary
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information of worldwide, so they could communicate powerfully in the society they live
and contribute the knowledge for society, state as well as country. They should understand
the importance of labor as well as importance of hard work, smart work which is very
important to live successfully and happily in this global world. If the strong youth could
contribute devotionally for nation then our nation will be strong nation. The Dream of A.P.J.
Abdul kalam the India will be superpower in 2020 would come true. Strong Youths should
know the following skills, to develop their competencies.
Different Skills: Life skills, Soft skills, ICT and Computer Skills, Artificial intelligence skills,
virtual reality skills, Robotics skills, Sport skills, marketing skills etc.
Life Skills: Life skills are the skills which are essential for life. Life skills pay important role in
achieving success of Youths. A life skill shows the direction to live life happily. Today’s education is
providing degrees in every field but it unable to give concrete practical knowledge and its application. The
curriculum of every faculty is based on the needs of society. Human beings are the social animal. It is
observed that in society so many Youths are unable to take decisions individually. They have lack of
confidence, and they cannot communicate effectively. Everyday life they facing lot of stress. Due to over
stress so many Youths get frustrated and prone to suicide. They are spending their valuable time on social
media instead of using and utilizing those for their development or acquiring knowledge. They are
spoiling their valuable and precious life. They can’t survive happily in the society. Life Skills are useful for
youths to live happily in society as well as for personality development.

Conclusion:
This is the age of science and technology. Education is the need for personality
development of Youth. So ICT literacy and other different essential skills are very important
for today’s youth. Education has the critical role for providing the necessary knowledge of
different subjects to youth. Education as well as skills helps the youths to become strong.
The youths in the form of powerful human resources can create the strong nation. So, it is
very important for today’s youths to know the different skills along with education and they
should contribute the knowledge for the sake of society and for building the strong nation.
Strong youths make strong nation. If our country get the powerful youths then our India
will become superpower in 2020. The dream of A.P.J.Abdul Kalam will true. The efforts of
our Prime Minister to make India Skill India will fulfill.
References:
Rajasekhar S. (2007), Computer Education and Educational Computing, Neelkamal
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lkjka'k

¼Abstract½&

mPp f'k{k.kkrhy f'k{kdkaph Hkqfedk ldkjkRed o udkjkRed ;k 'k¨/ki=kpk fo"k; vkgs- ;k 'k¨/ki=k}kjs
f'k{kdkaP;k Hkqfedsfo"k;h ppkZ dj.;kr vkyh vkgs- f'k{k.kkeqGs ekuo gk drZ̀Rooku cur¨- R;kP;k cq)hpk fodkl
g¨r¨- ekuokP;k fodklke/;s lokZr egRokph Hkqehdk gh f'k{kdkph vlrs- i.k dkGkuqlkj fofo/k cny g¨r vlrkr
vkf.k cnykl¨cr f'k{kdkyk gh cnykos ykxr vlrs-

vk/kh ra=Kkukpk fodkl >kyk uOgrk-

i.k

tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs ra=Kkukpk >ikVÓkus fodkl >kyk- ;keqGs f'k{k.k {ks=kr gh cny >kysys vkgsr- Eg.kwu vkrk
f'k{kdkyk gh R;kP;k f'kdfo.;kP;k i)rhr cny djkos ykxrhyojhy 'k¨/ki=krqu f'k{kdkP;k Hkqfedsoj o R;kP;k f'kdfo.;kP;k i)rhoj Hkj fnyk vlY;kus mPp
f'k{k.kkrhy f'k{kdkaP;k HkqfedscÌy ufou fopkj/kkjk fuekZ.k dsY;k xsysyh vkgs-

ÁLrkouk &
f'k{k.k gs ÁR;sdkP;k thoukrhy egRokpk ÄVd vkgs vkf.k gs eq[; xjtkaiSdh ,d xjt gh vkgsf'k{k.kkohuk ekuokyk ;'k¨f'k[kj xkB.ks v'kD;p vkgs- dkj.k f'k{k.kkps ekuokP;k cq)hpk fodkl g¨r¨- ex f'k{k.k
Äsrkuk T;kph eq[; Hkqehdk vlrs r¨ Eg.kts f'k{kd- lektkrhy egRokpk ÄVd Eg.kts ekuo ;kyk ÄMfo.;kps
dk;Z f'k{kd dfjr vlr¨- Eg.kwu f'k{kdkyk lektkr lo¨ZPp LFkku gh ns.;kr vkysys vkgs- ;kl¨crp f'k{kdkyk
tckcnkÚ;k gh ns.;kr vkysY;k vkgsr-

rlsp vkf/kP;k dkGkr ra=Kkukpk [kqi fodkl >kysyk uOgrk Eg.kwu

R;kosGslph f'k{kdkph Hkqfedk R;k dkGkuq:i g¨rh-

i.k vkt tkxfrdhdj.kkps ;qx vkgs-

fofo/k ra=Kkukoj

vk/kkfjr lk/kukauk 'k¨/k ykxysyk vkgs- l¨crp vktP;k dkGkrgh cny >kysyk vkgs- Eg.kwu f'k{k.k gs dkGkyk
vuql:u vlk;yk gos ukghrj rs f'k{k.k ekxs iMrstkxfrdhdj.kkP;k ;qxkr fVdwu jkghy-

rlsp f'k{k.kkyk ra=Kkukph t¨M ykxY;kl rs
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;klkBh f'k{kdkyk R;kP;k f'kdfo.;kP;k i)rhr cny djkok ykxsy- vkt uoufou ra=Kkukoj vk/kkjhr
lk/kus miyC/k vkgsr ts f'k{kdkyk f'kdforkauk enr djrhy- i.k f'k{kdkyk gs f'kdwu R;kP;k okijklkBh iq<kdj
?;kok ykxsy- rlsp lektkr o f'k{k.k {ks=kr vkiyh Hkqfedk lkdkjrkauk vkiY;k e/;s T;k derjrk vlrhy
R;kP;kdMs y{k nsowu R;k nqj djkO;k ykxrhy- ts.ks d:u fo|kFkÊ vkiY;k dMwu Ásfjr g¨rhy o R;kaP;k thoukr
;'kLoh g¨rhy;k 'k¨/ki=krwu f'k{kdkaph mPp f'k{k.kkrhy Hkqfedk o ;k Hkqfedsps lektkyk g¨.kkjs Qk;ns- rlsp vktP;k
dkGkyk vlysyh f'k{kdkaP;k Hkqehdsph xjt Li"V dj.;kr vkyh vkgs- rlsp f'k{kdkae/khy dkgh derjrk T;k
Á;Rukauh nqj g¨Å 'kdrkr R;k lkax.;kpk Á;Ru dsyk xsyk vkgs-

la'k¨/ku i)rh &
ojhy 'k¨/k i=kr Lofufj{k.kkoj vk/kkfjr i)rhpk voyac dj.;kr vkysyk vkgs-

'k¨/k i= r;kj

dj.;klkBh o`Ÿki=] ladsrLFkGkojhy ys[k] foMhv¨ o dkgh xzaFkkapk vk/kkj Äsrysyk vkgs- l¨crp fo|kF;k±'kh ppkZ
d:u ekfgrh x¨Gk dj.;kr vkysyh vkgs-

v½ f'k{kdkph ldkjkRed Hkqfedk &
f'k{kd gk lektkrhy ,d egRoiw.kZ ÄVd vkgs- dkj.k f'k{kdkdMs lektkyk lqf'kf{kr dj.;kps dke
vlrs- lektkyk lqf'kf{kr dj.ks Eg.kts ,dk ufou lektkph mHkkj.kh dj.ks vkf.k f'k{kd gh Hkqfedk ikj ikMr
vkyk vkgs o vktgh ikj ikMr vkgs- ;k HkqfedseqGs f'k{kdkyk lektkr lokZr e¨Bs lUekukps LFkku vkgs- rlsp
;k lUekukl¨crp R;kaP;koj [kqi e¨Bs nk;hRogh l¨ifoys vkgs- Eg.kwu f'k{kdkus ;k nk;hRokdMs y{k nsowu rls dke
djkos o gs nk;hRo f'k{kd ikj ikMr gh vkgs- rlsp ;kl¨cr vk.k[khu dkgh ldkjkRed Hkqfedk vkgsr R;k iq<hy
Áek.ks-

1½ cnykpk Áfrfu/kh &
cny gk egRokpk vlr¨] dkj.k cnykeqGs dkghrjh uohu ÄMr vlrs- i.k cny g¨.;kekxs d¨.kkps rjh
Áfrfu/khRo vlrs- Áfrfu/khRokf'kok; cny ÄMr ulrkr- Áfrfu/khRo d/kh Li"V i.ks fnlrs rj d/kh fnlr ukghi.k cny g¨.;kekxs Áfrfu/khRo ulrs vls Eg.k.ks ;¨X; ukgh- lektkr fofo/k cny ÄMrkr ex rs cny r:.k
;qodkaeqGs vl¨ dh] lektkrhy ts"B O;äheqGs vl¨- i.k ÁR;sd O;äh d/kh uk d/kh fo|kFkÊ g¨rk- Eg.kwu
lektkr >kysY;k cnykar egRokph Hkqfedk gh f'k{kdkaph vlrs- f'k{kd ;k cnykpk Áfrfu/kh vlr¨] R;kauk t'kh
f'kdo.k fnyh o f'kLr ykxyh vlsy] rls rs fo|kFkÊ lektkr okxrhy vls ukgh dh] ;ke/;s ikydkaph Hkqfedk
egRokph ulrs- R;kaph gh Hkqfedsyk egRo vkgs o f'k{kdkaP;k Hkqehdsyk Fk¨M tkLr egRo vlrs-
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2½ ekxZn'kZdkph Hkqfedk &
fo|kF;k±P;k thoukr ekxZn'kZu gk ,d [kqi egRokpk Hkkx vlr¨-

rlsp ÁR;sd O;äÈP;k thoukr

tUekiklwu rj ;'k¨f'k[kj xkBs i;±rP;k okVpkyhr f'k{kdkaps ;¨xnku usgeh e¨ykps vlrs- dkj.k f'k{kd d¨.krhgh
vis{kk u Bsork eqäi.ks Kku ns.kkjk vlr¨ vkf.k R;kph okx.kqd lok±'kh leku vlrs- rlsp f'k{kd fo|kF;k±P;k
eukrhy udkjkRedrk nqj d:u R;kauk ;¨X; ekxZn'kZu djr¨- fo|kF;k±uk ekxZn'kZu rj [kqi t.kkadMwu ykHkr¨ i.k
f'k{kdkaps fo|kF;k±P;k eukr ekukps o fo'oklkps LFkku vlY;keqGs f'k{kdkps ekxZn'kZu gs fo|kF;k±P;k eukoj ,d
osxGkp ÁHkko Vkdrs- rlsp [kpysY;k O;ähps cG gs ekxZn'kZu vlrs- dkj.k ekxZn'kZu gs fgEer fuekZ.k djrsrlsp f'k{kd gk vlk ÄVd vkgs dh] t¨ fo|kF;k±pk fo'oklw o toGhd vlr¨] Eg.kwu ekxZn'kZdkph Hkqfedk
f'k{kdp pkaxY;kÁdkjs lkdk: 'kdr¨-

3½ fe= o Kkukpk ó¨r&
ÁR;sdkP;k vk;q";krhy xq:ps LFkku gs vfr'k; e¨ykps vkgs- ;keqGs f'k{kdkps nk;hRo vk.k[kh.k ok<rsdkj.k f'k{kd ,d mŸke ukxfjd ÄMfo.;kps dke dfjr vlr¨- l|kpk dkG tjh cnyr vlyk rjh f'k{kdkaph
tkxk d¨.krsgh ra=Kku Äsow 'kd.kkj ukgh- dkj.k f'k{kd fo|kF;k±le¨jhy ,d fof'k"V O;äheRos vlrs- Eg.kwu
f'k{kdkauh vH;klk O;frfjä gh fo|kF;k±l¨cr jkg.ks] rlsp f'k{kdkaps fo|kF;k±l¨cr fe=rslkj[ks ukrs vlys rj
vk.k[kh.k pkaxys dkj.k ts Á'u vH;klkrwu l¨Mork ;sr ukgh rs fe=rsus l¨Mork ;srhy- ;keqGs f'k{kd o fo|kFkÊ
;ke/khy eue¨dGhd i.kkgh ok<sy-

fu"d"kZ &
ojhy 'k¨/ki=krqu vkiY;k vls y{kkr ;srs dh] f'k{k.k gs dkGkph xjt vkgs i.k f'k{k.k gh cnyrs vlys
ikghts- rlsp ts f'k{k.k {ks=kr cny g¨rkr R;k cnykuqlkj f'k{kdkauk Lorykgh cnys ikfgts- ts dkgh uohu
ra=Kku ;srs R;kyk fLodk:u o rs ra=Kku f'kdqu R;kpk mi;¨x f'kdforkauk dsyk ikfgtsfo|kF;k±P;k thoukr egRoiw.kZ vlrs-

dkj.k R;k f'k{k.kkoj R;kps Hkfo"; fuHkZj vlrs-

rlsp f'k{k.k gs

Eg.kwu f'k{kdkaoj gh

tckcnkjh vlrs dh] ts f'k{k.k rs fo|kF;k±uk nsr vkgsr- R;k f'k{k.kkeqGs R;kyk Hkfo";kr dqBs uk dqBs dke feGsyrlsp vkf/kP;k dkGh f'k{kdp fo|kF;k±pk Ásj.kkLFkku vlk;pa- i.k vkt dk; >kys dh] fo|kF;k±uk R;kaps
Ásj.kkLFkku f'k{kdkae/;s fnlr ukgh- r¨ ckgsj dqBs Ásj.kkLFkku 'k¨/kr vkgs- ;kdMs gh f'k{kdkaus xkaÆHk;kus y{k nsowu
;kph dkj.ks 'k¨/kwu dk<.;kph xjt vkgs- vkf.k Lor e/ksp tj derjrk vlrhy rj R;k nqj dj.;kph xjt vkgs-
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lektkr f'k{kdkph Hkqfedk vktgh dk;e vkgs- i.k R;k Hkqfedsph tk.kho vl.ks xjtsps vkgs- vktP;k
dkGkyk vuql:u pky.;kph xjt vkgs- l¨crp lnSo dkgh u dkgh f'kdr jkg.ks gh xjtsps vkgs- dkj.k f'k{kd
tj d©'kY;koku >kyk rj fo|kFkÊ gh d©'kY;oku g¨rk vls Eg.k.;kr dkgh gjdr ukgh-

lanHkZxzaFk lqph &
1½

o`Ÿki= & iq.;uxjh] fnO;ejkBh] y¨dlŸkk] ns'k¨érh] ldkG

2½

egkjk"Vª VkÃEl & ukra goa fe=Rokpa (Article -02-sept.-2017)

3½

Web Linkhttps:\\mr.m.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?

f'k{k.kkr ra=Kkukpk mi;¨x
https:\\mr.quora.com
www.mr.vikaspedia.in>education
www.teaching.org>lession- plan
www.desingforchangindia.com
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Abstract
A learning system based on teaching and with the help of electronic resources like Audio,
Visual learning is known as E-learning. This type of teaching may be based in or out of the
classrooms. In short “Whole universe is Ours” while learning E education. In the
'Information Age' where the peoples are hungry for knowledge, increases the need of E
learning. E learning' is seen as key to the continued success of modern society. E-learning as
simple as High School students watching a video documentary in class or as complex as an
entire university course provided online. e-Learning began decades ago with the
introduction of televisions and over-head projectors in classrooms and has advanced to
include interactive computer program, 3D simulations, video and telephone conferencing
and real-time online discussion groups comprised of students from all over the world. As
technology advances, so does e-learning, making the possibilities endless.
This survey will aim to give a general overview of the benefits of e-learning is being
used in the Agriculture education, how it is being used and its potential. It will benefit from
the point of view of students and teachers and will explore how the institute is attempting
to regulate e-learning.
1.0 Introduction
'Technology has revolutionized the way we work and is now set to transform education.
Children cannot be effective in tomorrow's world if they are trained in yesterday's skills. Nor
should teachers be denied the tools that other professionals take for granted.' (Tony Blair,
1998)
E-leaning focuses on usage of technology in the field of education and learning. E
learning refers to the use of audio and visual technology in the learning process. In this
internet world where Internet is key source of knowledge, “e” becoming the symbol
advance information technology. The alphabet “e” is used as abbreviation for electronics.
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Adaptive E-Learning Systems, the most important feature of a student under which
the adaptability of the system formed is his level on the concept. "Concept" is called the
learning focus of each phase in a learning process (Lee,Lee, & Leu, 2009)
In the current scenario, where the world is being dominated by globalization,
networking and information technology has reached its peak, e-learning plays a vital role in
the field of education. That result educational practice supports a advance model of access
to knowledge, enabling education and training to all as traditional methods have some
efforts. As the years go by, ways of learning is changing modified and adapted to suit the
trends and the requirements of the era. "The success of Web 2.0 inspired e-learning to
evolve into e-learning 2.0, which exploits the collective intelligence to achieve educationcentric user" (Huang Shiu, 2011). The fact that e-learning is now widespread and very
helpful for students cannot be overlooked. Nevertheless in some cases the use of e-learning
requires some initiation/training in order to achieve familiarization on these. As any product
or service, thus e-learning acquired some standards which consist of some specific criteria in
order to ensure quality of service and customer satisfaction.
Conclusions
The present century is the century if digitalization and information. -learning has various
advantages over the traditional techniques of learning. E-learning supports the widespread
use of educational training in Agriculture. As compared to cost, time and elaboration Elearning is superior than traditional education. By the help of e-learning many farmers learn
the new techniques of increasing crop yields and methods of agriculture productivity in a
very short time by internet.
7.0 References
Shiu-Li Huang and Jung-Hung Shiu (2011) "A User-Centric Adaptive Learning System for ELearning 2.0"
Lee, C.H., Lee, G.G., & Leu, Y.L. (2009) "Application of automatically constructed concept
map of learning to conceptual diagnosis of e-learning". Expert Systems with Applications,
36(2), 1675–1684.
Kawatra, P. S., & Singh, N. K. (2006). E-learning in LIS education in India.Proceedings of the
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(https://blog.commlabindia.com/elearning-design/models-of-elearning-for-corporatetraining)
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efgykvksa dh [ksy vkSj 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k esa Hkkxhnkjh dh leL;k,a
PROF. VINOD NAMDEORAO TELMORE
Mahatma Fule Arts Commerce & Sitaramji Chaudhari Science
Mahavidyalaya Warud, Distt. Amravati (M.S.)
Email: telmorevinod63@gmail.com

lkjka'k% bl v/;;u dk eq[; mÌs’; efgykvksa ds fy, [ksy vkSj 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k esa Hkkxhnkjh dh leL;ka ds ckjs
esa ppkZ djuk Fkk A [ksy¨a d¢ {ks= esa efgykv¨a dh Òkxhnkjh dkQh c<+ xÃ gSA ysfdu okLro esa] ge lÒh d¢ fy, ;g
tkuuk [ksn dk fo"k; gS fd [ksy ,d ,slk {ks= gS] tgk¡ Çyx vlekurk Li"V :i ls Li"V gSA lkekU; lkekftd
okrkoj.k us u d¢oy efgykv¨a d¨ [ksy¨a esa Òkx ysus ls j¨dk gS] cfYd mud¢ Òkx ysus ij mudh vky¨puk Òh dh
gSA cgqr ls y¨x efgykv¨a d¢ fy, fVIi.kh djrs gSa os jl¨Ã esa D;¨a ugÈ jgrs tgk¡ os gSa\ ysfdu vc le; cny
x;k gSA efgyk,a lekt d¨ cnyus esa l{ke gSa A vc fopkj/kkjk crkrh gS fd efgyk,a thou d¢ gj {ks= esa Òkx ys
jgh gSa vkSj foÜo Lrj ij [kqn d¨ lkfcr dj jgh gS A efgykvksa dh [ksy vkSj 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k esa Hkkxhnkjh dh
leL;ka ds ckjs esa fups ppkZ dh xbZ gS A ¦
izLrkouk% 'k¨/k crkrs gSa fd [ksy vkSj 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k esa Òkx ysus d¢ ykÒ¨a esa 'kkjhfjd LokLF;] ekufld LokLF;]
'kSf{kd vkSj c©f)d fodkl vkSj lkekftd fodkl gksrk gSaA brus ykHk gksus ds ckotwn] [ksy vkSj 'kkjhfjd xfrfo/kh
esa Òkxhnkjh dk Lrj orZeku esa de gS] vkt ge ns[krs gS fd iq#"kksa dh rqyuk esa efgyk ÁfrÒkfx;¨a dh la[;k de gS
A iq#"k vkSj efgykv¨a dh Òkxhnkjh d¢ chp fujarj varj d¨ n'kkZrh gSa] ysfdu vf/kd egRoiw.kZ ckr ;g gSa fd
efgykv¨a dh Òkxhnkjh nj c<+us d¢ ctk; ?kVrk fn[kkbZ nsrk gS A
ifjokj ,d cgqr egRoiw.kZ lkekftd dkjd gS] t¨ vker©j ij 'kq#vkrh [ksy lekthdj.k d¢ fy,
ftEesnkj gSA L=h vkSj iq:"k bu n¨u¨a d¢ fy, Äj ij g¨us okyh lkekftd ÁfØ;k vyx gSA iq#"k¨a d¨ vker©j ij
[ksy xfrfof/k;¨a esa 'kkfey g¨us d¢ fy, vf/kd leFkZu vkSj Á¨Rlkgu feyrk gSA iq:"kksa dks [ksy vkSj [ksy¨a esa
Òkxhnkjh d¨ Á¨Rlkfgr djus vkSj leFkZu djus d¢ fy, vkSj vf/kd lqfo/kk,a Ánku dh xbZA gkykafd vker©j ij
efgyk d¨ [ksy xfrfof/k;¨a esa 'kkfey g¨us d¢ fy, Á¨Rlkfgr ugÈ fd;k tkrk gSA
blh lanHkZ esa fiM+kdyk vkSj dqeqFkk] (2010) esa fd, v/;;u ls ;g ik;k x;k dh] bu vk/kqfud
le; esa] fo'ks"kdj Òkjr esa] efgykv¨a dh [ksy¨a esa Òkxhnkjh c<+ jgh gSA vf/kdka'k lkfgR; dh leh{kk dh xÃ vkSj
ljdkjh vf/kdkfj;¨a us efgykv¨a d¢ fy, d¢oy [ksy dh [kwfc;¨a d¨ c<+kok fn;k ftld¢ }kjk mUgsa [ksy¨a esa Òkx ysus
d¢ fy, Ásfjr fd;k x;k gSA [ksy¨a esa mudh Òkxhnkjh dk ifjokj vkSj fj'r¨a ij dqN gkfudkjd ÁÒko iM+rk gS A [ksy
esa Òkx ysus okyh Òkjrh; efgykv¨a ls mRié g¨us okyh leL;ka tSls cPp¨a dk ikyu&i¨"k.k ij ÁÒko rFkk lekt
ij bldk izHkko gksrk gS A dqN v/;;uksa esa ;g Hkh ik;k gS fd y¨x¨a d¢ ikl vyx&vyx dbZ dkj.k gSa fd os [ksy
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vkSj 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k esa 'kkfey ugÈ gksuk pkgrs gSaA fgYVu ¼2008½ dk ekuuk gS fd Òkxhnkjh d¨ ÁÒkfor djus
okys eq[; dkjd¨a esa lkekftd] lkaL—frd] vkÆFkd vkSj 'kSf{kd uhfr;¨a] O;kolkf;d fLFkfr] lkekftd oxZ] laL—fr]
tkrh;rk] Çyx] vk;q] {kerk vkSj fodykaxrk 'kkfey gSaA lewg t¨ bl v/;;u d¢ fy, fo'ks"k :i ls Áklafxd gS]
og efgyk,a vkSj ;qok efgyk,a gSa A efgykv¨a vkSj yM+fd;¨a dh Òkxhnkjh dÃ o"k¨± ls Çprk dk fo"k; jgh gS] ftlesa
cM+h ek=k esa vuqla/kku yxkrkj ;qok efgykv¨a dh Òkxhnkjh nj ij fd;k tk jgk gS A [ksy¨a dh laL—fr Ldwy¨a esa
mRié g¨rh gS vkSj Ldwy dh Áfr"Bk [ksy O;fäRo¨a d¢ :i esa iq#"k vkSj efgykv¨a dh lQyrk ij fuÒZj djrh gSA
cgqr lkjh Ldwy¨a esa iq#"k Vhe¨a d¢ :i esa yM+fd;¨a dh Vhesa ugÈ gSa ¼QqVc‚y@dq'rh@ eqô¢ckth vkfn@½ mud¢ ikl
mfpr O;oLFkk ugÈ gS efgykv¨a d¢ fy, d¨p vkSj [ksy lqfo/kk ugh gSA [ksy esa efgykv¨a dh Òkxhnkjh ij lkaL—frd
ekU;rkv¨a dk cgqr ÁÒko iM+rk gSA dÃ laL—fr;k¡ vc Òh –<+rk ls ekurh gSa fd efgykv¨a dk LFkku jl¨Ã Äj esa gSA
[ksy¨a esa lekt dk joS;k vkSj iwokZxzg egRoiw.kZ Òwfedk fuÒkrs gSa( dqN efgyk, dfFkr enkZuk g¨us d¢ Mj ls dqN
[ksy¨a ls cprh gSaA dkeqdrk d¢ laca/k esa lekt d¢ bl rjg d¢ joS;s vkSj iwokZxzg¨a d¢ dkj.k efgykv¨a d¨ Òkx ysus ls
j¨drs gSA vU; dbZ dkjd ,Sls gS thlesa /kkÆed vkLFkk [ksy esa efgyk dh Òkxhnkjh d¨ gr¨Rlkfgr djrh gS] lekt
esa vf'k{kk] tSfod ghurk] iq#"k Á/kkurk] efgyk [ksy midj.k vkSj lqfo/kkv¨a dh derjrk ds dkj.k vkt efgykvksa
dh Hkkxhnkjh de ns[kus dks feyrh gSA bl fy, lekt dk ,dhdj.k djds bl ckr ij /;ku nsus dh t:jr gS
(Chapter-6, CBSE)

fu"d"kZ% efgykv¨a d¢ [ksy esa lÒh Ádkj d¢ [ksy¨a dks 'kkfey fd;k tkuk pkfg, A [ksy esa efgyk Òkxhnkjh vkSj
y¨dfÁ;rk chloÈ 'krkCnh esa c<+h gS] ysfdu vHkh Hkh iq:"kksa dh rqyuk esa de gS] bl dkj.k lekt] /keZ vkSj [ksy
midj.k rFkk lqfo/kkv¨a dks c<kuk pkfg, A fo'ks"k :i ls lekt¨a esa Çyx lekurk ij t¨j nsus okys 'kS{kf.kd
lanHkZ%
1. Chapter-6, Woman and Sports, CBSE Class 12 Physical Education, Material
downloaded from myCBSEguide.com.
2. Pidakala, A. B. and Kumutha, N. Indian women in sports: merits and demerits.
Women and Sports, 44 (1).
3. Hylton, Kevin, Bramham, Peter (2008). Sports development: policy, process
and practice. Paperback, Hardback, Book. English.2nd ed. Published London:
Routledge.
4. Woolum, J. (1998-01-01). Outstanding Women Athletes: Who They are and
how They Influenced Sports in America. Greenwood Publishing Group.
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THE IMPACT OF SPORTS ON YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
DR. SUHAS RAGHUNATH TIWALKAR
Assistant Professor,
HVSKM, College of Physical Education Yavatmal (MS)
E-mail-ID:-suhastiwalkar@gmail.com Mob.no.-9423135258
Introduction:The role of physical activity in combating depression and anxiety is well documented,
particularly when it comes to human physiology. Going out for a run can increase levels of
serotonin, which regulates mental health. Physical activity releases naturally uplifting
endorphins, reduces the stress hormone cortisol, and stimulates nor epinephrine, which
improves mood. When children and teens get their exercise through organized sports, the
benefits can go beyond these chemical reactions. Here are three sometimes overlooked
facets of youth sports programs that can go a long way in reducing anxiety and depression
and promoting positive mental health. Sports can help with the social and physical
development of children, as these activities get children exercising and interacting with their
peers. At the same time, parents must prevent their children from overexerting or putting
too much pressure on themselves, since these can have adverse outcomes. Help your
children get the most out of participation in sports by showing support and ensuring that
they enjoy the sports that they play. A youth sport not only plays an important role in
exercise, but promotes mental and psychological advances as well. It is well-known that
children who participate in sports are less likely to drop out of school, and become involved
in drugs and alcohol activity, while they also excel in academic performances and sociability.
Youth sports can be as simple as purchasing either this skate board or bike.
Here are just a few of the many benefits can enjoy when they participate in a team sport: Develops Self-Esteem. ...
 Regular Exercise. ...
 Teaches Leadership Skills. ...
 Teamwork. ...
 Stronger Relationships. ...
 Better Communicators. ...
 Teaches Respect. ...
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 Time Management.

All over development of youth through sports:1) Physical Development:- Physically, sports make youth players push themselves to be
uncomfortable. Whether it be getting hit in football or doing sprints at the end of practice in
soccer they learn to be okay with uncomfortability. This will be a good lesson to know later
in life as things will not always go their way and they will have to adapt to fix it.
2) Physiological Development:- Simply Wins & Loses. Learning that losing is reality and
persevering through it. This is a good example of getting out of the nurture umbrella that
parents cover their children with. With coping with loses children learn to accept not getting
their way and facing the hardships of life which will ultimately grow as they get older. As
players begin fulfilling their goals they also gain a self-confidence or self worth and come to
light as an individual. Mentally kids learn to control their complex mines and thoughts to
pay attention
3) Sports-Related Stress:- Some children might use sports to establish their identity,
especially if they excel at a certain sports from a young age. When these children fail to live
up to expectations, it can hurt their self-confidence and lead to developmental problems,
notes HealthyChildren.org. Parents should help their children to understand that not
everything will always go their way in sports and to learn from their failures, as this can help
them to avoid excessive stress.
Conclusion:- Young athletes enjoy the sport they are participating in an organized youth
sport adds structure and direction to physical activity. Coach plays an important role in
organizing a practice where everyone is involved and moving. Sports Activities can promote
participation and increase enjoyment. Young athletes should be encouraged to learn sportspecific skills and receive positive feedback for their efforts.
References:1) http://insportscenters.com/15-health-benefits-of-sports.
2) 14 Important Benefits of Sports for Youth Development
Burlington Basketball Editor |November 28th, 2017|Articles, Youth Health & Fitness
3) https://www.athleticscholarships.net/benefits-risks-youth-sport.htm
4) Importance of Youth Sports: Statistics that will Scare and Inspire Bo Hanson – 4x
Olympian, Coaching Consultant & Director of Athlete Assessments
5) The Mental Health Benefits of Exercise Authors: Lawrence Robinson, Jeanne Segal,
Ph.D., and Melinda Smith, M.A. Last updated: June 2019.
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THE ROLE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE & INFORMATION IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
PROF. A.N. ABHYANKAR
Head, Dept. of English, Arts & Science College, Kurha
There are several factors that make the English language essential in higher
education system in India. First of all, it is the global language. This means that two students
who come from different region usually use English as a language to communicate. That’s
why Indian student needs to learn the language in order to get in touch with an
international level. At the university level, students in many countries study almost all their
subjects in English in order to make the material more accessible to international students.
it is the dominant language in the sciences, most of the research and studies you find in any
given scientific field is written in English language. On the Internet, the majority of websites
are written and created in English. It's the primary language of the media, more newspapers
and books are written in English than in any other language. In fact, the Indian student will
find more information regarding nearly every subject if he can speak this language. English
skills will also help students in any business venture they choose to follow. Even after the
completion of higher education the students face great problem when they visit some
offices, companies, governmental organizations, or even math or engineering companies.
So, there needs the knowledge of English language. Any big company will hire their
professional staff after getting to know whether the students they are hiring are good at
English or not. Companies who want to function at an international level only consider their
staff well educated if they are good English speakers, writers, and readers. So, we must give
most priority to English as the most important language after our mother tongue language
in higher education system to make India as super power.
learning English is essential for the students in higher education in India for three
reason. first of all, English is an international language, so all students from different areas
can communicate with each other. English languge help us to learn about other cultures and
it makes student closer to each other from one region to another region. Secondly, English is
easy to learn, there are a lot of resources available in English on internet and students can
find variety of educational resources on internet easily, so it makes easy for every student to
learn various subjects. Thirdly, English is essential in the field of higher education because in
most universities of the world English is the first requirement. In the country like India, in
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which after a distance of 20 km the language changes, so it is very important to have a
common language like English in higher education. English had proved itself to be one such
language, not only in India, but it has also become a common language to be spoken all over
the world. It is because of this reason, English needs to be taught as a language in higher
education in India.
Why English Language is Important in Higher Education in India
English should continue to occupy an important place in the curriculum of higher
education so that at the end of the graduate level education, the pupils will attain good
working knowledge of English. The pupil can perform English efficiency at post graduate
level so it will not be difficult to perform in higher studies. In future many students may go
abroad for higher studies where with help of English, it will be positive for them to speak, to
write and to learn. So at the University level the foundation of English knowledge should be
sound so that at the foreign countries there will be no difficulty for studies in English.
English will help them to maintain contact with the outside world.
The English language also should be learnt for national integration. If English be
learnt in sound way it will be easy for integration with the different students in the nation.
The students in higher education should study English language along with Hindi and his
mother tongue. Even with in India the people of different states communicate under
themselves through English When they find no line through regional languages. English thus
serves a great role of national understanding and integration of India. Again our nation is
variegated-language platform. To make an interconnection, as well as the country wide
acceptance of the language, English is the only superior answer. The subject of English
which acquaints us with fundamental ideas of modern civilization or modern science and
even growing knowledge of all the advanced countries of the world. It is also found that
English serves a practical stand point in world business. In recording and making accounts of
business the knowledge of English is mostly essential. We can say that English helps the
people of India to gain adjustment in the other countries of the world. The inhabitants of
India go abroad for higher studies and for other purpose. It is the knowledge of English that
will help him to live with people of these countries. After having an excellent academic
career, the students are rejected by an enterprise only because they can’t communicate in
the English language. They have great ideas, they know that they are more intelligent but
due to the lack of the communicating skill in English, make them helpless. For an impressive
and effective personality English plays an important role because sharing your thoughts
effectively and with good knowledge will make your personality more attracted. There are
several students in the world who are related to the same profession. Here, a good
knowledge of English with great communication skills can make Indian students much better
and noticeable than others. If the students have much smarter English communication skills
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than automatically their self-confidence will be high & they can perform better in each field.
Now the world is global & English is a global language. If Indian students also want to be a
part of this globalisation then they must have an efficient approach to the English language.
So, they can interact with whole the world. For a student who is having effective English
communication skills than he has much career options. He could be selected easily than
others. As I said English is used almost in every field. So a good knowledge of English
provides him more career platforms.
Conclusion:Taking everything on account it can be said that learning English is the practical
need of the higher education in India when globalization and economic flourish are making
so many opportunities for the Indian youths. With the aim of English Teaching the higher
education will enable the students to learn English with comprehension and speak it
correctly so as to make them understand and express simple ideas and give easy description
in writing English language. The students should not be tied down to the prescribed books. If
at the stage of foundation is done reading with comprehension, interest will carry the
students in later life as far as he goes. And definitely it will serve the nation.
References
1. Government of India. (1986). National Policy of Education. New Delhi: Ministry of
Education, Government of India. September 26,2015.
2. Kothari Commission Report. (1970). Education and National Development. Report of
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Introduction
The youth of today need to develop leadership skills in order to enjoy greater success in
their lives. Therefore, it is important there be programs that can help them cultivate their
skills. By investigating successful programs and other relevant literature, I have conducted a
feasibility study for a youth leadership development facility. The purpose of this facility is to
help youth gain the important life and leadership skills that will enable them to be
successful in the future. The need for positive development of our youth is critical. Based on
literature review, there are specialized programs around the United States that have already
recognized this need. These programs are claiming to help youth develop positive attributes
using sporting activities. These programs, known as positive youth development programs
(PYD), look as if they may enhance leadership and life skills of their participants. It is
important to identify a correlation between sports and leadership because the numbers of
youth involved in sport programs is significant. By further investigating these programs, we
will be able to better adapt and utilize these specific portions of the programs that are
effective to enable our participants to become more equipped to handle life situations.
Definition of Sports
Simon Jenkins defines sport, ‘A subset of leisure and work activities that involves both
physical activity and competition”.2 According to The New Encyclopedia Britannica “Sports
and games, recreational or competitive activities that involve some amount of physical
strength or skill. At one time, sports were commonly considered to include only the outdoor
recreational pastimes, such as fishing, shooting and hunting as opposed to games, which
were regarded as organized athletic contests played by teams or individuals according to
prescribed rules
Sports, pastimes that stress physical skill and strength encompassing a wide range of
individual and team athletics. Organized sports usually have sets of rules that give each a
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unique character. Amateur sports are intended primarily for the enjoyment of the
participants, while professional sports are for the entertainment of the spectators.
Physical Education
Physical Education is rightly recognised as an integral part of formal education. The
existence of man is primarily physical. The word ‘physical’ refers to body, and indicates
bodily characteristics such as strength, speed, endurance, flexibility, health coordination and
performance. It seemingly contrasts the body with the mind. The term education when used
in conjunction with physical, refers to a process of education that develops the human body
especially fitness and movement skills. Physical education is the process by which changes in
the individual are brought about through his movement experience, and it is the sum of
those experiences which came to the individual through movements. Physical education is
the sum of man’s physical activates selected as to kind and conducted as to outcomes. 7 In
the contemporary period, Physical Education, Health Education and Sports have made great
advances in the academic field, which have influenced almost all the branches of human
knowledge. An increasing number of students and teachers in this area have turned to get
adequate knowledge to gain a competitive edge-to learn among other things, way to
improve one’s own health, to know about the problem faced by the Physical Education
students, teachers and other concerned persons, to improve confidence, to manage
competitive stress, increase social interaction etc. Emotional maturity is very important for
the physical development of a man. Physical education helps us to learn to control
emotions. Games, art, music, dance; plays etc. can bring useful changes in the life of a man.
The development of a human being is possible only by all round development of personality.
It should be clearly understood that physical, mental and moral development of a person
can’t be achieved only through a single medium. These three are the major qualities of a
person. Moral problems can be solved only by physic
Games and Sports
Games and sports form the bulk of physical education. Since the revival of Olympic Games
in 1896, more and more emphasis is being placed on the competitive aspects – of games
and sports. The craze and quest for winning in international sports competitions have
started a competition among the nations for the development of new techniques and
methods of athletic training for better performance.
Objectives of Physical Education
According to Nixon and Cozen : Physical education should have a goal of making the
maximum contribution to the development of an individual's potentialities in all areas of life
which can be done by placing him in an environment to promote such muscular and related
responses as will contribute to this purpose successfully.13 Some important objectives of
physical education are given below:
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1. To develop an understanding and appreciation of movements in children and youth so
that their lives will become more meaningful, purposive and productive.
2. To develop an understanding and appreciation of certain scientific principles
concerned with movement that relate to such factors as time, space, force and mass-energy
relationship.
3. To develop better interpersonal relationships through games and sports.
4. To develop the various organic systems of the body so that they will respond in healthful
way to increase demand placed on them.
5. To establish pattern of regular participation in meaningful physical activity.
6. To achieve and maintain a health enhancing level of physical fitness and good health.
7. To develop advanced level of movement skill.
8. Apply movement concepts and principles to build the ability of the learner to use
cognitive information to understand and enhance motor skill acquisition and performance.
Importance of Physical Education
1. Various kinds of physical activities help in developing the organic system and functioning
of the body. They also improve the abilities of human being to resist fatigue, to remain
active and perform efficiently.
2. Physical activities help in developing various kinds of intellectual qualities inherent in a
child. Thus with the help of physical education, it is possible to develop children
intellectually.
3. By participating in various kinds of physical activities, participants become emotionally
mature. They not only develop physically but also mentally. By participating in sports, ability
to judge and to take proper decisions in shortest time becomes possible. Qualities of loyalty,
co-operation and co-ordination aroused in human being, which help them development
their personality to a lot of extent, which is also an important objective of education.
References
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HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION
Ikzk-fot; jkenkl frjiqMs
Jherh jk/kkckbZ lkjMk egkfo|kYk;] vatuxko lqthZ ft-vejkorh eks-ua-8888703135
^^txkrhy izR;sd O;Drhyk rh ekuo vkgs- ;k ,dkp dkj.kLro T;k vf/kdkjkaph izkIrh
gks.ks xjtsps vlrs] R;k vf/kdkajkuk ekuoh vf/kdkj vls Eg.krkr-**
b-l-1993 P;k vf/kdkj laj{k.k vf/kuh;ekr dsysyh O;k[;k % ekuoh vf/kdkj Eg.kts O;Drhps
ftohr] Lokra=] lerk vkf.k izfr”Bk ;k lac/khps] laoS/kkfud laj{k.k cgky dsysys vkf.k ekuoh
vf/kdkjkaP;k tkxrhd tkghjukE;kr lekfo”V dj.;kr vkysys vkf.k Hkkjrh; U;k;O;oLFks}kjk T;kaph
tksiluk dj.;kr ;srs] rs vf/kdkj gks;;quksP;k tkfgjukE;krhy dye Øekad 2 uqlkj ^^oa’k]o.kZ]Hkk”kk]/keZ]jk”Vª] fyax ekyeRrk fof’k”V
{ks=kr tUeY;keqGs feG.kkjh loZ ekuokl ts leku vf/kdkj o Lokra= fnys tkrs] R;kl ekuoh gDd
vls Eg.krkr**Ekkuoh gDdkaP;k laj{k.kkph xjt
1-vfHkO;Drh Lokra= % izR;sd O;fDryk Hkk”k.k vkf.k fy[kk.kk}kjs vkiys er vkf.k fopkj izdV
dj.;klkBh Hkk”k.k vkf.k ys[ku Lokra«;kaph xjt vkgs- la?kVuk LFkkiu dj.;kpk vf/kdkj o laesyus
Hkjowu o lHkkaEk/kwu vkiys fopkj izdV dj.;kps Lokra= izR;sd O;Drhyk ns.ks xjtsps vlrs- ;kykp
vfHkO;Drh Lokra«; vls Eg.krkr- ;k Lokra«;keqGs lektkrhy izR;sd O;Drh vFkZiw.kZ lUekukus txw
‘kdrs2- nqcZy ?kVdkaps dY;k.k & lektkrhy vuqlwfpr tkrh] vuwlwfpr tekrh] vYila[;kd] fL=;k] eqys
vls dkgh vkfFkZd o lkekftdn`”V;k vizxr] ekxklysys vlrkr- v’kk ?kVdkaP;k lcyhdj.kklkBh
R;kauk dkgh loyrh ns.ks vko’;d vlrs- v’kk lektkrhy nqcZy ?kVdkaP;k lksbZ loyrh fnY;k] rjp
rs letkr lUekukus txw ‘kdrhy- nqcZYk ?kVdkaP;k fgrlao/kZuklkBh R;kaP;k ekuoh gDdkaps laj{k.k
gks.ks vR;ar xjtsps vlrs3- U;k;ky;hu laj{k.k & rq:axkrhy O;Drh@dS|kiklwu rs loZlkekU; O;Drhi;Zar lokZauk U;k;ky;hu
laj{k.k feG.ks egRokps vlrs- rq:axkrhy O;Drh f’k{kk Hkksxr vlyh rjh R;kauk fdeku ekuorkoknkph
okx.kwd feG.ks vko’;d vkgs] dkj.k ‘ksoVh ek.kwlp vkgs lektkrhy dks.kR;kgh O;Drhyk O;Drh
fdaok laLFkkdMwu dks.kR;kgh izdkjpk =kl gksm u;s- ;k ukR;kus la;qDr jk”Vªla?kVusus ekuoh gDdkP;k
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tkghjukE;kr U;k;ky;khu laj{k.kkpk la;qDr jk”VªLka?kVussus ekuoh gDdkP;k tkghjukE;kr U;k;ky;hu
laj{k.kkpk Li”V mYys[k dsysyk vkgs4-oS;fDRkd Lokra«; & lektkrhy izR;sd ukxjhdkyk vkiY;k LosPNsuwlkj thou txrk ;kos] Eg.kwu
vusd Lokra«; cgky dsysyh vkgsr- izR;sdkyk ns’kkr dksBsgh okLrO; dj.;kps] lapkj dj.;kps]
dke/kank] O;olk; dj.;kps Lokra«;] dkeklkBh leku osru feG.;kpk vf/kdkj izR;sd ukxfjdkyk ns.ks
vko’;d vkgs- O;Drhxr thoukrhy lUeku vkf.k Lokra«; fVdowu Bso.;klkBh ekuoh gDdkaps laj{k.k
gks.ks vko’;d vlrsekuoh gDdkapk tud Eg.kwu xzhd RkRoosRrk ^lsaV FkkWel vWDok;ul* ;kauk lacks/kys tkrsekuoh gDd mxe o fodkl
 ekuokP;k izkxSfrgkfld dkGkiklwu gDd ;k ladYiusps ladsr feGrkr- Kkr bfrgklkr ekuoh
gDdkfo”k;h lokZar tquk lanHkZ b-l-iwoZ 2350 yxk’k e/khy ,:dkfxuk lq/kkj.kk gk gks;
 R;kuarj uolqesfj; laLÑrhrhy mjpk jktk mjuEew ;kus b-l-iw-2050 e/;s LFkkiuk dsysyh
dk;nslafgrk] b-l-iw-1780 eslksiksVsfe;krhy gEejkchP;k vkpkjlafgrk] b-l-iw- 6os ‘krd
if’kZ;u lkezkT;krhy ekuoh gDdfo”k;d rRos b-l-iwoZ 539rs 483 ;k dkGkr Lokra«;]lerk] o ca/kqrk ;k RkRoakpk vkn’kZ xkSre cq/nkauh
leLr txkyk fnyk b-l-iwoZ frlÚ;k ‘krdke/;s dfyax ;q/nkeqGs lezkV v’kksdkP;k /kksj.kke/;s ekuoh gDdkauk
izk/kkU; feGkys o ekuoh gDdkaph ik;kHkwr RkRos fuekZ.k dj.;kr vkyh vk/kqfud dkGkr baXYkMpk jktk tkWu ;kus 15 twu 1215 jksth tkghj dsysyk eWXukdkVkZ ;ke/;s
uSlfxZd vf/kdkj ekU; dj.;kr vkgs R;kuarj fiVh’ku vkWQ jkbZVl 1628 vkf.k fcy vkWQ jkbZVl 1689 e/;s uSlfxZd vf/kdkjkaps
:ikarj nSfo vf/kdkjkr >kys Ikq<s 1779 lkyh ?kks”khr dsysyh vesfjdu gDdkaph lun ;ke/;s nSoh vf/kdkjkaps :ikarj
dk;ns’khj vf/kdkjkr dj.;kr vkys Ýsap jkT;Økarh 1789 o jf’k;u jkT;Økarh 1917 eqGs txkyk ukxjh Lokra«; izkIr >kys Okjhy loZ ?kVukapk ifj.kke Eg.kts 1945 lkyh la;qDr jk”Vªla?kVusph LFkkiuk >kyh o
la;qDr jk”Vªla?kVusus 1948 lkyh ekuoh gDdkapk tkghjukek izfl/n dsykEkkuoh gDd vkf.k ik’pkR; fopkj
izR;sd O;Drhr tUetkr gDd feGkysys vkgsr vls ekuys tkrs- ljdkj R;kauk gDdkiklwu
oafpr Bsow ‘kdr ukgh- ljdkjdMs yksdkauh lksifoysys dsoG e;kZnhr vf/kdkj vlrkr- Lok;Rr
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ljdkj gs ‘kklukps loksZRÑ”V Lo:Ik vkgs vls letys tkrs- fopkjiwoZd ernku dj.ks] lkoZtfud
vf/kÑr in /kkj.k dj.ks vkf.k ‘kklu pkyfo.ks ;klkBh izR;sd ukxfjdkal ewyHkwr ekuoh Lokra«;
vl.ks vko’;d vkgs- iajrw gh ladYiuk cÚ;kp dkGkus fodflr >kysyh vkgs- xzhd vkf.k jkseu
okM~e;hu ijaijsus lq:okr gks.kkÚ;k ik’pkR; oSpkfjd gDdkaP;k ladYiukans[khy vkOgku ns.;kr vkys
vkgs vkf.k R;ke/;s cny dj.;kr vkysyk vkgsizf’kZ;k ¼bjk.k½ pk lezkV lk;jlP;k jktoVhe/;s f[kzLriwoZ 6O;k ‘krdkr ekuoh gDdkaph rRos
varHkwZr dj.;kr vkyh gksrh- f[kzLriwoZ 539 e/;s jktkus cWchykWuoj fot; feGfoY;kuarj R;kus
lk;jl o`Rrfprh izfl/n dsyh- lu 1879 e/;s ‘kks/kwu dk<.;kr vkyh- vkt gh o`Rrfprh izfl/n
dsyh- rh lu 1879 e/;s ‘kks/kwu dk<.;kr vkyh- vkt gh o`Rrfprh izfl/n dsyh- rh lu 1879
e/;s ‘kks/kwu dk<.;kr vkyh- vkt gh o`Rrfprh ekuoh gDdkapk ifgyk nLr,sot Eg.kwu vksG[kyk
tkrks- jkT;krhy ukxfjdkauk vkikiY;k /kkfeZd mikluk o ijaijsph mikluk dj.;kl jktkus ijokuxh
fnyh vkgs] vls ;k o`RrfpRrhe/;s lkax.;kr vkysys vkgs- ;k o`Rrfprhus xqykefxjh ns[khy u”V
dsysyh gksrhjkseu ijaijk%
izkphu jksee/;s uSlfxZd gDdkaph ladYiuk iq<s Pkkyw jkghyh- jkse dk;ns iafMr mYiheupk
vlk fo’okl gksrk dh] dqBY;kgh O;Drhl] ex rh jkseu vlks fdaok ulks] v’kk izR;sd O;Drhl
uSlfxZd gDd vlrkr- jksepk lokZr eksBk okjlk Eg.kts R;kph U;k;O;oLFkk gks;- jkseP;k dk;|kP;k
fodkl vf/kd dkGkiwohZ >kyk- jkseu dk;ns iaMhrkauh dk;|kP;k loZ iSywckcr egRoiw.kZ v’kh lkghR;
fufeZRkh dsyh- mnk- ekyeRrk] fookg] ikydRo vkf.k djkj] pksjh vkf.k okjlk bR;knhaP;k lac/kkr gh
lkfgR; fufeZrh >kyh- R;kauh cgwrsd QkStnkjh dk;|kapk ik;k ?kkryk- Eg.kwu jkseu jkT;dR;kZuh
dk;|kP;k dsysY;k fufeZrho:u vls tk.kors dh] rsFks ekuoh gDdkaP;k fodklkyk R;kauh pkyuk fnyhekuoh gDdkapk tkxfrd tkghjukek%
10 fMalscj 1948 jksth la;qDr jk”Vªla?kVusP;k lk/kkj.k lHksus ekuoh vf/kdjkapk tkxrhd tkghjukek
laer d:u mn~?kksf”kr dsyk- ;k i=dkr lnj tkghjukek laiw.kZi.ks fnysyk vkgs- ;k ,sfrgkfld
?kVusuarj vkelHksus loZ lnL; ns’kkauk lnL; ns’kkauk R;kauh ;k laiw.kZ tkghjukE;kl izfl/nh |koh vkf.k
ns’kkP;k vxj izns’kkP;k jktfd; ntkZo:u dks.krkgh HksnHkko u djrk] eq[;Rosd:u rsFkhy ‘kkGkae/;s
o brj ‘kS{kf.kd laLFkke/;s R;k tkghjukEkpk izlkj dj.;kph] rh iznf’kZr dj.;kph] okpwu
nk[kfo.;kph o letkowu lkax.;kph O;oLFkk djkoh]vls vkokgudsy-s
loZ yksdkalkBh /;s;fl/nhpk ,d leku vkn’kZ Eg.kwu mn~?kksf”kr dsyk vkgs o R;klkBh izR;sd
O;Drhus o lektkrhy izR;sd ?kVdkus gk tkghjukek lrr MksG;kaiq<s Bsowu v/;kiu o f’k{k.k
;kaP;k}kjs ;k vf/kdkjkapk o Lokra«;kpk eku jk[kyk tk.;klkBh vkf.k jk”Vªh; o vkarjjk”Vªh; v’kk
izkxfrd Lo:ikP;k mik;;kstuka}kjs lnL; jk”VªkaP;k yksdkae/;s o R;kaP;k {ks=kf/kdkjk[kkyhy izns’kkrhy
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yksdkae/;s R;kauk tkxfrd ekU;rk feGowu ns.;klkBh o R;kaps ifj.kkedkjd ikyu dsys tk.;klkBh
iz;Ru dsys ikghtsrekuoh gDd f’k{k.k %
dkexkj vkf.k dkj[kkunkj ;kaP;krhy HkkaM.k gs dq.kklkBhp Qk;|kps ulrs
dkj[kkunkjkdMwu dkexkjkaps ‘kks”k.k jks[k.;klkBh baMh;k dye 1-,-pk vk/kkj ?;kok ykxrksdkexkjkauk vkiys gDd feGfo.;klkBh dkgh rjrwnh ‘kklukus dsysY;k vkgsr- vls ckcklkgsckauh
lkafxrys vLi`’;kaps gDd iznku dj.;klkBh v’kh jkT;?kVusr rjrqnh dsysY;k vkgsr- v’kh fopkj.kk
ckcklkgsc vkacsMdjkus dkWxzsldMs dsyh gksrh- vLi`’;akP;k gDdklkBh ckcklkgsc vk;q”;Hkj la?k”kZ
djhr jkfgys20 O;k ‘krdkar vkarjjk”Vªh; jktdkj.kkrhy ,d egRokph ?kVhr Eg.kwu ekuoh gDd
ladYispk vk’k; >kysyk fnlwu ;srks- gDdkP;k jkT;izfrr ladYiusr] jkT;laLFks}kjk ekU; dsys tk.kkjs
o jkT; laLFksP;k dk;Z{ks=kr miyC/k vl.kkjs O;Drhps nkos Eg.kts gDd v’kh /kkj.kk gksrh- nqlÚ;k
egk;q/nkuarj mn;kyk vkYksY;k ekuoh gDd ladYius jk”Vª&jkT;kP;k lhek vksykMwu gDd fo”k;d
ppkZ fo’oyk osxGs ifjek.k fnysjkT; ?kVusP;k vuqPNsn 12 rs 35 e/;s HkkjrkP;k ukxfjdkauk vlysY;k eqyHkwr
gDdkfo”k;h rjrwn dj.;kr vkyh vkgs-;k dyEkke/;s Hkkjrh; ukxfjdkauk ?kVusus eqyHkwr vf/kdkj
cgky dsys vkgs- R;keqGs ekuoh gDdkps laj{k.k gksr-s Hkkjrh; jkT;?kVus ukxfjdkauk eqyHkwr gDd cgky
d:u ekuoh gDdkaps laj{k.k dsys vkgsr- i.k cgqrka’k yksdkauh ;k ckcrph ekfgrh ukgh- xzkfe.k
Hkkxkrhy rlsp ‘kgjh Hkkxkrhy etwj] ‘ksrdjh ;kauk ekuoh gDdkckcr Qkj’kh ekfgrh ukghlqf’kf{krke/;s tkf.kok fnlr ukgh- Eg.kwu ‘kklukus ekuoh gDdkP;k f’k{k.kkaP;k gkypkyh dj.ks xjtsps
vkgs- izkS< f’k{k.kkr ekuoh gDdkapk lekos’k vkotqZu dsyk ikfgts- izR;sd ?kjkr nqjn’kZukaP;k ek/;ekrwu
ekuoh gDdk lac/khps dk;ZØe ‘kklukus izlqr dj.ks Qk;ns’khj jkghy- ‘kkGk] egkfo|ky;krhy
fo|kF;kZauk ekuoh gDd gk fo”k; vfuok;Z dj.ks vko’;d >kysys vkgs- ifj.kker lekt ekuoh
gDdkckcr tkx`r gksbZy R;krwu ufou lektkph tM.k?kM.k gks.;kl gkrHkkj ykxsylanHkZ %
1-ekuoh gDd & rqdkjke tk/ko
2-ekuoh gDd o tckcnkÚ;k & panzdkar felG
3-Hkkjrkph ?kVuk & izfo.k VsaEcsdj
4- ekuoh gDd& izk-fOg-ch-ikVhy
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ROLL OF EXTRACURRICULAR SPORTS IN SCHOOL PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND LIFELONG ACTIVE LIVING
ASHOK KUMAR TIWARI
Dept. Of Physical Education
Babasaheb Naik College of Engineering, Pusad Yavatmal
Abstract:
The purpose of this article is to examine the role of school-based extracurricular initiatives
in facilitating immediate and long-term positive impact on physical activity, healthy
behavior, and obesity in children. A critique of the role of various sports-related initiatives
that have been developed to address the obesity epidemic currently facing children within
the United States is provided, with a specific emphasis on intramural sports as a preferred
mechanism to encourage long-term involvement in sport and physically active pursuits. The
article presents support for the notion that a physical education curriculum that includes
intramurals before, during, and after school can help children learn the skills to enjoy
participation in a variety of sports designed to facilitate lifelong active living. Keywords:
intramural sports, lifelong participation, active living,
Keywords: intramural sports, lifelong participation, active living, youth, obesity, physical
education
Introduction
Sports represents a part of culture, being understood, from its beginning as an ideal means
to maintain health, to form a body and even a character, its main feature being the
competition, which stimulates the desire to be known and implicitly, the obtaining of
performances. This represents the valuing element in the symbiosis with physical education,
both activities becoming permanent during the entire period of education of the young
generation. “The fact that the formation of modern humans supposes his development from
a physical, social, intellectual, ethical and aesthetical points of view must be kept in mind, in
connection to the demands of the society and according to his aptitudes, thus leading to an
increase of his standard of living and of a social development. The purpose of this article is
to provide an overview of youth sport participation and the role that schools can play in
facilitating larger participation rates among school-age children. This paper will also present
evidence suggesting that the philosophy behind intramural sports within the school setting
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may be an effective way to promote physical activity among a greater number of children.
Our premise is guided by the leisure repertoire theory which suggests that individuals who
develop a wider spectrum of activities at a younger age are more likely to continue to
participate in activities as they age owing to a broader leisure repertoire of choices. We also
discuss the social ecological model and show how this framework can guide intramural
program development, implementation, and evaluation.
Organized Youth Sport Participation Youth sport has been seen as one potential medium
that could promote more physical activity and play a major role in improving children’s
overall health. Indeed recent studies examining recreational sport participation among
middle-school students suggests a positive correlation between regular sport participation
and increased physical activity On the surface it appears there is an obvious relationship
between participation in youth sport and increased health benefits, but further examination
reveals that the outcomes associated with youth sport participation are often contradictory
So Why Schools?
Because of the considerable amount of time children spend there, the school environment
provides a convenient mechanism to offer physical activity interventions. However,
opportunities for engaging in physical activity also exist owing to physical education classes,
recess periods, extracurricular sports and physical activity programs, and access to playing
fields, school gymnasiums and playgrounds). These resources coupled with trained school
personnel can provide a platform to address the youth obesity epidemic. Indeed, research
has shown that well-designed school-based physical activity programs can have a significant
impact on the physical activity levels of young people.
Conclusion
The inclusive and diverse nature of intramurals, especially when combined with a school
philosophy that encourages active living, can have a profound positive impact on a growing
obesity epidemic. A prescriptive approach that mandates a minimal amount of moderateto-vigorous daily physical activity can help achieve short-term goals that include making our
children more active. Unfortunately, they do little to promote an active living lifestyle that
extends beyond the school grounds and later in life. A physical education curriculum that
includes intramurals before, during, and after school can help children learn the skills to
enjoy participation in a variety of sports designed to facilitate lifelong participation.
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ˆ““Ö ×¿Ö ÖÖ ´ÖêÓ †Ö‡Ô ÃÖß.™üß. úß ³Öã×´Ö úÖ
›üÖò. ×¾Ö•ÖµÖØÃÖ Ö × úÃÖÖ¸üÖ¾Ö ¯Ö¾ÖÖ¸ü
(ÃÖÆüÖµµÖ ú ¯ÖÏÖ¬µÖÖ¯Ö ú)
´Ö¬Öã ú¸ü¸üÖ¾Ö ¯Ö¾ÖÖ¸ü ú»ÖÖ ´ÖÆüÖ×¾ÖªÖ»ÖµÖ ´ÖãÙŸÖ•ÖÖ¯Öæ¸ü ×•Ö.† úÖê»ÖÖ. ´ÖÖê.ÖÓ. 9763968991
†Ö•Ö Æü´Ö ÃÖ²Ö úÖê ¯ÖŸÖÖ Æîü úß ¯Öã¸üÖ ×¾ÖÀ¾Ö ×›ü•Öß™ü»Ö ÆüÖê “Öã úÖ Æîü †Ö•Ö ¾µÖÖ¯ÖÖ¸ü ÆüÖê ²ÖÑ ú úÖ »ÖêÖ ¤êüÖ ÆüÖê Ã ãú»Ö úÖ ÆüÖê, µÖê ÃÖ²Ö
×›ü•Öß™ü»Ö ÆüÖê “Öã úÖ Æîü †Ö•Ö úÖê‡Ô ³Öß ¾µÖŒŸÖß ICT ÃÖê ²Ö“Ö ÖÆüß ÃÖ úŸÖÖ ¸üÖê•Ö´Ö¸üÖÔ Ø•Ö¤ü Öß ´Öê Whats App, Facebook êú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê
Social Media ÃÖê Cannect ¸üÆüŸÖÖ Æîü.
†Ö•Ö Æü´Öê ¾µÖÖ¯ÖÖ¸ü ú¸üÖÖ Æîü µÖÖ ˆÃÖ úß •ÖÖÖ úÖ¸üß »ÖÖê ÖÖê ŸÖ ú ¯ÖÆòüãÓ“ÖÖÖß Æîü ŸÖÖê ‘Ö¸ü ²Öîšêü Whats App, Facebook †µÖ
Online Ã¡ÖÖêŸÖÖê ÃÖê »ÖÖê ÖÖê ŸÖ ú µÖÆü •ÖÖÖ úÖ¸üß Æü´Ö ¯ÖÆãü“ÖÖ ÃÖ úŸÖê Æîü.
¤üî×Ö ú •Öß¾ÖÖ:†Ö‡Ô ÃÖß.™üß Æü´ÖÖ¸êü ¤îü×Ö ú •Öß¾ÖÖ êú ÃÖÖ£Ö •Öã›üÖ Æãü†Ö Æîü ×•ÖÃÖê †»Ö Ö ÖÆüß × úµÖÖ •ÖÖ ÃÖ úŸÖÖ ×´Ö¡ÖÖê ‡ÃÖê ÃÖ´Ö—ÖÖÖê êú ×»ÖµÖê ´Öî
ŸÖã´Æêü ‹ ú ˆ¤üÖÆü¸ü Ö ¤êüŸÖÖ Æãü •ÖîÃÖê úß †Ö•Ö ŸÖ ú Æü´Ö †¯ÖÖê ×¸ü¿ŸÖê¤üÖ¸üÖê êú ÃÖÖ£Ö •Öã›êü ÆãüµÖê Æîü •ÖîÃÖê úß Æü´Öê ´ÖòÃÖê•Ö ú¸üÖÖ Æîü ŸÖÖê Æü´Ö ¾ÆüÖ™üÃÖ†¯Ö
(Whatsapp) µÖÖ ´ÖîÃÖê•Ö¸ü (Messanger) úÖ ‡ÃŸÖê´ÖÖ»Ö ú¸üŸÖê Æîü µÖÖ ×±ú¸ü Æü´Öê Û¾Æü›üßµÖÖê úÖò»Ö ú¸üÖÖ Æîü ŸÖÖê IMO µÖÖ Öã Ö»Ö
(Google Duo) úÖ ‡ÃŸÖê´ÖÖ»Ö ú¸üŸÖê Æîü.
†ÖÙ£Ö ú •Öß¾ÖÖ :†Ö‡ÔÃÖß™üß †ÖÙ£Ö ú ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ êú ÃŸÖÓ³ÖÖê ´Öë ÃÖê ‹ ú Æîü µÖÆü ´ÖÖÖ¾Ö •Öß¾ÖÖ ´Öê ú‡Ô ÃÖã¬ÖÖ¸ü »ÖÖµÖÖ Æîü ŒµÖÖë úß †Ö•Ö ú»Ö ‡ÃÖ úÖ
‡ÃŸÖê´ÖÖ»Ö Æü¸ü •Ö ÖÆü ÆüÖê ¸üÆüÖ Æîü ²ÖÑ úÖê ´Öë ¯ÖœüÖ‡Ô ´Öê †Ã¯ÖŸÖÖ»Ö ´Öë †Ö×¤ü •Ö ÖÆüÖê ´Öë µÖÆü Æü´Öë × úÃÖß ³Öß “Öß•Ö êú ²ÖÖ¸êü ´Öë ¯Öã¸üß ÃÖÆüß ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ ¯ÖÏ¤üÖÖ
ú¸üŸÖÖ Æîü †Öî¸ü ˆÃÖ ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ ŸÖ ú ¯ÖÆãü“ÖÖê êú ×»Ö‹ ´Ö¤ü¤ü ³Öß ú¸üŸÖÖ Æîü. ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ ‹¾Ö ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß ‹ ú ¾µÖÖ¯Ö ú Öê¡Ö Æîü ×•ÖÃÖ´Öë ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ êú
ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü êú ×»ÖµÖê Æü¸ü ŸÖ¸üÆü úß ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß ÃÖ´ÖÖ×ÆüŸÖ Æîü. µÖÆü ¾ÖÖê ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß Æîü •ÖÖê × ú ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ»ÖÖ (¸ü“ÖÖÖ,³ÖÓ›üÖ¸ü Ö †Öî¸ü ˆ¯ÖµÖÖê Ö úß
µÖÖê µÖŸÖÖ ¸ü ÖŸÖÖ Æîü ŸÖ£ÖÖ ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü êú ×¾Ö³Öß®Ö ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´ÖÖë ¸êü×›üµÖÖê, ™êü×»Ö×¾Ö•ÖÖ, ÃÖê»Ö-±úÖêÖ, úÖò´¯µÖã™ü¸ü †Öî¸ü Öê™ü¾Ö Ôú, ÆüÖ›Ôü¾Öê†¸ü †Öî¸ü
ÃÖÖò¯±ú¾Öê†¸ü,ÃÖê™êü»ÖÖ‡Ô™ü ×ÃÖÃ™ü´Ö,×¾Ö×³Ö®Ö ÃÖê¾ÖÖ†Öê †Öî¸ü †Öã-¯ÖÏµÖÖê ÖÖê) ÃÖê ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ êú ¯ÖÏÃÖÖ¸ü Ö úß ÃÖã×¾Ö¬ÖÖ ¯ÖÏ¬ÖÖÖ ú¸üŸÖÖ Æîü †Ö‡Ô ÃÖß.™üß. ú‡Ô
»ÖÖê ÖÖê êú •Öß¾ÖÖ úÖ †×¾Ö³ÖÖ•µÖ ŸÖ£ÖÖ Ã¾Öß éúŸÖ †Ó Ö ²ÖÖ ÖµÖÖ Æîü. éúÂÖß,Ã¾ÖÖÃ£Ö, ¿ÖÖÃÖÖ ¯ÖÏ²ÖÓ¬Ö †Öî¸ü ×¿Ö ÖÖ •ÖîÃÖê Öê¡ÖÖê ´Öê ×¾Ö úÖÃÖ úÖ ¯ÖÏ³ÖÖ¾Ö
Æîü †Ö‡Ô.ÃÖß.™üß. ‹ ú ×¾Ö×¾Ö¬Ö ÃÖ ÖÏÆü Æêü ×•ÖÃÖ´Öê ×¾Ö×³Ö®Ö ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß ˆ¯Ö ú¸ü Ö ×ÖÆüßŸÖ Æîü ÃÖÖ£Ö-ÃÖÖ£Ö Æüß ¾Öß×›üµÖÖê úÖ±Ïëú×ÃÖ Ö †Öî¸ü ‡»ÖêŒ™ÒüÖòÖß ú
´Öê»Ö †Ö×¤ü •ÖîÃÖê ¯ÖÏÖò™üÖê úÖò»Ö †Öî¸ü ÃÖê¾ÖÖ‹Ñ ³Öß ÃÖ×´Ö»ÖßŸÖ Æîü. †Ö‡Ô.ÃÖß.™üß. ‹ ú ¯»ÖØ²Ö Ö ¯ÖÏ ÖÖ»Öß úß ŸÖ¸üÆü Æîü •ÖÆüÖÑ ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ (ÃÖÓ ÖÏ×ÆüŸÖ ¯ÖÖÖß)
ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß (³ÖÓ›üÖ¸ü Ö ™Óü úß) ´ÖêÓ
ÃÖÓ“Ö×»ÖŸÖ ÆüÖêŸÖß Æîü ŸÖ£ÖÖ ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß (¯ÖÖ‡¯Ö) êú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü (²ÖÆüŸÖÖ Æãü†Ö ¯ÖÖÖß) ¯ÖÏÖ¯Ö ú êú ¯ÖÖÃÖ ¯ÖÆãü“ÖŸÖÖ Æîü. ˆ¯ÖµÖÖê Öß ›üÖ™üÖ
†Öî¸ü ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ êú ÃÖé•ÖÖ,ÃÖÓ“Ö¸ü Ö,³ÖÓ›üÖ¸ü Ö,¯ÖãÖ: ¯ÖÏÖÛ¯ŸÖ †Öî¸ü ×›ü•Öß™ü»Ö ¹ý¯ÖÖê ´Öë ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ»ÖÖ •ÖîÃÖê †Ö‡Ô.ÃÖß.™üß. úß ×›ü•Öß™ü»Ö ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ
êú ¯Öã¸êü “Ö Îú ´Öë ¯ÖÏµÖÖê Ö ´Öë »ÖÖ‡Ô •ÖÖŸÖß Æîü. ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ ‹¾Ö ÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß êú ×¾Ö×³Ö®Ö ‘Ö™ü ú Æîü.
1) úÖò´¯µÖã™ü¸ü ÆüÖ›Ôü¾Öê†¸ü ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß ‡ÃÖ êú †ÓŸÖ ÖÔŸÖ,ÃÖ¾ÖÔ¸ü ²Ö›êü ´ÖêÖ±Ïêú´Ö úÖò´¯µÖã™ü¸ü êú ÃÖÖ£Ö ÃÖÖ£Ö ‡Ö¯Öã™ü - †Ö‰ú™ü¯Öã™ü ‹¾Ö ÃÖÓ ÖÏÆü
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ú¸üÖê¾ÖÖ»Öß µÖãÛŒŸÖµÖÖ †ÖŸÖß Æîü.
2) úÖò´¯µÖã™ü¸ü ÃÖÖò¯™ü¾Öê†¸ü ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß ‡ÃÖ êú †ÓŸÖ ÖÔŸÖ †Öò¯Ö¸êüØ™ü Ö ×ÃÖÃ™ü´Ö ¾Öê²Ö ²ÖÎÖˆ•Ö¸ü ›üÖ™üÖ²ÖêÃÖ ¯ÖÏ²ÖÓ¬Ö ú ¯ÖÏ ÖÖ»Öß (DBMS)
ÃÖ¾ÖÔ¸ü ŸÖ£ÖÖ ¾µÖÖ¯ÖÖ×¸ü ú ¾ÖÖ× ÖÛ•µÖ ú ÃÖÖò¯™ü¾Öê†¸ü †ÖŸÖê Æîü.
3) ¤ãü¸üÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü ¾Ö Öê™ü¾Ö Ôú ¯ÖÏÖì¤üµÖÖê Öß úß ‡ÃÖ êú †ÓŸÖ ÖÔŸÖ ¤ãü¸üÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü êú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö, ¯ÖÏÖêÃÖêÃÖ¸ü ŸÖ£ÖÖ ‡Ó™ü¸üÖê™ü ÃÖê •Öã›üÖê êú ×»ÖµÖê ŸÖÖ¸ü µÖÖ
²ÖêŸÖÖ¸ü ¯Ö¸ü †Ö¬ÖÖ×¸üŸÖ ÃÖÖò¯™ü¾Öê†¸ü, Öê™ü¾Ö Ôú,ÃÖã¸ü ÖÖ,ÃÖã“ÖÖÖ úÖ ú™üÖ (× Îú¯™üÖê ÖÏÖ±úß) †Ö×¤ü Æîü.
4) ´ÖÖÖ¾Ö ÃÖÓÃÖÖ¬ÖÖ ŸÖÓ¡Ö ¯ÖÏ¿ÖÖÃÖ ú (System Administrator) Öê™ü¾Ö Ôú ¯ÖÏ¿ÖÖÃÖ ú (Network Administrator) †Ö×¤ü
×¿Ö ÖÖ ´Öë †Ö‡Ô.ÃÖß.™üß (ICT) :×¿Ö ÖÖ êú Öê¡Ö ´Öë †Ö‡Ô.ÃÖß.™üß. ×ÃÖ ÖÖê †Öî¸ü ×ÃÖ ÖÖÖê úÖ úÖ´Ö úÖê ²ÖœüÖ¾ÖÖ ¤êü ¸üÆüß Æîü ‡ÃÖ êú •Ö×¸ü‹ ÃÖê ²Ö““ÖÖê ´Öë ÃÖß ÖÖê úß ˆŸÃÖã úŸÖÖ
²Öœü ¸üÆüß Æîü •ÖÖê úß ¯ÖÆü»Öê ÖÆüß £ÖÖ †Ö‡Ô.ÃÖß.™üß. ²Ö““ÖÖê êú •Öß¾ÖÖ ´Öë ‹ ú ¯ÖÏê¸ü ú êú ÃÖ“Ö ´Öë úÖ´Ö ú¸ü ¸üÆüß Æîü ²Ö““ÖÖê úÖê ˆŸÃÖã ú ú¸ü ¸üÆüß Æîü
¯ÖœüÖ‡Ô ú¸üÖê êú ×»ÖµÖê †Öî¸ü ˆÖ êú ×¾ÖÂÖµÖ êú ²ÖÖ¸êü ´Öë †ÖŸµÖ×¬Ö ú •ÖÖÖ úÖ¸üß ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ ú¸üÖê êú ×»ÖµÖê ‡-»ÖÚÖ Ö (E-Learnig) êú ¾¤üÖ¸üÖ Æü´Ö
ú ÖÖ ´Öë µÖÖ ú ÖÖ êú ²ÖÖÆü¸ü ¯ÖœüÖ ÃÖ úŸÖê Æîü ‡-»ÖÚÖ Ö úÖ ˆ¯ÖµÖÖê Ö ×¿Ö Ö úÖê †Öî¸ü ×¾Ö¤üµÖÖ£ÖáµÖÖê ¾¤üÖ¸üÖ ×¾Ö¤üµÖÖ»ÖµÖÖê ´Öë ‘Ö¸üÖê ´Öë µÖÖ †µÖ
•Ö ÖÆüÖê ´Öë ³Öß ×»ÖµÖÖ •ÖÖ ¸üÆüÖ Æîü ‡-»ÖÚÖ Ö êú ¾¤üÖ¸üÖ ×²ÖÖÖ Ã ãú»Ö Ö‹ ³Öß ‘Ö¸ü ²Öîšêü ÃÖ²Ö ×ÃÖ Ö ÃÖ ÖŸÖê Æîü.
´Öã»µÖ´ÖÖ¯ÖÖ :†Ö•Ö êú •Öß¾ÖÖ ´Öë †ÖµÖ.ÃÖß.™üß. úß ²Ö›üß ´ÖÆüŸ¾Ö¯Öã ÖÔ ³Öã×´Ö úÖ Æîü †ÖÙ£Ö ú Öê¡Ö, ²ÖÑ úÆÓü Ö µÖÖ Ã ãú»Ö- úÖò»Öê•Ö ´Öë ÃÖ³Öß Ã£ÖÖÖÖê ¯Ö¸ü †¯ÖÖÖ Ã£ÖÖÖ
²ÖÖÖµÖë ¸ü ÖÖ Æîü ¯Öã¸êü ×¾ÖÀ¾Ö úÖê Connect ú¸ü ×¤üµÖÖ †Öî¸ü Facebook , Whatsapp ‡ÃÖ êú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê »ÖÖê Ö •Öã›ü ¸üÆêü Æîü †¯ÖÖÖ ¾µÖÖ¯ÖÖ¸ü
úÖ ×¾ÖÃŸÖÖ¸ü Öê™ü êú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê ÆüÖê ¸üÆüÖ Æîü †Ö•Ö ×¾Ö×³Ö®Ö Öê¡Ö Social Media •Öã›ü ¸üÆüÖ Æîü ‹¾ÖÓ Ã¾Öß éúŸÖ †Ó Ö ²ÖÖ “Öã úÖ Æîü.
ÃÖ¤Óü³ÖÔ ÖÏÓ£Ö :1) À¾ÖêŸÖÖ ×ÃÖÆüÖ †×ÃÖÃ™ü™ü ¯ÖÏÖê±êúÃÖ¸ü, úÖò´¯µÖã™ü¸ü ×¾Ö–ÖÖÖ ×¾Ö³ÖÖ Ö, Öò¿ÖÖ»Ö ¯Öß.•Öß . úÖò»Öê•Ö, »Ö ÖÖ‰ú 226001 ˆ.¯ÖÏ.³ÖÖ¸üŸÖ.
2) ¿ÖÖ×»ÖÖß »ÖÖ´²ÖÖ, †¬µÖ Ö, úÖò´¯µÖã™ü¸ü ×¾Ö–ÖÖÖ ×¾Ö³ÖÖ Ö, Öò¿ÖÖ»Ö ¯Öß.•Öß. úÖò»Öê•Ö »Ö ÖÖ‰ú 226001 ˆ.¯ÖÏ. ³ÖÖ¸üŸÖ.
3) Öã Ö»Ö www.google.com
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DR. ULHAS V DESHMUKH
DR. CHETAK R SHENDE
(Shri Shivaji College of physical education Amravati)
Abstract:
During the past few decades, alternative professional preparation and carrier
oriented courses have expanded within the field of physical education. Societal trends, the
media, and demographics have dictated these changes. Even the term "physical education,"
has gone through a transformation. Many different academic department labels in the area
of physical education, including exercise and sport sciences, kinesiology, health promotion
and human performance, sport fitness, etc. This article examines the factors which lead to
an increase in the scope of career opportunities for physical education professionals and
look at future trends, including a move back toward traditional teaching positions. Clearly, in
order to remain competitive in the world physical education graduates do need to possess
essential and latest academic skills. The goal was to find ways to take the physical education
profession forward to better meet the needs in the remainder of the 21st century and to
describe current patterns and long-term trends related to activity in physical education
training colleges, employment.
Key words: Physical Education, Academics, Professional.
Introduction:
It is a challenge for physical educators to step back from their habitual ways of
“doing business” and imagine the profession’s future. A relatively recent trend has been the
emergence of what has been popularly termed “New Physical Education.” Typical
interpretations suggested that this “newness” is illustrated by programs in which “life sports
are emphasized instead of the team concept so that no child is left out” (Weir, 2000). Within
our profession, alternative interpretations of new physical education have focused on
improvements in the quality of teaching. Today, physical education profession finds itself
facing issues that challenge its very existence within the public system. Efforts focused on
educational reform are accelerating in response to declining academic performance
measures compared to the performance of students in other nations.
Physical education issues related to knowledge, professional development of
physical education faculties, how the subject has changed in response to educational trends
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and demand in market must be in updated in the curriculumthat make a significant
contribution beyond the classroom must be timely governed. This conceptualisation offers
considerable challenge to those educators who continue to see sport as the meaning of
physical education only in terms of physical fitness. There is a growing disjunction between
physical education taught in school and the academic study of physical education at
university. Exercise science has become the major academic label and focus at university,
away from faculties of education where physical education has been traditionally
located. However, a degree in Physical education does not provide prospective health and
physical education teachers with the necessary background knowledge for teaching the
subject. The curriculum in offers both opportunities and challenges for physical education
that stem from the nature of physical education as an academic subject. Universities must
think about the content knowledge required to teach in physical education and the
curriculum that allows to think more holistically, in practice which is still a long way to go in
India, "Physical education in both schools and universities has always been concerned with
physical activity, the body and health. No other field of study has this particular focus. As
educators it is worth our attention."
The great thought in physical education is not the education of the physical nature,
but the relation of physical training to complete education, and the effort to make the
physical contribute its full share to the life of the individual in environment, training, and
culture (Davenport, 1984).
DEVELOPMENT OF CAREER PATHS
Prior to the 1970s, physical education professionals were primarily channeled into
the traditional roles of physical education teacher and/or coach. In 1970, Kenneth H. Cooper
introduced “The Aerobics Way” to the general public, addressing the benefits of exercise as
a lifetime activity. Within the next few years, jobs began to emerge in health clubs and
corporate fitness facilities (Jacoby, 1990). With the advancement of technological resources
and time-saving devices, available time for leisure and recreation increased. Facilities
opened that gave the public a means and place to recreate. Corporations and health
maintenance organizations discovered the link between fitness and health, and employersponsored facilities began to proliferate (Seefeldt & Vogel, 1986). Hospitals too began to
conduct wellness programs. This growth of fitness facilities and programs resulted in
additional jobs for exercise and sport professionals as exercise specialists, corporate fitness
directors, wellness consultants, and coordinators (Jacoby, 1990; Nieman, 1990). A need for
additional physical education professionals in these alternative career areas was created.
The media also had a profound influence on the broadening of physical education career
opportunities. With the advent of satellite capabilities and the increase in local cable
television networks, media has become a major factor in shaping and molding the increased
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acceptance of exercise and physical activity (Spears, Swanson, & Smith, 1978). The media
has given the public an entirely new perspective on exercise and physical activity in terms of
acceptability and job possibilities.
EMERGENCE OF PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION COURSES
As job opportunities expanded, knowledge increased, and equipment became more
sophisticated, there was a greater need for specialists who could put theory into practice.
The ability to draw knowledge from strong scientific foundations continues to be paramount
as students prepare for careers in exercise and sport. With various courses in the study of
Physical Education in addition, students need to specialization in a specific aspect of field.
Along with college- and university-based professional preparation programs, many
professional organizations now provide exercise and sport credentialing opportunities
(Nieman, 1990; Summerfield, 1991).
RENEWED INTEREST IN TEACHER TRAINING COURSES
As with most occupations, projections for physical education career opportunities
are largely dependent upon future trends. The increase in nonteaching job opportunities
coupled with a decrease in the number of available teaching positions has resulted in a
movement away from the traditional physical education teaching major. This trend, in
conjunction with cuts in physical education programs due to budget constraints, meant that
large numbers of physical education teachers left teaching.
CONCLUSION
The challenge for physical education professionals and those who prepare them is to
provide the knowledge necessary to be at the forefront of change. Emphasis must be placed
on continued study of present trends and forecasts and their relationship to physical activity
careers. While emphasis has been placed on nontraditional physical education careers, it is
also important to continue a focus on traditional teaching and coaching opportunities.Due
to advances in technological innovation, physical education teaching will affect the way that
students learn and how physical education faculties will teach. The following initiatives are
recommended for consideration:
1] Develop updated teaching facilities e.g. gymnasiums for the future, seek an opportunity
to collaborate with manufacturing industries of sports goods to design and create a model
“futuristic” physical education learning facility. Gyms built for technology use, flexible, and
adaptable. Clarify and focused on encouraging development related to technology or
mandating it. Sample considerations would includes:- Video movement analysis systems and
use of still cameras, Smart boards, Sensors in equipment for analysis, Biometric activated
fitness schedule, Clarify whether this position statement should be focused on encouraging
development related to technology or mandating it.
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2] Themes and trends in physical education have altered cyclically, emerging and constantly
changing societal influences have affected perceptions of the role of physical education.
Physical education in the future can only be successfully implemented through cooperative
efforts with teacher training education programs responsible for preparing tomorrow’s
physical educators. “Poor placements during student teaching are detrimental to quality
teacher education.” The following recommendations are offered to focus efforts on ways to
build physical education curriculums that will better meet the diverse needs of students in
the future.








1.
2.
3.
4.

Physical education courses should be “agents of change,” forward looking, focused
on student needs and interests and less tied to tradition and teacher interests.Use
technology to create exemplary physical education practices.
Open access to database of lesson plans that offer flexibility for individualization and
must be challenging, it would be wise to focus on preparing for tomorrow’s world rather
than lamenting on the past and trying to preserve models that are comfortable to us.
Accepting that the world is changing the physical education profession needs to position
itself for the future.
Interpersonal skill development is important in future educational programs because
future careers will mostly involve working effectively with others rather than working alone.
The industrial age “production line” model of education and preparing students for life is
outdated and ineffective.
Integrating physical education instruction with learning in other academic areas is
essential in view of the creative and integrated thinking and interpersonal skills that
tomorrow’s students will need. Greater focus needs to be placed on the educational model
of sports (which we like to talk about) rather than professional model of sports (which is the
way we act).
References
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Introduction:
Information technologies have affected every aspect of human activity and
have a potential role play in the field of education and training, specially, in distance
education to transform it into an innovative form of experience. The information age
becomes an era of knowledge providing sound and unmatched feasibility for discovery,
exchange of information, communication and exploration to strengthen the teaching
learning process.
The National center for Education Statistics reports that use and access to
new and current technologies is on the rise and more and more states have established
technology standards for students, teachers, and administrators.
There are no limitations of time and place because days do not have to end
just when it turns dark outside. Educational curriculums must keep up with the pace so that
future generations will benefit and continue developing technological innovations. I believe
that changes in the curriculum wil be reflected by the direction and speed of technological
developments. Technolog has a tremendous impact on College curriculum. The
Communication Technology has changed the way student thinks, acts and lives. Fast
communication and moving objects on a screen have added new dimensions to the way
student perceives the world and himself. Learners can stay awake longer and learn in fast
and effective ways.
The greatest challenge for society in which we live today is keeping pace with
knowledge and technological expertise necessary for finding, applying and evaluating
information. The accumulation of facts about material and man in various branches of
human development leads to data whichif properly organized becomes information. The
rigorous training of gathering information and processing for some purposeful and
meaningful product by developing some human faculty and understanding accepted
methods of information distribution leads to human knowledge. Knowledge assimilation
and dissemination are becoming easy with the recent advances in computers and
telecommunications. The synthesis of computers and telecommunications develops the new
tool of information technology.
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Although ICT is creating opportunities for fundamental changes in the way teachers
teach and the way students learn, a recent survey indicated that only one-third of teachers
feel prepared to use it effectively. This includes being able to use word processing,
spreadsheets, presentation, and Internet browsing software. Such tools help teachers
increase their productivity by preparing reports or lesson plans, taking notes, and
communicating with colleagues and parents. These basic skills are necessary, but not
sufficient, for creating changes in instruction. Changes require that teachers are familiar
with ICT tools and materials in the subjects they teach. They must also be able to
incorporate these resources into classroom activities that accomplish important learning
goals.
Indian Government Policies In Education Sector to Ict
Technology, the world over, is being used to drive communication and collaboration.
ICT is being leveraged in the education sector to bring in changes and reforms in traditional
classroom-teaching methods. It is essential to bolster connectivity across educational
institutions.
● Recognizing the role of ICT in improving quality and delivery of education, the
government has launched several initiatives including “National Mission on Education
through ICT “and Public Private Partnerships (PPP) in education
● Public Private Partnerships (PPP) are being encouraged to implement ICT In educational
institutes. National Mission on Education through ICT has been launched to increase gross
enrollment ratio (GER) in higher education.
● In August 2009 the government updated its policy on distance education, making the
use of ICT compulsory for universities and institutions imparting open and distance
education.
● The government has approved the provision of broadband internet network to connect
20,000 colleges and 5,000 R & D institutions, in line with the ICT Mission.
Teaching Practice :
1. Introducing technology alone will not change the teaching and learning
process ICTs can enable teachers to transform their teacher practices, given a set of
enabling conditions. Teachers pedagogical practices and reasoning influence their uses of
ICT, and the nature of teacher ICT use impacts student achievement.
2. ICTs seen as toss to help teachers create more ‘learner-centric’ learning environments
In some countries, research shows that the most effective uses of ICT are those in
which the teacher, aided by ICTs, can challenge pupils’ understanding and thinking, either
through whole-class discussions and individual / small group work using ICTs. ICTs are seen
as important tools to enable and support the move from traditional ‘teacher-centric’
teaching styles to more ‘learner-centric’ methods.
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3.
4.

ICTs can be used to support change and to support/extend existing teaching practices
Using ICts as tools for information presentation is of mixed effectiveness
The use of ICTs as presentation tools (through overhead and LCD projectors, television,
electronic whiteboards, guided “web-tours”, where students simultaneously view the same
resources on computer screens) is seen to bee of mixed effectiveness. It may promote clas
understanding of and discussion about difficult concepts (especially through the display of
simulations.),
A famous author once quoted, “the interaction between a learner and a real teacher
can be substituted only to a certain extent by learning materials. Learners are always
capable of generating questions and ideas that cannot be adequately anticipated by
machine-based learning. If the learning system cannot handle this, then the quality of
learning will drop.”
Conclusion :
Computers and the Internet are here to stay. They have made a strong impact on
society and education. They have brought information and learning into student’s life.
Knowledge of compters and being able to use software programs will make students
enthusiastic about their learning. They will have the freedom to learn without having
barriers of time and place. Learning will no longer be associated with the classroom, College
and daytime hours. It will take place at home or at a library at any time throughout the day.
Using technology has given students the freedom to learn and feel good about them.
Technology will have made a difference in many students life by them. The use of
Technology at Higher Education Level is very necessary in this scenario.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices are no longer playing the role of voice or short message communication but
also in learning. Universities should play a pivotal role in this regard and promote awareness
to utilize this electronic device in a constructive manner. Educators need to continue to look
for new ways to motivate students in order to maximize their learning, and one way to
accomplish this objective may be by delivering the content on devices of their choice. This
paper explores the changing scenario of higher education globally with the invention of
mobile devices that gives a challenge to teaching community.
Keywords: Mobile technology-Higher education, Mobile learning, Smart phones – Impact on
Education
I INTRODUCTION
The emerging Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) such as Mobile
technologies are paramount in teaching and learning. Mobile learning emerges as a new
progression based on the use of mobile devices together with wireless communications for
teaching and learning purposes [1]. According to [2], Mobile learning is any form of learning
that happens when mediated through a mobile device, and a form of learning that has
established the legitimacy of ‘nomadic' learners. Students can have access to lecture notes
and assignments by using mobile technological devices [3]. Mobile technologies used in
education include Mobile Phones, Smartphones, PDAs, MP3/MP4 players, E-Book Readers
(e.g. Kindle), Net books, Tablets (e.g. iPad, Galaxy Tab), Hybrid Tablet/Smartphone Gadgets
(e.g. Galaxy Note) and specialist portable technologies used in science laboratories [4]. [5]
Urged that university students cannot do without their mobile devices, including
Smartphone’s, Laptops and more.
II APPLICATION OF MOBILE DEVICES IN HIGHER EDUCATION
In this review, Mobile Devices learning was used to describe computing devices that are
portable, can be used to extend e-learning such as tablets, smart phones, laptops, and
palmtops. The primary role of Mobile Devices was to exchange messages and voices but due
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to changes in human needs, this Mobile Device usage was extended to mobile learning with
the aim of supplementing the brick and mortar teaching. Widespread ownership of mobile
technologies has created opportunities to explore the use of these tools for teaching and
learning [6]. According to [7], Mobile technology can be used for both formal and informal
learning. Informal learning, students can use their mobile devices to access course materials
while they are on the move or any time they want to learn. It improves accessibility,
efficiency, and quality of learning by facilitating access to education resources and services,
and enhances the interest of the learners, promotes collaboration, interaction, and support
differentiated instruction [8]. [9] said the mobile technologies and smart devices allow
student interaction with educational content and more, learning occurs regardless of
location.
III CHALLENGES HINDERING THE USE OF MOBILE DEVICES FOR LEARNING
A Network Security
According to [10], Allowing students to connect their personal mobile devices to the
institutional network can expose sensitive information. The number of mobile devices that
students currently bring to university campuses has strained the existing security. Several
network security risks include, the loss of a mobile device that is unprotected could mean
exposure to personal or corporate data that users might have stored in that device. A
further risk is that mobile devices can communicate with various networks concurrently,
regardless of firewalls. If a mobile device is connected to an institution’s network as well as
a public network, an unprotected path to the institution’s central information system can
potentially be
opened, creating a security issue. A mobile device can become a gateway to an institution’s
private information [11].
B Lack of Awareness
The lack of awareness among teachers about the positive educational value that mobile
phones can add, and a generalized conservatism toward the use of mobile phones by young
people, also serve as inhibiting factors [12], [13], [14]. For example, in South Africa a few
cases reported in the media suggested that students were using their mobile phones to
send ‘bullying’ messages to other students, cheat on tests using SMS messaging, and access
pornographic materials and sex chat rooms.
C Negative Attitude
According to [15], this negative attitude is not helped by the lack of leadership on mobile
learning from government Ministries of Education, which are constrained by limited human
and financial capacities. Ministry of Educations in the region are invariably involved with the
roll-out of ICT access in schools and universities, and perhaps their preoccupation with
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traditional models of ICT in education has not yet provided the space for exploring the
efficacy of mobile phones to support educational outcomes.
IV IMPACT ON COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY
Mobile phone has affected almost every field of life but its effects on students learning
especially at university level are deep and in multidimensional and multifarious. Our
youngsters have been completely mesmerized and hypnotized by this magical device.
Universities should play a pivotal role in this regard and promote awareness to utilize this
electronic device in a constructive manner. The mobile phone is increasingly being seen as a
fashion accessory and status symbol which is becoming an overwhelming social status
aspect, especially among the youth.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
The review showed that most frequently used Mobile Devices were smart phones and
laptops and it recommended that Smartphone's and laptops should be encouraged to be
used in class depending on the topic given that even students disagreed that lack of interest
is not hindering the use of Mobile Devices and should be discouraged to use Mobile Devices
in class for other activities not related to the topic and noted that Implementing mobile
device usage requires a high level of commitment from both lecturers and students.
The review further recommended that some lecturers whose attitude is against the use of
Mobile Devices should be enlightened on the importance of Mobile Device usage so that
their attitudes can change.
It was also recommended that institutions should formulate the usability policy of Mobile
Devices for proper management of Mobile Device usage in a classroom.
REFERENCES:
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Abstract:
This article is a review of research relating to teaching physical education as an online class.
Research is limited relating to this topic. According to the different types of research journal
and periodicals. Article writer observed the 10 out of 10 high school students receive 60
minutes of physical activity per day during the school. But many high schools letting
students’ opt-out of physical education there is an immediate need for online classes to help
meet requirements. Using e-learning for physical education could provide students without
time for physical education a means to get physical activity and credit at the same time.
There is the challenge of today teachers. Nevertheless numbers of problems in teaching in
online courses of physical education.
Review of E-Learning in physical education
To many physical education teachers e-learning courses and sport are opposites that can
never be integrated together. However, many physical education teachers are finding it is
possible to successfully teaching sport and exercise online. The notion of using online
teaching and learning has at times seemed ludicrous (Ying & Kohl, 2006). During one module
of gymnastics, Ying & Kohl integrated animations, graphics, and videos into the online
learning activity. The unit was done over a 9-week period using college students. This first
attempt at using e-learning for gymnastics also had several face-to-face meetings but those
were not the main source of information for the students. Practice was conducted mostly
outside of the classroom. As part of the online learning experience the designers took into
mind that students had prior knowledge and would be able to tap into that to help learning.
The first design element was video with annotated playback. The purpose of this was to
integrate conceptual understanding and representations. The students were not allowed to
manipulate or experiment within the website. This report concluded that they hoped PE
teachers would consider using the power of IT to “facilitate teaching and learning of
psychomotor skills, developing the social and cognitive dimensions of pupils, while at the
same time reinforcing skills and knowledge in information and communications technology”
(Ying & Kohl, 2006).
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In a report by Erskine (2004), he indicates that in Europe e-learning did not succeed using
government intervention. However, schools like University of Phoenix are successful due to
comprehensive programs of staff development. Those physical education teachers
integrating e-learning within sport and exercise should use innovative technology and
engage in research to test the results. Using a list of changing roles in e-learning, Erskine
gives educators directions for their e-learning and exercise courses. Some of the items listed
are:
1) Solitary teacher to member of learning group.
2) Memorizing facts to problem solving.
3) A time and place, to an anywhere and anytime learning.
4) You can learn whatever you want.
5) Comfortable environment.
Effects of Online Physical Education
One study was conducted to determine if health lessons delivered online would affect
energy expenditure. Students were fifth grade boys and girls from eight different public
schools. Consent forms where sent out and 90% of them were returned. Students were
further split into two groups, the classroom group (group 1) and the group receiving online
instruction (group 2). Researchers then sent out paper and pencil questionnaires and a test
to develop a baseline. Test two and three where administered approximately 8 weeks apart.
A weekly activity checklist was provided for students to record activities that lasted for 15
minutes or more. This information was then validated using accelerometers, which is a
reliable way of measuring physical activity. The results revealed online physical education
classes might be an option for teaching health and physical education instruction. However,
further research into online health and physical education needs to be conducted. In a study
following college age students, 52 students participated in required fitness classes using
both traditional and online programs. A pre- and post-test was administered to two groups
of students. The results showed no significant difference between the two groups on either
test. The student’s use of the Internet also reduced days learning by 13 so that students
could participate in increased physical activity. In this case, the Internet was shown to be an
effective delivery method (Mooneyhan, 2012). The Internet was used as a tool to
disseminate knowledge and provide more class time for application and activity.
Appropriate use of the Internet allows for more class time to be devoted to physical activity.
When providing physical education online the delivery method should be considered. A
student can benefit from more physical activity time and content knowledge (Mooneyhan,
2012).
E-Learning in Physical Education
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Creating an appropriate e-learning experience for physical education has its
challenges. Many states now offer the chance for students to earn credits; however, only a
few require teachers to be physical education certified. Due to the lack of qualified teachers,
many educational systems are using a hybrid model that uses face-to-face and e-learning
activities. This could be attributed to the large number of teachers who believe that online
courses will be ineffective without face-to-face integrated into the course. Advocates
continue to believe that face-to-face teaching is the only way to grade or assess students.
Educators also see physical activity in direct conflict with the Internet. The National
Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) encourages teachers to consider using
technology in physical education. Literature concerning online and distance learning show
no significant differences in learning between face-to-face and online approaches. Yet there
are no empirical studies in physical education comparing these two types of approaches
(National Association of Sport and Physical Education, 2007)
Conclusion
Physical education is an ever-developing science. Changes in knowledge about the
body and its functions are always occurring. Educators need to keep current not only in
pedagogy but technology. Today’s teachers are often scared of change and things that are
new. Yet we, as educators, can reach a segment of students that feels alienated by physical
education. Showing the students that being physically active is an important part of a lifelong learning. Implementing online physical education is an important part of health and
exercise learning that can reach many. However, research into online physical education is
at its infancy. Much more work needs to be done to provide concrete answers. Antidotal
information is available regarding the importance of offering choice in physical education.
This information, though not formal, is convincing in its desire to help students of all ages.
When reviewing the literature it has become clear that most research has been done
outside of the India. A need is evident for more research to be conducted which assesses
the effects of online physical education are needed.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to investigate the correlations of physical fitness
variables with the game performance of male handball players. The investigator was taken
the male subjects for the study. The sources of the data were made from the handball
players, who are participated in the intercollegiate tournament. The researcher was
selected 40 handball players from inter-collegiate of Amravati city as subjects. The
participants were selected by simple random sampling method. The numerical investigation
and explanation was done on the basis of data collection the data was analyzed and
interpreted by using person product moment method and regression. The level of
significance was kept at 0.05 to testing the hypothesis. There was a significant relationship
between the handball playing performance and selected physical fitness variables such as
speed, agility, cardio vascular endurance and explosive strength.
Keywords: physical fitness, performance, handball players
Introduction:
Physical Fitness gives us better look, pleasant feel and productive performance.
Fitness is an individual’s quality that differs from individual to individual. Physical fitness
involves the performance of our body systems like circulatory system, Muscular system etc.
but the intellectual abilities, alertness emotional stability, etc. also shown its affect on
physical fitness. Physical fitness and wellness is not only the need of high performers in
sports, rather every individual need physical fitness and wellness for a well balance life.[1]
Methodology
The investigator was taken the male subjects for the study. The sources of the
data were made from the handball players, who are participated in the intercollegiate
tournament. The researcher was selected 40 handball players from inter-collegiate of
Amravati city as subjects. The participants were selected by simple random sampling
method.
Statistical analysis:
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The numerical investigation and explanation was done on the basis of data
collection the data was analyzed and interpreted by using person product moment method
and regression. The level of significance was kept at 0.05 to testing the hypothesis. The
person product movement analysis tables had been given below.
Discussion:
The results showed that there was a significant inverse relationship between
performance and physical fitness. The results of the present study are consistent with the
results of Nagar et. al. (2012), Gabbett, Tim et.al. (2007) and Tanwar, Bhupinder. The results
of the present study indicate that speed, agility and cardio vascular endurance and
performance are playing an important role at handball performance.
Conclusion:
On the basis of finding and within the limitation of the presents study following.
1. There was a significant relationship between the handball playing
performance and selected physical fitness variables such as speed, agility,
cardio vascular endurance and explosive strength.
2. There was a positive relationship between the handball playing
performance and selected physical fitness variables such as cardio
vascular endurance and explosive strength.
3. There was a negative relationship between the handball playing
performance and selected physical fitness variables such as agility and
speed.
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Abstract:
Like the culture and traditions of India, the system of education also has a rich history of its
own. Majorly influenced by the Hindu religion, the knowledge acquired by people of ancient
times was passed on from one generation to another and is reflected even in the teachings
of today. Here’s a brief take on what the system of education was like during the early days
of the Indian civilization.
In the olden days, there was no formal education in India. A father passed on knowledge,
primarily related to his occupation, to his child. Much later, two systems of education
emerged – Vedic and Buddhist. The Vedic system revolved around
the Vedas, Vedangas and Upanishads, while the Buddhist system preached the thoughts of
the major Buddhist schools. The language of education was Sanskrit for the Vedic system
and Pali for the Buddhist system.
Keywords: Teachers education, Vedic and Buddhist systems of education, Modern
education systems of INDIA.
The focal importance of teacher in the total educative process is not new to educational
thinking. But, with the changes in theory and practice of education, the concept of teacher
preparation has undergone a considerable change. With the advent of a broader concept of
education including within its fold the total personality of the educand and aiming at his allround development, the functions and responsibilities of the teacher have increased
manifold. There has, therefore, been a shift in the character of teacher preparation from
one of apprenticeship to one suited to a profession The substitution of the word 'education'
for 'training in recent years in connection with the preparation of teachers is implicitly
indicative of this shift in emphasis. Teacher education, therefore, is a term rather recent in
its origin.
In the broader sense 'teacher education' refers to the total of educative experience which
contribute to the preparation of a person for a teaching position in schools, but the term is
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more commonly employed to designate the program of courses and other experiences
offered by an educational institute for the announced purpose of preparing persons for
teaching and other educational service and for contributing to their growth in competency
for such service. Such teacher education programs are offered in teacher's 2 colleges and
normal schools and in colleges and universities.
The term 'teacher education' interpreted according to its common usage as stated
above is accepted for the proposed study and is used in that sense only throughout the
report. It has been realised that improvement of teacher education can help to improve all
education. Teacher education has, therefore, attracted the attention of various educational
thinkers and research workers. Attempts are being made all over the world to plan effective
programs of teacher education- pre-service as well as in-service. It may be pointed here that
surveys and evaluative studies of the existing teacher education program provide basis for
planning effective programs of teacher education. To understand the background of the
intended study, a brief reference to some relevant matters has been made in this
introductory chapter.
1.1.1 Brief Historical Retrospect of Teacher Education in India
Teaching has been one of the oldest and most respected professions in the world. When a
systematically organized human society came into 3 existence the need to mould its
children on proper lines arose requiring persons who could perform this role that is
teachers. The task of shaping the future citizens is a noble one and so the teacher has
always occupied a place of honor and reverence in the Indian society over the ages. The
preparation of teachers has changed with the passage of time and with the changes in
expectations of the society whereas in ancient India the teacher was a Guru who was wellversed in temporal knowledge and deeply steeped in spiritual knowledge and he
commanded great respect for his high personal qualities of head and heart; in the medieval
times the expectations of society changed his role, making him a master of his subject area;
in the modern times he has come to perform yet different roles to meet the challenges of
the present day demands. What interests us is to find out how he has been prepared for the
different roles at different times and how he has failed to come up to expectations.
Conclusion :
Ancient Indian educational system focused on building a disciplined and valuesbased culture. Human values such as trust, respect, honesty, dignity, and courtesy are the
building blocks of any free, advanced society. The convocation addresses from ancient time
throws significant light on the qualities required to be developed in the students which are
not very different from the qualities that modern educational systems are trying to impart.
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""~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m gm‘mOrH$ n[an¹$Voda ¶moJmä¶mgmÀ¶m n[aUm‘mMo
AÜ¶¶Z''
¶moJoída g. {ZH$g
emar[aH$ {ejU g§MmcH$,
am‘amd PZH$ H$cm dm{UÁ¶ ‘hm{dÚmc¶, ‘mcoJm§d (dm{e‘),
gmam§e
g§emoYZmMo ‘w»¶ CÔoí¶ Ago H$s, ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m gm‘mOrH$ n[an¹$VoMr ‘mhrVr àmá
H$aÊ¶mV Amcr. emg{H$¶ d ImOJr g§ñW§mÀ¶m ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m g‘ñ¶m OmUyZ KoVë¶m.
emg{H$¶ d ImOJr g§ñW§mÀ¶m ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§H$Sy>Z ¶moJmä¶mg à{ejUmMo n[aUm‘ àmá Pmco.
g§emoYZH$Vm© Aer n[aH$ënZm H$aVmo H$s ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m gm‘mOrH$ n[an¹$Voda ¶moJmä¶mgmMm
gH$mamË‘H$ n[aUm‘ {XgyZ ¶oB©c. ho AÜ¶¶Z A‘amdVr ehamVrc ~mcJ¥hVrc EHw$U 100 ‘wcm§da
AÜ¶¶Z Ho$ë¶m Joco, Á¶m§Mo d¶ 14 Vo 16 df© hmoVo. gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Vm ~KÊ¶mH$arVm S>m°. Ama.
ìhr. lrdmñVd (O~cnya) ¶m§Zr V¶ma Ho$cocr gm‘m{OH$$ n[an¹$Vm MmMUrMm Cn¶moJ H$aÊ¶mV
Amcm. nyd© MmMUrÀ¶m AmYmao XmoZ g‘~Õ g‘wh V¶ma H$aÊ¶mV Amco {Z¶§{ÌV d àm¶mo{JH$ g‘wh.
’$º$ àm¶mo{JH$ JQ>mcm ¶moJmä¶mgmMo à{ejU gmoim> AmR>dS>o {Xë¶m Joco, Á¶m‘Ü¶o àmW©Zm, àmUm¶m‘,
~¡R>r AgmZo, nmR>rdarc AgmZo, nmoQ>mdarc AgmZo, C^r AgmZm§Mm g‘mdoe hmoVm. à{ejUmZ§Va
gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$VoMr CÎma MmMUr KoÊ¶mV Amcr. ¶moJmä¶mgmMm gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Voda H$gm n[aUm‘
Pmcm ho ~KÊ¶mH$arVm 'F'-ratio Mm Cn¶moJ H$aÊ¶mV Amcm. AÜ¶¶ZmÀ¶m {ZîH$fm©V Ago {XgyZ Amco
H$s, gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Voda ¶moJmä¶mgmMm ‘hËdnyU© Am{U gH$mamË‘H$ n[aUm‘ {XgyZ Amcm.

àñVmdZm
‘hmamï´>mVrc nmocrgm§Mr qMVm, VUmd, ‘mZ{gH$ Amamo½¶, Mm§Jco amhmdo ¶mgmR>r Ë¶m§Zm ¶moJmMo
à{ejU XoÊ¶mMo emgZmZo R>a{dco d ‘mcoJmd§, {eanya Am{U OD$iH$m ¶m VrZ {R>H$mUmÀ¶m nmocrgm§Zm
¶moJm à{ejU XoÊ¶mMr g§Yr g§emoYZH$Ë¶m©cm àmá Pmcr. Ë¶mZ§Va nmocrg {d^mJmMm n[aM¶ Pmcm d
Ë¶m§À¶m g§nH$m©‘wio ¶m ~mcAnamYr, AZmW, {ZamYma ‘wcm§{df¶r AZoH$ Jmoï>r ‘m[hV Pmë¶m. Ë¶m‘wio
g§emoYZH$Ë¶mªZo ¶m ‘wcm§Zm à{ejU XoÊ¶mè¶m g§ñWm§Zm ^oQ>r {Xë¶m d Ago cjmV Amco H$s ¶m
‘wcm§Zm Amdí¶H$ AgUmè¶m gd© gmo¶r-gw{dYm {‘iVmV. Ë¶m{R>oH$mUr Ë¶m§Mr H$miOr KoÊ¶mgmR>r
emgZmZo AZoH$ H$‘©Mmar {Z¶wº$ Ho$coco AmhoV. Ë¶m§À¶m ‘wcmIVr KoVë¶m Vo Ë¶m ‘wcm§À¶m ~m~VrV
gm§JV hmoVo H$s ho ‘wco ’$ma, AmH«$‘H$ AmhoV. Zoh‘r VUmdmV AgVmV, ¶m§Zm ghmZy^yVrMr
Amdí¶H$Vm Amho Aí¶m AZoH$ Jmoï>r g‘moa Amë¶m d g§emoYZH$Ë¶m©Zo {dMma Ho$cm H$s ¶m ‘wcm§Zm
Oa AmnU ¶moJmä¶mgmMo à{ejU {Xco Va H$m¶ n[aUm‘ {‘iVrc ho OmUyZ KoÊ¶mMr {OÔ {Z‘m©U
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Pmcr d Ë¶m Ñï>rZo g§emoYZ H$aÊ¶mMo R>a{dco, Ë¶mH$arVm àñVwV g§emoYZmgmR>r g§emoYH$mZo
g‘ñ¶mMr {ZdS> Ho$cr hmoVr. ""~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Voda ¶moJmä¶mgmÀ¶m n[aUm‘mMo
AÜ¶¶Z''
g‘ñ¶oMo CÔoeg§emoYZmMo à‘wI CÔoe
1) ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m gm‘mOrH$ n[an¹$VoMr ‘mhrVr àmá H$aÊ¶mV Amcr.
2) emg{H$¶ d ImOJr g§ñW§mÀ¶m ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m g‘ñ¶m OmUyZ KoVë¶m.
3) emg{H$¶ d ImOJr g§ñW§mÀ¶m ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§H$Sy>Z ¶moJmä¶mg à{ejUmMo n[aUm‘ àmá
Pmco.
n[aH$ënZmH1 g§emoYZH$Vm© Aer n[aH$ënZm H$aVmo H$s ~mcJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Voda
¶moJmä¶mgmMm gH$mamË‘H$ n[aUm‘ {XgyZ ¶oB©c.
{Z`§{ÌV KQ>H$ øm AÜ¶¶ZmH$arVm A‘amdVr ehamÀ¶m ~mc gwYmaJ¥hVrc EHw$U 100 ‘wcm§Mr {ZdS>
H$aÊ¶mV Amcr hmoVr. ‘wc§mMo d¶moJQ> ho 14 Vo 16 dfm©n¶ª§V hmoVm. ¶moJmä¶mgmMo à{ejU gmoim>
AmR>dS>o {Xë¶m Joco. ¶m g§emoYZmgmR>r gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Vm ¶m KQ>H$mMr {ZdS> H$aÊ¶mV Amcr hmoVr.
H$m¶©nÕVr
A‘amdVr ehamVrc ~mc gwYmaJ¥hVrc ‘wcm§Mr ¶mÑpÀN>H$ Ý¶mXe© nÕVrZo {ZdS> Ho$ë¶m
Jocr. g§emoYZH$Ë¶©mZo A‘amdVr ehamVrc ~mc gwYmaJ¥hmVrc 14 Vo 16 ¶m d¶moJQ>mVrc 100
{df¶m§Mr {ZdS> Ho$ë¶m Jocr. 100 {dÚmÏ¶mªMr gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Vm ¶m à‘m{UV MmMUrÛmao nyd© MmMUr
KoÊ¶mV Amcr. nyd© MmMUrÀ¶m AmH$S>çm§déZ gm§p»¶{H$¶ {dícofUmÀ¶m AmYmamda 50-50 {dÚmÏ¶mªMo
g‘~Õ g‘wh V¶ma Ho$ë¶m Jocm. ¶m ‘{Yc EH$ àm¶mo{JH$ g‘wh d Xÿgam {Z¶§ÌrV g‘yh hmoVm.
àm¶mo{JH$ g‘yhmcm gmoim AmR>dS>çm§Mo ¶moJmä¶mgmMo à{ejU XoÊ¶mV Amco {Z¶§{ÌV g‘yhmcm
H$moUË¶mhr àH$maMo à{ejU XoÊ¶mV Amco Zmhr. ¶moJmä¶mgmMo à{ejU nyU© Pmë¶mZ§Va CÎma MmMUrMo
Am¶moOZ Ho$ë¶m Joco d {‘imcoë¶m AmH$S>çm§Mo gm§p»¶H$s¶ {dícofU Ho$ë¶m Joco Am{U ¶moJmä¶mgmMm
n[aUm‘ ~{KVë¶m Jocm.
gm§p»¶{H$¶ {dícofU
~mc gwYmaJ¥hmVrc ‘wcm§À¶m gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Voda ¶moJmä¶mgmMm H$gm n[aUm‘ Pmcm
¶mgmR>r 'F'-ratio Mm Cn¶moJ H$aÊ¶mV Amcm Am{U n[aH$ënZo hr VnmgUr H$aÊ¶mV Amcr. gmW©H$
ñVa hm 0.05 da ~KÊ¶mV Amcm Am{U 'F'-ratio Mr ñdmYrZVm ‘mÌm hr 3, 196 ~KÊ¶mV Amcr Or
2.650 gmaUr ‘wë¶ hmoVo.
àmá n[aUm‘m§Mr MMm©
Cnamoº$ gmaUr d gm§p»¶{H$¶ [dícofUmdéZ Imcrc n[aUm‘ àmá {‘imco
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 {Z¶§{ÌV Am{U àm¶mo{JH$ g‘whm§Mo gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$VoÀ¶m nyd© Am{U CÎma MmMÊ¶m§‘Ü¶o (F
= 3.522>>> F0.05 (3,196) = 2.650) gmW©H$Vm {XgyZ Amcr.
 {Z¶§{ÌV g‘whmMr nyd© MmMUr Am{U àm¶mo{JH$ g‘whmMr CÎma MmMUr (MD = 3.060 > CD =
2.102), {Z¶§{ÌV g‘whmMr CÎma MmMUr Am{U àm¶mo{JH$ g‘whmMr CÎma MmMUr (MD =
2.200 > CD = 2.102), àm¶mo{JH$ g‘whmMr nyd© Am{U CÎma MmMUr (MD = 2.920 > CD =
2.102) ‘Ü¶o gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$VoÀ¶m gmW©H$Vm {XgyZ Amcr.
gmaUr H«$‘m§H$ 1 d 2 ‘Ü¶o Ago ñnï> hmoVo H$s, gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$VoV gmW©H$Vm {XgyZ
Amcr. gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Voda ¶moJmä¶mgmMm gH$mamË‘H$ n[aUm‘ {XgyZ Amcm.
{ZîH$f©
 àm¶mo{JH$ g‘whm§Mo gm‘m{OH$ n[an¹$Voda ¶moJmä¶mgmMm gH$mamË‘H$ n[aUm‘ {Xgcm.
{e’$magr
g§emoYZH$Ë¶m©Zo Cnamoº$ {ZîH$fm©À¶m AmYmamda nwT>rc {e’$magr XoÊ¶mMm à¶ËZ Ho$cocm Amho.
 ~mcJ¥h Mmc{dUmè¶m emg{H$¶ d {Z‘emg{H$¶ g§ñWm§Zr VoWrc ‘wcm§-‘wctÀ¶m X¡Z§{XZ
H$m¶©H«$‘mV ¶moJmä¶mg KoÊ¶mV ¶mdm.
 ~mcJ¥h Mmc{dUmè¶m emg{H$¶ d {Z‘emg{H$¶ g§ñWm§Zr Amnë¶m ~mcJ¥hmV {Z¶{‘V
¶moJ à{ejH$mMr {Z¶wº$ H$aÊ¶mV ¶mdr.
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Abstract :
The main objectives of the study is to measure the level of some selected
neuropsychological variable. To prepare yoga considering its impact towards improvement
of the selected variables. To evaluate the effect of Yoga intervention. Researcher
hypothesized that H1 – In case of Short Term Memory, there would be positively significant
effect of yoga interventions on male football players. H2 – There would be positively
significant effect of yoga interventions on Reaction Time among the male football players.
H3 – Yoga training intervention may contribute to improve Balancing ability of the male
football player. The delimitation of the study was 60 male football players from Pune city
and there age ranged between 12 to 16 years. For the study selected variables are short
term memory, reaction time and balance. Pre-test was applied on the experimental and
control group. A yoga training-intervention was imparted for a period of six weeks on
experimental group and then again post test was applied on both groups. t-test was
employed to see the effect of yoga. The result of the study is insignificance difference
observed in short term memory, reaction time and balance.
Keywords: Yoga, Short Term Memory, Reaction Time, Balance.
Introduction:
Yoga, being an ancient traditional science, has multiple benefits in human. Earlier
literature revealed that yoga training helps to improve various factors of health and fitness.
Although such improvement in health and fitness depends upon one’s neuropsychological
bondage, the impact of yoga on such neuropsychological complex is not recorded amply. It
is, therefore, thought desirable to undertake this research entitled, “Effect of yoga practices
on selected neuropsychological variables of football players”.
Objectives
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To measure the level of selected neuropsychological variable of male school level
football players. To prepare Yoga training programme considering its impact towards
improvement of the selected neuropsychological ability of the subjects. To evaluate the
effect of Yoga intervention on the selected neuropsychological attributes viz., short term
memory, reaction time and balancing ability of the male football players.
Significance
Study highlighted the current status of short term memory, reaction time and
balance of male football players. This also may help to design the yoga training schedule.
The results of the study might be helpful to players to know their status of short term
memory, reaction time and balancing abilities. The result may suggest that Yoga training be
included in the training schedule of footballers.
Hypothesis
H1 – Researcher hypothesized that, there would be positively significant effect of yoga
interventions on Short Term Memory of male football players.
H2 – Researcher hypothesized that There would be positively significant effect of yoga
interventions on Reaction Time among the male football players.
H3 – Researcher hypothesized that Yoga training intervention would contribute to improve
Balancing ability of the male football player
Delimitation
The present research 60 male football players from Pune city were selected and
there age ranged between 12 to 16 years. The variables for the study are short term
memory, reaction time and balance.
Methodology
School level 60 Football male players were selected as subjects by using simple
random method. On the basis of pre-test, researcher formed two homogeneous groups
namely Experimental group and Control group. Yoga training was given to the experimental
group only and no training was given to control group. Again data was collected after six
weeks training on both the groups i.e. post-test data on short term memory, reaction time
and balance. Short term memory was measured by using 24 CVC (Consonant Vowel
Consonant) test and recorded in numbers. Reaction time was measured by adopting Ruler
Drop Test and recorded in seconds and Balance was measured by adopting Y Balance test kit
Test and recorded in centimeters.
Analysis of Data
The data were analyzed by applying 't'-test in order to determine the significant
difference among the tests score of both the groups for each variable. Level of significance
was set at 0.05 level. Findings of the statistical analysis have been shown in the following
table.
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Conclusion Insignificant effect of yoga interventions on Short Term Memory of male football
players in experimental group.
 Insignificant effect of yoga interventions on Reaction Time of male football players in
experimental group.
 Insignificant effect of yoga interventions on Balance (right and left) of male football
players in experimental group.
 Insignificant difference found in post test of control and experimental groups in
Short Term Memory of male football players.
 Insignificant difference found in post test of control and experimental groups in
Reaction Time of male football players
 Insignificant difference found in post test of control and experimental groups in
Balance (right and left) of male football players
References:
 Brandon M Eggleston, and Roch J Lockyer.(2016). Impact of 10-weeks of yoga
practice on flexibility and balance of college athletes. International journal of yoga,
9(1), 27-34.
 Erick Tadeu Prado, Vagner Raso, Renata Coelho Scharlach, and Cristiane Akemi
Kasse.(2014). Hatha yoga on body balance.Int J Yoga, 7(2), 133–137.
 Madanmohan, Thombre DP, Balakumar B, Nambinarayanan TK, Thakur S,
Krishnamurthy N, Chandrabose A. (1992). Effect of yoga training on reaction time,
respiratory endurance and muscle strength. Indian J Physiol Pharmacol, 36(4), 22933.
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Ekgkjk"Vªrhy Ñ"kh egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;kph ok< vkf.k fodkl
;ksxs’k e/kqdjjko lji
Jh x.ks’k dyk egkfo|ky;] vdksykbZ esy ysarap@gmail.com] eks-ua- 9923538807
Lkkjka’k &
Hkkjr gk Ñ"kh iz/kku ns’k vkgs vkf.k ;k Ñ”kh iz/kku ns’kkpk bfrgkl gk
fczVh’k ‘kklukus 1868 e/;s enzkl ;sFks ‘ksrh {ks= lq: dsys- dkykarjkus ns’kkr
Ñ"kh {ks=] Ñ”kh fo|kihB egkfo|ky;kph LFkkiuk gksr xsyhegkjk"Vªkr lu 1900 e/;s Ñ"kh egkfo|ky;kph LFkkiuk >kkyh R;ke/;s
iq.ks&ukxiqj] dksjerwu rkfeGukMw iqlk fcgkj ;k fBdk.kh Ñ”kh fo|kihB & Ñ”kh
egkfo|ky;kph LFkkiuk >kyh- gs loZ dj.;klkBh dq’ky euq”; cG] ‘kkL=K]
izk/;kid] ys[kd] xzaFkiky] {ks=h; Ñ”kh vf/kdkjh o deZpkjh ;kaps rlsp
xzaFkky;krhy xzaFkLink] izeq[k orZekui= ;kaps [kqi eksBs ;ksxnku vkgsizLrkouk &
egkjk”Vªkr Ñ”kh {ks=k’kh lacaf/kr Ñ”kh fo|kihBs] la’kks/ku dsanzs Ñ”kh
egkfo|ky;krhy xZaFkky;kr >kysyh ok< vkf.k fodkl gk fpfDrl vH;kl vkgsvkt egkjk”Vªkr ,dq.k 93 Ñ”kh egkfo|ky;s vkgsr- R;ke/;s fonHkZ o
ejkBokM;krhy Ñ”kh fo|kihBk’kh layXu Ñ”kh egkfo|ky;kaph la[;k 52 vkgs o
dksd.k o if’pe egkjk”Vªkrhy Ñ”kh egkfo|ky;kph la[;k 41 vkgs- gh loZ
egkfo|ky; Hkkjrh; Ñ”kh vuqla/kku ifj”kn ¼ICAR½ varxZr R;kaph okVpky lq:
vlrs- Ñ”kh vkf.k vkS|ksxhd xzaFkky;ke/;s QdVZyk;>lZ dkWiksjs’ku vkWQ bafM;k
bQdks xzaFkky; lq/nk vkgsr- lqekjs 97 ¼ICAR½ xzaFkky;s] 52 jkT; fo|kihB
xzaFkky;s]
5 Lok;Ro fo|kihB xzaFkky; vkf.k ,d dsanzh; fo|kihB vkf.k ¼ICAR½ la’kks/ku
xzaFkky; vkgs- ;ke/;s vkS|ksxhd lgdkjh xzaFkky;s lekfo”V vkgs- ou la’kks/ku dsanz
nsgsjkMwu vkf.k jk”Vªh; xzkeh.k fodkl xzaFkky;s ns[khy lekfo”V vkgs- ;keqGs
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Hkkjrkph R;kp cjkscj egkjk”Vªkph izxrh >kyh vkgs- vkt egkjk”Vªkr v] c] d] M
¼A. B. C. D½ Js.kh ntkZ izkIr egkfo|ky;kph la[;k %&
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

A Grade
B Grade
C Grade
D Grade
Non Grading

-

31
20
17
08
17

vkt egkjk”Vªkrhy loZ Ñ”kh egkfo|ky;kauk 100 o”ksZ iq.kZ dsyh vkgsufou ra=Kkukps voyacu d:u la’kks/kdkaP;k ‘kks/keqGs egkjk”Vªkrhy Ñ”kh {ks=krhy
o egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;kpk ok< vkf.k fodkl gksr xsykÑ”kh egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFky;kP;k ek/;ekrwu okpdkauk lax.khÑr lsok
n’kZfo.kkjk rDrk %&
v fooj.k
Ñ”kh egko|kyh;kpk ntkZ
v
c
d
M
voxhZÑr ,dw.k
ØntkZ izkIr ntkZ izkIr ntkZ ntkZ izkIr
izkIr
1 usgeh
28
20
16
05
08
77
93-33%
95-24% 94-12% 62-50% 47-06% 82-80%
2 d/kh
02
01
01
02
04
10
d/kh
6-67%
4-76%
5-88% 25-00% 23-53% 10-75%
3 d/khp
00
00
00
01
05
06
ukgh
00%
00%
00%
12-50% 29-41% 6-45%
4 ,dw.k
30
21
17
08
17
93
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
Ñ"kh egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;ke/khy baVjusV e/khy ekfgrhyk fo|kFkhZ mPp
izek.kkr egro nsrkr- vuqØes 90-00%, 90-48%, 88-24%, 75-21% vkf.k 7079% Ñ”kh fo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;krhy baVjusV ojhy ekfgrhyk egRo nsrkr;ko:u vls Li”V gksrs dh] Ñ”kh egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;krhy baVjusVojhy
ekfgrhyk egRo ns.kkÚ;k fo|kF;kZaP;k lanHkkZr v ntkZ izkIr Ñ"kh egkfo|ky;krhy
xzaFkky;kps izek.k lokZf/kd vkgs-
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Rklsp Ñ”kh egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;krhy bZ iqwLrdkauk [kqi egRo nsrkr90-00% rs 70-00% i;Zr fo|kFkhZ bZ iqLrdkauk mPp izek.kkr egRo nsrkrÑ”kh egkfo|ky;krhy xzaFkky;kP;k ek/;ekrwu >sjkWDl] QksVks dkWih] izfrfyih
lsok fnY;k tkrkr- ;ko:u vls Li”V gksrs dh] fMthVy xzaFkky;kP;k ek/;ekrwu
okpdkaph Ñ”kh foLrkj ekfgrh lsok rkcMrksc miyC/k gksr vlrsfu"d"kZ %&
Ñ"kh egkfo|ky;krhy fMthVy xzaFkky;ke/khy lax.kdhdj.kkP;k fLFkrhP;k
ckcrhr lokZf/kd 45-16% Ñ"kh egkfo|ky;s xzaFkky;ke/khy fLFkrh mRÑ"B vkgsÑ"kh egkfo|ky;ke/khy lax.kdhdj.kkP;k izek.kkP;k ckcrhr lokZf/kd 70-97%
xzaFkky;ke/;s 01 rs 100 VDds lax.kdhdj.k >kysys vkgslanHkZ ;knh %&
 QMds] n-uk- xzaFkky; lax.kdhdj.k vk/kqfudhdj.k
izdk’ku] iq.ks


vk- 5 oh] ;qfuOgZly

Shilpa S.U. Up.loankar, Satish S. Mahadeva gouda Rajshekhar (2013) Agriculture
libraries in the knowledge web: Library Network and consortia e Library Science
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STRENGTHENING WOMEN PARTICIPATION IN SPORTS: INDIAN
CONTEXT
DR. YOGESH NIRMAL
Astt. Professor D.C.P.E Amravati.
INTRODUCTION
Sport naturally serves as a vehicle for education, health, leadership and fair play- but
the fact is that these values are not automatically transmitted in sport. It all depends on
how sport is managed, taught and practiced. Sports as we all know is a common cultural
phenomenon shared by the whole of mankind. It also respond to women's inherent desire
for physical and mental activity and imparts a sense of fulfilement and richness to human
life.
Sport as a cultural phenomenon affect both women's physical and mental aspects
and it is essential for the development of a happy and vigorous society and for the
attainment of the individual's psychosomatic healtgh. It is therefore of the greatest
significance that women should engage in sports throughout their lives. Through sport, one
learns fair play, mutual understanding and friendship. Women participating in sports
develop the spirit of mutual respect, fairness, and good sportsmanship which is an ideal way
to foster goodwill and good relations between people.
Women who play team sports learn about teamwork and are not afraid od
competition. They also learn about social an group dynamics. Women who play individual
sports lean how to strive for their personal best. By seeking self-development and
fulfillment, sport helps women to move forward for the advancement to, overcome the
challenges at the individual and collective levels. Apart form providing spectacular feats of
competition, skill and stamina, sporting events are rich in symbolic significance and provide
role models for women. In the search for excellence, each athlete is equal, and victory is the
result of ability, training, hard work and perseverance. Discrimination on whatever grounds
is incompatible with a true sporting spirit.
CURRENT SCENERIO
In India Women are still on sidelines. In all games men are given more importance at
world level also. If we take example of men's cricket team, they get more sponsors, earn
more money, more spectators came to watch the match were the women's participate in
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crickets are not given importance. Women's World Cricket Cups are also played but who
watch them, where-as during the Men, World Cricket Cups the stadiums are field with
spectators. Media also does not highlight women's participate in sports. There are few of
coaches for women to give them correct training and understand their problems .
NEED FOR WOMEN PARTICIPATION
Due to modern lifestyle today’s women are facing problems of healthy life and
fitness. Women who participate in sports and fitness program are found to be healthier. The
climate must be created in which sports and fitness is given everyone's abilities are tested
and respected.
CONCLUSION:
To encourage women to participate in sports, consolidated efforts are needed by women,
society, parents, husband, clubs and association. Nothing will change on outside unless
there is a change in the inside so it more important to change the mindset of women, so
that participation in women in sports also increases. Society should also encourage women
to participate in sports. Parents support is the must important factor for women to
participate in sports.
The women, likely to participate in sports must be show the right direction i.e if they
want to pick the sport at which they are good then they should be given proper guidance.
Women should also emphasize on “lifetime” sports such as walking, jooging, swimming,
golf, tennis, cross country, folk dancing, which all women can enjoy with title disk of injury.
REFERENCE:
Greeberg, Jesey S. and Pargman, David, PHYSICAL FITNESS: A Wellness Approach,
( New Jesey: Englewood Cliffs, 1986).
Chaube, S.P and Chaube, Akhilesh, Philosophical and Sociological Foundation of Education,
(Agra: Vinod Pustak Mandir, 1997)
Iyenger, G.S., Yoga: A Gem of Female,
(New Delhi: Allied Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1983)
Loy, J.W. and Kenyon, G.S., Sport, culture and Society: A Reader on sociology of Sports,
(London: MacMillion Co., 1969)
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YOUTH: THE POWERHOUSE OF NATION
DR. EKNATH WASUDEO KHEDKAR
Amarprit Colony, Dabki Road, Akola- 444002
Abstract:All the power lies in youth to make the nation livable, especially everywhere journey
of life seems dark. With the scientific and technological development and ideological
changes in the society life has become complex. If we want to develop the nation and to
create happy atmosphere, that is needed to focus on the development of the youth because
they are the wealth and power of nation.
Key Words:- Youth, nation, society, power, India, employment development, etc.
“The days of our youth are the days of our glory;
And the myrtle and ivy of sweet two and twenty
Are worth all our laurels, though ever so plenty”.
The words of Lord Byron are realistic for youth is full of bountiful energy,
indomitable courage, strong spirit, unbeatable adventure, powerful imagination, potent
hope, resolute ambition and immense vigour. In the restricted sense Youth is the time of life
between childhood and adulthood but it is often being connected with the sense of
constructing the concept of self such as gender, lifestyle, peer, politics, vision, fashion and
culture. This stage is full of intelligence, wisdom and a huge reservoir of power and much of
a nation’s progress and future depend upon youth. As Dr Samuel Johnson remarks, “Young
men have more virtue than old men; they have more generous sentiments in every
respects”.
Empowered youth can prove to be the greatest force that drives a nation towards
success and prosperity. Therefore, if we want to ensure the brightest future of our country,
we first need to improve, empower and strengthen our youth. The young men and women
can be very well used in the constructive and developmental activities of the nationbuilding. The generation of the youth, which is more generous, adjustable, sensitive and
dynamic can do wonders and prosper the future of the country if properly guided and
motivated.
Youth can play significant role in every field of life as well as building and achieving
laurels to the nation. The potential energy of any nation is its youth and therefore, it would
right to state that they are the powerhouse of infinite force and are the wealth of nation.
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Young hood is the stage of life when a person is packed of power, motivation and anger.
Due to their ability to take the risk for a change and their inability to accept anything wrong,
it is necessary to make them powerful than the other part of the society. Young people
often take a stand against corruption, crimes in the society, political malpractices as well as
anything that they think wrong and get in the way of national prosperity. The energy of
youth must be harnessed properly to set the society on the right path. According to Swami
Vivekanand, “He, who has infinite patience and infinite energy at his back, will alone
succeed… We want infinite energy, infinite zeal, infinite courage, and infinite patience then
only will great things be achieved. If you serve truth in spite of temptations to forsake it, you
will attain a heavenly strength. You will confer the greatest blessing on the masses,
unshackle their bondages, and uplift the whole nation”. (pp.204, 5)
The Government of India is doing more and more efforts to empower the life of
young men and women through the schemes like N.C.C., N.Y.C., N.S.S., Scouts Guide,
National Youth Policy and Skill India etc. for the empowerment of nation. But still more and
vigorous efforts are essential to solve the problems of youth. They are depressed lot for
want of proper employment opportunities. Our system of education does not pay attention
to their necessities and hence unable to prepare them well for career, individual and
national life. The favouratism, red-tapism, nepotism, casteism, etc. add to flood of their
problems and disillusionment. Due to the lack of proper leadership and ideal they suffer
from proper direction, purpose and decision. The aim of tackling these problems of the
youth is difficult and challenging but not impossible. The youth-power is properly
harnessed, educated, trained and subsequently satisfactorily employed. The developed
countries are so because they have had been investing enormously for the last many
decades in the schemes and programs related to the training, education, orientation and
welfare of the youth. “Only 10% of the Indian population receives employability skills
training while in Korea it is 96%, in Japan 80%, Germany 75% and UK 68%.” (Report of FICCI)
These are the facts for scope in Skill Development in India that leads to the empty and
hollow condition of youth in India.
Thus the number of young people in India is increasing day by day and so it becomes
compulsory to find effective means to use their energy in economical and social
reconstruction of the nation. It is only by means and efforts of the government, voluntary
agencies, corporate world, educational institutions and society that the youth in India can
be given them self confidence and a sense of satisfaction and belonging.
References:1. Complete Work of Swami Vivekananda, Adwaita Ashram, Kolkata.
2. Report of FCCI.
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ROLE OF HUMAN RIGHTS TO MAKE INDIA SUPERPOWER
YOGESH V.TATTE
Department of Statistics
H.V.P.Mandal’s ,Degree college of physical education,Amravati. 444605
Email :yogesh25tatte@gmail.com, Mob No. – 9890987319

Abstract : Human rights are rights inherent to all human beings, regardless of gender,
nationality, place of residency, sex, ethnicity, religion, color or and other categorization.
Thus, human rights are non-discriminatory, meaning that all human beings are entitled to
them and cannot be excluded from them. Of course, while all human beings are entitled to
human rights, not all human beings experience them equally throughout the world. Many
governments and individuals ignore human rights and grossly exploit other human beings.
Introduction :
The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) of India is a Statutory public body
constituted on 12 October 1993 under the Protection of Human Rights Ordinance of 28
September 1993.It was given a statutory basis by the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993
(TPHRA). The NHRC is the National Human Rights Commission of India, responsible for the
protection and promotion of human rights, defined by the Act as "Rights Relating To Life,
liberty, equality and dignity of the individual guaranteed by the Constitution or embodied in
the International Covenants".
 Fundamental Rights, Directive Principles and Fundamental Duties of India
The Fundamental Rights of Athiyan, Directive Principles of State Policy and Fundamental
Duties are sections of the Constitution of India that prescribe the fundamental obligations of
the states to its citizens and the duties and the rights of the citizens to the State. These
sections comprise a constitutional bill of rights for government policy-making and the
behavior and conduct of citizens. These sections are considered vital elements of the
constitution, which was developed between 1947 and 1949 by the Constituent Assembly of
India.
The Fundamental Rights are defined as the basic human rights of all citizens. These rights,
defined in Part III of the Constitution, applied irrespective of race, place of birth, religion,
caste, creed, or gender. They are enforceable by the courts, subject to specific restrictions.
The Directive Principles of State Policy are guidelines for the framing of laws by the
government. These provisions, set out in Part IV of the Constitution, are not enforceable by
the courts, but the principles on which they are based are fundamental guidelines for
governance that the State is expected to apply in framing policies and passing laws.
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1.1 What are human rights?
Human rights are the basic rights and freedoms that belong to every person in the world,
from birth until death.
They apply regardless of where you are from, what you believe or how you choose to live
your life.
They can never be taken away, although they can sometimes be restricted – for example if a
person breaks the law, or in the interests of national security.
These basic rights are based on shared values like dignity, fairness, equality, respect and
independence.
These values are defined and protected by law.
In Britain our human rights are protected by the Human Rights Act 1998.
1.2 How do human rights help you?
Human rights are relevant to all of us, not just those who face repression or mistreatment.
They protect you in many areas of your day-to-day life, including:
 your right to have and express your own opinions
 your right to an education
 your right to a private and family life
 your right not to be mistreated or wrongly punished by the state
1.3 Where do human rights come from?
The idea that human beings should have a set of basic rights and freedoms has deep roots in
Britain.
Landmark developments in Britain include:
 the Magna Carta of 1215
 the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679
 the Bill of Rights of 1689
Conclusion : The development of state institutions to promote and protect human rights is a
critical safeguard to ensure that people can obtain recourse and redress in the face of
injustice. A dynamic and autonomous human rights commission can play a role in this
process. For that reason, it is important that existing human rights commissions are
encouraged to play an active and central role in the upholding of human rights. In some
cases, where the political will is present, this task requires only training and funding
opportunities. In other cases, greater pressure on a government is required for it to allow
formal and actual independence of its human rights commission. Human rights
commissioners also need to be supported and pushed by the international community to
push the limit of their boundaries and to withstand the inevitable resistance from other
government agencies. This is a process that can only be achieved with sustained national
and international attention over a period of time.
References :
1. Michael Freeman, Key Concepts: Human Rights, Polity, Cambridge, 2003.
2. Darren J O’ Byrne, Human Rights: An Introduction, Pearson Education, New Delhi,
2007.
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;qodkaps l{kehdj.k
izk- vkuan xksekth pOgk.k
lg;ksxh izk/;kid % lq/kkdjjko ukbZd dyk] foKku o
mek’kadj [ksrku okf.kT; egkfo|ky;] vdksyk
izLrkouk %
;qok lcyhdj.k vkf.k ;qok fodkl ;kr Qjd vkgs- ;qok fodkl gk O;Drhdsanzh vkgs]
rj l{kefdz;k gh O;kid izfd;k vkgs- ;qok l{kehdj.kkdMs <kscGekukus rhu VII;ku ikgrk
;sbZy- oS;fDrd l{kefdz;k] la?kukRed vkf.k leqnkf;d l{kefdz;k ;qod gs jk”VªkP;k Hkkoh
fi<hps fo’oLr vlrkr- txkrhy vusd ns’kke/;s o;Ldj ukxfjdkaph la[;k ok<r vlrkauk
Hkkjr ek= 2020 lkyki;Zar txkrhy lokZr ^r:.k jk”Vª* Eg.kwu vksG[kyk tkbZy- HkkjrkP;k
,dq.k yksdla[;sr ;qodkaps 40 VDds izek.k vlwu gh mRiknus Hkjysyh pSrU;nk;h ;qok’kDrh
ns’kkps lokZr ekSY;oku euq”;cG vkgs- vQkV yksdla[;sps Hkkjrkyk feG.kkjs ykHk gk
vkt?kMhyk txkrhy vFkZrK vkf.k /kksj.kdR;kZlkBh ppsZpk eqn~nk cuyk vkgs- ns’kkps Hkfo”;
vlysyk ;qodkauk jk”Vª mHkkj.khr eksBk okVk mpy.;kph la/kh vkgs- Hkkjrkrhy r:.kkae/khy
lqtukRed {kersyk mRlkg] mtkZ vkf.k gVgqUujhi.kkph tksM ykHkY;kl gh ;qok’kDrh ns’kklkBh
vusd peRdkj ?kMow ‘kdrsvfHk;rs MkWDVlZ] odhy] cWad vf/kdkjh] m|kstd o [ksGkMw v’kk vusd {ks=krhy
;qodkadMs fofo/k {ks=kae/;s ns’kkps usr`Ro dj.;kph {kerk vkgs- R;klkBh xjt vkgs dh QDr
;qodkauk ;ksX; ekxZn’kZu vkf.k lalk/kus miyC/k d:u nsÅu lqlTt dj.;kph vls lqlTt
;qod fuf’prp ns’kkP;k fodklkr gkrHkkj ykow ‘kdrkr- R;k n`”Vhus ighys ikÅy vlsy
iks”kd okrkoj.k vlysys ?kj ftFks eqykaps vjksX;nk;h okrkoj.kkr laxksiu gksÅ ‘kdsy vkf.k
R;kyk pkaxys f’k{k.k feGw ‘kdsy- R;klkBh f’k{k.k gDd dk;nk 2009 [kqip egRoiw.kZ Bjyk
vkgs- loZ Lrjkoj ntsZnkj f’k{k.k feGkos ;klkBh ljdkjus loZ f’k{kk vfHk;ku] b&ikB’kkyk]
mMku bR;knh egRokps dk;Zdze vkf.k ;kstuk lq: dsY;k vkgsr- igkMh] nqxZe vkf.k nqjojP;k
Hkkxkae/;s tsFks f’k{k.kkP;k pkaxY;k lqfo/kk miyC/k ukghr v’kk fBdk.kh nqjLFk f’k{k.k egRokps
Bjrs- ;k i/nrhps egRo vkrk lokZauk iVw ykxys vlwu X;ku Lo;ae vkf.k uW’kuy yk;czjh
;klkj[;k midzekeqGs nqxZe Hkkxkrhy yksdkauk ?kjclY;k f’k{k.kkP;k lqfo/kk feGw ykxY;k
vkgsrf’kf{kr ;qodkauk vFkkZrp fof’k”V dkekalkBh vko’;d eh dkS’kY; f’kdo.ks xjtsps
vkgs- vkiY;k ‘kkGk egkfo|ky;kae/khy usgehps ikjaikfjd f’k{k.k l/;kP;k Li/ksZP;k vkf.k
ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr ;qodkauk jkstxkj feGowu ns.;klkBh iqjsls ukgh R;keqGs vkrk xjt vkgs rh
;qodkauk lq;ksX; vkf.k iqjs’kh dkS’kY;s f’kdfo.;kph R;kauk izf’kf{kr dj.;kph vls >kY;kl
Hkkjrkrhy ;qok’kDrhps :ikarj lokZr eksB;k ra=dq’ky euq”;cGkr gksbZy- uksdjh
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feGgo.;klkBh m|ksx O;olk;ke/;s T;k dkS’kY;kph xjt vkgs] v’kh dkS’kY;s vko’;d
dj.;klkBh dkgh midze gkrh ?ksrys vkgsr- R;kr fLdy bafM;k fe’kupk lekos’k gksrks- ;k
midzekvarxZr lu 2022 i;Zar 40 dksVhgqu vf/kd yksdkauk R;kaP;k vkoMhuqlkj dkS’kY;s
f’kdowu R;kaP;k jkstxkjkP;k la/kh ok<fo.;kps y{; fu/kkZjhr dj.;kr vkys vkgs- ;k
dk;ZdzekvarxZr nqjLFk f’k{k.k ns.;kphgh rjrqn vkgsKeywords :- yksdla[;k] jk”Vªh; mRiUu] jkstxkj] dkS’kY; fodkl] l{kehdj.k] mPp f’k{k.k]
ra=Kku] ;qodla'kks/ku fo”k;kps mn~ns’k %
1- l{kehdj.kkpk vFkZ tk.kwu ?ks.ks2- ;qod l{kehdj.kkps vk/kkjLraHk dks.krs ;kpk vH;kl dj.ks3- HkkjrkP;k fo|eku f’k{k.k O;oLFksr vl.kkjs vMFkGs dks.krs ;kpk ijkr=e’kZ ?ks.ks4- ;qodkP;k l{kehdj.kklkBh dks.kR;k dk;Zdzekph xjt vkgs ;kpk vH;kl dj.ksfo"k; vH;kiukph i/nrh %
lnj fo"k;kps v/;;u dj.;kdjhrk la’kks/ku f}rh;d rF; ladyu i/nrhpk vk/kkj
?ksrysyk vkgs- T;keqGs izdkf’kr o vizdkf’kr xzaFkkpk rlsp ekfld o o`Rri=kapk lq/nk
okij dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- v’kkizdkjs ladfyr ekfgrhpk la’kks/ku dk;kZe/;s mfpr fBdk.kh
okij dj.;kr vkykladfyr ekfgrhps fo’ys"k.k %
yksdla[;sP;k ckcrhr Hkkjr uacj 2 oj vkgs- ifgY;k dzekadkoj fpu rj nqlÚ;k uacjoj
Hkkjr vkgs- vxnh rkT;k ekst.khuqlkj 60 dksVh Eg.kts ,dq.k yksdla[;sP;k 50 VDds
yksd gs 25 o”ksZ o;kP;k vkrhy vlwu vk.k[kh nksu o”kkZrp Hkkjr txkrhy lokZr r:.k
ns’k gksbZy T;kr rhu prqFkkZal yksdla[;k gh 25 o”ksZ o;kP;k vkfry vlrhy- HkkjrkP;k
34 VDds ldy jk”Vªh; mRiUukl tckcnkj vlysyk gk Hkkx ;ksX; ‘kS{kf.kd ik;kHkqr
lqfo/kk] ;ksX; dkS’kY;kpk fodkl vkf.k jkstxkj feGfo.;klkBh vFkok vkiY;k oS;fDrd
lkekftd vkf.k ns’kkP;k fodklklkBh O;olk; dj.;klkBh iqjs’kh la/kh ;kaph fuf’prp
ekx.kh dj.kkj vkgs- yksdla[;spk ykHkkal gk dks.kR;kgh jk”Vªkoj d/khgh ckstk ulrks- rj
rh ,d la/khph f[kMdh vlrs- v’kk osxosxG;k yksdla[;sP;k ykVk T;kyk yksdla[;h;
ykHkka’k vls EgVys tkrs- R;kus vusd iwoZ vkf’k;kbZ ns’kkr tls dh dksfj;u iztklRrkd]
vfydMP;k dkGkr vkfFkZd fodklkyk pkyuk fnyh vlwu vkeP;k ckcrhrgh tj R;kaps
etcqrhdj.k vkf.k l{kehdj.k dsys rj gsp fln~/k gksbZy- l{kehdj.k Eg.kts eqY;s vaxh
cufoU;kph izfdz;k vlwu rh eqY;s vkRelkr dj.kkÚ;k O;Drh Eg.kwu lektkus ckGxysyh
eqY;s vkf.k vkn’kkZuqlkj lek/kkudkjd vk;q”; tx.ks ‘kD; gksbZy- fo’ks”kr% Hkkjrh;
ifjfLFkrhr ;qodkaps l{kehdj.k dsoG jk”VªkP;kp uOgs rj oS;fDrd fodklkdjh ukgh
vko’;d vlwu ;qidkP;k gDdkauk izksRlkgu] ;qod midze vkf.k R;kapk lkeqnkf;d
fu.kZ;krhy ldzh; lgHkkx ;k}kjs R;kpk ikBiwjkok djrk ;sbZyfu"d"kZ %
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;ko:u ;qod vkf.k f’k{k.k O;oLFkk fo’ks”kr% eqyHkwr foKku vkf.k ekuotkrhpk vH;kl ;k fo”k;kalkBh
x.kukRed lq/kkj.kkaph xjt vkgs] vls fnlrs- fodlu’khy ns’kkP;k e;kZfnr lk/ku laiRrhP;k varxZr l/;kph O;oLFkk
vkf.k /kksj.kkap ;ksX; feJ.k dsY;kl vk’p;Zdkjd ifj.kke fnlwu ;s.kkj vkgsr- fo|kFkhZ dsafnzr f’k{k.k O;oLFkk
(CBCS) ekydkaP;k xjtkaoj vk/kkjhr vH;kldze (NBCS) vkiyh /kksj.ks vkf.k dk;ZdzekP;k ek/;ekrwu ljdkjus
nsÅ dsysyk enrhpk gkr rlsp v’kk izf’kf{kr o cq/nheku r:.kkapk lekt vkf.k dkekP;k txkus dsysyk fLodkj gk
pkj lq=h ldkjkRed ifo=k r:.k o ns’kkyk l{ke d: ‘kdrkslanHkZ xzaFk lqph
1- ;kstuk ekfld & twu 2017
2- yksdjkT; ekfld
3- nSfud yksdlRrk] egkjk”Vª VkbZEl] yksder b orZekui=s
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mPp f’k{k.kkrhy bZ yfuaZxps egRRo
MkW- fM-ds- jkBksM
vFkZ’kkL= foHkkx izeq[k
Jh lar xtkuu egkjkt dyk egkfo|ky;] cksjxko eatw] ft- vdksyk
izLrkouk
vk/kqfud dkGkr mPpf’k{k.kkr ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx ok<r pkyyk vkgs- T;kyk izkeq[;kus ekfgrh
vkf.k ra=Kku (Information communication and technology-Base Education) vls Eg.krkrekfgrh vkf.k ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr ftFks izR;sd {ks=kr bZ lk/kukapk mi;ksx dsyk tkrks- rsOgk f’k{k.k{ks=
;kiklwu oafpr dls jkg.kkj- mPp f’k{k.k{ks=kr pk okij ok<rkauk fnlr vkgs- ijaijkxr
f’k{k.ki/nrhrhy QGk [kMwph tkxk ICT Tools us ?ksryh vkgs- oxZ [kksY;kps Lo#i Google Dykl
Ek/;s ifjorhZr gksr vkgs- Swyam P;k enrhus ns’kkrhy ;qodkauk ?kjclY;k ?ks.ks ’kD; >kys vkgsFkksMD;kr] ICT oj vk/kkjhr f’k{k.kkeqGs f’k{k.ki/nrhyk vusd Qk;ns >kys vkgsr- lgkftdp
vktP;k cnYkR;k f’k{k.ki/nrhrhy
bZ yfuZax gk ,d egRRokpk ?kVd cur pkyyk vkgs- vk/kqfud
dkGkr tx ftrD;k osxkus iq<s pkyys vkgs- frRkD;k osxkus mPp f’k{k.kkP;k i/nrhr cny gks.ks
vko’;d vkgs- ;k vuq"kaxkus bZ yfuZax ,d egRRokps ikÅy vkgs- ;kckcr ppkZ izLrqr ’kks/kfuca/kkr
dsyh vkgs’kks/kfuca/kkph mfÌ"V;s

bZ yfuZaxpk vFkZ vH;kl.ks
bZ yfuZaxps Qk;ns vH;kl.ksbZ yfuZaxpk vFkZ
bZ yfuZax ;k ’kCnkpk lksI;k Hkk"ksrhy vFkZ bysDVªkfud ek/;ekP;k enrhus fo|kF;kZai;Zar f’k{kdkus Kku
iksgpfo.;kph izfØ;k vkgs- izR;sd oxkZr LekVZ Qyd yko.ks] vkWMhvks&foMksvks O;oLFkk vl.kk&;k
oxZ[kksY;kaph fufeZrh dj.ks Eg.kts bZ ’kS{kf.kd lqfo/kkaph fufeZrh dj.ks ;kr visf{kr vkgsbZ yfuZax Eg.kts bysDVªkfud vFkok baVjusV P;k ek/;ekrwu vkWuykbZu yfuZax gks;- bZ yfuZaxe/;s loZ
izdkjP;k bysDVªkfud ek/;ekrwu iznku dj.;kr ;sÅ ’kdrs-
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bZ yfuZax i/nrh gh fo|kFkhZ dsanzhr vkgs- ;k i/nrhr fo|kF;kZl f’kd.;kdjhrk osxosxG;k i/nrh
okij.;kph eqHkk vlrs- bZ yfuZax i/nrhr Evaluation and Feedback ;k lkj[;k egRokP;k
’kS{kf.kd d`rh lax.kdkP;k lgk¸;kus dsY;k tkrkr- R;keqGs f’k{kdkoj dqBykgh Hkkj ok<r ukgh- gh
i/nrh vlY;keqGs f’k{k.kizfdz;k vkuannk;h gksr vlY;kus f’k{k.k izfØ;k fo|kF;kZalkBh vkuannk;h o
lgt gksrs – vkuannk;h lgt f’k{k.kkeqGs fo|kF;kZaph vH;klkr #ph ok<rs- fo|kF;kZaph vH;klkrhy
#ph ok<fo.ks gk f’k{k.k i/nrhpk lokZr eksBk Qk;nk vlyk rjh brjgh vusd Qk;ns vlysys fnlwu
;srkr- rs iq<hyizek.ks
bZ yfuZaxps Qk;ns
1. rkRdkG miyC/krk
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr ’kS{kf.kd lkfgR; izdkf’kr dsY;kuarj yxsp txkrhy loZ fo|kFkhZ ;kpk okij lq# d#
’kdrkr2. iqu%okij
ikjaikfjd f’k{k.k O;oLFksr izR;sd O;k[;kukps vfLrRRo QDr R;kposGh vkf.k R;kp oxkZr vlrsO;k[;kukP;k osGs vxksnj fdaok uarj vFkok brj ?kjh jkghysY;k fdaok dks.kR;k dkj.kkLro vuqifLFkr
jkg.kk=&;k fo|kF;kZauk R;kpk Qk;nk gksr ukgh- ijarq vk/kqfdu dkGkr foMh;ks Lo#ikr O;k[;kukpk
fo|kFkhZ dsOgkgh vkf.k d/khgh ?ksÅ ‘’kdrkr- Eg.ktsp gksÅu xsysY;k O;k[;kukpk iquZokij djrk ;srks3. bZ yfuZax gh LFkG dkG yofpd vlrs
ikajikfjd f’k{k.k O;oLFksr f’k{kd f’kdohr vlysY;k LFkGh vkf.k osGhp fo+|kF;kZaus mifLFkr jkg.ks
vko’;d gksr-s dqBY;kgh dkj.kkeqGs tj fo+|kFkhZ mifLFkr jkgw ’kdr ulsy rj rks f’k{k.k ?ksÅ ’kdr
uls- bZ yfuaZxeqGs dkGkph gh ca/kus xGwu iMyh vkgsr- bZ yfuZaxeqGs izR;sd fo|kFkhZ R;kyk lks;hP;k
vlysY;k LFkGh vkf.k osGh f’kdw ‘’kdrks- vkrki;;Zar f’kdw ’kdr ulysY;k [kwi eksB;k fo|kFkhZ
la[;sl f’k{k.kO;OkLFksr vk.k.;kl LFkG dkGkph yofpdrk vko’;d o l{ke vkgs4. f’kd.;kl iks"kd Ik;kZoj.k fufeZrh
bZ yfuZaxpk mPp f’k{k.kkr gsk.kkjk f’kjdko fdaok mi;ksx ;keqGs f’k{k.kkph rhp xq.koRrk] dehr deh
fdaerhr tkLrhr tkLr fo|kF;kZai;Zar iksgprs= bZ yfZuxZa eqGs
 LFkG dkGkph ca/k.ks ikG.ks ‘’kD; ul.kkjk fo|kFkhZ ns[khy f’k{k.kO;oLFksr ;sÅ ’kdrks dehr deh mPp {kersP;k fo|kF;kZl ekuo.kkjh f’k{k.kO;oLFkk fuekZ.k djrk ;sr-s
5. mPp xq.koRRkk
,dkp l=kr] osxosxG;k oxkZr] ,dp fo"k;] ,dp f’k{kd tjh f’kdohr vlyk rjh izR;sd oxkZrhy
izR;sd O;k[;kukph xq.koRrk fuf’pri.ks osxosxGh vlrs- gh xq.koRrk izR;{k O;k[;kukP;k osGh
vlysY;k f’k{kdkP;k vkliklP;k osxosxG;k HkkSxksfyd o ekuoh ifjfLFkrhoj voyacwu vlrs tls
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mRlokP;k dkGkr] vklikLkP;k vfr/ouh iznw"k.kkeqGs O;k[;kukph xq.koRrk deh gksr-s la/;kdkGh
fu;ksthr O;k[;kukph xq.koRRkk f’k{kd FkdY;keqGs deh gksr-s ,[kk|k O;k[;kukph xq.koRRkk dsoG]
f’k{kd fdaok fo|kFkhZ g;kapk eqM ulY;keqGs deh gksr-s
bZ yfuZax eqGs ek= iz;RuiwoZd vkf.k O;ofLFkr fu;kstukuarj f’k{kdkus fnysY;k O;k[;kukpk ntkZ dk;e
jkgrks- R;kyk okrkoj.k] osGs ;kps ca/ku jkgr ukgh6. frIiV dk;Z{kerk
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr] fo++|kFkhZ fRkIiV osxkus f’kdrkr fdaok rsOk<;kp osGsr frIiV tkLr f’kdrkrdqBsgh vkf.k dsOgkgh
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr] txkrhy loZ fo|kFkhZ dqBwugh vkf.k dsOgkgh f’kdw ’kdrkr7. vuq#i cny dj.;kph {kerk
fo|kF;kZaP;k vkoMh fuoMh fdaok iw.kZ {kersuqlkj f’k{k.k lkfgR;kP;k lknjhdj.kkr vuq#i cny
dj.;kph {kerk bZ yfuaZax i/nrhr vlrs8. la/kk/kus
txkrhy loZ fo"k;kojhy osxosXkG;k f’k{kdkaP;k fOgMhvks O;k[;kukapk lokZr eksBk [kftuk ;k
f’k{k.ki/nrheqGs mi;ksxkr vk.krk ;srks9. bZ yfuZaxph dkgh ;’kLoh mnkgj.ks
123456789-

Mooc
Swaym
Google Class
Moodle
Audio-Vedio Base Lecturer
Khan Academy
Ocw.Mit.Edu
Wikipedia.Org
Youtube.Com

b- Okjhy lk/kus bZ yfuZaxP;k ek/eekrwu fo|kF;kZauk miyC/k >kyh vkgsr- ;keqGs fo|kF;kZaP;k
ekufldrsuqlkj f’k{k.ki/nrhr cny dj.ks ’kD; >kys vkgslkjka’k& FkksMD;kr] bZ yfuZax gk vk/kqfud f’k{k.k i/nrhrhy egRRokpk ?kVd cur pkyyk vkgs- vls
vlys rjh ;k f’k{k.ki/nrhP;k lq/nk dkgh e;kZnk vlwu ;ke/;s fo|kF;kZaph {kerk] ladsrLFkG ikgrk
;s.ks] oht] lax.kd] baVjusV dUksDVhOghVh] vko’;d lk/kus bR;knhlkBh fdeku HkkaMoykph vko’;drk
vktgh vkgs- vls vlys rjh vktP;k ;qxkrhy ra=KkukP;k txkr ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukpk izlkj vkf.k
izpkj ok<r vkgs- ,dk fdYd oj lpZ dj.;kph fo|kF;kZaph ekufldrk vkgs- ;krwu b yfuZax dkgh
FkksM;k nks"kklg ekU; dj.ks vkf.k loZlkekU; fo|kF;kZai;Zar rh iksgpfo.ks dkGkph xjt vkgslanHkZxzaFk
1- http://mr.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
2- www.researchgate.net
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बालकां या वकासाम ये खेळाचे मह व
ा. शारदा एस.डांगे., वनोद ह .क पले
(गृहअथशा

वभाग)

(संचालक शा. श.व खेळ वभाग)

ी.डॉ.आर.जी.राठोड कला व व ान,

ी.डॉ.आर.जी.राठोड कला व व ान

महा व यालय मु तजापु र,िज.अकोला महा व यालय मु तजापुर,िज.अकोला
तावनाःखेळ हा मु लां या आयु यातील अ वभा य घटक आहे .खेळणे मु लांची नैस गक

वृती आहे असे

हटले जाते.शाळापु व अव थेतील बालक जेवढा वेळ जागे असते तेवढा वेळ हे बालक खाणेपणे नाह तर काह तर खेळणे यातच रमलेले असते.“ नखळ आनंद दे णार कोणतीह कृ ती
हणजे खेळ होय.”खेळाला कुठ याह
कृ ती असते. यां या खेळाला काह
व वध

ि टकोनातू न

मु य

मह वपू ण

याशील खेळ व अ

होऊन

खेळतो.उदा. वयं फूत

अ

याशील

खेळ

हणजे

ट ने ऐ छ क

नयम व कायदे नसतात.मु लां या वकासा या

असतात.जसे.
खेळ

कारचा शेवट नसतो. खेळ ह मु लां या
असते.मु ले

याशील खेळ.
वतः

कारचे

याशील खेळात बालक

खेळ,का प नक

बालक

वेगवेग या

न

खेळ,रचना मक
खेळता

ट ने खेळाचे
खेळ

वतः सहभागी

खेळ

इतरांचा

खेळत

इ याद .तर
खेळ

बघत

असतो.उदा.वाचणे,दूरदशन पाहणे,संगीत ऐकणे,शांततापु ण खेळ इ याद .खेळामु ळे बालकांचे
इतरांशी बोल याचे कौश य वाढते व आ म व वासास संधी

मळते. खेळ ह

एक

स न

अनु भव व आनंद दे णार कृ ती आहे .खेळ मनोरं जनाचे एक साधन आहे . खेळ असा वषय आहे
क जो बालक व

ौढांना सारखाच

य असतो.आधु नक काळाम ये बालकां या सवागीण

वकासासाठ खेळ मह वाचे मानतात. खेळा या मा यमातू न बालकां या वतनाला यो य दशा
दल जाते.कुठलाह

यावहार क उ ेश मनात न ठे वता केवळ आनंद

या के या जातात. यांना

यांना खेळ असे

आप या इ छे नु सार केले जाते. याला खेळ
व

वयं ेर त

या आहे .खेळ कायात एक

हणतात. लु लक

यामते,“जे काय

हणतात.” खेळ ह एक
कारचा आनंद मळतो.

मळ व यासाठ

या

वतं पणे

यैयह न,नैस गक, वतं
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बालकांना श ण हे जोर जबरद तीचे न वाटता आनंदाने

हण करता यावे यासाठ खेळ

मा यमाचा उपयोग होतो.पु व बा याव थेत बालके शाळे त औपचा रक
पु णपणे स ज झालेले नसतात. याक रताच बालकाला क

श ण घे यासाठ

थानी मानू न

या बालकां या

गरजा,आवडी, मता ल ात घेऊन खेळा दारे श ण दले जातात.मु लांना खेळामधू न आप या
भावना सहजपणे

य त करता येतात.अनेक गो ट चा अनु भव घेता येते व

जगाब ल जाणीव
गो ट कडू न

नमाण होते.खेळातू न

अवघड

गो ठ

वतःभोवती या

श ण दे तांना पायर पायर ने पु ढे जावे.सो या

मु लांना

शकवा यात. याक रता

यावेत.खेळणी,पु तके व गो ठ या साधनांचा यो य वेळी यो य

मु लांना

य अनुभव

माणात उपयोग करावा

आ ण खेळीमेळी या वातावरणातू न यांना श ण

यावे. खेळ एक

वाभा वक

आप या इ छे नु सार खेळले जातात.खेळ ह एक

येयह न,आ म े रत शा रर क

बालक खेळा या प रणामांचा वचार क रत नसतो.बरे च खेळ बालकास

वृती आहे .खेळ

मळणारे

या असु न
श ण व

वातावरण यावर अवलंबु न असतात. यामुळे खेळात व वधता आढळू न येते.
खेळाचा उ श
े ःखेळ ह

मु लांना

नखळ आनंद दे णार

वकास होतो तसेच खेळामु ळे शर राचा

आहे.खेळामु ळे मु लांचा शा रर क,मानसीक,समािजक
यायाम होतो.खेळ यामु ळे मु लांना भू क जा त लागते

व थक यामु ळे झोपह चांगल येते.खेळामु ळे मु लांना व वध बाबीं वषयी

ान होऊन

यांचा

बौ क वकास चांगला होतो.
खेळाचे मह वःबालका या सवागीण वकासात खेळाला मह वपू ण

थान आहे .बालकांना वकसीत कर यासाठ

खेळाची मदत होते.खेळा या मा यमातू न बालकांचाशा रर क, ाना मक,भाषा,भाव नक,सामािजक
व नै तक वकास होतो.आधु नक काळात खेळाला श ण णाल

हटले जाते.कारण बालकांचे

यि तम व वक सत हो यास खेळाची मदत होते. याचबरोबर खेळाचे मह व पु ढ ल बाबीव न
ल ात येते.
१.शा रर क मह वःखेळामु ळे

बालकांचा

शार रक

वकास

मारणे,तोल सांभाळणे अशा हालचाल स
ं ाठ
हवे. यामु ळे पु ढे

ौढ

य ती

चांगला

होतो.मु लांना

चालणे,धावणे,चढणे,उडया

साधने व सा ह य उपल ध क न

हणु न यो य शार रक वकासात

यायला

याचीमदत होते. याचबरोबर
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खेळामु ळे बालकां या व भ न शार रक अंगाचा व कौश यांचा चांगला वकास होतो.खेळामु ळे
श रराला

यायाम होऊन र तसंचालन व पचन

सु रळीत चलते.मासपेशींचा

या चांगल

होते.उ सजन सं थाचे काय

वकास होतो.अि थ आ ण शर र मजबू त होऊन शर र सु डौल

बनते.बालकांची रोग तकार श ती वाढते.शर र चपळ व लव चक बनते.शा रर क कौश य
आण

मता भरपु र अस यामु ळे मु लांम ये एक आ म व वास नमाण होतो आ ण यामु ळेच

नवनवीन आ हानांना सामोरे जा याची ह मत यां यात नमाण होते.
२.कारक मह वःखेळामु ळे बालकांचा कारक वकास संतु लतपणे होतो.व तू पकडणे,फेकणे,झेलणे,चालणे,ओवणे
या

या खेळा दारे च वकसीत होतात व

उपकरणे हाताळतो व

नायु या वकासात मदत होते.बालमं दरात व वध

यां यासोबत खेळतो

होते. याच माणे का ीने कापणे, च
बोटांचे व डो यांचे लहान

या दारे बालकांचा कारक वकास हो यास मदत

काढणे,मणी ओवणे अशा बैठे कृ तींम ये मु लां या हाताचा

नायू यांचा समावेश असतो. याह

नायू ं या वकासास मदत होते.

३.बौ क मह व◌ःमानसीक

वकासाम ये

भाषा वकास

या

वकासाक रता

वचार मता,क पनाश ती , मरणश ती अशा मानसीक

गो ट ंना

मह व

असते.या

सवाना

नर नरा या खेळाची मदत होते.गाणी

सोड वणे यामु ळे भाषा
बालकाची

शोध

होतो.बालकांना बु द वान व
आहे .खेळ याचे

दे याक रता

हणणे,गो ट

व

यां या

ऐकणे ,श द कोडी

वकास हो यास मदत होते.बालकांची मानसीक श ती व िज ासा

वु तीचा प रचय खेळातूनच होतो.उपयु त खेळा दारे
होते.व

चालना

या व

घे याची

वृ ती

ानवृ द होऊन

वाढते. यातू नच

बालकांचा

वचारश ती जागृत
बौ क

वावलंबी बन व यात खेळ मोलाचे काय करतात.हे

व प,रं ग,आकारा दरे बालकांना बरे च

ान होते आ ण

स

वकास
झाले

यां या बु द ला

चालना मळते.
४.सामािजक मह व◌ःसामािजक वकास सा य कर याचे खेळ हे सवात उ तम साधन आहे .कारण खेळ यांमु ळेच
मु लांना एकमेकांची ओळख होते,एकमेकांना सहकाय करायला
ऐकूनघेतात,खेळ याचीवाटणी क न

खेळू

शकतात.अशा

व वध

शकतात.दुस-याचे
गो ट

खेळामु ळे

हणणे
सा य

होतात.व यातू नच मु लां या सामािजक वकासाचा पाया घातला जातो. व व भावनेतू न मुलांचे
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सामाजीकरण हो यास खेळाची फार मोलाची मदत होते.खेळ यातू न बालक अनेक सामािजक
मु ल

शकतो.जसे.सहकाय करणे,व तू ची दे वाणघेवाण करणे,दुस -यांना मदतकरणे,समायोजन

करणे,एक-दुस -यां वषयी सहानुभू ती दाख वणे अशा अनेक सामािजक मु यांचा खेळातू न वकास
होतो.खेळ यातू न सामािजक वतनाचा

वकास कर याची संधी

मळते व समाजात चांग या

कारे जीवन जगता येते.
५.भाव नक मह व◌ःखेळातू न

बालक

आप या

भावना

य त

कर यास

करते, याच माणे बालक आप या खेळ यावर
बोलतात.आपले वचार व भावना सु दा
भावनांवर

नय ंण

ठे व यास

शकतो.जसेः-आई

बालकावर

ेम

ेम करतात.बालक खेळतांना एकमेकांशी

य त करतात.खेळा या मा यमातू न बालक आप या

शकतात.उदा. वतःचे

खेळणे

दुस -या

बालकाला

खेळायला

द यास बालकाला सु रवातीला राग येतो.परं तु समजावू न सां गत यास खेळणे दे तो.व आनंदाने
खेळू लागतो.

हणजे रागावर

नयं ण ठे वतो.बालक खेळतांना एक दुस -याला सहकाय

करतात.कधी भांडतात. हणजेच खेळातू न बालकां या भावना
मु लांना एकमेकांब ल

ेम सहानु भू ती वाटू लागते.अशा कारे

य त क

शकतात.खेळामु ळे

यांचा भाव नक वकास घडवू न

आण यास मदत होते.
६.नै तक मह वःखेळ आ ण नै तक वकास यांची सांगड घात यानंतर आप याला लगेच ल ात येतेक ,
खेळाचे

नती, नयम,त वे,कायदे

समाजमा यता
वावर याचे काह
साधन

मळते.

असतात. यांचे यो य

येक सामािजक गटाची

प दतीने पालन

शक व याचे काय

मुलाला

वतःची सं कृ ती असते. या गटाम ये

नयम असतात. यानु सार कसे वागावे हे समज यासाठ

आहे .नै तक मु ये

के यास

येक

खेळ हे उ तम

पालक, म , श क पार पडतात.थोड यात

खेळातू न नै तक मु यांचा वकासहोतो.
७.उपचारा मक मह वःबालकां या खेळाचे उपचारा मक
दडले या भावना

षनेह

बरे च मह व आहे .खेळातू न बालका या मनात

य त कर यासाठ वाट मोकळी क न दल जाते.बालका या मनात काह

भावना दडू न राहतात.जसे-बालका या मनातील भीती,राग या भावनांना मु त कर यासाठ
खेळाचा उपयोग होते.खेळा दारे बालकां या अ त र त श तीला काढू न भाव नक तणावापासू न
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मु त केले जाते. नर नरा या
वापरल

जा यास

कारचे खेळखेळ यामुळे मु लांकडे असणार जा तीची कायश ती

मदत

होते. याच माणे

मु लांम ये

असणा-या

वतनसम या

सोड व यासखेळाचा उपयोग होतो.तसेच मान सक संतु लन गेले या बालकाची खेळा दारे
च क सा केल जाते.
८.शै

णक मह वः-

बालक

व वध

कार या

खेळ यांचा

नाव,रं ग,आकार,जडपणा,हलकेपणाअसे

उपयोग

व तु या

अनेक

करतात. यातू न
गु णांचे

ान

होते.बालक

खेळतो.ते हा चडू चा आकार गोल आहे हे कळते.तसेच ग द व पाणी या
भ नता ल ात येते. यां क खेळापे ा
वकासात

भर

टाकतात.उदाःकोरा

खेळा याचे
चडू

व पदाथातील

या खेळात कोडे आहे असे खेळ बालका या बौ क
कागद

व

पेि सलखेळायला

द यास

बालका या

क पनाश तीचा वकास होतो तसेच गाणी,गो ट ,श दकोडी यातून भाषा कौश यांचा वकास
होतो.बालकांना
वातावरणा वषयी

व वध
ान

कारचे खेळखेळ याचीसंधी

मळाल

हणजे आप या सभोवताल या

मळ वता येते.जसे- नसग,प रसर,प ी, ाणी या वषयी बालक मा हती

मळ वतात.खेळा दारे बालकांची बु द व क पना या मान सक यो यतांचा वकास होतो.
सारांशःखेळ

बालकांची

ज मजात

वृ ती

आहे .बालक

जा तीत

जा त

वेळखेळात

गु ंतलेले

असतात.खेळामुळे अनेक फायदे होतात. व वध खेळामुळे मुलां वर ल ताणतणाव कमी होतो
यामु ळेच आनंद व तणावर हत मुलेजा त काय मअसतात. हणु नच शालेय िजवनात खेळाचे
मह व अन य साधारण आहे .खेळामुळे बालकाम ये खेळाडू वृ ती,सां घकवृ ती,सहकाय कर याची
वृ ती,नेत ृ व, प धा मक

वृ ती,एका ता,सहनशीलता,आ म व वास

या

गु णांचा

वकास

होतो.तसेच खेळामुळेआरो य सु दा चांगले राहते.बहु तेक लोक खेळाकडे मनोरं जन व शा र रक
यायाम या दुि टकोनातू न पाहतात.तसेच खेळामुळे बालक
बालकांचा सवागीण वकास हो यासाठ
संदभ ंथः१.मानव वकास –डॉ. लना कांडलकर
२.बाल वकास – न लनी व-हाडपांडे
३.बालमनो व ान – भाई योग

जीत

यांना व वध

नरोगी व

फट राहतो. हणु नच

कारचे खेळखेळ यासकरावे.
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vejkorh “kgjkrhy O;olkf;dkaoj dkcksZ & bZaUlwyhu fl/nkarkps ikyu
d:.k yði.kk oj >kysY;k ijh.kkekaps fo"ys’k.kked v/;;u
jkgqy v- jMds
lapkyd 'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k o dzhMk]
Jherh “kdqarykckbZ /kkcsdj egkfo|ky;] dkjatk ¼ykM½ ft-okf’keLkkjka’k %&
;k Lak’kks/kukr vejkorh “kgjkrhy fofo/k {ks=kae/;s dk;Z dj.kkÚ;k fuoMd 100 iq:’k
O;kolkf;dkaoj dj.;kr vkys- rhu efgU;kaP;k ;k la’kks/kukr loZ lekfo’V O;olkf;dkaps
la’kks/kukiwohZ otu] dacjsP;k o ikVkP;k ?ksjkps eksteki dj.;kr vkys-rhu efgU;kaP;k
dkyko/khr O;klkf;dkauk dsoG nksu osGsl tso.ks o tso.;k O;frjhDr dkghgh u [kk.;kl
lkax.;kr vkys rlsp ;k lkscr 20 rs 45 fefuV pky.ks o R;kuarj O;k;ke dj.;kl
lkax.;kr vkys- vkivkiY;k
thou”kSyhr gk cny fLodkjY;k urj rhu eghU;kuh loZ
O;olkf;dkaPks ijr ,dnk otu] dacjsP;k o ikVkP;k ?ksjkps eksteki dj.;kr vkys-;k
ijh{k.kkuarj O;olkf;dkaP;k otu 3 rs 12 fdyksxze Ik;Zar deh >kys] dejsPkk ?ksjk 3 rs 9
lsa-eh- deh >kyk rj iksVkpk ?ksj 4 rs 14 ls-a eh- Ik;Zar deh >kY;kps fun”kZukl vkysizLrkouk%&
vk/kwfud ;qxkr cgwrsd yksd “kkjhfjd O;k/khaewGs fpafrr vkgss- cgwrsd O;Drhauk gn;
fodkj] mP; jDrnkc] Mk;csVht] dksysLVksjkWy]fizQhjy OgWLdwyj Mhfltsl ;k lkj[;k vusd
jksxkauh xzklys vkgs ;kps dkj.k vkgs R;kauk ;k jksxkaph o bZaUlqyhuph vR;Yi ekghrh rlsp
vki.k fLodkj dsysyh pqdhph thou”kSyhHkkjrkr yði.kkP;k leL;suh fodzkG :Ik /kkj.k dsys vkgs- R;koj lk/kk vlk dsoG
,dp bZykt vkgs vkf.k rks Eg.kts ;ksX; thou”kSyh o okjaokj [kk.;kih.;kP;k lo;hoj
fu;a=.k- ;k djhrk vki.k dsoG nksu osGsl tso.ks o tso.kk O;frjhDr dkghp u [kk.ks rlsp
tso.kkr fi’B inkFkkZaps lsou deh izek.kkr dj.ks egRokps vkgs- dkj.k dsoG fi’B inkFkkZaps
lsou dsY;kojp “kjhjkr bZaUlwyhupk ik>j gksrks pjch vFkok izfFkus lsou dsY;koj ik>j gksr
ukgh gh ckc ;sFks y{kkr ?ks.ks egRokps vkgs- tso.k 50 fefuVkP;k vkre/;s laiokkos ts.ksd:.k
bZaUlwyhupk “kjhjkr nwlÚ;kank ik>j gks.kkj ukgh dkj.k bZaUlwyhupk “kjhjkr ik>j gk ,d osGsl
dqBykgh fi’B inkFkZ lsou dY;kuarj gksrks o ijr gk ik>j 50 rs 60 fefuVkuarj gksrks
Eg.kwup tso.k ,dnk lq: dsY;koj 50 fefuVkr laiokos vkf.k gkp dkcksZ & bZaUlwyhu
fl/nkar vkgsdkcksZ & bZaUlwyhu fl/nkarkoj lrr 22 o’kZ yk[kks yksdkaps uewus xksGk d:u R;kapk
l[kksy vH;kl dsY;kuarj vesjhdu gkVZ vlksfl,”kuuh vlk fu’d’kZ dk<yk dh] lkaf[kfd;
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n`’V;k dsoG ,dp ?kVd gn; fodkjk djhrk dkj.khHkqr vkgs rks Eg.kts ekuoh “kjhjkr
bZUlqyhuph mPp ikrGh vkgs- Eg.ktsp gn; fodkjkP;k >VD;kdjhrk vFkok gn; fodkjka’kh
laca/khr jksxkadjhrk djhrk /kqeziku] r.kko] dksysLVjkWy o Vªk;fYxljkbZM ;k ?kVdkais{kkgh is{kkgh
bZUlqyhuph mPp ikrGh ghp tkLr ?kkrd vkgsmijksDr O;k/khauk bZaUlqyhuPkh mP; ikrGhp tckcnkj vlqu R;koj mik; dkcksZ &
bZaUlwyhu fl/nkarkps rarksrar ikyu dj.ks gkp vkgs- bZUlqyhu o XyqdWxkWu %&
vkiY;k “kjhjkr nksu ijLij fojks/kh laizsjds tBjkP;k ¼fyOgj½ ekxs Loknwfiankr
¼iWudzh;kt½ fLFkr vlqu nksUghgh “kDrhaps ;ksX; larwyu Bso.ks vR;ar vko”;d vlrs- ;k
“kDrh vkgsr bZULkqyhu o XyqdWxkWu- gs nksUghgh laaizjds ¼gkWjeksUl½ vlqu , is”kha ¼lsYl½ e/kwu
bZULkqyhu o ch is”kha ¼lsYl½ e/kwu XyqdWxkWu ik>jr vlrsbZUlqyhu ph dk;Z %&
vkiY;k ”kjhjkr fi’B inkFkkZaps xzg.k dsY;koj “kjhjkr jDr”kdZjk ¼blood glucose½
r;kj gksrs- vkiY;k “kjhjkr vCtko/kh is”kh vkgsr o R;kauk dk;Z dj.;kdjhrk mtsZph
vko”;drk vlrs o gh mtkZ R;kauk jDr”kdZjsrwu feGrs- ijarw jDr”kdZjkps js.kw Lor%gwu “kjhjkr
is”khae/;s izos”k d: “kdr ukgh R;k djhrk R;kauk okgd Eg.kwu bZULkqyhuP;k js.kwaph vko”;drk
vlrs-bZULkqyhu jDr”kdZjk is”khae/;s iksgkspo.;kdjhrk enr djr vlrs- Eg.ktsp jDr”kdZjk
is”khae/;s vkY;koj bZULkqyhu R;koj izdzh;k djsy o “kjhjklkBh ykx.kkjh mtkZ fuekZ.k djr
vlrs- bZULkqyhu gk vkiY;k “kjhjkr lsOghax gkWjeksUl Eg.kwu dk;Z djr vlrs o rs vkiY;k
“kjhjkr loZ fi’B inkFkkZaps pjchP;k is”khae/;s :ikarjhr djr vlrsXyqdWxkWuph dk;Z %&
XyqdWxkWu gk vkiY;k “kjhjkr bZULkqyhu P;k vxnh fo:/n dk;Z djhr vlrks- rks
vkiY;k “kjhjkr ftFks pjchvlsy rh pchZ R;k Iks”khae/kwu rh pjch ckgsj dk<wu fryk “kjhjkr
vko”;d vlysY;k mtsZ djhrk mi;ksxkr ?ksrksIkjarw XywdWxkWu vkiY;k “kjhjkr rsOgkp dk;Z djrs tsOgk “kjhjkr bZULkqyhuph ikrGh “kqaU;
vlsy vaU;Fkk “kjhjkr XywdWxkWu fuf’dz; voLFksrp jkghy o R;kpk ik>j gks.;kl lks;p
jkg.kkj ukghbZUlqyhuP;k mPp ikrGhps “kjhjkoj gks.kkjs ijh.kke %&
1- bZULkqyhuP;k mPp ikrGh vkiY;k “kjhjkr dksysLVksjkWy mRiUu djr-s
2- jDrkrhy pjchps izek.k ok<ors3- vki.k ts dkgh [kkrks R;kps pjch e/;s :ikarj djrks vk.kh rs pchZP;k is”khae/;s (fat
cells) lkBoqu Bsorks4- vki.k ts fi’BinkFkZ [kkrks rs pjche/;s :ikarjhr djrs5- “kjhjkr yði.kk ok<ors6- mPp jDrnkc gh bZULkqyhuP;k mPp ikrGhphp ns.k vkgs-
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7- jDrokghU;k ygku djrkr o jDrokghU;krhy ykbZuhaxyk jDrkps FkDds cuowu
fpido.;k djhrk izo`Rr djrs8- R;kewGs vkiY;k jDrokghU;k ygku ygku gksr tkrkr o R;k can >kY;kl vki.kkl
gn~; fodkjkP;k >Vdk ;srks9- “kjhjkr Mk;csVht fuekZ.k djrsla'kks/ku i/n~rh %&
;k la”kks/kukr losZ{k.k i/n~rhpk mi;ksx dj.;kr vkyk1- ;k la”kks/kukr vejkorh “kgjkrhy 30 rs 50 o;ksxVkrhy fuoMd 100 O;fDrapk
lekos”k dj.;kr vkyk2- yði.kk ekstU;klkBh otu dh-xzWe-e/;s] mWaph ls-eh- e/;s rlsp dacjsps o iksVkP;k
ukHkhiklwuP;k ?ksjkps ls-eh- e/;s eksteki ?ks.;kr vkys3- loZ fuoMd O;fDraps la”kks/kuP;k vxksnj o uarj otu] dacj o iksVkpk ?ksjk ;kaps
eksteki dj.;kr vkysfu"d’kZ %&
Hkkjrkr vktP;k ?kMhyk yði.kkP;k leL;suh fodzkG:Ik /kkj.k dsys vkgs- yði.kkps
ijh.kke ;qodkae/;s o ygku eqykae/;s fnlwu ;sr vkgs] R;kps eq[; dkj.k vkgs vki.k
fLodkjysyh thou”kSSyh o osGksosGh [kk.;kph lo;- ;k pwdhP;k lo;haewGs vki.k “kjhjkrhy
bZUlqyhuyk lrr O;Lr Bsor vlrks o R;kewGs bZUlqyhu vkiY;k “kjhjkr vfrjkDr fi’B
inkFkkZaps pjchr :ikarj djrs o R;kewGs vki.k yð gksr vlrksgk yði.kk deh dj.;klkBh vejkorh “kgjkrhy 100 yð O;olkf;dkaoj rhu eghus
iz;ksx dj.;kr vkyk- iz;ksx lq: djrkauk R;kauk dsoG nksu osG [kk.;kl o 20 rs 45
fefuV pky.;kl lkax.;kr vkys- R;kuqlkj O;olkf;dkauh ;k iz;ksxkl lqjokr dsyhlosZ{k.k i/n~rhus rhu eghU;kP;k dkyko/khr yði.kk deh dj.;klkBh dsysY;k iz;ksxkr
iwoZ o uarjP;k ekstekikuqlkj loZ O;olkf;dkaPks otu] dacjsP;k o ikVkP;k ?ksjkps eksteki
dj.;kr vkys-;k ijh{k.kkuarj O;olkf;dkaPks otu 3 rs 12 fdyksxze Ik;Zar deh >kys]
dejsPkk ?ksjk 3 rs 9 lsa-eh- deh >kyk rj iksVkpk ?ksj 4 rs 14 lsa-eh- Ik;Zar deh >kY;kps
fun”kZukl vkys;k iz;ksxkps ijh.kke mRlkgo/kZd gksrs o O;olkf;dkauk R;kaps otu deh >kY;kewGs
R;kauk fnolHkj rktsrokus okVr gksr-s
lanHkZ xzaFk lqph %&
1- nhf{kr txUukFk ¼2018½ “ fouk;kl osVykWl vkf.k e/kwesg izfrca/k ” euksfodkl izdk”ku]iq.ks]
2- Gopalan C Et.Al. (2016) “Nutritive Value of Indian Foods” ,Natioanl Institude of
Nutriton,ICMR, Hyderabad.
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tkxfrdhdj.kkps Hkkjrh; lektkojhy >kysY;k ifj.kkekps
lekt'kkL=h; v/;;u
MkW-ch-,p-fdnZd
lekt'kkL= foHkkx izeq[k]
Jh la-x-e-egk- cksjxko eatw] rk-ft- vdksyk] egk-] 9764253171
E-mail : bandukirdak@gmail.com

çLrkouk
tkxfrdhdj.k uohu vkfFkZd /kksj.kkapk ,d ewyHkwr iSyw vkgs- ;k uohu vkfFkZd
/kksj.kkr mnkjhdj.k] [kktxhdj.k ;k {ks=kpk foLrkj d:u ljdkjpk vkfFkZd {ks=krhy lgHkkx
deh dj.;kpk eq[; gsrw fnlwu ;srks- tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k ;k çfØ;srwu loZ jk"Vªkapk lokaZxh.k
fodkl dj.;koj Hkj ns.;kr vkyk vkgs- Eg.kwup txkrhy fodflr vkf.k vfodflr v'kk
loZp jk"Vªkauh tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k çfØ;sr lgHkkxh gksÅu vkiyk fodkl lk/k.;kpk ç;Ru
djhr vkgsr- tx O;kIr v'kk ;k uO;k vkfFkZd /kksj.kkps Hkkjrh; lektkoj useds dks.krs
ifj.kke >kys vkgsr ;kpk 'kks/k ?ks.;kpk –"Vhdksukrwu ^tkxfrdhdj.kkps Hkkjrh; lektkojhy
>kysY;k ifj.kkekps lekt'kkL=h; v/;;u* gk 'kks/k fuca/kkpk fo"k; fuf'pr dj.;kr vkyk
vkgs
ladYiuk
1980 uarj baXyaM] ÝkUl] jf'k;k] v‚LVªsfy;k bR;knh jk"Vªkae/;s vkfFkZd iqujZpusph
çfØ;k lq: >kyh- ;krwup tkxfrdhdj.kkph ladYiuk mn;kyk vkyh- laiw.kZ txkph ,d
cktkjisB fuekZ.k dj.kkjh tkxfrd vFkZO;oLFksph gh ,d O;kid çfØ;k vkgs- ;k çfØ;sr
mnkjhdj.k] [kklxhdj.k ;k /kksj.kkpk vaxhdkj dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- vkfFkZd ?kVdkacjkscjp
jktdh;] lkekftd] lkaL—frd] 'kS{kf.kd o i;kZoj.kkRed {ks=kauk O;ki.kkjh v'kh gh çfØ;k
vkgs- tkxfrdhdj.kkph ladYiuk vkarjjk"Vªh; {ks=krhy O;kikj] HkkaMoy o ra=Kku ;krhy
ca/kus nwj d:u eqä vfHklj.k Li"V djrs- ck;yhl o fLer R;kaP;k erss ^txkrhy osxosxGÓkk
çns'kkrhy yksdkae/;s ok<r tk.kkjs vkfFkZd] lkekftd] vkS|ksfxd] O;kikjh o lkaL—frd laca/k
nk[kfo.kkjh O;kid çfØ;k Eg.kts tkxfrdhdj.k gks;*
v/;;ukph mfí"Vs
lnj 'kks/kfuca/kkP;k v/;;ukph mfí"Vs [kkyhyçek.ks vkgsr&
1- tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k vkfFkZd ifj.kkekps v/;;u dj.ks
2- tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k lkekftd ifj.kkekps v/;;u dj.ksla'kks/ku i)rh
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çLrqr 'kks/kfuca/kkP;k mfí"Vkuqlkj nq¸;e L=ksrk}kjs ladfyr rF;kaps Li"Vhdj.kkRed o
rqyukRed i)rhus rkfdZd ekaM.kh d:u tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k ifj.kkekpk 'kks/k ?ks.;kpk ç;Ru
dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- ;k nq¸;e L=ksrkae/;s lanHkZ iqLrds] ekflds ;kapk vk/kkj ?ks.;kr vkyk
vkgs- eq[;r% 1991 P;k uohu tkxfrd vkfFkZd /kksj.kkarxZr tkxfrdhdj.k] mnkjhdj.k vkf.k
[kktxhdj.k ;k çfØ;kapk lektthoukoj dks.krs ifj.kke >kyh vkgsr] ;kpk 'kks/k ?ks.;kpk
eq[;r% ç;Ru dj.;kr vkyk vkgsekfgrhps fo'ys"k.k
'kks/k fuca/kkP;k mfí"Vkuqlkj nq¸;e L=ksr vk/kkjs ladfyr dsysY;k ekfgrhps
Li"Vhdj.kkRed i)rhus [kkyhy fo'ys"k.k dj.;kr vkys vkgs
tkxfrdhdj.kkps vkfFkZd ifj.kke
tkxfrdhdj.kkps vkfFkZd ifj.kke ;ke/;s vkfFkZd fo"kerk] csdkjh] dY;k.kdkjh /kksj.kk
R;kx vkf.k lkekftd ewY;kapk Úgkl ;k ?kVdkaps fo'ys"k.k dsys vkgstkxfrdhdj.kkP;k uohu vkfFkZd /kksj.kkeqGs m|ksx] O;kikj] nG.koG.k] ekfgrh ra=Kku
gh mRiknukph {ks=s HkkaMoynkjkaP;k vf/kiR;k[kkyh vkysyh vkgsr- R;krwu R;kauh oLrwps çpaM
mRiknu d:u uQk feGoysyk vkgs- tkxfrdhdj.kkph gh çfØ;k HkkaMoy'kkghP;k fodklkykp
vf/kd iks"kd Bjyh vkgs- ;k çfØ;srwu HkkaMoykoj ekydh vl.kkjk HkkaMoynkj o HkkaMoykoj
ekydh ulysyk Jfed vls nksu oxZ vf/kdp cGdV gksr xsys vkgsr- tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k
çfØ;sr m|ksx/ka|kaph la[;k eksBîk çek.kkr ok<fo.;kr vkyh vkgs- R;kr dke dj.;klkBh
dq'ky dkexkjkaph vko';drk vkgs- dq'ky dkexkj cufo.;klkBh osxosxGÓ;k çdkjps egkxMs
f'k{k.k ?ks.ks vko';d vkgs- gs f'k{k.k xfjckaP;k vkokD;kckgsjps vkgs] ifj.kkeh JhearkaP;k
eqykauh ekgkxMs mPp O;kolkf;d f'k{k.k ?ksÅu osxosxG~;k m|ksxkr uksdÚ;k iVdkoY;k vkgsrf'k{k.k laLFkkaph Qh vkf.k ns.kX;k nsÅ u 'kdysY;k xjhc eqykauk O;kolkf;d f'k{k.k ?ksrk
vkys ukgh- R;keqGs R;kauk m|ksx&/ka|kr uksdjh feG.ks dBh.k >kys- ifj.kkeh R;kauk xfjchyk
lkeksjs tkos ykxys- v'kk ifjfLFkrhrwu Jhear vf/kd Jhear xjhc pkyys vkgsr- gh vkfFkZd
fo"kersph ifjfLFkrh ns'kkph vFkZO;oLFkk vfLFkj dj.kkjh o xjhc & Jhear ;kaP;krhy njh
ok<fo.kkjh vkgsfu"d"kZ %
tkxfrdhdj.kkps ifj.kke % ,d lekt'kkL=h; vH;kl ;k fo"k;kP;k lanHkkZr ladfyr
ekfgrhps Li"Vhdj.kkRed fo'ys"k.kkuarj çkIr fu"d"kZ [kkyhyçek.ks &
&
jkstxkjkP;k vis{ksus dkS'kyiw.kZ Jfed oxkZr >kysyh ok< vkf.k yksdla[;srhy HkjelkB
ok<] HkkaMoy'kkghP;k fgrkph rj JfedkaP;k 'kks"k.kkph Bjyh vkgs&
uohu vkfFkZd /kksj.kke/;s nqcZy ?kVdkaps ^dY;k.k ;k mnkÙk ewY;kps voewY;u gksÅu
HkkaMoynkjkaps dY;k.k gksr vkgs&
isU'ku o foek daiU;kaP;k lsokla/kh eksfMr fu?kkY;keqGs lsokfuo`Ùk o`/nkaP;k tkLr dkG
tx.;kP;k vk'kk ekoGY;k vkgsr-
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&
lgdk;Z] lfg".kqrk] R;kx] ekuork] uSfrdrk o pkfjR;Z ;k ikjaikfjd mnkÙk lkaL—frd
ewY;kapk Úgkl gksowu lkekftd fo?kVukr ok< >kyh vkgs&
osxosxG~;k daiU;kaP;k mRikfnr oLrwaph tkfgjkr r:.k fL=;ka}kjs çnf'kZr dsyh tkr
vlwu] r:.khaps rk:.; vkf.k lkSan;Z gs tkxfrd cktkjisBk dkcht dj.kkjs ek/;e Bjys vkgsR;keqGs fL=;kaps oLrwdj.k gksr vkgs&
tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k ;k uO;k vkfFkZd /kksj.kkr r:.k lqanj fL=;kauk jkstxkjkP;k la/kh
feGr vlY;k rjh R;k fBdk.kh R;kaps ySafxd 'kks"k.k] vR;kpkj ;kr ok< gksowu R;kaP;k
lkekftd ntkZps vkf.k pkfj«;kps guu gksr vkgs&
fofo/k m|ksx o brj lsok {ks=krhy ;kaf=d mRiknu i/nrheqGs dj.;kr vkysyh dkexkj
dikr vkf.k jkT;?kVusrhy nfyrkaP;k vkj{k.k /kksj.kkph v;ksX; vaeyctko.kh ;keqGs nfyr
csdkjkaps çek.k ok<wu R;kauk nkfjæ;kP;k [kkbZr yksVys tkr vkgs&• tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k uO;k vkfFkZd /kksj.kke/;s m|ksx/ka|klkBh ykx.kkÚ;k O;kolkf;d
f'k{k.kkyk fo'ks"k egÙo çkIr >kys vkgs- vls f'k{k.k dsoG mPp oxkZrhy eqys osxosxG~;k
O;kolkf;d f'k{k.k laLFkkauk HkjelkB Qh o Mksus'ku nsowu ?ksr vkgsr- R;keqGs R;kauk
jkstxkjkP;k la/kh miyC/k >kY;k vkgsr- ;kmyV xjhc eqykauk vls f'k{k.k ?ks.ks ijoMr
ulY;keqGs rs csdkj jkfgys vkgsr- ifj.kkeh Jhear vf/kd Jhear rj xjhc vf/kd xjhc cur
vkgsr&
tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k vkfFkZd /kksj.kke/;s O;kikjh] nyky] da=kVnkj gs vkfnoklhaP;k
mRiknhr oLrwauk ;ksX; Hkko nsr ulY;keqGs R;kaps vkfFkZd 'kks"k.k gksr vkgslanHkZxzaFk%
1M‚-?kkVxs] ykyklkgsc ukjk;.kjko]% Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk] fujkyh çdk'ku] M‚-okojs]
vfudqekj —".kjko twu&2010] i`"B 10.1
2çk-djkMs] txu ¼laiknd½ % tkxfrdhdj.k • Hkkjrkleksjhy vkOgkus] Mk;eaM
ifCyds'ku]
iq.ks] tkusokjh&2008] i`"B 553/kukxjs] n-uk-% mPp f'k{k.k /;s;oknkdMwu cktkj isBsdMs] yksd okMe; x`g] eqacbZ]
uksOgsacj&2010] i`"B
5LVMh ldZy dsaæ % lkekU; v/;;u] LVMh ldZy ifCyds'ku] eqacbZ] uksOgsacj&2010]
i`"B
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‘{hbm {ejm Am¡a A{YH$mam| H$s ajm H$m {díbofUmË‘H$ AÜ¶¶Z
n«m. S>m°. ^maVr H¥$îUamd Xoe‘wI
ghm. àmÜ¶mnH$ (g‘mOemó {d^mJ)
lr am‘amd gaZmB©H$ g‘mOH$m¶© ‘hm{dÚmb¶, dm{e‘
Mo. 9405672332, email - bharti.desh9405@gmail.com

àñVmdZm …
{ejm ‘mZd-OrdZ H$m g~go Amdí¶H$ g§ñH$ma Am¡a gm‘m{OH$ Ed§ gm§ñH¥${VH$ J{VerbVm H$m g~go
geº$ ‘mÜ¶‘ h¡§. {ejm hr dh g§ñH$ma h¡ Omo Xmo ì¶{º$¶m| Ho$ ~rM ¶wJmo§ Ho$ A§Va H$mo {d^m{OV H$aVm h¡. {ejm
Ho$ Ûmam ‘Zwî¶ H$m ‘mZ{gH$ {dH$mg hmoVm h¡. {ejm hr g’$bVm H$s Hw§$Or h¡. {ejm Ho$ {~Zm ‘Zwî¶ OrdZ
An§Jgm hmo OmVm h¡. {e{jV ì¶{º$ AmË‘{Z^©a Ed§ AmË‘{dídmgr hmoZo Ho$ gmW OrdZ Ho$ ha nhby H$mo g‘PZo
Ed§ gmoMZo H$s j‘Vm aIVm h¡. ^maVr¶ gm‘m{OH$ Ed§ amï´>r¶ {dH$mg Ho$ {bE ‘{hbm {ejm AË¶§V Amdí¶H$
Ed§ ‘hÎdnyU© h¡. ‘{hbm {ejm go hr n[admarH$ OrdZ-gwIr VWm g§nÞ hmo gH$Vm h¡.
Jm§YrOr Zo ‘{hbmAmo H$s {ejm na Omoa XoVo hþE H$hm Wm {H$- ‘AJa nwéf {e{jV hmoVm h¡ Vmo dh Ho$db
ì¶{º$JV OrdZ Ho$ {bE {e{jV hmoVm h¡, bo{H$Z ¶{X ‘{hbm {e{jV hmoVr h¡ Vmo nyam n[adma {e{jV ‘mZm OmVm
h¡.’
‘{ejm h¡ AmO Vwåhmam
{ejm h¡ H$b Vwåhmam&
Omo Vw‘ {ejm H$mo J«hU Z H$aVo&
Vmo Vw‘ AmO A{e{jV hr hmoVo&&
{ejm h¡§ {dMmam| H$s e{º$&
{ejm H$mo Vw‘ AnZm bmo&
AnZm OrdZ YÝ¶ ~Zm bmo&&’
df© 1975 H$s ‘{díd ‘{hbm nd©’ Kmo{fV {H$¶m J¶m Wm. BgHo$ níMmV² AZof amï´>r¶ Ed§
A§Vamªï´>r¶ gå‘obZ Am¶mo{OV {H$¶o J¶o naÝVw ‘{hbmAm| H$s Xem ‘| gwYma Zht hmo nm¶m. ‘{hbmE± Mmho dmo
J«m‘rU hm| ¶m ehar qhgm H$s [eH$ma hmoVr ahVr h¡. {Og H$maU Z Vmo do AnZo ‘mZdm{YH$mam| H$m Cn¶moJ
H$a nm ahr h¡§ Am¡a Z hr Xoe H$s gm‘m{OH$ Am¡a Am{W©H$ àJ{V ‘| AnZm gh¶moJ Xo nm ahr h¡. ‘{hbmE
AnZo A{YH$mam| Ho$ à{V gMoV ah| V~ hr CZH$m emofU éH$ gH$Vm h¡ Ed§ CZ na AË¶mMma ~§X hmo gH$Vo
h¡§. BZ g‘ñ¶mAm| H$mo Xÿa H$aZo Ho$ {b¶o àË¶oH$ ‘{hbm H$m {e{jV hmoZm Amdí¶H$ h¡ V~ hr do AnZo
A{YH$mam| Ho$ à{V OmJéH$ hmo gH|$Jr. {e{jV Ed§ Am{W©H$ én go gwÑT> Zmar hr AË¶mMma Ed§ AÝ¶m¶ H$m
{damoY H$a gH$Vr h¡. {ejm O¡go geº$ ‘mÜ¶‘ go AmO H$s Zmar ñd¶§ geº$ ~ZH$a {d{^Þ ì¶dgm¶ Ed§
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godmAm| go OwS>Vr Om ahr h¡ VWm Hw$ebVmnyd©H$ {d{^Þ nXm} na AmgrZ hmoH$a àJ{V H$s Amoa {Za§Va
AJ«ga hmo ahr h¡.
AmO H$s {e{jV Zmar g‘¶ Am¡a {ejm XmoZm| Ho$ ‘hËd H$mo g‘PZo bJr h¡& AmO {ejm, {M{H$Ëgm,
VH$ZrH$s, d¡km{ZH$, H$bm, H${dVm, gm{hË¶ g^r joÌm| ‘| Zmar g{H«$¶, ^y{‘H$m H$m {Zdm©h H$a Xoe Ho$
{Z‘m©U Ed§ CÞ{V ‘| gh¶moJ H$a ahm h¡. ^maV ‘| ‘{hbmAm| H$mo g§d¡Ym{ZH$ VWm H$mZyZr gwajm àXmZ H$aZo
{bE OZdar 1992 ‘| amï´>r¶ ‘{hbm Am¶moJ H$s ñWmnZm H$s JB©. àH¥${V Ho$ Ûmam ‘Zwî¶ H$mo {d{^Þ àH$ma
H$s e{º$¶m± àXmZ H$s J¶r h¡, bo{H$Z BZ e{º$¶m| H$m ñd¶§ AnZo Am¡a g‘mO Ho$ {hV ‘| C{MV én go
à¶moJ H$aZo Ho$ {bE Hw$N> ~mhar gw{dYmAm| H$s Amdí¶H$Vm hmoVr h¡. amÁ¶ H$m gdm}ƒ bú¶ ì¶{º$ Ho$
ì¶{º$Ëd H$m nyU© {dH$mg h¡, Bg àH$ma amÁ¶ Ho$ Ûmam ì¶{º$ H$mo ¶o gw{dYmE§ àXmZ H$s OmVr h¡§ Am¡a amÁ¶
Ho$ Ûmam ì¶{º$ H$mo àXmZ H$s OmZo dmbr BZ ~mhar gw{dYmAm| H$m Zm‘ hr ‘A{YH$ma’ h¡. A{YH$ma H$m
A{^àm¶ amÁ¶ Ûmam ì¶{º$ H$mo Xr JB© Hw$N> H$m¶© H$aZo H$s ñdV§ÌVm AWdm gH$mamË‘H$ gw{dYm àXmZ
H$aZm h¡ {Oggo ì¶{º$ AnZr emar[aH$, ‘mZ{gH$ Ed§ Z¡{VH$ e{º$¶m| H$m nyU© {dH$mg H$a gHo$. bm°ñH$s Ho$
AZwgma “A{YH$ma gm‘m{OH$ OrdZ H$s do narpñW{V¶m± h¢ {OZHo$ A^md ‘| gm‘mÝ¶V… H$moB© ^r ì¶{º$
AnZo ì¶{º$Ëd H$m {dH$mg Zht H$a nmVm h¡ ” ~mBëS> Ho$ AZwgma “ A{YH$ma Hw$N> {deof H$m¶m] H$mo H$aZo
H$s ñdmYrZVm H$s C{MV ‘m§J h¡ ” h‘mao Xoe H$s g^r H$mZyZ h‘mao g§{dYmZ Ûmam A{YH¥$V hmoVo h¡§.
^maVr¶ g§{dYmZ Ûmam gm‘m{OH$ Ý¶m¶ Xmo VarH$m| go bmJy {H$¶m J¶m h¡.
1) Xoe H$s g^r ‘{hbmAm| Am¡a nwéfm| H$mo Hw$N> A{YH$ma àXmZ H$a CÝh| ZmJ[aH$m| Ho$ ‘yb A{YH$ma H$hm
OmVm h¡.
2) gaH$ma H$mo Hw$N> {gÕmVm| H$mo bmJy H$aZo Ho$ {ZXo©e XoH$a CÝh| amÁ¶ Ho$ Zr{V-{ZX}eH$ VËd H$hm OmVm
h¡o.
h‘mao Xoe H$m g§{dYmZ ‘{hbmAm| Ho$ {bE Vra VarH$m| go {d{eï> ‘§em aIVm h¡.
1) g§{dYmZ ‘{hbmAm| Am¡a nwéfm| ‘| b¢{JH$ ^oX^md {‘Q>mZo H$m ‘§em aIVm h¡.
2) g§{dYmZ Bg ~mV H$mo Vyb XoVm h¡ {H$ ‘{hbmAm| H$mo nma§n[aH$ én go àVm[S>V {H$¶m J¶m h¡ VWm hrZ
g‘Pm J¶m h¡. Bg AÝ¶m¶ H$mo g‘má H$aZo Ho$ {bE g§{dYmZ gaH$ma H$mo ‘{hbmAm| Ho$ {hV ‘| {deof
àmdYmZ ~ZmZo H$s AZw‘{V XoVm h¡.
3) g§{dYmZ {Z{hV én go ¶h Cå‘rX aIVm h¡ {H$ gaH$ma A^r H$‘Omoa dJm], {Og‘| ‘{hbmE§
g{å‘{bV h¢, H$s pñWVr gwYmaZo Ho$ {bE {deof à¶ËZ H$aoJr.
‘yb g§d¡Ym{ZH$ A{YH$mam| ‘| g‘mZVm Ho$ A{YH$ma H$m ‘{hbmAm| Ho$ {bE {deof ‘hÎd h¡o. g‘mZVm Ho$
A{YH$ma Ho$ AZwgma ‘{hbmAm| H$mo nwéfmo§ Ho$ gmW
1) gmd©O{ZH$ Zm¡H$[a¶m| ‘| g‘mZ A{YH$ma h¡.
2) g‘mZ doVZ H$m A{YH$ma h¡.
¶{X {H$gr ZmJ[aH$ Ho$ ‘yb A{YH$mam| H$s AdhobZm hmo Vmo H$mZyZ H$s ‘XX bo gH$Vo h¡§. Bg Vah Ho$
àH$aU Cƒ Ed§ CƒV‘ Ý¶m¶mb¶ ‘| n§OrH¥$V H$am¶o Om gH$Vo h¢.
{ZîH$f© …
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A{YH$mam| H$s Ñ{ï> go ór Am¡a nwéf ‘| ^oX H$aZm CVZm hr AZw{MV h¡, {OVZm H$s ~mbm| Ho$ a§J
¶m M‘S>r Ho$ AmYma na ^oX^md H$aZm. {H$gr ^r gä¶ Am¡a gwg§ñH¥$V g‘mO ‘| ñdV§ÌVm Am¡a A{YH$ma
H$s Ñ{ï> go ‘{hbm Am¡a nwéf ‘| H$moB© ^oX Zht {H$¶m OmVm. ‘{hbm Am¡a nwéf Ho$ {bE g‘mZ A{YH$ma EH$
gwg§ñH¥$V g‘mO H$s H$gm¡Q>r h¡. AmO Am‘ ^maVr¶ Zmar ¶h ^r Zht OmZVr {H$ CgH$mo H$m¡Z-H$m¡Z go
A{YH$ma àmá h¡§? Am¡a CZHo$ H$ë¶mU Ho$ {bE H$m¡Z-H$m¡Z go H$mZyZ ~Zo h¢? ‘{hbmE§ AnZo A{YH$mam| H$mo
OmZ gH|$ Am¡a g‘¶ n‹S>Zo na CZH$s ghm¶Vm àmá H$a gH|$. BgHo$ {bE CZH$mo H$mZyZr A{YH$mam| H$s
OmZH$mar hmoZm na‘ AmdíH$¶ h¡. H$mZyZ Ûmam ‘{hbmAm| H$mo ³¶m-³¶m A{YH$ma àmá h¢, BgH$s g§{já
OmZH$mar àñVwV H$s Om ahr h¡. ‘{hbmAm| H$m g§~b ~ZmZm AmYw{ZH$ ¶wJ H$s geº$ ‘m§J h¡. CÝh| geº$
~ZmZo Ho$ {bE CZHo$ A{YH$mam| go n[a{MV hmoZm Amdí¶H$ h¡. ¶{X CÝh| ¶h kmV hr Zht hmoJm {H$ CZH$mo
H$m¡Z-H$m¡Z go A{YH$ma àmá h¢, V~ VH$ AÝ¶m¶, AË¶mMma Ed§ emofU go ‘wH$m~bm Zht H$a nm¶oJr. H$moB©
^r g‘mO, n[adma, Ka, ì¶{º$, ‘{hbmAm| H$m emofU Ed§ Cnojm H$aHo$ CÞ{V Zht H$a gH$Vm. H$mZyZ
‘{hbmAm| H$mo nyam gå‘mZ Ed§ gwajm XoVm h¡, na h‘mam ^r Xm{¶Ëd h¡ {H$ h‘ ^r BZH$mo nyam gå‘mZ X|&
g§X^© J«§W gyMr
1. ‘moXr S>m°. AZrVm, '‘{hbm ge{º$H$aU {d{dY Am¶m‘', dmB©qH$J ~w³g, O¶nwa (2011)
2. ¶mXd gw¶©^mZ, '^maVr¶ g‘mO … EH$ {díbofUmË‘H$ AÜ¶¶Z', d§XZm npãbHo$íZg, ZB© {X„r
(2012)
3. e‘m© lr‘Vr ‘§Oy, '^maVr¶ g‘mO ‘| ‘{hbmAm| H$m {dH$mg', amO npãb{e§J hmD$g, O¶nwa (2008)
4. J‹‹T>dr S>m°. Z¶Zoe, gmoÝXdm© S>m°. am‘ '21 dt ‘| ‘{hbmAm| H$m ~XbVm ñdén', n¡amS>mBO npãbeg©,
O¶nwa,(2013)
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xzkeh.k leqnk;krhy fL=;kaP;k vkjksX;fo"k;d leL;kaP;k fujkdj.kklkBh
vkjksX;fo"k;d f’k{k.kkph xjt
MkW- izseflax izYgkn tk/ko
Jherh ih-Mh-ikVhy lektdk;Z Ekgkfo|ky;] [kMdh&vdksykEkks-ua- & 7840984475] Email :- premsingjadhao@gmail.com
izLrkouk %&
vkjksX; gs thoukps lk/; ulwu lk/ku vkgs- mRre vkjksX;kf’kok;
vk;q”;kr dkghgh feGork ;sr ukgh- ^^vkjksX; ghp laiRrh vkgs-** ;k laiRrhps
j{k.k dj.ks izR;sdkps drZO; vkgs- vkiyk ns’k fodlu’khy vkgs- xjhch vkf.k
Jhearh ;ke/khy njh [kqi eksBh vkgs- vUu] oL=] fuokjk] f’k{k.k] vkjksX; fo”k;d
lqfo/kk lokZaP;k iq.kZ gksoq ‘kdr ukgh- vkjksX; j{k.k vko’;d vkgs- pkaxY;k
vkjksX;klkBh izlkj] izpkj] yksdf’k{k.k iqoZizfr{kk Eg.kts jksx gksoq u;s Eg.kwu
?;ko;kph dkGth ;k xks”Vhaph vko’;drk vkgs- vkiY;k ns’kkr ,dhdMs
vkarjjk”Vªh; ntkZph viksyks lkj[kh :X.kky;s rj nqljhdMs 70 VDds [ksMÓkkr
jkg.kkjs yksd vkjksX; lsosiklwu oafpr vkgsr- ,dhdMs cÚ;kp yksdkauk fi.;klkBh
LoPN ik.kh feGr ukgh- viqÚ;k iks”k.kkeqGs ân;jksx] e/kqesg ;k jksxkaps izek.k lq/nk
ok<ysys vkgs^^fujksxh vkbZ ?kjknkjkyk iq<s usbZ**
dqVwackrhy L=h gh dqVwackpk vk/kkj vlrs- Hkkoh fi<h r;kj dj.;kps rlsp
lekt lkrR; fVdowu Bso.;kps dke gs L=hp djrs- rsOgk rh fujksxh vl.ks
vko’;d vlrs- L=h Lor%P;k vkjksX;kdMs nqyZ{k djhr vkgs- rsOgk vktP;k
ifjfLFkrhe/;s L=h;kaP;k vkjksX;fo”k;d leL;k mn~Hkor vkgsr o gÓkkps izek.k
xzkeh.k Hkkxkr tkLr izek.kkr fnlwu ;srs- L=h;k gÓkk xHkZorh vlrkauk izlqrhiqoZ]
izlqrhnjE;ku o izlqrhi’pkr gÓkk osGsl ;ksX; dkGth u ?ksrY;kus rlsp
vkjksX;fo”k;d vKku] va/kJ/nk ;keqGs xzkeh.k Hkkxkr l/;k ekrke`R;q o ckye`R;q
gÓkkps izek.k ok<ysys fnlwu ;srs- rlsp ygku eqykaps ;ksX; ylhdj.k u gks.ks
xHkZorh L=h;kaph :X.kkykr uksan.kh u dj.ks o ?kjhp izlqrh dj.ks] deh o;kr yXu
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dj.ks ;k loZ dkj.kkaeqGs L=h;kaps vkjksX; /kksD;kr vkys vkgs- ;keqGs xzkeh.k
Hkkxkrhy L=h;kauk mn~Hkor vl.kkÚ;k vkjksX;fo”k;d leL;kaps v/;;u dj.ks
xjtsps BjrsizR;sd O;Drhps vkjksX; pkaxys vl.ks vko’;d vkgs- O;DrhP;k
vkjksX;kojp lektkps vkjksX; voyacwu vkgs vkf.k izR;sd O;Drhyk R;kP;k
vktkjdkGke/;s lsok feGk;yk gO;kr i.k vkjksX; Eg.kts dk;\ vlk iz’u
vkiY;kyk iMrks ;k iz’ukps mRrj Eg.kts tkxfrd vkjksX; la?kVusus (W.H.O.) dsysyh
vkgs^^vkjksX; Eg.kts QDr vktkj fdaok O;ax ul.ks vls uOgs rj vkjksX;
Eg.kts ‘kkfjjhd] ekufld vkf.k lkekftd larqyu gks;-** rlsp osQsLVj dkWysft,V
fMD’kujhr vkjksX; Eg.kts] T;kr euq”;kps ‘kjhj] eu vkf.k vkRek /kM/kkdV
vlsy o fo’ks”k d:u ‘kkfjjhd jksxkiklwu eqDr vlsy rj v’kk voLFksyk vkjksX;
Eg.krkrEg.kwu vkjksX; gh izR;sd O;Drhph] dqVwackph] lektkph] ‘kklukph vkf.k
ns’kkphgh tckcnkjh vkgs- R;keqGs lokZalkBh vkjksX; gs /;s; izR;{kkr mrj.;klkBh
R;kr eukiklwu lgHkkx vl.ks vko’;d vkgsvkjksX;kpk izkphu bfrgkl %&
vFkoZosn o vk;qosZn gÓkk izkphu oS|dh; xzaFkko:u R;kosGP;k lkoZtfud
vkjksX;kph lqLi”V dYiuk feGq ‘kdr ukgh rjhgh vk;qosZnkojhy oS;fDrd o
lkoZtfud vkjksX;kckcrps fu;e izfl/n vlqu R;kosGhgh lq/kkfjr lkoZtfud
vkjksX; O;oLFkk vlkoh vlk vankt eksgantksnMks o gMIik ;sFkhy mR[kuuko:u
djrk ;srks- ,dq.k LoPNrk] ik.khiqjoBÓkkph lks;] ?kjs] jLrs ;ko:ugh ;k dkGkr
izxrkoLFkk vlY;kpk vankt cka/krk ;srks- vk;qosZnkr oS;fDrd LoPNrsoj tksj
fnysyk vkgs gs fufoZokn vkgsp rlsp nsohlkj[;k jksxkaP;k ylhaph Vksp.kh gh
f[kzLrhiqoZ 356 rs 1598 ;k dkGkr pkyr vlkoh- b-l- 1767 lkyh yaMue/;s
MkW- gyhosy ;kauh jkW;y dkWyste/;s oS|dh; lHksr tks isij okpyk gksrk R;k
isije/khy etdqjko:u yl Vksp.kh brD;k izkphu dkGkrgh Hkkjrh;kadMwu
vuqljyh tkr gksrh gs Li”V gksrs- R;kuarjpk laca/k ykxrks rks v’kksdkP;k
dkGke/;s lezkV v’kksdkP;k jkT;kr 500 rs 200 f[kzLrhiqoZ uqlrh vktkjh
ek.klsp uOgrh rj vktkjh ikGho Ik’kqaph lks; dsysyh vk<Grs- R;kosGP;k
etdqjko:u nj 10 [ksMÓkkaP;k ekxs ,d oS| useY;k tkbZ-
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vkiY;k ns’kke/;s egkRek xka/khuh lkoZtfud vkjksX; j{k.kkP;k
[kcjnkÚ;kafo”k;h tk.kho fuekZ.k dj.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk- vkt vkiY;k ns’kkr
phuis{kk pkj iVhus tkLr lalxZtU; jksxkaps izek.k vkgs- jksx tarqP;k lalxkZus
ilj.kkjs jksx gk vkiY;k ns’kkrhy lokZr eksBk vkjksX;fo”k;d iz’u vkgsm?kMÓkk ukY;k] xVkjs] jLR;kP;k dMsus vlysys dpÚ;kps f<xkjs] jLR;kP;k
cktqyk ‘kkSpkyk cl.kkjs yksd] nq”khr ik.;kps L=ksr] ‘kgjs vkf.k [ksMÓkkae/;s
m?kMÓkkoj fodzhlkBh Bsoysys vUuinkFkZ] R;kHkksorh ?kksaxko.kkÚ;k ek’kk] ygku
xnhZP;k fBdk.kh ok;q fotukph lks; ulysyh x`gs ;k loZ dkj.kkaeqGs tarq lalxkZus
jksx >ikVÓkkus iljrkr- FkksMD;kr vkiys vkjksX; Ik;kZoj.kkoj voyacqu vlrsvkjksX;kdMs QDr oS;Drhd ckc Eg.kwu ikgrk ;sr ukgh- jksx tarwph ok< vLoPN
Ik;kZoj.kkr gksrsjksx rks lalxZtU; vlks dh vlalxZtU; R;keqGs dqVqackoj vkfFkZd rk.k
ok<rks] jksx] ftok.kq] fo”kk.kw] dod fdaok dkgh vkfnthokaeqGs gksrkr ;k
jksxdkjdkaph ok< gksrs v’kh fulxkZe/khy fBdk.ks u”V dsY;kl dkgh jksxkapk izlkj
deh gksow ‘kdrksdkj.ks %&
1- vKku %&
Hkkjrkrhy 15 rs 45 o”ksZ o;ksxVkrhy fL=;kaps izek.k ,dq.k yksdla[;sP;k
22 VDds ;srs- rlsp 15 o”kkZ[kkyhy eqykaps izek.k 42 VDds ;srs- ekrk o cky
;k eksBÓkk oxkZP;k vkjksX;kdMs fo’ks”k y{k ns.;kph vko’;drk vkgs- 15 rs 45
o”ksZ gk fL=;kapk iztuu vFkok ekr`Ro dkG vkgs- R;krhy xjksnji.k] ckGari.k ;k
fo’ks”k voLFkk dkGkpk L=hP;k ‘kkjhjhd o ekufld LokLFkk’kh toGpk laca/k
vkgs- Hkkjrklkj[;k fodlu’khy ns’kkr ekrkp rlsp ikp o”kkZ[kkyhy fo’ks”kr%
,d o”kkZ[kkyhy eqykaP;k e`R;wps izek.k vf/kd vkgs- R;klkBh ekrk o ckydkaP;k
vkjksX;kph fo’ks”k dkGth ?ks.ks vko’;d vkgs- xjksnji.kk] izlwrh] izlqfrmRrjdkG]
;kauk lacaf/kr o R;k vkuq”kkafxd dkj.kkauh fL=;kauk gks.kkjs jksx] O;k/kh vFkok e`R;w
rlsp ckydkaps jksx] O;k/kh vFkok e`R;w gksrkr o gÓkkaps izek.k xzkeh.k Hkkxkr tkLr
fnlwu ;srkrxzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy fL=;kaps vkjksX;kckcr vlysys vKku rlsp :<h] izFkk]
ijaijk] va/kJ/nk ;kapk R;kaP;koj vlysyk ixMk R;keqGs R;kauk vkjksX;fo”k;d
vusd leL;k mn~Hkorkr- gÓkke/;s dqiksf”kr ekrk] ekrke`R;q] ckye`R;q] xHkZfi’kohpk
dWUlj] Lru dWUlj] ,M~l] {k;jksx] dq”Bjksx] gÓkklkj[;k vusd leL;k mn~Hkorkr-
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2- va/kJ/nk%&
vkjksX; Eg.kts izd`rh LokLFk] ‘kkjhjhd] ekufld vkf.k lkekftd
vkjksX;kpk ;ke/;s lekos’k gksrks- jksx Eg.kts izd`rh vLokLFk vkfnoklh rlsp
xzkeh.k yksdkae/;s deh vf/kd izek.kkr vkjksX;fo”k;d va/kJ/nk fnlqu ;srs- J/nk
vkf.k va/kJ/nk ;krhy flekjs”kk iqlV vkgs- J/nseqGs tx.;kps cG feGrs- ladVkr
vk?kkr ‘kks”kd Eg.kwu J/nk dk;Z djrs- fu”dke deZ;ksxh f’kdforsth xks”V iq.kZi.ks [kksVh vkgs- i.k yksd fryk [kjs ekurkr vkf.k R;kuqlkj
orZu djrkr fryk va/kJ/nk vls Eg.krkr- vkiY;k ns’kkr QDr xzkeh.k vkf.k
vkfnoklh leqnk;krp ukgh rj lokZsPp inkojhy O;Drh lq/nk va/kJ/nkaP;k
<ksxkaP;k uknh ykxysys fnlwu ;srkr- mnk- fdzdsVe/;s fot; feGfo.;klkBh dsysys
;K] ,[kknk o;kso`/n yksdfiz; vfHkusrk nok[kkU;kr Hkjrh dsY;koj R;kP;k ukokus
;K] uol dj.kkjs f’k{khr yksd fnlrkrp- dsoG gkrk cksVkauh vkWijs’ku djrks
vls lkax.kkjs vlyeckck lkj[ks yksd lq/nk xnhZ [ksprkrnsohnsorkapk dksi gs jksxkaps izeq[k dkj.k vkgs vlk vusd yksdkapk Bke
fo’okl vlrks- Eg.kwu nsohpk dksi ‘kkar dj.;klkBh nsohph iqtk dsyh tkrsnsokyk uol cksyyk tkrks gk izdkj xzkeh.k o vkfnoklh Hkkxkr tkLr izek.kkr
fnlqu ;srks- {k;jksx] dq”Bjksx gs iqoZtuehP;k ikikeqGs gksrkr vlk cÚ;kp t.kkapk
let vlrks3- vkfFkZd %&
loZlk/kkj.k dqVqac izeq[k iq:”k vlrkr- ijarq d/kh d/kh dqVqac izeq[kkph
Hkqfedk fL=yk oVokoh ykxrs- v’kkosGsl tj vkfFkZdrsps brj dks.krsgh lk/ku
miyC/k ulsy rj L=hyk dqVqackph tckcnkjh mpykoh ykxrsvUu] oL= vkf.k fuokjk ;k ekuokP;k egRRokP;k xjtk vkgsr- ;lk
ftouko’;d xjtk Hkkxfo.;klkBh ekuoh lektkr dsY;k tk.kkÚ;k iz;Rukapk
lekos’k vkfFkZd fdz;ke/;s gksrks- miyC/k lk/kulkeqxzhP;k tksjkoj tkLrhr tkLr
xjtk d’kk lqyHkrsus Hkkxfork ;rhy gk iz’u lektkiq<s lnSo mHkk vlrks- ;k
iz’ukyk vkfFkZd iz’u Eg.krkr vkf.k gk iz’u lksMfo.;klkBh dsY;k tk.kkÚ;k
fdz;kauk vkfFkZd fdz;k vls Eg.krkrxzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy fL=;kaph oS;fDrd vkf.k dkSVwafcd ekfgrh vH;klY;kuarj
loZizFke vkfFkZd fLFkrhpk vH;kl dj.ks ;ksX; Bjsy- izkFkfed o eqyHkwr xjtk
Hkkxfo.;klkBh vFkZdkj.k Eg.ktsp iSlk t:jh vkgs- O;DrhP;k vkfFkZd
ifjfLFkrho:u R;kpk lkekftd ntkZ fuf’pr dsyk tkrks-
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4- vf’kf{kri.kk%&
f’k{k.kkyk vk/kqfud dkGkr vR;ar egRo vkys vlqu ?kjkrhy ,[kknh
izeq[k O;Drh f’kdysyh vFkok lk{kj vlY;kl laiq.kZ dqVwacp lqf’kf{kr gksow ‘kdrs
vls ekuY;kl gjdr gks.kkj ukgh- O;Drhp O;fDreRokP;k fodklkdjhrk f’k{k.k
gh ckc iks”kd Bjhr vlrs- O;Drhpk vkpkj fopkj jkg.khekukpk ntkZ ;koj
f’k{k.kkpk ifj.kke fnlqu ;srksf’k{k.k Eg.kts thoukph iq.kZ r;kjh gks;- f’k{k.k Eg.kts ekuokpk lokZaxh.k
fodkl gks;- lokZaxh.k fodklkr cks/kkRed] HkkokRed vkf.k fdz;kRed {ks=kpk
lekos’k vlrks- ;k f’k{k.kkph mn~fn”VÓks Eg.kts lqf’k{khri.kk] lqlaLd`r vkf.k
mRiknu{ke ukxjhd r;kj gks.ks o rh R;k n`”Vhdksukrqu thouke/;s ;’kLoh >kyk
ikghts vkf.k lektkrhy ,d ?kVd cu.;k brir dk;Zdze vlk;yk ikfgts v’kh
lektkph vis{kk vlrslektkrhy laiq.kZ ?kVdkpk fopkj djrk vls vk<Gwu ;srs dh] L=h;k gÓkk
iq:”kkaP;k ekukus deh izek.kkr f’k{k.k ?ksrkr- ;kyk dkj.k L=hyk f’k{k.kkiklqu
ijko`Rr dsys tkr ukgh rj L=h Lor%gqu f’k{k.k ?ks.;kl r;kj gksr ukgh- i.k
dks.khgh Lor%gqu Lor%ph v/kksxrh fLodk: ‘kdr ukgh- Eg.kwup L=hyk
f’k{k.kkiklqu ijko`Rr dsys tkrs gsp [kjs ekukos ykxsyL=h;k ‘kS{kf.kd ifjfLFkrhe/;s lq/kkj.kk dj.;klkBh L=hyk l{ke
cufo.;klkBh vkrk izR;sd L=hus ^^isVors danhy ckbZ lkatP;k ik;jh vkrk tho.k
f’kdkys tkÅ ckbZ jk=hP;k ik;jh** gs /kksj.k vaxh ckGx.ks vko’;d vkgs5- dkSVqafcd okrkoj.k%&
dqVwac vFkok ifjokj gh xzkeh.k thoukph vk/kkjHkqr laLFkk o lferh vkgseuq”;kyk izkFkfed thoukps /kMs gs dqVwackr feGr vlrkr- dqVwackps okrkoj.k
euq”;kP;k ekuoh thoukoj pkaxys okbZV ifj.kke djhr vlrkr- lekt’kkL=h;
n`”Vhdksukrwu dqVwac gh lekt thoukph ikB’kkGk vkgs- O;Drhpk lokZaxhu fodkl
gk dqVwackrp gksr vlrks- O;fDryk lqj{kk feGoqu ns.;kph] R;kyk oG.k
yko.;kph] R;kaps lkekftdj.k dj.;kph] ,o<sp uOgs rj ek.klkyk] ^^Ik’kq u cuq
nsrk ek.kwl** Bso.;kps ,d egRRokps ek/;e vkgs- dqVwackOnkjs ?kM.kkjs laLdkj
vR;ar izHkkoh vlqu rs v[ksji;Zar dk;e vlrkr- dkSVwafcd laLdkjkpk dk;nk
ckgsjhy txk’kh laca/k ;sr vlrks6- LoPNrspk vHkko %&
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izd`rh LokLFk fVdfo.;kps ‘kkL= Eg.kts vkjksX;’kkL=] izR;sdkus iqjs’kk
pkaxY;k LoPNrsP;k lo;h vaxh ck.kY;kl vkjksX; pkaxys jkgq ‘kdrs- oS;fDrd
LoPNrsP;k lo;h eqyr% izR;sd O;DrhP;k vkokD;krhy Hkkx vkgs- O;Drh]
Ik;kZoj.k vkf.k jksxtarq R;kaP;k vU;ksU; fdz;seqGs vkjksX; fc?kMrs- izR;sd lqn`<
O;Drhe/;s jksxizfrdkj {kerk vlrs- jksxizfrdkj {kerk fVdowu Bso.;klkBh
oS;fDrd LoPNrk egRRokph vlrsO;Drhauh lekt curks- lektkrhy izR;sd O;Drhps vkjksX; pkaxys vlsy
rj lektkps vkjksX; pkaxys jkgrs- R;klkBh oS;fDrd LoPNrslkscrp lkoZtfud
LoPNrsP;k lo;h vko’;d vkgsr- vkiY;k ns’kkr lkoZtfud thoukrhy LoPNrk
gh lokZr nqyZf{kr ckc vkgs- lkoZtfud tkxsph LoPNrk jk[k.ks gh izR;sd
O;Drhph uSrhd tckcnkjh vkgs- lkoZtfud tkxk LoPN vlY;k rj cÚ;kp
jksxkaiklwu cpko djrk ;srks7- O;lukf/kurk %&
rack[kq] xqV[kk] ikuelkyk [kk.ks] fcMh] flxkjsV] Hkkax] nk: bR;knh eknd
inkFkkZaP;k vkgkjh tk.ks ;k loZ lo;h vR;ar ?kkrd vkgsr- R;kiSdh ,dgh inkFkZ
‘kjhjkyk vko’;d ukgh rjhgh vki.k rks ‘kjhjkr ?ksryk rj R;kps fo”kkizek.ks
nq”ifj.kke gksrkr- rack[kq lkj[ks inkFkZ rksaMkr lrr p?kGr jkg.;kps O;lu
rksaMkP;k ddZjksxkyk dkj.khHkwr Bjrs- e| lsoukus tBjkph dk;Z’kDrh deh gksrs;d`r fudkeh gksrs- ân;] jDrokfgU;k ;kaP;koj okbZV ifj.kke gksrks vkf.k R;keqGs
laiq.kZ vkjksX; /kksD;kr ;srsfu"d"kZ %&
1- xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy L=h;kauk ;ksX; vkjksX;kckcr ekghrh ulrs2- xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy L=h;kar vf’kf{kri.kk tkLr izek.kkr vkgs3- xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy dpÚ;kph foYgsokV ;ksX; izdkjs djr ukghr4- LoPNrspk vHkko ;keqGs jksx mn~Hkorkr5- L=h;kauk feG.kkjk nq¸;e ntkZ6- xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy L=h;kaph VkGkVkG dj.;kph izo`Rrh7- dks.krsgh vkjksX; vfHk;ku jkcforkauk vf/kdkjh oxkZph mnkflurk8- rlsp xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy L=h;kaph mnkflurk9- xzkeh.k Hkkxkr ldl vkgkjkph miyC/krk ul.ks10- xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy L=h;kar va/kJ/nk tkLr izek.kkr fnlrslqpuk %&
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1- xzkeh.k Hkkxkr yksdkalkBh vlysY;k ;kstukaph R;kauk ekfgrh ns.;kr ;koh2- jksx d’kkeqGs gksrkr ;k fo”k;hph ekfgrh] ppkZ] iksLVlZ] O;k[;kus]
dykiFkds ;kOnkjs ns.;kr ;koh3- lkoZtfud LoPNrk rlsp oS;fDrd LoPNrk fo”k;d tutkx`rh fuekZ.k
djkoh4- izkFkfed vkjksX; dsanzke/;s oS|dh; vf/kdkÚ;kaP;k use.kqdk yodjkr
yodj dj.;kr ;kO;k5- oS|dh; vf/kdkjh xzkeh.k Hkkxkr fVdqu jkgrhy ;klkBh R;kauk fo’ks”k HkRrk
ns.;kr ;kok6- izkFkfed vkjksX; dsanzkekQZr jDr iqjoBk] vkS”k/ks] eq= rikl.kh] {k&fdj.k
rikl.kh] lksuksxzkQh] lkj[;k uohu lk/kukapk mi;ksx dj.;kr ;kok7- xjt iMY;kl rK MkWDVjkaP;k lsok vkjksX; dasnzke/;s feGkO;kr8- ldl vkgkjkps egRo] dWUlj] ,M~l lkj[;k jksxkafo”k;h ekfgrh rlsp
izlqrh iqoZ] izlqrh njE;ku] izlqrh Ik’pkr gÓkkckcr ekfgrh nsÅu yksdkae/;s
tutkx`rh dj.;kr ;koh9- fo?kkrd va/kJ/nk deh dj.;klkBh tutkx`rh dj.;kr ;kohlanHkZxzaFk lqph
1- xqIrk ;q-lh- xzkeh.k fodkl ifj;kstuk 2014 vtZy iCyh’khax gkÅl fnYyh2- raMwjokj lafni & ledkyhu iz’u vkf.k Hkkjrh; yksd’kkgh 30 fMlsa 2017
esgsjckck ifCy’klZ
3- vFkZlaokn vkDVksa- fMlsa- 2015 eqnzd izdk’kd lksykiqj
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Lkks’ky usVodhZax vkf.k lekt
izk-MkW- ’kke jk- nqrkasMs
lekt’kkL= foHkkx izeq[k
Lo- HkkLdjjko f’kax.ks dyk] izk- ukjk;.kjko xkoaMs foKku o vk’kkyrk xkoaMs okf.kT; egkfo|ky;] Lkk[kj[ksMkZ] ftcqyMk.kkizLrkouk
vk/kqfud dkGkr lekt ,dk uO;k ;qxkdMs okVpky djrkauk fnlr vkgs- rks lekt lks’ky
usVodZP;k ek/;ekrwu r;kj gksrkauk fnlr vkgs- lks’ky usVodZ gs uko ?ksrkp leksj ;srs OgkWVl
vi] Qslcqd] fVOVj ;k vkf.k brj lks’ky usVodhZax lqfo/kk ns.kk&;k baVjsusVP;k ek/;ekrwu
pky.kk&;k ckch- lekt gk dqVqc vkf.k leqgkiklwu r;kj >kyk ijarq vk/kqfud ;qxkr fe+=kaps]
lgdk&;kaps] lektkrhy osxosxG;k oxkZps xV ;kek/;ekrwu ,d= ;srkauk fnlr vkgsrlektke/;s ok<r pkyysY;k lks’kyusVodZ lektkph ppkZ izLrqr ’kks/kfuca/kkr dsyh vkgslks’ky usVodZ lsok
baVjusVoj miyC/k vl.kkjk] fofo/k O;Drha’kh laidZ lk/kw ns.kkjk o rs tiw ns.kkjk eap Eg.kts
lks’ky usVodZ lsok- lks’ky usVodZ vFkok lkekftd TkkGs Eg.kts vls xV ftFks leku
fopkjkaph lkj[;k vkoMhfuoMhaph ek.kls ,d= ;srkr- ;k laKsr tjh izR;{k HksV vFkok FksV
laokn visf{kr vlyk rjh gh laKk baVjusVojhy lsoslgh ykxw iMrs- gh lsok eq[;r%
baVjusVojhy fofo/k ladsrLFkGkaP;k ekQZr iqjoyh tkrs- v’kk ladsrLFkGkauk lks’ky usVodhZax
v’kk ladsrLFkGkauk lks’ky usVodhZax ladsrLFkGs vls Eg.krkr- lks’ky usVodhZax o lks’ky
usVodZ ;k O;k[;k vusdnk lekukFkhZ okijY;k tkrkr- ijarq usVodhZax ;k ’kCnkr vuksG[kh
O;Drhns[khy ukrs tksM.ks visf{kr vkgs rj lks’ky usVodZ ;k ’kCnkpk vFkZ O;kid vlwu R;kr
[k&;k vk;q";krhy vksG[khP;k yksdka’khns[khy baVjusVoj ukrs tksM.ks visf{kr vkgs,[kk|k lks’ky usVodZ lsospk ik;k Eg.kts ,[kk+|k O;Drhus R;k lks’ky usVodhZax ladsrLFkGkoj
r;kj dsysys izksQkbZy iku] vFkkZr ekfgrh iku] ,[kk|k O;Drhpk baVjusVojhy vfo"dkj fdaok
#i fdaok vorkj Eg.kts gs izksQkbZy iku- lks’ky usVodhZaxeqGs O;fDryk v’kk izdkjph
izksQkbZy cuo.;kph] R;k ladsrLFkGkaojhy brj O;Drha’kh vksG[k o eS=h dj.;kph rlsp
fofo/k ekfgrhph nsok.k&?ksok.k djk;ph la/kh nsrkr- 200 o"kkZiwohZ i`Foh ryokj tso<h yksd
uOgrh] rso<h vlk ,d Qslcwd uked lks’ky usVodZ oj vkgsr- yksd Hkk"kk] lhek fol#u
,desdka’kh tksM.;kP;k Hkkousus lks’ky usVodZ p Hkkx gksrkr dkgh yksd gs tqU;k
fe=&eSf=.khaP;k laidkZr jkg.;klkBh lks’ky usVodZ oj ;srkrLkks’ky usVodZps xq.k/keZ] ?kVd vkf.k oSf’k"V;s
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10. ekfgrh iku

toGtoG loZ lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkapk ewyHkwr ?kVd Eg.kts ekfgrh
iku- g;k ikukoj R;k ladsrLFkGkP;k lnL;kph ekfgrh izdkf’kr dsyh tkrs- mnk- uko] o;]
fyax] O;olk;] fuokl LFkku] vkoMh@fuoMh bR;knh- vusdosGk lnL; ,[kknk QksVks ns[khy
izdkf’kr d# ’kdrks- gh loZ ekfgrh R;k ladsrLFkGkoj lkBoyh tkrs o tj dks.kh rh R;k
lnL;kl vFkok ekfgrh ’kks/kk;pk iz;Ru dsyk rj rs ekfgrh iku R;k O;fDrl fnlrs- lks’ky
usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkoj v’kh izksQkbZy cuo.;kl fdeku o;kph ik=rk ykxrs- gh ik=rk
izR;sd ladsrLFkGkfu’kh cnyrsvksG[k laidZ o eS=h &
lks’ky usVodZ lsospk eq[; mnns’k baVjusV laidZ tkGs fuekZ.k dj.ks gk vkgs- R;keqGs loZ
lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkapk okij izkeq[;kus brj O;fDra’kh vksG[k o eS=h dj.;klkBh
dsyk tkrks- gk loZ lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkapk egRRokpk ?kVd vkgs- g;k laidZtkG;kyk
izR;sd ldsrLFkGkoj fofo/k ukokauh vksG[kys tkrs- mnk- Qslcqd] vksdqZVoj gz;kl ^QsazM~l*
¼fe=½ vls Eg.krkr rj V~foVjoj R;kl ^QkWyksolZ* ¼vuq;k;h½ vls Eg.krkr- cgqRksd osGk
vusd yksd v’;kp O;Drha’kh vkWuykbZu eS=h djrkr T;kauk rs izR;{kkr vksG[krkr vFkok
d/kh rjh HksVys vkgsr- rjhgh lks’ky usVofdZx ladsrLFkGs izR;sd lnL;kl osxosXkG;k]
vuksG[kh O;Drha’khns[khy eS=h dj.;kph la/kh nsrkr- lnL;kaps laidZtkGs >Gdo.ks gk lks’ky
usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkapk eq[; xq.k/keZ vkgs,[kk|k lks’ky usVodZ lsospk ik;k Eg.kts ,[kk|k O;fDrus R;k lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkoj
r;kj dsysys ^izksQkbZy* iku] vFkkZr ekfgrh iku- ,[kk|k O;fDrpk baVjusVojhy vkfo"dkj
fdaok #i fdaok vorkj Eg.kts gs izksQkbZy iku- lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGs O;fDryk v’kk
izdkjph ^izksQkbZy* cuo.;kph] R;k ladsrLFkGkaojhy brj O;fDra’kh vksG[k o eS=h dj.;kph
rlsp fofo/k ekfgrhph nsok.k?ksok.k djk;ph la/kh nsrkrr?kks"k.kk o lans’k &
;k ladsLFkGkaoj laidZ lk/k.;kps eq[; lk/ku Eg.kts ?kks"k.kk- izR;sd lnL; dks.krhgh ?kks"k.kk
izdkf’kr d# ’kdrks- ;kl baxzthr ^LVsVl eslst* vls Eg.krkr- lnL;kus izdkf’kr dsysY;k
?kks"k.kk R;k lnL;kP;k R;k ladsrLFkGkojhy loZ fe=eSf=.khaauk fnlrkr o gs fe=eSf=.kh R;koj
vkiyh ers ekaMw ’kdrkr- R;kp izek.ks ,desdkauk lans’k ikBo.;kph lks; ns[khy ;sFks miyC/k
vlrslaokn & lks’ky usVofdZx ladsrLFkGkapk okij laokn Eg.ktsp ^pWV* dj.;klkBh lq/nk djrkrlks’ky usVodZ lsok lq# gks.;kiwohZns[khy v’kkizdkjps pWfVax baVjusVoj dsys tkr vlsbrj ra=Kkuk’kh esG & g;k lsosph o ladsrLFkGkaph yksdfiz;rk ikgrk] vusd eksckbZy Qksu
daiU;kuh gh lsok eksckbZyojgh miyC/k dsyh vkgs- Eg.ktsp lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkaoj
izos’k dj.ks lax.kdkiwjrs e;kZfnr ukgh- eksckbZy Qksuo#uns[khy g;k ladsrLFkGkaoj izos’k
djrk ;srks-‘
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vWfIyds’kUl & ekfgrh iku o laidZtkGs ;k[ksjht nqljk egRRokps oSf’k"V~;s Eg.kts
vWfIyds’kUl- lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGs lnL;kyk fofo/k vWfIyds’kUlgh iqjorkr- R;kapk
okij d#u lnL;kyk vkiys ekfgrh iku ltork ;srs] vkiY;k QksVkse/;s cny ?kMork ;srkrfofo/k [ksG [ksGrk ;srkr- gh vWfIyds’kUl izR;sd ladsrLFkGkuqlkj cnyrkr- ,[kk|k
ladsrLFkGkP;k yksdfiz;rsoj ;kpk eksBk izHkko iMrksO;kolkf;d mi;ksXk & vusd O;kolkf;dkauk daiU;k o la?kVuk ;k ladsrLFkGkapk okij
vkiY;k daiuhfo"k;h ekfgrh iqjo.;kl djrkr- fofo/k daiU;k lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkoj
vkiys izksQkbZy izdkf’kr djrkrTkkfgjkrh & lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkaph yksdfiz;rk o foLrkj ikgrk] vusd O;kolkf;d
daiU;k o m|ksx/kans ;k ladsrLFkGkapk okij tkfgjkrhalkBh lq/nk djrkr- mnk- brj
ladsrLFkGkaP;k tkfgjkrh] cktkjkrhy uohu oLrwaP;k tkfgjkrh] uksdÚ;kaph tkfgjkr bR;knhladsrLFkGkauk ;k tkfgjkrnkjkadMwu izpaM iSlk feGrks o R;ko#u rs uQk deorkrLkekftd ifj.kke & lks’ky usVodZ lsoseqGs ,dkp osGh vusd yksdka’kh laidZ o vksG[k
Bsork ;srs- ;kr osG] LFkku bR;knh xks"Vh vkM ;sr ukghr- ek= ;k vksG[khapk izR;{k
vk;q";kr mi;ksXk gksrks dh ukgh gs lkax.ks dBh.k vkgs- lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkaojhy
ekfgrhpk okij vusd daiU;k] vFkZfofRr; laLFkk] eksckbZy lsok iqoZ.kkÚ;k daiU;k bR;knh
djrkr- vusd osGk g;k ekfgrhpk xSj okijgh dsyk tkÅ ’kdrks- lks’ky usVofdZax
ladsrLFkGkaps ok<rs tkGs o yksdfiz;rk rlsp yksdkaoj gks.kkjk ifj.kke gs vusd vH;kldkaps
y{k os/kr vkgsr- g;k ok<R;k yksdfiz;rs cjkscjp baVjusV o lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkaps
O;lugh ok<r vkgsxqIrrk &
lks’ky usVofdZx ladsrLFkGkaojhy izR;sd lnL;kyk vkiY;k ekfgrhph dkgh izek.kkr xqIrrk
jk[krk ;sr-s ek= ;koj e;kZnk vkgsr- mnk- Qslcwdojhy lnL;kus ,[kkns vWfIyds’ku
okijk;P;k vk/kh ,d lwpuk ;srs- R;k lwpusuqlkj R;k lnL;kph ekfgrh o QksVks okij.;kph
ijokuxh Qslcwdyk fnyh tkrs- ek= gh ekfgrh d’kklkBh okij.kkj ;kph dYiuk lnL;kyk
ulrs- R;kpizek.ks Qslcwdoj ,[kk|k lnL;kus tjh vkiY;k QksVksafo"k;h xqIrrk ikGyh vlsy
rjh R;k lnL;kps uko Qslcwdoj ’kks/kys vlrk dkgh QksVks fnlrkr- gs QksVks eq[kRos R;k
lnL;kP;k fe=eaMGhauh izdkf’kr d#u R;kr lnL;kyk ^VWx* dsysys vlrs- rlsp loZ
lnL;kaph loZ ekfgrh R;k ladsrLFkGkaoj lkBoyh tkrs o vusdnk eksBeksB;k daiU;kauk
fodyh tkrs- R;keqGs xqIrrk gh lks’ky usVofdZax ladsrLFkGkafOk"k;h eq[; fpark vkgslkjka’k&
FkksMD;kr] lks’ky usVodhZax gs vk/kqfud dkGkr lektkyk tksM.kkjs ,d lk/ku vkgslektkrhy yksd gs lks’ky feMh;k T;kyk lks’ky usVodhZax Eg.krkr- lks’ky usVodhZaxP;k
ek/;ekrwu lektkrhy vusd leqg ,d= ;sÅu fofo/k l.k&lekjaHk] ijaijk] izFkk] fofo/k
fo"k;kP;k ek/;ekrwu ,d= ;sr vkgsr- T;krwu ,dk uohu lektksUeq[k lekt fuekZ.k >kyk
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vkgs- T;keqGs vizR;{kjhR;k Li/ksZP;k ;qxkr nwj xsysys yksd toG ;sÅu ,d uohu lekt
fuekZ.k gks.;kl enr >kyhlanHkZxzaFk
3- http://mr.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
4- Bridgestock, L. (2016) What Drives Students' Social Media Usage?,
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DC, USA: Pew Research Center.
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f’k{k.k vkf.k ekghrh ra=Kku
izk- MkW- fuye ,e- Naxk.kh
vFkZ’kkL= foHkkx izeq[k]
Jh fdluyky uFkey xks;udk dyk o okf.kT; egkfo|ky;] dkjatk ykM] ft-okf’ke
bZ esy & nilam_chhangani@rediffmail.com, Mob no- 9881948495
izLrkouk
vk/kqfud v/;;u i/nrhrhy ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kku gk ,d vR;ar egRokpk Hkkx vkgsekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukyk ICT vls EgVys tkrs- vk/kqfud dkGklkscr pky.;klkscr pky.;klkBh
ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukpk f’k{k.kkrhy okij fo|kF;kZalkBh egRRokpk vkgs- vk/kqfud ;qxkpk ik;k gk
ekfgrh’kh fuxMhr vlwu txkrhy izR;sdt.k gk baVjusVP;k ek/;ekrwu tksMyk vkgs- ifj.kker%
vk/kqfud fi<h fdaok Morden Civilization can’t live without Internet vlk Loj /ofur gksr vkgsEg.ktsp baVjusVps egRRo vfr’k; ok<ysys vkgs- ftoukP;k izR;sd {ks=kr ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukpk okij
lq/nk ok<yk vkgs- dkj.k] izR;sd {ks=kpk ik;k ekghrh vkgs- tj vki.k ra=Kku ¼Technology with
Science½ vkf.k foKku ,d= dsys rj R;krwu uohu cny ¼Invention½ leksj ;sbZy- Eg.kwu izR;sd
{ks=kkr uouohu ladYiukpk mi;ksx djrk ;kok ;klkBh ICT pk okij ok<fo.;kr vkyk vkgsf’k{k.k{ks= lq/nk ijaijkxr f’k{k.k i/nrhrwu ckgsj iMkos- vk/kqfud ra=Kkukpk okij ok<r pkyyk vkgs’kks/kfuca/kkph mfÌ"V;s
1- v/;;ukikrhy ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukps egRRo vH;kl.ks2- v/;;u lqyHk dj.;kr ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukps ;ksxnku vH;kl.ks
ICT pk vFkZ %&
Ekkfgrh ra=Kku Eg.kts lax.kdk/kfjr ekfgrh izca/ku] vH;kl] lajpuk] fodkl vuqikyu
gks;- fo’ks"kr% LkkW¶Vosvj vWIyhds’ku o dkWI;qVj gkMZosvjpk ;kr lekos’k vkgsICT dks.krhgh fof’k"V O;k[;k ukgh- gs [kjks[kj vk/kqfud dkGkrhy ,d /kkMlh ’kCn
vkgs- ICT Eg.kts ekghrh vkf.k laizs"k.k ra=Kku- ekghrh r;kj dj.ks] O;oLFkkfir dj.ks] laxzghr dj.ks
vkf.k dkgh ra=KkukP;k lk/kukalkBh R;kpk okij dj.ks gk R;kpk gsrw vkgs- baVjusV] izlkj.k ra=Kku ¼
nwjn’kZu o jsfMvks½ vkf.k nqj/ouh bR;knh lkj[;k ra=kKkukph lk/kusICT f’k{k.kkr ps EkgRRo %&
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f’k{k.k gs ,deso vls {ks= vkgs T;k ek/;ekrwu lektkr ldkjkRedrk fuekZ.k dsyh
tkrs- yksd ICT pk vfr’k; okbZV okij d# ykxys vkgsr- Eg.kwu f’k{k.k {ks= gs ICT P;k okbZV
Fkkacfo.;kr o R;krwu lqVdk dj.;ke/;s egRRokph Hkwfedk lRdkj dj.kkjs ,d egRRokps {ks= vkgsvk/kqfud lektkr gks.kkÚ;k ICT P;k okijkps Eg.kwup f’k{k.k {ks=krhy egRRo ok<r vkgs- ekuoh
HkkaMoyklkscr okoj.kkÚ;k f’k{k.k {ks=kyk ICT pk ;ksX; P;k ek/;ekrwu okbZV okij VkGwu f’k{k.kklkBh]
O;kikjklkBh dlk mi;ksx gksbZy gh ekufldrk fo|kF;kZae/;s ok<fo.;klkBh xjt vkt vkgs- Eg.kwu
f’k{k.k {ks=kr ICT ps egRRo ok<r vkgs- fodlhr ns’kkr fo|kF;kZauk ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukpk mi;ksXk
d#u /kkoR;k txklkscr Li/kkZ d’kh djkoh ;kckcr ekxZn’kZu dsys tkrkr- ICT ps egRRo rsFkhy
fo|kF;kZauk lkaxwu vH;kldzekr ra=KkukP;k okijkoj Hkj fnyk tkrks- izR;sd uk.;kyk nksu cktw
vlrkr- R;kiSdh ra=Kkukpk okbZV okij VkGwu ;ksX; ?ks.ks gh ,d vkOgku vkiY;kleksj vkgs- Eg.kwu
yksdkauk ekfgrh o ra=Kkukpk ;ksX; okij f’kdfo.;kph xjr fuekZ.k >kyh vkgs- vH;kl dzekr ICT pk
lekos’k dj.ks gk Ik;kZ; Hkkjrklkj[;k ns’kkrhy izR;sd ’kS{kf.kd {ks=klkBh Eg.kwup vko’;d cuyh
vkgsICT f’k{k.k{ks=kkr ps Qk;ns %&‘
1baVjusVP;k ek/;ekrwu v/;kiu vkf.k v/;;ukph izfØ;k lqyHk gks.;kl enr >kyh
vkgs2vk; lh Vh pk v/;kiu izfdz;sr lekos’k dsY;kl bZ cqDl ek/;ekrwu fo|kF;kZauk
xzaFkkpk [kftuk ,dk fDydoj gkrkGrk ;srk- ;klkBh xzaFkky;kr tk.;kph xjt ukgh3lks’ky feMh;k gs uko vk/kqfud dkGkr usgeh mPpkjys tkrs ;ke/;s izkeq[;kus
Whatsapp, Facebook, Twitter ;k ek/;ekrwu Kkukps L=ksr fo|kF;kZauk miyC/k >kys vkgsr1ICT vkf.k baVjusVP;k ek/;ekrwu f’k{k.k{ks=kr >kysyk lokZr eksBk cny Eg.kts
Multimedia lks;h;qDr oxZ] ;ke/;s fo|kF;kZauk lknjhdj.k] izs>saVs’ku ;k ek/;ekrwu f’kdfoY;k
tkrs- R;kpcjkscj GOOGLE Class, Moodle, Test Moz, Audio and Video Recording,
YouTube lkj[ks nkyu fo|kF;kZauk miyC/k >kys vkgsf’k{k.ki/nrh f’k{kkFkhZ dsafnzzr dj.;klkBh ekfgrh o laisz"k.k ICTs lk/kukapk dlk okij djrk ;sbZy\
la’kks/ku dsY;k uarj gs fl/n >kys vkgs dh] ekfgrh o laizs"k.k ICT ;ksX; fjR;k
okijY;kl fo|kF;kZae/;s f’k{k.kkfo"k;h vkoM fuekZ.k djrk ;sr-s o f’k{k.kkph Hkqfedk lq/kkj.;kl enr
gksr-s ekfgrh o laizs"k.kkP;k ICTs lk/kukeqGs fo’ks"krk lax.kd o baVjusVeqGs f’k{kd o fo|kF;kZauk
Kkukph uoh dokMs m?kMh >kyh vkgs- lax.kd o baVjusV oki#u f’k{kd o fo|kFkhZ iqLrdh KkukP;k
iyhdMs tkÅu R;kaP;k fo"k;k’kh rlsp brj fo"k;ka’kh lacaf/kr uouohu ekfgrh feGow ’kdrkr o
vkiY;k Kkukr Hkj ?kkyw ’kdrkr- R;kewGs vkrki;Zar f’k{kddsafnzr vl.kkÚ;k f’k{k.k i/nrhr uok cny
?kMwu vkyk vkgs- vkrki;Zar f’k{kd fo|kF;kZauk Kku nsr vlr- ek= vkrk fo|kFkhZ ns[khy Lor% baVjusV
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oki#u ekfgrh feGow‘’kdrkr- o rh oxkZr okVw ’kdrkr- Eg.ktsp f’k{k.k i/nrhr gGwgGw f’k{kkFkhZ
dsafnzr gksr pkyyh vkgs- ldzh; lgHkkx % ekfgrh o nG.koG.kkP;k lk/kukaeqGs ijh{kk i/nrh ekfgrhps
fo’ys"k.k dj.;kP;k i/nrh ;kr vusd cny ?kMwu vkys vkgs- R;keqGs fo|kF;kZauk ekfgrh
feGfo.;klkBh frpk vH;kl dj.;klkBh uohu ekxZ miyC/k >kyk vkgs- vkrk fo|kFkhZ R;kaP;k lks;h
izek.ks ekfgrh feGowu ’kdrkr] fujfujkG;k izdkjs frpk vH;kl d#‘’kdrkr] nSuafnu thoukrhy
?kVuk vH;klw ’kdrkr o R;k;ksxs fo"k; vf/kd l[kksy fjR;k tk.kwu ?ksow ’kdrkr- v’kk i/nrhus
ekfgrh o nG.koG.kkaP;k lk/kukaeqGs dsoG vH;klkph ?kksdaiVVh d#u xq.k feGfo.;kP;k i/nrhyk
izksRlkgu feG.;kis{kk fo|kF;kZaPk f’k{k.kkrhy jl ok<.;kr enr gksr vkgsnqgsjh f’k{k.k % ekfgrh o nG.koG.kkaP;k lk/kukaeqGs fo|kFkhZ f’k{kd rK ;kaP;kr laokn o lgdk;kZph
Hkwfedk fuekZ.k gks.;kl enr gksr-s f’kok; ;k lk/kukaeqGs osxosxG;k laLd`rhrhy O;Drha’kh] R;kaP;k
laLd`rh’kh vksG[k gksrs o vkiY;k KkukP;k d{kk #anko.;kl enr gksrs- ;k lokZapk vk;q";kP;k iq<hy
okVpkyhr uDdhp Qk;nk gksrksekfgrh o laizs"k.k ra=Kku Eg.kts dk;\
ekfgrh iz{ksfir dj.;klkBh] lkBfo.;klkBh] r;kj dj.;klkBh] iznf’kZr dj.;klkBh
fdaok frph nsok.k?ksok.k dj.;klkBh okijyh tk.kkjh fo|qr midj.ks Eg.kts ekfgrh o laizs"k.k ra=Kku;ke/;s jsfMvks] nwjn’kZu] fOgMhvks] fM- Ogh- Mh-] nwj/ouh] eksckbZy Qksu] mixzgkoj vk/kkfjr lsok o
lqfo/kk] lax.kd o R;klaca/khr gkMZ osvj vkf.k Lkk¶Vosvj v’kk xks"Vhapk lekos’k gksrks- ;kO;frfjDr
fOgMhvks] dkWUQjfUlax] bZ esy] CykWx v’kk ra=kpk gh ;kr lekos’k gksrks- l/;kP;k ekghrh ;qxkr
’kS{kf.kd /;s;s letwu ?ks.;klkBh ekfgrh o laizs"k.k ra=KkukP;k ICT uouohu Lo#ikapk f’k{k.kkr
varHkkZo dj.ks xjtsps vkgs- gs loZ izHkkfofjR;k dj.;klkBh ’kS{kf.kd fu;kstudkj] eq[;/;kid] f’k{kd]
ra=Kkauk izf’k{k.k] ra=Kku] foRr] f’k{k.k] laizs"k.k v’kk fofo/k {ks=kr vusd fu.kZ;] rsgh ;ksX; fjR;k ?ksrk
vkys ikfgts- vusdkalkBh gs dke Eg.kts ,[kknh uoh Hkk"kk f’kd.ks o rh f’kdfo.;kl f’kd.ks brds
dBh.k dke okVrs- ;k foHkkxkr fofo/k midj.ks o ra=s ;kaph ekfgrh fnysyh vkgs ;kr ns’kkauk
tksM.kkÚ;k mixzgkaaiklwu] fo|kFkhZ oxkZr okijr vl.kkÚ;k midj.kkai;Zar lokZpk lekos’k vkgs- f’k{k.k
rK furh’kkL=K] fu;kstudkj] vH;kldze r;kj dj.kkjs rK rlsp brjkauk ekfgrh o laizs"k.k ra=Kkukph
ICT xaqrkxaqrhph midj.ks] R;klaca/khr laKk vknharwu ekxZ dk<r ;ksX; fu.kZ; ?ks.ks lksis tkos gk ;kekxhy
mÌs’k vkgsEkfgrh laizs"k.kkaP;k lk/kukapk f’k{k.kkr [kjpa Qk;nk gksrks\
Ekfgrh o laizs"k.kkP;k lk/kukapk f’k{k.kkoj fdrir vkf.k dlk izHkko iMrks gs rh lk/kus
d’kh o d’kklkBh okijyh tkrkr ;koj voyacwu vlrs- ;k lk/kukapk lokZaukp lkj[;kp izek.k
Qk;nk gksbZy vlsgh ukgh- ek= gh i/nrhus okijyh xsY;kl R;kapk Qk;nk uDdhp gksrksntkZ mapko.ks %
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ekfgrh o laizs"k.kkP;k lk/kukaeqGs f’k{k.kkP;k xq.koRrsoj dk; ifj.kke gksrks ;kpk foLr`r
vH;kl vtwu Ik;Zar dsyk xsysyk ukgh- ek= tks dkgh FkksMk Qkj vH;kl dj.;kr vkysyk vkgsR;ko#u gs Li"V >kys vkgs dh] ekghrh o laizs"k.kkP;k lk/kukaewGs f’k{k.ki/nrhoj fuf’prp pkaxyk
ifj.kke gksrks- izlkfjr dsY;k tk.kkÚ;k vusd ’kS{kf.kd dk;ZdzeklkBh jsfMvks}kjs lqlaokn dk;Zdzekpk
l[kksy vH;kl dj.;kr vkyk- ;k dk;ZdzekeqGs f’k{k.kkpk ntkZoj mRre ifj.kke >kY;kps fnlwu vkys
rlsp fo|kF;kZaP;k xq.kkr o mifLFkrhr gh lq/kkj.kk >kY;kps vk<Gys-ek=] lax.kd] baVjusV ;kaP;k
okijkeqGs f’k{k.kkP;k ntkZr Qkjlk Qjd iMY;kps vk<Gwu vkys ukgh- ;k fo"k;kr la’kks/ku dj.kkÚ;k
jlsy ;k vH;kldkus dkgh mYys[kuh; varj ulY;kps EgVys vkgs dh] ekghrh o laizs"k.kP;k lk/kukapk
okij dj.kkÚ;k fo|kF;kZaP;k xq.koRrsr o O;fDrxr ekxZn’kZu ?ks.kkÚ;k fo|kF;kZaP;k xq.koRrsr R;kyk
Qkjlk Qjd vk<Gyk ukgh- ekfgrh o laizs"k.kkP;k lk/kuka}kjs fnY;k tk.kkÚ;keqGs O;k[;kukaeqGs
fo|kF;kZae/khy vuqifLFkrhps izek.k ok<Y;kps gh er lfe{kd O;Dr djrkr- ek=] ekghrh o
nG.koG.kkP;k lk/kukaeqGs fo|kF;kZaP;k xq.koRrsr lq/kkj.kka gksr vlY;kps fun’kZukl vkys vkgsikjaikfjd f’k{k.kkP;k tksMhyk lax.kdkpk okij dj.;kr vkY;kl f’k{k.kkP;k xq.koRrsr ok< gksÅ ’kdrslax.kdkpk okij dsY;keqGs fo|kF;kZae/;s f’k{k.kkfo"k;h vkoM fuekZ.k >kY;kps gh dkgh mnkgj.ks vkgsrf’k{kdkauk ekghrh o nG.koG.kkps lk/kus gkrG.;kps ;ksX; rs izf’k{k.k fnY;kl f’k{k.k i/nrhr veqykxz
cny ?kMwu ;sow ’kdrks-s ek= vtwu ;k iz;Rukauk Eg.kkok rlk Hkj ns.;kr vkysyk ukgh- ;klkBh iz;Ru
dj.ks izR;sd Kku’kk[ksps vktps egRRokps dke vlwu ;keqGs fuf’prp Hkkoh fi<hyk dkGkP;k vks?kkr
lekfo"V djrk ;sbZy vkf.k iajijkxr f’k{k.ki/nrhpk psgjk cnyfo.;kl enr gksbZylanHkZxzaFk
http://mr.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
www.researchgate.net

dksyrs ,l-,e-] ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kku vkf.k O;kolkf;d ekfgrh izfdz;u] fiaiGkiwjs izdk’ku]
ukxiwj-
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lkeF;Zoku jk"VªkaP;k fufeZrhlkBh ;qodkaph Hkqfedk
MkW- jkts’k panzoa’kh
'kkjhfjd f’k{k.k o ØhMk lapkyd
Jh jk-y-rks- foKku egkfo|ky;] vdksyk
lkjka’k
jk"Vª ;k 'kCnkpk vFkZ gk [kqi O;kid o fofo/k vFkZ lekfo"V vlysyk vkgs- jk”Vª
EgVys dh R;ke/;s HkkSxksfyd] lkekftd] jktfd; o /kkfeZd v’;k fofo/k ladYiuspk izHkko
fnlwu ;srks- jk”Vªkyk lkeF;Zoku dj.;kP;k n`”Vhus R;k jk”Vªkrhy ;qodkaph Hkqfedk ;k ckcr
mgkiksg dj.ks vko’;d vkgs- jk”Vªh; ;qok /kksj.k 2014 uqlkj 15 rs 29 o;ksxVkrhy lokZuk
;qod vls lacks/kY;k tkrs- l|fLFkrhr ;qodkaP;k jk”Vª laca/kh fopkj] vis{kk o jk”Vª
fodklke/;s ;ksxnku ;k lkj[;k ?kVdkaoj izdk’k Vkd.ks vko’;d vkgs- lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k
fufeZrhlkBh ;qodkaph Hkqfedk d’kh vlkoh- ;k lanHkkZr ;qodkaph oS;Drhd] lkekftd]
jktdh; o vkfFkZd fLFkrh d’kh vkgs o R;kuq#i lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fufeZrhlkBh R;kps
;ksxnku o egRo ;k Toyar fo”k;koj xgu v/;;u dj.ks ;k la’kks/kukpk eq[; mÌs’k vkgs;qodkaph oS;Drhd] lkekftd] jktdh; o vkfFkZd ifjfLFkrh’kh laca/khr loZ leL;kph tk.kho
o ;qodkauk okLrfodrsps n’kZu d#u ns.ks] ;ksX; xks”Vh dfjrk leFkZu] ekxZn’kZu] lgdk;Z fdaok
izsj.kk ns.ks gh dkGkph xjt vkgs- ;qod gk l’kDr] mPp f’k{khr] la’kks/kukph vkoM
vlysyk] lqtk.k ukxfjd] vkfFkZd n`”V;k Lo;aHkw] jktdh; o lkekftdn`”V;k tkxwr vlkoklkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fuehZrhlkBh jk”Vª leksjhy leL;kP;k fujkdj.kkP;k n`”Vhus] ifjfLFkrh o
fodklkRed ?kVdk uqlkj ;qodkapk lokZxh.k fodkl o ;ksxnku gs vR;ar egRokps vkgsl’kDr ;qodp gk lkeF;Zoku jk”Vª fuehZrhpk t.kq ik;kp vkgs- lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k
fuehZrhlkBh ;qodkaph Hkqfedk vR;ar egRokph vkgsizLrkouk
jk"Vªh; ;qok /kksj.k 2014 uqlkj 15 rs 29 o;ksxVkrhy lokZuk ;qod vls lacks/kY;k
tkrs- l|fLFkrhr ;qodkaP;k jk”Vª laca/kh fopkj] vis{kk o jk”Vª fodklke/;s ;ksxnku ;k lkj[;k
?kVdkaoj izdk’k Vkd.ks vko’;d vkgs- ;qode/;s ,d ‘kDrh vlrs th dks.krsgh dk;Z tksekus
d# ‘kdrs- lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fufeZrhe/;s ;qodkaph Hkqfedk gh d’kh vlkoh o R;kdfjrk
;qodkae/;s dks.kdks.krs lkeF;Z vkgs fdaok thouk izrh fopkjlj.kh ;koj izdk’k Vkd.;kP;k
n`”Vhus fopkj dj.ks gh dkGkph xjt cuyh vkgsmÌs’k
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lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fufeZrhlkBh ;qodkaph Hkqfedk d’kh vlkoh- ;k lanHkkZr ;qodkaph
oS;Drhd] lkekftd] jktdh; o vkfFkZd fLFkrh d’kh vkgs o R;kuq#i lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k
fufeZrhlkBh R;kps ;ksxnku o egRo ;k Toyar fo”k;koj xgu v/;;u dj.ks ;k la’kks/kukpk
eq[; mÌs’k vkgs;qodkaph oS;Drhd ifjfLFkrh
vktP;k ;qodkP;k thoukrhy osG gk iq.kZr% O;Lr o =Lr >kysyk fnlqu ;srks ;ke/;s
f’k{k.k] f’k{k.kklaca/kh ikydkpk ncko ] eksckbZyeqGs lkekftd izpkj ek/;eke/;s xqjQVysyk]
eksckbZy xsEl o pWVhaxe/;s osG ?kky.kkjk] ekSteLrh] QW’ku] O;lukf/kurk] iks”kd vkgkjklaca/kh
mnkflurk rj tad QqM oj fo’ks”k Hkj ns.kkjk] /kekZe/;s foHkkthr >kysyk] osGsps O;oLFkkiu
ulysyk o dkghlk fn’kkghu >kY;klkj[kkp fnlqu ;sr vkgs;qodkaph lkekftd ifjfLFkrh
vktpk ;qod gk lektkrhy pkyh] fjrh o #<h ;kauk u eku.kkjk gksr pkyyk vlqu
;krhy pkaxY;k iajijkiklqu lq/nk nqjkor pkyyk vkgs- vktP;k vk/kqfudj.kkP;k ;qxkr
thouke/;s vk/kqfudrk ;s.ks gs LokHkkfod vkgs i.k ;k ifjfLFkrh’kh leUo; lk/krkauk
thoukpk lkekftd <kapkp u”V dj.ks la;qfDrd ukgh gs ;qodkyk dG.ks vR;ko’;d >kys
vkgs;qodkaph jktdh; ifjfLFkrh
jktdh; {ks=ke/;s fuf’prp ;’k feGsy vls ulrs Eg.kwu lglk dks.khgh ;k {ks=kr
inkZi.k dj.;kP;k vk/kh [kqi fopkj djrks o exp ;k {ks=kr ;srks- ;qodkaP;k oS;fDrd o
lkekftd ifjfLFkrhP;k v/;;uko#u gs fuf’pr gksrs dh vktpk ;qod gk ,dkn;k ifjfLFkrh
fo”k;h xaHkhj] l[kksy fopkj dsysyk] LFkS;Z fopkjlj.kh vlysyk o dBh.k la?k”kkZyk lkeksjs
tk.kkjk vls fnlwu ;sr ukgh- ;keqGs jktfd; {ks=ke/;s ;qodkapk lekos’k ux.; vkgs- ;qodkauk
eksB;k izek.kr jktdh; usrwRo ulY;keqGs R;kaP;k leL;k ;k ok<rp tkowu rs Lor% fufeZr
dsysY;k leL;ke/;s jlkrGkyk tkr vkgsr;qodkaph vkfFkZd ifjfLFkrh
;qodkaph vkfFkZd fLFkrh gh oS;Drhd o dqVqackP;k vkfFkZd fLFkrhoj voyacqu vlrsl|fLFkrhr eksB;k izek.kkr vktpk ;qodkph vkfFkZd fLFkrh gyk[khph vkgs- dkj.k QDr
f’k{k.k o rs gh uksdjh ykxyh ikfgts ;kp mís’kkus ?ksr vlY;keqGs uksdjhf’kok; i;kZ; ukgh
o uksdjhP;k la/kh [kqip deh ;keqGs csjkstxkjhps izek.kkr Yk{k.kh; ok< lkrR;kus gksr
vlY;kps fnlwu ;sr vkgs- O;olk;kdfjrk vko’;d vlysY;k eqyHkwr dkS’kY; fodklkoj
vk/kkjhr vH;klØekckcr mnkflurk ;keqGs vktpk ;qod gk uksdjh u HksVY;kl udkjkRed
fopkjkus xzflr gksr vkgs- uksdjh ukgh] O;olk; ukgh o vFkkZtuklkBh ekxZ ukgh ;keqGs
vktPkk ;qod gk dqVqackoj vkfJr gksr pkyyk vkgsojhy loZ leL;k VkGrk ;sow ‘kdrkr] R;krwu ekxZ lkiMw ‘kdrkr fdaok dkgh ;qod
;k leL;k lksMfo.;klkBh vleFkZ vlw ‘kdrkr Eg.kwu ;kosGh ;qodkauk okLrfodrsps n’kZu
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d#u ns.ks] ;ksX; xks”Vh dfjrk leFkZu] ekxZn’kZu] lgdk;Z fdaok izsj.kk ns.ks gh dkGkph xjt
vkgsl’kDr ;qod gk jk”Vª fufeZrhpk ik;k vlrks] ;qodkauk l’kDr dj.;kP;k n`”Vhus iz;Ru
dj.ks xjtsps >kys vkgs- ;qodkaP;k Hkfo”;kpk fodkl gk jk”Vªkyk lkeF;Zoku cufo.;klkBh
egRokpk B# ‘kdrks- ;qodkaP;k mToy Hkfo”;kdfjrk o lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fuehZrhP;k n`”Vhus
iq<hy egRoiq.kZ ckch izR;{kkr ;qodkaP;k ftoukr veykr vk.k.;kpk iz;Ru dssY;kl gs
egRokps Bjsy1- Lk|fLFkrhr jk”Vªkyk uksdjh dj.kkÚ;k ;qodkais{kk dkS’kY;koj vk/kkfjr O;olk; dj.kkÚ;k
;qodkaph vko’;drk vkgs- m|ksx {ks=krhy eksBs o Yk?kq m|ksxkr ;qodkaph Hkkxhnkjh ok<yhp
ikfgts vU;Fkk jk”VªkP;k izxrhpk vkys[k gk deh gksow ‘kdrks- lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k
fuehZrhlkBh d`”kh {ks=] fofo/k izdkjps m|ksx fdaok O;olk;] ‘kklukOnkjk lapkfyr fofo/k
dkS’kY;f/k”Bhr daiU;k o ‘kkldh; ;a=.kk] jk”Vª laj{k.kkP;k n`”Vhus LFkylsuk] tylsuk o
ok;qlsuk ;ke/khy rka=hd dkS’kY;k’kh laca/khr vlYskY;k uksdÚ;k v’;k vusd izdkjP;k
uksdÚ;ke/;s ik= vlysyh dkS’kY;f/k”Bhr ;qodkaph jk”Vªkyk lkeF;Zoku cufo.;kdfjrk
vko’;drk vkgs2- vk/kqfudj.kkP;k txkr la’kks/kukph tksM vlysY;k mPp f’k{k.kkph vko’;drk vkgsla’kks/kukus jk”VªP;k izxrhyk cgqvk;keh pkyuk feGrs o ;qodkauk fofo/k {ks=kr vuqHko izkIr
dj.;kph la/kh feGrs- lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fuehZrhlkBh l| ifjfLFkrhoj vk/kkjhr la’kks/ku]
lekti;ksxh la’kks/ku] jk”Vªkleksjhy leL;soj mi;k;kstuk dj.;kP;k n`”Vhus ekxZn’kZd
la’kks/ku] vFkkZtuklkBh ufou {ks=krhy la/kh ‘kks/k.kkjs la’kks/ku ;k lkj[;k vla[; {ks=kps
nkyu m?kM.kkjs ;qodkauk izsj.kk o fn’kk ns.kkÚ;k la/kks/kuke/;s ;qodkauk izsjhr dj.ks gh
dkGkph xjt cuyh vkgs3- l’kDr ;qod cufo.;kP;k n`”Vhus ‘kkys; rs mPp f’k{k.k O;oLFkse/;s O;k;ke] ØhMk {ks= o
lkglh ØhMk izdkjkpk lekos’k vuhok;Z dj.;kr ;kos- f’k{k.k O;oLFkse/;s Li/kkZRed
ifj{ksph iqoZ r;kjh fdaok Li/kkZRed ijh{kslaca/kh vH;klØekapk lekos’k gk vko’;d vkgsrlsph jk”Vªh; Nk= lsuk] jk”Vªh; lsok ;kstuk] LdkÅV xkbZM o lkaLd`frd dk;ZØe ;k
lkj[;k vH;kliqjd dk;ZØekauk lq/nk xq.kif=dse/;s fo’ks”k mYys[k djko;kyk gokeksckbZy e/;s O;Lr] O;lukf/ku] iks”kd vkgkjkiklwu nqjkoY;keqGs v’kDr ;qod]
ekSteLrhe/;s O;Lr vlysyk ;qod rlsp osG] f’kLr o vuq’kklu ;kyk egRo u ns.kkjk
;qod gk lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fuehZrhyk ekjd B# ‘kdrks4- ;qodkauk lkekftdrsph o jktfd;rsph tk.kho dj.kkÚ;k fofo/k dk;ZØekps vk;kstu
dj.;kr ;kos ts.ks d#u ;qodkauk okLrfodrsps Kku gksbZy o fn’kkghu thoukrwu ckgsj ;sowu
;qod gk lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k fuehZrhe/;s egRoiw.kZ Hkqfedk ikj ikMw ‘kdsy5- lkeF;Zoku jk”Vª gh ladYiuk rsOgkp ;’kLoh gksbZy tsOgk R;ke/khy tuleqnk; gk ‘kkjhfjd]
ekufld] HkkoukRed o O;ogkfjd n`”V;k leFkZ vlsy R;kp cjkscj vkfFkZdn`”V;k Lo;aHkw o
l’kDr ukxfjd Eg.kwu jk”Vªkizrh vkiys drZO; tckcnkjhus ikj ikMsy-
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6- jk”Vªkyk varxZr laj{k.k ns.;kP;k n`”Vhus vkardoknh] ng’kroknh o jk”Vª fojks/kh dk;Z
dj.kkÚ;k fn’kkghu ;qodkauk ijko`Rr d#u lkeF;Zoku jk”Vª fuehZrhP;k fopkj/kkjse/;s
ijkorhZr dj.kkÚ;k ;qodkaph lq/nk jk”Vªkyk furkar vko’;drk vkgsofjy loZ ckchpk fopkj dsY;kl vls funZ’kukl ;srs dh ;qod gk l’kDr] mPp
f’k{khr] la’kks/kukph vkoM vlysyk] lqtk.k ukxfjd] vkfFkZd n`”V;k Lo;aHkw] jktdh; o
lkekftdn`”V;k tkxwr vlkokfu"d"kZ
lkeF;Zoku jk"VªkP;k fuehZrhlkBh jk"Vª leksjhy leL;kP;k fujkdj.kkP;k n`"Vhus]
ifjfLFkrh o fodklkRed ?kVdk uqlkj ;qodkapk lokZxh.k fodkl o ;ksxnku gs vR;ar egRokps
vkgs- l’kDr ;qodp gk lkeF;Zoku jk"Vª fuehZrhpk t.kq ik;kp vkgs- lkeF;Zoku jk”VªkP;k
fuehZrhlkBh ;qodkaph Hkqfedk vR;ar egRokph vkgslanHkZ
1- fnYyh]vk;-¼2019½- izkWCysELk QslsM ck; ;qFk vkWQ bafM;k& vk;ok;,Q fnYyhfjVªhOghM
10vkWxLV 2019] QkeZ ,pVhVhih,d%@@ vk;ok;,QfnYyh-dkWe@
izkWCyYl &QslsM &ck; &;qFk &vkWQ &bafM;k@@
2- ?kaks”k],l-¼2019½- lks’ky izkWCysELk vkWQ VhuvstjlZ& bafM;u ;qFk- ¼vkWu ykbZu½
bafM;u ;qFk- fjVªhOghM 10vkWXkLV 2019]QkeZ ,pVhVhih,d%@@MCY;qMCY;qMCY;bafM;u;qFk-usV@lks’ky&izkWCysELk & vkWQ&VhuvstjlZ@
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नालंदा आंतररा

य बौ द व या पठाचे शै

णक योगदान – ऐ तहासीक

अ ययन
ा. वजय व वनाथ आठवले
इ तहास वभाग

मु ख

सर वती महा व यालय दह हांडा, ९९६०९२०४०३

भारतीय

श ण

यव थेला आज

श णातील भारताची

व वध सम यांचे

हण लागलेले आहे . उ च

गती समाधान कारक वाटत नाह . जगभरातील पह या २००

व या पठात भारतातील एकाह

व या पठाचा समावेश नाह .

ह

अ यंत गंभीर बाब आहे

आधु नक भारतातील श णाची अव था , दजा व गु णव ता ढासळत आहे . ह व तु थीती
असल

तर ह

ाचीन भारतातील बु दकाल न

ऐतीहासीक स य आहे .

नालंदा या आंतररा

नालंदाचाच आदश घेऊन
यव थेचे

नमाण

श ण

भारतात शै णीक

ांती होऊ

शकते . भारतातील शै णीक

ामु याने बौ द वहारातु न झाले . बौ द वहारे

हा बु दाचा वचार

यापले होते हे

य व या पठाची कती जगभर ऐकायला मळते

तथागत भगवान बु दा या महापर नवानानंतर
सु खाय

यव थेने जगाला

श णाची क े होती.

यां या अनु यांयानी बहु जन

हताय बहु जन

आ मसात क न मानवते या क यानासाठ गावागावात वहारांची

नम ती केल मौय स ाट अशोकाने या वहारातु न शै णीक कायाला गती दे याचे काय केले .
वशेष

हणजे बौ दकाल न

समाजातील उ च

श ण

श ण ६५ % जाऊन पोहचले

आसपास आहे . बौ दकाल न भारतात
ामु याने त

व यापीठात राज नतीशा
असे

जे आज

व यापीठात नालंदा

, इ तहास , योगशा

व वध लोकक याणकार

वषय

,

यामु ळे बहु जन

रोजी जेमतेम ७

वहारामधु न अनेक व यापीठे

शला , पाटल पु ,राजगृह , काशी , व लभी,

आद ंचा समावेश होता या सव
नतीशा

यव थेतेत शु ाचाह समावेश झाला

ते ८

%

नमान झाल

यात

मशीला,

याग , कनोज

व या पठ जग व यात होते.

सं याशा

, वन पती शा

शक व या जात .

या

(आयु वेद)
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मगध ( बहार)
श य

मैलावर नालंदा हे नगर वसलेले आहे . भगवान बु दाचे

सार पु त यांचे ज म थान असले या नालंदाम ये स ाट अशोक

श णाचा
जात

राजगृहापासु न ८

ांरभ

होते .

आद ंनी

झाला.

मौय

चंड

काळात

सहकाय

व या पठात १००००
होते.

नालंदा एक बु द वहार होते.
व नंतर झाले या

के यामु ळे या

व याथ

व या यांना

श ण घेत होते

जेवने राहणे तसेच

गोरगर बांना केवळ पै याअभावी
मा

सवान समान

चनी

वाशी हु एन संग हा नालंदा येथे
ंथात नालदांचे

‘ध मगंज’ असे नाव होते
इमारती जवळपास 9
नानगृहे होती .
ा

संपु ण

ं पातर

व या पठात

या

यांना माग दशन करत

मोफत होते . आज

भारतात

नाकार या जातात .

नालंदा

मळत होते.
बौ द

धमाचा अ यास कर यासाठ आला

वणण केले

आहे .

नालंदा

र नसागर , र नदभी व रं जक अ या 3

मजल हो या .

झाले .

व या वठा या

आवारात

येथील

होता

ंथालयाला

इमारती हो या या
उ याने ,

डागणे ,

थम CET ची सु वात नालंदा पासु न झाल दरवष ह

वेश घे यासाठ होत होती.

या व या पठातील श ण प दतीचा दजा व गु णव तेचा

दे शातु न

गौरव

व याथ

व या पठाचे
व यापीठ

होत

कुलगु

शेवट

होता.

ींलका,

श णासाठ येते होते .
पद

बनले होते .

केला आ ण

भुष वले.
भारत

संपु ण

मदे श, तबेट , जावा, सुमा ा ,चीन
शलभ

, सु बंधु , नागाजु न

आ शया

खंडातील

बु दकाळात श णाची

व या पठ

जाळु न

टाकले १००

होता

नालंदा या नाशाला

ठरल .

कारणीभु त

दवसापयत

, वैद क सं कृ ती व ध

नालंदा आंतररा ट य

जळत

राह ले.

बौ द

सं कृ ती ची कणार

नालंदाला

तर भारताचा सामािजक

भावी ठरला असता

:- बनसोड डॉ. संतोष, भारताचा इतीहास , द ीत ना.

इ याद ंनी

या व या पठावर ह ला

नालंदा जर टकले असले

,धा मक ,शै णीक ,सा कृं तीक इतीहास हा वेगळा आणी

अ या

ानाची महास ता बनला होता.

हा अ यंत दुदवी झाला बकथीयार खलजी यांने

न ट कर यात वैद काचाह वाटा

संदभ

पाल राजे स ाट हषवधन

व १५०० श क
श ण

श ण दले

जगात सवात

जगभर

नालदाचा

राजे

श णातील संधी

आणी मोफत श ण

याने सी यु क या

पर

उ च

या वहारातु न उ च

गु त

वहाराचे

काळा पासु न
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ek/;fed Lrjkofjy 'kkys; fo|kF;kZauk xf.kr gk fo"k; ikjaikfjd o lacks/k lkg;rk
(CONCEPT ATTAINMENT) izfrekuk}kjs v/;kiu d#u R;kph ifj.kkedkjdrk rikl.ks
dq-vYQk ds-tSu
fnuckbZ fo|ky;] fnxzl ft-;orekG
Email: alfajain1700@gmail.com, Mo. 9595152022
izLrkouk
fo|kF;kZaps v/;;u vf/kd lqyHk o ljl Ogkos gk v/;kiukpk izeq[k mnns’k vlrks- ek= ikjaikfjd
i/nrhusp v/;kiu djhr jkfgY;kl fo|kF;kZaps v/;;u ifj.kkedkjd gksÅ ‘kdr ukgh- R;krY;k R;kr xf.kr
gk fo"k; fo|kF;kZauk brj fo”k;kaP;k rqyusr vf/kd ckstM o vo?kM okVrks- ifj.kkeh ;k fo"k;kcnny
,dizdkjph /kkLrh fo|kF;kZae/ks fnlwu ;sr-s R;krwu ;k fo”k;kP;k fudkykph VDdsokjh ?kljrs] gk loZlk/kkj.k
vuqHko vkgs- ghp ifjfLFkrh dk;e jkfgY;kl fo|kF;kZapk xf.krkdMpk vks<k deh gks.;kph ‘kD;rk ukdkjrk
;sr ukgh- ;koj mik; Eg.kwu gk fo”k; fo|kF;kZai;Zar vf/kd jatdrsus o lqcks/k fjrhus iksgpfork vkyk ikfgts]
;klkBh fofo/k izfrekus okijkoh ykxrhy- iSdh lacks/k lk/;rk izfreku vf/kd mi;qDr B# 'kdrslacks/k lk/;rk
v/;kiukph th fofo/k izfrekus vkgsr R;kiSdhp ,d izfreku Eg.kts lacks/k lk/;rk ¼ladYiuk izkIrh
izfreku½gks;- gs izfreku ^czquj* vkf.k R;kP;k lgdkÚ;kaP;k la’kks/kukoj vk/kkjysys vkgs- vkiY;k iznh?kZ
la’kks/kukP;k varh czquj us ^LVMh vkWQ fFkadhax* gs iqLrd fygqu R;kr ojhy ladYiuk Li”V dsysyh vkgsczqujP;k ers fof’k”V oLrw & O;Drh ?kVuk Eg.kts fof’k”V mnkgj.ks ikgwu R;kaP;k fo”k;h th ^vewrZ*
dYiuk dsyh tkrs R;kyk ^ladYiuk* Eg.krkr- ladYiuk r;kj dj.;kr oLrwaps vfLrRo] izfØ;k] oLrwae/khy
laca/k] b- ?kVdkapk lekos’k gksrks- ek.kwl] Vscy] [kwphZ] nxM] izk.kh] b-loZ ladYiukp vkgsr- txrk fo”k;h
fuekZ.k gks.kkÚ;k iz’ukaph mdy djhr vlrkauk T;k laKk fdaok ifjdYiuk okij.;kr ;srkr R;kauk ^ladYiuk*
vls Eg.krkr- nzO;] tMnzO;] pSrU;] lR;] lkSan;Z] oLrwxr /keZ b- ewyHkwr ladYiuk vkgsr lacks/kkl ladYiuk
vlsgh Eg.krkr iapKkuksafnz;ka}kjk vki.kkl n`”;] okl] po] Li’kZ] v’kk laosnuk gksrkr- laosnuk o vFkZ ;keqGs
vocks/k r;kj gksrkslaosnuk $ vFkZ = vocks/k
,dkp izdkjP;k vusd vocks/kkeqGs lkekU;cks/k r;kj gksrks ;k lkekU; cks/kkyk lacks/k vls Eg.krkr- lacks/kkps
ewrZ vkf.k vewrZ vls nksu izdkj iMrkr‘kkys; vH;klØekr loZp fo”k;kr fujfujkGs lacks/k vlrkr- gs ewrZ o vewrZ lacks/k izHkkoh v/;;u
v/;kiukP;k n`”Vhus egRokps Bjrkrla’kks/kukph mfnn”V%
ek/;fed Lrjkojhy fo|kF;kZaP;k xf.kr fo”k;krhy ‘kS{kf.kd izxrhpk ‘kks/k ?ks.ks%
la’kks/kukP;k e;kZnk%
1-izLrqr la’kks/ku dsoG oxZ 9P;k fo|kF;kZaiwjrsp e;kZfnr jkghy
2-izLrqr la’kks/ku xf.kr fo”k;kfry ^lap* ;k ?kVdk’kh fuxMhr jkghy3-izLrqr la’kks/kukr 1500 fo|kF;kZaph uequk fuoM d#u R;kaP;k iqjrs e;kZfnr jkghyla'kks/kukps x`ghrd
fo|kF;kZauk brj fo”k;kaP;k rqyusr xf.kr fo”k; vf/kd vo?kM o ckstM okVrks-
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la’kks/kukph ifjdYiuk
la’kks/ku leL;slac/kh dsysys o fl/n u >kysys fo/kkukRed mRrj Eg.kts ^ifjdYiuk* gks;- izLrqr
la’kks/kukP;k ifjdYiuk iq<hy izek.ks vkgsr1fu;af=r xV o iz;ksfxd xVkrhy fo|kF;kZaP;k izxrhr Qjd fnlwu ;srks2fu;af=r xV o izk;ksfxd xVkrhy fo|kF;kZaP;k izxrhr Qjd fnlwu ;sr ukgh3fo|kF;kZauk xf.kr fo”k;kph vkoM fuekZ.k gksÅu ;k fo”k;kr mRrh.kZ gks.;kps izek.k ok<.;kl enr
gksbZyiwoZ la’kks/kukpk vk<kok
1fpf=o (1983)
Evaluating Differential effectiveness of Ausubel and Bruner strategies for
Acquisition of concepts in Mathematics.
Objectives:

*
To ascertain the comparative effectiveness the Ausubel strategy with the
traditional one of the criteria of concept acquisition in mathematics.
*
To ascertain the comparative effectiveness of the Bruner strategy with
traditional one on the various criterion of concept acquisition in mathematics.
*
To ascertain the relatives effectiveness of the Ausubel and Bruner strategies in
the acquisition of concepts in mathematics separately for the students of different
conceptual style preferences.
Findings

1.
The Ausubel strategy was superior to the traditional strategy for teaching
mathematical concepts to eleventh grade students, so far as knowledge transfer and
heuristic transfer of the concepts were concerned.
2.
The Ausubel strategy for teaching mathematical concepts to eleventh grade
students, so far as enhancing concepts transfer was concerned.
3.
The Bruner strategy was superior to the Ausubel strategy for teaching mathematical
concepts to eleventh grade students o
s far as students abilities to transfer heuristic,
discover new relationships and to retain knowledge of the concepts learnt for short as
well as long periods of time were concerned.
4.
Conceptual style preferences of the students seemed to have differential
effect on their acquisition of mathematical concepts when taught by the Ausubel strategy.
This strategy appeared to be concepts to categorical style students of the eleventh
grade.
5.
Conceptual style preference of the students did not sum to have a
differential effect on their acquisition of mathematical concepts, when taught by the
Bruner strategy. This strategy appeared to be suitable for teaching mathematical concepts
to eleventh grade students of all conceptual style preferences.
2.
O;kl (1983)
lwpd fp=kaP;k ¼rdZ’kkL=h;½ dk;ZØekph izxrh vkf.k R;kpk xf.kr fo”k;krhy vis{kk iwrhZoj gks.kkjk
ifj.kke ,d vH;klmfnn"Vs%

lwpd fp=kaP;k rdZ’kq/n dk;ZØekph izxrh vH;kl.ks
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lwpd fp=kaP;k xf.kr fo”k;krhy mis{kkiwrhZoj gks.kkjk ifj.kke vH;kl.ksfu"d"kZ%

lacks/k lk/;rk v/;kiu i/nrheqGs xf.kr v/;kiukph ifj.kkedkjdrk ok<yh
brj fo”k;akP;k rqyusr xf.kr fo”k; vf/kd vo?kM vkgs
ikjaikfjd i/nrhus dsysys v/;kiu fujl o daVkGok.ks okVrslwpuk o f’kQkj’kh

f’k{kdkauh xf.krh; ladYiuk Li”V dj.;koj Hkj |kok
izLrqr la’kks/ku gs dsoG xf.kr fo”k;kP;k v/;kiuk’kh lacaf/kr gksrs] ;kp vk/kkjkoj vU; fo”k;kaP;k
v/;kiu ifj.kkedkjdrsps ewY;ekiu gks.ks vko’;d vkgs
xf.kr fo”k; f’k{kdkapk O;kolkf;d vuqHko o v/;kiu ifj.kkedkjdrk ;krhy lglaca/kkpk ‘kks/k
?ks.;kr ;kok
f’k{kdkauh fofo/k i/nrhapk okij d#u xf.kr fo”k;kps v/;kiu dj.;kph dkS’kY;s voyacokohlanHkZ xzaFk lwph
1dqaMys e-ck¼1998½^’kS{kf.kd rRoKku o ‘kS{kf.kd ekul’kkL=*] Jhfo|k izdk’ku] 250- ‘kfuokj isB]
iw.ks2?kksjeksMs] ds-;q-¼2009½ f’k{kdkaps f’k{k.k] fo|k izdk’ku] ukxiwj
3{kerkf/k”Vhr izkFkfed f’k{k.k vH;klØe&1995 ¼1997½ egkjk”Vª jkT; ‘kS{kf.kd la’kks/ku o izf’k{k.k
ijh”kn] iq.ks
4cks/kudj lq] vyksuh fo-¼2003½lkekftd la’kks/ku i/nrh] Jh-lkbZukFk izdk’ku] ukxiwj] 1475ewY;f’k{k.k gLriqfLrdk b;Rrk uooh o ngkoh & egkjk”Vª jkT; ek/;fed o mPp ek/;fed f’k{k.k
eaMG] iq.ks6fHkarkMs] fo-jk¼1994½ ‘kS{kf.kd la’kks/ku i/nrh] uqru izdk’ku] iq.ks-
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COMPARISON OF PHYSIOLOGICAL AND NEURO PSYCHOLOGICAL
VARIABLES OF STATE LEVEL KICK BOXING PLAYERS
BARIS RIANG
MPEd Student, Department of Physical Education, Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University,
Pune

DR. GAURAV PANT
Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education, Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed
University, Pune, EMAIL:-Riangbru92@gmail.com Mob:-8837386894
Abstract: Background: Physiology the word physiology is from the Ancient Greek
(physiologic, “natural philosophy”) and it is the study of how organisms perform their
vital functions. Neuropsychology studies the structure and function of the brain as the
relate to specific psychological processes and behaviors. Purpose: The purpose of this
study is to find out the physiological and neuropsychological variables of state level
kickboxing player. Setting and Design: The subjects taken for this study were 40 male
students from Tripura and Maharashtra state level kick boxers, age ranging from 13-17
years. Methods: The current study was performed on the physiological and
neuropsychological variables of state level kickboxing players; the collected data for the
study were assessed properly through independent t-test to find out the comparison.
Statistical Techniques: Independent‘t’-test was applied to find out the comparison of
physiological and neuropsychological variables of state level kickboxing players. Result:
There was no significant difference have found in between physiological and
neuropsychological variables of state level kickboxing players. Conclusion: The results
conclude that Maharashtra had shown better responses in physiological variables than
Tripura but Tripura had shown better responses in Neuro-Psychological variables than
Maharashtra.
Key Words: Kickboxing, Visual Perception, Kinesthetic Perception, Vo2max,
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dèhmS> àm§VmVrc ~«m÷UoËVa Midi
àm. S>m°. AéU EZ. \$anQ>
lr.g§V JOmZZ _hmamO H$cm _hm{dÚmc`, ~moaJm§d _§Ow. Vm.{O.AH$mocm.
B©_oc Am`S>r :arunfarpat@gmail.com, _mo.Z§. : 8378911192
B.g. 1818, _Ü`o noedmB©Mr B{Vlr Pmcr. B§J«O amOdQ>rV gaH$ma Xa~mar ZmoH$è`m, {ejU `m~m~VrV ~«m÷Um§Zr
gd© OmVtZm _mJo Q>mHw$Z AmKmS>r KoVcr. Ë`m_wio ~«m÷Um§àVr Ag§Vmof dmT>V Jocm. ~«m÷Um§À`m dM©ñdmMm à{VH$ma
H$aÊ`mgmR>r d Ë`m§Zr {Z_m©U Ho$coë`m A§YlÜXm d _mZ{gH$ Jwcm{_VyZ ~hþOZ g_mOmcm _wŠV H$aÊ`mgmR>r
_hmË_m Á`moVramd \w$co `m§Zr B.g. 1873, _Ü`o gË`emoYH$ g_mOmMr ñWmnZm Ho$cr hmoVr. ~«m÷UoËVam§Zm gwÜXm
gaH$mar Xa~mamV WmoS>çm \$ma à_mUmV ZmoH$è`m {_imë`m nmhrOoV d Ë`m§Zm gwÜXm {ejUmMm cm^ {_imcm nmhrOo
Ago _hmË_m \w$co `m§Zr B.g.1882, _Ü`o ñnîQ> Ho$co hmoVo. VoWyZM Iè`m AWm©Zo ~«m÷UoËVa Midirg Am§{eH$
ñdénmV gwédmV Pmcr Ago åhUmdo cmJoc.
_hmË_m \w$co `m§Mo {ZH$Q>dVu H¥$îUamd ^mcoH$a `m§Zr Zmoìh|.1889, _Ü`o {XZ~§Yw gmd©O{ZH$ g^oÀ`m dVrZo
Añn¥í`m§Zm gŠVrMo _mo\$V {ejU {_imco nmhrOo Am{U _mJmgcoë`m OmVrÀ`m cmoH$m§Zm H$m`Xo H$m¡CpÝgcmV `mo½`
à{V{ZYrËd {_imco nmhrOo. `m _mJÊ`m§gmR>r gË`emoYH$ g_mOmÀ`m dVrZo àMma Xm¡è`mMo Am`moOZ gwÜXm Ho$co
hmoVo. B.g. 1894, _Ü`o H$moëhmnya g§ñWmZmMr amOgwÌo amOfu emhþ _hmamOm§H$S>o Amcr. `mM gw_mamg doXmoŠV
àH$aU KS>co. (_amR>o Iao jÌr` ZgyZ Amåhr ~«måhUM Iao jÌr` AmhmoV) Ë`m_wio gË`emoYH$ MidirMo ZoV¥Ëd
emhþ _hmamOm§H$S>o Amco. ~«m÷Ur dM©ñdmnmgyZ ~hþOZ g_mOmMr _wŠVVm H$aÊ`mgmR>r Ë`m§Zr AWH$ n[al_ Ho$co .
Am°JñQ> 1916, _Ü`o nwÊ`mcm ~«m÷UoËVam§Mr S>oŠH$Z Agmo{gEeZ hr g§KQ>Zm ñWmnZ H$aÊ`mV Amcr hmoVr.
AÊUm^mD$m cÅ>o, {XZ{_ÌH$ma _wHw§$Xamd nmQ>rc, dmcM§X H$moR>mar, {gVmam_ Ho$ed ~mco `m§À`m nwT>mH$mamZo ñWmnZ
Pmcoë`m `m g§KQ>Zocm emhþ _hmamOm§Zr 500 én`mMo dfm©gZ gwé Ho$co hmoVo.
B.g. 1917, _Ü`o {~«Q>re nmc©_|Q>Zo _m°ÝQ>o½`w -Moåg\$S>© gwYmaUm H$m`ÚmMr KmofUm H$aVmM amOH$r`
hŠH$mV d emgZmV ^mJrXmar {_i{dÊ`mgmR>r ~«m÷UoËVa _§S>ir nwT>o gagmdcr d _Ðmg Am{U _hmamï´>mV cmoH$_V
V`ma H$aÊ`mMo H$m_ gwé Pmco. {X.11 d 12 Zmìh|. 1917, amoOr A_amdVrMo ~°[añQ>a am_amd _mYdamd Xoe_wI
`m§À`m AÜ`jVoImcr ~oiJm§d `oWo A{Ic ^maVdmgr _amR>m n[afX ^acr hmoVr. _amR>m,Hw$U~r OmVr JQ>mÀ`m dVrZo
amOH$s` hŠH$m§Mr _mJUr H$aÊ`mgmR>r _m°ÝQ>o½`w H$S>o {eï>_§S>i nmR>{dÊ`mMm {ZU©` `m n[afXoV KoÊ`mV Amcm hmoVm.
H$mhr {Q>iH$ njr` _amR>çm§Mm _mÌ ñdV§Ì _VXma g§KmÀ`m _mJUrcm {damoY hmoVm.
{X.27 {S>g|~a 1917, amoOr Im_Jm§d `oWo 11 ì`m _amR>m {ejU n[afXoV ~mocVm§Zm emhþ _hmamOm§Zr
“ñdamÁ`mMo énm§Va {d{eï> gËVoV hmoD$ Z`o `mH$arVm Amåhmcm {ZXmZ 10 df} Var OmVdma à{V{ZYr {ZdSy>Z
XoÊ`mMm hŠH$ Agcm nmhrOo. Ë`m`moJo Amåhmg Am_Mo hŠH$ g_Ow cmJVrc Am{U EH$Xm Vgo Pmco åhUOo OmVdma
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à{V{ZYtMr Oéar amhUma Zmhr.” Ago à{VnmXZ Ho$co hmoVo. ~«m÷UoËVa MidirMo cmoU dèhmS> àm§VmV
nga{dÊ`mg emhþ _hmamOm§Mo darc dŠVì` ghmæ`^yV R>aco. H$m{eamd ~mny Xoe_wI, ~ocmoè`mMo `ed§Vamd
Iwemcamd Xoe_wI `m§Zr dèhmS> àmVm§V ~«m÷UoËVa MidirMo d emhþ _hmamOm§À`m {dMmam§Mo cmoU nga{dÊ`mgmR>r
àMmamMr AmKmS>r CKS>cr hmoVr.
dèhmS> àm§VmV cmoH$_mÝ` {Q>iH$m§À`m hmo_éc MidirMm à^md `mdoiog _moR>çm n«_mUmV {XgV hmoVm. hmo_éc
{cJ_Ü`o _mÌ ~«m÷UoËVam§Mr Zmdo emoYyZhr gmnS>V ZìhVr. B.g. 1920, _Ü`o Zm{eH$ `oWo emhþ _hmamOm§À`m
AÜ`jVoImcr _amR>m {ejU n[afX ^acr. VoWo Ë`m§Zr ~«m÷UoËVam§À`m amOH$s` g§KQ>ZoMr Amdí`H$Vm ~mocyZ
XmI{dcr. “ Á`m§Zr {nT>çm§{nT>çm BVam§Zm Jwcm_rV R>odco d Ë`m§Mr VgoM dmJÊ`mMr BÀN>m CKS> CKS> {XgV Amho
Ë`m§À`m hmVr gd© gËVm OmD$ Z`o `mgmR>r I~aXmar KoÊ`mMr JaO Amho. ” XwX}dmZo B.g. 1922, _Ü`o emhþ
_hmamOm§Mm _¥Ë`w Pmcm d ~«m÷UoËVa MidirMr JVr H$mhr _{hZo n`ªV Var _§Xmdcr.
Ho$edamd OoYo, dmcM§X H$moR>mar, {XZH$aamd OdiH$ma `m _§S>itZr ~«måhUoËVa njmÀ`m {Z{_©VrMr
nmíd©^y_r V`ma H$aÊ`mgmR>r _hmamï´>mVrc gË`emoYH$ MidirMr à^mdH|$Ðo Agcoë`m ^mJmV àMma Xm¡ao gwé Ho$ co.
_amR>çm§Zm ~«m÷UoËVa MidirV g§KQ>rV H$aÊ`mgmR>r {X.16 {S>g|~a 1917, amoOr nwÊ`mcm _amR>m n[afXoMr
ñWmnZm Ho$cr. nwT>À`m dfu Zm{eH$ `oWo Xwgar _amR>r n[afX Pmcr. Ë`m {R>H$mUr _amR>r {cJMr ñWmnZm H$aÊ`mV
Amcr. B.g.1920, _Ü`o H$aOJm§d {O.A_amdVr `oWo dèhmS> àm§VrH$ ~«m÷UoËVa n[afX ^a{dÊ`mV Amcr. dmcM§X
H$moR>mar n[afXoMo AÜ`j hmoVo. ~hþOZmV {ejU àgmamMo à`ËZ, Amnco Y_© {dYr d g§ñH$ma ^Q> ~«m÷Um§IoarO
ñdV: H$aÊ`mMm {ZíM` `m n[afXoV H$aÊ`mV Amcm hmoVm. nwT>o {S>go.1920, _Ü`o nwÊ`mcm lr_§V ^mD$gmho~
_hmamO ndma `m§À`m AÜ`jVoImcr Pmcoë`m g^oV ~«m÷UoËVa {cJMr ñWmnZm hmoD$Z nwT>o ~«m÷UoËVa nj åhUyZ
AmoiIë`m OmD$ cmJcm. `m ~«m÷UoËVa {cJ _Ü`o 12 _amR>o d 13 _amR>oËVa g^mgX hmoVo. Ë`m_Ü`o qcJm`V,
O¡Z, ^§S>mar, codm nmQ>rc, nmagr, gwVma Am{U qenr `m OmVr§À`m g^mgXm§Mm ^aUm hmoVm.
~«m÷Um§À`m amOH$s`, gm_m{OH$ d Ym{_©H$ Owcw_m§nmgwZ ~«m÷UoËVam§Mr gwQ>H$m H$aUo, Ë`m§À`mV ñdm{^_mZ d
~§Ywào_mMr OmUrd CËnÞ H$aUo, Ë`m§Zm amOH$s`ÑîQ>çm OmJ¥V H$aUo Am{U Ë`m§Mr amOH$s`, gm_m{OH$, Am{W©H$ d
e¡j{UH$ ÑîQ>çm CÞVr H$aUo hr `m njmMr CÔrï>o Omhra H$aÊ`mV Amcr hmoVr.
{X. 1 Am°JñQ> 1920, amoOr {Q>iH$m§Mm _¥Ë`w Pmcm. cmo.{Q>iH$m§À`m _¥Ë`wZ§Va Jm§YrOtZr amï´>r`
amOH$maUmMo ZoV¥Ëd pñdH$maco Agco Var _hmamîQ´>m_Ü`o amOH$s` MidirMo gËVmgwÌo ~«m÷UdJm© H$S>oM hmoVr.
Ë`m_wio CX`moÝ_wI ~«m÷UoËVa Midircm nwduÀ`m {Q>iH$dmXr _§S>itMm H$S>dm {damoY ghZ H$amdm cmJcm.
OmZodmar 1923, _Ü`o _moer© {O. A_amdVr `oWo dèhmS> àm§{VH$ ~«m÷UoËVa n[afX ^acr AgVm ~«m÷UoËVa njmMo
g§ñWmnH$ gXñ` lr.^mñH$aamd OmYd åhUmco hmoVo. “ _Ü` àm§V Am{U dèhmS>mVrc ^Q>m§Mr ñdamÁ`mMr H$iH$i
Am{U {^jwH$emhr ñVmo_mMr Vi_i hr g_JmoÌr Amho. Ym{_©H$ Am{U ì`mdhm[aH$ joÌmV Amnco dM©ñd {Q>H$dyZ R>odUo
EdT>mM ^Q>m§Mm _w»` hoVy Amho.” Xwgar ~«m÷UoËVa àm§{VH$ n[afX _mM© 1924, _Ü`o _moeu `oWo Pmcr. H$moëhmnya
`oWyZ {dO`r _amR>m ho d¥ËVnÌ Mmc{dUmao lrnVamd qeXo ho n[afXoMo AÜ`j hmoVo. B.g. 1924, _Ü`o cmoH${Z`wŠV
à{V{ZYtÀ`m Ooìhm dèhmS>mV {ZdS>UyH$m Pmë`mV Voìhm dèhmS>mVrc Mmahr {Oëhm H$m¡pÝgc ñdamÁ` njmÀ`m hmVyZ
Joë`mV d ~«m÷UoËVa njmZo Ë`m Amnë`m hmVr KoVë`m. gË`emoYH$ g_mOmMr amOH$s` emIm åhUyZ nwT>o Amcocm
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~«måhUoËVa nj AmVm A{Ic ^maVr` njmV énm§V[aV Pmcm. ~oiJm§d `oWo A{Ic ^maVr` ~«m÷UoËVa njmMo
n{hco A{YdoeZ B.g.1924, _Ü`o _ÐmgMo nwT>mar lr.am_ñdm_r _wXcr`ma `m§À`m AÜ`jVoImcr KoÊ`mV Amco hmoVo.
Xwgao A{YdoeZ B.g. 1925, {S>g|~a _Ü`o A_amdVr `oWo KoÊ`mV Amco hmoVo. A_amdVrÀ`m
A{YdoeZmÀ`m `epñdVogmR>r dÜ`m©Mo Ho$.lr{Zdmg Zm`Sy> , _moeuMo A°S>. Zmam`Uamd A_¥VH$a, H$m{eamd ~mny
Xoe_wI, _moVram_ dmZIS>o, í`m_amd `mXdamd Jw§S>, nwéfmoËV_ T>moco, AmZ§Xñdm_r, {MIcrMo n§T>arZmW nmQ>rc d
ZmJnyaMo A°S>. àYmZ VgoM Zm`Jm§dH$a Jwcm~amd nmQ>rc `m gd© _§S>i>tZr AhmoamÌ n[al_ Ho$co hmoVo. g§nwU©
XoemVyZ XmoZ cmI cmoH$ `m A{YdoeZmgmR>r CnpñWV hmoVo. `m A{YdoeZmV ga Ho$.ìhr. aoS²>S>r§Mo ^mfU ~aoM JmOco.
“ qhXw _wc OÝ_ë`m nmgyZ Ë`mÀ`m _¥Ë`wn`ªV ~«m÷U ^Q>Or Ë`mcm Jmo{MS>m gmaIm [MQ>H$Vmo d Ë`mMo ~m¡{ÜXH$
emofU H$aVmo ” Ago {dYmZ H$éZ qhXw Y_m©darc nwamo{hVm§À`m ~m¡{ÜXH$ Jwcm_{JarMm d¥ËVm§V Ë`m§Zr Amnë`m
^mfUmVyZ n[aUm_H$maH$[aË`m _m§S>cm hmoVm. n[afXoÀ`m Xwgè`m {Xder H$moëhmnyaMo N>ÌnVr amOmam_ _hmamO `m§À`m
AÜ`jVoImcr A{Ic ^maVr` gm_m{OH$ n[afX Am`mo{OV H$aÊ`mV Amcr. emhþ _hmamOm§Mm dmagm Mmc{dUmao
amOmam_ _hmamO `m§À`m dŠVì`mMm {dMma Ho$ë`mg nwT>rc H$mimVrc ~m~mgmho~ Am§~oS>H$a `m§À`m H$m`m©Mr {Xem
`oWyZM Va AmH$mamcm Amcr Zgoc Agm àíZ nS>ë`m{edm` amhV Zmhr. `màg§Jr amOmam_ _hmamO åhUmco hmoVo,
“ OÝ_m déZ _Zwî` loð> qH$dm {hZ R>aVmo, `m Ñï> ^mdZoMm nwT>mè`m§Zr àW_ Zm`ZmQ> Ho$cm nmhrOo. Zmhr Va Ë`m§Mr
cmoH$emhr Iar ZgyZ cQ>H$s Amho Ago åhUmdo cmJoc. ^ŠVr^mdmZo XodimV {eaVm§Zm AJa gmd©O{ZH$ hm¡Xmda nmUr
^aVm§Zm _Zwî`mcm A_wH$ OmVrV OÝ_cm åhUyZ _ÁOmd H$amdm d amOH$s` ~m~VrV _moR> _moR>çm àíZm§Mm {dMma
H$aVm§Zm _mÌ Vw qhXw _mVoMm nwÌ Amhog VwPm Am_Mm XOm© gmaIm Amho Ago gm§Jmdo, `mda {dídmg ~goc H$m` ?
~wÜXrZo H$moUË`mhr VèhoZo H$_r ZgVm§Zm Ë`m _mUgmcm jwÐ åhUwZ doXm§Mm AJa `kn{dVmMm A{YH$ma Zmhr Vmo
\$ŠV ~«m÷Um§ZmM Amho Ago gm§{JVë`mg Ë`mMr ImÌr nQ>oc H$m` ? qhXwñWmZmV Iar cmoH$emhr ñWmnZ
H$aÊ`mÀ`m H$m_r Amåhmcm H$m An`e `oV Amho ho _cm XmIdyZ Úmd`mMo Amho. ” N>ÌnVr amOmam_ _hmamOm§Mo ho
{dMma d nwT>rc H$mimVrc MdXma Vio gË`mJ«h, H$mimam_ _§{Xa àdoe gË`mJ«h, A§~mXodr _§{Xa àdoe gË`mJ«h
`m§Mr gm§JS> KmcÊ`mMm _moh g§emoYH$mcm AmdaUma Zmhr.
B.g. 1936, _Ü`o dèhmS> _Ü` àm§V H$m`Xo H$m¡pÝgcm§À`m {ZdS>UyH$rÀ`m doir dèhmS>mVrc ~«m÷UoËVa
njmÀ`m OmhraZmå`mdéZ `m njmÀ`m nwT>mè`m§Mr _mZ{gH$Vm VËH$mcrZ n[apñWVrV Ë`m§Zm OmUdUmar g_mO
gwYmaUm§Mr Amdí`H$Vm ñnï> hmoVo. “ ~«m÷UoËVa cmoH$m§Mr Ym{_©H$, Am{W©H$, amOH$s` Am{U Am¡Úmo{JH$ CÞVr
H$aÊ`mÀ`m hoVZo dèhmS> _Ü` àm§V ~«m÷UoËVa nj Ý`m` d gZX{ea _mJm©Zo {~«Q>re gm_«mÁ` A§VJ©V dgmhVrÀ`m
XOm©Mo ñdamÁ` {_i{dÊ`mgmR>r H$m`Xo H$m¡pÝgcmV ~«m÷UoËVa à{V{ZYr {ZdSy>Z AmUÊ`mgmR>r à`ËZ{ec Amho. hm
nj gaH$mar ZmoH$è`m§_Ü`o ~«m÷UoËVam§À`m g§»`oÀ`m à_mUmV Ë`m§Zm ZmoH$è`m {_idyZ XoÊ`mgmR>r à`ËZ{ec Agoc.
_Ðmg àm§Vm n«_mUo XodñWmZ {~c nmg H$aUo, eoVH$ar d _Owam§Mo Am¡Úmo{JH$ ÑîQ>çm g§KQ>Z H$aUo, \$m{Oc Ym{_©H$
éT>r Zï> H$aUo, qhXw Y_m©Vrc OmVr {df_Vm Zmhrgr H$aUo, ~mc{ddmh ~§X H$aUo, ~«m÷U ^Q>Or§À`m nm`mMo Am|Ji
nmUr {VW© g_OyZ {nÊ`mMr A_mUwf éT>r _moSy>Z H$mT>Uo, Ë`m§Zm Y_m©À`m Zmdmda {_iUmao AZwð>mZ d Ðì`XmZ ~§X
H$aUo, Añn¥í`VoMm H$c§H$ Zmhrgm H$aUo, c¾ H$m`m©V hmoUmam \$mOrc IM© d hþS>çm§Mr Mmc ~§X H$aUo hm `m njmMm
OmhraZm_m hmoVm. ” darc OmhraZm_m nmhVm VËH$mcrZ g_mOmVrc dmB©Q> éT>r, àWm d na§nam VgoM ~«m÷Um§M o
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g_mOmcm Y_m©À`m Zmdmda doR>rg YaÊ`mMo YmoaU ñnï> hmoVo. {ddoH$s d AmË_gÝ_mZr ~«m÷UoËVa nwT>mè`m§Mm hm
~wÜXr àm_mÊ`dmX VËH$mcrZ n[apñWVrMr {ZH$S>> Xe©{dVmo.
a{ddma {X.20 \o$~«wdmar 1927, amoOr dmR>moS>m ewŠcoída, {O.A_amdVr `oWo A°S>. Zmam`Uamd A_¥VH$a
`m§À`m AÜ`jVoImcr ~«m÷UoËVa nwT>mè`m§Mr g^m nma nS>cr. cú_Uamd ^mogco, `ed§Vamd Xoe_wI, n§T>arZmW
nmQ>rc ho `mdoir ì`mgnrR>mda hmoVo. A°S>. Zmam`Uamd A_¥VH$a `m§Zr gw_mao 3.30 Vmg cmoH$m§Mo A§V:H$aU hocmdyZ
gmoS>Umao ^mfU Ho$co. Vo åhUmco, “ AmnU Y_m©À`m gwYmaUm§H$S>o cj {Xco nm{hOo. ho H$m_ Joë`m 50 dfm©nmgyZ
gË`emoYH$ g_mO H$arV Amho. na§Vw {^jwH$emhr Amnë`m `m H$m`m©g {damoY H$arV Amho. Var nU AmnU
Y_©{damà_mUo nwT>o Amco nmhrOo. ho H$m`© H$aVm§Zm _mZmn_mZ gmogÊ`mgmR>r V`ma Agcmo nmhrOo. Y_©gwYmaUo gmR>r
H$m_ H$aUmè`m gmYw g§Vm§Zm {^jwH$emhrZo N>ico Amho. VmoM Ìmg Vwåhmcm gwÜXm hmoUma Amho. nU _Zwî` JwUm§Zr loð>
hmoVmo. OmVrZo loð> hmoV Zmhr. ho {gÜX H$aÊ`mgmR>r PQ>m. hr AmnUm§g {dZ§Vr H$aVmo.” VmËH$mcrZ pñWVrMo
A{Ve` Jm§{^`m©Zo dU©Z H$éZ g_mO gwYmaUm§Mr {ZH$S> `m dŠVì`mVyZ ñnï> hmoVo.
E{àc 1927, _Ü`o ~«m÷UoËVa MidirMm ~mco{H$ëcm Agcoë`m _moeu {O. A_amdVr `oWo qhXw
_hmg^oMo A{YdoeZ Am`mo{OV H$aÊ`mV Amco hmoVo. n§Om~Mo qgh cmcm cOnVam` `m A{YdoeZmMo AÜ`j hmoVo.
dèhmS>mVrc ~«m÷UoËVa MidirÀ`m AÜ`m`mV ho A{YdoeZ d¡{eï>`nyU© R>aco hmoVo. _moeuMo ZmZmgmho~ A_¥VH$a d
~wcS>mÊ`mMo n§T>arZmW {gVmam_ nmQ>rc `mdoir dèhmS> àm§VmVrc ~«m÷UoËVa MidirMo à_wI nwT>mar hmoVo. Añn¥í`,
~«m÷UoËVa Am{U gË`emoYH$ `m§Zm `m A{YdoeZmV àdoe~§Xr H$aÊ`mV Amcr. S>m°. n§Om~amd Cnm»` ^mD$gmho~
Xoe_wI `m§Zr `mM gw_mamg Amnë`m amOH$s` Am{U gm_m{OH$ OrdZmg gwédmV Ho$cr hmoVr. qhXw `m ZmË`mZo
_moeuÀ`m qhXw _hmg^oÀ`m A{YdoeZmV àË`oH$mc gh^mJr hmoÊ`mMm A{YH$ma Amho Aer ^y{_H$m ^mD$gmho~m§Zr
KoVcr hmoVr. A§~mXodrMo _§Xra Añn¥í`m§H$arVm Iwco H$aÊ`mgmR>r A_amdVr `oWo Am§XmocZ C^ H$aUmao S>m°. n§Om~amd
Cnm»` ^mD$gmho~ Xoe_wI ho ñn¥í` d Añn¥í` Agm ^oX^md _mZUmao ZìhVo. ^mD$gmho~m§Zr _moeuÀ`m
A{YdoeZmÀ`m {Xder àojH$m§À`m àdoe n{ÌH$m {_idyZ Amnë`m g_W©H$m§gh qhXw _hmg^oÀ`m g^m_§S>nmV Vo
nmohmoMco. g^m_§S>nmVrc Jm|Yi nmhÿZ cmcm cOnVam` `m§Zr {dMmaUm Ho$cr AgVm ho gd© _wñcr_ YmOuUo Jmo§Yi
KmcrV AmhoV Ago Ë`m§Zm ImoQ>o gm§JÊ`mV Amco. eodQ>r ^mD$gmho~m§Zr ì`mg{nR>mda OmD$Z cmcmOtZm
dñVwpñWVrMr OmUrd H$éZ {Xcr.
\o$~«wdmar 1937, À`m _Ü`àm§V dèhmS>À`m H$m`Xo H$m¡pÝgcÀ`m {ZdS>UyH$s Z§Va ~«m÷UoËVa C_oXdmam§Zm
^maVr` amï´>r` H$m±J«og_Ü`o gh^mJr H$aÊ`mgmR>r H$m±J«og V\}$ ~mocUr gwé Pmcr. ~wcS>mÊ`mMo n§T>arZmW {gVmam_
nmQ>rc dYm© `oWo OmD$Z _hmË_m Jm§YtOr gmo~V à{XK© MMm© H$éZ AmcoV. AIoa Jm§YrOtÀ`m gëë`mZoM dèhmS>mVrc
~«m÷UoËVa nj H$m±J«og_Ü`o {dcrZ H$aÊ`mV Amcm.
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mPp f’k{k.kkr Hkk"ksP;k ek/;ekrwu ^bZ yfuaZx*ps egRo
MkW- lathodqekj lw;Zdkar ikapkG
lgk¸;d izk/;kid] ejkBh foHkkx
Jh lar lkork ekGh xzkeh.k egkfo|ky;] Qqyaczh] ft- vkSjaxkckn
izLrkouk
vk/kqfud dkGkr mPpf’k{k.kkr ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx ok<r pkyyk vkgs- T;kyk izkeq[;kus ekfgrh
vkf.k ra=Kku (Information communication and technology-Base Education) vls Eg.krkrekfgrh vkf.k ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr ftFks izR;sd {ks=kr bZ lk/kukapk mi;ksx dsyk tkrks- rsOgk f’k{k.k{ks=
;kiklwu oafpr dls jkg.kkj- mPp f’k{k.k{ks=kr bZ lk/kukapk okij ok<rkauk fnlr vkgs- ijaijkxr f’k{k.k
i/nrhrhy QGk [kMwph tkxk ICT Tools us ?ksryh vkgs- oxZ [kksY;kps Lo#i Google Dykl Ek/;s
ifjorhZr gksr vkgs- Swyam P;k enrhus ns’kkrhy ;qodkauk ?kjclY;k f’k{k.k ?ks.ks ’kD; >kys vkgsFkksMD;kr] ICT oj vk/kkjhr f’k{k.kkeqGs f’k{k.k i/nrhyk vusd Qk;ns >kys vkgsr- lkgftdp
vktP;k cnYkR;k f’k{k.k i/nrhrhy ^^bZ yfuZax** gk ,d egRRokpk ?kVd cur pkyyk vkgs- vk/kqfud
dkGkr tx ftrD;k osxkus iq<s pkyys vkgs- frRkD;k osxkus mPp f’k{k.kkP;k i/nrhr cny gks.ks
vko’;d vkgs- ;k vuq"kaxkus ^^bZ yfuZax** ,d egRRokps ikÅy vkgs- ;kckcr ppkZ izLrqr ’kks/kfuca/kkr
dsyh vkgs’kks/kfuca/kkph mfÌ"V;s
 ^bZ yfuZax*pk vFkZ vH;kl.ks ^bZ yfuZax*ps Qk;ns vH;kl.ksHkk"ksP;k ek/;ekrwu ^bZ yfuZax*pk vFkZ
^bZ yfuZax* ;k ’kCnkpk lksI;k Hkk"ksrhy vFkZ bysDVªkWfud ek/;ekP;k enrhus fo|kF;kZai;Zar
f’k{kdkus Kku iksgapfo.;kph izfØ;k vkgs- izR;sd oxkZr LekVZ Qyd yko.ks] vkWMhvks&fOgMksvks O;oLFkk
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vl.kk&;k oxZ[kksY;kaph fufeZrh dj.ks Eg.kts ^bZ ’kS{kf.kd lqfo/kka*ph fufeZrh dj.ks ;kr visf{kr vkgs^bZ yfuZax* Eg.kts bysDVªkWfud vFkok baVjusV P;k ek/;ekrwu vkWuykbZu yfuZax gks;- ^bZ yfuZax*e/;s loZ
izdkjP;k bysDVªkWfud ek/;ekrwu iznku dj.;kr ;sÅ ’kdrs^bZ yfuZax* i/nrh gh fo|kFkhZ dsanzhr vkgs- ;k i/nrhr fo|kF;kZl f’kd.;kdjhrk osxosxG;k
i/nrh okij.;kph eqHkk vlrs- ^bZ yfuZax* i/nrhr Evaluation and Feedback ;k lkj[;k
egRokP;k ’kS{kf.kd d`rh lax.kdkP;k lgk¸;kus dsY;k tkrkr- R;keqGs f’k{kdkoj dqBykgh Hkkj ok<r
ukgh-

gh i/nrh vlY;keqGs f’k{k.kizfdz;k vkuannk;h gksr vlY;kus f’k{k.k izfØ;k fo|kF;kZalkBh

vkuannk;h o lgt gksrs ;k vkuannk;h lgt f’k{k.kkeqGs fo|kF;kZaph vH;klkr #ph ok<rs- fo|kF;kZaph
vH;klkrhy #ph ok<fo.ks gk f’k{k.k i/nrhpk lokZr eksBk Qk;nk vlyk rjh brjgh vusd Qk;ns
vlysys fnlwu ;srkr- rs iq<hyizek.ks

^bZ yfuZax*ps Qk;ns
1 rRdkG miyC/krk
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr ’kS{kf.kd lkfgR; izdkf’kr dsY;kuarj yxsp txkrhy loZ fo|kFkhZ ;kpk okij lq# d#
’kdrkr2 iquokZij
ikjaifjd f’k{k.k O;oLFksr izR;sd O;k[;kukps vfLrRo QDr R;kposGh vkf.k R;kp oxkZr vlrsO;k[;kukP;k osGsvxksnj fdaok uarj vFkok brj ?kjh jkghysY;k fdaok dks.kR;k dkj.kkLro vuqifLFkr
jkg.kk&;k fo|kF;kZauk R;kpk Qk;nk gksr ukgh- ijarq vk/kqfud dkGkr fOgMhvks Lo#ikr O;k[;kukpk
ykHk fo|kFkhZ dsOgkgh vkf.k d/khgh ?ksÅ ’kdrkr- Eg.ktsp gksÅu xsysY;k O;k[;kukpk iquokZij djrk
;srks3 ^bZ yfuZax* gs LFkG dkG yofpd vlrs
ikajifjd f’k{k.k O;oLFksr f’k{kd f’kdohr vlysY;k LFkGh vkf.k osGsr fo+|kF;kZaus mifLFkr jkg.ks
vko’;d gksr-s dqBY;kgh dkj.kkeqGs tj fo+|kFkhZ mifLFkr jkgw ’kdr ulsy rj rks f’k{k.k ?ksÅ ’kdr
uls- bZ yfuaZxeqGs dkGkph gh ca/kus xGwu iMyh vkgsr- bZ yfuZaxeqGs izR;sd fo|kFkhZ R;kyk lks;hP;k
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vlysY;k LFkGh vkf.k osGh f’kdw ’kdrks- vkrki;Zar f’kdw ’kdr ulysY;k [kwi eksB;k fo|kFkhZ
la[;sl f’k{k.kO;OkLFksr vk.k.;kl LFkG dkGkph yofpdrk vko’;d o l{ke vkgs4 f’kd.;kl iks"kd Ik;kZoj.k fufeZrh
^bZ yfuZax*pk mPp f’k{k.kkr gsk.kkjk f’kjdko fdaok mi;ksx ;keqGs f’k{k.kkph rhp
xq.koRrk] dehr deh fdaerhr tkLrhr tkLr fo|kF;kZai;Zar iksgprs bZ yfZuZaxeqGs LFkG dkGkph ca/k.ks ikG.ks ’kD; ul.kkjk fo|kFkhZ ns[khy f’k{k.k O;oLFksr ;sÅ
’kdrks dehr deh mPp {kersP;k fo|kF;kZl ekuo.kkjh f’k{k.kO;oLFkk fuekZ.k djrk ;sr-s
5 mPp xq.koRRkk
,dkp l=kr] osxosxG;k oxkZr] ,dp fo"k;] ,dp f’k{kd tjh f’kdohr vlyk rjh izR;sd
oxkZrhy izR;sd O;k[;kukph xq.koRrk fuf’pri.ks osxosxGh vlrs- gh xq.koRrk izR;{k O;k[;kukP;k
osGh vlysY;k f’k{kdkP;k vkliklP;k osxosxG;k HkkSxksfyd o ekuoh ifjfLFkrhoj voyacwu vlrstls mRlokP;k dkGkr] vklikLkP;k vfr/ouh iznw"k.kkeqGs O;k[;kukph xq.koRrk deh gksr-s la/;kdkGh
fu;ksthr O;k[;kukph xq.koRRkk f’k{kd FkdY;keqGs deh gksr-s ,[kk|k O;k[;kukph xq.koRRkk dsoG]
f’k{kd fdaok fo|kFkhZ ;kapk eqM ulY;keqGs deh gksr-s
bZ yfuZax eqGs ek= iz;RuiwoZd vkf.k O;ofLFkr fu;kstukuarj f’k{kdkus fnysY;k O;k[;kukpk ntkZ
dk;e jkgrks- R;kyk okrkoj.k] osG ;kps ca/ku jkgr ukgh6 frIiV dk;Z{kerk
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr] fo+|+ kFkhZ fRkIiV osxkus f’kdrkr fdaok rsOk<;kp osGsr frIiV tkLr f’kdrkr7 dqBsgh vkf.k dsOgkgh
bZ yfuZax i/nrhr] txkrhy loZ fo|kFkhZ dqBwugh vkf.k dsOgkgh f’kdw ’kdrkr8 vuq#i cny dj.;kph {kerk
fo|kF;kZaP;k vkoMh fuoMh fdaok iw.kZ {kersuqlkj f’k{k.k lkfgR;kP;k lknjhdj.kkr vuq#i cny
dj.;kph {kerk bZ yfuaZax i/nrhr vlrs9 lalk/kus
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txkrhy loZ fo"k;kojhy osxosXkG;k f’k{kdkaP;k fOgMhvks O;k[;kukapk lokZr eksBk [kftuk ;k
f’k{k.ki/nrheqGs mi;ksxkr vk.krk ;srks10 ek/;ekph yofpdrk
bZ yfuZax ledkfyd

(Synchronous)

vkf.k vledkfyd

(Asynchronous)

ek/;ekapk

ifj.kkedkjd okij djrs- ;keqGs fo|kFkhZ] izR;sd ek/;ekaP;k ifj.kkedkjd okij djrs- ;keqGs fo|kFkhZ
izR;sd ek/;ekaP;k fgrdkjd oSf’k"V;kapk ykHk ?ksÅ ’kdrks- vkf.k R;kplkscr vfgrdkjd oSf’k"V;kapk
izHkko i.k Hkjiwj deh gksrks- bZ yfuZaxeqGs mPp ckS/nhd {kerk vkf.k deh ckS/nhd {kerk vl.kk&;k
fo|kF;kZauk lkj[kkp osG ns.ks ’kD; gksr-s b- Okjhy lk/kus bZ yfuZaxP;k ek/eekrwu fo|kF;kZauk miyC/k
>kyh vkgsr- ;keqGs fo|kF;kZaP;k ekufldrsuqlkj f’k{k.ki/nrhr cny dj.ks ’kD; >kys vkgslkjka’k
FkksMD;kr ^bZ yfuZax* gk vk/kqfud f’k{k.k i/nrhrhy egRRokpk ?kVd cur pkyyk vkgs- vls
vlys rjh ;k f’k{k.ki/nrhP;k lq/nk dkgh e;kZnk vlwu ;ke/;s fo|kF;kZaph {kerk] ladsrLFkG ikgrk
;s.ks] oht] lax.kd] baVjusV dUksDVhOghVh] vko’;d lk/kus bR;knhlkBh fdeku HkkaMoykph vko’;drk
vktgh vkgs- vls vlys rjh vktP;k ;qxkrhy ra=KkukP;k txkr ekfgrh vkf.k ra=Kkukpk izlkj vkf.k
izpkj ok<r vkgs- ,dk fdYd oj lpZ dj.;kph fo|kF;kZaph ekufldrk vkgs- ;krwu ^bZ yfuZax* dkgh
FkksM;k nks"kklg ekU; dj.ks vkf.k loZlkekU; fo|kF;kZai;Zar rh iksgpfo.ks dkGkph xjt vkgslanHkZxzaFk
http://mr.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
www.researchgate.net
Adeoye, F.A., Salawu, I.O., Ajadi, T.O., & Ikpe, A, (2009). Relevance of Communication
and Information Technologies to Open and Distance Learning in Nigeria. Indian Journal of
Open Learning, 18 (1), 3-16.
Lee, Jennifer., Lin, Lin., & Roberstson, Tip (2012). The impact of media multitasking on
learning. Learning, Media and Technology, 37(1), 94-104.
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EFFECT OF OFF-SEASON FITNESS TRAINING PROGRAMMES ON GRIP
STRENGTH
DR. DINANATH NAWATHE
DCPE HVPM Amravati and Dr. Pravin C. Dabre SKK Mahavidyalaya, Jalgaon Jamod Emailpravin.dabre@gmail.com
Abstract
Total 75 Cricket players were selected for the present study. The purpose is to measure
the grip strength (Muscular Strength). It could be concluded that it is inferred that the hand
grip strength of the selected subjects of Experimental A & Control C group does not vary
significantly. Whereas, Experimental B & Control C (After 90 days) and Experimental A &
Experimental B groups subjects shows significant improvement in the hand grip strength. It
clearly indicates that ninety days systematic training programme significantly improve the
hand grip strength of the subjects. It is also clear that ninety days systematic training
programme is more effective that the sixty days training programme.
Purpose: To measure grip strength (Muscular Strength)
Equipments: Handgrip dynamometer.
Description: In order to ensure dryness the subject was asked to put some magnesium chalk
powder on the concerned hand. The tester sets the pointer of the dynamometer to zero and
placed the dynamometer in the subjects hand and asked the subject to squeeze the
dynamometer sharply and steadily as much as possible making certain that neither the arm
was folded at elbow nor any part of the arm. Subjects were allowed with each hand giving
one minute rest between squeezes. Total 75 Cricket players were selected for the present study
Scoring: The highest reading out of the three squeezes was recorded in kilograms.
Table 1 Summary of One Way Analysis of Variance for the Data on Hand Grip Strength of
Pre-Tests of Experimental A, Experimental B and Control C Groups
Source of
Degree of
Mean Sum of
Sum of Square
F-ratio
Variance
Freedom
Square
Between the K-1
1.30
0.65
Groups
3–1=2
0.09@
N–K
Within Group
515.98
7.17
75 – 3 = 72
@ Not Significant at 0.05
Tabulated F0.05 (2, 72 )= 3.11
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The finding of Table No. 1 reveals that the obtained F-ratio of 0.09 is less than the
tabulated F- value of 3.11 needed to be significant at .05 level of confidence. Hence, the
data collected on hand grip strength at pre tests for the Experimental A, Experimental B and
Control C groups does not differ significantly.
Since the F-ratio is not found to be significant hence the Least Significant Difference
(LSD) Post Hoc Test is not applied.
Conclusion
From the above findings it is inferred that the hand grip strength of the selected
subjects of Experimental A & Control C group does not vary significantly. Whereas,
Experimental B & Control C (After 90 days) and Experimental A & Experimental B groups
subjects shows significant improvement in the hand grip strength. It clearly indicates that
ninety days systematic training programme significantly improve the hand grip strength of
the subjects. It is also clear that ninety days systematic training programme is more effective
that the sixty days training programme.
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A STUDY OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
AMONG URBAN AREA STUDENTS
DR. HEMANTRAJ J. KAWARE
Sant Gadge Baba Amravati, University Amravati
Email: hrajkaware2@gmail.com
Abstract:
The purpose of this investigation is to survey the information and communication
technology among urban area students. The researcher has selected from the 70 urban area
students in that 35 girls and 40 boys students who represent the college of Amravati
District, their age ranged from 18 to 20 years. The study instruments consisted of
questionnaires. The questionnaire was administered to the students.The data from the
questionnaires were statistically analyzed by a statistician. The Microsoft excel 2007
program was used for the data analysis. From the study it is conclude that ICT is making
great change in networking, communication and technology it also effect on the students
physical health and also wasting time mobile, internet, tab, computer make them lonely and
distract then form their studies and social responsibilities.
Keywords: Information and Communication Technology, urban area
Introduction:
This world has become completely digital; everything in this world depends on
the Internet. Information and Communication Technology is playing a very important role in
the world. As we all know nowadays we are surrounded by technology. Nothing can be done
without technology. ICT is having an impact on every part of our life. The digital age has
completely changed the youth communicate in network, and seeking help and learning. The
youth is being very aware nowadays. If we want to know the news too, then we can know
without the newspaper anywhere by online website.[1]
Methodology:
The researcher has selected from the 70 urban area students in that 35 girls and
40 boys students who represent the college of Amravati District, their age ranged from 18 to
20 years. The study instruments consisted of questionnaires. The questionnaire was
administered to the students.
Statistical Analysis:
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The data from the questionnaires were statistically analyzed by a statistician. The
Microsoft excel 2007 program was used for the data analysis. The findings are discussed
according to the sections of the questionnaire:
Conclusions:
From the study it is conclude that ICT is making great change in networking,
communication and technology it also effect on the students physical health and also
wasting time mobile, internet, tab, computer make them lonely and distract then form their
studies and social responsibilities.
References:
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IMPACT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT ACTIVITY ON
DEVELOPMENT OF YOUTH
DR. NIKHIL N. RATNAPURE
Nagaji Maharaj sharirik shikshan mahavidyalaya Nagpur
Abstract
Physical education and Sports are very important for us. They keep us healthy and fit. They
offer us a change from the monotony of daily life. It is a useful means of entertainment and
physical activity. Sports and games help in character building. They give us energy and
strength.Sports and games are means of mental and physical growth. During sports we
come to learn many things. We learn how to maintain mental balance in the midst of hopes
and despair. They make us learn how to tackle the difficult situation. Sports develop a sense
of friendliness. They develop in us team spirit. They help in developing mental and physical
toughness. They shape our body and make it strong and active. They give us energy and
strength. They remove tiredness and lethargy. They improve blood circulation. This
improves our physical well-being. In this paper i focused on overall development of youth
by Sports & physical education.
Keywords: sport, physical activity, mental physical health
Introduction
Boosting participation in sport can generate variety of profound and positive impact on
socio-economic and health benefits on individual, community and wider society. Sport
develops individual physical fitness and health/ organic wellbeing, aid mental growth,
facilitates internal unity and boosts external prestige. It also develops qualities of good
sportsmanship, winning and losing gracefully, cooperative attitudes, traits of good
citizenship and spirit of patriotism, leadership and acceptance of leadership roles.
Participation in physical exercises through sport include enjoyment,psychological wellbeing
to be effective and reduce depression, anxiety, release of tension and for relaxation; for
facing the challenges of life and developing a sense of personal accomplishment . It helps
youth to learn how to handle adult roles in general and competitive relationship in
particular. Sport is a socializing agent that cuts across religious boundary, tribal affiliation
and social class. Participants in sport establish permanent friendship and engage in healthy
competitions. Sport develops better self-discipline and promotes self-esteem and self
actualization, which is the highest level of human development
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Physical health benefits of sports
Clearly, sports can help you reach your fitness goals and maintain a healthy weight.
However, they also encourage healthy decision-making such as not smoking and not
drinking. Sports also have hidden health benefits such as lowering the chance of
osteoporosis or breast cancer later in life. Physical Fitness. Physical exercise is good for
body, mind and spirit. Sports not only serve as an excellent physical activity to improve
general fitness, but also sports offer unique benefits. Engaging in sports from a young age
not only strengthens bones and muscles, but also tones your body.Physical exercises help
in increasing strength and stamina. Regular physical activity throughout the lifetime have
control on maintaining the weight.Sports often involve physical activities like jumping,
running, moving and stretching will turn out to be a good body workout. Sports like soccer
that involve running, kicking or throwing a ball help to strengthen the arms and
legs.Swimming replenishes a full body workout. Thus engaging in sports directly translates
into overall fitness.
Conclusion
Sports are particularly important for the youth. They help in their physical and mental
growth. They contribute in the formation of character. They inculcate in them good values.
Physical education and sports are considered as an essential part of education and culture.
It build up the abilities, will-power, moral values and self-discipline of every human being
as an entirely integrated member of society. The contribution of physical activity and the
practice of sports must be certify that the throughout life by means of a global, lifelong and
democratized education. It contributes to the preservation and enhancement of mental
and physical health, gives a nourishing leisure-time activity and also helps to an individual
to overcome the drawbacks of present stressful living. At the community level, they build
up social qualities, social relations and also fair play, which is vital not only to sport itself
but also to life in society.
REFERENCES
Berryman, J. (1996). The rise of boys sports in the United States.
In F. Smoll & R. Smith (Eds.), Children and youth in sports: A bio-psychosocial perspective.
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ABSTRACT:
Today’s word is very competitive that, there is an immense competition in every sphere
of life. In the organization this competition is continuously increasing. The major aim of
every organization is to earn a maximum profit by making quality production in minimum
cost of production. While achieving the predetermined objectives of the organization, every
department has to give its best performance by the help of capable, skilled and self
motivated employees. Marketing department plays a master role for this. Because it’s
relates with all the departments in the organization i.e. Personnel, Finance, Accounts,
Stores, Quality Control, HRD etc. Other most important factor of this department is, this
department is closely related with the consumer behavior, which is commonly known as the
Monarch of the today’s modern market. As far as India’s GDP is concern, Industrialization
has giving a very less contribution and every year the percentage of Sick Industries is
increasing. This problem is arising because most of the Industries in India are not having
their individual Marketing department. Indian government along with many experts should
have to implement specific necessary remedies to solve this problem.
KEYWORDS: backbone, immense, implements, cut-throat, unskilled.
INTRODUCTION:
The organization is created from various departments and the main objective of every
organization is to fulfill the predetermined objectives. These all the departments are closely
related with each other. The only motto of each department is to complete their task in
such a manner that the maximum work should be done in a very smooth manner, Skill of
the employees should be developed and they should be self motivated. All these functions
are directly or indirectly related with the Marketing department and hence it is called as the
‘Backbone’ of the Organization. Marketing department always implements lot of survey
techniques to boost up the sales. Some of those are marketing research survey;
Transportation survey, advertising survey, assembling survey, wholesalers’ survey, retailer’s
survey, warehouse survey, feedback survey, customer’s survey etc. are some of the major
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survey techniques which are mostly choose to give fight with the competitor’s strategy. But
many Indian organizations are not having their own Marketing department. That’s why they
are just concentrating on earning of minimum profit to survive in the cut throat competition
in today’s market. There should be specific remedy to be innovate by the Indian
government so that; maximum Indian organizations should capture the foreign markets.
OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH: The main objective of this research is to know the
Importance of the Marketing department in the organization.
LIMITATION OF THE STUDY: This research is limited up to making study of the Indian
organizations.
HYPOTHESIS:“There must be excellent strategy to be implemented by the Indian
government for the development of marketing department in the organizations.”
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: All the important data is collected from the Secondary sources.
CONCLUSION:
India is a developing country having less contribution of Industrialization in Indian
GDP growth rate. As far as the Indian industrialization is concerned, marketing department
is playing a masters role in the development of production, branding, pricing, finance,
assembling, advertising, sailing, rendering after sales service to the consumers etc. These all
the important activities are closely related with the marketing department. But
unfortunately Indian entrepreneurs yet not ready to accept the fact that, it is must
necessary for them to make new competitive strategy which will enhance their confidence
to stand like a lighthouse in this competitive world. There should be more remedies should
be innovate by the state and central government to boost the importance of marketing
departments of Indian organizations. If we do so then only India will prove itself as a
superpower of 21st century.
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Abstract:The determination of the research paper is to investing the Development of Physical
education with social values in Indian education system. Physical Education & Sports forms
a significant part of educational structure even when it never received the importance it
merits. Even though it is included as part of the prospectus from the early stages of
education, it has never been taken extremely Development of Physical Abilities and Physical
Condition. Social values plays vital role in Development of Physical Abilities and Physical
Condition in Indian society.
Introduction
Physical Education and Sports is one of the key measures and also essential part of
education in any country at any fact of time. Thus each country should try to set out an
outline of action plan for raise Development of Physical abilities and improve Physical
Condition in Educational System. Physical Education and Sports is watching a remarkable
boom in the media spotlight all over the world including India while it is being seriously
neglected within the educational system. Physical Education act as well as the provision of
possessions for the nation and in the creation of appraisal system in education
developments and it paths the development physical education in a country. At present
associate to earlier years and now we can come across the weakening of physical education
in education associate to present is one needs to overcome the hurdles and battles to
increase the construction and organization status in around to develop the global correction
in physical education and sports.
Physical education & sports in Indian society
Physical Education & Sports forms an important part of educational system even
when it never received the importance it deserves. Even though it is included as part of the
curriculum from the early stages of education, it has never been taken seriously by the
educational administrators, the academicians and the students.
Conclusion
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Physical Education thus contains in helping a systematic all-round progress of human
body of scientific technique and thereby conserving strange Physical Fitness to accomplish
one's memorable goals in life. Hence, any country Development of Physical Abilities and
Physical Condition with Social values in Indian education system with developing a
progressive attitude and self-assurance among Physical Educators themselves and make
them feel, Physical Education need not exist in the sideline of the Indian Educational
System.
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ABSTRACT
Yoga is a sat of Physical Exercises enabling the body to be physically fit. The modern
researchers have proven that Yoga is beneficial for meditation and heath. It is also useful to
maintain the inner peace. Of mind As yogic activities make the mind fresh and keep the
health fit, it automatically effects on sport activities. So the waches should employ yogic
activities for the better performance of sport player., the information is grouped into three
categories-physiological biochemical, and psychological effects, further more scientists have
haid these results against the benefits of regular exercise.
These Yogic exercises play an important role in physical education helps the pupils to
maintain health and develop slim body. Several tests and experiments have been conducted
to know the values & importance of yoga. The most important point. to realize before
starting the practice of yoga is that the yogasana are not just simple exercise but sustained
scientific pattern postures.
Introduction
The word yoga comes form the Sanskrit root meaning to join. “It designates the
joining of the lower human nature to the higher in such a manner as to allow the higher to
direct the lower” or union with the self. It also signifies communion with the supreme
universal spirit to obtain relief from pain or suffering.
One who controls his mind, intellect and ego, being absorbed in the spirit within him.
Finds fulfillment and internal bliss which is beyond the pole senses and reasoning – Bhagvad
Gita . Yoga is a way of life. It is a Science, which teaches us how to lead peaceful, happy
enthusiastic contented, energetic life, enriched with abundant qualities, both of body &
mind, such as physical fitness, perfect health free from any disease, sense of dedication,
devotion determination, intrepidity, fearlessness; faith self-confidence, courage of boldness.
It is a highly practical science and no amount of verbose theoretical lecturing will be
effective. Unless one practices, experiences and feels personally the transformation it bring
about at various levels, i. e. physical, mental, emotional, intellectual spiritual.
DISCUSSION
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A)

Benefits of Yoga











B)

Helps to improve your strength and flexibility.
Provides a holistic approach towards your welfare.
Helps in removal of toxins in the body & aids in relaxations.
Helps to reduce the weight.
Also calms you mind.
Helps in hearing and nourishing the body.
Yoga can enhance concentration.
It doesn’t need any special place, or equipment or clothes.
Gives clarity to your thought.

Also releases the stress from body.
Principles of Yoga







Proper Diet.
Proper Exercise.
Proper breathing.
Positive thinking and meditation.
Proper relaxation.

Conclusion
While concluding it may be stated the yogic exercises are useful for improvement of
physical and mental fitness as required for human being to extend life smoothly. Balance
between exercise and diet relaxation will provide the sound mental and physical capacities.
Though Yoga has the potential power to make up healthy, add to our vigor, still most people
lack the knowledge of systematic practice of yoga.
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Concept of E-learning:
E-learning is a computer based educational tool or system that enables you to learn
anywhere and at any time. Today-e-learning is mostly delivered though the internet,
although in the past it used to be delivered using a blend of computer-based methods like
CD-ROM. Technology has advanced so much that the geographical gap is bridged with the
use of tools that make you feel as if you are inside the classroom e-learning offers the
ability to share material in all kinds of formats such as videos, slideshows, word documents
and PDFs. Conducting webinars(live online classes) and communicating with professors via
chat and message forums is also an option available to users. A learning system based on
formalised teaching but with the help of electronic resources is known as E-learning. While
teaching can be based in or out of the classrooms, the use of computers and the Internet
forms the major component of E-learning. Intentional use of electronic media and
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in teaching and learning process is
referred to as e-learning, where “e” denotes “electronic”. It can also be described by many
other terms including online learning, virtual learning, distributed learning, network and
web based learning. e-learning includes all educational activities carried out by
individuals/groups working online/offline and synchronously/asynchronously through
network/standalone computers and electronic devices.
Scope of E-Learning in India
E-learning can be examined at two levels. The first one is education and another one
is training. For education, it can be used at both elementary and higher levels. In training it
can be used by companies to train and upgrade their employees. E learning permits the
delivery of knowledge and information to learners at an accelerated pace, opening new
vistas of knowledge transfer. Early adopters are companies that have tried to supplement
face-to-face meetings, demonstrations, training classes and lectures with this technology. A
lot of work must be done to make e-learning successful for education, both formal and
informal and to cultivate faith of people in online degrees in India apart from the ones
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given by renowned institutions like IITs. If e-learning reaches the remote and rural parts of
India, it would be much faster to educate people. One major problem faced by India is
concentration of almost all highly skilled professionals are based in bigger cities that deprive
the rural population from getting educated through them. Even in higher education, the
supply and demand are not balanced.
E – LEARNING INITIATIVES IN INDIA
In India, some initiatives have been taken by the Institutions especially Technical
Institutions towards e-learning. Some of them go after a business model, while some are
offering it for free, while still some others have their e-learning initiatives on an
experimental basis. In a motivated agreement signed in July 2005, between Unites States
and India, six leading American Universities, Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) and
Department of Science and Technology (DST) along with Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham have
designed to enhance Technical education and research in India through a satellite e-learning
network. The beneficiary institutions are Indian Institute of Technology, National Institute of
technology and few other prestigious Institutions across the country. Birla Institute of
Technology and Science (BITS) have offered internet based interactive Learning for students
to learn at their own pace. A new e-learning initiative was formally launched in August 2005
with an Internet and Computing Core Certification (IC3) course on Reliance WebWorld
platform. WebWorld, in association with India Cyber Learning, will offer the globally
acclaimed course across its 240 stores in 104 Indian cities. IC3 is the first globally validated,
standards-based training and certification program for measuring computing and Internet
skills. The students of this course have the knowledge and the skills required for basic use of
computer, hardware, software, networks and the Internet. More than 47,000 IC3 exams are
administered each month through more than 9000 certified testing centers worldwide in
114 countries and 18 languages. INFLIBNET Centre is an autonomous Inter-University Centre
of the University Grants Commission. It is the co-coordinating and monitoring agency in the
UGC-Infonet Project. It liaises between UGC, ERNET and universities [6]. INFLIBNET is also
responsible for providing training to university library professionals in the use of this
network for providing variety of services to the users. Web Based Intelligent Interactive
Tutor (WebIIT) is a website-based curriculum that offers online engineering courses,
sponsored by Department of Information Technology (DIT), Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology, Government of India. The courses are designed to be interactive
and user friendly. The web - based courses are aimed to supplement class room teaching
where the users will be able to learn at their own pace and level of understanding.
CONCLUSION This paper discusses about the formulation of the problem and their need and
prospects in today’s education field. We discussed why e-Learning is required at all,
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followed by relevant definitions quoting some pioneers in the field. Through this paper, we
trying to focus on various issues and challenges in implementing E-learning system. Elearning is a very broad area of research in terms of education system. Web 3.0 technologies
offer benefits of 3D-wikis, 3D Labs; Intelligent Agent based search engines, Virtual
environments like Avatar, Semantic Digital Libraries that may result in added advantage in
delivery of effective e-learning to the mass. In the 21st century, students may stay at home
and take distance educatin their homes across the world.
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Introduction:
Sport is the most popular organized activity in which youth engage. Sports
involvement may also contribute to the social and personal development of youth. It has
also been proposed that youth sports provides benefits for socio- emotional development,
Identity work, character building, and moral development, including the expression of
values and sportsmanship behaviors. Many people involved in sport also believe that sport
participation offers opportunities for learning and development that can directly transfer
into other areas of life such as school and work. Youth being enthusiastic, vibrant,
innovative and dynamic in nature is the most important section of the population. Youth
shows strong passion, motivation and will power which also make them the most valuable
human resource for fostering economic, cultural and political development of nation. A
country’s ability and potential for growth is determined by the size of its youth population.
Youth are defined as those aged 15 to 29 in the National Youth Policy (2014). This age group
constitutes 27.5% of India’s population.
What is a sports-based programmed:
The term "sports-based youth development programs" is coined and defined in the
context of the community youth development framework. Sports-based youth development
programs are out-of-school-time programs that use a particular sport to facilitate learning
and life skill development in youth. Community youth development programs use a
community youth development approach to create opportunities for youth to connect to
others, develop skills and use those skills to contribute to their communities. This, in turn,
increases their ability to succeed. For example, a sports program that provides appropriate
structure has delineated clear rules, expectations and responsibilities for youth, parents,
coaches, officials, and other organizers.
Social and emotional development:
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In terms of the social aspects of child and youth development, there are three main
areas that have been under consideration: inclusion and community building; characterbuilding; and delinquency and community safety.
Inclusion and community building:
The role of sport in inclusion has shown to be strongly linked to building social
cohesion and social capital among young people and adults in communities. Sport has been
as a practical tool to engage young people in their communities through volunteering,
resulting in higher levels of leadership, community engagement and altruism among young
people.
Positive peer relationships between young people are encouraged through physical activity
and coaching is considered a key aspect of how physical activity can contribute to social
inclusion among young people. Social inclusion also relates to offering equal opportunities
to sport and education programmes regardless of gender, ethnicity or ability.
Character-building:
The reasoning is that moral behavior is acquired through social interaction that
occurs through sport and physical activity conductive in a collective. Whether or not sport
has a positive impact on character-building in an individual is highly dependent on the
context of the programmed and the values promoted and development. In this respect,
physical education teachers, coaches, trainers or community leaders have a determining
influence on a young person’s sporting experience and on the degree of ‘character-building’
that can arise. Some research also indicates that ‘physical activity outside of competitive
sport’ may be more effective in promoting mutual understanding and empathy among
young people.
Delinquency and community safety:
Research suggests that sport can be used as a means to reduce deviant behavior
among children and youth. But participating in physical activity does not directly impact on
deviant behavior. Accordingly, programmes should combine sports and physical activities
with leadership and job-skills development and training to address risk factors in children
and youth.
The majority of programmes that target delinquent youth aim to act as either:
 Diversions for delinquent youth away from other delinquent youth.
 Rehabilitation activities for those previously involved in delinquent behavior.
 Gateways to engage the target group in sport in order to establish relationship with
authority figures, social service, educational programmes and marginalized groups.
To increase the success of a sports programme in this area, activities should be:
 Provided through supportive, ‘bottom-up’ approaches.
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The activity must be purposeful to the individual, tailored to their individual needs;
and
 De-emphasize regulation and winning.
Sports programs can encourage behavioral change in young people and skills learnt in
sports are transferable to other areas of life.
Sport may also remove young people from negative influences like anti-social peer groups,
drugs and alcohol, low-self esteem and boredom.
Transferable skills learnt through sport include:
 Commitment and understanding the consequences of not meeting commitments,
 Communication skills,
 Problem solving,
 Team work,
 Dealing with stress, and;
 Goal setting and future planning.
Participation in sport has additional benefits for youth development including:
 Overall improvements in health and mental health,
 Self-confidence,
 Increased sense of social inclusion and community participation,
 Self-Discipline, and;
 Structured leisure time.
Conclusion:
Participation in sport is also enjoyable, providing an alternative to the conventional
education system and therefore able to directly encourage engagement with school and
education. In addition to this, to effectively participate in sport the participants require a
healthy diet and a generally healthy lifestyle. Additionally, our program model builds in
opportunities for skills development and career.
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BENEFITS OF ADVENTURE SPORTS FOR WOMEN
SURENDRA .T. CHOUHAN
Director of Physical Education Arts & Commerce Collage Kamargaon, Dist-Washim
Adventure sports are being taken to by people from all spheres of life including both men
and women. Both men and women are being attracted to this sports for several reasons. It
gives an hair raising experience. The experience where the adrenaline starts pumping is
very sought after by people because their life has become very dull because of the routine
life that they are having these days. There is no time to look at the nature and also to have
fun. This is particularly true for women. During ancient time, the women were involved in
so many laborious activities. But nowadays, most of their job is done by machines. This has
made them sort of couch potato. There are so many benefits of adventure sports that that
any women can have and make their life more beautiful.
1. Feeling of exhilaration:
The person who is part of the adventure sports has a sense of exhilaration. This has to be
felt to be understood, and every person who was at one time a part of any adventure sport
will be able to tell you of this feeling.
2. Sense of achievement:
Each and every person who has been a part of adventure sports will have a sense of
achievement. This is because adventure sports are dangerous to the extent that some
people may even lose their lives. To overcome these problems after being a part of the
sports gives the participant a sense of achievement.
3. Motivation:
Motivation to perform better in life is got from the sense of achievement. A person who has
not been able to achieve something usually gets discouraged and also demotivated. This is
not true about a person who has participated in an adventure sport.
4. Able to face life better:
The person who is part of the adventure spot is able to face life in a better way. They are
motivated and this makes them feel that they will be able to achieve the various goals in
their life too. This is one of the best benefits that occur from being a part of the adventure
sports.
5. Health benefits:
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There are also a lot of health benefits of being a part of these adventure sports. This is
because the people who take part in these sports are out in the nature and this itself gives
them a feeling of relaxation. The other health benefit of these adventure camps is that it
reduces the stress and also the various risks for stress related diseases. It also helps the
people to be better fit and decreases the chances of various diseases from occurring. Many
people are turning to these sports for their betterment. They are able to get their mind and
body to be fit and this is the reason for the increased number of people turning to these
sports. Every one should be able to be a part of these at one point in their life to feel the
benefits of these sports.
6. Turning Exercise into Adventure
Getting cardiovascular exercise and training with weights or other activity is a great way to
manage your fitness. However, taking your workout outside is a terrific way to cross train.
Simply running on trails instead of an indoor track develops balance, uses more muscle
groups and can take you on a journey in an uncontrolled environment that stimulates your
brain with countless variables. Throw in some unpredictable weather and you'll recognize
the thrill of beating the storm and making it back home safely.
7. Out of Your Comfort Zone
Many people may be reluctant to try things like mountain biking or scuba diving, thinking
they don't possess the skills or ability to enjoy it. Encouraging people to try new activities
may result in them realizing things about themselves they did not know. A great way to
build confidence and promote a positive attitude, getting out of your comfort zone is
sometimes the only way you'll dig deep enough to break free of negative thinking.
8. Benefits of Adventure
True adventure lovers look for the opportunity to challenge themselves and learn from their
experiences. The emotional and physical benefits of adventure sports are impressive such as
improved problem solving, increased health and a positive thinking. The participants that
complete their program of wilderness therapy finish with increased fitness, and a healthy
emotional balance.
Thus, the women can make themselves as tough as men, both physically and mentally, by
participating in Adventure Sports.
Reference
www.saching.com
www.livestrong.com
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ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY CAN ENHANCE SPORTS
DR. UDAY N. MANJRE
Associate Professor, Degree College of Physical Education, Amravati.
e-mail – umanjre@rediffmail.com (M) 942312307)
ABSRACT:
In many sports there are many decisions which cannot be determined by human
interfaces. So we need to use different types of technologies to determine the decisions
perfectly One of most prominently used technology is HAWK-EYE technology. It is used in
sports like cricket, tennis, snookers and in some games. It is a technology where we can
determine speed, deviation of ball from actual track etc. Hawk-Eye as the most innovative
technology provider in sports broadcasting and is a development that will reinforce the
group's presence and influence. It is primarily used by the majority of television networks to
track the trajectory of balls in flight.
Key Words: Hawk-Eye, Triangulation, phenomenon, measuring angles, 3D ball.
Introduction :
When sports and science interact you have powerful results, Can you imagine
your life without science? Unless you are OK with the idea of living without medicine and
transportation the answer is a resounding no. Now think about sports. Sports today use
increasingly complex technologies to enhance performance. You may not see the obvious
link between sports and science, but this is all around the industry. The TV you watch in
your bedroom, the protective gear used when you play, the heart monitors, analytics,
fantasy sports applies it’s all forms of science, and it is all around us.
We have seen some considerable leaps forward in sporting performance as a
direct result of technology either used during competition or in training, but the big
question is, which technology has had the biggest impact on its respective sport? The game
of cricket has attained great commercial importance and popularity over the past few years.
As a result there has been felt a need to make the game more interestingly for the
spectators and also to try and make it as fair as possible. The component of human error in
making judgments of crucial decisions often turns out to be decisive.
Alas, technology never rests; there are always new ideas, tests, and problems to
solve. But in this moment of time, Here are some technologies which have changed the
sports world.
Hawk-Eye Technology:
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This is the revaluation in this field in year 2001 saw the birth of phenomenon which
the world soon came to know as HAWK -EYE.
This technology uses 6-7 high-end cameras situated above the field of play (e.g. a
birds-eye view) to analyze the flight and trajectory of an object being used in sports
competition. Most commonly used in Tennis, Cricket, Rugby, Badminton and Volleyball,
Hawk-Eye Technology has been in use since 2006 in tennis and cricket is more accurate than
a judge’s eye.
Benefits of this technology:
1)Hawk-Eye technology helps to take an error-free decision in cricket, lawn tennis,
rugby league, football, and baseball etc.
2)This technology has reduced the criticism of the players and spectators about the
decision of the match referee.
3) By analyzing the movement of the balls through this technology, the umpire can take
an error-free decision quickly when the game is going on.
With Hawk-Eye Technology, you just don’t see this anymore: Hawk-Eye also has its
applications in military operations and automobiles.
Principle of Hawk-Eye:
A Hawk-Eye system is based on the principle of Triangulation.
Triangulation is the process of determining the location of a point by measuring angles to it
from known points at either end of a fixed baseline.
Processor follows 4 Steps:
(a) Identify each frame from each camera, and groups the corresponding pixels to the image
of the ball.
(b) Compute for each frame the 3D position of an image thus identified using ball image
data from at least two different cameras.
(c) Predict a ball flight-path from the said 3D ball position as computed in successive frames.
(d) Map the predicted path on the modeled area so as to identify any interaction with one
or more of the said characteristic features.
1).The cameras are used in two sets, and a multi-channel frame grabber handles
each set of cameras.
2).The images captured are then processed by software to produce a 3-D image.
3).This is updated 100 times every second.
4).The system is able to locate the ball in 3-D and can predict the motion with a
claimed accuracy of 5 mm.
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5).The system generates a graphic image of the ball path and playing area by using
which umpires take decisions.
Applications:
Its applications are mainly in sports like Cricket, Tennis, Badminton, Volley ball
and other games .
Conclusion:
We have looked at various aspects of the HAWK-EYE technology. Initially, we
outlined the main problems which one could encounter while trying to implement such a
system for a sport like cricket. Then, we looked into the details of each step of the process
which finally gives us the wonderful looking graphics that we see on TV during cricket
analysis shows. We got a fair understanding of the algorithms and mathematics which goes
into the system. With the help of examples, we looked at the applications which the
technology finds in modern day sport, with cricket being our main focus. We got an
understanding of how the graphics can be produced, using the setup, which also was
described in detail. We have thus seen that the HAWK-EYE is a great innovation, which puts
technology to good use in the field of sports. The technology is used widely these days, in
sports such as Tennis, Badminton and Cricket. The accuracy which can be achieved with the
use of the system is making the authorities think seriously about reducing the human error
component involved in important decisions. As the system runs in real time, there is no
extra time required to see the visualizations and graphics. The system is also a great tool
which can be used by players, statisticians, tacticians, coaches to analyze previous games
and
come
up
with
strategies
for
subsequent
ones.
REFERENCES: * http://www.hawkeyeinnovations.co.uk/ ,
* http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawk-Eye ,
* http://www.scribd.com/ ,
*http://www.google.co.in/ ,
*http://www.fas.org/ ,
*http://www.autoequip.co.za/alignment-equipment/3d-digital-imaging-alignment-dsp600
*Video Processor Systems for Ball Tracking in Ball Games. International publishing number
WO 01/41884 A1.
* www.hawkeyeinnovations.co.uk
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EFFECT OF OFF-SEASON FITNESS TRAINING PROGRAMMES ON GRIP
STRENGTH
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DCPE HVPM Amravati and Dr. Pravin C. Dabre SKK Mahavidyalaya, Jalgaon Jamod Emailpravin.dabre@gmail.com
Abstract
Total 75 Cricket players were selected for the present study. The purpose is to measure the grip
strength (Muscular Strength). It could be concluded that it is inferred that the hand grip strength of
the selected subjects of Experimental A & Control C group does not vary significantly. Whereas,
Experimental B & Control C (After 90 days) and Experimental A & Experimental B groups subjects
shows significant improvement in the hand grip strength. It clearly indicates that ninety days
systematic training programme significantly improve the hand grip strength of the subjects. It is also
clear that ninety days systematic training programme is more effective that the sixty days training
programme.
Purpose: To measure grip strength (Muscular Strength)
Equipments: Handgrip dynamometer.
Description: In order to ensure dryness the subject was asked to put some magnesium chalk powder
on the concerned hand. The tester sets the pointer of the dynamometer to zero and placed the
dynamometer in the subjects hand and asked the subject to squeeze the dynamometer sharply and
steadily as much as possible making certain that neither the arm was folded at elbow nor any part of
the arm. Subjects were allowed with each hand giving one minute rest between squeezes. Total 75
Cricket players were selected for the present study
Scoring: The highest reading out of the three squeezes was recorded in kilograms.
It is evident from the above table that there is no significant difference in between Pre and Post test
means of Experimental A and Control C groups in hand grip strength, as the calculated t-values of
1.806, 0.320 and 0.357 respectively are less than the tabulated t-value of 2.064 at 0.05 level of
confidence for the 24 degrees of freedom. But Experimental B group shows significant difference
with calculated 't' value of 4.023.
Hence it is inferred that the hand grip strength of the selected subjects of Experimental A
and Control C groups does not vary significantly. Significant improvement in hand grip strength is
observed in Experimental B group only. It clearly indicates that ninety days systematic training
programme significantly improve the hand grip strength of the subjects. The mean difference of
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hand grip strength between the pre and post test means of Experimental A, Experimental B and
Control C groups is graphically depicted in Figure-1.
The findings of above table show that there is no significant difference in between the Post test
means of Experimental A & Control C (After 60 days) group in hand grip strength as the calculated tvalue of 1.532 is less than the tabulated t-value of 2.000 at 0.05 level of confidence for the 48
degrees of freedom. It is also observed from the above table that, there is significant difference in
between the Post test means of Experimental B & Control and Experimental A & Experimental B
groups in hand grip strength, as the calculated t-values of 4.050 and 2.576 respectively are greater
than the tabulated t-value at .05 level.
From the above findings it is inferred that the hand grip strength of the selected subjects of
Experimental A & Control C group does not vary significantly. Whereas, Experimental B & Control C
(After 90 days) and Experimental A & Experimental B groups subjects shows significant improvement
in the hand grip strength. It clearly indicates that ninety days systematic training programme
significantly improve the hand grip strength of the subjects. It is also clear that ninety days
systematic training programme is more effective that the sixty days training programme.
Conclusion
From the above findings it is inferred that the hand grip strength of the selected subjects of
Experimental A & Control C group does not vary significantly. Whereas, Experimental B & Control C
(After 90 days) and Experimental A & Experimental B groups subjects shows significant improvement
in the hand grip strength. It clearly indicates that ninety days systematic training programme
significantly improve the hand grip strength of the subjects. It is also clear that ninety days
systematic training programme is more effective that the sixty days training programme.
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खेळा वारे बालक व त णांचा नरोगी वकास
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या.द.व.दे शमु ख कला व वा ण य महा व यालय तवसा
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गोषवारा
छो यां या, तसेच मो यां या जीवनातह

खेळाला फार मोठे मह व आहे . पु रातन

कालापासू न त काल न सं कृ तीत खेळाचा उ लेख सापडतो. खेळ खेळणे, हा वेळेचा दु पयोग
असे काह जणांना वाटते; परं तु खेळाचे लाभ पा ह यास तोटे अ प आहे त.आरो य
आजारपणाची अनु पि थती, दुसर कडे तंद ु

ती, शार रक

हणजे

मताची उपि थती आ ण

फटर

त ण िजतके अ धक स म असतात ततकेच. यो य शार रक वकासासाठ दो ह सामा य
शार रक आ ण खेळात व श ट तंद ु
तग धर याची

मता (एरो बक

त असणे आव यक आहे : मु ले आ ण त णांनी

यांची

मता), यांची लव चकता आ ण लव चकता, यांची चपळता,

थू ल आ ण दं ड मोटर कौश यांचे वेळ आ ण सम वय आ ण यांची गती आ ण यांची श ती
वक सत करणे आव यक आहे . . यां या संपू ण शार रक वकासासाठ एका धक खेळांम ये
आण

ॉस

श णात सहभाग घेणे आव यक आहे . अथात

मतेब ल नसते - सं ान आ ण सामािजक
शार रक

वकासासाठ

या - मह व यांचे समथन करणारे एक

त ण जे शार रक र या स

चंड

य आहे त आ ण खेळाम ये

फटनेस फ त शार रक

फटनेस - खेळाम ये

नय मत

माणात संशोधन आहे .मु ले आ ण
य त आहे त

यां यात आ

याची

आ म व वास वाढतो .खेळ हा त णां माणेच शार रक असतो - जशी मू ल / त ण शर र
वक सत होते तसतसे या
वक सत हो यासाठ
त णां या लवकर
शार रक

येत ती ती पणे गु ंतलेल असतात आ ण यो य आ ण पू ण

यांना शार रक र या स
वकासासाठ

य असणे आव यक आहे . मु ले आ ण

खेळ आ ण शार रक

श ण आ ण खेळ यां या दर यान

श ण मू लभू त आहे आ ण खेळ,

शकले या कौश यामु ळे त णां या सम
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वकासास हातभार लागतो शार रक श ण आ ण खेळाचा शै
कौश ये वकास आ ण काय मता (ii) शै
शार रक

णक प रणाम होतो. (I) मोटर

णक संभा यतेम ये बदल पा हले जाऊ शकतात. हे

याकलापांम ये सामील होणे आ ण मनोवै ा नक वकासादर यानचे सकारा मक

संबंध दशवते.खेळ आ ण शार रक श णात भाग घे या वारे, त ण मू लभू त मू यांचे मह व
जसे क :
ामा णकपणा



संघटन



नप पात



वतःचा आ ण इतरांचा आदर



नयमांचे पालन



हे त णांना

पधत कसे सामोरे जावे आ ण िजंकणे आ ण पराभू त अशा दो ह

गो ट ंचा सामना कसा करावा हे शक यासाठ एक मंच दे खील
पैलू शार रक कौश य आ ण
शार रक

श ण

आण

मता

खेळा या

दान करते. या शक या या

य त र त मुला या सामािजक आ ण नै तक वकासावर
प रणामावर

काश

टाकतात. मु लाचे

आण

त ण

वकासा या शार रक आ ण आरो या या पैलू ं या बाबतीत, पु कळ पु रावे आहे त जे शार रक
आरो य, वाढ आ ण वकास यावर खेळ आ ण

यायामा या (मु यतः सकारा मक)

भावांवर

क त आहे त.
शार रक

येत द घकाल न सहभाग

शार रक श ण आ ण खेळ दे खील आरो या या
जे शार रक

याकलापांम ये आयु यभर सहभागास

शार रक श णाचा

ो सा हत करतात. यामु ळे शाळे बाहे र या

भाव वाढतो आ ण सावज नक आरो यावर शार रक श णाचा संभा य

प रणाम अधोरे खत होतो.
काय मांनी केवळ तां क
ल

याकलापां या सवयी तयार करतात

श ण आ ण वकासाचे

यापक उ ी ट सा य कर यासाठ ,

डा कौश यां या वकासावरच न हे तर

डा

य ती या वकासावर

क त केले पा हजे. खेळातील सहभागाचे भौ तक फायदे सव ात आहे त आ ण मो या

माणावर अनु भवज य पु रा यां वारे सम थत आहे त, खेळ आ ण शार रक
श णावर ल सकारा मक फायदे घेऊ शकतात.
ो साहना मक

ट कोनातू न खेळ

याकलाप दे खील
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खेळ हा त ण लोकांसाठ एक आकषक

याकलाप आहे आ ण ब याचदा मु लांना

आ ण त णांना आरो य आ ण श ण काय मात भरती कर यासाठ
जातो.

डा आ ण वकास

आ ण काह बाबतीत

क प जे शै

े कांना शै

णक नकालांवर ल

ॉ काड

हणू न वापरला

क त करतात ते सहभागींना

णक संदेश पोहच व याचे साधन

हणू न खेळाचा वापर

करतात. या य त र त, काह काय मांचे उ ी ट शालेय उपि थती आ ण नेत ृ व यासार या
श णा या इतर पैलच
ूं ा
शै

णक

चार करणे आ ण वक सत करणे हे आहे .

नकाल दे त नाह . बरे चसे सा ह य शार रक

अनु भवांचे नधारक

हणू न शार रक

श ण

डा मू ळचा सकारा मक
श क आ ण शै

याकलाप आ ण खेळा या इतर

णक

दा यां या मह वपू ण

भू मकेवर जोर दे ते.
उदाहरणाथ, संयु त रा
छाव यांमधील
कर यासाठ

त णांना,

ांचे नवा सत उ चायु त (यू एनएचसीआर), जगातील शरणाथ

वशेषत: मु ल

आ ण यु वतींना शाळे त जा यासाठ

ो सा हत

खेळ व खेळाचे काय म वापरत आहे त. या य त र त, यु नसेफने मुल ं या

श णासाठ मो हमेसाठ खेळाचा वापर करणे, काय मां या मा यमातू न आ ण जनजागृती
अ भयानां या मा यमातू न श णास मह व दले आहे .
शक या

ती

मु ले

तसाद
व

त णांची

ो सा हत करणे आ ण शै

शक याची
णक

काय मता

सु धार यासाठ , शाळे तील

उपि थतीस

या यश वी हो याची इ छा दश व यासाठ खेळ-आधा रत

काय म दश वले गेले आहे त. वक सत दे शांम ये खेळा या आरो यावर आ ण
होणाacts◌्या दु प रणामां वषयी बहु तेक संशोधन केले गेले असले तर

वकासावर

वकसनशील दे शांम ये

या ना याला पा ठंबा दे णारे अ यास आहे त.
उदाहरणाथ,

ना म बयातील

मु ले

आण

त णांमधील

खेळा या

अ यासानु सार असे दसू न आले आहे क जे लोक खेळात आ ण शार रक
भाग घेतात

यांना दहावी या पर

सहभागावर ल
याकलापांम ये

ा उ तीण हो याची अ धक श यता असते. पु ढ ल संशोधन

असेह सू चत करते क हे नाते तस या श णात चालू आहे .
साराउं श
१. मु लांची वाढ आ ण वकास यांम ये खेळाचे फार मह वाचे

थान आहे !
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मु लाची शार रक, सामािजक, मान सक, तसेच बौ क जडण-घडण आ ण वाढ
हो यास खेळणी फारच उपयु त ठरतात. खेळ खेळता खेळता इतर मु लांसमवेत सहकायाने
आ ण खेळीमेळीने खेळ यास मू ल आपोआप शकते. यासह इतरांशी मळते जु ळते घे यासह
ती शकतात. धा मक सण आ ण इतर कौटु ं बक समारं भांमु ळ,े तसेच सहल मु ळे

त दन

येणारा तोच तोपणा न जाणवता मु लांम ये आनंद वातावरण नमाण होते.
अ. अ यास, इतर कामे यांमु ळे आलेला ताण

यू न कर याचे खेळ हे एक साधन आहे.

आ. सां घक खेळांमु ळे संघभावना वाढ स लागते.
इ. खेळांमु ळे क पकता वाढ स लागते.
ई. खेळ वजय आ ण हार यांचा सामना कर यास शकवतात. पराभव पचव यास शकवतात.
उ. खेळ नयमांचे पालन कर याची सवय लावतात.
ऊ. खेळांमु ळे काह

माणात बु ी, नयोजनब ता, पारख करणे, हे गु णह वाढ स लागतात.

२. खेळामु ळे मु लांची मान सक वाढ हो यास साहा य होणे
सायकल चालवणे आ ण इतर पटांगणातील खेळ यांमळ
ु े मुलां या श ररास यायाम
मळतो अन ् शर र बळकट बन यास साहा य होते. तसेच

नायू ं या कौश यपू ण हालचाल

आ मसात होतात. बालवगात खेळ आ ण खेळ यां या मा यमातू न श ण दले जाते.
खेळामु ळे मुलांची मान सक वाढ हो यास साहा य होते.
३. मू ल मोकळे पणाने भावना य त क

शकत नस यास भावनांचा उ े क व वंस कर यात

होत असणे.
जर मू ल मोकळे पणाने आप या भावना य त क
भावनांचा उ े क, आदळ-आपट, मोड-तोड अशा

शकले नाह , तर या या दबले या

कारे होतो. या या भावनांचा आ ण मनाचा

होणारा क डमारा यास खेळ या वारे नासधू स क न माग मळतो.
शा रर क

याकलाप

वतःम ये आनंददायक असतात - हे

आ ण ब याचदा आप यात वाढलेल क याण आ ण

याचे

वतःचे ब ीस आहे

वत: ची कं मत अशी भावना आणते. हे

खरं आहे जे खेळाला खू प मजा देते - हे केवळ आप यासाठ चांगले नाह - यामु ळे आ हाला
चांगले वाटते . खेळ, कारण
त णांना

या या शार रक (कॉ ं ट

वतःब ल आ ण ते कशासाठ

व अमू त)

नसगामु ळे मु ले आ ण

स म आहे त याब ल बरे च काह

शकू दे ते

.मु लांसाठ आ ण त णांसाठ ह आ हान खू प मह वाचे आहे - खेळामु ळे मु ले आ ण त णांना
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एखा या ( नि चत) वातावरणात

वतःला आ हान दे याची संधी मळते. खेळ आ हानासाठ

आ ण जा याचा माग तयार करतो ..
वत: ची जाग कता आ ण

वत: ची ओळख पट व या या

येचा एक भाग

व न

पाहत आहे क हे कोणाचे असावे - एखा या या क पनेचा हा एक नैस गक / त ण वापर
आहे - हे एखा या या जीवनाकडे ल
डापटू आकडेवार - खेळामु ळे
आण

यां या

दे याचा एक भाग आहे . त णांसाठ या

य ात

ो सा हत होते, मु लांना मोठे

येतील

व न दाख व यास

व नांचा उपभोग कर या या मागावर पाठलाग कर यासाठ . पालक आ ण

श क या ना याने आप या मु लांना खेळासाठ आयु यासाठ तयार कर यात खेळाचे मह व
आपण पाहत आहोत
संदभ
1) लेखक : डॉ. वसंत आठवले, बालरोगत :सनातन- न मत

ंथ, ‘सं कार ह च साधना !’

2) Article (PDF Available) in Sport Education and Society 20(4) · December 2013
3) Stone EJ, McKenzie TL, Welk GJ, Booth ML. Effects of physical activity interventions
in youth: review and synthesis. Am J Prev Med. 1998; 15: 298–315
4) Sallis JF, McKenzie TL. Physical education’s role in public health. Res Q Exerc Sport.
1991; 62: 124–137
5) Physical Education and Sports,
http://www.education.nic.in/cd50year’s/home.htm.Accessed on 28 February, 2008.
6) https://krishnac003.wordpress.com/2018/05/02/the-role-of-physical-educationand-sports-in-india/
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Hkkjrkrhy mPp f’k{k.k okLro vkf.k fn’kk
izk- lkS- lqtkrk izeksn dsus
lq/kkdjjko ukbZd dyk o mek’kadj [ksrku okf.kT; egkfo|ky;] vdksyk
xks”kokjk %
f’k{k.k gk ekuokpk eqyHkwr vf/kdkj vkgs- Hkkjrkrhy mPp f’k{k.k gh txkrhy lanHkkZr
nqljh eksBh O;oLFkk ekuyh tkrs- tkxrhd dkj.kkeqGs O;kikj {ks=kizek.ksp f’k{k.kkps cktkjhdj.k
lq: >kys- ufou fo|kihBkaP;k dk;n;keqGs o ljdkjP;k ukdrsZi.kkeqGs f’k{k.k gh dkgh
yksdkaph fejklnkjh gksÅ igkr vkgs- tquhp Lrjhdj.kkph O;oLFkk uohu :ikr izLFkkohr gksr
vkgs- R;keqGs dY;k.k dkgh jkT;kph ladYiuk ik;nGh rqMoys tkrsizLrkouk %
dks.kR;kgh ns’kkpk vkfFkZd fodkl gk rsFkhy miyC/k vlysY;k dq’ky euq”; cGkoj
o f’k{k.kkoj voyacqu vlrs- tksi;Zr R;k jk”Vªkps f’k{k.kkps izek.k ok<r ukgh rks i;Zar rks
ns’k fodluf’ky fdaok ekxkl Eg.kwu vksG[kY;k tkrks- ekuokyk ftou tx.;klkBh T;k
eqyHkwr xjtk vkgsr R;ke/;s vUu] oL=] fuokjk] vkjksX; o R;kizek.ksp f’k{k.k gk ekuokph
vktP;k ;qxkr eqyHkwr xjt ekuyh tkrs- O;DrhP;k lohxh.k fodkl gk f’k{k.kk f’kok; gksÅ
‘kdr ukgh Eg.kwu f’k{k.k gk R;k jk”Vªkpk *es:naM* ekuyk tkrks- Hkkjrkyk izkphu dkGkr mPp
f’k{k.k ns.kkjh r{kf’ky] ukaynk] oYyHkh] ikVuk v’kh txizfl/n f’k{k.k dsanz gksrh- ;ke/;s /keZ]
bfrgkl] laLd`r] osnfo|k] vk;qZosn] ‘kL=fo|k] laxhr] fp=dyk] f’kYidyk v’;k fofo/k iq.kZ
vH;kldze gksrk ijarw dkGkuqlkj gh dsnsza uke’ks”k >kyhizkphu oSfnd f’k{k.k O;oLFkk o xq:dqy i/nrhr xq: f’k”;kps ukrs ?kê gksrs- xq:izrh
vkiqydhph] cka/khydhph Hkkouk gksrh- vyhdMP;k dkGkr f’k{k.k i/nrhr vkeqykxz ifjorZu
>kys ,dfolkO;k ‘krdkr izos’k dj.kkÚ;k tk.khosus Hkfo”;kpk os/k ?ksrkauk ,dkcktqus ekghrhps
egktky] baVjusV] okS=hdj.k] ekghrhpk foLQksV loZ {ks=kr lax.khdj.k ;klkj[kh f{krhts
[kq.kkor vkgs- ftou iztkrhrwu f’k{k.kiz.kkyh fodflr gksr vlrs o f’k{k.k iz.kkyhrwu
thoukyk Kku] dkS’kY;] vfHk:ph o pSrU; izkIr gksr vlrs- l/;kph f’k{k.k i/nrh dqpdkeh
Bjr pkyyh vkgs vkxkeh dkGkr mPp f’k{k.k O;oLFksr cny djkosp ykxrhy tkxfrdh
dj.kkÚ;k uO;k vkOgkrkapk eqdkcyk dj.;klkBh fo|kF;kZuk lkekU; f’k{k.kk lkscr O;kogkjhd
o O;olk; fHkeq[k f’k{k.k ns.ks vko’;d vkgs- izkFkfed f’k{k.k gDd dk;n;kph vko’;rk
R;kP;k vaeyctkouhe/;s fu;ksthr eqnrhr loZ rjrqnhaph iqrZrk gksbZy dk ;klkj[ks iz’u mHks
jkgrkr-
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Hkkjrkr mPp f’k{k.kkP;k eksB;k izek.kkr foLrkj gksr vlyk rjh mPp f’k{k.kkps izek.k
12 rs 13 VDD;kP;k vklikl vkgs- xsyh lgk n’kds fofo/k iap okf”kZd ;kstukaP;k ek/;ekrqu
f’k{k.kkojhy [kpZ ,dq.k jk”Vªh; mRiukP;k 4 VDds P;k vklikl vkgs- rj mPp f’k{k.kkoj gk
[kpZ 1-5 VDds brdk vkgs- Hkkjrkr 18 rs 23 o;ksxVkrhy r:.kkapk fopkj dsyk rj vtqugh
eksB;k izek.kkr gk oxZ mPp f’k{k.kkiklwu oafpr vkgs- ns’kkr rka=hd euq”;cG o vkfFkZd
fodkl djko;kpk vlsy rj mPp f’k{k.kkps izek.k o R;koj ‘kklukpk gks.kkjk [kpZ ok<fo.ks
xjtsps vkgs- 1990 91 P;k n’kdkr tkxfrdh dj.kkps okjs okgw ykxys R;kr Hkkjrgh
viokn uOgrk R;keqGs f’k{k.k gs xWV djkjk varxZr lsok {ks=krwu m|ksx {ks=kr vkY;keqGs T;k
fBdk.kh uQk eksB;k izek.kkr feGrks kfBdk.kh xqaro.kwd lq: d:u [kktxh dj.kkps {ks= iq<s
;srs Hkkjrkr <kscG ekukus f’k{k.kkP;k [kktxhdj.kkpk mYys[k 1980 P;k n’kdkiklwu >kyk
vkgs- 1990 uarj f’k{k.kkP;k O;kikjhdj.k >kys vkgsr- [kktxhdj.kkP;k /kksj.kkeqGs lektkps
fp= vkt osxGs igk;yk feGrs- MkWDVjkpk eqyxk MkWDVj] baftfuvjpk eqyxk baftfuvj
gksrkaukp fnlrks- O;olkf;d f’k{k.kklkBh vkfFkZd n`”V;k dzedqor ?kVdkauk iS’;k vHkkoh izos’k
feGr ukgh R;keqGs xq.kork vlwugh cktqyk Qsdys tkrs R;keqGs vkfFkZd fo”kersr ok< gksÅu
ifj.kkr e:.kkae/;s uSjk’; O;luf/kuek] xqUgsxkjh o ‘ksoVh vkRegR;k izo`Rrh ok<rs- f’k{k.kkeqGs
O;Drhyk vkiys Hkfo”; MCcy dj.;kps lkeFkZ izkIr gksrs o fofo/k {kerkapk fodkl lk/kykmPpf’k{k.kkP;k lanHkkZr okLro
mPp f’k{k.kkph Hkkjrkrhy O;oLFkk gh tkxfrd lanHkkZr Qkj eksBh vkgs- 1947 P;k
rqyusr fo|kF;kZaph la[;k >ikV;kus ok<r pkyyh 1947 yk dsoG 20 fo|kihB gksrh2001 e/;s 256 >kyhR;kuarj R;k ok< gksr vkgs- i.k fo/keku mPp f’k{k.kkrqu lqf’k{khr csdkaÚ;k la[;sr
fnolsufnol ok< gksrkauk fnlrs- mPp f’k{k.kklkBh ;s.kkÚ;k [kpkZP;k 90 VDds [kpkZapk Hkkj
Hkkjr ljdkj vkiY;k lkoZtfud {ks=krhy ,dq.k [kpkZP;k rjrqnhrwu djrs- 1991 iklwu
ljdkjps mPp f’k{k.kk lanHkkZr /kksj.k cnyr vkgs- mPp f’k{k.kkoj dsanz ljdkjus lqjokrhiklwu
vxzdze fnyk ijarw ykHk ek= deh t.kkauk feGkyk R;keqGs izkFkfed f’k{k.kkoj [kpZ dj.kkkjs
ykHk ts fo|kFkhZ la[;sr ekstys tkrkr rs mPp f’k{k.kkis{kk vf/kd vkgsr gs ljdkjyk tk.koys
FkksMD;kr mPp f’k{k.kkoj gks.kkjk izpaM R;kP;k rqyusr fo|kFkhZ la[;k deh myV izkFkfed
f’k{k.kkoj [kpZ rqyusus deh i.k f’kd.kkÚ;k fo|kF;kZaph la[;k Qkj eksBh vkgs- gk vuqHko
tk.koykHkkjrkrhy mPp f’k{k.kkph fn’kk %
Tkxfrd dj.kkeqGs f’k{k.kkph fn’kk >ikV;kus ifjorhZr gksr vkgs txkrhy jk”Vsª
brdhtoG vkysyh vkgs dh ,[kkns ra=] ekfgrh] ‘kks/k vkf.k fopkj gk ijLijkai;Zr iksgprs
ljdkj vkfFkZd dkj.ks lkaxqu vkiY;k iapokf”kZd ;kstuke/;s QDr 2-87 VDds ,o<sp iSls
mPp f’k{k.kkoj [kpZ mRiknd xaqro.kwd HkkjrkP;k jk”Vªh; mRiukkP;k fdeku 6 VDds vkf.k
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‘kD; >kY;kl 10 VDds mRiUu f’k{k.kkoj [kpZ >kys ikghts rsOgkp xq.koRrkiw.kZ f’k{k.k ;k
/;s;kP;k fn’ksus Vkdysys ikÅy lk/; gksÅ ‘kdrs xsY;k dkgh o”kkZr ns’kHkjkr vusd
iq<kjysY;k tkrhe/kwu vkj{k.kkph ekx.kh iq<s ;sr vkgs R;kcjkscj vU; lekt?kVdake/;sgh
vko’;rk vkgs ;k lokZaps eqG f’k{k.kkr vkf.k jkstxkjkr vkgs mPp f’k{k.k ?ks.kkÚ;k izek.k 20
VDD;kai;Zar iksgpys ;kpk vFkZ vtqugh 75 VDds r:.k r:.kh mPp f’k{k.k ?ksr ukgh- mPp
f’k{k.kkpk foLrkj vtqugh iqjslk >kysyk ukgh- gh dj oLrqfLFkrh vkgs- 125 dksVhgqu vf/kd
yksdla[;k vlysY;k Hkkjrkr fo|kihBkaph la[;k vtqugh uÅ’ksP;k vkrp vkgs- Hkkjrkr
40]000 egkfo|ky;s vkgsr vkf.k 11]000 mPp f’k{k.k laLFkk vkgsr- izxr ns’kkP;k rqyusr
gs vkdMs deh Hkklrkr vesjhdsr vMhp gtkjkgwu vf/kd fo|kihBs rj fpue/;s 2000
fo|kihBs vkgsr ;kpk vFkZ Hkkjrky [kqi eksBk iYyk xkBk;pk vkgs- R;klkBh f’k{k.kkojhy
[kpZ ok<kokok ykx.kkj vkgs65 VDds fo|kFkhZ gs ljdkjh ‘kS{kf.kd laLFksr f’kdrkr rj 93 VDds ra=f’k{k.k gs
[kktxh laLFks}kjs fnys tkrs- fo|kihB vuqnku vk;ksxkus dsysY;k losZ{k.kkr vls vkBoys dh
ns’kkrhy 68 VDds fo|kihB o 73 VDds egkfo|kY;kapk ntkZ lqekjs fdaok deh vkgs- ;ko:u
mPp f’k{k.kkpk ntkZ dk; vkgs gs lkaxko;kph xjt ukghf'k{k.k gs okf?k.khps nq/k vkgs tks isbZy rks xqjxqjY;k f’kok; jkg.kkj ukgh- ek= ;kp
okf?kuhP;k nq/kkph fdaer vkt [kqi ok<ysyh vkgs- egkjk”Vªkr ‘ksrdjh vkiY;keqykyk
f’kdoh.kkj dlk ngkoh uarj lk;Ul ?;k;ps Eg.kwu iksjxk vkrqj vlrks i.k f’k{k.kkP;k
[kktxhdj.k i/nrheqGs rks ekxsp ikÅy ?ksrks nksu o”kkZph nhM yk[k Qh ,sdqu rks v/kkZesyk
gksrks- vkf.k iksjkyk vkVZyk ?kkyrks vl dk\ ljdkjus Bjfoys rj f’k{k.kkpk cktkj gksÅ
‘kdr ukgh ljdkjh f’k{k.k laLFkk lq/kk: ‘kdr ukgh] [kktxhdj.k can gksr ukgh jktdkj.;kauh
Bjfoys rj rs dkghgh d: ‘kdrkr i.k djrhy dls dkj.k M>aHkj [kktxh f’k{k.k laLFkkaps
ekyd rsp vlrkr- ;keqGs fo|kF;kZaP;k xq.koRrsoj ijh.kke gksr vkgs ;ko”kkZP;k vkWy baMh;k
gk;j ,T;qds’ku lOgsZuqlkj ns’kkrhy 77-8 VDds egkfo|ky;s [kktxh laLFkkaP;k rkC;kr vkgsr
;ko:u mPp f’k{k.kkoj [kktxh idM fdrh iDdh >kyh vkgs gs Li”V gksrs- vkt dkWyst
uqlrs ukok iqjrs jkghys f’kdo.kh oxZ ulrkr] ikghts R;k lqfo/kk ulrkr csjkstxkjheqGs tks rks
[kktxh f’kdo.kh pk /kank m?kMqu clyk vkgs- vkt egkjk”Vªkr f’k{k.k gkp eksBk /kank >kyk
f’k{k.k i/nrhoj] [kktxh f’k{k.kkoj fucZa/k yko.;kr ;srhy i.k vtqu cktkj Fkkacyk ukghxq.koRrk u ikgrk QDr iSlk ikgqu f’k{kdkauk uksdjh feGrs gh ‘kksdkafrdk vkgs[kktxh fo|kihBkaps fo/ks;d Eg.kts mPp f’k{k. {ks=kps ikyd o fLodkj.;kl ‘kklu
vi;’kh Bjys vkgs gs izLFkkihr fo|kihB vf/kd cGdV d:u Lok;rsph ;kstuk [kÚ;k vFkkZus
jkcfo.;klkj[kk i;kZ; R;kaP;kdMs gksrk- fouk vuqnkfur f’k{k.k laLFkkrwu fo|kFkhZ dlk HkjMyk
tkrks- ;kps mnk % vki.k njo”khZ oS|dh; f’k{k.k] vfHk;kaf=dh izos’k izdzh;s njE;ku ikgrks ;k
la[;k Eg.kts [kktxh fo|kihBkps cksUlp vkgsr- ;k O;kolkf;d vH;kldzekP;k pjkÅ
dqj.kkaoj y{k dsanzhr d:up [kktxh fo|kihBkapk ?kkV ?kky.;kr vkyk vkgs-
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ntsZnkj
123456-

f’k{k.k fo|kF;kZauk u feGk.;kph dkj.ks %
ljdkjpk mPp f’k{k.kkis{kk izkFkfed f’k{k.kkoj vlysyk Hkjxzkfe.k Hkkxkrhy vf’k{khr ikydkapk f’k{k.kkdMs ikg.;kpk mnkflu n`f”Vdksufo|kihBkr jktdh; gLr{ksi ok<r vkgs o R;kauk laiq.kZ Lok;Rrk fnysyh ukghvkfFkZd fo”kerseqGs fo|kF;kZar xq.koRrk vlqugh mPp f’k{k.k izkIr d: ‘kdr ukghljdkj mPp f’k{k.k ns.ks gh Lor%ph tckcnkjh letr ukghegkfo|ky;kr fo|kF;kZapk eqY;kadu dj.;kpk i/nrhpk vHkko-

mik; ;kstuk %
1- mPp f’k{k.k i/nrhr cny gks.ks vko’;d vkgs2- mPp f’k{k.kkojhy [kpkZr ok< gks.ks vko’;d vkgs3- lkekftd o vkfFkZd nqcZG ?kVdkauk mPp f’k{k.k ?ksrk ;sbZy ;klkBh ljdkjus osxGh
O;oLFkk djkoh
4- brj jk”Vªkizek.ks Hkkjrkr lq/nk 18 rs 24 ;k o;ksxVkr loZ fo|kF;kZua k f’k{k.k ?ksrk
vkys ikfgts ts.ks d:u csjkstxkjkaph la[;k deh gksbZy5- izR;sdkus vkiyk vkRefo’okl ok<okoklanHkZ lqph %
1- ;kstuk Qsczqokjh 2002] uksOgsacj 2002] tkusokjh 20032- dq:{ks= tkusokjh 20043- fo|kihB U;qTk Qsczqokjh 2004] fMlsacj 20034- nSfud yksdlRrk 20035- ns’kksUurh eaFku fn- 30 tqyS 2014-
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श णात मा हती तं

ानाची भू मका

DR. P. M. TAYADE
¨ÉÉä. 9850673242
तावना:
येक दे शा या

वकासाम य

श ण

या मह वाची भू मका पार पाडत दे शा या

वकासाम ये श णा वषयक थान कोणते? ते श ण कशासाचे असावे? यासार या श ण वषयक
नांचा वचार करणे आव यक ठरते.च दे शा या वकासासाठ श णप ती सु धारणे दे खील गरजेचे
असते. पू व भारतात परं परागत श ण प ती होती परं तू आता श ण

े ात खु प मोठा बदल झाला

आहे , कारण आजचा व याथ फार वेगळा आहे तो जा त चक सक झाला आहे .

येक गो ट नट

समज या शवाय तो मा य कर त नाह .
वातं यो तर काळाम ये भारतातील श णाचा

सार व

या ती सतत वाढत आहे मा

श णाचा दजा खालावत आहे . श णा या साराची या माणे आव यकता आहे तसेच श णा या
गु णव तेत सु धारणा करणे दे खील आव यक आहे . आजह आपल

श ण प ती

वषापू व सु

गती पथावर आहे तर अजू न

केल

या माणे कारकुन घडवणार आहे . भारत आज

ट शांनी १५०

पा चा य दे शां या बरोबर ने राह यास आपणांस बर च वाटचाल करायची आहे ती एक मोठ लढाई आहे
व व याथ यात सै नक आहे त यांची सवतो पर तयार करणे हे श णाचे धे य असले पाह जे हणेच
आ हाला गत दे शाचे अंधानु करण न करता आपले नवीन माग शोधावे लागतील तसेच समाजातील
येक घटकाम ये

येक

यि तम ये आ म व वास नमाण हो याकर ता आप या ताकद ची

जाणीव क न दे णा या श णाची, अ यंत ज र आहे .
२१ वे शतक हे व ानाचे यु ग मानले जाते, तं
तं

ान हे मानव जातीसाठ

ानाने मानवजाती या संबं धत े ावर भाव टाकला आहे , यापैक च एक

होय. तं

व ानाचे वरदान आहे
े

ाना या भावापासू न श ण णाल वभ त राहू शकत नाह . श ण

उपयोगामु ळ,े तां क साधनां या वापरामु ळे

हणजे श ण े
े ात तं

ांती घडत आहे . एर क अ वीने १९६७ साल

ाना या
हटले आहे
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क. श ण

े ात तं

ानाचा वापर ह मोठ

ांती आहे . परं तू तं

ानाचा अभाव हा आप या श ण

यव थेतील एक फार मोठा दोष आहे असे मानावे लागेल. याक रता श णात मा हती तं

ानाचा

यो य वापर होणे काळाची गरज आहे .
श णा या या या :
श ण ह एक

या आहे या वारे यि तचे एका समाज उपयोगी ा यात पांतर होते श ण व

माणसाचा संबंध ाचीन आहे श ण ह

यि तम वाचा वकास करणार नरं तर

या आहे ती

ज मापासू न मृ यू पयत सु असते Education हा श द लॅ ट न भाषेतील Educare पासू न बनला आहे याचा
अथ वक सत करणे असा होतो.
सारांश :
आज जाग तक करणा या यु गात श णा या क ा ं दाव या आहे त. चांग या श णाचा उ ेश मु लांचा
सवा गण वकास हा असतो. याकर ता मा हती तं

ान हे श ण

े ात उपयु त ठ

शकते.

वचारांची दे वाण- घेवाण कर यासाठ , संशोधक कायासाठ तसेच कमी वेळात कमी खचात जा तीत
जा त

ान दे यासाठ मा हती तं

ानाची भू मका श णात मह वाची आहे . मा हती तं

ानामु ळे

आपल श णप ती अ धक भावी व काय म बनेल तसेच श ण े ात भरपू र संधी उपल ध होतील
असे वाटते.
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f’k{k.k o laxhr
izk-larks”k fdlujko [kaMkjs
laxhr foHkkx] izeq[k] e/kqdjko iokj dyk egkfon;ky;] eqfrZtkiwj
f’k{k.k gs ekuoh thoukpk lokZfx.k fodkl dj.;kpk eqyea= vkgs- f’k{k.k gh ladYiuk
ekuoh lad`LrhP;k izzkjaHkkcjkscjp lq: gksrs- f’k{k.k gs ekuoh thoukP;k lokZaxkuk O;ki.kkjs
vlY;keqGs thoukrhy vusd vaxkps varHkkZo f’k{k.k ;k ladYiusr >kysyk vk<Grks- f’k{k.k
;k ladYiusr fofo/k izzdkjps dkS’kY;- laLdkj vkf.k eqY;s varHkqZr vkgsr- f’k{k.kkrwu izzkIr
gks.kkjs Kku gs dsoG ‘kCnKku fdaok iqLrdh ikaMhR; uOgs] rj R;kyk vuqHkwfrpk vk/kkj vl.ka
vko’;d vkgs- f’k{K.k Eg.kts thoukph ?kM.k] ek.kqldhpk fodkl pkfj=] lao/kZu vkf.k
ladYiuk vkRelakr dj.ks gks;- fodklkP;k n`”Vhus gks.kkjk cny Eg.kts f’k{k.k vlk f’k{K.k
g;k ‘kCnkpk vFkZ djrk ;sbZy- f’kd.ks vkf.k f’kdfo.ks gh ekufld dzh;k vlwu izzR;sd O;Drh
vkiY;k vuqHkouqlkj vkiY;k orZukr tks cny djrs rsp f’k{k.k gks;- egkRek xka/khthP;k ers
ek.klkP;k ‘kkjhfjd] ekufld] lkaLd`frd o v/;kfRed vaxkpk fodkl o vfHkO;Drh Eg.kts
f’k{k.k gks;- Lokeh foosdkuankaP;k ers f’k{k.k gks;- rj Lokeh foosdkuankaP;k ers f’k{k.k Eg.kts
ekuokrhy iq.kZRokpk vfo”dkj gks;- laxhr gs ekuokyk loZ izzlaxkuq:i vkYgknnk;h Bjys
vkgs- lkfgr;kPkk vH;kl djrkauk eukrhy Hkkoukaps] fopkjkaps fp=.k ‘kCnkP;k ek/;ekrwu
dsysys vlrs rs d/kh brds ifj.kkedkjd Bjrs dh v{kj’k% MksG;kr vJw mHks jkgrkr^euq”; gk lektfiz; izzk.kh vlY;keqGs laektke/;s jkg.kk&;k fofo/k O;DrhaP;k
gkypkyhps vuqdj.k d:u gkoHkkokP;k lgk;~;kus vuql:u rks Lor%pk fodkl djr vlrks
R;kph udGr fdz;k Eg.kts R;kP;koj gks.kkjs laLdkj gks;- f’k{k.k gh tuekiklwu e`R;qi;Zar
vfojr pky.kkjh v’kh izfdz;k vkgs- fulxZ gk ekuokpk vkn; xq: vkgs- ‘oklkph Lianus]
iki.;kph m?kM>ki g`n;kps Bskds ;ke/kqup rj tueysY;k ckGkyk rkyk lqjkaph vksG[k gksr-s
f’k{k.k gs dsoG ‘kCn:i vlsy rj tkLr izzHkko’kkyh gks.kkj ukgh- iajrq R;kr ,d y; vlsy
rj O;Drhps ftou vkd”kZd cuqu R;koj pkaxys laLdkj ?kMwu ;srhyekul’kkL=kauh thoukP;k voLFkk lkafxrY;k vkgsr o thoukP;k izzR;sd VII;kaoj
lafxrkps ,d vykSfdd vls ;ksxnku vkgs- tls ckY;kP;k ‘kS’kokoLFkse/;s lkSis ‘kCn o
vkd”kZd y;h pkyh f’kdowu vki.k lafxrkph tUekiklwu >kysY;k vksG[kyh leksj usm
‘kdrks- R;kuarjpk egRokpk laLdkj mi;ksxh dkG Eg.kts okY;voLFkk ;k voLFkse/;s eqykaph
vkdyu ‘kDrh ok<ysyh vlrs o ;kpk iQk;nk gksmQu R;kauk lkI;k jkxkrhy canh’k o lqjsy
xk.ks f’kdowu R;kaP;k vkyu] ‘kDrhyk vk.k[kh o`/nhxr djrk ;sbZy- g;k iq<hy VIik Eg.kts
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dqkejoLFkpk g;k xVkrhy O;Drh gk vuqdj.k fiz; vlrks R;keqGs R;kaP;ke/khy vkRefo’okl
tkx`r dj.;kps dke laxhrkP;k ek/;ekru [kqi pkaxY;k izzdkjs gksow ‘kdrs- tls g;k o;krhy
eqykauk NksV;k eksV;k lekjaHkke/;s bZ’kfLrou Lokxrxhr] jk”Vzxhr gs Eg.k.;klkBh izzkRlkfgr
d: ‘kdrks g;kaurj ;srs rh Eg.kts O;Drhph izzkS<koLFkk g;ke/;s lq/nk euksjatu gs laxhrkP;k
ek/;ekrsp gksr vkf.k ‘ksoVP;k voLFke/;s Eg.kts o`/nkoLFke/;s vkrki;Zar O;Drhe/;s
:tysY;k Kkukpk mi;ksx o vuqHkokph Qk;nk nql&;kauk nsow ‘kdrksv’kkizzdkjs laxhr gs izzR;sd vuq”;kP;k thoukr ,d egRokph Hkwfedk fuHkowu O;Drhyk
,dk ifjiw.kZ f’k{k.kkpk izR;{; ns.;kps dke vizzR;{ki.ks djr vlrsthoukP;k lkscrp ‘kkys; f’k{k.k gh ,d izfdz;k vkgs vkf.k g;ke/;s rj laxhr
vkY;kf’kok; jkg.kkjp ukgh- iwohZP;k dkGh izzkfpu o xzhd dkGke/;s ygku eqykauk iQdr
rhu fo”k; f’kdoys tkr vlr dok;r] rdZ’kkL=] o laxhr dok;r gh ‘kjhj lkS”Bo o
fujksxh i.kklkBh rdZ’kkL= gs ;ksX; fn’ksus fopkj dj.;klkBh o lafxr gs O;Drh e/khy
HkkoHkkouk ] laosnu’khyrk] o ltZu’khy o`Rrhph fufeZrh gks.;klkBh f’kdoys tkbZf’k{k.k Eg.kts dsoG iqLrdh Kku UkOgs rj fon;kF;kZapk lokZfx.k fodkl gks;- vkf.k
Eg.kwup eqykaps O;DrheRo fodflr dj.;lkBh R;kaps eu laLdkj{k.k dj.;klkBh ‘kkys;
thouke/;s lafxrkps [kqi eksBs ;ksxnku vkgs- vkf.k ‘kkys; thoukiklwu lafxr gk fo”k;
vfuok;Z tj dsyk rjp vkiyh oSHko’kkyh lkaLd`frd okjlk fVdowu jkghy ‘kkys;
f’k{k.kke/;s laxhr vfuok;Z dsY;kl laxhrkps f’k{k.kpk vlysyk ?kfu”B laca/k vkiY;kyk
iq<hy eqn;kOnkjs y{kkr ;sbZy1 +lqIr xq.kkapk fodkl %
izR;sd O;Drhe/;s dkgh uk dkgh lqIr xq.k vlrkrp rj v’kk lqIr xq.kkapk fodkl
dj.;klkBh laxhr f’k{k.k nsrs lqIr xq.kkapk fodkl dj.;klkBh laxhr ,d egrokph Hkwfedk
fuHkkors Jh- jk- ukbZd Eg.krkr dh] fon;kF;kZaukuSlfxZdi.ks ykHkysY;k laxhr mi;ksxh ns.;kpk
O;Drhxr fopkj d:u R;kpk i/nr’khji.ks fodkl ?kMowu vk.k.ks Eg.kts laxhrkps f’k{.k ns.ks
gks;2 +laLdkj :to.;kr enr %
vktP;k /kkoiGhP;k ;qxkr vkilkrhy Lusgkps ukrs laiq”Vkr ;sr vkgs- R;keqGs
vktP;k fon;kF;kZae/;s ek.kqldhps ukrs ti.;klkBh r;kaP;ke/;s ‘kkyhurk] uezrk]
fou;f’kyrk f’kLr vls laLdkj :tfo.;kps dke o lkeF;kZ laxhr dsysYs vkgs- o laxhrys
tj f’k{.kke/;s laca/k vlsy rj fon;kFkhZZ lgt laLdkj{ke cuork ;srhy o ,d vkn’kZ jk”Vz
fuekZ.k gksbZy3 +dYiuk ‘kDrhpk fodkl %
‘kkL=h; xk;u gh ,d dyk vkgs- jkxkrhy lkr lOjkaPkk fodkl dYiuk ‘kDrhP;k
tksjkoj brdk foLr`r gksrks dh xk;d ,d vksG fofo/k fofo/k laxhr vyadkjkuh uVowu
latowu vkiY;k dYiuk ‘kDrhP;k tksjkoj v/kkZ v/kkZ rkl jaxorkr- R;keqGs xk;u djrkauk
fon;kF;kZaph fujh{k.k ‘kDrh] dYiuk’kDrh ok<r vlrs Eg.kwu laxhrkpk laca/k f’k{k.kk’kh
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vlrks rj dYid raKK] usr`Ro] lkfgR;hd] ‘kkL=h;] fopkjoar fuekZ.k gksrhy ;ke/;s ‘kadkp
ukgh4 + f’k{k.k i/nr lksih gksbZyvktP;k fDy”V f’k{k.k iz.kkyheqGs vktpk fon;kFkhZ vH;klkdMs nqyZ{k d:u osxG;k
oG.kkoj tkrh; rj R;kyk ,dk /kkX;kar cka/k.;kpkdke laxhrkOnkjs gksmQq ‘kdrs- vH;klkrhy
dkgh xks”VVh lq=s- izes;] ,sfrgkfld ?kVuk b- ckch laxhrkpk Li”kZ d:u f’kdfo.;kl fpjdky]
Lej.kkr jkghy o fon;kF;kZaps vH;klkr eu ykxsy5 + jfld oxZ fufeZrh o dykoar fufeZrh dks.kR;kgh oxZjk”Vzkph izxrh R;karhy dykoarkoj o
fopkjoarkoj voyacwu vlrks- vkf.k g;k dysP;k ek/;ekrwu fofo/k fo”k;kph ekfgrh FksV
tulkekU;i;Zar iksgpfo.;kps dk;Z rlsp jk”Vztkx`rhps dk;Z laxhr dysP;k ek/;ekrwu gksm
‘kdrs- R;klkBh dykoarkph fuehZZrh gks.k vko’;d vlrs o laxhrkyk f’k{k.kkyk lekfo”V
dsY;kl vusd dykoarkph fuehZrh gksmu jk”Vzle`/n dj.;kl enr gksr6 + lkekftd n`”Vhdks.k
lkaLd`frd laLdkj fon;kF;kZaP;k ckyeukoj :to.ks vR;ar xjtsps vkgs] dkj.k ;kp
lkaLd`frd laLdkjkr ok<ysyh vkeph fon;kFkhZZ n’ksrhy fi<h gh mn;kps r:.k lkekftd ?kVd
cu.kkj vkgsr R;keqGs vktpk fon;kFkhZZ gk QDr jkscV cuwu iSls deok;ps iQDr ,d lk/ku
u cuork R;kauk ek.kqlLdh ti.ks o ekulkyk ek.kwl let.ks vls fopkj vki.k ;k
ek/;kekrwu iksgpow ‘kdrks7 + lekt izzcks/kku %
laxhrkP;k ek/;ekrwu ‘kkys; f’k{k.klk’kh ;kapk laca/k ykowu ;kauk ‘kkys; ftoukiklwu
laxhrkph xksMh ykowu R;kapk mi;ksx vki.k lektizzcks/kuklkBhi.k d: ‘kdkrks8 + fon;kF;kZaP;k r.kkoiw.kZ okrkoj.kk’kh laca/k ;sm u ns.;kP;k Hkwfedse/;s laxhr egRowi.kZ
Hkwfedk ctkorsv’kk izzdkjs vkn’kZ jk”VzfuehZrh tj djk;ph vlsy rj f’k{k.kkr laxhrkyk lekfo”V
dj.ks xjtsps vkgs- laxhrkrhy e/kwj Loj vFkok ukn tsOgk dkukoj iMrkr rsOgk vkiksvkip
r.kkokps ‘kjhjkekiQZr mRltZu gksmu eukyk ‘kkari.kk rj ;srksp i.k R;kp cjksoj /;kukoLFksph
vuqHkrh ;sr-s Eg.kwu laxhrkrhy ukn o Lojkauk ea=’kDrh vls EgVys tkrslaxhrkyk tj vki.k ‘kkys; f’k{k.kke/;s lekfo”V d:u ?ksrys ukgh rj R;kph Hk;kog
vlsy ifj.kke vkiY;kyk fnlwu ;srhy tls] fon;kF;kZaps thou r.kkiw.kZ v’kk xks”Vh
fun’kZukl ;srhy- laLdkj u”V gksrhy ,dkxzrk] thn~n phdkVh la;e ;k xks”Vhph m.kho R;kaP;k
Bk;h Hkklsy R;keqGs v’kk xks”Vh VkG.;klkBh lkaxhrhd okrkoj.kkph lq:okr ‘kkys;
thoukiklwu R;kaP;k f’k{k.k iz.kkyhr varHkwZr vlsy rj mn;kph Hkkoh fi<h gh jksxeqDr]
r.kkoeqDr] J`t.kf’ky] vf/kd laTtuf’ky vlsy ;kr ‘kadk ukgh-

lkfgR; laxhr dyk foghu %
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lk{kkr i’kq % iwPN fon;kghu Eg.ktsp lkfgR; laxhr dyk ;kapk xa/k ulysyh th O;Drh vkgs
rh f’kaxs o ‘ksiVh ulYksY;k i’kw leku vkgs- v’kk izzdkjs Hkkoh fi<h ?kMfo.;kP;k n`”Vhus
fopkj djrk cky o;krhy vfLFkrj o papy voLFksrhy loZ eukauk ,d=hri.ks vH;klkP;k
okrkoj.kkr vk.kw R;kph ckS/nhd o ekufld ikrGhyk ,d pkaxY;k fopkjkaph cSBd nsmu
mn;kph lokZaxh.k fodkl gksmu ,d laosnuf’ky] J`tuf’ky o lTTkuf’ky v’kh tckcnkj
fi<h >kY;kps igko;kps >kY;kl o laxhrkpk okjlk vfojr pkyw Bsok;pk >kkY;kps igko;kps
vlsy rj R;kaP;koj laxhrkps laLdkj gksmu vkt ‘kkys; Lrjkoj laxhrkpk fon;kF;kZapk
vH;kdzekr varHkkZo dj.ks vfuok;Z vkgslanHkZ lwph % &
1 + laxhr ‘kkL= ifjPk; % eksguk ekMhZdj
2 + e/;dkyhu laxhr rK ,oae mudk rRdkyhu lektij izHkko & uferk cWuthZ
3 + laxhr v/;kiu i/nrh & MkW- lkS- vpZuk vyksuh
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izkphu Hkkjrkrhy mPpf’k{k.k
MkW-lkseoa’kh ,l-vkjLkg;ksxh izk/;kid o bfrgkl foHkkxizeq[k
Ekgkjk”Vª mn;fxjh egkfo|ky;] mnxhj] Rkk-mnxhj ft-ykrwj
izLrkouk
^lokZaxlqanj tx.;kph r;kjh Eg.kts f’k{k.k* gh gcZVZ LisUlj ;kauh f’k{k.kkph O;k[;k
dsyh vkgs- vFkkZrp O;fDreÙokpk iw.kZ fodkl dj.ks Eg.kts f’k{k.k gks;- Hkkjrkr izkphu
dkGkiklwu f’k{k.kkph ijaijk fnlwu ;srs- O;DrhP;k O;fDreÙokoj tk.khoiwoZd laLdkj
dj.;klkBh ckyi.kkiklwup ;k laLdkjkph lq#okr izkphu dkGh dsyh tkr gksrh- o;kP;k 8
O;k o”kkZaiklwu 25 O;k o”kkZi;Zar f’k{k.k xzg.k dj.ks o f’k{k.kkP;k ek/;ekrwu lokZaxh.k fodkl
?kMfo.ks gh lektjpuk rRdkyhu dky[kaMkr fuekZ.k dsyh gksrh- izkFkfed f’k{k.kkuarj mPp
f’k{k.kklkBhph O;oLFkk gh rRdkyhu dky[kaMkr fuekZ.k dsyh gksrh- ek= ;k dkGkrhy
f’k{k.kkoj /kekZpk ixMk fnlwu ;srks- oSfnd dky[kaMkr pkrqoZ.;Z O;oLFksr f’k{k.kkps
lkoZf=dhdj.k >kys vlys rjh R;kuarj mÙkj oSfnd dkGkr iqjk.kdkGkr gÓkk f’k{k.kke/;s
lkoZf=dhdj.k fnlr ukgh- ek= fganw /kekZP;k rqyusr ckS)] tSu /kekZrhy f’k{k.kkr ok<
>kY;kph fnlrs- ;kp dky[kaMkr Hkkjrkr mPp f’k{k.kkpsgh izkcY; ok<ys o vusd
fo|kihBkaphgh LFkkiuk >kyhLka’kks/kukpk mÌs’k
i½
izkphu dkGkrhy mPp f’k{k.kkpk vH;kl dj.ksii½
rRdkyhu fo|kihBkaph lajpuk vH;kl.ksiii½
mPp f’k{k.kkps ewY;ekiu dj.ksx`fgrds
i½
izkphu dky[kaMkr f’k{k.kO;oLFkk vfLrRokr gksrhii½
izkphu dkGkrhy mPp f’k{k.k O;kid gksr-s
izkphu mPp f’k{k.kkph ijaijk
izkphu dky[kaMkr f’k{k.kkl ikBkarjkl egÙokps LFkku gksrs- moT>k; o vk;fj; gs
f’k{k.k O;oLFksrhy egÙokps ?kVd vlwu moT>k; Eg.kts mik/;k; o vk;fj; Eg.kts vkpk;Z
gks;- ojP;k oxkZrhy fo|kFkhZgh [kkyP;k b;Rrsl v/;kiukps dk;Z djr vls- izkphu
dky[kaMkrhy tSu f’k{k.k i)rhr cq)hps pkj izdkj dfYiys vkgsr1½
mIifÙk;k ¼u ikfgysY;k] u ,sdysY;k oLrwps Kku gks.ks½
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2½
3½
4½

nSuf;dh ¼lw=kFkZ let.;kl mi;qDr] fgps eq[; y{k.k uezrk½
dEeleqR;k ¼dk; djko;kps ;kps Kku½
ifj.kkfu;k ¼izR;{koknh ifj.kkekauh oLrwps Kku d:u ?ksowu frph izkIrh½
;k dky[kaMkr v/;;ukP;k ikp ik;Ú;k vlwu R;kr
i½
jkpuk ¼lq=ikBu o lw=kFkZ½
ii½
izPNuk ¼’kadk&lek/kku½
iii½
vuqRizs{kk ¼f’kdysY;k ikBkoj fparu dj.ks½
iv½
vkEuk; ¼lq=kaps ;ksX; mPpkj] vk?kkrklfgr iBu dj.ks½
v½
/keksZins’k ¼eq[; rRokaps vkpk;kZauh dsysys fooj.k½
;k ojhy i)rhuq#i f’k{k.kkph cSBd izkphu dky[kaMkr dfYiysyh gksrhizkphu Hkkjrkrhy fo|kihBs
i½
r{kf’kyk &
gs fo|kihB bloh luiwoZ 800 rs bloh luiwoZ 400 P;k dky[kaMkr fodflr >kysys
fo|kihB gksrs- mÙkjiFkkojhy ,d izfl) uxj Eg.kwu r{kf’kyspk fopkj djkok ykxrks- gs
fo|kihB xka/kkj ;k egktuinkP;k jkt/kkuhps ‘kgj vlwu l|dkyhu dangkj ‘kgj gks;- ;k
fo|kihBkph LFkkiuk Hkjr ;kus dsyh vlwu R;kps iz’kklu ^r{k* ukokph O;Drh lkaHkkGr vlsvlk tkrddFksr mYys[k vk<Grks- gs fo|kihB fuoklh fo|kihB gksrs- ;kfBdk.kh nksu izdkjps
fo|kFkhZ v/;;u djr- ts fo|kFkhZ /kuoku vkgsr rs f’k{k.k ‘kqYd Hk:u fnolk v/;;u djr]
ts lkaiRrhd n`”Vhus izcG vkgsr R;kauk vkpfj; Hkkxnk;d Eg.kts nqlÚ;k izdkjps fo|kFkhZ
fnolk fo|kihBkrhy dke d:u jk=h v/;;u djr vlwu R;kauk /kekZrsokfld vls Eg.krR;kaP;kdMwu ‘kqYd vkdkjys tkr uls- Hkkjrk] tkok] lqek=k] mRrjpkjlhd] ;ou] vjch vls
gtkjks fo|kFkhZ ;kfBdk.kh mPp f’k{k.k ?ksr vlr- pk.kkD;] fo”.kq ‘kekZ] pjd] lqJqr] egkyh]
fyPNoh vknh ;kfBdk.kP;k izeq[k O;Drh vkgsr- ;k fo|kihBkr rhu osnkalkscr 18 f’kYis
;kaps mPp f’k{k.k fnys tkr vls- lkscrp /kuqfoZ|k] oS|d’kkL=] /keZ’kkL=] jktfurh’kkL=]
vk;qosZn’kkL=] f’kYifo|k] —f”k foKku] ‘kY;’kkL=] [kxksy’kkL=] Hkwxksy] xf.kr] n’kZu bR;knh
fo”k;kps v/;kiu dsys tkr vls- fou;fiVdkr ;sFkhy f’k{k.kiz.kkyhoj izdk’k VkdY;kps
fnlrs- fpuh izoklh Qkfg;ku ;kP;k izoklo.kZukr ;k fo’kky fo|kihBkckcr ekfgrh feGrsijdh; gqukaP;k VksGÓkkaP;k vkdze.kkeqGs ;k fo|kihBkpk fo/oal >kykii½
ukyank fo|kihB
izkphu dkGkr fcgkje/khy ikV.;kiklwu pkGhl eSy varjkoj vkXus;sl ukyank
fo|kihB gksrs- ;kfBdk.kh ngk gtkj fo|kFkhZ v/;;uk[kkyh jkgr vlr- Hkkjrkckgsjhy ns’kkrwu
Eg.kts frcsV] dksfj;k] phu bR;knh ns’kkrwu ;k fBdk.kh fo|kFkhZ v/;;ukl ;sr vlr;kfBdk.kh lokZauk Hkkstu] fuokl] oL=s] vkS”k/ks] f’k{k.k fu%’kqYd feGr vls- ;sFkhy
vH;klØekr ckS) /keZ] ckS) rÙoKku] ckS) ok³~e; gs eq[; fo”k; gksrs- ;klkscrp oSfnd
ok³~e;] rdZ’kkL=] O;kdj.k] xf.kr] oS|d] f’kYi’kkL=] fp=dyk bR;knh fo”k;gh f’kdoys
tkr- ;k fo|kihBkpk izk.k Eg.kts ;sFkhy xzaFkky; gks;- gs xzaFkky; ^/keZxat* ;k ukokus izfl)
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gksr-s ;k xzaFkky;kP;k rhu bekjrh vlwu R;kauk jRuknf/k] jRulkxj] jRujatu v’kh ukos gksrhjRuksnf/k bekjr uÅ etyh gksrh- rj ckdhP;k nksu lgk etyh gksR;k- R;ko:u rRdkyhu
xzaFkky;kph dYiuk ;srs- bfRlax ;k phuh izok’kkus ckS) /kekZps f’k{k.k ukyank fo|kihBkrp
?ksrys gksr-s ^gÓkq&,u&Rlax* ;k phuh izok’kkusgh ukyank fo|kihBkl HksV fnyh gksrh- ;k
fo|kihBkrhy egku O;Drhae/;s lkfjiq=] ukxktqZu] /keZiky] otzcks/kh] vk;Znso] t;nso] izHkkdj
fe=] jRuflag] t;lsu] /keZnso ;kapk mYys[k djkok ykxsy- rj ‘keZu&gÓkqu] FkkSOgh] Loh&gkax]
vksdksax] vk;ZoeZu] rksQkax] gÓkq&lu] fdax&pw&uku&gksax bR;knh ijdh; fo|kF;kZauh ;k
fo|kihBkr izkphu dkGkr f’k{k.k ?ksrys gksrs- rsjkO;k ‘krdkP;k izkjaHkhP;k dkGkr c[kR;kj
f[kythP;k vkdze.kkus ;sFkhy xzaFkky;s mn~/oLr >kyh o dkykarjkus fo|kihB uke’ks”k >kysiii½
foØe’khyk fo|kihB
xaxsP;k dkBkoj Hkkxyiwj iklwu 24 eSy varjkoj b-l- 760&809 ;k dkyko/kh
njE;ku caxkypk ikyoa’kh; jktk /keZiky ;kus gs fo|kihB LFkkiu dsys- ;k fo|kihBkr lgk
egkfo|ky;s gksrh- ;k fo|kihBkr cgqrka’k frcsVh fo|kFkhZ ;sr vlr- ;kfBdk.kh izos’k
?ks.;klkBh izos’k ijh{kk vls- gh ijh{kk mÙkh.kZ >kY;kuarjp fo|kihBkr izos’k ?ksrk ;sr vls;kfBdk.kh ckjkO;k ‘krdkr 3000 fo|kFkhZ v/;;u djr vlr- ;kfBdk.kh v/;kiuklkBh
flagHknz] lkxjes/k] cq)Kkuikn] izKkjf{kr] ;ekjh] cq)Jh] ‘kkD;JhHknz] vkuanxHkZ] nhiadj]
vfr’k vknh iafMr&vkpk;Z gksr-s ;k fo|kihBkr vR;ar HkO; vls xzaFkky; gksrs- O;k[;ku
d{k] fuokl d{k ;kfBdk.kh gksrs- fo|kF;kZalkBh olfrx`gkph lks; vlwu fo|kF;kZauk fu%’kqYd
lsok&lqfo/kk iqjfoY;k tkr vlr- vR;ar f’kLrc) o lqla?kVhr vls ;sFkhy fu;kstu vlwu
v/;kiuklkBh ;kfBdk.kh lkr’ks v/;kid gksrs- gs fo|kihB b-l-1206 P;k lqekjkl c[kR;kj
f[kythP;k vkdze.kkeqGs u”V >kysiv½
oyHkh fo|kihB
lkSjk”Vªkr gs fo|kihB b-l-450 rs 775 ;k dkGkr HkjHkjkVhl vkys gksrs- ;kfBdk.kh
izkphu dkGkr ckS)] tSu /kekZlkscrp /keZ’kkL=] vFkZ’kkL=] jlk;u] oS|d’kkL=] O;kdj.k]
T;ksfr”k] fp=dyk] /kuqfoZ|k] laxhr oknu vls 72 fo”k; f’kdoys tkr vlrv½
dk’kh fo|kihB
b-l- iwoZ 1000 P;k lqekjkl dk’kh gs fo|kihB mn;kl vkys vlwu vktrkxk;r ;sFks
v/;kiukps dk;Z pkyrs- ;kfBdk.kh izkphu dkGkiklwu vusd /kekZps v/;kiu mPp f’k{k.k
fofo/k vkpk;kZaP;k ek/;ekrwu fnys tkrs- ;kfBdk.kh fo|kihB ulys rjh ikjaxr izfl) fo}ku
vkgsr o rs v/;kiukps dk;Z djrkrlekjksi
Hkkjrkr f’k{k.kkph ijaijk izkphu dky[kaMkiklwu izpfyr vlY;kps fnlwu ;srs fdacgquk
Hkkjrh; izkphu mPp f’k{k.k iz.kkyhP;k ek/;ekrwu ijdh; yksdgh izHkkfor >kY;kps fnlrkrR;kpk ifj.kke Eg.kwu Hkkjrkr mPp f’k{k.k ?ks.;klkBh fofo/k ns’kkrhy fo|kFkhZ izkphu
dky[kaMkr ;sr vlY;kps fnlrs- HkkjrkP;k izxr’khy mPp f’k{k.kkps ewG gs izkphu Hkkjrh;
mPp f’k{k.k i)rh gksrh- gk bfrgkl vki.kkl ukdkjrk ;sr ukgh- ik’pkÙ;kaP;k rksMhl rksM
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izkphu Hkkjrh; mPp f’k{k.kkpk vk—frca/k gksrk o rRdkyhu izxr Kku gksrs gs vki.kkl ekU;
djkos yxrs- rRdkyhu fo|kihBkph lajpuk ikfgY;uarj vktgh vk/kqfud f’k{k.kiz.kkyhe/;s
fLFkR;arj dj.;klkBh ekxZn’kZd rÙos feGw ‘kdrkrlanHkZ lwph
1½
Altekar A.S., Education in Ancient India, Banaras, Nand Kishore Brothers,
2½
3½
4½
5½
6½

1961
Altaback P.G., Turmoli and Transition-Higher Education Student Politics in India,
Bombay Lalwani, 1978
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